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Introduction

l-•.stuaries are significant to human welfaire through their role in transportation,

production of food, waste disposal, and variouF recreational pursuits. Many' of the•.
world's largest metropolitan areas have developed near estuaries and these waters i
have become adversely affected by human activities. Important fisheries may exist
in estuarine and inshore waters as a result of generally high biological produactivity
and there is clear evidence that the influence of estuaries may extend well into ocean
basins. Detailed information concerning such matters as estuarine circulation pa-
terns, rates of exchange of materials with coastal and marine waters, and the ecology
of estuarine organisms will afford opportunity for realistic and essential management
of estuaries in the future.

The development of coastal areas has been very rapid in recent y'ears, but knowl-
edge of estuarine environments has not% kept pace with the necessity to resolve
problems arising from their intensive useý- Need for a more comprehensive under-
standing of estuaries and their surroundings and the lack of an adequate means to
exchange information concerning estuarin:e research stimulated the organization of
the Conference on Estuaries, held at Jekyll Island, Georgia, from March 31 to. ,
April 3, 1964. The objectives were to provide an opportunity for the exchange of "
ideas between the various disciplines and individuals interested in estuarine research,
to summarize the present knowledge of the natural characteristics of estuaries, and
to delineate the direction of current research efforts. •! ,

The Sapelo, Island Research Foundation, Inc., through funds provided by the late" -4.•
Richard J. Reynolds, Jr., supported initial planning for the Conference. Sponsors"
also included the Univ-ersity of Georgia Marine Institute ; the U.S. Bureau of Corn-
muercial Fisheries Biological Laboratory, Brunswick-, Georgia ; the Atlantic Estuarine
Research Society; and the American Society of Limnology and Oceanography, Inc.
The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, the U.S. National Science Foundation, the

S~U.S. 0t&'e of Naval Research, and the Sport Fishing Institute supplied financial
Ssupport. William IV. Anderson, James H. Carpenter. John D. Costlow, Vernon J.
S~Henry, and Bernard C. Patten assisted me in organizing the Conference program
• mid in selecting participants. The session chairmen and participants contributed

greatly to its success and Barbara Salter and Nadine WVatson were most helpful,

This book i!, an outcome of the Conferenc'r. The subject matter is broad, and
includecs aspects of biology, chet-isty., geography. geology', and physics. There is
as yet no nam~e like oceanography or limnology for estuarine research and its future
strength lies. perhal.-s, in the diversity of disciplines which can contribute to it
without the hindrance (if estaablished patterns and procedures. ,,

The sequence of the papers is, for me. a logical ane, though others might have 'k
arranged them differently. The term. estuary, has been defined numerous t'•mes
beyond the initial chapter. as authors sought to establish a frame of reference for A .,
their presentations; other areas of overlap could not be completely avoided. But .Q
readers will not necessarily read the papers in sequence, and I hope that each paper 4.,.
can stand by itself. The Supplemental Bibliography includes pertinent papers ' '

• ~published since the Conference and earlier ones not cited in the text.
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Vi INTRODUCTION

I am particularly grateful to the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, who by publishing this book have made it available to a far wider audience
thai. it might have had. The Association's recognition of the multidisciplinary scope
of estuarine research and the value of gathering the accumulated knowledge of the
subject into one volume is heartening to workers in the field.

Bernard C. Patten, William W. Anderson, and other members of the program
committee of the Conference reviewed the manuscripts. Jack W. Gehringer, Peter
A. Hyypio, James W. McGary, and Don L. McGregor assisted in resolving editorial
questions. Marian Blevins and Eleanor McAllister were most helpful in preparing
and indexing the papers. I am especially grateful to Dolores Johnson for her dedi-
cation to all manner of clerical and editorial chores. Estuaries, however, might still
be little more than a large number of manuscripts except for the cooperation and
skillful work of Horace D. Porter, who, with the help of his wife, Mary, produced
this book. It is with heartfelt thanks that I acknowledge their contribution to this
volume.

GEORGE H. LAUFF, Editor

W. K. Kellogg Biological Station

Michigan State University
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What is an Estuary: Physia Viewpoint

DONALD W. PRITCHARD

Chesapeake Bay Institute, The Jlohns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Maryland

Th problem of defining an estuary and delineating First, consider the r,-.quirement that an estuary be •~

the area of estuarine oceanography has concerned me "a semi-enclosed coastal body of water". The circula-
since I first started to study these bodies of water tion pattern in an estuary is inPuenced to a consider-.,
fifteen years ago. It is difficult to develop a definition able degree by its lateral boundaries. This control4
that will in~clude all the bodies of water one wishes to of the water movemlents by the lateral boundaries is
talk about and exclude all the otl ers. an important feature of an estuary and should be taken ,

Historically, the term estuarj has been applied pri- into account in the definition.
marily to the lower tidal reaches of a river. A review Further, the definition states that the estuary is a
of some of the dictionary definitions is appropriate as coastal feature and hence limits to some extent the
a starting point. The Congpse Oxford Dictionary size of the bodies of water under consideration. The
gives, simply: "Tidal mouth of a large river." Webr intent here is that the estuary be a part of the coast
ster's New 20th Century Dictionary statest: "An arm and not form the coast. Admittedly, the application of
of the sea; a frith or fithe ; a narrow passage, or the this restriction involves somewhat arbitrary decisions.
mouth of a river or lake, where th ots e By this part of my definition I would exclude the
curr it." thebster's New International Dictionary Baltic Sea, the adjacent Gulf of Bothnia, and the Gulf
has: "t (a) A passage, as the mouth of a river or lake of Finland from being designated as estuaries, de-
whf soe of the dictiathe river currentf moriote ac s other similarities. To me, the Baltic Sea and the
manly, an arm of the sea at the lower end of a river ; adjacent Gulf of Bot eria and Gulf of Finland form
a firth. (b) In physical geography, a drowned river the coastline rather than being a feature of the coast-

south, caused by the sinking of land near the coast." line. The physical significance of this restriction is
The French dictionary, Larousse. brings in a some- that the lateral bounoaries of such relatively large

what different concept, giving as a definition of an bodies of water are less important to the kinemtics
estuary: "Sinuesite du littoral, qui Diest couverte and dynamics of water movement than th.y are in aGd'eau qu'i mar) e haute. Golfe formo par i'er bouchure true estuary. bndiads tre

d'un flenve." ("A coast~ine bight which is covered The next requirement of the definition, that of "awith water only at high tide. A gulf formed by the free connection with the open sea", is included to in-
mouth of a river.") The second sentence refers to a dicate that communication between the ocean and the
drowned river mouthi veowever, the first part of this estuar must be adequate to transmit tidal energo and

definition seems peculiar to the French. It describes, sea salts. The free connection must allow an essen-
for example, the region near Mgno St. nichel where tially coptinuous exchange of water between the estu-
a curving region of the coast is covered at high tide ary and the ocean. Again, it must be admitted that
and dare at low tide. This area cannot be described the definition does not perfectly delimit the character
as a coastal emSsyment, and there is no dilution of sea of the connection between the oceand the car.eial
water-features which are important ih defining an iTdenture required for the body of water to be classe-!
ewhuar or as an estuary. In the great majority of cases, however,

From a physical standpointd the definition of an dhere shoulat be no problem in concluding whether
estuary should recognize certain haste similarities in the comnection ibe, in fact. "tfree".
the distribution of salinity and densityt as well as the Isar-built estuariese as a classo cn•e closest to the
circulation pattern and the tixing prces.es ; it sherld borderline of the definition with regard to free con-
acoint gut also the importance of the boundaries which nection with te open sea; Pan, tico Sound is an ed -
control the distributide Ti ar es and be dsred the definon doe width of the inlet to such em-
sent aal mixing of waters, aaynof nts is small on mpared to the horizontal dimen.

watr-fatue which areFImotn in.•4/ defiing an inden ture rqiebbladthfor tharerfWbodyaofhaslstaer tof be lns.t~tid'.i•

%ions of the estuary. I f the inlet allows free passagever-
rTaking tese features into account, t have defiti d howenfr, then the connertion should be cncu idered

ta- etuarv ashoulogize certastnary asia similaritied adequatehe o tion no fu!ly open ifre"

coastal btody Of tatn Wohich salinitrean d a wel as t all Stages Ol the tide. With Water passages beeo tttn
cnitr the open sea t ad riibt i pr hich r e a and er it the emp aym.nt and the ocean occurrin through a
meastrably diluned f ith a rers u. er dem-ed l, , lullow depressi-sn in the arrier bto h only at high
lTnd drainaget tide. then the connection is ot adequate from the

.3
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"4 ESTUARIES: BASIC CONSIDERATIONS

standpoint of this definition. Such embayments are phrase "within which sea water is measurably diluted
often referred to as lagoons, although this term also by fresh water" implies not only that there must be
has other connotations, a supply of fresh water to mix with the sea water, but

We come finally to the phrase in the definition re- conversely that the estuary proper extends up the
quiring that, within the estuary, sea water be "meas- drowned river valley only so far as there is a meas-
urably diluted with fresh water derived from land urable amount of sea salts. In most coastal plain es-
drainage". This dilution of sea water provides the tuaries the river bottom does not rise above sea level
density gradients which drive the characteristic es- for a considerable distance landward from the point
tuarine circulation patterns. In an early attempt to at which the last vestiges of sea-derived salt can be
define an estuary, I did not include this feature in the measured. The "fresh" water of the river of course
primary definition. Instead, I considered three sub- has some dissolved solids, and therefore has a salt
groups of embayments under the general definition of content. Even so, the upper limit of the estuary, as
an estuary. I then called "positive estuaries" those defined by the most landward intrusion of sea-derived
semi-enclosed coastal bodies of water having a free salt, can be quite sharply delineated, because the ionic
connection with the open sea, within which runoff plus ratios of the major constituents in the river water are
direct precipitation exceeds evaporation, and hence quite different from those in sea water. For example,
within which sea water is diluted by fresh water. I the ratio of chloride ion to total dissolved solids in
called the embayment an "inverse estuary" if evapo- the sea is about 1 : 1.8, while this ratio in "freshwater"
ration exceeds runoff plus precipitation, since the rivers is more characteristically 1:10 or 1:20.
characteristic circulation pattern in such a hypersaline As one proceeds from the mouth of a coastal plain
body is inverse to that found in a positive estuary. estuary toward the head, the salinity (defined either
Fot those embayments in which there was near bal- in terms of chlorinity or of conductivity) usually de-
ance between freshwater supply and evaporation, I creases steadily from a value of about 30M to about
employed the term "neutral estuary". I now prefer to 0.1%,. In the rivers along the east coast of the United
reserve the term "estuary", without any qualifying States, the salt content of the fresh water is generally
adjective, for those bodies I previously called "posi- less than 100 ppm, or 0.1%.. However, since typically
tive estuaries", for these rivers the ratio of chlorinity to total dis-

solved solids is about 1: 18, then even when the salin-
FOUR CLASSiFICATIONS ity, as defined by the classical seawater relationship to

chlorinity, is 0.1%., the salt content of the water is
Having now defined an estuary, we should consider about 90% derived from sea salt. Beyond the point

some possible subclassifications based on physical where the chlorinity is about 0.06%. (salinity approxi-
characteristics. From a geomorphological standpoint, mately 0.1%.) there will usually occur a short transi-
there are four primary subdivisions of estuaries: tional region in which the chlorinity will continue to
(1) drowned river valleys, (2) fjord-type estuaries, drop to about 0.01%., and the ratios of the major
(3) bar-built estuaries, and (4) estuaries produced dissolved constituents will undergo a rapid change.

Sby tectonic processes. The point at which this occurs marks the upper limit
Droumed river valslys-These are the classical of the estuary. Upriver from this point the chlorinity

estuaries of thl physical geographer. Because they and conductivity will remain relatively constant.
are most commonly found along a coastline with a Above this upper limit of the estuary there is usu-
relatively wide coastal plain, and are generally con- ally a stretch of the freshwater river which is still
fined to that geological regime. I have called these subject to the oscillation of the tidal currents. The
waterways coastal plain estuaries. This designation duration of the flood period compared to the ebb
has received relatively wide use in the United States. period will decrease until a point is reached where the

The Chesapeake Bay is a prime example of this downriver flow just ceases at what would be maxi-
type of estuary. During the last glacial period, the mum flood. There then occurs a further stretch of
Susquehanna River reached the ocean about 180 km the river which is subject to a tidal variation in water

Sseawa,•, of the present shoreline: the York River elevation, and within which there is a time variation
and the other rivers now entering the Bay to the in the downstream velocity, but without any flool
north of the York were then tributaries of the Sus- flow. The tidal effect on surface elevation frequently
quehanna. The James River probably reached the sea can be traced, under certain flow conditions, to the
separately. The rise in sea level by about 100 m fol- point where the river bed rises above sea level. The

4 lowing the glacial period, roughly 10 thousand years stretch of the fresh river above the upper limit of in-
ago, flooded the valleys of these rivers to form the trusion of sea-derived salt which is still subject to

SChesapeake Bay system, tidal action is calle, the tidal section of the river.
Drowned river valleys are not only typical of the Fjords-4;enerally L'-shaped in cross section. these

eastern se-board of the United States, but are wide- coastal indentures ilave been gouged out by glacierq.
spread throughout the world. It should be pointed out. rhe. frequentl, hae a shallow sill formed by tern-i.
with respect to coastal plain estuaries, that by the nal glacial deposits at their mouths. The basins inside
definition given here not all the lenth of the drowned the sills are often quite deep: 300 or 400 m. Most
river valley would be classified as an estuary. The fjords have rirers entering at the head and exhibit

4________ _711~'-~.- .. ~t A*.
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estuarine features in the tipper layers. The sill depths aries not dearly included in the other three divisions.
in Norwegian fjords are often so shallow that the Coas, I indentures formed by faulting or by local sub-
estuarine features develop from the surface to the sill sidence, and having an excess supply of freshwater
depth, while the deeper basin waters remain stagnant inflow, are covered by this category. San Francisco
for prolonged periods. Some fjords along the British Bay is an example of this group of estuaries.
Columbia coast have greater sill depths, and the es- Another approach to the classification of estuaries
tuarine layers do not extend down to the sill. In this is to consider the dominant physical processes associ-
case the basin waters are subjected to a slow but ated with movement and mixing in the estuary. There
steady exchange with the adjacent open sea waters, are three basic processes which produce motion and

Bar-built estuaries-When offshore barrier sand mixing in an estuary: the wind, the tide, and the in-
islands and sand spits build above sea level and ex- flow of river water. In an estuary dominated by the
tend between headlands in a chain, broken by one or wind (for example, a bar-built estuary), wind pro-
more inlets, bar-built estuaries are formed. The vides most of the energy for moving and mixing the
area enclosed by the barrier beaches is generally water. In a tide-dominated estuary, turbulence as-
elongated parallel to the coastline. Frequently more sociated with the tidal currents results in mixing
than one r. ier enters into the estuary, though the total between the salt and fresh water, which in turn pro-

drainagc area feeding a bar-built estuary is seldom duces the density gradients associated with the non-
large. The lower valleys of such rivers have fre- tidal circulation pattern. In a river-dominated estuary
quently been drowned by the rising sea level, and such as the Mississippi, the mixing is caused mostly
hence the bar-built estuary might be considered as a by the breaking of unstable interfacial waves at the
composite system, part being an outer embayment upper boundary of the saltwater wedge.
partially enclosed by the barrier beaches, and part The coastal plain estuary is the most common type
being a drowned river valley or valleys. Because the of estuary and probably has been studied most com-
inlets c'onnecting the bar-built estuary with the ocean pletely. I have worked out a classification of coastal
are usually relatively small compared to the dimen- plain estuaries basl.d or, a consideration of the various
sions of the sound within the barrier, tidal action is terms which dominate the salt balance equation. This
considerably reduced in such estuaries. These sys- classification is discussed in another article in this
terms are usually shallow, and the wind provides the book.
important mixing mechanism. Albemarle Sound and
Pamlico Sound in North Carolina are examples of .4Athor's Note: Contibhution No. 86 of the Chesapeake
bar-built estuaries. Bay Institute and the Department of Oceanography, The

Johns Ifpkins University. Supported by the Office ofEstua~ies produced by tectonic processes-This Naval Research throuh contract Nonr 4010 (11); andfourth category is a catch-all classification for estu- the Natural Resources Institute. State of Maryland.
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EgaresAnal*si of Dehniton and Bioogical Considertions

HUBERT CASPERS

Zoofgecal Institute and 31 usem, University o~f 1ambarg. 1hamburg, Germany

Dictionary and encyclopedia definitions of the word and lagoons, because gradients (mainly in salinity)
"estuary" seem comparatively clear, but general ac- are to be found in lagoons and even in whole sea
ceptance is not evident in the descriptions given in basins, as in th- Baltic.
scientific publications. A precise definition seems even Estuaries a: e sometimes defined from a physi-
more difficult after a thorough study of estuarine ani- ographic viewpouint as bodies of water bordered by land
mals and an attempt to characterize brackish-water masses and occ ipying the mouths of stream vaileys.
fauna. Brackish water is typical of many, but not all, The condlition of a drow-ned river valley does not seem
estuaries a-nd it seems improbable that all characteris- appropriate, as an estuary may be built by' the river
tics of these bodies of water are determined by brack- itself through formation of a delta, and sedimentation.
ish-water conditions. Ft~rthe;-, the use of the terrms together with erosion, has often developed a sy stem
"estuary" and "estuarine" is often confused in bi- of typical estuaries in the lower part of the river. It
ological studies. is equally inexcact to specify them as distinct hsylro-

biological types when the delta is built at the ent'rance
ANALYSIS OF DEFINITIONS of a tidal sea. As a result of sedimentation the river

mouth is usually separated into different arms which
The papers of Emery and Stevenson (1957) and can result in small estuaries with the sa-me hydro-

Hedgpeth (1957) are helpful in discussing defiiii- graphic and biological characteristics of those cor.
tions. Emnery and Stevenson consider an estuary as respondling to the classical description. The definition
the wide mouth of a river, or arm of the sea. whore of estuaries hasedl on their phb' siography does not cor-
the tide meets the river currents, they agree with the respond tit Pritchard ( 952): "An estuary is a semli-
common dictionary definition, and they ad,' that the enclosedl coastal bocity of water havirng a free connec-
tide is the principal cause ot special conditi, is :.t the lien wsith the open %ea and containing a measurable
river mouth. Real estuaries, accordingly'. are re qtrantitv of seauater." This desicription could also
stricted to the outflow of rivers in a tidal sea, anti. ap;)ls to ritf.t oif the marine lagoonis, and explains the
therefore. rivers flowing into a non-tidal sea, such confus~ion often found tii American b~ological tnibli-
as the Nlediterranean. Black Sea, or the Baltic do not cations on the suhte'ct of "cr.tuarine waters" anti "eu-
form estuaries. Their definition includles the .upposi- arin oC 'riiinuisties-.

tion that the river has a wide mouth, but ti'ere is a Scientific ins est',~atio)ns usually com~pare individual
variety of special situations ranging front those con- characteristics o.f tone systrill with those of oAther sss-
tinually open to seasonally closed estuaries_. or river teint to tictermittr conintom featurc%-a tlAngtrosis ap-
muouths with a harrier separating themv frort the %ca. proach :I sac ftprgrt that reality in nature is idit-

In 1951, Ketchum presented this dlefinitin: "An vidualit%. 1.4,cal V")Kraphic. hydrographic. and cli-
estuary niav be defined as a hotly of saatei In which natic coniditimns decisisel drternatine the biological
the river uater mixes with anid mn'tuwratil dilutes sea feature, of river nsumti. fit otrder to staltiiish the
ttatrr." Thisý allows the inclu-ion of brackish water clmunion charactertistrs of all cstuaries bi ciwnibining
Area. ait the river otwthlnus in noti-tittil sa.which is the inatlisitual features of nature to A izategorý. we
a comtrAdictitin tit the classical undecrstanding of estu- mus~t hate A clear definitilion. For cxaniplr. it is Is'.-
arics- It posws a difficulty in differentiating an emtu- 04hk to dr-,ermlw thie 1naJtvý of one riser mtouth giving

ar ro alaoo, hichidecid s"salo the namei of the river. hut if we sLprak of an estuary

lakc or sheet #4f water connected with the sea or a we iust Indicate % hat an estuary is andl ahat it is riot.
river" Emnery and Stes-enscn 1 57 1also pointed In ctnideukring the nmoth of 'a river in a tidal sea,
out "theser dictionary definititins are not mutually ex- sumn that it is a riser 'nedl tof ,A .tAri of river

clusime, since a lagoon connected with the seA ia% berh tha1t carri frech water to the %ca. twit' may Nsk
Alto het affected by the itide". I agree t0-at it wouldl be what lacUwtr" Is& iiieh lit lected to determiner the
imps actical to acicept s.alinity a, the cWly factor. lbe. esuArine region of such a river. In ,mist clefin-tinnis.

castrw the nsi"M characteristic aiqwort of the ettuarine the hJrogiasaha pin~t -4 tic"u is exptrol:ed the estu-
enrirmms'ntnt-a regumn n steep and %ariaaW'e gradient an- include's the r!'clowa hmr river water mives with
in ens ironimen tal ctmitaitmas-.a noit recisgoired. Nes-er- tea water. This i.aouud niean that the es~tuarv is cmn-
thelets, there is no *harp wepratitwi het.wern canuaries fintes to the are-a 4a brackish water. In nature. hou'

Ah,'
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ever, it is difficult to limit the estuarine region in BIOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS
this way. Perhaps this can be illustrattl by the ex- The unstable conditions of estuaries determine their
treme case of the Amazon which is influeniced somte principal biological features. In brackish water Ia-
hundreds of miles up the- river by the i,'ise and fall of goons, the enironnmental conditions. expressed by the
tides. The phenomenon is a result of thc periodic re- salinity, are relatively stable. In estuaries, however,
striction of ireshwater outflow by the tides; all brack- iilaiecoitnsnfucehe hlehon-

ishwatr rgios ae lmied o te muthof he sis; Day (1951 )has emphasized that the distribution
river. The freshwater flows are so large that tidal of animals in estuaries cannot he based an a single
forces are inadequnate to cause movement of marine factor of the environment. but that a complex of

watrs ntotherivr, xcet i th dr sesm~.. ow- periodically changing parameters limits the coloniza-
ever, the pics'sure of the tides influences the develop- tion to a restricted number of organisms with a wide
ment of tidal currents up and down the river over a range of ecological adaptations.Z
considerable distance. This phenomenton occurs coma- ietto omnte r otiprat
manly in all open estuaries. The steepness of the cause the flora and fauna must survive extreme by-
salinity gradient and the distance of penetration of drographic changes, sometimes ini a period of ame
marine water depend upon the pressure of the tides tide. If extreme variation occurs in different seasons
eiitering the estuary. Upstream fromn the end of the the. faunal compcosition may be significantly changed.
niaxo-Apligobaline region, the fresh water is still in- Day ( 1951) has given many examples of "blind estu-
fluenced by the tidal rise and fall. In the Elbe Estuary, aries" in South Afi-c'. -- d he 'toed that the distribu-
brackish Water is present only in the lower q~uarter oftinoornsm mabectrk" yayfseel
that portion of the riser influenced by the ebb and inoorasmmybectoi!-bynyisvrl

flowof ida curent (Lcht 194): iii mens hatfactors: a wide variation in salinity, temperature, or
flwoftdl uret Luh, 94a hs ias htturbidity oftendsry h anlppltos oi

the uppeir limit of the estuary is determined not by aias e etostetua ouain.Sm
slnt.but by tidal fcrcts. IIn other words. it is anmlhave become adapted to the environmental

saliity.fluctuations in estuaries and represent a comparatively
deemne yroyaiclyrahrthnhdrcei stable biotope, but this group does not cowitain a large

variety ospecies tCaspers, 1948. 1951, 1954. 19)53.f
The lower limit of the estuary is fixed by goomor- vait4o193K. 19-59. 1960). Typically, brac-kish water Lagoions 4

pihologicai features. On rocky shores the opening oforsa htarierperu ofpceswch.ap
the river into the sea mnay be sukkien: in flatland area% ordcdslnt.I otrsa em obflta
extensive sedimsentation may occur, inl ex!-ente cases, estuaries develop a clearly specialized brackish water
a wide delta region develops, or the river mnay pass botn fauna
through a titia marsh I for example, thle F'le). A
line usuially separates the river bed frorn the sea floor. Asiehtdfeetstaini vdn npak

but~~~~~~ ~~~~ tiliednethliiofuiltdsaWater ton comimunities It is difficult to define typical po-
and brackish water ntay occur -a great distance hes ond titpaitncmuiisi iesbcuetepak
thais point oi separationt. tohi floats dlownstream tfxn quickly, but in estuaries,

Enterr andl Steverimm 1 1957) note that "Timst La- lwcau.e of the periodic change in current direction.
gxxmn% a're elongate parallel ta shore andi lie athwart the planktam remains in the same water mass for a
the mo~uthis of orne or more stems- eecriptimn long etough period to des-clop populations of various
that does mit clarify the character of lagoons and es organisms ISchulz, 1%01.
tUaries. I-LagooS aithout tidlal change can be deleted It is impractical to describe in this paper all the dif-
itrmi considcratiatar here. but it is sonitmines lifficualt Icrent t'.pers of est -. rie% Wu some of their main fea-

to determine ii a tidatll influenced :irea at the border ture% are:
tof the sea having a freshuater in"lo ai a lagoon or 1. Fstuaries are limited to river amilths in tidal
part of an e'4uart. As, Rrichitwd I 1951a, bhi has -W-1'

in Ausiralian mitiarine is stem-, andi Ili% olistuAries often shum saline are-as, but the eittent

t 1951 a in Stouth Africa. a river a'~ten bildsk a Isar- .,f tIW'C~ afres differ-.. dt-i-risdang aii the amsount of

ncr that selvarates its mo-uth from the open sc.a and iitL~hhs'htrr Inflow

lohoums 1 1l919 derscrited the %eque'ncr of (%lat"~'e X Iti exte'ndled estuaries. tide-induced murr-ents reach
and lagtasm* b the influence o4 &vvnbvwaca submer. I1**tf't'm into ifehr Ater ue~ nteees h
ptnce aMd ;he formaltmo of shore line% Put thes de. uppwr limit of the estuary c irrespands to the upm.
s9cnetelonz do not proviode a Clear separation of r"tu- limit of tidal Influesev.

Taries sarA latoons. 4. Esturwe,* in contrast to lagoons, are character
j ~It may he pasiabe to di~strruish bet'aean Laguswas i"e tn- potkikLnalmitr arid the tinstability of environ-

awd estuarie by an~al' tang azsoti 'r hvdrological iea- mewnta f actors-
tore the instability of salinity When the mnA-vw of Iledgrpeth 1 19-'7 a discusse the msortokav of can-
fi-edt ,ate-r in a separated h2sin d~es lps a %ItAb artse populatWM'. as eruaapared to thos of the s a.j tarua gof brackuda water. it ma% be considered a La4."im. Eatuarine orgaisimis are' usandy eurvisalane ow.?e
lItthe miamg oif resh w and mane usters is ncA stable forms which are able to penetrate and -- ..t ." --r
but shorn, periodic zharges, the uArsn ma% bit can- unstable tuatope. Oue donesx iW cm17 .',red or-
sirrder an estuary-. ranoans in the upper. portion of ans ex _r'- but mwly
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those eurytopic elewnents of the freshwater biota which CASPERS, H., 1951. -oenries weruchamgen aier
are & to suriyve. Thes oganium can usull be die Tierwelt in dee arne deW Unterelbe uid ins

fouind in the tidal ftbats the muddy borders of th M.Gs Vomi dtuahetsiswtdrs N1rdac; M n l D04411 .
river; in addition, same narine immigrants cross the CASPERS. H., 1954. Biologisch Untersuchungen fiber
saliniky hirrier. Anadromnius and catadronsous ani- die Lebensriaume tz-r Unserelbe und des Vorinfindunmp-
mils periodically migrate through the etarwy or, A I- Pder Nordsee. Mist. Geol. Slis~tsiml. Hamburg,

lik Erche, iiottheb-w terpar ofthe CASPERS. H., 1935. Li ogim e des Elbeistuars. Ver-
canuary as a bredinog plmhe*&. Istem. Ver. LimoL, 12:613-619.

It has been ain-ga1 thet Ptuaries may be invaded CASPERS. H.. 195& Biologie der BrackwasserZonen
more easily in warm -waters. This theory has de- drs Elibeznstars. Verbsuud. 1.5w,.. I er. Liamol., 13:
veloped primarily from obser vations of the richness 60 W

of te fmaa f z'p~cl ad uztr~pica ~g j,~ CASPERS, H., 1939. Die Ejineilmig der Brackwasser.coth fmpard i he of hrpclan utoicaher tuaritue. Regiorien in Aiste- Aestuar. Arch. Ocranwg. Lim"o.,waters as coprdw hs fhge aiue. Satt1. 11:1554169.
Halgpeth (1957) attribLted the difference to an in- CASPERS, H., 1960. Biologi des Elbe-Aestuars. Vot-
craedW osmoregulatory ability at higbrr temperatures. wart uz= Band I "Elbe-Aestuar"r. Arch. ilydrobiol.
It sems to me, lanweme, that it is a matter of statis- Supp,. 26:1-4.
tits - the greater variety of species in tropical seas DAY. J. H., 1951. The ecology of Souith African estu-

aries. 1. A review of estuarin conditio'us in gentral,aocount for more ecological types which can riene- Trou. Roy S"c. S. Africa, I3:53-91.
brt muntable environs. A large number of marine EMERY, K. o., an R_ E. STEVENSON, 1957. Estu-
microfammsal species exists in the upper regions of anies and 6w~oons. 1. Physical and chemical characteris-
estuaries in non-tropical areas, as illustrated by th tics. In Treatise on Marin Ecology and Pokeoloogy
Elbte Estuary (Riemasna, 196). L. edited by)J. W. Hedgpeth. Geol. Soc. Am.., .1k.

67:673-691
The above examples have beens mentionmed to deon HFDGPETIL J. W.. 1957. Estuaries and lagoons. If.

strabi that the flora and fauna of an estuary cannot he Bioilogical aspect&. In Treatise on Marirt Ecology and
dhicribed merely as a brackish water community. The Poekorcology L., edited by)1. W. Hedgpeth. Geol. Soc.

aiabaeconsists not only of brackish water ele .sa.. Mem. 67:693-729.Sorlr
ma btmany other organisms able to resist the Deromn.Jh W ile a919 Sho w.Nw ok

imstable conditions. Typical brackish %-Ater organisms KETCHUM, B. H., 195!. The flushing of tidal estuaries.
arc adapted to~ a more or 1e-,s stable salinity, while Seniag lId& Wastms. 21:19&-209.
es-taarie brackish water organisms must he able to LL'CHT, E., 1964. Hydrographie des Elbe-Aestuars. Hy-
adapt to greater environmenitai changes. Should ty'pi. erographische sund hydrocbmshre Verhaitnsuse un

biacishwatr oranms e fond n ~Miinduriegsbirt drr Elbe mit Eim ass des angrenzen-calImakis waer rgaismbe oun inestari& fen Otirrlanfrs. .Irch. Ilysrobiol., Suppl. .29 (Elb'e-
their preadaptation to persist in Listable bioiopes has .eite~t.r II): 1-96.
probably permitted them to colon-ze. A distinction PRITCHARD. 1), W.. 195V. Salinity distriliution and
between estuaries as poikilohaline biotopes and la- circulatiocn in the Chraek Say estuarie system.
Coonss as more or less stable brackish water areas J. iarw Res.. IL 106-1.

RIFNIANN, F. 196 Vir minerstitielle Fauina inUe
shudbe made. The variety of estuarine organiwi-s Aetr Verlirritung und Sysk-matli. Arch. llydr.4'io4i

has developed by a selection quite differenit fror' that Supt- XXXI. 1 -29
in lag-oons and larger brackish water area,. Itioloei- ROCIJFOKI). 1), J.. 19'5Is. Hyd"Vi~oy of the est'.armne
cal analyses will drrnocnstrate the principal differenc'e envirtwntrniL 1'roc. I.doP~wi. Fuk-vvs (.'wncml 3-
between estuaries and lagoons. 1715

ROCl!FORD. 1). J. 1951b Stud"r in Australian est-
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Eouaries and Lagoons in Relation to Continental Shelme

K. 0. EMERY
WIoodi Hole Oceaxographic Insiisuiiois, Woods Hle, Maswahusefls

Msfany of the p.~pe.. in this symposium volune de- bars in areas of low relief, and estuaries are drowned
scribe the characteristics of estuaries and Lagoons and valleys cut by streamis or glaciers (fjords). LoAcally,
outline the physical, biological, and chemical processes embayments. siwilar to estuaries have been formed by
which are responsible for these characteristics. Others, faulting and by volcanisni.
for example. Klein, i~kntifv and describe Mcsozoic Once formed. estuaries and Lagoons teW to be-
and P'aleozoic strata containing evidence of estuarine come dlestroyed by deposition of fresh- or brackish-
(leliaisititln. I All literature citations in this article water marshes at their heads, by deposition of marine
refer to contributions contained elsewhere in this vol- marshes and sand islands and bars nearer their mourths.
ume.) It may be useful to partly link the modlern and and by general coastal retreat by marine erosion.
the very ancien. estuaries and lagoons by tracing '!ic Stages in the fillig of one estuary are well illus-
levelopment of these features throughout the trans- UrAW by, Redfield. In the long run it is obvious that
gressions and regressions of the shoreline across the most sediments deposited within estuaries and Lagoons
continental shelves during the Pleistocene epoch. must be derived from the Land because of the donui-

The groundwork for this discussion consists of a nance of erosion on landl and of deposition oin the sea
brief comparison of regional aspects of estuaries and iloor. Whien first ormcd, however, estuaries ov ia-
lagoo~ns. a general description of continental shelves, goons hiAve some of the attributes of a vacuum be-
and an examnination of the varying position of sea cause they attract clastic sediment from all directions:
level during the Pleistocene epoch. tributary streams or shect w-Ash (Jernnings: Itedfield b.

RFGINALASPCTS F ETUAIES bordering cliffs (Guilcher; Klein). and the adjacent
REGIO AL D LSAGTOFON UAIS sea floor (Guikher; Kulm; Postrma Steersj. Wgenic

.\Nr)LAGONS mterials. strich As grasses of marshes i Redfield) and
Estuariens and lagoons with th~eir marsh or inud-flat mangroves. :iid in trapping these sediments and thei

fillings constitute a much higher percentage of the themselvcs ;&,'A to the depowits. In the early stag-s
world's coasts than is geneirally recognized. In fact. only very tine-grarned seditone:' is capable of transit-
many oi the Largest cities have been built on '1K ing ar. estuary or lsgooa and reaching the open sea.
marshes or on "noade" ground adjacent to them. Becatse of the I;reater turbulence generally founid in
A~round the United States 80 to 90 percent of the the twxen sea. must of thewe sediments continue in sus-
Atlantic and G;ulf~ of Mexico to(s~si and 10 to -10 per- pernsion wo sites of deposition beyond the continental
cent of the Pacific Coast conisst 4f estuaries and shelf. In s'wne arras of quiet water air ct-rtain lagonms
Lagixins Even a brief exanination oL tcjwo~aphic a G-w-Airilii. in large protecte'd areas such as the Gulf
chart of the United States reveals a dawnianaice of oi Maine. or behind associated deltaic M1organ) oi
lagoons frmx-a Nexico along the Gulf Coast 4,vd north- nian-niade barri."r some of the fine-rrained sedimients
ward along the Atlantic Coist to Cafe Hatteras. Be. may be 4oitdbut these are unusual.
iween Cape H atteras amd New York Iacmixs are The movements of coarse-grained sediments are not
piresent, but they are .unipoundmW a ith much Large well known because of the difficult-es in measuring
estuaries- Fromn New York to Canad sa ull bet anly the bed load oi streams, but general reasoning mdi-
slightly filWe estuaries art commnon. 1Throiughoaut moot ce-tes that canly minor discharges of sands rmach the
of the Pacific Coait small estuaries again doiminate cointinental shelf (runr -stuairik-s and lagooni until the
and manv. especially thos toward the smith, are 6llW iatter becixns largely tidled: during early stages, in
to over" oing wkith' sirilt xnt- A similar pattern i4 fact, sand is drawn into the estuarie 'and Laarxiiss
outlined bq a ouline frum the shores and sex floor adjacent to tid" mitts

A little rirfiretinf iaidicatin that tlk- regicnal dis- Evtntually, the feanture become so filled that alhtmal
trahution of estuaries and lagoonts conrrequonds to the fans devewup on lop of estuarwa and theri, of course.
relvanal chakracteristics of contienal sheft' and rd-imisents, brought by the streams cross andl atr
their Land -ont muat:an*--4he cuastal plains- In other deposited on the c-int mental ihelf at the mnouth of the
wocrd*. lagmn's are aypic whmi~ can tnental shelves estuary.
and cmisa" plains are iride and near!,k gat, *SmallNVTIS',IE
etauArie oCXcr Whewre the shelves am~j plain COTNIALfWLt
are narromi and hAve high relwif. This distirh-bwui Soundtag p'rofks geineralr re--al the ctint~rwrntal
conwnexis u-th the lamg-ersMb.shesJ conacept that 6a- shelf to bet c'wwa'e aqiwarct stivtier near sihoes and4
gramt are caused %L' the marine Jrnavit-m o4 ohihruiv gat an the cuis-r hal Thr sheli-break osly ranges
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10 ESI'UARIES: BASIC CONSW.DRATIONS

between 60 and 160 m, with local wide variations due and underlying rocks) closely support the concept that
to isostatic or diastrophic movements oi to rapid depo- the wide continental shelves of today were cut by
sition of sediments. The worldwide average, about waves (luring glacial times of low sea level and that
130 m, is close to the figure for the maximum lower- subsequently they have received repevted and irregu-
ing of sea level during Pleistocene glaciations, accord- lar veneers of interglacial and post-glacial sediments.
ing to recent estimates. Probably more than 90 percent This concept is further supported by the presence of
of the continental shelf is deeper than the effective similar marine terraces, sand bars, lagoon fillings, and
wave base, about 20 m, estimated from the position estuary deposits at positions higher than present sea
where waves begin to refract and thus to transfer level. In this sense estuaries and lagoons of today are
energy to the sia floor, only transitory representatives of many earlier ones

Minor topographic features on continental she!ves now found both below and above the present sea level.
are sign;ficant indicators of origin. Most carefully SEA LEVEL
surveyed shelves have a sequence of small terraces
each with its own flat area fronted and backed by When glaciation of the continents began about a
steeper zones. Samples indicate that coarse-grained million years ago sea level dropped from its pre-
s.cdnments cover the flats and usually the steeper zones, glacial position at about 50 in above the present level
but rock outcrops may be present along both seaward to about 160 r- below it. Subsequent fluctuations oc-
and landward margins of the terraces, In other places curred in response to alternating glacial and inter-
the shelf is covered by parallel sand waves or ridges, glacial stages, but the details of timing and the ele-
some of which have trends, shapes, and sizes analo- vations of maximum and minimum levels are highly
gous to the sand bars and sand islands which separate speculative. Data for part of the rise from the level
lagoons from t.L' open sea. of the latest glacial minimum are provided by radio-

Transve'ý,e to the continental shelf are drowned carbon dating of shallow-water shells or of intertidal
river %'.:iieys or submarine channels which were eroded marsh deposits now found at abnormally deep posi-
by treams during low stages of sea level. They ap- tions. The best of these dates indicate a rise of sea
pear to have been cut deepest below their surround- level from about minus 100 m 18,000 years ago to
ings in the nearshore part of the shelf where seaward minus 20 ni 9,000 years ago (a raie of about 9 m per
slopes are steepest. In some instances the channels thousand years). Subsequently, more numerous ineas-
extend beyond the shelf to join stibmarine canyons, urements show that the rate decreased steadily so that
but most of these shallow features are not well known about 3,000 years ago the level was 3 m or less below
because they are almost completely filled with sedi- present sea level (Redfield). Since then the rise has
ments. Better known are the submarine canyons been even slower and at a rate (relative to the land
whose heads indeni wide continental shelves or even bench marks) which appears to be influenced by local
extend compl•rely across narrow ones. isostatic or diastrophic movements of the coast, but

SSedimeits on most parts of the continental shelf which averages less than one m per thousand years.
are -ands that commonly are coarser grained than
th:ose nearer shore and are iron-stained as though CONCLUSIONS

they had lain on the sea floor for a long time with During each crossing of the continental margin by
little movement. Associated with some of the sands the shore zone, the continental shelf was modified by
are tests of foraminifera and shells of molluscs dif erosion and deposition. Topographic details of the
ferent from those living in the same areas today. An erosional and depositional features remain chiefly
interesting example is the presence of dead shells of from the latest rise of sea level, which still continues.
the oyster, Cras.,,strea virginica, in two parallel bands Speculation about the reiationship of estuaries and
about 70 arn. 50 m deep along most of the Atlantic lagoons to risirg sea level and to position on the con-
continental shelf off the United States, although the tinental shelf may be interesting (Fig. 1).
sp:e.zes is found alive only in estuarine or lagoonal When the sea level %as lowest, at the shelf-break
waters shallower than 10 m. or beyond. the heads of earlier submarine canyons

SExplored at depth chiefly by seismic profiling meth- should have produced an irregular and even a steep
ods, the sediments of continental shelves are founJ coastal zone. Estuaries should have been c~mtnon
to vary from a thickness of zero to about 100 m, usu- shore features, but the steep axes of the canyons
ally, but not almays, thicker on the nearshore half than should have prevented the accumulation of thick sedi-
farther offshore. Locally the sediments form prisms mentary fillings or marshes, and, in fact, none is
having shapes corresponding to the terraces on the known from the limited number of dredgings that
shelves. In most profiles several strata of sediments have been made in these canyon heads. As sea level
are !)resent. At the base of the sequence in some rose, the shore zone crossed tile flat outer half of the
areas and most coninonly on the outer part of the continental shelf. The rise probably was slow at this
continental shelf these sediments lie above a noncon- stage and most likel) the coast was one of long la-
formity, below which older strata dip seaward more goons like those of the present Gulf and Atlantic
steeply than the overlying sediments. Coasts of the southern United States As the sea level

All of these observations (depths, topographic de- continued to rise it drowncd the shelf channels and
'4 tails, relict sediments .nd fauna, internal structures, formed estuaries, which probably at first were corn-
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RELATION TO CONTINENTAL SIIELVES 1

_.should expect the shore to prograde seaward as a
. levesl succession of narrow lagoons or as beach ridges.

- a .,_ It is evident that the present estuaries are features
A ., .Profile of continentlPo *, o that have a past and a future, but that the age of the

0oo

;;--~•' -... - '~ :: ~ present ones is only about one percent of the age of"'°, , , Profit ofm~. "&Z'sti,.m.•°-i•.•,nvloýd oi '..'." the shelf and its continuous sequence of estuaries and

to ,0 o-- lagoons. The only evidence of this sequence to beKLOYEARS ' •L •C°
EF L4 a found consists of their deposits. Much of the fine-

PRES Estiosoo ,_ _ . grained sediment which reached the estuaries and

:S °.ri,.en d '.D • lagoons from land may still be present at depth, asgoJI submerged marsh deposits buried under coarser serif- +

ments. As suggested by Figure 1, when sea level was J?

lowest, most of the sands which reached the estuaries
. and lagoons from streams were discharged through the

--- ~ shelf channels, to be deposited in the heads of sub-
E- .,00 : marine canyons and thence to make their way farther

-- ... - -- .,.o seaward by mass movements and turbidity currents.
"" _"�__ At this stage, sands were deposited in quantity

Fig. 1. Some relationships of the post-glacial rise of neither on top of the continental shelves nor within
sea level, A, and the profile of the continental shelf, B, the estuaries. As the sea level rose, the shore slowly
believed to be typical throughout the world. C shois the crossed the flat part of the shelf, and offshore bars
changing importance of estuaries versus lagoons as the and barrier islands separated lagoons from the open
shoreline crossed the continental shelf and intruded the sea. Widespread sands on the shelves indicate that
channels previously cut into the shelf. D indicates the the rise was slow enough so that many of the lagoons
probable places of deposition of sand within estuaries and became filled, and a great quantity of sand was de-
lagoons versus deposition on the open shelf after transit- posited above the shelf in the form of a succession of
ing largely filled estuaries and lagoons. At the bottom, sand ridges, as well as blankets of sand between the
E suggests the order of deposition of sediments (luring a
single epoch of rising sea level, first as estuarie3, as Ia- ridges. Vith the faster rise across the steeper near-
goons, then as combined estuaries and lagoons, and finally shore parts of the shelf, the sands ma.. largely have
as estuaries; a final stillstand of the sea level should been restricted to the filling of estuaries. If the
allow the sediments to prograde seaward; arrows indicate present slow rise of sea level continues, the estuaries
the direction of sand deposition from oldest to youngest; should become filled, and sand then will be discharged
E denotes estuary and L, lagoon. Vertical exaggeration onto the shelf; but if the rate of rise again increases,
of the profiles is about 1:150. we should expect that most sand will be deposited

within the estuaries until the maximum level is -
pounded with lagoons which lay across their mouths, reached and the sea level remains stationary.
such as those north and west of Cape Hatteras today. In cross section, a simplified view may be drawn of
Further rise brought the shore zone to the steeper the sites of deposition of sands on the continental
nearsbore part of the continental shelf, so that estu- shelf during a single epoch of rising sea level (Fig.
aries became more common than lagoons, as is the IE). The first deposits of the cycle are at the outer
present situation for the northern Atlantic and the edge. Continued rise of sea level allowed the sands
Pacific coasts. As shown by Figure IA, until the last progressively to cover the shelf to the highest level
few thousand years the rise of sea level was relativwly reached by the sea. From then on we would expect
fast, possibly faster than the estuaries could be filled sands to prograde back across the shelf as a succes-
with sediment. Subsequently, the rise appears to have sion of seaward-growing sand ridges, and perhaps off-
been sufficiently slow for sedimentation to be keeping shore bars and barrier islands of lagoons. Thus, ris-
up (Rusnak; Morgan) and to be beginning to make ing sea level foliowed by a stationary one would be
up the deficit left in estuaries and lagoons by the pre- revealed by landward deposition followed by seaward
vious rapid rise. Thus we can surmise that the post- deposition. A futire glaciation which causes a re-
glacial rise of sea level developed estuaries near the d eposit in. ofu t he glaci eteo which inteespt thi
shelf-break, ,agoons on the outer half, lagoons and isewed lowering of the sea level would interrupt this

estuaries near the middle, and estuaries on the near- sequence, erode part or all of the sediments, and f-

shore part of many continental shelves. Where nally deposit a new sequence of estuarine and lagoonal""sediments.Al4
shelves are especially flat the later stages have not e n
yet been reached. A further rise should tend toward Author's Note: This paper is Contribution No. 1493 cE
producing more estuaries on most coasts of the world. the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole,
WVith a long stillstand at maximum sea level, we Massachusetts.
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Circulation and Diffusion

K. F. BOWDEN

Oceanography Department, University of Liverpool, Liverpool, Etiqland

An estuary may be defined as a partially enclosed While important steps have been taken in this direc-
body of water which receives an inflow of fresh water tion, the complete objectihe has not yet been achieved.
from land drainage and which has a free connection
with the open sea. The water within the estuary con- METHODS OF OBSERVATION
sists of a mixture of fresh water and sea water in A survey of an estuary must include observations
proportions which vary from place to place. This of the salinity distribution in horizontal position and
definition, which follows that used by Cameron and depth, and these are usually combined with tempera-
Pritchard (1963), covers coastal plain estuaries and ture observations. The traditional sampling methods
fjords, as well as certain gulfs, sounds, and inlets. It with insulating or reversing bottles have been widely
also includes embayments formed behind offshore used. Such samples may also be analyzed for o.-ygen
bars, provided they have a salinity significantly lower content and for other chemical constituents. For an
than the open sea. adequate coverage of the region in a limited time,

The main physical problems to be investigated in however, the introduction of in situ methods has
an estuary are the water movements, the mixing proved to be very practical. The sufficiently accurate
processes, and the distribution of salinity which re- measurement of temperature is now comparatively
suits from their combined actior. The distribution of easy by using the bathythermograph, platinum resist-
temperature is usually of secondary interest in an es- ance thermometer, or thermistor probes. The deter-
tuary, since, although it undergoes considerable vari- mination of salinity in situ is more difficult, but satis-
ation, it has a less important effect on the density of factory instruments measuring electrical conductivity
the water. Another type of problem is concerned with have been devised, such as those described by Ketchum
the effect of the circulation and mixing processes on (1950), Pritchard (1952a), and Williams (1960).
the movement and dispersion of other substances in- Because of the larger variations in salinity occurring
troduced into the estuary in various ways. Fresh in an estuary, such instruments do not need to have
water can often be used as an indicator; it provides so high an accuracy a- those designed for deep sea
information on the mixing processes which can then work.
be used in calculating the effect on an effluent intro- While certain inferences as to the nature of the cir-
duced at a particular location in the estuary, In some culation can be drawn from salinity observations alone,
cases, special experiments with artificial tracers, such direct measurements of currents ,,re essential for a
as fluorescent dye, may be needed to obtain a more full and quantitative understanding uf the processes
detailed knowledge of the processes involved, involved. Both flow methods and drift methods are

The rate of influx of fresh water ;rom rivers varies used. The flow methods comprise measurements by
greatly and the conditions in an estuary change with current meters of a variety of types. used either from
the variations in the volume of water discharged by an anchored vessel or from a moored buoy. Instru-
the rivers flowing into it. A time lag of greater or ments used from a moored buoy either store the me- s-
less extent is involved, and usually there is a "buffer- urements in the form of photographic records or on
ing" effect, the estuarine processes reacting in such tape, or they may transmit the data by radio to a re-
a way that the proportionate change in the salinity ceiver on board ship or on shore. Westbrook (1962)
distribution is less than that in the river flow. A described an investigation in New Yoi'k Harbor in
study of changing conditions is, therefore, important. which the measurements from four rae4io buoys, each

A comparison of the data obtained from a number with three Roberts current meters, were received on
of estuaries leads to a recognition of various types of board the same vessel.
circulation and salinity patterns and to a classification Drogues of various types have been used for drift
of estuaries based on the physical conditions in them. experiments. A drogue has a large surface area and
A logical development is the derivation of general can be suspended at the desie'4 depth below a surface
principles, so that when an estuary not previously buoy. The buoy offers only a small resistance to the .
studied is encountered one may be in a position to flow and serves simply as an indicator of the position ;
predict the circulation and diffusion in it from a of the drogue. Surface currents have been studied
limited number of parameters. These include its phys- also by photographing the drift of dye patches from
ical dimensions, the river flow, and tidal conditions. the shore.
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16 iSTUARIES: PHYSICAL FACTORS

Descriptions of the measuring instruments and of in a comparatively short time. It is also possible tothe techniques employed in using them for estuarine investigate the effect of any artificial changes in the

investigatos have been given by several authors, in- estuary, such as those of proposed engineering works.
eluding studies of the Chesapeake Bay system by
SPritclpid (1952a), and Pickard's (1955) studies of TYPES OF ESTUARINE CIRCULATION
the British Columbia Inlets. A scheme for the classification of estuaries based on

The total flow across the section of a channel may the physical character of the circulation was proposed
be measured by the electromagnetic effect, using a by Stommel (1951, unpublished; 1953a) and its main
pair of electrodes connected by cable to a recorder features were adopted by Pritchard (1952b, 1955) and
ashore. This method, used by Trites and McGregnr Ketchum (1953) in reviews they made of the knowl-
(1962) across passages at the entrance to Passama- edge available at that time. Later work has con-
quoddy Bay, is useful for determining the tidal flow, firmed the usefulness of this method of classification
but does not detect the differential flow between the which is essentially that followed in this paper. The
upper and lower layers which is a characteristic basic factor in determining the type of circulation is
feature of estuarine circulation. the role played by tidal currents relative to that of

In addition to observations within the estuary itself, river flow in the estuary in question. In the absence
a knowledge of the freshwater inflow is necessary for of other influences, the river water will tend to flow
any physical study. This should preferably be based seawards as a layer of fresh water, separated by a
on actual gauge measurements on the rivers flowing fairly distinct interface from the salt water below.
into the estuary. In some cases such measurements Tidal currents, which alone do not result in anyare not available or cover only a fraction of the total net transport of water over a complete tidal period,
drainage area. The inflow from the ungauged arfms exert a profound influence through the turbulent mix-
must then be estimated, either by comparison with ng they produce. This tends to break down the inter-
adjacent gauged areas, or from rainfall data over the face between the river water and salt water and pro-
area, corrected for loss because of evaporation and duce a mixing of the two waters through a part or
other causes. Allowance should be made for the net whole of a vertical column. In an extreme case, the
gain of fresh water resulting from precipitation and vertical mixing may be so thorough that there is no
evaporation over the estuary itself. Meteorological measurable variation of salinity from surface to bot-
data are also required in order to take into account, for tom. A part of the tidal energy is converted into
exaraple, the effect of wind on the circulation. Pickard kinetic energy of turbulence, some of which is used
and Trites (1957) used data on the flow of heat to increase the potential energy of the water by ver-
through the surface of the water passing along an tical mixing. A part of this potential energy then
estuary to determine the rate of flow in the upper reappears as kinetic energy in the mean estuarine
layer. circulation.

Although %cale models have not been used for es- The interaction between the river flow and the
tuarine investigations to the same extent as they have tidal currents is influenced by two other factors: the
in hydraulics and coastal engineering, there are a tical dimensis ofluenedtby and the effect of
number of examples of very useful results being o6 physical e r imensions of the estuary, and ffe
tamned from them. The model ofDea reBd-
number ofro texmplTes mofdery o Delaware Bay, de- the eart:h's rotation represented by the Coniols force.•

scribed by Pritchard (1954a), has been used in a I! the estuary is narrow the effect of the Coriolis
series of studies of circulation and diffusion. Similar force may b- negligible, but in a wide estuary the
use has been made of the Puget Sound model, de- lateral variation in properties because of this effect
scribed by Rattray and Lincoln (1955). The model can be considerable. The influence of depth is seen•' ~in the difference between circulation in a shallow
of the Thames Estuary, described by Inglis and Allen
(1957), showed the importance cf density current flow estuary and in an otherwise similar fjord. The main
on the transport of bottom material. Simmons (1960) types and their characteristics are listed in Table 1.
has discussed the principles on which such models SALT ,VEDGE ESTUARY
are designed, the scaling laws to be applied, and their
limitations. Some degree of vertical distortion is un- The best known example of a salt wedge estuary
avoidable. The river flow and tidal movements are is the Mississippi. where the river flow almost com-
represented on length, velocity, and time scales which pletely dominates the circulation. In an estuary of this
are related because the Froude number is constant. type, shown schematically in Figure 1, the salt water
The salinity is reproduced on the natural scale, since, extends as a wedge into the river and if friction were
if fresh water is used for the river inflow, and the conipletely absent the interface would remain horizon-
seaward end of the estuary is kept at the salinity of tal and extend upriver to the point where the bed was
sea water, then the salinity distribution is modeled at sea level. In fact there is a small amount of friction
satisfactorily throughout the estuary. In such models between the layers, and the interface slopes slightly
it is possible to study the effects of changes in river downwards in the upstream direction. The steep den-
flow on the circulation, and to study the movement sity gradient at the interface, amounting to a discon-
and dispersions of tracers introduced at any desired tinuity, reduces the turbulence and mixing to a very
point. A wide variety of conditions can be studied low level. The effect of the Coriolis force causes the
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CIRCULATION AND DIFFUSION 17 **'

Table 1. Types of estuarine circulation.

Type Physical processes Forces

1. Salt wedge River-flow dominant Pressure. gradients, field accelerations,
Coriolis effect, interfacial friction

2. Two-layer flow with entrainment, River-flow, modified by tidal Pressure gradients, field accelerations,
including fjords currents Coricidis effect, entrainment

3. Two-layer flow with vertical mixing River-flow and tidal mixing Pre sure gradients, field accelerations,
Corvlis effret, turbulent shear stresses

4. Vertically homogeneous Tidal currents predominating P 'ssure g~adients, field accelerations,
(a) with lateral variation turbulent shear stresses, Coriolis effect
(b) laterally homogeneous in (a)

S. Exceptional cases: intensive mix-
ing in restricted sections, tributary
estuaries, sounds, straits, etc.

interface to slope downwards to the right in the north- tion. However, it is vnusual for the interface to re-
ern hemisphere, looking towards the sea. nain so sharp that the process is purely one of en-

trainmtnt. There is often a certain amount of mixing,
Two-LAYER FLOW WITH ENTRAINMENT with a small proport;on of low-salinity water from the

If the velocity of the seaward-moving layer of fresh uppe, !ayer entering the layer below. The interface
water exceeds a certain value, internal waves fornmed is then replaced by an intermediate layer of steep
at the interface will tend to break at the crests, re- salinity gradient, known as the halocline. This type
suiting in an entrainment of salt water into the uoper of salinity structure was described for the Alberni
layer. Entrainment is a one-way process, causilng a Inlet, British Columbia, by Tully (1949), who re-
movement of salt water upwards without a ,:orre- garded the base of the halocline as a level across
sponding downward movement of fresh water. A which transfer of water was by entrainment only.
number of theoretical studies and model investigations Mixing takes place within the halocline. Most of the
have been made on the conditions under which en- upstream flow occurs in the intermediate layer, the
trainment occurs in a two-layer flow. The application bottom layer acting mainly as a reservoir of sea
of these to estuarine circulation is discussed later. water because movements in it are very slow. Other
The salinity of the water in the upper layer is in- students of the flow in fjord-type estuaries, for in- 4.

creased by entrainment and its volume also increases stance Pickard and Rodgers (1959), have shown that
as it moves seaward. This usually results in an in- in the deeper parts a three- or four-layer structure is
creased velocity of flow rather than an increase in the present in the circulation.
depth of the layer. The salinity of the deeper layer
is almost unchanged, but there is a slow movement of TWO-LAVER FLOW WITH VENTICAL MIXING
water upstream from the sea to compensate for the In comparatively shallow estuaries, the vertical
water lost by entrainment. The conditions in such an mixing, because of tidal currents of increasing ampli-
estuary are represented in Figure 2.

Many fjords have essentially this type of circula-
SEA RIVER

4- 4- ~FRESH - 4

SALT.

~~~~0 16,,,,,,,,,
Fig. 2Z Two-layer Bow with entrawist: &.ow--c-•

Fig I Salt uedge estuary: abore--ocrtion along estu- tion along estuary; beh w-typical salinity vai velocity
ary; below-typical salinity and velocity profiles. profiles.
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,IA nrgyg to a lateral variation of salinity, the lower-salinity
4 44water occurring on the right-hand side, looking to-

-i . -_-_... - -. .• wards the sea. Associated with this, there is a net
seaward flow of lower-salinity water on the right
hand of the estuary and a compensating flow of
higher-salinity water on the left.

Laterally Homogeneous-In estuaries where the ra-

Ia tio of width to depth is relatively small, there is fre-
quently no appreciable variation in properties across
the channel. Stommel (1953a) suggested that in this

-- --+- - case there is no lateral or vertical variation in the net
flow, which is therefore uniform over a cross section.
He postulated that the upstream transport of salt,
which is necessary to compensate for the seaward

777 = 77\\\ transport due to the river flaw, must take place en-
Fig. 3. Partially mixed estuary with entrainment and tirely by horizontal turbulent diffusion. As Cameron

mixing: above--section along estuary; below-typical sa- and Pritchard (1963) pointed out, however, the con-
linity and velocity profiles. tinuing existence of a horizontal density gradient

implies that the horizontal pressure gradients vary
tude, extends throughout the depth, mixing the fresher with depth. It would seem, therefore, that a variation
water downwards and the more saline water upwards. of net flow velocity with depth should not be excluded
There are still two layers as far as the flow is con- and, in that case, even a slight degree of salinity
cerned; the surface of no motion which separates the stratification might enable a significant transport of
seaward-flowing upper layer from the landward-flow- salt to be produced. It is possible that earlier investi-
ing lower layer usually occurs somewhat abovc mid- gators have regarded as insignificant salinity differ-
depth, as in Figure 3. There is no marked interface, ences of the order of 0.1 %,. The Severn Estuary has
but the salinity profile shows a continuous increase in been treated as a completely mixed estuary, although
salinity from surface to bottom, the maximum gra- observations have shown that vertical differences of
dient occurring near the level of no oet motion. The salinity up to 0.5 %, can occur (Bassindale, 1943a, b).
estuaries of the Chesapeake Bay system are of this

Stype, and ont of them, the James River, has provided EXCEPTIONAL CASES

the data 'or estuarine studies by Pritchard (1952a, It will be recognized that there is an almost con-
1954b, 1956). The estuaries of the River Tees (Alex- tinuous spectrum of estuarine circulation patterns and
ander el aL., 1931, 1935) and the Thames River (In- that there are gradual transitions between the types
glis and Allen, 1957) are other examples of this type. listed above. Som "-stuaries, however, have excep-

Since the main parameter is the ratio of the ampli- tional features which do not allow them to be fitted
tude of tidal currents to the river flow, there is a into the general scheme. In some estuarics nearly all
wide range in the degree of stratification occurring the mixing occurs in a very limited section. Hachey
in this type of estuary. In some the total increase in (1935) described the intensive mixing occurring in
salinity from surface to bottom may be as much as the "reversing falls" in the gorge of the St. John
10 %, wh..e in others it is less than I U. In a given River, New Brunswick. The investigations of Stom-
estuary there may be large variations in conditions mel on the controlling action of a restriction in an
with changes in river flow, and smaller, but signifi-- estuary are mentioned later in this paper. Stommel
cant, differences between periods of spring and neap (1953a) has also described the effect oi a promontory
tides. The volume of water concerned in this type in promoting horizontal mixing by producing an eddy.
of circulation may be many times that of the river first on one side and then on the other, in the alter-
discharge. Thus the seaward transport in the upper nating tidal flow. Such geonmorphological features
layer might be 20 times the river flow, while the up- must frequently affect the mixing processes in an es-
stream transport in the lower layer is 19 times the tuary, and if not taken into account specifically they
river flow. may give rise to abnormal values of an effective co-

efficient of horizontal diffusion.
SVITICALI.Y flomm;Etxous ESTUARIES Other complex cases may occur where a number of

If the tidal currents are very strong in relation to estuaries are tributarie- to a large estuarine system.
the river flow the vertical mixing becomes so intense as in the Chesapeake Bay area. Carpenter (1960)
that there is no measurable variation in salinity from has described the condition in Baltimore Harbor and
surface to bottom. There is, of course, still a horizon- the exchange flow with the adjacent Chesapeake 1ay.

tal gradient of salinity. increasing from the head to Owing to effective vertical mixing, the vertical salin.
the mouth. Estuaries of this type may be subdivided ity gradient i3 low in the harbor, and the salinity
into two categories: decreases towards the bay near the surface and in-

Wt'ith Lateral Variation--If the ratio of width to creases towards the bay near the bottom. A three-
depth is sufficiently large, the Coriolis force gives rise layer pattern of flow results, with water moving to-

Owl -
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wards the harbor in both the surface and bottom where K,, K., and K, are the coefficients of eddy dif-
layers and outwards at mid-depth. The whole of the fusion in the x, y, z directions respectively. As in the
Bay of Fundy was considered as one estuary by case of viscosity, the molecular diffusivity can nearly
Ketchum and Keen (1953). always be neglected.

The conditions in certain straits and sounds corn- In an estuary it is often assumed that the trans-
municating with the 3ea by two or more separate verse velocities are ve'y small compared with those
channels also resemble those in an estuary, with some along the estuary, so that the terms involving t, in the
complicating features. In Long Island Sound the above equation may be neglected.
communication with the sea is predominantly through From equation (3), the hydrostatic equation. the
one channel (Riley, 1952). In Georgia Strait (Pick- pressure at depth s is given by
ard, 1956) and the Strait of Juan de Fuca (Herlin-
veaux and Tully, 1961) the communication with the P - P. + if ds, (6)
ocean is more complicated and irregular depth and
topography add to the complexity. when p. is the atmospheric pressure and C is the ele-

vation of the free surface above the level surface taken
BASIC PRINCIPLES OF CIRCULATION as reference. It will be assumed that p. is uniform,

AND MIXING so that

Before going on to a quantitative discussion of cir- ap *• ,
culation and mixing problems, it is convenient to a- &0 • X+ t •x ds' (7)

consider the basic principles controlling them. These
are expressed by the equations of motion of the water where p, is the density at the surface, and there is a
and the equations of continuity of volume of water similar equation for ap/By.

and mass of salt. Let rectangular axes be taken with The density p is a function of salinity S, tempera-

OX and OY in a horizontal plane, near the free sur- ture 0, and pressure, thus

face, OX being along the axis of the estuary, positive As- 0(s., P). (8)
seawards, 0Y across the estuary and OZ vertically
downwards. Let v, v, w be the components of mean In an estuary, the variation of p with p may be neg-

velocity at the point (x, y, z) at time t. Then the lected, and very often the dependence on 9 is of little

equations of motion may be written: importance compared with that on S. In that case it
is sufficient to take p as being a linear function of S.

-a + !.--!+ that is
DI ax clx + as. (9)

Dv- +f" -a +-- +- + ,(2) where a is a constant.
The complete solution of the estuarine circulation

0 1 + (3) problem would involve solving equations (1) to (5) -
0 as +,with (7) and (8) or (9). The velocity components

where (DiDt) at0) + [u ( x + [v (By)] depend on the pressure gradients, which are functions

+ ( ) (aas). 24. sin .0 is the Coriolis parameter, of the density distribution. The density is a function
i pre, (0ssur], a = s¢ is the spec icvolue paraeter of salinity and the distribution of salinity depends on

wherep is the pr e nsity. g is the apecificevoluer(ati ,the velocities, thus completing the system. Very feww he re p is th e den sity ) .g is the acceleratio n d u e to at e p s h v b en m d t o r s n ' h o y of e W
gravity and r,, is the stress on a plane perpendicular empts have been made to present a theory of e-ti-arine circulation treating it as a closed a-t'em. In
to OX acting in the 01' direction. In these equations some methods the density distribution is assumed to
the stress components v,,, etc.. are nearly always en- be given by observations, and the circulation is de-
tirely a result of the turbulent stresses, since, except rived front it. In others the circulation is regarded as
very near the boundaries, the, tresses due to mo-g
lecular viscosity are several o• ders of magnitude given, and its effect on the distribuio of salinity is
smaller. Then,. if u'. I/, iv* are the components of calculated.

turbulent velocity at any instant, r,, = p (0) V, = p OVERALL ANALVc!: ui' MIXING
(u*''), etc. where ( ) denotes an average over the time - -- , have been devised for computing the
taken for computing the mean velocity. The remain- -s
ing Coriolis terms and the vertical acceieitier: ,,:,y •.d at which river water is flushed out of an estuary.
be shown to be negligible and have ,een omitted. and thereby estimating the rate of removal of a pollu-

The equation of contiinuitv of volume is tant introduce'd into it. Fresh water usually is used as
a tracer. N- Attempt is made in these methods to on- w

i a 8, e der'tand the dinanmics of the circulation or the details

+ + -•s of the diffusion processes. 4"4

The equation of conservation of salt miay be written FL ni=iin. Ttuz

il aas) * Let tCe rate of influx of fresh water be R and let1i) z as + • + , " e 5) F be the total volume of fresh water accumulated in

hi .F .X Y as k

~dt
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the estuary. If S. is the salini~ty of the water outside SE1A ESTUARY AIM*

the estuary which is available for mixing and S is the
salinity at any point inside, the freshwater content at *j~ '~4-- R
that point is given by -- --

The accumulated volume of fresh water is then given
by Fig. 4. Two-layer exchange of water between an estu-

F f' fa11)1) ary and the se-a. (

where the integration is carried out over the total T. T s R
volume. A steady state is assumed, so that Rrepre- St --- t %- l
sents also the rate at which fresh water is being re- If the cross-sectional areas of the two layers are
moved from the estuary. Then the flushing time 8 known, the mean velocities of flow may be calculated.
is the time taken to remove the accumulated v'jlume If V is the total volume of water contained in the
of fresh water present at a given instant at this rate. estuary, the flushing time is gi'en by
Thus tisi given by

F T - V V(Si - SO.()4

Half this time is sometimes referred to as the mixing The.ýssumption made implicitly here is that all the
flsig water ertering in the low~er layer is mixed completely

half-life of the -stuary. An estimation of the flsig with the water inside the estuary before leaving it
time therefore requires a knowledge of the river flo again. lIfthe pollutant has a density less than that of
and of the salinity as a function of depth at a sufi the estuary water it may remain in the upper layer
cient number of positions within the estuary. and be removed from the estuary more rapidly than
The flus~hing time as calculated in this way mtay be the above caticulation would suggest. An estii.-ate of

applied rigorously to a pollutant only if it is intro- isrt frmvlcnb bandfottevlct
duced into the estuary in the same way as the fresh ctsmrateofrm alanbotied fron the upelociter
water. Thus if practically all the fresh water enterscoptdfrheueray.
by a river at the head of the estuary and the pollutant TIVAL PRISMi ASPl SEGM.ENTATION ME-ri[ODS
is also introduced at this point, the flushing time so
calculated should apply closely to the pollutant. If. The two methods described above make use' of oh-

however, the pollutant is introduced into another par servations of salinity and the river flow andl d,) not
of the estuary, the flushing time for it may be different. consider tidal miovemenits. If these are pre!sent. thr

The length of the flushing time depends on the river nmeth(ds may still be applied to average condlititins
Wdischarge. The salinity distribution usually adjusts over o rmr ia eid.alwigiiiiil o

itself in such a way, however, that F increases to utm the :,dal effects in the exchange processes. An alter-
extent with increasing R. and the proportionate de- nati~e approach, in estuaries wshere the tida! move-

crease in the flushing time is less than the increase in ments appear to be the main mixing process, is to
the river discharge. For New York Bight. Ketchum atmtt aclt h aeo xhnefotdt
(19-50) found that the flushing time varied only be- ort the titles and the 1,h iy%-iczl (lifltflsiofl only. In the

tween 6 and I I days while the river discharge varied "tidal pri~.m" niethaml it is as~umned that all the water

from 0.5 to 4 X 10i ft. &,* entering during the flood tide becomes comipletely
mixed with the wiater in the estuary. and the ebb floill

Two-Z.AVEX MOPEL consists of this mnixed titater. If V is the totud volumer

If it is amusunii that the exchange of water between of thý es.tuary at low water and4 P' is the volume ot

the estuary ,;od the sea takes pI ice entirely by advec water entering on the flotAx (the "intertkial %olume" ).
tion. hor'auital diffusion beine negligible. ihe the thme a lractinn V' i 1+P) of the mean volume of

rateo~ lowcanbe clcuate trm a now'tle ~ water is removed each tie, so tlu the flushing time
rat o flw an e alclair.om-n akndowtledige oftin tidal pr-rio& s givenl-f by

the nmean salinity of the influic. InA oiure 4.weting
!4yes an thefreshwater ifu.I iue4 eI ~~T be the volume transport and S, the salinity in the pt~

outflowing watner andl Tv. St tiw: corresponding quan- hsmto a ieolyals-rlmtt hItities for the trilowing water. T' ehdcngv nyalwrlmtt h
Then expressing the cond-ijons for continuity oif flu-h-ing timne because the asssunpliton oi ccwnplitir m I X1<water and of %Alt repectively. mng in each tida period tma riot he justified. I n wome

"esuarie% the flushing time give-n by the nwthorl de.ITi - T. R.1 scribed earlier in this section is ten times that eSti-
rAs r~, mated hy Ote itida prism methmid

Il
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A refinement of this method was introduced by superimposed on the river flow and K. assumed to

Ketchumi (1951i who divided the estuary into a series have the form
* of segments, the length of each being equal to thve tidal

excursion. Complete mixing was assumed to takeK,-ZrU,()
* place within each Segment, and an "exchange ratio" where ~.=amplitude of horizontal tidal displacement

.vas defined for it. Thus if 1'. = low tide volume of 1'. =amplitude of the tidal current, and B is a cm-
the is", segmnent and P 4 the corresponding intertalal stant. It may be shown that, in the simplified condi-

volume, the exchange ratio r. is given by tions assumed. K, becomes

- P. (1)K. - 3.v'(20)I+. (h"
It may be shown that the volumre of river water ac- where C. is the ver~,eal amplitude of the t6d and a
cumulated in tesg ntis gie yits angular frequency. The sainity distribution along

th sgmnt gienbythe esur is gie by

-,(7r.-Ss"", (21)

where R is the river discharge per tidal period. The where A = x I. and F is a "flushing number" given by
accumulated volume of fresh water, and hence the F i11P
salinity. may thus be computed as a function of dis- F-ZC'L(22)
tance along the estuary. If observations of Salinity
show that mixing is confined to an upper layer, tin Crprigteteoeia ure ihobevdds

the olue o ths lteruniv an no th . ompetetribution, the authors found that the curve with F
the olue ofthi la'er niv andnotthe ompete 0.08 fitted the Raritan River, and F = 0.3 the Alberu.i

volunie of the segment, should be used in computing -- Iltrnatmp ocluaeB hwvr.e oa
Ketchum applied the metihod to the Raritan River, Indet. An magtn-itod calfeulate behweven, lhed two an

New Jersey. Alberni Inlet. British Columbia (for odro antd ifrnebtentetocss
which only the upper layer down to 30 it. was taken Ermic-rtviE flonIzONTxi Dzvyt-szvarv
into account), and Grand Pond, Ialmotath. Massa- Alhuhtetere fKthmadoIrn nch'ssctts (mixed laver taken as extending to half- Alhu tehersofechmndfArsad
depth), and good agreenment was found with the ob Stornmel gave satisfactory results for certin estu-
served distribution of salinity in ewzh case. Tihe aries. Stoommel (1953h i found that the) were quite
method was applied by Ketchum and Keen 11953) inadequate in other cases and in partiocular when ap-

to Iassmaqockv Ra an tothewhol oftheBay plied to the Severn River. England. Stonimeld sug-
tof Paunmaqodd where nt the wutorofun gofd then Bay sted that, from a piractical po)int of view, the best
between the values of r. computed irurn equation (16) procedure i - to use the distribution of river water as
and front r. = R F, -A 1"rre F %sas estimated f ~ioin the a mneans of determining the effective craeffient of
rabseved distribution ot salinity. This agreement cmn- loiotldfuina eiso rs mi;wo
tirms the validity of the assumiptiona that cornplete then to apl)Pl these coeffiients to problems 4' nn"lu-
mixing occurs within each ser.ment during each tide.tu nteetav i tae httemto a n

The attraction of this met4hod of estimating thended to aPply only to wistratitied estuaries in which
flushing characteristics is that it requires only a the mixing wtas due to the tides. From equation (18t
knowledg of the mean range of tide, the river flow, itfols s, tat, a ivn thesteady istae h fet a
and the topography of the estuary. A knowiledge ofofatagvnecins
the salinity distribution is not required.-RS. ()

Mixim; z~iiTzm
whoere is, the cr's.-wvctional arma since d = RiA

The batic idleas of Ketchum's method warre trans- For a non-comscryAtive pollutant of decay time or
lated by Aron5 and Stonimel 14' ;I~) into) the Ilan- time for concentration to fall to I .'ell of ias initial
gusage ni the jth~ici of ctintinua'. The-i conisidered value 1. the cunc-nirauron c- is given by
a nwxxkt etuary of uniform wiudth w. depth 11, and4&
length L.. The O~X axis was taken along the estuary. '& -A . + A 0-.o (14)
;~vstlt5? downtoream, with Xr -Z) at the rover en
and xr = I. at the sea end, the saltnity thecre being S.. eyccpt at the oautiall where the rk&.ht-an side=
Cot siide-ring average values overf a cros Pecrtion. the the total rate at influx of pollutant
"equatoio of continuity ofWtUrte om ~atioan ( 21 ma nuhe expresse in finite difermice v

, ~ formn and applied to *the Wainity oliverationis to corn-
(it.A .h')O) puear, at a wrw*ol secmoins algtheestsar%. The

distribution of a poluantA resultng from miMts rek
wnhere a is the me-an vvitcity due to the river doig- at a given sectican may then lie ceapued fha ( Za I
charge and K. the cueffcien 4 horizontal eddy daf also or finite difforrence foarm. StemirA illustaruMe the
fuosion. The tides weef- reL-Arded as a turtulent motion use of the method In amil% ing it to the Severn.

aA -~IF.-
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OTuza MwtRuoas one or one-half tidal cycle) is assutmed to be gn'ni
A method similar in principle to Stommel's. but by the linear difference equation

entirely different in its formulation, was devised by V.S. - 4A4Z I R...(c,.- + c.) + D.4.c.. - c.)II (26)
Preddly (1954) in relation to the mixing processes in
the Thames Estuary. He assumed that the water ini- where the sumt is taken over all segments W. (normaully
tiaily concentrated at a gie section, at position ,, two) bordering on segment n; cis and cot. refe' to the
would after one tida period be dispersed over the dis' beginning of the interval; the coefficients R... repre-
tance fronm z - L to x + L, where L is approxi- sent net water fluxes towards x; and D... ;.rc ex-
mately equal to the amplitude of horizotal moemn change factors. The values of D... can be determined
due to the tide. The dispersion may be represented by front the mean distribution of salinity.
a dispersion curve which is usually asymmetrical, In carrying out the computation. Dorre-tein con-
since for example, dispersion may take place more sidered first a number of basic initial distributions.
readily downstream than upstreams of the section. -,-he so that the concentration c is zero in all sections ex-
dii~ributioai after a number of periods is the cumu- cept one. section m, where it is 1. The distribution
lative effect of the repeated application of the dis- resulting front this at tinew is denoted by y. WI.
persion curve. Preddly showed that for this purpose When the y.,,. values have been found, th~e distribu.
the actual shape assumed for the dispersion curve is tion at time tarising from Any other initial distribu-
unimportant, and may be adequately approximated as tion can be computed from the linear superposition
shown in Figure 5 C,.(5 - Z c.(0)Y...M) t~

Of the water initially at a given section, after one
period a fraction Pi i~ uniformly dispersed over a
distance L ko seaward, a fraction P. uniformly dis- The method has been appilied to the Ems Estuary.
period over a distance L. upstream and the remainder, UNIA V T AME O

I- P, - P2. left in its original section. By applying CIRCULTATION TATDMIXNTGO
the co-nditions of continuity of salt and of water toCRULTO AN)MX G
steady state conditions. Preddy derived equations for Theoretical studies. laboratory experimrents, and the
computing X and 1,. whei-e X =A I', and Y = A P2  analyses of full-scale observations have all been used
(A = cross-sectional area), from the river flow and for investigating the dynaiiics of estuarine circulation.
distribution of salinity. Average values of river dis- Tidal currents play an important part in most types

charge and salinities at half-tide over a period of a of estuarine circulat on, but the dynamics of tidal
>ear were used. X arnd Y %wer found to increase movements will rot be considered here. The currents.
steadily towards the sea, although 1P, and P.~ varied as they occur in a particular estuary, will he regarded
mehdwsvr~db sn h ausc nirregularly where the cross section was irregular. The as part of the physical environnment

so found to compute changes in salinity distribution SL IC SUR
resulting froomgie changes in river flow. The Severl Laboratory invsiaonadthrecl
change in conicentration C of any substance in one studies have been made of salt wedge estuaries. Keu-
interval of time is given by letan (1949) described a series oi model experin- its

[ft. ('J in wihich the velocity in the uplier laver was vai.ed.
d. i 4  + Jf " Vr + (-. - X - VI)J 25) At very low velocitie's the interface rermainedl distinct

and -rtooth. At slightly higher velocities internal
Ther methodl nay tten bie used to compute the distni- waves formed at the interiac' wAn at a certain critical
hutisi of concentration of an effluent dischargett at a velocity U , the crests of the wav". tLroke. allowing
gi~ven point. A further development of the merthod] wa-, elements orf the densei liquid to be entrained in the
de'erritwr by ['reddv a~od Webbier ( M3i. It Permits upper la~rr flow. U, couhl he rxprmesie in term% oif a
the distribution of varmwin noon-consersvative quaiti- parameter 9 given bY
ties. such as dissocved oxs gets. --nimonmacal nitraiogn.
and oxidized nitrogeno to be compritest. The equations
*ine rxpr%,d in matrix form for solution by digital
conipouter. wa.here r!, = 'iscentvst of the liquid inl the lower layer.

A swiwwiohat sim-lar mathematical nAid has be"n 4 is the difleremor in density between the iavr. pi the
uleisi~rl bt; litrrestoren IWO)0 for the longmtudinal denmauty, and V the velairity 'of flow In the u~pper hit-
'preading *of dissolved or suspended matter along an lor Ite1 rot" nuibtr s orwn 450 1 *,coert-%ponndvd t.,
e-stuary in the ,meAd' state, The estuary is divided 0 - 0 le.A. At %s4:cities above the critical vJur. the
titso a wrscr of torgehsts and "xChange factors intro- rate t4 entraintment corr-spmdweA to an upw.ard vrlm-

disced in repew-scnt the turbulent and tod~l mixing be it% :4 acrtwi, the interfivcr, jiten hInItwren segments. Another paraeteroot allows for trans-AsX1It'
prort h,%th duwial rlrwý If the 'oluintrof the milk.5XO1-1
segment is V., and the mean curienwtration in it of The additionsal friction~al drag due to the mtsrainrorwit
the vubstance croitsd.r"r 15 r. then the change in coin wias frow,4r to he very mulal. corrrspnndng tn an in

,srtin ctrurring or- a time minte it WI ~ pfeirrAhic crenaie in the drag coefficien of less thtan oti (I,
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(a) I TIDE (b) 2 TIDES

P,

II

(c) 3 T M OE S I'* L -- L
0

(d) DISTANCE ALONG ESTUARY

Fig. 5. D1i~pe'rsiti curve method of rer-etin miri,,.zontl mixing ( Predtly and Wetbber. 1963J) - (a) .A r.v-tangulr
distributwo, vW a triangular etistnnto with eq.ual first moments and equal second moments. (b) tsr•J-tmin after
two• rmiu. (c) [)strium after tire mies (d) Chw rmprsetation of the mixing in the Thme F-st,,ary.
The prcportion P, is distr•oe uniformly over the distam L to) seaward- The proorio P. is distnb.ed umdormly
ove•r the distance L to landw-ard. The •.emainvr stays at 0. 4TI•.

Kc'ulr.-a e'mphasize that (aut•i would he nede toud whe the equation was use to compute the

in Aplyling his re_%ults to latrge boixes of water, since distance oi saltwater intrusion into esure such as

the cxperm~mts really appit•! onl, to an "'Initial the Raritan River, Nc- Jersey. where the turbulent

reuch- in %shih Metfdy Hlow co4it,,ns had probabi ' mixing t% quirte largpe. In making thi5 application it

nt4 bi• attairmi. .At the ..anm tinw his work w., as PA--urrin!, thit the' rr~xiitri intrusion of sa:lt

v"%y %A.u.ble in kl-nw rAtunK the basic features in at"r wA, etual to the k-nrigh oi a staticclary salt

the t- exltimne.t iii this : %I - oi Ho~w. wvdr•L. and, thazt the' salt contrnt oi a •'fenial columnq

.ntdhe1" w'ries• oi c-prrmscrits in a lab~t-aor, Runic of wAtelr was the %an uhtiher the sal.t u•as conlfiied

•aASCAre¢out h% FArm¢er IlMI.• unpbishe•dD ilie to a urtior mixed througlu, utOw'ctlurmn.

Ietlip'titJrt' tlw far~tors mnduericnn g the k-nl•h and A theoretical analsis oi salt ardgw. fiow w as made-

JApc of the uefdlg" and mader n~wrmirritr of th~e by. F'armwr and Ml~wrlan 1 1053 1, hased on the "juA-

velocity prk.dle both in the" uppe lArr AnM within the twos of nmitio And contiuxtt, tor ecub 1a.r Thr

-- hr. .just hrou, the Interiare' the 4rnwr water "istenre¢ ni a %haxrp interface birtwern the frr-h water

nw•r iorward with 6ir overrltmg h~rr. bwd below and the salt vi-edge was a%-.,rd with no mixing be-

this th~rc was a •dow drift in ',he opposite dirvv~tioct tumxn the ~r It w-Ai Also a-,-urx-d that tl•" %Ajqc.

\kn erni r,cal e-quati.n ma% drii~ed uhvch frp"-wmed it% . wthin the. urdsir was ,unall. that there was on.

arl the pr-ofile of theslt wh dgrL pro~wdu, Usa"• frctl-m 1? the -.urfacer or the" t•t,wr•. bu that their

v ar•tnc• €tvditions 4• upper-i~yrr discharge anid dm'- wa% .2 frjw.-un! %Arrv, At the irderiacv. ri~ten In rj = ,

%ast% differenc" in the mode-l e-Zxprmens. \Whe-n appliedt X p, V .2 where 1' "at the mrnan %r,,cst% ot the irrs j
! to r¢,ni•ttlons :n ther Mis•i.v~ppt Fs:tl/ary'. bov1-c. wate'r IA)fr althelw tip -4 the moerl" And K is a drag•
Sthis r•iuatim pserhdwted kmehii i.,a the W*4. Mbbch cnefficwi.t uwhih dw's mit iAr% Ahl-w the wimig.

111-T nnu~h too srn.ll: 16-5 mik% iritead ol 45• mik-s V~quxt."i, weve for ther Jupe o~il tde w~r

i(w the !hillh &"e¢ the Ilerad ni |ue.xs irr inslavr and hti it% t"nih a-4 a ifnnitin ,4 the discharge in

FAmnwirvagqL1rrs4 that th,% prirticmn migh t" he d th: upic.' la-v-r, antl" the-ritk 4rr tilii dift"ev• -y

vo the tl••m'rirt strrws hm• nc icirrtl.i %r-a', where - = tP2 - •l'P1 r 1"W• •lqtq•m for (t.ie a-Vi•r "

iK.Stt~wr 6-rpriting1.x, r~odsk~aM•h~ly e er ne¢. t %as poile c~k Iae rr~h Z" ag.rVVIMw- i th the ofar~ria.
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Fig. 6. Profile of a salt wedge: comparison of results from theory and observations (Farmer and Morgan, 1953).

On left of graph: surface = 1.0, bottom = 0. The solid line is the form of the interface, derived from theory. XV
"0= at the upstream tip of the wedge; L is the length of the wedge. O's refer to Mississippi River Southwest _Pass

and X's refer to k• model experiment.

lions, both in the laboratory experiments and in the which the velocity is very small. Entrainment is as-
Mississippi (Fig. 6). The equation for the length of sumed to occur by the upward movement of deep
the wedge gave agreement with the Mississippi re- water across the interface, but there is no downward
stilts if the friction coetficient K was taken as 0.001, movement of the lighter water. The density p, in the
whereas for the exl-erimental data a value of 0.006 upper layer therefore increases seawards, approaching
was reqitir'd. the value p2 as x -+ oc. In the equation of motion

An important parameter in these studies is the for the tipper layer, the field acceleration and pressure
interfacial Frotde nu'nher, defined by gradient terms are retained, but frictional stresses are

u' Uneglected. From this equation and considerations of
F4 - -,(30) continuity of mass and conservation of salt, it is found

that
where u is the velocity in the upper layer and D) its
depth. in his experiments Farmer found that the flow dS[Dpx(u' + haD)] 0, (31)
adjusted itself so thi! at the transition from the flume
to the saltwater reservoir F, = I approximately, where u = velocity in the upper layer, D = depth of
This was also found to hold at the section of the upper layer, and y = (P2 - pl)/p2. By introducing
jetties in Southwest Pass on the Mississippi. For a Q, die rate of mass transport, given by Q = Dpl u,
given discharge and density difference, equation (30) the above equatio, becomes
enables computation of the depth of the upper laver " dD D (4F, - 1)
at the transitional section (Stommel and Farmer, - (32)
1952). jQ 2(Fi - 1)'

where F, is the interfacial Froude number, as in
rWO-LAYER FiLow WIThi ENTRAINNMENT equation (30).

The quailtative features of flow with entrainment Equation (32) shows that for F, < 0.25, the thick-
and the obseivations of Tully (1949) in Alberni Inlet, ness of the layer increases with increasing transport,
British Columbia. were mentioned earlier. A the- but for 0.25<F,<1 the thickress decreases as the
oretical treatment of the flow in a two-layer model transport increases. This appears to correspond to
was given by Stommel (1951 unpublished, 1953a) conditions observed in Alberni Inlet and certain other
and Stnimmel and Farmer (1952). The lighter water fjord-type estuaries. When F, -" 1, dD/dQ - - oo
is assunied to he flowing seawards over a lower layer, in equation (32) and it may be concluded that the
which is very deep, has a uniform density P2, and in two-layer model breaks down. There is some evidence

""--,WIT
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that in actual estuaries the flow is such that F, - I at equations (13) and (34) the transports T 1 and T2 in
the mouth. the upper and lower layers respectively may be shown

A different approach to the dynamics of a deep to be given by
fjord estuary was made by Cameron (1951a) who
assumed that the densit", horizontal velocit and ver- a) -
tical velocity were all continuous functions of depth. T -- + I
Lateral homogeneity was assumed and steady state A, A(

conditions were considerc. A frictional term, as well _ _1 "
as the pressure gradient and field acceleration terms, 77 - (_--i) 1 1 I
was included in the equation of motion. Combining JAY +A1(t A- )
the equation for the horizontal and vertical compo-
nents of flow, he obtained the relation where 81 and 82 are the anomalies of dynamic height

at two stations in a cross-channel section, ay is the
[(u O, g - (-A. ") (33) distance between the stations, A I and A2 are the cross-

Or 5 ux + a Os/i - Ox OA ' sectional areas of the upper and lower zones, and c

where Av is the coefficient of vertical eddy viscosity. is the fraction of fresh water in the upper layer. The

By introducing a stream function, a solution was anomalies 81 and 82 are computed from the surface to
foun.! for the variation of velocity along the estuary any level at or below the deepest value L of the inter-
and with depth. In this solution, the velocity has a zone bounAary in the section considered.
maximum, in the sca%,id direction at the surface, de- The depths limiting the upper and lower zones were
creasing to zero at a depth which might be called derived from a curve of salinity S against log z (a =
the depth of no net horizontal motion. Below this depth). Data from a number of regions, if plotted in
depth the velocity is directed upstream rind reaches this way, give a curve made up of three approximately
a maximum value at about twice the depth of no straight lines, as in Figure 7, dividing the depth
.iotion. Below this it decreases asymptotically to naturally into an upper zone, halocline, and lower
zero in the deep water. The theory leads to a dis- zone. The !ower limit ef the halocline is regarded as
tribution of density, as expressed by y, where y = the level through which transport takes place upwards
(p. -- p)/p, p. being the density of undiluted sea only, whereas mixing as well as entrainment occurs
water. Cameron's theory also leads to a critical veloc- within the halocline. The method was applied to Juan
ity of surface flow at which the mechanism postulated de Fuca Strait, the density and velocity structure of
in the model would break down. which are shown in Figure 8.

The above theories have dealt with processes acting A method using heat-budget data to estimate the
along the estuary and have not been concerned with freshwater transport and provide information on the
the variation in conditions across it. The Coriolis entrainment process was described by Pickard and
force gives rise to a slope of the surfaces of equal Trites (1957). In the surface layer they considered
density across the estuary and if all acceleration and the processes of seaward flow, upward entrainment
frictional terms are negligible in comparison with of deeper water, and the passage of heat through the
th-. Coriolis term, observations of this slope may be surface because of radiation, evaporation, and conduc-
used to compute the longitudinal velocity of flow. tion. The equations of continuity were applied to the
This in fact is the method widely used for ocean volume of water, heat content, and salt content. In
currents. From equation (2) in these conditions this way it was found possible to determine: (1) the

velocity at the head of the estuary, and hence the
fu a a (34) river inflow, given the heat-budget data and also the

temperature and salinity of the entrained water; and
and aplay can be determined from the density dis- (2) the depth w" entrainment, given the temperature
tribution if a level at which the pressure gradient is and salinity of the entrained water, the velocity of
zero may be estimated. Cameron (1951b), from oh- flow (from observation or previous calculation), and
servations at the entrance to Portland Iniet. British the heat budget data. The application of the first
Columbia, found that the depth-mean transport corn- method to a number of inlets gave the freshwater dis-
puted in this way agreed well with the freshwater charge in fair agreement (± 25%) with the data
transport derived from river gauge data. There was front precipitation and runoff. Application of the
also satisfactory agreement with the net velocity which second indicated that the effective depth of entrain-
reached 0.68 knots measured at the suriace. From ment was only slightly deeper than the depth of no
the salinity structure the depth of no motion was motion, which ranged from 2 m to 9 m in the inlets
taken to be at 90 ft. The agreement in the results studied. It was also possible to confirm that the down-
indicated that, in this situatioai, the assumption was ward penetration of water from the upper layer was
justified that the accelerations and frictional forces small.

4 were negligible. Stonnmel and Farmer (1952, 1953) considered the
Tully (1958) suggested that similar conditions action of a restricted section in a channel on a two-

hold in a number of other fjord-type inlets, where the layer flow. They derived a criterion based on the
channel is comparatively straight and deep. From condition that interfacial waves formed there would

'_• •
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Fig. 7. Representation of salinity in a fjord-type estuary on a logarithmic depth scale (From Tully, 1958).

be stationary. In the case of a relatively shallow > 1, and would therefore seem to be in a different
upper layer on a much deeper lower layer the cri- range from those of Stommel and Farmer.
terion corresponds to F, = I approximately. If the
layers are of comparable depth, the critical value of PARTIALLY MIXED ESTUARY

F4 is a function of q2/q1 , the ratio of the discharges In an estuary in which the vertical mixing is
in the two layers, and n, the ratio of the depth of the greater or the depth is less than in the preceding
upper layer to the total depth. It was found that the cases, there is no deep layer of almost undiluted sea
depth of the upper layer in the South Pass and South- water which can be regarded primarily as a source
west Pass of the Mississippi River agreed with that of water for entrainment. The salinity and density
given by F4 = 1. Stommel and Farmer (1953) ex- decreabe upstream from the mouth of the estuary at
iended the idea to show that there was a limit to the all depths. The qualitative features of this type of
extent that vertical mixing within an estuary could estuary have been described earlier. The develotmient
influence the discharge or the salinity in the two of a quantitative study of such estuaries is due mainly
layers at the mouth. to a series of investigations by Pritchard and the fol-

A theoretical and experimental study of turbulent lowing treatment is based on his work.
entrainment was carried out by Ellison and Turner In order to take into account tidal currents as well
(1959). They defined the entrainment E by the as the turbulent character of the flow, each of the
equation velocity components u, v, w and the salinity S are

d divided into three terms, which are uncorrelated with
( UD) - EU (36) one another.

dx

in the present notation, U being the mean velocity and u IV + U + u', V 9 k 1 V + V',
1D the depth of the layer into which entrainment is W -I- W+ I', s - +S+s' (
taking place. E was taken to be a function of R4 . the where a is the mean velocity averaged over one or
layer Richardson nun1-r defined by more tidal periods, U is the tidal component and u'

S7•D the turbulent component, the mean values of U and u'
(37) each beine zero by definition.

Since the turbulent velocities have been taken into
where y = (P2 - PO)/p2 as before. Ri is thus the accotmt explicitly, lie stress terms oh the right of
reciprocal of the interfacial Frolide number used by equations (I) and (2) may be set equal to zero. Then
Farmer and Stomniel. Ellison and Turner found E = on substituting front (38), above, in equations (I)
0.075 for R, = 0, that is, for no difference in density andi (2), taking mean values with respect to time, and

between the layers, decreasing to 0.01 for R, = 0.5, setting terms such as (av'), (Uv') and (flU) equal to
and they deduced that E was probably negligible for zero, the mean longitudinal equation of motion be-
Ri > 0.8. These results apply to 0 < Ri < 1, when F, comes

Si4
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+ a a+9 + a ýUU) + 0 Pritchard's development of the theory of flow in a
Ot Ox OZ O• x fs partially mixed estuary was based largely on a de-

- a/ opa a ( y - tailed series of measurements of salinity and currents
S( ) -u - WO'u') - - (w'u') (39) in the James River, flowing into Chesapeake Day

(Pritchard, 1952a). In a study of the salt balance,anl the mean lateral equation Pritchard (1954b) integrated equation (41) over an

f ('') - ) (a', ( element of volume extending across the whole width
6=Y-) - a 6 (wV), (40) of the estuary at depth z. The term 83/lt was shown

to be negligibly small, from the actual rate of change
where the brackets ( denote mean values with re- of salinity with time, and the term 8(US)/Ox was
spect to time. As before, the molecular viscosity terms taken as zero on the grounds that S and U were 90"
are omitted from the cquation as, except very near the out of phase. The equation then becomes
bouidaries, they are several times smnaller than the
turbulent stresses. 01 + i1

It is assumed that the transverse velocity compo- at Ox as
nents f, and V atc sxmail compared with a ad U and I } {b(w0•, (44)
that the field acceleration terms involving them may - I b(u's') jb,
be neglected. Stewart (1957) questioned this assump-
tion, pointing out that if the flow has an appreciable where b is the breadth of the element. Making use
curvature the term a (0o/8x) + (8/Ox) (UV) should of the observations of currents and salinities, Pritch-
be added to the left-hand side of (40), and may be of ard was able to compute the values of all the terms in
the same order of magnitude on the turbulent stress this equation.
termr. It seems likely that the corresponding terms This study showed that the most important terms
in (39), as well as the Coriolis term P, may justifi- in the salt balance were the mean horizontal advec-tion OIOx, and the turbulent or non-advective, ver-ably be neglected.

In the vertical direction all the acceleration terms tical flux term involving (w's). The mean verticalIbe neglected, leaving the hdrostatic uation advection U301/8z was significant only very near themay bengetd evn h ydrsai equa boun drbewnte
0 = g - [a(OpiOz)]. Substituting for s from (38) boundary between the upper and lower layer, and the
in the equation for the continuity of salt, which may horizontal turbulent flux term, involving (u's'), was
be written Ds/Dt = 0, and using the equation for only of the order of 1 percent of the main terms.
continuity of water, gives By analogy with these results, Pritchard (1956)t of watr g s assumed that the horizontal components of the turbu-
or +9 07 . + ; 0+ lent flux of momentum were negligible compared

with the other terms in the equations of motion in the
o , o x and y directions. Equations (39) and (40) for theax a+ , + W asteady state then reduce to

We O a a ON Oa !L OO(u's') - -(v's') -- (tv's'). (41 il - __ __ -- --
""x Os (41) 'a + IL + U. x X (v'W') (45)

If the tidal variation in salinity S is 90" out of phase /o-\ - ,,
with the velocity U, as is often approximately the - (
case, terms such as (US) vanish from (41).

In equations (39) and (40), the turbulent stress is the amplitude of the tidal current.
terms have* been written (u'u'), etc. Although direct To evaluate the terms in these equations, the meas-

observations of turbulent fluctuations have been made urements of currents and densities as functions of
on a few occasions (Bowden, 1962; Grant et al., depth were available. By assuming the shearing stress
1962), it is usually found necessary to relate these to be zero at the surface, and to be estimated at the
stresses to the mean velocity of gradients by o bottom from the logarithmic velocity profile law, with

sof eddy viscosity, thus a roughness length z. = 0.02 cm, all the terms could
be computed except (v'a/) and (w'v'). The equationsau N W - were thus solved for these two terms. It was con-

(s'(') -)- pA-- pNi O, cluded that, along the estuary, the pressure gradient

( Nwas balanced mainly by the turbulent stress terms
Os (42) tO('')i2, but the tidal acceleration term UoU,/Ox

Similarly the eddy fluxes of salt are related to the may be important. The field acceleration terms re-
mean salinity gradients by coefficients of eddy diffu- lated to the mean motion were relatively insignificant.hat snisy Across the estuary, the Coriolis term, fa, was bal-sion, that is anced primarily by the lateral pressure gradient, but '

! -K 0l 01, the turbulent stress term, a(w'u')Os, was also sig-
u' -- Ox' (v's') - - K 0y' nificant. The depth of the level pressure surface and '

ox, of the surface of no net motion were also determined;
(W's') - - pK. (43) both were approximately at mid-depth.

40;
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It was found by Pritchard and Kent (1956) that from equation (46). In the James River it appears
the curves of the vertical and lateral shearing stresses that the 8(w'v')/18 term is approximately one-third
as functions of depth were very similar, and they sug- of the (a8p/ly) term.
gested that (v'w') = .1 (u'w') where 7 is a constant, Observations have been made of the salinity dis-
which from the observations was about 0.4. tribution and circulation in a number of other estu-

Pritchard and Kent (1956) gave a procedure for aries of the partially mixed type. The Thames River
calculating the mean velocity a as a function of depth was the subject of a full-scale and model investigation
by using equations (45) and (46), with the first two by Inglis and Allen (1957). The salinity difference
terms in (45) set equal to zero. The internal parts between surface and bottom varies during the tidal
of the horizontal pressure gradients were computed period reaching values up to 2 %,. Measurements of
from temperature and salinity data and the Uo8U0 /8x current showed the presence of an upstream flow near
term from tidal current data. Then equation (45) the bottom to approximately 12 miles below London
enabled the constant in the pressure term and (w'u) Bridge, in conditions of normal river flow. This was
to be determined, with the aid of estimates of the sur- within the reach of the estuary in which excessive
face and bottom stress. These conditions also allow deposition of silt occurred. Experiments on the model
(•"v') to be found, and so finally a can be determined showed that an increased river discharge caused the
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Fig. 9. Mean profils of velocity and sinity in the Mersey Estuary (From Bowden. 1963).
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Table 2. Mersey Estuary: effective values of stress computed. Introducing the vertical eddy viscosity N,,
r, N,, and K, over a tidal period, the stress may be written (wo'u') = - pN, (Oa/Oa).

.- Hence, from the observed profile of mean velocity, N,
June 30-July 2, 1959 July 6-8, 1959 was determined at various fractions of the total depth

T N, K. T N. K, as shown in Table 2. N, was small near the surface,
u/h dyn/cm' cm'/s can'/s dyn/cm' cm3/s cm'/s but increased to values of 40 to 70 cni2 /sec at mid-

depth.
0.1 0.20 9 5 0.34 14 8 By making similar assumptions, the salinity equa-
0.3 0.45 27 10 0.86 46 23
0.5 0.39 40 27 1.03 73 30 tion (44) may be reduced to a form which enable the
0.7 0.10 43 17 0.86 72 i9 vertical turbulent salt flux (u's') to be computed from
0.9 -0.42 (62) (3) 0.34 25 13 the observations. Introducing K,, the coefficient of

- eddy diffusion, (w's') = - p K. (8U/8z). The values
of K,, found in this way on two occasions, are also

limit of the upstream flow to move downriver by a given in Table 2. The maximum values occur at mid-
distance of 12 miles when the discharge was increased depths and the values of K, are approximately half
ten times. the corresponding values of N,. In this case an at-

A similar investigation, involving both full-scale tempt was made to apply the salinity equation, includ-
observations and model experiments, was carried out ing the as/Ot term, to hourly values of the data and
for the Mersey Estuary and Liverpool Bay by Price so determine the variation of K, within the tidal
and Kendrick (1963). Other observations, made in period. Consistent results were obtained with only
the Narrows, a fairly straight channel about six miles one of the four sets of data to which the method was
long with a depth of approximately 20 m, connecting applied. These indicated that when the tidal velocity
the upper estuary with Liverpool Bay, have been made was large the values of K, were three to five times
the basis of a dynamic study (Hughes, 1958; Bow- as great as the effective values over a tidal period.
den, 1960, 1963). Figure 9 shows some profiles of A theoretical treatment in which the circulation
velocity and salinity. The dynamics of the flow have and mixing processes are regarded as parts of the
been considered, making similar assumptions to those same system has been given by Rattray and Hansen
of Pritchard. Since the variation of tidal current in (1962). Considering a straight and narrow estuary
this stretch was small, the UoaU1/8x term was ne- of rectangular cross section, with uniform width but
glected as well as the other terms on the left-hand side variable depth, and assuming it to be laterally homo-
of equation (45). Expressing the pressure gradient geneous, they expressed the basic equations in the
in terms of the density, and applying suitable bound- form
ary conditions for the surface and bottom stress, equa- aU. +p + all)
tion (45) enables the shearing stress (Wi'u) to be PU. ax- - a- ( as,

Table 3. Horizontal eddy diffusivity, Kr, in some 0 L + (g

tidal estuaries z a's + - 0

K. from K. calcu- - - a -(K.
Estuary Vertical observa- lated from ax as as

S& sal. duff. tions 10' Eq. (53) 1O'
Sposition - S so cm'/sec cm'/sec The density was related to the salinity by p = po +position as ______ kJ? and a salinity defect a introduced, defined by a =

Severn (summer) po 9 (1 - s'sb) where sb is a base salinity taken
Weston-super-Mare - 5.4 0.53 to be that of the oceanic water. The boundary con-
Portishead 0.1 10.6 0.48 ditions taken were: (1) it the surface U, = 0, and
Aust 0.3 17.4 0.56
Sharpness - 2.2 0.12 the shearing stress = winl stress. (2) at the bottom

Severn (winter) u = Tv = 0. The coefficients of eddy viscosity A and
A7 Veston-super-Mare - 12.4 lddv diffusion K. were assumed to be constant.

Portishead 0.3 15.7 - A stream function 0, was introduced, so that is
Aust 0.5 30.9 - - (bol/r), w = (al/ax). Rattray and Hansen
Sharpness - 53.5 pointed out the resemblance of the resulting partial

Thames (low river flow) differential equation to those arising in thermal bound-
n10 miles below ary layer problems and solved them by the method ofSLondon Br. 1.0 5.3 0.17

25 miles below similarity solutions which has been used in such cases.
London Br. 1.0 8.4 0.Z4 They' obtained solutions for the velocity profile and the

Thames (high river flow) salinity profile both in the case of zero wind stress
30 miles below and for various valnes of wind stress. In the case of

London Br. - 33.8 0.25 zero wind stress, the curves show a surface outflow
Mersey Narrows and a deep inflow with the level of no motion at :1h =

May, 1956 1.3 16.1 0.59 0.42, h being the total depth. The magnitude of the
March, 1957 5.0 36.0 0.59 velocity is directly proportional to the longitudinal

'-ply
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Fig. 10. (A) Comparison of theoretical and observed Fig. 10. (B) Comparison of theoretical and observed
salinity profile in the James River Estuary (Rattray and velocity profile in the James Estuary (Rattray and
Hansen, 1962). Hansen, 1962).

density gradient and inversely proportional to the eddy G/g'Vf - 60 10' > 10' 4
viscosity. In comparing their results with Pritchard's
data for the James River, Rattray and Hansen found K,./K, - 50 6 - 1

fairly good agreement by taking N, = 4 cm2/sec and From these results the "intrusion length", L& to a
K, = 2 cm 2/sec. The comparison of the salinity and point where the salinity was reduced to 1 percent of
velocity profiles is shown in Figure 10. its oceanic value, was deduced. It was found that,
carried out by Harleman and Ippen (1960), who with increasing turbulence, in a well mixed estuary

varied the intensity of turbulence independently of (K'I/K, = 1) L, increased.
the flow by using oscillating screens. They were con The decrease in the effective value of the coefli-
cerned with the longitudinal concentration of dye or cient of horizontal diffusion as the vertical mixing
salt in a partially mixed or well mixed estuary, in becomes more effective has been noted in field ob-
which the vertical and transverse variations in con- servations. It is rather doubtful, however, whether
centration were small compared with those along the the quantitative results from the laboratory experi-
estuary. In the partially mixed case they defined an ments can be scaled up since the mode of generation
"adjusted" or "gross" eddy diffusion coefficient K,' of the turbulence is different. In a tidal current, the
which included the advective effects arising from den- greatest rate of generation occurs near the bottom,
sitv differences. Using dye as a tracer, with no den- and much of the turbulence at higher levels has prob-
sitv difference they confirmed that K, was propor- ably diffused upwards, whereas in the laboratory ex-
tional to G1/3, where G is the rate of dissipation of periments the turbulence was generated more or less
turbulent energv per unit mass, as given in Kolmo- uniformly throughout the depth.
goroff's theory.

When fresh and salt water were used, Harleman V rEc.IC lLoMoGENEOs ESTutARY
and Jppen suggested that Kg' would be related to K,
by The qualitative features and methods of treating the

mixing of this type of estuary have been described
-/ - (+•p- (48) earlier. It has also been mentioned that doubts have

been expressed as to whether an estuary which is
where g' -- gAp!p and V, is the velocity of the fresh- strictly vertically homogeneous really exists. A de-
water flow. An empirical equation for the function tailed study of the dynamics of this type of estuary
was determined from the experiments. They found seems not to have been made. However, a simple
that for given values of apip and V1, K,' decreases consideration of the nature of the terms in equations
as G increases. The following pairs of values indicate (45) and (44) would appear to show that a flow in
the order of magnitude of the change in the ratio which t and S are completely uniform with depth is
K,'IK,: not possible. If the density p can be regarded as con-

~~~: .... . . .t_+#+ .
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stant with depth in the hydrostatic equation, it follows (Bowden, 1963). If the current is simple harmonic
from (7) that with an amplitude U. then, with certain simplifying

assumptions, the effective K. is equal to half that in
Sax (49) a steady flow of velocity U.. Thus, in the above case,

Thus the horizontal pressure gradient varies with s. K, - 0.15 Uh. (53)

In equation (45) only the term a(w'')/as is available If the mixing is due primarily to the tidal currents
to balance this variation. Putting (w'u') = - p N, and the water is vertically homogeneous so that the
(Wias) shows that a must vary with s (unless N, flow is neutrally stable, it should be possible to com-
is ininitely large). pute the values of K, from this equation. This was

In (44), fi.Ular will vary with depth if a varies, done by Bowden (1963) for the Severn, Thames, and
and the only term capable of balancing this is that in Mersey Estuaries, and the results compared with the
(w'.r). Introducing K, shows that I must vary with values computed from the salinity observations by
depth although this variation may be small if K, is Stommel's method. The observed values of K, were
large enough. from 10 to 100 times greater than the computed

It seems advisable to regard the so-called vertically values, as shown in Table 3.
homogeneous estuary not as a physically distinct type. This discrepancy is not surprising in the cases of
but as a special case of the partially mixed estuary, the Thames and Mersey, where salinity differences of
in which the variations of velocity and salinity with I %. or more between surface and bottom are known
depth are so sr.all that it is impractical to measure to occur at some states of the tide. It is more re-
them with sufficient accuracy; it becomes more con- markable in the case of the Severn which has pre-
venient to include the advective effects of such vari- viously been regarded as a typical unstratified estuary.
ations in an effective longitudinal diffusion term. The The effect of the density gradient on the effective
experiments of Harleman and Ippen supporting this values of N, and K, on the Mersey can be seen in
view have already been menticte6. Table 2. On the basis of other observations, the nmaxi-

Taylor (1953) gave a theore-i.cal treatment of the mum values of N, are one-tenth of the values to be
dispersion of matter in laminar flow thrc-agh a pipe, expected in a tidal current of the same amplitude in
showing that the dispersion was prodtce, by diffusion water of uniform density. There are two ways in
across the pipe combined with a transverse variation which a density gradient can cause a large increase
in the velocity along it. arising from friction at the in K, in an estuary. The reduced values of .V, and
wall. He showed that the effective coefficient of dif- K. would cause an increase in the tidal current effect.
fusion along the pipe was inversely proportional to even if the velocity profile retained the same form.
the molecular diffusivity. He later extended the theory Secondly, the differential flow arising from the hori-
to turbulent flow through the pipe (Taylor. 19.). In zontal pressure gradient will be increased, and the
this case the transverse mixing is due to the eddy advective effects of this will add to the effective value
diffusivity in that direction. In the absence of a den- of K,.
sity gradient, assuming the coefficients of transverse The reductions in N, and K, are sufficient to ac-
eddy diffusivitv and eddy viscosity to ble equal, it %.t; count ior the large values of effective K, in estuaries-
shown that the effective coefficient of Ilngitudinal dif- It is interesting to note that Stfmmrel and Farmer
fusion was given by 1952, . dealing with two-layer flow, pointed out that

K . -- 10.16N.. (O) the horizontal transixtrt of salt by this neans was
. ll5)efluikalent to longitudinal diffusiim corresponding to

where a is the radius of the pipe and u. is the friction a coeflicient K,. , thAt
velocity, given by u. = (r. p)i1 2 r. being the fric-
tional stress at the wall. The ,.arnw'mhod wa. e- A',,t (IN' - )* e-1
tended bt. Elder g 1959) to flow in an open channel.
Mlaking similar assumptiims. Flder found that for %here a, i% the srhelitt tit th o apper later. 4 the
steady flou in neutrally stable Oc,.nlmons rmean veh'itl. .41A A the ,-l1th ,1 ssAter.

K. When-Oi thein.t~i % r.44lanat is, .o g reat, himneir.
K. - $.9u.,5. •1 that the two.arr structure. in sahni•t as well as in

where h is the depth cif water to the channel. If the srksx*t. i% cleAr!s ree-gnia•..ar, the o,',rcp oi an

bottom sitres i% related to the depth-nkecan velosiets V rtfrcti. e horsit-attl thdlfahi ill" l 11% U1it ieUl119-%
by the equation r. = kpU 2. and the friction cort-icie•i Rot itv Ltlt it4
k ;s ta k en a , 0 .0 0 2 5 . the a b o v e re lat io becwleI a th et w et ical t i a t os i

K. - 0.295U- A ,31) net d ,it oatitr mar mt m.- the hamm ,,i an e"uarm isas
In a tidal es'uarv the main smurce of turbulence recart-d A% A FmRa translvurl effect AssUIcited with

is the tidal current a .d V as a periodic function o4 a progrirse tiual wve. "e-he 71W & as asttuntel to
time. It may be shown. however, that the samnw be i-roation.l. rxet1 in a ihmndar ' v later aedarent
process can still produce a net fluK of a disss-erld sub- to the botti.m, in which the eddy vimysity was con-
stance in the direction of the concentration gradient stAnt. Uting !he niilshod of suesrisive approx•iatins.
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Abbott found that the second approximation gave a ing these methods it is p~ossible to take into accour.t
steady flow ternm which was non-zero, even beyond the natural decay of non -conservative subsitances such
the boundary layer. He derived a criterion for the as bacteria or radioactive wastes.
direction of the mean velocity at a point just~above Wt h xeto fSoiilsmtotepo
the bed, and applying it to data on the Thames E~stu- cedures referred to above do not inake explicit use of
ary (Inglis and Allen. 1957), be found satisfactory coefficients of eddy diffusion. In a second method.
agreem.ent in the position at which the net flow near values of the eddy coefficients K,, K,, or K,. derived
thle bottom was reversed. Somec features of the theory from the salinity distribution, are used in applying
were unsatisfactory. howsever. In particular, the con- the general diffusion equation to the contaminant. If
stant value of N, was estimated fromt the velocity pro- c is the concentration per unit volume of the substance
file to be 0.5 cm,2, see which corresponds to a maxi- considered, thle general equation is

sipation is 40 times too small. Since these quantities + a - +e -_ +, - -- ti j Ks

-ire proportional to N,112, the value of N, would have ax O7 as &Z as
to be increased by a factor of 103 to mneet thesew
objections. * 7 j+( \eay/an. (55

In a subsequent paper, Abbott (1960h) considered weeQi h aea hc h usac ! en
theloni-.dinl euaton f mtio whn adenity added to an element of unit volume at the position

gradlient along the channel is included. Assuming the x, y. -at time t.
dniygradient effect topredominate ovrthe ad- ~ hr ehdmk3ueo ifso o~et

vective acceleration terms, he obtained a criterion for esthimatd insmethotha uer way thiffusom thefsalienty
the direction of the net drift near the bed in these esiae. nsm te ayta rmteslnt
conditions. Applied to the Thames, it showed that distribution, either fronm theretical considerations or
the density effect alone would not account for up- seileprmns
stream flow any where in the estuary. The density of the contamiinant is a factor to be

Abbott postu .lated that in the Thames the salinity considered, particularly in the case of a two-layer
gradlient would not cause an upstream flow near til flow. If the substance is light enough to remain in the
1bed, whereas the mass transport effect because of the upper layer and be carried with it. it is clear that
tidal current wor.uld. This appears to he in direct con- values of the velocity com~ponents and diffusion co-
tradiction to the experimental results of Inglis an eflicients applicAbic to the upper layer must be used.
Allen. In their observations on a large model Ai~th In the case of a partially mixed or well mnixed estu-
thle appropriate tidal conditions but no salinity dif- ary, if a contaminant of density not significantly dif-
fereatee in the water, they found that the upstream ferent from that of the water is introduced at a par-

flownea th be coud nt b prduce. O inro- ticular depth, it will at first diffuse vertically at a rate
ducing the salinity difference the upstream flow was determined by the coefliicient K.. If after a certair.4~
correctly rcpr'sluheel. time it is cffectively uniforinly mixed from surface

It seems dloubtful li the concept of irroitational tidal to bottom, its subsequent sprealding is two-dimensional
onlyflow above a btiund~ary laver with a constant eddy

vis.cositv is useitul in this coeitext. It is known that The value of K, in homogeneotis water increases
in practically all cases tidal flow is turbulent at all w ith the velocity of flow and is a function of depth.
depths, as is shown in the current protile. Ahile ntear IU a dlensity gradient is present. K, is also a function
tile botorn the eddy Sisctmity iecreastes approxitnately (If thle Richardson number defined by
linearly As ith distance ironi the wiuntiary. R o(6

l-1stuarine Windyv ill~tribUtIO111 c~AUted b% turbulent In general k, is itself a function of depth and some
dliffusiqon procevses hvi~r been ciuntiderel in the fore- exanipkes of the esunputation have been given by
Coinr scaitmv. Fresh water hais been regartdeal ,s a Ilowilen l~I. In the Mcrw%,. the effective values
tracer and the results otkained mas he appihil. di. o~er a itiLl pestiod were foutnd it) be 0.1 near the hot.
rrcvti% or indlirrcth.. to the spreAding of am% other tiub- tiiii but viere approxintAtely 0 ; to I at mid-depth and
stance dissolvedl or suspendedk in the water. The re- peAr the surface. VArsous ciirsi''cat formulas have
*ut~it of flushing 1mwi coniputativims may be applied to been proloosed to rrepresenit the s arlation of K,. or the
a irtitAniiraiit intrnuiice"l into the estuary in rouchly nos1-in length Associated with it, with R.. Kent and
the --An* MAV 21, the fresh stAMtr. Fromnmtnilsuls Pritchard 1 1`059 a compAred! 'i eral of t6-se for'nzAts
lihich dense misiing lsaranieters !,w indtvlixal ,,.l- with their James Rtiver &lta and deviledl an equationa
ttw-nhtsf the ewtuar%. ~he ditflusson tit a clulAisnaont which alk-wed also for wav-e-generm~ed turbulience in
Introrivtil into anti to ot ths wrr ts-ayh the lLUrfJTalke ar- Ap-art from this latter term. 'he de-
calculated- This, applies to the uegimwntAttomi nwlhnwl pewnderk 4f K, on R, is represented by

* of Ketchum. the horitorita! dtfiusivity mrthicul of K. - K.( I + ON.)-' (SI)
Storinmel. the disj'ersion cunre method of Preiddr. or
the exchange factor method of Doeretein. In ypi- where K.. is the rAlue of K. for R, 0 andfis a44

A__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ r' 4
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constant which, fromt the James River data, has the ac a0
value of 0.276. K..,, for a vertically homogeneous 8* - j,(1
estuary in the absence of m ind, was given by In the classical theory of diffusion by Fickc's law, K,

178N h - Xsis taken as constant, in Joseph and Sýendner's theory
K% - 8.59 Y. 10- 0'(8) K, Pr, in Kolniogoroff's theory K. = 70/'S where

c is a constant, and other powers of r have been sug-
1'he maximum value. occurring at mid-depth, was gested. The sOlutions obtained differ in the rate at
5.37 x 10-41A. Pritchard (1960) defined a Richard- which the concentration decreases at the center of the
son number representative of the whole depth 'oy patch with time and in the rate at which the concen-

- ~ 07tration falls off with distance frotm the center.
it, V (.7 1.(59) A method of treating turbulent diffusion in a sec-

tionally homogeneous estuary w~as described by Kent
In the theory of locally isotropic turbulence, it was (1958). Having determined K,~ the value of K, for

found originally by Kolmogoroff that the eddy vis- the diffusion of salt front the steady state conditions
cosity and eddy diffusivity increase with the scale of by Stonimels rnethcd. h4. '-and the value of K, for
the phenomnena concerned. The application of this th dispersion of a pollutant as K5. where
theory to horizontal motions in the sea was first con-
sidered by Stonsiel (19.49). The basic idea is that K, L, (62)
a wide spectrum of turbulent motions, or eddies, exists K
with scales varying from less than a centimeter up to and L. and L. represent the spatial extents of the
the dimensions of the body of water itself. In these distributions of pollutant and sdlt respectively, L5 is
conditions a patch of dye, for example, will he dis- estimated from the distance at which the concentration
persed by' eddies smaller than its own dimensions, falls to a certain level and thus increases with time a,.
while larger eddies will advect the patch as a wholv. the dispersion proceeds. The method was found to
As the size of the patch increawses larger and larger give good agreement when tested in a model of Dela-
eddies will take parn in its dispersion. Thus the effec- ware Ba.
tive coefficient of eddy diffusion will increase with the Various diffusion experiments have been carriedl
size of the patch. out on full scale in estuaries using tracer methods.

In the theory of locally isotropic turbulence, it is particularly the dyes fluorescein or rhodamine B. A
assumed that energy is supplied from external sources series of e'xperime~nts in Baltimore Harbor and other
to the largest eddies, which pass on the energy areas, using a rhodamine It technique, was describeed
through a cascade of eddies of decreasing size until, by Pritchard and Carpenter (190)). They compared
in the smallest eddies, it is dissipated by molecular their resIults, both fromt point sources and'steady dis-
viscosity. There exists an intermediate range of eddies charges, with the predictions front various theories.
which are in energy equilibrium, and which pass on Other studies of horizointal diffusion, using tracers.
the energy received without loss. It is shown thW have be-n carried out in the olien sea and in lakes.
in this range A detailed review of theories of diffusion and thir

K L'',coniparison with observed data has been given b%
L' ~ Okubo 1 1962.

where I is a linear dIII rnsiori repreuentative of the There is. no general agree-merit on the way in which
scale of diffusioin being studied. AX nui'.iheroif authors K, or K, vary with scale. So4Ynie workers, like Itowlr%
have &uggeited that th's law 'lhoud lie apitlicable to ft ~a- 1 V)-;$ I have found that in the Elnglish Channel
htwrtitmtal tliffusioln Ini the sea. It i- by no niians h irso . dqitlrpeeti sacntn
clear. howester. that the colnditiitisý of the theory, are coethcient. A tiunitier totiother wlorkers Italic inter
%alid in- the rnarii- andl etu.%irnc ensiroininent In lireted their results in ternis of the 1.1 -7 law And have
particula1r. enert-s may he 17 ected Intl)* turbulenice fiasdaifctr green. s'ha einr

Al ilrectruni at aliuost Am~ ;- lint bs Ainst "Itiall and e-r ctiWnrn-ril % ithi difflusior in the lollcr ocean ansI
fort. , insta:wce or ti4t.11 r~ldr% andI fricttion In :%n icau". t %atthei Peaim = a I .cmi %ccr atc s wide Irn

estuark the allilicAutsIn is cs,1mtisc.At4I b% the effect oi" cls ih1 it iisc.tcipshv
timenstv current% andt the %heae effect rrferredt to alwlse lxvii niai,le to applyv their mnethod to estuaries anid
It ss 'ull .8"-in unsI is to A%%UnW that ther 1 laxi Ather partialls relndiud Ixxl~es u4 water bi, restrictinig
21116"e in a given estwirinc, situation unless. an imde- the arr nser Ahich thiftiitus talet Islaceý
Pendent exp.rim.-nnt the-re has indhratie that if dots I - X IND' IAI:IhtT,ý 0N l'STARfNE

An ttantie heryof diffus-imn was t'.it forward tjlR1U. CL1,ION
'vv Joseph andl I-cndltir 1%& %hose has-c twistulati-
wLA* that of a iiiffuision seler~tv I' This is esjursalesst The nornal lr-tisarirse circulation rmAv be taken i t he
in assuming an elrdi diffu~sisits inerrasting lionarts that w~hich is gictertintneO solely In the: frei,-.h'mtr in
Uith the ScAle Cimawltririg the case of .vital M~rcadi "s and the nuxiicis awith ea watier, As Influenices h%

IVW Of A 1-At~h 0: csrftinmiirant in twa., dinwnmr iiont the toida currents. It is appsarent that the %!'nil can have
diffusxiim rquaton mar he written an simnprant in~timnceon estw~rinreircul~tion and mnix-

1~' -jIWO-
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iug. Through tile stress exerted on the surface it can may be only an approximation, however, because such
ptroduce a net transport of water, and the wave-s gen - coeffcients' thenmselves i-e variable plarameters. An
crated will increase the intensity of vertical mixing. increased river flow, foi example, will tend to pro-4
In the surface layer the water transport will be mainly duce greater vertical gradients of density, leading to
in the direction of the wind. so that the normal sea- less intense vertic.. mixing and a greater rate of
lvardl flow will be increased if the wind is blowing horizontal circulation than would be expected fronm
down-estuary; it will ble &ecreased, or even reversed the horizontal salinity gradientt alone. The resulting
in dlirection, if the wind is up-estuary. Couilensating change tin tit% volunle of river ssates' accumulated in
currents occur which influence the flovs in the deeper the estuary will be the combined effect of these
layer also. The in~creaised mixing because of wind lirtoes~eN. One of the probilemts of estuarine circula-
currents and waves may have an i fliowrtant effect on tina still outstanding is aun adequate mnethod of dealing
the salinity structure, causing a breakdowna in the with the variable state.
normial pattern of strati 6 cation.
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Observations of Circulation in Coastal Plain Estuaries

DONALI) W. PRITCHARD

Chesapeake Bay Institute, The Johns Hlopkins Univcrsity, Baltimore, Maryland

Coastal plain estuaries may be subdivided into four and it is the differing degrees and causes of this
princil)al classes ( Pritchard, 1955), differing one from mixing which create the various estuarine circulation
the other in the character of the circulation pattern. patterns outlined below. 4
in the intensity of vertical stratification, and in the THE NOx-TIDAL MODEL

extent of lateral homogeneity. These four classes ac-
tu'dly represent distinct points in a continuous se- The next hypothetical estuary has no tidal motion
quence of estuarine types. but is affected by frictional forces. Let us assume

First, I would like to describe, briefly, the estuarine that the rate of river flow causes waves in the under-
sequence based on a synthesis of direct and indirect lying salt water along the interface with the upper
evidence about the character of estuarine circulation freshwater layer. These interfacial waves eventually
patterns. The description must be presented in a become unstable an0 break, making some of the salt
highly schematic manner, so that the real but vexing water transfer into the upper layer. This is essentia!ly
irregularities which tend to obscure the large-scale a one-way process, through which the salinity of the
processes are ignored. During this quick tour along upper layer is increased progressively seaward. The
the estuarine sequence, I will offer no observational volume transport seaward in the upper layer is in-
proof of the patterns to be described. After the sche- creased by the amount of salt water which has been
matic description, I will discuss in some detail certain added. In order to maintain continuity of volume
results of direct and indirect observations of estuarine within the estuary, there must exist a slow compen-
circulation. sating up-estuary flow in the lower seawater layer.

Entrainment of salt water into the upper, seaward-

THE HIGHLY STRATIFIED ESTUARY flowing, freshwater layer forces the upstream margin
of the saltwater wedge to migrate seaward. This sea-

TIIE FRIcTIONLESý MODEL ward shift is also partly a response to the altered

Consider a schematic coastal plain estuary in the distribution of force following transfer of parcels of
form of a long narrow coastal indentation with a salt water into the upper layer, In addition to the flux
river entering at its landward end and a free connec- of volume into the freshwater la,)er, there is an up-
tion with the sea at its mouth, ward flux of momentum which affects the upper layer

Asszume that there is no tidal motion and no sig- as a force directed upstream. Under steady-state con-
nificant mixing or friction. Undiluted sea water will ditions this pressure force is exactly balanced by a
extend up-estuary along the bottom to a point at downstream-directed counterforce set up by the redis-
which the river surface is approximately at sea level. tribution of density near the interface. This is facili-
The fresh river water will flow seaward on top of the tated by a tilt of the interface and an increased sea-
salt water without any frictional drag at the interface ward slope of the surface of the estuary. With in-
between the fresh and salt water. Due to the Coriolis creased river flow there is a greater frictional drag
force, the fresh water in the estuary will tend to flow at the interface, which causes an increased tilt of the
along the right shore, as seen by an observer in the interface and the water surface, and a progressive sea-
northern hemisphere looking seaward. The interface ward migration of the saltwater wedge. These phe-
between the fresh and salt water will be oriented hori- nomena have been empirically observed by Keulegan
zontally in the longitudinal or flow direction, but will (1949) in experiments with stratified flows in flumes.
tilt down toward the right (again, looking seaward) The up-estuary flow in the lower layer will be rela-
when seen in a cross section perpendicular to the flow tively slow, and we assume that the bottom friction
direction. The geostrophic flow of the fresh water will be negligible. Under these conditions there will
determines the slope of the water surface. exist only a very slight vertical gradient in the slopes

In such a hypothetical case, under the simplified of the pressure surfaces in the saltwater layer, and
dynamic conditions specified. the estuarine circulation only a very slight density gradient vertically within
%would simply consist of a seaward-moving freshwater the wedge.
flow equal in volume to the river discharge, simer- In my original theoretical treatment of this type of
imposed upon a motionless lower saltwater layer, estuarine system (Pritchard, 1955), 1 held that the
without any mixing. horizontal and vertical advections of salt were the

In real estuaries, of course, mixing does take place, dominant processes in maintaining the salt balance.

I; 37I
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In the present treatment I have emphasized the role confi.,:d to the immediate vicinity of the interface
of the flux of momentum and the resulting alterations between salt and fresh layers, but tend to extend from
in the density field. A steady state of both motion anid the surface to the bottom. If the estuary is to main-
salt requires a nice adjustment of momentum flux tain a steady state over time, a more complicated dis-
and salt flux. tribution of pressure gradients must be postulated

The closest approach to the non-tidal model in na- than was necessary for the salt wedge estuary. Spe-
ture is found where the influence of river flow is cifically, pressure surfaces in the lower layer are no
strongly dominant over tidal action. This occurs longer horizontal, but slope downward toward the
where the ratio of river flow to tidal flow is large. head of the estuary ir. order to counterbalance the
In such a situation the dominant salt lux is brought frictional effect of turbulence upon the compensating
about by advection across the interface between the up-estuary flow in this layer. Conversely, in the up-
deeper salt water and the fresh surface layer. The per layer, pressure surfaces will slope downward to-
mouth of the Mississippi River is an example of this ward the mouth of the estuary. This configuration of
simple salt wedge type of estuary. pressure surfaces in the two layers is due to the mass

distribution brought about by more vigorous mixing.
THE MODERATELY STRATIFIED What is the ultimate physical mechanism which

ESTUARY produces the typical circulation of a moderately strati-

Chesapeake Bay and its tributary estuaries in Mary- fled estuary ? It has been attributed to the increased
land and Virginia represent moderately stratified es- potential energy ,i the system which follows from in-
tuaries; another example is the mouth of the Mira- creased exchange between the freshwater and salt-
michi River, New Brunswick, Canada (Bousfield, water layers. More accurately, tidal mixing produces
1955). Other estuaries which might be included are horizontal density gradients of increased strength,
the estuarine portion of the Detaware River (but noc which in turn produce horizontal pressure gradients
the wider portion of Delaware Bay), the Savannah of sufficient magnitude and extent to maintain the
River Estuary in Georgia, and the harbor of Charles- relatively higher velocities even in the face of in-
ton. South Carolina. creased eddy friction. Tidal mixing is responsible for

In the moderately stratified estuary, the dominant both the increase in potential energy and the distribu-
mixing agent is turbulence caused by tidal action, tion of potential energy within the estuary.

M rather than velocity shear at the interface between the Transient departures from the mean in response to
salt water and overlying freshwater layer, as in the ebb and flow of the tidc are superimposed on the mean
previous case. slopes of the pressure surfaces. Such variations have

The logical next step in the estuarine sequence, generally been assumed to be symmetrically distributed
following the frictionless and the non-tidal models, is about the mean and to be suppressed in the averaging
to introduce a tide of moderate amplitude, which will process. The time variation in inclination of the pres-
produce random water movements at all depths. Tur- sure surfaces has further been assumed to be inde-

4' bulent eddies transport fresh water downward and pendent of depth, reflecting only the variations in
carry salt water upward, in contrast to the domi- slope of the water surface. As a result of this assump-
nantly upward advection of salt across the interface tion, workers have concentrated upon the vertical gra-
which constitutes the vertical flux of salt in the non- dient of the pressure surfaces, as related to the dy-
tidal model. The result of this two-way mixing is namics of mean or net motion.
that the salt content of both the upper and the lower More critical attention needs to be directed toward
layers increases toward the sea; at any given point the averaging process. The non-linear inertial terms
the bottom layer is always higher in salt content that in the equation of tidal motion involve products of
the top layer. The boundary between the seaward- velocities, and therefore do not average out over a
flowing upper layer and the counter-flowing lower tidal cycle. The effect of the non-linear term resulting
layer occurs with a mid-depth region of relatively from a variation in tidal excursion with distance along
-rapid increase in salt content with depth, compared the estuary has been examined by the author (Pritch-

to the vertical gradient in either the upper or the ard, 1956). Stewart (1957) has pointed out that
lower layers. In this case, however, the sharp change curvature in the tidal channel will produce a cross-
in salinity which is characteristic of the salt wedge channel inertial force which must be taken into ac-
- t:,ry >:!hsent. count in the lateral equation of mean motion.

This tykpe of mixing contributes a greater volume The role of the inertial forces may be considered
of salt water to the upper, seaward-flowing layer than as follows: If the effect of tidal oscillations upon the
in the salt wedge estuary. The rate of flow in the mean pressure distribution is not dependent on depth,
upper layer of the moderately stratified estuary is it will be equally significant over the whole water
therefore much greater in volume than in the highly column and detectable only by examination of the
stratified estuary, necessitating a correspondingly absolute slopes (,f the pressure surfaces. On the other
larger compensating up-estuary flow in the lower hand, if there is considerable variation in the effect
layer. of tidal oscillation with depth, we may expect the

The turbulent eddies produce a more extensive flux nrean effect of the non-linear terms to vary in a simi-

of momentum as well as salt. Eddy stresses are not lar manner. It follows that the portion of the mean
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pressure gradients required to balance the non-linear ESTUARIES SHOWING LATERAL VARIATION

terms would also vary with depth. The salinity strati- IN SALINITY
fication within such an estuary would depend in part An estuary which is vertically homogeneous may
on the inertial forces associated with tidal motion, show lateral as well as longitudinal variations in
although the turbulent flux of momentum would prob-
ably always be the dominant agent because of the salinity. Owing to the Coriolis force, the water on

effects. tile right of an observer looking seaward may be
small absolute magnitude of the inertial lffctelower in salinity than the water to his left. A cyclonicLike wte simpler salt wedge estuary, the partially cruainpteni eeoewt rsesaad

mixed estuary shows the effect of Coriolis force circulation pattern is developed, with fresher, seaward-

erating laterally and normal to the direction of low, flowing water concentrated to the right of center and
A lateral asymmetry tends to develop, with the sur- a compensating up-estuary flow of higher-salinity

face layer being thicker and fresher on the right side water to the left of center.
of the e-tuary as viewed by an observer looking to- The processes which ultimately control salt distri-

ward the mouth. In at least two cases where this dy- bution in such an estuary are imperfectly understood.

namic situation has been studied (Cameron, 1951; In the absence of a vertical salinity gradient, we tend
Pritchard, 1956) the Coriolis force was found to be to think not of vertical mixing processes, but of lateral

balanced mainly by the lateral pressure force due to and longitudinal transfer of salt (by advection or non-
the lateral variations in mass. advective processes) as the controlling factors. How-The horizontal pressure gradients set up by the ever, vertical mixing must be invoked to account for

slope of the water surface and modified by the salinity the vertical homogeneity. The difficulty may lie in an

distribution are balanced primarily by the frictional inadequate mathematical or conceptual representation

forces of tidally induced turbulence. It is desirable of the process of non-advective flux. If we had some

to obtain an estimate of the magnitude of the forces better means of observing and measuring short-term

necessary to accelerate the seaward flow of surface vertical variations in salinity, we could say much
water and decelerate the compensating headward flow more about the processes of vertical mixing.of the deeper water. In the James River Estuary in In contrast to the apparent lack of a vertical gra-

Virginia (Pritchard, 1956), the field accelerations dient in salinity, the vertically homogeneous estuary
were found to be rather small in relation to friction, shows considerable variation in the gradient of the

The field acceleration would be expected to increase horizontal pressure field with depth. Vertical velocity
as the salinity of the surface layer approaches that of shears are present, and there are significant vertical
sea water. In certain estuaries (Stommel and Farmer, fluxes of momentum. The flux of momentum is bal- •
1953) the relation between inertia and the salinity anced by an appropriate pressure-gradient field initi-
stratification sets an upper limit on the amount of ated and controlled by the slope of the water surface
mixed water which flows seaward past a hydraulic and the lateral salinity gradient. It is evident that the
control set up by appropriate variations of width and salinity distribution is closely linked to the eddy fric-

depth. St. John Harbor. New Brunswick, Canada, is tional forces set up by the vigorous tidal mixing.

an example of this estuarine situation, according to THE LATERALLY HOMOGENEOUS ESTUARY

Stommel and Farmer.
In summary, the characteristic salinity distribution Certain vertically homogeneous estuaries, particu- *

in moderately stratified estuaries may be said to be larly those which are relatively deep and narrow, do
kinemnatically governed by both horizontal and lateral not exhibit the cyclonic circulation pattern just de-
advection of salt, as well as by non-advective vertical scribed. Tile direction of water movement is symr-
flux. metrical about the longitudinal axis. Fluctuations in

THE VERTICALLY 1OMOGENEOUS velocity art: related to the tides, and the net flow aver-
ESTUARY aged over several tidal cycles is directed seaward at

all depths. There is a tendency for salt to be driven

When tidal mixing is sufficiently vigorous, the ver- out of the estuary by the action of this advective
tical salinity stratification breaks down, and the estu- process. There must be a compensating non-advective
ary approaches true vertical homogeneity. Under longitudinal flux of salt directed toward the head of
these conditions the dynamic and kinematic processes the estuary.
which govern circulation will be associated only with As with the laterally inhomogeneous estuary, this
horizontal variations in salinity. The type of circula- class of vertically and laterally homogeneous estuary
tion which exists in a vertically homogeneous system exhibits significant variations in the horizontal pres-
depends upon the amount of lateral homogeneity. It sure gradient with depth. The longitudinal salinity
should be borne in mind that the vertically homogene- gradient produces a decrease in the seaward slope of
ous estuary may not exist except as a theoretical end the pressure surfaces with increasing depth. 1"here
member in the estuarine sequence. Present methods must exist some counterforce which varies with depth
of observation may not be adequate in space and time in a like manner. In the present state of knowledge
to detect the very slight departure from true vertical we are unable to identify this force, except to suggest
homogeneity which may in fact be present in an that it may somehow be related to a vertical gradient
apparently homogeneous system. in the asymmetry of tidal ebb and flow. More precise
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and detailed measurements of tidal velocity, and fur- gradients need occur to provide for a significant ver-
ther theoretical investigation of the non-linear terms tical shear in the net non-tidal velocity field. This
in the tidal equation are necessary in order to improve possibility is supported by measurements made in the
our understanding of this feature of estuarine dy- Mersey Estuary by Bowden (1960). In the section
namics. of this waterway designated as the Narrows, previous

As mentioned at the beginning of this section, true investigators had considered the estuary as essentially
vertically homogeneous estuaries may not exist in na- vertically homogeneous. Bowden found that only a
ture, and our task would be easier if they did not, for very small vertical salinity gradient existed at maxi-
only a small, perhaps undetectable, vertical stratifica- mum flood, but that more significant gradients oc-
tion would be necessary in order to remove certain curred at other times. The average difference in
of the anomalies which have been discussed. salinity over a tidal cycle betwren the surface and

FACTORS CONTROLLING POSITION bottom in 20 m depth was about 1 &. Bowden madeFACTORS CNTUROLING POS IONE hourly current measurements for two separate 50-hour
IN THE ESTUARINE SEQUENCE periods. In both cases he found that the net non-tidal

The physical parameters which appear to be most velocity showed a down-estuary movement in the
important in controlling the degree of vertical strati- upper half of the water column and an up-estuary
fication, and hence the position of the estuary in the movement in the lower half of the water column. The
sequence of estuarine types, are the volume and rate vertical variation in net non-tidal velocity was re-
of freshwater inflow, the strength of the tidal current, markably similar to that observed in the James River
the width of the esti.ary, and the depth of the estuary. (Pritchard, 1956), where the mean vertical variation
An estuary is moved along the sequence from the in salinity was about 3 C, in only 7.5 m.
highly stratified salt wedge estuary, through the par- Several other investigators have reported direct
tially mixed estuary, to the vertically homogeneous observations of the two-layered circulation pattern in
estuary, with decreasing river flow and decreasing partially mixed estuaries. Thus, Stewart (1958) com-
depth, and with increasing tidal current and increas- puted the net non-tidal flow pattern through sev-
ing width. eral sections in New York Harbor based on Coast

The combination of parameters which has i domi- and Geodetic Survey current observations. Simmons
nant effect on the degree of stratification and on the (1955) has summarized the findings of the U. S.
character of the circulation pattern is the ratio of the Army Corps of Engineers for several estuaries, both
volume of water flowing up the estuary through a from direct field measurements and from large-scale
given section during the flood tide to the volume of hydraulic model studies.
fresh water flowing into the estuary above the section I believe about the most thoroughly analyzed set of
during a complete tidal cycle. When this ratio is observations from a partially mixed estuary are those
small (on the order of unity), the stratification and made in the James River Estuary in the summer of

Scirculation approximate those of a salt wedge estuary. 1950. Observations were made at three sections in
When the ratio becomes larger (on the order of from the estuary, for three periods of time, each of which
10 to 100), the waterway has the characteristics de- was from 4 to 11 days. The sections were located at
scribed for a partially mixed estuary. Vertically ho- approximately 20 km above the mouth of the estuary,
mogeneous estuaries occur only when the ratio is of where the mean salinity was about 17.0 %,; at ap-
the order of 1,000. proximately 31 km above the mouth, where the mean

OBSERVATIONS OF ESTUARINE CIRCULATION salinity was about 12.5 %,; and at approximately 44
nvarious km above the mouth, where the mean salinity was

As stated previously, evidence for these a about 5.0 %,. I will present results only for the mid-
classes of coastal plain estuaries comes from direct dIe section, and concentrate primarily on only one of
observations of the distribution of chemical and physi- the three periods of observation. The major features
cal properties and froni direct measurements and in- were similar, however, at all three sections for all
(direct inferences with respect to the circulation. In three periods.
the case of the salt wedge estuary, observational evi- Figure 1 shows the eneral character of the salinity
dence is quite conclusive. I have nc doubt that the distribution at the surface in the area of the Janes
circulation pattern as described exists in such estu- stution at th a c in the area of t ae
aries as the mouth of the Mississippi. Partially mixed studied. Note that in addition to the increase in sa-!•estuaries are by far the most common, and here also lnt nasaaddrcin hr saltrlvnSlinity in a seaward direction, there is a lateral vari.

direct observation of currents supports the circulation ation, with lower-salinity water on the right side of
pattern described above. To my knowledge, no ade- the estuary, looking downstream. The horizontal pat-
(quate set of long-term current measurements has di- tern remains similar at sub-surface depths, although,
rectly established the existence of the non-tidal flow of course, the salinity increases with depth at any one
regime inferred for the vertically or sectionally honmo- point. The vertical variation at Station J-17 is shown
geneous estuary. in Figure 2 by the mean salinity profiles for the three

j I believe it is quite possible that no true vertically periods of study. Note the surface layer of weak ver-
homogeneous or sectionally homogeneous estuaries tical gradient, an intermediate layer in which the rate
exist. Only very small or even intermittent vertical of change of salinity with depth reaches a maximum,

L '7
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The corresponding values observed by Bowden in
the Mersey were: mean strength of ebb and flood2 currents, 0.71 m/sec; net non-tidal velocity in the sur-

94.22 face layer, about 0.06 m/sec, or 8.5 percent of the
05 average tidal current; and non-tidal current in the

4.70 bottom layer, about 0.08 m/sec, or 11 percent of the
average tidal current. The mean sectional velocity

6 required to transport the volume inflow of the river
seaward was about 0.002 m/sec for one period and

6.89 10 only about 0.0009 m/sec for the other period of ob-

9.23 0 servation. These average only 2.5 percent of the
112 surface layer non-tidal velocity.

8.32 13 Since current observations were made at three sec-
1. 14 tions, it is possible, through a numerical, stepwise

integration of the equation of continuity, to compute
i.10" 1400 the average vertical velocity as a function of depth.

101225 , A plot of the vertical velocity at Station J-17 is shown

in Figure 5. In performing the integr-.tion, the kine-J4 .12  matic boundary condition is applied at the surface
(i.e., zero vertical velocity). If the bottom were per-

fectly horizontal, the vertical velocity should also be
zero at the bottom. The slight departure of the com-
puted value from zero at the bottom probably reflects
the accumulated errors in the data, but it is interesting
that the sign is correct considering the local bottomslope.

N The vertical velocity is directed upward at all
depths, except very close to the bottom as noted above,

- and has a maximum value of about I X 10-5 m/sec
Fig. 1. Saliaiity distribution (in %,) at the surface in at mid-depth. While this is a very small number, ita portion of the j.dmes River Estuary. "'

S(in gm-S 3IX10)
and a deeper layer having less rapid changes of salin- 1i 13  14 1
ity with depth. I0 II 12 13 14 15

Figure 3 gives the vertical profiles of the mean ebb 0
currents and the mean flood currents for the three
periods of study at Station J-17. The ebb flow is a
maximum at the surface and decreases with depth. ["
The current velocity during the flood period is a mini-
mum at the surface, and increases with depth until
near the bottom, where friction apparently has some 2-
influence.

The net non-tidal velocity is plotted as a function of
depth in Figure 4. Positive values indicate down- 3-
estuary flow, and negative values, up-estuary flow. "
The vertical profiles of net non-tidal velocity obtained 3 %.

by Bowden in the Mersey are remarkably similar to 4-
those shown in Figure 4.

Note that the mean strength of the ebb and flood O.
currents is about 0.35 m/sec. The vertical mean of
the net non-tidal velocity directed down-estuary in the 5"
surface layer is 0.066 ni/sec, or about 19 percent of the
average tidal currents. The net up-estuary velocity in
the lower half of the water column has a vertical 6" S i J
mean value of 0.070 m/sec. This is about 20 percent Stotion J-17
of the average tidal velocity. The net non-tidal veloci- 18 June - 23June,1950 %
ties are, in turn, much larger than the mean sectional 7- 26June- 7 July, 1950
velocity required to transport the volume inflow of 17 Jl 2 July t950
river water seaward, which was comriuted to be 0.0073 17 July -21 July, 1950
m/sec, or 11 percent of the net non-tidal surface layer ,
velocity. Fig. 2. Mean vertical salinity profile at Station J-17. W

-,. --_. -.-- "' -

--.--- --. v
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"J-17 Mean ebba flood velocity (in ms') Oic !Yttom, the vertical terms drop out, and the verti-
.1 .2 .3 .5cal mean vaiue cf tile horizontal eddy flux term,.4 .5 .6 (u'), can he computed from the cb-ervations of the

mean salinity related to depth and the mean longi-A, ' / gtudinal velocity related to depth. Such a computation
I" \' i" / shows that the horizontal eddy diffusion is small com-

.••\• /Pared to the advective flux of salt due to the net non-
" F .tidal horizontal flow.

2 FLOODi Using the condition that there can be no flux of
F \ / / EBB salt through the bottom, the salt balance equation can

J "be numerically integrated stepwise, and thus values
4a 3 of the vertical eddy flux of salt can be computed as a

a function of depth. Figure 6 shows the results of such
* a determination for Station J-17, for the observational

.5 "period 18-23 June. Computations for the other two
"-t \ sections, and for all three periods of observation, gave

* similar results.
I These determinations showed that the salt balance

I ,/ \ is dominated by the horizontal advective term -ind the
6- / vertical eddy flux term, except near mid-depth where

i / / the vertical advective term becomes important.
SClassically, the eddy flux terms have been assumed

/7- . to be equal to the product of an eddy diffusivity times
the mean salinity gradient. Thus

z=•-= 18 June - 23 June, 1950
8- 26June- 7 July, 1950 (U3'S') K3 aS/8.V3-

x....17 July -21 July, 1950 J-17 Mean Velocity (in ms-')
Weighted average of -.15 -.10 -.05 0 .05 .10 .15
all three periods. 0.

Fig. 3. Vertical profile of mean ebb and flood currents
at Station J-17.

should be noted that this provides a volume rate of
flow from the lower layers, which are moving up the 2
estuary into tile upper layers, which are moving sea-
"ward, equal to the t, ':d inflow from the river in each 3-
4 km of length of the estuary.

These data were also used to determine indirectly --
the longitudinal and vertical eddy flux terms from the 2 4-
salinity balance equation, and to estimate the magni- ._G
tude of the various terms in the dynamic equations. =
Neglecting the lateral advective and non-advective L 55-
terms, the salt balance equation can be written 0

as/ =-. [O(auEs) ! ] -- [8(u'3s):A.r3] 6- ! /
+ [(llw (7/vx)] (' (tdl's'))
+ [(I'u)•'8x 3 )] (I' (N3'S'))\

where: 7-

s = tidal mean salinity at trI, da l . 18 June - 23 June,1950
vt e = longitudinal component of the tidal mean 8- 26 June - 7 July, 1950• velocity

u. = v%'rtical component ot the tidal mean - 17 July - 21 July, 1950
velocity Weighted average of

it, = width of the estuary at the section .rl, ail three periods.
and depth .ra

s' = turbulent velocity deviations Fig. 4. Vertical profile of net non-tidal velocity at Sta-
s£ = turbulent slinity deviation tion J-17. Net flow is seaward in the upper layer (pxsi-

( = time mean. tive values) and up-estuary in the lower layer (negative

"" If this equation is integrated from the surface to values).

S-.• . £....... . - -,.. -
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U3 (in ms-1X 10-5) K3Cm/sec
-1.0 -8 -.6 -4 -.2 0 .2 4 6 8 1

U) 2-

5- 4
CL

6-

Station J -17
7-------------18-23June,19 5-

26 June - 7July, 1950
8 - 17-21 July,1950

Fig. 5. Average verticiti velocity (fl.) as a function of 6
dIepth at Station J-17.

Using this relationshiip, the vertical eddy diffusivity 2
can he computed. Figure 7 gives Ks related to depth. 7

The minimum in this curve occurring at mid-depth is
associated with the high vertical stability in the
halocline. Fig. 7. Vertical eddy diff'!sivity (Ks) as a function

of depth at Station J-17.
-uý s'> (in gm-2 S-IX10-3 )

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 The appropriate time mean longitudinal equation of
0- motion, for a point ablong the central axis of the

I estuary, can he written

8u1!81 4 u, (awu118x1 ) + u3 (8u1 /8xs)
X± ("/Xl) (UAU) + (8/Xil) (U,Uý

--(ap/axi) - (8/ax3)(u's,
2 '. *and the correspon~uang lateral equation is

0 =-(tp'O )- u,-(8/O1X3) ( 2 u

a, w here here the instantaneous velocity was assumed to
' be composed of a tidal mean term (XI, U3): a bar-

/ /monic term of tidal period (Ul. U3) ;and a turbulent
,' ) deviation term (U,' u', M2% '). The terms (a(8pIax,)}

4) and ((p8) represent the tidal mean pressure

-ý1 Ile-~, forces, and I is the Coriolis parameter.
-~ . Except for an undetermined constant representing

6- - the actual slope of the water surface, the terms

72- 18-23 June, 1950 --- observations of temperature and sainity, using the
26 June-7 JUY15 8 _ uly, 1950 hydrostatic equation. Thýn, using the equation of

I ? 2.Jly615 continuity, togetber with reasonable values of the
_____________1____21_ July.__________ 1950____81________- boundary stress, the vertically initegrated equations

F~ig. 6. Vertical eddy flux of salt (so's s') as a function allow the determinationi of the constant termi repre-
of depth at Station J-17. senting the surface slope. Stepwise vertical integra- -
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Salt Balance and Circulation in Partially Mixed Estuaries

DONALD) V. HANSEN '

Department of Oceanography, I nit ersity of ff'ashington, S~eafldr, 11ashingtool

An intrinsic feature of a coastal plain estuary is a averaged over one or more tidal cycles, these equations
supply of fresh water which exceeds loss by evapora- are
tion. Accordingly, the most basic contributions to the
net circulation in these estuaries are the net seaward a(bu) + (bw) - 0. (1)
flow required for disposal of the fresh water, and th-_an
gravitational convection due to th~e density difference n
between fresh water and sea water. The first of these, b( ci + a LS bK.j .S+ aý(W bK (2)
whbich will he called thle river (isicharge inixle. is neces \F a s iij ax axs\ as)
sarily p~resent in conventional estuaries. The gravi~t- where S is the mean salinity, x and s are horizontal
tional convection mode, characterized by a landward and vertical coordinates, positive seaward ar'd verti-
flow near thle bottom of the estuary, is a result of cally downward respectively, ai and u' are the comn-
dynramic interactions betw~een the salinity and current ponents of the me in velocity, and K, and K, are the
distributions and is particularly components eturiC of eddy diffusiv ity'.
circulation studlies. Anf important difference between moderately strati-

Thcre bave been many qualitative discussions of the fied estuaries and salt wedge or fjord estuaries is that,
po~ssib~le relations between the distributions of salinity in the former, tidal currents are sufficient to 4,ause
and mean velocity, implying that gravitational con- truetmxn ffehwtradsawtroe
vtction is revealed by the vertical salinity gradient. the full del~th of the estuary and inhibit large vani-
The argument that a sectionally homogeneous salinity ations in stability. It is ass'umed. therefore, that the
distribution implies a unidirectional mean velocity in eddy coefficients are determined primarily by tidal
an estuary has sometimes been offered in support of currents and river discharge but are independent of
one-dimensional theories for calculation of dispersaltl daisothmencrutonndaiiyd-
of substances introduced into estuaries. On the other trilmrtion.
hand, it has not yet been unequivocally shown that A frequent approach in estuarine work has been '
sectionally homogeneous estuarie- with significant further simplification of equation (2) by assuming
freshwater discharge even exist, such vigorous tidal mixing that the estuary is verti-

Thi ppe~prsens reuls o teortialcall -v ais well as laterally homogeneouis. lBy integra-
studies undertaken to improve understanding of the tion over the section, one then obtains the one-Jimen-
relation between circulation and salinity distribution sonlratn
in estuaries with slight to modfyerate salinity stratifica- dS
tion. Rý - - (bAK. ,(3)

dx . dX)
KIN EMATIC' RE.LATIONS where hi is tile depth of the estuary.

Consider a tidal river channel with ireshwater (its- A single integration of equation (3.) gives, for R.
charge R. and width b. Salinity is nearly constant in = a constant,
the ocean and approaches zero at some distance up- d
stream. Thle extent of salinity intrusion is frolucrntly -- bA,()
controlles! llý dynamic rather than b)y purely geonmetric PS-bK 4
considerations and its determination is one of the goails wh~ch is the Lsis for thle semi-empirical technique
of theoretical analysis~ The Coriolis effect has bleen propos-ed by St.-iinmel 1 1953) for determin~ation of
shown to lead to lateral .iriations of salinity and cur- effective vailues of K, front the observed distribution
rent. but this is a ý,econdary effect oi no great limpor- of xalinity. When equation ( 4) is applied to estuaries -

tance if lthe estuary is narrow. which are not setionAlly homogeneouns, the meaniniz
Assuminig that the eittuary is latrradll hornogriieous. of K, may be altered. In addition to upstream salt

cro~s-Cstuar - integral fotmus 'if thle equaition,' _.r nilasis flux by fluctuAtions of sýahlnty and current of tid~Al

And satlt continuity may be derived as Ohown liv periodl or less, It trust aim) snclude the flix due to
Pritchard i 195MI i If corldhtiorms art, st~itmoearv when '.ertical variation in mean %elocitv. -Ahich is ativective I

rather than ditfuilve in character. This application
pr,.wn 6&5to.. tim..uie im k~~ga,~ Feu..roeieut aI . (4111i-*i f 4'i has ntnethelet% found coinsiderable

,.i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ pacia applicatinna;,.i on.zini o ~ttI4
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A further integr'ation of equation (4) yields In terms of 0 and S/S1 = 0. equations (2) and (81
_become

bhK. S4xJ a~tdoao a~b + "0 W * (It,

where S. is the salinity at x = x.. Expressions aa. at ( ax) as ba

equivalent to equation (5) have been used by Arons and
and Stomnmel (1951), and by Ippen and flarlernan "' [A ~ +.(1961). in attempts to relate the diffusivity to tidal ,b(
parameters. Hughes (1958) employed equation (4)
to estimate the diffusivity from salinity data for the iqluations (10) and (II are the governing -.qua-
Narrows of the Mersey which has but slight salinity tions for the circulation and salinity distribution in

stratification. fie found that the diffusivi'v was not the estuar). They must be solved simultaneously, sub-

determined uniquely by the tides, but varied numrkedly ject to appropriate boundary conditions. Solution,

with the river discharge as well. This observation, have been sought which satisfy, in addition to longi-

among others, suggests that propositions based upon tudinal coti|itions on the salivity distribution, condi-

equation (5) are not likely to bie very successful in tions for conservation of salt and uater at the Ixound-

moderately stratified estuaries. The one-dimensional aries. for no slil at the bottom. and for shearing stres,
theory, of course, cannot be applied in problems where to elual the wind stress at the surface. r~.

vertical variations are important and it is of limited SOME' SIMILARIfY SOI.UTIONS
use in explaining phenomena related to these vari-
ations. Rattray and Hansen ( 1962) showed that similarit.

solutions were possible for a set of etuatoms ver.
DYNAMIC RELATIONS similar to ( lO and III). Motivated by the resulth

A more detailed treatment of the problem requires fromt l'ritchard's I '1954. 19951 studies of the Janie,
that the vertical distribution of ve!ocity and salinity River E'stuary, they included dynamic con.,iderations
be taken into consideration. The velocity distribution equivalent to equation (I I),. hlt deleted vertical ad-
is usually vnknown and is determine-d in part by the -t-cion and horizonwal diffusion froin the salt flux
salinity distribution. It must be obtained from ap- equation. Whereas ofeeudiniensional treatments sup-
lropriate dynamic equations, pres the gravitational convect-n mode of circulation.

Pritchard's (1956) study of the James River indi- Rattray and Hlansen had to suppress the freshwater
4i cates that, except for nonlinear tidal accelerations discharge mode in order to complete their anal."ius

which influence the surface slope but not the mean Their result applies to regions where the freshwater
velocity, the dynamic balance in coastal plain estuaries discharge mode is small in relation to the g-avitational
is adequately expressed b% convection mdle of circulatioii.

Similarity solutions hate now been obtained tthich
PA " . . (o) include both the freshwater d~scharge and gravita

a a s tional concction modes of circulation. These solu.
- and tions are possible %hen the horizontal variation of the

C- , t 7) eddhy ýoetfhcirnts is appropriate in relation to that oi
the wsidth, depth, and riter discharge. any of %hich

where p is the pressure, p the water density, and Y may arsry as a power or all exp(nrtial iunctirn of
the gravitational acceleration- The edhly stress. r. is the longitndinal coordinate. For •cnciýe pre'.mitat-on.
represemted in ternms of an eddfy viscosity .4. which. ini% ths,,e exani'.e will be corisidre-d in which t1,.
like the eddy litThit it. is assumnl !ndcnt of estury I3 idralized and is assumlled t,, hate a rect.aniiu
the details of the fileall flosA lar cross sect'on of constanit width and depth b. an't

lEliinatinig the pres.urc libtssleen equatnlllt. Ii and aý' and elih ct. ett'ivirntl ideplenid-nt of depth.
and using the lhxitisincsq al.roximatiohti, )ihld a

vortueity equation f .or the mean flohs -O X'!t IO t- iW i ('ON T A. I I I1 1 k %11 %1 l S

""There are nitany rstut-ri in ulch htth the hort
S)\ . - ,, rtal 5.Amntv grad:ent and the tup to !4toii .•i al:zi

diffrrrnle are nearly covitant .Oct a con','icratl'r a1u
The relation betuiis- %'aitmilt ar,i de•isi of stu - I.IIl- ysliilarut. -•lun, xs ish th% ,roqry are A-I"

arnne water tnay he tak"-n Siil4 .&s ihe!t t if. anid A. .re v-.,tatit and Kl a lt. a 'eto-ill

- •A -.- .s'.', 9 I~rad'r-n' .owiv l! h, thW r :5r hl"'% i iii't c; 0-% .4-c! m.

% here p. ii th e d lensit% of fre--h water and S , a o i A .-.l ard h '.l t•. -n tI•o-e sdi l l oi tI- n l tto d e'. 'fr the

'.enienlt rfr ncr alnih lt. l-h.*-'.- hi, 1'rev,1% ; 111;4 . iild ,- the I -riu.t ire I em

EqI:lUatiol; I] pritsni detfinitt',,v -i a transpcrl iol,'t! 1% IKfm i ! I"5 I t;, nia• he rtill. :,-q t,%
,-tre.int funcim , ! . ui that L.'rn itllnl iarrattihtrv to''. -e'tu;,ii of tn.,t

. , ., . i" It ! tnc'mm estunt tO di-tin..I sw!n'nw,'twihe•v .. s',tu.l.
4

I . .'! " " ••* ~ m . .. i .t.
•" S --•-- "•,. - -- - £ 4..
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for the vertical and horizontal directions by j = M X
(:nd), 7n 1 = (R/Ibo h,, K,,,) .r, where K.o is 2
equivalent to the gross diffusion coeflicient defined b%
equation (4 ) and can 1e inferred from the horizontal
-;alinity gra(lient. T: 0

"Tile solutions are

S- (9 - R•.) + X01), (12)
,.Ind• 0.5 •

- R/,L¢), (13)

Shere
X67 7d7) (4)i 0 50 o 100 2500zRo

2- (4 1 1o

anrd Fig. 2. Salinity profiles given by equation (14).

T000) 3(7-. + 7') (- . 7- 21' + q') Rayleigh nmber. The vertical salinity gradient de-

Ra 4 pends upon both the Rayleigh number and the tidal-
341- + 2,'). (15) mixing parameter. This indicates that sensibly ho-

[.a mgeneous salinity over a section does not necessarilyý
-.1 i [(Kto K.ri (Rowb, a) denotes the ratio of tidal imply unidirectional mean flow except to the extent
mixing to river flow, and T =: (h.-2 b, r.)I(p. A4 R.) that I/M correlates with Ra. Some correlation is tois the normalized wind stress. Ra = t g h"3 1 A K, be expected, but depth is likely to have more influence
is an estuarine analog of the Rayleigh number of upon Ra than upon M.
thiernial convection theory po-a.la po lthermal convec2tio w theo. hFigures 4 and 5 show tile influence of surface windasp rets f talnit dishowtehorizutiontgivend b vercaln stress on the vertical profiles of velocity and salinity.
aspects of tle salinity distribution given by equat:ons These variations are also very much like those shown
(12) and (14) 'Cih zero wind stress. Figure 3 shows by Rattray and Hlansen (1962), including the possibil-
tile corresponding vertical variation of velocity which ity of three-layered flow for sufficiently great land-
is in(lel)endent of distance along the estuary. At zero ward wind stress.
Rayleigh number, the velocity has the parabolic pro- If the eddy coefficients could be estimated from
file characteristic of parallel flows with constant vis- river discharge and tidal paraneters, equations (12)
cosity. Transition to two-layer flow occurs near a and (13) couldhbe used to predict distributions of

Rayleigh number of 30. and gravitational convection velocity and slinit'. Since tois is not yet possible,

beconmes well Feveloper at large values of the Ray- in order to compare theory and obse:'vations it is
number, these profi les are as)lsptotic to those obtained necessary to utilize data from regions where suffi-
by Rattrav and Hanse (1962). eciently detailed observations have been made to per-
- R a mit evaluation of the coefficients. The salinity dis-

Because the flow is normalized to tie river dis- tribution in tile outer portion of the James River
charge, the velocity profiles depend only upon the Estuary has tIle general aspect of Figure 1. Data from

the Operation Oyster Spat, published by Pritchard
and Kent (1953) and Pritchard (1956), are sufficient

BOTTOM SALINIT' to permit estimation of all parameters required by the
FOR M-2, 4, 1, ltheory. Near station J-1 1, the values of Ra and M

1 4 -are estimated to be 850 and 15, respectively. Figures
6 and 7 show the vertical profiles of salinity and

-5 0 5T 7 0
SURFACE SALINITY Re - 0 50 100 250 500

RO:250 TO 0• 0 5

0.4 .6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4

Fig. 1. 1.ongitudiial distributions of salinity given by 1.0 - --

etiuation (12). Fig. 3. Velocity profiles given by equation (13).
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-A_..•. SALIN'TY IN /I0dj
-5 0 51 617 Is 19 20

0. 0.05, 0.10 dyneCm
Ro 850

0.5 -
5

Tr 20 0O -20 -40 -60

L250

l.C~~~L_ L _____________

Fig. 4. Velo .y profiles given by equation (13). Fig 6. Theoretical (-) and observed () mean salinity

profiles at James River Station J-11.
velocity calculated with these values, compared with
those actually observed. The velocity profiles in par- The foregoing solutions are easily applied to oh-
ticular do not agree well. Agreement can be improved tain estimates of effective values of tbe eddy coeffi-
somewhat by arbitrary adjustment of the Rayleigh cients in estuarine regions which have a salinity dis-
number within the limits of its uncertainty, but an tribution like that of the model. If surface stress
even greater improvement is effected by assumption is negligible, knowlccgc of the river flow and mean
of a small amount of surface stress. With surface velocity at a depth other than near 40 percent of the
st..,s equal to 0.1 dyne/cm 2, the agreement becomes total depth will suffice in principle to estimate the
reasonably good. A reliable estimate of the mean sur- Rayleigh number. Observation of the horizontal and
face stress for the period of the current observations vertical salinity gradients will then permit estimation
is not available. Winds of force 3 and 4, variable in of -l, and calculation of the eddy coefficients.
direction, but with a slight preponderance from the The salinity distribution in the Narrows of the
west, were observed, so a small net stress is possible. Mersey Estuary also approximates that shown by

The observed velocities still lie almost uniformly to Figure 1. Equations (12) andi (13) have been used to
"the left of the theoretical profile. Some discrepancy determine effective values of A and K, for the Nar-
is no doubt due to the assumption of constant vis- rows by using salinity and velocity data published by
cosity, but the considerable departure of the real chan- Bowden (1960). Figures 8 and 9 show the observed
nel shape fronm the rectangular cross section assumed profiles of velocity and salinity and theoretical pro-
in the model is probably of equal importance. files calculated with Ra = 2500, and AM = 225. These

Assumption of surface stress as large as 0.1 dyne/ values of 21 and Ra imply values of A near 28 cm 2/

cm2 appears to impair agreement between the the- sec anA K. near 14 cm 2/sec. 'With a more direct and
oretical and the observed salinity profiles. However, detailed analysis of the observed data, Bowden (1960)
the uncertainty in estimating the tidal-mixing pa- obtained estimates of A and K, at several depths. His
rameter M is enough that the observed mean salinity estimates range from 9 to 62 cm 2/sec for A and from
is consistent with such a wind stress. The important 3 to 27 cm11,2 sec for K..
point in wind stress is not so much what the actual The horizontal diffusivity K, may be estimated from
stress may have been (luring observation, but rather the distribution of salinity and velocty by means of
recognition of the great influence of even fairly small the condition for no net salt flux through any section.
wind stress on the distributions of mean velocity and 5 /as

salinity.f Jb (us - K. o) dz - 0. (16)

Substitution of equations (12) and (13) into (16)
M'X yields, for zero wind stress,

"_ .66 + 64 Ra 152 (Ra. .1
SK.. I + i-4680O•( + 481 -3 \ 481

Applied to the Narrows of the Mersey, equationi
(17) indicates a valte ol K, near 2 X 106 cm 2/sec.
Bowden (190)) found the value 3.5 X 106 cm 2/sec

0-o - for a coml)aral)le coefficient based on salt flux due to
salinity-velocity fluctuations of tidal period. His re-

- -40 -20 0 20 zT sults, however, indicated a net salt flux which be
attributed to possible cross-channel variations or non-
stationary conditions. When the Rayleigh number is
large, equation (17) becomes very sensitive to errors

1.0 in estimation of .l and Ra, io that only very approxi-

Fig. 5. Salinity profiles given by equation (14). mate values of K, may be determined by it for estu-

,0 , ll
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bohou/Ro in the Narrows. This reflects the influence of depth
-,o o 10 ?o 30 on the Rayleigh number, for the depth in the NarrowsOF I I . T .is about three times that in the James River.

SOLUTIONS WITH EXPONENTIAL SALINITY GRADIENT

In the inner part of many estuaries the vertical
0. 0-salinity difference is not constant but is more nearly

Ro * proportional to the mean salinity over any section.Ro 0 Similarity solutions having this property are possibleT_-- c if K, and K. are conqtant and A varies as A.e.0 (xT = 0: .3,OJU(J dy-ne/c.2~

L.L... where A,, is a constant and I' is defined as before but
Fig. 7. Theoretical (-) and observed (.) mean velocity in terms of the true horizontal diffusivity K, rather

profiles at James River Station J-11. than the gross diffusivity K, and A is tile ratio K3 !
K,,,. These solutions have the form

atries with moderate salinity stratification and well- K +

developed gravitational convection.
Equation (17) shows the influence of stratification and

upon the apparent horizontal diffusivity obtained by R*, . (19)
application of one-dimensional theory to estuaries
which are not sectionally homogeneous. The ratio of Assuming zero wind stress, the functions X and .
the apparent diffusivity Ko to the eddy diffusivitv Kx are now given by
tends to be large when Ra is large, because associated "(I f/ )
with the gravitational convection is a net upstream x(0) - -, ,i - - - J d) . (20)
advection of salt which, in the one-dimensional theory.
must be considered as diffusion. ' his effect will be and

Ramore clearly shown in the next section. 0(,) - J(2 - 3,1 + 71) - -!- (, - 3, + 2q') . (21)
These solutions also show the possibility of error 48

in application of advection concepts when diffusion where .I and Ra are now defined in terms of ,, and
is important. If, for example, a regime described by K,. The characteristic equation for A is
equation (12) were to be interpreted in terms of a
two-layered model at a section where the mean salini- 1680-11(h - 1) - 234h - (546 + Ra)?ot

ties are 27 %, and 30 0.%, application of advective
budget concepts, like those given by Sverdrup ct al. + 1280 - 28 Ra4- 1 '48 ) x'. (22)
(1942, p. 148), for estimation of the inward tranis-
port V, in the lower layer leads to the conclusion Figure 10 shows the nature of the horizontal sa-

linitv distrib, tion defined by equation (18). The 4 ,
l' -- S-o R. - 9R . salinity distribution in the inner part of the James

- S0  River Estuary is of this nature. Figure 11 shows a
The actual trarsport is given by equation (13) in comparison of the observed horizontal salinity vari-

teris; of the Payleigh number and wind stress and
may be quite different. A Rayleigh number near 250 SALINITY IN %/0
would yield V, = R. with zero wind stress.

It ;s apparent that although the top-to-bottoni sa- 28 29
linitv difference in the Narrows of the Mersey is only 0 - 1
about one.-third that in the James River Estuary.
gravitational convection is nonetheless more developed Ra 2500

M:225

- 50 - 25 0 253 50 7,5

o C0.5

I.L -. 0-
,o~ - -.lO]

Fig. 8. Theo. Atical (-) and observe(' () 1. -an velocity Fi-T. 9. Theoretical (-) and ob.erved (') mean -alinity
profiles for the Narrows -)f the Mersey. profiles for the Narrows of the Mersey.

P
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T 0.6 Very similar results can be obtained without imposing
Rn 250 Tz0 the special conditions required for similarity.

To facilitate definition of dlimensionless variabiles

90TTM SAINIT 0.4 wit..,ut losing sight of the principle involved, it can
FOTrc M AIT z ,4 1,c be assumed that A and K, are ronotnnt, and K, will

FO? N 2, e be expressed as the product of a reference magnitude
K,j and an arbitrary variable k(z). Then upon mak-

- 02 iisg the changes of variable,

SURFACE SALINITO s-h, x-ad.R,)

-3 -2 . ~ equations (10) and (11) bemone

(i-5.) #9- 44A - W00441 + .11,, (23)

Fig. 10. Longitudinal distributions of salinity given by a nd
equation (18). #W,,+ Ravi -0, (24)

where subscripts indicate partial differentiation. M1

ation in this region in comparison with that calcu- and Ra are defined as before but now in ternms of KI
lated from equations (18). (20), (21 ), and (22) us- rather than K,.
ing parameters appropriate to Station J-24. Good 31 has been shown to be large in slightly stratified
agreement between theory and observations extends a estuaries. Approximate solutions for this condition
surprising distance upstream from the reference sta- msay therefore be generated b~y nticans of the series
tion. Good agreement in the downstream direction expansions.
is not to be expected because conditions in the outter e-e+.1'
part of the estuary are of the type described by e.lua- 0 . + 14,.. +
tions (12) and (13).
The relative importance oi upstreani balt flux by Sbtiungtesrsitoqains 23 ad

horizontal diffusion and by gravitational convection (24bstolleting teseries of t equalteeions (23) andin

may also be inferred from equation (22). For very tegrating the resulting equatioins for 9,. 01, and #. by
large values of .11 at a fixed value of Raz, k tend- di, two or four times yields (neglecting surface
toward unity, while X tends to rero. The salinity dis- stress).
tribnition tlhcrcore approaches the one-dlimegisonal
result given by equation (5) with constant K,. al- e 0.11) + I . v
though gravitational convection may nonethleless uc- 31 -2 f
cur. While a sectionally homsogeneous~ ,alinity di. and
tribution does not necessarily imply unidirectional Ra 40
mean flow, it does imply that gravitat ional convection it -

3 T + V') (1 -% -r 2q,) .065)
does not contribute to the longitudinal salt flux.

In the other limit, for very large Ra~leijth numbers #*(% I i s the solution of
and a faxed valuse of 311. A be~oomes sml.Under ~
these conditions both the graviataioinal ci-mection and ~(t ~
the vertical salinity gradient are %%ell deirlolwil. Up-
streant advection of salt by the gravitational co~nvec- A Il"-dimensiorsal form 0I equation (3), which is
tion mode may nearly halAnWe 'he WeA'AarM adsectior easily solved when the %artatiori of the eddy coeffi.
by the freshwatvi thinharge modte Equatitn 122 cient is %lwri~rd.
gives a value near for A in the sinlier part of the At Any sectioan the %ertical pitaliles of salinity anid
Tan*% River Fistuarv This uisd-cates thatt the luirtiatm- %etoicrt% given by eqttatitms 1.51 awl 2i a aI re like
tal salinity gradient I% only that requeinm to balancee those ri'.ci li- the simiolarity ullutiawis. 1'roliles .i0
the seawardi Wat Alux of the frosbvlater alorharrr iisole tained truwn sitiolarity' solitamn can d'cf-r only h% a
by horizontAl diffusion alone. Anml ag~res vkithi lritch. f-11tor at aA. *eVssCtiont, "Atn the )tdermwinee of
aids ( 19.4 1finding that the 1witnriial salt halance (NuAtuons '-251 AM t-h i ..20,5 the Pn.,s!iltit ('i .a

in tis rgionis pimarly a!~eeise ranwition irswn one shape of prosik to anoither he
in ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e shcs reinispiarl thcik

A No-513ILAHTY S)1.Uit)NIn the limit oi %ery strong tidal mixing, equationA NON-IMILAITY SIXTI(IN Q;. lake 12a' or tI 11ii approaches the ose-di~me
Real estuaries grnerfsll) will "o rigurfout1% %atittr statnal distribution of equatinn a 5 i. Ist unlike (121

the special conditions required fer the exsisrtnce of or , ii not cut-levi 1-i the tlwieal cornditionns re-
similarity solutions. This dam, not insalbate the re. clumrs Itr smilarityý
%wot. but mnay limit the huesuimtlal dittancc titer shich TlV- pr cr paid for tt.t. giratts a gnerahi'- ot this
indiviadual sets of soutions can be conuideredl to apph-. result is that it is rr-'tticted in ;,p14scatiin to estisarine
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~--15- velocity at a single depth will suffice, at least in prin-

the salinity distribution will the-n permit calculation of

a estimates of local values of the eddy coefficients.
o' Finally, rather small values of mean wind stress

10z app~ear to have greater significance for the circulation

>_and salinity distribution than has perhaps been recog-
BOTTOM SALINITY t nized.

_J lulhor'., Note: Contribution No. 324 from the Depart-K_ Sd1AE ment of Oceanography, University of Washington. This
V) research %%As supported in part by the National Science

SuRFCE SLINIY Fondaton uderGrants GS 19788 and GP 1101 and in
~art by the Office of Naval Research under contracts

SALINITY] or 477(10) and Nonr 477(37), Project NR 08.3 012
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Some Aspects of the Dynamics of Circulation in Fjords

MAURICE RATTRAY, JR.

Department of Oceanography, University of Washington, Seattle, Washington

The term fjord is applied to an estuary or an inlet similar to those occurring in coastal plain estuaries,
which has steep sides, a deep basin, and, in many cases, can take place simultaneously with the surface circu-
a sill at its mouth. The salinity distribution is typified latioi.. A deep circulation is possible in which the
by a rather shallow surrace layer, appreciably diluted forces are small and the turbulent mixing is generated
by freshwater runoff, below which the horizontal and by the tidal motion. With a shallow sill the tidal
vertica, salinity gradients are small. The mean circu- velocities may be sufficiently large to extend the cir-
lation under conditions of a large runoff and small culation to the bottom over the sill.
tidal mixing is restricted to the surface layers but Reviews which include a discussion of fjnrds have
otherwise, significant velocities may exist at all depths. been given by Pritchard (1952) and Pritchard and

Dynamically, the fjord is distinguished from the Cameron (1963).
coastal lplain estuary in that the primary circulation
takes place in the upper layers alone. This situation DYNAMIC BALANCE IN FJORD
can be called the "ideal" fjord circulation and occurs CIRCULATIONS
when the influen,-e of the river runoff dominates that
of tidal mixing; a condition commonly satisfied by I)IFFERENTIAI. FQUATIONS

fjord geomorphology. Under these conditions the In order to describe the dynamics of fjord circula-
frictional stresses and turbulent mixing depend on the tions a right-handed rectangular coordinate system is
imean circulation rather than on the tidal currents, taken with the origin at mean sea level in mid-chan-
The surface circulation consists of a strong outflow nel. The x-axis is taken positive seaward and the
in a very shaillow layer and an inflow immediately z-axis positive downward. The equations of the time-
underneath. mean motion are

Other circulations, which are dynamically more
()Ou au Ou au
Ot+ a. + ay + -ft

•L ( /. "~ - I a• +- + OT•- o,

1 ap ar.. c8r~y aT,,

+~ Os 0 i- , I

S/1 • i - ; - + o- + + , (2)

"2 , . o ,,,g -p az,

%%where u, v, w are the components of mean velocity, f7'is the Coriulis parameter. P is the pressure, p is the
(density, P To are the components of stress due to the
fluctuatiog coml)onents of velocity and g is the ac-
celeration of gravity.I-. The t- and y-dependent terms in the x-componcniti rAr rOr•f•RO T of equation are usuallN negligible in comparikon to the

""others. r,, depends on tire rms tidal velocity, u.:'" .•.•_• ¢'".z~i effects of ti'les are included hrv addiiig the termi

" ,it ,, ,,e rihtsde of equation I .and nmayb i,,,,r-
." I s.•'- . ' tant in some cases.

4." " ,.. .. The y-component equation usually represents a bal-
Fig I ,.\laka and Britisli Columbia fjord regions. ance be'tween the Coriolis term and the cross-channel

52
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pressure gradient. \Vith curved channels the term 6

BTV. U ~ (5)

with R equal to the radius of curvature, may also 14'
become important. E c

The salt balance equation is i
as+, S+. Ls L

T1 ax az -a-(b ;7S) - (bwS WT (6 2

where S is the time mean salinity: u', S' are the 10_
deviations of velocity and salinity from the mean; b is -

the width of the fjord and the bar represents a time <
average. Each term may be important in some as-

Wd 8-pect of fjord circulation.

CIRCULATION OVER SILLS w

Because of larger tidal velocities and weaker strati- 6fication the circulation over a sill may be quite differ-
ent from that occurring within the fjord, and may A
change from one identified as an "ideal" fjord-type 4
circulation to one which cori ýsponds to coastal plain
estuaries. An example demonstrating this effect is
encountered in the Strait of Juan de Fuca (Figs. 1 _______

and 2). Redfield (1950) has described the circulation 2 0
26 28 30 32 34

aný inixing which occurs in this rcg7,, by icans of
a composite temperature-salinity (T-S) diagram SALINITY, 0
(Fig. 3) ; he shows a two-layer net circulation which Fig. 3. Temperature-salinity diagrams for the Strait of
extends to the bottom (Fig. 4). F:urther results re- Juan de Fuca-Strait of Georgia system (Redfield, 1950).
ported by Herlinveaux and Tully (1961) confirm
these features and make possible some quantitative DEEP CIRCULATION
deductions. The longitudinal pressure gradient and the Beneath the surface layers the circulation is gov-
trictional stress terms dominate in the equation of mo- erned by the pressure gradient and frictional stress
tion. The salt balance is maintained by horizontal ad- terms, with acceleration terms possibly important due
vection, as well as vertical and horizontal diffusion, to local hathymetric features. The salt balance is
The circulati in and sat balance are described by the maintained by means of local time change, vertical
theory developed for coastal plain estuaries and are diffusion, an(i herizontal and vertical advection, de-
presented by Hansen elsewhere in this volume. pending upon the particular circumstances.

Because of small tidal velocities, the eddy diffusiv-
ity in the deep waters of most fjords is exceedingly

- -.-- r-;-- r .nail and a layered structure is often found showing
- successive advective intrusion of waters with differingI /'/ 'U ._ __'

y4k. ot. I. C
f• V

'r_11,_77" A

i L it" ,,•Fig. 4. Net circulation in the Strait of Juan die Fuca ;

:i Fig. 2. Strait of Juan tic Fuca-Strait of GeRorglia system. (Redfield. 1950).

.F.tA ( C wlea
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uaA,1 0 -8 -0 20 Ki4~ .. h..

N CONTOUR INTERVAL g

V AIN4CNOR STATION

o~ AC S ONIZOOW?*L PRESSURE
0 CA I S LA ND T BRAO X

toI - VIERTICAL 94ACIEPOT OF

10 ~ Fig. 7. Balance of fo~rces, East *Socundl--July, 19,-6.

survey. The temperature and velocity profiles are
"etc"1111,112shown in Figure 6. Initially there was an upper

mixed la er helow which the temperature decrease
2 uniformly with depth. After ten hours the tempera-

- ture at mill-depth fell to a mnaiimum. The average
longitudinal component of current shows a three-laver

L circulation with inflow at the surface and bottom, and
Fig. S. East So~und. outflow ,'t intermediate depths.

properties. The rate of circulation in basins located Since the accelerations are small, the longitudinal
behind sills dependis upon the relative dlepth of the eqluation of motion becomes simply a balance bet%%ceni
basin and the sill, the tidal mixing over the sill, the the horizontal pressure gradient "nd the vertical gra-
secAsonal changes ot the uutside water (tensity, and t %to ies etwg~~.nesr raindtr
amount of the freshwater runoff. As shown in Figure mined to within a constant by the observed distritu-
4, thte source water for (f~ eel) circulation isa mix- tion of miass, tc.Iual to the stress gradient -wrmnits the
ture of a surface outflowv front the fjord andi thsb stress distribution to be determined by integration

surfce nflw o extrna waers Thedenityof his down~isard from the surfacr. The sea-surface slope is
mixurfae inlowofextena wtesThe density of the w oi- obtained by setting the stress equal to zero at themxuedpnsupon dept gradient Af thec ono tcena-
tributory sot-rces and tlieiv relative rates oft suppI~ deph o zero velocity gain.Aceko h s
Maximunt rutes of replenishment in these basins occur sultosisurihdlvhetrsgin tozr
at times of maximum dtnivof the source vatcrs, again at the bottom. Figure 7 shows the balance of

forces for this si stem. Figure 8 soi the rclat!0on
W~INt-DRIXEN Cise~t LATriox. IST SOUND) betmisn the streN., and the velocity shear. Trhe eddyv

An example of the d'.naiiaic balance in a windl- c~thicaet ot viscosity ringes front %~ cni~s. near
drivens tjoird circulation is Affrcired tn- a study madir the qurface Ito 0 r-ias near the bottaioi
in I-ast Sound during a ten-hour pberiod of tejdv% "0I lAIWV-31 !oFT C~ntriuLMIX. Siis-s ltitv-

is-Iwind blowing up the souni. Ml %t 11. 1957
Fast Sound (Fig. 5 i is 13 kin long. _' kmi it a anti Sialla IR )i 1itod %i.1tln41

has, a rca.-Anab!% uniform na.cane depthr ofa *1 Fatits, tr t a~h mn
Froigi 230~) hr Juls .341 to VAX.) hr jul% 31. 19541a. cur itofl a'trrcir h c-A2t.L ti He terined Columbaanitd esl~
rent obhscrvaitrirs andM Wind profile natramueirlts""1 weCrqe M~itrc n etrie wmcitc
made at the anchor stalinun. Atirracir sahue, -4f bv ii the tetiri in the sjuaaatoios of moti.am anal -tlt hal-
tudanal velocity and wind stress wvre coniloutl" I thr Aiwe for cmdabtitins of baau and high runoft. lharirng
ti~dl velcwity %a elgbewýTe mpr'tr i% the period March ro.31. 1`4157. the runioff isa' 4.25
tr~butitm Aas. deterinanedt in a hamgritudausal wecti'on nv2eL 1. prfie. corc shown srn Fimq ure1. Lainti. and
hefore andl after this period, and the cnsattr dastrilh- lwIipolr;% tna inFge10(11111.%
tin-w dleterniaaasr froni '1.S cues e'. olitainedi Ilairaing the

Jul. 19 ig tes g --- q w.Es
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,T temperature, and velocity profiles are shown in Figure
13. The surface outflow is restricted to the upper

tt6 m, a strong inflow occurs between depths of 6 m
O -- A) ~and 35 to, and the bottom layer has a small outward

~ #. velocity. This is a typical fjord surface circulation
where the effects of runoff l)re&nmhinate over those
due to tidal mixing.

The balanc- of forces is given in Figure 14. The
'.- .. • pressure, stress, and both field accelration terms are

./ important in !he upper 20 m. Belovs%30 m the balance
.5 of forces is between the horizontal pressure gradient

and the stress term. The stress and velocity shears
"are sJhown in Figure 15. Values of the eddy coeffi-

Scient of viscosity range from 3 cm2 s-t in the surface
layers to 30 cm 2s- I at mid-depth.0 81

* -. A SIMILARITY SOLUTION FOR FJORD

Fig 9. Silver Bay. CIRCULATION

occurs in an upper layer extending to almost one-third ['.QUtATIONS FOR CliCU"LArION AND
the total depth with inflow occurring below this depth. SALT BALAN.CE
A large velocity shear is found in the upper few Since the more interesting variations of properties
meters of the water column, occur in the longitudinal and vertical directions and

Figure II shows the vertical distribution of the the relative narrowness of fjords precludes, on the
,lliniant terms in :he equation of motion. The hori- average, large lateral variations, it has been assumed

zontal pressure gradient, the vertical gradient of
stress. ,,,,d the horizontal field acceleration are all cm S- 2 X lO5
important. The field acoLc.ration in the upper few ( 20
mettrs balances the pressure gradient, imt ;- %mall -- -_T .-....-..-. r---------
at depths greater titan I0 mi, except for the accelera- "........-
tion caused by the sill. The veitical dist-ibution of I
stress and velocit% shear is given in Figume 12. it
can be noted that while the velocity shear ik 0ightly
negative between depths of 8 and 15 m. the stress has
a minintumn value but remains piositive. Such condi- 24.

tions cannot be adequately described in terms of an
eddy coefficient of viscosity. Values for an eddy co- .
ctficient of viscosity range f1-1i, a t ' 1 c1:1-1 in
the upper laver to about 1.1) cnims in the lower.

SllIt.ii-Ilt1N'%0 i ClIt-1•1I. A1 1N. SILVXI l.1 v--
hi.V. lq56 19% 4i

cr
Ikaring the lpriul July 4-4i. 19S6. the runoff into \

Silver I1:y was 49 m1s I The resulting salinity. I
was"-" I _'

i- . .... 0" 0 : -:*. "' -- '- ' - -L a
afua

it

.'Awr Bay---Martkh 1957 Fos I 1 Bt~cemof(rc SO wx'••rr Bayr- Mat%+. 1957

uj;
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in the following development that these variations are The salt flux constraint:
negligible. The Boussinesq approximation is used
throughout. With these simplifications the equations 0 - f buS dz
which govern the steady-state circulation are

Ou~ saf Ibau(A u) 7) g z (7u-x + w (Ib 4- 1x "" .
- SoR(x) + f X . ,

0 - + p9 0
where R(.r) is-the river runoff into the fjord from

( (wb) - o (9) its head to the section at .a a.0(ub) + 0

-. 0 0 40 40
as as a a s) 0 V-7.u -. + • W z K a (o0 .. .. ..............................

ax (1Z z.(10)

A and K ate the vertical eddy co'elicients of viscosity
and diffusivity. respectively.

An approximate equation of state, suitable for
fjords, is 2+0'

p -p. + kS (1 :

where po, and k are constants.
It is convenient to introduce a salinity defect ,

defiiied by--- Wa

ttc 40

a.-

"hvere So is a reference salinity, taken to be that of Wa
the oceanic water at sill depth. A stream function, 0r
is intrduced, such that the velocities are given by

60

b " Yr i . rr -c rr, 0
. .u in s-I x 103

Consideration will be restricted to those regions of
fjords in which the total circulation is large comn- 80
pared to the freshwater runoff, and in which this
circulation is confined to the upper layers. Under
the•e conditions, an adequate approximation can be
obtained by taking the depth to the bottom to be in-
finite and by considering the stream function to be
zero at both the free surface and at great depth. Ad- 0
ditional boundary conditions are: at the free surface. Fig. 12. Stress and velocity shear, Silver Bay-March,
the stress is equal to the wind stress and the vertical 1957.

salt flux is zero; at the bottom, the velocity is zero, ,
the salt flux is zero and the salinity approaches its . .. .... O.C.... ,, C&,~-

limiting value, S.. The condition of zero horizo-"tal -.
salt flux through each section gives a non-trivial in- /
tegral constraint when the effect of freshwater runoff /

is included. These conditions are expressed by the : /' -

following equations : "* i
At the free surface. = 0: u .

4,(x,O) 0, (14) o

Avb-'C,,(x,O)1, r.(x)/p., (15)

where ri(x) is the wind stress on the surface.
At the bottom, a-= o : Fig. IJ. Temperature, salinity and velocity profiles,

,(x , (x,w) - Z(x,m) - KZ,(xw) 0 0. (16) Silver Bay-July, 1956.
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"Tl•E SIMt,..,rAr: TR.\,NFoR.AfIoNs tions (7) -( 13,) reduce to

The proc'edure ap)pliti4 by Rattray and Hlansen ,," + "4 - + t(X -anp') (26)
1 )b2) to, coastal plain e.;tuaries is followed iii ob-

taining sinhlarity solutions in the forms ,o0' - W0' - ( FO/ (27)

where , - 20 - 2a - -. (23)

and the following conditions are imposed cn theXI.)= K.' t-x /1.)' 007) inpoedcnth
K xexponents :

-h, Ft' (xt.), (201) - + + 0 +u , (29)

atl, thle ptr: ht,cttr- tithe przo lhin are given , - 3a + 2 " - 20 (30)

The sall flux condition, equtation (17) becomesb(x) - k.(_r4',.• (21)

A(x,:) - 1 h- K.-x/).)" Fri), (22) f/ 'du - - 1, (31)

K( K.(x/ F(). (23) if 1. is defined ,y

R x') - R.(xiI°)'. (24) -K.'Ib.RI)(4 .11 - Kob (32)
- kS./•. (25) g R. (

R&. Ký, 1., I1 are characteristic vahles for the alipro- and the exponents satisfy the relation

priate quantities: k is a constant ; is the differential ) + -Y - u (33)
density ratio, and 8 is the ratio of eddy diffusivity to
eddy viscosity (assuined constant). e is small (.-3 The boundary conditions, equations (14) and (16),

x 10-2) while 8 is less than or equal to unity (_I are

to 10 de!,ending upon stratification). (00) - 0( ) 0 *'( ) - 0, (34)
Under the abMve transformations of variables, equa- 0( - )1% 6 ) -0 (35)

cm S- 2 x I05 -20 0 20 40
- 30,3 - 200 - 00 0 to0 200 300 0 -

£

-"o r 20
~/

"" 20 -

'I

SI 7"ia In cm 2  s' 2 x 102
'a .. .iM. in 40
I- in s-' x 103

- I--

A ....... _ýI Lii"

-Ii 'i a060

- ~II-

10 -1 100
Fig. 14. Balance'of forces, Silver Bay-July, 1956. Fig. 15. Stress and velocity shear, Silver Bay-July, 1956.
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The wind stress relation, equation (15). is 2-1'(#4 - #11)

o0) • 0"(0) - r., (36) - -'oafd,(l0,, - 16#1 + 12#3) + xi, (45)

where the wind stress r7(x) is given by - A- kfj(#j - 2), (46)
360, + 24o, + 24#s + 150,A

" ".x -T . (x/l')1 "-O" (37) + 18,00 + 2640t - - 27, (47)

AN APPROXIMATE SOLUTION 1 T.

An approximate solution to the problem is obtained - - 2a-ijan1 - T. (48)
by taking the function of , to be products of an ex- To this order of approximation.
ponential and a power series in 7. The exponential
term insures the correct asymptotic behavior as 7 -+ 0(v) - o.'e-'1,(a,) + k(a,)2 + A(an)'} , (49)
oo and the power series expansion determines the and
shape of the profiles in the surface layers. The eddy
coefficient of viscosity in the surface layer is taken 8(n) - 0e-', II + Mn(an)j. (50)
to be of the form given by Ellison (1960), and at Equations (45), (46), and (48) are solved for 4.,
great depth, it is taken to decrease exponentially with #a, and 01 in terms of 0' and the external parameters.
the velocity. These conditions satisfy the boundary The resulting equations are
conditions, equations (34) and (35), and are ex-
pressed as follows: 2 -4 + , (51)

S€, ,..03+- 7T + 01Ta f - 12,a--i (52)

(38) 23 6fia - (52
n--i Xo, - 2 - 01 €. (S.3)

0 = e-1 =. (an)', (39) Substitution into equations (49) and (50) yields
M-007(4 ) - Oofe-jo,[an + (ao)' + I(a.n)l - j-ý (a,)-

where a is a measure of the deptl of penetration of + T + 4 (a"), + - ( , (54)
the circulation. Lfia

The eddy coefficient could readily be expressed in X"i
V terms of a complete power series but this refinement f(,) - Ole-' a(1 + 2ta) - a (55)

is unwarranted with our present knowledge of its
behavior. Ellison's coefficient is equal to zero at the Equation (47) with the aid of relations (51)-(53)
free surface and also equal to zero for conditions of gives the value of op. @o is determined by the magni-
no surface stress. With density structure, these con- tude of the horizontal salinity gradient and can be
ditions no longer hold and the surface value for the estimated from the length of the fjord and the salinity
eddy coefficient is taken to be at its mouth. The value of a depends upon the rela-

tion of the eddy coefficients to the velocity shear and
F(O) - ai, (41) vertical density gradient.

where j. corresponds to some small but finite rough- The longitudinal distributions of properties are
ness length presumably related to the wind stress. found from equations (29), (30), and (33); the un-
,7, is treated as a constant in the subsequent develop- known exponents a, y, and A are given by the relations
ments. a + A (56)

The solution is obtained by: substituting equations a -- - +6 (56)
(38)-(40) into equations (26), (27), (31), and (36);
equating the coefficients of equal powers of aq in , - i + - + + , (57)
equations (26) and (27) ; approximately satisfying
equation (31) by including only those terms which . + 5ju s
are in equations (26) and (27); and by satisfying 6 + 6 2 (58)

equation (36) exactly.
Defining new coefficients by in terms of known exponents fi, A, and (.

0 .0, (42) GENERAL. DiscussioN OF TIHE SOLUTION

kO. - Oq/Oo, (43) Limiting forms of the salinity profile are given in
(44) Figure 16. The result given by equation (55) is a

Slinear comb'.ration of these two profiles which depends
the following relations are obtained for the lowest on the quantity Ak4,/f1a. Because of the complicated
order of approximation: dependence of this quantity on the external param-
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Fig. 16. Theoretical profilcs of salinity defect contributions.

eters, it is not easy to see under which conditions the cluded. Pickard finds Type 1 preferentk, Ily occurring
salinity profile will be similar to either curve. How- near the head of highest runoff inlets while Type 2
ever, the dependence upon k is rather straightforward. occurs more commonly near the mouth and in low
For small or positive values of A the halocline will runoff inlets. This distribution corresponds to that
occur somewhat below the surface and a more homo- deduced from the k-dependenLe as given ahove.
geneous surface layer will exist as shown in Figure
1(a). For larger negative values of A a maximum
salinity gradient will occur at the surface as shown TYPE I TYPE 2

in Figure 16(b). The latter case is found when the s%. s%. s%. s%.
relative local addition of fresh water is small, while ,. o 0•s

the former is found when the local fresh water addi- 5 F
tion is large and the horizontal salinity gradients are 4
small. Piekard (1961) has charaterized the vertical
profiles of salinity for fjords as Type I and Type 2 z I
(Fig. 17). 1lls Type I corresponds to the form given ,
in Figure 16(a) and his Type 2 to that of Figure . (ci *

16(e). Piickard's Type 1(a) cannot be reproduced Fig. 17. Types of vertical prbidle of salinity in the bl),-
unless higher termis in the expansion for 9 are in- low zone in British Columibia, (Pickard, 1961). -l

. ........__ - -- - - --
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Vertical profiles for the velocity terms derived from
equation (54) are gi.,en in Figure 18. The term in ...... . .. .. .
Figiure 18(a) gives the surface outflov ;the term in rl------1

I Figure 18(b), whose magnitude is proportional to the
quantity &A/121ta4, rep-esents t'e e:Tec, (f the aensity J
distribution in modifying the basic velocity profle.
The ro! oý this t~rn,.is to steepen tiie velocity shear
in the upper layer, to decrease the depth of the inflow-
ing water and thus confine the major portion of the -
"circulation to a shallower layer. Figure 18(c) shows
that tb- effect cf positiv- wind. :re-, (prtpotionJ to
"T) is similar 'o that of density distribution and, in
addition, provides a veloeity shear at the free surface. .
When the wind stress is directed up the fjord, it acts •
so as to counteract the effec of the hensity distribu-
tion. The wind stress term which includes the factor
SP0i/6Ila is not shown but will have a shape similar
to that shown in Figure 18(b). It is noteworthi t'at
appreciable currents extend well beow the depth of
appreciable dilution.

The longitudinal derendence of propi-rties i. given I
by equations (56)-(5P). The expression for a in
equation (56) shows that the depth of the circulation (c)
basically increases towards the mouth; that an in-
crease of width or eddy coefficients augments this ini- Fig. 18. Theoretical profiles of velocit, contributions.
crease; and that local runoff will decrease the depth
of the circulation. Equation (57) for y shows that (a) Velocity contribution is e-'(l+a,7 F.j a'12--ja%')•

the velocity increases towards the mouth and is in-
creased further when the width, rundeff, and show (c) Velocity contribution is-e-,(2a'•t-3ai ).efficients do likewise. The salinity defect, as shown (c) Velocity contribution is - L.(2,ar,+3ay -_4/sali).
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by equation (58) for A, decreases towards the mouth, set equal to zero although there is no a priori reason
is decreased further by an increase in width and eddy or knowledge of the distribution of the eddy coeffi-
coefficients, but is increased by local runoff. cients along the channel; the value of pt was deter-

Previous theoretical investigations on the dynam- mined from drainage areas upstream of stations A, B,
ics of fjord cihculation have been carried out by C, and D. The runoff data can be reasonably well
Stommel and Farmer (1952) and Cameron (1951). fitted by taking /A equal to yl: then a equals -4/9,

Stommel and Farmer considered a very simplified y equals 1/9 and A equals -Y5 . Figure 20 shows
two-layer model and were primarily concerned with curves corresponding to these values of the exponents
the thickness of the upper layer and with the horizon- and gives the observed values derived from the data
tal variations of properties. Cameron considered a reported by Tuliy. It can be seen that the observed
more general model, but again imposed a particular values from sta' ons A, B, and C conform rather well
velocity profile on his solutions. His assumed velocity with the theoretical distributions. In three cases, the
profile is given by the first two terms in equation (54) curves apply equally well to station D, but the cor-
and thus cannot reproduce all the features obtained responding value of the salinity defect shows the

above. The present theory is an extension of Cam- effects of the widening of the inlet.
eron's which enables the velocity and salinity profiles,
as well as the horizontal variations of these quanti-
ties, to be determined simultaneously from the basic July conditions in Silver Bay are suitable for com-
equations. Cameron assumed a constant coefficient of parison with the theory, an(' although the simple form
eddy viscosity, while in the present development, the assumed for the vertical dependence of the eddy co-
eddy viscosity has been assumed to depend upon the efficient does not closely match that in Silver Bay,
nature of the circulation. It is apparent that the suitable values for the parameters can be found which
reality of the theoretical results is limited by an in- yield results in reasonable agreement with the oh-
complete knowledge of the dependence of the eddy served velocity and salinity profiles.
coefficients of viscosity and diffusion upon velocity The values of the parameters chosen to match the
shear and stability. The expression for the eddy co- given conditions are:
efficients which is used to obtain the foregoing ap- 3 X 10-2 X = - 0.5 a 0.24
proximate solution can only be a rough approximation
to the actual vertical dependence of these coefficients. K. = 11 0, = 8.4 *k = - 0.33

COMPARISON OF THEORY WITH 1. = 0.14 cm 8 = 0.29 T = 0

OBSERVATIONS The resulting profiles are given in Figure 21. The
LONGITUDINAL DISTRIBUTIONS OF PROPERTIES observed values are shown tor comparison. It can be

seen that the theoretical velocity profile compares

A comprehensive set of data suitable for testing the favorably with the observations while the fit for the
theoretical longitudinal distributions di properties was salinity profile is not quite so good. The agreement
obtained by Tully (1949) in Alberni Inlet (Fig. 19). can be improved by more adequately representing the 7 j
For portrayal of those conditions, ft was set equal to actual vertical distribution of the eddy coefficients of ,
zero, indicating approximately constant width; o was viscosity and diffusion, and by including the effects of

wind stress.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

ALI•(EI The circulation in fjords has been briefly reviewed
CHANNEL ,noNCT-. N PASSAGE in terms of the quantities responsible for the dynamic

,.,A. .A..
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Fig. 20. Longitudbinl distribution of propierties in Al-4
Fig. 19. Alberni Inlet (Tully, 1949). berni Inlet.4
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-~VELOCITY IN CM S" tal advection and vertical diffusion and possible time
.1 0 to 2o changes in the deep circulation; and between horizon-

0 taland erticl adectio andvertical diffusion in tl
near-surface circulation.

'0_ Fxamples have been giveni tot illustrate the dynamic
balance which exists foir a wide range of fjord con-.

20 - An appr iximate Similarity stolution. given for the
Q OINSERVED circulation in the uploer lavers of a fjord. gives a eo
-TMIlEWEIfAL representation of all the' implortant features of thin'

30 circulation. Relitienient of the theory 6~ hamperedJ largely by incomplete knowledge of the appropriate
40 Vertical dependence for the eddy coefficients of dif-
40 -- fusion and viscosity.

MEANE VELOCITY PI'MCFILE FOR SILVER DAY -JULY Aulhor's N~ote: Contribution No. 325 from the Depart-
(a) inent of Oceanography, University of Washingtuin. This
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Some Features of the Hydrography of Norwegian Fjords

ODD If. SAI"LEN

Geography Itutitute, Urni'ersity of B•'rgen, Berge", Norway

It may seem restrictive to deal only with Nor- but the deeper basins arc usually filled with sediments
wegian fjords in this paper, but they are verr similar and may be flat and smooth.
to those in other pi.s of the world. for instance, If we consider the hydrographic conditions in the
those of British Columbia, which have been very fjords, we may first make the broad statement that
thoroughly investigated by Canadian oceanographers they represent a balance between two main water
(Pickard. 1961). The reason for this similarity is types: the water from outside (coastal and ocean
that they have a common origin as glacially cut struc- water), and the fresh water supplied from land.
tures, and that they are all situated in high latitudes Meteorological factors act as a modifying influence.
and subjected to similar climatic influences. Schematically, the fjord waters may be divided into

I shall not try to formulate a new definition of a an upper and a lower layer. In the upper layer, salin-
fjord, but will rely on the one given by Pritchard ity and density are relatively low, but, like the tern-
(1952): "A fjord is an elongated indenture of the perature, they are highly variable with the season.
coast line containing a relatively deep basin with a In the lower layer, the seasonal variations are small.
shallower sill at the mouth." The distance between the two layers is variable in

If you look at a map of Norway, you will find many depth and sharpness. The layering is most pronounced
bodies of water which are called "fjords". Most of during the summer when the supply of fresh water is
thenm fit Pritchard's definition, but some of them are greatest and heating is strongest. Furthermore, the
bays or sounds. The size of the fjords is highly vari- layering pattern varies under different climatic condi-
able, from small ones with a length of a lkw kilo- tions. This description is valid for the fjords in cen-
meters up to the 176 kms of the Sognefjord. The teal western Norway (59-63N). In this region, the
map (Fig. I) shows the Norwegian fjords which are convection in winter reaches a maximum depth of
concentrated on the western and northern coast. Most
of the large fjords are found there, with exception of
the Oslo Fjord. a rather atypical one which will not
be discussed in this paper. A group of large fjords
in the northeasternmost part of the country have no.•
sills and therefore do not fall within Pritchard*s ;r
definition of a fjord.

IHYDROGRAPIHIC CONDITIONS• ...

The sill depth is a factor of great importance to
the h~drographic conditions in a fjord. particularly in
respect to the conditionis in the deeper layers. The
sill and the sill depth are not always easy to define.
In many cases. researchers will be most interested in
the deepest ctmnection between the fiord and the
ocean outside, and define the sill accordingly. For the
fjords of %estern Norway. the sill depth then might
he determined hy the coastal hlans outside the sker-
ries. and this could apply to many of the largest
ijordS. Frma a nmorithologwal point of view. however.
such . ,,nitint may se -i rather arlIhca's. In other • -

appli•Atitins, the most appropriate a-finition might be
the "real" sill. or the one which constitut the natural .
termination of the fjord basin- Toe sill depths of
Norwegian fjord&, by either definition. vary Irom a
few meters to 100-00 in. with corresponding differ- -.

enes in the hyvdrgraph€c condition, in the deeper ,
!Avrt of the fjords. The depths of the fjord basins ~ "~
may be very geaL T$ largest of the Norwegian
fjords, the SoVw•jotd. is al•o the deqee: it has a

inaxii- delth of nearly 300 Im. Itardangeirfj*d [5 :
is 90D in deep. bat other fjords do not esweel
60W m. The Ides of the fjolds a often very vtp Fig. I. DistrioAn of fjorts ahAiag Normvqg CmAStV

63
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W0-30 m. Under the mcre severe climatic conditions about 35 %,. In the February section the stratifica-

in the northern part of the country, the stratification tion is not so pronounced; there still is an ample
may be completely broken up in winter, with convec- stability, but the salinity has not changed noticeably
tion reaching from top to bottom. Several examples in the deeper layers. In the Sognefjord, the salinity
of this have been found in the fjord system in Tromso, is close to 35 %. in the deep water, whereas in the
about 70*N (Saelen, 1950). third of the large western fjords, the Nordfjord, it

In the fjords of central western Norway the layer is betwecui 34.8 and 34.9 %,,. This small difference
of brackish upper water ia thin. Below 20 mn the between the deep water salinities of the three fjords
salliiity 6~ above 30 1%, all year. Figures 2 and 3 show i. Lccauisc the lNurdtjord's uffective sill is oil the
the longitudinal salinity sections of the Ilardanger- co.istal banks, about 100 mn outside, whereas the sills
fjord in August and February, 1956. The August are 150 mn outside Hardangerfjord and Sognefjord.
section shows the strong stratification in summer and Generally, the salinity of the deep fjord water is
the thinness of the upper layer in comparison with closely related to the depth of the sill. As the salinity
the large deep water masses which have a salinity of of the surface layers of the coastal waters is more

10100
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Fig. 3. Distribution of Wainity in a longitudinall wetion of the Hardang-rfjord, February, 1956.
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than 33 %o in winter, however, it is possible for water salt content, we obtain, by considering the balance of
to penetrate into the basins of fjords with shallow water and ;alt"
sills of just a few meters. Thus the lvyefjord near Tj = [S.1(Si - S.)] (R + (1000MIS.)])
Stovanrier has a sil! of 13 m and a salinity of 33.8 •,
at 175 In deep. and (1)

FJORD CIRCULATION T,= (rS4 '(S4 - S.)] [R + (I000A/S]}).
"There are two iii. I •tuA i uOf fjurd cifcula[oi, Before the snow starts to melt in the spring, the

and they should be considered separately: first, the salinity in the fjord will be high even in the surface
currents connected with the freshwater supply; and layer. As the snow begins to melt, the upper layers
second, movements in the deeper parts of the fjord. will gradually be strongly diluted with fresh water.

EFFECT OF FRESH WATER ON CIRCULATION There will be a strong turbulent mixing both ver-

,dically and laterally, and the amount of salt contained
The freshwater supply and its immediate conSe- in the fjord will decrease; that is, M will be negative.quences are illustrated by the findings of station 114, In such cases, the outflow T. may not be much higher

in the inner IIardangerfjord, about 30 km from the than the freshwater supply R, so that we find a weak
head of the fjord (Fig. 1). Figure 4 shows the dis- circulation with a small value of the inflow 7"e. In

charge from the biggest four rivers, and the surface the Hardangerfjord, between April 26 and June 7,
salinity at the station is shown by the broken line. 1956, it was found that the inflow Tj could, at most,
The inverse relationship between the surface salinity have been one-half of the freshwater supply during
and the freshwater supply is obvious. The freshwater the same period. When the first rush of the snow
supply is very small during the winter, and the sur-facesalnit ishigh abve 3 %,. Wen he now melting is over, and a substantial surface layer of
face salinity is high, above 33 %•. When the snow brackish water has been formed along the whole fjord,
melts, large amounts of fresh water are discharged conditions gradually approach a stationary state, so
into the fjord and the surface salinity decreases to that we can put aM = 0 in equation (1). We may

9 %o. Obviously, the circulation system conditioned then use Knudsen's equations:
by the freshwater supply develops primarily during

the summer season. In winter, the fjord may be re- Tj = {[S.I(St - S.)] R)
garded as just another rather uninteresting bay.
Figure 5 shows a period with a sufficient supply of and (2)
fresh water and the conventional scheme of circula- T. = ([Si/ (SI - S.)] R).
tion. Through a cross section of the fjord an amount
of water T., with salinity S. and temperature S. is For the fjords in western Norway, the stationary state
carried out of the fjord as a surface current. Belov will be approximately realized during the period of
this current an amount of water To, with salinity S, June-August when the salt content of the fjord, with
and temperature 84, is flowing in while the freshwater a large freshwater supply, will stay reasonably con-
supply during the period is denoted by R and its tern- stant. In fact, in some cases one may find a slight
perature by 8,. Allowing for an increase Af of the increase in the mean salinity of the upper 30 m from ,

one month to the next during this period. In equation
(2), we always have S, > S, so that the amount of

$sI H1. outflowing water will be greater than the freshwater-P
, o supply. The magnitude of the factor S,/(S, - S.) is

,,p , "1 difficult to determine without knowledge of the cur.
Srent profile. The outgoing current is probably can-

000 / centrated to the uppermost few meters, so that an
' appropriate value of S. can be found rather easily.

eo- o It is nmore difficult to estimate the depth of the ingoing

R, Of

*it t IL4 -uSuO --

I, 41.9i
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Fig. 4. l)ischarpr of Eio, Kinso, OPl. and Tysso Rivers , - '

into the innermost areas of Hardanglerfior•l, and surfare '
balinity at station H4. Fig. 5. Upper fjord ciraulzitn achematically.
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flow, even if there is evidence that it will be a rela- mer is limited to a thin upper layer of warm surface
tively shallow flow rather close below the outgoing water which is carried out of the fjord by the surface
flow. The corresponding salinity S, can thus be deter- current, while the lower compensation current carries
mined only within rather wide limits. For the larger colder water. In spite of the heat supply from sun and
Norwegian fords, the factor S,,'(St - S.) will prob- atmosphere, there will be little or no increase in the
ably vary within an interval from 2 to 6, when the heat content of the fjord as a whole. This is illus-
section is taken at the mouth of the fjord. That is, trated in Figure 6. which is based on data taken from
the surface outflow of low-salinity water will be he- a station in the center of Hardangerfjord. During
tween 2 and 6 times as large as the freshwater supply. the period of June-August. 1956. the variation of the
These considerations apply to the fjord as a whole. mean temperature in the upper 100 in was so small
"Uc iuiilowmg , 1.ilit-iti.e 4ketch r•ar he given for the that %e might use the equation for a stationary heat

circulation within the fjord, assuming the conditions budget. 7, = 1,0, + RO, -t ;,&q. In dtib c4,uaxion
are stationary and that there is an ample supply of q is density and c specific heat, and the net result of
fresh water. radiation, evaporation, and heat transfer processes is

The surface salinity will increase steadily from head denoted by Q (integrated over the entire surface of
to mouth, as will the amount of outflowing surface the fjord). When we eliminate T, and T. by means
wamtr. The low-salinity surface layer is thin, with a of Knudsen's equations, we obtain a linear relation-
sharp vertical Salinity gradient, so that we find more ship bet% een S, and *,:
than 90% of the salinity of the bottom water at 20-M(
m. At some depth below the outflowing surface , - 9. = [Il5, (9, -

water, more saline water is flowing ;,ward in an - QlcqR) (Si - S.)] (4)
amount which compensates for the difference between
outflow and freshwater supply. In order to preserve If we can assign known vA'ieS to all of the parameters
continuity, the inflowing water must have an upward in this equation except S, ann ,. then we can in a
velocity component, so that along the fjord a total O-S diagram draw a straight line on which the point

amount of water correspond;-g L!n the inflow is addedl ($tj must lie. This point must also be on the 9-S
to the outflowing upper water. In each cross section curve for the section which has been used as the
of the fjord, the horizowld convergence of the in- outer limit of the fiord. If this curve has been ob-

flowing water equals the ,.rizontal divergence of the served. the values of A and S, may be found, in prin-
outflowing water, with the vertical transport as the ciphe. by the intersection of the two curves (Fig. 7).
"connecting link". A rough estimate of the vertical and thus we might arrive at the approximate mean
velocity, tAken as a mean fCm a certain period and for depth of the inflow. However, there are so many
the whole area of the fjord, can be made trom the sources of error in this method that its practical use
equation: will probably be limited. The parameters in equatam

• JF = T, = (S, •', - 5,)] R), (3 4 04 are not precisely known; this applies to 0, and
S= T=[ S-even more so to Q. Mhreavrr, the O-S curve for tht

where I is the length of the periid. i; is the nwan
vertical velocity, and F is the area of the fjord. For
a numerical example, we have used the Hlardang"r- t9 •
fjord during a sumncr month. Then F = 715 x u

Iom-, R = 3 X 1W. 1= 2.6 X 100 sec.. so that
j7= 1.6 x 10- [S.5 6  - S.)) cm- ac- 1. With

the factor., tS. S - S, I between I and 5. R" will bet
between 2 x 10 abd 8 10-* (cm.. sec- cot

Sretprnding to a daily vertical ascirnt of the order of a S

half a nieter.
p Perhaps more "infor'.atuwn could be obtained by it-

Sbting the halanev uf lwat to the balance of "alt
conten-. The twrrase of fjord "*mwrature in am-

>]: -UO ji- .-20

I -0
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01t. Now Dec Jon Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul. Aug Sop
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H 5, temp. *C
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Fig. & teperature isopleft for station HS in central Hardangerjord. 1955 ,95&

limiting section should be taken as a mean for the in the stock of phlvtoplankton that took place between
period, whereas we isually have only a few hydro- August and .'eptember--, change that could only be
graphic stations operatiae during that time. explainel by such an inflow. There are indications

From the test period of August to September. the that the corresponding outflow has taken place at sill
mean temperature of the upper 100 m increases by depd, I cannot yet offer any full explanation of this
2"C. (Fig. 6). The sharp tbermocline in the upper phenomenon. but it is probably connected with sne
.ticr is broken down, -M the warm water apparently general mecknism and is not just a local incident.

has penetrated downward, as shown in the thermoA
isopleth diagram for a station in central Ilardanger-
fjord (Fig. 8). Fvidendy the heat supply from sun The second nain feature in fjord circulation is
and atmosphere cannot. even with the most optimistic the movements in the deeper layers. They are closely
estimates, account for more than 9 1 of the increase connected with the depth of the sill, or with the
oi the htAt content in the fjord. This phenm-wenon is possibilities of communication with the ,-astal and
not peculiar to the Ilardangerfjord or to this specific oceanic water mae- Even in fjords with shallow
teitng 'ear: it has been found to occur in other sills, the deep waters have a salinity of more than -..
fjords and in other years. It seems difficult to c.,Ape 32 l,. .A that the, must at same time have been an
the conclusion that the advective heat supply to the inflow of deep uater. In such fjords. however, it may
ijoftl must haLe heel, rriered: there ntust be an hw long betaw-, inflows. but the salt water may. tan-
inflow of water at a subsurface level and a correstpond. dkr ,•aorAblW circurmstances, remain for a long time
ing ,mflmow of coldrr water at a still ,eeper lewel. The in the deep hasins. This will vometimes result in
idea of such an iiowk u ,mwhere iwet•e- 10 m and stagnant ioniditio•nsi with an abwme of oxvren and a

mlm ua. strone-y corrowmted by a radical change development of hydrogen sulde (ilSY Relatively

13 9 94 9 , 9 9 198 !%,39 1940

Fie. 561t M f W a. s-.... "" J
•0o .. ,___,.__ 5
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few Norwegian fjords are of this type, and if Wc

p +*~ u~I~z~ ~conmider only fjords with a reasonable sill depth.
i such as the'three large fjords of western Norway.

.8 - it becomes obvious that their deeper lai ers are afliply

K V ventilated, The oxygen content is hight, 5-6 nil/il or
even more, corresponding to a percentage saturation

1.44 of 10)-90. This indicates frequent commnunication with

I outside waiter by iniflow over the sill. The frequenc%
, *_T and regularity of such inflows differ from one fjord

to another. 'As an example we shall tirst use the

I a long series of years. This fjord iý about 90 kmn long.

andl is dlivided into two basins by a secondary sill
12. in deep. Figure 9 gives an isopleth diagrani

Vsi. for salinity during a period of eight years at a sta-
tion in the outer basin. Obviously, saline water has

flowed into the deeper layers of the outer basin every

stummner except in 1940. The variation of density at
Fig 10 Vaiator f tmpeatue, aliity an oxgen 3W n a th sae satin (ig.10) confirms this

at .300 melers at a station Mi the oweri basini of the Nord- impression. There mu'r be a regular annual mecha-
fjord. mism: at somne timne during the summner, the water at

sill depth outside the sill is heavier than that inside
at the ýit depth, and it will therefore flow over the

193 SIM W3 W 95 W 97 W 99 14

Fig . 11. Saru ia dy i~ d fot a3 vstati astin the ito r baan 4 the Nordfli ar't
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sill and mix with the dccp balsin water, or fill the of the conditions (Fig. 12). Fronm 1932 to 1940) the
deeper part of the •asin. As in most other fjords on oxygen percentage decreased steadily to a mininum
this coast, the inflowing water 1. tile "Atlantic" tvlp. ,i 43 pvrrt'ill,h ut in ,,'" ;t budden.. in•,:;.-.. cd 4.?- 9n
with sa.inity close to 35 '#,. Under special circurn- percent and was acconiani'd by a temperature de-
stances. other water types may be flowing in, as crease (if PC. After 1940 the ,ixygen percentage
shhown in 1944 when the inflowing water had a salinity steadih .hcrear'ew with onv stmall changes in templlera-
of (only .4.5 '"• and a very lmw tentperatore oi 5.53 . tore .01ud -dliniity until i147, when it alain rose sud-
The inner basin of the ,ordfiord form.% an interest- denly to) '10 percent-an.'d this time it WaI acconmianiedi
ing coiitrast to the outer basin. itn the inner basin, Ib marked iici .ases in ,enwml,.kture and salinity. Ill
the deeper layers ae ,hsviously undisturtKA for longer the following years, the nx-gen ciintent apain steadily
periods. ;,s can he seen iron the salinity isbtMiletlis dlerieal. Esidentl.,, the infloss that have occurrctl

for a station inside the secondary sill (Fig. 11). In every year in the outer basin have not been strong
the shaded area of that figure, the salinity is between enough to carry any a;ipreciable quantity of water
.1.7 and 34.. The variation of oxygen content at across the secondary sill. A change to high oxygen
400 m at the same station gives a striking illustration content takes pbhce Only in years with an exceptionally
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strong inflow. Figures 13 and 14 show temperature inflows. Do they come as sudden gushes or as a
sections from Hardangerfjord, which are excellent smooth, gentle flcw? In the near future, we shall try
examples of inflow to the cle-.e-.: fjord water. In the to place a recording current meter, some meters above
section for April 1956, the temperaturi of the bottom the bott' i, on the sill of the Hardangerfjord. If this
water was above 6.6"C., at the central stations 6.8"C., experiment is successful, we may obtain more infor-
and these conditions remained for half a year. In the mation on this interesting phenaomenon.
June section we get an excellent impression of the flow
of colder water from outside along the bottom. We are LITERATURE CITED
not yet ahle to show whether such inflows are an-
nually recurrent in Hardangerfjord, but in the Sogne- PRITCHARD, D. W., 1952. Estuarine hydrography. In

o to.ld-ances in Geophysics, edited by H. E. Landsberg;fjorv the deep inflows do not seem to be so. The ol. 1. Academic Press, New York.
deep circulation in the fjords is probably independent SAELEN, 0. H.. 1950. The hydrography of some fjords
of the upper-layer circulation. It is possible that deep in northern Noiway. Trons¢ Musew•ms Arthelter, Nat.
circulation may influence the upper layer by taking Hist. Avd. No. 38?, Vol. 70 (1947).

PICKARD, G. L., 1961. Oceanographic featuces of inletsthe place of the compensatory flow in that system. in the British Columbia mainland coast. J. Fisheries
We still know very little about the nature of the deep Res. Board, Can., 18:6.
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Salinity Meaurements in Esuaries

PAUL C. MANGELSDORF, JR.

Department of Physics, S'warthmore College, Swarthmore, Pennsylvania

and

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts

Of all the characteristics which typify estuaries, sen, Pritchard, Saelen, and Rattray dealing with spe-
perhaps the most distinctive is salinity variation. The cific studies of this kind, as well as a general review
complete range of salinities from fresh water to seL. by Bowden. Quantitative work of this nature, based
water is always found, and only found, where fresh- on detailed salinity profiles, requires salinity data
water runoff meets the sea. Here within a few miles, good to t 0.1 %o, or even to - 0.01 %ý.
sometimes a few hundred yards, occasionally within Second, salinity can be used in a more qualitative
a few fcet vertically, the water changes its character manner as a tracer to label different water masses in
from one natural extreme to the other. Superimpose an estuary according to the amounts of sea water they
upon this the ebb and flow of the tides and one has contain. Following isohalines, one can tract out
more salinity variations in a small area than deep-sea boundaries due to eddies, to stratified flow, and to
oceanographers encounter in a whole ocean. "streakiness" of flow. Such a qualitative study of the

Because salinity values are so local and transient dynamics of an estuary and of the changes in behavior
in estuaries, there is rarely mucli to be gained in de- during a tidal cycle should always precede any de-
termining them with maximum precision. Chesapeake tailed quantitative measurements. Stations for re-
Bay, for example, is one of the larger estuaries. Pre- peated samplings or continuous observati,)n should
sumably the salinity variations found there will be not be selected without some assurance that the loca- .5

more gradual and more systematic, and hence more tion is reasonably representative of the condition one
suitable for precise measurements, than in most smaller wishes to observe. For a qualitative survey of this
systems. And yet from the data of Pritchard (1952) sort, the important requirement is not precision, but i
one can readily estimate that the typical summer salin- a continuous, readily interpretable reading. A con-
iiy gradients in the middle bay are such that a preci- tinuous in situ recording made from a small boat
sion of ±t 0.003 %,, which is now standard in deep-sea moving around an estuary is very enlightening if the S

oceanography, would be wasted unless the position of record is interpreted on the spot and the boat is
the station were specified to within 40 feet, the time maneuvered accordingly.
specified to within 90 seconds, and the depth specified Third, salinity, or the lack of it, is an ecological
to a quarter of an inch! (This latter specification. in factor to the biologists. Salinity limits the distribu-
particular, points up the amount of useless noise and tion of various species, and some of them are eco-
random fluctuation which is invited by unnecessarily nomically important. Of course, no species which
high sensitivity.) customarily makes its home in an estuary can afford

Perhaps even ±t 1 %' would be wasted precision to to be too fussy about the exact limits of salinity which
a Liologist slogging about in mud and Spartina along it will tolerate. Seasonal variations in freshwater run-
the edge of a tidal flat where the salinity of adjacent off, variations in tidal height with lunar cycle and
puddles can sometimes vary by several parts per with storms and wirds, random local fluctuations in
thousand. currents are all going to subject an estuarine species.

In rmost cases salinity measurements in estuaries even a motile one, to an uncertain range of salinities.
call for greater convenience of measurement, not As Gunter (1961) pointed out, however, there is still
greater precision. It is not more decimal places which plenty of reason to measure and report numerical
are needed, but simply more measurements in more values of salinity instead of falling back on ambiguous
places at more different times. descriptions of estuarine waters as "fresh", "b:a
PURPOSES OF SALINITY MEASUREMENTS ish", or "salt". In general, salinities measured t a

relative precision of 5 percent should be quite adequate
Salinity measurements in estuaries can be used for for ecological purposes, This would come to :t± 1 %r

four main purposes, to each of which a different level when the total salinity is about 20 %•,. and ±t 0.1 %0
of precision is appropriate: when the sdinity is only 2 T, etc. Very shallow " A

First. there are studics of transport, flushing, and waters and waters along the shores of estuaries pre-
mixing such as the Chesapeake Bay studies just men- sent special salinity problems which are interesting to
tioned. This volume includes contributiorns front Han- biologists. The salinity of water amid a clump of
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weeds may easily be several parts per thousand dif- conductivity measu'ements were discussed by Carritt
ferent from the salinity in a channel a few yards (1952). The principal source of trouble has usually
away. The salinity in the mud a few millimeters be- been the problem of connecting a seawater element
low the bottom can be almost constant while the into an electrical c;rcuit.
salinity of the overlying water varies back and forth All metallic electrical circuits are really electron
through a tidal range of perhaps 10 %,. Groundwater circuits-the electric current is carried solely by elec-
seepage along the shore can affect local salinities. The trons which pass freely from one metal to another.
biologist who wants to observe this kind of salinity In sea water the current is carried by ions. If a cur-
variation needs a simple, rugged, easily portable sali- rent is to pass into water from an electrode, there
nometer. Again, precision is not called for. must occur at that electrode one or more electro-

Fourth, salinity concerns water users on the streams chemical reactions in which ions are converted to
flowing into an estuary. Occasional salinity intrusions neutral atoms and molecules, or vice versa. If this
are a major factor in the quality of the water supply conversion process gets jammed up in any way-a
available to these people. For their purposes a reli- condition generically referred to as "polarization"-the
able continuous monitor is required, such as the in- apparent resistance of the cell is increased. One can
strument described by "eamer (1962). A method minimize such effects by using platinum electrodes
which can detect smad amounts of sea water in other- coated with finely divided platinum known as "plati-
wise fresh water is particularly desirable. The prob- num black", but this coating wears off with time or
lems of water quality control on tidal rivers, against gets poisoned. Moreover, all surfaces exposed to sea
the more general background of salinity variations in water tend to get fouled with a film of slime which
estuaries, have been thoroughly reviewed by Keighton can d.rastically affect electrode performance. Reliable
in his report for the U. S. Geological Survey in salinity measurements can be assured only by care-
1954. fully tending the electrode surfaces, or by making

CONDUCTIVITY MEASUREMENTS repeated calibratiuis.
Various conductivity devices using electrodes have

Despite this variety of purposes of salinity measure- been developed and used successfully for extended
merits and the markedly different levels of sensitivity periods in spite of these electrode difficulties. Pioneers
required, almost all of these measurements can be among these devices include the conductivity salinom-
well performed-in many cases best performed..-by eter built for the International Ice Patrol by Wenner
determinations of the electrical condumtivity of the e't al. (1930), the in siI2 ,alinity-temperature-depth
water. Sea salt is an electrolyte mixture which is recorder (STD) of Jacobson (194S), and the Woods
completely dissociated in water into its component Hole salinometer designed by Schleicher and Brad-ions. Each ion carries an electric charge and is free shaw (1956). These are all precision instrumentsto move. Every ion contributes to the electrical con- designed especially for use with sea water. Maay re-

ductance of a seawater solution. The more sea salt, searchers have also made use of the various commer-
the greater the conductivity, almost (though not cially available general-purpose conductivity devices,
quite) in direct proportion. including some which are portable and designed for

There is, in principle, only one minor drawback to field use.
conductivity as a measure of salinity: The conduc- It is possible to reduce the electrode difficulties by
tivity of salt water also depends on the temperature, using a four-terminal conductance cell in which there
and salinity and temperature frequently change to- are two "active" or current-carrying electrodes and
gether. The conductivity of water increases with tem- two "passive" or voltage-sensing electrodes. Such -n
perature because the ions move faster as the water arrangement is commonly used in resistance measure-
warms up, about 2% percent faster per degree centi- ments when lead resistance is a problem, and may be
grade. Thus a temperature rise of IVC. has the same used with any of the circuits devised for foiur-ter-
effect on the conductivity of ordinary coastal sea minal resistors (Harris, 1952). With this arrange-
water as adding 0.7 %, to the salinity. Since the ab- nient moderate polarization at the active electrodes
solute error is plroportional to the total salinitv, this has only a negligible effect on the signal developed
teml)erature error is less in brackish water, amount- between the passive electrodes.
ing to only 0.1 %,ý when the total salinity is about ELEC'rROFLESS INSTRUMENTS
"4.0 ,.T

A rough temperature correction is easy to make. A big breakthrough in conductance measurements
In cases requiring greater accuracy, standard tables of salinity was made when Esterson and Pritchard
based on the data of Thomas et al. (1934) can be (1956) develolt,' a satisfactory instrument witho'ut
used. The corrected conductivity value is a direct electrodes. They introduced the princ:iole of inductive
measure of the total electrolyte content of the water. coupling to brin"g a seawater element into an electric
Marine scientists have been very slow in accepting circuit in the form of a single seawater loop thread-
conductivity measurements because these have had a ing a pair of toroidal iron-cored transformers, as
reputation for inconvenience and unreliability in field shown in Figure' 1.
use. In this system the sea water becomes an integral

Many of the practical difficulties encountered in part of the electrical AC system. Indeed, without the
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The instrument has been used routinely at CBI for
, ,--.• standard hydrographic measurements for a number of

,- N s.... ... ltoo years. Because of its size, weight, and requirement of/ / •60 cycle, 115 volt power source, this system is suited
/. / only to use aboard ship or at permanent installations.

The ICTI can be read continuously and could pre-
sumably be modified to permit a continuous chart

I IVin-sclng record.
Voltage TlE CBI PORTABLE SALINOMETER

lots( 
signalo

loop torold This little instrument, shown in Figure 2, was de-
veloped by Williams (1961) for general-purpose es-
Stuarine work and is well suited for almost all the
kinds of estuarine salinity measurements considered
earlier. It is a portable, battery-powered, miniaturized

\\ version of the ICTI which incorporates the added fea-
Volto, ture of direct digital readout of salinity. This ex-

/ tremely useful addition is achieved by an analogue
- . computer circuit which sacrifices some of the input

accuracy, but still yields salinity values good to 0.3 %'
FPg. 1. Illustrating the principle of inductive coup!ing. at worst.

The seawater loop threading the two toroids provides the Readings of the Williams instrument are obtained
only electrical connection between the two circuits. The by adjusting it to a null value and then taking the
output signal -s directly proportional to the conductance of numbers from a readout built into the adjusting knob.
the water. (Reproduced by permission of Jerome Williams.) To obtain a correct salinity readout it is necessary

first to locate the conductivity null; but even so, the
stawater loop there would be no coupling to speak whole procedure is simpler than taking a pH reading
of between the two coils, and no output signal. Yet with a conventional pH meter.
tie ions move freely back and forth along the loop The instrument can be used anywhere the water is .
as the current alternates, so that no electrochemical deep enough to cover the sensing head. For measure-
reactions are required. A similar inductive arrange- ments near the bottom or near shore some care must
ment for laboratory measurement of coxductivity was be taken not to bury the sensor in the mud or other-
devised independently by Gupta and Hills (1956) at wise obstruct the current loop through the toroid.
about the same time. This need for clearance is not very stringent, however,

Because of its practical value this principle of in- since six inches clearance on all sides is more than
ductive coupling has been widely adopted in recent enough.
vears. It is the hasit of a number of in situ instru-
ments now being developed, and is also employed in
the precision salmometer designed by Brown and
Hanion (1961) which is commercially available fromn
a number of sources.

At tile Chesapeake Bay Institute (CBI) where the
induction method for salinity measurement was pi-
oneered, the method has been used in two different
instruments especially designed for estuarine work:

Tilte 5INiwzLTriON L'ONDUCTI\'ITY TEMPERATIRE

l swlc.roiz ( 1' I I

This instru~ment has been described in detail by
Schiemer and Pritchanid 1961 . It provides a direct . ,
automatic digital readout of both ia situ conductivity
and in situ temperature. The temperature readiqts ,'re w
made with a thernistor bead and a servo-balanced
bridge. With proper calibration these readings are -
coinsidered to be goxo to -t 0.02'C. The conductivity
readings can be accurate to ± 0.02 millimhos/cnm if a Fig. 2. The small js,rtable salimmmeter developed by
calibration curve is used. Front these data a salinity Williamu at the Clcsaleake Bay institute. This instru-

ment employs inductive coupling adl was especially de-value can be computed to an accuracy of - 0.03 . signed for estuarine %ork. The object otm the right 6 the
This accuracy is surely sufficient for all estuarine re- wrsing head cmntaining the twi toroids and a pair of
search and is probably more than can be used on thermistors. (Reprslnucrl by pe-missian of Jerorme
snialler estuaries. Williams.) -.

4e.
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A Slightly modified version ot this instrument is The Mohr titration is still the standard measure-
manufactured commercially, as is a similar but non- ment in many smaller laboratories, and it will surely
portable in situ instrument of about the same accuracy continue to have a place in estuarine research. It
which can be set to read out conductivity, temperature, does not require expensive equipment or facilities,
or depth. and it can be used on any kind of water sample taken

from any location. On the other hand, it lacks the
PRECISION CONDUCTIVITY immediacy and flexibility of the in situ methods, and

INSTRUMENTS its precision can be exceeded by the instrumental

Several precision conductivity salinometers have methods.
been developed during the past decade, and they have Regardless of advances in instrumentation, chlorin-
been so successful that their use is now the standard ity titrations will always be useful for primary salinity
method of oceanographic salinity determination at the calibrations of field instruments and also as especially
major oceanographic laboratories. These machines sensitive indicators of minute seawater admixtures in
are not generally recommended for estuarine work bt- nearly iresh waters.
cause they are usually expensive, and their typical
,accuracy of about ±t 0.003 %. is far beyond what is SPECIFIC GRAVITY METHODS
needed for most estuarine purposes. Moreover, some Salinity measurements have been made by means of
of the machines are designed to cover only the nar- density or specific gravity determinations to various
row range of salinities encountered in the deep sea, levels of precision. Hydrometers are available at all
and are not capable of measuring salinities of brackish laboratory supply houses graduated in .001 specific
waters. Nonetheless, if one happens to have one of gravity units. In seawater mixtures this would
the precision instruments available, it makes an ex- amount to about 1.4 salinity units per division, quite
cellent and convenient standard for checking calibrat- adequate to distinguish fresh water from brackish.
ing solutions. and brackish from full sea water. Several firms ad-

Of the various precision instruments, the one de- vertise precision devices graduated in .0005, or even
signed by Brown and Hamon (1961) is the most prac. .0002 specific gravity units. With these, one could
tical for estuarine laboratories, since it is portable, less presumably estimate salinity to within -t 0.3 %, but
expensive, and covers the entire salinity range from only with careful precautions to eliminate surface ten-
0 to 40 %. sion errors.

All of the precision instruments currently in use The density of water changes with temperature, as
are briefly described and compared in a recent article well as salinity, so that hydrometer readings must be
by Cox (1963), and an earlier review of this field was accompanied by simultaneous temperature readings
made by Paquette (1959). A more general discussion which are accurate to a degree or better. (Some by-
"of various precise methods of determining salinity and drometers have built-in thermometers for this pur-

, chlorinity may be found in a recent article by Carritt pose.) Because of the marked non-linearity of den-
(1963). sity with temperature. a set of density tables or,

In a slightly different category are the various in- better still, a temperature-density-salinity grid chart
struments now being developed for deep-sea in situ is needed to determine a numerical salinity value.
measurements of temperature, salinity, and depth. Care must be taken to minimize surface tension er-
Here again the precision required for oceanographic rors, and, if it is truly salinity rather than density
work is likely to be expensive and unnecessary for which is wanted, time must be allowed for the settling
estuarine work. These instruments are usually too out of the sediment load.
elaborate, or too limited, for estuarine work. This The great advantage of hydrometers is that they
field was recently reviewed by Siedler (1961•. are very inexpensive (some can be bought for as little

as three dollars), extremely portable. and can be used
CHLQRINITY TITRATIONS anvwhere. For careful measurements they should be

Until the precisio, conductivity methods were de- used in a water sample in a transparent cylinder, al-
veloped, the most accurate salinities were inferred though rough and ready in situ measurements are pos-

$ from chlorinity determinations. In the standard Mohr sible if the water is calm and clear, and the operator
method (or "Knudsen method" as the seagoing ver- can get his face close enough to take a reading.
sion is known) the total chloride in a water sample Density measurements with pycnometers and with
is determined by titrating with silver ion. using potas- density balances can be made as precise as the labora.
sium chromate indicator. Fluorescein indicator and tory weighings on which they depend, provided that
indicator electrodes have also been used. The preci- the corresponding temperature control is achieved.
sion of the method is usually about 0.01 %,g in sea Neither of these methods would seem practical for

-A I water, improving with dilution. In moderately soft estuarine nmasurements.
fresh w5aters chlorinitv can he determined to half a RFATV ~*.
part per millim. This method is suitable only for REFRACTTIVE IXI)lX
laboratory determinations on a finite number of dis- '1 he refractive index has been usesl occasionally for

.•crete water samples. It can be adapted for field use, salinity &eterminations., and it may eventually suppliant

nut nt for continuous or im situ measurement. conductivity as the ultimate precision measurement of

-, -W ,' --
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the side where there is less of it, as shown in Figure
3. But this process tends, in turn, to produce a net ,

.separation of charge. If the ion that moves it, for
"". example, positive, the solution to which it moves gains

a net positive charge, while the solution from which_D_•_. it came is left wit!ý a net negative charge. An electro-

... NEUTRAL Ca static potential i6 set up across the membrane, and
equilibrium is reached when the teidency of the ions

C, NEUTRAL to move one say beciuse of the concentration gra-
__ .lient is balanced by their tendency to move the other

],A'],t c.: [A-= c• way because of the local electi c field. In this condi-
SIr ,tion the electrical potential difference acroms the mem-

Fig. 3. Illustrating the generation of a membrane p0- brane--the voltage drop-just matches the difference
ten(ial. The membrane in this case is taken to be a cation in chemical potential due to the concentration diffe-
membrane passing only positively charged C im T ence. This condition may be expressed aproximat
higher concentration of salt on the right causes a icakage a p ppr y
of positive ions to the left through the membrane. The as t' = [(2.303RTiZF) Logs0 (C,1Ct)] where
left-hand solution becomes positively charged with respect AV is the voltage drop across the membrane, C21Ct
to the one on the right, is the concentration ratio across the membrane of the

ion in question, T is the absolute temperature, Z is the
salinity. For one thing, the inherently greater pre- charge on the ion, and the other things are constants.

cision of optical interference methods may be realized At 25'C. the factor 2.303RT!F is approximately 60

now that lasers are available to provide light which millivolts per log,0 unit, so that each factor of 10 in,ow hatlases ae avilale o prvid ligt wichthe concentration ratio adds 60 millivolts to the signal

is more coherent and more monochromatic than was the ioncitrmonovalltt.

previously available from any practical light source. if the ion is monovalent.

For a•tother, the reiractive index is more closely re- When the membrane is permeable to more than one

lated to the density than is any other measure of species of ion, the resultant voltage wh a kind of average
salinity, so that it will be least biased by the small of the different voltages which the .ifferent species. 7 would produce. In this average, the weighting factor
variations in the composition of sea water which ren- wol pr ce. in thi arage, the wgtin cuor
der the condnctivitv densitv correlation and the chl- for each species is the fraction of the total current
rinity/'density correlation imp erfect. passing through the membrane which this species

would carry if an external voltage were applied. This
However, none of this potential precision is apt to fraction is known as the "transference number" of the

have any value to estuarine research for the foresee- ion.
able future, unless-taking the broadest definition of These principles still apply when the membrane is
an estuary-someone desires to trace the water from permeable to all ions. or, which is the same thing, if
* some particular river clear across the continental there is no membrane at all. Consequently, any con-
shelf. Meanwhile, a salinity measurem~ent with a hy- centration boundarv tends to produce a junction po-
drorneter can be just as easy and just as accurate as tential unless the tendency of the positive ions to make
one itade with a standard laboratory refractometer the more dilute solution positive is exactly matched by
costing one humnred times as much. (There is now the tendiuency of negative ions to make the more dilute

on thr market an optical "total solids meter' designed solution negative. Concentrated potassium chloride
for bIlood serum analysis. which has internal tempera- solutions have just this property, preumably because
ture c pensation. is portable, and is relatively inex- ~the K and Cl- ions are identical except for nuclear
pensive as refractometers go. I am indebted to Dr.EarlW. ehrns or oiningouttheposibl usful charge. That is why conceat&rated KCi is often usedF'arl \V. Behrens for pointing out the poissihle useful- for "-.alt bridges" in-laboratory F.MF measurements.

ness of this instrument as an estuarine salinometer.) for " tes"rinlbto r Eli w measurements
The measurement of pit with a glass electrode is

SI'I.ECTIVE EIoECTROl)l-:S the t.ist familiar example of an EMF measurement
involving a selective electrode. The glass acts as a

One method of salinity measurement which is es- nmemhrane permeable only to H + ions. Many other
pecially well suited to estuarine work. and •ith which examples are likely to be developed in the near future.
we have had tome recent succeis at Woods Hole. is A thorough discussion of the subject of membrane
the use of electroriotive force (FMF) neasurem-nts electrodes may be found in the review by Ilills (1961.
with selective electrodes. As the theory of these nmas-
urements is not widely understood, it might be well to TIlE SODIUM ELECTRODE

preface the discussion with a brief explanation. The pi1 glass electrode has been known for years

If two electrolyte solutions of similar ionic comipo- to he subject to an "alkaline error" in strongly basic
sition but at different concentrations are separated by solutions due to the slight permeability of the glass to
a membrane, and if this membrane is permeable to sodium. potassium. and lithium ions. By varying the

nmly one oi the various ionic species present, there alass compositmon, Fienman et al. ( 1957) fowud that
will be a tendency for the ion to diffuse through the they could increase this effect and produce a glass

membrane from the side where there is more of it to electrode that was especially wtective for sodium ion.

,.,-....._._...• • -- •" , •N
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All glass electrodes have to be used in conjunction
"RECORDE with a reference electrode. Because the thermal co-

* RECRDERefficients of the two electrodes are usually different,

one may generally expect a small change in the total
I EMP with temperature at constant salinity. This has

to be calibrated and corrected if the system is to be
used in the field or in situ.

A major advantage of the sodium electrode is the
small size of sample it requires. It can actually meas-

ELECTROMETER ure the salinity of anything wet. It can even be
shoved into mud to measure the salinity of interstitial
waters, as was done by Siever et at. (1961). (When
this is done, the reference electrode should not enter
the mud if it has a liquid junction.)

The properties and uses of the sodium electrode and
other cation -seicecti ve glass electrodes have been exten-
sively reviewed by Eisenman (1962).

ION-EXCHANGE MEMBRANE ELECTRODES

THERMOS FLASK In recent years a number of firms have developed

zOIL ion-exchange membranes for possible use in electrical
- desalinization of sea water. These ion-exchange mem-

branes are similar in their chemical properties to ordi-
nary ion-exchange resins, but they come in thin sheets
instead of granular form. Like the resins, the mem-
branes conme in two sorts: cation membranes which

MANY METERS OF are essentially permeable only to positive ions, and
POLYETHYLENE TUBING anion membranes which are permeable onLy to nega-

tive ions.
At Woods Hole we have been experimenting with

ANMFion C- 103C cation membranes and A -104B an ion

ELECTRODES membranes. Both are manufactured by the same comn-

-~ panv. and both membranes have selectivities of abount
UNKNOWN 98 percent.

SEA WATER Because the membranes we have been using are
ANION CATION permeable to divalent ions as well as to monovalent

MEMBRANE ions the concentration EMIF generated across a mem-

Fig. 4. A schematic diagram of the "salt-bridge salinom- brane by seawater solutions is less than the 60 milli-
eter" as de-veloped by Ballard andl wscd at Wixods Hole, volts per logl 0 unit which one gets with nionovalentt
A key design feature is the thermal and chemical isolation ions. We use the mntemrane electrodes in p~airs. one
of the metallic electrodles. cation electrode and one anion electrode, so that their

signals are additive. For such a combination the con-
This dlevelopmtent was followed up commercially by an centration ENMF generated by sea salt amount% to
instrument mianufacturer, who now markets a sodium- about 97 millivolts per log,, unit.
selective glas electrode which can be used inter- A %chematic diagranm of our measuring systemt is
chanigeably with the-ir plit electroides in (me of their showin in Figure 4. It is essentially the -.. lie asa
pit nwder'. conventionail p11 systemt except for the battery-oper.

With care, and using a reference standa-rd, the aitri recorder and] the uinus.ually long solution path-
* sodium electrode- can give salinity determniiations goodl somtetimes as long as 2tN) meters--is)l at ing the ms-tal-

to I percent relative precision, even in the field. To lie circuit clectrodies from the memnbranes- This iso-
get this precision. howsever. one has to measure to AWX) lation is more an accident of evolution than a iteces-
pit units, or tii alsuxt 0.3 millivolts. which require% sity since the instrument without the memnbranies, and
either a 011 meter w ith an expanded scale or an with probes widely separatred. is the %alt-bridge ge.
elec-tromieter with a full-scale ilefle--tion of it0 millivolt% onugnetic electrokinetnernph (GEFK) which I de.
iir less. -cribeil in 196-1. 1I oweser. the internal scro-cherk and

The sotulmn electrode is mcA uniquely permeable to the low zeri.dr~ft which this arrangi-nwint made ln's-
sodium ion. It iss very permeable to hydrogtn ion sible for the earlier use are al.%o valuable here in
a nil tn silver inm. and is slightly pemreable to potas- measuring the memnrf~ee potential&- We findl that
smmn and other alkali ions. Ilows-r-er. none of these nmuch #f the drift and most of the ittnperature %ens,-

can be expected ito cause any interference under nor- fivity nisrtnally ass.ia,d ga-iiith rnminbrasw eletvrode
mid "-.uarine conditions. i.. eliminated by this arrangernent. The design an'l

IS
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Fig. S. Salinity measuremaitts made in the Pocasxt River Etayb oadSnesadtead~ sn h
salt-bridge sa~miawi~er". The salinity of bottom water and of interstitial water in the Iottom uiedimnen is comupeed

over one or more lital cycles by means of rowtinuous simoultaneous recredingpo the in sitsalinity.

Iriin~iques for using this "salt-bridge salinonietr" As tawe obtains with sodiumn elcetrodes. although the
w~ere worked tvut by Philip Itallard in M1%.. in'trunient is capable tit a relatire precis on of 0.!1

Ilaward Sande-rs and I took this apparatus into the percent if put-ded to the limit and if extenSive Pre-
buoimsae River Fstuarv in a routstat and made a nm.ni cautions are takcen. such as filling the two mnembrane
her of qu1 alitative andl quntitative studkes of the salin- cells with water of apprmxmitatvtv the sanie salinity :.1
ttk itr ctmitiarison with species distritiutictin'. At &. ;%,. the water to he measured.
k~numer of stations wec made crintinuous saimulww~t "neomaIsD1X FWAE-R
erecords of the salinities of the botttom riwd and the ~~W Tk
bottom water wiath results oif the sort %how-n in Figure The dtimt-wniui of salinity is a2rhitrrv: the eocipet-

5We also analh zet! sevral core samples. (if a %ingler civtunlmstion svarsaab which It velreseti1k
We think that our u'ual accuracy is aboutt the %ame it only aweful as long as the crtitpt-siuion of the salt
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. . .1 91 111 1 1of .in these circumstances, because salinity has only ex-
perimental meaning so long as all the salt component
vary together. When they begin to vary independ-
ently, it becomes necessary to measure them inde-

S7pendently and to report them independently.
'.5 In the hypothetical experimental situation described

- 4 here, however, there is a single composition variable:
" . the fraction of sea water in the mixture. This is a

..*..... - - .'• variable of practical and theoretical interest to people
.A, studying the dynamics of estuaries. It is evident that

. chloritlimy gives the best indication of the actual pro-
S...",' portion of sea water in the mixture over the widest
S.- .... v range of compositions. This, and the directness of the

.. .. " mexperimental definition of chlorinity, makes a strong

MAL&- X 0T&X case for those who argue that we should uoe chlorinity
.- cmaTVITv rather than salinity as our basic composition index.

O , . •Am .MWlulhor's Note: The author .. ishen to express his thank!

,A .. 551.5 CgmrtE. to Dr. Gordon (;uter, to Dr. %A ser Keighton. Dr.
Robert Paquette. and to our chairman. Alt. Jerome

ow' ho, .u, Wisleamst for helrpfu discussions and advice. He al-oam.1 wishes to thank Mr. Williams for his kind permisim to,
SEA wA'rc PflACrI"ON mN MIxTrupir reproduce Figures I and 2.

Fig. 6. The various possible indices o, salinity diverge The author's own work on salinity measuremsents in
wildly as the river salt content approaches or exceels the estuaries has been supported at Woo'ds Hole by the Na-

tional Science Foundation .md at Swarithbmor by the
sea salt content. For the purposes of this comparisom the U.S. Public Health Service.
various methods are represented as though calibrated uith This work is designated as Contributwm \.v. I.19 frown
mixtures containing only sea salt. the Woods Hole Oceanographic lrtitution.
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Metho& and Devi=ai for NMvauiing Qmrents

PAUL L HORRER
Mariow Adviers, Inc., La IoU., Califiraa

The developtnent of flow theory ha been motivated NATU'RE OFW CURRFTS
partly b~y curiosity and partly by medical arid eni Currents in estuaries and shallow coastal waters caii
neering needs. Flow measurement is cenlturies old. be caused by: (1) differences in the distribution oi
and muche early work was duone in cotinectiom with density, (2) directly by the stres that the wind exert'-
orifices, tubes, nozzles, and weirs during the lfh and on the water surface, (3) tides. 14) stream runoff.
19th centurirs. Thie art has developed most rapidly (5) transport .ndtaccd by wind-generated surface
during the industrial age because of th-. need for con- wave%, and (6 'internal waves. Tidal currents and
trolled flow in manufacturing processes, the require- streami runoff arc the strongett observed in estuaries.
ment fne better bulk accounting methods, and the whereas the roost feeble are the steady transpo~rts dur
realization that strict control of flow is a sinq~le anid to surface ,.nd internal waics. A general description
convenient nethod for control of other variables, such of eac type is given in the following paragraph,-.
as temperature and pressure. A goodI smnifilriy S. Currents related to sariatioii in distribution of den-
industrial flowincters appears in the McGraw-f Hill sity ate causedf by gradients in water temperature.
;.'rcyclopedia (1960). In order to (letermlutie Nlood sai:ay and sediment content. Becvause of the differ.
flow. the field of medical electronics has developed i-ncein~ density. hew water surface slopes, And, as .1
stime of the most sophisticated flow-measuring tkevice'. re -ult. a flow occurs in the slirectitm of the dowosloxpe

A\ccurate measurements of currents in estuaries are pressure gradient. If the bodyv of water is sufficiently
necessary for navigation, for planning the disposal of Uirge. the deflecting force of 'the earth's ro~tation ma'y
industrial And ditmestic wastes, for forecastsi of fluixA he significant, causing the 1140% 14 vee to the right
ang and silting, for the design of piling and other %a4- t in, the nrt)hern heriaisphere ) .
%tru'.tures. to plan recreational uses of the water, to Widblowingr ever the water exerts a !stress tin the
protect aml develip fisheries. and to cionduct other surface which c~ause- the surface and the upper Liver
scientific studies. Currents affect nas ~gatiisn by direct it, nove with the wind. In %hallow-water coastal3action on ships. and Ite y are Also Agents oi txptttiii Area,, the surface water flow lws bteen fo-und to attainerosion and depoititn, processes which change the between twn and live percent of thr value of the wind
or.ientation, sage, and shape of navigabile ch-'noIs.rl speed. Scerral hs~uars of steattv indis are Mrrdired
Knowledge of current drag forme is reiluirral ftar the i, the %Ater at 5) it) 1(M) feet 1hi-ow the s.urface to
detsign And installation of piling, navigattom .and rnsastr liri to resIminsi to the viandl
Ing buoys. and wharf,, as well as fo)r ;inalerstanasing lIo4tl forces due it. the iini o.11" ihe monkN1. ctnilaini-ll
the forces tin the Rita.-Ing 'sessels lw-'rg "e"1if 5In l ' ith toV0 ra11a fVeatUrrs. gZ1'.e r.. ito three t'.pe,
Cliwstruction. In iessgiiwrng dlesign. ais in icvgio aI Idal currewts: a) the rotari tvpe. exiorrietasel an
tive vwifter currentsi are mitre critical. Str..ngest rut ,h- l water- as well A% an ther uleep tci-ln. i) t1%
rents isecur in upper nairrow estuaries which Itcilia rectiline.1 or fr~r'ssI" t'u1w- fitund In ctasngk hRA%-
r*"og ri~rer when tlse iiaximwsi runo~ff )suucne Anil rstuarsi- auid cý the VI-CAIlr' hV!r~AUlmc tipev.
by an ebbing Itair -ml in n lone inlets, which resonatec wbh~ks IS as lhatrIrd1 In the C ~fV1tift isasraits11 c'in
to. the tide ;knit bae lArge tidal taa-gv% Ash swift tidal4 sw-Sin _ 'am~n , ii ~t-.sc s h
currents, Lxanitpks .4 the latter are t aik et 11pT" t'P9 4, -tt~ ( a'Xn -\scas~t..it thrVT tlI-pe Air
Ablask. and the R~AY r- Funth, (urinin jws-mhl of .%a% -eowc Amd undergoj a full cycle -exi the U .S AtLettsc
to right kiwis haser been miwums iaeltt (Utk Iledtý And And t;ulf essasts in .'4.9 hours:ý on' thi U S. P'.ctisi
particle nwititm of teins-W lsa1 xre. .A vasi of nassing cias Itxh a 24 It and a 125k hour tw-rwAo akre prtm

heirane jmpis~.d-ultrs torech O t .~ kiit And thi-v -44r% with Itime and their "rtsLi'c antmpntaiw
The desarabdats- 4f "at"s Rs~eraets. a' uljvl t i; th

uhc sre nsag resrkrisnurA'ane attcrfo drptmlsd Rter And itrtu ruwff olttrn airhies a -&tit Aw%'
tv4 torly a* 0 the segn' of ix-nwciiiti...tPt'* -4E wait-'. whIch 11%21 " petri 1--, gricat 4istanir% ini has. ahI4

but lsoon urrnts se~ *if~curent. sartng p 4s.4 Wateti btrvause tif the awmneturn and hydr"s
$^I .a. it ands trganic SWAItwtutt. VAU~" %atef t" he' -tatc heAd IH 11-w in&vwiu-c%.&te wal- heassy ia~Len
tairwud Oluggah ctotri~ts inst 1*11!it if tn tagAfte I- witih srediewii&i. mAt teluitswafuik tent! to, w'dstruna

rlutiDC.-. er1 (c5f-rion3.45f null IV ir's rto .41 r It If t it ~.sarh dclean. at %ill trnaI s

Imale tuiff and tubirnent crrants& wihich Arep hagrdti q.sternM brdisth esWTsn wiatc-r andI waillia 41avs '-se
AVWa ter 10ther, run .es-a.n MAIs
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Afairly steady mass transport of water is caused by leased at known points, anl their positions are de-
suracewavs, utthis is very Small except in and term ined at intervals along the drift paths; drogues

near the surf zone. Blecause the waves break on shore. may consist oif a metal or wooden cross, fish net,
there is an outward transport along the bottom and aviator's parachute, or other device having a Lrge

an inward transport at the surface. It is well known drag at the level of measuremenet, and they .are con-

wtianjutoutside of the surf zoe noe elcoo vnalgtfrngtobservation. These
ocean coasts the lomgshoare currents achieve orae to two arc *'free drifting** drogues. Another type. which
knots. Ecseofwtrpiled up onshore by wav"~ may be called a "semji-captive" drogue. is allowed to3
anldnmovt~d parallel to shore by !ongshore currents drift away fronm an anchored boat by paying out a
turn seaward at intervals as rip currents, thus comn- mneaured length of a line. The lengt1h of the line and
plarting the horizonital cell-like circulation patterns, drift time give slieed. and the directitam of the drogute
The rip feeider current and especially the rip current drift giv~es current direction. These may he made like
are swift, reaching three to four knots. otiher smuall drogues tir they may he current polar%.

Some transport of water is associated with the par- Current poiles are vertical shafts of wood or metal
ticle velucitv of internal waves. Internal wave% occur tubing !.uitahly hallasted to drift with only a small
in coastal waters along the therinocline ilevel of portion of their length expi"'ed to the ^Ind. Never-
greatest temperature change with depth)~. Thery occur theless. all of the drogue measurements require someC
in estuarine water-, along horiz'itial surfaces of detn- ciirrection feir direct effect of the surface current and
sity discontinuity cauied by fre41 ind or clean water wirml con the surface float and tither superstructure.
Overl% ing sea water or sediment -laden water. Internal Neutrally buoyant floats constructed oif alloy Itsbiag

wave currents have not been measured with much to formi a chaniber which is le.ss conipressible than sea
succenss: they are theoretically small, a few h~undredthis water %s ill hover at a certain level in the sea, accord-
of a knkot. except perhaps where the internal wave ing to the amowunt of ballast addeald they are tracked
heemmies unstable in traveling frimi deepi to shaillow by actiustic ranging techniques. U'sually estuaries, are
water and tendis to break, too shallow oir the waters too well mixed to permit

MFTHOD)IS use oi this oaceanographic tool.
P'atches. of contaminants cuivisisting of dye 1.such as

Methodis u-sedt for measuring flow in e-suarir., and tlu..rvcsin, Rhodaminer. and l'onts-cil). radioactive
shaillow eastal waters geinerally invo1%e act.alls %ens- mnatertiais. and chenizcal wa.tes having sufficiarntly
ing the current directly. They contras-t with :a methoad posseriui .s.ne to phy sucal or cbernuicad tests at
wAidely ewplouved for the dleepw ocean in si ich the cur- extreane dilution. are sismielintirs releasedl and their
remit 4 flostoiic14w a as calculatud fr. .i i'ieasure- mtos enactt followedt by a progranm of saimpi~ng or
naceiis ui teni pearaturer and salinity. TI'at particular i'uarsing. N aturally oc curling tracer%. such as sus-
cak-tieition cannot lie us-ed in shalliw coastal waters liended" niatitsr. tlissilseil chicnpeals. anid planakto. miay
or "istaries hr., use an esaential asmtrthtthe lie niap-lic- at interrals in Italic ind a geni-ral idea of
water is% deep ernotasji f.ýr boottown waters, to ler moittion- current derduced frui~t the change in pattern of iso-
lrs--i' not mect. tCiu~tal anad eitttirine currents are c'-ncvnratiton lie.However. -uch ntq%-cin'.ersatmve
measured hy path iLagrAngtan o ar tlow I Fulerian i haiol, gical amd charmical lioriiewse may chang frovm
maethotis tousin of s4.nw of the technicturt usedl wnon-ph .iswl causes. hence the dettermintation of the
in beeth methiods aire gristn by I..hn-.otm andl %% agel phsasial mnw'tmsvi if the water tn- using these, properties%

andset o .rx 114321 VIs difficult.
To obtain a path-tamer h-1-i4r Ahtch sheows baoth

l'sii Mruausspeedl and darseitma. all of the peath merthods reqirar
It% path api4wal.-mi~i. ebb e' lot..r tuliiionces placed f!" the sru..elt ;uanmtiuu and the timrn--ewitiensr plot

in the iffrarn air carried hn- the mtream. theinr path-et umg4 mat e !,airty accuriately known. Nicutmal u-tr
tin.- h'sttusy gmist' hi.h flow speed and! directinm ttir;nc few ptath narlthu. inay he divided into wimaial.

Prbl.~i th best known path ninrilsiii mAeuhp-ttrt. sortie, and lev~tfrauc. The useual nwihsncal is naost cmn
which ermploss- the ship its'li as a tracer, the differ. omitrh tti~el uith-,r eight of Land and cemesistam of tin.
"ite c f it. %actal laemitm at in I t that predcted bin &4-0 angubtstae using irantit,, or theawiltri, ifoamt dioe o

mlt inta a merasure o! ther intartfairti effeci% of a %exiant abisrtl ship Prthese methotte are writ knowun
marfacr ct ri-nat. wimana, and wausAnxither ex-sample The deerritrunuc awd itonic nwihaarltde air di.k inu t mt
.r the drifi bottle. iva drift crard toitariu ballaterd to two griups-the circular merthoth and the h %irieitliw
%ont Muatl% m.tsnerartuLv. wunch aso rdarkesl fvr-n a anthibiLs Ther ecimlar nethlals Aver the radioP wave

kniawn pe-iti-ei at a rereoaslrd itime and is 61"n re tisl of sansesmogi atith,4t a tho-.41tare anl chain.r
co"%vete to %is*- Thts giter- the eurvetv %arartor fart in that the jar,,vtto ii titrinmetl hi. merAsurng di.
the thin %kin "Itsurface water in uwhih the ohpi'w- tAnem- or angles Circular n-rthtan. oriiwltsde radar.
floats. ltow the niagneusie it ulnderrtitinte hrv an stair an. and th.- sontc metheul whicrh "uthalrn a Wineto

reaching ailmare Stra anchottrs, called di-vue-t. aeir en that the lines 41f ctinstan phase iliffesenrer of radio

~uust wichIqunrlson he a~a a: rreser afer uso lim eruhenutadslepnwi arnthef11
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pulses or continuous waves of two diffei'ent trans- simple, popular U-tube manometer as well as more
mitting stations are hyperbolic. The intersection of refined readouts such as a float-operated mechanism
hyperbolic lines from two signa!-emitting stations de- or a weight-balanced ring-type meter to provide con-
terrines the boat position. Examples of hyperbolic trolling, recording, and totalizing functions. Di-
methods are loran, raydist, lorac, and decca. The de- aphragm and bellows-type differential pressure meas-
sired accuracy of position for path method measure- uring devices were developed to eliminate manometer
ment is not great (compared with requirements of fluids or to provide faster response and easier instal-
other surveying), and one of the less costly techniques lation. Examples of these include force balance and
can be used. In some areas advantage can be taken deflection. Both are well suited to either pneumatic
of an existing navigational system of good accuracy. or electrical transmission of the flow signal. Their

output, of course, is proportional to the square of the
FLow METHODs velocity. The primary devices for the differential

In flow methods a device, restrained at a fixed point pressure measurements include an orifice, Venturi
in intimate contact with the fluid, generates a signal. tube, flow nozzle, Pitot tube, and pipe elbow. The
Often a secondary device is used to translat( the sig- law of conservation of energy requires that the total
nal into a motion or secondary signal for indicating, energy at any given point in a stream be equal to the
recording, or computing the volume of the flow. Flow- total energy at a second point in the stream, neglect-
meters first transform the speed into differential pres- ing losses between the points. While it is possible
sure, differential temperature, electromagnetic induc- to convert pressure (potential energy) to velocity
tion, differential sound velocity, transit time, rotation, (kinetic energy) and vice versa, the total amount of
momentum, or disp!acement, and then measure these energy does not change. By use of a restriction o.
effects. Rotation is the most popular technique; some an angle in a pipe, a portion of the potential energy
forty instruments used in streams or lakes and the of the stream is temporarily converted to kinetic
ocean have used this principle, energy as the flow speeds up to pass through this

The speed of water flowing past an instrument primary device. Beyond the restriction the flow par-
mounted above the bottom or suspended on a cable ticles slow down until the velocity is once more the
can be measured from (1) the number of rotations same as that in the conduit upstream of the restric-
over an interval of time of a suitable freely turning tion, except for the effect of turbulent and frictional
propeller, wheel, or rotor, (2) the torque of an ar- losses associated with the acceleration and deceleration
rested propeller or rotor, (3) the ram pressure on a at the restriction. The magnitude of the loss depends
plate, membrane, sphere, or Pitot orifice, (4) the upon the configuration of the primary device. All of
slope of a wire supporting a drag or the force on the these primary devices must be rotated or oriented into
drag, (5) the cooling effect of flow on a heated ele- the stream by a vane or foil.
ment, (6) the change of the velocity of sound be-
tween two points a known distance apart or sound IFFEiENTIAL
Doppler effect, and (7) the motional e.m.f. of the flow Current meters based upon the priticiple of differen-
through a known natural or artificial magnetic field. tial temperature consist of an electric current passing

In flowmeters, the flow direction is obtained by through a small resistance element (wire, film, or
vane or foil alignment or by transit direction of a bead) causing its temperature to rise above the am-
drifting substance. Usually only the angle in a hori- bient temperature. Unless the resistance element is
zontal plane is measured. Recording and telerecord- insulated from the surrounding fluid, there will be a
ing have been performed by visual, audible, and photo- flow of heat from the hot element into the cooler
graphic methods, by emulsion fixation, mechanical fluid. If the fluid is moving relative to the hot ele-
integration, chart recorder, paper punched tape, and merit, the rate of heat transfer will be considerably
magnetic tape. These instruments can be classified greater than if it is stationary. The rate of heat
roughly into those which register or record internally, transfer depends on the difference in temperature be-
and those which transmit the speed or direction of tween the element and surrounding fluid, the charac-
flowv to a remote observer or recording apparatus. In- teristics of the element, the free stream flow velocity,
struments in either category may be designed for and the characteristics of the flow (laminar, transi-
untended measurements over a period of time. tional, turbulent). There are two basic types-the

Since many flow devices have been ti-ed and are constant electric current type and the constant tem-
available, the next section will list sonae basic types perature type. Such a d'vice must be calibrated
with comments on the characteristics of each. against a primary flow standard. A reference ele-

ment which is protected from the flowing stream is
FLOW DEVICES usually employed and the difference is measured be-

Ptween the element exposed to the flow and the pro-
DIFFERETIAl. 1'F.SSURE CURRENT METERaS tected one. As a rule, these systems require elaborate

These devices register a difference in pressure be- electronic circuits in order to insure constancy of the
tween two points which must be measured and con- electric current or of the temperature. The systems
vented by equations or calibration to obtain flow, have generally been inadequate for long-term, con-

Methods of measuring differential pressure include the tinuous measurements, but are very sensitive, being
4
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capable of measuring quite small velocities and having DIFFERENTIAL SOUND VELOCITY AND
the good response required for measuring turbulence. DOPPLER CURRENT METERS

ELECTROMAGNETIC INDUCTION CURRENT METERS The velocity of sound in a fluid is different up and
down stream, and this difference is indicative of the

These may be divided into two types. The first flow rate. In its simplest form this type of current-
relies upon the e.m.f. induced by water currents mov- measuring device consists of a stationary acoustic
irg across the earth's magnetic field. The second wave transmitter, a stationary receiver, and a device
type produces its own magnetic field and measures to measure the transmission time. The practical sys.-
the resulting voltage gradient. Perhaps the major tern transmits the acoustic wave first in one direction
advantage of the geomagnetic type is that with proper and then in the opposite direction, and measures the
calibration it can be used to measure the entire trans- difference between the transmission times. When used
port through the entrance to a bay or through an on moorings or suspended from a vessel, the trans-
estuary. It cannot be used in the vicinity of the mitter and receiver are mounted in a fish or foil which
earth's magnetic equator. For the geomagnetic meas- aligns the two units along the axis of flow. Then it
urements, the electrodes may be either stationary or is necessary to measure the alignment of the fish by
towed. Stationary electrodes are ideal for measuring another technique to determine the flow direction.
total flow through a cross section of water, but be- When mounted on the bottom or on a piling, however,
cause of the great variation in conductivity of the an additional receiver and transmitter may be used to
bottom and its effect on the measurement, they must measure the two components of the horizontal flow at
be calibrated in place, using other techniques such as right angles to each other. The output from this
current meters or drogues to obtain the reference flow three-transducer array may then be resolved to obtain
values. Towed electrodes have the advantage of per- the total velocity vector in a plane. The unit may be
mittinf measurements in any part of the estuary, but used for measuring turbulence that is relatively large
because of the influence of bottom conductivity in scale compared with the spacing between the trans-
shallow water, they are not recommended for use in mitters and receivers. The output is linear with flow
estuaries unless they can be calibrated against other velocity, and it may be used over a wide range of
devices in all location3 in which such measurements speed. This ultrasonic current meter is fairly ex-
are to be taken. pensive compared with other current meters. Elec-

With the electromagnetic meter, a magnetic fieild is tronic circuitry required to correct for ambient effects . -•
applied to a localized area of the flowing liquid. By makes this type of flow measurement costly for mul-
this method, it is possible to measure the voltage that tiple sensor installations.
is generated between two electrodes which are perpen- Several acoustic current meters based on the Dop-
dicular to the magnetic flux and in contact with the pier shift principle have been designed and tested.
liquid. Since this voltage is strictly proportional to One of the more recent is described by Koczy et al.,
the velocity, a linear flow record or indication results. 1963 The instrument consists ofE transmitting and
Practical flow measurements can be made in any liquid receiving transducer operating on a five-megacycles
that is at all conductive. The linear scale allows ac- per second acoustic signal. Measurement is made of

the Doppler shift or frequency change that resultscurate flow measurements over a greater range than when a transmitted wave is reflected from a moving
is possible in the differential pressure meters. Since object (in this case the particulate matter in the
there is no obstruction by the device to fluid flow, the water). The Doppler current meter provides a sensi-
method has particular advantages for measuring flow tive and accurate sinusoidal output for measurements
in pipes, which make it possible to measure thick of a unidirectional, turbulence-free current contain-
slurries and gummy liquids. The electrodes have been ing particulate matter such as exists in a properly
mounted on a rod which protrudes from a ship's hull designed flow tube.
and is used for the ship's speed iog. For estuarine This meter, like the other devices described thus
and oceanographic use, the rod is mounted above the far, is non-inertial and responds to rapidly changing
bottom on a stationary structure and measures the irregularities or turbulence in the medium, whereas
flow of water past it. The rod is about two inches in most of the mechanical meters read the average or
diameter and two feet long; if only two electrodes are integrated gross water movement past them and
used, the rod must be properly oriented to measure smooth out these irregularities.
the flow. However, in two applic.,ions, a number of
pairs of electrodes were placed on a cylindrical rod TRANSIT TIME
and the output obtained was used to determint the In simplest form, these instruments consist of a A
flow direction as well as the speed in horizontal source probe and a pickup p.robe. Radioactive sub-
plane. The electromagnetic meter is useful for meas- stances, dye, or other chemicals are introduced in
uring turbulence and a large range in velocities, but spurts into the stream by the source probe, and the 4
it is quite expensive. Both a geomagnetic-type meas- amount of time required for the water to transport the
urement and an electromagnetic device used by Soviet foreign nmatter downstream to the pickup probe isoceanographers were describedl by Snezhinskii (1954). accurately measured. The tracer may be introduced

I.A-
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Table 1. Rotating element current meters (Fronm Johnson and WViegeI, 1959).

Location Degree of D~epth Velocity
of Continuity limGit Range

Recorder in Record (ft.) (knots)

In Remote Radio Contin-
Tnstru- Record- Trans- Single Several uous Mini- Maxi-

Meter ment ing mission Value Values Values rium mum

Propeller Type Meters
Ekman x x None 0.1 1.5
Ekcman Repeating x x None 0.1 1.5
Ekman-Merz x x None 0.04 5.8
WittingMagntic x x 1500??
Rauschelbach x x 200?
Idrac Vertical x x ??
Sverdrup-Dahl (Bifilar) x x 150 0.1 0.9
Sverdrup-Dahl (Magnetic) x x Large 0.1 0.9
Fjeldstad x x None ?
Roberts Radio x x 300 0.3 7.0
von Arx-I x x None 0.15 6.0
von Arx-Il x x 1000 0.15 6.0
Iwamiya x x 650??
Nan'niti x x Large ??
Ono x x 160 0.1 6.0
BBT-Neyrpic x x 800 ?9.0
Dunkerque x x 160 0.1?
Chusey x x 320 0.1?
Ott-V x x 150 0.06 10.0
Bohnecke x x None??
Komatsu x x Large 5.0
Pegrzm x x Large

Cup and Paddle Wheel Type 'Meters
Price x x 100 0.07 5.3
Pettersson x x 150?
Pettersson Bottom x x???
Winters x x 150?
Carruthers Drift Ind. x x None --

Carruthers Vertical Log x x10??
*Idrac x x 300??FMosby x x None??
kHydrowerkstaten x x 160??

Snodgrass x x 0.1 4.0

at regularly programmedl intervals by electric pulses of the instrument) of the suspended material pattern
from the surface or by a lead weight messenger slid- in the flowing stream are brought into superp~osition:
ing down a wire from the surface. The source and a calibrated (lirect-reading meter shows the velocity.
pickup probes are mounted in a foil which aligns thle ROT AT10N CU'RRENT METERS
two probes with the flow dir~ection. D)irection of thle
orientation of the foil must he measured in another Of thle large number of current meters that have
manner in order to ob~tain current dlirection. been dlevelopedl over the years, those using propellers,

When it is possible to attach the device to a bottonm cup systemis, or other rotating dlev-ices have been the
mount or to a piling, then a number of pickup p~robes inost lpolul~ar. The flowing water rotates the element,
may be arranged in a circle with the source probe in the sp)eed of rotation is dete~rmined, and thle velocity
the center, and by reading the output from all of the of the stream is (derivedl. 'The mecter is calibrated by
probes it is possible to obtain the (directioni as well as moving it through still water ii' a towing tank. Out-

P the spe'ed. Several instruments of this sort have been side of industry. development (if rotation current
built and tested, but no extensive use in estuarine or meters has been carried ou! principally by two groups:
ocean waters i!. known to the writer, thle oceanographiers engaged in the study of ccea'i cur'-

The U. S. Geological Survey is dlevelopaing ;mn in- renits and the hydraulic engineers involved in stream
strument foi stream graging which will give surface gaging. Thle oceanographers have been greatly in-
velocity only and will measure transit time by uitiizing Collvenlienced by the lack of a stable observing plat-
optics for pickup. In use, the instrument would be form as well as thle needl to (determline both speed and
held a short dlistance ablove the water and aligned direction of the current throughout relatively great
with the flow direction. A control is adjusted until (elpi'ls. Hydraulic engineers, on the other hand, tasu-

-two images (obtained from thle fore and aft ends ally have the consenience oif a re'latively stable plat-

,~ i5
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form, such as a bridge or cableway, although gaging Wave action and the roll of the ship cause many
from a boat is necessary in some large rivers. Stream of the rotation-type meters to give erroneous results.
gagings are usually made upstream from the influence In several of the instruments, some attempt has been
of tidal action; hence the flow is unidirectional and made to overcome this by placing the rotating element
parallel to the stream banks so that current directi3n in a ring or tube. Additional auxiliary equipment on
determinations are necessary only where cross flows some of the meters includes depth-measuring appara-
exist. The estuary researcher may find himself using tus and temperature sensors.
methods from either field, but it is a great convenience Of the current meters listed, taose which are in
when he can utilize a fixed platform or anchor the most po'ular use today for stream gaging are the Ott
vessel tautly. meter in Europe, Asia, and Africa and the Price meter I

The propeller and cup or paddle wheel are two types (Fig. 1) wLich, together with the Pygmy meter (not
of meters which employ a rotating element. Those described by johnson and Wiegel) are used in the 4
that have been proven to be fairly reliable after use United States. In general, these are not used in sea
for a period of time have been described in detail by water.
Johnson and Wiegel (1959). A copy of a table from The primary instruments used by oceanographers
their report (Table 1) describes for these meters the in the United States are the Roberts meter (Fig. 2)
location of the recorder, the degree of continuity in and the Savonius rotor as modified by Snodgrass
record, the depth limit in feet, and the velocity range (Fig. 3). The modified Savonius rotor with direction
in knots. Of the 32 meters listed, 17 record internally vane is currently on the market with outputs suitable
and the rest are set up for remote recording. Twenty- both for telemetering and for recording on ship or on
one of the 32 provide for continuous recording, other platforms as well as for self-contained record-
whereas the others give only severtl readings or a ing photographically and on magnetic tape. The
single reading on a given lowering of the instrument. Roberts current meter has been modified for im-
Of the internal recording devices, five record photo- proved circuitry, larger fins, and a larger impeller for
graphically; four drop shot into a compass box; one reaching lower thresholds; it may be suspended from
makes an impression of indicating dials on tinfoil, shipboard or moored in shallow-water locations for
four have chronographs; one prints mechanically on telemetering to shore. The modified Savonius rotor
a thin metal foil; and one prints mechanically on meter is more practical than the modified Roberts
paper. Of the remote recording devices, two are direct meter for direct reading, but it is somewhat awkward
reading; ten utilize a chart or chronograph; one pro- to handle and has a maximum range of about five
vides electric pulses; and another acoustic pulses knots. With large end plates, the modified Savonius
which may be either counted, recorded, or integrmted.
All arc made for free suspension except the Cr-
ruthers vertical log, which is mounted over the side j
of light ships, and the Mosby meter, which was con-
structed for setting on the bottom and measuring
velocity shear along the sea floor. Five of the meters
do not measure direction; these include the ldrac
vertical (direction not applicable) and the Moshy
meter, in which direction was not of interest; the
other three are the von Arx-T. Price, and Carruthers
vertical log, whose orientations are intended to be
observed visually from the surface. In addition to
the rotation meters listed above, several kinds of pro-
peller meters have been constructed in the past pri-
marily for stream gaging, but very few of these are
now in existence. Discussions appear in the literature
on at least seven of them, including descriptions of
the meters and their characteristics, but such informa-
tion now is of only historical interest.

Six other rotation-type meters used in Russia have
been described by Snezhinskii (1954). One of these
is a cup-type rotor giving current speed only; five are
the propeller type of which two measure current speed

nly.v, and three give both speed and direction. Two
of the six current meters transmit signals to the sur-
face for recording on board ship. The other four -%
record internally: two of these four record photo- .
graphically or on film, and one is a counter type.
Several variations on the counter type include a metal Fig. 1. The Price current meter (Courtesy of General
foil rtcord and an integrator. Motors I)efenme Rearch lahoratoris).
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nates the need to make accurate measurements of its
weight in the field, as are necessary when the drag
is made of water-absorbing plywood. Theoretical re-
lationships between the wire angle and velocity have
been found adequate to a depth of at least 50 feet
when a drag 2 X 3 feet has been used; a plastic drag
of this size has been calibrated in a tow tank.

Several current meters have been designed to meas-
ure flow, using the principle of drag displacement of
a small object; in these the measurement is done by
wire angle gaging, or by measuring the horizontal
displacement of the drag object, or by determining the
force exerted by the fluid on a fixed object (example
of the latter is the piezo-electric measurement). Meth-

Fig. 2. The Modified Roberts current meter. ods of pickoff for these devices vary. In one case a
pendulum and a compass are mounted within a case

rotor response to vertical motion is minimal. In some filled with gelatin. As the meter body cools, the gel
configurations the modified Savonius rotor has lower viscosity increases considerably, which attenuates
threshold limits than the modified Roberts meter. quasi-periodic motion. Finally, it freezes and the pen-
The modified Roberts must record on a chart for dulum and compass are set in a mean position. For
analysis, because the direction reading is obtained reuse, the unit is simply reheated in hot water to melt
from the ratio of the time interval between a direction the gelatin. In one case, the recording principle is
and a velocity pulse relative to the time interval
between two velocity pulses.

MOMENTUM oR DISPLACEMENT CURRENT METERS

These fall into several categories. One is the vari-
able-area, constant-head meters which include the
rotameter and piston slot. In the rotameter, the fluid
flows upward through a tapered tube, lifting a shaped
weight (possibly misnamed a float) to a position
where the upper fluid force just balances its weight;
elevation of the float is read against a vertical scale
to give the current speed. In a piston-t)pe current
meter the buoyant force ot the liquid carries the pis-
ton upward until sufficient area has been uncovered
in a slot in the side of a vertical tube to allow the
liquid to flow through the slot. The position of the
piston indicates the flow rate, and by proper shaping
of the slot, a meter may be made with a uniform flow
scale. Mechanical, pneumatic, and electrical pcsition-
sensing mechanisms are availablc to make recorders,
indicators, and totalizers of these devices.

Another type of meter depends upon measuring the
"force exerted upon a body by a fluid flow. The force

*:: being measured is that necessary to restrain the body
in some equilibrium position. Force may be measured
directly by spring balance, indirectly by strain gages,
or the angle extended by a cable supporting the body.
If these devices are large they are usuall) designed
to measure a steady current. Reduced to small size,
however, they will follow rapid fluctuations. An in-
expensive device developed by Pritchard and Burt is
known as a captive drag. It consists of a bi-plane

Scross which is suspended froin an anchored ship by
a small-diameter wire, and a gage is mounted on the
wire to measure the deviation of the angle from the
vertical. The magnitude of this angle depends upon
the depth of the drag, the force exerted on the drag .
by the current, and the submerged weight of the drag. Fig. I The Snodgrasq current meter (Courtesy o(
It is advantageous to use a plastic drag which elimi- General Motors D)efense Research l.aboratories),

~ -~ ~ ---p-
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photographic. Nine such meters have been discussed havy, been described in detail by Paquette (1963) and
in detail by Johnson and Wiegel. only a summary will be given herein.

Previous discussion in this paper indicated that
MEDICAL ELECTRONICS COMPARISONS errors in currents measured by meters hung from a

It is interesting to examine what has been done on ship or buoy occur not only because of turbulence but

flow measurement in the field of medical electronics. also because of the motion of the platforms used for
The measurement of blood flow is one of the mosi most meters. Errors which can occur without motion

fundamental of physiological measurements. Numer- of the platform include distortion of the near-surface

ous methods for measuring various parameters of the flow by the platform, deviations of a magnetic corn-

circulation of the blood have been developed. Yet de- pass in the current meter by iron on the platform,

spite many years devoted to such studies, there is no elasticity and hence distorted response of a long sus-
generally accepted method for measuring the volume pending cable, dynamic errors of the current meter
of flow. Many of the methods are adaptatio.ns of meth- ".self, and meter depth variations which are indeter-
ods previously developed for use in industry. A few minable when a long suspending cable without a depth
were developed originally for measuring the flow of element is used.

Dynamic errors associated with current meters haveblood and subsequently were adopted by engineers or been classified by Paquette into five types: (I) thosephysicists for other applications. Thirty papers wer e
presented at a blood flowmeter symposium of The due to slow, more or less random movements of the
Institute of Radio Engineers (I.R.E) in 1959; four platform, (2) those due to the elasticity of long sus-
were on the ultrasonic flowmeter (based on sound p3nsions and the elasticity and slack in moorings,veoiydifferential) ; 12 dealt w;', electromagi~etic (3) those due to dynamic insufficiencies in the meter
velocity difrnil 2datwleetotgitc itself which prevent accuracy when following rapid
flowmeters including gatd sine-wave, chopper-oper- ts i ent atcue wpen olastic rd
ated, square-wave, and DC types; one concerned an transients, (4) those due to pendulous or elastic cord
orifice-plate producing a pressure differential; one types of oscillations of this suspension which are ex-
utilized nuclear magnetic resonance; one was a mini- cited by the rolling and heaving of the platform or by

ature turbine; three -Iealt with meaburing the transit turbulence, and (5) those due to vertical motions of
time of various tracers, including air bubbles, dye, and the meter.Slow movements of the platform occur with each
radioactivity; two concerned measuring temperature
transport or temperature differential; one involved change of current and with each gust of wind. Long A
measuring drag; and the remainder were theoretical suspensions buffer the current meter against short
or descriptive papers including one which compared rapid movements of the platform but diminish the
the characteristics of a number of differential pressure ability of the meter to detect transients in the velocity

at depth. The mooring inevitably has elasticity (oftenmeters used in blood flow measurements.
by design) in order to absorb shock loadings. TautMost of the blood flowmeters have probe miniaturi- mo res recommnded wherever sible toadin ish Tmoors are recommended wherever feasible to diminish

zation, a feature which has not been generally re- this effect.
quired of flowmeters in other fields. Possibly se Rapid transient horizontal motions, real and artifi-
of these devices can be adapted in oceanography for cial, are presented directly to the current meter by
cases in which miniaturization of the transducer is wave motion, or indirectly by wave-induced platform •4
advantageous. movement, or natural turbulence of the water. The

The nuclear magnetic resonance flowmeter (which effects are most serious when the real currents or
is one of the newest, of these blood flow devices) offers their nmeans are small compared to the real or artificial
large dynamic range and theoretically good accuracy. transients. Failure in directional response to these
The fundamental basis of the method is the absorption rapid changes by most propeller-type meters is ap-
of r.f. energy by protons in a substance containing parent. In the presence of such transients, the modi-
hydrogen, when subjected to a strong steady magnetic fled Savonius rotor, which is equally sensitive to flow
field of appropriate radio frequency. This absorption from all orientations, reads a fictitiously high value
is due to induced transitions between energy levels of for the steady flow.
the spinning protons in the magnetic field, and de- For a suspended current meter, errors occur be-
pends principally on the magnitude of the magnetic cause of pendulous elastic-cord and rotary oscillations.
and r.f. fields and on the number of susceptible nuclei A calculation of resonant lengths shows that a sus-
present. If a substance is caused to flow through the pension which is 300 feet in length will resonate to
combined magnetic fields, the amount of energy ab- a 20-se-ond period. Since most ships' rolls are in thesorbed varies with the flow rate. region of 5 to 10 seconds, this corresponds to lengths

I.IMITATIONS of 20 to 80 feet, and one should anticipate a greater
likelihood of resonance in this region. Of course,

Factors limiting measurements of estuarine flow are the small boats likely to be used in bays and estuaries
turbulence, organisms and suspended matter, motion have a shorter period of roll.
of the platform or mooring, atmospherics (including Errors due to %rtical motions on current meters A:
ice), vandalism, and public accidents. Practical prb- arise from four causes: (I) asymmetrical water flow
lems in the direct measurement of currents in the sea about the rotor generated by the body of the current
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meter, (2) direct sensitivity of unhoused rotors to 1963). A step in this direction could be a restrained
vertical motion due either to front-to-back symmetry drag or a rotor and a small vane with each having
in the propeller blade or to a form of turbine action good and nearly equal response characteristics. The
which occurs in horizontally oriented bucket wheels, flow speed could be reduced into the net magnetic

t (3) porpoising, and (4) fairly constant tilting of the north and magnetic east components for the time
meter due to current drag which exposes a projection interval sampled by using sine and cosine resolvers
of the face of the meter to vertical motion. To over- motivated by the vane; they could operate on the flow
come the last effect, the original Snodgrass telere- speed signal and provide the two component output,
cording current meter was suspended in a gimbal to two integrators.
and dynamically balanced for torque moment and Lightweight, inexpensive current speed detectors
therefore remained vertical from 0 to 5 knots. with simple direct-reading meters will undoubtedly

In summary, with some suspended current meters be required in larger quantities, and as the demand
and existing techniques, the problems of stray motion increases, they will become more economical to pur-
and limited dynamic response are serious when the chase and use. But their cost will be more than
current is feeble. Generally speaking, small short- tripled when the requirement is added for direction.
period fluctuations are difficult to measure. The large, measured in relation to compass orientation.
long-period transients may be measured with fair ac- RECOMMENDATIONS
curacy but may obscure mean currents in those areas
where the transients far exceed the means. Of exist- Selection of a m,"thod and device for flow measure-
ing mooring systems, the stiff taut-wire moor with a ments depends upon available support facilities, type
small surface float serves fairly well in the depth be- and training of personnel, planned use of data, budget.
low the submerged buoy. device availability, and data handling program. The

Living organisms which infest current meters in- importance of data handling cannot be overempha-
stalled over a period of time provide a great deterrent sized; it is now possible to record the data for ready
to successful operation. The live foulants may be con- input into machines and no manual handling is re-
trolled rather well by applying the standard anti- quired. In this case an analog quick look or alternate
corrosive, anti-fouling paint system such as that used method of scan to inspect the data for possible diffi-
by the U. S. Maritime Administration for ships' bot- culties is desirable.
toms. Waterborne suspended matter, in estuaries Plans for a current measuring program must con-
which have very large tidal ranges or in swift streams, sider time-space requirements for data, desired data
is abrasive to meters and it is especially wearing on accuracy, range of flow magnitude, data format, as
non-purging bearings of the current meters with well as some prior study of the flow regime to esti-
rotating elements. mate its turbulent, oscillatory, slowly varying, or

If optical or visual sightings are used. the path steady state. A combination of methods and devices
method can suffer front adverse atmospherics. `"m- for measurements is frequently used to provide cross
dalism is a sizable problem for untended installations calibration: a secondary method may be used to e'inli-
near shore or in heavily traveled water routes, includ- nate errors or interference from measurements taken
ing the high seas. P-iblic acidents can occur and by the prime device.
public curiosity has brought occasional delays or CONCLUSIONS
hindrance. The writer, conducting a path method
study in San Diego Bay. released 12 near-surface The swiftest currents in estuaries are due to ti(lal
drifting drogues. On the first positioning run three ebb and flood and to stream runoff. The current,
of the (]rogues were missing: one was found on the averaged over a period of tens of minutes to several
deck of a submarine moored in the middle of the Bay. hours, may be measured by tracing and plotting the
and another was found sitting on a liroadway pier. trajectory of drogues. patches of contaminants. etc.

Numerous flow-measuring devices have been de-
FUTURE DEVE.LOPMFNT veloped. The cheapest and simplest of these is the

Future solid state devices for measuring flow in captive drag. which is usable between the surface
estuaries and the crean will continue to be expensive and depths of %4O or 100 feet, Current meters with
for somie time since few such precise instrument. are rotating elements are in greater use than all other
required. Exmiplies of future develhliment of solid types. The ipoliar ones include the Price meter
state items may include a fretluency-nmimlulated acous- (speed only) for stream gaging, the mnolified Roberts,
tic flowmeter and a nuclear nmgnetic res,,nance flow- and the modified Savonius rotor with vane; the last
meter. The latter has be.n shown to be theoretically two register speed and compass direction and are used
capable of more accuracy than the acoustic and ekle- by ciantitigraphers. Rotating meters are incapable
tromuagnetic meters for measuring bhol flow i Sym- of instantaneius re.siinse. but they are fairly suitable
posium. LR.F.. 19591. for averalivig the current over periods of 10 to 20

There is a great nied for a current meter of rapid secondo or longer. Rotating element meters are sub-
respmnse in both direction and velocity which is in- ject to errors due to wave action, ship roll, and rela-
sensitive to stray ,toion and will integrate accurately tively high frequency turbulence. Ideally, all (of these
to sero all of the undlesired cyclic nmoti.ns f Paque"te. devices shomld be suspended from an immobile plat-
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form. In the absence of such a facility, it should be KOCZY. F. F., M. KRONENGOLD, and .1. M.
approximated by tautly anchoring the observing boat LOWENSTEI N, 1963. A doppler current meter. In

or y sspedin th meerbelw atau-wie achoed ISA' Marine Sciences IN.strumentatioti; voll. 2, pp. 127-
or b supeningthemetr beow tat-wre nchred 134. Plenum I'resi, New York.

buoy.
Solid state flowmeters which are capable of niias- MtcGraw-Hilul Encyclopedia of Science and Technology.

uring turbulence when rigidly fixed at a point in the 196i1; vol. 5, pp. 315-321. McGraw-Hill Book Co.,
flow have been developed, but these are relatively New York.
costly and somewhat complicated. PAQUETTE, R. G., 1963. Practical problems in the

Recordings from current met~ers can be planned So direct measuremient of ocean currents. In ISA Marnei
that all data handling and processing is accompllishedl Scieceics Instrumnentation; vol. 2, pp. 135-146. Plenum
by a high-speed computer, bu, a visual Scan by an Press, New York.
experienced person is desirable. SNTEZHIN'SKII, V. A., 19.4. Practical Oceanography;

In any current-measuring program, a cross-check pp. 318435. Government Publishing House, Leningrad.
on the method or device by an alternative method is
recommended. SYMPOSIUM ON BLOOD FLOWMETERS. 1959.I
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Origins of Estuaries

RICHARD J. RUJSSELL

Coastal Studies Institute, Louisiana State Univesnuity, Balox Rouge, Louisiana

This is an excellent time to discuss the origins of day--since the climax of the Wfznn, or Wisconsin.
estuaries. Examples occur along practically all coasts. if we me'st apply a name.4
An even more appropriate time would have been about We know that the precise level of mode-rn strandlines
3.000 years ago when the sea attaine'! &bout its, depends on 2 delicate climatic balance. The first half
presen t level. A few ten thousands of years from now of the twentieth century experienced wvarming trenab.
estuaries may be quite rare. In their place will be in temperature, recession of ice mause on landl, rising
numerous valleys with alluvial flood plains widening sea levels, and the disappearance of a large proportion
seawat d. and in some cases Mending into deltaic or of the amall valley glaciers of our western states. A
other coastal plains, slight reversal of these trends may be in effect torlay.

E~stuaries h.ave been uncommon features during Within historical times there have been soini fairly
most of the earth's history which started geologically pronounced climatic fluctuations, but all were insig-
when the oldest vock now exposed at the surface nificant in conmparison to what would happen if all
originated. Continents were low and relatively flat; the Antarctic and Greenland ice were to melt. If this
climatic toning was inconspicuous either between cor should haippen the sea lrerl would probably rise more
tinental interiors and coasts or between equator and than 20" feet.
poles. During the more recent part of the earth's During the culnmination of the last major glaciation,
history. occans stoixi somewhere above their present well over one-third--some 20 million sqluare miles-
level. This "normal" condition has been interrupted of the land surface was covered byr continental ice,
now and then by crustal unrest, when earthqwAkes and presumably to an avernage d.epth of about a mile. Fsti-
volcanic activity increased in frequency and magni- mates vary as to the volume of ice and the effect of
tude. when high mounitains and plateaus became con- its subtraction from oceanic waters. Not long after
spicuous topographic features, and when climatic con- Agassiz postulated the occurrence of an Ice Age.
tmnentality and zonation became striking. as is the case Charles Maclaren (1842) calculated that the sea level
tI(L-tu ( frooks. 19216. Russell. 1941). During these dropped about lK00 feet. assumting that ice covered
".ab~vnoral" times huge numas of continental ice now two-thirds of all land poleward from 35* and that it
and then accumulated on land at the expense of averaged a mile in thickress. Maclaren believed that
oceanic volumie. and sex-t retreated to lower levels, enough meltwater had been returned during d-e Last
These interruptions in the customiary tranquility of deglaciatiun to permit a recovery in sea stand of abouta
earth hitstory are called Ice Ages. There have been 700 feet. Thirtvyrears later. AMired Tylor reduced the
severAl. the earliest of whbich was extrenmely ancient. estimate of lo"ee sea level to WI) feet. \ansen
There is no evidence in the geoalogical rec)rd to mndi- t 19.L"i and Ramsay. a1930) regarded the drop a-%
cate progressive refrigerati n of the ertnh. about 495 feet. All of these estimates wer based on

wte and water voumes.. Our own evidence, which is
LIACIO-EL'STACY based on depths of alluvial fill in valleys and hence is

completely independent of volume est unatms indicates
The sea level was lola-ered during each glacial e- a sca stand of about 450 feat beow present level

asode andl was raised! ag-ain Ashcn meltisaters were re* Raxamdl. 1l'(Aa a. Seat may hare been slightly low-er.
tur.ed to the tcean%. Whale almoftt notthing is known but certainly werw ncýt higher, during the culnssnatwmi
definitely about sea-level fluctuation% of earlier ge- osf the last gtacial stage
olocacal tame, we have an abundlance of evidence con- It is olosibtful that most of the last main rise of sea
mening events during the Q.uasrrnarr Ice Age. the level occurred during the past 111030 years Radbo.
OMW in which we are living. lItt earlier parts of the carbon dat"s an wocid a&d peat saimples from )Missis.
revord! are dam. It as a-'ident that the"e have tteen five sajuwi Vallrs alluviuma suggest this,. but the mtamnatc ask
majtr fluctuatwiin in ice voliumes andl stand of oceans, hused on nmariinal evidence-.5%ampk-s presumed in be
It is also highly probable that each lowitering ar raising R-im nt ro submiarine deposits. on the cointinental
of the sea lead was now and then interapeupWl b shelf of lowsuiana appear to be twice that aKd or
minor stillstands or changs tit trend (Finerrv. 1941 : .-'ren berxindl the puasibelitirs of C" dating. Recet
%_ pard. Iwl. [tot Our certain ktnowlealg of ri-ants, peat fromn the Swan Rivft mouth wiar Perth. Am.-

is limiteid to the relairely short interval between the tralta. is mare t"a 30.000 year., atd The Quaternary 41
culmination a( the last main glaciatian and the present gealagt critica r mv& wo siaemean of reliable 4st-
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ing for the last 500,000 years. We incline toward a While many people find such exercises rewarding. I
belief that the Recent rise may have started about regard them as fruitless and unjustified because our
50.000 years ago (Russell, 1964b). knowledge of coastal features is. so incomplete. It is

The drop in sea level during the waxing of the last necessary to recognize major types, hut I feel that
major glaciation appears to have been rapid. We there will he little lasting value in detailed z.nd specific
have little evidence from other parts of the world, but classifications, particularly if the taxonomy is based
in the lower Mississippi Valley we know the thickness on deductive approaches and if information gleaned
of Recent alluvitum so accurately that we can estab- from charts or aerial photographs is used as evidence.
lish precisely the positions and slopes of the pre- Fjords rank high anmng the world's notable physi-
Recent trenches of the main river and its tributaries. cal exanmples of estuaries, and certainly they are the
From Cairo, Illinois, to the Gulf of Ilexcico. the most picturesque. Tongues of continental ice moved
Mississippi gradiew, leading to the lowest sea-level down i-nd a'ong pre-existing valleys, increasing their
stand was essentially constant at 0.83 ft. 'mi. (Fisk. depths irregularly arid accentuating the steepness of
1944). There is no suggestion of an rxponential de- their walls. Above the level of marine invasion these
creas such as is ovdinarily exhibited by profiles along valleys commocnly exhibit glacial stairways in which
tofty's streamn beds or lorigitudiaal slopes of flood- tile '.reads contain chains of lakft of hiihly variable
plain surfaces. The river eroled its relatively narrow depth, and the risers between then i re likely to be
trench in response to a dropping sea level, and it may abrupt and steep, facing downvalley. Continuation
be surmised that ice volumes on l~nd increaser! at a of the longitudinal profile under the estuary ordinarily
rapid rate. reveals the presence of bedrock hasins separated by

sills that rise locally because the floor was lqanicularly
INITIATION OF ESTUARIES resistant to scour beneath the weight of moving ice'.

The Recent rise of the sea level was initiated Oxygen-deficient uater nuy remain quite stagisant
abruptly by a change from waxing to waning of ice in the lower parts )f basins.
volumes (kussell, 1957). There w~s little m no IDow-nithrown blocks, or grabens, between fault zones
widening of valley *-Als during the lowest sea stan'i. account ior similar estuaries and vary in size an up
The rise was undloubledly va~riable in rate. Prior to to Ith G;ulf of California or the Red Sea. In some
6.000 yeirs ago, when the sea kevel stood about 201 feet casei the seaward connection is fairly narrow, but in
lower than at piesent, the rate of rise decreased others, it may he broad and open. It is improbable
inoticeably. It averaged about 0.5 feet per century that the marine indentation of the False Blay graben.

unstil about 3.000 years ,-o. when an ap.proxinutie still. ea-st of the Csp-te of Good )lope. wou~ld be regarded
stand was it-Jablished :lAclntire and %iorgan. l~f2. as ain estuary aniline. On thle other hand. the
Diuring the rise, coastal plains and dellas near the narrow t uli of Atlaba. a civntinuation of th e Jorla n

otregoftdysot*ietisevsmthe Vaflryd1kad Sea graben. is ty:icafll estuarto. eas i
firA t beomesubergA. horlims m~edupward Tonutles 11a1. al-v-.g the Fan Andrea-* faul! some- . n
andacrsstheshevt. ad eenualy itovaIl-% (If '.nFranciw'o.

N-, asthelevl r,4ethe heun- nuwro. ad trr iault adeiroionai orig i. The 1,i,,len t.:t. iithich
on gret wimre complex when their arns% invadedl cuts acros fault tirt-Nd. is %orh a narrow outleit that

tributaries of %alksv %v~tLt~n%. The :teak ofl ctuarinr the hA%'s c-.tuar~nn %tatui is. p.rolAi4L unquestiorwil.
develoinimwit occiurred *hen itilkstamil %naA eAablidierl, 4 .- 0r~ihe atud other iatilt-rciatrwl "suaries in somne

This Ceneral picture. of t,.uru-. i% fraught with c-srs .%,rrv prevsIt diritic the Iprr lRoi-iit Litw stant
is-ergre aliuaiw n nriic ~ t~ ~trl r t. 0i'Ctw'.11n. Btut the dqleth .4 the Gol.Ii (;Atr a. such

ting% %aricv! ironi tvc e..tu~ry to awvther. Stv 11h4t the se.&a k-sd niat- lairt ien alnaut ION) if"e

ni-ers had cut narr.vw trenchet b."urrn tal. o -4%41 lr 1' re live t141t1?W mfllaJto %lartnrl in %,all Frarwico
rock, Marine in'.Auiti resulted in long. narro, rslu- ILii Antotkirr cowit-vrsl~ unrrbitrl rsainii~c tot ittu
art"s like that of the I slusimn for alwoit IIVt)iii)e-. in. it af I 1-V.tIrn * at a1 icri frrcet Late it. %he shall"%..

lanal tromn New York (it'. In nian% rasr- ct-. itlti-i laro-~i %"-tha 1 ir-A atol~l
%31l1-1 svottnns were tirsned and ther rimulting e'tu* l- M -1t14 r atwis AIC it~r.'wneil ton"r ems. .4i rla i
At"~ were chlarmi-teriv! hy ntanv- artn, each leading sstw Tlw-s air as tarirtl in ap~tc-.ranci- asth
up a tnahutarv tallev as in the ('hesapiv-Ake anm f*4t-4 lan~t..cxprt 1Iht surrouarul themi 11X-"e I- gret-a umii

war lits ontast bewee inaaaua~ esuares lajati., 6,ueser. in Ibndw,4pes that n-e oli' w con -
usualtv were c.2nted h%- differeruesian local tapoe- pa P ~atit d hitigi ras 'sntatistic thrttrk. Whorther
rajhaa, geriluical 'snacture. trw-k canl<K4tian mA. it be tin the frilt ai ¶twci-hetn Fintand. the ruggedt Ilich
structitre. prixcasemi of erosional mculpture. or a -,milar Swirra of Cahiiwnia.~s~ martt tavl A, oct s-ster Aus-
a; nemp of elestIets 'onciatesui ah d -tiornAl land. tral-a or thve wmathti-rn Apltal~whans. Lgran:ee trek

.,Afoms, urathrt... mnt- thin viafoltatmrio layerrs that ira.YIrl

FXAMP.FSOF "TARIIS rrn&W~l into g-iltim dlrlwis erwsisting Lxrgltrl of frr-sh
F~AM~lFS (IFF$T1~llEt mneral crtss-al. Ao. these b~tw- :krv detaehrv. the

A tasumtonc cLasiflratiom nf esmurwes would be beirmk ani-ace tirwclqps toparaphic fornns dictated
event ore coinivei than a catatog of %hrardne tkpi-% by rvirk strurtutr. The landwicae t-4 cutiqlmnnly damni-
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nated by domes and planes along joint surfaces. Stone more openly connected to the sea. The Pontchartrain

Mountain, Georgia, the mountains above Yosemiite Basin, Lake Btorgnie, and the western end of Missis-
Valley. or Sugar Loaf and similar ic.atures near Rio sippi Sound are dienied free intercourse with the Gulf4
de Janeiro present greater !:indscapc sinmilarities than (if Mexico by natural levee embankmenits along the
might be suggested by their varying climatic locations. lower Nli-A;ssippi River and its Recent distributaries.

Estuarine (iuanabara Bay in' Brazil is particularly Sabine and Calcasieu Lakes. to the west, have become
instructive. Its shores in miany place,. :ýre similar to increasingly estuariine bev~use a succession of beaches
those that would result if the Sierra Nevadai wefr and spits has restricted their outlets.
suddenly submerged to a depth where the Pacific Tonibolos are sand or gravel bars between a coast
Ocean lapped against Yosemite's Half Mlone. IEm- and its nearshore islandA. In some case they are
phasis should be placed on -suddenly", because the compound and enclose triangular lakes. Beautiful ex-
granitic shores near Rio de Janeiro exhibit almost no amples '-iccur onl the northwest coast of Antigua and
evidence of attack by marine processes. Sea-level near the southwest corner of Puerto Rico. In these
stillstand has not been sufficiently lengthy to permit cases estuarine conditiens prevail becaube the beaches
notching or sea-cliff development. This is true on have not become compltze barriers. Tides rise and
the Kola Peninsula, Scandinavia, the southern coast fall with ranges and timing that resemble, with some
of Western Aizstralia, and in all other places where I lag. changes of lesel in the adjacer~t Caribbean Sea.
have had the opportunity to study granite coasts. Spits develop along practically all marine or lake
Clear water is characteristic of these estuaries because coasts. As they advance insto deep waetr, their cnds
arkose, the product of weathering, settles rapidly to commonly recurve at elbows and in some cases en-
the bo~ttomn and remains there as a clean mixture of close sheltered bays, estuarie%, lakes. or ponds. To-
quartz and comparatively fresh feldspar crystals. ward the southeast end of the al~tic. the harbor of

Other "hard rock" coasts develop estuaries that in Puck is well sheltered by a long spit leading to Hel,
moice ways resemble those in granitic rock. The in the G~ulf of Danzig. Halfs, to the cast, have be-
calangues and other small coves along the southeastern come almost comipletely sqpai..ted fromn the sa by
coast of France, although developed in a variety of spit growtlh. In other parts of the wi,,04. San Diego
rocks, are as clear and picturesque as if they had been And nmany other bay s are protected by lengthy spits-
ctit in granite. D~urable rock, however, develops a just as it is ordinarily fuzile to it sist that precise
wide variety of landscapes or estua.-ries. Btedding or definitions be applied to members of a continunus
other rock structure-, nay hip at various angles; topo- series, it is almost impossible to apply a strict sceni-
graphic grain maty be fine or coarse, uniform or ir- tific meaning to a word in popular local usage.
rc-gular: and folding or faulting May cogmplcate mat- Bayotu is an example. estuary and lagoonl are ot~ers.
ters. Such factors affect shorelinc., and the topog- Liguna Madre on the coasts of Texas and Mlexico.
raphics above and Weow themn most of the lakes and bays eastward alog the Gulf

The lca~t scruic esharies occur on low coasts ultece coast, and gulfs in various Darts of the world are
be"Iltck is pooirly consoltdated and flat-lying. These estuarine either as a whole or in part. River mouths, 4"e.
are most characteristic of coastal plains lying inlAnd t-to. commonly pose difficult questions as *o whether
froen broad continenital shelves, particularly around they shouki be regarded as estuai ies.
the Atlantic Ocean. Ero-oonal landsicapes created dur- The lower part of the St. Johns River. Florida. is
inK low stands of the sea are not panrtiular!y exciling. e.-i-litialiv esturine. but hi-w should passes in the
no~r are ther" many icenic ! Iits along shore-s standing Lemer M~~ 5 piDelta be classified? Many abaui-
3onic 454) feet above the pre- Recent low. doned pass-s and others with a Iiri'ited freshwat~r

Caxý*tal pLAoi estuaries conumonly originate or be.- liow gradually decrease in salinity ulMteim. with
ctoni nxxlhf'i',i Ly deposItionAl landiornis Aknigj much related ch.Nn-.s in fauna The nore active Ma~i
of the (-ulf coast, for exaniple. "~o distinct shorelinet rha*%c' d-neltlp bars on a grand scale. In the virinstv
extiA. The inner one I% Irregularl% inslentes and of Nead of Passes, channel depths reach 10) fit" and
hnunds normnal "suaries tucli as MiU'%n. Corpus more. btai uissnewat me tr X0 miles amAt rii erinouth
Cbruti.ý Sim Antoni. AMd talveston Haii. Thew ,szer hc'r* luse Mtmiral d~epths. that Vs-an frnim abouat ten
shotreline s. strzoicht anl c..iwtnujass for a Icing dis- efeet to almos wt n.aht. d-pending tit, seasonal chaar.-
tance. Bechind it lies the linear estuar~y of Lasguna %in r,.ier discharge, Diuring most oi the year there is
MJadre. The ouiunds between the Ouiter Banik% of activr. upsttesam. saltwater underrfto that ordinarily
North C"-tolun and an itrveg'arly indente ctast are affect.& salinity upsreamn for simie 10D) miles. wid
bovad and ciinipicAted In pattersi hut thiey are enuiva- occasionally for more than twice that distance. Somne
lent bonth to the hsiis and Lagusia Miadre of the Texas w riters have regarded the loweri pv.n at the channel as

r"XeU "anne. in spite of the lact that +&fine high smar-$
Barrier sidan& are bhut mne of the depositional land- all of the salt water is returned to the (Maf IRaotes

fairms Assuriateci with low coUas nftUanse Natusral 19M3 1. The estuanne cmdtoirin las been arceftuate
lrewes of risers beaches, rou* cot wWn dutnes. spiti artificially In drrsg-ne South ans 'sseih*"s Pass
aMW bakrs eanins111h onir fasrm r-er, that snpuiund basoss chaninels to depths of 30 fewi or swrwe
or restrict inlet usskhs to eltabl~sh edstariste con&d- On sinai nroer paniculart those with king perinads
tions in hair or other indesttatioins that forw*07et were of littl or no Now. bars ma; duni amtlts for ns'authm
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or years at a time. A full range of examples occurs where most estuaries are now shallow and unim-
along the coast of Wester, Australir.. In some river pressive.
mouths changes in salinity occur so often and are so DELTA GROWTH
pronounced tbat fauna arc impoveri., hed for long dis-
tanccs upstream. Others experience less sharp or sod- Advaniing deltas are the most formidable natural
den contrasts and maintain thriving fauna that grade enemies of estuaries. Delta deposits include not only
upstream into typical freshwater assemblages. In land surfaces but also subaqueous, prodelta accumula-
northwestern Australia, where aridity is intense, hy- tions that may have surprisingly large volumes. Ex-
persaline conditions are maintained as a result of high cepting local situations where the generalization is
evaporation rates combine.1 with seepage of marine untrue, current velocities in estuaries are likely to be
water through bars. Far to the south on Rottnest so small that turbulence is insufficient to entrain or
Island, near Perth, detached remnants of former transport loads of sediment particles exceeding silt
lagoons have become isolated lakes, with salinities or clay size. Increase in the volume of prodelta de-
running up to saturation as a result of evaporation of posits occurs far more rapidly in estuaries than along
seawater seepage through several hundred yards of open coasts exposed to trains of steeper waves and
unconsolidated sand. But in the sediments around and various nearshore currents.
under these lakes are fauna and flora that tell us of Deltaic extinction of a large estuary is well illus-

estuarine conditions sonic centuries ago. trated on the central Louisiana coast, where Lake
Atchafalaya, a product of the Recent stillstand, has

MODIFICATION AND EXTINCTION almost disappeared (Russell, 1938). This estuary was

The continuing modifications that will make estu- about 100 miles long and 40 miles wide (Fig. 1).
aries extinct are geologically more interesting than Originally a large embayment extended inland, open

!easonal or ephemeral changes. Most estuaries have to the Gulf of Mexico. Extremely old charnels of the
changed appreciably during the last 3,000 years. Mississippi led to its northern shore. About 4.000

Fjords and estuaries bordered by durable rock are years ago the Mississippi established a course it re-

least affected, particularly where inflowing rivers are tained for more than a thousand years, close to its

snmall or carry inconsequeatial sedimentary loads, western valley wall. This Teche-Mississippi pushed

Waves have done little to modify their shores. Deltas its natural levees and delta eastward across the Atcha-

and bordering depositional flats have advanced but falaya Finbayment, converting it into a huge estuary.

little, especially if bottom depths are considerable. Later the Mississippi diverted to its existing course

Processes of mass movement may have done little along its eastern valley wall. Natural levee plus delta

more than plunge large blocks of rock into clear water growth soon completed the barricade, isolating Lake
or leave debris cones here and there along valley __

walls. Similar generalizations apply to many fault- V.
related estuaries. Contemporaneous faulting usually :VIKSBURG
results in lowering central blocks of grabens. In at
rather anomlous case, ho%%ever, the Colorado Existing Meander Belt.rte Existing adode River

stucceeded in building its dlelta completely across the 3 lS.BradSbet
width of the Gulf of California. isolating nearly 200 - Mearder
miles of former estuary, which, in an extremely arid b'_ Teche-Mississiei Meander
cinmate, now has become a below-sea-level desert with
oine large saline lake.

.F.:tuaries in unconsolidated rock, like those along , .
the coasts of our southern and southeastern states. 0 50
have changed the most. Grassy marshes or swamps Miles

row occupy vast flat surfaces that have been built up x B- It )\ Ro(l'U."
to about the level of high tide. The Mobile Bay of
three millenia ago. for example, is now practicafll .
fille!d. in spite of regio(al subsidence that has4 lowered . ?) " ,
some indiam mounds to dcpths f ten fret, a factor that -. ,"
favors estuary enlargement. The large rivers of Ala-
bama conve-rge into it and have deposited their loads.
Maps indi-ate that about half of the original bay has
been converted into swamnp or marsh, but these are Gulf N. ,
deceptive because they indicate that the other half is of "" 12
a residual water area, mostly of insignificant depth. Mexico W . .o
The seaport of Mob~ile is served by a navigable chan- Fig. I. The Atchafalaya Basin and other basins to its
nel that approximates a river course along the western north are bmundcd on the west and south by higher natural
side of the bay. Farther west, the extensive estuary levee deposits of an old course of the Mississippi River
of P'ascagoula River is almost completely converted to (Teche-Mississippi) and on the east and north by deposits
marsh. Similar changes have occurred in Louisiana, of more recent Mississippi courses.
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Atchafalaya from the Gulf. The lake had maximum depositional ridges along the swiftest current bound-
areal extent at that time. Three outlets were estab- aries become more widely separated, and their crests
lished across the Teche barrier to the south and the deepen with increasing distance from the shore. As
intrusion of Gulf water accounted for brackish-water sediments accunmulate, crests grow upward and become
fauna that thrived in the seaward part of the lake. proximal strips of land-extensions of the natural
Sediments contributed by small rivers to the west, levees of the confined channel. Concurrent with the
the Red and Atchafalaya Rivers to the north, and development of flanking depositional ridges is the
crevasses from the Mississippi to the east, accnuu- growth of a shoal, more or less in mid-channel posi-
lated so rapidly that by the time Europeans appeared tion. Here the flow is relatively uniforia, and en-
on the scene, the original Lake Atchafalaya had been trained sediment is deposited more effectively than
broken into many smaller lakes, sonic of considerable toward the channel sides where threads of more active
size. During the 30 years that I have been observing and complex flow parallel depositional ridgez. The
the basin, most of these lakes have been reduced to mid-channel shoal emerges as an exposed bar, orinsignificant size and iieg-ligible depth. In sonic places "middle ground" in Lower Mississippi Delta parlance,•
sedimentary accumulations have raised the elevations which eventually becomes the upstream end of a 4
of between-channel surfaces as much as 20 feet. An lenticular island (Welder, 1955). In an early stage of
evolutionary history that started with an open body development the island exhibits an inverted V-pattern
of water, and included the development and extinction with its apex pointeu upstream. The legs of the V
of an estuary, has reached nearly the end of its final are natural levees flanking the now-divided channel.
chapter: conversion into swanip with considerable As time goes on they lengthen and commonly con-
areas of land high and dry enough for agricultural verge downstream, enclosing an interior basin. The
use. In 1947, sediment other than that of colloidal convergence is favored because the channels on either
composition or finest-clay size began reaching the Gulf side have tendencies to flare and to create new mid-
of Mexico (Morgan, Van Lopik, and Nichols, 1953). channel shoals. In time, the deltaic plain consists
For more than 30 centuries it had been accumulating mainly of lenticular islands. Crevasses leading into
to fill lakes. Now that they are nearly filled, increas- their interior basins contribute sediment that eventu-
ing amounts are reaching the coast and accumulating ally raises their levels. Downstream outlets from
is a growing mudflat just outside beaches that have basins further complicate the deltaic pattern.
been active during the last 17 years and less. This Excellent examples of rapid delta-surface advance
niudflat, with widths up to two or three hundred yards are found along the Amazon and also in many other
an(? extending more than 125 miles westward, is now estuaries, including Mobile Bay and the Atchafalayay
converting several small stream mouths into estuaries Basin. One of the most interesting is just east of
or lakes. South Pass in the Lower Mississippi Delta. Pass :i

One of the world's most spectacular examples of Loutre crevassed in 1891 and soon filled most of Gar-
estuary filling occurred along the Amazon for a dis- den Island Bay with sediment (Russell, 1936). The
tance of about 1.500 miles. The Anmazon Valley, upper half of the bay is a typical example of normal
strictly speaking, is coml)aratively narrow. To the delta growth, but it is more interesting to observe j
north it is bordered by plateaus of ancient rock and the submarine patterns of channels and mid-channel
at many places to the south by uplands of Tertiary shoals across the lower half of the practically extinct
age. Little of the area between the confining walls bay, where sediment accumulation has reduced depths
is typical flood plain. The predominant alluvial sur- to one-tenth or less of their pre-1891 values.
face is deltaic in origin and has advanced downstream When the Recent stillstand of sea level was ap-
to fill most of a magnificent estuary. The distinction proached, the Amazon Estuary was a scenic, deep-
between a flood plain and a delta surface is well water feature. As delta growth marched downriver
worth making, not only here but generally, in cases it left the plain we see today. The advance was so
where estuaries have been filled, rapid that tributary streams were dammed off and

Stream channels exhibit cfmjparatively simple pat- their lower courses became long, triangular lakes.
cerns on flood plains. A winding major channel may with narrow bases along bars or natural levees at the
be joined by tributaries, or an occasional branch in sides of the master rivers. Depths in these lakes and
the downstream direction may divide a stream into in the nearby Amazon exceed 100 feet far more often
distributaries. A delta surface, on the other hand, is than is indicated on charts.
characterized by intricate branchinig and rejoining of Before visiting the Amazon. I had considered the
channels that are separated hy lens-shaped islands islands between Beltm and Macapat is being delta
(Fig. 2). The fundamental distinction, however, is a lands. In truth, they are renmants of Pleistocene ter-
matter of genesis. Flood-plain topography originates races that remain residually betwcet deep channels
subaerially, lint chaninel and land patterns of deltaic which were cut or accentuated (luring thle pre-Recent
surfaces are initiated as submerged features. low stand of the oceans. Their shores are retreating

The water coming down a channel flares out in a sea cliffs, sonic of considerable height, and their in-
plane-jet flow upon entering a lake. sea, gulf, or ocean teriors contain extensive flats of dry land that stand
(Bates, 1953). Natural levees along channel sides high above local deltaic or flood-plain levels. In al-
diverge and continue as submarine features. These mos4 all aspects these islands contrast with the natural.

4/
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Fig. 2. The lower Amazon illustrates the development of a deltaic stream pattern. The valley is not typical of ordi-
nary flood-plain deposition. Instead, the main channel is characteri7ed by lenticular islands and shoals having pat-
terns that originated in the deep estuary which crossed Brazil a few thousand years ago. Tributaries, such as Rio
Tapaj6s, retain enormous depths behind alluvial harriers, deposited by the Amazon, that almost dam them off.

levee-flanked, lenticular islands upstream which have arctic ice melted, it would rejuvenate many old estu-
willow-covered stream banks and wet interior basins. aries and create new ones-but this is not in prospect.
The maze of outlets of the Amazon and Rio ParA are Our studies indicate a probability that no higher stand
estuaries through which heavy loads of sediment are of Pleistocene sea level exceeded today's stand by more
being transported to nourish an extensive submarinc than 10 meters (Russell, 1964a). Fluctuations in ice
delta that :s forming in the Atlantic. volumes over Europe and North America apparently

An estuai of historical interest was the Latmian account for Quaternary sea-level oscillations, while
Gulf, in the vicinity of Miletus, Turkey, described by Antarctic ice volume has remained fairly constant.
Herodotus. It no longer exists because the Maeander Should the Recent sea level attain the highest stands
(Menderes) River has advanced its delta across it for of the Pleistocene, the effect on estuaries would be
a distance of ten miles duriag the last 25 centuries. zlight and in many cases insufficient to interrupt ap-
The filling was so rapid that one arm of the estuary preciably the effects of sedimentary filling. The pros-
was dammed off and now is known as Lake Bafa, with pect of the Antarctic ice melting completely within
a depth, according to local fishermen, of 60 fathoms the next million years is negligible. It is more prob-
(Russell, 1954). This happened so recently that the able that the Recent will be followed by another glacial
water is somewhat brackish. stage and the lowering sea level will be accompanied

by the disappearance of practically all estuaries and
EPHEMERAL STATUS the erosional entrenchment of rivers crossing their

alluvial deposits.
My purpose in describing Lake Atchafalaya, the In summary, neither the p1mst nor the future of

Amazon deltaic plain, and the Maeander Delta, is to estuaries gives much promise. During most of the
emphasize the ephemeral nature of most estuaries, earth's history only a few examples have existed, and
Few can survive for more than a minute fraction of a today's estuaries, in many cases, are headed for rapid
geologic epoch. If any considerable volume of Ant- extinction. Some of our studies will have important
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historical value, just as has the faithful description denskps. Skritr. I, Math-Naturv. Kl. 11. (Kristiania)
of the Latmian Gulf by Herodotus, and in some cases Oslo.
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Geomorphology and Coastal Processes

J. A. STEERS

Department of Geography, University of Cambridge, Cambridge, England

The L•tai word aestus means tide, and "estuary" ORIGINS
is a tern, applied to a land form in which the tide
plays an important role. It is worthwhile to glance at
one or two definitions. The Oxford Dictionary gives as a land form, and probably as one that has had a
two meanings. The more modern is: "The tidal mouth long history. The present land-sea boundary of most
of a great river, where the tide meets the current of estuaries is the result of submergence. There is no
fresh water." The second is iare in modern use: "A need to discuss this in detail, but the Quaternary
tidal opening, an inlet or c:eek through which the eustatic and isostatic changes of level are important,

tide enters; an arm of the sea indenting the land." as are the movements of more ancient times, some
The second is the better because the first might apply of % hich may be connected with the origin of sub-

to a delta. Webster's dictionary gives a more compre- marine canyons, The depression which preceded the
hensive meaning: "A passage, as the mouth of a river Severn Estuary may date back to the Hercynian

or lake, where t;.r tide meets the river current; more mountain building, when a low area existed between
commonly, a narrow arm of the sea at the lower end high ground over what is now South \Vales to the
of a river, a firth." north and Cornubia to the south. The Triassic and

Despite the difficulty of precise definition, most later rocks indicate a great deal of erosion in the area
people probably agree that characteristically an estu- and suggest a river flowing to the cast, which in early
ary is trumpet-shaped and is usually the single mouth Triassic times formed a broad estuary. After a long
of a tidal river. There is no reason, however, why period, the eastward-flowing river was reversed, pos-

an original single mouth should not later be partially sibly as a result of post-Cretaceous movements, and
filled with sediments-nor, conversely, why a broad ran between east-west folds of Tertiary age. There
distributary of a delta should not be flooded and form may even have been an open connection between the
an estuary. The Rio de ]a Plata, the wide opening be- Severn and the Thames. Since the estuary took on

tween Uruguay and Argentina, conforms with all the something of its present form, there have been nianN
usual ideas of an estuary; above Buenos Aires, howv- relatively small changes caused by erosion, accretion.

ever, there is a well-defined delta. Is the Amazon and minor changes of level (Steers, 1948).
mouth a delta or an estuary ? Any land form is in the
process of evolution, and all estuaries have been ESTUARIES IN E-NGLAND AND \VALES
changing in one way or another over considerahle Tim \'EST COAST
periods of time. Most people would agree that the
Thames reaches the sea in a typical estuary'. Never- Let us now.' examine certain estuaries in England
theless, there is a great deal of sedimentation in it and WVales, in order to realize the wide interests of
and several true deltaic islands, of which Canvey and our subject. The Ribble, the Mersey, and the Dee are
Foulness are the best known. close together in Lancashire and Cheshire. In general

Our discussion will doubtless range over many ac- form, the Ribble and Dee Estuaries are textbook ex-
cepted estuaries, as well is over other comparable amiples, yet they are well on their way to becom-
coastal features: fjords, fiards, rias. the canale of the ing deltas. The Ribble Estuary has bell frequently

Seastern side of the Adriatic, the firths of the eastern mapped, and G;resswell's work on the Lancashire coast
coast of Scotland, and other inlets. In one sense or has shown that it is easily traced in earlier times when

1- another, all could be made to fit our definitions, even the Iiill House shoreline, correlated with the so-called
those in the Mediterranean and other seas where the 25-foot beach of llritain, was formed (Gresswell,
tidal range is very small, but measurable. Mill (1897) 1953). The Ribble brings down a great deal of ma-
remarked that the landward half of the Firth of Forth, terial, and the estuary is fast filling up. Marshes have
on the east coast of Scotland. is an estuary, but that been reclaimed from time to time; for example, in
in the seaward half the fresh and salt waters are so 1880 a hank was built around New Marsh, and en-
thoroughly mixed that "the sea becomes slightly fresh- closed about one mile of land which had been re-
ened through its whole depth for many miles from claimed in 50 years. The river is now controlled: pre-
land". This implies that an estuary is definable in viously the main channel reached Lytham and then
terms of its hydrology, bifurcated (Fig. I). The shoals in the estuary are
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main ports; there are others within, and the Man-
i~chester Ship Canal enters it at Easthamn locks.

The volume of sediment fluctuates considerably in
, the Mersey, and in the nineteenth century variations

,,.e. (of as much as 50 million cubic yards were noted. They
oscillated about a mean value, and the changes took

t place in about five years. In 1906, however, there was
/ ., '~a loss of about 90 million cubic yards. The Upper

Mersey Navigation Commissioners have made a series
of maps covering each month since 1867, showing the
changes of the main channel. Up to 1891 these

N-f changes were fairly regular, but after that year the
channel stayed on the Lancashire side. Experiments
made in a model of the estuary demonstrated that the°" shifts in the channel in the upper estuary decreased

when its capacity lessened, as a result of siltation.
Experiments in the estuary itself have been made with
radioactive tracers, which confirmed that density cur-
rents helped the upstream movements of materials in
the layers near the bed, and proved that the principal
source of the material was in the numerous sandhanks

fl •" behind the West Crosby revetment outside the mouth
U \ Z c of the estuary. It was also demonstrated that material

dredged from the upper estuary and dumped behind•: •• • /'• the Great Burbo Bank was later taken back to its
1_ "place of origin (Hydraulics Research Station. 1958).

Ptolemy's map of this part of Great Britain shows
only two inlets, and many papers have tried to prove

""' 2c"' that in Ptolemy's time the Mersey did not exist (Fig.
2). The Romans had stations on the Ribble and the

Fig. 1. The Ribble, Mersey, and Dee. Dee, but their writings do not mention the Mersey.
The estuary named Belisama is usually assumed to

rising as a result of deposition of mud and fine ma- correspond to the Ribble, and Seteia to the Dee. It
terial and continue to modify the appearance of the has been argued that slow post-Roman subsidence of
estuary, a low marshy area, such as surrounded (before mod-

About 20 miles farther south is the estuary of the ern development) the lower Mersey, might have pro-
Dee: in outline it resembles that of the Ribble. There duced an estuary. But any attempt to equate inlets
are traces of a well-developed post-glacial cliff around on Ptolemy's map with those on a modern one is not
it, anl it is being rapidly filled with alluvium. The really worthwhile since his map is too highly gen-
great thickness of the alluvium, much of which is pre- eralized.
sumably of marine origin, at the mouth of the estuary
is not necessarily the result of depression : it has been
suggested that a flooded river, opposed by strong
winds, might well be able to cause deposition of mud
at the present level of the flats. There is no doubt, 7 / -
however, that tie Dee alluvium has been gathering
since at least the post-glacial depression. It may reach - "
(it) feet in thickness and cons;sts mainly of loosely L

stratiiedl, silt', quartzose, and iine-graineid s;ind with . f "
occasional seianis of gravel. Charts miade in 1720 show " -. - -,

that the lower estuary was open and ships could reach ", .
lParKgate (Fig. 1). Chester I laven. however, was
ruined before the nmiddle of the sixteenth century.
l.ike the Ribble. the Dee Estuary is in a sense becom-

Between the kibble and the Dee is another estuary, ," -

the Mersey. very unlike its ne;ghbors. The Mersey 7 "
has a narrow mouth and widens inward. Nature has -
thus provided the conditions to proluce natural scour- -. .
ing which has kept it open. Man has made great use
of this estuary; Liverpool and hlirkenhead are the Fig. 2. Ptolemy's map of the British Isles.
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THz EAST COAST 2,o00

: On the east coast of England there are several
estuaries which vary greatly in appearance. It is
appropriate to consider together the Humber and the 2,000

Wash-in one sense the combined estuary of the
Welland, Nene, and Great Ouse (Fig. 3). Both the
Humber and the Wash breach the chalk, although
formerly the chalk of Norfolk and Lincolnshire was 1-50so
continuous. Before complete breaches were made the _
rivers flowed through narrow valleys in the chalk to
a North Sea somewhat more distant than that of to- a00o
day. In the Wash there is a belt of deep water, Lynn
Deeps, which may mark the former combined channel /
of the three rivers. The Wash and Humber Estuaries 5 s00.
were gradually widened by erosion and subsidence
until the sea burst through the gaps and flooded the _ .

lowlands within. Today, landward of both estuaries, Or
we have extensive fenlands which are now nearly all 1;50 04 MOO M60
reclaimed. Fig. 4. Rate of advance of saltings at Butterwick

We can trace the history of these areas in great (Based on Inglis and Kestner, 1958). Figures on the
detail as a result of the meticulous work of archaeolo- grashow tngaes and Kfster 10 years The
gists, botanists, geographers, and historians. In the straight line on the right shows the mean rate of advance
East Anglian Fenland there are two deposits of peat of saltings as calculated from core sampling experiments.
separated by the blue buttery clay-clear evidence of The dotted line in the graph indicates the Witham outfall
an inbreak in the sea. The seaward parts of the Fens cut, completed in 1884.
are formed of marine silt: the peat fens are farther
inland. The former gulf, or estuary, reached almost this great gulf. Some recent measurements (Inglis
to Cambridge, Peterborough, and Lincoln. The pres- and Kestner, 1958) show how rapidly silting takes
ent Wash may be regarded as the unfilled portion o place (Fig. 4). The horizontal growth of 45 feet per

ten years between 1828 and 1871 increased to 136 feet
S. .per ten years between 186, ,nd 1903; between 1903
."4 and 1917-1918 it rose to 350 feet per decade, and later4 dropped to 170 feet per ten years between 1917-1918

and 1952. Similar changes have been measured near
the Nene mouth and elsewhere. Careful estimates

.. , ., , were also made of the rates of vertical accretion of
!,J silt; at Wingland a mean rate of rather more than

:• three inches a y'ear occurred; this was more thantwice as fast as that at Butterwick. It was found that

"engineering works cause greater deposition, either be-
"Y cause they' reduce the volume of flow or dissipate

N , £ . • energy as a result of altering the natural flow, al-
though they were built in connection with outfall
problems of the rivers and not to encourage accretion.

S. . ,In all cases the sediment is of marine origin.
"The Humber is narrower than the WVash, and is

perhaps the inuddiest of our rivers ( Fig. 5). Its fen-
lands are not quite so extensive as those of the Wash
although they extend north and south along the val-

,'* •1 leys of the Ouse, Trent, and Ancholne. Recent work

has shown that in the Ancholme Valley the general
Aasequence of deposits is sintilar to, but not the same

as, that in the E'ast Anglian fens. Near the H unmher,
S:~hsbeuen some difeenostsial smoiemento betwno the sm

"submergence began early in the Iron Age. and thereS•''-"'-", • •-• has been some differential movement between the

. -lumber and the Wash (Soith 19581 The main dif-

2._r-- •\, ."/ .- ferences between the two areas are aplparent in Figure
Sk -.-- 6. In the l,,nber itself there have been extensive

-A _ ' . reclamations at Broomfleet and Sunk Island. and the

Fig. 3. The Wash and adjacent fens. entrance is obstructed by the growth of the sand fore-

* ", , I.,
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Fig. 5. The Humber and adjacent fenlands.

land of Spurn Head. In both the Humber and the means of bores and pollen analysis. These are shown
Wash the mud and other deposits are gradually coy- in Figure 7b, and indicate a sequence not unlike that
ered by salt marsh plants after the shoals have grown in the fens of the Humber and the Wash; but there
sufficiently high. The full study of these and other are significant differences. The formerly open valleys,
estuaries involves (1) their geological and archae- probably interglacial in age, have been filled by clays
ological past, (2) their present relations to both flu- and peats, so that today the only open part of the
vial and marine agencies, (3) a study of their ecology, original estuary is Breydon Water behind Great Yar-
and (4) the effects of engineering works. There are mouth. The glacial sequence of this part of East An-
buried channels in the Hlumber and other estuaries on glia is still uncertain. and the rivers may conceivably
the east of England which were created in the lee follow pre-glacial courses, even if they owe their
Age. when boulder clay filled a wide estuary that de- present general outline to later events. Although we
bouched into the North Sea. l)irectlv east of the pres- are concerned with the valleys as former estuaries.
ent Huumber gap, a trumlpet-shapedl mouth was formed it may be noted that the Broads. small lakes which
through the chalk. This and other huried channels vxcur in the valleys although separated from the rivers
indicate changes of the relative levels of land and s•a, by ronds (narrow hanks of peat carrying an aquatic
and may he related to sea-botto•i features farther out vegetation). are artificial in origin: they are Medieval
in the North Sea. peat-diggings.

The estuaries of the east coast south of Yarmouth The silting up of the valleys was partly the result
present many points of interest (Fig. 7a), In Romiano- of incursions of marine clay and partly because peat
British times, and probably up to the early Medieval flourished (luring regressive phases. At the joint
period, there was opel; tidal wate-r up the Rivers Ant, mouth of the rivers. coastal drift, which is here di-
Bure. Yare, and Waveney. Norwich stood on an arm recets to the mxl. leW iit to the fornition of a
of the sea. Few areas better illustrate the interrela- sandbank on which the earliest settlement of Great
tion of pahysical. ecological, and human factors. The Yarmouth was made, and Later to the junction of this
first major investigation of these rivers was trade b': bank with Flegg (i.e.. the north side of the mouth of
Jennings (19521 short!y after World War II, andl the estuary). The southern entrance. however. re-
completed later by Jennings et at. (1960). Jennings mained open. The changes in the length and formn of
established the sequence of deposits in the valleys Ly the spit of sand which first obstructed and later de.
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TheIDeben, Orwell, Stour, and Black water. The nta thern
&XKML 4AMTFIELD WMOS LS, rL. ones are partly blocked by sand or shingle spits. anld[)IA FENLAW all are out of proportion to the rivers which drain

PENMS (ier1541111111 into them. All owe much of their present general
fortm to submergence, but their origin, are not flexes-
sarily the %anie. The Aide. Dehien. Orwell. Stour. and

DmnsUS 11111111 Colne are rivers in their own right, and were almost
certainly modified by ice. The lower pats are in area%
of sandl andI gravel and somle clay, all of which are
lnon-resistant to erosion. and thle country is flat and

Vill seldomi more thaut 100 fedt abiove sea level. It is pos-
dwý sible that at one tinac the estuaries miarked the sites

of sub-glacial valleys, and that they were deepened
in part by sub-glacial waters undri- high piressure.

The lllackwater is out of projx~rtion to thle streanms
Roma" ..... draining into it. and inland front it there is a belt of

TIMES w~wSl,: low ground running through Essex. To the no-t'a
___________ I of this belt there is more or less continuous high

MR______ ground, but to the south the country is mobre broken.
A" ill It is generally believed that this belt represents a

formier line of the Thamtes. The ltlackwater exit could
not have remained open during the major glaciation

UPFPF"of the area, and we may conclude that the position of
PF AT the present mouth of the Thamies. no less than that of

Sm .. . .

_ _ _ - -.

TOM_ P~m

_ _ _ O

2 0 2

I ~gft .. ,~aaiar rkri *ki~.t. hr Wil

pr11r- ftun C inrlo dihe, j.4 .h itp~.w fon thr ste fan_______

r~retrarat entad u .- atin 14rlt tN'akrnith pnuah ht r%

Al.the tairt-rhittne r.ratasr~e nm'iee~wint- 64lnd in pent- W, -me -w F -.1w- W -qN
iatmaje tin" has been nmin ctunil'cattA than aihouit nn, E~~w

in Figure 7b a 'm (,Wn staid hltnehmn' l'~fli aut
Farther fauth there are mom WWInl Nib beawtiful Fr 7, Tlw Firm& ajml wvtom im hr-~tiil Raasu-tish

e%'~,iins ol which the mnvw amportasi aktr the AWde Rrsv..ti After M i LmAltirt
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its present course through London, reflects thc effects ture had a great effect on the tides, and after its re-
of glacial diversion (Woolridge and Linton, 1955). moval the tidal range at and above London was in-
It is significant that (luring the accumulation of its creased up to 25 percent. "The increase in discharge

"100-feet",. "50-feet", and later alluvia, the Thaines caused by the removal of the bridge altered the regimer
swung northward in the vicinity of the present coast- of the whole e.-tuary. Upstream ot the old bridge,I
line towards the region of its old mouth, rapid deepening of the channel took place to such an

TamE HAMESextent that two or three other bridge% were endan-Tim TAMESgered. DMwnstreamai the effects tapered off. but must
The iniplication of this is that the present estuary have been perceptible as far as Woolwich Reach and

of the Thames is comparatively recent. The general the Mlud Reaches" (Inglis and Allen. 1957).
posit ioti of the lower Thames depression was deter- The Th~anies is one of the busiest ri % crs in the world
mamint'l llý dthe carthl ni~oellm kits %%hiicl produced thc and nceds culastant dredging. Expierinments with a .
Laondoll Basin, probably in pre-FAxcene times. Earth radioactive tracer (Scandiurn-W46 were nmade in 1955.
nmovemients during the mid-Tertiary modified its de- The tracer mnaterial was put down 26 miles beclow
tails, but not its major Outline. The Miocene was a London Bridge in an area where accretion does not
period of quiescence as far as tectonic movements occur. D~etectors found traces of activity as far as ten
were concerned. In IDiestian timies the basin was miles downstream thme Same day. It was later proved
filled by the bea. anid, since the beds of this age are that this tracer maierial moived both up- and down-
not warped, it is a.ssunmed that there was no further streamn and was dletected ups~tream in reaches where
tectonic imovenment during the P leistocene. The basin there is a known net landward movemnent of water
is thus both a stratigraphic and a tectonic unit. andI close to the bed (Hydraulics Research Statitm. 1956).
Woolridge ( 1926 1 summarized its history in three Much of the material dredged from thc Thames was
stages: (1) the ssmncline grew spasmodically from dumpled in the Black IDeep. far down the estuary.
small beginnings and maintained throughout its growth where it was assunitea it wouild be carried Seaward:
the samne major features of form and structure; f2) but a considerable amiount was swept hack up the
the successive phases of deepening coincided with, and estuary. The Only way to get rid of it entirely i
Are to bie regarded as the cause of, the several teni- either to dump it on land or take it well ouit to sea.
porary. incursions of the sea; and (3) the svnclmne The probleni is similar to that of the Mer-.cy.
was drained throughout by a consequent longitudinal Tilt SotITu COAST
river system.

The Thames. Estuary today offers several problems On the south coast of England. in Sussex. there are
of great interest. It is in thait part of Britain which several sniall streamns which cut through the ridgte of
is slowhi sinking. relative to sea level. This is the the South D~ow-ns and are obstructed by shingle bars
combhined effect of a downward isostatic movement which were built up by littoral drift (Fig. 8). Trhe
And a very small eustatic rise of sea level as a result profile", of these rivers are unusual. Kirkaldv and Bull
of the melting of the polar ice. The slow sinkinig has. l 940) have shown that there are two distinct parts
beern continuous Inot necessarily at the samne rate) in each psrofile: a flat lower portion, and a steeprlw
from early l'leistaacene times. It is illustrated in the one! ulpstreaini which is graded to a level below that
wpleroniiilsition of Rmnan on Iron Age AndI Bronze of the presenmt sea. Except for three cases which can
Age renuains in certain localities :n the LoAwer be related to variations in the resistance of the rocks.
Thimntes: Irv thme occurrence of Romian remla inls now%% the uppier proliles show breaks which are amsumed to
below mnean sea level in central London: and by the be rejusenatiuaam heads workingt upstreamn as :, result oif
gradual raising 4f the banks Along the estUary fromi changes in sea level The buried channels are prubably
Medieval or earlier tame'%. *Tiidav the niw-auremnent* gradled to MI or 100 feet below sea level. But the Arun
of %ra level niadle hl*v t-dal rrcords indicater tha~t the and the Rathrr %show that the present flivod plain is
mbovement continuit'. This mAv soiam have a prattical encltvsed in a shallow, distinct trough. about 100 yards
rffrct! A tinme m1a ' conic when adju manents mu-t bie wide. loc~ally Isiralered hy a low terrace. Trough and
mnader to the lvel 41i dock sill-, and a Thames barrager terrace :.re undtalitheslly the result of a re-ent dowu-
will he A ncsiy cutting ini the old flood plain-buslt why has this hap-

In the Thane" Anal in the 'Afre At G;reat Yarmou*th peneil in Only two oif the rivrrsi Kiriahlal And Btull
sonic interesing ehlects on the regimne of estuaries considered various hpi;.iths-ne and concludled thut the
were prsaauee hy alteration% in bridge'. The present increased eros.ion aas the result of great cnnelT in
bridge at Great Yarmiauth allows greater aceess" of the the headwater' of the risers followsing the clearingt
tide than diod its predmfessor andl this effect is felt of the ancient forest of Analerwla. All these smtall
throughsout the Itroads A. Itial hock has been sag. rivers were far omore open in Medicsal timies; the
grated at t"reat Yarmouthl. And if It awele built the treat bridgir at ltr~AMtnb- to omt Of all proporticn to the

*elitiainatinn ouf tidal rise and fall mould havr far-reach. present %trman of the .'dur. In thowt. thes, are all
ing phi aural and btological results- lmalo~n Itnalge. small aopen idal inlets. iand their preset- appearance
built in 11W. replaced an Old bridger of 19 arches awl rMulti frriu OMCIAlltwM 01 se-A level. 1141t41g, litoral4a drawbridge, built in the reig of King John a 1199- drift, arid the peculiar circumnrstances Which apply to

1241 The longest s"n was only X) feet Thus strum> the Arun andl Rather. But should a river mwinth a(

-Y6 /. t ~~-
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Fig. & The Sussx rivers and the gaps through the South hiowns.

this type be called an estuary? Wh,-n the sea level but suffered no ill effects, but the dune ridges sur-
was higher, these mouths. must have been close to the rounding some of them suffered severely. Canive
gaps cut through the South Downs. They are cer- Islandl. on the Essex shore of the I1 ...ames. was floodied,
tainly not rias, and perhaps it is fortunate that the not because the main walls facing the Thames gave
dictionaries already quoted do not specify any par- way, but because the water farced itself up a narrow
ticular origin, becuse the definitions easily include creek behind Canvev at-,, uir to breaches in earth
the former and present outlets as estuaries, banks. These banks had been nieglected because noIWIND AND \%A\'F ACTION one expected danger front that dlirection.

Itecause. accretion of silt and m~ud often takes place
An estuary is part of the coast, and the ordin-try readily in estuaries. they are excellre.t place in which

y'-xvews of erosion and accretion ar- at work. Since to study the interactions of physiographical and eco-
estuaries may be more sheltered thaa the open coast, logical processes. The plants which are able to ctob-
accretion is usually more noticeable than erosion. but nize mud and sanil banks are adapted both to ihe
much depends on the relation of the estuary to %%Ind nature of the substratum tmd. sand) and to tOw
and wave action. In the Lower Thames. for example. number oi tidal inundations th y undlergo in a lun;%r
the Kent coast received severt damage in the great cycle or longer perisid. The ei-boratisin of this %ub)-
stormn surge of 19M3. In eastern England the wind~s ject ujould w-~cupy too miuch space in this paper. but
were a little wes of ntorth, and canseurnth% north it is a matter of the first mimprance in the investita-
KZew and the northeastern corner of the Wash suf- tion of an ftstuary. tksth from the purely natural poxint
fered severely-. The damage was extoctne because the of view and ftron that of LAnd reclanation or as-a
surge had caused a rise of about six fret in water defenw'.
level, and wares of greater stit than nornial were at. The transitional mtuiat 4f e"uarni% cannot be oerf
iaching cliffs, embankmencis. or masonry structures, at emphasized- They art not only tmraniticnal as phyma

*an unusually high levelI sleers 19S33i. Since csan- qrogvpcal forms. hot they alsoj miark th?- change froIM
aries are usually narrow upstream. Aooding. damage purely iluvWa to entirelr marine action They are also
to banks, anid pcuadnt back rivers may all caaw flood -transitional in timec: there are the %vtr hlonctee
Ing in flat coun~try "el away frun the sen. changes that have characteruard the .evnn and

In cxmdutmmn of storm andl srge the commninu Thames: the much 4horte chariges that can be nwxa%
- ~pftawssn at work on any coast are all RVede up- Urr in glacial. arrbaeutagICAl. MAn historical times

Pieact material is ohme swept inland. and beaches hdM. hr~allyv. the many local btie agmificaast change-s
dhewnsewi are clinhed downu. exposing the usulerlritig thsat are tAmen Place tiulay-daang' which are fre-

L ~ruc& T'he rise sand fall of the water, as distinct irt quentls- brorughut ahow by the diret Intmrs-sntwxI of
wave adwe. Day have freatively sWWl rMcts. The numa Our suctcesss fiat %ama have- to take far niore
mal oarshes along the camt cmnat of Ffittxd were drastic aotion: the lkelta plan in Ha llarwi is perhapsa
inundatedi in 1953 to much greater depiths than usual only a pointer to wnhat ousr happen.
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The Ontogeny of a Salt Marsh Estuary

ALFRED C. RFDFIELD

Woods Hole Oceanographic Inslitntion. IW oods Hole, Massachust'ti

"There is no other case in nature, sa,, a the coral the same time sediment accumulates in the area be-
reefs. where the adjustment of organic relations to 'oud the thatch line at a rate as great as, or greater
physical conditions is seen in smth a beautiful way as than, the rise in sea level, the intertidal marsh will
the balance between the growing marshes and the tidal grow out over the rising surface of the flat to such an
streams by which they are at once nourished and worn extent that the thatch line retains its critical elevation
a~vay." (Shaler, 18,6). relative to the rising high-water level. Meanwhile,

The existing peat of tidal marshes preserves a high marsh will extend over the intertidal peat as far
record of the conditions which existed when the peat as the intertidal marsh has built up to the high-water
was deposited. This paper is an attempt to recoli- level.
struct the history of the development of a typical New Accordingly, an ancient marsh should consist of
England salt marsh and of the estuary which it occu- high maish pe;, increasing in depth from the upland
pies. The principal factors which interact to determine to the site of the original high-water line and should
the development of the marsh appear to he the range be underlain by the surface of the submerged upland.
of tide, the physiology of the plants which produce Beyond this point the subsurface should consist of
the peat in relation to tide levels, the process of sedi- sedimentary deposits which slope upward away from
mentation on open tidal flats and within the stands the upland. These depositz should be covered by a
of plants, and the changing level of the sea relative layer of intertidal peat of a thickness equal to the
to the land. critical depth of the thatch line. Ovei the intertidal

The basis for the interpret-ition of the conditions peat, high marsh peat will occur as a wedge decreasing
found in the peat was developed independently by in thickness toward the outer margin of the marsh
"Chapman (1960) and myself (Redfield. 1959), and (Fig. 1). This, a highly idealized picture, may he ex-
grew out of :,i attempt to reconcile obse:-vations of pected to apply only if sedimentation occurs at a rate
Shaler, Mud6, md others. Shaler (1886) concluded as great as, or greater th;.n, the rise in sea level, and
that a barren tope would become vegetated near the if development is not incerrupted by episodes of ero-
high-water level by a grctip of plants which can with- sion and redeposition. Johnson (1925) describes
stand limited submeigence. In the New England many cases in which the structure of salt marsh peat
marshes these include Spartina patens, a dwarf form cannot be interpreted so simply.
of S. alterniflor.i, Distichlis spicata, and some others. This hypothesis has been applied Lo reconstructing
The peat they produce will be referred to as high the development of the salt marsh at Barnstable,
malsh peat. The intertidal slope would become coy- Massachusetts. The estuary in which tile marsh lies
ered with S. alternifora. locally known as "thatch". is bounded on the south by the upland of the Sand-
which grows down from the high-water level through wich moraine. It is protected to t,.e north from Cape
nearly two-thirds of the tidal range. The lower limit Cod Bay by a sand spit, San*.y Neck, six miles in
of S. alterniflora is quite definite and will be ceferred length, which appears to have grown eastward from
to as the thatch line. The accumulation of scdiment an anchor point provided by an outlying moraine,
within the stand of S. alternifora builds tl, a layer of Scorton Neck (Figs. 2 and 3F). Almut half the en-
intertidal peat unti! the high-water level is reached, closed ,rea is occupied hy salt marsh, of which nine-
when high marsh Negetation succeeds it and a laver tenths has developed to the high marsh condition.
(,f high marsh pe:,t is formed coverin g the intertidal The open areas are occupied by sand flats drained by
peat. Mudge (1858") had pointed out that peat was shallow channels at low tide ( '.yers. 1950). lEv(idence
fi ind in the L.ynn marshes at depths w\h ch greatly of forlmer exposure of the uplanl shore to tile open
exceed those at w•Iich the salt nia rsh iplamts can grow, sea is provided by a prominent sea-cut cliff at Calves
and considered this to be evidence of subsidence-that Pasture Point \\oowdw' rth and \\'igglesworth, 1)34)
is, to a rise in sea level relative to the land. The atid by a sim iLar cliff on the eastern end of Scorton
effects of these processes on the structure of peat was Neck inside the base of Sandy Neck. The latter
dischissed hyl Johnson ( 12.25). descends 19 feet below the marsh surface, reflectin•g

If sea level rises sobse ucilet to the initiation of the the rise in sea level since it was ,inginally cut. A
mnarsh, the bordering upland will become submerged series of said hills submerged in the marsh along tile
and covered with a layer of high marsh peat. If at western part of the sand pit also providies evidence of
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Fig. 1. Development of a typical New England salt marsh with rising sea level and continued sedimentation. 2
rising sea level (Figs. 3A and B), as do submerged more compact within five or six feet of the sub-
deposits of freshwater peat an,] tree stumps in several stratum, indicating intertidal peat of high mineral
p)I.Lces. content. The substratum is usually sandy.

The entire marsh has been sounded with a rod in The block diagram (Fig. 4) shows the morphology
sufficient detail to establish the major topography of more clear'y. The deep trough along the margins
the substratum on which it rests. Supplementary in- and the thinning of the peat toward the major creeks
formation was obtained by coring. A contour 'nap and open water, and in the easterly direction, is seen
constructed from the soundings (Fig. 2) shows the in the vertical sections. Block A shows a vertical sec-
following features: tion at the head of the iir. th, where the peat was

I. Along the south side of Sandy Neck the depth formed by the flooding of an upland valley which had
of peat decreases progressively eastward, indicating not been previously invaded by marine sediments.
the more recent development of the marsh as the These general features are in accordance with the
sand spit grew. Five shallow tongues. which are at- expectations raised by the hypothesis. As a further
tributed to terminal hooks that marked temporary test, a series of cores was collected across the marsh
interruptions of the growth of the spit, extend acvoss irom the upland to one of the major creeks to examine
the marsh along the eastern part. the relation of high marsh peat, intertidal peat, and

2. Along the upland margin of the marsh, the composition of the sutstratum. The water content
depth contours suggest a relief similar to that of the provides an objective criterion of the character of the
adjacent up)land. The depths increase to a series of deposits, it being found that high marsh peat contains
basins of maximum depth not far from the niargin. more than 60 percent water (usually more than 70
The soundings usually encountered soft peat at all pmercent), intertidal peat between 60 and 30 percent,
depths to a subsurface containin' gravei, stones, or a and the unvegetated substratum less than 30 percent. f
hard bottom. Deeper basins are also found along the Figure 5 shows the water content of the series of
western part of the marsh bordering Sandy Neck. cores. Its distribution confirms the expected structure.

3. In the central part of the marsh the relief is The extent of the marsh as it existed in the past has
relatively low. The depths of peat decrease toward been reconstructed from the contoui map of depths
the la:'ger creeks which occupy b)road areas with of peat (Fig. 2) by applying the following rules:
depths less than 12 feet. The peat usually becomes (1) The time at which mean high water reached any

sANUY NECK 7,

FrF
Fig. 2. The Barnstable Estuary, shoig the distribution of depth of peat in the high marsh. Contour intervals, 6 feet.
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MHW -18 1300± ecJ

INTER TIDAL MARSH4

L-SAND DUNES

MHW -12 7001 8C

MHW -9 400I±BC]

Fig. 3. Reconstruction of Barnstable Estuary and marsh.
A. 130 -t Dc., mean high water, 18 feet below present level.
B. 700 ± n~c., mean high wator, 12 feet below present level.
C. 400 ±t nc., mean high wati~r, 9 feet below present level.
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MHW -6200 tAD

Fig.3. Reconstruction of Barnstable Estuary and marsh. A

D. 2004- A.D. mean high water, 6 feet below present level.
E. 1100 t4 A.D., mean high water, 3 feet below present level.U

F. 1950 :t A.D., mean high w~ater at present level.
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Fig. 4. Block diagram showing the depth of peat along sections across the marsh at Barnstable.

- given elevation as sea level rose was established lby oblservation. controlledl by tide gage measurements
S~Redfield and Rubin (1962) by carbon-14 dating of which fixedl the local elevation of mean high water.

samp~les of peat collected at various dlepthls at pu)si- (4) The position of the outer limit of high marsh is
; tions where the up~landl was covered by high marsh given| by the depth contour nine feet below the level

peat. They concluded that the mean high-water level of the high marsh at the time in question. This some-
•/• has risen, relative to the landl, at an average rate of what arbitrary rule was based on the observation that
•,•3.3 X 10-i feet per year during the last 2,1(X) years. the (lepth of high nmarsh along its plresent outer mar-

Prior to that time the average rate of rise was 10 x gin is usually not less than this.
v:[ 10-s feet per y'ear extending hack for at least 3.700 The reconstructions shown in Figure 3 are thus

-•*years. (2) The position of the inner margin of the based on objective interpretation of ob)servedl (ata.
•. marsh, where it met the upland or the sand spit, is However, no criteria have been| found for determining
? given by the depth contour corresponding to the time the extent of the sandl spit beyond the positions where
S:'in question. (3) The position of the outer margin of marsh occurred,. other than tihe present condition. In

the marsh where it met bare flats is given by the this respect, the reconstructions of the extent of the
depth contour wvhich exceeded that of the inner mar- spit are b~ased on subjective judgment, as are also the
gin hy the critical depth of the thatch line. This dep)th diagrains in a few pllaces where ap~plication of the
was dleterminedl to be approximately six feet by meas- rules was ambiguous.
uring the elevation of a sand flat on which a vegeta- The Sandwich moraine w~as deposited at the termi-
tion of S. altcrnijlora became established while under nation of the last advance (of the \Visconsin glaciation
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(Mather et al., 1942). The earliest local organic re- level. Along the eastern half the margin is much
mains which have been dated are freshwater de- smoother because the hooks have been covered by
posits about 9,750 years old from a kettle hole at peat, and windblown sand has advanced over the
Falmouth, Massachusetts (Rubin and Alexander, marsh so rapidly that the marsh has not encroached
1960). The earliest undoubted saltwater peat recov- on the sand hill topography.
ered from the Barnstable marsh was at a depth of 23 The marsh itself at the earliest stage consisted of
feet below present mean high water and was about isolated pockets of peat occupying indentations in the
3,660 years old. Many of the deeper basins along the upland. They resemble the discontinuous area of marsh
margin of the upland were sounded to 25 or 30 feet, found at present along the shore of the open harbor
and it is not unlikely that they contained peat as old east of Calves Pasture Point (Fig. 2). Such areas
as 4,000 years or more. A sample collected near Scor- appear to be eroding at the outer face and to be ad-
ton Neck at the base of Sandy Neck from 16 feet be- vancing over the upland as sea level rises. Presum-
low the present marsh surface was 3,170 years old, ably, similar pockets may have existed along the up-
indicating that the sand spit had developed prior to land for an indefinite period prior to the earliest
that time. The development of the features to be reconstruction. Figure 3B shows that, with the ex-
traced took place very recently-probably not more tension of the sand spit and the accumulation of
than 4,000 years ago. sediment in the protected basin, the marginal marsh

The earliest state which has been reconstructed is has become continuous and is extending as an inter-
that of 1300 B.c., when sea level was 18 feet below its tidal marsh into the enclosure. At the same time it is
present elevation (Fig. 3A). The sand spit was then invading the upland, particularly the more pronounced
little more than a mile in length. Its inner margin lay valleys and the areas of low relief to westward.
some 1,000 feet south of its present position. The The subsequent reconstructions (Figs. 3C and E)
intervening area has been flooded subsequently by the show the marsh growing out into the basin as tongues
rising sea level, leaving the sand hills within it com- whose beginnings are evident at the earlier stage.
pletely buried in marsh peat or as islands surrounded They occupy positions where, presumably, sand flats
by marsh. The subsequent reconstructions show that had built up. Growth appears to have resulted from
the sand spit has grown progressively to the east, but the establishment on these flats of islands of intertidal
at a rate that appears to have diminished since about marsh which subsequently became continuous, a
2,000 years ago. This is about the time that the rate process which can be seen to be taking place in the
of rise of sea level decreased greatly (Fig. 6). The presently existing intertidal islands. The develop-
terminal hooks, which are found buried in the peat at ment of these tongues resulted in the separation of
present, appear to have developed during this latter the open water into broad sounds which narrowed
period of slowly rising sea level (Figs. 3D and E). progressively to define the position of the present
The margin of the marsh along the western half of major creek systems.
Sandy Neck is very irregular as a result of the flood- A comparison of Figures 3C, D, and E suggests
ing of sand hill topography by rising sea and marsh that these sounds narrowed by the spreading of inter- -

tidal marsh onto sand flats where a meandering chan-
nel system was already developed. The marsh peat

- may be expected to have stabilized the meander pat-
0 -- ARSH SURFACE tern, which has remained with little alteration as the

peat has built up to the present high marsh level.
Confirmation of this supposition is found in relatively
young marshes at Provincetown and Wellfleet, Massa-
chusetts, where the creeks at low tide meander be-

/0 tween bare sand banks along a "thalweg" formed by
relatively straight banks of peat.

High marsh has now extended to the banks of the
:t present creeks, except in limited local areas. Gold-
"k thwait (1937) has commented on the stability of the

SO _meander patterns of tidal creeks. A quasi-equilibriumt determined by hydraulic forces appears to have been
reached between the processes of accretion and ero-
sion. Leopold and Langbein (1963) and Langbein
(1963) have shown that in a tidal estuary the width.
depth, and velocity of flow vary with a power of the

50 mean discharge, Q, so that

: I I" I$ I'eI A -
6 5 4 3 2 0 width OcQb

TimEmean depth r Qt
Fig. 6. Relation of age to depth of high marsh peat at mean depth (K

Barrnstable. (After Redfield and Rubin, 1962.) mean velocity QmA
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From considerations which include continuity, the- now extended to the margin of these channels, and tle
oretical relations between velocity, slope, and depth, creeks now are in quasi-equilibriurn with the hydraulic
and the conditions that at equilibrium the total work forces which arise from the quantity of water which
done in the system be minimal and that energy be they must carry in response to the rhythm of the tide.
dissipated uniformly along the channel, they have de-
duced theoretical relations between the exponents b, Author's Ncte: Contribution No. 1497 from the

( . e s dWoods Hole Oceanographic institution, 3uppcred in part
f, and m (Table 1). These values, which define the by the National Science Foundation, Contract GP2042.
hydraulic geometry of a tidal stream, agree closely This contribution, with slight condensation, was published
with those obtained by measurements in two tidal in Science, 147:50--55, January 1, 1965.
estuaries near Alexandria, Virginia. Measurement LITERATURE CITED
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Ephemeral Estuaries cf the Deltaic Environment

JAMES F. MORGAN
Coastal Studies Institute, Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana

The usual definition of the term estuary is not suffi. rivers been able to prograde actively. It need not be
ciently inclusive. Most textbook descriptions apply to inferred that there has been no eustatic rise nor minor
coastal indentations like the Scandanavian fjords or fluctuation in sea level during the stillstand interval,
drowned river mouths like the Chesapeake or Dela- but such changes have been significantly less than
ware Bays. In addition to these rather obvious illus- during the preceding several thousand years. ,
trations, there are other transitional coastal condi- Estuarine river valleys indenting the coasts of the
tions, including the deltaic environment described United States, especially the Atlantic Coast, reflect the
here, to which the term estuary is not usually applied, inability of most streams in the 3,000 or so years of
As the word is derived from the Latin aestus refer- stillstand to transport sufficient sediment to overcome
ring to "tides", an estuary will be considered here as ice-age erosional effects. Significantly, in the con-
any coastal embayment periodically affected by brack- tinental United States, deltaic progradation is not
ish oceanic waters. Because deltaic regions comprise typical of Atlantic or Pacific Coast rivers. Instead it
the most dynamic of coastal areas, estuaries associated is associated with tho streams which discharge into
with this environment are short-lived and are charac- the relatively sheltered Gulf of Mexico. The compara-
terized by rapid change. tively small size of the Gulf with resulting !ow energy

waves, a tidal regime of small magnitude, and only
QUATERNARY HISTORY OF minor longshore currents favors deltaic accumulation

RIVER MOUTHS of sediment. Several illustrations from the United
States Gulf Coast serve to illustrate the varying de-

The physiography of a deltaic area is the product grees to which these depositional processes have modi-
of fluvial deposition and coastal erosion as controlled fled glacial-age estuaries. The Nueces, Guadalupe,
by the underlying predeltaic topography, which was San Jacinto, and Trinity Rivers of Texas, and the
initiated during the last or Wisconsin glacial stage Sabine and Calcasieu of Louisiana, have bc.n unable
when continental ice sheets extracted sufficient water as vet to completely fill their estuarine valleys. The
from the oceans to account for a worldwide sea-level same applies to the Pascagoula. Mobile, Escambia,
lowering of some 450 feet (Fisk and McFarlan, 1955; and Choctawhatchee Rivers of the eastern Gulf. The
Russell, 1957). Strand lines of the glacial stage were Colorado-Brazos River complex of Texas and the
correspondingly farther seaward, near the continental Pearl River of Louisiana have barely filled their gla-shelf-slope break, and all river systems were elongated cially scoured valleys, whereas the Rio Grande of

to adapt to this lowered base level. Although evidence Texas, because of greater sediment load, has been able
is sparse, most streams seem to have scoured relatively to prograde somewhat during the last several hundred
straight valleys directly across the then-exposed con- years.
tinental shelf (LeBlanc and Hodgson, 1959). It can The prime illustration of progradation occurs in the
he deduced logically from the physiography of the complex delta of the Mississippi River, which because
entrenched Mississippi valley system (Fisk, 1944) of its enormous drainage basin and discharge trans-
that sea level dropped rapidly during the waxing gla- ports an overwhelming load of sediment annually to
cial stage and did not remain long at its minimum the Gulf. Recent work by Coleman and Smith (1964)
stand before the ensuing rise began. in the western part of the Mississippi deltaic plain re-

Evidence from radiocarbon dating of organic ma- veals evidence of the oldest known Recent Mississippi
terials incorporated in deltaic deposits suggests that River delta in the vicinity of Marsh Island, Louisiana
sea level rose to its present position in two phases. (Fig. 1). Widespread blanket peats, representing a
the first from its lowest stand (-450 feet) to about buried deltaic marsh surface, have been determined to
-250 feet prior to 35.000 years ago (McFarlan, be about 4,700 years old. The deltaic mass, surfaced
1961). The second rise began some 18,500 years ago by this marshy peat deposit, accumulated when the
and continued until about 3,000 years ago, when it rising sea had attained a position perhaps ten feet be-
reached approximately its present stand (Gould and low its present stand. Subsequent sites of Mississippi
McFarlan. 1959: McFarlan, 1901I ; Gould and Morgan. River deposition have coalesced to form the deltaic
1962). Through most of this interval, sea-level rise plain which extends some 200 miles east of the older
apparently exceeded sediment deposition by streams Recent delta. This progradational plain represents
because glacially entrenched valleys became embayed deposition essentially cintenlporaneoms with sea-level
and estuarine. Only after stillstand w,'s achieved have stillsand.
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ments, is not so commonly considered. Although geo-
synclinal downwarping is a highly significant process

- when contemplating geologic spar,: of time, it is over-
shadowed by subsidence through conmpaction (luring

* shorter periods such as the interval of stilistand.

I W RATES AND CAUSES OF SUBSID)ENCE

Coastal subsidence and shoreline retreat are well-
documented phenomena. Tectonic downwarping of
coastal regions, including gesynclinal processes, are
widely recognized by geologists, as well as the alter-
nate condition of structurally uplifted coastal seg-
ments. Only in the last few years, however, has it

Z. 9"~u MO #1 L011111 us Xu Ie C been possible, through rad'ocarbor. dating of coastal
01111111111 W "AIIIIIIIIIIII W. marsh peats. to recognize and separate post-ice-age

mom C"9MOLMeustatic rise of sea level from coastal subsidence (Jel-
gersma, 1961 ; Mclntire and Morgan, 1962). With

Fig. 1. Chronology of Mfississippi River lobate deltas. recognition of the fact that eustatic rise has been in-
significant for the List three millenia, it is now pos-

Many papers have described various aspects of the sible to discount that factor in evaluating subsidence
Mississippi River deltas. but the significant character- rates affecting modern sediments. Because most Mis-
istics to emphasize here are the sedimentary proper- sissippi River deltaic progradation has occurred dur-
ties and physical processes which serve to modify ing this interv'al, the area furnishes many illustrations
deltaic morp hology during abandonment and deteri- of deltaic estuaries which can be related directly to
oration. After a stream is able to fill its estuarine subsidence effects.
valley it progrades by normal processes of sediment The modern, po'-ularly named "b-dfoot", delta oft
deposition modified by coastal wave, tide, and current the Mississippi has been operative ior some 5SW to
action. The deposit consists prit-arily of coarser 600 years, and thus represents a regic. n.i -which area i
material at the mouth of a distributary with finer ma- of marine inundLation reflect sediment compaction andl
terial carried laterally and seaward onto the adjacent subsidence alone rather than being influenced alppre-
continental shelf. Distributaries extend themiselves ciably by eustatic sea-level rise. Varying estimates
seaward as long radiating and branching fingers of of subsidence rates within the delta have been re-
coarser-grained sediments, overlapping previously de- ported, many of which are summarized by Russell
posited finer materials (Fisk. 1961). Progradation (1936). Figures cited range from a minimum11 of 0.02
continues until deltaic distributary giadients become feet ert smc s01 et'er ae p:
too flat to be efficient in transporting water and sedi- -;everal types of evidence. Recent studies made by the
mient to the Gulf. This sets the stage for an upstream writer, including data fromt some 140 detailed continu-
diversion to a route with steeper gradient. During ous shallow cores, reveal a recognizable time horizon
the last several thousand years th-1re have been at fromt which subsidence rates can be calculated over
least six such major -liversions with corresponding somec 100 :rquare miles of the delta. Rates within this
lobate deltas, recently summarized by Kolb and Van airea vary from aboiut 0.05 ieetyear to 0.13 feet/year.
Lopik ( 958~), and Sauicier (1963) (Fig. 1) Mlajor not too dissimilar fromt previousl,% nublished uigures.
Mississippi River diversions are not a product of a Such rapid subsidence rates are a product of the iiii
single major flood as is the case ir -sorte rivers such tial high water saturation of deltaic sedimen~ts. Con.
as the Yellow Of China or the Coloirado River diver- temnporareous with distributary elongation, coarser,
sion of 1905. Instead they seemi to follow a panttern of massive bar and levee deposits comp-crt underl '%ifapg
gradual abandonment of one course along wvitlh pro- silts, silty cla , s, anid fine-grainied prodielta clays by
grrssive enlargement of another involving perhaps a elimination of interstitial water. Comipaction intilallY
century or miore iFis.k 1952)t. is quite rapid but becomes progressi .elv stower as

Duiring abandonment. progressivek% less water and nioisture content is deple'ed. In adiin la. a 1. S
..edimnent is transpo~rted by the (h ing distribiatary7. Fi- illa~cnient by plIastic flow in undlerlying~ fine-rrained
na,'!. reduct.1 sedimentation at its mouth cannot keep sediments has been shiown to be a significant process

pc itli nornial coasta,~l prcse and, a., tlie dlis- in a distributary mouth which results locailly iii ala.
tributary ceases to prograde. erosion becomes the rornsalt% high subsid-nce rates. M organ et id., 1963)ý
dnuainal*t priuce%-. FI-E

Subotidence is another cigniticant pbrocris uhuichVFCSO SISlFC
leads to destruction of an abandoned dleltaic comiplex. Following abandoinment. of a deltaic distributary

A.Regi-m~al geri-aclinal dnssnwarping is widely rectig- fiv'teni, sedaruaentation cmase. but subsidenice continues
nized as a suhsidenme process affecting deltaic region%, anbeoethdz'natm ifigpcs. Effects
but another factor. the effect of oiverloading with re- are uxmn apikarent. e-, -ti'illy in the broadt area% of
sulting cornplactimn andl iisater lftss Lf underl.,iIng %rdi near sea-leiiel iaterdiwastrtuar, miarsh, whichi breaik up

Ie
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D half century sediment deposition and subdelta growth
TFADrrA~nCTAY ~have virtually ceased except for local areas at major

distributary mouths. Subsidence has now become
dominant and many interdistributary lakes have inter-

o, connected to form brackish bays or estuaries (Fig. 5).
Thus the WVest Bay area illustrates a complete cycle,
including deterioration of the Grand Liard land mass.
formation of a brackish West Bay, fill of the estuary

- by jump sediment~ation, and, finally, present processes
______________________________ of subsidence and conversion to a second estuary. It

AS? ITEIVINSTINVI AN is interesting to note that a study of sediments in the
Apt shallow subsurfa-ce also reveals evidence of a third

land mass beneath that of the Liard complex. Surface
evidence is obscured, but it is quite likely that this
represents all even earlier subdelta which diverted

Fig. 2. Effects 4 deltaic sublsi'!tcne during distribittary from thle Mississippi River slightly farther northwest.
systen abandotncenl. Figure 6 illustrates three additional subdeltaic areas

that reflect various stages in this process of cyclic
to formn ponds and lakes. Distributary levees are more sedimentation. The Cubits Gap and Baptiste Collette
massive than adjacent marshes and corsequently sub- stibdeltas have inundated what was formerly an open
side more rapidly. With subsidence, levees often drag bay area (Bay Ronde) and converted it into a broad
down the adjacent mnarsh to form elongated open ma'rshy complex (Welder. 1955). Both of these dis-
i5)nds1 pa~ralleling thle outer levee margins (Fig. 2). tributary systems have now passed their peak of sedi-
Such features have been named] "levee flank depres- mient deýPosition and over the next 50 to 100 years
sions lby Russell (19,30). will follow the pattern of subsidence and deterioration

With continuing subsidence, aided by wave erosion illustrated ill the West Bay area. The crevasse into
of their banks, lakes, ponds, and levee flank depres- Carden Island Bay is the most recent of the several
sions gradually enlarge and coalesce, In a compara- major subdeltas and is sti' actively transporting and
tivelv few years marshy, interdistributary basins thus depositing sediment. Its distributaries c:ontinuae to pro-
becomie open bays connected by devious routes witth gradle, and deposition in interdistributarv basins ex-
the adljacenit Gulf. This process of reversion frorl ceeds subsidence rates.
land (i.e., marsh) to water parallels the diversion of It is apparent that estuarile Fast Bay is a potential
fresh water to somae other p~irt of the delta. Therefore. ctevasse site of the future. Early and somewhat un-
the enlarging interdiSt~ibititary bays progressively be reliable charts of the 1700's suggest that Fast Blsy.
come more brackish in nature andl are thus converted at that time, was partially filled with crevasse deposits.
into -ýzuaries. ISince the advent of accurate mapping of the delta

1 .38) the area has become progressively more open

DELTA IC ESTUA RIE~S with subsidence processes overshadowing those of sedi-
mnent deposition. Hcw long this will continue to be

.A\i t'~hiatry of the type described is well illustrat"! the case ii questionable.
withinl thle area west of thle Mississippi Delta known
ais West Bay. Malps and records of thle late I7IXY5' :NTI:RDFATAIC ESTUARIES
api'. early 1800s indicale that West Pay consisted of
shallow (less than 6 feet deep)l. irregular. interconi- Besides the comparatively snmall-scale intedistribu-
necting bodies oi water (Fig. 3). A smiall abiandloned tary estuaries described, larger enibayed areas exist
dIistributary. (trande L~iard River or Bayou, had vir- between major dultaic lobe%. One of thsthe Ateha-
tually dosed itself off according to records of 1917. falava Basin. is described elsewhere in this volume hi'
howavver, tho s.time stream was known as D~etour aux Russell. A similar enibtayed area extends inland be-
hiaquemanes, sorni thirty years earlier. suggesting tween the distributary %% stem of the present AMissis-
that it syssomnewhat more open and uwed for tiaviga.A sippi River levees and abandoned distributaries of the
tion mt that tinme. In K139,a crevase called Thle luniip older l~firh-is.spiDelta (Fig.ý 7). A cerni-
Allowed Mississippi waters to flood West Ba'.. Seili. plex. initerconnecteif bay-lake nietisork extends inland
mlentation was rapid -tnd by the late 19th cettiory ironi b~rackish Blarataria flay through less brackish
WVest lsav had bern converted into' a stilmelta c~imist- Ligttle l-ake into) fre'hwater Lakes calvador and des
ing oi Innumerable radiating. biftircating. and reclos- .Alleiiamls 'Ihis entire lake and bay complex with
Ing 4l~tril~utanir% with typical interdistributary mars-hy Interconnecting bayous traverres a low. generally
:4rcis itwcrorax-tiig lakes aind ixnds. Byv the Carl, mlarshy bKasin Elicept for locil rainfall, there is no4
IQOO's a few major Jump dlistributaries had aequined freshwater iiliux. thle !tas~spinow being comn-
most of thle discharge and progrded to beeimw. 121 to plete1y controlled by 1:roiective artificiAl levees. The
14 mile~s long. establishing tooA flat a gradient for effi- Ilaralaria-Salvador buain has& bren ik'lerivcal of aclive
c&ent %ediment transport IFig. 4 1. During the past sedimnentation since the LfaceMsaspisse
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NfoderrN Mississippi River Siuhdeltaý

1958 A Dry Cypress Bayou Complex
From Col E. 0-drarxgfr f'.. C West Bay Comp~ex

tesreu&Lrl pluowr.p,. D "I Cubits Gap Complex
E Baptiste Collette Complex
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0 3Fig. 6. The several suibdeltas of thet tmxkrn iilirdlfot"~
MILES M~ississippi del taic system.

for a part of the region reveal retreat rates of about
50 feet a y'ear for the iast 40 or so years. Barring a
chiange in tidal rtxginic the dr1aina.ge! network, including

Cf S*tCI isi principal estuarine channels, remains relatively stable.
Termination of the estuarine tidlal channel network

Fig. 5. The Junip (WVest Bay) subdcelta showing sub- could be brought about by cortstal rctrcat. a vcrv slowv
*xadehlcC effects (lurilig present process of ab~andlonment. process coinsidcriiug the vidlth of the tidal plain, or by

a ne~v influx of alluvial sedimentation front an up-
Iitient Comipaction have Causedi levees and~ interdistrihu- streami diversion of thc princip~al rivers, a much more
tarv hasins to subside as in the 'Mississippi Delta, but likely prospect, particularly in the Gangcs-llralinmapu-
tidlally borne sedliment has accumulated rapidly enough tra area which is subject to considerable tectonic ac-
to Counteract subsidence effects. Abandoned (listrilbu- tivity (Mforgan andl 1Xclntire, 1959).
tarv levees slope seaward and pass gradlually beneath SUJMMARY
an overlapping wedige of tidally deposited sediment. Thrlee dlistinct geomiorphic estuarine tylpes can be
Levees have been traced several miles toward the Bay'

of Bl~g11 V 1.LId agerborigs hrogh s tluc asrecog'nized in the environs of major river deltas. Illus-

12 (4) 14 feet of ovexrlaLppinig tidal plain (lep(.sits.
II lighl efficient tidal ebb and flow have prevented..... OZAM
hannel fill during (listributary ahandonnmmt. As ----

result, seaward portions of (hiStributarv chiannels not '

0111y remain open during rver (diversion, but in most
inlstances broaden and dleepen through tidal scour dur-
ing and after ab~andlonment. Fathonieter profiles across Z

a number of the principal tidal estuaries reveal depths Bt~ U
of 80) to 100 feet (1 Fig. 8) which are eqluivalent to or
greAter thani those Lttainedl by ictive distributaries.a0 r 0

Tidal estuaries are the most permianent of the types f
discussed. D'espite (deltaic subsidence they mnain'tain
channel cross sections adjusted to the prism of ti~a
wvater involv~ed and continually build up the adjacent
land surface to high-tide level. The sediment involved ....
is apiparently supplied by coastal erosion and retreat Fig. 7. Interdedtnic basn betwecen tw o Mfississippi River
O~f the abandoned delta front. Comparisons off iaps dlelta systelms.
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Regional Geomorphological Characteristics of Some Australian Estuaries

J. N. JENNINGS AND E. C. F. BIRD

Australian National University, Canberra, Australiai

Important contributions haxe been made to the and the hydrology of estuaries; they weaken the
study of estuarine hydrology in Australia (Rochford, ability of rivers to prevent barrier formation by
1951, 1959; Spencer, 1956; Thomson, 1959), but little marine action, and they limit the yield of fluvial sedi-
detailed work has been done on the geomorphology of ment for delta and barrier construction. Certain
Australian estuaries. Study of the geomorphological coasts, notably along the Nullarbor Plain and also A
characteristics of some representative Australian estu- in the neighborhood of the Eighty Miles Beach in
aries shows how their differences may be related to Western Australia, lack estuaries because they adjoin
geological, climatic, hydrological, and biological fac- riverless areas.
tors which vary regionally around the margins of the Factor 2-More than half the coast of Australia
continent. Many unsolved problems may not all be (Fig. 2), from Shark Bay in Western Australia
distinctive, Nut some are likely to be unfamiliar to southwards to Cape Leeuwin, eastwards to Cape
those who have worked on estuaries elsewhere. Howe, and northwards to Fraser Island in Queens-

A complete definition of an estuary requires refer- land, is a coast of high wave energy subject to the
ence to its form, its tidal regime, and its salinity char- effects of long-period (12-16 seconds) swell originat-
acteristics. Lake (1949) said of form, "The mouth is ing in the Southern Ocean (Davies, 1960). The same
V-shaped and widens near the sea." Ketchum (1951) is true of much of the coast of Tasmania. On such
described an estuary as "a body of water in which the coasts, extensive barriers have been built up by the
river mixes with and measurably dilutes sea water" ac:.. ., of ocean swell, and many of the river mouths
as a result of tides. A geomorphologist is concerned are partly or wholly cut off from the sea; estuarine
primarily with the evolution of the configuration of lagoons are therefore more common than simple estu-
an estuary and with changes in progress at the pres- aries. These estuarine lagoons are similar to the en-
ent time. He regards an estuary as an assemblage closed river mouths known as "blind estuaries" in
of land forms created by the submergence of a val- South Africa (Day, 1951), where rivers with compa-
ley mouth, and retains an interest in its evolution rable regimes reach coasts confronted by strong ncen

,~.n L., •,cc'~ to bc an ,_.tuar: v r ex,,.or.
when a coastal barrier has been bunt. up across its Few river mouths are completely and permanently
mouth to enclose a lagoon, or when sedimentation has enclosed by barriers. Usually there is a natural outlet,
replaced it by a depositional plain which may protrude
from the coastline in the form of a delta. Patterns of
erosion and sedimentation within an estuary are in-
fluenced by waves, tides, and river currents. These
patterns are also influenced by biological processes, *aV

notably in the development of halophytic and hydro- ..

phytic vegetation communities. The effects of these " "-
processes dliffer from estuary to estuary in Australia
because of contrasts in the geological and geomorpho-
logical setting, and there are broad variations which -

can be related to regional differences in dynamic ". o... ......

environmental factors.

DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

Factor 1-Aridity is a prime factor in many aspects
of Australian geography and estuaries are no excep- J",

tion. Except for Tasmania, parts of the southeastern
mainland, and parts of the east Queensland coastal / * ;
region. Australian rivers have low runoff coefficients I ,,
and few have perennial flow (Fig. 1). Even thesc . .' •
perennial rivers show marked seasonal variati'ins,ad L--ad ._" _._ _"

spasmodic flooding is characteristic throughout Aus- Fig. Mtajor dyz .mic factors affecting Australian
tralia. These conditions affect the geomorpholo-y eqtua, ies.
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plenmentary pattern. The high wave energy coasts

AUSTRALIA have low to moderate tidal ranges, but the tropical
W LOCA'tON$ 'A"V.PO coasts 4.1 subject to tides of nmolerate or high range.

As tie morphological effects of waves and titles are!often opposed, this compllenmentary distribution has a
strengthened significance: %%here the tidal range is

"" large, strong transverse ehb and flow currents prevent
the formation or completion of barriers and maintain

.A goodl outlets through the existing barriers.
Ni Factor 4-Sedimentation within estuaries is in-

Ifluenced by hiotic factors where salt marsh, mangrove
,0 .9-. swamp, or reed swamp develop on their margins.

AU,.A,. A'R Mangrove communities, which are important in many

Australian estuaries, extend from the tropical coasts
Wamnn " into the domain of high wave energy coasts. They

occur as far south on the east coast as Corner Inlet
-,,r -- " in Victoria; they are found in estuaries and inlets

around Spencer Gulf and Gulf St. Vincent in South
Fig. 2. Locations of places and features mentioned. Australia; on the west coast they reach southwards

to the neighborhood of Carnarvon in Western Aus-
which may be sealed off by marine deposition when tralia. Where the tidal range is large, mangroves
the river discharge is low, and reopened by aug- form hroad 7oneq of qwamp vegetatinn on intertidal
mented outflow after a heavy rainfall within the land, but they are restricted or absent in estuarine
catchment region. The position of estuarine outlets lagoons where the tidal range is reduced. In the ab-
is often related to patterns of refraction of ocean sence of mangroves, many Tasmanian estuaries are
swell. The outlets occur where the swell is strongly bordered by salt marshes similar to those found in
refracted, and therefore weakened, in the vicinity of northwestern Europe and eastern North America.
rocky headlands, or where there are islands or shoals The vigorous hybrid, Spartina to'nsendii, which has
immediately offshore (Bascom, 1954). so strongly modified the geomorphological evolution

For various reasons, the tropical coasts of Aus- of many estuaries in northwcstern Europe (Bird and
tralia are subject to less persistently energetic wave Ranwell, 1964) has recently been introduced to the
regimes. The barrier reefs off the east Queensland Tamar Estuary in Tasmania, but is not yet common
coast dissipate the South Pacific swell, so that this in Australian estuaries. Reed swamp encroachment
coast is subject only to the more variable wave action is restricted to relatively fresh water and becomes
produced by winds blowing over coastal water. WVaves mnore i:iiportant where tie enclosure of estuaries hy
generated by the southeasterly trade winds are domi- barriers permits reduction of salinity by inflowing

nant for much of the year, but nortnerlv monsoons rivers.
affect the coast north of Townsville during the sum- Factor 5-A further differentiating factor affecting
mer months. Protection by coral reefs is more local- estuarine gý-morphology derives from a marked re-
ized off the north coast of Australia ( Fairbridge. gional contrast in the mineralogy of beach sands and
19540), but this coast is beyond the effective reach of the lithology of derived dune formations on the Aus-
ocean swell, and wave action here is related simply to traliaii coast. On the western and soutthern coasts.
"wind conditions over tie adjacent seas. The strongest fronm Shark Bay down to northwestern Tasmania.
wave action accompanies the summer monsoon. Regu- beach sands are predo(Ntinantly calcareous and older
lar ocean swell builds up barriers and sm)xths coastal dune and barrier fort.ations have become lithified as
outlines in plan, but the more variable wave action eolian calcarenite. On the eastern coast, from Fraser
on the tropical coasts of Australia helps to maintain Island south to eastern Tasmania. quartzlse beach
wide, open estuaries, and to create protruding deltas sands predominate and dunes and barriers derived
like those of the hIurdekin and I lerbert Rivers in fiont them renhuin relatively uncom.dlidated. l)Dcosi-
Queensland and the IDe Gre" in Western Australia. tional forms in calcarenite are more resistant to ero-
In addition to tme impo)rtance of ocean swell iv, shall- sim by waves and currents and thus are more durable
ing coastal outlines, it is possible that these long ocean as lind forms than similar feadurcs built off quartztmse
waves have swept sand across the continental shelf sand. In consequence. the gertiorphnl•ig-d frame-
and delivered it to the coast during and since the work of estuaries and estuarine lagmons on the western
postglacial marine transgression. Ilird (1%la) has and suthern coasts is often better defined than those
suggrsted that this may have contributed to the build- preserved in calcarenite on the eastern coasts aith

ing of barriers on the southeastern coast of Australia; older barrier systems dating inin lleit•ocene tinm.
there is certainly less sand m. the northern coast On the tropical coasts the dunes are much more local-
which is not exposed to ocean swell, and on the east izd. and their virtual absence from the iserennialty
Queensland coast where the reefs offshore are old humid sectors is consonant with what is known of
enough to have prevented this landward drifting, other coasts in humid tropical regions (Jennings.

Fatoer 3-Tidal conditions generally show a com- 1964).

le 4
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Factor 6-Neotectonic effects cannot he excluded MURRAY-MOUT1
from consideration of present-day estuaries, many of ESTUARINEL
which certainly inherit morphological features from
estuarine phases prior to the Reee'it (H-Iolocene)
mnarine transgression. Neotectonism is strongly sug- 4
gested by the configuration of some estuarine lagoons .....
an(l enibayments on the coast between Cape Ilowe and LN LXNRN

the onouth of the Murray, in Victoria and South Aus- - .

tralia, when taken in association with Isodlorm evi-
dence of tectonic dleformation and the proximity (in
soini cases) of fault lines still subject to earth move- ......

nients. But proof must await detailed geomorphologi-
cal and stratigraphic studies.

Each of the six dynamic factors wc have listed E"
works, of course, within the more static framework J
of the geological structure and geomorphological evo-
lution of the coastal hinterland. This can best be Z -"
illustrated by de~aling with representative estuaries J"
in greater detail.____________

REGIONAL EXAMPLES OF ESTUARIE.S Fig. 4. The Murray River Estuary, South Australia.

TnE SWAN E't-LARY, WESTER% AUSTRA.IA

The Swan Estuary (Fig. 3) falls within a Pleis- two-foot range and are often excee~ded by tides due to

tocene coastal plain fronting a Precambrian shield, wind action. These dynamic factors, and the com-

both thought to have been tectonically stable within paratively resistant rock of the coastal barrier, ac-

the lifetime of the estuary. More precisely, the estuary count for the meager outlet to this estuary which in

transects two ancient !jane systems, the inner of weak mn asrsmlsa surn aon
quartzose dunes, the outer of eolian calcarenite. The The constricted entrance, the river regime, and the -

latter is quite resistant, in part, to erosion. Within the small tides produces, distinctive hydrology with phases
dune linmestones thete are successive belts, and the ot prolonged and pronounced vertical stratification
e-ituary cuts the outermost in a narrow, shallow, and interspersed with spasms of cellular circulation. The

winding channel which may have originated 'a; a stratification promotes an accumulation of black, richly
"constructional gorge" (Jennings, 1957). organic silt on the floor of the estuary. The limited 5

The rivers entering the estuary have low discharge development of the salt marsh is also correlated with
uiiot o th yer, houh food ocur n te sortthe smallness of the tide. Two partly emerged spits

mostr of"" th Ar thoghfoosoiccur tid n thae sorty~ suggest a tendency towards segme- 'it-"-a -r-we-%
which takes place in estustrine lagoons wherc the tidal
rainge is small (Price. 1947).

[ . The age of the estuary is linked to that of the

ccaein e which McArthur and flettenay (1960)

Ithat inispresent form the estuary may relate solely
* , jto the Hlolocene transgrecsion (Churchill. 1959).

V-7 1This dating, however, depends ultimately on an alti-
- ~tudin.A correlat ion with the European sequence of

.~ ~- jshorelines, and cannot command much confidence. The
I I ~pos'Hbity remains that Plelistocene interglacial estu-

" Y' }~arine 1 h&shave contributed to the present nmor-
L.. phology.

A' *%*- -1 rlig MURRAY ESTUANY. Sov'iri AUSTRAL.IA

A long history is even more evident in the case of
the Murray Estuary (Fig. 4). where "uccessive cal-
carenite MWd calcareous siand ridges have produced

j ~~an estuary-4."xwi comiplex. The lithified dune ridges
. .. mrohe yNov( 99 n tma neie

'- - from 11merCI.Scial esuarine phases, wheres the outer-
t:....... I m t abcmrsejitated wind barrier is attrihuted to the

Fiw 3. 'fir Suan Fstuary. W"*mvi Austal. much of its cmirse through seul-arid comtry and has

ALs
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: ••771i enclosed from the sea that they were fresh enought fori , reed swamp to encroach from their shores in the man-

* -- ,tth~i4K•Ij -•/. ier of swamps bordering freshwater lakes. But reed
S•ame swamp encroachment is now confined to sections of

7, the lake shores remote from the artificial entrance, in
A.j I waters where salinity remains relatively low. The

geomorphological response to increasing salinity in
the Gippsland Lake, may be contrasted with the
geoniorphologicai changes that have followed the
freshening of the Murray lagoons. Neotectonic move-

S....ments may be partly responsible for the shape of Lake
Wellington; itz sliape seems to be related to a r- a-

Fig. 5. The Gippsland Lakes, Victoria. trusion of the former marine embayment alzng the
axis of the Latrobe syncline into an area that was

an exceptionally low ratio of mean awwuail discharge probably subject to very recent tectonic subsidence.
to basin area. Tides at the Murray's mouth are small Farther south, in Corner Inlet, the coastal barriers
(3 feet), and the sa:-e combination of factors as in are less continuous and break up into a chain of bar-
the Swan Estuary account for narrow and shallow rier islands. Recent downwarping may be responsible
channels at the outlet. However, these lagoons are for this, but other factors are the increased spring
more extensive and their configuration may be due tidal range (8 feet, compared with 3 feet at the en-
in park to a neotectonic factor of Quaternary warping. trance to the Gippsland Lakes), and the more intricate

Calcarenite has provided a good foundation for the wave refraction which results from waves encounter-
construction of barr-ges across the outlets, and since ing offshore islands and shoals within shallow coastal
these were completed in 1940 the estuarine lagoons waters.
have become freshwater lakes, with consenuent changes
in littoral ecology and shoreline geomorphoiogical Tnp, FITZROY ESTUARY, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

processes. Reed swamp encroachment has become The Fitzroy (Fig. 6) is typical of many rivers
widespread and associated sedimentation is building along the Kimberley and Northern Te-ritory coasts.
up depositional land on sections of the shorelines of It debouches into a funnel-shaped estuary at the head
Lake Albert and Lake Alexandrina (Bird, 1962). of King Sound, which is a ria senssu lain, as defined

by Cotton (1956). The Fitzroy Estuary lacks the
complications of a spit or barrier construction. The

This is an estuary-lagoon complex (Fig. 5) rep!ac- greater indentation of this coastal sector and greater
ing a former marine embayment. The strwig swell depth of the margin of the continental shelf may point
from the Southern Ocean has built long coastal bar- to regional Ppeirogenic subsidence accompanying the
riers, here of quartzose sand, which enclose Lakes glacio-eustatic oscillations (Fairbridge, 1953). The
King, Victoria, and Wellington. These lakes are fed mouth of King Sound is protected by bedrock islands
by four rivers of more regular regime than those and reef patches in the Buccaneer Archipelago so that
airead~v discussed, tot with seasona! variations in wave action is attenuated even during the northwest
runoff. The natural outlet from these lakes used to be monsoon. This and its large tidal range (30 feet) are
intermittent, blocked by sand in the summer and re- probably responsible for the absence of wave-con-
opened by winter freshets. Tidal action is only mod- structed features, although diminished yield cr ;and
erate, permitting the segmentation of initially elon- from a hinterland with tropical weathering may also
gated lagoons into a chain oi smaller, oval lagoons be a factor. The funnel shape of this estuary is the
by the action of wind-generated waves in the manner optimum configuration for conserving tidal amplitude
described by Bird (196.3). Rivers have built cuspate as the tide progresses headwards; in the absence ,f
and digitate deltas within this sheltered and tidally strong wave action the river load is fashioned into
inactive system of estuarine lagoons. Similar deltaic patterns of shoals and channels related to ebb and
features are found elsewhere in other Australian Hfxli currents (Robinon, 190)). Stme of tht! shc.Js
coastal lagoons. have been colonized by mangroves.

In recent years. much of the shoreline of the Gipps- The outstanding characteristic Uf this e~tuary is the
land La•-es has beconie subject to erosion, which is g.eat extent of intertidal land. This reflects tht large
also consuming the deltas built yv the "iitchell and range of astronomical tides and their augmentation
Tambo Rivers. Bird (1961b) has ihown that this is during the wet season by the onshore monsoon and
a consequence of replacement of the intermittent riý'er floods to give "king tides". The mangrove

I natural outlet through the barrier by an artificial cut fringe along the major channels is nwt very wide in
"made in 1889. The salinity of the Gippsland Likes the Fitzroy Estuary, but there are large areas of mud
has evidently increase as a result. In the eastern flats. The higher parts of these flats are subject to
part of the lakes a former reed swamp fringe (chiefly less frequent tides and they turn into glaring whiteI Phragmilez) has lied back, and erosion has ensued salt :rusts in the dry season. Higher still ,r'e salt
from the quite substantial waves generated within the meadows of grasses and sedges (dominated by spe-
lakes. These estuarine lagoons were formerly so well cies of Sporobolu and FimwriWylis) and shallow de-
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an angle so that many rivers open northward into.......... gulfs protected from the donminant wind-waves from............ the southeast and east. Other estuaries, not facing

0 north (for example, the Proserpine River Estuary,

islads.Butforthebarrier reefs, these protectedKnNG SON uf ol emr ujc osn are onstuc

the ew Suth alescoast farther south, where
rivrs lowint esuarnelagoons behind depositionalbarirs Istad teestuaries are funnel-shaped andfrqunty0xhbi well-developcd shoal and channel

patrna i h Fitzroy River Estuary at Rock-
hapofar from the previously mentioned Fitzroy

'a" ,.- - - Estuaries exposed to the east and southeast arebordered by small sadbarriers which are not sur-
moute m dunes-they resemble the cheniers of the
Gulf Coast of the United States rather than the robust

sand barriers of sou~thern Australia. Vies-! cheniers- are not hacked by open estuarine lagoons but by areas
of swamnp grassland, salt nmeadow, and Mangrove~~swamp. W--e action hadS not been strong enough to
build barriers eniclosing large bodies of water, and
only modest features have been built along the mar-J gins of the estuarine alluvium. The estuaries are re-

Sduced to rather wide, simple river channels, like that~: -~-ci ~ of the Trully River.
-A few of the larger Australian rivers have been
- -- -able to build deltas beyond the ,eneral line of theFig. 6. The Fitzroy River Estuary, Western Australia.IO

pressions, occupied by salt marsh species, sometimes '"*termed "salt pans" (Australia, C.S.I.R.O., 1953,1960). Even the freshwater grassland swamp, domi- - rnated by Oryzts and Elcocharis species, is liable to i .local and occasional inundation by brackish water. (ALesser rivers feed lagoons in large, shallow, enclosed 'basias within these tidal flats. The relationships be-Ftween plant communities and the niicro-topography' J
await investigation.

Parts of the iffland margin of the King Sound tidal
flats are serrated in plan because estuarinQ~ silts have
been deposited in corridors within fields of fixed Ion-
gitudinal desert duiocs. The relationships with Quater- C.M"nlary arid-humid usci'lations and chatnging Quaternary

* ~sea levels have still to be established.

IN1FTHE BARRIER REEF
*Within the water protected by th-i G-eat Barrier J'

Reef (Fig. 7), the local wind in relaion to coastal \f' -aspect plays a greater part than it u Pes on coasts - -subject to ocean swell, wh~ich can reniain strong even I rafter conlsidIerable ;,efraction. As a result, estuaries ')'i -'in that area show a greater variation in style, and no M -- U Lossingle type predominates. Many of these estuaries,3 a
however, are open-mouthed and funnel-shaped with-

semblc broadly the Fitzroy Fstuary of Western Aus-
extensive than salt flats. The geological strike and Fig. 7. Examples of estuaries from the Queetullandtopographical trends inland intersect the coastline at coast haisde the Great Sarrier Rrof,4

I . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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coast into the protected waters behind the reefs. Of NARWLE CEK&-
these, the Herbert Rive- has a fairly well-distributed %ARWLECE1&

DURRILL LAKE e-
discharge, but the Burdekin River has markedly sea- CATCHMENT'Sf
sonal discharge. Some chenier development has taken * IN.j

place; in the Burdekin D~elta they face northeast, likeI
the free extension into Cape Bowling Green, a spit I~ %)

built by northward longshore drifting where the trend * if

of the coast changes. This NW-SE alignment is not
perpend~zular to the direction-resultant of wind-work
(Schou, 1952) ; it is a more complex resultant in
which fetch and offshore water depths participate.
The changing distributary patterns in the deltas can

result in mangrove-fringed estuaries, which now re- bMLO

ceive decreased freshwater discharge, sometimes from /
previous tributaries of the river which built the delta f-
(for instance, Seymour Creek in the Herbert Delta.).
The Burdekin Delta includes a number of estuarine ISA
creeks which were formerly distributary channels but % %/
which now receive river outflow only when there is
general flooding in the delta. Kalamia and Plantation UID

Lreeks arc cphcmci'al estuaries of this type. % -a

NEw SOUTH WVALES ESTUARIES: MJ ESU~N PAN-
PROBLEMS OF INFILLING =J QUARTZOSE SANDIOUARMIERt *-

WVe have endeavored to select estuaries representa- INrIWVIOAL SAND SHOALS

tive of long coastal sectors, although for east Quieens-
land it was impossible to select a dominant type. Coll- Fig. 8. The Narrawalice hilet anti Burrill Lake Estu-
sideration of some of the New South Wales estuaries aries, New South Wales.
may correct a misleading impression of simplicity.
This coast possesses a basic uniformity: it is straight:
it is subject to a powerful wave attack and to a small Narrawallee Creek. A possible explanation is that
tidal range-, and it also has the "geographical unity" the Narrawallee Inlet was much shallower at the
(Andrews, 1910) of its hinterland of high plateaus height of Recent submerge~nce and more quickly filled.
with rather uniform geologies' ,7k 4 'r i_-ted Such an explanation, implyinv a coastal hanzing
coastal slope. thbe preva...!'i. -I~' it, ., .is valley, has its difficulties: for example, the offshore
coast is the existence of substantial quartz sand bar- contours, which are suhject to smoo~thing by marine
riers and dunes along zeta-curve bays (HIalligan, action, do not indicate that the two valleys were cut

1906; Jennings. 1955; Davies, 1959) fashioned byre- to different dep~ths prior to drowning.
fracted southeasterlY swell and breached most fre- ,infilar catchmients of medium size along the South
quently at the southern side of the bays %%here the Coast present the same contrast (Fig. 9): the Clyde
swell hias bL-n most weakened by refractioin. Never- River has retained an open ria tharacter with ver%
theless, within this broad canvas there are innunler- little natural reclamiation, but in rootrast the Moruysa

S able contrasts and (departuires at Ill levels of magni- Estuary has been much (diminished. Both pass through
tude. and each presents different research problemis. bedrockt upland "gates" oif much tlhe same width at

4: Excellent. althouigh comparatively sniall. examples about the samne distance fromi the general line of the
of the variation in degree of intilhing of estuarie% are outer coast . Again. although they may he misleading.
evident (Fig. 9 in the Narrawallc Inlet andi Burrill the offshore contfours do not indicate that th,- Clide
lake on the South Coa.-st (the coiast south 44 Sydney). was cut miore dieeply, or that more Sediment sva.

Two adjacent small catchmeotas in broadly similar ncmedel to fill llatenman's Bay than the bav of which
topoirrajihy anti litholory were drowned in their lower the .ou~ Estuary now occupies but a Small nart.

parts byv the Recent marine tran--gression to produce It is true'that the Monasva brings down large quanti-
rias which were roughly %imilar in plan. But smhereas ties of sand eroded from outcrops of dreiph weathered

\artawallee Inlt" has' been virtually reclaimedl by granite dluring flas floods, as in 1925, but the propor-
infilling. Burrill lake remains as an estuarine lagrm tion of coarse-grained rocks is similar in the two
behind a hsarriet'. There is a small delta at the head catchmnen.ts. they are benadly alike topographically.

of Ilurrill Lake and deposition of a tidal delta in the and the nature apd arnount of sedienxrt yield shoulf'I vicinity of the entrance from the se-s has lessened the he much the same
ilepibs'of the seaward part of the lake to a few feet: The contrast in rates of estuarine infilling ms also
deeper water lies inward. The mosit obvious differrnce posed in the largest coastal catchments in New South
bet%.een the sutrviving anid the former estuary is the Walef Fig. 10). Rrnken MaY is "o a ria irn the
Lreater height and steepiness of the bedrock slopeti atrwite-t ense, but It is a classic example of a desidritic
around Bnrrill Lake than those arounid the fiats of drowned valley transvers to the coast The r.WXth vik
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CI(ARACTFl4ISTICS OF SOMI AUSTRAL.IAN EsrIARIES 127

formation of spits and barriers at the entrance.
A relatively sheltered lagoon environment like
that of the Lower Shoalhaven, which promotes
natural reclamation, was never established.

I 2K .5. After submergence, Broken Bay may have
been deepr than the Hunter and Shoathaven
Estuaries, so that its infilling was a larger task~.
There is no evidence of any deep channel cross-
ing the continental shelf here. Moreover, it has
long been known (Hedley, 1910) that the inner

BATEMANSpart of this shelf has beet, !:ept clear of Recent
BATE deposits, thus minimizing the fossibility of ablit-

BAY eration of a channel by marine sedimentation.
Surveys of the submarine topography off the
New South Wales coast, n, w in progress, may
throw somec light on this matter.

But this geomorphological probleti. in Australian estu-
aries remains virtually uninvestigated as yet.

EXCEPTION'S AND TRANSITIONS
There are estuaries on four sectors of the Aus-

tralian coast which do not fit the broad categories of
MRAR regional types. In South Austrab.. Spencer Gulf and

Gulf St. Vinceot are less affected by refracted ocean
swell than the rest of the southern coast of the con-
tinent, and toward the heads of these gulfs the tidal
ranges increase considera'ily. Wave action is related
primarily to w;-d conditions and local fetch within
these gulfs; aý it is less strong and less regular the

0 1 Z 4.barrier construction is cnrrespondingly poor. Some of
the rivers flowing into these gulfs have deflected estu-

l1] ALLUVIAL 16 ESTUARINE PLAIN aries; for example, the Torrens Estuary is deflected
([lJLLDCR LAND northward by the bui.lding of the sand spit on which

EJQUARTZOSE SAND SARRIERS P~ort Adelaide stands. Others have mouths i-nen-
Fig. 9. The Clyde River and Muruya River Ettuaries, cumbered by sand deposition: the Wakefield River

New South Wales. enters the head of roulf 1-t. Vincent where the shore tm'
if. '-nrdered by tid-!' !!it marshes and mangrove

still wide o;._:ý Actween rocky headlands, and there bwamps without sand spits or bar'-ers. Such estuaries 4
has been relatively little re-creation of land within the have miore in common with those ojf the northern Aus3-

tidal reaches of Broken Bay and liawkesbury River. tralian gulfs than those of the southern coast.
which hydrologically have a free cellular circulation. Although the southern shores of the Gulf of Carpen-
To the south, with a smaller catchmient. the Shoal- taria are not protected! by coral reefs or depositional
haven Ri~er has practically filled a broad embaN ment
behind coasta' sand harriers vith deltaic sedimient. To
the north thve Hunter River, with a catchnment roughly
equnal to the llawkeslszry's. has advanced nearly -is
far tin natural reclamation as the shoalhavent.

A number Of h~ lx)thses%~ lrescrit therrielves:
I. Oni tlw, lawkeslniur River systemn. the Cunt-
lwrland Mlain. an interior ba-,In cIoCIIsea levcl.~
has acted in taxme degree as a stedimenit trap. WI a
2. Ti, effect may have been accentuatec!h
tectofil: sagging of the Cumberiand Plain 4, Walker
andl Hawkins. 1957)i.
3. It is possible that sedinmnt yield h), Le
low from the horhly permesbie satidstore tetra~n*
around Btroken Hay where surface runo f Is Mea.
tively sWall. 4
4. Aftr submre~grmec Broker, Hay wa-s left with
a much narra ýer mouth than the estuarie of the

jHunter MAd the Shoathaw. T1his may have se'- Fig. 10L The Hwifti River. thaunbswy River, aWl
duced greate tidal K11111. which presented the SlrJhuwn River Esnaisries. Nrw Smoth Wales-
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barriers, wave action is weakened by attenuation in BIRD. E. C. F., 1961a. Rteed growth in thL Gippslarooj
passing through broad tracts of shallow water. Little Lakes. Victiiax Namedrol'*,4 77:262-26l8.

BIRD, F. C. F., 1961b. i'he coast-I harriers. of Pastis kn-iwn of the tides on this part of the coast. hut Uippslanl. Australia. Ge'ogra ph. J., 1.17:460-4681.
they are thought to be relatively smiall conipared %sith BIRI), p. C7. F., 1962. The utilization ot soime A~ustralian
those of the gulfs farther west. In these circumstances, coxatal lakes. Australian Ge'ofrapher, 8:199-M0.
rivers such as the 'Mitchell and the Flinders hav esa BIRD), F. C. r*., 1963. The physiogiaphy (if the (!ippslanel

Lakes, Australia. Z. (Gcsomrtholoqae, 7:232-245ý.aries bordered by (depositional plains, vvith corridors HIRI). iF. C. F., and 1). S. RANWEIL., 1964 The
of sw~ampland between wave-built cheniers of sand pehysiography of Poole Harbour, lDorsct, J. licol., .52:
and shell. They -esenible the estuary of the Tully 3.55-366.
River on the ea'st Quee.'sland coast. ushere low wav CH URCHILL.I, 1). M., 1959. L~ate Quaternary etistatic

enery i a onteuene o barierree proecton.and change's in the Sssan River district. J. RoY. S,,,. It'.
enery i a cn~ejueice f brrie ref pitecion an .IiStraid, 12. 51-53.

are in marked c.ontra~st to the funnel-shal~ed estuaries COTTON, C. A,1956. Rias sa".ss utricto and s."Psua
of the guits farther wsest. Idle. Gro, rtth J.. 122:36D-364.

On the south coast of Queensland, heeeond the pro- DAVIES, j. L. 19s9. Wave re~raction and the evolution of shoreline curves. Geognspk. St udie's, 5:1-14.tection of the Great Barrier Reef, large dexiositional DA'VIES, J. L., 1960. Beach alignment in southern Aus-
features at Fraser Island. Stradbroke Island, and tralia. Audstralian' Geagrather, 8:42-43.
Moreton Island afford partial protection to river DAY, J. H., 1951. The ecoloigy of South African estu-

estaris. he ris.sn Rier pen ino te rla- aric , 1: A review of estuat-ine ctimditions in gener2'.esturie. Th Rrs:.Ae Rveropen ino th rela- Trass. Reev Soc. -SAfrica, 31. 53-91.tively sheltered waters of Moreton Bay by way of a FAIRBRII)GE, R. ;X., 1950. Recent and Pleisvicene
deltaic tract, and off its mouth are complex sh'oal coral reefs of Austx-alia. J. Geo'i.. ý,R:330I0.
patterns, with ebb-and-flood cl'.nnels. This estuarv, is FAIRBRII.)Gr. R. W., 105;. The Saliul Shelf. N,.:ihern
transitional between the east Queensland type bsehind Autralia: its structure and grological] relatitrnships.
the~ barrier reefs and the enclosed type of the New 1.ALLIGAN.oG. HV.,10.SnmomntntI-Ns
South Wales coast to the south. South Wales coast. Proc. Laicgw, S-c. .N. S. W1ales.

Finally, on the southeastern coast of Tasmania, 31:61"-40.
aroud _ýcsr Bay is n etensve ia-tpe cast po E 11 LEY. C.. 1910. The suxbmarine %Iote oef New S-utharoud Strm ay, s a extnsiv natypeCoat. jos. Wales. Prosi. Lan..'aui Soc. . S. Wlale's, ?3:9-21.

sibly influenced by epeirogenic or local tectonic sub- JENNINGS, J. N.. 1955. The influence 4f wave actiovn
sidence. In these terms it is comparable wyith the gulf on Coastal outline in plan. .1 utsliaan (;eaoataph4r. 6
coast of northern and northwestern Australia. but 3644
differs in that tidal range rrmains l4-w (3 feet at 110- JENNINGiS. I. X_. 1957.. Coastal dlune lakes as ex npli-
hart), and t,.at most of the shoreli'ne is readiedt by teel fr,*m ling lslarand. Tasmiania. (;e.,rarA. 1.7-123
the refracted southern ocean swell (Davies. 1959,. JENNlNtS. J. NK. 0"ti. The questiton oif cnastal dunies
D~epositional shoreline features includ~e curvedt beaches in tropical humid clionates. Z. ¶;.15fpoek.8
and harriers, spits, and tonbiblos. which delehect a'id T(lt3.B I.1Q.Thexane1fesad
locally seal off the mo.uths of the stmiller ri~err. Trhe -4!t~ sAier in titla* r'tIuarv'i j..Ilaie'u Res., It#-l ,bU
IDerwent Estuary. lrnwever, is uncrnclosed! and opt'lts LA KE. 1'. IN4' Pl'hsi.-al (;ri-ratdpt. 2Ns! Edtliwn. CAmn
into the northwestern corner oi Storin Bay. Urt~'i~:v C' e'.(nibri~lge, Engatul'.."Vi~AR Fhlt.R. W %I.. and E I-PILTTFN.AY. IW6 I*-With thes-e exceptions and traussitimrn. liread rr- - it' asn' tw .1 trileeauor. d sal' on the ''.'an t~ti
gicinal types of es.turies may, he rt.ivhnirett. C'on.,id- l'lain. W A f lel, -nmmweal'tvh Sce. lad. R,-i
eration of the varied degree of intilling irn the New PaN~'- 1I'.' 14.
South %%'air% estuaries has showwn that st-tne factors. \11041Y. C. I. dr. 'L959 Notes oxn the geiomorphic history.4 Itue arra scsrrIounling L~akrl Mrx~anoirma ant) Allheri.such as ges"logical structure AndI hitite-rl-isid reonin-r. S V. Trowy. SK... S Aiirh- .v ý Wll&
ttholog%. loons large an ther local *calIe. 'riese iArtvvrs PRICK. W. A . P'47 'Ejudlobibus of f..eeit anul f.'wr" In
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Estuarine Research in the Danish Moraine Archipelago

AXFL SCIIOU

Ci fographiical Institute, U.niversity of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Lennmark

I kiiiirik Is All Achipelago III thec strictest setase. 1atriud; this~ regiott is cliAractcrized by a, flat taipog-
It includes the It-niyisula, 3f Jutland (30,000 km2), -aphs.
111d it has a coastline of oter 7,400 kmi. In cornpari- Beneath the glacial depiosits in the southwestern
-on. 742 kmi would enclose the Area if TDenniark's land part (if IDenmark, Tertiaiv sediments of sand and clay

n~ ot No dissected lby water. have been fo~und. Cretaceous liaoestitmes, which furni
.i niaiaaic of dislocated layers untlet the whole D~en-

TID)AL FAVllRONME.NT IN I)ENMARK miark area, do not crop, o-ut in this area as in the
northern and eastern part oi Jutland and on the

Iii the( estuardoe enmirontnent oi this zrchipelago. D~anish islamnds I Fig. I). The ishoreline development
the tides and tidal currents play a do'iinant role '11 in the Danish tifAka area has not been determiined by
Nhoreline developmnent anti in the formjation of off- resistant rock.,, Nit by clacial depo-ots anal other non'-
short, rchc' ic.aturv, I" clitnitni &uait]d 5iniiet"tat loll. rstatloose sedimtents. Front a rluia on

Irhe imdm-t ternman bode F is . I nýo h NorhjSea g the di f ti, Alterations are rapid %h,-n new enviroinmen-
Daii~hCwrianborer s - rn II Esjer, te df-tal factors arc introduced, Trhis area has a special
ferewr 1~seei- th t~l kis i onv 1. m.and value as aI research field, because of this adjustment

Along the Arsit-rn coa-st of Juttand. farther north, the of time relief cOimilkxes to establish equilibriwn form.,
range 4l miimmsies. %t the Scaýw still. near the -nirance in resixmse to nvw intfluences..Sottm observa-
to the inner D~anish sca', the tidAl rainge is rin1igifi- ityins can give -esults which under less favorable roll-
'-ant liecause of the interference of the North &-a ditions. can be obitained only by means of less accurate
anilphidraonmic sim~eni. InI the Kattegat, as well as "1 hitorico-carlogravhih mtethods.
the Baltic. onlý ven% small waves are generated. Thie The construction of the dam which connects Jut-
%mall tidail aiiplivtuaks are normally ctatirel% maskied Lamd with the islaild of Ifnits' has served u~ a gigantic

It, tii-eniotlic change-s of level wshich are Caused by xwamst )ssrawm rnenigsdmnain
lare~.ue. hu.. etuaineconitins ccu (jllY tfiail creek aleselolminent. ebb channels, and flood chan-

oni the southwest shoreline of the Jutland l'eninsuta. nels base increase"l our knowledge of coastal geonmor-

I, iiii CitO~iix ,5ttSa f' CT[NT%I Its

The tsIWN ot coasts And the aknlevdnewnt of the 4%i ti~A

*hsreline-s are causeil by An interpilay bet*C~en tlht- 'F -V A ar-aulnourwsli't teretwe-. in miarine ,ctii it-.
ali'ttns-tly ditfferent laheisoloena: k the ge 1gitcal lbrti~ern the Ntonib Sr-, And the inner D~anish swas
structures ot .the landI And 2 1 the niarine Act,% tit"e ot ..oh 4s the Kattecat. the l)4numh Straits. and !he a-
thve surrounding seAs. D)-miurk is an area of glaciAl t-c. fit the North Sea. the titatinmiii Ileight of waves
Acclullut talom fornies by tepo-mtion In the niLargIWIa IN . tit. but In the Dlani'sh p~art of ti1e B.1ltic. ounly m.
I,OWN .,I o he lirlsonrete scrcA-) The 'errestrial inuc!- A* a result, tle wrst r List of lutland is rxpesaird to
ta iif-h tor1n the NLrtla-1au Of the Danish landscape 1iva 'trounig uie Activity. '.-he etch in the northwe*1criv
Wtri (aIl.Ita tOW ena.rtmatis ajua.notiti of hu~luttirl. cfi-rctwan rAnges betwe -t, 1.5110 Arj 500) kn. and %%A ter
InrrArl- mAtul. alma 1 1ý that iorot A lutterft-i ot mm'rsii 44la .10 ID iiim otre r %-.r) ner.4 the riiast.
LaIcqr .~aldrIU1gtAcaluI i ~al1 hits. TI'e %Vet "M-4, ot 01 lutkjsd is th 11% no-th- sUt~h

IhNtinra thw. Rit-Sstak glaculti.m tkmnutak uat orimnati'.1s. it% al11UIm t. Itltaiht l11W' Iartsne aetis its,

eoarl-l-tra nre hi an wecals. In tue latt glacti~s ttrise ini mui~rsarls winds hIts sintlJiftjed the shortehin
torm.I. the %\' unto Wrseclhl rlwc~talu- Ohe extre-re lIr orw. 1b oi the W"Ort-brie us 1W t determined
lIMII t,.i ;Ie .seea, q! 1 Will cms-nr the Uithw~rsst!, lIn the initial rreb$ hut b-4 the Of'sai the teA.
part -. ' tlhe peinusala ot JuilaMd ubshch exlkilmns thr Thrse loetcri, w turn. arc Cmrnsr4Indh- the dirwcivn-
Cyr-at tid"CixVrim !n thme tittls .4 ccsat U4a relief that rr4110t Ot o the Wkumil DkW 0 a TheV trmaistl diree-
VWm tuiusvvn ut-itc-i andi reaiten Ihemmat~k Itva kv O- -hr t4rime L-% trvalai dape at *fgkt anglers to

The ouain omtitauarv hoei of the last lier dhesi DRW 1 chawi. P4;(gumldsr. 1954. l9S)i The
thriaugla Intmlaw 1m ýIi Is a t o soiga 6,3.r. se~a ham erauirUd aletcsl bawl and hat batri bars at
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continnw. southwvsrd on tý,C west -c~ u~ . i... k jis-Uuo, between tlie peninsula oi
ot iFanp, MandoJ, and Roin0. The area between these: Skallingexi aid the island of 19ano, Knudedyb, be-
islands and the coast of Jutland, extending fromn the tween the islands o; Fango and Mand5o; Juvre Dl,.
(;ennan border northward to the Bay of Ho Bugt, between Mando and )Rlmo: an-4 Listerdyb, south of
forms Vadehavet, the Danish tidal region (Fig. 2). Romo and north of the German isiand of Sylt.

The Daniish tidal and tidal marsh areas cover ap-
TIDAL FLAT.' AND TIDAL CHANNELS proxim)ately' 200 i'n.Teewd salwsrth.

Wide tidal flat-s emtend seawArd from reclaimed are called "wadden~s", which are Rrc-As under water at
marshes on the Jutland coast and are dissected by flood tide and dry at ebb-.-the existence of the wad-
systems of tidal creeks and tidal channels. The largest dens is conditioned biy the vast expanse of the out-
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wash plains in western Jutland (Figs. I and 3). The DEVEL~OPMENT OF RESEARCH IN THlE,
fiat bottom and shalow water of this region can be DANISH TIDAL REGION
attributed to the absence of relief in these outwash EEPAL-orRSRCWOK
plains. Tfhe surface slopes very slightly and large ~LIM~ rRSAW!X0K

areas alternate between a marine and terrestrial exist- Research on the geoniorphology and dynamics of
ence. The distance between high and low spring Danish tidal flats started in 1930 when Niels Nielsen
water mna-ks may be as much as 10 kri. iounded "Skalling Laboratoriet" as a field station for

Fi.3 Cemrhooia mpo ouhetenJtan.(rm aosn 94 Mi ae atyfrm8hu.AI.

of Denark. . TheLandsapes.
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the study of tidal flats, salt marshes, and dunes on continued. Further, an experimental ELld for recla-
the peninsula of Skallingen. mnation of land and a department for surveying have

In 938a banc ofSkalling-Laboratoriet was es- been established close to the village of Rejsby. III
tablished in Esbjerg, where the port authorities and 1964, Skalling-Laboratoriet was taken over by the
others provided a building and equipment for sedi- University of Copenhagen as a field laboratory for
mentologica! and hydrographic analyses and biological the Department of Geography.experim•.:nis.

Sinc! 1930, Skalling-lI.aboratoriet has conducted a PROGRAM OF EST•'ARINE RESEARCH WORK

great number of research investigations, which in-
cluded: (1) the natural formation of salt marshes; Nielsen began to study salt marsh ,evelopment in
(2) the biological conditions in dunes, salt marshes, 1931 (Nielsen, 1935a, h, c), and soon thereafter .y-
and tidal flats; (3) sand drift and sand deposition; drographic research facilities were established to
(4) tidal processes; (5) transport of materials; (6) measure the velocity of tidal currents and the volume
soil conditions; (7) habitation; (8) general coastal of tidal water exchange, in order to estimat2 the
evolution; and (9) the formation of channels. The transport caused by flood and ebb currents (Gry,
results of these studies have been published in "Med- 1942).
delelser fra Ska'ling-Laboratoriet", volumes I-XVII. When basic studies regarding reclamation planning
Annual grants from the Carlsberg Foundation, en- were incorporated as part of the research, surveying
couragement of the Esbjerg authorities, and aid .';om was organized. The bottom of th,, wadden area is
other institutions have made it possible to carry on seemingly flat. However, the very small variations in
this research and to maintain the two laboratories, topography are so important that it was necessary to

Comprehensive hydrographic studies of the tidal design maps in such a way that the relief features
area between Esbjerg and the German frontier were coukl be clearly demonstrated. The surveying meth-
corducted between 1938-1941. A systematic, quanti- ods have made it possible to produce maps in the
tative analysis of sediment drift was also initiated scale 1:10,000 with a 10 cm contour interval. De-
which emphasized the study of sedimentation in areas scriptions of the mapping project and details of the
close to the coast, particularly the beach meadows. surveying technique are described by Jakobsen (1963)
The work was performed with the cooperation of the and Moller (1960, 1961). The mapped area covers a .1
Danish Ministry of Public Works, the Danish Minis- zone from the German border to the island of Mando; .
try of Agriculture, and the Department of Hydraulic its width extends 2-3 km outside the mean high tide
Engineering. (MHT) shoreline. The tidal area of th-. Juvre Dyb,

In the years following World War II it was recog- between the islands of ROm0 and Mando, has been
nized that a need existed for studies of land reclama- mapped in the scale 1:25,000.
tion as related to economic life and conditions of habi- The program also includes investigations of vege-
tation. Competent authorities realized that, to arrive tation (Jakobsen, 1963; Jakobsen and Jensen, 1956;
at methods which would serve this purpose, it would Moller. 1964), analysis of soil and the wadden sedi-
be necessary to combine fundamental research with ments (Hansen, 1951), and tide gauge measurements
an experimental approach. This preliminary work and research concerning suspended sediments (Jakob-
was directed by Niels Nielsen. sen, 1961). The geomorphology and dynamics as well

as the developmental stages of the tidal creeks have
OR,.ANIZATION AND SCOPE been studied in detail (Jakobsen, 1962). The man-

influenced alterations in sedimentation caused by the
The work was organized to promote cooperation construction of the Rem0 Dam have been investigated

between the Skalling-Laboratoriet and "De Danske (Olsen, 1959) and the sarie phenomenon under nat-
Vade- og Marskundersogelser". The former under- ural conditions also has been studied (M~ller, 1961).
took the solution of questions in the northern part of In the T~nder area paleogeographical investigations
the wadden area, and the latter conducted investiga-
tions in the region extending from the isle of Mad w~ere conducted to widen the knowledge concerningtios i th reio exendng romth ise o Mad¢the morphogenetic development of the Danish salt
to the German frontier. Centers were established in narphonetJc o pmen t ot Dnha
Skaerbaek and in Tender, and were combined with Th soi teand t l v i np
the laboratories in Esbjerg and those on Skallingen. The soil types and their local variation during post-

At Skaerbaek, the majority of work was concen- glacial periods have been studied in the old polders

trated on studying the tidal flats, while at Tonder the of the Tender region through an extensive boring
study of the diked-in salt marsh areas (polders; project (Jacobsen, 1960a, 1964), and land use maps
Danish: kog) was pursued. The analysis of data has have been prepared to establish a base for regional
been carried nut, for the greater part, in the Ge- planning (Jacobsen, 1960b). Population problems and
ogra.hical Institute at the University of Copenhagen. the distribution of habitations have been studied (Jes-
The results have been represented in reports to the persen, 1959, 1961) to obtain information concerning
Danish Ministry of Agriculture and in publications human-geographical patterns of a former estuarine
of the Royal Danish Geographical Society. environment reclaimed as an agricultural area and

Since 1958, re.earch work at the four stations has cultivated ior centuries.

-- 4i
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RESULTS OF RESEARCH WORK bar against the inroads of the North Sea and the
Enosiox FoiuMS: TIDAL CRUKS spreading of the vegetation on the sand flat. The first
AND TIDAL CAPNNMLS marsh developed from small islands along the coast

of the wadden, and probably at the same time the
Waters carried in, over, and out from the marsh poorly drained inner part of the flat was covered with

meadows every day are the cause of peculiar erosion Salicornia and algae; in the lower parts of the flat,
phenomena, apart from their role in sedimentation. numerous salt pans developed. The spreading of the
When the water at flood tide is high over the whole vegetation depended on the drainage of these salt
meadow surface there is little movement. But when pans, which was facilitated by the development of a
ebb begins, water movenment gradually increases and tidal creek pattern.
locally becomes actively erosive. Channels with verti- The mature stages of the tidal channels have been
em) walls are formcd, becauiie ul the fine grain and described by Jakobsen from points of view initially
cohesion of the loam. These channels are also sub- introduced in coastal geomorphology by Van Veen
jected to erosion by the inflowing water until the level (1950). According to Van Veen's hypothesis, all
is sufficiently high to allow the water to spread over tidal channels are cut into ebb channels and flood
their banks. channels. This is caused by the transport of sand in

The channels form river-like arms; the small ones opposite directions during the ebb and flood, and the
converge in the tidal area to form larger ones which different way in which the two types of currents
continue into the channels and end in the deeps. The meander (Fig. 6). The results of detailed surveys
latter are the largest erosion channels in this curious and systematic observations of current velocity, vari-
tidal region. In Graadyb, betwceen Skallingen and ations of water level, and the amount of tidal ex-
Fano, the depth is great (16 m) and there are similar change have been reported by Jakobsen (1962) and
depths in Knudedyb between Fano and Mand¢. The are summarized here: An ebb c6annel is generally
depth ranges up to 35 m in Listerdyb. The deeps end open to the ebb current and has a bar at its mouth,
5 km west of the islands. With sand brought from while a flool channel is generally open to the flood
adjacent sea areas, the material which is carried out current and has a bar at the upper end. The mor-
forms bars which have only a few meters of water phology of the tidal areas is caused primarily by
over them. the tidal currents, and most sections are dominated

The initial developmental stages of these tidal chan- by either the ebb current or the flood current (Figs.
nels have been studied by Jakobsen (1953), who 7, 8. 9, and 10). flydrographic measurements and
pointed out that the invasion of vegetation is inti- soundings in the tidal channel Juvre Priel at Rdmn
mately related to the formation of tid4 l •teeks, which, (Fig. 10) indicate that ebb channels and flood chan-
by headward erosion, spread back into the sand flat nies are formed by ebb and florod currents. respec-
(Figs. 4 and 5). The foundation on which the marsh tively. and not by a combination of the two. Since
has formed is sand flat of a higher elevation than the both -urrents occur in the s.ae tidal channel, they
normal tidal flats; hence, it is not covered by all high will, however, influence and transformr ebb and flood
tides. The salt marsh on the eastern part of the channels.
peninsula of Skallingen has developed since the be- The tidal channels in the marsh and in the Danish
ginning of this century, when several gaps in the wadden are generally formed by the ebb current. In
dunes were closed by dams. There seems to be some the mouth area, the ebb channel is often narrow and
correlation between the formation of that protective deeply cut wvith a bar formation in the very mouth.

Oftel, mouths of the tidal channels are unwavorablv
situated. and the flood current may flow across theHOMO DY waddens at thc mouth area into the ti(.dl channel.

During the initial ip)rtion of the 1l6Al tide, while
lthe water level is still low, the flocl current will fol-
low the iniandering main channel a., the water level
rises and the strength of the current increases, the
floxod current may ce;ase to ..dapt to the meanders of1 the ehb channel. "rhe fltod current may diverge front

S14; RESEARC)• the channel and wverflow the waddens. locally form-

AREA ing flat. tongue-formed floXd channels.. and may pene-
SKLLIWNGN trate ard slorten the meanders of the ebb channelI 1940 In this way short. relatively (e). rectilinear flood

0 200M channels are made, surrouuded by hor•sehoe i,.rs at
" " the uplper en•d (Figs. 7. X. 9. and I10) The formation

_ _ _ _"_ _ _ of the floAd bars mav caue the ebb channel to mean-

Fig. 4. Research area on the east shore of the peninsula ther still more. The Juvre Priel. a tinl channel north
of Skallingen, west of Esbjerg lDots ancl figures icticat, and east of the island of Rsirnt. has been the site of
sample localities. The dotted line e.n ts the maps in a magnifient experiment executed under natural con.
Fig. 5 (From Jakaboe 195). ditions. During the years 1939-1948, the island was

....... .... I 4(
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lFig 5. Spreading of the vegetation on a tidal flat. rtitimnula of Skalingen. The vegetational development ii.
governeds by the dIrainage of salt pans in the inner part of the fiat caused by headward erosion of tidal creeks (From4

1. D)raining of salt pain. 4. Windblown sand area behind the dunies.
2 Imlalso-i Pyrinerin~d nr.,.., the Salikatuia -algae flat. S. lDitches.
3. Ridge of windblown sand.

connected with Jutland by the Rtimo Dam, which has was further increased since the tide arrived at Juvre
a length of 9 km IFigs. 2' and 1I 1. The conditions Dyb laer than at Li~ierdyb to the south. Because the
existing in the region of the dam, based o. Olsen's low tide arrives earlier at Listerdyb than at Juvre
inves4tigations ( 19.59). can be describied as follows: 1)yb. one might expect a southward current to be
The tides of the region are derived partly through piodluced: however, the height of the watershed and
Listeritvb to the south ap"4 parily through juvie i)Yh wec ,arrvailing (WSW) winds prevented the cr~ation
to the north of the isle of Rotrnot. The tide decreases of such a flow, and the resulting current became a
fronm south to north. and high water occurs later in one-wa%. northward stream.
Juvre lDvh thai, in 1.isterdvb. Because of this. an -rhe juvre Priel began to develop rapidly as a
equalization of the water levels at high tide took place result of the new conditions brought about by the
between the two tidal regions before the construction construction of the Romtl Dam. As there was a dan-
(if the (dam. This produced. from east to west, a north- ger of encroachmment by this channel on the eastern
wardl current creating the throe channiels: IPajdrb, dikes of Rvimtt. thre channel was kept under observa-
lR'mt lra-jr. and Roun* Dvb. Oliserations Of the tlion and periodically surrvevd. Even though the juvre
water levels in 1955 in Romo~ Ihh to the south and Priel is a phenomenon influenc by man, it is evident
no~rth of the dam proved that the high wate level was that the dynamics of el ion in this particular case

-4 cm higher to the south of the dani than to the are typical for tidal channels. TisedereklapnieofuSig.
north on quiet days. This difference of wafte, level nificaast erosicinal feature in tile tidal Soa pattern have

*4 - , . At
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Fig. 6. A tidal channel divided into ebb and flood chan-
nels by the different meander action of the ebb and flood
currents, according to Van Veen (From Jakobsen, 1962). F p

LE Fig. 9. The intrusion of a floodt current in a wisdden
gully falling into a greater channel. The gully nttoutl' is

Lg an ebb channel unfavorably situated for the flood. The
....... greater part of the flood flows into the gully across the

......... waddens and tends to narrow the mouth. t'arth; up, the
channel is as favorable for ebb as for flood currents, i.e.,

Lt ~a neutral channel. F-The prevalvit direction of the flood
current. E-The prevalent direction of the ebb current.

F ~b-A bar at the gully mouth fori~ied by both Ilood and

S ebb (From jakobsen, 1962.).

Fig. 7. Wadden gully divided into ebb andi flood chan- teNrhSa h 'i sdmntdb w ag
nels. The flood current cuts into the main channel's mei- channels, R~imo Leje and ~Oster Dyb, which extend
anderings and forms bars I and 2, which will force the fo ur y otefrhs onr ftebsn
ebb channel to meander still more. The levees result from The flat Rej sby Stjert is situated between th-- two

the epoitin o th flod orrnt the outer side of the main channcls and forms, together with the des

bend. Large levees are formed where the bend is very an equtilibratu caused by the shape of the area and
bharp. F-The prevalent dirpction of the flood current. the forces active there (Fig. 2J.
E-The prevalent direction of the ei~b current. B-The Juvre 1)vh i rvddwt eietfo
main channel-mostly ebb channels. 2---C~rculating sand iuhba roie wthsdmnfontesot vatidlewater current. The northward drift
currents around a flood bar at I and L. levees (From is cl-.eckted by the powerful currents in Juvre Dvb;

Jaksn, 162).at outg.aing tide the material is carried westward

where it contributes to the building up of the Rprior ~Flat. At incoming tide the sedinment is transported
I in an easterly direction along the north co~ast of Ront0,

where the nouths of the existing tidewater creeksI... are shifted easterly in the course of tinme. The latter
shift of sediment is strongly intensified by the prevail-
ing western wvinds. In the wadden sections next to the

t coast, the shape of the t1.lal creeks seems to indicate
that the ising tide normally iollows the coast and
shapes the inner parts ot the tidewater creeks (which
run almiost parallel to the coa~nt , whereas the falling

Fig.& Eb ad ftxx chnnes i th sat mrshtidle tends outwards towards the deeps at right angles
Fig.8. bb n~lflod cannes i th sat mrshto the coast line. tlwei-hN shaping the outer part of the

As a consequence (of the high level of the %alt m..,sl

ihigher than MIM 'le floodi currvnt is relatively t~a res
stronger in these creeks thant in the wadden gullies. The A.N.billing D)o, aii excamiple of sticl ~i:, 6bb creek. is
lltxxl bars I and 2 are correspondingly more dominating at a right angle to the coaxst. It is supplied with water,
a&nd form flotod dleltas in the main channel b, which will fronm 6ci Rejshy and the Bwrins Rivers. having erosive
be cut into separated ebb channels. For explanation of the powser sufficient to maintain thi,ý w-Mtercourse as a

smos.ee Fg7 rx jakobsen. 1962). iclatively deep and pronounced ch. ri Aabsolling

Lo cuntinues westward from the Rejsby Dike for aIbeen studied and mapped, stage by stage (Jakobsen, distance o'~ almost -1 kmi and del,,lches; into a large,
IWts. Similar features have been described from shallow hasin which extendst to Ro1msI 1.ie. Here it

j other parts of the wadden (Mo~ller. 1964). is sepiirateid li a '.ery hrua~z lever, which it not pene.

The tidal area and the tidal ctirrents of juvre Dyb tratedl during ebb tidle.
have been stwdied carefully by Nhiller ( 19%6). Thte !n addfition to the channels, there are depressions
tidal area is a rectangular basin with )rivre Dyb as in the marsh meadows which have vertical w-Ills and.4 d'e only openling of any importance dlirected towayds irregular contours. They are the restuit of erosion a.

7' 'A
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pilaces where the vegetation does not provide sufficient of accretion. Later, other series of red sand layers

protection during inundations and gales, for example, were made. His technique of coloring sand with a
in salt pails, which are depressions where sea water solution of Sudan Red III in benzol (Nielsen, 1935d)
stagrates and evaporates to high salinity, has proved to be very useful. After 30 years, it was.

still possible to recognize the lay:!r of colored sand e

RATiF OF SEDIMENTATION in samples taken from the research locality on the
eastern shore of the peninsula of Skallingen (Fig. 4).

The rate of sedimentatioin and the manner in which The salt marshes are formed in areas encompassed
salt marsh plains are formed has been studied by by the average high tide level; however, on the Skall.
Nielsen since 1931. At that time, Nielsen placed thin ing Peninsula, sedimentation will continue over an

ho.ver% of red sand on several areas in the salt marsh area about 60 cm above that level. The rate of sedi-I

it; p~r vide an accurate basis for measuring the rate mentation as stated by Nielsen averages 3.6 mmn per
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4tt

V*> Fig. 12 ihnsmlruejo ltrieleqatt

A shogs the dsinnthsiphon sampler .usdtAseeim the ruitide

rises the bo~ttle is filled by the siphin, B. andi it is
Fig. 11. Part of the wadden area betwee-i jutandl and rmptied again at ebb tide. C. As it takes 20 to 30

the island of R~no, 1936. with the projected dam. Only minutes to empty, the sediment which has settled in the
the contours 0.0 mn awd 1.0 mn D\ N ([)anish Zero Level) buottle cannot returni to a state of suspensi, s. Thle siphi si
are showrn. The two framed regions to the south of the sampler can thtus collect material in several tidal ;ierioxis.
dam indicate the areas in which the development of the The variation of the quantity of suspendied material ranges
sesisnentation has been examined. Compare with Figs. from 10 mng I in qijiet reri'sts to 1,00 trig 1, and s;oni-
13, 14, and 15 (From Olsen, 1959). times several thsjusaniii mg~I in stormy periods. The aver-

ag ý atent of !mspendedl material from. several statioos I

year. but settling in the young deposits limited the bet ,.-een 90 and 175 mglý over long 1weriodi From, jako'b.
real accretion to about 2 mmn per year. e,16

The increase in elevation -it which sedimeinitationl
occurs causes alterations in the biological environ- were dckposited in thle Danish part alone; of this
miert which, in turn, results in a succes :n of vege- quatntity. a i,~llion are clay. Thi; cIlay caitnot hair
tati'm)nal zones. Salicornia herbiu'ca is the first pilant be-n du'e to coastal ero!sion, which is verý -,light there
that itv-dses, a tidail flat having suitable elevat:, -I. On Since the tidal flats caontain '-nly a small 1ircerttagc of
mast of the outer part ot thle mairsh, the succtssions clay 15 1percent maxinitimi on ain average i, the trans-
following tti: Salicornia are IPM(Tineilia mnarulirna fol- fer oif a million cubic ri~eters of cltv sedimrent wvould
lf' .ed by 4ste, fripolimm. L-ater, I'Iantago marilima ir~volve at least the leaching of -1) m~illion Cubtic meters
is abundant and is followed by Statica, limornimin and, iot tidail flat sedimtents This can scarcely have been
a! hiigher levels. .4rternisra niaritima. At present. a the case, because setdiment analysrs in 1941 and In
Fla tiaqo-S i iice-I'uccinellia vegetation is co'.mnon. the lw'riuwl 1955-1901 reveal no alteratio-n In the grain-
si.ict a~iot" 1945. Obione ror~t~acoadi's has increased size comttposition oi the tlatt;. At the samte timie. dep)-
iet) 'ast ;-td isi now dominating large areas. O)n the sition increased as a result of reclamation work.
rif~grs a:,d other high areas Festuca rubrij is the dcomi. Ilhdrographic research in t;r.%cl(vh in 19.38 made
ni'.nt pl;-at. In the inner part. whlich is drained by the it evident that there was a Ito-, vi sediment froin that
crees. a Pi'N(--Imelljus Puaritama - Sasadep maritima piart of the wadden. Based oni the cailculated loss ttii
vegetation developqs and is followed 1),tti. and entire tidal aira usf (;raadh--l.A kni7-%%ouId hta- e
fObione. had to lose a Isie.r 25 cm thick brtsseen IW~) and

Tise~ ~ ~ ~ ~~" std fsltnas omainhsA o- l~) which it dlid not. The error must be dtue to tvso

tinued bsy mlem bers of the teamn N ielsen orgaitized. ca-use.: the L ' ilrographic -stations are establisberl III
Jakobsent (1953) showed that the spreading of vege- the ebb channs Is (fairways O. and the IncasurenlICrIts
tation on zhe poo~rlyv drained parts of the flats is were n4t taket. in periods of rough wecather %shr-i

closely :tssoc 'atesl with the forrmation of tidal creek-; sdiniet~t transport is at its height.
which. by beatlssardl erosion. spiread hack into the A new sediment sampler has beeni testedl In the
sand tit t Fig,5. %s sshkiie atea to stud% the quantity of --silisetild mia-

Wased on quanititative nieasurentents. jakoh!-en terial in flixal tides over long periods Figure 1Q de-
(19011 gave a de-%cription of the sediment budget of scribes the sip!,w son sapler. In' estigations so tar base

the Asadden area that is summarized here. In 4.1tie been few in number, iut hased on prrlinsinar% 1r.WiS
Ixtrts it is pitssible, by means of suarveys and com- urenwIens it mayi bec estiniateI that under the be-st

rrebensive carlograjd' 4. to etkernmine the cx. poIsslle condlitions for S~biedfanae inttis-1 ds-ts! salt
tent of the deinsi . oeer tong period&. marsh striteattrm-not mnorr that half the osatcri-sI
Quantitative coiintI . ke it seemt improbable 1upede jibte 'ataer 1s tkepinitndL -rhe saple'rf maT'
that the fine; coiponw~estt of thve marsh originate in also be usesh in localities nith nio nAtural salt nur'h
an% large 'iolunic ftront coastal erlnsn or front leach- iorrnattaon to ..sce-rtain 4 the-y receise atknuuate siu,

Ing of the tidal flals. r-,su-J tt4e aterial to pem"it ,'ecIAutIfwn

Ik-twem' 1941 and 1961. in the tidal area of l,'stcr. Fxtcnsise % %sternatic measwrcnsents of the rate .,I

dl b. ,Ai least .3 million cubic mecters of miarsh sediment urdimnte~ation erfe cunducted durfing the %tears 1.0

'W Ab~* 2. 'i - .-
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only little sedimentation has taken place and on VPsaP
14 in ONNbetween the points 2.8 kmo and 3.0 km no sedimenta-
14 tion at all hasq beeni observed. This suggests that the
a beach effect does not extend to a distance of 200 In
as M-57fram the darn, and that sedimentation which has oc-
ascurred in profile B must be due to other influences. 4

- -. -. It is possible to separate further two geographically-o0 conditioned factors: the barring effect and the bay
.06 VCSEN WAM ~DAN effect. The barring effect is clearly evident in pro-

file A as well as profile It (Fig. 13)t in the barred
W1111111 channel bed of RoinioLeje. In profile B, the sedimven-

08 tation must be attributed to the bay effect which
06 F" LEJEreachv, as far as the dani.

az [965?he development of sedimentation in the wadden
00- region during the period 1936-1959 has beeun ex-

-04 1936amined ( Fig. 11). and tor geo)graphic conditions
.04 for sedimentation correspond to those existing in

lihil0iiih liai Rsmitno eje. Ilowes'er, the bay effect is morepro.-
_______________________________ nounced because the bay between the forelanod and

the high-l..ing tidal flat, Pajsand, is fjord-shaped.Fig. 13. Profiles shoising the lev.els of the tidal fiat The beach 'effect, the bay effect, and the barring efret.,
before andl after the cuiastructum of the Ronto D~amn Pro- arc cle-.4y recognizable in a compalrison of Figuresfile A~ is through the tidal flat along a line at the vituthern t nd4
base of the dama. Profile B is 20Dmi to the sumth of the F ni4
Ronvo iarn. Compare with Fig.1 'II he priofiles are cut Figures 14 and V; show an extremely stron- sedi-
along the northern anti southerno limits of the hatched nlert. tion between~ 1936 and 1955; it is greatest at
arta f From C.4ser 1959). the ha'- of the darn and least at the southern frontier

of the area. The extent of -,his area is 200 hectares.
1948 after the cotlstructitni of the kRwjnus Darn (0-sn and the quantity of material deposited amourits to 1
1959,. [he darn r(1.revn-fted an artificial interfe-rence nullior cubic meters. The original surface consisted
in the natural cooilsitwohs of the wadden; as a result. of ordinary. wiell-sorted. tidal flat sand with a mean
the tidal flats and channels immediately began to grain size of 90 p and a clay content of less than 10
change in response to the new c~onditions. This situ- percent iHansen, 1951 ). The materiAl which has
ation offered a favorable occasion for studying the been deposited since the construction of the dam is

:ructivc and conatructive rdlects of the extant poorly sorted silt with a mean grain size of 6.17 p and
forces. Thes- effectsq, which niav norniallv be diffi- a clay content of up to 36 percent (Hansen, 1956).
cult to trace, now ilvipear in overdinicensioneIt form Investigations have been conduted to determine
until a new state ot eq~uilibriunm has been established, how the rate of sed~imentation has varied over the

In Figure I' ;in area marked b% hor izontal hatch- area. Contourings, of the whole area were made ia
ing. having a width of 2700 rn and a length of 5 km. 1936 and in August, 1955. Other cuntouring's of a
is Jio%%n along the southern sidte of the 4Lam at dis- zone 320 mn mide along the base of the darn were also
tliice of 1.8 kmIntr 6.8 kin fr-nt its point of origin used. These were tuade in Augus. 1941. March,
on thve milnainlan. An exanimiatiom oi the variation in 1943. June. 1944, October, 1945. October. 1947. aild
thve sedimentaition in this area makes it hIo'4lble to February. 19W9 On the basis of thewe eight catntour-
point out several geographic effects caused by the iags, six prutile's hase been drawn through the tidlal
press-nec of the darn, in conit.'inatiaon wsith the to"o- flI parallel to the (!am. In each profile are four
raphiv oi the tvida flats. Comiparisotn of mnaps conm- vertical lorfilles at litrizsmtal interv-als of about 400 m.
piled in 1Q36 with thoss- of 1956-1957 p~ermitted con- In each vertical section the sidwtwnttAon (in cii)
structino of the profiles in Figure 13. Profile A it. within the resectvle tlime Iintervals has been meas-
through the tidal flit at the hawe of the dami. 1'rofitc It ured. and the anwmant of teduimcutaticiro 4i cra ontwh
pooý'es through the tidal flat at a distance of 200 m calcrulmted i Fig. 16 1. This as considered to be the
i-tithl 01 and 1Qarallel toY the dani. The contour ele- intirnsity of sedinsentation in~ the mean level (i-e.. tht
satiuns luring 1936 arnd 195G-1957 are marked by a mean datum brtaeen tao leveling planes in the ver.
dotted line and a s-lid hoc.r respectiselr. tocal sectionm The six pfafiks extend southwatrd front

%% hrn cviaparang j,,ofihes A andi It. greater xesl the base of the dam and at distances of 70) m. 170 ms.
mentatotin in A umill be noticed. Thsi must be cmLsed X320t. 1-19) m. arv 2.101) n t Fit. 17i1.
by the tdani uieo. the effect o4 iorcrr's-beah efminr The meslts all shirm the sarsir hwklsIe tFig. 18 1.
ecusaning activr in tihs c~aw mlien the twml4 formed scdann--,tataon is greatest at a low leveL. decreases, at 4

arlhtcaial sho-reline tvnds to i-stabligh a sornsa I beach ) rising chlemationss to + 08 to + 09) tn Danish 7ero
It appear-, iron rrnfi'c A that ant Pj;sand between lievr 4 I).\X i ---.a little belo the aman high mate
thve points 3 6 km and 5 I kin. srdowiitation %:f abo~ut le% el-end thor ancroravs aogaintý. $edonematocm as k-s.
05m hastake raesnce 19-K. %h~e in prouale H at the high water 1resrt than at any kgtbw or loser

ri
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SJUTLAND

Fig. 14. Area of research concerming ,ediznentati, n F'a 15. Area uA research crnerrning sedanetatii
tasmed by the RimEl ham. 3lap dating fromi 1936. shw- caused by the R•ih IDam. liap dating frnnm 1955 ,f the

mng the amx, between the Romis lam and Jutlanil. The .;:;.. area a' in Fig. 14, ,howaing the keidh 15 years
contours (02 m) show the levels sn Patdyb and tho,-e ,. after the construction of the Romit [am A c, pai-,risiis
the tdal Rlats befre th cit'emitructiso ,f the R~mui f)amn shrews that tht contours in the vxwnaty of the darn hair
(From Olsen. 19590. cinspktely changed. The eflkt -f the coast, the bay effec+.

and the eutting-.'ff effect are clearly rrsog,,edt• (Fr,,m

les-el when no consi&rat.on is g,- to the varaton rn1,s.. 19)59).
of the W-ater cover. In other words, at hugh.water
level sedimnlttation is less in propo)rtion to the water conininications and transport of agricultural pro-

'•] cover than at an)- other level. This phenomenon ic- ltice. and msnestigations hase becn directed towsards
+' cuts everywhere in the wackder area; it is evident its optimum hlcation and its effects 00I ihe tidal area

when an analysis is made of an area of rapid sedi- these studiers couhil he cornside(red as appledh geograph+

ietiClttion like the one in qti~stion, but it mlay be cal research.I ~difficult to observe otherwise.
SErosion at the high-water level is profably the AsawiiocF'uits : TIDAL1.sm
Sprimary factor which prevents the vegetation from "'xt' SALT sl.'•As ills

% sarimg easily on a high-lying tidal flat, though the The nmorphological features of the tidal area in the
Sheight necessary f,. immigration of vegetation should s, uthwestern pan o~f en'mnark have bee derilsed b)
.= ~be optimal. ht has also been ofserved that even a )akobsen ,lq61 as a terrace of deposits laid oerr
: rather dense growth of S•zha-orusa on a high-lying earlier glacial areas. Two main ¢e-.meets exist: tle

tidal Rlat is of'ten destroyed by. erosion. Contrary. to wadden tidal flats and the salt marsh. The salt
thu.L 0w-e a growth of Ulyferi•s vegetation ha~s immi- marshes oi this area are higher than the tidal fRats and
grated, it ,$ diffiult to destroy, as it catches and re- terminate in a low erosion clii! which has a height of
rainis the s..diment which has been whirled tp, thereby up to I m Trhe salt marsh pLain., are similar to the

•. cassolidating its ow posstlous (Fig. 19). On the marine fo~rdandls which are found on many other
:..- sides exptosed to the wind. howe.ver, this vegetation IDantsh ctasts. "Tsex• fo!-elands base( level plains wi:th
.!'•will erodle the herder, which c-an be counteracted only difficult drainage ctnditions and are exposed to tens.

4. b faac:nes or other artitlcil means, porar inundato.~li~L t.j s~f the marine fofteands in
SFor a eriod:• of 2) vears the investigation of sedi- the northern and northeastern parts of Deunr are

+•+ ~ ~ mntati'whts Klith of the Rs~sns I),ant ha providetd tcvi- trule raised se Ao)or+ c.ausedg by the poetl-I sitofina

+denceX that ;he geographscall" eowuidiined beach, bar. ew- grnce Th '+.st nsarshe' do not originate irons
"; ~~rung and hay etleet are of grea't impotancetlK an must, a norma1.l disatitol of the wca & 1r, ho. are• formnd h
i be considered in lad reesinaatmun pr-ojtecis lnvessiga, .kpoutsn in a s,.lt ma~rsh vegetation or" i a ree'd

t: ions cemee lin acr--ssulatsis, and abasu bet teqn swamp In the coresri of ti-m. the sedime~nt rais-.s the
+ the .s-•teru cuas ofr )tlalnd. southwest ai Rihe. and lead of the salt marsh1 to su+h as height that there is

the :isarid ofli5ansdp a F'tgS Y and ZI have brews pras-ticall+• no iudt11lon. conem~queritly, at t+hat point.
c'arries! out b. MJAkcr a l4IfA s. hltle wafmentatisin tkes place F"or thut rem , salt

A\ dean ,t further •knoleg as a basfit for marshe lorn at ;J•ace lwher a downward vertical
reinlplat' wi -s1 also an1 im rtant usi1s1•lm A dirhscJmlrntlwl o the laqt OersJ. pmrssvdll tha deww

II d•am leris •. ,S to0 Juttand wrasl pmrpoles,• o impro~vr tion tlaes p•c faste than the lowerig of the surface

- L_
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Li 1W +

X ig It Ia if curf r~instrijctis-i cslocrinfing t- T -I

lilt All ediil~twnAtirNl f-r measuring profile. HRint D~am 4 - -

research airs. The indlividual poinsts represent the sci V
nirltatiori (cm mointhl andth mean lev-el fin DN)N ,

The black p..mnts -to e right oftecurve indlicate that-
ther sewluentati-,i in these cave has taken pl'ace in a

it tfir land. The farge sdIt P arshecs along the somuthern & UO.4410VA04 W t M S~~
part of the North S-ca. stretching front 1)nniark to
F-rance. kase been iiornied in ireas which hav.e been MAd

jserisshically exJJiosed to lowerings off the land surface.
I. oder suc~h circunistances, the -salt marsh sediments Fig. I&i RsmW D~am research area. The quantities of
rilla% heconte %se'n thick since the jsrogrcisive subsi- sleposited nmaterial pcr year (mg 1) in propoetitami to the
olknwe III the land ,urface permits. the dq".itim) to level at the base tsi the slanm and at the distances fromt
corntinute. This expldains why one can find areas in the the damn of 70 mn. 170 m., 320 m. 1200 mn. and 2.100 in
salt ina~rsh with fairly ancient deposits which have a IFach curve represents the quantity of depiosited material
thickness of several 'meters. The profile 4Fig. 22 tier liter of the acz-uiulated wsater cove, per year at the

wadn different levels. Thi- mean sedimentation has been comt-
shows a cut through a coa-stal afea in the padden % ith the accumnulated water cover per year. Thewhich exposes the various types of lanitseapers and spcii gravity of the dry wadlies sediment (0.6) has
their position in relation to l)XN and the tidal range. beets introdurced in order it) express the amount of sedi-

mnjn in units 4A weight (Fross, 0lsen 1959Y)I

ma8w The walden is ex~posed at low tide and inundated
again at high tide. The mean high tide level (MHT),

. . .. . .. .. . which nearly correslponds to the morphologial shore-
line, in the northern part of the D)anssh w-Adden area
as about 0.55-0.75 n-.. and in the r"gion At the Rimo

* ~ ~ I~ant is about O.M"-490 nm above PXN.I. ...... .. ... In the eastern part of the wadden arra, close to the
*. .... . ...... cast. sirne tidal Rlats are high 4Fig. 21 L. As a rule,

. .. ... . . . the highest elevation can be found at a distance of a
~........... .......................... es hundred mneters, front the coast. wherea the are

at. next to the border of the foreland is at a somewhat
* . losser level. This part, the "landpriel" (offsholre chats

- . itchi. wuuallY corive'I vater. esven at low water. be-
AC A- cuse t OW thr tsf drainuage c-inditions adthe crn

4i 0 in votan 14ii the landpridl see-v-s as an outle for
.66MN&M OW'Sw the vi .tefreiirsev u sitch flow into the u adden

-The tidal lRats situated at A high rivam off the

rit. R~ l('iawsl rruatagr airea Th mra- wesil coaws Are not r'xstinwuou. tIPA a:.e th-paratc'd itsto ir-
siesWuaisM per y ear ma 1 a"51wtsUi to Othe lerel arid th drs frvtala hart. kltaest" these tuft'. the water from the

tamefoe thydam The ws't hie ltia rass - luandp-irsd searchre its way. to the d.-fths through
F~we16 nd )s~ th cdnsritawm t te hir th s~ullotit inlets or thrmsih nisrked tIsal channels. The

sio" a6nsou atm a1i ststiedf.u uthis i &I It., biji0 4 its tildal fiats olutaide the taakist, Arelsa girwsenall hard
IjM kan 0 lult) i Frsum imsla '9"). and %ands Alt plAcesl, the most ietisted areas may hr

5.t
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Fig. 19. Ro1m1 Dam research area. Profile through the +
tidal flat to the south of point 1.2 km of the Romo Dam. -0.5
All the mea~uemtints executed ;nthe years 1936-1959 ___________________________

are indicate~d. The extent of V' Glyccria vegetation in Fig. 21. Accumulation and abrasion in a tidal area.
thisperid i shon (rom l'~, 199).Examples of double profiles. The numbers refer to the

T position of the profiles in Figure 20. Profile 1 shows the
BE accumulation flat as relatedl to the eastern offshore tidal

, km 4 channel to the south. Profile 3 is from the accumulation
-~C TIN%. - area, and profile 4, from the abrasion area. The size in

* centimeters of the changes appears from the slanting
/ c51  

*~*N A figures betwveen the vertical lines. ? means dloubtful parts
's Y of the profiles. F is the situation of the vegetation borier

of the salt marsh foreland (From Moller, 1963).

-..-- .-.--.-.- situated at a level which almost corresp~onds to the
Mill, so that ordinarily the ' are covered with water
for only a short timie; when there is an easterly wind.

-- -*or at neap tidle, thney way occasionally he dry during a
3 I'high-water period.

SROAD .The largest growths of Salicornia herbacea are
found on such tidal flats. The quantity and occurrence

A of Salicornia changes considerably from one place to
44 / another and from year to year, but even the presence

MAN */S RD Bof dense growths of this plant during several stucceedl-
i/OSTRDYSing years does not make extensive changes in the le-vel

, / of the tidal area or the composition of its soil. In
certain cases, the true salt marsh plants (principally

Fig. 20 Tlic wadden area between the western coast Glyceria nmaritinta or Puiccindielia marilippa) may sud-
of Jutland south (if the outlet of Ribe Aa and Miandss. The denlv appear on the highest parts of the tidal fiat otit-
depth conitours, iidlicate the -4 m DX N. The indejitation side the landpriel. This rarely, haplpenis and seems to
in the coast south of the present outlet of Rihe Aa is the reqnire a combination of favorable factors.
old outlet. The present roote of the ebh road to Mand0 The material transported by the water can easil%
is indIicatel by the dotte'l line. Th sca cdikes are marked crnvgtioweeti.s
hs' full-'lraw'i lines. The nuinbered lines ind~icate the be dlepositedl in the (;era eeaiower ti

situation of the profiles 1, 3, 4 (Fig. 21 ). .. a is ther river. sheltered against waves and] currents. The surface
0sterdyb is the P-sterr1 tidlal channel (From 11011,r. of a wadden, which is usually at a rather stationary'

l~i~ij.level, begin:, to change after the inintigration of

4.4
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Fig. 22. Landscape types and levels in the Danish tidal area. Idealized cut through a tidal area in the southwestern
part of Jutland. The various typ-s of landscapes are shown (right to left) from a level point of view in relation to
Danish Zero Level (DNN) and the tidewater. The height is much exaggerated in comparison with the length. MHT
and MLT: Mean high tide level and mean low tide level. D-:I-,d line above MHT indicates the level which the high
tide reaches about ten times a year (From Jakobsen, 1963).

Glyceria. At first, the material accumulates in the The hypothesis of discontinuou5 salt marsh forma-
sparse tufts of Glyceria, wHich spread rapidly by tion, through the welding of marsh islets, is the result
means of numnerous offshoots. Later, as deposition of Jakobsen's investigations (1954), based on Niel-
proceeds, small hummocks are formed, which even- sen's initial research. A marsh plain may also form
tually rise above the surface of the tidal flat. in a reed swamp as, for example, at Varde Aa. The

In the outer part of the newly formed marsh, the annual sediment increment varies between 3 and 10
hummocks are pronounced (Fig. 23A), and rapidly mi , which in a century gives an average thickness
rise to a level several decimeters above the tidal flat, of 50 cm. Unless a change of land surface level oc-
owing to the deposition of sand by wave action. curs, marsh formation in the locality will eventually
Farther inland the hummocks are flatter and the ma- cease of its own accord within a geologically brief
terial deposited is principally silt or fine-grained sand. span of time. The thickness of the loan layers will
Eventually the hummocks grow together (Fig. 23B), be limited and will be proportionate to the local tidal
and in the course of a few years the tidal flat may difference. The old theories of marsh plain formation
thus be transformed into a dense Glyceria meadow. in the tidal areas, brought about by certain animal

Simultaneouslv with the creation of the new marsh, forms (sandworms, for example) as ooze binders, or
the sea commences to erode its outer parts, and in the by plants, especially Salicornia, as the collector of _,4r
course of time a distinctly marked cliff is formed fac- deposit particles, must now be abandoned. In other
ing the tidal flat. In the origiAal landpriel, where the words, there is no general transformation of tidal
sheltering effect increases, an additional quantity of areas to marsh plains.
"slik" (ooze) is deposited and Salicornia hcrbacea, ESTUARINE RESEARCH AS A BASIS
followed by Glyceria maritima, spreads in the direc- FOR LN D RE CLAMATI SN
tion of the old foreland. Gradually, as deposition FOR LAND RECLAMATION
causes the level to ris., the number of tidal submer- In the early 1930's Nielsen's original concepts of
sions decreases appreciably; the higliest parts, in par- tidal area research and investigations concerning salt
ticular, may be dry for long periods during the sum- marsh development were to expand scientific knowl-
mer season (Fig. 23C). The above-described process edge and, in this way, procure data which could be
continues through cycles of deposition and erosion in used as basic information for the execution of recla-
such a manner that the outer parts remain the highest. mation projects. The scope of the work has been
The level decreases in the direction of the landpriel, summarized by Jakobsen and Jensen (1956). In 1963
where deposition of silt becomes more and more a proposal was presented to the Danish authorities
prominent, concerning regional reclamation planning, based on

Seaward from the new marsh a new coastal profile organized field work during 1953-1962 and 20 years
with a pronounced landpriel is apt to form, and on the of previous studies sponsored by the Skalling Labora-
tidal flat off this landpriel a new marsh may be tory (Jakobsen etal., 1963).
created. Sometimes, even before the formation has P O T A
been accomplished, one or more new marshes are de- PALEOGRAPHY OF THE DANISH
veloped outside the first area. The individual "isles" ESTUARY RFGION
can be traced for a long distance in the surface profile The salt marsh area at Tender has been carefully '

and in the distribution of the layers of sand and examined on the basis of soil studies (Jacobsen,
clayey sediments. In some cases, erosion is so rapid 1956), geographical siirveying (Jacobsen, 1964), and
that a new marsh area will be obliterated, totally or a (tense network of borings. The program, started in
in part, before its formation is complete. 1952, consists of a network of borings to a depth of

A...
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been estimated to be about 2-3 cm per century; thism )DNN A small amount of subsidence excludes epeirogenetic
forces from important consideration in this relation.
What remain to be considered are the eustatic move-
ments which, on the whole, must be regarded as the2 principal cause of the relative subsidence of aboutJ 17 m since the beginning of Atlanticum (i.c., for thc

last 7,500 years). Of course, this relative rise of sea
I ,.T. level has been subjected to fluctuations caused by cli-

matic changes and changes in the local meterological
and hydrographic conditions.

The Tonder salt marsh and the wadden area im-
mediately to the west are considered as a delta region
for the Vidaa River (Fig. 2) and its tributaries, whichm DNN have been drowned by the rise of the sea level. How-
ever, the rise has taken place slowly enough to be
balanced by sedimentation, through the formation of
the island arc, the adjoining wadden area, and the2 fringe ofmrn frln along the mainland. Be-
cause of this, belts of salt marshes are found mainly
in the estuaries of tie rivers, and are separated by
remnants of older moraines with steep erosion cliffs
which face the wadden. Hojer is situated on a small,
isolated reneant, and immediately to the north theolder moraine, fHjerpsted, displays an erosion cliff 11ikm long which faces the west.

The topography of the late-glacial subsurface (geestm DNN C surface) in the salt marsh has been surveyed, and a
hypsometric map with I m contours has been pub-
lished (Schou, 1960). A more detailed map iii the2. scale 1:10,000 and with 50 cm contours is in print.2 The geest surface is comprised of three morphological
types. The western half forms part of the outwash
plain, gently sloping towards the west; it was for-

SMHT merly intersected in the middle by a channel (the
former Vidaa) which now is filled with marine sand.
In this area the grad;ent of the outwash plain is .75 m
per kin, and the mean levels range from about -5 m
DNN to -8 m DNN. To the east of the area de-Fig. 23. Developmental stages in salt marsh ,ormation. scribed abo--, a highcr lying terracL is found whichA--Beginning salt marsh formation on a high-lying is characterized by dune topography. The mean level

tidal flat outside an old salt marsh area. (In a Salicorytia of this undulating surface is -1 m DNN. It stands
vegetation, Glyceria recently immigrated has begun to with a cliff facing the outwash plain to the west and
form hummocks.)

B-In the course of time a new marsh islanl is formed. has a large blowout to the east in the direction of the
C--The landpriel between th island and the old er0- older moraine of Mogeltonder. The Mogeltiinder

sion cliff is filled and transformed into a salt marsh. moraine %here the salt marsh area ends in att escarp-
MHT: Mean high tide level. The height is much ex- ment represents the third type.
aggerated in comparison with the length (From Jakobsen, Longitudinal sections through the post-glacial de-•.1963). posits of the Tender salt marsh have been constructed13on the results of borings. These sections demonstrate
S1.25 m at horizontal intervals of 50 m and a system the differentiation in sediment cover and facies types
of transects, with borings to the old surface of the (marine sand, clay of foreland type, clay of basin
outwash plains of the Wiirm glaciation, or to the old type, silt, "gytje", peat, etc.) in relan tion to the relative
morainic isles of the Riss glaciation--the "geest" rise of the sea level.
surface. The slowly progressing subsidence caused by the

fThe following description has been compiled fron glacial-eustatic rise of sea levul has, in general, been
TJacbsen (l96la) The T0nder salt mabsh is situated compensated for by sedimentatiovh. In the old salt

just south c- the Fenno-Scandian rising block, the marsh areas this has resulted in the formation of a
outer limit of which extends front the Esbjerg region series of facies influenced by sedimentation factorsthrough Aero and the Felimarn Belt. Epeirogenetic which vary with the phy,.iographic elements: tidal
subsidence in the southern part of the North Sea has flats, foreland with vegetation cover, deeps, channels.

U'9 .AM.
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gullies, etc. The variation in facies has also been con- Jutland and the process of the salt-marsh formation.
ditioned by the effect of varying salinity, caused partly Geograf. Tidsskr., Vol. 53.
by the influence of fresh water from the rivers, and JAKOBSEN, B., 1961. The suspension oi sediment in

the Wadden Sea investigated through quantitative meas-
partly by the formation of sand bars of different age urements. An experiment with a new type of instru-
and location. These sand bars have created basins ment-A Siphon Sampler. Geogra,'. Tiduskir Vol. 60.
either essentially closed or in more or less open con- JAKOBSEN, B., 1962, The formation of ebf and flood
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Origin of Sedinents in Eauu ie

ANDRP GUILCHER

Institute of Geography, Uniivcrsity of Paris, Paris, Framea

The origin of sedimentb in estuaries has been widely part of the mud in the Wadden Zee has been supplied
discussed in Europe and America (luring the past 25 via the former Zuider Zee by the river IJssel, a dis-
years. These discussions have led tcu differing conclu- tributary of the Rhine ... [but] the contributions of
sions, which may he ascribed either !o the contrasts the IJssel were only of subordinate importalce."
i.tween areas and estuaries, or to diffef.,nces in meth- These conclusions are based on mineralogical and
ods of investigation and schools of research. Con- petrographical analyses. As to the Scheldt Estuary, 2
flicting findings can exist because the same estuary on the Netherlands-Belgirm boundary, Crommelin
has been studied by two qualified teams of geologists (1949) c(.ncludes: "on granulometrical basis one is
using different methods and different basic principles, forced to accept a very small direct influence of the

Since rivers carry suspended materials in their up- fine Scheldt material on the sedimentation along the
per and middle courses, one theory supported by a estuary. Most of the fine silt seems to originate from
number of geologists is that the sediments found in the the southern North Sea."
estuaries have conic from inland. Others believe that The evidence for the Eros Estuary, at the German-
estuarine sediments come irom the sea. In some areas, Dutch boundary, is based on the exposition of Van
the conclusion is that they derive from Pleistocene Straaten (1960), who considers successively the dif-
deposits outcropping on the slopes or in the beds of ferent fractions of the sediment. For the coarse frac-
the estuaries themselves. Another premise is that the tion above 2 nun, accurate data are available only for
source is to be found at the mouth of the estuary. All the organic constituents, which are mollusc shells,
these opinions will be reviewed here. and are mostly of local estuarine origin. For inor-

ganic constituents, "it can hardly be doubted that they
SEI)IMENTS COMING FROM fill SEA are of the same character as i the Wadden Zee and

west of the estuary," that is, outside of the latter.
I)tTuI ESTUARIES Between 2 nun and 50 p. the organic elements

The Dutch school in sedimentary petrology has ar- (shells of molluscs, ostracods, foraminifers, etc.),
rived at such conclusions from numerous studies in the "have been washed in by the flood currents from the
Wadden Zee, Friesland, Holland, and Zeeland (Baak, North Sea for a considerable part"; some of them
1936; Crommelin, 140; Favejee. 1951). The Wad- only live in the open North Sea environments and in
den Zee is not an estuary, but a tidal flat area; how- the inlets between the Frisian Islands. In the inor-
ever, the sediments in the mouths of the rivers ganic material, the composition of the heavy mineral
Scheldt, Rhine. Finis, WVeser. and Elbe are also said residues between 50 and 200 i shows that this ma-
to be carried from the North Sea. but there are some terial represents a transition between two petrole'gical
reservations. I:4r example. Van Str.aten (1961) provinces which were previously defined in the North
writes, after Zonneveld's investigations (1960). that, Sea by Baak (1936) and Cromnelin (194W): the A
"in the innermost parts of some of the estuaries, e.g. province, in Friesland and on the sea floor off the
the lliesh)s ar•a on the Rhine, a significant fluvial Frisian Islands, includes garnet, epidote. amphibole.
deposition takes place." In referring again to the but only little saussurite; the H province, to the west
Rhine, Van Straaten (1963) says, "according to Van of Holland. is relatively rich in saussurite. Appar-
Veen (1036). the transport of (relatively coarse) bed ently it originates in the North Sea, in which the A
load material decreases strongly beyond Krimpen. on material is of northerr.. .nainly glacial origin, and the
the Lek. and beyond Moerdijk. on the Hollands Diep H material was probably supplied in large part by
(these tNo places are located at 30 and 4R kilometers the Rhine. during the Pleistocene.
from the North Sea). In the most seaward parts of The 25-30 p fraction was also nvestigated by
the rivers, downstream of &•hiedaw on the Nieume Crommelin. who conchlded that it fits well with the
Maas. and of Willemstad on the llollands Diep (22 North Sea material of the same size and differs from
and 37 kilometers fronm the North Sea), great dis- the sediments of the Fans River up"tream.
placements of sand take place again, but the sand is. For the finest particles, less than 25 p. DeSmet and
at least for a great part, of marine origin. It is Wigiers conchlded that S percent. at nost. have been
brought by the wedges of salt water flowing inward supplied by the Fin*. the remaining part (W\adden

S along the river bottom." In another paper. Van Zee and North Sea) are of marine origin. Van
Straiten and Kuenen (1957) accept the idea that "a Straiten assumed that 5 percent can actually come
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150 RMTANIRS: 5KD!UZNT5 AND SIDIMINAION

from the river, 10 percent is of local origin, and 85 the tidal area where the water is predominantly fresh.
percent is supplied from the sea. On the other hand, even during exceptional floods the

It must be pointed out that the average water dis- average discharge of the Seine is small, so that we
charge of the Ems is very small, 60 ml/sec, and the cannot extend these condusions without qualification
yearly discharge of sediment by this river is estimated to other rivers; and the conciusions are valid only for
at 56000 tons. Even if the second figure is consider- modern times. At the end of the Pleistocene, when
ably underestimated, the contribution of the river to the Rhine was overloaded, it built a braided channel
the sedimentation in the estuary appears to have only system near Nijmegen (Scheur, in Guilcher and
minor importance. The average water discharge of Cailleux, 1950). But this section of the Rhine was
the Rhine is as high as 2,200 m/sec (1 ms = 35 fti). not an estuary.
Also, if the estuarine sedimentation in the Netherlands
now comes mostly from the sea, these sediments were SEDIMENTS COMING FROM THE LOWER
supplied to the sea floor from the land during the SLOPES BORDERING THE ESTUARIES
Pleistocene, except for the organic (skeletal) fraction, SMALL BRoN ESTUARIES
before the North Sea was formed.

The numerous small rivers running to the seaTH& SaINt ESTUARY around Brittany become comparatively long estuaries

The sedimentation in the Seine Estuary, wlhich in which extensive mud flats (slikkes) and tidal
opens into the English Channel, has been studied by marshes (schorres) are generally found. The slopes
Rajeevic (1957), who concluded that "three-quarters of these valleys were partly drowned during the post-
of the sediments forming the mud (in the Seine Es- glacial transgression, but are still covered by perigla-
tuary) are of marine origin." His conclusion is un- cial deposits known as "head" in northwestern Europe,
convincing because it is supported mostly by the cal- which are sometimes several meters thick. They were
cium carbonate content of the sediments, which, in my laid down by solifluction under cold conditions during
opinion, could have been supplied by the river as well the last glaciation. Head is also present in many
as the sea. I think that the properties of the sediments places under the estuarine mud in which frost-
in this estuary (grain size, chemical composition. shattered angular stones are commonly present. In
heavy minerals, roundness, etc.) do not give definite northern Brittany, for example, in the Rance Estuary.
evidence of a marine origin for the larger part of the these deposits are finer as a whole than in the west
materials, and in the south and may be referred to as "loam".

More recently, however, an accurate discussion of Investigations concerning the origin of the mud were
data gathered by Rouen harbor engineers has led carried out in these estuaries by Berthois and Berthois
Vigarie (1965) to the same idea as Rajcevic. Be- (1954, 1955), and by Guilcher and Berthois (1957).
tween 1834 and 1956, a large part of the Seine Estu- They used three methods: grain-size, thermal differ-
ary was filled with sediment at the rate of about ential, and X-ray analyses.
5,600,0(') ms a year. Between 1874 and 1913 a cutting In the Rance Estuary, samples were taken in the
was observed reaching about 2,400.000 mi a year at different areas from the tidal flats, the tidal marshes,
the entrance of the estuary (the Baie de la Seine). and the loam, At La Vallie Creek (Fig. 1). the loam
It may be that the difference between the two figures was taken from under the tidal marsh. The grain-
is caused by an extension of the erosion of the sea size analysis shows three curves which are almost
bottom to adjoining areas, other than those which identical; the small discrepancies do not exceed the
were investigated. Between 1834 and 1913. hydro- possible error in determination of percentages. At
graphic surveys in the Baie de la Seine showed a Minihic (Fig. 2), the three curves (loam on slope.
mean increase in depth of 0.68 m. On the other hand, mud flat, tidal marsh) display the same general trend:
the supply of sediments by this river seems to be there is only a small amount of coarser particles in
small. prohably much less than 1.000,000 ma a year. the loam. and they were not included in the more re-
This anounnt does not seem to account for the filling cent sediment when the former was reworked. The
which was observed. From September 30. 1959, to same results were found in two other places investi-
November 30, 1960, more than 9,500.000 ma were de- gated in the same estuary.
posited in the estuary, although the river discharge Other grain-size analyses were made on sedi-
during this period was exceptionally small. None of ments fromi Tariec, northwestern Brittany. and from
these observations provides indisputable e ideme. but Le Faou, Keroulle, and Rade de Bres., in western
a bigh probability appears to indicate an origin of Brittany. Since very coarse particles and angular
sediment which i% marine in nature. stones are present in the head, the particles which

What is called "the Seine Estuary" includes wuly were finer than 60 p were selected in the samples to
the outermost couwse of the river, about 40 km long. be compared with those from tidal flats and marshes.
which wrdens greatly downstream frorn Tancarville. At Tariec 4 Fig. 3). the differenc"s between two mud-
This is the only part of the estuary in which salt fiat samples (SC 4 and 3) are greater than those
water pernetrates to any significant degree, although between one of the finer parts of the periglacial de-
the tide extends much farther up the river. Nothing posits (SC 2) and one of the mud-flat samples (SC
can be said at present concerning the sedimentation in 4). At Keroulle (Fig. 4). the curves of high marsh
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muds (SC 16 and 17) are included inside of two TAR/iCc~a cw & iCOQ/T 5LAR/IE,
curves of periglrtiul deposits (SC 14 and 15). At
Le Fact, (Fig. 5), the curves for periglacial deposits, NW. BRITTANY
tidal marshes, and mad flats resemble each other very
mouch; the differences between SC 9 (head) and SC pe'
I1I and 12 (marshes) are not larger than those be-
twee two head Samples SC 9 and 10. It may thus be Per, -ý .@Said that the periglacial deposits include all sizes of - pI~
particles which are found in the mud and only the
coarser particles were eliminated.

The clay fraction was investigated by means of
differential thermal analyses, which were carried out
after the organic matter and the carbonates were de-fltI* t
stroyed (Figs. 6 ana 7). The figures show sediments C__ __ _ __ _ 'est.
front four estuaries in northwestern and western Brit- h

tany. Between 0' C, and 250' C.. the curves are dis- 81Ss
tinctly different from each other. These discrepancies _______________

are the to colloidal matter, the amount of which is/Gu
variable fxon sample to sample. At about 300* C. Fig. 6. Thtrmal differential analyses of samples from
omne curves i'how a small endothermal inflection, corn- Tariec and Le Conquet. northwestern Brittany. (After

10! ~ing from traces of goethite (SC 5. 6,8&.9. 10. and 11). Guilcher andl Berthois. 1957.)

This inflection is found in estuarine muds as well as
in periglacial deposits from the same estuary. Above the composition of the mud flats andI the high marshes.
480 C., all the curves have a large endothermal in- X-ray analyses lead to the same conclus'ions for seth-
flection, which results from a mixing of kaolinite and ments from the Rance Estuary. The calcium carbo-
lillite, as shown by the reference c-jrves at the bottorn nate fraction, which conics from shells living iss silu,
of Figure 7. The small inflections between 700' C. is generally poo~r in Blreton estuarie., except for the
and 1,000* C. are imiputed to be small quantities if outer parts of thoese lying it) northea~tern Rrittany,
chlorite or even smaller quantities of calcite which where a calcareous sedime~nt is found, the so)-called
were not completely destroyed. The result is that th, "tangue". which includes many fine broken shells of
composition of the periglacial deposits is the same as local origin.

The process of formation of estuarine muds irumn
pe-riglacial deposits in these %mall es-tuarles i!' easy
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DERRYIIORE M'ARSH, Co. KERRY, IRELAN'D material to the sea...; little eroded material is addled
to the surface of the marshes ... .; most of it is de-
posited along sheltered edges of the marshes, in small

outwiCtsh~i enibayments. and in the shallows."
It thus appears that marshes and mud flats are com-

ý high monly fed by fine material coming from cliffs along
"flwsh' small estuaries, where the supply of suspended ma-

terial from upstream is insignificant because the river
is small.

____________ CAI__ sEi)Imwvs COMING FROM THE MOUTHS

200 ~o 600 ~ - 0F THE ESTUARIES

Fig. & Thermal differential analyses of samples fromn An example of this is given by the estuary of the s

Derrymore. Co. Kerry, Ireland. (After Derihois in small Kapatches River, in the northwest of the Re-
Guilcher and King, 1961.) public of Guinea, West Africa ((;uikcher, 195%a). Be-

to (observe in the field. The Pleistocene head is cliffed quickly filled tup by a tremendously muddy siedimenta-
in the lower parts of the slopes, because. at high tion at a time when other estuaries in the same rgo
spring tides, the tidal marshes are under water and were appr'Jximsately in a state of equilibrium. A study
the fetches are lzrge enough to allow the formaition was undertaken in' order to determine the origin of
(if waves of modierate or middle size when the wind this sudderi depmsition, which rendered the rice culti-
is strong. The coarser fraction of tote head settles at vation in the lowlands almost impossible because it
the foot of these cliffs where sand and stories form compllletely modified the circulation of fresh and sah
narrow, thin. discontinuous beaches, and the finerI water in the creeks. The filling up of the Kapatchex
particles are brought into suspension in water and Estuary couldl not he explained by material carried
continue to feed the mud flats and marshes. In the from upstream by the river. beca'use the catchmnent
Rancor Estuary. calcareous concretions conming from area is extremely small and the sedimentary load a!-
the loam,. the "piouperes", are found in some pilaces an moust nil above the tidal area. Sediments coining from
the upper beach and stometimes on the mud flats. In upstream are more abundant in the larger rivers of

the inner reaches of Rade de Brest, frost-shattered this region; however, the Company, Ntnez, Ponogo.
stonies washed from the cliffs are strewn on the shre and Konkoure Rivers do not show any important
The periglacial head. which was cut during the re- deposition on mud flats. In fact, the mass of mud
treat of the cliffs. is often seen on the stra~btd -"der which settld in the Kapatchez camne from old miud
a thin cover of looise deposits. flats in frivnt oi the open se immediately west of the

()-IIF SUiLFsTARIS nmouh of the estuary. These mod flats were retreat-
(fur S~au. srr~tKSing rapidly in 1054, perhaps as a cohisequewree of re- 4p.

In C.our~ty Kerry, Ireland, investigations were made cent changes in ti'ta currents, so that mud was put in I
in a tidal marsh lying behind IDerry-rnoror Spit, at the suspension. went into the estuary with the incoming
muouth ý)i Tralee E-stuary tuik4 mlher and King. 1961 ). tide. and settled there at slack tide.
Theunl differential analyses made by Bertho~is amn Thus, tit this case, the mood comzes from the outer
samples irsni the IDerrirmore high marsh, and] fromn coast and is carried upstream. However, it may be
an alluviial outwash fan which endfs close it) the marsh. noticed that this mud was first depoksited orn the outer
ShoDw exactly the same compoitiono (Fig. 8) ; dinsil- coast after the po siclacaal tran-vire~ssim. It it pos-

rnatt illite and chlorite. doubtful trace of chrysot~e. sible or esen probable that it camie originally fromn
anid rate vermiculite. This evidence is suppiorted by the larger rivers of this arma such as the Nunes or
the r.-Lanminataon ofi the samples. The outsAsh fan the Keinkioure If this is true, the twarisportatilm of
o-i-ooisl oif reworkedl Old Red Sandotone 4 llesootant. murl into the %mall Kajoatchex Riser Asiuld be only
.11141. in the rstuarine mudt. many Ol~d Red Sznitlimwe the Lot stage in a lw~ongr hitaty.
Ihurtirt" alvear unde-r the nisrtoscope at all %izes as NAIET O IGFO PTIA
iit tli~mn as (At) p The rentainin- fraction ronsaists tit l-IIM:T COIty FI(OM PSTI
quartz. NMretoirr. the mud has a characteristic pink l'TR~~
c,4or. as d."s the I Hit Red S-andsone I-. Vservhudr Nhnks that sedimessts formirig deltas

In t4e mar shlandt of Newpoirt flay. (jlifornia. the cm*e exclusvseh cor moostly frown ii'tnd by the river.
mund is fed hIn ssar~riunding dliffs. aceordine tit ,;Irrn- Thus. in the Rho~ws I1orta in snrý.hen France. hears-
-vto sodl E-nter, sP'I*a.; wi.%ho wnro-"te 1rrat blottiks of mineral arialvies hatr shown that -at ks-2%t four-fifths
4.iselr cirottIated sliss" and iiiltsuisr's. uhsch are of the wesinients. have loren dr.'iirsl frown the Alpm. a

rrdl r.deu. irrwuently dlump down during heav rs- czn~attawl salloi'IUJ ctmaribultifin as made Its the Mas~-
rains ass. are worn awAy by the matrts -r rest up-in &if Cientral- t Von Aridel. l'T55). This fit; urn with
the niarsh b.'rtkrs for s-xcltende perivids Ib., uling the water discharge Ir'oom either 4 ar t the river

areursrainy periods, mch nsator-.Al mary be added catchowe.t. flowrvrer. lDuboul-RAxavet ( 19A') ioumid A
toi ther mater tidal currents carry rowt of t~au that a manor foraction ermies to the '"k ti fix Vh wSt
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EKSWAM ent" EX9mov f1/batte

FW 9 Loie Etiar. Sa~wned-afle conentdurig y. .~ SeSaint~M
Sii. am.Fb 49a5 Eb.su"ce AfePBrhos

195..),'gii.Loie sturyebb I etr frwn-m o0w.m

by logiar dif. athng tiscoTribtinYi
ceeingy sial. Srn'arl. te Oanoo Rver intha th orginof edient is7luialrater ha

Fuia.9 Loirigi ofsediment inetaisets~ ttesrae h uspended-matter content duias05 I

byalngtheoire drstur. sltoughthern conritbany.ob is ex-oN win ie is n ;hu t1 bv h
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ORIGINt OF SEDIMENTS IN ESTUARIES15

the motionless water. In other words, the high tur- (from 0.8 to 7.4 percenmt). In other words, the con-
bidity near the bottom at Le Pointeau during flood tribution of marine shells to the sedimentation is ex-
tide does not prove that sediments have a marine tremely low. Another evidence is that the sand frac-
origin. tion in the mud is angular, and, according to Sainz

The supply from upstream was carefully studjid in Amor (unpublished), includes the same heavy min-
the Loire Estuary for several years. The meaw~re- eral assemblage as the surrounding formulations on
ments of turbidity are much easier than the deter- dry land.
minations of the bed load in transport an the bottom. Yet, in the outer part of the Vigo River, the skele-
and] it was found that in 1955 the river carried tat content is higher (NMargalef and del Riego, un-

1.M0.000 tons of sediments in suspension 4 Berthois, published!) with many remains of foraminifers, echinol-4
l956a). F-or all sediments, the solid discharge wns derms, sponges, etc. Since the clay fraction of the
825,000 tons in 1957, 1,548,00 tons in 1958 and muds in this part of the rime has not been analyzed,
642.000 tons in 1959 (Berthois and Morize, 1960). however, one may wonder whether these marine ele-
The solid discharge is highly variable, according to ments do not represent merely a further stage in the
the stage of the river and the importutnce of floods evolution of the mud. including more and moire cal-
in each particular year. In 1955, 86 percent was ciumn carbonate as it proceeds fromn the land to the sea.
transported from upstream during the floods from Large quantities of kaolinitic clay have also been
January to April. Moreover, during the floods the found in the J'.mtevedra River, another G;alician es-
river is able to carry not imly silt and clay in suspen- tuary near Vigo, where the mud was fed in the same
sion hut --and as well, and Ole sand settles between wav.
Donges and Saint Nazaire (Ilerthois, 1935c). But the problem of the origin of sedirments has been
all the finer particles do nit settle in the estuary alone. discuissed for Chesapeake Bay, eastern United States.
A part of them can be transported otit of the estuary A marine origin could have been expected here, since
in two kinds of situations: (1) during spring tides, the net transport along the bottom of the bay goes
at the end o~f the chbb-this occurred in September, upstream, whereas it is directed to the sea in the
1953. during a very large spring tide 4 lerthois, surface layer (Pritchard, 1952). Howe- er, Burt
1955a) and again during the river floods in January (1955) assumes that the suspended particles came
andl I-cbruarv. ~_ 1)5 Ilerthois, 19%;a)1: (2) the sec- mostly from the rivers ending in the bay. The sus-
"Ild pi' sibllity is shown in Figures 9 and 11 (sus- pended-matter content was reasured near the surface
pended-matter content still noticeable between Bonne and at depth wvith a spectrophotom01nele, whicii, showed
Anse and Pointe Saint Gildas). Thus, the Loire that the m~aximum turbidity occurs in spring and the
River can intermittently feed the tidal flats along the mniininuni in fall. The turbidity depends on th: sus-
outer coast. especially those lying to the s.outh of penled minerals, the produ~iiun of organic mnarer,
P'ointe Saint (ildas in Baie de Bourgneuf. The sedi- andl the tidal currents and storms which can return
nientation is more active in Summer than winter, be- sedliments previously deposited on the E4j0on into
cavn, viscosity is lower in warm water iIterthois. srspenuivn. An anniual cycle in turbidity cannot be
1955b) and turbidity dlecreases gradually. When the caused by tidal currents, because wind is rather strong
wAinttr 11loods arrive, they again su:oly large quanti- in all seasons except the fall and the production of
ties of niattc7ma which will be carried to and fro in organic matter is large in spring and summer. Fi-
the r-itia-ry before they settle to the bottom. because nally. the minimum turbidity in the fall is related to
the water Is cold. the fading of all causes of tu-bidity except tide, the

Alin the Vigo River, G~alicia, Spain, data from maximumn in spring is chiefly due to the distribmutaries,
Nonn 11914) 1 ste"'i to point to a largely continental since the peak i n r~ver discharge occurs at that time.
origin oi wcdinicnti This estuary coensists of an outer It may he supposed that the baittiwn currest cart i
pArt %hich is ou-li to the Atlanitic ()cean, and an along ptarticles of centinental flusial origin, which fir'
tinner tsart. the liiesnabL tie San Sinicir, about 10 km trasdcd- utsown~treaini in the %urfat-~ current,
hig.r coiwnerte"l n'ith ihe former by a strait k'-*% than In the noirthcssamern t;dlf of Mexico. the Apalachi.
I km %%li~r The ci'. 'ta~llne and nictanmorphiac rocrks enks and Mobile Riser, supphý :la to the conitinental
surrouwndin FmnnaeLs tic "'ais Simim are weathered platform AMi not the reverc itiruiffn. 11*211 Thleir
into ltwo kinds of altefr frL fine cla% % of kanlinic isa- behavior is similar to that of the %asiis**iplpi River,
ture. w loch 4.re Tertiar ' in age, and a nore recent' which has a delt&, and transports ru-stly mrimtmnoril-
weathering przoduct inclading Milte and a mixture of Jonitic sedimients to the sea. sincet mirvitrnorlnunite is
VsmerjInCult chnlorit In the Ejsenasda die San Siumo rretralent in its b~ln, The Apalachicola River carries

teeare r'xtrnsiire riud latsl In which the clay frzc. essetirially a kaolwioie muite, and the M.obile Riser a
I iogi, anahret! in &.x samples by the X-ray tnethod. smite inte~rmediate betwe n the two aother tuics Carn-
was it-und toi have the following compo.sitio.n 10-.V ilequirmly. the sIediens passing throughi their it-
jI-vrrnl kanlmnite. MM percnt. slitte. and 10-1 5 per- luares inchs6rl the same mineral mites as thaw pere.

i~nt'.-em~'usts-d " rite Tis shows that the Its. railing isslaix
tuair' munds. c.4ne f irrn the washinng of the criustnen- In trap"ea regous, a esuditnental origin seemcr
ti! weatherm ing peshcis. Maoreiver. the calciuma car- tain in a numnber of cases, In Madagascur. the Ham'i-
iwinafe content is very low. 1.6 percent an the average boka R iver La Fo=A. 19577b) cat ws to the wea a huge
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mass of red lateritic clays, supplied by the erosion varies with estuaries, and in the same estuary, with
in the catchment area of the river as a consequence the river discharge and tidal range. The lens acts as
of deforestation. The origin of the red sediments in a weir in which the coarse particles flowing along
suspension in the estuary (even during the dry sea- the x)ttom are trapped, whereas the finer elements
son) has been established, so a marine source is quite flowing in suspension in the upper water layer pass
impossible. These sediments have completely filled over it. If tht lens is located out of the mouth of the
up the dock area which was dredged at Majunga ins. river, a delta can be built; but if it is located far up-
mediately before World War II. Successive surveys stream, the fluvial sedimcnts settle before they reach
of the estuary and its opening on Mozambique Chan- the middle and lower parts of the estuary. It would
nel have shown that they have become shallower and be interesting to determine if such an estuarine struc-
shallower since the first soundings in the l9th cen- ture exists which has not been studied by Berthois-
tury. The Loza River, on the northwestern coast of one in which, however, sedimentation data are already
Madagascar, also carries fine mud to the sea, and the available. Simultaneous measurements on currents
deposit is visible in front Uf the estuary on coral reefs, in different parts of the same estuary unfortunately
The corals must take the shape of micro-atolls to require much material, several boats, and many re-
struggle against the sedimentation (Guilcher, 1956b). search workers. But it is frequently possible to re-
Since soil erosicn is severe on this large island, many ceive help from civil engineering services since knowl-
other examples will probably be found as research edge of the origin of sediments may be important in
goes on. dredging harbor accesses.
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Sedimnent Transport and Sedimentation in the Estuarine Environment

H. POSTMA

Ntsherlands lntitute for Sea Research, Den Helder, Netherlands

The processes involved in the movement of water ERGSION, i x.,•N.PORTATION,
and its relationship to sedimentary patterns have AND DEPOSITION
interested geologists, geographers, biologists, and CRITICAL CURRENT VELOCITIES
coastal engineers for a long time. Tides, freshwater
outflow, and waves cause complicated water move- The dynamics of sediment transport in moving
ment which transport, fractionate, and modify the water have been studied in much more detail in rivers
properties of particulate matter in shore regions. An thar. in tidal areas. In spite of the special charac~erics
attractive field of study lies in estuaries, tidal deltas, of tidal flow and density differences, the results ob-
tidal flats, coastal lagoons, and shallow coastal areas. tained in rivers may be used in coastal areas.
These areas differ geomorphologically, but have the Relations between erosion, transportation, and de-
common feature that suspended matter is carried back posiion velocities and the grain size of sediments
and forth, deposited, and eroded many times before it have been developed by Hjulstrom and reexamined by
finally settles, either permanently or for a long period. Sundborg (1956). The "critical erosion velocity" is
Although the problem of the source of the sediments the minimum current velocity at which sediment of a
is often very complex, the processes of sorting and particular size begins to move. The movement stops
grain-size selection usually establish an equilibrium at a flow velocity called the "lowest transportation
between the bottom, the suspended sediment, and the velocity" or the "deposition velocity". Figure 1 shows
water. curves of critical velocities for different particle sizes.

The existence of essentially closed circulation sys- Critical values depend on current velocity only indi-
temns for suspended matter is due to the character of rectly; the important factors are the tractive forces
water movements in estuaries and in tidal areas, and acting on the bottom, the roughness of the bottom,
these features tend to cause enhapment of particles, turbulence, etc. However, since this paper does not
Water passes freely through these areas, but particu- aim at exact hydrodynamic calculations, it is sufficient
late matter is caught or its escape to open water is to use flow velocity. An example of velocities at 15
retarded. One example is the movement of suspended cm above bottom is shown in Figure 1. From a size
sand in front of beaches under the influence of wave of 0.2 or 0.3 mm upward, the critical erosion velocity
and surf action. This process, however, is restricted increases with increasing grain size. The deposition
to a rather narrow strip of water. Two other niecha- velocity is slightly smaller, and is usually about two-
nisms cover greater areas. One is the entrapment of thirds of tie erosion velocity. The difference in the
suspended matter in river mouths and the conse-
"quent formation of areas of great turbidity (turbidity 1000 -

Sitmaxima), and the other is the accumulation of fine- 1.: grained matter by tidal action. These two proces,.e, • §

will be discussed in detail.
iDuring transport and after deposition, sediments EROSION

may undergo many changes as a result of chemical . -

and biological processes, salinity variations, tile pres- Uz 4*-
1W ence or absence of vegetation, burrowing animals, etc.

Most of these subjects will only be touched upon: ..

however, the process of flocculation and defloccula- " 0
tion under the influence of changes in salinity will be E DEPOSITION
treated in more detail, bexause it is a primary charac- s
teristic of the meeting place of fresh and salt water
arnd because it exerts a great influence on the settling
velocity of suspended particles.

In many cases the distribution of sediments over a size 5•AMWYE ih mom
certain area is more closely related to its geological Fig. I Erosion, transportation, and deposition velocities
history than to present movements of water. The for different grain sizes. The diagram indicates possible

Sdiscussion of this distribution will be restricted to ex- valuet for various stages of consolidation. (Data fromamples where a relation between forces of transporta- various authors in Sundborg (1956) and observations of

tion and sedimentary patterns seems evident, the author.)
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SEDIMENT TRANSPORT AND RLDIMZNTATION 159

velocity between erosion and deposition is of great The process of consolidation is essentially the re-
importance for the behavior of suspended matter in :ult of th%. expulsion of water from the interstices be-
tidal streams. The material above 0.3 mm is supposed tween soil grains under load. The water escapes
to be quartz sand with a specific %.eight of 2.65. For through microcopic char.nels interconnecting the in-
grains with a lower density the curves move down- tcrbti1es. During the process the soil particles are dis-
ward; if the density is higher the curves are located placed relative to one another and form a more closely
above those shown in the graph. packed sediment of greater density and lower water

For diameters smaller than 0.2 mm and especially content. In sands and most clays these movements are
below about 0.05 mm, one set of curves is insufficient irreversible. Consolidation proceeds very rapidly in
to describe the relationships, as the cohesiveness and sand, but very slowly in silts and clays; the rate de-
duration of consolidation are important (left portion pends on the type of clay mineral and the degree of
of Fig. 1). No great numerical value should be flocculation.
attached to this part of the graph because the course In the course of time tho! water content decreases as
of the lines will depend on the type of fine-grained the critical erosion velocity increases (Fig. 2, right).
matter under consideration. It is clear, however, that To measure this ircrease a ring-shaped perspex tank
the difference between erosion and transportation (Fig. 2, left) was used; it had an outer diameter
velocities is much larger for consolidated than for of 74 cm, an inner diameter of 44 cm, and a height of
unconsolidated clays or for sands. 33 cm (Creutzberg, 1961; Demerara Coastal Investi-
COHESIVENESS AND CONSOLIDATION gatioa, 1962). The water in the tank was set in circu-

lar motion by means of four paddles fixed to a central
Recently deposited, very loose, and unconsolidated axis. A special gear enabled a continuous increase of

fine-grained matter may easily be carried away by the current velocity from zero to about 100 orn/sec,
quite a small change in current velocity. When the measured along the outer circumference of the ring.
material has been deposited for a longer time, it The lower end of the paddles was about 15 cm above
gradually loses water and becomes increasingly diffi- the surface of a mud layer, a few centimeters deep,
cult to erode, that had settled from the suspension. The velocity at

0

D5O ;

W. 0 , . t
60 08 90

WATER CONTENT %WT

Fig. 2. Left: Circular tank ("carousel") used for the determination of critical velocities. Results of an experiment
in this !ink are shown at right (Demerara Coastal Investigation, 1962; Creutaberg, 1961).

Right: Erosion velocity and water content (in weight p.rcentages) of a Demerara clay. Mineral composition: 2•%
quartz, 15% chlorite, 5% feldspar, 25% exp. illite, 15% kaolinite (Demerara Coastal Investigation, 1962). Circles:
measurements in salt water (17%,. Cl). Points: measurement in fresh water (0m% ). A water content of 91%
corresponds with a consolidation time ot 3 hours; 73% with about one month. The values presented were obtained ina
laboratory experniments.
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160 ZTUAIRMS: SIDIMINTS AND SIDIXMNTATION

which the material w-vs act in motion was measured ual valences (broken bonds) at particle edges. The
after different periods of consolidation. Except when negative charge is balanced by a double layer of hy-
the consolidation times were short, this velocity could drated cations which tend to move away from the sur-
be determined very sharply. The movement started face of the clay mineral, although electrostatic attrac-
at a few discrete spots of the mud surface, first by tion prevents a complete escape. There is a correla-
forming a shallow scour, and, after some time, a tion between the stability of the suspension and the
deeper scour. This scour was gradua!ly widened and electrolytic potential. The thickness of the double
deepened by strong local turbulence, but eventually, layer depends on the valence of the sorbed ions, the
by keeping the current velocity constant, all the ma- total ion concentration in the surrounding water, tern-
terial was swept away. perature, and pH.

The increase of erosion velocity with decreasing If the electrolytic potential (the thickness of the
water content must be caused by the increase of cohe- double layer) decreases below a critical value, coagu-
sive forces generated by the bonds of thin layers of lation occurs. That is, the elementary particles con-
oriented water molecules around the particles, and by glomerate to larger units and tend to settle (Berthois,
electrostatic attraction. As these forces are largely 1961; Committee on Tidal Hydraulics, 1960; White-
dependent on the physical and mineralogical proper- house and Jeffrey, 1955). In this process, while the
ties of the clays, the values shown in Figure 2 are double layer is present two clay particles approaching
valid for only one specific clay assemblage. each other by Brownian movement are repelled, be-

It should be noted that the critical erosion velocities cause their charges are equal. Other forces, however,
found in the experiments are not necessarily equal to tend to cause the particles to approach each other. In
those found in nature because of a different velocity- water with a small electrolytic content a thick double
turbulence relationship. Moreover, settling and con- layer may be formed and the suspensions are stable.
solidation takes place in completely motionless water; If more electrolyte is added, the thickness and elec-
at sea, currents and wave action influence the speed of trolytic potential of the double layer decreases, and the
consolidation and prevent the formation of a level possibility for two particles to unite increases. Ca-
surface. tions in the solution, moreover, are exchanged for

The highest erosion velocity measured was about 90 cations in the double layer. If ions with a higher
cm/sec at a water content of 73 percent. For the sedi- valence than one are present, the same amount of ca-
ments used in the experiment, the lowest water con- tions has a greater effect. As a result, clay minerals
tents observed in the field were about 40 percent. The flocculate in sea water, especially under the influence
erosion velocity for this material may considerably of magnesium and calcium ions.
exceed 100 cm/sec and may be approximately the Flocculation in very pure river water has never been
same as that for pebbles. observed with certiinty, but it has been noted that

Experiments were also conducted to determine the sediments deposited in some water reservoirs contain-
lowest transportation velocities for fine-grained mat- ing very pure water are nartly lucculated (Committee
ter. The values obtained for the clay (Fig. 2) ap- on Tidal ttydraulics, 1960). Most rivers carry mainly
peared to be about 10 cm/sec, but they were measured inflocculated matter to the sea. However, the increase
in rather dense suspensions (10 g/l and more). of pollution in many rivers causes the process of floc-
Values in nature may be lower than those found in culation to be completed far upstream of the salt
the experiments, boundaries, perhaps because of the nresence of poly-

In tidal areas, where the same matter is picked up valent cations in industrial wastes and excessive
after every slack tide, the material has little time to amounts ot particulate organic sewage which acts as
consolidate. The curve for unconsolidated matter will a binding substance for tine-grained particles. Dis-
apply to this deposit. and the ratio between erosion solved organic matter such as humic substances nia:
and trainsportation velocity will not vary much with prevent floce ulation to a certain degree; this is espe-
grain size. In areas where part of the material is cially evident in kaolinitic clays.
mobilized between longer time intervals, the ratio may The electrolytic coagulation process is, in most in-
increase consideralbly with decreasing particle size. stances, reversiible. and marine flhs-cules carried up-

streaim into fresh % ater may be defiocculated (De-
nmerara Coastal Investigation. 1962.

FLOCCUI.ATION AND DEFIrOCCUL.mTIO. The diameter of a floccule may be very much larger

PHYSt01-0-Cmmr1CAi. PlOrESSrS thai tfie "dianmeter" of its individual components. As
a result, clays settle more rapidly in flocculated than

Flenmentary particles of colloidal or semi.colloidal in peptized form. It should he noted, however, that

dimensions may contain an electric charge which in- much water i% included in the flocculates so that the
fluences their behavior in suspension: of these parti- increa'e in settling velocity may be rather small. For
cles. clay minerals are of primary importance. It has exatijle. a unit particle with a diameter of 5 p and a
been foundl that they usually have a negative charge. lpecific •eight of 2.7 ha% a settling velocity in std
which may be explained by: (I ) preferential adsorp- water of 0.002 cot ,ec. A particle of S0 p and the
tion of anions, especially hydroxvl ions; (2) cationic s'm"e density sinks at alout 20 cm sem, but a flocculate
substitutions within the crystal lattice; and (3) resid- of clay particles of tme sank- sire. containing 95 per-

'I
S
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Fig. 3. Left: equivalent particle-size distributions measured at d~fferent chlorinities by the pipette methd; scale at
left indicates the weight percents of silt, finer than indicated size. RiOdt: relation between median equivalent particle
size and chlorinity; scale at left indicates median equivalent particle size %a; silt concentrations: 1,000 mg/i (Demerara
Coastal Investigation, 1962).

cent water, settles with a velocity of only 0.4 cm.'sec, physico-chemical diffe'rences are more important. Ex-
or as slowly as a quartz sphere of about 20 p. periments hai e shown that flocculation of kaolinites

It is customary to characterize floccules by their aind illites is mainly completed at very low chlorinity,
"apparent" or "equivalent" grain sizes; that is, it is whereas the floccu'ation of montmorillonite increae
assumed that all particles are spherical and have the gradually with in,ýreasing chlorinity (Whitehouse et
specific weight of quartz. Figure 3 presents the al., 1960). This e-ifference between the minerals is be-
equivalent sizes of suspensions at different chlorinities cause of the very stable double layer of montmorillo-
(Demerara Coastal Investigation, 1962),. The median nite. Table 1 shows the relationship between chlorin-
equivalent diameter in the flocculated form is about ity and settling velocity; Table 2 shows the relation-
7 ju' as compared to 1.5 p in the deflocculated state. shp between chlorinity and light transmission. Both
The true median diameter of the floccules, however, settling velocity and light transmission are influenced
may be many hundreds of microns. by the particle size.

In1 rapidly moving water the various clay minerals
DIFFEREN9TIAL F'LoccuLATION may be transported without differentiation, but at low

Experiments and observations on differential floc- current velocities illites and kaolinites may be de-
culation are restricted tn clay minerals (Welder, 1959; psited. Thedifrceaba butiries gremainr in frshspan-
Whitehouse and Jeff rey, 1955; Whitehouse and Mc- so.Tedfeec a egetri rs n
Carter. 1958. Whitehouse et al., 1960). Because of
structural differences, every type of clay mineral may Table 1. Representative settling velocities (cm/mmn
flocculate in a different manner. The most common X 10-') of clay mineral type in artificial sea water.
clay types are kaolinite, illite. and montmorillonite. Pipette method, )6* C.. pH = 8.2 (Whitehouse el al.,
Less common clay type are vermiculite and chlorite; 1960).
the latter mineral is frequently found in marine sedi-
ments. It must be stressed that the minerals found in Chloriniity.'

Clay--nature are often not well defined because of chemical mineral 0.5 1.0 2.0 6.0 10.0 1&0
* ~~variations, poor crystallinity, and random interstrati- - ---

* hcation of clav sheets (Grim. 1Q53). lIllite 89.1 90.1 105.0 110.0 110.0 140.0
Illite particles are usually smaller than kaolinite. but Ka-simutr 80.1 8U.S 81.1 111 all. 812

are considerably larger than msuntnorillonite. Trhis Slrn'n- 02 0.6 .7 406 .5 7
might in itself lead to differential settling, but the n1nk 02 .6 07 0 .5 87

Table 2. Light transmission of -lay minerals as a functi-i r chlorinity (wave length 400 mks: 26-27' C.;
02 g clay mineral); transmission values in ', 1 Whitehouse elal.. 1960).

Chlorinity. ,,4

Clay mineral 02 0.4 0.8 1.') 2.0 4-0 &0 12.0 18.0-

Illite 11.0 13.4 29.9 3811 432 45.0 45.0 45.0 43.0IKitolinitv 12.1 15.7 233 36.0 27-2 272 28.0 28.0 280
Imontntorillonite 3.7 5.4 7.4 9.0 20.0 26.0 AS 4,3.0 45.0
Chlorite 9.6 J14 27.9 31.2 31-3 31.5 313S 31.5 .31.5
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CHWRINITY • tied over the flood to exceed that of the ebb. In thatC , H J 1TY %* e case a water particle after one full tidal period has

26*C p, a 7.2- 6.6 2g q *W)t not returned to the same place. Also, the tides often

012 172 rotate. The current ellipses mostly have their long
.. - axes parallel to the coastline, whereas the short axes

£A . .44 are perpendicular to the coast (See Fig. 13).
1.5 ,-The tidal regimes in tidal flat areas (including

wadden areas) have characteristics which deserve
wt0e O special consideration. In the tidal inlets and larger

J channels the tidal currents may reach very high val-
004. MOMM e ues. The strength of the currents decreases rapidly
OIW- to$ t 029* towards the tidal flats bordering these channels and

near the coast. The decrease is less rapid along the
Saxis of a channel. Even in small tidal gullies, high

,' .1.5 current velocities may be reached during part of the
>- tidal phase. This peculiar condition is because tidal

8. 6-oflats emerge around low tide when a relatively small

04 j. part of the tidal area is covered with water (Van
S¢o1ites. w Straaten and Kuenen, 1958). The "wet cross section"

292 2 of a gully is therefore considerably smaller around
73 low tide than around high tide. As a result, the water

1,-- 17.2 leaving a tidal flat area at the end of the ebb has only
.-- a small cross section available to pass through; the

.... .-i---.-a--t---i--'-- 144 same applies to the water entering in the first part of
the flood. Therefore, in small tidal gullies maximum

M-ite ebb current velocities occur shortly before low tide,
0.6' -Vrmiculits 8.6 and maximum flood currents shortly after low tide

Potassium Montmoriloutes (Postma, 1961). Ebb and flood velocity curves thus
04. 5, -- may deviate considerably from a symmetrical shape

2 " 2.9 (See Fig. 7).
"The high current velocities occurring in tidal

76 4 22 6 streams are accompanied by strong turbulence, andIONIC STRENGTH eddy diffusivity values up to 500 cm 2 /sec have beenIS C Sc TRENGTH 0.2) found (Gry, 1942). i'horough mixing of water layers
I.S& a Scale Reding x 10") obliterates vertical density differences. Within the

Fig. 4. Settling velocitis of clay minerals in sea water system of estuarine classification the tidal areas belong
at different chlorinities (Whitehouse et al., 1960). to the well-mixed estuaries.

brackish water than in salt water. A summary of TInDAL VARIIATIONS IN SUSPENj.%j) NIATTER
relative settling rates is given in Figure 4. Tidal curr-nts are usually sufficiently strong and

! TRANSPORT OF SUSPENDED MATTER turbulent to s-t in motion considerable amounts of
TR ASO TIDALSURREN TS suspendled matter. The quantities and grain sizes of:i BY' TIDAL CURRENTS

the material at a fixed point fluctuate with current"'iATER MovFmri.NTs i% TIDAL AREAS velocity ((;rv, 1942: l.inelurg, 1Q58; Postma, 1954)t.

In shallow water the vertical tide is accompanied by Examples are shomn in Figures 5-7. The turbulent

ebb and flood currents which often reach considerable motion of the water may carry even coarse sand into
strength. Maximum current velocities of 300 cm/sec the surface layers. especially when tides are at a maxi-
and more have been registered in narrow tidal inlets. iomum. D~uring such perinis certain parts of the sea

In its most simnple forni the horizontal tide has a sinu- surface niaý hlmk patchly A it1 "cioudsl" or "nush-
soidal, syvummetrical shape, and the anmount of water romois" of suspended sand separated by less turbid
carried through a certain point o%er the ebb equals areai. ('ian~es in sediment concentration, as ineas-
the amount carried over the flood. In very shallow ured by point samples, are therefore sometimes ir-
water, slack water coincides with high and low tide; regular. Nevertheless.. tidal variations in suspended

Sthis is the case. for example, in small tidal gullies such matter concentration are seldom wholly oh.wcured.
as those occurring in tidal flats. In deeper water, the In a detailed study of the variation, of suspended
turn of the tide falls behind high and low tide; the itatter over a tidal period, it is advantageous to con-
time lag may vary from 2A minutes in water five sitkr :,eparately the behluoior of "sand" and fine-
meters deep, for example, to three hours in .30 meters. grained suspended matter or "silt" (Postma, 1954).

The ideal situation of a symmetrical tide it. not In shallow tidal waters the boundary between the two
often realized. 4n ctxaskal sas a residual component is iractions may often be placed at about 50 p, but the
often present which causes the amount of water car- division is not so much a matter of principle as one of

, *-•,-• . - - . , '.-

S. . .. :
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suspended mnatter (mg/I) in the Boca Vagre of the Ori-

Fig. 5.Vertical and ho.n ontall tide and supended mat noc Delta (Van Andel and Postina, 1954).
ter. Sand and silt are separated t. about Spi. Te'cel sAr-,

* WadenZee Posma 154)Whens the current increases, it takes time before the
material is resuspended.

convenience. The argument for a division in two The tag effect has been used to explain why in
*fractions is that the miaterial called sand reacts differ- nianv tidal flat areas the amounts of fine-grained sus-

ently on the tidal turnents from silt (Fig. 5). Of pendied mnatter are often considerably higher than in
c0114ve. silt. defined in this vagur manner, may con- the adjoining open -ea. Further (see Figs. 14 and
tain a sigsificaumt aniount of fin e-grained sand besides 1.; 1. it has Iemn used to explain why, proceeding land-
clay minerals, particulate orgunic matter, etc. It must ward in a tidal flat area, the grains in the bottomn
he observed. as pointed .-)ut earlier, that all grain sizes sedimsent gkracluallv brctsoie smualler.
refer to -viuivalent sizes" mea~ur,'d in a settling tube The dlecrease 0f grain size cmn the boetom is. pri-
withouit pre-treatruent of the materia!. mianly, a result of the reduced average and maximum

Accutl-LTIO or vz-,1tANZDcurrent velocities froni Ithe open sea towards the coast-
ACCVMUI.D ATION MY LArzG asu c In a tidal area ctminected with the sea by tidal minss

Sus~uw ~rr~a S LAGEFTCTSbetween barrier islands. it is ev ident that in anid near
The fine-grained suspended matter reacuts with a the inlets the bottom will consist of coarse sand. be- .

certain inertia to changes of cunrret velocity. U~su- cause fine sand and silt are winnowed out by the
ally there is a time lag between the turn of the tide, strong current%. Near the coas and on tidal Raus
when current velocity is zero, and the mmnient at where currents are weaker, fine-grained matte pre-
which the lowest figures for suspended silt art found. vails-.the coarse sard cannot reach thewe places aNW

This lag can be explaied by the fact tha in aperiod the fine materials can.~ mihsxec eres 1
of eceasngcu. e tvelicty ta tme s we for In a steady dtate,onmih xe a crs fql

the material to settle (Luttmer, 1950; Postma. 1954). flnw-grined matter in suspension tow rds the coast.

v.

-7,
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or tio concentration differences at all. That the con- Under these assumptions the shapes of the e'irves
centration of suspensions increases towards the coast representing the relation between velocity and posi-
li;&, hieni denionstrated extensively for various parts tion of water masses at various distances from the
of lthe tidal flat areas (wadden) along the North Sea shore are shown in Figure S. Velocity is plotted on
coasts of IDenniLirk, G;ermany. and the \etherlands. the vertical axis and distance ovi the horizontal axis.
'[lite increase is found dluring calmn weather as well as Although the tide at fixed points is symmetrical, the
dluring s.ornis. distance-velocity curves are asymmetrical iVan Str-ut-

*rhe phlenomienoni has beent exp~lained on lthe basis of ten and Kuenen, 1957, 1938).Awater mjass move%
tlit. lag effect mentioned abiove. Instead of considering in and out Along one such curve. The tangent i p) at i
the behatvior of suspended matter at a fixed point, it these curves rqpresents the maximum current velocity
is advaintageous to follow a water mass over a tidal in each peoint; consequently, this tangent meets each
cycle (l'ostnu, 1954; Van Straaten and Kuenen, curve at a point attained by the water mass at half
l"57, 195M). When water is carried landward through tide. The higher velocity and the gveater distance
a tidal channel with the flood, it is traveling in a large covered li: on the seaward side & this point.
channel, its flow is much faster than farther landward, W~ith the aid of the curves, the movement of a sedi-
antl it contains the amofunt of silt appropriate to the nient particle tduring a tidal period can be described in
turbiulence caused bv this rate of flow. As the cur. more detail. Two lag pheniomena must be taken into
rent velocity gradually decreases, pant of the silt con- account. First, paflic~es settling in a slackening cur-
tent, being too high in relation to the slower rate of rent are not depos.ited vertically below the place
flow, will sink to the bottom. Because silt sinks where thev start to drop out; th~ey require time to
slowly, it will be transpo.rterd farther into the flceid reach the botto and are carried along some distance
direction than if sinking tonic place more quickly, before they comte to rest (setling lag). The other

After the turn of the tide the water mass will move phenomenon, based on the difference between trans-
tii an opp~osite direction. However, the slow reaction port velocity and erosion velocity, is Called Scour lag.
of silt oin the decrease of current velocity causes the The effect of settling lag will be considered Iii-st,

sitto settle in pilaces. where the current is too weak to and the scout lag will be a_,sumed to be zero, Suppose
carry it a way. Therefore. if ebb and flood are svsn- that a particle reqluires a velocity, V1, to be held in
metrical, a certain fraction of silt is left on the bottom. suspension and that it is lying on the bottom at point
The lproctss repeats itself every tide. As a result, the 1. As soon as the passing flood current k-as attained
bottorn in the inner parts of the area becomes very the velocity V1. the particle starts to trame landward.
silly and there is a high concentration of suspended On reaching point 3, the current has slackened to the
matter in the water. In the steady state the ivward velocity at which the particle begins to settle while the
residual movemnent of silt is balan~ced by the loss of surrounding water is still carrying it landward- The
silt seaward due to the silt gradient in the water, distance covered depends on the ettmling velocity of

Setting ag nd _covrLagthe particle, the current velocities in the period of
.%.-tlss Lagaud ow, a9%inking, and the depth of the water. We will assume

v'istamcc-Velocity irwin.. Ivy) that the particle reaches the !sottom at point 5.
Constidering lag effects in more dletail, it will fie The isater wshich surrounderd the particle continues

AuniedK that: ilIj the current velocity is eqtul at all it) travel landwiard until point A'. and then returns
pimints in a cntss channci section: 4 24 the tidal curve Asith lthe ebb_ When it reache- point ; again on the
i-. a sininsetrical sinus curve at all ptoints 13o the ebb, it is still moving too ulowly to pick the particle
high and lows title occur at the sante muinwrnt through- up. It remains an the boittom until water of suficen
witi Oie area; t44 the average itial current velocity. veltxit * st iris ito pax%- This water belongs to a curve

a linear decreaser front the open sea to the B111 cxatctl faribe- landwsard than the curve AA'.
Coast or A watershed01: and '5 the vertical tidlal range At potint 7 the particle Mtarts unshng again. and,. be-
in' cIRm'tant. ctuse tot ibe settling tasg. it is deposited at point 9.

AtA

Fig D uagrm 9ho~muv dte wrltcirtan ith uhach ileifv uwar iiiiisr ma itt h die Writ at ea& pai udsq

a writio thoroah a 6Wtb arma from tie iWet I* thw sam. The ow.u agiqdy mly to AnduijiL tien c e~i4h _ __tai ''4fuo tlg6 & ami Vnsrst WKrl,15)
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Hence. in the course of one tidal period it has traveled transportation by sand grains. When the current
laindwardl from point I to point 9. The particle will slackens, part of the finely divided suspended mate-
move closer to the shore with each tidal cycle, until rial may already be deposited in sheltered places be-
the flood current deposits it pernmaently at a spot so fore the main current has dropped below the critical
far landtward (to the right of point X) that the ebb value. Hence, even if capacity in the strict sense does
current is unable to lift it. not play a role, sornethin- very much like it probably

We will now suppose that the settling lag is meo. does.
but the critical erosion velocity is greater than, the ieVoctA m fr
lowest transportation velocity. This effect can also Tu-'oiy sm ry
be demonstrated by Figure k It will again he as- ~Another effect is the influence of tidal asymmnetry'.
munied that the particle is lying on the hottosii at point It has been shown above that the theoretically syri-
1. When the critical erosion velocity is a&ttained the metrical tide is lost if a specific water mass is followe-1.
particle is set in motion. Assuming that the current Similarly, the time-velocity curve is asymmetric.,
has slackened to the lowest transportation velocity in (Postria, M96). This means that, in an area where
point 4, the particle will he dropped at point 5. Dur- tidal currents decrease from the open sea to the coast.
ing the ebb, the critical erosion velocity is shown by the period of low current velocities is longer aroundl
curve BB'. The water mass corresponding to this high tide than around low tide (Fig. 9).
curve will carry the particle away AMd deposit it at It has further been shown that the tidal velocity
point 9. Olerly, if settling laig and scour lag act curve at a fixed point in a small tidal channel is in
simnultaneously, each tide will bring the particle land- fact asymmetrical, having its maxnimum nearer to ln'A
ward faster than each lag acting separately. tide than to high tide: this holds for the ebb as well as

A convincing explanation has been given of the for the flood phase (Figs, 7 and 10) and results in a
mechanism of accumulation of fine-grained material in much longer period of low current velocities around
tidal flat areas fronm the inlets towards the shore, or in high tide than around low tide.
shallow seas where the hor-irintal tide decreases to- Further, in a tidal flat area the water is alternately
wards the coast. But it should be kept in mind that spread horizontally over a large area at high tide and
a number of simplifying conditions have been assain'-d confined in the tidal channels at low tide. Conse-
which may not be present in natural circumstances. quently, the average depth of the water is greater at
The movement of individual particles is treated with low tideý than at high title, and more suspended matter
the assumption that the quantity of per unit vohuun will reach the bottomn at high tide. This condition
particles does not play a role. In other words, the imn- may cosieribute to an accumulation of fine-grained
portance of competency (the size of the grains a matter ini tidal flat and coastal areas. %lost of the sedi-
water mass at a given velocity can carry) has been ments carried landward with the flood are ideposited
emiphasized and the cafha'citv (the anmunt that can be on the bottom near high title. Owing to settling lag
transporicd) has been cinsidered to be of no impor- or scour lag. or both eifesvts together, the material is

tance. The reasmui for this a'sstiption is that in most not pic"ir up by the hoil% of water which carried it

tidal flat areas the ambunts oi suspendedl sediment landward, but hY water located farther landward.
are far telow the capaci~y of the strong current veloc- Thus, around htigh tide the particles undergo a shift
ities. *Irhe twilv suspemdable fine-grained matter that toward shore. .At lo% ttide nhirr ,- the wartcles re-

is suppuosedly avAilaWi t o the currenti ukhen thewe main in stis;'rrti~n'i And dio *nait unidergro a %-atsard
begin to run after slack water is that which lies at or hiait The net result oi. therli, vi-. ;% lao+lsarml %hift

close to #*he surf;,ce of the bottomi *ediments between in each itidal c% clr Yitis nI4-chatiin~? nterIls leis s ;e.
large grain%. lvere in the period of Maximum CUr- cific Assinixtisvss than tile osir di Cu.ersl earlier.

rent velocity. onily a niinute fraction of the enornious
muuses o4 sand In the tIda area is set in mnotion, awd Afr-M- R.rttsue SjP~ifimgad .Wiip t45-s

tvnl V a rerv UnuUl amontvt of Cla31e-y matter is set free Thew strong current% ptes Ailing iluring tpring tidies

t .%~Il menw! ports~k-s :are therefo-re suppikird to he taken will gevwr.All~ bring inore nnAteitAl into sutpe"Stfin
aInto s %3lk-%usmn a .13. aM Athe cutrrent attains the nec- than 11s-w mra.- t~ie cir ri-Sts% l Ft II, Ifie-nr. in the

mssArv wetuli~av tto r'.*r themt It follows that frcun the ne.Ap t~irele.l part -it O is- utrfiAl ;sirticipaltni in
mIC2wnt the part-eles of a certAin saw fracition are set the tidAl CinJMrC111 A tlo i u ill J re ain the bWotOM for as
in moltion, the cimc-rntratain of this fraiction shoud lung a, 4 weekt or tenry%~ fs The tmaterial will hare
utn&derg no furthe changer until it ettles again at the timer to ewssnhd-tv. and efosion is at first diffic!Ult in
end of the tidal rhas' the next Wprin'g tick. Ork-e the mate-rial it wit in nvi-

Obw. vataoins 'odwatcat Fig 7)i that c=meet Atim tiwo it u ill he remuaede Tn esstide uns -1
of a certain site fir.1tuwa actually fluctuate more uith morn tidtal current % '-waztes again decrreAs.

curtint s-kctity thurs would he espeted. Miud par- Considering a woule sesnalurvar ride,. a tidal period
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STATIONS
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S-C X, MLOOe Fig. 11. Decrease of suspended matter with increasing
0 ... L. tim. .In bour distance from the coast of British Guiana during spring

E 8 ýand neap tides (Demerara Coastal Investigation, 1962).

___general conclusions, it may be tentatively assumed

that the accumulation mechanisms described act with
Fig. 10. Tidal asymmetry. Curves show the variations

of Lurrent v-!locity with time for water masses in a tidal good efficiency from about 100 js to at least 8 .
flat area; A for a water mass moving in a channel, B for TRANSPORT OF COARSE-GRAINED MATTER
"a water mass moving half of the time in a channel and
half of the time over a tidal flat, and C for a water mass Information concerning the transport of sand in

traveling over a tidal flat and reaching the low-water line tidal streams is rather scarce. Coarse-grained mate-
at low tide (Postma, 1961). rial is transported with greater difficulty than uncon-
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Fig. 12. Average daily silt content and mean m~aximum ebb and flood velocity, showing lag of silt maximum after
the spring tide mtaximum. Station near thc coast of British Guiana (Demerara Coastal Investigation, 1962).
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all concentration differences in a horizontal planehave disappeared. Because of the great depth differ-

ences on tidal flats and near the ccast, only smallamounts of sand F-.re in suspension.

Continuing this line of reasoning, it seeni. evident
tthat even small amounts of sand should eventually in-

cesthe height of thc tidal flats to the high tide
level. Many tidal flats indeed attain this stage of
development and are finally covered with fiae-grained
matter. But a number of them never develop to this
level either because of wave action caused by wind or

V2 sand shortage combined with the rise of sea level. The
development depends on the amounts of sand available •
or the climate and the exposure to the wind of the
region. In a moderately exposed area like the Wad-
den Zee, the waves may prevent the growth of tidal
flats to the final stage (Postma, 1961). Currint veloc-
ities determine deposition in tidal channels, but sedi-
mentation on the tidal flats is often regulated by wave
action.

A typical phenomenon in tidal flat areas is the for-
mation of ebb and flood channels (Van Straaten,
1900a, b; Van Veen, 1950). A tidal channel cross

Fig'. 13. Las. effects in a r-rating tide. section should often be subdivided into two parts. In
one part the ebb cui rent predominates; in the other,
the flood current. The phenomenon is caused by the

solidated fine-grained nwatter and is at the same time inertia of flowing water, which tends to follow a
transported closer to the bottom, partly as bed load straight line. if the tidal flats were constantly emer-
(Niebuhr, 1955). Besides strong currents, wave ac- gent, this inertia would result in a normal meander-
tion is often needed to set material into motion ing system. In the period of submergence, however,
(Postma, 1957). As a result, important sand trans- the water is able to follow a path over the banks
port may be restricted to periods of strong winds. It instead of the meanders, which results in a secondary
is difficult to obtain satisfactory observations (luring channel, becoming gradually shallower with increas-
such periods. ing distance from the main channel. In this manner,

The information discussed above, obtained in tidal the mair channel may be divided into two branches;
flat areas and tidal lagoons, indicates that lag effects in one, the flood predominates, in the other, the ebb.
are of no inmportance for sand grains larger than about In most cases the original meandering course is fol-
100 U. Evidently, such particles sink too fast (about lowed by the ebb and the shortcuts, by the flood. The
one meter in two minutes) to show an important development of shortcuts by the ebb may be prevented
settling lag. There must be some scour lag, but this
effect seems insufficient to 7enerate a significant con-
centration gradient towards the coast. Moreover, at a
relatively great distance from the coast the strength of '-
the tidal currents is apparently inadequate to keep
sand in suspension. This fact contributes to the for-
mation of "idal flat areas. An imaginary tidal area
may be visualized in which no depth dlifferences have
yet developed (Van Bendegom, 1950). In principle,
the current velocities in parallel stream trajectories
are the same, but actually slight differences will occa-
sionally occur. The slightly stronger current will
erode more sand, thus f,:',ming a c,,n:l; the cr e>d
sand will be passed laterally to the weaker current
and be deposited. In this way, differences in depth Q

will be created; the currents in the channels will in-
crease in strength and those on the shallows will L *" ,,diminish. More sand will be transported from the Fig. 14. Distribution of suspended matter <50, in the , .
former to the latter until differences in depth and Texel area (Wadden Zee), showing the increase of con-
current velocity have become so large that nearly all centrations from the tidal inlet to the coast. The values
sand transport is confined to the channels. In more (in mg/I) are the averages of measurements over a full
precise terms, the process will come to an end when tide at di.ferent depths (Postna, 1954). "

-.... .. 4,
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Fig. 15. Distribution of suspended matter in a vertical profile of the Wadden Zee (Ameland area) from a tidal inlet
to the shore. The values are average concentrations, in mg/I, of different grain-size fractions through a tidal period.
The concentrations appear to increase towards the shore for five fractions (<8, 8-16, 16-32, 32-64, and 64-128/A). The
coarser fractions do not show this increase (Postma, 1961).

by the return of water from the tidal flats to the chan- becomes perceptible. The point where the one-way
nel, thus confining the current to its original course. movement of water changes to a back-and-forth move-
During the flood, water flowing from the channel to ment will be called the upper boundary of the hori-
the tidal flats may assist in attacking the sides of the zontal tide. Below this boundary the water may still
channel. remain fresh over a large distance. The horizontal

tide, however, becomes gradually more pronounced,
TRANSPORT OF SUSPENDED MATTER and at a certain point at the river bottom the first

IN ESTUARINE CIRCULATION SYSTEMS traces of salt water can be detected. Soon the salt in-
fluence becomes perceptible at the surface. The salt

SESTUARINE tATER MOVEMENT boundary can be described as a plane sloping land-
"The term "estuarine circulation" is applied to water ward and moving up and down with the tide.

movement in which density differences caused by the Below the salt boundary the salinity gradually in-
supply of river water are second in importance only creases to open sea values. Close to the boundary the
to tidal influence. in the lower part of the river the horizontal tide is usually relatively weak and salinity
influence of the tide is first observed as a slight peri- differences along the vertical are large. Farther sea-
odical rise and fall of the water level, which hardly ward the tidal influence increases and gradually causes
influences the seaward flow of fresh water (upper a better mixing of bottom and surface water. If the
boundary of the vertical tide). Gradually the tide be- tide is sufficiently strong, a point will be reached
conies more important, and the runoff is periodically where vertical salinity differeuces have practically
retarded until, at a certain point, a weak flood tide disappeared. This point is the lower linfit of the

< # .77T ~ ,- ... .. - . ,, ,.- .---. ...- -... ,4
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MOOERATELY HIGH RIVER STAGE LOW RIVER STAGE
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Fig. 16. Profile showing current velocity and chlorinity at the mouth of North Pass, Mississippi River Delta.
Upper diagrams show surface speeds along channel axis. Diagrams on the left show the outward flow during moder-
ately high river stage extending to the bottom at the bar. Salt water included during the preceding high tide is j
rapidly flushed out during the ebb. Profiles at right show the lower river stage: the current is not affected by the
bar, the water rides over the nalt wedge, and the speed decreases smoothly in the channel and over the bar (From
Scruton, 1960; Shepard, 1960).

"stratified estuary" and the upper boundary of the cation is maintained over the whole tidal cycle, and
"mixed estuary". The mixed parts of the estuary the salt wedge is a permanent feature. Water move-
closely resemble the tidal areas discussed. ment inside this wedge may be very slow. In such 4 ',•.

The estuarine circulation takes place in the strati- cases the wedge may be filled up with sediments, so
fled area. Due to density differences, mainly caused that a bar is formed.
by salinity differences, saltwater movement in the T
lower water layer has a net transpor. upstream. It TUREIDITY MAXIMA
mixes in a vertical direction and carries part of the In the lower reaches of many rivers where an estu-
salt water upward into the upper water layers, where afine circulation is developed, the concentrations of
it is carried seaward with the fresh water (Figs. 16
and 17).

One consequence of this manner of transport is that 0 River Sea
in the estuarine region the river loses its contact with
the river bed. This does not mean that no river water Fresh
reaches the bottom, for part of it is mixed downward.
As a result of the mixing processes, the underlyingw..
saltwater body, the salt wedge (Van Veen, 1952), be- water
comes gradually less salt upstream, and the overlying .'0:7::- :':.'.:.- ..... ' . ...

water increases in salinity downstream. 'Sea-sand
Averaged over a whole tidal cycle there is a plane b

of no motion between the upper seaward-moving water -dep --i here
and the lower landward-moving water (Fig. 16).
River water supply, mixing inteisities, and tidal cur- Fresh
rents change from one moment to the other. During " wa.er Bar
the flood maximum, for example, the whole estuarine 39
water body may move landward, and turbulence may : '
be so strcing that vertical salinity differences practi-
cally vanish; such a state of complete mixing rarely
occurs during the ebb tide. Fig. 17. Formation of a bar in a salt wedge (Van /

In estuaries with a weaker tidal influence, stratifi- Veen, 1950).

I3t
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YORK RIVER TURBIDITY DISTRIBUTION a number of factors, and the amount of suspended
matter in the river or the sea is most important. The

500 March 24, 1960 strength of the estuarine circulation is a second im-
15 portant factor. The settling velocity (equivalent grain

size) of the available material also exerts a strong
influence. Turbidity maxima exist not only in strati-

- F fled flow conditions, but also in well-mixed estuaries.
,Greater river flow pushes the turbidity maximum

EmIO. towards the sea and at the same time depresses its
0 magnitude. The depression may be explained as fol-

/ .10 lows: assuming that the tidal forces remain the same,
50, an increase of river discharge will cause better strati-

* .lfication and less vertical mixing. This will decrease

C /
soC

* . . •. . I*'0 N[

River% 'Alo, 90., .-

I IS 1 5,O O0

100 go 0 SUFC
*d

6 0 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4 0 00 i o O " o

Station Number
Fig. 18. Turbidity maximum and salinity in the York 5 s0o

River (Nelson, 1960). '0" 0 '1.'WI

suspended matter often attain values considerably I- I -I -

higher than those in the river water and in the sea I6,,
(Alexander ct al., 1935; Glangeaud, 1938; Luineburg, 0 3o 1s MAsTTER

1939; Mann, 1958; Postma and Kalle, 1955). The
existence of these turbidity maxima has been proved ,
in many river mouths (Figs. 18-20). Since the peak to o BOTTOM + I M
of the turbidity maximum is often located near the salt T07AL P

boundary, it has sometimes been assumed to be caused X
by flocculation processes (Liineburg, 1939). Usually /'°
its existence is due to hydrodvnamic conditions
(Postma and Kalle, 10)55). oa'" I

A sediment particle carried downstream with the -
river water may sink into the lower water layer. LO
Since residual water movement in this layer is di- a

rected upstream, the particle will now move in the
opposite direction. Vertical mixing may eventually
bring the particle back into the upper water layer, so 0,
that it is again carried seaward. The process m ay be a .M0',,WLp ,,,a 0. .

Srepeated, or the particle may be carried to the sea. I_"_) Theoretically, a particle may be carried back and forth A * U , i , m s s s s I 4 2 s
a number of times before it finally escapes. Fig. 19. Turbidity maximum in the Ems Estuary.

Similarly, suspended matter of marine origin is Suspended matter in mg/I; chlorinity in %,; total phos-
carried upstream in the salt wedge. The str-itified phorous in jxg-at/l. Observations at the surface and near

region therefore acts as a sediment trap in which the bottom (bottom + I m). The phosphorus distribu-
tion shows that mAinly inorganic matter is accumulated

sedimentary material of either freshwater or marine in the turbidity maximum; the chlorophyll-phosphorus
origin may be circulated many times. Thus, high con- relation indicates the boundary between organic marine
centrations of suspended matter may be accumulated. matter (high values) and organic matter of the fresh

The magnitude of a turbidity maximum depends on water (low values) (Po;tma, 1960).

'-A-j
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Fig. 20. Chlorinity and suspended matter in the Demerara River, showing the turbidity maximum and "diffusion" '
of suspended silt from salt into fresh water (Demeirara Coastal Investigation, 1962).

upstream water transport in the salt wedge. The flow reverse may also occur, but the predominance of ma-
of river water to the sea will be accelerated. As a rine sediments in many estuaries suggests that the. ,ie
result, the opportunity for entrapment of powticles is first example is of greater importance. lLr.
reduced, and concentrations of suspended matter must P•ErtTO • UP.IE ATR""••i "
decrease.

It shouhld be added that very low river' discharges FRtOM SALT INTO FRESH WATER "

must also be detrimental to the development of a tur- Upstream from the peak of the turbidity maximum •
bidity maximum, since the estuarine circulation may the silt content of the water gr adually decreases. This
practically disappear. Hence, in a constant tidal re- decrease does not end where the water is completely
gime, a certain volume of river discharge will be fresh, as would be expected, but is often continued in
optimal for the formation of the turbid zone. the pimre river wat,ýr (Figs. 18--20). Evidently, sus-

Only a few observations are available concerning pended silt can "diffuse" from the turbidity maximum
the grain size of the suspended nmatter caught in a against the residual flow into the fresh water (Der..
turbidity maxinmum (Postma, 1960). It seems rea- erara Coastal Investigation, 1962). This upstreanm
sonablt to assume that under a given set of conditions diffusion is influenced by the tide. One might suppose
only a restricted size range can be present. If par- that suspended matter carried upstream by the flood
ticles sink slowly they will escape to the open sea, as temporarily settles during the ebb and is subsequently
there will not be sufficient time to settle into the ho~t- carried farther upstream by the following flood. Ob-
toin laver (Fig. 21 ). The concentration of such par- viously this process works only as long as the tide is
ticles in the turbidity maximum should, therefore, strong enough to cause a reversal of the current. :
hardly exceed the concentrations in the river and the The important conclusion of this observation is
sea. 'If. on the other hand, particles sink rapidly. that deposition of marine mud can take place in the CI,/
verticftl mixing will not be able to carry them back lower parts of a river where salt water never pene- .l•.,
into the surface laver. Hence, only suspended matter trates. Remains of mnarine diatoms have been oh-
of a specific size will he repeatedly recirculated and served in freshwater deposits (Brockmann, 19m•,.
Sparticip~ate in the fo)rmation of the turbidity maximum. 19,19). '•

Size fractionation may be important when the grain It has been shown that particulate matter is floccu- •.'-
size of suspended matter -of the river differ& from that lated by sea water. Since this process is often rever- A
of the sea. If, for example, the river material is con- sible, material carried from the sea into the fresh [

siderably finer than the marine matter. the turbidity water may be deflocculated. Eventually. it will again
Smaximumn may be form~ed chiefly of the latte'r. The move downstream into the sL-t water and flocculate

- i--ja-,-- -, L , : .. ... •I~i
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CONCENTRATION OF SUSPENDED MATERIAL2 (gIL)
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Fig. 21. Vertical distribution of suspended matter off the Mississippi Delta, indicating slow settling velocity of

particles in the upper layers (surface maxima at Stations 74 and 76) (Scruton, 1956).

again. In principle, this may be repeated many times. the concentration of suspended matter in the sea ad-
The process described here illustrates that, in order to joining the tidal flat area is very low. If no other
obtain reliable measurements on the silt supply of sources of silt are available, it is difficult to understand
rivers, it is necessary to carry out observations up- how large amounts of mud could be deposited without
stream from the upper boundary of the horizontal tide, the action of accumulation mechanisms, particularly

in areas where storms seemn capable of removing all
BOTTOM SEDIMENTS fine material.

These are not simple questions-several organic
TIDAL FLAT DEPOSITS factors also conic into play. Dense shell populations

The deposits in tidal flat areas such as the wadden may filter clay from the water and return it in the
4 along the North Sea coast vary from coarse sand to shape of pseudo-feces and fecal pellets which are diffi-

very finm-grained mud (Guilcher, 1963: W4intzschel, cult to erode. In some instances, the bottom animals
1939; Liineburg, 1957; Postma, 1954; Van Straaten are able to filter the whole water mass of a tidal area
and Kuenen, 1957, 1958). The average grain sizes within a few weeks or even a few days (Verwey,
tend to decrease from the tidal inlets towards the coast 1952). On tidal marshes, mud may he caught by vari-
and the tidal flats. The clay content generally in- ous plants, and mud flats formed along coasts where
creases in the same direction (Figs. 22 and 24). suspended clay in the ocean water is almost absent

This configuration can be explained partly by the (Phleger and Ewing, 1%2). Bottom diatoms may
landward decrease of tidal current velocities, the de- produce thick cohesive layers of organic matter which
crease of wave action in that direction, or the supply prevent the escape of clay.
of fine-grained matter from the land. The accumula- Since the material in a tidal flat area is moved back
tion processes described earlier will, however, give and forth many times by tidal action before being de-
strong support to the formation of fine-grained muds. posited for a longer period, a correlation of sedimen-
It may even be asked whether in many areas such a tary properties and environmental conditions can be
formation is not a result of these processes. Often attained (Krumbein and Aberdeen, 1937; Krumbein,

St.W
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.... terns. The recurrent selective operation of tidal cur-
rents and waves results in a very good degree of sort-

Fit] I ing of the sand deposits comparable to that on beaches

m2 and in dunes.
[]3 As the distribution of sediments is primarily deter-

mined by oscillating water movements, it provides no
e clue to the origin of the deposits. Reliable information

[Il~ concerning the source of tidal flat sediments is there-
E0 fore rather scarce. The major problem is to decide

whether the material is of marine or fluviatile origin,
taking the location of the sediments after the last

glacial stage as a starting point. The two principal
possibilities are that sediment moved landward with
the rise of sea level, or that sediments were carried

r~rJ) down by the rivers. Extensive investigations in the
d d Wadden Zee have led to the conclusion that all grain-

Isize fractions present in this area originate from the

Fig 22 Pecenags o fie-gaind attr (utieNorth Sea (Crommelin, 1940, 1948; Favejee, 1951;

< 2 1&) in the Lauwers Zee, showing increase towards the sm,15;Va tatn 94,16;Wges

coast. Wadden Zee. 1 = 0-1.501; 2 = 1.5-.3.0% - 3 -1960). In the lagoons along the Gulf of Mexico the

3-5%; 4 =5-8%; 5 = 8-12%; 6 = 12-17%; 7 =1- ,. rivers a,,parently are the principal source of sediments
25%; 8 =>25%; 9 = marshes (Van Straaten and (Shepard, 1953; Shepard and Moore, 1954). It should
Kuenen, 1957). be realized, however, that these conclusions are

reached by indirect evidence. A definite answer to

1939). Not only the grain-size distribution, but that the question is impossible, because the division into

of other components such as organic matter, iron marine and terrigenous sediments is rather artificial.

oxide, calcium carbonate, etc. indicate that the dis-
tribution patterns are determined by slight differences NEARSHORE DEPOSITS

in current velocities or wave action (Liineburg, The distribution of sediments on a nearshore slope
1957). which gradually descends into deeper water is essen-

It has been shown that on tidal flats, wave action tially characterized by zones of different deposits with
often predominates over currents. The distribution of boundaries parallel to the depth contours or to the
wave activity over a tidal flat is determined by the coastline. The characteristics of the sediments are
force of incoming waves and the generation of waves largely determined by water movements. In the Rock-
on the flats themselves (Postma. 1957). Waves may port area of the Gulf of Mexico, for example, the de-.
arrive from a neighboring deep channel and gradu- posits near the coast consist of coarse sand. Seaward,
ally lose strength when travelling in shallow water. the sand content decreases rapidly, and the outer shelf7
This effect in itself results in a decrease of grain size
away from the channel. Waves formed in the flats ______________________

cause more turbulence where the water s3 shallow, and w JACOBSRUGGEN E

grain size increases with decreasing depth. Quite 
41.M

frequently the second effect is of greater importance depth

than the first. An example is giver, in Figure 23. To ML-
understand the grain-size dlistribuItions, one should 250

know that the wind and the larger waves travel from -

west to east. The distance travelled by the waves over 200 ~. .sa
the tidal flat is clearly the most important facto.-, be - ----- 2

cause the median g-rain size decreases from west to I2
east. In other instances the isolines may partly follow IOi- ~ ~
the dlepth contours, except near the coast, where fine-t
grained muds are deposited. too

Figure 23 further illustrates the fact that in the /N

Wadden Zee current influence prevails in the chan- ' #' .

nels, whereas %ave influence dominates on the tidal
flats. A grain-size minimunm is found on the slope be-
tween channel and flat. This mninimumn indicates that --

the channel edge is ton deep to be influenced by the 7X M -MW

waves, but at the samne timne is too far away 'ram the Fig. 23. Variatitns of mtedian grain sizes in a itaies
axis of the channel to he ex~losed to strong currents. over a tidal flat and a channel in the Wadden Zee (Ter-

The distributional patterns of sediments in tidal flat schelling area). Note the grain-size minimum (on the slope

areas reflect rather faithfully the hydrodynanmic pat- (Postmia. 1957).

IT
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sediments consist of clay and silt. The presence of PARTS IN TEN
coarse sands near the coast is due to wave action- ---- a 2 3 4 5 a 6

which, in the case of the Texas coast during hurri- 5s LA 0"

canes, can reach to a depth of at least 10 meters.-----
The waves stir up the fine sediment, part of which I L-M
may be deposited in the lagoons; the remainder is de- -UA SAY _

posited on the shelf in deeper water. Tides and cur- " as
rents are of small importance in this area. Similar --

conditions occur in the Mediterranean (Van Straaten, ItSM AWPITO

A decrease of grain size away from tl~e coast is by "IS
no means a general phenomenon. In areas where tidal - -

streams or currents are strong, no silt at all may be is S MN TGOW-

deposited and sandy deposits may prevail to the edge ------- 1fT

of the shelf (Guilcher, 1963). In manyj case grain W (5TE. PIT

sizes even mc' eabe in this direction. 5 5

Sandy deasits may also be an inheritance from SAY
Pleistocene conditions. Such deposits often are not in *A -w
equilibrium with present hydrodynamic conditions FLAT'S

which would allow the depos~ition of smaller grains. I
hat many areas deposits have not been covered by tine- * SHELF
grained matter because wate! !"aovements are still too - - E
rough to allow deposition if silt, or because no silt or S 54a.P
fine -and is carried over these parts of the shelf. Ex- - U~i
amnples are the deposits on the shself off the M ississipp; SHELF *

Delta. MewK
In area-s with a very large supply of mnud, as the s FF

coast of the Guianas. the sediment may become pro- Fig. 24. Relative abunulancr of three clay minerrals in
gressively finer towards the coast, notwithstanding the Roickport area in a series of lepiosits frwnt a dielta, t-,
considerable activity of waves and currents ul! to the the opien sea ( From Shiepard anti %oore, 1934).
coastline (Demerara Coastal Investigation, 1962).

Any of the accumulation processes already discussed is not evident. howecver, why sediments in the niaddle
may be responsible for the mud against the shore. As part olf the section shown in the diagram should be
a result of these processes the mud cannot escape to older stati fit sediment-- on the twso ends. It seems
the outer shelf, and concentrationis of suspendled mat- nuirr convincing to ascribe the (lifference in relatise
ter reach very high values on the inner shelf. These abundtance to differential sdinmentation, because mnont-
high concentrations in turn give rise to tund tlelosi- morillonite settles less rapidly than the other mineral'
tion. although strong wave andi tidal action occur. 1)ifferential sedirnentatiota in the same sense has also
The situation is comparable to coniditioris under wshich heen ohn-er'ied off the covast of Venezuela at the mo-uth
1tine-grained mnatter is dep~osited in tidal flat areas. oi the Orinoco R~iver (VnAndki and Postina. 195-11)
Alio, the outer par of a shelf can be kept free of ttowl Along man% shores, obli(ue waves anti residual cur
even if verv large amosunts are pare~,et in the a 'i-rents generAte seslitivnett tranti.u~r 1"~rallkl ito the ct1A't-
Ing coastal zone. lit c. Thik phenomnenon hia% been studied extensavel '%

The Action of ult'tr1.lutive foirces is almo reflected in for sands tin the surf ztone. but it aluo Applies to fine-
secondary Iprioprties Of T`,Arslu'rc sedimvents. such at, grained nL;arterIas which oiav he transported mnuch
the percentages of organic carliut and 11!r~ogen., the moare rapidil ' thaxs lands. Losse.s to deepewr water nsav
dlistribution t4 organic remsains, the coneerntratitti of be presentritt- or dimittimhesl by accumulatiton processers
calcium carbonate And tiro, the rtoundness of sand It scents prshable. for example. that the suspended
grantis. etc. matter o the .-nmaxti River is carried to the west

As an example. Figure 241 shosis the rrtative abun. altong the coast of 'he ;Gai~ras user manls hundlreds
daince of three cla i mineral tIpes in the em i ronmental of mai~slri. enerir CciastAl lnmestigation. 19W.
succession. Mnnrlotcis relativelyv most aliun- lkne. MI6 I. IDurmit. this tranqport, mud from the
'lAnt in fine Krainet delbtsits of baks artid outer shelf .\mAson apparently tiravels upstream lit manyV rtier
areas 'chlorite And Iillie %how approxinsAtelv the %anie mtouths MIMd ftound At a certain Lart of a coastliner
dittriboutiom. It has been suppoised that this distribu- tus. bave It% eirigit at A quite ditferent 1-rt of the
tioni Is caust-A bi the transition of mne cla % minetral coam.. AMd mud Itsmdc In An estsirir nia;% not all otriv.

into anoither The suplosvitioin is based ion the ulstr. nate from" the riser of that 4pecifc "suary tout fromt

slowly trAnsformedt into Mlle. anti it espolan% Ahi the 151-%XFM 11
rate (if naortmssrtlitlonte to tIllde at towe point detreases

S ~~~~with the depth of burial or the time of depusAtitin It FIrout A V4atnthgea w of ica. it urea.t

41,4AS I
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Appropriate to restrict the use of the word "estuary" properties along the stream axis. However, gradual
to those portions of a river's mouth where river water downstream changes in mineral composition ane by
is subject to tidal action and where river water muixes no means an exception. An example from the Rappa-
with and is measurably diluted with sea water. This hannock Estuary is given in Table 3.
definition includes the upstream section of the river There is a distinct change in mineral composition -
above the upper salt boundary as far as tidal action is downstream in the estuary. It seems feasible to ex-
percepitible. It excludes the nearshore section. the plain this change as the result of diagenritic modifica-
open sea, the tidal flat, or the lagoon areas, where tions, (transformation of one clay mineral into an-
salinity differences are of secondary importance. other) by the transition from fresh to salt water. It

Like tidal flat areas, estuaries may contain coarse- is also possible that the changes are due to differential
grained sediments as well as fine-grained deposits. settling, perhaps assisted by differen tial flocculatiorc
Which of the two is more important depends on the and supply of mineral types by the river and the sea.
shape of the estuary, the strength of tidal currents Rivers in the area considered are relatively rich in
and river flow, and the amounts of fine-grained sus- kaolirnite and contain variable amounts of illite. very
pended matter Available, little mnontmorillonite. and no chlorite.

Areas like the Rhine-Nieuse Delta are mainly comi- Very little is known about the influence of estuarine
posed of sandy deposits (Terwindt es at., 1963) and circulation on sorting of deposits. Con-ider the theo-
form a transition between tidal flat areas and estu- retical case of an estuary where the salt wedge has a
Aries of the river mouth type. This is partly because fixed 1l-)sition: material will be carried upstream to
the fine-grained bodies of sediments are separated the tip of the wedge and be deposited; mind-size par-
fromi the coarse-grained ones by dikes. ticles rolling downstream along the river bed will be

One of the most important characteristics of a depoited in front of the wedge. Under these condi-
,and% estuary is the existence of separate ebb and tions, the tip of the wedge might be the boundary be-
flood channels. The flood predominates in channels tween two distinct types of deposits. However, the
which gradually shoal landward, whereas ebb chan- wedge in most instances moves up and (Sown the estu-
nels follow a meandering course. In contrast to tidal aty with the tides, and its position may shift over very
Hats, the grain size of the sandy deposits on the shoalý great distances as a result of changes in river dis-
is mainly regulated by current velocities and not by charge. Therefore, it seems unlikely that sharp sedi-
waves ITerwindt el al., 196.3). The mineralogical mentary bounidarici will be developed sufficiently to be
properties of estuarine sands are mostly determined preserved in the geological column.
by the geology of the catchmnent area of the river. In Bleyond changes caused by differential settling and
the Rhine-Mieuse Estuary, for examp't, marine sands different supply of marine fluviatile mater ials. varia-
predominate: the rivers do not supply any sard to ticis. in proper~iýes of fine-grained deposits in an estu-
this estuary and the boundary between marine and ary can be ascribed to differences in salinity in the
tiuviatiak sands approximsately coincides with the salt overlying water INl~ler. 1964),. If principally cal-
boundary. ciuni ions are av~ailable in fresh water, adsorption of

The typical deposits of most estuaries are not the these ions will predominate in fresh and slightly
sands, hut the fine-grained muds which formi the brackisth sedirzsents. In hracki-.h se~diments magnesium
shoals And tidal flats that emerge at low tide f B;iur- becinaies more importa.nt than calcium; but in sea
cart anti Fr~ancis-ltoruff. 1942: Francis-Boruff. 1947; witer. although monovaleat ions have only a small
Guiilher. 1958; Midon. 1035; Muller. 1964; Nelson, bonding energy. soixium takes over because its concen-
lItA); S-cruton. 195$ 1. The presence of these cdayry tration is much higher than that of magnesium or
depocsits is partly due to the absence of wave action. calciumt
In brackish Ai~ter. moreover, mud deposition is -up-
ptirted bY tilocculation. Aiiothrr effect which pfo- rable, 3. Chang"s in mineral "imposition in Zhe

..t, es ikiwstion is the rtaw and fall of the water Rappal'annockl Estuary according tr Nelson 11960).
level- Particles mav adhere t.) the mud surface in a presence of & rmineral is indicated by a crms
uitanner comiparable to the adhesion of lather against
the %sdr oi a bathtub iFrancis- Iloruff. 1947 . This Mid.
pritycfs is essentially the same As the scour lag effect.Uw die t.-Wv
After delssition, hitch current retocities are nitcessary Upe LAYMe? eltu- COMi- ettu-

to rr'o~spewl the mud. Ieposation of mud is further river fliti sr 4". Ay &1

;'rfxnaed bn the accunnilatiioe of ssauwpndetl Imtte? In X~ X
turbidisty maxima. a- the matertia has an oppoflunitv Lt..wf 11tie X X X X X
L~. Settle at %lack tike Veruisruhti, X X X X

Tlahe ~ he~a characteristics of mud 4e. U.4 A
posatat are determinewd by the estuarine cirrulatinin and t4.3 % ý

sahtint., diffierences. It h., hexn sobwn tliat thlis circub.a M.V~W"Ji(.iW X X X r 1
lion mal dist4ribute marine A% Well as PNviatile mate- Itt11F X X
rials o-rf the ai ht-b' leng~th of the riluark This nKWdsA
xvrn tends It- .nuvkvul daiffrenci's in aaIsmeritar'

Ak5
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The pecking of the sediments, as measured by the values refer to equivalent grain saize. Retention and
percolation time for water of .orresponding sal' con- sedimentation of fine-grained matter ate oromoted by
tent, is also a function of salinity. Brackish-water flocculation. Scour lag effects are increased if the
muds show the closest packing. This nay be related material is given time to consolidate.
to the fact that whrilly flocculated particles form a The confinement of suspertded nptter within a cer-
very loose depnsit. since much water is trapped in the tain region, combined with movement by tidal and
flocculas. Wholly dispersed particles have a 'water density currents, has an important selective effect on
layer and therefore settle with large pore staces. the grain-size distribution of the deposits. In many
Partly floccublaed suipended matter has lost this water areas the distribuitional patterns are c~osely related to
layer, but has not yet attained the structure to entrap water movements, aincluding that of waves. However.
wate. These relationships should depend to a large the grain site aid the concentrations of the suspended
degree upon the type of clay minera, and the packing matter present are also important. Deeper waters off -
curve should be quite different from moutmorillonite shore are often sufficiently quiet for mud deposition,
and illite clay- At present, such differences have not but the deposits are coarse since no fine-grained sus-
been observed 'n naturt. pended matter is available. Conversely, muddy de-

A considerable number of observations are avail- posits may be formed in rough water if sufficient fine-
able concerning grain-size variations in fine-grained grrained materials are supplied.
depoosits in estuaries, incljding e .arnrl-,! of progres-
sive sorting along transportatirim paths. Almost all LITERATURE CITED
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Rates of Sediment Accumulation in Modern Estuaries

GENE A. RUSNAK

Instistxe of Marine Science, I University of Miami, Miati, Florida'

If one approachls tl.e problem of estuzrine sedinen- was controlled largely by sea-level ozci'lations. while
tation from a philosophical vantage point, it is clear geog: *-hic position and the topography of the area
that the ("positional mechanism follows the classic receiving the sediment ;nfluenced the amount of ma-
format of energy gradients. The sediment flux pro. terial accumulated.
(eeds from the area of higher energy to tile area of Interglacial periods proided conditions for vast
lower energy; the suspended or tractive sediment con- sediment accumulation iin the marginal marine environ-
c,:,trationi is directly proportional to the transporta- ment o4 bays, lagoons. and the continent,,l shelf. The
tion energy. but only when the sediment sourc• is not subsequent onset of a glacial period brought about
a limiting factor. High sediment coi.centrations m.-y the release u, these previcusly deposited u.Lonsoli-
come into an estuary either from entering rivers or dated sediments to the continental slopes and to the
fro i the sea ?,y tidal inflow. If we accept the normal deep sea; this release was caused by the erosive ac-
flow sense "Tom stream gradient concents as positive tion of the receding seas and by su.iam degradation.
towards the sea (i~e., downslope), then the flow sense Post-glacial sediments are now blanketing the deerdv
directed from the sea may be considered inverse. Al- incised stream channels which formed during the gla-
though Pritchard (elz.ewhere in tiiis volume) has cial eustatic fall of the sea. During eailier high stands
modified his earlier vie, s somewhat, his original ter- of the sea, however, marginal marine deposits of bays
minologv for describing the dynamic balance of estu- and lagocns were formed at elevations higher than
aries folkw,'ed this logic. Pritchard (1952) described now. The bay:, lagoons, and estuaries with which
the temporal balance attained by the dynamic mixing studies of Recent sediments have been concerned are
of fresh and salt water in an estuary, when operating multiple scars testifying to ti.. action of many glacial-
under the moo" "ne climatic influence of rainfall and eustatic changes in sea level.
evaporation, us of the positive and ie,pse end- The present discussion applies specifically 1,) those
members of precipitation versus evaporation. Thus, events which have accompanied the Late Pleistocene
the hydrological and sedimentoiog'ial concepts are di- and Recent epochs. A few tentative conclusions new
rectly comparable. can be drawn from the many investigations which

Estuaries fronting streams with high sediment dis- have applied radiocarbon dating to these depositional
charge rates may fill very rapidly hb deposition of products, when the resulting rates of sediment ac-
tractive and suspended loads at their heads, prograd- cumulation are considered in the light of established
ing the delta front (as in the case of Grand Lake, curves of eustatic sea-level rise (Shepard, 1964).
Louisiana), or they may fill relatixelv more slowly in
their basin centers where vertical accretion of sus-
pended sediment occurs. Basins filled entirely byi Marine sedimentation is commonly related to four
river-transported sediment inflow may be considered broad environmental categories: (1) the marginal
as the positive-filled end-member of basic estuarine marine environment containing estuaries such as bays
types. Estuaries with entering streams of low sedi- and lagoons: (2) the continental shelf; (3) the con-
ment discharge may be filled solely or to the largest tinentAi slope: and (4) the deep sea. Accumulativ-e
extent by sediments entering the estuary from the sea processes and products vary sharply between these
with every flood tide (as is the cas.e in the Dutch areas and locally within ar ' one environment. For
tidal flats). This second type can be considered as the purpose of the present discussion, we can disre-
an inverse-filled estuary and thus the opposite end- gard the continental slopes and the deep sea as specific
member, sources for estuarine sediments, hut the continental

Thlough the Late Pleistocene epoch, sedimentation shelf areas are an important consideration. Figure 1
rates in the marine and marginal marine environment illustratcs schematically the various generalized en-
containing the estuaries have varied from times of vironments to show their interrciationships. The area

relatively intense deposition to periods of extremely of concern here is mainly the small square perched
slow deposition or wholesale erosion and deep weath- at the landward edge oi the continental shelf that has
ering. The rate of sediment supply in the Pleistocene been enlarged to show the marginal marine environ-

ment.
The continental shelf is a transitional sedimentation

I Present addres. IT S. ;eologica; Survey, Menlo Park, Cali. area where accretion or erosion is dependent upon the
I urnia-
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VL, ... YiF - RANWE ally sloping coastal plain may be removed by wave-
i( -- •' '.. . . A - equilibrium profile development in an advancing sea

-SEA LF1EL-_ to a probable maximum depth of ten meters, judging

from studies of maximun shoreface slope development
and erosion in alluvial regions of moderate wave ac-

- --. - ....... / tivity (Price, 1954; Inman and Rusnak, 1956).
"Figure 2 represents a schematic view of estuarine

"dynamics showing river flow as moving obliquely to-
"-"-- wards the viewer carrying sediment into the basin,

COPNTPIEITA. lateral distributive processes acting to spread sedi-mensditrbuiv-acin sre.' :
SHEF ments, and tidal inlet flow carrying sediment into the

basin during flood tide. Also, in addition to local
biological activity, particulate matter may be derived

DEEP SEA from within the basin itself by wave erosion of the

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the four broad en- estuary boundary during normal periods of wind-
vironmental areas of marine sedimentation. The small generated wave activity. The material from the basin
area representing tit marginal marine environment has margins is "self-digested" and merely redistributed
been enlarged to show the details of the setting. over the basin floor, as an internal source of supply.

The external sources of supply are from the river and
relative behavior of waves and sea-level oscillations. the tidal influx. Sediment derived from the adjacent
Sedinment accumulation on the continental shelves, as continental shelf area, through "wave breaker" ero-
well as in adjacent open bays and lagoons, occurs dur- sion and alongshore drift, can supply basin fill and
ing periods of low wave activity, whereas high wave create the commonly observed tidal deltas formed at
activity tends to sort sediments and, in part, remove inlets (Fig. 3).
them to deeper water (Inman and Rusnak, 1956; Cur- It is clear that only external sources of supply can
ray, 1960). With falling sea level the sediments on
the shelf are rigorously reworked by the regressing
breaker zone which transports finer material seaward
and leaves coarser sands lagging behind as regressive
sheet sands (Curray, 1960; Rusnak, 1960). With ris- 'A
ing sea level, the breaker zone of the transgressive sea A
establishes new profiles of equilibrium by throwing r
Lnconsolidated coarser sediments up before the ad-
vancing shore and washing finer material out to ,'•I°ur,
deeper water. Barrier islands and transgressive sheet / '06 , :
sands are formed by this dynamic process (Curray. /
1960; Rusnak, 1960; Shepard, 1960).

Within the marginal marine environment trans-
ported sediments are generally fixed in locally mi-
grating beach dunes and barrier islands, or they are I
trapped within protected segments of adjacent estu-
ary basins. A covering mantle of successive sediment
accumulations fixes each underlying layer unless a "
change in sea level exposes them to weathering and a
erosion. As sea level falls, a portion of the marginal .
basin deposits can become deeply incised by stream
cutting, but most of the strata will remain withn the
original basin configuration unless subjected to very
extensive weathering. Many remnants of previous
bays, which formed at higher elevations, are present
along stable coasts such as segments of the Atlantic
coastal plain. In contrast to failing sea level, rising Fig. 2. Schematic representation of estuarine dynamics
seas may completely obliterate barrier islands, bays, showing river flow moving obliquely towards the viewer,
and lagoo : deposits during the processes of establish- tidal inlet flow moving obliquely away from the viewer A -
ing a new wave equilibritm profile with each advanc- during flood tide, and lateral distribution processes acting
ing wave front. The development of wave equilibrium to disperse sediment throughout the basin. The enlarged
profiles on unconsolidated sediments is a very rapid section illustrates vertical accretion of suspended material
process, occurring even within very short periods of and lateral distribution of previous deposits by shoreline

erosion and redistribution. Basin sediments accumulate
high storm-wave activity or with sudden sea-level by positive-filling from rivers, inverse-filling from the -ea
fluctuations (Price, 1954: Inman and Rusnak, 1956; by flood tides, and neutral-filling by self-digested materials
Rusnak, 1960; Shepard. 1960). Sediments of a grads- eroded from the basin margin.
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basin is dependent, however, not only upon its source
of supply and geographic position, but also on its
local climate. In humid regions with major river
sources, the rate of accumulation can be very high.
as in the deltas of the Mississippi or the Orinoco
Rivers. In arid regions the rate of accumulation may
be very low because sediment can be supplied only by
winds and the sea. The rate at which terrigenous ma-
terials are transported and supplied by streams and
winds is thus largely a matter of local climate. More-
over, climate controls the degree of biological produc-
tivity within the basins by influencing the supply of
required nutrients, and other factors. Biological pro-
ductivity and rates of accumulation, such as oyster
reefs, however, are mentioned only in passing, as the
emphasis is placed on rates of changing supply and
deposition of terrigenous material.

Fig. 3. Aerial photograph of tidal delta formed at te Most temperate estuaries with moderate runoff fall

inlet of Aa estu ray. into the first category as positive-filled basins. If run-
off is deficient for some reason, a temperate estuary

fill a basin, whether these sources be wind, river, bi- may be inverse-filled, as described by Van Straaten
ological, or tidal. Self-digestion of basin boundaries and Kuenen (1957, 1958), Van Straaten (1961), and
can only redistribute sediment already present without Postma (1957, and elsewhere in this volume) of the
decreasing the basin's volume. Dutch estuaries and tidal flats. Inverse-filled estu-

Because these several forms of basin filling tend aries are undoubtedly most commonly found in semi-
to overlap somewhat and because there may be some arid situations such as the Laguna Madre of Texas
confusion between concept and process, estuarine fill- (Fisk, 1959; Rusnak, 1960). Neutral filling does not
ing is here defined categorically. Basins which are appear to be a pure form in nature, but it may exist.
filled by lateral distribution of suspended river and The closest relative of a neutral basin would seem to
biological materials can be considered as positive- be the smooth oval lakes on the Mississippi Delta
filled basins. Redistribution of basin sediment from (Shepard, 1960), the remarkable Carolina Bays, or
"local shoreline margins within the basin can be the modified forms described from along the Texas
thought of as neutral-filled (non-filling) basins. This Gulf Coast by Price (1947).
type may smooth over the basin floor by removing Many modern temperate estuaries (Fig. 4) are to
"highs" and filling "lows", but it does so without a some extent a combination of each end-member. The
change in basin volume. The last type considered is bay head is generally filled by a prograding delta front
the inverse-filled basin whose source of sediment sup- advancing to% *ds the positive-fMiled basin floor which
ply is from the sea by eroding locally available de- extends outward from the foot of the delta to the
posits and carrying them into the basin through inlets, typical central depression. The bay center contains

both river sediments and organic products such as
CLIMATE AND RATES OF ACCUMULATION oyster reefs. Bay margins may be greatly extended

The rate at which sediment will accumulate in a laterally by shoreline erosion, forming more circular

-- SUAOALUPE DELTA SAN ANTONIO DAY ,ANO 4GULF Of MEXICO--
DEPTH ISAND +

INtFEE[IT SHALLOW FLATS

DEE

-40 A ETA

,50

LeSo

STATUTE MILES

SUBSURFACE LITHOFACIES

Fig. 4. Diagrammatic cross-section of a positive-filled modern estuary (San Antonio Bay) from the central Texas
coast showing the numerous environmental facies.
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Be years between 6.000 and 2,600 years ago, and then to
LAG/ UWL ... about 0.5 feet (0.15 m) per hundred years between

2,600 years ago and the present. As most of the
modern estuaries do not appear to have become semi-
enclosed embayments until about 6,000 years ago (in
areas along the Atlantic and Gulf Coast where data
are available) we need only consider the past 6,000
years in this analysis.

Wil VThus, if a balance exists between basin filling and- CLAY sea-level rise, maximuth sediment accumulation of I
MYIL foot (0.3 m) per hundred years may be considered
SW for the period 6,000 to 2,600 years B.P. A lower

L KI rate of 0.5 feet (0.15 m) per hundred years should be
required after about 2,600 years ago.

Fig. 5. Schematic representation of textural types and If we can now draw upon a few well-documented
long-term average rates of sediment accumulation in a examples from the area of the Gulf of Mexico, we
marginal marine environment, have at our disposal several estimates of accumulation

rates for various environments. For humid regions,
basin boundaries, and supplying eroded sediment to the estimated accumulation rates vary from a high of
the deep central area. Lastly, the inlet mouth of the about 300 m per thousand years for the prograding
estuary is constantly under the influence of the tidal Mississippi Delta deposits (Shepard, 1960; Scruton,
delta, as well as the adjacent sand source, supplied by 1960) to a low of about 2 to 4 m per thousand years
winds, from the fronting barrier island which charac- for bays and estuaries (Shepard, 1953; Shepard and
teristically encloses the bays. Moore, 1960). For semi-arid lagoons the rate is only

Proceeding fiom our present knowledge of sea-level 1 in per thousand years (Rusnak, 1960). The rate of
rise, it seems evident that we may consider the rate accumulation given is averaged over the greater part
of sediment accumulation between two extremes: first, of these basins although local topographic highs, or
the estuary which has no sediment entering it is ob- areas of little supply, may have little or no sediment
viously one of zero accumulation rate; and second, the accumulation, while depressions may fill at a slightly
estuary which fills at the same rate at which its water higher rate. Inlets, which may cut and fill at an ex-
level rises is one having the highest rate of sediment tremely rapid rate, are excluded.
accumulation possible, by definition of estuarine sedi- Neglecting the extremely high rate of accumulation
mentation. The first extreme is certainly unlikely and represented by the deltas, we can estimate the rate of
the second extreme would border on becoming a accumulation for the marginal marine environment
,marshland. Now, it is clear from many recent studies with a probable error of no greater than a factor of
(Shepard et al., 1960; Van Straaten, 1964) that many two. These estimates (Fig. 5) are 2 m per thousand
modern estuaries formed semi-enclosed basins with a years for humid bays and estuaries, and 1 In per 4  j
fronting barrier bar or barrier island some time after thousand years for arid and semi-arid lagoons. These
sea level had drowned the previously exposed depres- rates apply only to the accumulation which has oc-
sions. Thus, the estuaries did not become effective en- curred since the last post-glacial rise of sea level, or
trapping basins until som,: of the large-scale flushing t'c no more than about 10,000 to 15,000 years B.P.
activity of the tides coul(i be diminished. Under the Prior to this time, oý course, sedimentation was not
new conditions, the estt:..ry could become a more ef- taking place in these specific areas because of lowered
fective settling basin, and sedimentation (ould con- sea level. Instead, erosion by wind deflation and
tinue until a balance was attained between wave, stream incision was taking place to add to the supply
current, and tidal energy dissipation. Once a balance being contributed to the continental slopes and deep
is established between these factors, no marked change sea by the abundant supply of glacial debris. If sedi-
in basit, geometry will follow (Phleger and Ewing, mentation rates equaled the rate of sea-level rise for
1962). any given area, the marginal marine environments

We may conclude, therefore, tihat if a balance of could be typified by extensive marshlands and tidal
sediment accumulation with energy dissipation occurs. flats. Because many of our estuaries are unfilled rem-
the rate of sediment accumulation must be equal to nants of previously incised stream beds, this must
the sea-level rise. The best estimates of sea-level rise mean that sediment accumulation rates within them
over the period of 15,000 to 6,000 years ago, when were lower than sea-level rise. An upper limit of
nhost of our modern estuaries came into existence, sediment accumulation based on the overall, time- A
appear to be those estimates %%hich hiave been pub- average, glacial-eustatic rise in'sea level would have
lished by Shepard (1964) and Stuiver and Daddario to be ntr greater than 6 m per thousand years over

1963). These writers indicate that sea level has the span of the last 15,000 years. A higher rate of
gradually slowed in its rite of rise from 2.8 feet (0.85 accumulation would cause the building of a prograd-
ni) per hundied vears between about 15,000 and 6,000 ing delta front extending into the sea. It is obvious
years ago, to a rate of I foot (0.3 m) per hundred that most estuaries have had a lower rate of accumu-
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Quantitative Research on Littoral Drift and Tidal Inlets

J. A. BATTJES

Coastal Engineering Laboratory, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida

A number of factors play a role in the regime of FIELD TESTS

inlets, and many are interdependent. Moreover, most In the field tests fluorescent tracers are used for the -:

of them vary continuously in intensity with the result detection of the pattern and the rate uf movement of
that conditions are never steady. It is not surprising, beach sand under various conditions of waves and
therefore, that our knowledge of the processes taking longshore currents (Bruun and Battjes, 1963). The
place in inlet environments shows many deficiencies. procedure is to coat sand grains with colored fluores-
It is necessary to fill the gaps in our knowledge, in cent substances. Care is taken that the tracer grains
view of the economic interests in shipping and coastal have the same mechanical properties as the grains of
stability. Such knowledge must be of a quantitative th- test beach. A certain amount of this tracer ma-
nature to permit a more rational approach to the solu- terial is added in water-solulde bags on the updrift
tion of inlet problems. side of a 1,000-foot-long pier extending in the ocean

This paper gives an account of quantitative re- to about a 20-foot depth below mean sea level. Sus-
search on the problems of littoral drift and tidal inlets pended load samplers and bed load samplers ai - op-
in progress or in preparation at the Coastal Engineer- erated from the pier at various distances from shore.
ing Laboratory of the University of Florida. We will Simultaneously, environmental factors such as waves,
confine attention to tidal inlets on sandy coasts with longshore currents, tide, wind, and bottom topography
littoral drift, and will focus on the sand drift along- are measured. The sand sampling continues until no
shore, the sand transport through the inlet, the inter- tracer material appears in the samples. Because visual
play of both in the inlet regime, and the resulting analysis of the samples is too tedious and time con-
stability of the inlet. suming, an electronic scanner was constructed for this

LITTORAL DRIFT phase of the work.
The fluorescent tracer method allows a determina-

The complex situation at seashores with regard to tion of the rate of movement of individual sand grains
sediment movement has prohibited an analytical ap- as well as of the total rate of transport. However, it
proach to the solution of the littoral drift problem. does not give details of the longshore variation in the
Attempts have been made to determine the rate of rate of littoral sand transport in connection with sand
littoral drift as a function of the pertinent variables waves migrating alongshore. Such migrating waves
in laboratory and in field experiments; both have are significant in littoral processes, and it is impor-
drawbacks. In the field, the conditions cannot be con- tant to know more about them. The best way to trace
trolled, whereas the laboratory data are not directly them would seem to be frequent, detailed, accurate,
comparable to the prototype because of scale effects. hydrographic surveys of several wave lengths of the
About all we can say now is that the rate of littoral migrating sand waves, in the longshore direction.
drift is probably proportional to the wave power ex- Aerial photography has tremendous advantages for
pended on the coast and to some function of the angle this purpose as compared to conventional survey meth-
of wave incidence with a maximum for a deep water ods (Sonu, 1964). It gives simultaneous quantitative
angle near 50" and a zero value for a zero angle of data over an extended area and shows patterns and
incidence. It is true that some knowledge has been details.
gained in the last decade on some special problems, The objection might he raised that the fluorescent
for example, laminar and turhu'ent boundary layers tracer technique does not explain -a n:nmber of details
under waves, ripple formation, and the onset of mo- of the phenomenon. With the present state of knowl-
tion of sand grains on a sloping bed by waves, but edge and instrumentation. hewever, it is impossible to
our present knowledge is insufficient for a complete accomplish complex and detailed studies under field
analysis of the problem, conditions. Nevertheless, the results can be of scien-

There are two research programs in progress at tific and practical value inasmuch as they give the
the Coastal Engineering Laboratory dealing with the integrated effect oi the many factors involved with a
1,rcrlem of littoral drift. Together they constitute a degree of accuracy and detail which is not possible
combined field and laboratory approach, whereby the using conventional field techniques. Data on the rates ,V
conditions in the laboratory tests are as close to proto- of littoral drift obtained from measurements of rates
type conditions as possib!e to minimize scale effects. of accretion on the updrift side of littoral barriers do
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not give any clue as to the distribution of the rate of sible for the sand transport through tidal inlets, the
littoral drift normal to shore, nor do they relate the conditions differ appreciably from those in rivers, be-
rate of littoral drift to particular wave conditions he- cause of the greater unsteadiness of the flow and the
cause of the rather long time interval between suc- effect of wave action. The considerable knowledge in
cessive surveys; they give the net drift only. The the field of sediment transport in rivers is, therefore.
tracer measurements have a duration of but a few not directly applicable to inlet conditions. It has long
hours so that the wave conditions may be unchanged, been known that wave action would increase the ma-
in terms of spectra, during the measurements. Knowl- terial transport, particularly when the current is weak
edge concerning the distribution normal to shore of and incapable of setting the grains in motion, but a
the rate of longshore drift is obtained in the tracer quantitative understanding of the processes has not
experiments by simultaneous employment of tracers of yet been obtained. Rccent experiments by Inman and
various colors placed at certain distances from shore Bowen (1963) gave new information on the subject,
but at equal distances from the pier. but their experiments were representative of condi-
LABORATORY TESTS tions on a beach between rip currents where the ve-

locities, which are due to mass transport in the waves,
The laboratory experiments are aimed at a more de- are very low compared to the velocities occurring in

tailed observation and analysis of sand transport by tidal channels. The maximum current velocity used
the combined action of waves and currents. Two main by Inman and Bowen was only 6 cm/sec. The Coastal
problem areas are being investigated: (1) waves and Engineering Laboratory is presently conducting labo-
currents running perpendicular or nearly perpendicu- ratory tests on this aspect of the sand transport
lar to each other (littoral drift problem). (2) waves problem.
and currents running with or against each other (in-let hanel poblm).SAND TRANSFER AND INLET STABILITY
let channel problem).

The experiments are carried out in a 150-foot-long, An analysis of the interplay of littoral drift and
6-foot-wide wave tank with a diffraction basin at the sand transport at unimproved inlets should provide
downwave end. Currents are run through the wave information on how the littoral drift is transferred
tank or transversely through the diffraction basin, across the inlet to the dcwndrift side, how the inlet

The conditions in this laboratory study are ciose to is affected, and what the resulting stability character-
prototype conditions. The water depths are up to 3 istics will be.
feet, wave periods are from one-half second up, wave Three kinds of inlet stability were distinguished by
heights are up to 1Y2 feet, current velocities are up to Bruun and Gerritsen (1960) :
2 feet/second, and sand is used as bed material. The Bypassing stability-the ability of the inlet to by-
overall result is that scale effects are minimized. pass littoral drift from the updrift shore to the down-

In both series of experiments the development of drift shore.
bed roughness and the rate of sand transport are Location stability-associated with the rate of mi-
measured for various relative strengths of waves and gration of the inlet as a whole or of individual chan-
currents ranging from predominant wave action to nels in the shoals.
predominant current action. The bed roughness is Cross-sectional stability-the ability of the inlet to
interpreted in terms of friction coefficients. The flu- maintain a certain cross section or at least a certain
orescent tracer techniqie will be employed in the labo- cross-sectional area.
ratory tests and should be of particular value in cases The stability of inlets, like the stability of anything
where the sand transport is not unidirectional because which is in a state of dynamic equilibrium, is brought
of the wave action. By using these techniques, the about by a balance betxween antagonistic agencies. In
following may be accomplished: the case of the stability of a tidal inlet, theýc. agencies

1. Determining the rates of sand transport caused are the sand transport through the inlet and the lit-
by waves and currents in various combinations toral drift. Bruun and Gerritsen (1960) mention the
of direction and relative strength. These data back-and-forth movement of sediments through the
are important for evaluating littoral drift as well inlet as a "rolling carpet". Part of this carpet is con-
as solid transport in tidal inlets and estuaries tinuously deposited at both ends, that is, in the bay
where the direction o. wave propagation and the ani in the ocean. Therefore, without a supply of lit-
direction of the current may nearly coincide. toral drift this carpet would "wear out" completely

2. Determining the bed roughness in terms of fric- and a nonscouring channel would develop. The char-
tion coefficient for the experimental conditions. acteristics of such an inlet are very different from
SSuch data are pertinent to tidal hydraulics coni- those of tidal inlets on littoral drift shores and will
putations as well as to computing longshore not he considered.
currents. Lack of knowledge of friction coeffi- The fact that the relative strength of littoral drift
cients has prohibited reliable predlctiuns of long- and flow through the inlet is of great importance to
shore cut rents,. inlet stability has been known for a long time, but

SAND TRANSPORT THROUGH INLETS lBruun and Gerritsen (1960, 1961) were the first to
express this in quantitative terms. They analyzed a

Even though the current activity is mainly respon- great number of tidal inlets and found that

A%..,7
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QIM > 300 indicates a higher degree of With reference to Items 1, 2, and 3 above, we will
st:bility use M'/V. instead of [I!M and M/Qm as a dimension-

less parameter indicative of the overall stability of
D/M < 100 indicates a lower degree of the inlet as well as of the mode of bypassing littoral

stability drift.

MIQm > 200-300 indicates predominant bar 1y- BYPASSING STABILITY
passing I

MIQM < 10-20 indicates predominant tidal In the study of natural bypassing of the littoral

flow bypassing drift, Bruun and Gerritsen (1961) noted that at most
inlets a combination of bar bypassing and tidal flow

where bypassing occurs. The relative importance of both is
determined by the ratio M'1V.. Denoting by "p" the

01 = tidal prism fraction of M' bypassed by tidal flow action (so that
(l-p) is the fraction of AF bypassed over the outer

M = mean annual net amount of littoral drift bar), we write

Qu = maximum discharge through the inlet dur- - AWM'7.)ing an average spa ,rig tide. Function f, is not known exactly, but we do know that
M is expressed in cubic units per year. p -" 1 for small M'/V.
0 is expressed in cubic units per half tidal cycle. p - 0 for large WIV.
QM is exp'ressed in cubic units per second.

and that 11 must be continuous, monotonic, and differ-

Three factors should be considered when applying eutiable. (There is no rigorous proof presented for
these criteria: the latter statements but they should hold true for

1. Both Q and QM are used to indicate the flush- physical reasons.)
ing power of the inlet. This does not seem to be Based on this information we tentatively draw f,
necessary inasmuch as they are proportional to one as in Figure 1. Actual measurements, in the field or
another. For a simple harmonic tide a = Q iT/T in the laboratory, should enable us to determine 11
(T is the tidal period) and from this relationship quantitatively.
deviations are minor compared to the uncertainties Knowledge of p gives information as to the distribu-
and approximations involved in the criteria, tion of the littoral drift bypassing the inlet: pM' by

2. The parameter to be used to indicate the flush- tidal flow, (1-p)M' over the outer bar. Still, there is
ing power of the inlet should not be the tidal flow as no indication of the effect of littoral drift on the inlet
such but an expression for the actual material move- stability. For this we have to consider these rates of
ment. say the maximum rate of sand transport through transport in relation to the material transport through

the inlet in absence of littoral drift, V.. That still 0 the inlet in absence of littoral drift:
or QM could be used is due to the fact that for natural pM'/I'. - fM(M'/V.)
conditions V. is roughly proportional to Q or Qm. - relative drift load in tidal channels (2)

3. The parameter describing the littoral drift and
should be the rate of movement of material along ad-
jacent shores, regardless of direction. We will use ( -p)M-iV. -:f(M'/V.)
M', the mean total rate of transport from both sides, - relative drift over the outer bar. (3)

instead of M, the mean net rate of transport. The functions f2 and fs are plotted in Figure 2,

p-

- / MV.%

Fig. I. p vs. M'IV.. 1'. = Maximum rate -f sand transport through inlet in absence of littoral drift. M' = Total 12
(not the net) rate of littoral drift. pM' = Total rate of drift bypasd by tidal flow through the gorge. (I-p)M'
Total rate of drift bypassed by wave action over the outer bar.
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EI

f4(-~ ,V
j 3

W/ V

1 - - - - m /Ao occ. to eq. 7

0 f1 :p more likely

0 -. M/V.

Stability Stable Transition I Unstable I Choking

Bypssn Pre dominant ITransition Predominant
Tidal flow by- Brb-p
passing ksing

Fig. 2. Various functions of M' V .. As, Cross-section oif go~rgv inl iresence of littoral drift W~I. A.1 Croiss-
section of gorge in absence of littoral drift.

using the tentatively assumed function fl. The func- will niot be reached, hiowever. be'cause the inlet is.
tion f1 is replotted for reasons of clarity, choked ait a certain high value of .11' V ,.

One of the striking results evident in Figure 2 is ( osiclering the# relative drift over the outer bar
that the relaLtiVe (~Inft 1OM 1a Iý I. itt the tid a! Chaff fl s. fc i. %% can ~riefl% expjla in "s lc it conti nuon ~l ift-
including the gorge. shiow.s a niaxinium for a certain crea,cesý %with increasing .11' V.: The fraction iI -P f

value of .11' V, [he Jill\ sical ex 'lanat io n is that for t hr l ittora id rift h% passinag over the (itter liar increases
very low values of .11' 1'. practically all thle littoral with increasing Al1' V_ %%biwle at thle sante tine Oly
dlrift is bypassed by tidal flow anld the relative drift identityi the relative dirift its.'f increases, so that~
load in the tidal channiels increases ft proportion to their p rod~uct ncu~t iecmtiit'iotisuly follow the satme t rettd
.11' V.,. However, the bar gradusllv takes over more 1ice fact that the bair transfer partly takes place inl
and more of the bvpasir tz of the li t iral drift with discrete bulk quan fit* e' %tich are i nterfn ittenttlv d~e
the result that the rate of increaI~e '1 f,. vaprs off.At livered to the flmidw~rift shocre is fnot intiirtanft with
a certain critical valite of AI' 1'. the rate ni decreasr resJir ito the above: we are dealinig with the nteaTi
of p has as inmuch effect as the rate of increase of rate oif transport iln the bar zomne.
AV V. it is here that the relative drift load in the V~ually not all of the littoral (]rift be piasses theil
tidal channel-, (f,) obtains its rnaximumi. For values let : p~art of it may he depos-ited in the 11.1, part of it
of M, V. exceeding the critical value. 12 gradually may he jette~d out to deqp water. In such cases the
decreases to zero. In practice the Iowcr limit of xerft downdrift shore mnay be subject to erosion.

-won,
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Table 1. Values of r, as a function of littoral drift as long as the change in other determining factors is

load. small compared to the change in r,, which will be the
S....- case for small values of M'/V..

Littoral drift Based on analysis of existing inlets according to
and

Sediment load kgf;!m, equation (4l Bruun and Gerritsen (1960) found the
.. values of r, as a function of the littoral drift load

Heavy 0.50 listed in Table I.
Medium 0.45
Light 0.35 The great effect of the littoral drift on r, is very

-....... . apparent. The terms heavy, medium, and light are I A
usedl of course, in a relative sense, meaning high,

ii(.itTION STABIILITY medium, and low values of M'IV., respectively. Lack
Location stability of the inlet is associated with the of quantitative data makes it impossibie, at the pros-

rate of migration of the inlet and of the channels in ent time, to assign specific values of M'IV. to the
the outer bar. The general trend is that low values of limits of these intervals.
M', V. indicate good stability and high values of In view of equation (4) a change in r, must be
M', V. indicate poor stability. Tentatively, four zones accompanied by a change in A. From equations (4)
of stability are indicated in Figure 2: stable. tran~i- and (6), it follows that
tion, unstable, and choking. It should be made clear
that these can only be approximate because of the A7)
gradual transitions, the variability of the deternining A. I + - - (7)

factors, and the present lack of quantitative knowledge. provided that the changes in C and Qa are small com-
pared to the changes in A and r,. This is the case for

(.'ROS5-SF.CT|(NAI, STAILiITY the values of .11' '. that are not too high. In equa-
Bruun and Gerritsen (1960), when considering tion (7). Am mnd .4. represent the cross.sectional

cross-sectional stability, used the following pertinent area of the gorge in presence and in absence of littoral
relationship between the cross-sectional area of the drift
gorge A and mean maximum rate of discharge (luring Fquation (7) is plotted vs. M', I'. in Figure 2.
spring tides Qu: According to equation k7). .A-A. would have a

minimum value where pM'. V. shows a maximum.
... (4) For larger values of M', V., As/A- would increase

again according to equation (7). This is not ex-
where C is the Chezy coefficietit of the g, ze channel, pected to occur, however. In considering larger values
p9 is the specific weight of water and v, i the stabil- of .1' 1'. the assumption that the change in QM is
ity shear stress which is the average rhear stress small compared to the change in 4 is not justified; at
along the bed of the stable gorge for inaximuUn rate oi that stage the outer bar grows to such size that Qa
flow (luring an average spring tide. The value of Y. decreases considerably with the result that A probably
delwnds upon the bed material, the load of littoral does not increase beyond its minimum value. At still
drift and upland sediments and its concentration, the larger values of Al'. the outer bar chokes the inlet
intensity of the wai, action, the freshwater flow. and which still has an open gorge. The probable trend
the shape (if the cross section. We will examine the of AM .4A vs. M'r 1'. is indicated in Figure 2 by the
influence ot the littoral drift load on r.. Bruun and dot-&dsh line.
Gerritsen recognized that it was the most important There is still one deduction of ph% sical significance
single factor determining r., after the -',lwrties of the to be made from Figure 2.
Ib1 material, which varied little from one inlet to the Thus far we have considered the general stability
other, of the inlet explicitly as a function of .31 I .: we will

The Nariation of r. due to littoral drift can be ap- now consider how the stability varies as a function of
lproximattel by comparing the translp)rt rates through the relative drift load in the gorge if.) and over !he
a stable gorge Mhen the inlet is not subject to littoral outer bar 113 1.
drift and when it is, V. and I'm resta'ctivel) Btecause f. his a maximum for a certain value of

| . .+ pPts' .1" M I .. the stability is not uniquely determined by f..

I.. + V'- Put fs is monotonic throughout the intersal of A" 1".
from no drift to choking; therefore 13, that is, the

The rate of sand translort may be sli- n to be relative bar drift, d(os determie the stability uniquely.
approximat,.ly pro•,irtional to the 2.5 power of r. so The phy sical interpretation is that it is the relative
that (Irtt over the outer bar which is important to the inlet

p ~g. ~*~\'stability, rather than the relative dIrift load through
'- + \r. the gorge. This is exemplified by the fact bhat I:i.

location stability is mainly &associated with the migra-
of tory behavior of the outer bar and ,as channels which

"- • + (6) are much more mobile than the inner bar or the inlet
V.. " I' + .as a whole. and that the point of ch.Aing of the inlet

": (LI
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provided the necessary quantitative data. One re-
search program which is intended to provid, m:at
infornmation is outlined below.

P.ANNEl |.Ai•RATok- RF'S.ci,.R

The (Costal Engineering L.abosratory expects to
cmduct a havec study of tidal inlets by experiments
%wilth inta able led miodels I llruun and Battjes. 1903 ).
The factor m" 1'. will be varied while other influ-nc-
tng factors. such as the dire!mim of piropagatiot of
tidal wave, initial bay and inlet gronletry, and inten-
sity of wave action will be kept constant. By measur-
ing the rates of transport alongshore and through the
inlet, the theory outl;ned above can he checked and
quantitati'e information obtained. The pattern fol-
lowed by the transported material vill be checked by
use of tracers. For each value of 3' 1'. the tests will
fie repeated while slightly nmodifying 31', V',: ,n indi-
catiot of the sensitivity (the reproducibility) o: the
mi del can thus be obtained. The effect of factors
other than It' 1'. can be checked by running several
test, with different values of the factor considered, the

Fisl. 3. Aerial photograph of chojed inlet at lutchns, m others-inchluing .11' V "-being constant.
I slandl. Florida.

I.ITFR-\TCRE CITFI)
is deternined by the outer har, not by the gorge.
Refer to the section above tm cross-,*ectional stability BRUUN, P.. anti J. A. BEATTJES. 1963 Tidal inlets
and to Figure 3 which shows a closed inlet at Hutch- Anid iittorai drift. I.A..LR. Cmyrejss. Lcmdom. Paprr
"inson Island. on the east coast of Florida. It can he 1.17, pp. 123-130.

BRUUN. P., and F. GERRITSEN. 1960. Stabililv of
seen clearly that the gorge stayed open, although the LCtoatal lils. North Holland Publishing Co.. Am-
inlet deteriorated completely. sterdain.

It should he remetubered that Figure 2 ,elpicts the BRUUN. P.. and F. GERRITSEX, 1961. Natural by-
se o v t n l a passing of sand at coastal inlets. Tramactowa .-.S.C.1-possible stages of deuelpmnent of one single nlet and f V:823-8.

also compares various inlets to one another. INMAN, t). L. and A. 1. BOWEN,. exjMie -
The ideas outlined above are believed to constitute ments or sand transport by wavm and currents. )-,,.

a useful %oiking h.%lothesis for research pvrograhiss Sth C,,a. (',,asut Eu9.. C,,ancil on WIar R.e.. Berkr-
tuitel at &tnhancing our ktimAledge of ti(Ll inlets, lv, pp. T37-450.

SONU. C. J.. 1964. Study o( short proctsses with aid of
They should be useful in the design oi tidal inlets .avwriaI photohrarinietry, PhAto ,rammetri"c FY1sesrgmui.
when experiments have proved their ucfulness antl \i X,6), 932-P41.
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Layered Sediments of Tidal Flats, Beaches, and Shelf Bottoms
of the North Sea

H. E. RFINECK

Riescarch Iuutitute foir Geology' andS Ifzidoq of the Oceasu, "Senckenberg". li lh441ISAL1uncn1 GerniinY

Sedimentary dep-obits of the past are frequently de- the type of available sediment, the physical processes
seried n te bais f lyers baksburrwsand and their intensity, and the rate of sedimentation. An

other features of their structure: by grain size, mnin- additional environmental influence is that of bioge-
eral composition, and other characteaistics indicative netic factors, for examiple, shell, coral, and other hard
of the nature of the sediment: and by fossil content. parts, and biogenetic reworking.
These qualities arc interpreted in relation to the en- A number of interrelationships exist between these
vironment orf the deposition. The structures of sedi- %arious factors. In shadlow water there is a distinct
nientary deposits often rcielmtdtreatment by rltonship betwiven water depth and water mose*
m~arine geologists becz~ube of technical difficulties. On nient. Seaward from a depth of 20 m,. we find that
the other hand, marine geologists are able to make waves have a diminishing effect on the -sea bottomt.
observations which are helpful in interpreting the The zone of greatest turbulence lies in the breaker
nature of fossil dteposits. This paper approaches the area, that is. w~here current-, are delpendent on break-
study of sedtimentary structures through use of a ers and rip, curr'ents are created.
special apparatus, the grAlisampler ('Kastengreifer" Waves and currents sorn the materials present.
(Reineck. 19b(a-). Am! other new methods of pre- Where relatively intense wave action and currents

paring the probes, oi corers. exist, coarser sediments, sand, and pebbles are found.
in contrast to places of weaker turbuience and cur-

M ETI IOr)S rent. Therrfore, sandy sedinwnts are predominantly
Undisturbed probes of tidal flat and beach sedi- deposited at depth, of -20 nm. anld n;uddy sediments at

ments. as well as sampiles fromt muddy and Sandy Sea greater depth. I Fig. I i. Finer sediments are trans-
bottomis with the most minute sedimentary structure potrted to deep areas faster than coarser constituents
irtact. weire taken to the laboratory in their original are tran~sported to shallow zones. Therefore, because
corers ("Stechkasten") ( fantzschel ' 936; Goemann. of rapitJ transgression. we often find sandy sediments
1937; Baudoin, 1951 ; Reineck, 1957ai. The sand in deep water. At places with cyclic water movement.
p~robes were impregnated with ARAL)IT Giessl-trz where currents alternate with periods of no water
F an-i fixed with Hardener 902) IRrineck. 1962a). movenent, deposition of correspondingly coarse and
When prepared in this maniner, even seemingly struc- fine sediments will occur.
turel"s sands showed the finest lamellae. Muddy The sediment distribution schemne of tidal Rlats i
probes were prehardened in Arigal C while they wer" also developed by cui-rents and %aves. Near the level
still wet andt, after drying, fixed in ARAI-'IT Giess- of low tide, current And wave forces are greater thain
harz F and Hardener 'A);. Thin sect.-ons were then in the high tide area, and so mudis are found near
p)rvrpred for slidesi front these samples: they showed the high tide level and sand at the low-. tide lit-
the sedtitentary struicture in the fineý,t det~sil (Retneck, 1Fig 2).

lbTis, distribuntin piattern of sedimtent tytie in tret
(ton to current And %%asc 'iction is upiet Ulterr A con-

LOC'AUO'(N OF TilE STUD~Y ARF sideribe ant~ittnt if iww stditient is trough: in. a!&
'rbe rc-,s-arch was cArriedl out to a depith of 40 m at the miuth ofi A river: ;11 places with great dust

in the Gsrrntan flay. ;n the southe~Attern part of the or viikAntc ash .scuniulatiom.. t-r vere thtLrc is rt
Nofth SeA The tidal1 -Asixt %As 2.4 m on the open minvi I riln glacial drift, or the ervision of a jitreplý
seat And on the licAch, and 3 f; mi n Jade flay. Cuor -indine,1 r,ýasi. or the erosion cf channerls in the hawe
rent ekeloity in the open sea %a4 <aD cm, we. Dur- mnt strata. The pattern also may be interruptedt
inC certAin phAses% ot the l'lstocene. the basin pres- where -ifoeign- sedimernts come into another phi ii.
inntiv occulned b.N the North Sea Uyv dry and was .sgt.spihtc prT)VinCV th~rough transgeessing1 weas At in
c.,verril b% mnusraini( mAterial froM SsAndinavia. Thewe mosti extant shelf %ri's%
r'.wrAinal -liquvits are the mait %,Aurce of the medi- M't1:nwntArk %tnacturr also dre1el,% as a reiult of
nwiets wh~h are no1% tringtrasot~ And rtde. %Ater ry' v1entert. llorfivotsi stlty-eIAs [snsei1ac t?!!C? -

r-nite-i fAtV In areall With little wAter mostensen. Croiis-
1' Ilsi ;AI'li i'USIO, 'idA%-I &A-wi r"es1if-t fon greater nuis eer"it Flaser
NIN*SI(Xt'RAN'u~ii'j N IO S wMr AnM !vr'taculaf beding Aft csj.A.1" bY A ChARng.

AIcorod'og to Moeand Scuii i :95,7', thc- ti- ng water av4a shile hocrsamtal!.v tAm-nase' %and
posIts of -4 prticular ens-irontrieet Are infiuenced hi der*'i t. r-;~W~ no .4ronturtmtleflet
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BIOTURBATE STRUCTURES ment, they are few, even in an area that was thickly
The relationship between water movement (oxy- populated before the onset of rapid sedimentation

genation) and the existence of bottom life led Schmidt (Richter, 1931 ). The choice of a place of settlement
(1935) and Schiifer (1962) to propose their biofacies by the larval form of organisms often depends on the
division. Schmidt emphasized the role of water move- nutrient content, rate of sedimentation, and extent of
ment in determining the degree of 02 saturation, rew(rking of the bottom.
while Schi.fer studied the effect of water movement Moore and Scruton (1957) ha,,e pointed out someow the sedimentu of the relationships between water movement and

The forms living on the bottom of the shelf area burrowing organisms, and the resulting sedimentary
are not only the chief source of shells and other ani- structures. Through new sampling techniques we can
real hard parts SchMer, 1952), but they are also contribute to and correct this scheme and extend thethe originators of bioturbate structure (sediments in shelf profile to include beach sands. Waves and cur-
which the primary structure is reworked by the ac- rents always permit primary structures ar appear
tivity of organisms). The extent of bioturbation de- again. The primary struchres are typical for a given
pends on the number and agility of the infauna, and environment, whether they ar actually primar', or
on the abundance of benthic life, including hcnthic repeatedly destroyed and formed anew. Burrowingfish. Organisms are abundant in the oxygen-rich shelf organisms produce very different secondary or biotur-
area, except where strong physical reworking takes bate structures, and we do not add the activity of
place, as in the breaker zone and in erosion channels, organisms to the effect of currents and b:ures to get
where burrows are few. Even when the population a total, because water movemsent and burrowing work
is as dense as in another area. where physical re- against each other. The stronger tl'e physical rework-
working is strong the primary structure predominates ing, the fewer the iiidkations of burrowing activity.
over the biotrbate structure (Richter, 1931 ). SURF ZONE TO SHAI.LOW SEA BoTToM

The rate of sedimentation also influences the num-
ber of burrows. If the burrowing activity of the or- A profile section from the surf zone to shallow sea
ganisms cannot keep up with the deposition of sedi- bottom is presented in Figure 1. On approaching shal-

- t _--- --•-It~t - •I ,, --

................ ..
"......

. ." . ........ ........... 
.......................

" -- - -- - -- - -- --.......... . . . . . . .... ._

----- -------.... -- ........--- --------

£07.

1 MEDIUM &AND L FIN $AND .ILT/CLAY

Fig. 1. A schematic section showing the beach to the Fig. 2. Schematic section of a tidal flat showing the
open sea, and the rela".,ns between waves, tidal currents, relationships between waves, currents, and infauna, and
an,' water depth. A coma•rison mae btype ad miof the e sediment distribution and minor structures. The lat-
colanization by infauna and sedimena type and minor ter are divided into primary and biogenetic (bioturbate)."1 ~structures.
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tidal flat than at the upper regions; and greater cur-
rent velocity is found in the tidal channels than on
the open tidal flat itself. Current velocities of I
m/sec may be recorded in channels, although not
more than 30 cnm'sec is reached on the surface of
the tidal flat.

With~l.,.... %Waves are strongest near the low-water line and
.become weaker as they continue landwards, because
of the friction on the inclining tidal flat surface.
Stronger wave effects are possible at the sides oi the
tidal channels. During unusually high water (storm 'I
floods), the waves may reach the salt marsh and
erode its fore-edge to form a cliff.

Both waves and current are stronger at the lower
part of the tidal flat; therefore, the coarse sediments
are distributed near the lower part of its surface and
the finer sediments above. This observation comple-
ments and adds to the concepts of "settling lag" and
"scoor lag" of Postma (1954, 1961), and Van Straa-
ten and Kuenen (1957, 1958). Reworking is de-

-11 ] .d no pendent on the effect of waves and currents and de-
EZ*• "' creases on approaching the high-water line; but tidal

flat sediments at and above the high-water mark are
reworked and sand is deposited during a storm. Un-F'ig. 3. Sediment distribution on the tidal flats of Jade der normal weather conditions greater reworking

Bay, North Sea. The mud lies on the lee side of the tes placei thet chnns Te infa kna
inainland, protected from wind and waves. takes place in the tidal channels. The infaunail popu-

lation is noticeably larger in the mud flat than in the

sand flat, and is very small in the tidal channels.
lower water and the surf zone, the effect of the waves Most burrows lie in the mud flat, and the amount o!
blecomes stronger (hatched area) and, during rough bioturbation is less in the Misch and the sand flats.
seas. reaches greater depths (dashed line). The tidal
current weakens as it approaches the beach and the THE SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES
surf current develops. Both current and waves affect Sedimentary structures are partly dependent on the
all points of the area, but their total activity is greatest type of sediment they are composed of; ripple struc-
as the shallower surf zone is approached. tures, for instance, are formed in sand but not in

The sediments are coarser on the beach than in mud. Other structures are strongly influenced by the
deeper water. Reworking is strongest on the beach, areas in which they occur, for example, salt marsh
hut with a rough sea deeper areas are also affected- deposits. The characteristics of some of the more
The boundary between sand and mud lies at about common sedimentary structures are discussed and
20 inl, although there are numerous exceptions. illustrated below.

Infaunai colonization decreases as the littoral zone
is approached from deeper water, and the resulting LAMINATED SAND

bioturbate structures become less frequent because of Single lamellae are a few millinmeters thick (Fig.
greater physical reworking. A primary structure is 4); the constituent sand grains may be distinguished
usual in this zone. (;oing seaward, the next zone has by their mediun grain size (Emery and Stevenson,
a bioturbate structure destroyed (luring storms and 1950). Laminated sand originates when sand settles
replaced by a primary structure. Farther seaward fronm clouds of sand in suspension. This type of sedi-
the hioturbate structure becomes more frequent. anti, mentation is very common in beach sediments and in
in many places, completely replaces the primiary zones exposed to strong surf action.
structure.

RIPPLE IBEDDING
TIDAl. FLAT SURFACE Ripples are made up of (spoon-shaped) lamellae,

On the tidal flat surface, in contrast to the sediment inclined in an oblique, sideward, and downward posi-
distribution in the shallow sea, finer sediments lie tion ; nhv infrequently are the laniellae straight (Fig.
on the shore near the high-water line, and the coarser, 5). These structures are developel from current andt
sandy sediments lie at the low-water level (Van asva:mictvical oscillation ripples by deposition on the
Straaten and Kuenen, 1957. 1958; Postma, 1954, 1961 ; foreset flank of the ripple (Niehoff, 1958; Wurster,
Stevenson and Eniery, 1958). Thus, the dis'.,ibution 1958: Einsele, 19(0; Reineck, 1961).
of tidal flat sediment can be divided Xato mud, mud- WIVen the course of the ripple crest oscillates back 1zsand (Misch), and sand flatj Fig. 3). arid forth tho foreset laminae will weave back and•O:

The current is greater on the lower 7art of the for~h (I ig. 6a). If the formation of the ripples con-

sand (Miscli)," " atdsn ll Fg ) andI fort thI forese laie wil wev bac and ..-
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-.

Fig S. Rilide betlkting in a sant Rlat: current-producml
rippIr. "h i!hlutrationm hws .on the top a ripple with

4L t o r natural foirm showing the inner structure of the lam';-S~~Fig. 4. Laminated sand of a breaker z<•xw, Each1t larnalaaScorresonds to a a l'f tr('n whinh the suspelndedl sainl IllS I~hIt oo its le mlk-. The %retical section ha,
corrspods t a ave r~w whih te ý twl r-o p'rri-Arr-1 A, a relief cast. J131r ltAV. North ahas settled. Not every wave prodluce, such a lamina. per

tide -1vy 4 !f !an-ac ...c .%:.t..k. N-,•il. [k..h.
Norderney, North Sýe'a i .Scale in) centinwtuter -

tinue.s the firee-ts will be eroded h.1 the resulting "
rolling current. The adv-..ricng limm.ir are ,iot ter"
thick; the fuorel•liers -hich are indlinhil hack•.ard% :- . -- •
reach much~l dIrpier and. thecirefr, fxc.%%t!)n;lly re'- ' "•••• •
main intact, As .-sn froni the front t Fig (At t. i-..

totm bedding originates in this manner. On the re- "_
nwainin, hiorixotal.I ••-iotn we nlld a series of are, " i: -
whise apexes are directed against the current ("ig• . - "

(A1 and 7). --

Two %is-clas•, of ripplir bedding can ll distin

guishel i Reinelk. llkx•a I : ripple i"khing that is Fig 6 t4hlgl -4 fiPlIe thc-ddin flomu eurrent ripple%
delveloped front current ripples of short wavelength tlaIw a Suriwre 5,t-.W.4 ifpplivitth crttlu hting
the thickness of the individual mets of cross-strat it oIfting apeal dirtrwui This i-vt cuts into the
not greater than 4 cm. and the radius of the arcs fwrniuwt riptple and the cat it dhiftrd or-ward abvt hlf
of festoon bedding is gerinrally leht than 20 cm; and the riple klengh to shlu the strwturs uhkh eints he-

(2) ripple beidding thAt deerlops froni current-pro, riwai the ripple
duced me-gatipples; the thlcknests oi the indtlitdul Mlane b Fr,-mt %w% . t4dw %trutuirt )il!d% ht-i-n

groups (if cro.s-strata i%. in giruieral. tmre than 4 ti"IgW
cm. and the arc radii of the festoon beddling arel lAlane c Soi %-wa * t chn -Iw•., w trhn4

y Plane 1 hlrintal 4uw* .4 the rem-nai sturitunr
ways greater than rp) c. c h The forrlpentig tpartt of the ro.cs -. ýs'• a. 4,,Amvwx.

"T'here is anher ripple bedlnr that originate •riac ai. rr-rui. from the bnttnm -4 dw ripple trv mhs.
from syrnmetrical and asy-nmmetrical oscillatinn rip- leaving nmly the strwitwe of dv bit paing part th Ot
pies. but thew apparently play only a minor role in lee la-mmt intact-

• L" lll I I - i I -
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Fig . Beakr zne. urfce f alonghor ba in Fig, 9. leolc~icgal section of flaser bedding in a misch

il~~ twar th riht. North Sea 4Vertical high = 4 cm).
S~e f l~ cfwlQ%% 10 c. Noth each. Nrens

Noirth Sea the tidal flat, beach, and open sea provinces. To the
comtrar,'. single oscillationi ripples are frequently noted
in lenticular bedding.

Megaripiple bedding originates where high velocity
cu rrents greater than 80 cni sec) predomtioate, and4
it is treuetly asociated with coarse sand.

rlii. sructure IFigs. ?t and 9, li;n:dies Sand and
miud. as' wcll ai current activitv an~d pausesi in this

l11.11tys'lel, 19~30; Reineck. 1961a, b). Dur-
*ag tinic% out cUrreut activity. the sand will be trans-
po~rtedt and ueliisuitei mn ripple structures while the
mund 0. held in susperiion. W~hen the current pauses.
the mud14 It, suspension i% (eleposited and either cont-
plctr!v ciners. the riltples or covers only the ripr'e

V. trfoughs1 At the StArt oi the next current cycle. new
i~ ra'~ortd umri thve dqposited mud layer

iFig. 10),. or t6, mud is eroded froni the crests of
the tI 're ripjA * and remains iinlh in the troughs.

*~."aiuu ',E mud~ in the trouight 4f .Wrirnt rw[4rs Na- F~t 10 The evolutim 4 of aser bedding fria mud-l

Rayýmmit %'ýa zvrrssI rtppkti
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Lilders, 1930). According to the latest Unpublished
research of Wunderlich (personal communication),
somietimes the thin mudlaylhoers are the hottom-set
laminations of ripples. The sand layers are remnants
of very flat-crested ripples that possess nearly straight
crests. This bedding type originates in moderately
fast-flowing water having a very high suspension
content. With every tide, many, single laminaecCan he
deposited; hut a fine rhythinica~ll lawinated heddinr
is also clue to tides.

COARSE RHIYTHIMICALLY LAMINATED BEDDING

This type of bedding is formed of sand and mud
layers whiich are many mim to sev'eral cm thick (Fig.
13). Ripple structure is recognizable in the sand
!ayers.

Previous authors have called the fine rhythmica~ll
larninated bedding "tidal bedding", holding that one
sand laniella was dleposited during flood tide, and one
mud laniella during ebb tide. \Vunderlich, however.
has shown (unpublished) that in some cases miany
sand and mud sheets originate with every tide. It Is
known, of course, that bedding types (to exist which
can originate d-uring the tidal cvcle. They are (Rei-
neck, 19(60a, b) flaser, lenticular, and the coarse
rhythmic bedding tvpes. On the basis of previous re-
search, we belie~ e the sand layers originate (luring'U .current activitv while the mud is laid dtown in, periods
of slack water'. Rhythmnic bedding of a seasonal na-
ture, such ais that :llustrated by varves or as described
fromu recent sedinments of the Adlriatic Sea (Seihold.

Fig. 11. Misc h flat tK'((ling. Middle--tlaser bedding
dleveloped from oscillati, u ripple!,. Blelo\%--lenticuilar bed-
(ling causedl by miul depo sitedl over incomplete ripples.
Vertical section. Jade Bay, North Sea.

The 1mud-iLsers .'Ire geop)etiil indlicators, as the thick-
est pa;rt of the tiaser lies in the (deepiest part of the
trough.

LENTICULLAU H1iF.Dl NG

Lenticular heddiiotr 1".ows sand lenses in a muddy
groundonnass Fig,. 11t). T[he sand lenses representi
Oscillation or current rip'ples which havt- wandered
onto a iitudov basal layver and if) wln ioe trouighs "'win -
(lows" of this hi;.Satl layer remainopn Scrk

1948 ) desecribed themi as incomplete ripples. W\hen ~ ~
at new% ouol layer is dleposited in contact with the old
hasal mnud layer in the troughs of the sand ripples.

- ~~the sand r i pples ap pea r as lenses which float in a
tnuoldv matiix. W\hen a vertical cross; section is made
parallel to the ripple axis, this, deposit appears as
alter oat ing sandh and InOO(! beddiing.

Fi%ý RnNHM, iCAM icLY~ l.% \jNATFi) BEDIhiiNG Fig. 12. Finely laminnate i mud -sand al ternationm in a
This bedding I1Fig. 12, consists of vertical alter- misch flat. Vertical petrological section. jade Bay, North

nation oif thin sand and mud layers Richter, 0199; Sea (Vertical high 4 4cm),

age-
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ence of many rooit canals with iron hydroxide on their
surfaces.

Hiowki.RATF. STRUCTUIF.S

The primary sedimentary structure may be slightly

biourrow (Fig 19). he frmls structures. cafriginate

mainly from the activity of benthic fish and from
crabs or starfish (Schiifer, 1962). Within our study
area we have noted vecry characteristic figuratn'.h
traces.

Nerdis ditversicolor builds multi-walled burrows in
the tidal flat (Reineck, 1957h, 1958a; Seilacher. 1957).
Sediment introduced into the burrow is coated with
mucus and pres.,ed into the burrow walls. At the
same time, the animal restores its burrow to its
original diameter by the lateral expansion of its
body. A similar, double-wvalled scheme is found in
the siphional burrow of 41ya areiiaria ( Reineck.
119;8a )

Burrows which are U-shaped are made by I'oJ,-

(foropluisiin lives predomniantly in muddy areas ot
the tida'l flat (Seilacher, 1957; the animal initially
makes it flat U-tube, which it progressively deepens.

Fig. 13. Misch flat beddling. Coarsely alternating mud- ~2;
Stind bedding; lenticular bedding call be seen abfwve the
sand. Vertical section 4 Scale in centimeters).

1955 ),haq not as vet been idlentified froni the North
Sea.

MuO )psi

These deplos its, hiav ing a thuickness whiich l ie% Iin
the range of several cin, are nin st l ni y i o-honneiigeei ou.
Thel pet~rolog ical sectnion, Slis is tha~t there are weak or
strong iniclusio'ns (of i nil siclal sand graiins i Fig. 14 1
Frequentl\ ., thick inud deposits are uliorotiglil liur-
rowed by a dernse infaunlal lM41tolatioiI.

SALT MARSims Olt FLOODs DEPOSITS

Tlhese Sedlimnuitary structuires consisýt isf v'rv ir-
regular ;dlternat ing beds of saind and inui! ( Figs. 15
and 106 . The iindIi vidual ]Ia ser% sre undtil .ting,.1, A

tlie% were laid dlown over the uneven, plant -coveredl.r
salt ina;Ai surface iVii Straziten. 195-q)'. Manv 1:ig 14 MMfiul at f"11116ss Fnuw %&Ml grraim&I lae wid
shell ideposits are found inserted in the strata Of the in partkirilar tayr~r in thle mwis, t.w mast Vert"a
salt marsh ( I lantz.'chel. 19M3; Schafer. 1960 . An petrolt-'g111 wwtin thrnsag a mudi han. Bayf a. Namh
essential characteristic oif these deposits is the pies- Sea (Vertical high =4 cm I
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Fig. IS. Salt marsh cliff. The weaktly undulating be,! ce-famn plar, roots an! in"'rted shell
layers. The basal beds are strongly knolled because the salt marsh surface was irregularly

4a%; by~ ~ILL du 1L~ ýeii .iu s grv% utiee. Jaile Blay. North Se-A.

.4rep'cojgz marinsa lInes in the -.and flats. A shell SASLT MARSH

deposit is often formed bieneath an .-lvxIw.4a comn- This area is ccwered by a thick halophyte growth.
mtznity and consists of shell fragnments and )brdrobta D~uring a storm flood it is' built up with new sediment
shells that has'- %ods down i an Straziten. 1952). which , inJade Bay,y can occur to a height of 1.5 In

l'ifauna! bivils-" must he able to nxioe toward the aoeteh~ il ie oe atmrhte
surface as setinwnt t% quickly dtepos1itd over thIi *:c~ops a knolicid %urface due to t ie overgrowth of

kFig. -10), an~l we oftrn findi esape paths beneath pkats. Thu I ,troingly undulating surface. often hav-
these 1iielcspotis Reineclt. 19 514a). ing iliffcrciier-. In elevation of nu re than 20 cm.,

l~secilh~c~nin~m n te shlf re he graclualhi biecomnes more level as furtier growth con-
large branching pa!.-.4sge, of the scrabs Ca#Zianij~aJ andi tt'is owever traces of this original salt marsh

Vpe~geboa. iihich often reach tevahs of 50 cm and utear4e ithhl ofhepsntro
more. and have cave-likv expansions in which th itlc i Retecrk. !'Wfli), In the salt marsh strata we

animl nav tirT ibef atazd a chaer. if- 41 *eie.Kll vif shell ss hich were tl~rown onto the
An excetdingly uide-sprea4 %tructure is that pro~- k'~ tir -9 ... r it !9, of ',cý; -ý

tihce-d by- the actikity of the heart urchin. Echinc%-er..IS..d 1.
diem corudwtaai This. qwecwl huilis a long pas.saagc e i, ;.d1)

in ahich the sandl bss't, apprAr as a eries of hema- Ftsi %T
sphete jackef wwe ujai the w4ber at tht aninal pta. h ~1Mao h tta ltelnsntol
cecil aa I r..enth 11 C-wAse qA I chafer- 19h6.2,dr fth ia la ~.nlsntol
4111 shoaw in Ftgurr :I. In the mIs-Idle of this sanaV trotitthe lims-wiiater to, the hiiti-water line. but higher.

1Wfilale visae uc ntwtinwx find mucus-coafted fecal As can he a fecrred irnim the growth - f the salt mnarsh.

pellets i Resnerk. ItW3C iV Co'suaa"Uta in the (,cen ian la "y ;here is a droia in elevation of

lirat" r openjm3&t to 3 C m 1111ma a ilistarace of 4 - 7,kil.
~ P~5i~*e-F -Usentiall. tao in.'ri-lulogicallY tlirtinguishable

REG;I )NAl. I)ISTHItit- TION OF tidal filat t'.ps Are- foundI in the hay flats 9Flit 3)
airsd the fLats laxmruItzs1 of the 1-1 t F~riw.ian Inlands

SF.r)lMJENT.%(Y STHUCTUHFS I Fag.22i in the Grrnlan 11.1. - 14.h have the s4me

Whim oEv speaksi of a rerumunl &-Atribultmn of wennttair. ut thW ha.%1A.% fla ptbunarie% e Cndff
"seientairy structure, a qunanitsat-ire divaasawai is im- to the mid4,1le of the ha '... Mold t5 dr1pnitiri near the
j4 ied JIlomws-ew. a true quantitatae approach is ap- hirhbmater line imudi flat i and niostly sand near the
placable onui' to the salt mnarA- ahere accurate ,bsev- kos-ilalctr line a sand flat I. In between ie-s an area
ralIWW& can be mail, of both om I Awl %,.nd

Zil

........ ....
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ViFg. 18. letrologacal section showing mottled structure;
r.47 m, Noýrth Sea (Vertical high =4 cm).

F'ig. 16. Salt marsh bedding. Irregular sandy o~r silty
areas with embedded plant parts and root canals. Verti-

4:A %r"~ia ection. jade Bay, North Sea (Vertical
high 4 cm (.

Fixg 14 %0%ss fsandl mtul) &t. Mault-w~alkle. filled-rn
bvurri of Ne % u dnrrstrn,.*h'r Tiwt enc..wslerril sedicnwe-

Fig 17. Mmtled structure. The silty tand sht-ms its, tary layerý are %lightly bent dlownaward by the wick-ning
structure because oit bioturbtmain. Vertical section of the of the buirr-W; \rrtieal verofogiea1 fteetiosl..an Ray.
emitents nf a Kastengreiter prAe. 3$.5 m, North 'sea- North Sea.
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Fig, 21. S~and in the vk6nity t1w ot ust. The Ia~-r,
4.4 a inkearipj~td canl lie corn. Re.s.right - a bImstlrh.Atr
strilwturc ;.r.Ralscd fly h-wutu .ivdalum, in tow
MidifIC 0i A11101 'allst All I ibiAI -clicts .4re ociper
int. o ua v ~trth- rur K .. tmotmrrlr ltr.: 14 -ui

N.rhca.

- ~~Mud 'Ifth sin tuae,. fmt t he 111114 flm.t )hut entyl.ujil ,and
4i , prrclit to htsid Id It rrent hs 'A t~pe 4 Tabl I r

Ilecati~c of the thick in ,tunal polsulatnon and the tsn%
* ~~~~~~~rate ni hbsa e"~ ki.j.tio tuttirite totruc

Fig. 20. %.wII ,arrmari, in it~s liviog Imiiln stmn turr. or, miatc hurc .,"-.I r sis i-.act. Abo~ut 44)
tht path ill escape -nade nr~vc% by 4the ral,,11 4detosuiisa pmerit w the *tcjx,,it i, -ownipleteI lourroes throug~h.
(Of sdirM-k't At thir ouriarce. jade Raie. North Sca. IiIwII.v ( S"iS'jhlumD NfiJ IQ,.mJtm:;

jermias. V, y,.g dr,:crss, oIor 4Fix 11) i.- andl .%robicu
tat- ria pI

Di hturk-twe oii the ,rn&r triwfure cmn Atss 1-c

I igS 23 Srth-#fttw We tIuv -4 a tIWW (I3Jwwt ulb

Fig r ~l flt. tie ri% the East .:at' a* wlhiIciw ro-nint.r-~vwfnO
aru tile mainlawl -I i ftt. %ca wnip dukaivws. 2ti lLa gpliatriot'u I w- ~Ilwfd~!.
Rlat %%if far. . aM '3 *va0 -,,"mIAmllI 111adpwtun
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lahie- I. :\blindance of st ructare types: miud, 111114- oblIique bedding. Freq]uent tension faults are de-
!b~arit M A1,01 I. alti f~iil at. v'efeped in the banks ( compiare Figs. 23, 24, -nd 2i)

- ~ - ~ 'The shell laver of the tidal channel remains intact
Mud- at the base of these obliq1 ue beds (Jarke. 1949).

Mud Sand Sand
flat (MSisch) flat SA.ND L-[A-.

Struclurr ty~s. 5-. (7 -ipebdig(ig. 4) is almost always present

M11id ill o the sand flat ( Table 1 ). .n eeteboubto
Without recogniiiiablt about ten percent) is the rarcst of all the tidal flat

!aliat~a14 2 + types. except in Aremicehi communities where biotur-
WVith, filc sandy lanijoatiq'its 17 3 + hate structurei become very numerous. The mainHtank of sandy' ninti 11 7 + blioturlbaters are A reniwohi marinta, ( ardiump t'die,

hedilt 'I Ju'nitalIlv armnc (Fa~ ,'d~
i'ine10 18opo~ arlc (Fig. 26), and Lattice coiiclilega.

Cqierse 3 2-4 2 A stininiarv of the percentage of the various bed-
I..",titIr tand flast'r b',ddia'/ (fing type,. rep~resentedl in the t ida~l flats is given ill

I entictilar aw'l flawir LTble 2. A summan-ry of the distributioni is given in
leiitictilar Ilelinil 1 9 1 Fiur 27.

!:lasetr beddling 5 03 13
Nip ple l'cddi:, S11o11F AREAs

Shmort-wa% c - 2 54 The mnorpthology of the foreshore and inshore is
ga -- ~~~~~~~~~~~5 vr eldvddb h ultoa laml h ec

,jf. tl itd 1 ; 0 vey eldiiebyteslitrlcanlthbah
B i -iorba,' otrý..*t, 39 21 12

C , M.e' I b% plants. I. er there nai ie%% plants onl
lhe I idtl~ flits; among thes-e are Salicm-im'a Iairbacaa

* a it( Spa ri ao It ok,1 So' loitli.
'lit- %%i(ite't sjpcetrtimn of bedding types is found in

the Mli sch Flat- :\ witt 21) pert em (of thle bedding is
* lioturlI;tetl. chiefl%* th rough the activity of Nercis

t!'.'rit'dt', Itetrmi,,astias filiformis, .tlva arenaria,
;all I it rt:.' Mualedd.. Pw-osildle plant originators of a
biotur;.;te see' ndary -structure are Zostera marina
andt' Z. Iuta :

'i'le i'frel, iaf thc ine.-to-lering tidal chaninels irc
especi;11. 1 liport 'ant ii tife M isch flat. Literal sedi-
fllrl(t:Ltioll I.,e citilent. with erosion of the regradling
Lot;,% anid a1 lateral deposition on the.po~nit bar. On
the cluoitnul floor, feds of shell and miud p~ebbles are
iZtind i V at: Stranten. 19.54).

I-eit ieck 119581. ) tt rnwrd these laterally dlepositedI
lay'ers; -longitudinal obiqu ie beds" because the strike
of tlwst, is paraLllel to the direction oIf the flowv of
water l Fig. 23 ). Cotnversely. the strike of ripples
runis perpeiithicular to the dhirection of flow. The -

longitudinial obliqlue beddlinlg contains p~redomlinantly
less bloiaurbate structures than the nearl%. Itoriota
ledd~ilg oif the tidal flat murface lwceause the sedlitllle- '

tation rate is ve-ry high in the tidal channel-s.
Th'is~ longitudi'nal obliuline betdding is also found onl

tile M isch flat (Fig. 24) andI the sandl flat. Tile angle - ,.. '

o~ (lip of these beds in the latter area is very much
smaller thani inl the former. It canl he found in tile
,;and] flat because its ripples have a slllalier angle of
dipa thlan those that form iii lhegarilipdes; rippjle struc-
lure is dlevelopled miainly ill the individual b~anks an(I
indicates a current directionl pairallel to the strike of
the enitire bank. In the M isch flat, the mnludy% coT1Io- Fig. 24. Longitudinial'oblique beddling, front a misch

iie flaser, lt',nticular, andtll rhthmlic bedding') i4 flat, shewing a lelmicon shear. Vertical section. jade Bay,
great in contrast to ' its occulrrenice in transverse North Sea.
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Fig. 25. Longitudinal oblique bedding, from the pro-
grading bank of a tidal channel, showing some complete
and some newly developed tension shiears. jade Bay,
N~orth Sea.

Fig. 26. Scoloplos armigrr burrowss in a &and flat. The
primary structures are almost entirely replaced by the
bioturbation of this form. Vertical section prepared as
relief cast. German Bay, North Sea,

In~val
*xposur*

eS

.. . .. . . - -- - - -

Fig, 27 qrhrimlKi et' to-m of a tidal 16) surface itmuing the thttrdti.-wit k4 the 4wvmnanw Anawuai straws si a)all
marsh lelanits; jb) alternating mud %and layvrr. (c fasoer 4"' -.g i d) rippie bwddvig, and ire a %ll fragnwro s

-Ml -W

AV *db
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T'able 2. Abundance of tidal flat structure types. -- ogp -w.e.

Structure type Toal'r7lev~-

Mud bank . uwoo.wou p---
Without recognizable lamination 3 Fig. 28. Transport directions of sand in a foreshore
With fine sandy laminations 3

Bankof sndy ud 5 area. The sand crosses the longshore bar, frequently inBank o sandymud S the form of megaripples. The sand is transported farther '
Rhythmically laminated bedding ' hog h ec hnes pnsaaoe

Fine 11 seaw&ard hog h ec hnes pnsaaoe
Coarse 14

Lenticular and Jlaser bedding wall, and the longshore bar. The beach wall is corn-
Lenticular and flaser/lenticular bedding 5 posed primarily Of laminated sand, dipping weakly
Flaser bedding 12 toward the sea. The foreset bedding clips in a land-

Rip/ple beddingwadircon
Short-wave 21 iaddrcin
Mega ,Tl:e beach channels contain current ripples, com-

Laminated sanid 4 monly built as megaripple; (1Hiintzschel, 1938), with
Rioturbate structure 2 ests perpendicular to the beach front. The mega-

r~.'orientation is changed to parallel to the sea

*.7.

GARP.E bDDIG MEIUMSAND

N NIPPLE V3_OOING Fj~ INE SAND

LILANODSAIND UJ 1ILT/CLAY

011411EE OF *IOT1URU1AIION44 .
Fig. 29 Beach profile showing domiinant sedimientary structure, A cut through a dune-island with dominant sedi-

mentary structure in the area of the foreshore, isishore, and offshore.
Fo'rrshote: Megarippte beddrn-v, lamhi-ated sand awd shiort-wavc ripsple bedding. Few burrows.
Inshore and oIfsho-e. Burrows increase. Negaripple structures exist only wim-e coarser sarid is fottrd; the burrows

are less frequent he-r (See Fig. 3D),

V *'

%'CV&&T2STIMTAIC"W
ISCj0i -

W-PP.1. -GD0

LAI"T9 "N Q`V.I

* ~~Fig .30 FureaOwi. peouile of the 1.ax: Fnuaa Itlami. N-wrkirnev, prmv a.ng niwrth"T~d in' the oven Se. T*w
%04dmt~t lurtxxs fitier as the depah 04 the avikr "W-eease at tOr %Vwtnu- omwt frequinicy Ebiatwbime strvrwse

-c1er tmj he priUnry ltnwtumrv s~nfpirsely &-,t"VrAnd
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Table 3. Abundance of primary Prnd hioturl'at- structure types in relation to water depth.

Bioturbate Mlega- Short-wa-ýe Laminated LamninaleI Flaser
structure ripples ripples sand t.iu: sand bedding

Inihof e to - 10 m.
Medium sand; fine sand 28 12 16 41 - 3

Dee per~ than -10 m.
Fine sand 52 5 11 29 3 -
Medium sand 25 so 1.5 7 2 1

where the longshore bar is broken through by rip depth, the effect produced by wave action on the hot-
currents flowing seaward (Fig. Z8). tomn sediments grows weaker, whereas the effects of

The longshore bar, consists of layers of laminated the tidal cu~rrent become important. The combined
sand, ripple bedding, and sometimes of niegaripple effect of waves and current is so strong that usually
bedding (Figs. 4 and 7). only clean sand is found from the tidal flats to a

Bioturbate structures are rarely observed on the depth of a!;out 20 in. These sands are laminated and
foreshore. Hoyt and WVeinter ('1963) have shown that ripp'e bedded, but where coarser sand originating
thc-, structures first appear in the inshore area. mainly fromn morainic material is present, megaripples

fornied by tlic tidal currcnt can be observed.
11SHORE 10 SZ4ELFRE.\E At a dept' of about 2 in, burrowing (in order of

A diagrarninatic profile of the inshore to shelf area decr-a~ing importance) by Echi,:orardiuna, the bi-
i;presepted in Figuix?. 29 and 3'J. With increasing valve, Angidus, and in p~laces by the %vorni, Lanice

conchlzhga, begins to appear (keineck, 1963c). In
comparing Ci~e proportion of burrows in the inshore
.egiaiis to those in sands deeper than 10 mn (Table 3),
we rotc that burrows increase as the depth increases;
this is cxpected because of weaker physical rework-
ing. The inegaripples become less frequent, except in
coarser sand, where they are formed at depths greater

than 20 mn (Fig. 7). As the depth increases the oc-
currence of laminated sands d-creases.

kt depths greater than 20 m., the mud component

F ig. 1.1 Ri adttirwl % irtrr,. Uppier right: 1 rro of
Fti Jamardisimw MIany in.4usc %alvc% arv distplatce
ibrtaigh the burr ~ving of tIe infauna. and maanya
broken by fish. Vertical %ectiur (it a Kastengreifer probe. Fig. Ui. Burrowi width numerous fecal pellet%. V -tical
p"Iredr~ to relief c-aqt. ?I im. \t.rth Sej. section. 33nm, North Sea (Black rect.nile = I im).
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of the sand increases, and, after a shor-i transition, LtODERS, K., 19310. Entstehung der Gezeitenschichtung
sanidy mud is found. Primary structures seldom re- au2 enWtt9i-2d54.. ecknerina 2
main intact, b-catise of the bioturbation by Echito-
cardium (Fig. 21, Callianasrsa stcbbinfgi, (7pogcbia MOORE, D. G., and P. C. SCRUTON, 1957. Minor
ijioralis, .'lmphiur iiioms n losafs n nter'nal structures of some recent unconsolidated sedi-ra flifrmi, ad aso tarishand ments. Bull!. Am. Assoc. Petrol. GeologitsIs, 41:2723-
flatfish. According to Moore and Scruton (1957), the 2751.
res~ulting structure can be termed mottled (Figs. 16 NIEHOFF, W., 1958. Die primir. gerichteten Sediment-
andI 17). strukturen, insbesondere die Schrigschichtung, im Kob-

Mud from tile Elbe and Weser Rivers is deposited lenzquarzit am Mitteirhein. Geol. Rupidschan, 47:252-
iii water at depths of 20-40 In southeast of Helgoland 321.

Pratje, 1931 ; Reineck, 1963c). These miuds began POSTMA. H., 1954. Hydrography of the Dutch Wad-
being deposited after the post- Pleistocene transgres- den Sea. A study of the relations between watcr move-
sion and now attain a thickness of over 4 m. Thev ments, the transpoirt of suspended materials and the

conainbiourbte truturs t a odeatedegee nd production of organic matter. Arh Ncerl, Zool., 10:contin iotrbae stuctresto modrat dereeand 1-106.
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The high content of shell fragments is also obtained POSTMIA, Hf., 1961. T'ransport and accumulation of sus-
at dpth greterthan20 n. Kaus (190) nd endedl matter in the Dutch Wadden Sea. Neth. J. Sea

'iSdphsfgre(96)attribt th ese f0m ragment to50 the e.,1 4810
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p~resent in the petrological sections of both tidal flat
andshalowshef sdimnts(Fi. 3), heras hey RFINECK, H. E., 'A957a. Stechkasten und Deckweiss,

ande shapllotself asedtim enthsa(Fig. 32, whra hy Hilfsmittel des Meeresgeologen. No fur Volk., 87:132-
are ompetey a~set i bech ampe~,134.
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Comparison of Recent and Ancient Tidal Flat and EAtuarine Sedimtents

GEORGE DIVRIES KLEIN

Deprfartmen of Geology, Univertiiy of Pexasykvouia, Philadelphia, Pennssylvania

The delineation of mixed sedrnientary environmenets United States. Tidal Riats also flank rocky coasts like
Is Coe of the more difficult problems faced by geoio- the coast of the Bay of Fundy or the coast of Maine
gists. The problem is not only interesting as an aid in Tbese types of tidal flats wilt be referred to as
interp~reting the history of the earth, but also has eco- "Wa~t en-type" for the former and "Fundy-type" for
nomic interest. Mixed environments are represented the latter.
in most of the recoverable stratigraphic record., F-x- AO4-YiTILFAS
tensive eisergy fuels are stored in rocks deposited in
these environments. Therefore, delineation of mixed The Wadden Zee is a large lagoor, separating the
environments has becomie a critical function of sedi- Frisian Islands front the mainland of the Netherlands.
mentary eloy Durii.g low tide, the water of this lagoon drains off

Tidal flat and estuarine environments have received and exposes extensive tidal flats. Because of its shal-
considerable study in the past decade. The tidal flats low depth and a tidal amplitude ranrging from 1.5 to
of the Wadden Zee of the Netherlands were studied 2.75 meters, most of the Wadden Zee floor is exposed
in great de-til by Van Straaten (1961 ) and have at low tide.
served since then as a reference modlel for comparison SeietryPore
of other modern andi ancient titial flats. Estuarine sedi- ~ IC'S~
mients were studied very early by geologists who The sediments of the Wadden Zee tidal flats consist
recognized many ancient counterparts (Soflas, 1883; of fine sand, silt, clay, and shell debris. These compo-
Twenhofel, 1932). Detailed work on other mixed nents are sorted into different primary structures de-
environments has shown, however, that many of the pending upon the influence of the various inorgaani
rocks believed to he estuarine represent other shalow and organic processes which operate singly or in comn-
marine environments. bination in various tidal environmenits. The distinc-

Because of the recent surge in sedimentological re- tive features of the tidal flat sediments are direct re-
search, it is appropriate to comparr the studies of re- suits of the intensity of reworking mechanisms which ts.
cent data with studies of ancient rocks. The purposc constantly attack the sediments.
of this paper is to determine what features of rnoderv. Inorganic Procesms-lnorganic processes operating
tidal flats and estuarine sediments -Art preserved in on the Wadden Zee tidail flats include tidal currents.
their ancient counterparts. After these features are waves, lateral and downcurrent shifting of streams,
identified and distinguishing criteria become estakb- and changes of level between land and sea.
lishrod. it should he p~ossible to impnrove our genietic Tidal currents transport mud from the North Sea
interpetation of ancient sedimenta.ry rocks, floor into the %%adden Zee area. The mechanism of

landward clay transportation has been described by
RIECENT TIlDAL. FLAT SFI')IMEINTS Van Straatten and Kuenen 119-%) and confirmed by

Many variables characterize the sedinuentation ef dleGroot t lo6). Tidal currentis also produce current
intertidal zones. The most common feature of this rirppe marks. in the channel Roor sedimnents and on

environment is that water peiodically rises man falls the broader 1mruts of the tidal flat (Van Straaten.
so that the sediment ia alternately subnerged by salt lW94, 195W.. 1953)1 W~ave action generates ripples
water arid expc:"d tos the atmosphere. Scome of the in fine sand on all expos*ed flats.
environniental variables include the type of sediment Lateral and downcurrent %hitting of streamns, par-
presevit, bottom slope, tidal range, fetch distance avail- ticularly the mecandering creeks of lower tida flats,
able to winds at high tudt. coastal morphtology. cli- is the most el'fective me~thod of sediment rewarkIng.
mtate, organismts. and the long-terni position of the The features existing in the sediment on the creek

wain relatioin to the land. oatbanks. such as burrow steasetume and shells in
Studies by Van Stramsen (1901 ) and Klein t144kla) gronab posittion, are comwpletely destroed when the

hnmv that tidal flat seimtentation occurs in two dis- material slJumps (W falls by unjdercuttIng into the
ho etings smn% whch 4re controlled by the nature of creek bank. The %Later in the Creeks washes away the
the flaniking cat". Tidal flats, are known to occur finest 9edi-tint and cocsetrates shels an the ceyek
alongr soft-sediment coasts of low relief. typified by bottm as a tax pMlement. Muddy or sandy sediment a
the Wadden Zee tidal flats of the NetheriandsL. the barren of shels aerui~idates on the point bars, and.
Wash of England. and the Gulf Coast of the southern during lateral shifting. thiii sedinwme builds otrer the
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TIDALMMSMBurrowing and detritus-feeding organisms destroy
primary structures and create new structures. Bur-

________rowers destroy lamination. The wormn Arenicolo Pia-
________rina forms stratification at its feeding depth by re-

-IA. jecting particles which are too large for digestion.
-Because the c', sc residue contains numerous shells

~.\ of the small gastropod Hydrobia, the residue layer
Las hep"n amed thc I!vd,-ovz bed (.Vn, qtrasten.

LOW 1950b, 1952).
~ ~ an Straaten (1952) estimated the potential re-
4 ~working of sediment by Arenticola, which reworks

completely the entire sandy sediment above its feeding
5-:s level every 20 months (Klein and Sanders, 1964).

A Sedimentary Environments

The sedimentary environments of the Wadden Zct-
have been studied in great detail by Van Straaten

M (1949, 1950a, b, 1959. 1961). He recognizes four
Fig. L. (A) Block diagram showing relations of sedi- principal environm~ents which, proceeding seaward

mentary environments in tidal flats in Dutch Wadden Zee from land, are (1) salt marshes, (2) high tidal flats.
(After Van Strataten. 1954b, 1961). (3) low tidal flats, and (4) tidal channels. The ge-

(B) Enlarged cross-section through the laterally mi- ographic interrelationships of these environments are
grating tidal channel. po~int bar, and tidal flats ( After summarized in Figure 1. Similarly dispersed environ-
Van Straaten, 192). ments occur in many coastal settings, but their rela-

tive size may vary, or additional types of environ-
shell pavement of the creek floor. Foint-bar sediments menits can occur, for example, those reported by Evans
may consist of interstratified mud and sand laminae; (1958) from the WVash of eastern England. Distinct
it is3 possible that the mud is dropped at the turn of subenvironments also occur within these four environ-
high tide and covered by sand before it is washed ments.
away by the ebb flow. Van Straaten refers to this The type of sediment occurring on any part of the
complex process as lateral sedimentation (Van Straa- tidal flats of the Wadden Zee is determined by the
ten, 1951. 1954a. b). It generates a vertical sequence interplay of the inorganpic and organic sedimentary
of sediments representing, from base to top, the chian- processes described previously. The processes whichi
nel floor, the point bar, and the tidal flat environments, operate, and where they operate. are controlled by the

Changes of level between the land and the sea in- various environments. Because sediment supply to
fluence the vertical dimension and determine the posi- these tidal flats is of a restricted grain size, textural

tion of tidal flat deposition. If a slow relative subsi- v.,riations are determined more by local conditions
dence incre;4. in subsidence rate, the upper sediment awl processes than by external supply.
layers become os.ried by newly deposited material. ;~alt Mlarslaes-Sal ase r caatrzdb
Such changes have bten called "vertical sedimenta- abundant grass and few marine invertebrates, The
tion" by Van Str-taten (1951. 1954a. b)I The extent gra~iy areas are traversed by a network of incised
to which this vertical factor h.-i% entered into tidlal watercourses or creeks (Fig. I ). These nmarsh creeks
flat sedimen~tatimi is difficult tu, determine; more re- meander and are sometimes bordered by low natural
liable findui n may Ire obtaitted by studying the strati- levees In some areas, the streams show a striking
graphlic thickIresse4 cf -"lt imarsh peat, flow pattern which consists of a network of small

Organic I'roc.-sies- Organic s"I,-mentarv jprrccssrs creeks that flow landward and a few major creeks
*,:.ich iýrfuerice tidal 'iat; sedintenitation include '-ecre- which flow directly seaward ( Van Straaten, 1951.
tiox iýf shrll~, Jisr-unti-n of structures by lnirrowitIR 195-lh~
anri iletritrseedin~g Orgapirtisma entrapment of st~i- Salt marsh zsediments are influenced mostly by their

a ~a~tby ar Azsen arA bacttrial redurtion of irot. marsh grasses, as evidenced by wasy lenticular loimi
~Tht~.~~eretd y uaina in -tebrates are trncor- riae of line rand and clay. The grass of the salt

poi&w-th And are ceated -in the ti"a flat sedi- marshe" and hi~gher tidal flats traps sediment by oh-
ments, Shr16. and !hel iragrients Accumulate in the structing and baffling the flow of water. Grass tuft5

einetwherr' he animral lited. or are shifted 1sy form an Irregular depo~sitioinal %urf.'ce. %o the stili-
*s-avs vAd e-~rrenLA to forni ;he1 concenitrate not re- onwrt iaininAC overlying these tufts are wavy and un
LaTest to the living positinn ot the organism.n 31Igiliss even in thicknessi F'urthermaore. sedintenit depos itioui
and veveral gnq'ropods are the nmot commoin forms in depirmssons between elevated plan, stemis causes a
lisinpr on the tidal flats :Jost other invertebrates are snuill-scale lenticular stratification in cioss sectioni.
bsvrr-wing clams. *nrni.. and gastropowds. Shell% of Such lanminae are atsent in the nieantifr iing creek sedi
birrowing clamsk line the -hel ravenwiet of the chan- tvent% where current ripples. occur.
ne't fhoer. Ihigh Tidal Flalf-Seav~ard fromn the salt marshe%
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is a more variable zone called the high tidal fiats. or may not be disturbed, although burrow-fillings
Although the higher tidal flats are underlain by sand, which have been def-rmed by compaction have L.,t,
they are normally devoid of incised watercources. observed.
Where salt marsh creeks debouch into higher tidal Marine invertebrates are abundant on and immedi-
flats, the meandering habit changes to a series of ately below the surface, but shells are rare in the
small braided, shallow, ephemeral channels (Fig. 1). underlying sediment. Whcre shells occur, they are
Narrow and muddy higher tidal flats are drained by concentrated into distinct layers. This distribution
incised watcrcu.";.•. *,,ch do not ch,.ngzr ;n 0-mr fnsters the curious paradox of the concentration of
habit at the boundary of the salt marsh and the high shells in tidal flat sediments uAt neccssarily •e'-.
tidal flat. The chief organic content of these flats is that the organisms lived in profusion at that place,
a marine invertebrate fauna consisting of crustaceans, and the absence of shells not proving that organisms
worms, gastropods, and pelecypods. did not live at that place or were not abundant. This

High tidal flat sediments vary with areal morphol- paradox is explained by the upward migration of bur-
ogy. If the high flats are wide, they consist of sand rowing organisms through the sediments, and by a
reworked by waves, currents, and burrowing organ- rapid reworking of the sediment by shifting meander-
isms (notably Arenicola marina). The surface of the ing creeks (Van Straaten, 1950b).
sandy higher flats is abundantly rippled and the sedi- Tidal Chaniel--The tidal creeks carry the bulk of
ment shows ripple lamination or structures formed by the water in and out of the Wadden Zee. Channel
burrowing organisms. The Hydrobia bed is almost floors are always submerged even at low tide, and the
ubiquitous at depths of 20 to 30 cm below the surface. channel courses are greatly curved, rather than, corn-
The surficial layers of sediments contain animals pre- pletely meandered. The highest current velocities in
served in life position, but, where such forms occur, the channels develop imm-ndiately before and immedi-
lamination has been destroyed. Narrow or muddy ately after high water (Van Straaten, 1949, 1954b).
high tidal flats differ from wide ones in that there are Sediment from channel floors consists of shells
no sand-dwelling burrowers and, where there are in- which are oriented convex upward, imbricated upcur-
cised watercourses, they may contain deposits of rip- rent, and with long axes aligned parallel to current
pled sands. direction. Coarse sand and clay pebbles may also be

Lozt'er Tidal Flats-The lower tidal flats consist of present in the channel floors. Channel floor sediment
grassless tracts of mud into which meandering creeks is usually overlain by point-bar sediments which con-
have been incised. These streams resemble marsh sist of interlayered and finely laminated clay and sand.
creeks, but unlike marsh creeks they shift position in which the cay may consist wholly of fecal pellets.
rapidly in both the lateral and downcutting directions. Abandoned creeks may be filled with mud that has
A lateral displacement of 10 m in 118 days was meas- been washed in by waves and tidal currents.
ured in one creek. A maxinmim value of 14.6 cm per Ripple-marked sand with different patterns of rip-
day occurred during one 12-day iiterval (Van Straa- pies predominates in tidal channels. Cores from the
ten, 1951). Clusters of Mytilu eddlis cover wide channels show ripple-laminated saad and occasional
areas of the lower tidal flat environment and form sand and clay alternations. Shell beds are present also
large banks. Burrowing organisms are also present. in tidal channel deposits and form the creek floor.

Most of the sediment is mud and muddy sand. In Burrowing strcetures are rare except in the upper
addition to meandering creeks reworking this sand. layers of mud-fillcd abandoned channels.
wave action and tidal currents rework the sediment, The channel sediments tend to show a definite ver-
which forms megaripples. The surficial layers of sed, - tical succession of textures and primary structures-
mn-nt are densely inhabited by burrowing pelecypods From the base apward, they are (1) shell lag comeen-
and capped by nmussel banks. Sediments near a mussel trate, (2) cross-stratified, point-. vi sands. (3) ripple-
bank are influenced by both organic and inorganic laminated sand, silt. and clay frt m tidal flats. These
processes. The profile of a mussel bank is often asym- are well exposed in construction sites (Van Strzaten.
metrical, being steep on the lee side and gentle on the 1957; Sixth Internatisonal Sedimentological Conirers.
windward side, Waves tend to erode the expteted side 1963).
and wash out sediment from between individual shells.
and smedimient is trapped between shells on the pro-
tected side. Consequently, certain mussel banks shift Noteworthy examples of Wadden-type tidal &Iats
laterally, analagous to a megaripple. Lattral displace- are those described by Evan (•1958) from the Wash
ment of 6 m in 46 da.-s was nmasured on one mussel of eistern England and the tidal flats of northwtn
bank (Van Stramten. 1951"). Though both shells and Gernany (flan•chel. 1939). The Wash tldal flats
fecal pellets are contributed to the sediments from the c-n be stsbdmvded into environmts almist identical
mussel banks, mussel shells are not common in the to those of the W iden Zee. but Evans made mome
sediment underlying the banks because wave erosin detailed biologwal subdivisions.
is concentrated on the uxpooed parts of the bank. Fe- • F
cal pellets are abundant in the saiface laye•s of the
sediment Lqnerlying the mussel banks, but 'hese are The Bay of Fundy intertidal mie (Fig, 2) inchldes 7
lost ;kt depth. L.miinatim under the mussel banks may more diverse sedimentary envirau than the , "

J
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"IlL to the wave-cut bench sediments. The only stratifica-
S,, ,,w~ *, tion observed in these sediments is color changes

from brown to gray and black, 5 cm below the top of
MI#4AS the flats.

- Tidal Flats its thec Lee of Bedrock Islands-The
Five Islands, in Colchester County, Nova Scotia, con-
"sist of Triassic bedrock. In the lee of these islands

*• j stands a protected intertidal area in which sediments
somewhat analagous to those from the Wadden Zee

I,% " IS are accumulating. High and low tidal flats are recog-
nized, although they have different redimentary fea-

S.0 .11 .,4 as. tures. The high tidal flats consist of narrow fringes
of gravel, sand, and silt. These areas are drained by

Fig. 2. Index map of the Bay of Fundy showing the braided streams at low tide. The low tidal flats are
limit of low tide (dotted line flanking shoreline), wider and consist of silt, clay, and accessory sand

and gravel. These low tidal flats are drained by
Wadden Zee because of the variations in bedrock, meandering creeks whose channel floors consist of a
topographic relief in coastal areas, tidal amplitude, lag concentrate of coarse sand, gravel, and clam shells
and the extent of wave action. Klein (1963a) has which lie with the convex side up. The channel floor
distinguished the following four major sedimentary lag deposit is buried by finer-grained sediments of an
environments: (1) wave-cut benches, (2) estuarine accreting point bar. Cores show the coarse lag con-
clay flats, (3) tidal flats in the lee of barrier islands, centrate underlying fine sediment at the channel depth
and (4) tidal marshes. (Klein, 1963a).

Wavc-cut Benches-Thin (0 to 2 feet) sediment The presence of coarse sediment is the only distinc-
veneers on wave-cut benches occur in 75 percent of tive common feature of the Five Islands tidal flats and
the tidal areas in the Bay 3f Fundy. The physical the Wadden Zee. The coarser sediment is brought in
features of these veneers are determined by waves, by streams which erode and drain the bedrock in the
tidal action, and the physical properties of underlying surrounding highlands, and finally becomes lag con-
bedrock. The composition, texture, and color of these centrate on the channel floor.
sediments is controlled directly by underlying bedrock. Salt Marshes-The tidal salt marshes of the Bay
Triassic red-bed wave-cut benches generate a veneer of Fundy have been described adequately by John-
sediment which possesses the same color, texture, and son (1925) and Goldthwait (1924), so only the brief-
composition. Mississippian bedrock (black siltstone, est summary is needed here. The marshes, drained by
black claystone, brown sandstone) generates black, meandering creeks, are closely associated with estu-
brown, and gray veneer sediment. A similar relation- arine clay flats and consist of a surficial plant veneer
ship between bedrock properties'and sediment veneer on these clayey sediments.
properties occurs along most of the Bay of Fundy Other JraptipIes of Fundy-type Tidal Flats
coast.

Wave action winnows the fine sediment and con- Other examples of Fundy-type tidal flats are rare.
centrates coarser sediment. Clay is removed from the Bradley (1957) has described the tidal flats along the
uppermost cm of the sediment veneer. Braided coast of Maine and indicated many similarities to the
streams crossing the sediment veneers also erode fine- tidal flats of the Bay of Fundy. Trefethen and Dow
grained sediment while the tide recedes. Clay deposi- (1960) have shown that the ripple marks along the
tion occurs at the high water line by a process similar Maine tidal flats are similar to the variety of ripple
to that described by Van Straaten and Kuenen (1958). marks one can observe on the Bay of Fundy.
Marine inveffebrates are almost completely absent on
wave-cut benches. ANCIENT TIDAL FLAT DEPOSITS

The combination of braided drainage and wave SILIcAcLASTIc COUNTERPARTS
action produces the following combinations of pri-
mary structures: lenticular cross-stratification, flutes. Ancient counterparts of both the Wadden-type and
grooves, current lineation, scoured and flat-topped Fundy-type tidal flats are not common. There have
current and oscillation ripple marks, scoured and flat- been only a few examples of ancient tidal flat deposits
topped rhombic interference ripple marks, megarip- recorded in geological literature, and they all resemble
pies, and imbricated boulders and cobbles. the Wadden-type tidal flats.

Estiarine Clay Flats-Estuarine clay flats are the A classic example of such an ancient counterpart
large areas of clay anti accessory silt accumulation in is the Psammites du Condroz of the Upper Devonian
the protected mouths of rivers where vigorous wave (Fammenian) age of Belgium. The Psammites du
action (toes not take place. Meandering creeks cross Condroz rnnsist of interbedded fine sandstones and
the clay flats, but shell pavements do not develop be- shales. Within these beds, one can observe thin lami-
cause there are no shells. The estuarine clay flats nae, current and oscillation ripple marks, cross-strati-
contain a large imolluscan and worm fauna, compared fication, and megaripples. Macar (1963) and Van
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Straaten (1954a) described washout phenomena and
the preservation of circular erosion remnants. Dur-
ing Field Trip F (in the P'sammnites du Condroz) of
the Sixth International Sedimentologicall Congress
(!963), the writer observed that oscillation ripple *
marks were refracted around the muddy areas, con-
firming that they are erosional remnants, and also
were exposed during later deposition of sandier bed&.

Potter and Glass ( 1958), in their study of the z ~ ~ * RMAP.

Penn~sylvanian System of Williamson County, Illinois, / iNGIANO

also recognized tidal flat phast-6~ .:. '. -' ' alwcc ALitrum of marginal marine sedimentary rocks. Their IA1
analysis is based on direct comparison of primary 10 )31

structures in the Dutch WVadden Zee and the Psani- Fig. 3. Mar' if sonth-centuid Fngland showing outcrop
mite duCondoz.distribution of Great Qolite Series (Middle Jurassic).

Allen and Tarlo (1963) report an ancient counter- (Reprodjuced by p~ermission of the -Society of Ecownomc
part of Wadden-type tidal flats irom the Lower Devo- paleontologists and Mineralogists.)
nian of the Welsh Borderland of England. Their inter-
pretation of such an origin for these rocks came fromt The Middle Jurassic Great Qolite Series has been
comparing vertical sequences of lithologies, textures, the object of extensive paleontological and strati-
and primary structures. By assuming a regression of graphic study (Arkell, 1933: Ark,-: and Donovan.
higher tidal flats over lower tidal flats and tdal chan- 92.Itocrinalerourpbltwchass
nets. they reconstructed a vrrtical column which 192.I cusi ier uco etwihpse

through north and central Oxfordshire, north and
would consist of basal channel deposits grading up- central Gloucestershire. northwestern Wiltshire, and
ward into well-sorted sands and capped by muddy notenS erthieFi.3. heGatoit
sands with silt lenticles and burrows (Evans. 1958). ranges in thickness from 140 to 200 feet. .
The upper flat sediments were predominantly ripple Rapid lateral faciess changes characterize the Great
marked, whereas the lower flat sediments were cross- Oolite. Broadly, these facies can be resolved into five
stratificd sands in the channel fills an'd ripple-marked lithological type s. They are (1) coarse- to medium-
and flat-bedded sands in the interchannell flats. Simi- grie .thc-tp edu-eechnldoit.

larverica seuenes avebee ilustate byVan and shelly limestones ("channel limestones"); (2)
Straaten ( 1957) and more recently by the Sixth In- fieKand -nbdeoniifsiieoslne

terntioal edientlogcal ongess(193).The stone ("flat-beddled limestone"): (3) fine-graioed.
use of such profiles makes a direct compairison pos- c (n-bedded, thin-bedded recrystallized limestone; (4)
s~ible. assuming, of course, that there is lateral and black and olive claystone and -iltstone: and (5)

regrssie sdimntaion quartzose sandstone. Stratigraphically, the "channel
No) counterparts of Fundy-type tidal flats are known. limestones" include the Wychwood Beds, Kemble

!1 owever, it is possible that some transgressive marine BdAtnTril es ahOlt n oe
sequences. unconionimbly overlying alder beds, may RaHes(itOlieTrto tw hipg
have been formed on some wave-(-it benich tidal flati.~. Nro ietnadFrigo oieMme

u %*R1ONATIE (4)L'TEN PANTS of the Stomefiaeld Slate.

Most tidal flats and ancient counterparts have been The "channel limnestones" are characterited by chan-
drscribed front environments where the source of nel sets which average about 3 feet in thicknessi. al-

cla.,tic sediment was outside the depositienaW hasin.l
Grahiami Evans, in a personal communication, re- .. U f~ U SE

piorted to this writer in 1963 that recent work along
the Trucial Coast of the P'ersian Gulf hai, shown that
broad tidal flats are commotn in areas of carbonatej
sedimentation. Textural changes in thesw carbonate iaac- ~ ' -

flats are r !!.,ar to those in areas of silicaclastic dew "N - *pohit%. th almrhrote alqoear4 tot be replaced . %I

instead h% brvad Se'blhat and supratidal aresm in *~-

wkhich peneconternmrlineoug dolomiste is presenil,
being formted! I !)effce ' %e r .al_ 9&: 111mng ef at..,
1%5; Shinn cir at. l'i5 i.The writer f Klein. Pyi's31,a
deiicribing uiome channele lintestones in the Middle Fi.4Vria prfl of chww limstbw. GermtA
Jurassic (;reat Oilite :ýLries of souther FEnglancl. f)lout Series Midl Juusw bhwe set ed
indlicate that the% "Iepesn intertidal soem .. d~~tis1r ~ t.~is eit t
channel deposmits. A more detaile explanation of the prmtl~rv4 hv wrinntssonia the Smsruty of Ecunams Pale-
channeled lriresone follos o*A~n U O Ws mini Muun'hswts)

,jllr -,JE

-Alf ~
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thogh they range from I foot to 12 feet. The depth are marine fossils. ' i estuarine origin cannoz be con-
of channeling ranges from 3 inches to 12 feet. sidered because of the great variety of fossils in the

Within each channel set, as Figure 4 shows, is a channel sets and the limited number of marine faunal
definite vertical sequence of lithologies, primary struc- species in estuaries (Emery and Stevenson, 1957).
turs, and textures. At the base of each channel set Befuse marine channels are known only from tidal
is a concentration of imbricated, disarticulated shells channel deposits. the conclusion is inescapable that
of brachiopods, clams, oysters, oriented echinoid these limestones are tidal channel sediments.
spincs, algal chips, and clay chips. These shelly lime- What, then, is the significance of the vertical se-
stones are found at the base, and w-re observed to quence of primary structures in the limestones? Re-
overlie the undulating surface which defined the Lase cent hydraulic studies in alluvial channels by Simons
of each channt, .'.t. This shelly limestone zone is and Richardson (1961) have shown that the channel
overlain by thick (I to I1 feet), shelly, oolitic lime- bed form is controlled by the Froude number a.*l
stones. The !imestones are planar and lenticularly velocity of the stream. In a channel regime which
cross-stratified into ?-foot and 3-foot sets. The sur- is laterally sedimented, flow intensities tend to be
faces of some of these cross-strata show current line. highly variable and vertically zoned. Ripples tend to
ation if the limestone contains 15 to 25 percent detrital form in a lower-irtens ty lower-flow regime. whereas
quartz. dunes (or megaripplei) tend to form in a high-

The individual cross-strata are thin-graded beds intensity lower-flow regirnri Standing waves occur
(I to 13 inches thick), and consist of a basal shelly when the Froude number exceeds 0.8. and character-
zone overlain by oolitic limestone. The ooids are as ize upper-flow regime.
large as I Y mm at the base of the stratum and be- Allen (1963) has applied this distribution of verti-
come progressively finer in particle size (Y4 mm) at cal velocity and flow regime to infer 'hat flow revnes
the top of the stratum. The oolitic zone is overlain and bed forms in olkdr sandstones are ancient. In
by another graded layer. Figure 4. a similar interpretation of envircnment. bed

Outcrop study has shown that the particle size of form, and flow regime is presented for the channeled
the layer of shells becomes coarse and thickens to- limestones. The cross-bedded zone represents a high-
wards the base of the cross-stratified set. Tn the up- intensity lower-flow regime formcd by point-bar de-
dip direction of a cross-stratum face. the slielly base posits similar to those which --- '' over the basal
of the graded layer tapers to a knife edge and dis- channel lag concentrates in the tidal channels of the

of appears. Furthermore. the graded oolitic layers are Wa&ien Zee (Van Straaten. 1952. The ripples rep-
found to channel into the underlying shell chips. The -, sent the low-intensity lower-flow regime which one
shell-chip layer, however, does not always channel into finds in the upper parts of a point bar in a tidal chan-
the oolite layer: it is smetimnes mixed with fine- nel or in the flats of the low tidal flat environment.
grained oo!ite. Thus. what on first observation ap- Obviously. when so much rippled and cross-stratified

* pears to be a reduction in particle size front coarse material is present. the entire depitional regime has
shelly material to fine-grained oolite is in fact an to be at a lower-.iow level. Lower-flw reg•mes imply
alternatii.g couplet of graded oolite and shell chips. low velocities. according to Simons and Richaidson
This alternation of oolhtes and shell chips is deposited ( 1961I. l rrom this. it irems that the rate of discharge
by a combinatior, of current flow and foreset ava- (a velocity function) is also relatively low. The tidal
larching (Klein. 1%541. channel environment is characie-rizeml by a relatively

The thici-brlded. cross-stratified zone is o~elain low discharge at lis tidle. And. for that reason, these
by finer-grained oolitic lime'tmw which is either channels tend! to h. narrow and shallow. Corese-
wasy-bedded or ripple.marke4. Fxcavatio-n of these quently. the extent of downcutting. shich is con-

in quarries shos that the was'-%be4•rd lime- trolled by d-schatgr. :s also small. i.tct discharge
sPone represents nothing more than limestmne sa ith iormusa of Lmnmold and Maddock. 1953,1 Therefore.
surfacm coverd by Interference ripples. Th;s lime- these tidal -nodi do not rut extensively into the
stor,- grades uiviard into 6ieg-.rarnrw lifmewst," or uferflsnl s•edint and are prolubly exsoessing most
olive cla',itome. Ulsually. the entire s"ttence is rhan- of their ero•sie en-C in lateral cutting. It )I Prb-
neill by a s lond. dwn cn.uttin wt of channeled time. aNbli onl•l at the loss mistrr l'-rl that tldal channels
Ston r¢rrpri.ot i~uh it-me of swAcimnentatia. This int-!%r

In an earlier paper. the urnter (Ktein. lqesh con tat.,ti is conin-rad li the tact t•ut the thicket than-

cldtu"l that the channerl d lnimest,'vm-r ws-me tidal in ot- r.es in the !-nral i olit cut into the nr-r rarned

gin. this cric'ittv mas tased on a canprixns limst:r*Ne u.-ch contsn thick -hwll lcens rrss- inle
of te"turls Ala if -i-.lcA-lpuard changts in pr-na"r "Il k.uniGs at the ssih.t;,.lU and hos-i-,t t; RAt a• r-

structures u :thn suiilar channered s•,,,-s, in ,-s gi" , Klin. lV.t i
tic rocks ckp•,j-te'd in tdusalt estunuarise. and tidal em-
w3itainnirtts A cIwimparni•sn of l conrcntrates cimn- ElCll'X.r IST'kRINE Sl-.!F.iVItFI TS

nat-Il flusial udtwsimts froint cssmunilrstiion. twc,4 IV. '-wstrjiu t- the *,dst fiat eir-srmmns-ns the cU-s-
dou% isl bwrht contain ctss (hips man plant stem heg ermi. anine enitrontut-'- hat not receigrAs deitai" jeiji
centratirs The atcumrnjiri of marine ongin at logical nntohugmc.l Analt uih ,fany di-ike .4 ,,tuaries

breau*, the dwlh lining the hae of ti;e chAne irts -ra~c and.l w.mturrrAl by. ýnr' '-. , Stevenson 1957,

- .,.-
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and Twenhofel (193.)). Although sonme preliminary also examined the estuarine setimnents of the Corn-
studies have been niaaoc. details unr coftiparing modern wallis. Ga.,,iere;au. ansi Akuo Ris,ca u.' Nut.& ~;
and ancient sequences are lacking. These rivers are charactcrized by banks consisting At-

Part of the problem centers around the geological most entirely of silt and clay. In this respect, they are
definition of an estuary. An estuary represenits that similar to thve estuaries in France and Miadagascar
zone where salt water and fresh watý7r become mixed. describled by ;wk~her ( 1963). Mhiring low water
and utsually the mixrug takes place at a river mouth, stalees. these three rivers transport silt and clay from
although some authors. 'Liiery and Stevenison 1957) surrounding highlands into the Bay of Ftundy. It ii
extend their definitions to include arms of the sea only as the tide turns and floods tbat the silt and clay
where such mixing occurs. The physical circulation arc partly retranspvor-ted ur~streani. At high water. silt
systemi of an estuary generally formis a salt wedge cir- And clay settle out, primarily because the velocity of A
culation pattern (Pritchard, 193i2 1. This salt wedge the ;nconsing salt wedge is reduced to almost nothing.
pattern occurs not only in river mouths, but also in The upstream momentum of the flow and the time lag
lagoons, deltas, tidal channels, and %alt miarsh chan- in particle settling through a column of water 15 feet
usels. For that reason Emery and Stevenson ( 1957? deep delays mud deplosition. A\s the tide ebbs, mud is
pointed out that thewe environments M:ay not neces- diepsited templorarily, but with increasing ebb veloci-
sarilv be mutually exclusive. Thus, geologically, the ties any mud "mi~aining in suspension is transported
estsuarine environment repre'senits the superimposition hack into the Bay of Fundy. This process is similar
of a specific circulation plan on several geologically to %hat Van Straaten and Kuenen i1958) found in
distinct environments. The problem oi discrimination tida flats, and (utlcher 0196-3) in Brittany and
of estuarine environments becomes merged with the Mladatgascar estuaries.
problem of determining the other envirotimentls on The channel floors of the estuaries are covered by
which an estuarine circulation pattern is supeirini- sand. This sand is similar in mineral comiposition.

posed.texture, and color to the sands found on tidal flats
The diicrimit.xon of estuarine ei'vironnients in in the Minas Basin. This physical similarity suggests

deltas has been achieved by Fisk (1961). Fi.k re at. that tidal currents erode these tidal flats and transport
1 9 Aiu. (;uilcher 1 1%3). Shepard ( 1960 i. and Scru- the sand to estuary mouths where the incoming flood

ton 11960 i; the sedlimentological features of lagoonis currents carry it back upstream. In the lower Avon
are also understood (Rusnak. 1960; l'hleger and Estuary, the orientation of steep, faces of current rip-
Ewing. 1Q6-2). Therefore, this paper emphasizes the ples and megaripples is upstreanm, and they can he
sedimentolory- of eattarine river riouths, seen migrating in that direction during rising tide.

There are few sedamentological studi-s of river es- This orientation and migration confirms Kindle's
tuarie-s. Sollas lt IRJ) presented the ti-st study of i1917) earlier conclusion that the sand on the floor
modern sedimen ts after his invicstigation of the -Severn of the Avon Estuary was derived from tidal flats4,
River Estuary of western England. lie showed that flanking estuari:e mouths.
the niuls came monstly from an oceanic source and It is noteworthy that the coarsest debris (sand) is
were brought upstream by currents at flood tide. A confined to the channel bottomis. Lateral migration of
secaw ard source was c-mifirnied by the presence oi the est'~ares should gernerate a vertical sequence of
marine organisins in the mudsi. lie also showed that "cinwnrts ctnisisnung of charv'-l flooir sdswhich are
scoufring oi the bottom of the Severni River %as rippledl. cro~s-stratitir-4 and overlain by silt and clay.
fnC!;j 1Ihc, the scoured mattenal was rrioses upstreani Excavation% At the tkick site in Walton. Ilapt!& Corinty,
and doiwnstreamr by tidal currents. At low tide. how- Nola %,ctta. show that sisch a profile wais developed
cvcr, the scouring at the bottorn of the charnel isms and 1prescrsed in the pit-Tradlng hsanks of thewe estu-
gTrater. Asies

In his studs of cor"- frons the %e-vrrn. Sollas. de- Rill-,& %Nil Mit.s, l.-Stv.s
scrthewl a veirvic.Al sequenice of sedipwents: the graverls
of !1N- clumrwd fioor wcrc unerlamn b N mixt-' sand and The n,~t dct-Ailedl miulern studs ot A llusial e-stuars
maiol This oewpuence is overlain b-. two perat horizons is the t6-scripition 'YyrI k-nikens And Ter's miuttI I'di

,ne~rlrdwith casjk The lvsdraulic stignutis-aisce of -'i thr tiinsore sedmnu-nts -4 the IlArungiiirle. otufi of1
this prosule w-ill be discissed! Weow in a re-s is'w of the the csisrun~rre arns ,4 tlss Rhiirc and Merust Rise-s in
Rhine and Mstus~e I'tu., the 7's4i)VI'llntis , Trusunut. lW%3 111% 1 larinp letr

it the i;-.Ln~ructi,,n site so ai maior WASrAaIs 1%h~h will
Itud 5 Esay st~ si'. S~r~i~w searate what were cqwr inshore areas frurm t.41

1 itiartes, arv cirmtruilis in the irnouhs of the rivth Pbwls ilsirini escaiiAt~oil of the -. r. %,cs-rrat1 vertical
uhuch drain into the Ilis of Fundv, particutarly the cuts, w~re ivrwswl utiio tOe ýwuuroIm 'e'dunws isf- this
moutsirhs gof the Aminapislit. (ouwnw ali,, Av-on. Caimnm. irstux Y
Il'tisicoiAc. f~*;wireu. And St John Rives-er, The The se-li-osrt'i .'u the Ila~rmicss't Are prwskmuusnt!.%
.\%on, I-tuarx has been ttudiedl by Kindtle, t 19;7). s.nd, 's;th tutsmr.nxtr quawritites of clay pelduie AMd
wh. irnipsastunrl the smptfreail traftsjusirt AnM i-rrav% CUai latnuna- lhe- sedimsel nts are crss iratiih'd,
tpt nio 0? Ard itrvnr the It4% of Fuusdr npvt&.* and cra.1Mi tunm IrAr- swre at the haw at

In cnnismictuin with tindies of twida flatt the assthor a etuarine nacccAwjn to silt %and clay at the tg,..

N.
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Sand found in the intervening zone shows a vertical cross-stratified sands must represent preserved rem-
decrease in particle size from coarse sand at the base nants of a dune bed form, suggesting a lower-flow
to fine said at the top. regime with higher velocity. The flat-bedded and rip-

These sediments and primary structures are ar- pled zone must represent a 'ower-flow regime with
ranged in a definite vertical sequence. Fr-,vm the base lower velocity. Such a sequence (Fig. 4) character-
upward, the succession consists of a coarse, clay-peb- izes all rivers, estuaries, and tidal channels. The
ble mixture within which are shells of marine bryozoa, high-velocit' lower-flow regime represents the fore-
foraminifera, mussels, echinoid spines, and peat lumps slope of a migrating point bar which buries the chan-
(Terwindt, 1963). These are overlain by cross-strati- nel lag concentrate, and the low-velocity lower-flow
fled sands. The orientation of the cross-stratification regime characterizes estuarine conditions during slack
is upstream, suggesting that maximum erosion and periods. This hydraulic framework is also applicable
sand deposition take place during flood tide (Oom- to the vertical profile of the Severn and the estuaries
kens aHd Terwitidt, '960). This deduction is con- of the flay of Fundy (Sollas, 1883).
firmed by current velocity data, which show hat at If these %ertical sequences of primary structures
flood tide, velocities of 70 to 80 cm/sec are observed, and texture characterize migrating estuarine, fluvial.
whereas at ebb tide, velocities do not exceed 44 cm/sec and tidal channel sedimentation, how can one recog-
(Oomkens and Terwindt, 1960) nize them? The writLr (Klein, 1963b) suggested that

The cross-stratified coarse sands are overlain by in clastic sequences, the only way to distinguish be-
thin-bedded, even-bedded, rippled, finer-grained sands. tween them is by a comparison of channel lag con-
In the upper part of these rippled sads, one finds centrates. Tidal channe! deposits are floored almost
interbedded clay laminae, which Ooo'ikens and Ter- exclusively by shell lag concentrates. Estuarine chan-
windt (1960) attributed to deposition at slack water nels appear to be flo,,red by a mixture of both, or by
during rising and falling tides; the clay was deposited clay chips (Oomkens and Terwindt, 1960). Fiuvial
in the same way as in the Wadden Zet tidal flats channels are floored by gravel, clay pebbles, and logs.
(Van Straaten and Kuenen, 1958). A comparison of uch vertical sequences should make

The significance of this vertical sequence of tex- it possible to identify the estuarine sed:,nents of the
tures and structures was related to "rapid" lateral geoh gical pant.
migration of the Haringvliet by Oomkens and Ter-
windt (1960). This lateral migration characterizes ,\.. IFNT ESTUARINE SEDIMENTARY
not only estuarine are: such as the Haringvliet, but ROCKS
also tidal channels and meandering rivers (Klein, Recognition of ancient estuarine sediments has been
1963b). Each of these generates a similar vertical limited to a few stratigraphic sequences. Most of
profile of primary structures and textures (Allen, these, such as the Middle Jurassic of Great Britain
1963). Simons and Richardson (1961) showed that (Arkell, 1933), were recognized as estuarine because
primary structures such as flat bedding, ripples, and of their limited fauna and their dark clay content.
-coss-stratification reflect the nature of the bed form Although proven estuarine deposits of the past are
of the depositional surface. This, in turn, is controlled few in number, several stratigraphic sequences con-
by the Froude number, a ratio of fluid velocity to tain estuarine elements. Recent studies by Williams
depth, and the constant of gravitational acceleration. (1960) and Degens et a]. t1957, 1958) suggested that
At low velocities, the bed form tends to be flat and estuarine beds occur in the Lower Pennsylvanian Coal
correspondingly, one would expect thin laminae to Measures (Pottsville and Allegheny Groups) of the
result. As velocities increase, the bed form tends to Allegheny Plateau. By analyzing the types of fossils
become rippled and the internal limination becomes occurring in shales overlying coal seams, Williams
ripple stratification. As veloc'ties increase, the bed (1960) recognized that their geographic faunal dis-
form becomes large-scale ripples or megaripples tribution was environmentally controlled. Along the
(called dunes by Simons and Richardson, 1961) and Allegheny Front, restricted marine and nearshore fos-
cross-stratification is developed internally. As the sils (phosphatic brachiopods and pectinids) occur in
velocities increase and the Froude number exceeds shales overlying the Lower Clarion, Upper Clarion,
0.8, the entire bed form is changed to flat beds and Lower Kittanning. and Middle Kittanning Coals.
standing waves. With increased velocities, antidunes Some of the beds represent cstuarine conditions, al-
are formed. Two flow regimes characterize this se- though more detailed paleoccological discrimination
rics, a lower-flow regime where the Froude number was not possible.

is less than 0.8, in which ripples and dunes are the \Voking with a related suite of samples from the
predominant bed form, and an upper-flow regime, same Coal Measures, Degens ct al. (1957, 1958) tried
%%where the Froude number exceeds 0.8 .ind standing to determine marine, marginal marine, and non-marine
waves and antidunes develop. shales by analyzing the distributions of trace elements

Oomkens and Terwindt's (1960) vertical sequence within clay minerals. They defined these three broad
can now be interpreted hydraulic.ally. The channel environments paleontologically and then showed that
lag concentrate of clay pebbles, marine shells, and marine clays were high in boron, whereas freshwater
peat chl,;s represents an upper-flow regime which clay minerals were high in gallium and tin (Degens
eroded one of the banks of the Harmgvliet. The et al., 1957). Their transitional "zone of no decision".
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Fig. 5. Repeated vertical sequences of channel lag con-
centrates, cross-stratified sand~tones, and ripple-stratified
sandstones. Berea Sandstone, North Wall, Buckeye Fig. 7. Vertical profiles of chanr, I flor lag conc-en-
Quarry, South Amherst, Lorain County, Ohio. Fa.ch bed trate, thick-bedded, cross-stratified sandstone, and thinly-
represents such a vertical sequen(e. laminated, ripple-stratified sandstone, Berea Sandstone,

Nichol Quarry, Kipton. Lorain County, Ohio.

passing through the rhubidium pole of their gallium-
boron-rhubidium diagram, might indicate the presenc, part of this sequence the channel sands indicate del-
of estuarine and brackish sedimentary rocks. taic distributaries in northern Ohio.

A second sedimentary rock sequence that may con- A close examination of vertical faces in quarries
tain estuarine sediments is the Mississippian Lerea and road cuts (Pepper el al., 1954) shows a great
Sandstone of northern and central Ohio. In a detailed similarity between them and the vertical sequences of
study, Pepper et al. (1954) showed that the Berea 'he Ilaringvliet described by Oomkers and Terwindt
Sandstone was deposited in a channel regime. In (1960). In fact, Pepper ct al. (1954) pointed out

repeatedly that the Berea Sandstone is characterized
by a vertical sequence of basal clay pebble conglomner-
ates. overlain by cross-stratified sand and capped with
a flat-bedded zone of rippled sandstone (Figs. 5, 6.
7). An examination of the paleogeugraphic nups of
Pepper et al. (19.4) also shows that the Berea Sand-
stone of central and northern Ohio was part of a
deltaic distributary system close to the mouth of an
inferred delta. Thus, the Berea Sandstone of that
area probably represents estuarine distributaries sub-
jected to salt wedge influxes.

Another example of an estuarine sedimentary rock
is the ltoldgate Sandstone of Lower Devonian age,
found in the Welsh Borderland of England (Allen
and Tarlo, 1963.. Tidal influx into a river system
was postulated from siltstone intercalationA, animal
burrows, and calcareous concretions.

The Middle Jurassic (;reat Estuarine Series of
western Scotland was considered estuarine by many
workers (Arkell, 1933M. Equivalents occur in cen-

""I• tral England and comprise the Upper Fstuarint: Se- -

Fig. 6. Close-up of laye: in Berea Sandstone showing ries of Lincolnshire. Northamptonshire. and Rutland-
repeated cross-stratified sandstone sad ripple-stratified shire (Arkell, 1933,. Recent work by Hudson (1962.
sandstone. South Wall, Buckeye Quarry. South Amherst, 1963a. b) has shown that the fauna of the Great
Lorain County, Ohio. Estuarine Series had great affinities with the moder
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awiolusAan fauna of the lagoons along the Texas coasL order of precipitation of salt minerals (Ussiglio.
From these paleontological comparisons, Hudsim con- 1849a, b). Using these data, he concluded that the

dddthat these rocks are lagoonal, not fluvial- Michigan Basin was subjected to estuarine influxes
estuarine, in origin. However, Rumnak (1960) and of salt water from southern Ohio and south central
Emery and Stevenson (1957) have demtonstrated that Ontario during late Silurian time. No other salt se-
an estuatrine circulation system can characterize la- quences have been studied using this combined ap-
goons, and that, therefore, these environments ate not proach.
inutially exclusive. Furthermore, many lagoons and
bays may have a seasonal estuarine circulation sylitein CONCLUSIONS
(Van Andel and Postma, 1954). Thus, the Great Es-
heaine s&d Upper Estuarine Series of Great Brit2in Tidal1 flat sedimentation can occur along soft-sedi-
muay represent a lagoonal environment on which es- ment coasts and along bedrock coasts. Each of these
tuarine circulation could have been superimposed, areas generates its own sequence of sediments and

environments. These two types of tidal flat are desig-
ESTUARINE SEDIMENTOLOGY AND nated by the author as WVadden-typ.- and 1'undy-type.

EVAPORITE DEPOSITION respectively.
Ancient tidal flat deposits have been described front

Evaporite deposition is controlled by estuarine cir- the Upper Devonian of Belgium, the Lower Devo-
culation. In the previous discussion the data cited nial of England, and the l'ennisylvarlian of Illinois.
from Recent estuarine sediments were confined to Carbonate tidal flat sediments o'ccur in the Mliddle
areas subjected to humid climates. Under these con- Jurassic rocks of England.
ditions, upstream and downstream shifts of salt water Estuarin~e sedimentaloit is doi nhiated by ;ýcircula-
can be observed. tion plan involving the influx of a salt wedge i~nring

Chemical analysis of evaporite precipitation (Ussig- high tide and the retreat ,"such .1 salt wedge dviring
hio, 1849a. b; AVan't Hoff and Weigert, 1901) has low tide. This pattern is superimposced on tki'm, chan-
shown that to deposit gypsum. four-fifths of the origi- nel, tidal marsh, lagoon, river, atte dleltaic ci i':ron-
nal volume of tea water mus. be ev-tporated and that ments. River estuaries aire chtaracterized by s--di-
to deposit halite, nine-tenths of the original volume Of mentary vertical sequences consisting of a basal !ýg
sea water must be evaporated. Considering the large concentrate- of clay pelbhles, marine shells, and peat
volume of V-psum and salt deposits throughout the fragnments, overlain 1wv cross-stratified sands and
world, the assumption is that a considerable volume cappen by flat-bedded, rippled sands, and clay lami-
of ocean water has been evaporated. All these salt nae. They record thte ptredominance of upper-flow
deposits are interbedded and interfingered with shal- regime (luring hank erosion andl lower-flow regime
low marine sediments, so, obvioush.. g-ypsunt ard salt during sediment (deposition.
precipitation took place in coast~al environments in Ancient counterparts to estuaries are believed to

the gologcal ast.have exi~.ted, because of the studies of the Coal Meas-
Scruton (1953) argued that the only way. thick ures of P enns~lvania anid tltc Berea Sandston~e -of

sliallow-water evatxsr.'trs canl iorm is by impos~ing art Ohio. rite Middle Jurassic G;reat Estuarine Series of
estuarine circulation svstem onl an area flankedt by -Scotlan~d anid England repiTesent larixo-nal environ-
broad lagoons and tidal flat%. Such an area must ments on which an estuarine circutlation svstemi niav
occur in an arid climte be-cause tidal influxes of hiave beenr- imposed. DIpepoitmoi iof evapoi-.ites in the
oceanic salt water renew the supply of water fromt geo logical past took place inl mixed Aila~low marine
vihicl, salt can be precip~itated. Mtlorris and Dickey. environments ard required an ef-tuarine circulation
(1957) have described such an estuary from the sse Il nai lmt os~pycotniul h
ROCAn~a &~ VirrTila of northwesiern er.The tidLal -na rdciat ospl otinuousl theii
influx of salt water rt--ews the ýý;pply of po4tentially laredvl,ni xwtrio hc atwspeii
precipitable "Ilts. As this %%ater -urgrs upstream. pvart
of it is evapnrated, its density ncrctsirs, gypssum and. Awth.w% N 'otr: The data surmnariied in% this paper
iarther inland. halite ,-recipictite. A ctorre%~pIxmdiitg came fromt wyer.0t resesrch project, for which financial

Kincrease tin lpm oi po~tassiwat. sodiumt, and mavgnesium assistance is grztefully acknowledged:. The B~ay of Fundy
is obscised. The calcium conicentration increases up research was" pot by g9at-s' awa-rded by the Ge-

to he ental a:¶of hisestarsandthe dereaes logical Society of Aln~saca. Vtale University (Hewitttot~ cntalpa o tisesmr ad he dcra~-4 Fundl), anal the Nora Sco~ti cerhud'i. Field
tipltreant because gypsum has precipitated M.Xorri% work in the Great (oMite -e~er of Englandl was surPpo-t-st

- and lickev. 19;7 1- by two grants fromn the Amrerican Phikwsohical 'Soiety
Salt deois are extcwsivc in the Silurian rocks, of adavatlanSgaX.ANtts cec ota

NMichigan. Ohioý. and New York. the P'ermtian of W~est tmtae at~l.1I ibe h rtrt ttend the Sixth lnitrnalkonul Selinwntfologic-ai Ctingess)Texas and Russia. and the Mliddle Jurassic of Vhyo- in the Netherlanlds andr Relgiunt anid tbwsere tidal itais
ming. lr~ggs 1951145 i observed lateral variations in the andi rouraries in the Waadden 7-re. Illariisgslict. tuse Schelde
types cf salt that occur in the Silurian of the %lchi- of the Nrietherbaili. and the Ps4amnmitesi du (jamdros of
Can Basin and established a depositional model corm- (~~,if Fsor (3ie~ Val~eiiatocwmtis and 1lu el hto th foiergat'-
binirag Serutin's ( 1953) cerculation system and the ing tperrmitst ' - -produc-e Fird-"~ 3 And 4.
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Contrasts in Coastal Bay Sediments on the Gulf and Pacific Coasts

D. S. GORSLINE
Department of Geology, Univ~ersity of Southern California, Los Aqgeles, Col4ifornia

The terms "bay", "lagoon", and "estuary" have un- the morphology of the bays. Water chaac-teritics
fortunately been used in so many different ways that it and circulation have been examined in some detail in
is difficult to establish precise meanings. As an ex- Florida Bay (Gorsline, 1963a, b) and Apalachicola
ample, Mobile Bay is a classic estuary; -Florida Bay Bay (Gorsline, 1963a) in Florida, and in San Quintin
is a lagoon behindi a fringing reef; and Apalachicola Bay in Baja California (Grady, 1965). Numerous
Bay is composed of a true estuary, harrier island Ia- studies by other workers have influenced the writer's
goonb, and open coastal enubayments. The term11 estu- thoughts, including the pioneering work of Price
ary implies the effect of tides and is derived from the (1954) on the Gulf Coast; Shepard (1953, 1960) and
Latin word for tide (American Geological Institute, Shepard and Moore (1954) in the Texas bays, Phle-
1957). Thus, an estuary is an indentation in a coast ger and Ewing (19627) in Mexican coastal areas;
in which tidal circulations meet land runoff and gen- iFmcry (1960), Stevenson and Emery (1958), and
erally prevail over the land contributions. Morpho- Shepard (1963a, b) on the Southern California
logically, estuaries are gen~erally triangular in shape coasts; Byrne (1963) in Oregon; Creager (1963) in
with the apex inland and the long axis oriented nor- Washington and Alaska; and such foreign workers
inal to the trend of the shore and parallel to the re- as Reineck (19.6a, b) and Evans (1959). A number
gional slope of the land. They are typiically the broad of excellent recent studies on sea-level changes iticlude
mouths .o river valleys whichi have'been drowned by the discussions of Curray (1961), Macfarlan (1961),
the latest advance of the sea upon the land. The estu- Shepard (1963a, b). Kaye and Barghoorn (1964), .
arv is a relatively transient feature geologically and Bloom i1963'), and Russell (1963). More theoretical
will ultimately be filled by rna-sh, tidal flat, and deltaic considerations of interest include Tanner's discussions
deposits. The relative length of any one estuary's life of shoal formattion (1960, 1961) and general coastal
x% i* be determined primtarily by the rate at which sedi- classification (19600). Erosion-deposition studies by
nient is introduced into it,. either fromt terrestrial or Jordan (1903) and his map of areas of net cut and
mnarine sources. Where large volumes of sediment are fill in parts of Chesapeake Bay are examples of '.~
introduced by streams, estuaries will be short-lived or types of work that should be carried out in all areas.
may1% never develop; and the typial coastal feature wifl!GNRLCNET
be a delta.

General coastal configuration is a factor, since A discussion of coastal features must inevitably
rugged coasts typically exhibit narrow shelves, sea begin with a consideration of the recent history of
cliffs. f 'iords, or rias. Coastal plains are fringed by. the coasts.. This leads to the question of changes of
barrier islands, broad e~tuaries, by deltas and their sea level over the past few thousands of years. Al-
as'ýociated fornus, and typically by broad shelves. The though sonic writers postulate a recent higher stand
two mnain tpt's of Coasts are exemplifieti iii the United of the sea (Fairbridge. 1961 ), the presiuling opinion
States by the coastal plains of the G~ulf anid Atlantic now seems to be in favor of a relatively rapid rise
Coasts andl the rdlativel '% bhutiffm coa~sts, of the Placific. front about 100 meters below the present level corn-
Tlhe Floridai I eniinsila i% a carbonate plateau and mencing around 17.IXX) years ii~r. and reaching a
thuis differ., iii :-lt.uil front both oif the other mnajor level three to five meters below preunrit d.&twn abotut

1 K. 0(MK) 'ears ti .ater ~%hich the %ea rowe %lowly to
Its lprescm level about 2,000 years ago and may still

P'REVIOUS REISEARCI lie %lowly rising. This last psortion of the cycle is a

During the pas~t ten yearl. the writer and various f-Iint of conjecture and much has been written con-
asociates hate observed shore and coastal features at cerning the problems of deciphering the record (Kaye
moanY hK'alities oin all of the major crxistsL. Thetie have anti l1-rghoorn. 1%64; Blloomn. 1903). It %verms un-
been reported Iin %rseral 1xpers ( iieriv et 31.. 1957. likely at rresent that levels have ever been above the
44Ps.Aldl and (;orsline. 1961: osie 1957, "96a. h; piresent (Lituni (luring the present cycle or since same.
Gi r%line alid 'Yteuart. l9Qý2 Koford and Gors.liMr. thing n-wie thtan .10.0IOt years a r. (Curra). 1961 . .

l9kd; Stewartt an(l tGrs~mr. 196.2) which have been Macfarlan. 1961: Shepard. 190). 196JU. b)i. Work
primarily coucrrned itith the character of the !sedi- otn shore andl coastal features in arras adjacent to the
mnwntr maiertAl sit the baiys and estuaries and with NIississipps Delta i Gould and Macfarlan. 19.59; Byrne
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aiet., 1959) and in the southern Gulf Coast of Florida duced by submergence in which tidal currents pre-
(Scholl, 1963), as well as field evidence from central dominate over stream flow. This has been postulated
Baja California bays (Gorsline and Stewart, 1962), by many workers including Jchnson (1919), although
support this contention and moreover argue that the the development of the submerged forms is probably
present aspect of these shores is the product of the quite different from his original evolutionary se-
last cycle of rising sea level. Pilkey and Gorsline quence. It is obvious that in those instances where
(1961), in a study of sedimentary structures in the stream action is dominant, the fluvial sediments will
Apalachicola Bay area, found evidence which sug- fill the submerged reentrant and then prograde the
gests that much of that area is of quite recent de- shore by deltaic sedimentation. The fact that many
velopment. Stewart and Gorsline (1962) have noted large estuaries are fronted by barrier islands and
that the pattern of earlier Apalachicola sedimentation lagoons is also evidence of the dominance of the
may have been to the west into the present St. Joseph marine agents. Apalachicola Bay on the Florida Pan-
Bay, rather than to the south as at present. handle Coast is an example of an area that was prob-

Phleger and Ewing (1962) present convincing evi- ably essentially deltaic in a previous cycle, and it r-)w
denec for a recent age for the coastal features along predominantly estuarine and has many coastal lagoons.
the southern shore of Sebastian Viscaino Bay in Baja thus indicating that the capacity of its river has
California. Byrne (1963) has examined the Oregon changed markedly either because of change in grade
coastal features and notes that changes can be very or change in the drainage area.
rapid along these bluff cliffed shores. Similar conclu- This leads us to a second general concept that the
sions can be drawn from the other papers on this existence of the estuarine environment and its attend-
subject in this volume, ant coastal lagoons and barriers is a product of rela-

The writer, therefore, would suggest that a first tively small supply of local stream-borne materials and
general concept is that all present major coastal fea- the dominance of marine agents of transport of sedi-
tures are no older than Recent and more specifically ment from coastal or nearshore sources.
have been molded predominantly by processes oprrat- Circulation in most of these ernbayments is typically
ing over the past 6,000 years, In many areas, this of the classic estuarine form with freshwater and salt-
period may he less than 3,000 years. It is accepted water wedges interacting to form the great contrasts
that many individual features and structures are un- in salinity typical of estuaries, and with tidal currents
doubtedly older and the materials and surfaces being acting as the principal agent of transport. In a very
reworked are also much older, but the general present shallow estuary on the Florida Coast, the intrusion of
configuration must certainly be the product of ery the tidal wedge is a lateral phenomenon rather than
recent time. an underflow, and it is likely that a similar system

Turning to the question of the origin of the em- may be present in other equally shallow ernbayments
bayments on the various coasts, an examination of (less than 3 meters deep). Pritchard and others have
i-mall-scale maps of individual bays and e-tuaries from ably described these mechanisms of exchange in other
many parts of the North American coastline impresses parts of this volume; Phleger and Ewing (1962) have
one that the large reentrants in the shores of the also noted that the lag in time of the tidal stages incoastal plains are invariably oriented with their major different parts of estuarine systems, as a result of
axes roughly perpendicular to the shore and generally topographic effects and bottom friction, produces a
parallel to the regional slope of the coastal plain sur- mechanism which can govern the number and location
faces. In other words, the inner portions of the larger of inlets into the system and will probably also deter-
embayments have the roughly triangular outline as- mine the iositions of loci of erosion or deposition.
sociated with the classic estuarine form. The shore The writer (Gorsline. 1963b) has employed this prin-
faces of all these are often much iniiified by para'llel ciple in explaining the present configuration of deposi-
belts of barrier islands an(d lagoons, which in turn tion in Florida Bay. with the added factor of inlets
front older series of fillted lagoons. marshes, and which are fixed in position by the limestone masses of
parallel lines of older beach ridges. Thus, the typical the raised reefs which form that bay's seaward bound-

"emtayrnents have two quite different parts: a ary. This modification produces a static hay floor
coastal lagoon and harrier island zone, and an inner
estutary receivinf. the w~aters of none to several rph, while the shifting inlets of detrital bays
strean~s depending on climate ard stream shifting. In allow for a constantly shifting bay floor topography.
the western Gulf of Mexico and parts of Southern That eofbatments are sensitive to changes in the vol.
and Baja California, the climate has apparently ume of water enclosed by the hay is evident in the few
changed sufficiently in relatively recent time that the studies of change in bay bathymetry which have been
streams entering the beads of the estuaries are now compiled (Jordan. 1963). An unpublished study of

"" much smaller during much of the year than the val- the effect of cutting an artificial inlet in the barrier
tIs they ccupy. In sonic instances in the Baja Cali- enclosing St. Andrews Bay. Florida. by T L. Hopkins

fornia area. the streams no lonrer flow except in and R. A. Waller of Florida State 'niversity, re-
years of exceptionally high rainfall. vealed that the bay floor topugraph. w-derwent marked

"Most estuaries can be described as features pro- changes as the bay reacted to the n w inlet. The
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CONTRASTS IN COASTAL BAY SEDIMENTS 221

older natural inlet filled up rapidly and the positions stricted inlet into the bay or out to the open sea and
of shoals changed in the central bay. are modified by open shore waves and longshore drift

Gorsline and Stewart (1962) have noted that the or by waves and currents inside the bay.
sediment volume deposited in San Quintin Bay, BEja Estuaries, like lakes, have relatively short lives,
California, is as much as the amount that has pruD- geologically speaking, and rapidly fill. This has been
ably been eroded by wave attack on the open shore noted by all students of estuaries. Areas of quiet
adjacent to the bay during the rise in sea level over water become sites of deposition which in turn become
the past few thousand years. A comparison of old the substrate for marine plants as the water shoals.
and recent charts for that bay also demonstrated the Ultimately, marsh plants and continued sedimentation
shifting that takes place in the channels and distribu- reclaim the area for the land. Estuarine sedimentary
taries of a bay. It would appear that the shallow sand accumulations are probably a relatively small part of
fRats, typical of most bays and estuaries, accumulate the geological record and have been estimated to form
quite rapidly until they approach the low tide level less than one percent of the total continental area at
and then they remain relatively static until the next present. Estuarine sedimentary deposits probably could
shift in channels takes place. be recognized best by their geometry and the presence

Studies of the clay mineral suites in estuarine and of organic sediments such as peats and coals. They
bay sediments may provide clues as to the sources of would probably be roughly triangular in plan and
these materials. In the eastern Gulf of Mexico, as relatively thin, possibly a few meters to tens of meters.
will be described later, these suites show striking re- Tidal fiat features, including raindrop impressions,
gional associations with the large drainage systems tracks and trails, ripples, burrows, and their associated
and are apparently accumulated in adjacent bays by fossil communities would aid diagnosis. They could
tidal mechanisms of the type described by Van Straaten be expected to grade into marine littoral deposits and
and Kuenen (1958), thus producing fine-grained de- linear sand bodies on their seaward sides and into
posits in the heads and central basins of bays. Some fluviatile deposits on their landward sides.
estuaries possess small deltaic deposits in the arms
fed by streams, but many stream mouths have no CONTRASTS BETWEEN LOW- AND HIGH-
obvious deltaic deposition and appear to be inactive ENERGY COASTS
sediment sources.

One may state a third general concept, which is that Tus GULP COAST
estuarine sediments are often transported and dis- The regional trends in the eastern Gulf of Mexico
tributed primarily by marine mechanisms and, in provide an interesting example oi the operation of the
many instances, may be moved into the embayment concepts noted earlier. As one moves east from the
from the sea or from the shoals in the bay system Mississippi Delta and the major source of fine sedi-
rather than from fluvial sedimentation. Fine-grained ment, the coast changes abruptly from the deltaic
sediment may travel from large rivers into adjacent form to a series of large estuaries whose outer por-
coastal embayments downstream from the large ri-','r tions are typically shallow lagoons oriented parallel to
xnoutlq and deltas, the coast and formed by the development of a line of

Most students of estuarine sediments have been barrier islands. Washovers generated by hurricanes
struck by the association of particular sediment char- have laid down great lobes of sand on the lagoon side
acteristics with bay floor topography and circulation of these barriers which have formed into large areas
(Ingram. 1962; McMaster, 1962). Shoals form in of sand flats behind the barriers. The coastal shores
zones of low current velocity in areas where the tidal of the lagoons typically contain belts of older beach
flow from adjacent inlets meets or where the shelter ridges, which are also parallel or subparallel to the
provided by headlands, depth, or barriers creates coastal trend. The inner portions of the embaynments
eddies of quiet water. Marsh plants damp the velocity preserve the classic estuarine form and have their long
of currents and assist the settling of fine materials, axes oriented roughly normal to the general coastal
Some fines are caught by benthic organisms and sedi- trend. Each of these embayments differs in detail. but
mented, The tendency for currents to hug one shore all are similar in that the contribution of the local
preferentially on the ebb and another on the flood streams is small, as evidenced by the limited areas of
creates central zones of slow circulation, which also or absence of deltaic deposits in their mouths and the
effect the settling of sediment In the !thallow waters marked influence of the tides u~t rean. The waters
of bays and estuaries, the deposited sediments may be of these tributary streams are often sluggish and hear-
made resistant to resuspension by the development of ily stained by organic compounds derived from plants,
algal films and mats and by the spread of marine but are relatively free of suspended sediment. Marshes
grasses. Where water conditions are suitable, oysfte line the shores of these bays. and the estuarine sec.
reefs grow and may initiate deposition of sediment. tions contain large areas of tidal flats and marshes.
The effect on shal location of changes in the inlet In Mobile Bay. these fiats are silts and clays, but the
positions has been mentioned earlier. The tidal deltas Rats become sand.y in all Says farther east. The deerem
common to all inlets are a product of rapidly chang- central basins of Mobile, l'enusacoLa Choctawmtchee,
ing velocity as the tidal currents move from the re- and St. Andrews Bays are covered b- fine silts and
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clays. Sands cover the floors of the coastal lagoons, shelf and that sands are typical of the shelf off P~ensa-
and coarse sands, shels, wind exposed bedrock are cola. Field evidence supports the tentative conclusion
typical of the inlet floors. Currents are strong in these that little local fine sediment is contributed to these
inlets and reach velocities of three meters per second bays except in the central arms of Pensacola Bay,
and more. Within the bays, the currents are slow and where sonmc small deltaic features are present. St.
variable and generally are a few tens of centimeters Andre% ý Bay has been part of the Apalachicola sys-
Ver second or less. Water characteristics are uniforn tent, anid some of the fine sediments may be relict.
from surface to bottom in water of less than two to The sands in all of these northern Gulf Coast bays
three meters depth, but masses of different salinity are virtually identical clean quartz sands with negli-
shift laterally with the tide and thus produce vari- gible heavy mineral content and generalyv uniform
ations in the observed salinity at a single station over texture. These are in part reworked frmi the terrace
the course of a tidal period. The range of salinity is deposits exposed in some of the bay shores, but mucd.
from oceanic to fresh. In water deeper than five also comes from the coastal beach and nearshore belt
:nckr, a :'-ifnty tttlfistetirin appears and probably of quartz sand and is transported into the bays by
marks the limits of v aye mii~ing in the protected bay the strong tidal currents and by storm wave wash-
watters. Sediments ;n these deeper zones are usually avers. Wind probably contributei sonme sediment, but
fine-grained. high in organic content, and in a re- the back beach dunes tend to be fixed rapidly by lush
duced state. Temrperatures are uniform throughout plant growth. Profiles of the bottom topography of
the water masses, except near rivers where the water the bays extended seaward past the barritci islands
is generally cooler, Temperature inversionsi are not suggest that little sediment is present in the deeper
uncommon in deeper parts o~f the bays where warmer flat floors and that the principal movement and deposi-
saline Gulf water moves below the fresher surface tion of sediment takes place in the channels ;ind sand
waters. Slicks, foam lines, and debris lines are com- shoals of the coastal lagoons and inlets.
mon; they separate tidal water masses of slightly dif- Aspalachicola and St. joseph Bays are similar. ex-
ferent composition wshich move in variable directions cept that their fine sediment is probably all of Apa.
within the bays anti apparently preserve their identity' lachicola origin. Much of the St. Jtseph finrs are
for some time. On those occasions when strong local probably relict front an earlier pesiod cof river deposi-
wind-, mix the bays. these individual masses lose their tion at a somewhat lowver cea level. Tidally moved
character in the homogenizing process, sands are now burying thes;e tiner sodiments in the

Wolf Bay, Pensacola Bay, and Choctawatchee Bay central basin.
all contain broad flat-floored basins covered by fine The shelf off the big tenrd coast of Florida is

sediment which lit deeper than the sills of the inlets covered by bioge-nic sediments and quartz sands near-Ito the open Gulf. These floors hive the appearance of shore, with relatively little fine setliment. This rcda-
V flat pan-,, with rehatively abrupt slopes separating these live absence of silt; andi clays is strikingly evident* floor, I rmni the surrounding sand flats. Depths of the in the Tanipa Bay sediment. where only. a saidI pocket

fO-ars are typically 10 to .20 meters. The outline-s of at -ilt is lirescrit in the head of c-ne. armn of the bav.7
the inner portions of these Large bats% are arcuate and G.riffin ( 6IWA' defines, the clays as Mississippian in
these sections are cliffed shores cut into old highet composition. This same end prodiuct could, he the
terracee surfac". of the coa-stal plain*. T'hese ntia% lx% result of long transport of A~palachicola sed imntc"s.

s~ibly have been cut by- broadly meandering streamis In any event, the clay content decreases rapidI'.
moving in broad flAt-floonrei villeis cut during lower aiway frimi the major sAnurces in the northern Guli
stanid* of the sea. L~ocal wind wvaves may have con- Cthtst. Tidal flats and oiacLsb iedlintent, in the eastern
tributed to thii cutting. but sorte of the cliffed shoires G;ulf estuaries and bayi; are thus sand-, with -row fine
a4re in the Iee m the ha%-s, sedimnint content, principally because of lack of s'ippl%

Clay miner.idogy of the ha% tio'mr medinietits indlicates Limited data froin well:.. and test drill holes-% for cm,~
that the moamnonsrillonitic suite%. ici of the si- struction indicate that thre lrns of seduiments tin the
%ippi sedinmoit'. pre'. ail in thc area innmrilately ad- Florida Gulf txtts is Abmout 5 to JN) mieters thick. Ile-
jacent to the Missisitilpi lIelta ;Griffin. Ni~ bt low the uneonvAiadateet sands. %,!el. %ilt. ard taccaatonal
rapidtly 'Ikeld to the kaulinitic suite .of the .%palachictilla prats are smi -consoilaidate Late Tertiary detritals or
River' se'.bme~nt. l'enusacsia and (Owctawatcher Bay limnestones. The deepest ninles in- all of the-se bays

sedient ar inan ntemedate atagor Ths my sourdown to this bedri%:k suriace at tkpthv .f about

reflect eejual contributions fromn both u-jurces, or the 15 to X) meters. D~ata are not availaWl for Mobile
effect ot tr. nsport on a prrslcwnnantly katolnitic Apis. Ila. but a unimiar nattlern prnhMv exsits. judgin
lachicalla t~lw in vkhtch transpoirt ha% augmented the front the genteral geology of the land %urface surround..

tstntmsriboutebecause of differencirv in octtling char- trig the es.tuary. A-ll of tiews dtewsaats have proibably

tactirtimAtts tWhitehousse and jeffre-'.. 19555) .. More de- accun'trulates during the lamt rise in sea level, iincir a
tailed awltme in progrress mav elarils this pitruire. few iradioarartm dates on Peats ina basal prtsmii of these

t 'eattrred %Amoples colilected front the Adlpeent shelf mctumis are all lets than 1,5,0010 trars old- Ilates from

av.uld tindicate that %lississippi sedimet ove into fiome of the beach r"idgs "n oildre mifnes r-anle fronm
the derrepr % ater at aliumt the TDe.oto rerentrant in the (.310 to 3.000) k-Ars befotre the present. Thesec dates
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are similar to dates from the chenier plains of western the much narrower and deeper shelves along the Pa-
Louisiana, and the deposits dated are in harmony with cific border. Barrier islands are rare or absent and
present sea level, or nearly so. Thus, the entire bar- the embayments are either open to the sea or have
rier island-coastal lagoon portions of these bays are inlets that are narrow channels in the bluff coastal
no older than 3.000 years and net sedimentation rates foothills and mountains. The Southern California
are similar to those described by Rusnak in this rivers are seasonal streams and in their natural state
volume. are sealed off at their mouths by beach deposits dur-

ing the dry seasons. A few Southern California estu-
THE PACIFIC COAST aries (Mugu Lagoon, Newport Bay) are abandoned

Studies in several bays of the Southern California mouths of the major streams which have been closed
and Baja California coasts show some similarity to off by longshore drift and then opened to the sea by
the Gulf of Mexico embayments in that they are also artificial channels. Many of the coastal estuaries are
controlled by tides and waves. The sedimentary ma- separated from the sea by spits and tombolos (San
terials are quite different in composition, as would be Diego Bay, Mission Bay, Morro Bay). All of these
expected considering the very different sources. Fine- characteristics are products of the strr r surf of the
grained material is more common in the northern exposed Pacific shore.
parts of the area, ari preliminary studies in progress SUMMA'Y
suggest that there may be different clay suites present.
In San Francisco Bay, the clay suites show a marked The above discussion and previously published stud.
difference between the outer Bay and the estuary of iez ,a•n be summarized in terms of the following con-
the San Joaquin River in Suisun Bay. Whether this clusions
reflects differences in source or the effects of sorting I Estuaries, bays, and Lagoons are probably all
in transport is not yet known, the products of processes active over recent time

Clays and silts are relatively minor in the Baja and probably for no more than the past 3,000
California estuaries and coastal lagoons, and sands years.
predominate. The aspect of the barriers and coastal 2. Sedimentary patterns in these bodies of water
portionm of these embayments are quite different in reflect the combined effect of bottom topography
appearance fr.om their counterparts on the Gulf Coast. and circulation, and sands are the major size
Rapid growth of .'egetation in the humid Gulf area grade present.
fixes the back beach dune sands into beach ridges. On 3. Estuaries are primarily products of coastal
the Pacific Coast, the climate is arid or semi-arid and submergence, although secondary processes and
the wind-blown sands march across the barriers and climate may create somewl'at different local forms
coastal plains in fields of barchan dunt- and are an of estuaries.
active mode of transport of sand into the lagoIns. 4. On bluff, high-energy coasts with narrow
Washovers are not typical of the Pacific barriers as shelves, estuaries are separated frun the open sea
th." are in the Gulf. The stream courses leading into hy spits or beach deposits, and barrier islands j
the Baja California estuaries and lagoons are dry for and their associated lagoons are rare or absent.
years at a time and are dominated by the tidal incur- 5. On lovi - and medium-energy coasts with
sions of open ocean water. Mangroves are important broad shelves, estuaries commonly are fronted by
in marshes south of Sebastian Viscaino, and the more barrier islands and coastal lagoons; often at least
typical temperate marsh grasses hold sway in the tvio sequences of these are present.
north. Marsh sediments are increasingly more sandy 6. Circulation in estuaries is predominantly by
to the south. Beach sands which have drifted along- tidal currents.
shore are moved across the barriers and coastal mar- 7. The positions of inlets in the barriers or
gins of the big estuaries and fill the margins of the spits are probably determined and maintained
bays. In the San Francisco area. the rivers of the by the tidal pattern in each bay. and thewe in
Central Valley of California are the principal con- turn determine the location of areas of deposition
tributors to the system, and eromon in the bays.

Stronger wave action on the Pacific Coast tc-ids to g Much of the sediment in estuaries is derived
obscure the effects of storms. This contrasts with the from seaward or coastal sourcs. When stream-
low-energy Gulf Coast shores. where hurricanes may borne sedimentation is dominant, the estuary
tneir beAch and shore sediments in sheets over the tdds to the detta.
inner bays and lagnms. Peachi fronting the Pacific 9. Composition of estuarine zad bay sediments
cia.stal ar-as are also broader and oi greater volume -efecs local sourct-- and climates, but the tex.
than along the lower-energy coasts of the cast. ture% are g -nerafiv quite similar became 4f the

The thimknen of sediments is prlably similar in -imilarity r-. agmt acing within the eavirea-
both areams, as evidenced in dr•ailed sections cm.pi!ed iest.
for the Southern California shome from water-weft 10. ntuarne And bay wadinweats emd to be
data. The bays of the West Cuts are veesraly rewtively thin becaue of the gemetr of the
deeper than on the Golf Cost. probably because of ferm and the fact that they are simply drowned
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segments of the coast. Thus. the thickness of level. In Physics and Chrosislvy of #Aw Earth; Kp. 99-
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Sediments of Yaquina Bay, Oregon

L. D. KULM AND JOHN V. BYRNE

Department of Oceanography, Oregon State University, Corvallis, Oregon

Diverse hydrogiaphic properties and accessibility YAQUINA BAY
make estuaries excellent places in which to study the Although the Yaquina Estuary reaches to a point
relationship of sedimentation to the various aspects of 23 miles inland measured along the sinuous Yaquina
oceanography. The hydrographic system within the River, its freshwater head in the vicinity of Elk City
estuary affects both the distribution of the sediments 'see Fig. 5) is only about ten miles east of the
and their composition, shoreline. Included in the lower estuary are the two

Numerous estuaries indent the relatively straight large tidal flats, Sally's Bend Tidal Flat and South-
coastline of Oregon. Yaquina Bay, one of these estu- beach Tidal Flat, both marginal to the main channel.
aries, is situated on the ceitral Oregon coast (Fig. 1). The estuary reaches a maximum width of two miles
This bay, which is bordered by the coastal hills of the in a northeast-southwest direction across these flats,
Oregon Coast Range, has an area of approximately and decreases abruptly in width upstream of tile flats.
four and one-half square miles, and extends inland Above th.2 tidal flats the channel narrows gradualhl
23 miles. It experiences mixed semi-diurnal tides, to the head of the estuary. Although tile tidal flats art
characteristic of the North Pacific, with an average extensive, the river channel and sloughs from the bay
tidal range of 5.5 feet. mouth to the vicinity of Elk City comprise the major

This paper presents tile results of a study of the poirtion of the estuary.
nature and origin of the Reccnt sediments of Yaquina The depth of Yaquina Bay (Fig. 1) has been al-
Bay and of the associated coastal beaches and dunes. tered repeatedly since 1888 by mnan's efforts to indus-
The only study of Recent sediments in this area prior trialize the area. Starting with the initial installation
to the present investigation was that of Twenhofel of the twin jetties in 1888, and through periodic addi-
(1946), which was limited to the coastal dunes south tions to the retaining walls and dredging in the main
of the bay entrance and to a restricted portion of channel, notable changes of depth have occurred.

•. adjacent ocean beach. An attempt is made here to These changes have been accompanied by changes in
show the relationship of the sediment to the hydrog- tile sedimentary processes both within the hay and

4 raphy of the estuary and to the nearshore oceano- along the shoreline. In particular, the shoreline im-
graphic processes. mediately south of the bay entrance has prograded

seaward progressively with each new addition to the
PHYSIOGRAPHY AND REGIONAL jetties, while tile north shore has remained relatively

GEOLOGY unchanged.
"The present channel is dredged to a depth of 2.6 feet

COAST RANGE front the jetties to the turning basin adjacent to

Yaquina Bay and its drainage are situated on the McLean Point. 'rhe deepest depressions are found in
western flank of the central Oregon Coast Range, a the turning basin and along the north side of the
north-south trending geanticline consisting of more dredged chann'el beneath the highway bridge at New-
than 20,000 feet of Middle Ecene to Middle Miocene port. A navigational channel 12 feet deep is no%%
smndstolLs, siltstones, and niudstones. The sequeihce maintained front the tu'ning basin upstream to Toledo
of sedimentary rocks overlies a l.ower F"ocene vol- (see Fig. 5).
canic compllex of flows, tufts, and breccias. Both the North of the hay entrance the coastline consists .f
sedimentary and v'olcanic rocks are iintruded by nO- a narrow sand beach hacked byv moderately high sea
,merous hasic and sveiiitic (likes and sills considered cliffs cut in Tertiary sedilentary rocks and capped
to be of Oligocene age ( l.ahdwin. 1959). by a thin accumulation of Quaternary terrace deposits.

Erosion durinz the L[at,- Cenozoic uplift stripped E:rosion by landslidintr and slumping is prevalent in
)ounger sediments from the region and suiperimipo)sed this afrea. Three and one-half miles north of the bay

the present drainage system oi, the older sedimentary the relative straightness of the coastline is interrupted
rocks. The Yaqtina River excavated its present val- by Yaquina Ilead, a terraced volcanic headland, \which
Ie*v as the (Coast Range was slowly uplifted. The projects sraward aboxt one mnile and serves as an;

Srugged topK)grahllly of the relatively small (240 square obstacle to southw.ard littoral drift. A series o" dis-
1i-iles I anm imnitutrely dissected dra nage I 'tsin of the rupted nearshore reeis of exposed ba".It sills. parallel

SYaquina River leads to rapid erosion during periods tile beach front Yaqtniia Ilead to the vicinity of the
)f high rainfall. bia entrance.

226
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Fig. 1. Bathymetry of Vaquina Bay, Oregoin. Contours compiled from 1953 U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey smooth
sheets. Contour interv'al 12 feet. Datum line indicates the mean lower low water.

South of the hay tile coastline IS relatively strai ght is well mixed in thle summer and fall. The average
for about 20 miles without, interruption by headlands~l. fiow values of the Yaquina River were found to be
Thie ))each mntmediatelv south of thc bay entrance is (AN) cubic feet iwr second(lcfs) during February,
hacked by an undulating surface of recently migrating 19,55, hut only 33.5 cfs (luring August, 1956.
coastal dunes, which at p~re'sent co~ter portions of the More complete data on seasonal and annual vani-
P leistocene marine terraces and low- hills to the east ations in the (distribution of salinity fronm top to hot-
of thle Shoreline. Thie ilune sand~s ;qplareitly were de- tomn of the channel were obtained by the present
rived from thle nieighboiring beaches. terraces. aild es- writers ior the following years -1940-1941. 19W4-1901,
tmarine deposits., The migrating coastal, dunmes are and 1901-1902. D~uring 1 940)-941, daily salinity meas-
now, encro0ach inrg inland into the forested low -l] ing urtinents were taken in thle vicinity of the town of
hills i.nd northeastward onto tile South shore of Ya- Yaquina in conjunction with a native oyster study by
quina hlay. thle Oregon Fish Commission. The more recent data

were reported in unpuhlished weekly salinity measure-
IIYIROtRAI'lIIY AND) CL.IMATE~ nients taken at B~uoy 15 (near Coquille Point) by the

D~epartmniet of Oceanography. Oregon State Univer-
U.5Tt.A5iNIF CLSIFIA55~.TION %its. The salinitv data for these years weýre treated

Burt and NtcAlister (1959 1have cla!ssified Oregi..i in a manner similar to that used by Burt and McAlis-
estuaries onl thle basis of Circulation paltternis and salin- ter. lnecitnlities, (ue to titl variatityls in the daily
ity (distribuition according to the systenw of Pritchard and weekly obserVations were mininimized by using

11955). Their mirvey of Yaquina Bay is limited ito monthly aserages. U
*even mot~tht of the year and shows that the estuary: The averagit difference in salinity between suriaee
is probably partly mixed in the winter and spring, and and bottomn waters is plotted for each mointh of the
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The change in salinity lags behind the increase of
-- *o-,, :-precipitation during the first few months of fall, fol-

,- _ -lowing the dry summer season. Thr marked increase
*G• P-. I I A in precipitation during October generally is not re-

flected by an increase in the average change in salin-
". . •ity until a month or so later. Apparently the soil in

- K ./ the drainage basin becomes undersaturated du-ing the• •,extended dry periods of the summer and initially ab-

•sorbs large quantities of water without excessive run-off at the beginning of the subsequent rainy season.

ESTUARINE CURRENTS

, 11 ,n NY., oni. ,iP, ,, "7. low Few current measurements are available for Ya-
U4..,, quina Bay. According to Burt and McAlister (1959),

Femonthly change in alinity between the general current patterns may be inferred from the
surface and bottom waters in Yaqwna Bay. Oregon estu- type of mixing patterns that develop in the estuary.
aries are classified on the basis of salinity change from When the estuary is partly mixed, the strongest flood
top to bottom: 20 %. or more, two-layered; between 4 currents occur near the bottom. A well-mixed system,
and 19 %., partly mixed; and 3 %. or less, well mixed in certain Oregon estuaries, may be expected to have
(Burt and McAlister, 1959). a slow net drift of water outward at all depths regard-

less of the superimposed tidal exchanges. A very
year (Fig. 2). When compared with the results of slow net non-tidal dow was measured in Yaquina
Burt and McAlister (1959), the same seasonal trends Estuary when the system was well mixed (Burt and
in estuarine types were noted. However, estuarine McAlister, 1959). If the above generalizations are
types during a particular season vary somewhat an- true, it becomes apparent that the current patterns
nually. In general, from June to October the estuarine may vary seasonally as a result of changes in the
system is well mixed. The estuary may alternate mixing patterns which are dependent on seasonal vanS-
between a well mixed to partly mixed system from ations of precipitation.
November to May. LIr-ORAL DaRIF

CLIMATIC CONTROL Although the littoral drift along the Oregon coast

If tidal and basin characteristics are constant, river is thought to be seasonal, no direct measurements of
Sdischarge is the principal factor which effects changes the magnitude or direction of drift have been made

in the type of hydrographic system present during the for any given time of the year. Measurements of the
year. River discharge is, in turn, related to the sea- magnitude of drift are difficult to make, but an ap-

* sonal precipitation. proximation of the drift direction can be determined
The ainount of precipitation is recorded daily by if the directions of wave travel due to sea and swell

the U.S. Weather Bureau at Newport, the foc-t. cen- are known.
ter of the draenage system, The tot-d monthly rainfall Reliable wave hindcast data have been computed by
for 1940-1941, 1960-1901, and 1961-19•! is shown in National Marine Consultants (U.S. Army Enginters.
Figure 3. The similar;nes between th.- precipitation 1961 ) for three deepwater stations off the Oregon-
c•:rves and the curv,-s for salinity difference between Washington coast. The data from one of these sta-
surface and bottom water is striking. Such a parallel- tiotis located off Newport, Oregon have been used to
ism between the curves reflects strong local climatic analyze littoral drift.
control of the estuarine system and suggests that the
various types of estuarine mixing patterns in Yaquina
Blav can be related to precipitatiori -

j The annual precipitation varie,. greatly from year -. .• -' .,, "
to year. The mean annual precipitation at Newfxrt
Over a 24-year ,eriod is ý.7.40 inches. In the year -
1940-41. there were only 43.40 inches of rainfall; ... ..

whereas in 1960-61 about twice this. amount, 83.35
inches, was recorded, and in 1961-1962. 58.41 inches. 1 ."
It is interesting to note the marked annual cycle in . .. .............. .. .

.7. precipitation as well as the monithly vai ýations in the A
_data presented. These cyclic variations in precipita- " "
tion represent long-term changes when compared with -" .

A frequent diurnal fluctuations of more thar. one inch ..... . ,., . ," - -, - -

Extreme diurnal maxima in rainfall of up to 2.9 Fig I. Correlation between the monthly precipitation
inches were recorded during November and February at Ne vport and the average menthly change in salinity
in 1960-1961. betweet surface and bottom. waters in Yeqt.':a Bay.

-.- . - .•' - - - -.-.. -i.- --.... L - _Fit.
*-0eD
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0- a but less frequent, onshore winds occur from the south
* SEA I) parallel to the coast or slightly seaward of the coastal

NORTHWLST trend. Fall and spring winds are transitional. Fall
o (270. 340. ' wihds alternate between winter and summer types. In

* (I) It) ' the spr iig, the north to northwest winds reappear and
SOUTHWEST co. ,o.c i n-, alternate with the frequent low velocity offshore

; "[ ! ,,, •west winter win:Is.•°;ORHWSWELL S

T SFrom October to March, the prevailing wave direr-
tions due to sea are from the southwest, which would

SOTWS "10 2z "0- M result in a northerly longshore drift; however, from
U .......... . .. April to September prevailing wave directions occur

M-14.. from the northwest (mean direction of quadrant 11), .

Fig. 4. Prevailing directions of onshore wave travel due indicating a southerly drift.
to sea and swell. Left-hand scale designates the percent On the basis of both sea and swell data it appears
of time wave directions approach tle shore from the that from November or December to March long-
southwest (quadrant I); right-hand from the northwest shore drift is northward along the coast of Oregon,
(quadrant II). and from April to October or November it is south-

ward. Therefore, the longshore drift is seasonal.
The results of the wave hindcast analysis are sum- However. southerly drift appears to be prevalent

marized in terms of the average monthly wave height, during the spring, summer, and early fall, whereas
wave period, and wave direction frequency distribu- northerly drift probably occurs only in the late fall
tions for the years 1956. 1957, and 1958. These data and winter. As a whole, the dominant drift along the
were derived from U. S. Weather Bureau synoptic coast in the vicinity of Newport is southward.
weather charts and are considered to be represen-
tativ'e of nearly average conditions. SEDIMENTS

From the wave direction frequency data, it is pos- SAMPLING

sihle to compute the littoral drift direction. If the
directiun of wave travel is not normal to the shore, Two major sampling trips were made during Au-
the accompanying discharge of wate: will result in a gust and September, 1960, to collect 133 sediment
longshore component. Since the coast of Oregon samples (Fig. 5) from the Yaquina Estuary, adja-
trends in a north-south direction, the longshore drift, cen" ocean beaches, and nearby coastal dunes. Bottom
which parallels the shore, will be either in a southerly samples of estuarine and river sediments where the
ov northerly direction, depending upon the prevailing water was too deep to hand-sample were collected
direction of onshore wave travel due to sea and swell, from a small skiff. A messenger-operated Ekman
For example. waves with a prevailing north-north- dredge and a Dietz-LaFond grab sampler were used
westerly component would give rise to a southerly in the channel atmd on the tidal flats at high tide.
longshore drift; conversely, a south-southwesterly Where sediment typi. permitted penetration and sub-
component would result in a northerly drift, sequent retention of a core, a Phleger corer with plas-

The prevailing direction of wave travel due to sea tic liners and a homemade piston corer (Byrne and
mnd swell was determined by dividing the data into Kulm, 1962) were employed.
two categories. l)irections from 180' to 270" (south
t) west) were designated as quadrant I; directions TECHIQLZs
iront 270" to 3W0 (west to north) as quadrant II. The grain-size analyses of all sediments were car-
The percentage ( f observations falling into each of ried out using particle-settling velocity techniques.
these quadrants was obtained for both sea and swell All sediments of sand-size were analyzed with the
for each month, settling tube (Fnery, 1938). whereas the fine frac-

From Figure 4 it can be seen that only during tions containing appreciable percentages of silt and
January a-d February does the prevailing swcll come clay were analyzed with a soils hydrometer. The me-
from the southwest ('the mean direction of quadrant dian diameter, mean, and Inman's (1952) sorting.
I . This indicates that longshore drift due to swell is skewness, and kurtosis coefficients were calculated
soilhward most of the year. from the cumulative frequency curves.

Sea conditions, because of the local wind regime, The measure of roundness was obtained by a visual
Piresent a ~omewhat different picture. The seasonal comparison with Powers' (1953) roundness chart.
wxil regime has been sumnuarized by Cooper (19,5) All determinations of roundness were made on par- ý,
for Newport. Oregon. During the month of July, ticles of clear quartz of approximately the same size. 1
onshore winds predomninate and originate from the Bromoform was used to separate the sand-sized
north to Iorthlwest. This is assumed to represent sutm- grains into light and heavy mineral fractions. Heavy
Smer conditions. During thr month of January there mineral fractions (unsized) were ,plit with a micro-
is a preponideratce of low velocity offshore winds, splitter and mounted on glass slides with Lakeside
indicative of winter conditions. Also high velocity, cement. identification of mineral species was done

A __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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SAMPLE LOCATIONS

YAQUINA SAY. OREGON
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Fig. 5. Yaquina Bay, adjacent ocean beacbes, and nearby coastal dunes, showing sam-ple locations.

with the aid of a petrographic microscope. Percent- and Stevens (1960). This method of staining plagi-
ages of mineral species were determined from 200 to oclase was combined with the staining of potash feld-
400 grains per slide. Light mineral fractions were spar with cobaltinitrite originally developed by Gabriel
etched with hydrofluoric acid and treated with barium and Cox (1929).
chloride, sodium cobaltinitrite. and potassium rhodi- REALMS OF D)EPOSITION
zonate according to the procedure employed by Bailey Treram fdpsto aelo eiettx

ture and mineralogy are recognlized within Yaquina
- Bla . These realms, marine. fluviatile, and marine-

NEWPORTfluviatile. include a number of distinct depositional
IIEALVI environments I I-ig. 6). The marine realm, which in-

DEOSITION# cludes the beaches andl dunes adjacent to the bav.
extemds 1.5 miiiles into the entrance of the estuary, andi

C3 ~is typiuihed by water of normial mtarine ,alinity a'nd h%

I v g ino~t ialactiiin.l'tu.rn s- liiients of t h
realmi are similar to the sediments (itheajcn

beaches and coastal dlunes. Trhey consist of well-
, soted suangular to subrounded. fine to niediuni

j ~sandl. Tfhe imimature arko' c sands in this realm are
I - ,, distinguished li) the maIne suite of heavy mineral.

, ~including abundant ip- mxene-%, primarily livperstlmene
andi dnipsik., and such mertamiorphic nmi ' erals as kya-
nitor. sillinianite, anti staurolite. h-'sipcially diagnostic
of the marine realin are the -srllow grains" of *fw-en-
bo~fel 4I PW. . which iiivariahlv constitute ahritut ten

___________________ _______ . J percent of the light mineral fraction.
Fig. 6. Resolms od dripositio in Yaquirna Bay. The fluviatile realm occurs between the freshwater

Elo-
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head of the estuary near Elk City and Oneatta Point, angularity of the sands indicates that the majority ofsix miles from the entrance. Prackish water condi- the sediments have not undergone prolonged transport
tions prevail in this area. The poorly sorted, angular and abhasion.
to subangular sediments of this realm range in grain On the upper foreshore, recently migrating dune
size from silt to coarse sand. They are somewhat sand, are deriied from the often wet sands of themore arkosic than the sands of the marine realm and lower foreshore through eolian transport by high
are represented by the fluviatile suite of heavy rini- velocity onshore winds. On the northern beach thiserals. This suite includes such diagnostic minerals as zone is narrow and restricted because of the cliffed
biotite, muscovite, hematite, and limonite. Diops;le ravstline, but it extends as a wide plain over the
is absent and minor amounts of hypersthene occur in i-ngth of the southern beach.
only a few samples. There is a marked decrease in The average grain size of the recently migrating
the abundance of garnet and the number of neta- upper foreshore dune sands is 198 p while that of themorphic species, compared with the marine realn-. lower fureshore sands, from which they were derived, V!,

The marine-fluviatile realm, which consists of the is 217 p,. The decrease in particle size probably re-
river channel and the two marginal tidal flats, lie- be- suIts from the selective sorting during eolian trans-
tween the fluviatile and marine realms. Norm;] ma- port. Likewise, the average skewness (a.) changes
rine to brackish-water conditions are characteristic from a coarse skewness of -0.08 to a fine skewness
of this zone. A wide range of sedimenit textire and of 0.02, while the sorting remains nearly the same.mineralogy occur in the marine-fluviatile realm. The No appreciable difference in roundness because ofwell- to poorly sorted, angular to subrounded particles the transportation of sediment from one environment
vary in grain size from silt to medium s- d. Wide to another could be determined.
variations in mineralogy result b-cause of admixtures Mineralogically, the beach sands are very immature.of sediments from the adjoining marine and fluviatile In the light mineral fraction, quartz and feldspar gen-
realms. The diminishifg marine influence upstream erally occur in a I :1 ratio with some local variation,from the bay entrance to On'atta Point is demon- but the potash-plagioclase ratio is about 1:5. These
strated by the progressive l.a:Adiard decrease in the arkosie sands contain intermediate to calcic plagioclasepercentage of "yellow grains", and of certain heavy feldspar (andesine to labradorite), and orthoclase gen-minerals such as hypersthet;e. diopside. kyanite. sit li- erally predominates over microcline in the potash
nianite, arnd sthurolite. In the vicinity of Oneatta fehlspars.
Point, most of these minerals terminate, marking the Although the bulk of the light mineral fraction is
maximum iandward intrusion of marine sedimentation, quartz and feldspar, it invariably contains about ten

The two tidal flats are quite dissimilar in sediment percent "yellow grains" (primarily weathered feld-texture and mintralog-. Sediments on Southbeach spars, chert. and volcanic rock fragments) and five
Tidal Flat are weighted as much towards the marine percent assorted rock fragments (chiefly basalt. ande-
sands as those of Sally's Bend Tidal Flat are towards site, felsite, metaquartzite, schist, and chert). Thesethe fluriatile sediments, components occur in a constant 2:1 ratio over the

length of beach sampled and in a coastal terrace de-
E.%;LIRO.NMENTS OFr DEra'iT1O0. posit along the northern beach. Because the yellow
B',ech colored grains are such a diagnostic and easily recog-

nizable characteristic of the beach sands, they serve
The ocean beaches north and south of the bay en- as an excellent tracer for the movement of marine

trance (a total distance of 4.5 miles) can be ron- sands into and within other environments.
sidereil togethcr since their texture an(i mineralogical Concentrations of heavy minerals in all beach sandscharacteristics are similar. The beach is divided into front the lower foreshore range from less than one
two zone", the lo'Aer foreshore or the zone of pernia- . ercent in the vicinity of the jetties to 12 percent two
nent saturation affected bv waves and tides, and the miles north on the northern beach. However. theupper foreshore, beyond the n,me of permanent satu- average concentration on both beaches is 3.3 percent.ration. The higher concentration of "heavies" in the beach

The hower foreshore of both beaches is coniosewl -ands north of the jetties on the northern beach may
of fine tI n•'edium sand (median dianieter average, he due to the higher percentage of heavy minerals in
217 p,) with a range in particle dlianeter iron) 195 the adjacent terrace AMnds. The heavy minerals into 2_4 P. The finest .mds apqwpar to be localized in the terrace sands are further concentrated by smallthe vicinity of the twin jetties. The coarsest %antis streams and creeks that empty onto the beach.are grnerally found 2 milfes north of the jetties. These The marine suite of heavy minerals, which is char-well-sorsed sands cob average. 0.27) have a narrow acteristic of toe sains in the beach environment. is
range .n sorting f,,4. 0-20 to 0.48) and -'rc charac- shown in a frestsuncy diagram (Fig. 7). Four beach
tertzed gelerally by a coarse skewne's (0'1 of -Ol4. statif(s. 'wo north and two south of the bay entrance.

Sediments of the lower forehore have a % ide range were selected for comparium of heavy mineral assem-of rn-imdness tangular to roundedi but ate mainly Magi-%. Although the heavy mineral species of both
subangular ,I subroutiled. This range in roundness beaches are the same, the frequency of occ rreme of
suggests several different sources of sediment, and the several species varies significantly over the stretch
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Pao MY INTRAOC( WOITH lently sorted (frf average, 0.23) and are skewed to
" •the coarse fraction (a# average, -0.19). The semi-

'- stable dune masses are finer grained (median diameter
average, 181 ot) and somewhat better sorted than the
transitory dunes.

There is a significant difference in particle round-
"ness between the sands of the coastal dunes and of the

- upper foreshore dunes. Coastal dune sands exhibit the
full spectrum of rounding but for the most part are

""...--....,,-. subrounded, whereas the beach dune particles are sub-
angular to subrounded or slightly more angular. The
higher degree of roundness of the coastal dune sands
may be attributed to the vigorous abrasive action of

,,. ______,. ____the wind over a long time or to the selective winnow-
------ ing of rounded particles or both. Typical surface tex-

- -"tures, such as pitting and frosting that accompany
dune sands, are readily discernible and prominent in

. ... ; ,.. .,, .,. these sands.
As was noted in the sands of the beach dunes, the

Fig. 7. Heavy mineral profile of the ocean beaches coastal dunes are also exceptionally high in heavy
flanking Yaquina Bay. The bay entrance is marked by mineral content. These sands have "heavy" concen-
the vertical broken line. trations that range between 22 and 62 percent of the

total sand fraction. The distribution of volume of
of beach sampled. Magnetite-ilmenite-chromite is six "heavies" is irregular in the area sampled.
times more abundant in the sands of the northern Both the light and heavy mineral assemblages of

beach than in the southern, but leucoxene is only one- tIe coastal dune sands are similar to those found in
half as abundant. Even though the relative frequency the lower foreshore sands of the beaches adjacent to
of each opaque species varies along the beach, the the bay and in the terrace deposit north of the bay
total percentage of opaque minerals remains constant. entrance. The mineralogical similarity suggests that
The relative frequency of non-opaque minerals is the the recently migrating coastal dunes were probably
same over most of the beaches with the exception of derived from the Pleistocene terrace sands and nearby
garnet, which is three times more abundant two miles beach sands in the Yaquina Bay area.
north of the jetties on the northern beach than at any Estuarv Channel

other location. The relative percentages of garnet and
opaque minerals in the sands of the north beach coin- Yaquina Estuary is divided into two physiographic
cide with those of the terrace depos;t sampled in that areas, the river channel and marginal tidal flats. In-
area. cluded with the two large tidal flats are numerous

Although the mineralogy of the light and heavy sloughs that empty into the main channel. The river
mineral fractions of the upper foreshore dune sands is channel is by far the larger of the two areas. Its
identical to that of the lower foreshore sands, there is depth is variable but decreases gradually with distance
a significant increase in the total heavy mineral con- upstream as does its width.
tent. The heavy mineral concentration of the upper Sediments in the channel (Fig. 8). from the en-
foreshore dunes reaches a maximum of 40 percent of trance to Oneatta Point, are composed of fine to me-
the total sediment and averages 21 percent for the dium sand and have the same average median diame-
four samples collected. ilowever. the tNo upper fore- ter 217 #i i as the fine to medium sand of the !ower
shore dune samples on either side of the twin jetties iorrshorr tif the beaches. Ilowever, the range in
average only about six percent it. heavy minerals. grain size is greater Ilb-2l p compared with 185-
which is probably due to the low percentage of .54 s, respectnirl.y i.lThese sands are not as well
"healaies" ol the lo%1er foreshore in these areas. %orted iao average. 0.39) .is the bIeaeh sands and

generallv are more coarsely skewed 1.4 ateiage.
',6sjal I)i•ses -0.11 ). The channel s-ediments grade laterally into

The dune environment is comprised of a series of puo,riy sorted, very fine sand between Coquille Point
Sqdirainied transitory and senii-%table coastal dunes that and ()neatta Point.

lie landwsard of the southern ocean beach and along in the vicinity, of Oneatta lV',nt there is a marked
the uxithIestern border of the estnary adjacent to local gradation in the channel fromi the" fine sand

umthi.--ch. This undulating surface of separated dune vra%.ard of the p1imt to medt.li 'and lbetween Oneatta
rridg- .s progressively beinit shifted to the east into l'Pint and a position It. mil" upstream from the

-, Ian adpacent forested area and onto Southbe-ach. lvoint. Setdimnts utpstrearn ifrni ineatta Point are
Like the upper foreshore beach dunes, the transi- characterized by alternating hmglitudinal zones of fine

tory coastal dunes are ccmpcosi of fine ,ands. Their and mndium sand. excepit for an occasional coare
average median d&amete" is 195 p. They are excel- -and lens betueen Toledo and Elk City. In contrast
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I SEDIMENT TYPES
7ORT YAQUINA BAY,
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Fig. 8. Distribution of sediment types in Yaquina Bay, according to the nomenclature diagram proposed by Shepardt
(1954).

to the estuary below Oneatta Point, the sedimients be- point. They are definitely the most angular sediments
tween Oneatta Point and Toledo have at larger aver- in the Yaquina Bay area.
age median diameter (279 p)l. are mnore lx3orly sorted The pirogressive increase in particle roundness sea-
(vo average. 0.49). and are generally skewed to the ward ef Oncatta, Point is largely the reult of increas-
fine! size fraction (a. average. 0.09). ing amounts of the more rounded beach and dune

Channel sedimients between the estuary entrance andl sands with decreasing percentages of angular fluvi-
Otrvatta Point are genterally subangular to subrounded. atile sedimients, rather than the custonaty rounding
but between Oneatta Point and McLean Point there due to abrasion dluring transport with distanice dow-n-
is a p~rogressive increase in particle roundness with streama.
distance dowinstreama. Seaward of McLean Point no The ratio of quartz to feldspar for channel sedi-
gross chainges in roundness could be determined, but nients can be divided into two groups: those greter
dis.crete comaponents of %%elI -rounded grains wer oh- than one. !,eaward of Onetta Point; %snd thos less
served. Since the adjacent transitory coastal dunes than one. landasard of the point. As a rule, the dif-
are the only sedinents in the bay having these grain ference in the ratios of these two components is not
properties.. andl the wind direction and velocity are gret, but a general tr~end does exist. The low ratto,
ia~orable for thve transport of dune sands into this upstream of ()neatta P'oint reflect the arltosic corn-
pbortlirn of the estuary. these sediments undoeubcedly pitosan of the central Oregona Cnzst R.-trge rnclrs.

*contain varying admixturei of dune sands. The higher percenitages of quarls iti the sedimenti;
Landward of Oneatta Voint the channel sedimernts seawartf of Oneatta Point are probably because of the

are usually angular to suhangular, and are therefore addition of beah and dune sAnds, which contain mrim
significantly more angular than those seaward of the quartz than feldspar, rather than because of the de-

oc'a
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struction of feldspars in transit with distance down- The "yellow grain" and rock fragmenit relaticrnsh~p
streamn. As is generally the case for all sediments in characteristic oi the beach and dIune sands was also
the Yaquina Bay area, the potash-plagioclase feldspar observed in the channel sediments from the bay en-
ratios are low (average 0.15) but consistent. trance to Oneatta Point (Fig. 9). For about 1.3 miles

upstream from the bay mouth, thesie two components
occur in nearly the same ratio (2: 1) as those in the
beach sands. However, an inversion in the abundance

S13LL ~of these two components occurs 1.5 miles from the
- *Ba" Onmalims entrance, indicating the beginning of the influence ot

fluviatile sedimentation. From the turning ha;:-. had-
jacent to McLean Point to Oneatta Point, "yellow
grains" decrease gradually in abundance and finaliy
terminate a the upstream extremity of marine sedi-

I,. Heavy mineral concentrations of more than 15 per'-
cent occur in the tine sands of the channel banks or
sand flats near Southbeach, and on the margin of the
prominent sbjad spIt tha.t projects northeastward into
the estuary. This increase in heavy mineral content

------- Is attributed to the eolian transport of heavy minerals
front the dunes to the channel banks when the wind

~0 '~ ~ 'U~ ~ t 'direction is from south to southwest, usually in the

Fig. 9. Relationship between "yellow grains" and rock w'iinter.
fragments from the hay entrance to Oneatta Point. Sta- Three distinctive suites of heavy~ minerals. niLirine,
tion 2D is located at the bay entrance and station 29 near inarine-fluviatile, and fluviatile, are recognized froiii
Oneatta Point. the entrance of the estuary to its head near Elk City.
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A A! a marked increase in abundance of micas upstream
assTCHANNEL and a decrease of the opaque minerals. Hematite and

Do WArwbs. uMma~i. a nom "SWelbs limnionte are prominent in the sediments of this por-

tion of the estuary.¶

T*MFIC ~Tidal Flats

LAWC6111116A coraparison of the two major tidal fiats on the
basis of grain size shows that Sally's Bend Tidal Flat
is substantially finer grained than Southbeach Tidal
Flat (Fig. 8). The channel bAnks bordering both flats
are composed of fine. moderately sorted sand. The
similarity of the two flats ends here.

MCA$ Southbteach Tidal Flat is composed of fine spAd,
7ý with the exception of one isolated area of ver/ fine

*a- sand. The sedimen ts of this flat are moder-tcly to
poorly sorted (a# average, 1.00) End are tkewed to

"a" the fine fraction. In contrast, the stdimevnts of Sally's
Bend Tidal Flat grade laterally away from the chan-
nel from fine sand to silt. There is ziso a progressive
decrease in sorting away from the channel, which
results from increasing adniixtumes of finer sediments
toward the north shore of the flat.

Whent the tidal fiats are 'iurnpared on the basis of
"Milt particle roundness, the sedfiments of Sally's Blend Ti-

75 p 1. ;0 4 00 dal Flat appear to be more related to th sediments
1211-61MW 1.01111 .4w flow "OW (75%) seU 1318% of fluviatile origin and t.hose of Southbeach Tidal Flat

~v .aa~sto those of marine origin. flowever, the variation in
Fig. 11. Transverse heavy mineral profile (A-A') grain size may accounvt for this difference in roundness.

across Southbeach Tidal Flat and Sally's Bend Tidal The "yellow grams" occur only on the southern
Flat in Yaquina Bay. The broken line indicates the inter- shore of Southbe?.ch Tidal Flat and usually in small
vening river channel, percentages He,.e they are derived from the adjacent

terrace sands tfat make up the foundation of a road
The greatest variation in the heavy mineral assent- that borders the- shore.
bWage in the bay area can be seen in the longitudinal A comparison of the percentage of heavy minerals
profile of the 24 miles of estuary and river drainage in the sand fraction of the sediments of the two tidal
sampled (Fig. 10). Rats shows that on Southbeach Tidal Flat the con-

The marine assemblage is prominent between the centration of "heavies" (15 percent) is more than
estuary entrance and McLean Point. and terminates twice that on Sallys Bend Tidal Flat (7 percent).
where the first appearance of the msicas marks the Areas of highest heavy mineral content on Sally's
beginni'ng of fluviatile influence. When the heavy [tend Tidal Flat occur in the fine sands of the channel
mineral species in this portion of the channel are corn- banks. while the line sands of the south shore of
pared w ith those oi the beache-3, it can be seen that Southbeach Tidal Flat contain the highest percentage
the gross msineralogy~ is the same. The ratio of leu- of "heavies" 20N percent i.
coxene to magnetite-ilrneniie-chroniittr. for example. The profile A-A' (Fig. 11) shows the heavy min-
is similar to that found on the southern shore. eral distribution and frequiency acroes approximately

The niarine-flus-iatile suite occurs betweven the ma- two rivivs of tidal flat and the intervening rime chai-
rose inlanid boundary and Oneatta Point. In this seg- nel. Although the heavy mineral assemblage of both
inent of the channel the utarine-fluviatile a~ssmblage tidal flats is charactirristic of the manine-fluviatile
of heats mirwrals is characterized by the premence of suite, there are maj'or differences that distinguish the
the msicas. niuscov ile andt biotite, and a reduction in two IUAt. For example. Sally's Bend Tidal Flat has
the number of %species and the abundance of such a signiticantly higher cV4KCntration 1 ot C ncAs 1111-
metanitorplitc mirierals as kyanite. staurolite. and stilli- covite predominating ove beotite in a 2: 1 ratio) thar,
tnanitc, The inland boundary of the marine-fluviatile does Southleach Tidal Flat. In the Yaquins Rtivirt
selirnesits is mnarked by the abrupt termination of the drainage mnusceovite also is more abuandanst than biotite.
mtAmojrp-hic nitnerals anid of two pyroxenes. hyper- Alsa morm common to Sally's Bend Tidal Flat are the

%theite and diopside opaque minerals. hematite and linmamme, and augite
The fluviatile suite extridls upsre.-,m from the and horubliende. There it a marked dee 'ease and oftenU

marinc-flur'iatile inland bountrdary in the %scinity of an absessee of such metaumorpic niserals as3 PtAWr-
Onetta Iloint and reaches to the head of the estuary lite. ki anite,. silimaritte. and tourmalinle and a runwee
abov-e l'J City. This asserrbLage is characterized by Wbe decline in the abundaince of garliet. diopwdr. aWd
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hypersthene on Sally's Bend Tidal Flat as compared from south to north, and the highest velocity wink
with Soutbbeach Tidal Flat. originate from the southwest. During periods of high

SwiitmTN Soa runoff, the tidal circulation pattern of the partly mixed
estuarine system is especially effective in transporting

The sources of Recen t sediments in the Yaquina drifting beach sands into the entrance of the estuary.
Bay area are diverse and widespread. The chief This is also the period of maximum contribution of
sources; of sediment carried by the Yaquina River suspended sediment to the estuary by the riven. Strong
drainagie to Yaquina Bay are the Tertiary sandstones, southwest winter winds also enhance the movement of
siltatoniA, mudstones, and basic intrusive rocks of the coastal dune sands into the tidal entrance and onto the
centra Oreon Coast Range. Near the bay mouth, southwestern shore of -Sputhbeai'h Tidal Flat.
Pleistocene marine terrace sarids and estuarine de- During the sunmmer and early fall deposition is at
posits have been reworked by the wind and by tidal a minimum beca.use precipitation is negligible, littoral
cufrents. These sediments have been incorporated drift is froin north to south, and the relatively lolv
afto the Recent beach, dune, and estuarine deposits. velocity winds are predominantly from the northwest.
Since the beach sands ame transrxitted along the coast In sumnmer the well-mixed estuaiine systemi inhibits
by seasonal littoraI drift, other :!istant sources of sedi- the transport of marine sands into the estuary, since
ment may incitide the Klam;-A-Siskyou Mountain there is a net non-tidal flow outward at all depths.
complex in southern Oregon an] northern California, The physiography of the coast north of the bay en-
and the numerous geological provinces of the Column- trance. especially Yaquina H-ead, and nearshore reefs
hat River drainage basin, impede the supply of sediment from the north; thus,

little marine sand is available for deposition onshore
Paoczssz or TmA wSIPORTATION A-40 Darusm~ox or in the estuary. The predominant northwest winds

also divert the coastal dune sands away from the
Sites and Rates of Deporition southwest shore of the bay entrance.

lin Yaquina Bay, known~ areas of shoalin~g occur on CONCLUSIONS
the bar, in the main channel, vnd in the turning basin
adjacent to McLean Point- The shoaled areas have Three realmis of deposition, marine. fluviatile, and
maintained a fairly constant position with o",Y minor nmarine-fluvvatiie. can he defined in Yaquina Bay oin
changes in the depositional paittern from 1954) to 1961. the basis of sedim-rit texture and m.ineralogy.
On the basis of material removed by dredging, the Sedimnentation in Yaquina B.Ay appears to be largely
;average rate of sedimentation in the channel between seasonal. Maximum deposition occurs in the bay dun-
the entrance of time twin jetties and the upstream end ing the winter, whereas yerv little deposition occursIof the turning basin is estimated to be nine inches per in the summer.
year. Marine vind is the principal shoaling material The chief sources of Recent sediments in the Ya-
in thesie areas. quina Bay area are the Tertiary rocks of the central

Extensive deposition has occurred on the southern Orrcori Coast Range, the Pleistocene marine terrace
ocean beac-h behind the south jetty since its construe- sandls and estuarine dleposits near the WYv mouth, and
tioni In 18Wl This harrier to th~e northward longiahore the Recent transitory beach 3mn%; dune sands that flank
drift has cesuseil the shoreline to prograde seaward the bay entrance.
with eaich new addition of the seAiwall. An estimated Marine sand froin thr adjacent ocean beach"s iý
275 cuhtmr yards of material have acc-amnulated an- trkn~portedi i,Y strotig iidal currentis to Ontratta Point,
nusAily fromn tOM to 1961. On the other hand, very six nule insid the etra.,ce' to t0 sur.Nab
little serntent bas accumulated behin the ~iorh jetty coastial dune sands are blown into the tidal channel
on the northern ocean beach. Such ,hlvtiographihc neat the miouth -' the estuary and onto the south-
h6aririrs as Yaquina Hlead and ~sceral shallowr off- inestern shnrm' of Skmuthbeach Tidal F'!.t by strong
shore -refs ajpma-enttv diver, or disnruxt the southward on,.hor vin mtnds. Suspende-d sc~nerimen are ctontributed
drift of beach sainds vtwtem Yaquina Hlead and the by iý.e Yaiiuuinx River during periotts 'f high ruroff.
enfrtrace oi Yaquina 11y, thus inbibtitn the sui~ply The type of estuarinr sysiern present at any given
of sedliment to the -iorther'n m-"!a. lw-AeN. time in Yaquina flay is dependent upoin vexsoral and

annual cl matic conditions. In general, from June to
SeVJ"R I Okif.jey ill existing dtat indicate the e-ituarine systent

F~our fac,ors influr-ce One rate. magniitude. and ev- is well nnxted. but it -tAv alternate betwerena l-

.4tent of sedinwntAti-on at N'AquinA 11a3y. Theyi Are !he mixed to pa"Ni mixtlsedm'i-rn fronm Vnember to
typew of eauziarlite ' ronxt river runaff. thiremt~im of W;Y'v Ther reetiptst~on reended at New-por re-flects

4 ~ litnr-a! 4r-lt. and wind dirction- Ml i-mr fwactrs --rr the uspe of ertuartne s'ysten1 presenit during each
relate to taeietor-GOlgw1 aml codiios and. cneutl.mu"it~h of the- 'ms % for i a! nY giienr 'i-aIr

change with stviovta! C nutaic flucttsotatos In Y3ts'nir !14't knwnI areAS Of mhoshng ~recur
Setlirwraenrtio 'n Ysq'uInZ Kay VAp-.eas itO be I-A!`elY 0n the btt i-n the nr-x-n clhannel, And In the turning

inraww-.aj3 Jig. 12 1 Maxnmumn depo'.t-,un omanr in basin 'Die shnki~s areas have ,maintained a fairly
the bay during the wint-wr and early sprin. At this cmonitrt PE"it-on from 1950 t" lW4l hIsAlnmate 4%e".
-one river nmgu-Ik is highw-v, the kiingshore dirift Is age rste of deonition in the credged -hannel is nine
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inches per year. Marine sand is the Principal shoaling staining of K-feldspar and plagioclase on rock slabs and

material in these areas. thin sections. Am. Mineralogist, 45:1020-1025.

As a result of jetty construction in 1888, and BALDWIN, E. M., 1959. Geology of Oregon. Edwards
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jetty. An estimated 275 cubic yards of material has Briefs, Fish Comm. of Oregon, 7:14-27.
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The Sediments of Chesapeake Bay

ROBERT B. BIGGS

t'hesapeake Biological Laboratory, Natural Resources fnistitute, University of Maryland, Solomons, Maryland

Most recent investigators of sediments have been early) diagenesis in Chesapeake Bay sediments, in view
concerned with the physical and chemical properties of the unstable hydrography of the area.
of sediments in areas where the environments of To this end, 120 coring stations were located in a
deposition have a relatively stable oxygen concentra- mid-Bay area ad~acent to Soinmons, Maryland (Fig.
tion in the water column. Some characteristics of 1). This study area has a deep trough extending its
typical sediments from several of these modern basins length, a marked depletion of oxygen in the trough
are presented in Table 1. during the summer months, and thick black sediments

Light-colored. rather homogenous, oxidized sedi- in the deeper areas (Ryan, 1953).
ments are found in the Norwegian Sea, Wakasa Bay
in Japan, along the shelves of Iceland, and the At- CHEMICAL. PROPERTIES OF THiE BAY WATERS

lantic and Gulf Coasts of the United States, to men-
tion a few. In these environments, the water column The water salinities in all parts of Chesapeake Bay
is oxygenated throughout, and benthic organisms are vary seasonally and daily, and in many places, tidally.
abundant. The distribution of mean annual salinity in the Bay is

In parts of the Black and the Baltic Seas, in some presented by Whale)y and Hopkins (1952). The cir-
of the offshore California basins, and in Lake Mara- culation of the Bay is such that dense oceanic water
caibo, the lower part of the water column is perma- flows beneath light river-derived water in a two-layer
nently low in oxygen. The sediments are dark colored system (Fig. 2). At all seasons there is considerable
atld generally chemically reducing, and bernthic organ- vertical mixing of these layers, but during the sum-
isnis are absent or rare. mer and fall the surface waters are warmer and less

The shallow waters of Chesapeake Bay are always saline, and the boundary between the layers is most
oxygenated, but deeper waters are periodically oxygen- distinct.
deficient (Pritchard, 1952). In an areal survey of the Data from Cruises 1-7 of the Chesapeake Bay In-
physical parameters of Bay sediments. Ryan (1953) stitute indicate that in the late fall, winter, and spring,
found that most of the sediments were dark colored, the waters at all depths in the Bay are nearly satu-
evolved hydrogen sulfide, and were occasionally lami- rated with oxygen. Oceanic waters enter the Bay
nated or banded. over the sill, they then flow into the deeper basins,

The investigation reported in this article was under- and gradually migrate toward the head of the Bay.
taken to determine the processes of sedimcntation and Biological and chemical processes remove oxygen

Table 1. Sonic characteristics of modern marine basins.

Sedimentary
Area Sediment color structures Hydrography

Lake Maracaibo (I) black and gray-green banding low oxygen
Black Sea (2) black and gray banding and low oxygen

laminations

Balkic Sea (3) blick and gray-green banding low oxygen

California basins (4) dark gray-green banding low oxygen

Norwegian Sea (5) light brown homogeneous well aerated

Iceland Shelf (6) light brown homogeneous well aerated

Wakasa Bay, Japan (7) light brown homogeneous well aerated

East Coast, U. S. (8) light brown homogeneous well aerated

Dutch Wadlen Zee (9) light brown at surface banding and well aerated
laminations

S(1) Redfield. 1958; (2) Smirnow, 1958; (3) Manheim, 1961- (4) Emery snd Rittenberg, 19S2; (S) Gorshkovi., 1960; (6) Hartomk, ..
1960; (7) Nino. 1950; (a) Moore and Gorsline, 1960; (9) Van Strauten. 1954.
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rig. 1. Location and bathymetry of study area.

from these waters as they move northward during the HIYi)ROGRAPHtIC CONDITIONS IN THE
S,•' ;unmner months, and oxygen depletion results. BAY EAST OF SOIOMONS, MARYLAND

;- ••. •Typical summer oxygen profiles reveal the charac-
•. , iteristic loss of oxyc:-,,-n as these deeper, more saline The bathynietry of the study area east of Solonions

Swaters move northward. Below 40 ft., oxygen de- (Fig. 1) is similar to that of the rest of the Bay.
}'"pletion is severe and limits the growth of higher Maximum dlepth of 154 ft. in the study area occurs

Sorganisms. on its eastern margin. From May through October,
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"THE SEDWMENTS OF CHESAPEAKE BAY 241

Bay east of Solomons (Fig. 3) reveal that the zone
RIVER OCEAN of marked transition in temperature, salinity, and oxy-

__ _ gen content occurs at a depth between 40 and 50 ft.,
S-"- thus defining the minimum depth of oxygen-deficient

conditions during the summer months. A preliminary
survey of the bottom sediments indicated that deep-
water silts and clays grade into shallow-water sands
at a depth of about 30 ft. The eastern and western

__ boundaries of the study area were defined as the
Fig. 2. North-south schematic circulation pattern in shallowest zone in which silt- and clay-sized particles

Chesapeake Bay estuarine system (Pritchard, 1952). predominate in the sediments. In the particular re-
gion of the Bay east of Solomons Island, this defini-

vertical mixing is at a minimum and water stratifica- tion of the boundary facilitates study of fine-grained
tion at a maximum (Fig. 3). sediments in three rather distinct hydrologic zones:

Oxygen content, as determined by the Winkler (1) the bottom sediments at depths less than 40 ft.,
method, decreases to zero to 0.5 ml/l in some of the where the water column is continuously oxygenated;
deepest areas during this period. For the remainder (2) those sediments lying between the 40-ft. and 50-ft.
of the year a salinity-temperature stratification re- contours, where the hydrologic conditions are transi-
mains, although it is not sharp nor characterized by tional and fluctuating; and (3) those sediments found
the depletion of oxygen in the deeper water, below the 50-ft. contour, where extreme oxygen de-

ficiency prevails during the summer months.SEDIMENTS OF THE STUDY AREA

Data from long-term hydrographic stations main- SAMPLING AND STORAGE

tained by the Chesapeake Biological Laboratory in the After definition of the borders of the study area, a

STATION 52 STATION 58 STATION XX
pH 6 7 8 6 7 8 6 7 8

SALINITY %1 1 I 115 2I0 1 20 10 1 20
0

20 --4,.
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Fig. 3. Variation of salinity, temperature, oxygen concentration, and pH-l in the water column, east of Solomons, t.,Md., on August 16, 1960; location of stations presented in Fig. 4.
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THE SEDIMENTS OF CHESAPEAKE NAY 243 1
grid system of 120 squares, each 800 yd. on a side, starved environments. This banding does not appear
was used as a sampling guide. Samples were taken to he continuous from station to station. The black
with a 3-ft. gravity corer at all stations where the portion of banded cores exhibits the same rapid fading
water depth was less than 60 ft., and with a 6-ft. as does the black sediment of the tops of the unbanded
Kudlenberg corer for deeper stations. Precise location deep-water cores.
entailed the use of a sextant with landni, rks as tri- Laminationu-Thin color laminations were found in
angulation points. One station was occupied randomly the upper 4 in. of four cores, all in the northern por-
within each square. Location of the stations is shown tion of the study area, and all at depths of less than
in Figure 4. All cores were taken in plastic core 60 ft. These consist of alternating 1 mm thick black
liners, removed from the corer, and sealed with plastic and gray-green sediments in which the black color
caps. Cores were returned to the laboratory after rapidly fades on short exposure to air. The lamina- I
each cruise and were refrigerated within ten hours of tions, where observed, occur in zones from 1 to 3 in.
sampling, thick. There is no apparent textured difference be-

Sediment samples were taken at both the top and tween the different color bands and laminations.
bottom of each core, and two samples each from other Shell Layers-Layers composed entirely of shells
depths in the core where recognizable lithologic or of the pelecypod Mulinia Laernal occur in 26 of the
color changes occurred. One sample from each of the cores. The layers are usually Ya to I in. thick and
horizons was quick-frozen for future organic analysis, are composed of specimens from 5 to 9 mm long, most
and the second sample was used immediately for anal- of which are still articulated. Parker (1956), working
vses of parameters which may change during storage. in the Mississippi Delta region, found representatives
The odor of l.,S was evident fronm all depths of all living in silty sand, sandy silt, and clayey silt sub-
cores except those from the shallow southwestern por- strates. Living alhixia have a wide distribution in
tion of the area. Chesapeake hay at the present time, according to a

The refrigerated cores were extruded from their personal conmunication from H. Pfitzenmeyer. Thus,
core liners, split longitudinally with a scalpel, and ex- a natural habitat of Mulinia may be fine-grained sedi-
amined for gross physical characteristics. Each core nhents. The fact that the Mulinia layers have a wide
was then photographed and the depth to recognizable distribution over the study area, occur in discrete
lithologic and color changes measured. No estimate of zones, and are composed of articulated specimens sug-
compaction due to coring is available. gests that the shells arc in their location of growth.

Thus, perhaps even in the deepest parts of the area.
P'hysical Parameters of the Sedimeuts benthic environmental conditions were at one time

Color-All the sediments in the study area are or another conducive to growth of higher organisms.
either black or gray-green. Cores from the shallow Lack of systematic variation in sediment depth where
areas are gray-green for their entire length, while the Muliuia layers were found precludes their use as aI 4 1.
samples from deeper water are characterized by the time horizon.
appearance of overlying black sediment whose thick- Sand Layers-One- to three-in, layers of sand-sized
ness generally increases with increasing water depth. material occur sporadically in the deep eastern portion
Exception to this observation occurs in the central of the study area. The sands cannot be traced laterally
portion of the area where gray-green sediment is ex- from one station to the next either parallel or per-
lx'd at the surface at odxlerate water depths. The pendicular to the axis of the Bay. They are char-
contact between the black and gray sediment is usu- acteriotically composed of quartz, minor glaucounte.
ally sharp and striking on a fr-eshly cut surface. feldspar, and heavy minerals, and rarely show graded
Figure ; illustrates the thickness of the black sedi- bedding- Upper and lower contacts with the mud are
ment, %hich varies fromt ItVs than 5 in. in the north sharp. The sandy sediments of the deeper areas may
central and western area. to 15 in. in the south central be produced by slumping of the prominent underwater
portion, and to 40 in. in the deep eastern channel, escarpment which borders the eastern edge of the

Upon splitting the cores, it was noted that black area.
sediments faded to graysgreen without drying in less Grain Saor-The percentage. by weight. of material
than one hour of exposure to the air. This suggests coarser and finer than 62 P was determined for 3V
extrenw instabilit., under nornial laboratory condi- sedniments by wet-sieving samples through a 230-nwsh
tion.• 44 Obe material imparting the black color to the standard sieve. The distribution of grain size m the
sediments surface sediments is illustrated in Figure 7. Fmiery

Sedimcnary Strmu,-ture--Structurrs found in the (19gW' 0. and other. found that sediments deposited
sediments include color handing. laminativns., shell m the shallo-est water contain the largest percentagme
layers, and %and layers i Fig (t). of sand size material. probably because of the nearby

Bmndiug-The color hanting consists of alternating source of the sand and the relatively higher energy of
black and gray -green laivers ranging in thicknes fromi the sh"low water environment. The t iocen, l'leisto.
I to 4 in. each These alterntling hands are found on c-ne s"eiments exposed along the wesern shore of the +
the we-sem side of the area only at depths from 40 Bray provide a wurce of sand-sined sedimtent and are
to (,0 't in the tranutional hdrographic tne betwe.en belnl actively eroded. Th shallow water deposits of
the permanentlt uuyxeriated and periodically oxygen- the study area are inftluentd by.. arcng tidal currents
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SEDIMENTARY STRUCTURES
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THE SEDIMENTS OF CHESAPEAKE SAY 247

Table 3. Clay mineral comlosition of sediments samples were heated in 100"C. intervals, from 2UO'C.
sampled at the station locations presented in Fig. 4. to 700C., and diffraction patterns were obtained for

.... . ....................... each interval. In addition, five samples of the <2 it
Depth fraction were prepared for electron microscopy.

of Because of the subjectivity involved in the interpre-
water Sedi- Depth tation of X-ray diffraction pat'erns of clay minerals,

Sam- (in ment in Chlo- Kaoli- t
pli feet) color sediment rite Illite nite a brief summary of the criteria used for identification

. ........-- - -- in this study is necessary. The methods employed for
16-2 52 gray 4"- 5" 31.90 41.7$ 26.4" identification are essentially those of Nelson (1960).
16-4 52 gray 12"-13" 29.8 42.1 28.1 Kaolinite was identified by strong diffraction max-
17-2 60 gray 5"- 6" 38.1 36.5 25.4 ima at 7.2A and 3.58A which were not affected by
17-4 60 gray 18"-19" 32.2 41.9 25.8
19-2 110 black 4"- 5" 30.0 39.5 29.6 glycolation or mild thermJ treatment. Heating to
19-4 110 gray 14"-15" 30.1 38.3 29.6 400"C. produced diminution of intensities, and at
31-1 38 black 0'- I" 23.8 50.4 25.7 540'C. the peaks were conmpletely gone.
31-4 38 gray 17"-18" 25.9 47.2 26.7 Material with a maximum at l0.OA which is not
.U3-1 48 black 0"- 1" 31.4 40.9 27.1
33-4 48 gray 11"-12" 28.7 44.2 27.7 affected by glycolation and is intensified by heating is
35-1 109 black 0"- 1" 33.2 45.0 21.8 here termed "illite".
35-3 109 gray 14'-15 30.7 42.6 26.7 Chlorite was identified by a prominent diffraction
36-1 102 black 0"- I" 29.7 40.0 30.3
36-3 102 gray 39-40" 24.1 37.7 38.2 maxinwn at 14.2A which was not affected by glycola-
36-5 102 gray 53"-54" 30.2 42.2 27.6 tion and was intensified by heating to 500"C.
6&l 31 black 0"- I" 32.1" 42.0' 25.0" Vermiculite was detected in small quantities by heat
68-3 31 gray 8"- 9" 33.0 43.8 22.8 treatment. The basal vermiculite peak at 14.2A is
80-1 45 black 0"- 1" 32.4 45.9 21.6
80-3 45 gray 7"- 8" 29.0 45.0 25.8 masked by the chlorite maximum and in the untreated
85-1 150 black 0"- 1" 33.7 40.1 26.2 or glycolated sample is not resolvable. How'lver, upt,.n
85-3 150 gray 17"-18" 302 39.6 30.2 heating to 200"C. a peak at 12.99A was produced.

107-1 45 black 0"- 1l 31.9 38.3 29.7 After heat treatment to 400"C. the peak shifted to
107-3 45 gray 9-10" 27.6 39.4 32.9
107-4 45 gray 19'-20" 31.7 34.9 33.3 12.27A. and disappeared at higher temperatures.
115-2 55 gray 9"-10" 29.8 42.3 28.8 Optical studies reveal that opaline diatom tests
115-4 55 gray 20'-21 31.2 41.7 27.1 constitut- 10 to 20 percent of the silt-size fraction.
118-1 118 black 0"- 1 28.3 38.8 32.8 Subangular qua, -ains are numerous. X-ray dif-
118-3 118 gray 19"-20' 36.7 38.3 25.0
118-6 118 gray 24"-25" 2115 38.1 33.3 fraction studies m the presence of quartz andS........ ...... indicate thu pre .e of snall AAuuuunt of illite and

Relative peak intensities to the use IGO. chlorite. Weak leaks at 321A and 3.27A were occa-
sionally observed. These were probably due to the

os r oh Sediment presence of one or more feldspars.
The clay mineral composition of sediment samples

The minerals in the sediment were identified by was determined at various depths for 13 stations
optical, X-ray, and electron microscope techniques. representing three cross sections of the area. Semi-

Coarse Fractions-The coarse fraction of the sedi- quantitative diffractometer peak height measurements
ment (that portion retained on a 230-mw.sh U. S. of the basal clay mineral reflections indicate a fairly
Standard -ieve) was mounted in Canada balsam and constant relationship among chlorite, illite, and kaoli-
studied microscopically. In all cases quartz comprises nite (Table 3). Relative amounts of vermiculite were
more than 90 percent of the sample. The grains are not detertained because of the diffutse character of the
subangular to subrounded and contain minute inclu- peak. Quartz was present in all clay-sizvý sa ipies.
sions. Some grains shov undulatory extinction. Feld- Electron microscopy revealed hexagonal flakes,.. ir-
spar, glauconite, and heavy minerals comprise the re- regular flakes, and skeletal (diatom) fragments. The
mainder of the sample. The feldspar is rounded to hexagkmal flakes are probably kaolinite, while the ir-
subrounded and clouded by alteration. Glauconite, regular material may represent illite, chlorite, or
composed of well-rounded grains, occurs most com- organic matter.
monly in the shallow sandy sampies and is prob- Nelson (1960) studied the clay mineralogo of the
ably derived from nearby glauconatic Cretaceous and 'jottom sediments tif the Rappahannock River and
Eocene formation. Heavy minerals consist of grains Powers (1954), the i'atuxent. Both investigators
of hornblende, diopside. epidote. hiotite, garnet, and found illite. chlorite, and kaolinite, while Nelson. in
opaques (riagnetite, henutite,. -nd ilmenite). addition, found two nxmtmorillonites and vermic-Wlitv.

Fine Fractiosu-The fine fraction (all material 1oth found that the relative anu.nts of chlrite in-
finer tha!, 62 p) comprises the bulk of the sediment in creased downstream. Poiers attributed this increase
the stud% .'-a. The fine fre:tion of 13 samples was in chlorite to diagenetic alteratim of :11itic material
divided into (>4 %s) and clay (<4 #) fractions by addition of Mg. According to Nelson. relative
Orierted -am - of both frartions were sedtinented anumunts oi kaolinite and vermiculite remaired con-
into glass stides. X-rayed with Ni-filtered Cu K2 stant for all samples, while both montmorillonites dis-

radiatiost. glycolated. and X-rayed again. Sepiar•,te appeared rapidly down the salinity gradtiet. Hlurlh's

.
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Chesapeake Bay have heen observed in Recent ss'di*
90" IS CNDO ni-.nts by Smirnow (1958) in the Black Sea; Emery

a O5 and Mittenberg (1952) in San redro Harbor; Van
Straaten (1954) in the Dutch Wadden Zee-; Manheim

4 (1961 ) in the Baltic; Oppenheimer (1960) in Red-
fish Bay, Texas; and Priddy el al. (1955) in Missis-
sippi Sound. In all the above-meritioned localities.
the investigators have, at least partially. attributed the
color of black sediment to hydrotroilite (FcSiilII2 O).
an amorphous ferrous sulfide.

d I A test for hvdrotroilite (FEmery and Rittenberg.I 411952). involving, treatment of sediment samples mwith
dilute hydrochloric acid, with the evolution of 112S if

Z 'i soluble sulfides are present, was completed on all sedi-
ment samples. Black Sediment evolved Hl.S, while
gray samples yielded none, indicating the possible

Le, pre- --- of hydrotroilitir in black sediment.

X I7 mono ulften (19.14) litldb that with tinie the
GRIN 1111`7 mnsIie(hdoriie altered to thr bisulfide

0 -coo Is(pyite. Gay ampes igetedin 50 p'ercent 110i
Ji olfad5pecn)I oew b boiling AICI3 (Nener-

4( brg.196 ) yeldd ablack residue whiica gave an
X-ry ptten.of yrie.This pyrite comprises about
0.1 pecet o te blksediment sample and 0.3 per-

cen ofth cly-szefraction. Exceptions to this ob-
srbtoiccurdi banded core% wshere gray hands

g-ae n py'-- ptilrnafter digestion. F~igure 9
illstrtesthepyrtedistributioris in two cor". The

PERCNT YRIT I* %.*, s~w-shallow-water core contain., black and gray t).-ndling.
Fig. 9. Vertical distribution of pyrite in the seimnwnts. and the deepwater core is uniformly bl;,,. followed

Statiiin larations presented in Fig. 4. at depth by gray color. Bl~aA sediment in the color-
banded core (core 21, contain- r- Ortrctable pyirte.

et al. (:961) determined the KO-Ar" ages of the isor does the enclosed gray band. iP .,nderly ng gray
h-bear.111 claY Material from the mouth of the Rappa- sediment, however. pyirte occurs In the same Sequence
hannock River, and obtained values of 497 million where black color would he expccted if the bonding
years and 680 mil' ion ,-eas for two samples Hurley were continuous with depth.c This olaiervatiirn stromgli
concluded that the illite fraction was detrital. suggests that black sediaf'enit conitaininx hvilritroilite

In the Chesapeake BaY area, three rather distinct aiters to grAy sediment containing pyrite. while Origi-
environrm:.ats are represented during the sumnicr nailly deposited Cr-ay sedinxiit contains neither pyrite
months: the oxidizing environment of the shelf, char- nor' hvdi .qrc !,te- 'Grav sesliniont from deep water
acterized byv high pH- (8.04.3)., high slissolved o'cr- containa5 relativelk cOnstant quai tities of ,y.rtte. sug-
Kmn content, and rtlatively low salinity HO W.- 15'P gesting that it has bien altered to its pl'senit state
the redlucing environment oi the ch~ajict. charActrt-- from originiatll h ytrotroilite-containing black niate-
ized by low pit (7.2--7.6). low disssolvewl oxIygen ctin- rial. ý 'ilte was not defected in black sediment.
tent, and relativels- high salinity ( 17 '-2 Pa ad Tepee:c fsalamut fprtei h ei
the Wuned at diagenetic environmens, characterized rnets is "o untusual. FmwiT =nd Rlttenherg 1 1952'i
by high and variable pil i'T.-&b. and! rel~atavelY descrIbe a .Wmwhat similar sit uation in thr sediiments
high salanat% i 10 I,21 %.). Relardles of wshere Of the Offs,6rc Cod'fornta basins. where pyrrti ocrurs
samp~le% werr taken. whether at the surface or at depth as spherical mnasses and irregular grains whi'ch ir-
in the sealianent. in the black or gray stc~mlent. oir tn reaeai'udntwt epha h dnn h'
%hillow or deep water, the clay mineal rsiir fedl two mrchanisms muay he I.-r~oivd in the j'ruchz
Thus, nooe of the above-menitoioed! prameters appeaAr 11M of autbigrnaC P~riwe A,-eaxtrac in the stmitwtmc-

toafec te irs ri.1Miio -l * lay awal h-drat~rmil'te - mnelaiko-i te -. "jiri;r in Areas 01 : Apid
Ofthisar an edarrmevsia h deptsitaon such as rivert-. hiarbofs, and blss, and

'a.~~uai al'rs nd derita r material, hie silheo 0k.ealy frcto p~racte ortnsn diree-tiv in areas of stow detrital 'sdl-

miaints are the principal Liological cguntribution tn the Inwnai s+ c he asr arcths. h bas eseneo %

ir.Oulfie in the blas .' ;Ainwrits ha~s Already been and.r
t'tTi!Zi Lh~tALCL. rated. The actrurrewtc oil psi tie an the r.All Wesfmrnts

t orn didstriutons similair to thowe clescnibM for but nat in the black sul-aoris the h'.potheass that 16s-
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pyrite Is anl authigenic mineral fomdajh xes
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(IILMI11CAL P ARAMEiTERS 9 A V
fin thll- region of Che.-.peake Bay the isriter ha%

imeasuredl sulfate and chloride f ront the water column
anid front interstitial water. andt organic carbon, Eh.

01. errc ad frros ionand suliur in the sedi
nins.Cane i heeparameters across the basin

ii tep a m md orlt h ntroa #0

ather whemia reodertier with the pursiose o apprboxoi-N

inating thc redox state of this environment. The ratio :8
ot sulfater to chlortnitv in normal marine waiters is
about 01.14. 1 hec tendency in reducing envirolnments
I. for this ratio to be lowecr than 0.14 because of tile. . i>
breakdowAn o~f the suliate molecule bv bacterial and
inorganic processes.. 4

Sulfate was dletermniied gravimetricallv on intersti-
tial %sater centrifuged fromt sed~ine-t sAnmples IBather -i
Winl kilry, 1954 1- Triplicate results are purecise to -'V'

0- Pe-cent..Accuracy IS approximately. t 0.O. 1ý

plercent oi the awount present in synthetic Samples I

(i~ormtsWa. (dernnedsoumeriahy bthsan- Fig. I1. Distributionx of the sulfate -cblorin ity ratio in
ard Mol~r miethod on the same samrples. Accuracy sufc)eiet uI h sanhgpros otu
this methodt approaches. =t)0A percent. Examples 01 minerval 0,02.
the vertical distribution of the suffate-chiorinity ratio
in thle water colunin And the Sediments are preientcel relation of higher chlorinity and slightly higher sul-

ihe widue 1aito lltl uiaec0.nivrtoI iatc .- ~ctitratlons in surface samples over deep area% 4
Thewid iriaior o th suiae-~lorniv rtioin and relativeliv lower chlorinit\ And higher sulfate

the water cohinin satimles i" 13 ifficult to explAinl. Cor- -values over Shallow. areas sugge'.ts local runoff oi
high sulfate atfecting tile quality of the Jihallow '

I~Sit V-it this area of thle HIt Sver( Irp ..t (1. 1 . re

port sulfate ito he tuis i a% abundant As ctilorik Inl
to 1 resht uaterr'. The tut) 'hallou stations are charac-

~ (* It.ertz'u h % a -re or hIt her than aicrage ratio,
x 66 .1 C c-t hrough4-ut the deplth a:mpledl, %istide the t-At Jesri-p

. 4 1 & * .tstions show% erratic but mucrcaNIrng sulfatr-chlori.le
ratio lilth depth

.4 004. lalile 4.u~t-~.rn rriatiltisntip In the isatcr
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60- cent enrichment in the water column plus any sulfide
remaining in combination in the sediment. The oh-
served 10 percent enrichmenet of sulfate in the water
columu falls within the deficiency range of the sulfate-
chlorin~tv r.,tio found in the sediment pore-watei.
tHowever, variation of the sulfz'--chloridc ratio iii
the interstitial water is greater than that of the over-
lying water column. because of the intenitv of the
pirocesses used in renio~ ing sulfate from anyv given

WL sediment.
-J40- No marked variation exists between the sulfate-

EBLAC SEDME~T chlorinity ratio of thle interstitial water of black or
< []GRAY SEDIMENT gray sedimeets (Fig. 12). Slightly higher ratios in

the deeper gray sediment (Fig. 10) may' indicate a
decrease of bacterial reduction of sulfate and the ad-

o justnient to inorganic equilibrium conditions.

X ~Organic Carbon and Organic M1atter
20 Three hundred and fifty drsN-comibustion organic

2 carbon determinations (Nierdalil and Nierdahl, 1942)
- 2t %ere compileted on nitrogen-dried, HCI-digested sedi-

Z ment samplles. The combustion apparatus was stand-
ardized using spectrographic graphite as a carbon
source, and recoveries of 99.9 percent were obtained.
Triplicate sedliment analyses indicaie the results arc
precise to ±0O.19 percent. floriyzontal and vertical
saiulle variations over the area of *nterest are pI''--
senitCtk in Figures 13 and 14.

01 Values obtained in surface sediment samples range
0 .. 2.3
S3ULFATE /CHLORIDE

Fig. 12. Variation of 1 0. 10l with sediment color. C H E S A P E',A K E

Ratios of sulfate-chlorinitv for surface sediments .

indicate reduction of the S04 component ;in the sam-
pies from deeper water (Fig. I I). Genierali, the ratio 4
is erratically lower. reaching a mnimmum and then
rising with increasing sedimient depth to values sirni- .

lar to those found in surface sedliments. Sulfate i
never completely absent frorn the interstitial water at ~<
.unN dlepthl.

Nulju We- Chloin itn iv Ratijos: !isc ussioon ..--

The (iiistri bution of the sul fate-chl orin ity ratio inl
the water andl sedimieint lloire-water ha already IK~
dIiscu ssedi. D ata preseinted it T able 4 inid icate that a
increase in the ratio with iiicreasing water dlepthIs
due to tht high sulfate concentration, liroball reut 1

ing fi-om H ,S product ion in the sediment: its in igra ution upward into tile water columni; and its oxidlati nil
to sulfate. A-lthoughu a freshwater sulfate correc-

oint was i ot taken into aceount in the calculations.
the upper river-derived wýaters appear deficient in sul- .2

fate, w%]ile the deeper. marine (derived waters containi '5ý
amarked concent rati on o f sul fite over the theoretical

valute. WVith thle appro ximnate en ri clniinnt ot 10 peir -
Cent s;ulfate ill tilt deep water, it Should lie iexpiected --- *~~

that sulfate concenitrations in the- sedinient lore-water Fig. 13. Variation of organic carbon fin surface sedi-
wo)uld he dleficient by an amiount equal to the 10 per- nients. Contour interval-0.47o C.

--- --- --- - -- - - - - - - -. 7 T T
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0 Table 5. Organic extraction of Chesapeake Bay

0 I [ I sediments.

"Core 103 1 2 3 4

10 Inches below surface 0-1 9-10 13-14 25-26
1 Sediment color black black gray gray

.... -' Weight percent organic
carbon 2.97 2.81 2.72 2.41

Weight percent organic
0 .. carbon extracted with

ZAl 20 ethanol 0.151 0.128 9.116 0.062
W
"o : Weight percent organic

carbon extracted withZ benzene 0.023 0.014 0.024 0.047

Weight percent organic
-30 carbon extracted 0,174 0.142 0.140 0.109
Z Extractable % of totalSorganic carbon 5.8% 5.0% 5.1% 4.5%

WI! 40 ... ...... nitrogen-dried samples from core 103 were subjected
f) to Soxhlet extraction for 24 hours. Sediment samples

Z were extracted with ethanol, then benzene, to obtain
soluble organic material. Pertinent data appear in
Table 5.

- 50 ... It appears that the quantity of soluble organic ma-
terial decreases slightly relative to the depths sampled

LuJ in this area of Chesapeake Bay. The decrease is
t0 comparable to the overall decrease in total carbon.

60 Organic Carbon: Discussion

The distribution of organic carbon content in rela-
tion to the sediment color is illustrated in Figure 15.

IBLACK SEDIMENT

70 100I I, SEDIMEN
0 20 40 60 80 100 --GRAY SEDIMENT

PERCENT CARBON
Fig. 14. Percentage of organic carbon remaining with U)

depth in sediment. _1
-J

from 0.95 percent carbon in the shallow silty sands 60-
to 3.4 percent carlon in the silty clays and clayey silts un
of the deepest regions. U_

Figure 14 illustrates the distribution of organic car- 0
bon with depth in sediment for all buried samples. 40--
The percentage of carbon remaining with depth was w.
calculated assuming that the carbon found in the upper 0
inch of the core represents 100 percent of the carbon "
deposited with the sediments.

A gross loss of approximately one percent of the
organic carbon per inch of burial is evident from the
graph. \Vith increasing depth the percentage of or-
ganic carbon remaining in the saml)les becomes more A
ýariable, At a depth of 5 in. the range of carbon
remaining is from 80 to 98 percent, at 10 in. the range
is front 69 to 96 percent. and at 40 in. the range is WT PERCENT ORGANIC CARBON
from 26 to 92 percent. Fig. 15. Relationship between the percentage of organic

In addition to the organic carbon analyses, four carbon and sediment color.

4
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No distinct correlation of sediment color with the per-
centage of organic carbon is obvious from the histo-
gram. The tendency for most black sediments to have C H E S A P 6fA K E 1
relatively higher organic carbon values is considered 8 A V V

to be a result )f the distribution of the samples. Many
workers have found a general decrease in the content .
of organic matter with increasing depth of burial in
modern sediments (Barghoorn, 1952; Mohamed, 1949: ;
Smith, 1954; Waksman, 1933). The loss of organic
carbon from these sediments, assuming constant sup-
ply throughout the depositional interval, has been at- .4.
tributed to bacterial activity and inorganic destruc- -,

tive processes. The association of black color with 1. M
surface or near-surface sediments correlates well with . "' o
the higher organic content found in them. The amount ,.,.
of overlap between the black and gray sediments.
however, with respect te the organic carbon content. /
precludes a basic cause-and-effect relationship be- .
tween quantity of organic matter and sediment color. /
The observed increase of organic carbon in surface
sediments with increas-ng water depth may be at- .
tributed to: (I) a higher rate of sedimentation in , .
by a detrital component; (2) a relatively higher rate t

of inorganic oxidation of organic matter in shallow I

areas, owing to the higher oxygen content of the over- r -x &u -n
lying waters and larger sediment grain size, thereby .
permitting circulation of these waters through the

sedient (3 th scaengng ctiity f ogansms Fig. 17 . Variation of Fe'1 Fe' ratio in surface sediments'sediment; (3) the scavenging activity of organisms during the sampling period. Contour interval-0.1.
in shallow areas; and (4) the higher physical energy
of the environment, causing non-deposition or re-
suspension of fine sediments including fine organic and resuspended by currents and waves, causing in-
detritus. cluded organic material to be oxidized and/or rede-

The factors which are predominant in causing the posited in areas of lower environmental energy.
observed carbon distribution appear to be the energy Iron-Ferric :nd ferrous iron were determined on
of the environment and the inorganic oxidation of 409 samples of sediment at various water depths and
organic matter because of dissolved oxygen in the depths within the sediment. Frozen sediment samples
shallow areas. Scavenging organisms are present dur- were dried to constant weight at 95°C. in a nitrogen
ing the cold seasons, when they appear to be inactive atnmosphere. The material was then digested for 45
and thus may not consume much organic matter. The minutes in 1.2N HCI on a steam bath.
shifting of submarine bars indicates strongly that hot- Ferric and ferrous iron were determined colorimet-
tout material in shallow regions is reworked, shifted, rically on the filtered HCI solution by a modification

of the method of Lewis and Goldberg (1954), using
2,21 bipyridyl as complexing agent. The complexing

..... + __k • _ + . agent and a buffer were added with the HOI at the

initiation of digestion, thus preventing oxidation of
- - ferrous iron by atmtospheric oxygen as described by

Shapiro (1900). The complexed solution was then
** 0- , ldivided and diluted into two 25-ml samples. The opti-

, cal density of the first was measured on a spectro-
Al ' I photometer at 522 ma, the quantity of ferrous ironL,,w" ' read from a previously determined calibration curve.

and this quantity of iron was termed ferrous iron. A
- reducing agent, hydroxylamine hydrochloride, was

" added to the second sample, the optical density deter-
] mined, the quantity of ferrous iron read from a second

, ,,...-.,d ,, .o ., graph, and the result reported as total iron. Ferric
Fig. 16. Distribution of iron in the water and sediment iron is calculated from the difference between total

of four stations from the study area. Data in the water iron and ferrous iron. As the true value of ferrous
column represent summer distribution only. Station loca- iron is unknown, a measure of accuracy is not ob-
tions presented in Fig. 4. tainable. Precision, except for an occasional large

. _. .,..- -
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0 [13 E]GRAY SEDIMENT
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FERRIC-FERROUS RATIOS Z

Fig. 18. Variation of Fe'/Fe' ratio with sediment depth. 0 T MIN
Station locations presented in Fig. 4. O .2 .3

FERRIC/FERROUS RATIOS

deviation (due to an inhomogeneous sample), was Fig. 19. Relationship between Fe"/Fe' and sediment
within -t2 percent in the corncentration range 25y- color.
140y Fe.

The HCI digestion was used in order to study tion of the ferric-ferrous ratio in the sediments of the
"environmental" iron, that is, iron present in clay Bay. Contours of the ratio in surface sediments indi-
minerals as acid-soluble sulfides, and in organic mat- cate that ferrous iron predominates in all samples,
ter. X-ray analyses of digested material indicate that even those from shallow depths in contact with oxy-
the clay minerals, with the exception of small quan- genated water. In the southwest portion of the area,
tities of kaolinite, were destroyed by HCI treatment, the ferric-ferrous ratio is highest, and gradually de-
while organic carbon determinations reveal a 10 to creases with increasing water depth.
20 percent loss of organic matter. The vertical distribution of the ferric-ferrous ratio

Iron in the waters of Chesapeake Bay has been in- is illustrated in Figure 18. In general, the ratio is
vestigated by Garland (1952), Martin (1956), and higher in the gray sediment than in overlying or 4l
Sananman and Lear (1961). Martin, studying the nearby black material. Since the ferric-ferrous ratio
iron content of tributaries to Chesapeake Bay, found is an indication of the oxidation-reduction potential,
0.01 to 0.10 mg Fell. Garland found a maximum of it appears that the gray sediment is less reduced than
140 mg Fe/l in polluted Baltimore Harbor, but con- the black. This is in good agreement with the less
cluded that the high iron content of harbor water had pronounced difference exhibited by the S0 4/CI ratio
no significant effect on water quality outside tl e bar- of the interstitial water.
boi. Sananman and Lear studied the Fe content of Total sample variation of the Fe ratio with respect
waters in the Bay east of Solomons, within the bound- to sediment color is presented in Figure 19. A marked
ary of the study area, and found room 0.04 mg Fell correlation exists between the color of the sediment
at the surface to 0.205 mg Fe/l at 100 ft. depths. and the ferric-ferrous ratio. The black sediments of

Total HCI-soluble iron in the sediments varies the area contain relatively more acid-soluble ferrous
closely about the mean value of 3.9 percent Fe (range iron than the gray material, while the total iron con-
3.2 to 4.7 percent). Cross sections illustrating the tent remains essentially constant. The ferric portion
distribution of total iron in the water and HCI- may represent iron which remains unreactive in the
extractable iron in the sediments are presented in depositional environment.
Figure 16. Figure 17 illustrates the lateral distribu- The correlation between sediment color and ferric-

Table 6. Iron concentrations in organic fractions.

cL r Iron removed by:
Sample Depth in "

No. Color sediment % Fe:. %C Water Ethanol Benzene

61-1 black 0"- 1. 4.2 2.37 0 9.0 1.1 -

61-2 black 3"- 4" 4.0 2.21 0 11.0 1.9
61-3 gray 4"- 5" 3.6 2.07 0 72 1.4
61-4 gray 15"-16" 3.6 1.98 0 5.1 1.

-~j --
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Table 7. Sulfide determinations and relationships in expected and is sometaimes true that total IICI-extract-
Chesapeake Bay sediments, able iron (Fig. 16) should be lower in the gray sedi-

ment than in the black, due to removal from analysis
Sample #61-1 61-2 61-3 61-4 of sonmc iron (luring the conversion hydrotroilite -~

Depth in 'Sediment V'-11" 3-4" 4-5" 15--16- pyrite However, binding Of 210 percent of the extract-

Color black black gray gray able iron as pyrite represents less than I percent of
(a egt ecn the sediment. and variations greater than I percent
(a) Weighte Fern ( Fig. 17) of total iron have been noted in similar

in sediment 4.2 4.0 3.6 3.6 black sediments. Trherefore. total I I CI-extractable iron

(b) Weight percent may be fortuitously lower in deeper sediments front a
HCI soluble sulfide single core, but the quantity found in any given sam-
sulfu in sediment 0.51 0.40 T T pie is a result of supply to and fixation in the sedi-

(c) Weight percent ment. andl may vary independently from the hydro-
hydrotroilite in troilite-pyrite reaction.
sediment (1) 1.3 1.0 T T Thus, mietallo-organics and iron sulfides account for

(d) Weight per- 25 to 35 percent of the total acid-soluble iron in the
cent pyrite in sediments. The remainder may be distributed among

sedient(2) T T 0.8 0.7 the ethanol- and benzene- insoluble organic fraction.

(1) calculated, assuniinval sulfide sulfur is FES; (2) inol as surf.'ce or exchangeable iron associated with clay
ble residue fromt liC + Itf lnch. minerals (Carroll. 19581, andi as free iron oxides.

Small quantities of hematite in tile sediment have
ferrous iron is consistent with the distribution of lraybeen ntd

hydrotroilite in the sediments. The higher ferrous iron 11'ater Content-Thie quantity of interstitial wa';tt:-
of the black sediment may be attributable to thle pres- in the stdimients was determined hy drying weighed
ence of hydrotroilite. while the !ower ferrous iron con- bulk samples to constant weight at 95*C. in a nitrogen
tent of the gray material miay he explained by lthe aLtmosphere. When higher dIrving temperatures %were

-alteration of hy~drotroilite to acidl-insoluble pyrite. employed. therc was liberationl of CO.. evidence of
Further investigation was attemipted into thle p~arti- breakdown of sedimientary materials. Water content

tion of iron in the various organic and inorganic is reqxrtesl as percentage of wert weight of lthe samples..
phases piresenit. Thle qJuantity of iron partitioned iii Figure -2) illustrates the vertical %ariation of the
the organic matter of thle sediments was determined water content of stiiment samples front the studv
by successive extractions of sediment samples with, area. A pronounctil (difference in sater content be-

distilled water, ethanol, and benzene. Trhe quiantity (if twecit the black and gray sedin'enit &.tnples is ev ident.
iron found in the various solvents after filtratioii is In several cores black.- and gray-banderd sedimient'
ptresented 'in Table 6. occur %%here thle black sediment has a higher %s ater

11CI-soluble sultide sulfur %%as dertermnined volit conitent thano either the over- or under]ly ing grat% mla-

metrically by the miethod of Kitchener et at. 1 1951 '. terial. I;rayv sedimient expmose at the sedimient-water
All sulfur determiined wa;s then calculated inito FeS interface has a characteristically lower %%aler Contrnt
and the niaxitilum piercenitage of hYdrotroilite inl thle thaun nearby exposed black sediment.
sediment wa' estimated. The results are sýhown inl

Table 7. T04 SA4 T Tso S I
There i-s anl apparent di ffereince of 01.5 wt. pK'rcvntt 0

of acid-sioluble i r. n IK't s ee thle balack and gray s-di -
ment. If tltis diff~erence %%tere duei( to lthe ciaiivrst-mn
of hydrotroilite to aciil-insi.ilulile li rite, then lithe cal-
culatedI valtie 44 if t tIe a'rite fo riiiel. lii ed I on the hI�,s

of tct-ilhl ronl. %41111l Is' -- I %%t. It'r~t-iit. li' I
amount of pYrit %hInch coauldl It f..rioedill tii Ki raii*
sed imniei. calculatedl fromHi the an iiontl o f hid l~ tr lii- It

foud i th hIiwk sediment. ss otil Is - 1'.3 %-.t pesr -

cent. I't.it Ii )f th iese calct-lat ld value s. fi ir tilie :sin ii ~ t 40 60 41C.40 506

the tluant it) o f I ) rite fo und liv acid inoluhleAIll heac-hi o ia m-will

ing. The fact that the obiserved value of p) rite i% 13
lov.er than ei ther of fif thc-Alctl .ted va Iuc'.ma i-il i1

c et that it suiur is five hvititiig facto:r iln tile grnctic~ 40 00 40

wi ii'. rite inl I hiesits.&ke Ila.% "Combtm Sit~

DI )t. pre~eiatcil iiilate 1li-it tile wminlcits tF l'il 20 Veltwal ijartaiiigi A' "trr cisitenit in (hcsj

calcuila.ted ii)r the Hlack ssilimciiri andl the .41110111t 0. pealo Raty se.ýienr Water con1tent cs-pres-sul as percent
pyrite fitina sin the <r~aN miaterial 4assuimtng the trani 'A~ WV .ft4 Its' Wiihnnent. SztsiW. IfC1HOcatti PfVCntrsl it!

sitlisn IrS FerS. are inl &i ssI agreemoniti It ssil ohr. F.-j 4.
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Chloride, iron, and H.S concentrations, when intro-
duced independently, had little effect on the water

140 content of the flocculate, which had been allowed to
settle 48 hours after introduction of the sample.
When H2S was bubbled through a solution contain-
ing dissolved iron, however, a black iron sulfide, per-
haps hydrotroilite, precipitated, and the presence of

120- UBLACK SEDIMENT this precipitate in the sediment markedly increased
the water content of the sediment samples. It appears

-]GRAY SEDIMENT that FeS may contribute to the high water content of
Bay sediments the same way it does in the artificial
ones. This finding, if true, is in contradiction to the

S100- view of Van Straaten (1954), who attributed the vari- "

W ation of water content in similar sediments to a period
_ of non-deposition.

pH and Redox Potentia--The pH and Eh (redox
potential) of soils and sediments have been measured

< 80 by nany investigators (for summary of literature see
01 Garrels, 1960; ZoBell, 1946), and have been used to

describe changes in composition, chemical reactivity,
U. biological populations, diagenesis, color, and other
0 properties of recent sediments. Most authors agree
r, 60- that pH and Eh of sediments are primarily a result of

UL the balance between types of bacteria, organic matter.
buffering and poising capacity of the sediments and
interstitial waters, and the rate of oxygen diffusion in
the pore-water.

Z 40- By measuring the pH and Eh of Chesapeake Bay
bottom muds, relationships between these properties
and chemical and mineralogical analyses were ob-
tained. Hydrogen ion concentration of the sediments
was measured using a shipboard portable pH m'ter

20- with glass and calomel electrodes. Electrodes were
inserted into the sediment through pre-drilled holes
in the core liner. All measurements were taken within
five minutes of sampling, and were reproducible to
__ 0.05 units. ¶5

0 The horizontal distributions of pH in the surface
0 50 100 sediment are illustrated in Figure 23. Examples of

the vertical distribution are presented in Figure 24.% WATER All samples measured have pH greater than 7. In the
Fig. 21. Relatiorship between water content (percent black portion of cores the pH is lowest at the inter-

%het weight of sliment) and sediment r :or.

The high degree of correlation between interstitial T
water content and seImient color is illustrated in
Figure 21. " S 7

Normal srdimentary ciniiaction and the e.pulsiov , , *oi rmr-rtitial water will not explain the distributi~m

oi water in the banded corem ( Fig. 20). Laboratory n 4 i-
experniments were carried out to determine the rela- -
tiomnhip between water content and the hydrotroilite- o -
induced color of the black sediments. t

tQuantitie-s of artificial sedimrent (50 percent kaal- ''"

nzte-.R) percent illite were suspended in distilled ,
%%ater containing various concentrations of NaCI.
Fr'l.. andl 1•,S. .% ;rti~m -,f the flocculated sedi- . . L- .
ment was withdrawn 4U hours after suspension, and o *P •R ptCENiT WucTE
the perrcritag of water determined by drying at Fig. Z2. Variation in water content of artificial sedi-
95"C. to constant weight. Results of the analyses are ient with concentration of (1. Fe. and weight of FeS
presented in graphic form in Figure 221. precipitate.

i~I'"

-i- -- --
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CHESAPiAKE CHE S APEPA KE

8AY•,-BAY S

ot

50~

t , '0 /

76 ~ K0 5"20

Fig. 25. Variation of Eh in surface sediments during

Fig. 23. Variation of pH in surface sediments during sampling period. Contour interval-50 my.
the sampling interval. Contour interval--0.2 pH units.

with a Kenimerer sampler. Elect-odes were inserted

face, increases rapidly reaching a maximum a few directly into sediments through pre-drilled holes in
inches below the surface, and increases slowly through- the core liner for determination of sediment Eh. All

Soit the remaining depth of the core. The gray por- measurements were taken within five minutes of sam-
tion of cores is characterized by a gradual rise of I)pt pling. All measurements are reported at the p-I of
with decreasing rate of increase with sediment depth. the sample. The lateral and vertical distribution of

The Eh of samples from the sediment and water Eli Nalues is presented in Figures 24 and 25. Surface
colunm was measured us;ng calomel and platinum water values are highly positive, water from the
electrodes attached to a portable shipboard p1l meter. mixed zone is intermediate, and deep water is lower
The Eh of Bay water was measured on samples taken with Eli values around +100 to +200 my. A sharp

difference in Eh is observed between exposed black
sediment and the overlying water. Eh values for the

-, top inch of black sediment are commonly lower thano, -150 my. Below the surface Eh varies inversely to

. . , the pHI: that is, a mininmum E, is usually found as-
. 4 "'sociated with the maximumn pl, and as p1l gradualhl

: c 0 increases with sediment depth, 1h decreases slowly.
", W Gray sediments have less negative Eh values than

Srs , .. overlying, or nearby black material.

t..P1:Dsuso

""•, .j * It appears that CO2 production by bacterial oxida-
.... . ' tion, although it may well explain the relatively low

"pH of the biottom water, will not suffice to explain the
r obser'- I p1l variation in the sedinient. The types of

-.... .. . organic niatter attacked at a given depth, however, as
. . .. . 0 , well as the products of the reactions, may signi .;cantl*v

Fig. 24. Distribution of p11 and Eh with sediment depth contribute to the p1l. No data are available to inter-
foi four stations. For sediment colIr see Fig. 10. Station pret the effect of either of these parameters of the
lIatiow; presented in Fig 4 sediments. The action oi sulfate-reducing bacteria

'P"
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STA o2_0 2' 2 23 24 may play a significant role in the variation of the oh-
A OXIDIZED ZONE served Eh. Lowest Eh values occur in the region ofMIXED ZONE maximum sulfate reduction and minimum ferric-fer-

"ZOEDUE rotis ratios, both of which may lower the Eh of thesediments. 
.

MODEL OF SEDIMENTATION IN
CHESAPEAKE BAY •

B STA 44 45 46 47 48 49 5•O B The inferred relationship and development between
OXIDIZED ZONE the black and gray sediments is illustrated in Figure
I "MIXED ZONE 26. The proposed model involves fluctuations of the

REDUCED surface of the reducing zone in the water column be-
LIFZh D ZONE cause of storm, tide, wind, and runoff. These agencies

/T may influence the depth to the reducing surface by
changing the thickness of the mixed layer. Thus, dur-GRAY SEDIMENT ing a hot dry summer, vertical mixing would he re-

_ LAMINATED SEDIMENT duced and the surface of the oxygen-deficient layer
86 87 Be 89 90 9 92 s3 94 s9 C' would migrate upward.

OXIDIZED ZONE In cross section A-A' (Fig. 26), Stations 23 and 24
MIXED ZONE at depths of 80 and 115 ft., respectively, are always

REDUCED below the surface of the reducing zone and have thick
"ZONE black deposits; Stations 21 and 22 at depths of 50 ft.

and 65 ft. are alternately oxidized and rcduced by
fluctuations of the reducing surface and are laminated
and banded accordingly; and Station 20, at a depth of

VERTICAL EXAGGERATION APPROX 10II 45 ft., is in an oxidizing hydrographic environment

Fig. 26. Distribution of sediment color perpendicular and is composed entirely of gray sediment. Thus,
to axis of Bay. Hydrographic zones represent averages relatively long-term fluctuations in the depth to the
for summer months. Station locations presented in Fig. 4. oxygen-deficient zone may produce banding in sedi-

ments whose depth is near that of the seasonally
oxygen-deficient zone, while minor oscillations in the

may result in an increase in the pH of the pore-water. surface of the' reducing tone would produce lamnina-
The product of sulfate destruction at the p1i observed tions in the sediments lying at depths where the reduc-
in the sediments would be HS- or H.S, resulting ing zone "feathers out" against the bottom. Sections
in the balance oi a weak acid with a strong base B-B' and C-C' show incomplete sedimentary struc-
Maxinmum loss of sulfate, reflected in the sulfate- tures, assuming the proposed model. In section B-B'
chlorinity ratio, occurs in the black sediment where a banded core (Station 47) occurs at a depth of 60 ft.
the pH- is highest and bacterial activity is probably (compare with banded core 22 at a depth of 65 ft.
greatest. On the other hand, in deep waters over- in A-A'), but no trace of laminations is evident in
lying the sediments, the sulfate-chlorinity ratio is shallower sediments. Section C-C' contains neither
highest and the pH is low. It appears that production banding nor laminations.
of 11.S or I1S- tiav be related to the increase of phl The incomplete nature of the structures in B-B' and
in the sediment, while the oxidation of these compo- C-C' may be attributable to sampling, bottom con-
nents in the overlying water aids in decreasing the figuration, non-deposition or erosion, or destruction.
phl. Although the organic miatter-CO., transforma- Sampling error cannot be evaluated but always exists
tions probably control the pl of the sediments, it is as a possibility. In section 11-11' and C-C' a break
quite possible that the described sulfate-sulfide systenm in slope occurs at a depth of 40 to 50 ft. with pro-
is a mnijir contributor to pl1 \: rnation. nounced flattening of the bottonm at shallower depths.

A small decrease in the depth to the oxygen-deficient
Ei., 1 istli(ssiofl zone would flood large areas in the southern portion

Eli in sedliments is a direct result of oxygen content, with low-oxvgen waters, There, influxes of the re-
bacterial activity, and organic matter (Allgeier et al., duced water into shallow regions would produce black
1941: Burrows and Cordon, 1936: Willis. 1943). sediments which are represented as a thin surface
Other paramieters which have been found to affect the layer. Samples 48 in B-11' and 92 dod 9.1 iii (-C' ex-
Eli of a smstem include iron, hydrogen sulfide, and hibit the anomalous characteristic of being entirely
nitrogen ColnimmundS ( l'earsall and Mortiner, 1939). gray while lying at depths sufficient to produce black
In ('lhesalpvke Bay sediments, it seems that the pres- sediment. 1:xlplanaItions for this phenomenon include
ence ot quantities of organic matter, bacterial acti%'K;y. the possibilities that the central portion of the Bay is
and the absence of oxygen are major contributors to one of non-delposition, and that the occurrence of the
the low Elb observed. When superimposed on the gray sediment at or near the break in slope along the
effect of bacteria on organic matter, sulfate reduction western edge of the channel suggests slumping of the

'a.. • -. .-- 4'- ........
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relatively weak black sediment. This area of gray Live f1962) and Love and Zimmerman (19611
sediment with little or no black overlying it extends have studied pyrite-bearing Permian and Precambrian
the leiigth of the study area and from depths of 50 to shales. They have shown that the pyrite is intimately
&rft. (Fig. 5). associated with microfloral remains, and argue for

Organisms may play a significant role in the de- early diagenetic foramation of the pyrite. The presence
struction of sedimentary structures by burrowing ac- of authigenic pyrite in buried Chesapeake Bay mud,
tivities which homogenize the sediments. Quantitative provides an environmental tnolel suggesting the tin..
data are not available ou the distribution or signifi- of formation and the conditions under which such de-
cance of burrowing organisms in this area of the Bay. ipsits may have originated.

GOItEs and Strahl 1957), and Campbell (1946 1i
GEOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE studies of thr Chattanooga and New Albany shales.

Three points of geological significance may be in- found pyrite occurring in three "genetic" types; (1)
ferred as a result of this study. Chesapeake Bay may massive crystals up to one-half inch square; (2) fine
serve as a model for the deposition of disseminated (l5i) pyrite disseminated throughout thick strati-
and bedded sedimentary pyrite: for sufficient condi- graphic sequences; and (3) finely crystalline-bedded
tions for the deposition of dark, highly organic shales; pyrite occurring as stringers or lenses. Small pyrite
and for a possible explanation concerning the nature crystals occur disseminated throughout the deeper
and significance of the color of modern and ancient water sediments of Chesapeake Bay and discrete zones
"euxinic" sediments. of disseminated pyrite occur in the shallower water

Table 8. Measured parameters and inferred causes in Chesapeake Bay sediment and water.

WATER COLUMN
Obser-raftim P"rnsatim l; Influ,"cM

Shallow

• HighO I N,1rn.. catuarine c,,nditit is
Nver-.e SO,........
Eh++

Intermediate
• prH 7.8

fn1ternediate 0,"Fluctuating SO. .............. Mixing of surface and deep waters
Eh +

* Deep

pH 7.6 ................ Oxidation of organic matter lIHS -- SO, + H+
o! = 0 ......................... .................... Biological activity, inorganic reduction
tigh: SO . ............................. ..... ........ Oxidation of HS to SO.

E h O ............................................... O , = 0

SEDIMENT
Inkrf aI" Iatrja,j,"

Black
Black color ........................................ lreýsctwe of hydrotroilite

p41 incrcsini:g then decreasing ........... .. .. . ia, teriaW retuctimn of SO.
Inorganic oxidatio. of S().
ICO. fronl .rgxAil" nlattrr

O r 0 .. . ...................... .... .......... .... Inherited Irtim overlyrt-. water

Itecreasing SO, .. . ... %icrulm~.ogwal refdurtirn of So.
IlI = - - . .. ........ "...t.......... ... rate of o•ganic matter, iron, and sulfur specie•
iHiih watcr cwict it .... ........... . . r• • e of hy.rotroilite

Gray
G( a ' , ..... . . . Natural te,gemint tc.d,,r

-o (= ). p0 11 M Iiminuatinm or crsatirl-4 of bitloaKal act3s it)
appr:ach to mn. .rganik equnlibriunm

So. constant Ebh 0, wlightl.
low Wate•r cirniCl1 ... Abserce of hydrotroilitc

3 q
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sediments. No ma ssive pyrite crystals occur in mod- "'natural" color reflected in those sediments where
ern Chesapeake [lay sediments. The modlel presented hydlrotroilite hats been converted to pyrite or has never
ior dleposition of Chesapeake flay sediments may he been deposited (as in handed cores. Oxygen is not
useful in determining the origin and relationship be- (detectalble in the sediment pore-water, this being
tv. een b~edded and (disseminated pyrite in ancient sedi- either an inherited char.acteristic front the overlying
inents. water or a result of organic or inorganic processes.

G;eologists have long believed highily organic, non- Sulfate in the black sediments varies with micro-
fossiliferous, pyritiferous shales to be the piroduct of biological reduction, and becomes stabilized in deeper
extendled stagnant h~drographic cmntditions. lIn Chesa- gray sediment. Eh varies with the state of organic

iwake Bay. however. stagnant conditions exist in the matter, iron, and sulfur. It is low in black sediments
w%-tier column only for short p~eriods, yet are sufficient where sulfate and the Fe+++/Fe++ are lowest and
to producc what may be characterized as an euxinic organic matter is highest, and is higher in the gray9
sediment. Titus, in the interpretation of the environ- sediment where S0 4 and Fe+++l. Fe++ are highest
nient of deposition of similar ancient sediments, short- and organic matter lowest. The pH of the sediments
terni stagnancy is a condition bufficient to produce the basically reflects organic oxidation on which is super-
effect of permanent stagnancy. This observation has imposed the degree of sulfate reduction. Water con-
paleo-ecological implications in that the so-called tent is high where hydrotroilite is present, and char-
"dwarfed" fauna of highly organic shales may in fact acteristically lower in non -hydrotroil ite-bearing gray
inerely be juvenile in sonic cases. Cloud (194'8) sug- sediments.
gested accumulation of immature specimens as a pos- The widespread occurrence of black sediment un-
sibility for producing assemiblagies of small brachipods. derlain by gray material containing pyrite is the re-

Investigators of Recent euxinic sediments gener- suit of sedimentation in areas where the overlying
ally attribute black color to mestastable hvdrotroilite water contains no oxygen arid FeS 1120 or hydro-
4Emery. 1900; Emery and Rittenberg. 1952; Man- troilite is pirecipitated. With time the hydrotroilite

heim,' 1901 :Oppenheimer. 1960; Priddy, 1954: Sinir- is converted to py rite and the sediment loses its black
nlow. 195?: Van Straaten, 1954). Bilack color in color. Restricted occurrences of banded black and
sliales is Usually attributed to carbonaceous matter, gray sediments result fiom deposition in alternating
black rock or mineral fragmients, or amorphous fer- oxygen-starved ande oxygenated waters.
rous sulfide (Twenhofel. 1926). There is only one Some gray sediments front the shallow western por-
reported instance of amorphous ferrous sulfide (by- tion of the studly area contain no p~yrite, indicating
(Irotroilite) in ancient sediments (P'riddy, 1954). On that hydrotroilite was never precipitated.
the other hand, data front this report (Emery and It seems (quite probable that, in the geological rec-
Rittenberg. 1952: V'an Straaten. 1954) suggest that ord. deep-water Chesapeake Bay sediments would be
hydrotroilite in Recent sediments alaria to pyrite characterized as homogeneous gray-;zreen organic
within a relatively short interval, and the sediments sliales containing pyrite and scattered shell and sand
lose their black -(,lor. Two piossibilities are suggested layers. The present banded sediments may result in
as explaining the scarcity of permanently black sapro- gray-greeti organic shales and sandy shales with alter-

pelic n-o~ern sediments: they are not being deposited nating p~rite- and non-pyrite-bearing beds.
on modern environments thus fa.- sampledi, or black

color in shales is not necessarily a "pirimtary" feature. Awthor's Nole: The writer wishes to thank Dr. KC E.
Chave. of Lehigh University. under whose direction and

S U NTk R Yconstructive criticism this report was comnpleted,. and Dr.
J. I). Ryan and Dr. L Whitcomb, both of Lehigh, who

As a result of data accrued from this and previous critically esaluated the manuscript.
geological andl oceanographic investigations of Chema- The studly was made prissible through the financial sup-

jukrt of the Es-Ao Education Foundation. The sampling
pecake flay, correlations betwern 4 bservat ions and progrant was aidled by the Chesapeake Biological Labo,-
dominating intluence, .ciiv justified, t -%.iicatl" sv- ratory, D r. L. E. Cronin. D)irector. The help (if these
.luence of measured paramieters is presented In, Table three organizations is gratefully arknowledged.
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Compactness Variability of Estuarine Sediments: An In Situ Study

ROBERT L. McMASTER

Graduate School of Oceanography, Univcrsity of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island

In a recent study compactness variability of marine thrust plate and this plate is subject to bending
sediments was investigated under laboratory condi- stresses as the probe moves against a resisting surface.
tions. Several types of marine sediments were mnain- The penetrometer unit is supported by a 1.5 m di-
tiLiiled in a continuous untfiltered saltwater flow for ameter steel plate ring on which lead weights may
one observational year (McMaster, 1962). In water be placed. For this investigation the total weight, in
temperatures that ranged from 18"C. to 5"C. sands salt water, was maintained at 232 kg.
were found to show a significantly greater dilatancy Strain gauges are attached to the thrust plate and
in summer than in winter whereas the compactness the responses of these gauges under stress are fed
values for the clayey silts in lcated no significant sea- into a time axis recorder with a 25 cm diameter
sonal variaLtion. chart. These load responses are calibrated in pres-

The purpose of this paper is to report further in- sure units by means of special springs.
vestigatioris into compactness of marine sediments in In the field, the penetrometer was used to apply an
sit11. increasing load at a specific rate upon the surface

in this study, as in the previous one, variations in layers of certain sediment types, and record the be-
degrees of compactness for natural sediments include havior of these sediments to this comi)ressional force
both volumne expansions and contractions, in units of grams per square centimeter and seconds.

During this study the probe moved at a rate of 3
FIELI) INVESTIGATION mm/sec whereas the clock-driven chart made a revo-

lution every six minutes.
I NSTRU' MENTATION

The instrument used to study compactness of ma- TEST SITES AND TESTING PROCEDURES

rine ýedinients in sit was the "Narragansett Pene- The Narragansett Bay system is an extensive series
trometer" which has been described previously (Miller of deep but connected embayments which lies within
and Nixon, 1953). Briefly, the basic part of this de- Rhode Island and southeastern Massachusetts. A
vice is an electric motor that drives a threaded rod. small area in West Passage of this system vwas se-
This rod engages a special nut that has been welded lected for compactness studies (Fig. I). In this area
to a long stainless steel tube with a cylindrical probe a variety of sediment types occur on the bottom: sa-
(area-521.2 cm'-) secured to its end. The direction linities vary between 31-32 %.; water temperatures
in which the motor turns causes the threaded rod to along the bottom range from 0*C. to 21"C. during the
move the tube and its probe either up or down. This seasons (Fig. 2) ; tidal currents, flowing north-south,
a'zseiiibly is mounted on a heavy frau;_- by means of a attain velocities of 0.5 to approximately I knot at the

surface.
Vithin this area four test stations, based primarily

-------- on sediment type, were established and with the aid
" - .. V- / of scuba divers and bottom photographs,, a description

MAS S*C.IJMTTS 4 LY 06SPTI OT INOV I EC IJAN IF EO IMAR IAPR IMAY I)

--'---'•' 2 .. '. ='"./Is-

Fig. 2. Bottom water temperatures within the study
Fig. 1. Index map of the study area with the locations area for 1962-63 (From D. M. Pratt, personal communi-

of the testing stations. cation).
261
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Table L. Texture of sediments at test stations, observed, nor was there any noticeable recovery of
. .. tile sediment following the extraction of thle probe.

Quartile measures At Station 11 jets of tine sediment and organic mat-
Components by percent ter were visible as the probe made initial contact withSta- --- Md.

tion Gravel Sand Silt Clay (mm) Sd. Sk' tile bottom; also some Crelidula shells were found be-
-o Gravel' Sn Si-- neath the probe after it was raised. At Station S im-

S 2' 76 18 4 0.11 1.8 1.09 prints of the probe from previous tests were observed
F 6' 37 45 12 0.05 3.2 1.08 in the bottom. These imprints, measuring about 1 cm
A 1 16 63 20 0.02 2.8 0.70 in depth, had well-defined edges. These features were
H 4' 80 11 5 0.21 1.7 1.09 not seen at Station 11, however.

Plus 2 mm particles. In clave y silt, observations i n(dicate'd that after con-
SSorting coeffcient (Trask, 1932). tact there was some flowage of fine sediment from be-S-kewness (Trask, 1932).
Mosetly shells, neath the penetrating probe in which the material

'All shell actually surged during its upward and outward move-

ment. The probe moved only some 5 cm below the
of the bottom at each of these stations can be sum- undisturbed interface but flowage built up a rim of
marized. Station H, depth 7.3 m, is a sand bottom sediment about 2.5 cm in height.
which is almost completely covered with Crepidula Representative compression curves for various sedi-

shells (1-2.5 cm in height) and shell fragments. ment types during two periods of the year are pre-
Worm tubes are also common. Station A, depth 8.2 sented in Figure 3. These curves, composed of several
Im, is a clayey silt with pronounced biological activity, segments, begin with downward or negative slopes
Some mounds, pits, and shells are found in the bot- which level off in distinctive terraces. These terraces
tom. Station F, depth 5.5 m, is sandy silt with nu- are followed by abrupt changes in slope as the pres-
merous shells and she'l fragments. Station S, depth sure builds up. This latter segment is characterized
3 m, has a sand bottom with a few shells, but abun- by several minor changes in inclination and other ir-
dant worm tubes. regularities. Hooks mark the points at which the

Although it was planned to visit each of these sta- probe was stopped arbitrarily, but apparently reflect
tions at monthly intervals during the observational some readjustment of the sediment to the applied load.
year, weather and instrument failures modified this The sand curves are smooth and descend more sharply
effort. When tests were made, however, the vessel
was .nchored on station and the penetrometer placed
on the bottom. After each measurement the instru- I U CO962 o . .SEC .. ./ , 4SE

ment was raised and the anchor line was adjusted so 4 _. "4 SEC
that the ship moved some 3 m from the previous spot. I S A N

"In this manner approximately tell random tests were A SADY•!i ~made over a small area around the station. SAND f SILT "S:9-14- 1!:F -4- " "4!

At the same time water temperatures were meas- , / 1/ ,/ s1-
ured some 2.5 cm above the bottom in~terface by means E /of a telethermometer. An attempt was made to record t/i CLAVEY

temperatures in the softer silts, but as the results were r ,-1/9-9
essentially the same as -he bottom water measurements /
the effort was not continued. - ,s , \

Bottom grab samples were also collected several 134,

times during the investigation at random spots near
each station. These samples were analyzed by sieving
and hydrometer according to standard procedures. 0ANuARY- cA C s S

andl rel-resenltative restilts for each station are shown 93 ''

in Table i. l'revious mineralogical studies in the -"C.SANDS
same area show that the sand fraction is composed scSAND /
essentially of quartz; the silt fraction of quartz and " oN H: r-1- SIL1

illite-chlorite mixture; and the clay fraction of illite .1' ,
a n d s o m e c h lo r ite a n d nm o n tm o r illo n it e . / C L AYEY

RESULTS 52.4 SLT

S e v e r a l u n d e r w a t e r o b s e r v a t io n s w e r e m a d e hN y ' , \\ _ 1 . . .s
scuba (livers in an attempt to learn something of tile " s. /
relationship between tile action of the probe and re- I97.2 -.,A
action of the sediment. On sand bott(,ms the probe ,3.-
apparently pushed down about I c-n below the inter-
face during the testing period. No obvious displace- Fig. 3. Representative compression curves for sediment
ment of sediment around the outside of the probe was types during the testing period (1962-63).

" <• L r-

, Il,
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Tabtle 2. Analysis of variance for compression Table 4. Analysis of variance for compression
values-Station S. values-Station A.

Sum of Mean F Sum of Mean F
squares d.f. square ratio squares d.f. square ratio

Categuory means 601.76 1 601.76 Category means 20.9 1 20.9
347.84' (S) 22.961 (S)

Within 154.05 89 1.73 Within 70.4 77 0.91
Total 755.81 90 Total 91.3 78

F.95 (1, 89) = 3.96. F.95 (I, 77) = 3.98.

than those of sandy silt and clayey silt. The lower Simulated laboratory tests were made in a large
parts of the sandy silt and clayey silt curves show a pan (diameter 34.3 cm, depth 15 cm) which was
distinct pulsating effect which gives these curves a filled with beach sand to a height of 10 cm. The sand
very irregular appearance. was packed and then 4 cm of water were added above

Apparently the variation in the degree of compact- the saturated sand surface. The load probe was run
ness for each sediment type is related to the changing against the sand and its resistance recorded in the
position of the terrace in the initial part of its coni- same manner as in the field. Next the top 1 cm of
pression curve. Close scrutiny of the curves in Figure sand was raked and the probe was lowered again.
3 reveals that the location of these terraces varies with These tests were repeated several times with the re-
sediment types and time of the year. suits which are summarized in Table 6. In packed

sand the terrace of the curves developed at a pressure
STATISTICAL ANALYSES of 2.6 g/cm2 whereas in loose surface sand the terrace

An analysis of variance was used to compare the did not form until the compression reached 6.5 g/cm 2

positions of the terraces for each sediment type dur- when the load was applied at the same rate.
ing the two periods of the year (Dixon and Massey, As Abbott (1960) states, "All processes of con-
1957). First, mean values and variances were deter- solidation in semi-pervious compressible soils can be
mined for the compression readings (g/cm 2 ) of the explained in terms of a transfer of load from an in-
terraces for the test populations of July-October and compressible pore-water to a compressible soil struc-
January-March, As the variances were approximately ture. The consolidating load is generally initiated by
the same during these periods for the same sediment changes of pressure at the soil boundaries, these
type, an analysis of single classification v,-riance was changes setting up pressure gradients in the soil with
used to test the hypothesis that the mean pressure a consequent flow of water to the boundaries. The 4 i
values of the Ju!y-October period were equal to the loss of soil-water resulting from this flow allows the
mean pressure readings for the I '"•i'."'h period. transfer ,- '-- to the soil structure and t .. ..-
The results are presented ,i- 2 '? At tnL ) sotidat: )n."
percent confidence level, means for each sediment type Sugden (1950) has presented and dicussed a mech-
during the July-Octoher period are significantly dif- a.;ism of sedimentary compaction. Vol normal sedi-
ferent front those of the winter months. ments he recognized a pressure system that is com-

Confidence limits for the means were calculated at posed of hvdrodynamic and intergranular pressures.
the 95 percent level and these results are presented in The hydrodynamic pressure is defined as the fluid
Figures 4 and 5 (Dixon and Massey. 1957). pressure in excess of normal hydrostatic pressure

within the sediment which results from external comn-
DISCUSSION pression. On the other hand, intergranular pressure

Is variation in the degree of compactness for the is defined as the pressure excluding ionic or atomic
sediment type represented by the changing position of structural forces, active between the points of contact
the terrace in the initial parts of the comnpression of the grains of a sediment or between O':e points of
curves? Laboratory studies strongly suggest that the contact of the adsorbed water films surrounding the
answer is affirmative, grains.

Tatle 3. Analysis of variance for comnpression Table 5. Analysis of variance for compression
values-Station F. values-Station H.

Sum of Mean F Sum of Mean F
squares d.f. square ratio squares d.f. square ratio

Category means 190.72 1 190.72 Category nra.is 10.15 1 10.15
108.981(S) &191 (S)

Within 143.80 82 1.75 Within 9Z.91 75 1.24Total 334.52 83 Total 10,3.06 76

I F.95 (I, 82) = 3.97. F .95 (, 75) 3.98.

,r,
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TIME (SECONDS) sorbed water films. The late ait which tile water is
0 0. 15 1 10 1.5 driven out will depend, in part, on the permeability of

Vý the sediment and the viscosity of the water. Evcntu-
* JANUARY-MARCH ally the intergranular pressure will virtually eliminate

the water films at the points of contact of the grains.
2- \ If cornprý.ssionl is applied rapidly enough to a very

porous sedliment the imipermecable internal structural

framework may be partly destroyed and the sediment

With this background, we canl now focus attention
oil the behavior of various sediments under tile in-

6- fluence of the penetrometer probe. Any given small
-- -- -- -- - reaof bottom is not necessarily level or smooth.

STATION S SAND - hnthe impervious probe strikes the sediment sur-
JULY -02r06BEm face, contact is made first with the irregularities

caused by differing grain sizes or structures in the
0-fr fsel raia efcs hscnati e

JANUAY - ARCHflected by the initial downward slope of the comipres-
_____________________ sion curve. As the probe moves down the resulting

2- resistance is transmitted within the surface layers as
CONFDENE LMIT an increase in hydrodynamic and intergranular rres-

_____________ )IIT sures. The equilibrium-adsorbed water films are dis-
g turbedl and finally reducedl in thickness as the pore

4- water begins to move away from the center of in-
- --- creasing pressure. At the same time some readjust-
JULY OCTOBER ment of grains is taking place, especially along thle

6- sediment interface. A critical pressure is soon reached.

STATION F SANDY SILT
TIME (SECONDS)

80 05 10 15

Fig. 4. Comparison of mean terraces of compression N AUR

curves during July-October and January-Miarch at Sta- JANARY M------

tioris S and F.
2-

At the time of do-pjnmitivii Sugden (19.50) hy,.pothe- -

sizes the following conditions. For a coarse sediment JULY - OCTOBER
with greater permeability but lower porosity than its 4- CONFIDENCE LIMITS 95%)
finer-grained equivalents, tho '.oijne of adsorbed film
water will be very small as compared with the total
volume of particles or pore space so that the graiins 6

may be considered as virtually touching one another.
The fine sediment, composedl in part of clay-sized 1 STATION A CLAYEY SILT
grains, normally consists of a number of flocculated
or partly flocculated particles, the majority of which 8

may not'be in full contact with mo~t of their neighbors 0 ____

because of thle pre'sence of adsorbed water hiinis.
When a sedimentarv load is applied to tiiie-graitied JAUAY - KAACN

sedimlents Sugdenl tinls that thle increasing lWisestr 2
will reduce the equlililiritnn volumei at which adsorbed -- * -

water ilms f -smaler thickness surround thle grains ~ .-

andl thle permeability will be reduced by thle closer 4 JULY -OCYOSER

approaich tilte particles and their qua.si-rigid ad- jCNIECELMT %

Table 6. 1-aboratory tests of coriipattness in .and.

Time terrace Tirne irrrace - STATION~ H SAND

(-orylition appears I'ressntre tersninatc% ____________ ______

of sand 0sC.) (g cni',

Loos 0.86.5 .3ig. 5. tnipariuin of rnkwn terraces of toI1rnressiort
Packed 0.5 2.6 13 curves during July-Octoticir ant jlanuary-March at St~a- ~

Pake 0. 2.6 1. tos 7m

"Alt4.$
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TIME (SECONDOS) mient, a greater pressure over a slightly lcr~g. -r~
0 110 2 10 1 310 1410 so is needed to bring these laminae to the point o! a.

era] plarticle readujustnment and water expulsion (i.e.,

2 - the terrace effect).
It is believed that the pulsating effect noted on the

4- lower part of the sandy silt and clayey silt compres-
11. sion curves (Fig. 3) is the result of oozing of the

sedlimen~t fromt beneath the descending probe. This
11- effect begins wheni the probe reaches some 1-1.2 cm

below the original sediment interface and correspondsloý to the action hypothesized by Sagden and observed by
2 \ ~ *the scuba divers. Apparently a critical pressure, which

is ;ufficient to cause a breakdown of the interna! struc-
ture of this high-porosity sediment, is reached and the

~. , material flows. This interval is marked by a terracing
or upward slope on the curves and occur-s systemati-
cally as the sedimtrits surge in response to each in-

For each sediment type, regardless of the season,

5 it Ls apparent that the terraces terminate at roughly
24 the saette(Figs. 4 and 5). This means that the

26 prb oesapoimtl h same dphinto the
sediment and therefore produces the same equilibrium

20- volume under differing conditions, but requires sig-
30-

32- 0IM if2 ,r tcolloui

0 t 0 30 4.0 so0

36-2

31-JULY -OCTOBER
1962

401 6.

Fig. 6, Mean comnpression curves for the various sedi-
mnent types duiring the Jul)-October period. Pulsating
pert of the curves is not included. to t

is dependent on the ietative \V

thickness of the higher-porosity surface layers. At " \\
this point the interstitial water is flowing out of the
sedienirt and concomitanth. the p~articles ate packed ti~\
more closely-. These activities within the surface ' 1 ,-

lamiinae are reflected by the terrace of the compres- "s to.\A
sion curve and denote tlht confused state in the sedi- *. O

ment. Trhe effect ot these actions produces a more 3\* *

tightly packed sedimint beneath the protce which re- 24.

suits in the sharp negative slope of the pressinre curve V
that follows the terrace.

%N hen the depth to which the surface grains are -
loosely packed is at its nmximum during the July- B
octtAber period,. the conipre'sion necessarN to initiate
igintiral readjustmient (4f porticies and suater expulsion as
Is ,.e~atcr thtan tie prlrssufc needl %hirn the depth is \
mitnimnum, as; in winitcr. It will be' noted that the ter-
race effect begins sooner when water temperatures 116 I

renear freezingt at all the test sites except Staion 46PA - OAK"M
I i. tparently the outermiost %urface grains are es- H

%entiallth only grains that undergo any marked
reorientation artier these conditions, However. whent Fig. 7. Mle" curnpiessxm cunes for the various d-
the %urface particles and several layers of adjacent mient types during the jaasuor)-Umtreit priod. Pi,1445mg .jgrains are included as a zone of loosely packed sedi- part of the curves is not included.

I _ _ i
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Table 7. Comparative co•npression values for sev- A study of the rnmn curves (Figs. 6 and 7) indi-
eral observation periods. cates that there are greater rates of pressure buildup

after the terraces than over the initia! part of the
Pressure (x/cma) curves before the terraces. Moreover, these curves

SJan.-Mar. April July-Oct show that beyond the terrace break there is a pro-
gressive decieasc in rate at which the pressure is very

St. S. (sand) 1.6 3.5 6.7 similar for each sediment type .egardless of season,
St. F (sandy silt) 1.4 2.8 4.4 again with the eyception of the sand of Station H.
St. A (clayey silt) 1.5 1.4 2.6 Although data are meager, sme consideration mustSSt. H (sand) 2.2 3.9 2.9t. sd9.9 . be given to transitional pcriods. It seems apparent

that the tightest packing Londitions must be associated
nificantly different compression values to create the with the periods in which the water temperatures are
same volumetric effects, almost at their minimal readings. Characteristic open

If mean cmrves are prepared by averaging pressure- packing conditions were recorded on the last day of
time points for each sediment tpc _'.iing each period October wher the bottom waters were at 12"C. In
(Figs. 6 and 7) comparisons may be made of the early April, as the temperature reached 6°C., the re-
orientation of the mean terrace3 and post-terrace suits suggested that the tight packing of winter had
curves for the various sediment types. During warm- ended and conditions were transitory, at least at Sta-
water conditions (Fig. 6), with the exception of the tions S and F (Table 7). Apparently the clayey silt
Station H sand, one finds a relationship between grain of Station A was still under winter conditions but
size and p"uition of the terraces, As the particle size the sand of Station H continued to sho% an anomalous
decreases there is a regular decrease in the pressure behavior. Unfortunately, a mechanical failure in the
of the corresponding terrace so that higher compres- penetrometer prevented additional tests after this (late.
sion values are associated with sand and the lowest
pressure level with clayey silt. When a load is applied CONCLUSIONS

to sand it takes a greater force to initiate a general Compression studies of various sediments reveal
readiustmient of the surface grains than that necessary that, regardless of season, each sediment type has a
for the more porous sandy and clayey s;lts. Conse- characteristic curve determined by the textural and
quently, over the initial segment of the curve there is compositional properties of the particular sediment.
a systematic increase in the rate at which the pressure in plotting pressure against time these curves show
rises as the proportion of sand becomes larger. a decreasing average slope with decreasing sand

The curves for JAnuary-March do not show the content.
pattern exhibited by those of the July-October period It is possible that changes in the viscosity of the
(Fig. 7). The terracts for sand occur at the highest water could account for the differences in sediment
pressures but the terraces for clayey silt are above compactness during the two periods of study,. How-
those of sandy silt. Initial rates of incrcase in prem- ever, as the initial slopes of the compression curves
sure follow the s•ame order. In interpreting this ap- are less steep in the colder January--Mrrh ,,ri
parent pattern one must recognize the difficulties in than during July-October, viscosity can not be a
reading values for the 0-0.5 second time interval on major factor in this phenomenon.
the scale of these curves. A slower probe velocity Although water temperature was used constantly
coupled with a faster chart speed might have made to define bottom conditions in reference to compact-
this pattern more consistent with that ot tne July- kcb ýti ability during the observation period, there
"October persod. However, none of these initial slopes is no justification for assuming a simple cause and ef-
for the January-March period is as great as that of fect relationship. A previous investigation (McMaster,
clayey silt during July-October. This finding may be 1962) suggested that during periods of high tem-
related to the magnitude of loosely packed grains at peratures biological, chemical, and biochemical ac-
or near the interface. tivities may be stimulated, whereas during cold peri-

W Within each observation period the length of time ods the rate of these activitks may be retarded.
lthat each terrace is maintained shows no consistent This supposition is based on the fact that the neta-
trend (Figs. 6 and 7). However, in the January- bolic activity of cold-blooded animals and bacteria
March period the duration of terraces for all sediment is governed by the temperature deceleration of reac-
types is consistently longer than that for the July- tion rates (the Van't Hoff-Arrhenius law) in which

October period, there is a twofold or threefold decrease in the rate of
It is disturbing that the behavior of the sand at energy-yielding reactions for each decrement of 10"C.

Station H is anomalous. Apparently the widespread from a maximum temperature of about 40°C. (lProsser
occurrence of Crepidula shells along the bottom sur- and Brown, 1961). Thus, metabolic processes become
face is a factor in modifying the normal behavior of sluggish as the temperature approaches 0"C.
the inorganic particles under the probe. Because of Several recent findings corroborate this supposition.
the heavy concentration of these shells, it is almost im- Rhoads (1963) reports that water temperature in-
"possible to run the probe into the bottom without mak- fluences the rate at which sediment is reworked by a
ing contact with at least one of these shells. deposit-feeding pelecypod, Voldia limalala. When

AV* Al
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temperatures are less than 8"C. no feeding was noted cover the 8"-3"C. temperature range whereas in ipring •
for this animal, but there was an increase in average it may be confined to the 5-10C. range.
rate of sediment displacement over the 8"-100C., 151- Author's Note: This investigation was sponsored by the
17"C., and 20"-21"C. temperature ranges. Studies of Office of Naval Research under Contract Nonr 396(02).
the polychaete, Pectinaria gouldii, also indicate that The author is indebted to C. E. Miller for his consltation
temperature affects the rate of sediment reworking and many helpful suggestions during all phases of the
(D. C. Gordon, 1963, personal communication). Op- work. Discussions with V. A. Nacci concerning the sig-

nificance of soil behavior problems were most beneficial.penheimer (1960) finds that the warm temperature of Appreciation is also expressed to W. L Savard, R. A.
the surface sediments exerts a great influence on the Cooper, P. Cartier, and A. L. Brooks for their assistmice
activities of living microorganisms and also that bac- with the field and laboratory work. D. M. Pratt's critical
teria are able to produce and destroy surface-active reading of the manuscript is gratefully acknowledged. Fi-

nally, special thanks are due to S. B. Sails and R. A.agents, thus affecting compaction of hydrated and Cooper for their assistance with the statistical analyses.
thixotrophic sediments. Experiments on the cultiva-
tion of bacteria at the ambient water temperature of LITERATURE CITED
Narragansett Bay (-1.5'-23.5"C.) indicate, too, that ABBOTT, M. B., 1960. One-dimensional consolidation of
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Diagenesis of Iron Sulfide in Recent Marine Sediments

ROBERT A. BERNER

Department of Geology, Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut

The term hydrotroilite has been used frequently to (Evans et al., 1962; Skinner et al., 1964) for two
refer to the black, fine-grained, iron sulfide which im- newly discovered natural occurrences (a high tern-
parts a grey or black color to many Recent sediments. perature ore depo.:, ,a a Tertiary saline lake sedi-
Several different chemical formulas have been used ment, respectively).
for this substance. Some examples are: The only crystalline iron sulfide which was synthe-

1. FeSH 1O - Sidorenko (1907) sized from all iron sources and at all pH's and tern-

2. FeS-nH2O - Doelter (1926) peratures was tetragonal FeS. Non-crystalline FeS
3. Fe(HS)2-Bass-Becking(1956) (identified by chemical analysis) was the initial pre-
4. FeS(H2S - Volkov (1959) cipitate resulting from the reaction between dissolved
4.e first two formulko ( 9 ssulfide and ferrous ion. The most important chemical

are based on chemical analyses of impure natural ma- was adduced from X-ray identification of the prod-

terials. In none of the studies was X-ray diffraction ucts. It is:

used. ut.I s

X-ray and chemical study of natural hydrotroilite is At pH 4:
v-1. dif cult bccausc of Its finc-gr.iiacd g sen-
erally low concentration in sediments, and extreme 2 HFeO0 1.1. + 3 HS.," - FeS1t,t.
susceptibility to air oxidation. Natural sediments con-
tain other forms of iron and sulfide from which hy- + FeS2, p1y + 4 HOjjq . (1)
drotroilite generally cannot be separated with com-
plete assurance of purity for chemical analysis. The At 1tt 6-9:
poorly diffracting character of the iron sulfide, whose 2 HFeO)., ,,. + 3 H.,S,,. -" 2 FeSte,,
pattern is easily masked by small amounts of other
minerals such as quartz and clay minerals, makes es- + S-,,,b. + 4 H 20 1 q.. (2i
sentially complete separation necessary for X-ray
study. Because of these difficulties, an attempt was Note the effect of pH at pH 6-9 characteristic of
made to simulate natural conditions in the laboratory marine sediments; the iron sulfide first formed was
by synthesizing iron sulfides free'-;f •:' - t-•---iat. amorphous to X-rays and crystallized very slowly.
iig phi.•it. i'hlý enabled ' r-" ii,! rh,-':c i .0 - Barely recognizable patterns of tetragonal FeS were

terization. obtained only by aging at room temperature for sev-
In the laboratory study (Berner, 1964b) metallic eral weeks or at elevated temperature for shorter

iron, dissolved ferrous iron, and synthetic and natural periods. At pH 7-9 no pyrite was formed from FeS
goethite of varying degrees of crystallinity were used. + SO even over the maximum aging period of 200
The iron sources were reacted with buffered solutions days at 40( C. At pH1 4, on the other hand, well-
of H2S or Na2 S over a pH range of from 3 to 10. crystallized pyrite and tetragonal FeS were fonred in
Aging took place at atmospheric pressure and low a matter of hours at room temperature.
temperatures (20" C. - 90" C.), over periods ranging Limonite, a general term for poorly crystallized
from 15 minutes to 200 days. Lowered pH and in- hydrous ferric oxide, is a common product of rock
creased temperature, along with the use of metallic weathering and can be considered as an important
iron, promoted the formation of well-crystallized source of iron for many marine sedimeuts where hy-
standards which could be used to identify poorly crys- drotroilite is formed. For example, observations of
tallized substances formed under conditions most tidal flat sediments of Cape Cod have shown that the
closely ipproximating natural marine sediments. iron that reacts with H2 S to form iron sulfide is sup-

As a result of this study the following phases were plied mainly as limonitic coatings of sand grains and
svnthesized and identified: tetragonal FeS (Berner, other detrital particles. The H2S is produced by
1962). cubic Fe3S 4 (Yamaguchi and Katsurai. 1960). sulfate-reducing bacteria which live upon deconipos-
X-ray amorphous FeS, hexagonal FeS (stoichiomet- ing organic matter in the anaerobic sediments. If
ric pyrrhotite). pyrite, marcasite. and elemental sulfur, weakly diffracting synthetic goethite can be taken to

Tetraganal FeS and cubic Fe5 S, have been recently represent natural limonite. then the reaction of limo-
given the mineral names mackinawite and greigite by nite with 112S under marine conditions can be repre-
several members o• the U. S. Geological Survey sented by reactimo (2). Therefore, it is suggested that
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Fig. 1. Measured values of Eh and pS-- for natural Ha1S-contaiining sediments and artificial sulfide systems. The line

marked "theoretical curve" represents the half-cell equation for the reaction: S-. t:; So..., + Ze.

in many occurrences the iron sulfide commonly re- neiets from the Gulf of California, Cape Cod, and
f .erred to as hydrotroilite consists, at least in part, of Boston, Massachusetts. The points fall along a line
poorly crystallized tetragonal FeS. The fine-grained with a slope of 29.5 my per unit of PS- -, which cor-
nature of the mnaterial accounts for the high water responds to a thermodynamically reversible half-cell
content due to adsorption, and the formula suggested involving the tranF'F- 4 two efretrons. The equation
by liocliti " .If eS-nii 2U, is taost nearly cut. ct. u.: this curve is '.e;t expiained by, the following

The occurrence of tetragonal FeS in tnatural sedi- mechanism:
ments can I-sc,, A£rom, t!-. data. of Vclkov ( 1961) (3)s~
who has described an almost pure iron sulfide con- .- tUb .(3

cretion found at depth in the sediments of the Black which is better expressed at pH 7-9. as:
Sea. Chemical analysis and an unidentified X-ray - -

pattern published by Volkov show that the concretion £ .SO~.+H4. e 4
consists of a mixture of tetragonal FeS and cubic The thermodynamic re~ersibility of this overall
Fe5S4I. The cubic phase was called melnikovite by half-cell has been &-mtonstrated by the czchange of
Volkov because of its strong magnetism. It is pot- radioactive sulfur (Voge, 1939) and by electrode de-
sible that other occurrences of black niagnttir iron termination of intermediate step% involving polysulfideJ
sulfide commonly referred to as melnikovitf, including ions (Pescharsski and Valenai, 1949). The mechanism
the original type occurrence described by Doss ( 1912). i also geologrAlly reasonable in that elemental sulfur
rnav actually consist of cubic Fe5S, or other known it a conmmon. though minor. constituent of sediments
magnetic iron sulfides such as pyrrhotite and sinythite containing 1-1S. Very little elemental sulfur (-w 4
(rhornbohedral FeS 4). ppm) is needed to bring about the formation of a

TEIFEliOF SDIMNTSCON1I~lG ~ saturated polysulfide solution whose Eli is controlled
by the sulfide-sulfur naechanism- Therefore, amoe

Through the use of the silver-silver sulfide etetirntde sediments %houild be found exhibiting this Eh.pS -
4 tkerner, 19613) it has bee-s posible to deduce the Elh relationship.-4
,introlling mechanism in many sediments containing
I I.S. Figure I shows values of the negative logarithms'TETA~FR AlNO e

of the activity of sulfide ion. pS -- (as measured with TO PYRITE.
the silver-silver sulfide electrode), plotted against Ehi Because the pH of anaerobic wanne sestimmi ss is
for laboratory sulfate reduction experiments and sedi- quite uniform conspar'N w~ pS - .in such wediments

V",
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etc. These minerals, of course, could only be fornwed
/under conditions of high pS - - or low concentration

o' - IEUATrTE Of H2S. Even under such conditions the formation ot
%3 siderite, goethite. etc., with depth still would not re-

PEWm - MW -WE suit in a parallfriismn of the curves for sulfide and iron
Fes1010 because HCI would also remove iron from these comn-

'Vmr pounds. This mechanism would result in a divtugence
_M_ -•~ I.~ of the curves for iron and sulfide with depth. There-

ow9 fore, in sediments containing excess 112S, the latter
________________________ type of mnechanism involving the addition of sulfur

"1. 0 to 90 n 0o a a.o .3 G0 o * oo o is more reasomnable.
08" A possible generalized mechanism for the trans-

Fig. 2. Stab~lity fields, calculated from thermodynamic formiation of FeS to FeS2 is:
data, of selected ir on minerals for an "average" anaerobic
maritie sediment, rtI =7.5, Pc.,= 10-3 0 FeS + H 'ft Fe' + HS-, (7)

Iv + 11 S- + So - FeS: + 1-1 +. (8)
the stability- of iron minerals is best expressed in the
form of Eh-pS - - diagrams calculated from thernwo- Overall reaction:
dynamic data (Berner, 1964c). Figure 2 depicts the 1:eS +- S" -. FcS2  (91
case of a typical anaerobic marine sediment of pli
7.5 and Pen 2 =l1--2-3. Note that the natural meas- Written in terms of H.,S instead of H1S, reactien
urements 0i. e., tlc sulfide-sulfur half-cell) all fall in 18) can easily be demon~strated at room temperature
the stability field of pyrite and not FeS. This conclu- in the laborainry, but only at low p11I (< 5). At
sion is corroborated by the observation that in all higher 1)11 values characteristic of marine sediments.
the sediments studied either FeS was transformed to reaction ($) is retarded! in the laboratory and pos-
pyrite with depth (i.e.. time), or no FeS and only sihly in nature hy the low concentration of ferrou'
pyrite was found. ion in equilibrium with FeS. A*t a typical sedamen-

Actual transformation of FeS to pyrite was found tarv value of pS - -of 10, the efluilib!-ium activity of
in tidal flat sediments of Cape Cod. Figure 3 shows ferrous ion is less than 10 -"
typical curves of IICI-soluble iron and sulfide sulfur The entire transformation (9) may also be limited
with depth. The sulfide data do not include dissolved by the availability of elemental sulfur. This explana-
H25 which is removed prior to analysis by washing tion has been suggested by Volkov (1961 ) to explain
the sediment. The decrease of iron and sulfide with the lack of complete transformation of FeS to pi rite-
depth is attributed to the formation of pyrite which is in the scdimetits of the Black Sea and the finding of
insoluble in IICI and which occurs in the sediment as such phawses as, well-crystallizctd tetragonal FeS and
minute (- ljog) framboidal microspheres. The con- cubic Fe3,S, at depth. The nmechanism suggested b%
stant extcess of iron over sulfide with dlepth is ascribed Vo~lkov is:
to the extraction, by HCI, of iron from other fer-
ruginous phases (such as iron silicates) %ihich have
not reacted with h1.S to form FeS. Ii conditions of F*. S- MOLES * Etv.11 OF SIEDWN1
strady state deposition are a -sumed. the other iron- 0, 01 04 00 10 ?z -4 '6 to 10 22 ?a

bearing phases rept..sent a constant source of excess
Fe with depth. The parallelism of the iron and sulfide
c-irves can, therefore, be used to delineate the tipe of 4
chemical mechanism by which FeS is transformed to

The transformiztion ofFSto pyrite, whih is an

oxidation, either involves the subtraction of iron of 0
the Addition of sulfur As follows: Q

Subtraction of iron:

Additiin of ikuliur 0z o"LIPril

then another ironheraring mineral other than pyrite as a jfiavta, tg a-ph. 1oy twwa fist Wduiwito C4 cat.

would be formed wiith depth suich as ainedret. toetlute. C-4

ii-
&L4 0-.0
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SO,~ + S"rS 2 03 . (10) %'A, !0

S,03-- + FeS -" FeS2 + SO., (II) ,

)verall reaction:

FeS -+- S-- FeS,. (9)

i. e., thiosuliate acts as a catalyst. This writer has v I
not been able to verify this catalytic role of thiosulfate •:
in the laboratory at the pH of marine sediments. Note • i
that Volkov's mechanism results in the same overall .
reaction that has already been suggested.

Several sorces of the necessary elemental sulfur in 4
sediments can be mentioned. Air oxidation of 1t2 S or ,'_ ¶

FeS at an interface between overlyii.g oxygen-con- ,. .. ..
taining sea water and the reduced sediment is one Fig. 4 Distribution of variaous forms (if sulfur in a sedi-
iuch source. Tidal fluctuations and burrowing activi- ment core taken from the western slope of the Gulf of
ties of organisms resulting in constant reoxidation of California-
the sediment would promote this process on tidal flats.
Aerobic o- photosynth.tic sulfur-oxidizing bacteria The concentration of pyrite, howecr, is considerably
inay play a role. The isotopic data of K.uplan as al. greater than this, which implies that extra sulfate
1 190) suggest that elenienta[ sulfur can al." be must have diffused into the sediment iron the over-forned with depth within the reduced sedinent, lying sea water. 1 his sulfate, along with the oi

Other possible mechanisni. for the transformation sulfate, Aas then reduced to sulfide by bactefia and
,,FeS to FeS are: combined with iron to formi pyrite. Formation of

FeS + I1.S -. FrS. + If., I23 pyrite near the sediment-water interface would aid in
this process because in this cast the diffusion path

FeS + 1 6 (-,1,.O1, + 112S - FeS. length would be minimized. Kaplan et a. (1963) have
shown by means of sulfur isotopes that most of the

+ C113()|.,. I 131 pyrite in the Santa. Barbara basin sediz,•ents also must

l'he former niechai~sis would necessarily implly a have formed near the sediment surface in contact with
,isideralih imuer Flh than that fand in nlsei- an infinite reservoir of sulfate ion, the oveti.vitg sea

m*'iuts because of the production of appreciahle mo- Taoer.
hI-cular hydrogen. Also. this reaction could not be Th absence 0f black hydrotrolite in the upper 25
,lemonostrated in tbe laboratory by the writ.r qBernet. cm of these sediments can be explained by tic forma-
leme4tbl sulfurite oresent wh in tun hre thas was timi of the pyrite near the sediment-water interface.
e ia sluri formedonlyhh in lrun where one ('otiplete transformation of -Anv initially formed FeS

by the oxidation of H.S by air oxygn or ferric ion to FeS: at the sediment surface -oiid prevent the de-hvekopment of a black FrS transition•. rm as f+nm.' inin e lathiter othctidal flat :_-d esririrtv sediments. This transfornma-
e later t. oehanism w hich i acoiphe etr by a swer rate of

generalized -a.inot be refuted and mna be a bltter uetýon tý-Mc a lrated ehen ryai in rte ol
exl.lanation than using chlenental sulfur. The hydrlg- del-.. t4 cceter.ted lcauem react ln in the (ulf

citation of orKanic mailer, howerver. may simply pro. of (i hf, riiia sedinnts. Because, at pre. there is
dluce elemnental sulfur. which in turn reacts with FeS n"rra..-,n to susprct an unusual chr.n',try i these
to forni FeS:.. Such a nbechanfsr, as this, if trux. tilt an. in irmtil. %ý--tirse rates o dqla•i-
Wfisold probably be biu01esl. and falls mor' properti- I -in near _ik" often excess! those in dee•ier water.

into the geiscral tield of micrt lops It re it is ar-rhable that the abhs-tXe of hydrotrotlite in these

here onrly as anietlrr posible mechantsh it ldivne is due to a slhoie ratei of dpivtim. Theha'le(th"as a~lll€ InSibl ,lohan:nt h ting of black FeS in nmore ralpidhs de'posited ddtta•c

Manir'y sedents in which pli rite is fsmd do not Clo- 'edire its in Vi t eatern -, ri "i the t.ilfi ofk Clhiornsa

t.in b).dr r(lril.rlh Ir 6" examples of this are the fine- ^ltrwW& itnd to stln tantmaii th c Gnc fMlusiion, on

~ smed ~uatmn.-rsvm mu. of the SAnta Itartuara basin
of? Southern California i ."-oer and P-'tenberg. 19521 l.iAL-lRAT F'RE ( i",lit)
am! smitlar ,whini-nti of the w, en s•lkoe of th• I ..L
,.4 Calhifrnia t Brner. 1WA4 i' Figure A .lhistrates re iMt\ IttKINt. L 1 Mt l9.w RW4,Whl- 3p.res s-sue

in th es,%i.s~wirnsi n VIt State of the Lr'vm inlulti, of tultur d4vi-ermsinattons foi a •ore (f tylical the "trsm must Jim la fix"fvr AX,..*1 .'.-* i ,0AA d
pyýrite cv-mtnt tromI thle Gulf of Calhifrnia Note 'he Set r-a.1..-Ir i'. t. S l.tl IN9
1ofth-arnth< %ea.r V! the l nt yu -rcr r4 sulfur fur HERS Ri. It A.. lW2 TrtUratrsl t &Whi& V.&-ve,

utle foermatirmn s sulfate in sea water buried in the Ir #
"sldsmnt, the tal cowsentrati'ws of sulfur .vul all -'IR.X-'R. R. A. IW, E'-rode %tiw%" cf Ws4tvg ,

SUM& aa lWM MANt It Gt uiefutm cemsor him .rn.
:"kighli alonwg the sulfate curse 'show-n in Figure 4 W.V

j __,
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Concentrations of Minor Elements in Diatomaceous
Sediments of a Stagnant Fjord

M. GRANT GROSS I
Department of Oceanography, nivrersity of Washington, Seattle, WVashingtonl

The marine sediments of Saanich Inlet, British Co- Ni, Co. Hg, Cr, Mo, W, and V in aerated sea water
lumbia, were chosen for an initial survey of the effects and coacluded that it is undersaturated with respect
of biological, chemical, and sedimentary processes on to tt- -:st insoluble compounds of these metals. He
the concentrations of minor elements in sediments de- ,uggesi -4 that biological processes and adsorption on
posited in a sulfide environment. The Saanich Tiitf particulate matter furnish at least a qualitative ex-
sediments are the result of deposition in a sedinien- planation bor the observed abundance of these metals
tarv environment formed by an isolated part of an in sea water : ,:d1 their distribution in marine sedimen-
estuarine system, the Strait of Georgia. The isola- tary rocks.
tion of the inlet permits an evaluation of the processes Almost no data are available on the concentrations
which affect the sediments deposited in it. Analytical of minor elements in diatom frustules, a major com-
techniques were chosen which would provide the best ponent of the Saanich Inlet sediments. The data on
coverage of the most eleme,:3, even at the sacrifice of the concentrations of minor elements of the sedimen-
some precision, in order to determine the major ef- tary accumulations of diatom frustules and radiolarian
fects of the environment and to deteimine which ele- tests were summarized by Cressman (1962) who
ments warrant future, more detailed investi/tatiois. agreed with Krauskopf (1955) that such deposits are

not conspicuously enriched in "rare metals". Revelle
PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS (1944) detected B and Ba in diatom oozes from the

Previous investigations of the inlet {Herlinveaux, northwest Pacific Ocean off Japan.
1962) and its sediments (Gross et td., 1963; Gucluer, LOCATION AND GENERAL FEATURES OF
1962: Gucluer and Gross, 1964) provide some infor- SAANICH INLET
mation about the inlet as a sedimentary environment
and about the textural and chemical properties of the Saanich Inlet, the only fjord on southeastern Van-
sediments accumulating in it. couver Island, British Columbia (Fig. 1), is approxi-

Data are available on the concentrations of some mately 26 km long, with a maximum width of 7.6 kmn.4
minor elements in nearshore marine sediments from The inlet is connected with the Strait of Georgia by
the eastern side of the Strait of Ceorgia (White and Satellite Channel, but the interchange of water with
Northcote, 1962), in Cowichan River sediments (War- Satellite Channel is restricted by a sill (Fig. 2) which
ren and Delavault, 1960), and in volcanic rocks near comes to within 70 m of the surface. The inlet occu-
Saanich Inlet (Warren and Delavault, 1961). These pies a glaciated valley cut in metamorphosed volcanic
investigations were limited in the number of elements and sedimentary rocks of Jurassic and Cretaceous
covered and did not include Saanich Inlet sediments, ages (Clapp, 1917).

The review by Kaplan and Rittenberg (1963) of The inlet's small drainage basin lies in a "rain
the literature on sedimentation in marine basins illus- shadow" (Fig. 1), so it receives less precipitation
trates the scarcity of data on the concentrations of than adjacent areas (Tully and Dodimead, 1957).
minor elements in sediments from sulfide environ- The inlet receives little runofi" from streams discharg-
mer'ts. Strom (1948, showed the enrichment of U ing into it (Herlinveaux. 1962). The surface circu-
in sediments from stagnant Norwegian fjords, Man- lation of the Strait of Georgia brings into the inlet
heimn (1961) studied the sediments of the Baltic Sea, low-salinity water derived from the discharge of the
;ncluding those deposited in sulfide environments. Cowichan River k6 km north of the inlet) between

Krauskopf (1955) reviewed the voluminous litera- December and April, and from the discharge of the
ture on concentrations of minor elements of sedimen- Fraser River (0 knm northeast of the inlet) in June 6

tary rocks, showing that black shales and sediments and July (Herlinveaux, 1962).
deposited in stagnant environments are frequently en- Because of ,he small amount of fresh water in the
richted in Ag, As, Mo, and Ni. Krauskopf (1956) surface waters of the inlet, only a very weak estuarine
also studied the concentrations of Zn, Cu, Pb, Bi, Cd, and tidal circulation takes place in the waters above

sill depth (Pickard, 1961; Herlinve•,ux, 1962). Hcr-

I'Presett address: Division of Sedimento United States Na- linveaux suggested that dense, oxygenated waters
tional Museum, Smithsonian InAtitution, W 0.Tington. D. C. from Haro Strait may occasionally flow into Satellite
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Fig. 1. Saanich Inlet and environs. Longitudinal and cross- sectional p-ofiles are shown in Figure 2.

Channel and spill c~ver teie sill into tle inlet to repla, e face w.atcrs du:iiig the summer. Apparently tbe larg-
completely the deep waters of the inlet, or, at least, est phytoplankton populations are present from April
to bring oxygenated water into the deep par' of the thr iug.i July when the surface waters are most turbid
basin. (Ilerlirveaux, 1962). The oxidation of the large

Althoug~h no data are availablt on tile pro6uction of amounts of organic matter depletes the dissolved oxy-
phytoplankton in the inlet, it is probably large since gen ir, the pa--tialll) isolated bottom waters. Hydrogen
there are large populations of fisn in the inlet and sulfide is formed by th,ý activity of sulfate-reducing
high concentrations of dissolve'i oxygen in the sur- b-tcte ia ii, the cxygen-deficient waters of the deepest

parts of the basin (Kaplan el al., 1963; Redfield ct al.,

S MARINE SEDIMENTS

wX'~'* In the sulfide environment of the central portion of
the inlet (Fig. 3), black clayey silts are deposited

*.* - _ ' containing hydrogen sulfide in the interstitial water.
Core No. 4 recovered approximately 20 m of lami-

- ~ nated sediments, consistin'ý of alternal. ag olive-gray
s ean,' bl.,zk la'iin:,e, tach -ie iuetween 2 and 5 mm

thick-. These laminae f ,rm varves indicating an aver-
age rat,: of deposition for the central p~art of the

tikesand continuity of Ol~e vakved sediments in-

diaeta h e im iltary eniii inert al nomoti

Fing. 2. Longitudinal and cross-sectional profile: of hesill seiet ofe simiar hmneral compos-
Saanch nle, sowig agenralzeddisribtio ofH2S tion to the central basin sedimen~tt; both are mixtures

in oveber 191 (. A Rihars, ersnalconimuni- of silt and clay-sized particles (Table 1 ). Chemically,

cain.tesdmnsi h wolclte r itnt)df

.~ X
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ferent (Fig. 4). The fine sands of the nearshore
z3"0 •o- areas are different, texturally and chemically, from

the clayey silts of the inlet.
HATCH. . The phosphorus content is essentially the same in
POINT MOSES POINT all the sediments; organic carbon, nitrogen, and opal

.9T _-J-I are most abundant in the clayey silts of the central
•-. basin area and least abundant in the nearshore sands.

COAL POINT Carbonaceous compounds and biogenous components
S.such as opal constitute up to 45 percent of the clayey

2silts of the central basin area but make up less than 5
percent of the nearshore sands.

The major sources of the sediment deposited in the
inlet appear to be the sediment-laden, low-salinity

17 waters derived from the Fraser and Cowichan Rivers,
and the phytoplankton growing in the surface waters
of the inlet. Less important sources 3f sediment in-
clude discharge of local streams, erosion of the shore-

.4 "•line, and debris from the limestone quarry and cement
plant at Bamberton (Fig. 3). There are no other

7 industrial operations in the inlet or its drainage basin C
S7.,hich might contaminate the waters or the sediments.

Sediments apparently accumulate in the deeper
3 par t s of the basin Lb. the continuous particle-by-

particle deposition of silt and clay-sized particles
mixed with the frustules and resting spores of di-

"3.3 atoms. Because of their small size (approximately
6 u or less), lithogenous particles may require up to
*several years to settle through 200 m of water toBAMBERO

ABT36 reach the bottom. Consequently, the particles are
35' 35' mixed and distributed throughout the basin, so that

39 no major variations have been detected in mineral
LY .composition of sediments in various parts of the inlet

UAL .or in individual laminae from cores.
Superimposed on this continual deposition of lith-

PEA •ogenous and biogenous particles are seasonal pulses
CORE of the frustules of marine planktonic diatoms which

form the light-colored laminae; some of these lami-
nae apparently consist almost entirely of diatom frus- ,.

ELBOW CENTRAL BASIN tules, The light-colored laminae contain the bioge-
POINT SEDIMENT nous opal probably formed during the time of peak

.SILL SEDIMENT phytoplanktun production in the inlet, April through
SILLSEDIENTJuly.

cc T NEARSHORE
SEDIMENT

REDUJCING
GOLDSTREAM RIVER CAPCITY
DELTA EQUIVALENT)____________

CARBONATE-RICH ORGANIC
SEDIMENT (COCO 3 >5C.AS) O __oN _ _ _ _

Fi__ _A5 cc, __]_>_..

3 Coo

OLOSTREAA, iA--

Ri VfR IIn13 30' -.

Fig. 3. Distribution of the surface samples and the OPAL.

major sediment types in Saanich Inlet (After Gucluer ,, ,•i*k&and Gross, 1964). PER• C1.IN T s. ¢ BY WEGH
Fig. 4. Variation of certain chemicar properties among

the major sediment types (After Gucluer vind Gross,1904).-" .
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Table I. Textural, physical, and chemical properties of the sediment.

Average textural
composition (%)

Medi.-n Average
Sediment diameter Clay- Density H,S pHtmDescription (rom) sized Silt Sand Gravel (g/cc) odlor (range')

Central Clayey silt, oiive- 0.006 43.8 44.4 112 0.6 2.40 Present 7.0
basin black to black, (wood (wood in all (6.6-7.6)
sediment very poorly sorted, chips frag- samples

diatomaceous and ments)
diatom
frus-
tules)

Sill Cla.ey silt, light 0.025 23.3 66.2 10.5 2.67 None 7.1
sediment Olive-gray, very (somei (6.9-7.3)

poorly sorted diatom
frus-
tules)

Nearshore Fine sand, yellow- 0.27 2.9 7.7 79.3 10.1 2.82 None 7.1
sediments green to olive-green, (6.7-7.3)

poorly sorted

Settling velocities of diatoms are controlled by their The estimnatvs of opal abundance were obtained by
physiological state (Harvey, 1957) ; diatoms below heating the sediment to 900" C., forming cristobalite
the euphotic zone may settle with velocities of 5 to which was detected by X-ray diffraction techniques
40 m/day (Margalef, 1961). Thus the bulk of the (Goldberg, 1958). The results were reproducible to
diatom frustules added to the sediments may be de- within 10 percent of the aniotmt reported but they
posited within a few days or a few months after they may be systematically low.
sink below the euphotic zone. DISCUSSION

The opal and nitrogen contents and the reducing
capacity are different in the light- and dark-colored The median concentratiosvs of minor elements (Fig.
laminae of the central basin sediment (Fig. 5). Other 6) in the sill and nearsho,,. sediments (both deposited
properties, including mineral composition, show little in oxygenated environmenes) are very similar, except
or no variation between laminae, or with depth ir 4he fpr 1t and Zn which are slight!y higher in the sill
core. The differences between laminae may be ex- sediments. For all the other ek,nients (Sc, Y, Ti. Zr,
plained by the greater abundance of diatom frustules Cr, MNn, Fe,-Co, Ni, Cm ka, and Pb) the median con-
in the light-colored laminae. centratious of the sill sediments are nearly equal to

or less than the concentrations of the nearshore seth-
ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES ments. The ranges of concentrations of minor ele-

ments are greater in the nearshore sands than in theConcentrations of minor elemen~ts, except Zn. were
determined by E. Blingham. California Yn t sill sediments, mnost prolbably a reflection of the localdet e m ine by orgi lng af Catfo ni nnstitute se i en s
Technology, using optical-emission spectroscopy (En- origin of the nearshore sediments.
j gel and Engel, 1958). The values reported (Tables 2 The local origin and resulting heterogeneity of the

nearshore sadiments greatly restrict% their tsafulness
and 3) are the averaged results of two to five sema-

* rate analyses of each sample. Engel and Engel (1958)
estimated that the results obtained using these tech- ,., *.

niques are reproducible to within 25 percent of the
value reported. The experimentally determined values .
for rock samples G-I and %V-1 are within 30 percent
of the preferred values (Fleischer and Stevens, 1%2) JXAA..
for all elements except for Ti which is approximately '•

40 percent too low. For Sc, Y, Zr. Cu. and l'b the .J,
values agreed to within 10 percent. No attempt was
made to correct the Ti values because th-. apparent , ,
discrepancy does not affect the results of comparisums ,
among the various sediment types. "*

Zinc concentrations in the surface sediments were ..
"determined by an X-ray fluorescence method using Fig- 5. Variatin of certain chemical properties in the
standards prepared by mixing Saanich Inlet sediments light, and dark-colored laminae in cone of the central
with known amounts of Z.. basin sediment t(Iuclurr. 19Q; G(;iner and Gross, 191-4)
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II''I I j i"n'• 1 1'1111 1 1 1T1,, Relative to the median value for each element in
-_ the sill sediments, the median values in the central

- _ _. _ _ _ _ _ - basin sediments are reduced by the following amounts:
10- Sc - 28%, Y - 20%, Ti - 43%, Zr - 53%, V - 5%,

SCr - 35%, Mn - 17%, Fe - 38%, Co - 13%, Ni -
7%, Cu - 8%, Zn - 21%, and Ga - 17%. The data
for Pb cannot be used because the concentrations in

Zr .. most central basin sediments are below the detection
limits.

--- ' The differences in concentration are greatest for
S'Zr and Ti, indicating that these elements are least

o ,.abundant in the biogenous constituents, compared
with their abundance in the lithogenous constituents.

Mo W) Similarly, the small differences for V, Ni, Cu, and
"Co may indicate that the concentrations of these ele-

M, ments in the biogenous and lithogenous constituents
"are not radically different. This is consistent with the

. ,.-, concentrations of these elements in ashed marine
zooplankton (Nicholls et al., 1959) ; no data are avail-

co able for phytoplankton. The apparent differences for
'-'4Sc, Y, Cr, Mn, Fe, Zn, and Ga may thus indicate

that their concentrations in the biogenous matter,
- compared with the lithogenous matter, fall between

C. •these two extremes.
There is no compelling evidence to indicate any

z. •enrichment of Sc, Y, Ti, Zr, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co. Ni,
Cu, Zn, Ga, and Pb in the sediments deposited in the

ou*0rnm•, sulfide environment of the inlet. If local precipitation
l.-4b-- 0--4-I CIOThAI.• -tl tUGSUCt _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

( -1- L, 10,--t •k [ - --r 4

O0 0• O I , 1111 *,i 0, p 0 ...11 V--... .. .. . . . . . . .
4L WE.6H 4

PER crNT y W-IGHT-

Fig. 6. Ranges and median values of the concentrations T, i--.&.
of minor elements in the surface sediments.

ZI

in studying the effects of the sedimentary environ- v .

mert. The data do indicate, however, the absence of -.

major local sources for any of the elements studied. C,
Except for B and Mo, which will be discussed . .4

later, all the elements studied (Fig. 6, Table 2) are
least abundant in the central basin sediments where ---- I,

the lithogenous constituents are most diluted by the m. ...
addition of biogenous constituents. From this we can .
deduce that Sc, Y. Ti. Zr. V, Cr. Mn, Re, Co, Ni, Cu, F,.
Zn, Ga. and Pb are primarily associated with the
lithogenous rather than the biogenous constituents, . ....
This agrees with the data for the Gulf of Paria
(Hirst, 1962). where Ga, Cr, V. Cu. Pb, Ti, and, to ,,,

a lesser extent, Co, Ni, and B were found to be as. -;¶

sociated with clay minerals. c.
No data are available on the concentration of minor -4

elements in the biogenous constituents of the Saanich a Ar

Inlet sedimentk, but it is pnssible to determine which R.. .on
elements are least abundant in the biogenous matter, .
relative to their concentrations in the lithogenous . . .
matter, b) comparing concentrations of each element "i c941 ,. utlesa
in sedimenits from the sill with those from the central FiU. 7. Raise and median values oa commnatratkls of
basin area minor elements of inldvdidua hime from care No. 4,

ý7'
,~ 4.
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-r---i-----rr-~ lation with the concentrations in the sediments of
organic carbon, nitrogen, opal, total sulfur, or iron.

NY~iON SU~OE vvalues of Mo concentrations in individual laminae

in core No. 4 (Fig. 7). Thus the enrichment of Mo
340- - in the Saanich Inlet sediments is predominantly the

£ v result of a process related to the reducing envion
WV ment in which the surface sediments are deposited.

-1 Molybdenum is not preferentially associated with
,!P Tioo~c!Itj lain either the biogenous or lithogenous constituents.

C.* A possible small contribution of Mo to the sedi-
ASUCING CAPACITY. ASP* Ciftr 5.604COUIVAI.CNT mnents by marine organisms cannot be eliminated.

Fig. & Variation of Mo concentrations of surface sedi- %icholls irt at. (1959) reported Mo concentrations -fl
ments as a function of reducing capacity, expressed as up to 0.0036 percent in ashed marine zooplankton.
the amonowt of carbon necessary to produce the same re- Molvbodenuri is known to be a compnliient of certain
ducing capacity. enzyme systems in the nitrogen cycle (Vu'eissner.

of te slfies f Z, C, B, o Pboccrsas ra 196l2), and C. It. Opipenheimer (piersonal conmmuni-
of he ulide ofZn Cd Bi o Pboccrs asKras-cation) finds Mo enriched in cultures of sulfate-

kopf (1936) suggested, the effects were not detected reducing bacteria.
in the Saanich Inlet sedliments. Korolev (1957) showed that Mo was concentr ited

Except for B and Mo, the median concentrations in the sulfide fraction in certain coal deposits and that
of the minor elements in the light-colored laminae are its - cumulation depended on the "intensity" of the
distinctly less than in the dark-colored laminae (Fig. rett cing process. Kornlev ( 1958) showed., extieri-
7, Table 3). This general distribution is apparently mentally, that Mto was co-precipitated by iron sulfides.
caused by the greater abundance of diatom frustules This was confirmed by Sugawara rt at. (1961). who
in the light-colored laminae. The differences in the found that Mo was removcd iramn sea water by pre-
median concentrations indicate that the light-colores' cipitation of ferrous sulfide and was re-dissolved when
laminae should contain 20 to 25 percent more opal the system was Oxygenated.
than the dark colored laminae. This agrees reasov- Regardless of the process by which Mo is incorpoo-

-. ably well with the estimates (Fig. 5) of opC aboun- rated into the sediments, whether by sulfide precipi-
dance in light-colored lamiinae (av erage 28 percent tation or by fiologicol processes, the bulk of the Mo
opal) and dark-colored laminae (average 21 percent must conie from the sea water. The amount of Mos
OP.il, deposited with the sediment each year amounts to

TIhere is no systematic variation in the concentra- less than 5 percent of the Mo contained in the sea
kion- if niir'or elements with depth (Tables 2 and 3). water (Goldberg. 1963) below 100) m in the inlet.
irndicat~ng t',at the concentrations in the surface sedi- Thus, even a relatively inefficient process of extract-
meistv "n tl;. central basin area are not controlled imy ing Mto from a large volume of sea water would
rowa,iti.natiom of the environment. This is consistent account for the annual addition of Mo to the sedi-
wi~rn -her data (Gucluer and Gross, l964) which moeits. On the other hand, one may also account for
indirite ihat the sedimentary environment in the inlet the Mo in the sediments by assuming that all the Mo
ii-ct persisted essentially unchanged for the past 4,000 is removed fromn a layer of sea water within 5 on of
to 5.000 years. the water-sediment interface. If there were some ex

cliange of the water near the interface, the thi- .Isss
MOLYBENUMof the layer involved could be less than 5 m.

Marine sediments from oxygenated environiments Removal of the Mo from the sea water near the

in the inlet and in adjacent areas contain so little Mo w;ater-sedimnent interface seens thr more probable of

that it was not detected: the detection limit for Mo the two alternatives. lKorolev ( 19_584 found that solu-
is estimated to be approximately 0.0003 percent. We thionmolybdates form at pit 72 or more and con-
Warren and Delavault (1961) report M'. eonceni'Ia- chidedl that the pth of -norinai" sea water (pit &I)
tions of lens than 0.O000 petrcent in volcanic rock'k does not favor the removal of Mot. Korolev showed
near the inlet. There is no evidence to sutggest tOut that at jill 7.2 or less. Mo formed a crlloidlal sulfide
large amounts of Mo arv contributed to the sedimient4 'uil our was co-precipitated with iron sulfides-
by lithogenous constituents. In the central basin sedo- No data Arv asailable on the chenswal properties
neat. however. Mo is pm~ent in ctmacentrations of up (if the isAter necar the wtr-eirntinterface in
to 0.0067 PeC.ent . AP 1v' twenty tinmes the Mo Saanmsch !nlet. butt V~inery man Rttenberg d19s2i

* ~content of normail oovents , ;oldschnndt. foundl that in certain Calmisrnta basins the pol of the
1954: Kuroda ant! . .. 54:- Nanamsnotn. 1961: "bnlttgor water" near the watev-sediment inteorface
Sagpwara et d.. l1l). was lower than the sen water or the uppenmso lIye

The concentrrtiai oi Uo in the surface aedinients oif siliedtrt. If the waler-s'e'inuwti interface usSaarisch
from this sulfi* enavironment is clearly related to Inlet wevre actusally a transstonAl me where the pH-
their reducing capaity (Fig. 8). but shows no inre. isf the water approached the rahies observeil in dhe

'74
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-r----- vapparent coilcentrations in the Saanich Inlet sedi-
ments.

3.~ ~ ~ Th c*? ItorrilatheBionbentratinso the Bcncentations ands
~~~h ab ungdtaheprsnce of sovmierl linthoenosedimpoents

be evlute (Fig. conaiin Bycmaigth.otn

of thetoal eietan h bndancod ieo cay-ized

a~~~~~~ ~i hYdfeditra. ofar firor elmetinfctr thecasedihent oclay-sized frlc-
of th wate assoiatedwith t ion arc the isconcentraio inclthe vaitoueos cili atenina-

thel higdmianl bacteria ac-edsa)i adto
tiviy cmmoly bseved theintrfae. nd y etso cayd m3iteas. Alonitraios inmaoysiblfe phelmiase

tiw f nerita cpL-1WT fromo' A~ the eefor edt in the s vdebarying wpal otiers of thes in et.in
Onth10 ssofKroc s dataumch aft LyNNem sems o. Nio Courmalne wasd areced priX-ariy associated

especiall taoa o h orm latio oW.A Mo al~ with thealyisofnohs costdituents. For the extre pari.
phaes.In ddiionto he ossbleco-recpittio oftieoe imn tshae B onotrations' in the nerbioge osacn-

Mo hirsldetelresfaereoftesugguestss that p dditinc of soebiogenous cmateponeth

Fuspgde sedVaimtofBcnent r oudalion asfr a fuechaonism TeBn h sediments reucsthi concntratins.i teli
noate reoa from the o.4 water ofinoia ulie O the mino elemenItis stdiffiul ont o eauwtis adon-

phasswhch ouldthenbe eadiy inorprate ininbutioin;bt evenanttisumtogchangal the oncntratiins
inesiilwtr fthe ceta ai edimentss i the sediments.i Tied frm sean n byer w itcan boei

from~reuse frhese water. ii;n oprdt amond i fBcorprted an th ei-

Itimona nzones mas exis inwn utc Inayt wnhere ato-reiptaio
are~~io snoe remroin booo fromnt ana wate fitearedn theAR

Thenims b hich c rentrat snspindted sediments arom Thre oftefcosdtriigtecni rt
thee rwated, to thue. asuarplnceofinpal in therfcle.yhe o wat l inorelemeinterfathe seiet f4anc
cheiclt poprte of the wta hun atre a ssociated withi thes ae : 1 t ocnrto ndeltolau osiu
eintierface woul bses abunctdan in the hip al-erich.ligt -c ens-2 t ocnrto nteboeoscisi

ito lored f ianter stit ia w ther rexelatifomship of di B ome tnteolie-ern softei m I

eseiatlly favrable, for the frmsbantiate of a sun-id
parwith the theoenus costtens Foretrn with the ppaant-

tusented seifnt the lo fodaehns sediments rende thei induaKduantamnac o' -

foro the rem uiral foo r the rwatero conodal m sulfiden Ofteiicreeet tdeol oi de
ih.ie wihugsrpat would ilin berandil fu crteporatd i insfiinouniistofavdecnetair
thertindiak-tmsiesne.16) hefuno in th seiens Th nwaa by whc a o is

a'id ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ b iton location miavn plnt fron nea beter nearised thes-.**.' ~
rectl rean d tosse th ie s thun atc it ois alrw in the elavey war-idmn itrace. ~I e~.
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SediicuaryPatterns of Microfauna in a Coastal Plain Estawry

M. M. NICHOLS
Virginia Innast ift of .I1arint Science, Glowcerer P~oint, I irgskiaa

and

R. L. ELLISON

Dikparment of Geology, I niversity of I irginia, (Aarlotlensi'le, VIrii4

Terrigenous sedimtents are alternately transported, Sediments dii the channel range from silty clay in
mixed, and redistributed in the complex environment the upper ,stuary to c iN ey soilt on the basin floor.
of an estuary. Inasmuch as fluctuating currents and Mi' rginal shoals in the upper estuary are chiefly silty
environmfental factors influence the distribution ot clay. whereas shuals in the lower estuary are chiefly
sediments and of benthic niicrofaunal elements, a sanid. Nelson (1959, !961! has shown that suip--nded
study of miicroiaunat dlistributions may sirengtheit river-borite sediment is flushed through the upper
our understanding of estuarirne sedimentatiun. This estuary and appears to depoit in the lower estuary or
study is an attempt to show the relatvi.." of t'it micro- farther seaward:ý bed lod tends' to accumulate in the
fauna to their environmient of deposition and to cer. nu.ldle "stuary
tain processes of sediment- tion. Systemnatic% and de IIIOFACIES
tailed aspects of the ecology %% ill he reprted elsewhere.

This btudy is based on 2235 quantitative ecre Sam- Forrnniniferal standing crops in the estuary are
ples oi surface %edinient which were collected fromn slightly smaller than those in other marginal marine
144t stations in the estuary and marshe" of the Rappa. environments (Table I ), Living populations exceed
hannoek Estuary in northeastern Virginia Fig. 1). -71.000 per sq m in several scattered marshes in two
From these samples of relatively undisturbed sedi. tributary crcrks, and on shoals of the middle estuary.A
ment. -10 sq cm in ar"t. and I cm thick. speeines of Although nearly 30 species of Foraminifera live in4
Foraminifera. Ostractida. and Therarncxebrna larger the RappahAnnock Estuary and marshes, the popula-
than 0.062 mmn wer. concentrated. Standard miethods tiosis are dominated by four speces. The distribution
of preparation and analysis -.-ere u-ývd i Phleger, 1960~ oi live specitens and empty tests,ý primarily of these0
living specimtens were :Xentified by use of ri'sse Bengal four species, is used to define two major biofaciei andI
%takin, several subfacies. The "estuary" facies is divided into

The Rappahannock Estuary, an elongate tributary "basin". "shoal". and "river- subifacies. Fig. 2 t. T'he 4
(if ChesApeake Bay, is a drow-ned rivet valles- cut in .1t'srsh" facies is divided into "inner marsh" and
coastal plain sedimient.%. A narrow channel. 2Y0 to 25 "outer ntarsh" subfacies. The basin subtacies of the
feet deep. meanders seaward down the center of the estuary it, charactcrixed bw calcareous Forarniinifera.
c-tuakry and. tit low"r reaches. deepens into an elongate largely AFIphtdiom s ,t'eetuis- In this FotbiaCiMs the
basin, W0 to 7ýt feet deep with a shallow 304.oeit sill standing crop is small, genetallv monsisting ot fewer
at the month. W\Ater in the estuary and in the basin than 2.500) per 3q m. The buundar'. separating this
is frtely exchainged with water of the Chesapeake subfacis f roin the overlying shoal subfacics is fila.
Ilay. The mewan tidal range increase-s upstream front tively sharp and trends hoisontally along the estuary
About Il feet at the mouith to 21, fret near the head& it about the .?5-fatA depth. Total populations of
Tidal currents. th prinur% cause of turbulensce, At"- Ostraccda. like Forarninifpra. are relatively small ta
increase itoArd the head. maximumn velocities rracý! the basin
1 5 knos in ther lovivr eazuary and '2i kywiti JAS miles On Shoals% of ther loerf atuary. amd Across the mid-

almine the nuitith The Rappahaninock Rime faiplies dle and upper reaches of the estuary, the forammtiferall
n%4of' the inflow. but abauat 30 prerrm tou cuitritited populationts of the shoal mnbfacaes are dominated byr

bry tributary creekis. Wainity rantr- froi am os zhx ero at-A~cvons specs. chwefy Rieci en of Aaanaobcv-
at the head to 9 to 211 U~ at the raouth; horizontalj~r hki"W iVtanding Crops reaCh %'0WE Speinewic;s
Cradurwiis Are n111t Pronounce in the 6pp"r estuary per sq in andl. to additwin ts .4. crissitiu. specomens of
The teawrard increase of Wtlman in the c"tuairy is part MihemmealiIxead fiw Amm.uuiss $ams are p~rISM

ofa prmg".i-ssve change extrinding to the mauth o; Tolil polulatiraus of ostiAacwkisre re~tataely Urge an
the (jWasprike lttsv %,rtemf Ffitens~ve m#Arsh*e fringe Ihi 1hosla hd'*een I-w tide and the lfl-fmi depth.
the mapper Cowisry and trilmta".m creeks. wheras rn the They a"re haracteriied hn carqapa of severa W-e
6%"e estcuuaru srshes are restricted largely to "on cint. including (uz~smmewii' srmma.4t arid species of
lyinag recessers mn the shoreline between bordering (7&tikv..
diffs. In the rimr swblcies. Ilutsncwebnids are alumi&i

2.31U4
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in the sediment to the complete exclusion of Forami- and different types of water. The discussion that fol-
nifera. The boundary between the river and shoal lows is an attempt to relate the distribution of micro-
subfacies oi the eziaary is relatively sharp, A few fauna to principal types of water which appear to have
Ostracoda, chiefly Darwinula stevensoni, penetrate a collective influence on the dominant fpunal elements.
the fresh upper reaches of the estuary and tributviry WATER CHARACTRISTIS
crteks from the lower estuary. The two marsh sub-

facies ar dominated by a typical arenaceous marsh The estuary is a typical two-layered system with
fauna, similar to those found in many other parts of moderate haline stratification. In the lower estuary,
the world. under normal conditions of inflow, a vertical salinity

gradient at a depth of about 16 to 20 feet beneath the
ENVIRONMENTAL RELATIONSHIPS surface separates an upper layer of freshened water

It is difficult, and perhaps fallacious, to relate the from a lower layer of saltier water (Fig, 3). The
distribution of mirofauna to spLeific physico-chemical lower layer is characterized by relatively high salinity
factors of the environment. Ecological requirements and diminished oxygen content. Turbulence is gen-
of particular species have not been fully evaluated by erally less than in the upper layer and the net flow
experimental work. Further, environmental factors, is up the estuary. In contrast, the outflowing water of
which typically range widely with time and from the upper layer has lower salinity, greater turbulence,
place to place, are only partly known. However, dis- and higher oxygen content. In the middle estuary,
tiibutions of salinity, drawn from numerous hydro- salinity of the upper layer decreases rapidly with dis-
graphic observations of the Chesapeake Bay Institute tance upstream in a section called the "gradient" zone
(1952, 1954, 1955) and from various biological sur- (Rochford, 1951 ). In this zone the water is relatively
veys including data collected for the present study, are well mixed as a result of tidal action. When strong
sufficient to delineate the general physical structure winds blow seaward down the estuary, mixing niav be

RAPPAHANNOCK ,

"�'- ESTUARY

37 40'-

! , • , 30 ,

W11*40' iLLLJ
MILES

Fig 1. Location of the Rappahannock Estuary, Virginia, principal environmental features, and general plan of
sampling stAtions (dots,.
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Table 1. Standing crops of Foraminifera expressed .E
as number of living species per square meter. !"AMAtr"Y

Average Maximum

Rappahannock River
Estuar 8,900142,000 T

Creeks 20,900 167,000
Marshes 5,500 41,500

Texas Bays 50,0013-200.000 2,600,000
Mobile Bay 130,000 277,000
Mississippi Sound 42,000 451,000
Mississippi Delta 90,000 8,000,000

LOWER LAYER

augmented by a convective rise of water flowing up- Fig. 3. Principal types of estuarine water and general
stream from the lower layer of the basin. Headward, pattern of circulation, schematic

above the gradient zone, influence of the river and
tributary creeks predominates. Water is turbulent, the estuary. In response to these conditions the micro-
turbid, and fresh, fauna boundary between the river and shoal subfacies

shifted upstream from its position in the previous
MICROFAUNAi. RELATIONSHIPS year; and, in a similar manner, the upstream limit

The three microfaunal biofacies in the estuary ap- of the basin subfacies progressed headward about
proximately correspond to the three water types or eight miles and integrated laterally to a slight degree
biotopes. The river subfacies with Thecamoebina is with the shoal subfacies.
confined to the freshened part of the estuary above The relationship of microtaunal patterns to estu-
the gradient zone; the shoal subfacies oi the estuary, arine water types is supported by similar distributions
containing abundant arenaceous Foraminifera, lies in the James Estuary, a nearby tributary of Chesa-
within the upper layer in and downstream from the peake Bay. Salinity gradients are more pronounced
gradient zone; and the basin subfacies of calcareous than in the Rappahannock Estuary and turbulence is
Foraminifera inhabits the lower, deeper water of the generally greater. A traverse across the mud-floored
estuary. The basin subfacies is associated with fine- middle estuary exhibits the two principal facies ele-
grained sediment, largely clayey silt, whereas the ments: ai, arenaceous Foraminifera fauna on shoals
shoal subfacies occupies both sand and mud from the bathed by the upper layer and a calcareous Forami-
mouth to the head of the estuary. nifera fauna in the shallow channel. The lower cal-

Under conditions of extremely low inflow in the careous fauna predominates on the right side of the
summer of 1963, salt water penetrated upstream be- channel (looking upstream) which appears to respond
yond its normal limit exhibited in the summer of 1962 to the crowding and slight rise of the upsiream-flow:ng
and haline gradients were relativcly weak throughout lower layer (Pritchard, 1952).

SEDIMENTATION T

RIVER FACIES MIXING AND REDISTRIBUTION
The distribution of empty foraminiferal tests paral-

lels the pat'erns of the standing crop. Both empty
SHOAL FACIEý tests and living specimens of Elphidium incerturn are

relatively abundant in the samples from the basin,
whereas empty tests as well as living specimens of
Aininobacudjties crassus, and to a lesser extent Mili-
awiina fusca, abound in samples from the shallow
reaches and from thie upper estuary. A facies map
could, therefore, be drawn equally well from the dis-
tributioi of living specimens or from the distribution

/I' of empty tests. However, certain relationships be-
tween the distribution of empty tests and the distribu-
tion of living specimens may provide insights into '

BASIN FACIES processes of estuarine sedimentation.
Inasmuch as currents reach velocities competent to

transport tests, as well as sediments, microfaunas are
subject to reworking and redistribution. In the upper 7i
estuary, where shorelines are extensively bordered by

Fig. 2. Distribution of estuarine microfaunal fUcies, marshes, and where current-washed tributary creeks
Rappahannock Estuary. are well flushed, tests of certain species presumed to

.•.-
-.
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no the middle estuary continued to be an area of rapid
_ sedimentation from year to year. In 1963, three samn-

plps were collected at each of four stations 22 miles
above the mouth; live/total ratios for three species
are in good agreement between samples aL a station,
and relative rates of sedimentation ac indicated foreach station by these ratios are in agreement between
species (Table 2).

-. 40 So o liO0
NI se Nov ofP ry~, DISCUSSIONM .bThe patterns of microfauna in the Rappahannock

Estuary appear to be related to different types of
estuarine water. Although the facies, as established
by standing crops of microfauna, correspond with bi-
"otones of the overlying water, certain aspects of the

., .L.distributions suggest that transportation by currents
and va'yit g rates of sedimentation are also operating.

Fig. 4. Average number of marsh Foraminifera in the The rate of sedimentation certainly may be an im-
estuary with distance above the mouth (upper). Profile portant factor influencing the relationship between the
of channel and basin floor; gradient zone, shaded (lower). distribution of living Foraminifera and the distribu-

tion of total tests. However, relative rates of sedi-
be indigenous to the marsh are present in the estuary, mentation, as determined by using live/total ratios,
Marsh specimens are most numerous at the mouths and those determined from successive changes of depth
of tributary creeks in the upper estuary, and they are on hydrographic charts during the periods 1855-
dispersed downstream in diminishing numbers ap- 1909-1955 show little relationship. Nevertheless, the
proximately to the limit of bed-load transport in the middle estuary, just downstream from the gradient
gradient zone (Fig. 4). Marsh-derived organic detri- zone, appears to he one of relatively rapid sedimen-
tus may supply nutrient material important to estuarine tation. The rapid accumulation on shoals represents
productivity. Specimens of marsh Foraminifera are the river-borne bed-load deposition delineated by Nel-
scarce in the lower reaches of the estuary. Marshes are son (personal communication), whereas the high ac-
less extensive than in the upper reaches and exchange cumulation in the basin is associated with deposition
of water between marsh-fringed tributary creeks and of a fraction of the river-borne suspended load.
the estuary is reduced. Wave action on marginal shoals Standing crops of Foraminifera may change in size
of the lower estuary removes many tests. Displaced
tests tend to be spread laterally and downward but rsoo
few reach the basin floor. Saw V,•,.#

RATES OF DEPOSITION

Relative rates of sedimentation have been estimated WOO.
.•,.by nunrierous workers in other areas, using ratios of .TOTAL

living specimens of Foraminifera to total tests, a high 0 .o suofi t•t.es

L/T ratio indhicating more rapid sedimentation than
a low L/T ratio (Phleger, 1960). Briefly the in- 005
tionale is that if the birth and death rates are more or
less uniform in time and space, the rate of addition of 4b 30 0

tests to the sediment is fixed and, therefore, the rate Miles 0c50 Mth of 0tuw

of dilution by sedninent can be ipproximated. For a 00I-
given number of living specimens, a sliecified volume . .- 'A.
of sediment in an area of rapid sedimentation should J 0
contain fewer foraminiferal tests than an equal volume 0
of sediment in an area of slow deposition. 20

The distribution of average total Foraminiifera popu- o."
htions with distance up the cstuary shows an irregu- .0
lar increase with values reacLing 7,500 tests per 20
nil near the head (Fig. 5). Corresponding living ___

populations vary within relatively narrow limits rang- Fig. 5. iveragi total and living populations of Forami-
ing from 0 to 41 tests per 20 nil. Average live-total nifera witii distance upstream in the basin subfacies ant
ratios indicate relatively high sedimentation in the the shoal subfacies (upper). Corresponding living-total
middle estuary where values reach .053. Comparison ratios with distance above the mouth (middle). Profile of
of livetotal ratios for 1962 and for 1963 shows that channel anl basin floor; gradient zone, shaded (lower).

~ S
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Table 2. Comparison of live/total ratios for four Redistribution of empty tests in a coastal plain es-

stations in the middle estuary in July 1963. tuary may be significant. Foraminiferal tests intro-

Ammonia duced partly from marshes appear to be washed down

Elphidium b ccarui Ammo- the estuary on the shoals to a greater extent than on

Sample vars. var. baculites t.e channel floor. Further, near the basin head, empty
Station No. D-E tepida crassui tests of Elphidium incerium are distributed upstream

55 1 .00 .11 .00 more than 5 miles beyond the limit of living speci-

2 .00 .76 .00 mens. In the Mississippi Delta area, Miller has shown
3 .00 .23 .00 that foraminiferal numbers are related only to the

Average .00 .37 .00 strength of the bottom current (Miller and Kahn,
1962). This suggests that the accumulation of tests

2 .72 .71 .44 is the product of redistribution by the current. Simi-

3 .89 .95 .47 lady, Rottgardt (1952) states that the foraminiferal
S - -- distributions in Kiel Bay reflect, at least partly, the

Average .80 .76 .44 prevailing current conditions. In the Rappahannock,
56 1 .75 .88 .58 patterns of facies, characterized by relatively abrupt2 .71 .83 .58

3 .79 .82 .52 boundaries, are maintained because redistribution oc-
- -. curs in accordance with the relatively sharp contrasts

Average .75 .84 .56 in estuarine circulation.
57 1 .04 .47 .00

2 .00 .29 .04 COMPARISON WITH OTHER AREAS
3 .03 .00 .02
Averag .03 .26 .02 In order to distinguish different types of estuaries
Average .03 .26 .02 in ancient rocks, it is useful to contrast the micro-

faunal patterns in the Rappahannock Estuary with

and position from year to year. However, an abun- those of a sound and of a coastal lagoon. Phleger
dance of empty tests at a specific station apparently is (1960) summarizes the chief ftkjuies of distributions 4
not related to a large standing crop at the station in and related oceanographic conditions in San Antonio
the previous year. A chi-square test showed no sig- Bay, Texas, a restricted lagoon in which the influence
nificant association between living specimens in 1962 of river inflow is relatively low and variable, and in
and total tests in 1963, as compared at each of thirty- Mississippi Sound, with discontinuous barriers in
three stations. which runoff is abundant and continuous. The micro-

h

.• , .. 42,000

SAN ANTONIO 8AY

• •* FAC • .

AIss/ss/ppP SOUND.......

RAP AMAN,sruA,,r

rig. 6. )iagrammatic contrasts of facies patterns in a sequence of estuaries with different degrees of river is-

fluence • San Antonio Bay, Texas (left), Mississippi Sound (middle), and Rappahannock Estuary (right). Nwmencal
values represent average living populations in each area.
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fauna in these areas is constituted of elements similar Appreciation is expressed to John Hughes and Herbert
to those fumnd in the Rappahannock, with an arenace. Elliot for their assistance in the field and laboratory, and
ous faraminiferal facies in inner freshened areas, and also to the National Science Foundation for its financial

a calcareous facies in seaward parts (Fig. 6). In San suport (NSF-G20443).

Antonio Bay the calcareous facies is relatively wide- LITERATURE CITED
spread over a broad area of the lower lagoon. Phleger CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE, 1952. Operation
believes this distribution is related to invasion of open- RAP, March 15, 1951-March 24, 1951. Data Rept. 8
ocean water during long periods of low inflow. In (Ref. 54-3). Chesapeake Bay Inst., The Johns I Topkins

University, Baltimore, Maryland.Mississippi Sound the calcareous facies largely ex- CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE, 1954. Cruise XII,
tends inward to the barrier islands and inlet passes July 15-August 6, 1952. Data Rept. 18 (Rel. 54-5).
where it forms a relatively sharp boundary with t0' Chesapeake Bay Inst., The Johns Hopkins University,
arenaceous fauna of the sound. In the Rappahannock Baltimore, Maryland.
Estuary the influence of river inflow is relatively great CHESAPEAKE BAY INSTITUTE, 1955. Cruise XIII,

February 17-March 18, 1953. Data Rept. 26, revsted
and favors development of a two-layered estuarine sys- (Ref. 55-5). Chesapeake Bay Inst., The Johns Hopkins
ten. The calcareous facies penetrates inward in the University, Baltimore, Maryland.
lower layer to the gradient zone of the middle es- MILLER, R L., and J. S. KAHN, 1962. Statistical
tuary and persists within relativel) narrow limits, analysis in the geological sciences. John Wiley and

Sons, New York.
Marsh spec ,. s spread into the estuary are largely NELSON, f. W., 1959. Transportation of colloidal sedi-
restricted t Lhe upper reaches and marginal shoals ment in the freshwater marine transition zone. Intern.
of the Rappahannock, whereas in Mississippi Sound Oceanog. Congr. (preprints), p. 640.

specimens are mixed with the sound fauna over NELSON, B. W., 1961. Dispersal of clay sediment in
marsh sthe Rappahannock River. Am. Assoc. Petrol. Geolo-
a wide arc.L along the open shoreline. The average gists, preprints. (Abstract)
number of living specimens in the Rappahannock is PHLEGER, F. B., 1960. Ecology and distribution of
much smaller than in the other areas. Recent Foraminifera. Johns Hopkins Press, Baltimore,

sof sedimentation may be inferred from Maryland.
Conditions PsRITCHARD, D. W., 1952. Distribution of oyster lar-

the distribution of microfauna. However, before these vae in relation to h.ydrographic conditions. Gulf and
organisms can be used with complete confidence f,,r Caribbean Fish. Inst. Proc., 5:123-132.
such purposes, techniques of study need refinement ROCHFORD, D. J.. 1951. Studies in Australian estu-

habits and arine hydrology. I. Introduction and comparative fea-
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the structure of populations. 1-116.
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The Microbiota of Estuarks and Their Rolem

JAMES B. LACKEY
Phelps Laboratory, University of Florida, Gainewville, Florida'

In discussing the roles of microorganisms in estu- the accumulation of HS is toxic and the biota
arine situations, the implication is that an estuary is the sample is markedly changed. Use of H2S by or-
a special kind of place. Essentially, a marine estuary ganisms such as the Beggiatoales, resulting in its
is a place where fresh and salt water mix. I is a change from a sulfide in the water to non-toxic de-
place where freshwater organisms encounter salt mental sulfur wi:'tin the organism (or precipitated
water, and oceanic organisms enter water that is less outside the cell) eliminates it as a deterrent to a
salt. Obviously, unless these plants and animals can rapid mineralization of organic matter.
adapt to a wide range of chemical and physical Sulfur bacteria may become most abundant in corn-
changes, they perish. Undoubtedly, many microscopic mon situations, as in the large sulfur springs of
creatures do perish in the changing environment. Florida wi'i their white coatings of sulfur bacteria.
However, qualitative and quantitative analyses of the A most striking examaple is Warm Mineral Sprirgs
biota reveal a large population in both categories- (Lackey and Lackey, 1961), which is half sea water,
many species, and, for some species, many individuals, and which has huge populations of virtually all the
There are indicaions that certain species may be ,ulfur bacteria, including Beggialoa gigantea, which
found only in estuaries, can be picked up there by the handful. In this case

the immediate sulfur source is H2S. But in many
BACTERIA Air Force camps of the southwestern United States

Marine bacte,'a and their place in estuarine ecology investigated during World War II by Lackey and
have been well considered by ZoBell (1946), with Dixon (1943) for the white and purple bacteria on
the exception of those bacteria which accumulate sul- transite plates in Hays process sewage treatment
fur within their cells. ZoBell and Upham (1944) plants, the principal sulfur source was probably the :8
also listed the sulfur bacteria of marine situations, 17 high SO4 content of the ground water. Several Beg-
genera of which are included herewith, but also in- giatoales are also common in the mud-water inter-
cluding eight species not in our list. This listing in- face in ocean waters. The most abundant yet seencludes 25 genera and 64 species belonging to several were Beggialoa gigasstea in the polluted mud of the
orders. Except in sulfur springs and certain types of Los Angeles harbor region, where Reish (1957) in-
sewage treatment plants, the filamentous Beggiatoales vestigated the annelid population.
are rather uncommon in fresh water, whereas Thi- There are obviously lirits to the concentration of
orhodaceae and Achroinatium Schewiakoff are corn- H2S which can be biologically mineralized. The Oslo
moon, at least in stagnant waters. Beggiatoales are Fjord and the Black Sea are examples. It is interest-
common in salt water, as are the ot•.ers, and Beggi- ing that Kriss (1963). who studied the bacteria of
aloa gigantea Klas, B?. mirabiis Cohn em Kias, and the Black Sea at length, had no statement about
7hiodendrox musosunm Lackey and Lackey have been sulfur-accumulating bacteria as suspended forms, and
reported only from brackish or salt water (Lackey. that by implication he strongly supports the idea of
190); Lackey and Lackey, 1961 . Sulfur is the fourth the limitations imposed by dissolved HS.
most abundant element in sea water---884 ppn--and AG
is both oxidized and reduced by sulfur bacteria. The ALGAE
reactions yield energy. 4(Q and 29 kcal. and the For this discussion, the algae can be treated as
quantity of available sulfur, as well as the energy plankton forms, generally containing chlorophyll with .
relationships involved, is an obvious answer to the or without other pigments; and as benthic forms,
abundance of these organisms in salt water. usually non-pignented, although in the photic none 4

An important function of these bacteria is the re- there are large numbers of photosynthetic forms.
moval of Hie" in sea water. HIS is directly toxic Blue-green algae attain importance in biomass as
to living organisms, although different species vary epiphytes on estuarine mud flats and in very shallow
li their reactions to various conc-entrations. Thus, water.
samples brought in from wlfur springs where there It is widely accepted that the amounts of available 4
are 2-S3 ppm eust not he tightly s.tolnpered because PO, and NO, generally govern the abundance of

even in a few hours. and with lowered temperatures. green plants. A favorable N.I' ratio is somewhek
between 10:1 and 30:1 as far as abnmda•ce is mon-

, r,,,• , : U,.- cerned, but dn-)atkons from these ratios afe t am *
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and effective, and there are various other limiting other role of microotganisms-the connotation of
factors as well. The amountts of available NOS and their presence. Few species might properly be classed
P0,1 are small in oceanic waters, except in regions of as indicators of a specific characteristic of a body of
afpwelling, as along the Pacific Coast. In estuarine water, but certain groups and high occurrences cer-
situations the amoufnts may be much larger, depending tainly are indicators. Rock pools at Woods Hole.
on the amount of drainage (1) frown urban areas, Plymouth. and the U'niversity of Rhode Island Narra-
(2) from agricultural land, and (3) from areas un- gansett Marine L.aboratory, contaminated with gull
derlain by calcareous rocks. In areas underlain by droppings, often contain huge num bers of Damoliedl
granitic rocks there is a smaller amount of solution. and Chle. ydoswaoxa. These small pools vary greatly
and drainage frown foreste land and sandy armas is in salinity because of rainfall, tides, and evaporation;
generally poor in nitrates and phosphates. It sceems ,salinity is not necessarily a factor. The nitroge-
almos certain that green Volvocales vAd some Ea-. nous excreta of birds is uric acid, not as easily broken
glmophyceae utilize oraccompound, anid that down as urea, but the bird egesta probably contains
Chrysophyceae and du..agellates not only utilize abundant nitrogenous matter. Certainly such pools;
soluble organic compounds, but often ingest solid are often heavily pollutted, and their popuilations are
footL Therefore, aside from important roles in re- preponderantly V'olvocales.
aeration and as food organisms, they must have an
important but imperfectly understood rule in the deg CHtLOSOCOCCALES AND 0THER CHLWROPHYCIAE

radation of organic matter. Plankton Chlorophyceae tend to be sparse in oceanic
Published papers do not contain many qualitative and estuarine waters. Those which enter fromn fresh-

ard quantitative listings of the microbinta of estu- water situations. Scenaedessina Meyen, for example,
aries. Personal experience has included the inshore do not survive very lon~g. The only abundant ones in
wate s around Worods Hole; Plymouth. England Great South Bay in 1961 were two species of Chb-.
(Lackey and Lackey. 1963), where the harbor waters rella Beilernick. and Nasincblorisr Naumann. This
are fed by the Rivers Plymn and Tamar; San Diego latter genus was incriminated there in the disappear-
Bay (Lackey and Clenidenning. 1960). whose huge ance of the oyster industry in the 1940's. Its actual
harbor receives very little fresh water other than the role was never determined, but studies IGlancy, 1944;
sewage of a city of 500.000 (at the time of study); Blidwell. 1949) indicated that its behavior as a per-
Mission Bay, with almost no inflow except during a %istent dominant miay have prevented growth of a

short rainfall season of 5 to 10 inches: the Clsesa- mixed food population for oysters, that it may not
peake Bay around Solomons Island; Great South Bay. itself have been a proper foAd or that it produced
Long Island, New York (Lackey. 1963). with sub- waetaboites which were unfavorable to oyster growth.
stantial ground water leached fromn its urban popula- Its growth in Great South Bay indicated that
tion and nunerouas small streams: Warcasassa flay. whereas it was a very minute organism. 2-3 p in
whose streams are aromn forested sandy areas: anid length, its nunmber- we're sufficient to produce a con-
limited experience with the Fenholloway Estuary. siderable biomiass. Often a Secchi disk would becomne
whose waters are heavily polluted by paper mill invisible it 12 inch"s where this lplankter was in
wastes. The Waccasassa and Fenholloway are smsall bltoni. Taible I is a lis.ting ja' species and numbher.,
rivers enteritig the Gulf of Merxico West .A'.d north- of organisms in G~reat South flay (in three dates, and
west oif Gainepsville. Florida. For most of these, listi illustrates the dominance (if AaNockbhors-. Given the
of the plankton algae and protozoa are available. In proper environmient, this organlismi and (hhorela have
addition, there are many papers en the 04, Fjord by the ability to attain great numbers in estuarine waters.
hlraarud aiid his co-workers, and papers tin the estu- but they are the only plankton Chlorophvvear for

7 aries of other Furopean rivers, which we have such a record.

V'OLVOCALE-s EU4.-.iS~ifaoi Vtsss

The Vohlocales are relatively cuwr'*-xn to insiore Gre flagellteis of this group are confined to two
waters. In Great Souith Bay I Lackev. IW)3. 19 genera. as far as abunirdant occurrence as runes-medi
genera or species were lasted, of ubbich %ix are dis. These arr Eaitrerl. lerty and Extretiodli lha Cunhla
tinctly freshwater forams Cesflrn Dirsing. (hlemy- ash-ch differ. according to Itutcher 1 1959 1. largehý in
domonue Khreiberg. and PmanfdWU Ttodoresco we"e a very miarked diffeirence of the two flagella in the
probably represente by several species. In the \Vac- latter, wherea, in Entrepim the flagelha are uith ling.
casaiss Estuary there were -10 Cnram and species of but suliftpial. There are *sone species of En~-gles'
which fivt are regarded as freshwater. There are at Fhrenberg which occur in brackish water. not3ab*
least five genera which occur son I'reqisens that the-v i-. i~r"rmalnn Carter. hust we hav-c nearr fatund themi
may be regarded! as characteristsc of entuarane watr, in quanintit. E. limose G.ard, is stapposesir ctiunxnu

the moo*. abundknt and asnos frequently occurring arn the msud hanks of at least one- estuary in E~ngland

heing J'ivomsdmosias prois Parke. In freh water. a Fraser. 19.W Table 2 ,hum- the naumber, of
'.olvrale.* tend to occur in abundancr in ponlued gree VFAiglenopih ce-se in tour estuaries studied in-
situationis. so that large numbers are certainly indisc. teirnedy. It is appoatnt that rudy two genera cur
1ive of a high organic c=ntent. This ilhisstrates an. in abmmdaer. It has not beets funsise to separate

- .94
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Table 1. Organisms in one milliliter of water in the polluted area of Great South Bay on four dates in 1952.

Sample Location Pouquogue Shinnecock F Ri~ver FoRi~ver
Brdg Bay _________

Date 5--13-52 5413-S2 &-16-S2 7-21-S2
Ternerature 56'F. 36*F. 779F. 82F1.
Seccli discvisibility it,7

.ciemoptychmi uedmI.Ius (Corda) Rails 4

.fegisoptyckusr Ehrenberg I
Ankistrodesinu. Iak.*,a Ehrenberg 256
Coscinodisca, Ehrenberg. large I
Cosc4iasodumu Ehrenbwerg. small 7 3
ClosSrio ps Ioxgusuwuu. Lenunermano 9
Cry pioomoue Ehrenberg 2
Ciliata unid 4 6
Ihwnodagellat med. 6 46
(;mmodiamm tjirukus Lebaqar 6
(;veeta cells, mnid. 768
Uwulntat& vgadins Erlanger4
M/Al lre audaelo (Ehrenberg) Kutzing 4
Mwcraatifto us iluiIs Fmestndius 46 112
Miwrogremaa HctWig 12 1
Mimtod~ixiam balbimuilabre-Domergue 2
Nevicale spw Barf I

Oirillatoria V surlitr3

Paramecium Inrichi. (Stokes) Wenrich I
Ilearosignia taseue'a t Ehrenbrr g) I 1
I"'IVedr.i'pt, ipixmulosa Schinini~d 26
I'rLovo~aVuM t:vyaagiaum Mlartin 8 2
Scesedesmits quadnwiauds Chodat 46
Syrreoqp.A'a erln Bar rai arud and Fager I
Tm!imuopsir Mimge. Wailes I I
Crotricha /orcts Claixarede and Lschinazm 46
Vorielle I, -inne) Ehrenberrg S

Total 33 24 138 2212
Sao-hti b*-iiiirvis Naumann 3.240 &0M 1.430754 %?6JM

Seis9 11 9 I

lE.:repta andl Entrepiiadla in counning, although this sediment-water interface 4,Lackeyr and Lackey, 1963).
cAn lie tune by examining the ponpulation by phase Three of the remaining four were green swimming

aucn~oT.*his table bowws that certain freshwater forms. and two of the five grees speckes were found
species enter %aters of various degrees of salinity and only in the sediment Table 3 is a list of the colorless

iirte thi-r;- for a tume. It alsn shou-s th~At Iiusrqsa. Euglenaqwhi-ceae Irwas sevreral estuanne situatims, It
and FoirernlIta arc respiussirc to recent organic con- includes a large nnher Of peCieS. ba ut FMnMnbMrs
talhniiiditui. toccau-6c all the hkxnns except thos in the No satisfactory sampling procedure has yet heen de'.

ia have occurred in such armas. In G;reat teloq'ed ishmch permits a count pet vol of the thin.
Siuth lLa% i !.ackrv. 19()ti. the moia dense aggregte t%%o it, 6rv nun sedien t-wate neae oesm

oia the-r ,rr,.&niuni, %a!, briow the sewer outfall of ples 4A, the best ski far. but a good eort -s not often
Rivecrhead. in Pix-fnnac IlAi. obt~ained.

The cflorless Fuglewp hrceu are far more coin- When a gindmi ae is otained as a glass or plastic
nmin a in nuniatier of genera anM species I and often tuhe. the flocculient iz-weface is usmly bom.. This
mbore abundant in estuarine wratersi thavir the gse- ii true evrn for a sand corr. Within a few mdli
Mies.~ The% rarely occur in bloims. "-wever. for ~me nwime below the sarface. the sohiner is blackreied
reaSM. M.1is of them are ervrpwug foram, arid they duar to sulfide. While inan? colorlesst F~Agkvmapbyv~a
live in the mmsteanwt-mater interface, that thin layer are facultative anawrobms "es. if a"y. air obligate
%hoch is the rwipieewt of anl the orgnitc debris rained Cconqurwtfunr. they do not inhabit the black layr.
daimm fttnn th- overlyiang waters. A few ingeut soaid where their as M~ us-Uyn. aOd Iffc5 Pnawhlai exim
ijUdl mint of thewa are %Apruanh. in toxic amovits. A lare fart of the intrface pu~is-A,

At I1'iinauth 25 of the Z9 4WICS Of FjugatamPbas Iatian CMUSUa of dame-W ten cilisom a&M hAr-
cent were found in the sand an md atia ts or the fteia. It seem Pan of acceptable 60- - th'. the

4M'
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Takl 2. Greim Englenophyceace frmn estuarine waftrs showing organisms and number of occurrence%.

LeadaGreat Soot* Bay San Diego Bay Plymouth Waccasiassas

NoSwoon 132 89 ca.96 221

hwfem e. (Khbs) LeumwermaingoI
raftu Kle 2

Bookm ine pdvcema Kleb 1 30BEmoine neha Klha
Evokogg mwm~.ein Cmurn I
HWIM "rid Clggier 21
BEvokse Elrii1r
Buukmpise LAWui Seem 6 13
Bu*'vi I*vi. Petty 1 44
5uk* Pen I
Eb"11101111DoaIC131111 96 1 l

.xt* wh m (Ehrenberg) Cawv 2
Pherm kaidNU (Eklnm. I Co I

Pbu $wm~v (. Muller) DujardinI
Ph"e, pre. (Ehr-iibers') swim 1 3
PAmcm tripwkr (=heb eruD jardi. 1

Tvee~ewea, ,ci~rsg(Ebberg)
Lage wo w Conred 2

Trscbiiaouiu o.Mwe. stakces em Deflandre 2
Treckdemougis e'ekomi Ehrenberg 2 10
Trwikvlomomx Ehtrenberg em Dediandre 3

Seis12 15 13

euglenids share with bacteri the digestion of rained- T.ibke 3. CL'tiriss FuglenophyCV3C in f ur estuaries.
down organic debris. Perhaps their digestion is at -

an intermediate level rather than at the initial break-
dowti of proteins, fats and carbohydrates. Virtually .

none of them hare been grrown in quantity in axenic .

culture on chirmically defined media, but at least eight ~.
species glow abundntly in organic niedia ii ha teria-

are pres~t. u4'softmse sp, D.l)u. Cos. Sten Xare press-nt six B IOul cm. Strim X
The mrarine genera and species are rot w-11 de- Ans"en sp C I)U. em te

fined. Many marine sAmpims for exaniple. yielit large Intsonki rowytsi'~id Star.' X X
numbers of uniftagrellate forms which are apparently A*uon-sssqran m0 Ms-X
I'eistieoe"s. but which intergade and do not fit any -;U w Hw""'o Skuja X
of the mtany describedl specie-- There also seems to Anjno nol Kir4s X
be much dependence on mirocuiniatic factors. Thus. .4 mauoaroi paean, stA w i&s X
we have founid Cglkiauts, .urrus L-.,,kre onlyr in the -U.U(i lWMOiitsk SCiJ X
F-el Pond at Woods lIfole. althouigh a ssnl.-ir organ I'6u'4.ima six, 11U). Sel gits X X
ism,. except without a ispine. has tein foiund in the I i .'srv*,q. prm~hlwmX
surf At the Scripp% Insttuttom bathing beach It is ( 416muu dw'(uj Lwtkry X
still impirfrtecli kistian. I'?IdIiU3wzs spinsil.Fd I..aki-i- t_04-- sixa pL~Aekef

has beeni fownd at the Narraganseit llucIatmr-A ( 141'W~ mo-l AXArt~
'ks~mema*j4 lwi X X N

1sl;m. )irmauxth. Fngland. and in the w.orf at Scripps. I1oivaem. f..sfts

It is aiia%$all i the %WWn between iwle raesattwi. No F31ig rii Nuing XI ~auwxan isi homting in simitar lucmti-ws in FU-loa has aUn~s- tiiýfmN irk
provided a singlo, -vw These are intrresting spectes. i~ lia ) Sivin

jbecatkw if we knit the mocrsucliwnutic r',-xu'was hig their tis.sfttp"- tv Shin-t
exittruce in a2 turticuba hIMestim Ur cir"Id btwt" !h le'6s-m4,W 4. of i FWf Swam .

aisela their envrir'twsmenul rnkv- ifl--WW sp IýU cmSim

infrshaatraidsemtadiir n ra~s~ Ve.4'~w.O t swu ImA- 
5

tis Xi
MA~nv of the sUalt wactirg, piss are also rf ~ P

wite. This is imquwtanl I" arrosunng for their 1"~.~i .' LOP"U %x"C".

477'
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Table 3 (Continued) and placed on a slide. Species of Ckvysochrowdmul
- Lackey as described by Parke et at. (1955, 1956), arid

X Isochrysis Pascher, Monohvysis Skuja. and PediieUa

i Wyssotz are abundant. but they need a high magnifi-
6 cation, and to be relatively still, to be identified.

1.. 31, Most of them cytolize soon after becoming quiet.
____ ___ _____ The blotch of color they leave is usually enough to

2p. toes ci Skuja X cean, although Rhadomouas Karsten and Ckroomiorsw
P'. =_u~ spoijerv Lackey X X Hansgirg. both cryptomonads, and Met rtii-Keto-

PuiIuwvu59.L~dcy X diniwgm Fott rotuusaiaf Lolirann) Schiller em Loeb-
I'erearme emseete Playfair XX lich, a dinoflagellate, behave similarly. Oliahdisciss

Perawsma Evs~ilevu etmgd X Iawesis Carter, a common larger chrysophycean, is dif-
penwefP*ii~fU kj X feirent from its publishec description md figure (Car-

(Ehex Sti x X x ter. 1938)~. It was brought into unialgal culture be-
Perwwwusopn smrite La~yX fore it was identified in the United States. Once
petaoSouieui .bsicsus identified, many of these small species exhibit a char-

(Duj.) Steiun X acteristic movement, or gross morphology, which

(Kiebsi Lei. x enables recognition.
Petalowws caiat F~rance X X In the Waccasassa E~stuary studies some I8 or 20
PetuuouOimas $uio"0414 species of Chrysophyceae were found. None of them

(Stokes) Lernun X occurred as 506 or morc per ml i kuom). and sc~arcity.
PetaJowiouns wedicamljate kj coupled with a small biomass. indicated relative in-

Stemn X importance for the group. In San Diegu Rlay in 1959
I'laahmw Maira v. blearinaual there were nine blooms of five species. Fourteen
I'ldioo uaaSkuja X x spiecies were identified. In Great South Hav in 1961.
lltlmm .ites Klebs X eleven species occurred. Olisthodiscrs was found in

PrctLwomnes ifniaa ~ii m,% X 35 of 93 saziiipling-s. four times in blown rzvambe-m. The
PeI401M~t.z nIS tiOi~anid SkUja X highest was 46.400 nil, obviously enougam to affect the

Pkoti sp. IDuj. X environment. The remaining species of Chrysophy- 4
i'rolSastis _mQuan kja X ceae were noted in 56 of 94 samples. This included
Scylomwown paustd Stein X X X siY blooms:; tlve occurrences and numbers wmr ample
Scxtomouus SPL Stein X X evidence for both frequency anti occurrence.
SpAemomow.: eloNoete Lackey X X The Chr'isophvceae already discussed 2re those con-
Stheinuo.. quXrani~v X tamning pigment. A dense unialgal culture of Olutho-

Sphiuoowu..s tensj discus is alniout hInown; its chromatophore are noit
i Stein) Klbs X tleeplycolwed as are the grenm es of Itdesmid or

Tramgqaji'.'u. ragid Lackey X X
Fý a Engkina. Other Lbrysophycfte have even less color

Slew X -Di~au obrn Vhrensberg. for example. is very paWe
Ufce.jk rycloshmuws StuV.s X X X Thi,. poacts an interesiting ques'ion as to the efficiency

Vlcol ps~r SKorshito X of chrysophiycran re-aeration: i.e. 0, production by
-- ------ hrvymiphvcrse. as compared with. say. EntreplitUa.

25 6 31 32 In the colored Chrysophyrrait. volutin granules are
immall ctiwspicuu in the cell, but starchi is ntpro-
ductA. Thewr reserve substanicri have had too little

nuriters In estuarie-t. It is not" thit the number of attenituin from bm~xhewnists for its to know their role
specie in i ;rest South Ray kis s%=l by comparison.
All tht-w sanmples virre fruom the surface and there Tal4.GnrofCytwad," ithesu
w%% little VerIKAl mixing. Unless bmtom material is al eeaofCvwn~d otdi h ts
included in a smplle. very few of the colorkrs species re
will be founv.-

2 lik'rwaltid w %WAW i I UM" '.umits Sert

-"e Stc rcity of hloroplirteae in salt water ts par- 4 40016.* ~eb IM..rrss kg

tially -ZWnpnssatrd kic by the* abundlance of Chrys- Pairbr IS, Oh~ws'iaa (Edig.) Kest
;0VTOar. ThIt is, not so much a matter Of nunitnrus 5,&vu~i emk iiIddldiW~ut

gew"ITable 41 a&d speces. as fireuency of cc~: ~it....
creocte Hlnurr., the very sinaI) mWz AW' rapid 7 (&rss#.'rarv .ieu 19~ISI die Carter

W.,oTOUI 04"U~ of hewpiaNd-rrs make MIMItuf- 191 wrs.'pirnuawe IQ h-roas tln4Ias ex~en I I;cl.Axhe ee-r oMN. 9DI4rf
*6 iti~

ntxr it - h~ eal cyoyss.tmbn etiue
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Table 5. Numbers per ml oi pigmented Cryp- NOs and P0 4, or to some other animal contribution,
tophycaea found once each week during an eight- possibly an organic one. Nitrates varied from 0.0
week study of Great South Bay, Long Island, New ppm, at Stations 11 and 12 in the first week, to 0.08
York. The thirteen stations were scattered the length ppm, and phosphates from 0.040 to 0.110 ppm. This
and breadth of the bay. The blanks indicate no sam- is a high content for each of these, but is far from
pies were taken, an N/P ratio of 10: 1.

Weeks Chilomonas paramecium Ehrenberg occurs spar-
ingly, if at all, in salt water, but C. marina Braarud

Station 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 is common to the open ocean and to estuaries. Dur-
ing the same period, and at the same Great South Bay

1 280 ý6 25 416 751 51 810 stations referred to in Table 5, it occurred in all
2 936 0 468 1300 336 224 313 206 but ten samplings, and twice in numbers exceeding
3a 88 8 1672 1312 350 64 248 144
4 160 164 224 280 140 500/ml. This colorless member is saprozoic. The in-
S 586 540 280 236 600 192 472 246 ference is that it uses soluble organic substances.
6 64 1900 2708 125 10476 7830 3040 28 Cryptophyceae do not elaborate starch, and again
7 222 2333 816 240 600 16 204 500 either liberate volutin ani other non-starch carbo-
8 242 28 488 248 69
9 260 16 144 244 96 160 248 170 hydrates to the environment, or to predators who

10 88 46 32 52 13 8 50 digest them.
11 100 120 112 32 48 24 48 The common genera of Cryptophyceae are Chro-
12 84 198 352 64 396 50 94
13 80 300 380 780 388 176 80 480 ,m,,s, Cryptonwnas Ehrenberg, Rhodornonas, Chi-

-- lononas Ehrenberg, and Cyathomonas Fronientel.
The last is normally a bottom dweller, and often not

in estuarine ecology. Presumably, when a Chryso- seen in plankton samples, or only sparingly. All five
chromulina is eaten by a Euplotes Ehrenberg, its genera were found at Plymouth and in San Diego
volutin is digested; but there is little evidence, pos- Bay. In the Waccasassa Estuary. 11 species, includ-
sibly because so few Chrysophyceae have been grown ing all these genera, were very common in 1963.
in mass culture. Nevertheless, they were few in numbers per ml there,

Chrysophyceae without pigment are often rega,'ded and it was concluded that they were relatively unim-
as an uncertain taxonomic group. Hollande (1952), portant in the ecology of the estuary. It must be
considering 129 possible genera of Chrysophyceae, re- noted that the wide distribution of this group is an
corded 17 colorless genera. Three of these, Oicomonas assurance of great numbers of them when conditions
(Ehrenberg) Kent, Monaw (Cienkowski) Sern, and become favorable.
Paraphysomrnas vestita Stokes, have been common to
estuarine situations. Since all three are prime con- DINOFLAGELIATA

sumers of bacteria, and because they sometimes at- There are pronounced differences between estuarine
tain large numbers, they might have an important dinotiagellates and those of the open sea. The latter
role in estuarine ecology. The Fenholloway Estuary are more disposed to unusual morphology which
on February 10, 1964, contained 2,656 Monais sp. per makes them easy to identify, to a larger size, and to
til, 48 Bodo Stern sp. per nil, 200 unidentified flagel- multiplicity of ,pecies. Estuarine species tend to
lates per nl, and 32 I'araphysomonas vestita per ml. small sizes, to a generally ovoid shape, and to fre-
Th;s was in an area strongly polluted with paper mill quent localized blooms. Nevertheless, a concentra-
waste and with a dense bacterial population, on which tion of nutrients is necessary for large populations.
these colorless flagellates were actively feeding. The only one to bloom in a year's study of the XVac-

casassa Estuary was the very small Massartia rotun-
Cmvi ropnYCEAE data, and this estuary is regar.'ed as low in nutrients.

:'rvltophvceae seem to be the most ubiquitous of T,'al,- 6 is a listing of the identified species from five
e all the plankters. The number of genera and species estuarine waters. Most of them have photosynthetic

is smnall--lPascher ( 1913) lists seven genera and 18 pigm ents. but about one-fourth are holozoi or sapro-
species in fresh water. Occurrence in waters we have zoic. It is noteworthy that the boomns wlhih appear
examined is widespread, and the organisms abundant. from time to time are almost invariably pigr;a-.o-vted
fTable 5 shows the numbers of pigmented Cryptophy- forms. Several species which have given rise to
ceae at 13 Great South Bay stations, sampled once blooms elsewhere are listed in Table 6: Prorocentrurn
weekly during July and August. 1961. Nineteen times triangulatigns Martin, a cause of dense blooms in
they were in excess of 500 nil (bloom), and were (;reat South Bay and Chesapeake Bay; Gymnodinium
viissing in only one of 94 ýtniples. Stations 10, 11, splendens Lebouw, likewise in Great South Bay; and
and i2 showed the fewest, and these stations were ('eratium furca Ehrenberg (Claparede and Lach-
the greatest distance from hunian habitation. These manni, in several places. The only dinoflagellate
three stitions were consistently lowest in coliform blooms in San D)iego Bay or Mission Bay during
bacteria, which are regarded as indicators of fec:d this study were of Gyimnodinium flavum Kofoid and
contamninatian. Evidently the numbers of Cryptophy- Swezy; (Lackey and Clendenning, 1963) and Proto-
ceac were a responmie either to man's contribution of dinium simplicius Braarud.

,p7 4 ' L. ... ZJdL 7' £- "L ±: .1AF '
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Table 6. Occurrence of Dinoflagcllates in five Table 6 (Continued)
estuarine situations.

Orgasnisms

Organisms Ci A5

G Grodinium corallinum K. & S. X
;Yrodissium faikaltun K. & S. X X

Amphidslniunu bipei C. E. Hcrdlmntan X Gyrodissium lachryma (Meunler) K. & S. X
Amphidinium crassum Lobnsann X Gyrodinium pingue (Schutt) K. & S. X X X X X
Ampsiudiasissm cucurbita Kofoid & Swezy~ X Grdiniurn sp. K. & S. X X X
Amphidinium klebsii K. & S. X X H-midiniumn nasistmdPn Stein X X
Amphidinsium opercutotuts Ueterodaiussn sp. K,,foad X

Ctaparede & Lachmann X X Maurartia glansdula (C.Ell.) Schiller X X X X X
Amphidinsium ovumi C.E.11. . X Mausartia glauca (L-ebour) Schiller X X X
Ampihidanaum parva its mu. 1. Mosiartia rotuadata (Lohnt) Schiller X X
Amphidinium rhync,~ephalsrs Anissinsowa X
Amphidinium scsusoidcs Lebour X Massoetia sp. Conrad X X
AmPhido,isius scisisum K. & S. X Miniscula bipes LeAbour X X X

Oxvrrbis marina Senn X X X X
Amphidinium stigmatum Schiller X oxrytoxrusm betga 'cat Meunier x
Amphidini in sufcatum Kofoid X Oxrytoxumn cribrosun, Stein X
Amphidinium testudot C.E.H. X Oxytoxium deprtisun. Schiller X
Asnphidinium vigrease Woulozynski X Oxytoxrun gracile Schiller X
Amphidinium vitreumn C. E.H. X Oxytoxum ens iliesM Murray & Whitting X X
Amphidinium sp. Clap. & Lach. X X X X Oxytoxum up. Ftrin X
Ceratimum falcatiforme Jorgensen X Peridinssopsi~s rostunda Lebour X
Ceratium jurca (Ehbg.) Clap. & Lacs. X X X X
Ceratium fitsus Ehbb X Peridinium cerasuis Paulsen X X X X
Cceatiumo longipes (ILiiey) Grans X P' rdiisi... dadca." u Paulsen x

Peridissusts dep'e~ssum Bailey X x
-ratium minutum Jor .X X X Peridiniumn diabolus Cleve X

(.eratsum tripos 0. F. giuller X X Peridimnsu divergens Wihg. X X X X
Ceru.:rum spp. Schransk X X Peridmnium macrospinuns M angin X
Cochiodiniumn coignatum Okansura X X X Peridiniun ,nonosf'inosum Paulsen X X
Cochiodinsum pulchellum Lebour X Ptridissium misnusculum Pay. X
Jjisoph vs,y forti Pavillai X Peridinmum Ganii F. mire (Pavillard) X
Diptophltys mcrvegica Clap, & Lacs. X Peridinsium peilucidumn (Bergh) Schutt X
Dinophysis ovum Schutt X
O.insophysis tra pos Gourret X X Pemdinium pensag~pIn Gran X X
Diplopettops s minor Lebour X X Peridiainum qud!W Stein X

Dilosli eniul e~hX X X Peridmnium $ubs en Paulsen x
Dipopats enicla erh X X X Peridiniun, !rochoideuam (Stein) Lemus X X X X

Diplopsalopsis orbicularas (Paulsen) X X X X Ptridinium triquetrum (Ehbg.) L~ebour X
Entomosigma peridintiodesx Schiller X Pceidintium uu'isoiensis Eddy X
Brytltropsiu so. Hertwig X Peridinss~ins up. Ehbg. X X X X X4
Exruviaella dardytus (Stein) Schutt X Phaiacromao acutuin (Schutt) Pay. x
Exuriaella marista Cienk. X X Phalacroina nissra SchuttX
Exuriadflas voginuila (Stein) Schutt X X Phatacroma ovum Schutt X
Exuriae 110 sp. Cienk. X
Fra gilidium heterolobuin Ilalech X X Phalacroma rota ndaluns
Glenodaitium gymnodinium Penard X (Clap. & Loch) Kofoid & Michener X

Glenodinim-st lenticula (Bergh) Schiller X XPolykeikos abu C.E.H. X
Glenodinsium, oculatumn Steirs X X X Polyknidos ickivarl iii Butschli X X . .

Gonwodotna up. Stein X Poiuclseta mnaximna K. & S.
1;ony'alatx catensata (Levander) Kofoid X Pouchetia pot ypkeinus Pouchet X V
aun yauiax diegcnesis Kofoid X Pronoctilusca pdagscoc Fabre-Don~ergue X
;onyanlax dipitalis (louchet) Kofoid X Prorocent ruin gracile Schutt x X X

(,onvaulax pot 'vedra Stein X X X Prorocenstru. mincans Ebbg. X X X X
(;ontsaulax pol~varainana Strin X
GonVaillax aceriproac Kofoid X Prorocentrum triangulatum Martin X X X X
Gon"yaulax tomarcnssis L~ebour X Protodinimu~ balficunu Braruod X X X X

Protodisniuns sinsplidnis Schsiller X
Gon yawlaxr triccangtsa Ju.rg. X Protodinisum op. Lohmnatsn ens Schiller X
Gonyaula.i up. Diesing X Pyrodinium bahanmsense Plate X X
(;vwenodinsiumaer Cmuitosiu Steits X X Spirodintunu son. Paulsen X
G*vninsodinium alba it) insa. X X X Theradisniuns kofoidi Lebour X X
(;ymnnodimnle silbulun L~indemsann X X X X Torodiniun, robustuin K. A S. X
Gym no~dsnusumi aureum K. & S, X X Warnowesa poLyphoustus (Poucltet) Schiller X
(;ymno'diniusi binconacum Schlsler X X - - --
(vmndinium flavuns K. & S. Totals 135 57 49 40 49 41
(;vm odinium fuscuin (Ehbg.) Stein X
(vmpsodiniuim pramnmaticuin

(Poucher) K. & S.
Gymnnosinium Adlicoidrs Kc. It S. X In. the 1959 San Diego Bay studies, 99 genera and
(;ymsnodintum keteouiriasuay . & . species were found. Only 54 of these occurred in the
Gymniodistium lunuta Schutt x bay proper. The following year, 24 additional ones
(.ymnoc'nimnun minor L~ebour X
Gysnsodinium nimNutun. l~ehour X were found in Mission Bay. Similar additional lists
(;ymmodinsiun. paradoxun, Sihilling X and a portion of previous lists could be made up for

*Gymnodiniuin puniceunts K, & S. X
tGyinndinium ravsenescens K. & S, X most new localities, if sampled extensively. The large ~I

*Gymoodmnssum simplex tdskni.) K & S. X X number of species (135) in Table 6 is not evidcncoe
Gymssodinssim stlendew~ L~ebour X X X X that dinofiagellates dominate estuarine situations, but
Gymnodinsiuen uiberriunun

(Allodimun) Ka. is~ S E. X merely that they are the second largest group in nuni-
(I c'vmnodiscuu,, up. Stein X x X x x ber of species. Actually, we have found offsaior 2iA

(Lebrod r) K. ac omt. a dinoflagellate blooms more common than those in-
G yrodinium ourrum Conrad (Schiller) x shore or in estuaries we have studied. Neverthel-.ss,
GyrMisnsum confortursn (Schutt) K. & S. X their roles are disturbing. The killing uf any and all

J 4-A
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animals by Gymnodiniu~s breve Davis( Gunter et al., tant in 02 production, in the food chain, and in some
1948) in the waters around Trinidad, along the Mexi- other respects.
can Coast near Vera Cruz, and along the Florida CHLOROMONADIDA

Gulf Coast is a major effect. Gonyaulax catessella
(Levander) Kofoid is a food for California mussels There is little available information relative to
(probably), but it leaves behind in the mussel tissues estuarine chloromonads. Gonyostomsum Diesing Lnd
a toxin lethal to man (Sommer et al., 1937); and Merotrichia Mereschowski do not survive long in
Gymmodinium flatum is now reported as a probable brackish water. Trentonia Stokes is rarely seen, but
fish killer (Lackey and Clendenning, 1963). There is abundant in Warm Mineral Springs and in brack-
is no control at present for these organisms, and, ish water along the Inland Waterway of Florida.
since there are other dinoflagellates which might have The organism is typical and easily recognized, and is
similar effects, they pose real problems. Fortunately, not Vacuolaria Cienkowski, as sugg ted by Hollande
they are amenable to laboratory culture (Barker, (1952). Thaumatomastix Lauterborn and Reckertia
1935; Delany, 1946,; Sommer ot al., 1937), so their Conrad, both doubtful as to taxonomic location, occur
problems can be studied. in estuaries, and there are several somewhat similar

In large numbers, they may completely deplete the unidentified organisms which eventually may be placed
surrounding waters of P0 4. Lemon Bay, Florida, is here. The whole group needs very careful investiga-
an estuarine situation in that it receives the runoff tion, but their numbers in estuaries have not, thus
of several small creeks. On June 18 and 19, 1964, far, been great.
samples of a bloom in the bay were counted; the water PROTOZOA
was centrifuged free of suspended organisms and par-
ticles; and soluble P0 4 and NO 3 were analyzed. Fol- MINOR GROUPS
lowing are the iesults for four samplings: If we follow Grasse, there are three groups of ani-

mals, primarily marine, some with chromatophores,
P04 NO3  and relatively few genera, which have not been thus

Date Sample No./liter (ppm) (ppm) far considered. These are the Ebridiens, Silicoflagel-
lides, and Coccolithophorides. The first, with two

6-18 1011 4,814,000 0.0 0.507 genera, Ebria Borgert and Hermesinum Zacharias,
6-18 1013 3,230,000 0.0 0.541 is enconntered only occasionally in the estuaries we
6-18 1015 212,000 0.011 0.188 have studied; and the second, with the genus Dic-
6-19 1031 580,000 0.011 0.217 tyocha Ehrenberg, is even less common. Coccolitho-

phora are more frequent, Syracosphaera carterae
The P0 4 loss is understandable, but the high nitrogen Braarud and Fager being the principal brackish-water
values are not, unless they represent a nitrogenous species in these studies. No blooms appeared in the
metabolite excreted by the dinoflagellate. Gymno- situations studied, but a very dense bloom appeared
dinium breve does not kill plants or other micro- in a large outdoor laboratory tank. Huge populations
organisms, but its high numbers are coincident with of Coccolithophora like those known in the Oslo
a reduction of other microscopic species. On Janu- Fjord may not be typical estuarine phenomena.
ary 6, 1954, in the presence of 240,000/I Gymnodinium ZOOFLAGELLATA

breve, there were present 4 species of other dinoflagel-
lates, 18 diatoms, I blue-green alga, 2 chrysomonads, ree Orders of free-living zooflagellates are Cho-
and 2 ciliates. These outnumbered Gymnodinium anoflagellata, with 23 genera; Bicoecidea, with five
breve by 32,750/1, but this is a much smaller number genera plu .a sixth doubtful one; and Bodonidea,
of species and individuals than is usually found in a with 17 genera. Choanoflagellata are principally
liter of such waters. How long the P0 4 remains de- planktonic. Iicoecidea are epiphytic or sessile, and•;, pleted from Gymnodinium brev~e water is not known Bodonidea are creeping. About half the genera from

pletd fom Gmnoiniu brve wteris nt kown each Order have been found in brackish water.and is dependent on many factors, but it is serious Many Oftem are b und an th arera
for photosynthetic forms as long as it lasts. Many of them are abundant, and they are voracious

eaters of bacteria. They also, like Monas (Ehren-

BACILL.ARIKAE berg) Stein and Oicomonas S. Kent, are active at
lowered oxygen level:. This makes them important

Diatoms are considered elsewhere in this volume in recently polluted waters. However, no bloom of
and will therefore re-eive scant attention here. Suffice any single species has been recorded in the estuaries
it to say that in the estuarine situations studied, studied. It is the cumulative effect of some 25 genera
benthic diatoms far outnumbered plankton forms, and living at approximately the same physiological level
that, in most cases, they constituted a large percent- which becomes impoitant. Earlier, for example, a
age of the organisms present. -i his is not a generali- summary of 2,936 small colorless flagellates per nil
zation, howevwr, because Detonila (Cleve) Gran wis in water from the Fenholloway Estuary was pre-
at times abundart in Great South Bay, and Cycloteila sented. The unidentified group of 200 were almost
Brebisson attains high numbers at inshore situationb, certainly predominantly Pleridomonas pulex Penard,
especially the mouths of rivers. Diatoms are impor- difficult to classify if in preserved material or while
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Table 7. Ciliata recorded from five estuarine situ- Table 7 (Continued)
ations. X indicates presence, numbers indicate how
many times recorded, P is a planktoni sample, S a .

sediment, 13S is no separation.
Lcicatiwim

LoainNo. Sample. 96 221 96 133 24
r s P ~P s ' Ps P Ps

Helicoulomella kilienuis
No. Samples 96 221 96 132 24 (Laackman) Jorg. 5 2

h hemicydlidium sp.
I' S PS PS P' PS Neon qchrya truncate Kahl I

Ii1olophrya manna Mansfield 2
Aegyria reesi (Rees) Kahl I HoIophr' a sp. Ehbg. 41
Amphihwa mshiutia Stvrki 2 IHolouticka dicocephalrna Kahl X
Ampkisusa sp. Sterki X IIoloiticha muftistilisol Kahl 7
A mphoi'ellopsiu acuta (Schmidt) 5 Holoiticka op. Nahl 1
Amphorellopsis sp. Kofoid & Campbell I Kenstrophoras faiciaiata SavetberyI
A mpkorellopsts tetrogona (Jorgensen) I Kcronapsis fluvcarnt Kahl X
A rachnella globose Kent 4 Laboea sp. Lehmann 14
Askemosio jaurri Kahl 1
Ashettasia valves Clap,. and Lach. 4 Lacvymania olot O.F.M. 2 1
Aspidisca costota (Duj) Clap. & Lach. X 9 4 1 Lacrymaria pupula O.F.M. X

Lagyyiunus pumilia Mansfield 61
Aspidisca hexrtri, Quennerstet X 5 3 1 Lembadion bullitum Perty 2
.4spidisca leptaspis Fresenius I Lemb~u infusionuss Calk~ns 2
Aspidisca by "ten Ehbg. X 5 3 Lembur pusillus Quenncrrntedt X X
Aspidisca pot ystyla Stein 2 2 Lionotus cygxus 0.F. M. X
AAspdisca put cherrima Kahl X Lioiiotiii fasidotta
A spidisca turrnta Ebbg. X I Ehhg W rieseniowski X 6 2
As1pidisca ap. Ebba. I Lionot isop. Stokes.
Buraaa riat" nat ella O.F.M. I11 Loxophyltmm unodulatumi Sauerbrey 3
( haenca minor Kahl X
(tubodomello uncinaso Ehbb. X tý 2 Loxopt.ylluam uninucte atum Kahl X I

Mcsodinsium ocarina Stein 1 10
Cthalodonetta sp, Strand X Mesodinium cinctum Calkins X 3
Chitodoiitot'su caudata Bloebmann X Mesoduiumm poules, Clap. & Lach. X 26 1 2 2
Chtamydodon triquetrus (O.F.M.) X Mesadnixim rubrum Lohin. X X .18 14 65 4
Cinetockls~um inargaritaceum Perty 23 1 Metacyis turuncate Cohn I
Cinetochilaim marinum Kahl 4 Metopu se 0. F. M. 1
Codoxetia cratera (Leidy) Vorce X 33 39 2 MkiOthrax~ pusilus Engelmann I
Codonelta sp. Haeckel Mitrothotoat suIcat Engelm. I .

(E. M. Brandt, ean. Jamg.) 4 Mosodiuuaun batbiaxi Fab.-Damn. I
Cot eps lirt..s Njtzach 4 2
Coueps pulchen Spiegel X Naismla aureu Ehbg. X
Coleps remaneti Vahl X Ophrydiuin op. KentI

Qpisthonecta henneguyi Faure-Frens. 7
Colif's sp. Nitzsch 7 2 O:.ytricho fallax St 'n 1 0
LColpoda inflat (Stokes) I Oxytricha pdlionella Ot~lriis 7 17
Condybostama patens (O.F.M.) Duj. x I Oeytnicka op. Wresea. 3 2 .
Cot hurnia plectostyla Stokes 7 2 Parameciums. Hill 2
Cothurnia sp. Ehbg. 2 1 Peris romms emaT4,-iu Stin o X 2
(Co.rlictta quad .isslcata Prtoa mc ti

(Daday) Brandt I Placus ms-met Kahil X
Cristigera media Kahl 7 Ptscaas tiatuntis Cohn X
Crist~nri tr poeni Penard X Phexroarma crassum Duj. X f
Cýritofr heixPor Pleku vnsma mar, sum Diti. X 5 2

(-noophosis mucicota Stokes 2 Prorodon morgani Kahl

Cy 'idiuwi candens Kahil X Prorodlon sp'. £lmbg.. I I
Cydadsium glavcous. O.F.M. X X 27 19 33 4 ___h X2
Cyclidmum sabtans in ms. 2 Remac. brunniat Kahl I
Cyclidium sp. O.F.M. XRemauselle mervarisif ra Kahil 7
Cydlotrichium ms-uneni Calkins I IRemanell. rugoia KahI 7 1 9
tyvdotrichium gigas Faure.Fretii,- 9 Ssila rcrmKh
Didinium mnauuum O.E.M. 1 4 Saids rcrmKh
Diophrys atpendicutiaria (Ehbg.) Duj. I stenosemella nitatiis
Diophrys sscueum Duj. X I (Meunier) em. K. A C. X 4 3
Diophrys op. Duj. X I .Stephassopopon calposla Ent, X

Des-ainmons twtut PeardStephanopogoii mrsounit Lwoff X
Drpnouwreont ear trobdidium mainnum Paure-Frem. 5

flysirria ac-ulate (lap. & Lich. X strabilidi,.m op. Schetriakoff 44 79 9
Dystrria sp. Huxley I Strombidiaim -insfaum Kahl 7
Enduetya vdon fatten s Clap. & Loch. 7 Strombidssin cau-nucaf'ae (Wailes)
Efschetyodo" tasius Stokes I !,trombidium l~enulaw Faure-Fremn. X
Epic-linte: ausbisums Strombmidem pub ehorum .eeg d I

(Muller) Dutsckli X stoidu 7uct lp ah
Euplotes ha eta Stein X Itobdu a~-t i
Ruptotes renews (O.F. M.) Griffi X X I Strombidium sp. (lap. A Loch. X 56 8 113+ 9
Ru plates %p. Elib¶ Id X .Aurompyluidfm op. Sterkli I
Fat-tila tan! esas o ni Catupbell T A I

Fats-elt !rancocnns K A E. 7 Tritosoma fern.. R. A L. Granatdori X 1 2
Fartsile moraoriuoy (Diudny) Jort. I Tee r4hY-ens; op. Furgason I I
Fertile panamenauss K. & C.3 Tieri.. fusum Clap. & Lad.. X 2
Framstonta leascos EbtV. I Tiasunnsi~shu flonmt sle (Stein) Kent 1 12
Frostonia marina Fabee-Doamaerge 7 Tiwianiusm primathum Bonsd 3 3 I
tritna fojssaa Kahl 7 Tinu*uuuidism semiciliasmm~-..
(;lawcoma sc-intil.lans Ehbs 3 (Sierki) Kent I
Grabensa uninscesatt Mah 7 Tissminnepuis beroid..a Stein X
Helts-rio prandarnelle0. F.U. 1I 1 nt~apsbrmues rni24
Helhcistamello edentst itnolsbmsesiBad

Faure-Frem. em K. & C. I Tsatinuatsis hutichlis Dsday 2 3
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Table 7 (Cotwii-ied) number which could not be placed are, therefore,
either given provisional names or listed simply ais
"sp". Distinctly planktonic occurrences, as shown in

~ I columns l and 5 of Table 7, are not numerous, and
Location K, Z., ;are principally tintinnids which live in a shell, and

I i A 61 strombidia which typically do not. The two blooms
No. Santilsa 96 221 96 132 24 in San Diego Bay were of Glaucoma scintillans

P S PS PS P PS Ehrenberg and Mesodinium rubrum. There are other
Tiasqa.Du cen ~r~a Ddayreports of Mesodimium rubrum being a cause of "red

T.i~misipwi everts K. A C. 3 water", but we have seen no records of other ciliates
Tinlia..psis jembrdae. Meunier X 7 2 as bloom causers. Personal records include blooms of
Tinaospism~i &"uuu Dadar I
Tiouseis s.umasta Wailes X 85 25 111 S vorticellids in sewage treatment plant effluents, and
Tluiuuemop. maternsi

C1111111 A FOOMacc 6 in the Damnariscotta River of Maine. This last (for
Tiowia~spa p.'wen'wi which the original count is lost) was material sent

FrsACunhaI
TiathoweM, achaW5 Brandt I on August 20, 1953. Evidently ciliate blooms are
Tintiaaesiopi susut S I rare.

Tiuhuep luale, Lean~r ICiliates are large and easy to identify, which ac-

(Katz, Sr.). D"dy X counts for the large number in Table 7. Their size
flu U*, ue~s~eMeuuermakes them important in the ecology of an estuary.

em~uu~eau .& C g. 4 I 3 I They are primarily bacterial consumers, and are
Tiuhmauss tstut K. A C. 2 found in the sediment-water interface where bacteria
Tintiausu op. Schesan emn Jorg I I
Trothelocerce euse,. Kahl X are abundant. Euplotes demonstrably consumes sulfur
Tracbitictvca cel aber KahlI bacteria, and observation of many other ciliates is
Treeheaocevee pboesicopt rrAs Cohn X 7 equally convincing as to their food. In consuming
Tracwkayia cauda ~ h¶ah! X bacteria, ciliates tend to keep bacteria in the growth
Treekdosiyla ~rspeanormu" pCh) Xhase. In turn, ciliates beccme a ready food for

(Levander) I larger animals; a population of Ilalteria 0. F. Muller
1T f.eluma dees Smith X is q~uickly decimated by copepods undler labor-atory
Troehilia saline Eats X
Ufroleptus piscui (Miuller) Stein Iexperimentation.
Urekp~us sp. Stein 2 7 Some ciliates eat other ciliates-fliditiium 0. F.
Llroeumd flikomr Kahl X 4 Muller and Condylostoma (O.F.M.) Dujardin, for
LJ"Yeaussetra manam .. X X example. Whether food is absorbed is a moot point,
Uroesychia tuansf ag (0. F.M.) X but it can be done bysome spce.Size, abundance,
Urosermwylua' candatsam Kahl by seis
Veetricha farpes. (lsp. & tACh. 4 andl mode of living lend a large importance to ciliates
Uresrcha maris. Mansfield 2 in estuaries.
Urooricho sp. Clap. & I Ach. 4
Vortjcella suoitocostsm Eibig. I
Vergcelia sp. (I i un.) Ehbg. X 4 9 2 D)ISCUSSION
Zoothamasarn Owey) Ehhg..SteinI -9 138 --1 22 In considering estuaries as places where physical

swnig So-- wornr thisca ahne ovrawd range. i is i)
parnt hatfoo isbroghtinby the land-fed streams.

swiming Soe wrkes rgar ths secis a a nd hatthedeah o plntsandanimais on meeting
stae o a elizoa; oher, a a oofagelat, Tere advrseconitins ddsfurherorganic matter.On
are t lest tree idel seprate coorles flgelltes esul is lare baulteriaf K bothra ioh ithte

in hi gou, bt irctmicroscopic osrain water and in the sediments. This population. asidle
shos al o thm t beactveingesters of bacteria. fromt its function of mineralization. mtiv become (ti-

thus, closely akin physiologically. rect toad for large animnals, as shown 1wv Zollell and
Edlniondson (1959) loosely grouped 90 genera un- Felthanm ( 1938). Cer~tinly it is effective" in nminerali-

tier -zootlagellates"'. Tlhirt%-five of these have beent zation. But there are increasing evidlences that solu-
foud n he staresstudfied. acnd closer taxononiic bl ra icomod is utilized by both chlorophydl-con-

attention would increase the number. For exampile. taining organismns (Volvocaie's, Fuglenophyce'ac, and
there are two undescribed organisms tentatively ais- Chrysoph'.ceaei and colorless saprozoites. such 1A.

sigedto hegenus I'lc'romousis; various other new the large poplulatiorn% of colorless euglenids in the
one% have simply been termed unidentified zooflagel- sedinient-water interface. It is with these four groups

lat. imiesuchl as IDiplhanoecit Ellis and Stepa-fi that critical culture work is hadly needed. In this
moca lls.we h~ave found onhý in estuaries. The onciimrevdneiigt* auluae s

clresflagellates, regardless of taxonomic statu~.ý to the extracellular nietaliolit liberated by large
ar imoren in~li ettuor:s evimaricy asgh be aolulaeslain etuaresprimrilyas oloZ)ite. ppulations of a single -species, such as Navinolochoris

CILATAbailclaris Naumnann arnd Gyminodinium, breve which

More ciliates were identified in the estuarine stud- rounding water, and Gonyaudax catemicdla which ire-'
ies thant any other grimp. Table 7 lists 181, and a toxin into the ti.-.ues of mnussel-..
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The limiting effects of salinity are also seen in brown, and red organisms offer as a primary role
these surveys. By studying several estuaries and cor- mineralization of organic -ompounds, whether they
relating organisms living and reproducing there with start with simpler ones •!laborated )y bacterial action,
salinities, we can determine how sharp are the limits, or with complex solube compoun.ls, or by ingestion *1
The organisms discussed here certainly tolerate a of living creatures. Additionally, they add O and
wide range of salinity. Gunter (1961) has reviewed CO 2 to the water, so that satu ation, hardness, and

this matter, but not for the microscopic algae and pH are affected. Sore microorganisms produce anti-
protozoa. From the number of species listed here. metabolites, and somie, in decay of great populations,
it appears that a very large number of these micro- become nuisances because (.f the 02 demand and be-
organisms are widely tolerant. We are, however, cause of odors. Finally, a normally numerically un-
hasing this on morphology of field orgmnisms and not important organi'li may nssume great importance in
on laboratory testing. a special environment.

It is not presumed that any of these organisms are Perhaps too little is known of the species and
specific indicators of estuarine conditions. To begin numbers cf chrysomonids, colorless euglenids, and
with, estuaries are too diverse. Nevertheless, a num- ciliates, tlhe first in the marine environment generally,
her of organisms have not been found elsewhere. It vnd the l.st two in the sediment-water interface, to
is fascinating to find an organism repeatedly in the assess their roles properly. it is postulated that the
same set of environmental conditions, but these are colorless euglenids fhare with bacteria and fungi the
too (Ifficult to define. Thus, Thiodcndron mucosum decowvnosition of organic matter, and that the ciliates
has occurred only where salinities were about 17 %,. keep the sediment-water interface bacteria in the en-
Other conditions, however, varied widely, and it dogenous growth ohase. 4
would be naive to assume that a single salinity value " "w rhizopods seem to attain significant numbers
is the determining factor. Culkinsic aureus has i.rob- in estuaries, but certain species apparently are charac-
ably been found only in the Eel Pond at Woods Hole teristic of brackish waters and may have some value
because not enough other possible habitats have been as indicators. The three orders of colorless zooflagel-
sanmpled. lates, despite a small number of genera and species,

Jeffries ( 1962) decided eight copepod speces indi- often attain large populations in estuaries, where their
cated certain water masses in Raritan Bay. It seems principal functions are the consumption of bacteria
more probable that for the microscopic algae and and beconming a part of the food chain. Estuarine
protozoa, abundance and repeated occur, ence in an waters have been the principal situations in which
estuary, compared with small numbers and limited some of the rarer and unique species have been
occurrence elsewhere, might mark a species as an in- found.
dicator orgarism. Gym nodiaium flateum occurred in Among the ciliates, the planktonic tintinnids are
numbers and widely along the coast near San Diego principally consumers, both of bacteria and other mi-
while it was also abundant in Mission Bay. It could crobiota. The more numerous benthic ciliates share
not be regarded as an indicator for the hay. But the same role.
I'rotodinpon ostianum might be, since it is restricted The mixing of fresh and salt waters in estuaries
:11 occurri-uce to estuaries, in our experience. The has marked effects. Just as water hyacinths die on
-,ame is true of .lassartia rotandata. drifting downstream into salt water, so do many .4

microbiotic species. There is too short a time for
SUMMARY adaptation. And just as mangroves push upstream

In st,,niary, we may say that in estuaries the into brackish water, so do many oceanic species.
microbiota lpresetit depends upon the chemical corn- There is some evidence that a real estuarine micro-
,,isstion of the water, with such factors as light, biota exists, and that its members attain greatest
temlnirature. toxins, etc.. exerting modifying influ- numbers there.
ences. This is nowhere better illustrated than in the There are nsny indications that estuaries are spe-
estuary of the Fenholloway. The normal biota of the cialized enviionments and that w" nP to know much
stream and its tributaries virtually disappears at tile more about the composition of their biotas before
entrance of paper mill waste. Put with ,one dilution we can properly assess roles in productivity and
Fulitcteriales, yeasts, filamentous bacteria, and fungi mineralization.
alpiar in enoruuMs numbers. They are concerned
with normal processes of decay, as in any situation. grmn-io-aid from the Ketterink Fowusdation, the Na-.
But the substrate here is s;ecialized and rich in sulfur tioel Science Foundationm and the National Institutes of
coni1,iiinds. m) that ai the huge population. Chlamvydo. Health, United States Publu. Health Service, De•rtmtent
bacteriales and sulfur bacteria appear in quantity. of Health. Flucation and Welfare. Bethesda. Maryland.

Euhacteriales and yeasts are food for large num-
iers of coluorless Aitr'uu and I'ieridnolVIeas. The LITERATURE CITED)
former is ubhiquitous but the latter is rarely se•. BARKER, H A., 1935 The culture and physiolfof
Thius specializdl suhstrates call forth spc'ializrd the marine dinotAelates. Arch. Mih•vob.o 6157-

lbiota' BIi)WEIL. H.. 1949. .4 Crnticel Rn•., ofLmou
All of the green. odise-gremn, blue-green. yellow- Itleud's P.1utim Probhems as they Alged Shtlish,
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The E staine Mycoflota

T. W. JOHNSON, Ja.

Department of Botany, Duke University, Durham, North Carolina

Representatives of all commonly recognized classes NON-LIoGNICOLOUS SPrtacl
of fungi have been collected from estuarine waters Fungi in this category were first studied ecolugi-
and sediments. For the most part, studies of this cally in the 1950'sc the work of Hrhnk (Josd son and
mysoflora have been taxonomic, but with some em-
phasis on ecology and distribution. Physiological in- Sparrow, 1961) is extensive. He showed that in

vestigations have been limited, and generally confined coastal waters and sediments there was a general in-

to experiments in saline tolerance. This paper is a crease in the "phycomycetous" flora as the salinity

brief review of the scope of the estuarine mycoflora became less, and conversely, a decrease in the density
sof elements of it. of Ascomycetes and Fungi Imperfecti. Consideringand the investigations othe Chytridiomycetes (uniflagellates) as opposed to

COMPOSITION OF THE MYCOFLORA the Oomycetes (biflagellates), H6hnk found fewer

All major groups of fungi are known to be repre- of the former in increasingly saline conditions than in
decreasnsaiiywhlthno-iaetu ilglsented in estuaries. Chytridiomycetes are found in late cesing salinity, while the non-filamentous biflagel-

various filamentous and planktonic algae. Oomycetes species increased as salinity rose.
occur in some algae, but can also be collected in sedi In a seven-year ecological distribution study of one
ments, as can members of the Zygomycetes. A few estuary, Johnson (unpublished) found very few Chy-

plasmodiophoraceous fungi have been found in mari- tridiomycetes and Oomycetes. Two, a Rhisophydium

time vascular plants. Even the small class Hyphochy- and an Olpidium, occurred throughout the estuary up

tridiomycetes is represented in estuarine waters. As- to salinities of 32%.. Two Oomycetes, zpecies of

comycetes and Fungi Imperfecti seemingly predomi- Pythism, had a similar wide tolerance for salinity.
nate in frequency in estuarine waters and sediments. There was no evidence of any distributional patterns

Two Basidiomycetes have been reported from saline in relation to dissolved oxygen, nitrates or phosphates,
nor topHwaters, but whether these are truly representative of pH

a marine flora remains to be confirmed. Trichomv- Much of the pertinent ecological information on

cetes, of course, are well represented in estuarine and fungi in ddi es and marshes has come from Pngh's
marine habitats on various crustaceans and arthropods. triiet (1962, 1963), although others have a con-

The general constituency of the marine mycoflora tributed (Johnson and Sparrow, 1961). It has been
is not at all different from that in a terrestrial or in, for exa ciple, that fungi are more numerous
freshwater habitat. Indeed, many fungi recogzedsand des. Others havecommon inhabitants of soil are to be found in estu- reported seasonal variations in occurrence of fungiarmne sediments and as viable spores or conidia in esu. in salt marshes and tidal flats, and there is good evi-

tuarine waters. Water molds, commonly thought to dence that there is a greater percentage of frequency

be adapted only to fresh water, occur in the low-salin- of fungi in high humus sediments than in sediments

its reaches oi estuariesl Other fungi, collected or low in orgaa,i: material. Pugh (1962) was able to

isolated originally from marine habitats, occur widely categorize fungi in a developing salt marsh- Certain
throughout estuaries, although a few seem limited to species increased in frequency upshore; these were

the high saline portions. Parasitic and pathogenic considered %&t marsh inhabitants Salt marsh trm-

forms associated with various substrates and hosts sient on the other hand, incr dowshore, Qinn-
are also found in estuaries. One of the most important titatively but not qualitatively there are fewer fungi

of these fungi is Alleschi.'ia boydii, the causal agent in salt marsh muds than in sand dune moils (Pma b
of madura foot in humans. This fungus is quite comn- 1963). The low oxygen tension in the mud may be
mon on wood submerged in waters approaching the one reason for this difference.
salinity of sea water. licxzcot-ous Srzctus

ECOLOGY Some attempts have been made at platting ge-

Several investigators have attempted ecologically ographical distribution of wood-inhabiting marine
oriented studies of estuarine fungi (Johnson and fungi (Ascomycetes and Fungi Imperfecti). but few
Sparrow, 1961). Only those of a s)necological nature if any pattems exist. These fungi seem widely dis-
are summarized here. tributed in both temperate and tropia water Only
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one species, an ascomycete, seems limited to sub- the ninst part, even these attempts at biochemical
merged bark; the remaining known species occur on analysis deal largely with nutrition. Early work on
wood. the pl .iYlogy of ebtuarine and marint fungi 1JoWr,-

Independently, (old and Ritchie (Johnson and son and Sparrow, 1961 ) was exclusively aimted at
Sparrow. 1961) fotnd that certain lignicolous species growth in culture containing various nutrients.
were infhuenced in estuarine distribution and growth Borut and Johnson (1962) tested 21 isolates front
in culture by both temperature and saliaiaty. This estuarine sediments. While growth in none of these
d fal inlutence, the "Phoma pattern", is exhibited by was inhibited by salinity stress when adequate nutri-
"the occurrence of some species in higher saline waters ents were available, spore germination was markedly
only at high water temperatures. Similarly, Phoma influenced by salinity. Goldstein (1963a) reported an
species have an increasing tolerance to salinity as the NaCI requirement for two species of Thrauilocky-
incubation temperature is increased. Hughes (un. tiusm. The NaCI was not replaceable by KC1, and
published) observed a Phoma distribution with one omission of the latter resulted in reduced growth.
ascomycete from an estuary, and an inverse Phom. Neither species could utilize nitrogen in KNOs or
pattern with another. (NH 4 )2 SO 4. Another species of the sanme genus

Johnson (unpublished) conducted a seven-year study utilizes nitrogen in the form of (NH 4 )2 SO, and
of the distribution of lignicolous fungi in a North although it requires NaCI for maximal growth, onis-
Carolina estuary. Seventy-three percent of the fungi sion of KCI does not affect yields (Goldstein, 1963b,.
collected were representative of genera known to In a study of the salt-toleraut imperfect Zalcrion
contain terrestrial species, or were identifiable as soil- ,'isdda (bsnon)lious with Z. osaritima, according to
"inhabiting species. Of these, 81 percent occurred on Anastasiou, 1963), Ritchie and Jacolosohn (1963) re-
wood submerged in waters of less than 18M, salinity, ported that the higher tolerance of the fungus to in-
7 percent occurred only in the freshwater portion of creasing salinity with rising temperature was a mat-
the estuary, and 12 percent were found throughout the ter of osmotic pressure of the medium rather than a
entire estuary, from 0-32%. Five marine species. two response to nutrients. They concluded that nutrient
Ascomycetes and three Fungi Imperfecti, developed level was not a factor in dual temperature-salinity
on wood submerged at stations embracing a salinity effects on fungal growth. Another approach to the
range of 0-34%,•: the greatest density of marine spe- physiology of fungi front saline waters was taken by
cies occurred in salinities of 18-30,. Sgurus and Simms 41903). They have shown the

The Pk~ma pattern was detectable for three Asco- lignicolous ascomycete Halosph"ria wuediose.rgera to
mycetes, but only if the fructification stage was con- have a thiamin requirement, and at least a partial
sidered. If the panels were incubated (Johnson and requirement for biotin.
Sparrow. 1961) at room temperature after being re- The foregoing studies serve to illustrate the status

tmoved from the water, and the populations tallied, no of knowledge of the physiology of estuarine and ma-
Ph~ou pattern was evident. A fungus showing the rine fungi. Clearly, emphasis has been on nutritional
Ph~ou pattern in the estuary, for example, was not requirements and salinity tolerance. An extensive
in evidence on panels in waters of 18-22%. at 15"C., study of the biochemistry of numerous species is
but was found in water at 10-12%, at the same tern- needed.
perature. On incubation, however, panels from the MORPHOLOGY
higher salinity waters developed that same species.
Thus, the Phomt pattern is exhibited by differential Initial taxotomnic studies on marine Asconiycetes
f|i ting on panel; from rm.e salinity-temperature stressed spore appendages as generic characteristics.
ra•.ge. but the fungus may be present on panels from Since 19•A), however, emphasis has shifted to utilizza-
another range, although without producing ascocarps, tion of the internal structure of the fructification as

Three investigators have reported that a succession the most important criterihm for generic dlelimitation.
of fungi can occUr on submerged wood. This problem The arrangettent of as-i. presence or absence of in-
has been studied incidentally to the aforementioned terascicular hlaments, and the general nature of the
ecological distribution study. It is true that an ap- ascocairp wall have been employed to make taxonomic
parent successi of fungi appears otn su6merged! rearrangem'ents. There is little agreement on the suit-
wood left in the water for varying periods of time. ability ot such characteristics, and as Johnson 1%&.
However, if panels are submerged for short periods h, c. d) has shown. the origin anid deielopnwtnt of
and then incubated. all species within a sa-ccessiomal ascosporr appendages in species of certain generA
schesme develop. indicating that e were present on offer little hope for estaMishing Irtvrlc and unvar.

the panel at harvest. Thmu, cession i an expr-es. l aLUxwm'ntic criteria
sion of differential frsiting time, rather than replace- CONCI.SiON.
tment of one s•peis by another.

Knouledge of fungi in estuarwes is still fragmtn r.
PHYSIOLOG;Y -Experimntal work armed at discovermg ecological

." lihnokgial aspects of istuarine fluw have scarce- ad physiolof"Ca l infonatioan it hrmnning. howemvr.
ly been inveusgaed, althouh dterr are the berv,- and could well lead, if combined ith prel e botachem -
aig of biochemical stude on marine fung. For cal work. to explanatmio of the adaptahithy Of fungi

*
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to changing stresses in the saline environment. A few JOHNSON, T. W., JiL, 1963c. Somse aspects Of w~-
of the numerous unsolved problems are the incetionogy in twnaue Ascounycetus: AxsyiocasrPms Currey.
of infection in the case of parasitic species. the roie I en Viaed.rot 6:yr, 1 Soes
of fungi in estuarine productivity, and the interrmela- JOHNSON, T. W., JR., 19634L Some aspects of mar-
tions of fungi to other segments of the estuarine biota. ployin malarinee Ascoan Ceri"ospovstsu Linder.

VN.27 ldtwig 6:169- 717
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Occurrence and Origin of Yeasts in Esukuries

N. VAN UDEN

Dpriumeisiki of Microbiio~oy, Booaxicof latimute, UrnivesitY of LisboNl, Lisbons. Portugasl'

It has tong been known that yeasts occur in natural four estuaries has been studied: Biscaynie flay, Florida
bodies of water (Fischer andl Brebeck, 1894). Only (Fell to a.L, 1960; Fell andl Van Uden. 1963; Roth

or Pinlly, however. have specific "tuins been made of tt at., 1962), and the estuaries of the Tagus. Sado.
the ecology of these yeasts. A detailed account oi and Guadiana Rivers (Taysi and Van Uden. 1964).
developments Up to 1960 was given in the monograph Comparable data are available on the occurrence of
Of Johnson and Sparrow (1961). yeast species in other bodies of water, for example:

A number of reports on the quantitative. distribu- the Northwest Pacific, the Sea of Okhotsk. and the
tion of yeasts in n~atural water bodies is now avail- Black Sea (Krims and Novozhilova, 1954; Krims,
able (Table 1). In the open sea. average population 1962); the Atlantic near the Ialahmas (Felt el at.,
densities of bettween 34 and 57 viable yeasts per liter 1960):- the Northeast Pacific (Van Uden and Castelo
have been found (Kriss and Novcozhilova, 19S4 ; 1ranco. 1963);- the Indian Ocean (Bhat and Kach-
Krims 196-1: Van Uden and ZoBell, 1962'l. In littoral walla, 19551: the Miami River (Caprioitti. 1962).
zones off Florida and California the population den- and Douglas Lake, Michigan (Van Uden and Ahearn.
sities were higher, ranging fr~Anz about 100 to 130 1963).
cells per liter (Roth et al, 1962: Van Uden and When we cangider the five yeast species. most fte-
Castelo Branro, 1963). in Douglas Lake, Michigan. quently rioated in each of the four estuaries anl list
the average count was as high as 273 cells per liter their occurrence in the six marine waters and the two
(Van Uden arid Abeam,. 1963). No data are a'vtzlable Inland waters, two groups of species can he distin-
on the population densities of yeasts in rivers. In the guished (Table 4'). One group contains the species
estuaries of the Tagus. Sado. and Guadiam-i Rivers. that occurred in most water budies studied. This
in Portugal, population counts ranged fromi 118 to group includes s-pecies of the genus IDebaryowyces
1,228 cells pet liter tTaysi and, Vail Uden. 190A). with its imiperfect forms Tortslopsis famts and T.

Tt~ese data, though scarce and incon.'detv. indicate
the uanitaive istibuion f yast xturin in Table 1 . Average population densities of yeasts in

marine, freshwater, and estuarine environmer. i. anti nal :ral hldwies ni water.
suggest that yeast populations attain their highest den- --

sities in inland waters and have thivir low-:it densitiesAvrg
in the open sea. In littorzl tones, yeast populti'mn iinumbr

densities apparently are snrneww it higher than in the of yeasts

oese.but '.Ywer !han in inland waters Fsturies Water j.er tOO
prolably takec ;n interme-diate position with yeast b bdy nil Re.fir"Cirecs

populations Ouctua'"sg bietween the high levels of in- t'Sa
land waters and the umodrte levels of littorAl zone~s. P'acific Ocean and
Differences between the variouas types of natural G(ttitslsk Sea 3.4 Kriss aid noinwhdova.
bodies of wazet are 'nanifest not only in the magni- 1954

4ý" 1a 5.4 Kris% and Noiruhilora.

tudes of populataion densities. but also in species 1954
cae pcihstkii.. [ atm Strait 57 Vant Udro "ui Z-41,0r.

There is evidence that estuarine waters ctontain mA~ %
oaly riote y-east cells per volumve but also more )irast Littocal 7unes
lipecie thani the adjacent seA. In the Tags,-* Fstuary. (# SE Floutsm <10 R-.4h re of.. 1%!'s
for examrple, an average of 12M viable %vasts pe alfri i a k;an aii

liter w"s counteld. while a tota of 14 speciles vit111
imtral Tay n -And Van Uden. 1%64 .With increasing Guadusua. Portugl 118 KAVAke ista Vani UdrM.
-listanCe ftotta the estUArY, the aVerag Yealt ut

decreese-d to 95 per titer and the -utter of s*CCes %84-. rorspl 24.5 Tay-w and Van Vilmu.
isolate&L t' five. A similar situat ion (T.0hle' ?u was 1%4

.01K Tai ti vid Van Uden. 1964 1. lsadar
Ats shown in Table 3. the species cwisriniltuswi of h~.

)A~Imrtssga 27.1 Van IUskavi u Ad.%am,

aoll* -4 O~~ Q ".wa. %-i
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Table 2. Yeast population densities and number of Table 3. Yeast species most frequent in four estuaries.
species at two estuarine stations and adjacent littoral - =--.--

zones ( adapted from Taysi and Van Uden. 1964). - sttary and Yeast Frequency
- ftcrene species percent

Distanice froma Average number of N unber nf-
estuary (kin) Yeast& per liter species Biscalne Bay, Florida Candida kniuwi' 14

__ _ _- Buck andVan Uden, C fropirahi 13
Tari Estuary cit-d by Fell and Van Rhodofotula nubra 13

.012in 14 Uden, 196. R.gplutimix 1I
51375 6 C. g~ift rihunuodii 10

Saa Esiar and Van Uden. R. r%&@ 17
0.0o 245 194A Tondopsiji candii& Is
7.0 2S9R. glutims is

17.0 123 6 le rraiul 1
- Sado. Portugal VDearyosmyces sp. 52

Taysi and Van Uden, K. glufitii t0
"nedida, species of the genera Rkodotoriilo and Cryp. 1964 C. catrusatot 8
t"occsu, Candida guilhi,'vuwwsdii, C. ~u~r a jC. mycodei~m S
Klorckera apaculoa. Though all t"es species areCy aceuebh S
well known in their terrestrial habitats, appArently Gudaa oisl T. candda 25

KaaktaiW an C. gauiervmowsdii 23they are also well adiapted to marine and aquatic en.- t~d unulse .oksulaid 7
vironments. A few yeast species which ha--c been Capsilida Joutckrrnm*4 6
isolated fromn marine habitats only iVan Uden and COad ida zevimiodes 6
ZoBeli. 1962) have not yet been encounitered in

j.v.u: was f5 ased a a dwainmau f- issued Ofestuaries.'htj,.aoh fe7o . aEsn ot 1..56)
A second group contains those yeast specics that esto40b *TWOfb am Mf ah81f.12)

were found predominantly in estuaries but have been
isolated only rarely from the open sea. This group The apparently dominated occurrence ui somie yeast
includes forms like Causdida tropsculu, C. kmmsi, and species in estuaries and their apparent absence firom
C. parapssaos.s which are known to occur in the diges- or rarity in the open sea may be the result of a. vari-
tive tract of man and warm-blooded animals (Van ety of causes. including the scarcity of available data-
Uden, 1958 1960. 1%3) ; and other species likc C. One obvious possibility which we explored in some
iutersnedi, C. c.Iemd~a,, C. mycede~nea, and C. zry- detail was that of critical differences in salinity toler-
lauoides which occur on vegeabte and inanimate ter- ance (Van Uden and Quinta. unpublished).
restrial subst ratr%. The maximum sodium chloride concentration (w v)

Table 4. The occurrence of dominant est-uarine Y-east spec~es in other bodies of water.

Inlandans A
Estuaries 'AatC-.S

7*Wtoj Jw*Vhrot~e) + + 0 + + + + + + +
kh.-'dolorwU ishimf.1 0 0 0) + + + + +

(1r 71 0 +~ + + + +
.*ba0 0) + + + +

C , 0 + 0+
(". gher.od 6- VIE 0 +ý +- +
Kioorkrh-i qws 0 0. + +

P"Z(1 () + + +.

0 -.

Z* .a. *----s 0
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Table 5. Salt tolerance of estuariiie &'nd marine same two ecological groups outlined before: (I) yeasts
occurring yeasts. like Rhodotorula glutinis which are widespread in

- - .estuaries, the open sea, and inland waters; and (2) in-
Number of Maximum NaCI testinal yeasts like Candida tropicalis, as %-ell as yeasts

Species and isolates tolerance from terrestrial substrates like C. intermedia which
occurrence tested (percent W/V) were found as dominant forms in estuaries but are

Estuaries rare in the open sea.
Candida intermedia 7 9 - 11 Besides sewage, gulls and terns were found to con-
C. krusei 19 7 - 10 stitute sources of yeasts that occur in estuaries and
C. catenulata 5 10 - II other bodies oa water. High nurnbers of viable yeastsC. mycoderma 8 5 - 9C. -eylanoides 7 5 - 12 were found in the intestinal contents of the Western

Estuaries and sea Gull (Larus occidentalis) by Van Uden and Castelo
C. guilliermondii 18 10 - 15 Branco (1963). Recently we took samples from 69
C. pulcherrima 16 9 - 13 gulls and terns caught in the Tagus Estuary. The
Torulop.is adad a 11 17 - 24 a~erage number of yeasts was 23,900 cells per gram
S.a 7of intestinal contents. Birds that harbored yeasts were
Metschnikowia jobellii 12 12 - 18 ILI., in .all seven genei. sampled, suggesting that
M. krissii 4 11 - 14 gulls and terns are, as a group, suitable hosts for in-
T. haemulonii 2 24 - 25 testinal yeasts and, consequently, possible sources of
T. torresii 1 16 - 17 marine and estuarine-occurring yeasts throughout the
T. mrris 1 10 - 11
C. marina 1 12 - 13 world (Table 7). However, when the species most

..- frequently isolated from gulls and terns are listed and
the reported occurrence of these same species in estu-

which still permits growth in broth was determined aries is noted, t is seen that of the four estuaries
for 119 yeast isolates (Table 5); 46 isolates belonged studied, only Biscayne Bay harbored, as dominant
to five species that occurred as dominant forms in forms, yeast species that also occurred in the feces of
estuaries but have not been isolated from the open gulls and terns (Table 8). Thus, it seems that some
sea; 52 isolates were of four species that occur fre- yeast species which thrive in one estuary may not
quently in estuaries as well as the open sea; 21 iso- develop detectably in other estuaries even though they
lates belonged to six species that have been isolated are regularly introduced into the water. Intestinal
only from the open sea. The results indicated a toler- yeasts like the species that occurred in the digestive
ance of relatively high salt concentrations fer all iso- tract of gulls and terns and in the water of Biscayne
lates tested. Phaff et al. (1952) made similar obser- Bay have also been reported from other subtropical
vations of yeasts isolated from shrimp in the Gulf of and tropical waters such as the Miami River (Cap-
Mexico, and Bhat et al. (1955), of yeasts from the riotti, 1962), the Gulf of Mexico (Phaff et al., 1952).
Indian Ocean. However, high salt tolerance is not re- and the Indian Ocean (Bhat et al., 1955), but not
stricted to yeast species that occur in natural bodies from waters in colder zones.
of water; it is rather common with yeasts as a group. Preliminary results of work under way in our labo-
For example, amkng about 100 species of the genera ratory (Van Uden and Ruivo, unpublished) indicate
Candida and Torulopsis we found only three species
of which some or all straii.s tested had a sodium Table 6. Yeasts in sewage and estuaries.
chloride tolerance below 3.5 percent (Van Uden and
Quinta, unpublished), Most known yeast species have Occurrence of same
sufficient salt tolerance to grow in estuaries and the species in estuaries
seas. It was found by Ros. and Morris (1962), how- S" ~Species most frequent
ever, that even in yeast species with a high maxinmm in polluted streams
salt tolerance, growth i'benionena like the lag and the and sewage treatment
yield, but not the rate, may be affected by sodium plants (After Bridge Percent '

chloride concentrations well below the salinity of the ct a!., 1960 frequency x4 go P
sea. Sodium chloride, thus, does affect the adaptability h
of different species of yeast to marine and estuarine Trichospdron cutanelm 13 0 0

environments. R. rubra (mucilaginosa) 10 0 0 +
An obvious possible source of yeasts in estuaries is Candida parapsilosis 7 0 +

sewage pollution, and an extensive yeast speciation C. kruiSci 6 0an es seito . tr icalis 0
study of polluted streams and sewage treatment plants
was executcd by Bridge et al. (1960). When the spe- C giiilliermondii 5 0) + 0

C hiuimcola 4 +
cies ni(st frequently isolated by them are listed and C intermedia 4 + 0
the reported occurrence of these same species in estu- Torulopsisfamata 4 + + 0 +
-tries is noted (Table 6), it is seen that most species T. candida 4 0 0
front sewage and polluted streams are also dominant ..... .0) Occurrence as one of five most frequent species.
forms in one or more estuaries. In fact, we find the + Occurrence ,dominant or not) reported.
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Table 7. Occurrence and population densities of yeasts in intestinal contents nf gulls and terns.

Average of yeasts per gram of feces
Number with - -------- _____--

Species Number tested yeasts Positive birds All birds

Lesser Black-Backed Gull 26 12 11,280 (5,210)
(Larits juscus)

Slender-Billed Gull 4 32,0 220
(Laruss q,'aei)3 

)00(?20

Herring Goill 4 1 22,500 (5,600)

(Lartis aryentiitus)
Black-Headed Gull 11 5 7,000 (3,180)
San~dwich Tern 3 270()

(Sterna sand7'i70n(5i)
Coninwin Tern #5 523,0(1,0)

(Sterna hirunda) 
25,0 211n

Hooded Tern 15 9 11,300 (9,200)
(Sterna mninitta)

TOTAL 69 37 44,600 (23,900)

th-at the iiitcblin.d yeast c.tropical is grows iaster than taking of surveys t' ýsigned to detect densities and spe-
T. candida. in enriched sea water at 30* C.; at 20* C., ciikc compositions of yeTast Populations in oceans, seas,
however, 7'. ca,,dida, has the higher maximum growth estuaries, rivers, and lakes should be encouraged.
rate. Candida. tropicabis is doni'nant in warm Bis- Our present knowledge of the occurrence of certain
cayne Bay (miean June temperature near 30* C.) well-defined yeast species in different natural water
whereas T. candida predominates in the much colde-r bodies. however, should now permit the selection of
wvater of Portuguese estuaries (mean June temperii- suitatble strains for experimental ecology in the labora-
ture near 20* C.). This suggests that the temperature tory. Since yeasts are much easier to grow and han-
of the water into which intestinal yeasts find their (Ile than Algae and many bacteria, but behave, unlike -

way may determine whet!' er a population will build most other fungi, as unicellular organismis, the use of
up. This example illustrates the almost total lack of Ny.easts for the experimental elucidation of problems oi
knowledge regarding the factors that govern yeast microbial ecology, in general, in bodies of waier may
ecology in bodies of wvater. What has been learned, sometimes be of advantage.
during the last ten years or so, is that yeasts are a Author's Note: This work was supported by the Ca-
regular component of life in natural bodies of water, looste Gulbenkian Foundation, L~vbon, Portugal.
and we do have sonic knowledge now of thie densities
of yeast populations and of the species of yeasts that LITERATURE CITFD
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Diatom Communities in Estaries

RUTH PATRICK
Department of Limnology, Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania

The types of diatoms which compose estuary com- sociate these two factors. Atkins (1928) observed
munities are usually benthic and neritic species, al- at Plymouth that the spring bloom occurred when
though some truly oceanic plankton species may be the length of the day was 10-12 hours and about three
brought in by tidal action or wind. Benthic species hours of sunlight was present. The variation in the
are those which live close to or on the substrate, or time of outbreak seemed to be brought about by vari-
they may be attached to plants or various kinds of ation in the amount cf sunlight. P:ley (1942) con-
debris. The neritic species are those which have rest- eluded that a balance between the effects of vertical
ing cells which remain on the bed of the estuary dur- turbulence and the increase of vernal radiation deter-
ing unfavorable conditions but spend most of their mines the beginning of spring flowering. The dura-
vegetative stage afloat. The oceanic or plankton spe- tion of the autumn bloom often seems to be controlled
cies are those which spend their vegetative and rest- by the amount of light available (Harvey et al.,
ing stages afloat. 1935). Davidson and Huntsman (1926) state that

The diatom community is therefore composed of the reason for the negligibie amount of diatom growth
both the bottom-living species and the floating species in winter is the small amount of light and low tern-
which are usually referred to as plankton. The float- perature. Often, however, it does not seem to be the
ing species are neritic and also benthic species which amount of incident light that is limiting, but rather
have been brought up from the bed of the estuary by the turbihty of the water caused by turbulence pro-
turbulence. Many of the neritic species have "-arious ducing the limiting light effect. Riley (1941) found
types of structures which increase thcir ability to that at Georges Bank in the Gulf of Maine vertical
float. Gran (1912) classifies them as follows: the turbulence and solar radiation were the chief limiting
"bladder type", that is, Coscinodiscus, in which the factors on plankton growth throughout the late au-
center of the large cell is filled with a thin fluid 1- v- 'umn, winter, and early spring. Gran and Braarud
ing a specific gravity a little lighter than water; the (1935) attributed the small diatom growth in the Bay
ribbon or filamentous type, exemplified by Fragilaria; of Fundy and along the New Brunswick coast to lack
the hair type, the shape of which is greatly prolonged of sufficient light due to turbulence. They state that
in one direction, as in Rhizosolenia; and the branch- in order to survive a diatom must be exposed to light
ing type, which has a surface enlarged by various at least one-fifth of the time.
types of hair-shaped outgrowths, as in Chaetoceros. Riley (1959) found that the variations in the times

of the winter outbursts of diatoms which he observed
ECOLOGICAL FACTORS AFFECTING THE in Long Island Sound were caused by variations in

OCCURRENCE OF DIATOMS radiation and temperature. Radiation controls the
The abundance of diatoms is determined by the photosynthetic rate, and temperature affects the rate

interaction of many factors in the environment, any of growth by its effect on respiration. According to
one of which may be limiting. Often the numbers of Riley's estimate, radiation of approximately 100 cal/
diatoms present increase suddenly; this increase is day is necessary to maintain a steady state in winter,
called a diatom bloom. These blooms may occur once whereas 500 cal/day is required in the autumn.
or several times during the year, as pointed out by The kinds and the abundance of diatoms in estu-
Patten et al. (1963) in the Chesapeake Bay. Usually aries seem to be influenced by temperature. Yentsch
the spring bloom is in April-May and the fall bloom, and Ryther (1959) found that the proportion of nano-
in September-October. However, Riley (1959) found plankton (small diatoms) in the total population in-
a winter flowering in Long Island Sound between creased sevenfold between March and July when the
January and March and an autumn flowering between temperature rose from 2-21"C. However, they con-
August and October. In coastal areas where there is cluded that temperature was probably not the only
a continuous runoff from the land or where upwelling factor producing the change. Balech (1960) has
occurs, such cyclic variation in the abundance of found that collections from the same region off the
diatoms may not occur if other factors, such as light, California coast at the same season of the year had
are not limiting, very different species present in a warm year than in

I,'tht and temperature seem to be important en- a cold year.
vironmental factors which influence diatom abun- Sato (1958), studying the diatoms in Shiogama
dance. It is difficult under natural conditions to dis- Harbor, found that the neritic species became more
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abundant when the attached species disappeared. The Braarud, 1935). Lillick (1937), front her study of

attached species were rather abundant between April diatoms in the Woods Hole region, concluded that
and July, very abundant between October and De- NO 3 is more critical for phytoplankton production
cember, almost absent from January to March, and than I'04. One of the causes for a succession of dif-
very few in August to September. ferent species in a flora seems to be the varying re-

Castenholtz (1963) has found that in the intertidal quirements for these mineral substances. Gran and
zone the vertical species pattern and the species pres- Braarud (1935) found that when the water in the
ent depended principally on the time the diatoms were Gulf of Maine was rich in nutrients, Thalassiosira
exposed to direct sunlight during emergence and, was dominant. As the NO: and P0 4 were used up,
therefore, were influenced by the sky conditions and species such as Rhizosolenia alata, which can live on
the position of the sun during low water. Further- a smaller amount of nutrients, became more common.
more, it was shown that it is probably the desiccation, Thus, depending on the nutrient supply, the species
high temperature, and high light intensity that limits of a flora may vary. Braarud and Hope (1952) found
the growth of diatoms in these intertidal zones. Vari- that the entrance of sewage into an estivary greatly
ous species seem to grow best under different light increased the phosphorus and nitrogen content of the
intensities and different amounts of insolation ex- water and was responsible, in part, for the rich growth
posure. of diatoms.

Temperature also influences the time of optimum Besides nitrogen and phosphorus, iron and silicates
development of many species in estuaries. For exam- have been found to be important in determining the
pie, Allen (1928) noted that Skelktonena costatum abundance of diatoms. Certain species of diatoms
prefers cool water for its best development and Ch/ e- (Guillard and Cassie, 1963) such as Skdetonema
toceros curvisetum requires a temperature of 18-2C'C. costatum require vitamin B12. The number of mole-
for optimum growth. It is believed by many that the cules per cubic microgram varied from 5-18.4, which
length of the day and the temperature are among the is similar to the requirnient of other organisms.
more important factors causing the succession of Guillard and Cassie point ýut that the time at which
dominant or common species in an estuarine diatom B12 is present during the development of a bloom may
community. be more important than the total amount present.

Since much of the diatom community in an estu- Likewise, Hulburt and Rodman (1963) have found
ary is in the form of plankton, turbulence is an im- that neritic species were favored by the availability
portant factor, as it greatly affects the ability of a of B .1. iron, and silicates. Patten et al. (1963) found
diatom to float. The lessening of turbulence of the that in Chesapeake Bay Skeletonema cosiaturn is more
water as spring approaches contributes to the produc- common in upper inland areas where one might expect
tion of the spring bloom. Turbulence also affects the the greatest amount of vitamin B12 .
distribution of water masses, brings about mixing, Salinity is an important environmental factor which
and produces turbidity which affects light penetration. affects the number of species and, more particularly,

The nutrient level of the water has a great deal the kinds of species present. Uyeno (1957) found in
to do with the number of diatoms an estuary will Osaka Bay that in summer the quantity of diatoms
support. Compared with the open sea, estuaries are could be expressed as a function of salinity and tem-
usually fairly high in nutrients. Gran (1912) pointed perature. In Chesapeake Bay, Pattcei et al. (1963)
out that in northern Europe the plankton develop- found the lowest diversity of species on the eastern
ment may be one of three types. When the nutrients side where the salinity was highest.
are continually augmented by a supply from land or
from vertical currents, a well-developed diatom flora
may continue throughout the year, unless light is a There are many kinds of species in estuaries be-
limiting factor in winter. If the nutrient supply is cause the water characteristics are so variable. This
intermittent, the diatom maximum and minimum will is particularly true in the mouths of rivers. At sea-
alternate. In some cases little or no supply of nu- sons of high flow the water may have fresh charac-
trients is (derived fromt land, and vertical circulation terislics and the p~redomlinant flora may be one which
is possible only early in the spring. Such conditions is found in the lower part of freshwater rivers.
produce only one diatom bloom, and that early in the whereas during per: xAs of low flow and high salinity
spring. On the western coast of Africa, ltentschel the flora nmay be primarily brackish-water types with
(19-8) found that the regions of diatoms and phos- a few marine species. The cause of this complete
phorus abundance were similar. Likewise, on the change in kinds of species of collectable flora is the
western coast of South America, Gunther (1936) rapid reproluctive rate which diatoms may have un-
found that the diatoms are particularly well developed der favorable conditions. There are relatively few
in waters rich in phosphorus. species which are characteristic of the wide range of

Lack of phosphorus may also limit diatom growth. salinity and other water characteristics associated
Marshall and Orr (1928) noted that when the rO. with estuaries. They are referred to as euryhaline
was used up, the diatom maximum disappeared. Ni- species.
trogen in the Bay of Fundy and the Gulf of Maine Under natural conditions in estuaries-conditions
may be responsible for diatom succession (Gran and which have not been adversely affected by pollution-
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Fig. 1. Structure of a natural diatom cumiaunity (Chocolate Bay, Texas).

the diversity of species is high and the populations of very small as represented by species that can barely
most of the species are fairly small. This structure of exist, and the very few that can thrive under such
the diatom community can be expressed by the for- conditions have large populations, providing the nu-
mula for a truncated normal curve. The graph of the trient level is high enough to support such popula- 9

curve in Figure 1 shows that the height of the mode tions. This is the condition we find in many polluted
is 21 species and the curve extends over 13 intervals, waters (Fig. 2).
Other studies show the height of the mode to vary In order to evaluatt, correctly an algal community,
from 17-24 species. The shape of the curve is similar one must take into consideration the number of cells
to that for natural rivers, in which the height of the or individuals present. This is largely determined by
mode is usually 22-28 species and the curve covers the chemical constituents in the water (for example,
10-12 intervals (Patrick et al., 1954). Thus, the height nitrates, phosphates, and the other chemicals neces-
of the mode in estuaries is not quite so great as in sary to build protoplasm) and by the various physical
rivers, and the sizes of the populations are more vari- characteristics of the environment which promote
able. The shape of these curves (the diversity pat- photosynthesis. The quantities of these environmental
tern) is quite stable unless pollution occurs. So, al- characteristics determine the number of cells which
though the kinds of species may change, the numbers can be supported. The number of taxa into which
and the relative sizes of populations of species coni- these cells are distributed determines the diversity of
posing the community do not change greatly. It is the community. A well-diversified community is prob-
true that (luring some seasons of the year a few spe- ably capable of using the variable environment to its
cies may be represented by large populations, but this ful!cst capacity A community of a few species might
does not alter the basic structure of the community. use the environment as effectively as one of many spe-
Patten (1961 ) has found that the number of sl-cies cies at any given point in time. but the evidence sug-
forming a phytoplankton community has a high sta- gests thlat this is not so over time.
hility coefficient, and that it is much higher than the The algae are one of the most important groups at
stahility coefficient of the environmental factors. Sub- the hase of the food chaiu or web, and so the more
rahmanvan and Viswanatha (196)) found that the diversified the community of algae is, the more useful
(diatom flora on the west coast of India was charac- it will be to a greater variety of organisms which prey
terized hv a large number of species, but only a few upon it. The distribution of the biomass of algae into
of thenm (about 12 percent) formed large populations, a few species jeopardizes its usefulness as food. For
Ilulburt (1903) found, in the coastal waters of Vene- example, if the algae community is composed of only
zuela, that the phytoplankton was characterized by a few species of blue-green algae, which often happens I "
many species of very small populations, and only a few in a polluted estuary, the biomass may be as great as
were characterized by large populations. in a naturally eutrophic estuary, but its usefulness as 4

If, however, the environnmental conditions are Cx- a source of food is greatly decreased.
ttremelv unfavorable for diatoms, and as a result only Not only the biomass. but the diversity pattern and
a few species can live in these conditions, the sizes the kinds of species must be considered to understand
of diatomn populations are more variable; some are a community or to relate it to the flow of energy in
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Fig. 2. Structure of a diatom communityv in a polluted area, showing the relatively small number of species and
the unequal sizes of populations of various species (Houston Ship Channel, Texas).

the food chain. Examples of various types of diatomi ance of nutrients and as a result only a few species
community structures are shown in Figure 3. The can utilize them and the sizes of the populations of
first diagram illustrates a diatom community com- the species are very different. It is conceivable that
posed uf many species with very small populations a much smaller biomass of species which provides de-
(indicated by narrow lines). These types of commu- sirable sources of food might be more valuable to the
nities are typical of low nutrient-level water, and the food chain than a larger biomiass fixed in undesirable
biomnass is very small. The second and third diagrams food species. The total biomass may be correlated
represent diatom communities with the same biomass. with nutrient level of the water, but its importance in
The difference is that in the second diagram the nu- the food chain is greatly influenced by the kinds of
trients are in proportions suitable for many species. species which compose it.
and as a result each of these has a relatively small
population. In the third diagram there is an imbal- SUMMARY

DIATM COMUNIIESFront this discussion it is evident that estuaries in-

OLIGTROPHIC clTMCMMNTE ude a highly variable group of environmental char-
acteristics, and that under most conditions there is a

BALAN~CED MINERAL LOW________ very large group of diatom. species that can live in
NUTRIENTS E11OMASS them. The particular specieýý that occur and the size
LOW LEVEL ___________of their populations depend upon specific combinations

of environmental conditions. However, there is a high
consistency in the diversity which any particular area

_________________will support so long as the environmental characteris-
EUTROPHIC ___________tics of that particular area do not change radically.

HIGH Such radical changes may be brought about naturally.

BALANCED MINERAL 1110MASS and often occur as aI result of poilution.
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Thie Plankton of F~tuwares

GORDON A. RILEY

BinU~sis~s Ocrneslgrathic IAboratory, Yale Univeruisiy, .V.w H~aven, Connecticut'

The estuarine envir~mment, coummoly denoted as a front that of offshore waters and to protect its IXopulA.
rive mouth, an embayment, or a narrow sound. has tion front catastrophic loss by water exchange. The
many variants. Biologically speaking. it hw the com- piopuilation, of course. will he continually diluted b%
mon denominator that the semi-enclosed nature of this exchange with offshore waters and will be seeded by
environment permits the maintenance of a population offshokre poputlations, a systemn which fosters selection
that is at least native, if not strictly endemic. by biological compeliettioul of thosi specis" which are

The salinity is usually altered from that of sea able to maintain the most effective growth rate undler
water, and in a typical estuary the salinity is reduced, the prevailing condlitions.
Some investigators recognize the term "itegative estu- The shallow nature of thle basin. frequently acccnti.-
ary". denoting an embay-ment with little freshwater ated in its effects by rapid tiasLl mixing, pros ides cota-
drainage and with sufficient evaporation to increas ditlarn!. that atre optimal bor rapid cycling of the hIII

the s~alnity significantly. In its biological generalities ological and chemical resources- of the environnment-
this kind of estuary is sontewbat similar to the freshi. Nutrients lir(Mluced us' the bottlom by bacteriald regrin-
cued one, although the details of specis" comnposition eratiirn and animal excretion arc rakpittly returned !i,
will be very different. the ,ahytoplaiaktom. Organic metabolites produced oil

The real division is between the shallow. well-niixed thve hottomi. stivh aLs cohalarm.n lprhohatly haive .1 aer%
estuary and the fjord. The Latter is usually well strati- si,.,nific~it influence on the comaptosition of phyttipl~nk-
fled and may have severely reduced oxygen in the tion im'enes. 1-4-A-ng at thve mnatter irom a dhiferenti
lower waters. As an environment for plankton, it Plioin of view, a depth of water within or not greatdy
ranges from virtually oceanic to conditions which are exceeding the potential depth of the euphotic zon'.
quite specialized. butt nearly the oppomite of those provides benthic filter feeders at-d superficial detritu%
found in shallow estuaries, feeders with an abundlant itixi supply. This rr~u!t!

It should be apparent at this point that the plankton in in alsitidant 6ttimi fauna, p~robAxlJ -oAclIes at at

of estuaries cannot he discussed in eItcuralized terms. the Ceiseme t af zuciplankton, as coniiiarcdi %ith deeper
It seems desirable to limit this discussion to sorie swatcr; otfsl.,.7r where zoiitldaikton Is able it) eat at-
particular tyspes, and those which are Chosen here are mo-st a!l of the ph~titopnktoni that i!. prxthicti. Bill.
the "halow estuaries of reduced slnt.wh'.ch ;tri. in general. thi.s IeAth ito rapid cyrcling, a relatively

the most common onaes. high lveid of -pr-iiarv. prtmiluctivizz%. anil a snmsmthing of

On the east coast of thle United States i!- a w&ries of thve seasusual c6r-ife~P' ph,--.aak
large bays and sounds of this, general t%;i--. includling .1%it1%ur %us NTNarragansett flay. Long Istlan 'S4XHd. the D~elaware sistrszaS iav
and (hrlseaeake Btai s. and the Albemnarle and I %miilieo Shallow water Andi proxinity it) landl prwitote heat

Sndtogether with tib ,an %ul~er bait And t. w exchAngr And lead to an extremei range inl the teni-
aries. These have br-en studhied with var'ying degrees per~iturr. There is no escape fronit mianter rigsor. aNal
of intensity and wtith dlifferences in focus. but enoutacl MeneAly r~o sumner urfuge for rold-siater seo
infoarmation is availaler it) .-%Cribe their chAracterit- ;Iwrni% in the b ottoin viatrrs. A iurpri'ang numbller 4f
ties wsith somie degree of generalit.%. the CICH1101 slarties. Itstrth ph' ttiilanktim andl ttwt.4plnk

ton. can thrtse through nw-st of All of a seaontal Iti-o
T~l ETU l~~l-[Nl~tNM:.NT erature range lIhat12. 'As .1 a is uch As '5, C. '-r

SaMieo of the general feratures of shallow estuairitre more, and Curythernril Is Cr1'amhInI a %alient feature oi

env ironments And their biological significance inclurle the estuarine ;rnP~utatatwa.
nephimnetric feature%. temperature and salinity, car- The rxshced iaslinity of esrtuaries pri,441,11 lintit the
eulatian. And the cacling rate of erlemetls. popu~tation. This I% altritrit certainintrw in came' 44

extirmne -. rshentnC. and earn in kess rnsarA.e case.
X11sra~~iruitiic Futcruar55 the"re uitr ixwndiealtsrm of this Itu the arrunasst itr

The degree of ecloshkure and Ohape oi the basin are direc effectsj of salinity usually beraunris itivnuus ujamn
lisigrificant itemt. The degree of enclosure it u4&wien 6t~s rxaminatwg ()vantnt't CA" curusinawin tole,4ratir
to mainitain an ens tartimnt-t that is datoincti different a km--y walinit in tanlawrator ' extiranisorntt than in

a" - lootu" n M a . Pbomm co so their neirstrl habvitat and the nrmal" "ahniti- range

levy ... Hislis t~is 1O~t. %W Saas, OM' for 3 particular specw% nmay vary comiAfferb1% es-en
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from one estuary to another. The biologist tends to basin can alter bottom sediments to a point that dras-
conclude, in such cases, that salinity operates in an tically affects higher elements of the trophic system.
indirect way, affecting the delicate balance of inter- The extensive mud bottoms found in many estuaries
specific competition at ranges that are well within the are more favorable for microfauna and microbial
limits of absolute tolerance, but critical information on flora than for the support of potential fish food. Same
this kind of problem is difficult to acquire. of these estuaries, despite their high level of primary
CIRCUL*IATION productivity, are disappointing in termss of practical

reurns to mankind, and serve as a brake to optimistic
The amount of inflow of fresh water and the rate notions of dramatically increasing food yields by arti-

of exchange with coastal waters regulate the salinity ficial ferti'ization.
of an estuary, which presumably is important, al- CYCLING R.%Tor E~sz~aurs
though, as just indicated, its importance is not easily
documented. The fresh watei usually enriches the In deep ocean waters, with residence times of someP
estuary, This may include an organic as well as an hundreds of years. biolog*ica transformations tend to-
inorganic input of nutrients, and the organic sub- ward completion, and additions of nonconservative
stances maty have a qualitative influence, on species concentrations are approximately in proportion to
composition as well as a generally enriching effect. their concentrations in organisms. Then, when deep
V'ishniac and Riley (I%l ) found a distribution of water is transferred into the surface layer by vertical
thiamine in Long Island Sound which indicated that diffusion or advection, it is well supplied with a bal-
it was largely derived front drainage, as contrasted anced array of the elements required for phytoplank-
with cobalanuin which was alistributed more uniformly ton growth.
and seemed to be a product of benthic metabolism. The fertility of coastal and estuarine waters is gen-

F!,tuaries with a considerable depth of water and erally high, but the balance of essential element is not
with vertical density gradients at their mouths comn- so simply regulatedJ. D~uring much of the year ele-
nuimly have a two-Iayered transpojrt system in which merits are used as fast as they are returied to the
a freshiened -iirfacc l~aer nmoving seaward is replaced water, and the rate of cycling, rather than the total
by an inflow of miore saline water at the bottom. If potential stock of the elemnent, becomes crucial in de-
the water is :mutPlcicntly deep to develop a negative ternaining what factor will be most important in limit-
gradient in nutrients so that a nutrient-poor surface ing production. Commonly N:P ratios are low as .
layer drains off and is replaced by inflowing bottomn compared with open ocean waters, and nitrogen is
water that is comiparatively rich, the exchange pattern likely to be an iin;-ortant lin.iting factor. It is con -
will enrich the estuary. Harris ( 1939) analyzed the inonly supposeti, with some support from experimental
exchanige pattern in Long Isand Sound with refer- work on rates of bacterial degradation of plankton
ence to nitrogenous nutrients, which were the mocst material, that this is due to a relatively slow rate of
important limiiting factors in that area. and concluded regeneration of nitrogenous materials. This situatic-.1
that enrichment freqn the two-laycred transport system is typical of coastal water in general, although it is * -
,AA% approximately equal to that supplied by fresh- particularly marked in estuaries.
water drainage. This discussion merely touches an the important

In this particular system, an as yet unpublished issues. ('ertainlY somec of t!1c fertility of coAstal
analv its 01 salinity balance indicates that excesstive waters tiepeads upon the fact that deep. nutrienit-richs
fre-dwater drainage result% in a rapid outflow of a water which is originally a balanced mediuwn is cast
thin, freshiened, and highly stabile surface layer. with upon the continental shelf. But it is tranisported shore-
an actual reduction of mass interhange between the ward with knach recycling along the way, and the rate
main bodly of Soutud wat r and the outlying coastal of recycling is important in cetrrnunini t+e proqoe-
region. In more thoroughly mixed estuaries, increased tions of the elmients that finally reach the Shore twie
drainag iiicreascs the tlmhmng rate 4 Ketchumi. 1951 ). anJ the estuaris, liut thewe eftects can tbe altered in
"tn dynamics of the eusiur ne "xchance s3 ster h.-vt vraious w-.y% by the kind anid quantity of freshwater

been discus"c 6v Canteron and Pritchard i IW i at enrichment The- effect of freshw ater drainage peob.
sameI length. For present purposes it is importanit Ahl~ has been ovreremphiasizedi in trsttmxks, but can-
only to point out that conwiderabile differences exist mn riot be discowited. Ek~iph k~inds qi peticesss tend to
the types of exehanr~g and that these differecrisi are enrich estuarine %aters but mmuy aspiects of nuticrnt
importan biologically. affetn both nutrient balance , irks are only vagisels undei if*.u Midl neVd further
and exchang of Fkpupabtions_ study.

Another miumabai faictor associated with freshwater
drainage and estuarine cirralatin is the ulelirey of I'l 'IITC)P*I- XKTOX
a load of n~virbmisre *ANt. This can have the ineI-
ate effect of reducing tianpairency aid tending to Qvsxssssriru A%4-SUn 4w TiE. SILAWNAL CvTUt
offwst the effects of nutrient enrichment upots the lev-el Havring charaireriteed the estuarine envi remmtt int
of primary prodiu'tir.-- There will be ~wrltion broAd !terms we m tos www to a cwmudu-ratmio of phyto.
prrcesus tht mcnevabily can affect mineral tugrition pLankton pqiuW*Lats drawing particularl qupo *W.l
of phyimlplanktutM Depsittrin of mhl in an encloe ies of Narragansett Ray by Ssuavs (*19$ of LIog

"N' *- S
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Island Soun by S. Conover (1956) and Riley and autumn flowerings. Vertical stability is also included;
S. C~nmo'e (1956). and of Chesapeake Bay by Cowles it has no significance here but will be used later.
(1930). Usefual competrisoins can be made with in- The combination of obscrved radiation and temn-
shore coastal populations in the Gulf of Maine (Burk- perature and observed changes in chlorophyll in the
holder 1933; Bigelow telal., 1940). Woods Hole Har- Sound can now be used for statistical derivation of the
bar (Fish. 192S), and southern New England coastal radiation function in equation (1). The best statisti-
waters (Lillick. 1937; Riley. 1952). Unpublished data cal fit is
by Cmioveand the present writer will be drawn upon du dt = ((0.0003114 - .0175te'0 + 0.007). (21
eatensively. There is. in addition, a large body of
lifteratre on inshore and estuarine waters of Britain. This is obtained by first compiting corflicients of
Scandinavia, and Japan, which will not he quoted mean daily increase in chlorophyll between successive
extenisively, but is essentially in agreement with the observation datea and then subtracting the postulated
results reported here. respiratory function; the difference is then correlated

We shall deal first with same gross quantitative as- with radiation. The small constant of 0.007 in the
poets, of the seasonal cycle. There is a period of rela- equation is merely the statistically computed constant,
tive poverty from midattomn to midwinter in mnost in the regression equation. It has no biological mean-
estuaries, when growth is minimal because of reduced ing, but is small enoug!L ' Ie of no real conccrn.
light intensity and winter turbulence. During this Application of equation (2) to observed vaiLci of
period regeneration of nutrients exceeds utilization, radiation and temperature provides an estimate of
and nu~trient concentrations rise to a high level. The relative changes in chlorophyll during the period in
stage is being set for the so-called spring diatom question. These changes were converted to absolute
flowering, which is really likely to be a mid- to late- concentrations by adjusting the relative concentra-
winter flowering in most estuaries, rather than a
spring flowering.

The flowering is trigmeed by the vernal increase in
light intensity. Many years ago Atkins (1929) dc-ii- ,. s a \50
onsarated that year-to-year fluctuations in the time of
the flowering in the Eniglish Channel depended on the

amount of radiation during the preceding mionth.
Similar observationas ha-e been obtained in otherjJ
areas, and there is now little- doubt of the validity oi too t s
that kind of analysis, although admittedly there ar e
complexities which prevent comparison of differenit "A -. --

areas on such an unsoiphisticated basis. For the inn- If., :-J

ment it seems desirable to consider the sittplest as-*
pects of the initiation of the flowering. The cont-
plexities and the qualifications will be taken up later 80 03

at lurang sII learl of obit-rvatmorii in lwing Isl1and
Son. h ie-k the fleawermg VAried bticaren lite is

January and eArly Nlarch. Examnination oi envirori [to 1
mental data ein-icAt"d that the rathatizn li-id during t  V I-
the peritsd frum ritd-lDecernher tn the itnu.t oi the. A-
"flwring stas the neiis important factur inlolvr'l ~
Thtere ma5 aluit An intdecat-ein tit an m;aarv- t-rnirra T 7i----& -40,-
ture etC&iO. The rfAt11qjleI here a., that an rncrrai- tin t.?4

phyioptariktnn.sri.ý 0101-rnis it tte tarp-rli c-rmtrusl~clt
kn radiation. t&pcodwt% n in rxrm-% ti jihut~ointhess,. .00 . 0 *5

(nitspirAtt-'n %hlich 1%4% A itrung trniscallreta
recth. ~An eqetloui rr4* tiling this rralata"shIl t'

he e'is pC i cf14tp hI t p" Ijt " in Ow t-mlO .

phtwm iskn))~nigi ll-Ws~alto .is in ha ri ta~fai in ~35~ ud.-~ bl-ti..~m

Iraith a cwig thai .iermuteIfunct is aritrnwext int Ain '-ar- i .tatt erc in mitt-io van-. tal ,-

rapi-rimt-~~~~tsl data onltu ,itsiwlkt- Trsertn o-taiwo in.~ ~ ~ f~~ -is

VsarIsOww r~liatton andI trin~oratutit data atwn Is ant a vrr (iv ii uwk tw wv. -atu the0

-t totd in this pniblcint and ason in a tat"r anali-tw of trnw nmitrs brhim., mtras.t-wairu %Yaiauw
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where k is the extinction coefficient, and other quanti.
'ma ties are as previ, isly defined. We may suppose that

so- acertain critic,.' value of i must be exceeded before
effecti'.e increase can occur. Comparison of a num-

'I ber of areas suggests that the critical level is ahout

:to 40 gcal.ldav. The formula suggests thaat in some vecry
shallow w.gers growth may never be sel iouslv limited
by winter reduction in radiation. This may be true

wintet flowering beginning to develop in D~ecember,

0 although the peak was not reached until January. In
mos etuarine and coastal waters of Zt'LSO m depth
the loweingis likely to start betweea mid-January

.san mid-March. In deeper waters the flowering comn-
moly does not began until the onset of thermal sta-

POL bilit; in midspring (Bigelow et al., 1940; Riley.
1957). when the depth of effective vertical mixing
becomies limated and the mean radiation in the surface

~ 4 1-----,~-----1--layer immediately rises well above the critical level.
114-I Once underway, the flowering progresses to a peak

which is large in estuaries, but not markedly larger
0 rM? Ithan in open coastal or bank A aters. T-rminatititt of

the flowering may be caused by one or mote factors.
including grazing lby zooplankton. depletion of essen-
tial nutrients, and self-inhibition caused by an in-

0 __________ crease an the turbidity ef the water and reduction in
0f I j F T m -o r T- i effective light intensity for the popuzlation as awhole.

Fig. 7- Ccnarison ot obiserved chlorophyll inwintier Over thirty years ago Harvey et ai. (1935) docu-
"Iloerings with val-ivs computed frcing equatianm (2). mented the importance of grating in terminating the

flowering in the English Channel, mad Marshall et of.
(1934) showed that the first spring brood of Cdamuv

tiums so that their mean value during the whole period fainw-arcuicgi in Loch Striveni develops during, and
was equal to the observed mem. The computed values presumably as a result of. the flowering. More recent
are compared ;n Figure 2 with observed chlorophyll, work by, Cusb;- '1961)~ and other continues to
and the degree of agreement leaves little loubt that stress the importance of the grazing phenon'-iotn 4.
the main factors has,. be-ni identified. In many of our local estuaries. however, the main

As indicated earlier, this treatuient is oversimpli- vernal increase in tooplanuiton comes well after the
tied. A complex of factors, including incident radi- flowering. Toward the end of the flowerin-, we have
ation, transparency o'f the water, turbulence, wan observed large concentrations of diatoms in the i,
depth, determine whether the average amnount of light tongm waters and in the superficial layer of bottom se&h
an the vertical column will he ý.ufficirnt to support an rients, indicating sinking of unconsumed diatoms.
increase in the population as a whole. These cogn- Termiinationa of the flowering appears to be momt ob-
plexittes nsa% be ignoredl in studying A particulr area, viously a result of depietion of one of more n-itrients.
at least !r, .~ shallow andi vell-maxtti bodyv of water. ctinmnonhy nitrate. a&d while an ecologist must be very
6macas nvawt of the factors other than radiation arr brave to claim compkete ectlogicAl cognirtil of any
nx'rr or t-si congstant ifrom ' ear to ivAr. llowere. %ituation try Jim one factor. certainly n-Stricnt depl-

cco. pariwm o! different arras rcspirrs a more detailed kion secris to be the inost iiignificant one in the
tr-agtrtsent No one has as %vt 4mi gird a icily igAtiiý- presenit case-
faCtorf ngerms n of iaris-im, but RlrVk %Wa ta Nutrients continue to be lwV111aat. morevser.
gestt- a rulc of thur.ih a hich desces " birif menition, through mix-h of the rest of the %VAr Uf cour'se the

:Aistvim first a thoroguch wimtnna'g! a column of kri&~ ofte Metrn situation durusg spring and
watef IX awvVU the %UriXK`e And A depth Z. Which MXV 111911ner Is the rapid turgrover ot essentiAl nutrients

1r the toAl depth of Water in a shallow- areA, Of Itur Feeding ba animails Wnd irreding ci miortat"zalc prial
represCent a dtiWcvwmtn111tV LVer which Put% an cedCtIs iCtS Arc 1`44"d. and vertical 11131*11tv Is- sedwn iwi MMS
lirmt tin further donwarnusl mixting- Withitt the rame.c rnougl to kick ark the %to"e of materwaS regrnelated4 A

worjk CAt alos as-mitinsg'etn. the mean~ amnount of ight In bmrthic fasuia &nd ficra There may be a quasi
reet-aind bn each PhsanPLanti t-irCel U2l1 equal the stearly state at a u-ra inso musll floertrs There

ms-m lghtI n te wterr-lsman boe depth ts -vrwm be 'a.b... W lrg floweitg of the trpe

h-hi ie bys- cmno-arglid dslr--nated as redl tides, particularl' in

1, ts(1 31frftshv-Atr-r drainage and s-cue pollution.

i I~. t 5an~l arbos ad esuares smbiet t cnssaAllb
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Experiments indicate that the level of primary pro- [---

ductivity may be almost as high in summer as it is 0o
during the winter flowering (S. Conover, 1956; Riley, , t

1941, 1956), despf'e the fact that the standing crop of A

phytoplanktor i- auch lower and the concentration of o -
limiting nutrients may be almost imneawrably small. L 4 ".
The effect of high productivity is chiefly noticeable in
the maintenance of an abundant stock of animals. 0 .

In temperate oceanic w, ters, by contrast, tile period t
of summer stability is one of relative poverty in the 1954 5 . .-.95

surface layer. With gradual deepening of the tiher- 1- -0

mocline in !.te summer or early autumn, nutrients Ui'° "
that have been locked up in the thermocline are re- o
leased to the surtace layer, commonly resulting in an -J oi
autumn diatom flowering. 1 C [

Autumn flowerings in some estuaries rival or ex- .j
_j 9565

ceed the winter diatom maximum. In others they are >.
reduced, absent, or only occasionally present. WVhen to�-
they do xcur, they can hardly 1e regarded as analo- o
gous to thiose in oceanic waters. There is no great
stock of nutrients to be had simply by destruction of U to " "
summer stability, for tidal mixing prevents the accu- .
mulatior. of such a stock. There is commonly a small ..-.-..-. ,[
increase ý:- nutrient supply in late August or Septem- 1
ber, but this finds no ready explanation except in o I 0 A .
terms of a slight shift in biological balance-a de- Fig. 3. Comparison of observed chlorophyll in autuni
crease in phytoplankton production with declining r4- flowerings with values computed from equation (4).
diation, or increased regeneration at the time of the
seasonal temperature peKk, or both. approaches zero, the radiation function approaches

In Long Island Sound two requirements for an the value previously determined in equation (2).
autumn flowering are a preliminary slight increase These essentially identical functions have of course
in nitrate and a slight degree of stability in the water both been derived statistically-a niatter of some in-

column. The latter may be due either to a lingering terest. since they show, no evidence of any seasonal

Sremnant of the sea-'nal thermocline or a salinity change in the relation between radiation and photo-
gradient that has x Ially been present as a result synthesis. As far as species composition is concerned.

of excessive freshw,,.... drainage following a hurri- two species are major constituents in both autuni
cane. When both of these requirements are met, an and winter flowerings, while certain others are im-
autumn flowering deveJps in the upper ,_- m. porti it in one flowering or the other, but not both.

The stability requirement and its occurrence only The final term in equation (4) is a statistically de-

in the surface layer suggest that light limitation i.S rived constant which is assumed to represent the com-
critical in early autumn. This may seem paradoxical, bined effects of grazing and phytoplankton respiration
for the radiation level is higher than in the late winter and is, in fact, a reasonable figure for this time of the
when the other flowering develops, although stability year. The average temlperature in St )tember and
is negligible at that time. However, the phytoplankton October is about 18° C., and the respirator)y coeffi-

respiratory requirement is also greater bec:rise of cient according to equation (2) should be about 0.061.
high temperature, and there is more zooplankton graz- The Septetnber-October zooplankton crop has aver-
ing at that season. aged about 0.73 vii/!l• displacement volume. Acartia

A statistical PiA,.l sis was developed, comparable to tonsa is the d(ominant species. According to grazing

the one for winter flowerings. but with a more coni- experiments by Conovcr (1956), this species is able.
plicated algebraic and statisti,-al manipulation of terms at the prevailing temperature, to graze at a rate of
in order to state the variables in as meaningful a way i20 I of water swept clear of phytoplankton per nil
as possible. The result is displacement volume in a day. App!ying this figure

dC/dt = C 1(0.1K1031 + 218E •0 -- 0.152]. (4"• to the total zooplankton crop, the daily filtration
would be 88 I/m 3 or 0.088 of the phytoplankton crop.

where the stability E (10- 3 A1tim) is an average The sum o," estimated respiratory anti grazing coeffi-

figure for the whole vertical colunin. The results are cients is 0.14(,, essentially in agreemment with the con-
statistically signitficant (I" < .(N)1), although the cal- stant in equation (4).
calated curves in Figure 3 show a po,)rer measure of

agreement with oljserved chlorophyll data than in the SPFCIFs CO(MPOSITION

earlier analysis. The phytoplankton of estuaries tends to be abun-

It will h noted in equation (4) that astability dant

-~~~ I.--
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important species. Indeed, a single species of diatom, garded as successful "native" species in the main body ,
Skeletoncma costatum, is almost overwhelmingly domi- of Sound waters. However, some of the remaining
nant in our east coast estuaries and inshore coastal 34 species also are immigrants in the sense that they
waters, as well as in similar habitats in other parts of have a more successful existence in offshore waters
the world. Smayda (1957) reported that Skeklonemta and only occasionally become important in the Sound.
constituted an average of 81 percent of the total cell Six species of this sort have, at one time or another,
count in Narragansett Bay. Similar results are com- comprisd more than 50 percent of the population, but
mon elsewhere. they have failed to appear consistently year after year,

There is also a considerable degree of agreement and normally have only a marginal existence in Sound
as to general species lists obtained in the various es- waters. These include AsterioneUa japonica, Cera-
tuaries, although the relative importance of particular taalina pelagicus, Chaetoceros compressits, Corethron
species may vary considerably. Smayda listed ten hystrix, Leptocylindrus danicl, and Nitzschia seriata.
species and three groups of uncertain specific identi- The list can be further pared by creating a criterion
fication which were the most important forms in lower that includes both a measure of dominance and a de-
Narragansett Bay and together constituted 94 per- gree of consistency in the time when the species be-

cent of the total population. Of these, only three comes a maior constituent. Any criterion of dominance
would warrant similarly high rank in Long Island that is chosen will, of course, be somewhat arbi-
Sound, but all ten were occasionally important in the trary; the present one merely indicates that the sie-
latter area and certainly would be included among the cies in question are well enough suited to the environ-
first 30 species. Reasons for these minor differences ment to be significant in normal patterns of seasonal
are generally speculative, although the types of en- succession, rather than strays which achieve some de-
viroriment five some clues as to species requirementi. gree of success on rare occasions. If we define such a
For example, there is a considerable array of winter species as one which has constituted five percent of the
and spring species in the southern New England population during any particular month for at least
waters which have more extensive seasonal occurrence four of the eight years of sampling, the list will be
north of Cape Cod and presumably may be regarded reduced to 13 species, which are shown in Figure 4.
as cold stenotherms. Relations between seasonal oc- In this figure, the presence or absence of a base
currence in different areas and the depth of water line indicates whether the species was observed, at
sometimes provide clues as to tolerance to temperature least in minimal amounts in routine plankton counts,
or to low light intensity. There are many apparent during the month in question. The small vertical lines
examples of salinity effects, but for reasons expressea below the base line indicate the number of years that
earlier, these are regarded with some suspicion. One the relative concentration exceeded five percent dur-
of the most clearcut examples is the diatom Corethron ing any given month. In the latter years of the survey
hystrix, a common and abundant form in coastal there were occasional months when no sample was
waters which occasionally achieves considerable domi- taken: for practical purposes a score of either seven
nance in Long Island Sound, but only when the sa- or eight means that the species was a major con- .
linity is greater than 27/. stituent every year.

Although the reasons for species distribution are The curve above the base line is the average con-
more in the nature of clues than definitive informa- centration (percentage of total population) during the
tion, some generalizations about estuarine communi- period when it was a major constituent. The scale
ties can be derived readily. S. Conover (1956) de-
scribed a two-year series of weekly phytoplankton
collections in Long Island Sound. Later six more tETOs,0MA cos,,uu .
years of sampling were carried out at a somewhat ThILASSONIMA ,ATZS.C .. ... ..
reduced level of intensity, and the results have been RALA SULCATA- -
examined and are in preparation for publication. This sC.fttRE L ,CAuhLA
study constitutes the most extensive set of observa-
tions available in east coast estuarine waters and will &,A,.SSIOS, ,t s .
be used as a basis for generalization. AAVO - -

A total of 150 species has been found. This list ex- '- " 0"1" OLDI

cludes a number of small, fragile forms which occur N.ZIOsoMA s1ITAs 41

in considerable quantities, but are not readily pre- A. MLCAT"LA ____________________________ -
served. Of those which could be examined in pre- N,,,,u, T*oC~otwu•
served samples, 34 species can be designated as major ,,SOCITRUM SCUTLL,-

constituents by a not very stringent criterion, namely, ,. ThIPIMUM

that the species constituted at least five percent of the "111
average c 11 count in samples taken on at least one M I A I UA I. I I•uljlilI@ml-

sampling date during the eight-year period. Fig. 4. Seasonal occurrence, degree of dominance, and
Most of the species removed by this paring of the frequency of year-to-year occurrence as properties of

list are probably derived from outside coastal waters thirteen of the most important species of phytoplankton Av

or inshore microhabitats; certainly they cannot be re- in Long Island Sound.
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shows the distance from one base line to the next one If continued log phase growth is necessary for main-
above to be equivalent to 50 percent. tenance of a species in the sea, then probably the

Two generalizations immediately emerge from this con, entration of cobalamin in offshore waters is low
analysis. First, although a modest criterion has been enough to exclude species that need as much of it as
set for rating the most important species, only a small Skeletonema does. Further work is needed to evaluate
number can qualify; and second, most of these are this matter. This problem, however, seems to parallel
present 10-12 months of the year in sufficient abun- the more extensive work that has been done on in-
dance to be found in ordinary plankton counts, and, organic nutrients such as nitrogen and phosphorus.
hence, must be regarded as species with broad toler- Ketchum and Redfield (1949) and others have demon-
ance to all or most of the rather extreme range of strated that senescent batch cultures can become ex-
environmental conditions found in such waters. This tremely deficient in these elements. Similar deficien-
is true even of three of the dinoflagellates, which com- cies are seldom seen in nature (Harris and Riley,
monly are regarded as being seasonally limited. The 1956), implying that active growth and a "normal"
basic and most consistent seasonal succession, then, content of essential substances are necessary for sur-
consists of seasonal pulses of growth of a population vival in the sea.
that is present in recognizable amounts virtually all With regard to some of the other species listed in
the time. Figure 4, Thaiassionema nitzschioides and P'ralia

Even among species that are more properly re- (Mrlosira) sulcata seem to have even broader toler-
garded as coastal water forms, which only occasion- ance to changing physical conditions than Skeleto-
ally become major constituents in the Sound, a simi- mema, but at an inherently slower growth rate. They
lar degree of tolerance is not uncommon. In all, 21 tended to fill the gaps when Skeletonema was rela-
species have been found in the Sound at least ten tively unsuccessful. P. sulcata and Thalassiosira de-
months of the year. cipiens achieved their greatest dominance in !utumn,

Notes on individual species tre in crder. Skele- but their cell concentrations did not increase markedly,
tonema cortatum is preeminently successfuil at tern- and the percentages rose because other species de-
peratures of 2-20" C. In unusually cold winters it clined.
yields dominance to Thalkssiosira nordenskioldii, and The three Thalassiosira spp. exhibited a seasonal
in the warmest summer- several other species are succession of a more nearly classic nature than most
more successful. Nor is this species abundant in late other species in the list. Both T. decipiens and 7'.
autumn and early winter, and limitation of light is nordenskioldii occur in summer in the Gulf of Maine,
suspected. But it is a generally successful dominant where the water is colder, but are largely replaced
in winter and early autumn flowerings and a major during that season by T. gravida in local waters. T.
constituent (at the five percent level, at least) during nordenskidldii and the remainder of the diatoms on
much of the rest of the year. the list are more successful in offshore waters than in

Skeletoxema requires cobalamin, and it has not been the Sound, but are able to invade estuarine waters
resolved why this species is found only in shallow, consistently enough to meet the predetermined and
inshore waters. The writer tends to subscribe to the arbitrary qualifications.
view of vitamin limitation, although the problem The last four species in Figure 4 are dinoflagellates,
needs further study. which achieve brief dominance over diatoms during

The original argument advanced by Droop (1957) the sum.her. This is in the classic tradition. Some
was based on studies of Monochrysis lutheri grown texts say (for example, Sverdrup et al., 1942) that the
in batch culture with varying amounts of added co- dinoflagellates are warmth-loving creatures which
balamin. He assumed that Skeletonema costatum re- have a fairly low nitrogen requirement; both of these
quired a similar amount (about 3 molecules of B12 /A 3 characteristics favor the summer change from diatom
of cell tissue), and, if this were so, the known quan- to dinoflagellate dominance. However, the facts of
tity of cobalamin in offshore waters would be suffi- the case do not fully support these generalizations.
cient to support a sizable flowering. Later studies by Three of the four major species have wide tempera-
Guillard and Cassie (1963) showed that Skeletoncna ture tolerances, and Peridinium trochoideum some-
had a somewhat higher requirement of about 10 mole- times becomes a major constituent when the tempera-
cules/1a3, hut this was not a serious discrepancy. How- ture is little higher than the late winter minimum.
ever, E. A. Wood (unpublished dissertation, Yale Their peak months are June and July, and they de-
University) has demonstrated that the requirements cline in August as the temperature rises still higher.
for chemostatic production of Skeletousenea are a If temperature is important, there is clearly a closely
wnloic ,,i'er of magnitude higher than the figures ob- defined optimum rather than a general tendency to-
tained in batch cultures, and Vishniac and Riley ward warm stenothermy.
(1961) found that the observed decrease of cobalamin The postuhated nitrogen effect is even more am-
in Long Island Sound during the winter flowering biguous. Following a severe post-flowering depletion
was in agreement with a similarly high rate of utili- of nitrogen, there appears to be a series of small
zation in nature. resurgences of ammonia in late spring and early sum-

The matter resolves itself into a question of whether mer, each of which leads to phytoplankton growth.
the sea behaves like a batch culture or a chemostat. Harris (1959) described one of these spring periods.
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In May, Skeletoncma costatum was dominant; in of the Delaware River Estuary, which could be re-
June, Peridinium trochoideum, The amount of am- lated to salinity distribution. Gammarua fasciatus was
monia available was essentially the same. particularly important in the upper reaches where the

Complete nitrogen data are not available for other salinity was less than 5&. In the middle reach, with
years, but the same pattern of succession has often salinities of 5-18%o, a numerically abundant and typi-
been observed. Diatoms are dominant until the middle cally estuarine population developed, with the copepod
or the end of May, and then dinoflagellates. The Acartia tonsa as the dominant species and with Eury-
only obvious environmental changes during this period temora hirundoides, E. affinis, and Pseudodiapomaus
are slight increases in temperature and radiation, and coronatus as important elements. These together con-
a considerable hicrease in vertical stability. stituted 84 percent of the number of animals in all

The question of the possible significance of vertical catches. The lower estuary, with a salinity range of
stability is raised by some observations obtained dur- 18-30,U contained small quantities of species charac-
ing an early June flowering of P. trochoideum. An terized by these investigators as oceanic intruders.
in situ turbidity meter revealed a tremendous increase According to Deevey (1960a), A. tousa is a eury-
in turbidity in a 1 m stratum centered around a depth thermal and euryhaline species found from the Gulf
of 3 m. Detailed sampling showed that 90 percent of of St. Lawrence to the Gulf of Mexico, and is a domi-
the total population of P. trochoideum was in this inar- nant species in many semi-enclosed waters. In Long
row stratum. This result is disturbing in one sense, Island Sound (Deevey, 1956), it is dominant from
because it shows that an ordinary sampling program midsummer to early winter, at which time dominance
at a series of standard depths may be quite inadequate shifts to Acartia clausi, a more northerly species
in describing the population when it occurs as a which is found north of Cape Hatteras and is also a
massive and closely defined concentration. But aside common species in European estuarine waters. In
from this, it is apparent, first, that these dinoflagellates general, A. clausi is more successful in Long Island
tend to congregate at a narrowly defined depth, and Sound than A. tonsa, but is a relatively minor form
second, that near-surface stability facilitating such ir Delaware Bay.
congregation is found in the Sound only during a The Eurytemora spp. mentioned above appear to be
limited period which coincides with the period of truly brackish-water forms. They are virtually absent
dinoflagellate dominance. The question remains open from Long Island Sound, where the salinity is about
as to whether the observed depth range represents a 24- 29%o. Pseudodiaptomus coronatus also is relatively
preference for a particular temperature or light in- uncommon.
tensity, and how effective these may be in promoting Temora longicornis, listed by Cronin et at. (1962)
the growth of the organism. Possibly the chief ad- as occurring primarily at the mouth of Delaware Bay,
vantage is simply the maintenance of a reasonably was regarded by Deevey (1960a) as a euryhaline
adequate depth at a time when stability increases the neritic copepod. It was not excluded from Long
problems of diatom flotation. Species succession may Island Sound; in fact, Deevey (1956) found it to be
well hinge upon subtle interrelations of this type. the third-ranking species (after the Acartia spp.),

Thus, the discussion of phytoplankton ends on an and it was more abundant there than in open coastal
uncertain note. Observations have provided some un- waters. Several other species found only in the more
derstanding of quantitative aspects of seasonal cycles saline waters of Delaware Bay had a widespread dis-
in estuaries and clues as to the requirements of par- tribution in Long Island Sound, but a limited degree
ticular species with respect to light, temperature, and of abundance as compared with offshore waters.
some other factors. But we are still very far from a These included the copepods, Centropages hamiatus,
solid understanding of the dynamics of seasonal suc- Pseudocalapius minutus, and Labidocera aestiva; and
cession, the cladocerans, Evadne nordmanni and Peniia atiros-

Iris. But Centropages typicus and Calanus fiintarchi-
ZO)PLA N KON cus, both important coastal copepods, were relatively

'Tlhe zooplankton of estuaries can be characterized unsuccessful in either of the estuarine habitats under
in much the same terms as phytoplankton; it is volu- consideration.
metrically abundant, but limited as to species composi- The authors quoted here have dealt in some detail
tion. The form of the seasonal cycle is extremely with problems of temperature and salinity tolerance.
variable, sometimes changing drastically from one Cronin et al. (1962) has demonstrated the partition-
y'ear to the next, as indicated in a study of the zo- ing effect along a salinity gradient, and Deevey
oplankton of Delaware Bay by T)eevey (1960a). Pos- (1960a) has given detailed consideration to tempera-
sibly the most common and significant difference be- ture cycles in the examination of both the north-south
tween estuaries and the open ocean is the relatively geographical range and seasonal occurrence in par-
large summer estuarine population. This is a result of ticular locations. But the situation is not entirely
a high level of priniary prodluction. It also reflects clearcut. As so often happens in nature, there is little I.
the addition of numerous larvae of bentnic inverte- evidence of utter exclusion at some definite point in
brates to the plankton population during the summers. the range, but rather of a gradual reduction in number

Cronin et al. (1962) described a distinct ard per- and a gradual yielding of dominance to other species. VI/
sistent change in species composition along the length The impression is that suboptimal temperature and
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salinity reduce metabolic efficiency, and that biological compiled by Deevey (1960a). She was able to show
competition at these suboptimal levels is more impor- that the breeding range of certain copepods might be
tant than direct effects of salinity or temperature upon coextensive with, or more limited than, the extreme
survival. This point of view is somewhat bolstered by range of occurrence at one temperature extreme or
an argument of a negative sort. R. Conover (1956) the other, suggesting that different kinds of factors
found that the Acartia are inefficient feeders in coni- might have been operating. Her analysis dealt mainly
parison with open ocean forms. Their success in comn- with distribution on the east coast of North America.
petition in the estuarine environment with coastal but results indicated that more extensive zooge-
water forms of known ability to survive finds no ready ographical analyses of ubiquitous species might be
"explanation except in terms of sublethal effects of the instructive.
kind postulated. The maintenance of a "native" population in an

Conover also examined the problems of competition estuary and, conversely, the rate of invasion by coastal
between the two Acartia species in Long Island water forms will depend in part on the flushing rate
Sound. A. clausi was dominant from midwinter to and circulation pattern. From a dynamic standpoint,
about July; A. tonsa, from July to early winter. Thus, obviously, the rate of increase of the population mnust
each species, at its own time, was successful through balance the rate of loss by flushing, predation, and all
most, but not quite all, of the observed temperature other natural causes in order for the population to
range in these waters. At the lowest temperature maintain itself. In general, this problem is most se-
range A. tonsa appeared to be sluggish and was found vere for long-lived and slow-growing organisms, and
mainly near the bottom in early winter. A. clausi had it is more of a problem for zooplankton than for
a superior feeding rate. A. tonsa increased somewhat phytoplankton. Ketchum (1954) analyzed the Av-
during the late winter flowering, but largely disap- namic aspects of this problem, and Barlow (1955)
peared during the period of post-flowering p 'verty- reported a detailed study of factors involved in the
a situation which Conover regarded as indicative of maintenance of zooplankton in a small estuary on
biological competition for the limited food available. Cape Cod. It was apparent that native copepods

A. tonsa appeared again in early summer and could maintain themselves readily in summer, but low
gradually won dominance over the waning A. clausi growth rates and insufficient food in winter created a
population as the summer progressed. At this time the critical situation. Barlow postulated that resting eggs
latter still seemed to be more effective than A. tonsa on the bottom helped to alleviate the problem of
in feeding on phytoplankton, but A. tonsa seemed to maintenance.
be able to supplement its diet by selective feeding on The pelagic larvae of barnacles (Bousfield, 1955)
small animals and the largest members of the phyto- and winter flounders (Pearcy, 1962) apparently spend
plankton population. Thus, the laboratory feeding ex- much of their time in bottom waters. These authors
periments provided no critical evidence that the shift show that the natural pattern of vertical distribution
in dominance during this season was due to compe- increases the chances of these animals living in any
tition for food. Field observations showed a slow de- estuary that has a net inward flow along the bottom.
cline in the young stages of .4. clausi as the summer Thus, while loss by physical dispersion is a very real
progressed, perhaps because of a direct effect of temn- danger to any pelagic estuarine species, there are bi-
perature upon reproduction or, more likely, an indirect ological adaptations which can lessen this danger. But
"effect on somne aspect of competition among the iri- probably the most important requirement is simply the
mature stages. Conover's results show that these ability to maintain rapid growth under a wide range
competition problcrns are subtle and are not easily re- of environmental conditions.
solved even under intensive study. Thus, while estu- The zooplankton population of estuaries, measured
arine distribution is statistically related to temperature in terms of displacenlent volume, is usually about I
and salinity, it would be naive to suppose that this is ml'in:. This is generally somewhat larger than the
more than a small part of the story. concentration in adjacent coastal waters. Hlowever,

One is also reminded here of an earlier study of in these shallow waters the total quantity in the water
temperature zonation by I lutehins (1947). which was column underlying a square meter of sea surface often
primarily concerned with benthic aniimals, but led to is less than in offshore areas. As a herbivore poplla-
generalizations that are theoretically apldicable to zo- tion. the estuarine zooplankton is relatively inefficient
oplankton, His chief point was that both northern in its utilization of the available plant food. In Long
and southern limits of distribution may be demon- Island Sound the best estimates now available indicate
strated in different ways-by affecting either tile sur- that the zooplankton cinsumes, at most, some 50--60
viral of adult populations or their ability to repro- percent of tile net phytoplankton proxluction, tile re-
lduce--and that comparison of observed distribution niainder going mainly to benthic fauna and flora. A

with th,! radically different kinds of temperature zona- nmnber of factors contribute to this situation. They
tion found on the various coastlines can provide clues are easily listed, although their relative significance
to the type of limitation. Application of these prin- cannot be evaluated easily:
ciples to benthic organisms is far easier than to mov- 1. Some of the common dominants are inefficient
able and somewhat ephemeral plankton populations, feeders, as indicated earlier. Their dominance pre-
but data of sonic interest in this connection have been sumably depends upon wide tolerance to variations in
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tempilerature and salinity and to various other factors, occurrence of barnacles in the Miramichi estuary. Bull.
But thle offshore species appear to be able to catch and Not. Museum Can., 137:1-69.

BURK HOLDER, P. R., 1933. A study of the phyto-
utilize the available phytoplankton mnore efficiently in Ilankton of Frenchman's Bay and Penobscot bay,
their own environment than does the estuarine popu- Maine. Intern. Rev. ges. Hydrobiol. Hydrog., 28:262-

2aio. Isoeetaisteeasonal cycles are not CAMERON, W. MX., and D. W. PRITCHARD, 1963,
2. I som estarie theEstuaries. In The Sea, 2; ch. 15, pp. 306-324, Inter-

closely geared. In Long Island Sound there is a mid- science. London,
winter minimum in zooplankton which does not re- CONOVER, R. J., 1956. Oceanography of Long Island
sporid sufficiently during flowering to make effective Sound, 1952-1954. VI. Biology of Acartia claus. and

use f te aundnt fod hatbecmes vaiabl at A. tonsa. Bull. Bingham Oceanog. Coll., 15:156-233.
use f te aundnt fod hatbecmes vaiabl at CONOVER, S. M., 1956. Oceanography of Long Island
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all sturies Devey waters of Chesapeake Bay. Bull. U. S. Bur. Fisheries,
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Phytoplankton Nutrients in Esmuries

BOSTWICK H. KETCHUM
Woods Hole Oceanographic Instilution, Woods Hole, Matssachuells"

E'stuaries are frequently areas of high fertility and phosphorus by phytoplankton is only about one per-
large phytoplankton populations. The high primary cent of the reserve in the oceans. but, even so, the use
pnrduction is reflected in the dense stands of attached is about 100 times greater titan the amounts con-

,edlentary organisms and may be an advantage to the tributed by rivers and rain annually. The contributed 3
many marine species which breed in the estuaries, amounts of phosphorus and of silica we- not greatly
since their larvae have a plentiful supply of food at different from the estimated additions to the sediments
a critical period. The influence of estuaries on the on the ocean floor. Thus, the oceans appear to be
biota of surrounding coastal water is, therefore, com- neady in steady state with regard to the contributions
m,;,nly greater than the surface area would suggest. of these elements by the rivers. Nitrogen was con-

Estuaries may be fertilized in three main ways: tributed. mostly in rain, in excess of the amount sedi-
I ) river waters leach plant nutrients from the soil mented, ana it was postulated that denitrification in

and carry a constant supply through the estuary; the oceans maintained the nitrogen balance. Great as
12) pollution, either locally within the estuary or in- the local enrichment of estuaries by the river may L-,
directly through the river, may enrich the waters aini however, it appears that the oceanographer need not
increase productivity: and (3) the subsurface counter invoke this supply to maintain productivity of the
current, which is a unique characteristic of many es- oceans.
tuarine circulations, may enrich the estuary wher. the ENRICHMENT BY POLLUTION
sea water is drawn front below the euphotic zone
where nutrient concentrations are higher than at the The effects of local pollution within the estuary are
surface. In each estuary these three enrichment diverse and each case requires separate and individual
processes proceed simultaneously, but an understand- study. Pollution effects have received much attention
ing of the fertility of an estuary requires an evaluation and commonly the relationships to the oxygen supply
of their relative importance. This objective has not are considered. but rarely has pollution been related
been fully achie, ed in any estuary, though the problem to the productivity of the phytoplankton within the
has been studied piecemeal in many. Th's paper will estuary.
review briefly, byv example.., how effective these vari- One example where this relationship has been ex- -
ous svurces of cur 1,wc-it may be, suggest how it mav plored is in Great South Bay and Moriches Bay on
be possible to idcntify different sources of water, and Long Island. New York. In addition to the usual
evaluate the contribution of each source to the feitility domestic pollution and river contributions of nutrients.
of the estuary, this area supinrts a population of millions of domestic

d-icks. Their waste matter, a very rich fertilizer, is
ENRICHIMENT IY Til- RIVER added directlv to the waters of small creeks and

'rite nutrient carried to the sea by rivers has some- greatly enriches the estuary. Tbis fertilization hus
times been invoked as the principal mechanism for Irmiluced dense populations of small chlorophycean
maintaining tl-e fertility of the oceans. In a local area algae, ti.netimes rezching several rtillion cells per
this is no doubt frequently tru,: Riley ( 197), for milliliter.
example, has traced the effluent of the- Mississippi
River miny miles to sea in the Golf of Mexico and Table I. Nutrient I odget of the oceans (After
thr efflutitt of the Am•xutu River appears tu affect the Eitwr, el al.. 195S).
surface sea water for several hundred miles from its
mouth. Within estuaries the continuous flow of nu- Mtillions 4 netric tons
trients in 'he river water must frequently be important Nitro- Ih- Silt-
in controlling their fertility, especially since ri-rs to- a Pho•, r~s 4b

day carry a pollution load in addition to elements
leached from the land. Rmerve in moean 920.000 120.000 4.0.000.0

On an ocean-wide basis. however, the annual c .n- A-nult)l us by Pt4hy1azktul 9,6 100 -0Arnvual c~miribulux by rivers -
tributmon of nutrients by all of the rivers of the iorld Adimmlvetl' 19 2 IS0
appears to provide for only a small part of the total :i uspdrrl) 0 12 4.1 5D
marine prnrt-i'.vity. Emery et al. (1955k estimated by rain 0 0
STale I) 1 • ".,e annual rate of use of nwtrogrn and Annual Icsa t sediinntt Q 13 3"AG0
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Ryther (1954) found that the green algae isolated value to mantkind, uncontrolled pollution, even though
fromt the bayf; were able to grow, in media character- it may increase the total productivity of phytoplank-
istic of the waters of the bays, much more rapidly ton. may destroy the natural resources of an estuary.
than Nisusckws clogertnium (Pharodacyism lricorwu-

* Sm), a common estuarine diatom. These waters had ENRICHMENT FROM THE SEA

an unusually low nitrogen to phosphorus ratio and Circulation in estuaries is frequently characterized
nitrogen appeared to b- the element ultimately limit- by a two-layered flow with the surface layers, diluted
ing the size of the population. Ryther conducted en- by river water, escaping seaward and the salt water
richment studies (unpublished!) in which the growth entering near the bottonm. The estuary may be ferti-
of the algae in waters collected at various locations lized by this seawater countercurrent, since. in many
within the bays was coniparci with growth in the cases. the sea water is drawn from depths below the
same waters enriched with phosphate or ammonia. En- euphotic zone in the ocean where the concentration of
reicment with phosphate actually decreased the rate of nut rients has not been depleted by the growth of
growth to 44 percent of that in the controls. The ad- ;ih~toplankton. This effect nsay be further augmented
dition of ammonia produced populatior~s in various by a process whlich IRedfield 19555) has termed the
waters which averaged 19 times greater than those biochemical circulation. Organisms grown in the sur-
observed in the controls. Obviously available nitrogen face layers of the estuary may ;ink to cou..tercurrent
was limiting the population size and the high conceit- depths where decomilIiosili releases the nutrients,
trations of phosphorus in the water reflected the ex- which will then be returned again for reuse within
cess of this element above the requiremrrents of the the estuary. Nutrients can thus hecomne trapped waithin
phytoplankton. the estuary and build up unusually high conceaitra-

Phosphorus can thus be used as an index of excess; tions. The most dramnatic examples of .nutrient traps
pollution of these waters. Figure I shows the concen- are those fjords with a shallow outer sill wshich pro-
trations of inorganic phosphorus and phytoplankton duces relative quiescence in the deep water Aithin the
in water samples taken along A section in the central fjord- The particulate organic matter which falls
region of the bays. The concentration of inorganic throughi the 5ea water in the counterfiow can accumiu-
phosphorus is severeal timtes greater than the usual late in the slow moving or stagnant deep water, where

content of sea water in this area (see below 'v and the its klecomptorition lpttxuces large concentrations e)t

phytoplanktont counts reflect a true bloom, far excefe.! nutrients. AnOXIC Conlitions., AInd hydrogen sulfide.
ing the populations to be found in normial unpolluted To esaluatc this pruces4 it is necessary to identiiy
estuarine waters. the proportions of fresh and salt water in various

This is a clear example of the deleterious effects of partsu of lthe estuarv. If lthe e-tuarv is a simple one
excess pollution. Not only is the water idisci iored by with only two main1 source of water, the river And
the algal) bloom wsith Seechii disk transpar-encies %ihich the sea, the proportion oi cacib is.&e in any samiple
are limited to a foot or so. but the entire ecolog~ical can be derived fromt thve salinity. since.
cycle is dras~ically changed. The -weeil- spel ic,..

whc rwsopoiially in this estuary. are notF I So

themselves gwinxifood for miany of the normal poptila- in wihichi F is thve fraction oif resh iA~ter. S is the
tions, such as the oyster. but their growth excludes the saliniity oi the rn~ixtire anid a the salinity of lthe scurce
normal estuarine phytoplariktn species. W'hile ferti sea %sat"r. The distribution of sahinity in estuaries has.
lization may increase the prodluciton of species iii been used in variou% isa'.s ito csAluatr- the circulat~on

of isater, dletermine the rate of flushing, anti predict
Alite fiate And ~listribution of pollutants added to five ".

tuar. E~xanmples wvi, Mbe found in Ketchurn i V)1,I
l'retdy 1 1954). P'ritc'hard i l95I2,. Stamunoel ( 15-1,.

* andi Tull ~1 491i
Vihere titore il-An tuti sources oi ^sAter are ins olsed

P I I ~~in the circulation,. Aliwit annv beue'4et

W ~ determinse ite pr'otlsins oi the % Ar ius tipem 0f1 . , j isaer.lo he 'qwnr Sa.C1 exmeest for the %uriAce !aer-S.
ft . '-'5~temperature is a c~ineriAtmiec pr.'perti. I r, r te

U -- >i\ j is. not fnlxvitr'l I)% external prese.but orth bi mnis-
k A 0 ing ( Scranogra;.hers hasic h~igc usr..l the teprn3aw;ture

- ~ a. -. salinity c..vrelai;,,n dlaiaL-~r~i to chasractefizr ^satef
**~ ii~s.-sAltivotich mi~ni ur~iwrie Are %o ,shallmi that

the temperature it mo'irheJ Creattih I-,%uar radtat-won
Fig IThe tiat-mbu'on E ~ ~ rad citber esi-hang~-a af heat moth the ainsosphere. the

phytipaiiiin m setio aisigsi~eiosi ,~T S itemirratute-5.alinmiit diagr~am naji tw usetut
(js-a Sxoth R-ay. %5ouihrs BIay. and Shin'ws-nk B3 In re'latively de "ttii~rle
Iraqg Island. N~ew- Vcw. m Auo 19L2 (Ryh,. Rehl )u.unulse ud envtr n

publslwd)sAlinitY to Artine 'ulfetertl isaters 'n the Strait* M

- -oft- -
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I NEW YORK BIGHT
In shallow areas, where temperature cannot be can.

14, 1 sidlerel a conserative property, another characteristic

f J must be selected. In the New York Bight we have
I- j used total phosphorus and salinity to identify three

12 different sources of water. Inorganic phosphatc con.
centrations may be- greaty modified by the growth of

]phytoplanktan pop ulat'.ons. but the total phosphomrus.i s much more constant. Its distribution may be af-
fected by the sinking oi particulate matter, Lit, since
the phophorus in particulate matter ratety exceeds
10 percent of the total at any oew time, its removal1by sinking is probably slow compared to the mixing
processes being evaluated.

The waters of the New Yock Bight are measurablyS Idiluted by the Hudsor anl Raritan River water so
that it may be itrated as an estuary, even though the

A area considered lies outside the geographical bound-
aries which define w hat most people would consider
the estuary. The distribution of salinity in the Bight

jat various times of year is shown in Figure 4 which
is modified from Ketchum to al. (1951)t. The dilution

2 L~ z i ~ ~ .~J bv the river Water is Apparent at all. times of year
26 ?1 30 32 34 though the dlstributsitri varies widely. At somAe times,

SI,. lic diluted water e-scales in A narrov. band cli.. e to
Fig. 2. The tempterature-salinity cornrlatiui thagrant fIT. th~e New Jersey coast; at others, it spreads more

the waters of the Straits oft Ivan de Fuca anti of Getrgia widely. The three sonrces of water to be identified
(After Redfield, 19Wu0u-h-stihed). arc th bracklAt water showing the pronounced effect

of river water dilution, the surface coastal water en-

Juan de Fuca And of Geovrgia in the l'aci~t Northi- tering the area f ron the eastward and the deep ocean
west Th teperauresalnitycorelaion iagant water Lrought in hy the couritercurrent in the estu-West Thetirmicraure-alinty crreltiondiag am nrne-typer circulation.

in Figure .' w-rved to i*entifv ti e different sourcet of ~rhr S.oarvtoso h aiiy
water The distribution of'the-.e different type oi toalphoshoru 19n8 chlerophtions wer made iat isa-,
w Ater in %he tu.-i y is shfiwn in Figure . The deeper ttlpo~iou, ric~rpyl6wr aea u

l'actw ecas sitcr r 1~ A~ ~lw~d frni he ins, shown in Figure 5. The verti-al distributions
Paciic cra waer 'ilwA iis xcldedfrun tve are showin in Figures 6 and 7. As wi ntioned above,

IsAte~r~ Ii Thle 0nis eclntder hnd th et sIarit drif total phosphorus and salinit ' are considered to be
si~trrT~p Ciis seldedto ticnetseasar drftcxwisnSrr.tise pr~iensies used to evaluate the sources

oi. the Nuriact- water iti the strait The derper!-asrt% of water. Chikiru~l-Evl. -.4 tl.e other hand, is a vari-
,'ftheStrit t lan k Fs~i.memxcpie l. wer which retirets the rrspcinse of the ph~toplankton

oii BwI. %untlar to that iottrx in the Pacific at
ciinlfArablc dcths, This water ks the saxiior ira uater

m~chinx-' with the filcihr %Uria1ce water oi the W 0'~ M f

Strait of G.etgva i bprE 1 t-, form T~pr 1) water :0AX XMNI t41K

wAh~ch %I at the surface in the Strait 01 tusn fie Fuca.
Mt internedAlte depths itt the San JoAn c~hannels, and
1.'-iis lthe te", ;%At" oit"f -rta Slfirt 'I'li niounsg . -

at-IStko tAke 14Arr tpniii~rdil in the S.tsJuit loa *h.An ..

wUnhl sere i'rregular tosc Am1 ar -t ile tuLl cur *.

rent% prtulurc.onsauletable tufbitienm V. hel Red-
liet!dA mid no pcie tl1i rel the fltstf:hutionu -4 nu -------

zi'iritt it, this patterti the St~a~it 01 Juan de Furs are
known tv~- rich tti l.anlitfn and nutrients 1 Thorrpwion . .

AMn,rt: 4.10, Am %.srw wma ucir- - fas ut-i the drvptbs
Mhtth ~U1,14% "11r Ii wa~ter %&i'ut

' <r-r1Ain1k enrich the ~,
* es1,r wiith the-sc desni-ts - rrlmnx't ri4iof. 9z)

~Nr.tl-i' OW t') ItWs ridi VKrodUCtIo in this re-a ti~ ~ r~-*z,~iii A' .tzi~- 4 s
the ctc'4rwi.-alis fine lvnithi "olecting grand s~at 1'-Al -E% 2 in Ihe Parihm I kywri. ith Strait .. IM limt Fwa.
alti to the Fnitasi 11srt'o I~.sl'natons of ther Uni . the &A-% jiva msiCirls. a-4 Owe Strait .4 (e~Gr s t 4 e

si% 1 aihingion Rr'til-i4. 1914,

It
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- - -f_• sea and the high :oncentration oSf total phosphorrus ini

the deep water at this station IaV reflect this polhltiion.
Qualitatively, these distributionsý suggest enrichlent

of the surface waters by the river and by the advec-

tion of the high-salinity, nutrient-rich, deep water.W "'he proportions of these sources of water ill any sam-
ple can be derived from the relationship between total
phosphorus and salinity. The correlation diagram for
these is given in Figure 8 where the triangle is
drawn to include all of the observa.:.. Three types

...... ___., _, J (sources) of water may be characterized from these

daaa olows:

"A. Brackish river water :
S, s'.alinity 301/- Phosphorus 2.9jigA I

- \

9,,) 13. Surface coastal water

salinitv 30.951,. Phosphorus 0.50t)gA I

SC. Deep ocean water:
salinity 34,,, Phosphorus 1.25jAgA I

Type C water was not fomud within the area and
its properties were established by extrapolation of two
sides of the triangle. Numerous other studies of the
coastal water of the continental shelf in this area in-
dicate that these characteristics are reasonable, and

,, -,- -- 7 that this type of water exists within a few miles of
•-,7 our stations at depths of less than 100 meters.

Any point within the triangle of Figure 8 describes
-, 'K i ' a water sample which mnay consist of unique propor-I, ( tions of the three types of water defined above. The

;" ;equations necessar to determine the fraction of each2, • .• • ) t~pe of ater in a sapexare:

Fig. 4. The distribution of salinity ) in the surface "t- -II
waters of the New Ytork Bight (Mo(ified after Ketchum
ctal., 1951).

to the water conditions, and especially to the enrich- - --
nlent. In the section extending sea\%ard from Scot-
land Lightship, near the entrance to the Hudson
River, the freshening effect of tile river water is ob- C A

vious at Station 17 N here the lowest surface salinity o24

(30.06%,_) was found. In this same water the total ,e 23

phosp•horus and chlorophyl! concentrations were high.
Near the New Jersey coast (Station 11 in Fig. 7) ,3 1

the surface salinity was greater than 31%,. indicating-.o
"admixture of higher salinity sea water, hut total phos-
phorus concentrations in excess of 2,ugA/l demon- '
strate enrichment by the brackish river water. The o22
chloroph.ll content at this location was the highest
found within the area (21.0 rag/ne3 ). Both sections 021

show the intrusion of more saline water (>3210) .
within and inshore of the indentation in the bottom,
which is the upper end of the Hudson canyon. The _,_

offshore coastal waters in both sections had surface ,,o,- -I
salinities of about 31%, and low concentrations of total Fig. 5. Location of stations in tile New York Bight.
phosphorus and chlorophyll. Station 14 was near the The lines mark the sections for which properties are illus-
location where industrial wastes are discharged at trated in Figs. 6 and 7.

4--.- -- - -

_*,• _" ' , :, . • " ..• •• . . . . . . . _ -. . . . . .. L
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3 3323

40 SALINITY.24-

'Ca. ROHY 3,g 5.

S, A .Sa + B Sb + C S,; more than 60. percent dfeel) water as dlefined by the
above extrap~olation.

" ".. A I' + B 1)b + C P,; and, The concentrations of total phlosphorus have been

A + B + C = I contoured in Figure 9. This shows a consistency
which was completely obscured by the plot of the

%%here A, B, and C are the volume fractions of the phosphorus-salinity relationship of Figure 8. Thle im-
three types of water and S and P are the salinity and poverished surface coastal water -B) is represented
phosphorus content of the water indicated by the by points in the lower right-hand corner. Admixture
subscript, of either deep water (C) or brackish water (A) in-

The results are p~resented in the proportional tri- creased the total phosphorus content of the sample.
angular graphs in Figures 9 and 10, which show the Since the brackish water contained the greatest
relationship between total phosphorus and chlorophyll amount of p)hosphorus of any of the sources, it has
and the sources of water. Each point represents a the greatest effect on the phosphorus content of the
samp~le containing the indlicated proportions of the mixtures.
three types of water. In both these figures, the blank Thle chlorophyll content is contoured in rigure 10.
area at tlte top of the triangle indicatcs that our Those samples containing high p~roportions of surface
samples did not include any mixture which contained

0

1A 100

40-

'00Fig. 7.TedsrbtOn fsliy(4,t~ hs

hihcn~rtoto )op~~S. h epw'~ ~Fig. 9. The relaibtionsi betweenit (4) total phosphoru

S-atiout 14 may reflect tCx inclt'strial wastr- which are (,%gA/I) and the proportion of three source waters in the
discharged iri thi- a. ýa. sample.

IA
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system as a whole. Our results on the New York

C Bight are presented as an examnple of one way in)
which this can be done.

sO DISCUJSSION

The natural resources of estuaries are continuouslh
-.4; threatened by the expanding populations along their

shores. Thi., inevitably raises problems because of
conflicts of interest among the diverse groups who

40 want to use the waters primarily for fisheries, fo
recreational purposes, for transportation, or for the
disposal of the waste products of our civilization.
Only within narrow limits can all these uses of an

zo 0 estuary develop without severe conflicts and inter-
ference. In a highly prosperous andl industrialized
society, we cannot hope to return our estuaries to

too ,their unspoiled natural state, but we can hope, as our
A0 •o 4; 60 1o knowledge increases, to control the effects of man's

S W ATER activities so that the interests of all are respected and
Fig. 10. The relationship between chlorophyll a (,ug' protected.

in') and the proportion of three source waters in the Our lack of understarading of estuaries can be
sample. blamed for much of the existing confusion. We are

unable to define accurately the factors which control
coastal waters (B) are consistently low in chlorophyll, the circulation in estuaries, for exanmple. and are con-
The largest concentrations of chlorophyll (>20psg,'m') sequently unable to predict the effects of proposed
were found in mixtures containing 40-60 percent of dredging of channels or of diversion or mnodification
the brackish water and 20-30 percent of the deep of river flows by the construction of reservoirs. The
water. biologist fears all cilanges of the environment since

-: The highest chlorophyll was not found in the sam- be knows that each will modify in some way the nor-
pie showing the greatest enrichment as indicated by mual balance of populations. Although he is unable to
the phosphorus content, and we may speculate con- predict what the changes will be. history providles am-
cerning the reasons for this difference. One possibility pie evidence that there will be a loss of sonic biologi-
is that as the river water enriches the sea it also in- c,tl resources. I lowever, natural i-a)puiations do change
creases the turbidity, and would thus limit photo- even if there is no man-induced change in the en-
synthesis and growth of phytoplankton near the sur- vironment, and the biologist still caunot i edict these
face. Only after the wvater clarifies are tie plants able cnanges nor explain them when they occur. Some-
to take full advantage of thu added nutrient,. Another times man's activity is the scapegoat. blamed for all
possibility is that the populations are changing% with changes 'ie scientist cannot explain.
a decrease of fresh- and brackish-water forms and the In the past. sonie comunuuitics anti in(tistries have
growth of marine forms. In either case, tile maximuti been very callous about the effects of their Ope'rations
chlorophyll would take sonic time to develop, and it on the natural resources of an estuary. lin early( days

would be expected, therefore, at sonie distance front it appeared that man's puny eTforts could not )drasti
the source of enrichnicnt. Previous studies by Ketchunm cally affect natural resources, but in mna-V ,ases the
et al. ( 1051 ) suggest that it would take a few days insidious and gradual increa'.- of jsillutioli destroyed
for the brackish water at Scotland Lightship (Station the resource before the problem was recogniz,d.
17) to reach the area of Shrewsbury Rocks iStation \%'hen suddenly faced with a major program to re-
I I) where the otaxirutn chlorophyll was found. This verse the deterioration of the estuary ais a natulal
would he a reasonable lapse of time jor the develop- resource. the ex•.nse stcetned intolerable Today, at

"nient of maximum phytoplankton populations. last. many comimunities and industries recognize that

Obviously the proportion of water front different adequate pollution control is a necessary part oi their

sources in any' given samlple is not, in itself, adequate continiuted existence. but their is a log way to go to
to explain the phytolplankton cycle of an estuary. The reverse the trends of past generations.
population of phy'toplankton will still depend, as in any The engineer is in the middle of this conflict. His

aquatic environment. on many factors such as gratzing, employers, the tcnomunity or industry, demand an ade-

' the stability of the water column, the presence of vita- quate ,vste-i at the least cost. The conservationist
"nins or inhibitors in the water, and the transparency demands complete protection regardless of cost. The

-.._ of the water and its effect on light inttenis;1. at various engineer must search for a glimmer of understanding
depths. ihowever, since estuaries may le fertilized of what effect his operationt will ha~c upon the en

in various ways, the source. of the enrichment must virnment. Unfortunately, he can always find dog-
be evaluated as an essential step in understanding the matic and conflicting opinions among the scientists

'ii>
W. . , -
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who should be able to provide the definitive answers The analyses discussed herein were performed by Mr.io desperately needed. Charles S. Yentsch and Mr. Nathaniel Corwin, and the
W hned. scollections were made with the assistance of Mr. James

What, then, should society expect and denmand o Westman. Their cooperation is greatly appreciated.
the scientist interested in these prohlems? Since The equations for phosphorus-salinity correlation (Fig.
man's activities will inevitably affect, in some way or 8) were solved on a GE 225 computer with the kind
other, the ecologic:d cycle in any environment, the assistance of Miss Jean English.
scientlst's ultimate goal should be to (levelop the on- LITERATURE CITED
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Biological Production and Distribution of pCOM in Woods Hole Waters

JOHN M. TEAL

R oods ttole Oceanographic Institution, [Voods Mole, Massachusetts

Carbon is not ordinarily considered one of the nu- The equilibrium curves also give information as
trients worthy of investigation in estuarine waters. to how persistent changes ill pCO 2 in the water will
It is normally abundant even as free CO., (Watt and be compared with changes in pO2. Gas exchange be-
t'aasche, 1963) and therefore not important in limit- tween the air and the sea is limited by molecular dif-
ing the growth of estuarine plants. Carbon is un- fusion through a surface film (Kanwisher, 1963).
deniably necessary for photosynthesis, however, and The flux per unit area through this film is given ;by
we can learn a good( deal about the course of photo- f = (D X S X d pG);t where f is the flux in cm:)
synthesis in natural waters by following the changes cni-/sec; D is the dliffusivity which will be taken as
in their carbon content. Since the infrared analyzer equal to 2 X 10- ' cm-2!'sec for both oxygen 'id car-
has been available it has been possible to follow bon dioxide; S is the solubility of the gas in water
changes of pCO, in waters continuously and thus to for which I will use 1 cmi3 /cm 3 atm for CO., and 1
have a rccord of the balance between photosynthesis c11 3 Icm,3 atm for 0.2; d pG is difference in the l,;:rtial
and respiration that has taken place in those waters. pressure of the gab between the atnmosphere and the

water in atm ; and t is the thickness of the surface
REACTIONS BETWEEN CO, AND WVATER film in cm. Under normally windIy condition' CO-

When (1O 2 dissolves in wat¶'r, it forms an acid and reacts too slowly with water for the alkalinity (salin-

dissociates according to well-known reactions. In ity) to have any effect on the flux. In distilled water.
sea water there is a further complication, in that car- where there is no buffering, a change of concentra-
bonate complexes with sodium and magnesium (Gar- tion in one of the gases wiil produce a partial pres-

Srells et al., 1961). The solubility of CO 2 is abuut 1 sure change inversely proportional to the solubility.
"ml: ml. Since tile average partial pressure of CO( in Therefore, with eqlual changes in concentration, CO.,
the air is about 0.03 percent, there should be about and O wiil approach equilibrium with the atmosphere
0.3 ml/I dissolved in the water. Actually, there are at the sanie rate. By contrast, in 29 "', salinity estu-
about 45 mliI of total CO., which can be removed arine water, there is only I as much change ini

t, from sea water by acidification and vacuum extrac- pCO.2 as the change in total C(M)., and climiges in
tion. Since very little undissociated carbonic acid is pCO2 would persist 15 times as long as changes in

present, 99 percent of the CO., is present in ionic O. Notice that even in distilled wate-r where pCO.,
form. At the other extreme, in distilled water about as a wieasure of biological activity has no advantage

97 percent of the total CO.. is in dissolved form. In over p 0 2 as far as ptrsistence of changes is con-
intermediate waters, the state in which the CO., exists cerned, pCOM has the advanta;,' that t varies in Inag-
will be determined by the alkalinit. initude much more than p0... For example, a 0.5 nil

Since the reactions are complicated by complexing, decrease in O..' will produce a pO2 change of about

I preferred to nieasure the equilibria rather than try 8 percent from the equilibiruin value, while the cor-

to calculate them. Water for this purpose was freed rcsplonding PC 0 2 change will be more than l(A)
from most of its contained CO 2 by bubbling with percent.
CO-free air for 4 to 12 hours. Two liters were then The denominator of the flux equation is the thick-
continuously equilibrated with about 200 nil air which ness of the surface film, which, in turn, depends upon
was circulated through an infrared analyzer by a dry- wind velocity. Kanwisher's (1963) determination.s
ing tube. (C'O. gas was injected with a syringe at of film tlockness were (lone in a tank and extended
intervals and the resulting changes in p11 and pCO 2  to velocities of only 12 n/sec (24 knots). ligher
recorded. uinds are quite comnion during winter at WVoods

In distilled water the addition of I nil CO., results Hole. By good fortune, we had measured a pCO.,

in a pCO.. change 15 times it:at occurring in water of 240 plpn in Buzzards Bay just before the gale
buffered by 29 ¶l, salt (Fig. I). In the latter ease, winds which blew directly up the bay on Novem-

an increase n in 1 Il 1 total CO2 results in a pCO(2  her 30, 11Q63, unacconmpanied by rain. Measurement
change of (A) ppni. Under poor working conditions, after the gale showed that tile PCO 2 had increased

Susing all open boat with a portable electric generator, to 285 ppm. Thie value for air is about 32A0 ppmn. This

- I have been able to measure pC)., in the %\ater to flux spread over 24 hours would give an equivalent

better than 10 ppm. In 29 %c water, this would cor- surface film thickness of 2 .4 ,,. (Since a surface film

respond to 0.09 mg I. concept has no physical reality under gale conditions.
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other path in the analyzer. Bottled gases of known
concentration were used for periodic calibrations of
the analyzer. By varying the pumping rate and vol-
umes of gas and water, the resolution can be ad-
justed to the speed of the boat so that the desired
detail is evident.

The persistence of variations in pCO 2 makes it very

suitable for showing some of the discontinuities that
occur in waters. During periods of intense activity in
the spring, the phytoplankton patchiness is apparent

No from the patchiness in PCO 2 (Fig. 2). A recerd
taken from the center of the Gulf of Maine in March
1962, shows patches of water 20 to 30 miles across
which have values of pCO2 in their centers as much
as 60 ppm below that at the edges, which are only

f55- S. 0 slightly below equilibrium with the air. WVe mapped
.0, -, .'.4 -4 .. 0 , 1 1 some of these patches and showed that they were

4,0co, roughly circular in outline and scattered over the
Fig. 1. Variation of pCO2 with variations in total CO, surface. The patches had faded considerably by May.

for waters of different salinities, found by titrating natural and were no longer distinguishable by June.
waters with CO gas. Smaller-scale patchiness is shown by the record

made in late January, 1964, in Vineyard Sound, from
it may be easier to think of this as an exit coefficient a small boat moving slowly throuh the water 4er,
'E) of 300 cm3 'c,1 2/Ihr defined ;on,: uiux = E X the variation is about 10 ppm on top of the 120 ppm
partial pressure difference). By plotting Kanwisher's deficit existing in the water at that time. The patcl.es
data with wind velocity squared as the abscissa, a are from 10 to 100 m across.
straight line is obtained which intersects the calcu- Although pCO2 variations are an indication of net
lated thickness for the gale observations at a wind production that has already occurred, it is still pos-
velocity of 52 knots. The root mean square velocity sible roughly to correlate low pCO 2 with high chloro-
was about 43 knots as measured with an anemometer phyll for the Gulf of Maine data. I did not attempt
about one mile from the bay. Presumably, over the chlorophyll measurements in connection with the
open water the velocity would have been greater, small-scale patches.
although this might not have been true close to the With a small boat it is possible quickly to map the
surface where the waves would have offered wind distribution of pCO 2 in the surface water of a small
resistance. The agreement with the extrapolation of estuary and to follow it through the day (Fig. 2).
Kanwisher's data is good enough to allow applying Eel Pond, WVoods Hole, is about 275 m across. It re-
them with some confidence to natural situations and ceives a small freshwater inflow on the eastern side
high winds. The fact that the data from the bay seem
to require a slightly higher average wind than actu-
all)y existed indicates the importance of processes "--o
other than thinning of the film at higher wind veloci- / .
ties. With breaking waves, the film is continuously C \
torn and reformed. '0

The best way to summarize these results may be KJ

to give an Lxample. Suppose photosynthesis has re-
moved 0.5 n11l of CO 2 and added 0.5 ml/l 02 to
water of 29 %, which is well mixed for a depth of two
meters. Assume a reasonably, constant breeze of 4
in sec. The p02 will have increased by 0.02 from
21 to 23 percent, which will require 6 days to dis- 0'A

appear. The pCO 2 will have decreased from 320 to ... ...........
290 ppi., which will take 3 months to disappear. WES

TIlE DISTRIBUTION OF pCO2  10o7

Field measurements of pCO2 were made by pump, W ?cgs
ing water continuously into an equilibration chamber,
out of which it d.-ained through a constant level trap. is Fil Pond. WVaos Hoile. inasnthurltts with CaO.
Air and water in the chamber were violently mixed plotted for January 23. 1964. Top graph shows large-
and the air circulated through the analyzer after dry. scale pCO. variations in central Gulf of IM1aine i.. March.
ing. The pCO 2 in the equilibrated air was continu- 1962. Lower graph is staall-scale variatitm in Vineyard
ously compared with outside air pumped through the Sound, Massachusetts. January. 1964.
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and sewage seepage all around lthe edges. On Janu- dlist ingui shable for SOmeC diStalncC after it eniteredl
ary 2.3, 1964, the p)C9h-distribution was mapped four larger ones by its higher pCt0 ,, and water flowing
times. At 8:30 Aj.W the tide had been ebbing for five from the surface of the marsh into the creeks just
hours, but it was-apparent that very little flow was before thle miarsh surface was unicoveredl had a PU)C..
taking place. The tide in Eel Pond is less than 0.5 In, of 400 ppmi Necar low tide the last water draining lthe
and a relatively light wind can change the tides con- mna'sb had reached 4801 ppini.
sidetably. By 2:00 P.m. the tide had been flooding I was unable to follow the water as it flooded the
for two hours, and the inflow, marked by a lower marsh grass areas, so I could not make any calcula-
pCO 2, was clearly apparent, crowding the seepag - tions of lthe rate of C02 p~rodluction by lthe mud sur-
with its high PCO 2 over to the side, fly 4:00 P.m. face. It was apparent that production was limited to
the ebb had again begun, and the luwv pCO 2 water the phytoplankton and fixed algae in the creeks and
had formed a bubble which was moving out. One that there was ito appreciable plroduction on the sur-
hour later the water low in pCO., was leaving the face of thle mudl. The C02 moving from thle niiud
pcmnd in a manner that p~roducedI a very high gradient surface into the shallow water flooding the mars~h
across the middle, surface completely swamnped any, production by phyto-

I have also looked at the pCO., in the water flood- plankton that may have been carried along in the
ing and dlraitning front a salt mnarsh on Buzzardls flay water. Trhe small creeks were marked during thle ebbl
in early December, 1963. The water in the bay front by the fact that thley, carry proportionately more of
which the marsh tides camie had a IpCO., of 280 plim. thle water draining the surface of thle marsh and less
As the water flooded into the shallow marsh creeks of the water that has remainedl in the creeks where
during the dlay, photosynthesis reduced the pCO, tin- iliost of the production took place.
til the water farthest uip the creeks, which hid been It is apparent that, while the persistence of pC( )ý.
there tile longest. had a pLCO, of only. 210 1)1)11, changes are of great value il nmarking water andl in-
equivalent to thie removal of 0.g nig C I in about 4 dicaiting the biobogical activity that has occurred in
hours of suinshine. W~hen tile tide turned and the that water, it is necessary because of that jiersistei~ce
-i'ter licas' #o flo%,n~t" *-jC. tc 0no ioniet'Jn 4' the hi-itlirx of tho water being,

steadl'h. Water flowing from the sin., 'her creeks was situiedci aiid to be certain that tile miass can be jol-
lo%.cd throughout tile study. One cannot assunici
equilibrium as a stairting condlition, as one canl often

Lý . (do with oxygenl.

PROD~lUCTIO)N IN \%OOiS hlOI.E, \VAT1FRS

CCNOROPHYLL PHOTOSYNTPIESiS I Ieasu rc ..ents of pCO.. were miade at irregular ill
tervals on the water flowing thiroughl Woods IHole

_*~ fromt October. 1961, up to March. 1964. A small botat
\%;stter ioth tret h-tg teHlo

niiiasirciiieiits %%ere tiuhde at the (luck at tinmes uhieti
\ 0 there was a strong flo w pas.t it fromt tile Ii ole. Tenii

.2 lieraittres were mieasiiredl at the samec timies. W~indi
7.1 velocities were taken from V. S. Weather Btureau

~~ .6 / records for Nantucket I Thn.'1Ie root mnean lonare
6/ W ROKO PCOz2 //11 from the dailv weather mapls ,as usevd in winter. the

a ~erig( in 0 the %%rather sin iiniti ill suninl ir.
whev bit tiere is he.., variat itin.

'ti~lC~SVL ~ -. Ihle pCL( Y., is. hi ghi dliir ing the suloilier iFig. 3
2 xx 1~~"it e lite I 'T a bt iot ii ri ii thle spr ing anil sumiimr J

bering re..s iired by % th lie actcr a oiid ot her ci n sinner.. to
-~~lthe xx itcr couiniti i. Values. reacit heia rt ttxice sat uri-

6'x~ - t ~ion. I144t iii c~ta acti iitx droips off lin fall. andilithe Coll
ioo - . x~:qAIR cuiritent teiiq sr;,tiir dre l aI n d autuniiinl %lsornis t Iir~f

-~~~ th lie CO( .. tii xx.ird equiibri um innxilh lthe air. Fint her
teli ; 'ra ure drt 'p anil t he begoinning oif lthe spr'~og
Wilina. lwtier cailble lte Athiter bilioom. ni-hice thr

- ~ ~ ~ ~ '6 -4 a 1 ,j ~ ~ j, '3., Its bittle a, 1543 ipni. ~arnitiig in sining

Fig 3 Ndeaxure,l valtic- 1f-r p10), aisi vhli'r,ý,h)l is and I;cIrroiiImit~iil ot tile Axiniter l'his~n again raiise
ton 11,~s h4e Aatcri, x itih ia-I ;.r-lih-tooi nd mi IwP-- the 14{ ( ). lo ininier Icrs d
1YnthlW%; %3lia-.. CAiIcI~tIAWA Jr-1 thwin I. )0, vahis thaitig' Value. tit net prouci-thi~i are c~alculated front the
frotin 1Ift1 t l I3 at Ovtita-4r Chit',4111il IIValuelk rhlang IA .02 in Fable 1. Fluxc throughi tile !,uriac filin i%

tbntxxi-iI Na~ ais Iota'cuIciitgri l ih lter tiirniula aticxe and is negatixe

.......................................
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Table 1. Production calculated from pCO 2 dlata ittatedl by comp!Jaring recordls of radliation and weather
for WVoods Hole waters. Monthly intervals for 1961 for 1prcvi'ous years with current ones. The extinction
and 1962, two-week intervals for f963-1964. coefficient was taken to be 0.5 in during winter and

______ - -- -- , in during thle rest of the year. Production was
A calculated by the method of Ryther and Yentsch

Suir- pCO. ( 1957). These data change from 1962 to 1963 at the
Av. face Flux a due 'rod. beginning of June, while the pU) 2 data -'hange at thepCOa film mil, pCO, to gm

Date ppm Ai cm1 ppm temp. C/m' end of September.
- *--- * - - - ChlorophNyll is high during thle winter bloom and

Oct. 61 425 38 -1.43 -95 -95 -7.7 in tile summer, slightly low in the autumn, and very
Nov. 360 38 -0,55 -70 -75 -3.0 low during the spring. Calculated photosynthesis is
Dec. 275 40 0.58 -1(X) -64 4.7
Jan. 62 225 38 1.30 30 -41 3.2 highest in summer, with a smaller peak in midwinter.
Feb. 260 39 0.80 45 0 2.5 Respiration wvas calculate(] by subtracting the net
Mar. 296 29 0.54 15 68 4.8 prodluction front photosynthesis (Table 2). Respira-
Apr. 335 37 -0.21 70 70 -1.1 tinrnefrn2.to04ofptsyhss.I
May 410 62 -0.75 70 90 -3.6 to ~ne rn . o01 fpooytei.I
J une 480 61 -- 1.36 70 105 -.6.7 algal respiirationl ranged betss ciii and , of
July 520 70 -1.48 15 60 -6.8 pl1totosN -tltesiS. Which Might he e'xpedCed. then most
A ug. 535 70 -- 1.59 15 65 -7.9 (if the time respiration of tlte consumers is consider-
Sept. 5 25 ablyl greater than that of the ptroducers
Nov. 63 270
lDec. 2N) 56 0.14 25 0 1.6 In two intervals the cakculation yi elds a negative

240 26 0.40 55 0 4.4 %-ailue for respiration. Thiis results from the mirluirary
Jait. 64 220 .36 0.72 0 0 3.8 choice (if sampling tinmes and lack of coordinatio*.i

)205 56 0.30 30 0 3.6 lk'tWCCen thy two i sets of data.Feb. 190 31 1.09 0 0 5.8 -0giCnt
170 31 1.26 30 0 89( The total calculated pltoto~svnthesis wa 70gn/ iI

for the October to August interval; total resipiration
in the sanie interval was 92 cm C ri2. The imbalance

whlen 0t., . is !o- fromt the water. CO., tension in- in net prodluction. therefore, amlounts to aboUt ý/3 of
Creases; h 4¼/ percent t.-. "it!, -;sing teinpcrature. the photosynthesis. The ditfer-rice can be attributed
P roduction is calculated bv: to intlow of organic mtatter from Nantucket Sound to

the east. Naintucket Sound. with its broad areas of
P i mCM 1--1)dICO, .1 .1 shallow. wcell-niixetis.~ over the shoals, is mtore
i'~~~~~ inmpc2 = o -j 1 (, A) protlttctivc according to our pU)2O. nv,e4 rrv-ets than

the Vineyard Sound- Wotls I (ole- Buzzards IBav water
where f is tile flux through tlte surfac.: film it cot3- which we are discussing here. The net non-tidial drift
C11t2 ; 1) is tlte de;'th of the mixed layer in cm taken souiftlwtst along the coast would bring some of this
to be 400. for W~oods H ole; dICO2 d p('O2 is the
reciptrocaIl of the slope take.a' irm thle lint, ot appro- Table 2. Photosyntitesis calculated front hliht and
pr iate salinity in Figure 1, expressed in ntl I atni :ehloroldtvll a, and Calculation of respiration.

.1is thle chanlge il I 'U., inl atitn andi %,. tile chantge .. .- - - -.--

itt I'(A), due to tenitiprattire chtange. The produtction ighti
alewas converted to units of guin rn2 lby n, tipli\ng Chi gini Pho~to- Net

bY 12,22 'j Cal Sy11 pirt Rr~t'.
Inrg cn,, gIt gin gtnt Re-is.Net produtctiont w\.s Ix~itive front 1)eceii;lsi or )at, 2ti' dav k nil C m' C m' tihlto

late N ociubewr throught March in bonth wvinters. It
wa;s ltighi.st to -yard thle end oif winter %s lin the light (),:t t, 31) 240 50 -.7.7 121 215
wals greatest, andi sonts-what lower dluring thle hucight N.ý% 36 I1k5 4.5 -3.0 701 1 h
of winter ss heo clouily weatherr %% a% itto cotittion. I )".- 5.0 1.11t 5.6 47 0 0 0 if)
There %%;I, a rapil. Chtange to nergatitr values in earls NUa 62 Z s 14 6 .2 4 0 S7
spring aitl Itigh- negative net lpr¶Mltctilin thrt~ughout Mar 1.0 377 44 48 (14
the summner. The lw sitive itet pr(Aicitoit bet-Atm, Apr Ill 431 13.4 I I 34 IS

Ocoer 9tl ndAgut 16.aniosutts to a little Ma3) 62' I3 414 3 36. 69 2.1
) uuic W 44 47' 1n.. t.67 174 16mtorc thatn 15 git C m2. vslile :he negattivei~( lur~hctnrn juIv 48 42i 11 0 --. 6 17R . 6

is itearl% 37 knit Cj ml \%49 4 6 376 Inv' .. 79 111.9 Ilit
"C'. 44 317 1n04

C i ioiori ii.a 1 v -rmr TA( ),t 321 235 ; 3

Cllrihh trinto iswrfe niatr by Yentsch I k 40 1.4t 44 16 ft P 06
44 1.11 46h 44 02 0 04

on \%Ater collrcted at the 44wk in Woods,, I bItle ( Tabile jai 4 0 1.111 ý 1 3 X 1 3 C 2!
andi Fig. 3_ k atli-.ftan %%less re taken (risni 46 1W 53 3 f, I 7 (132

1.S. We'raher liutreat recordmi ior Neisptirt. Hh"jk Fell 47 114D 65 sp 07 011
IWand. for 1961 -Ilc*2. andi the Wier values %%ere Coti- 2. 20 42 4
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water with its organic inatter into our study region IATFRATUREI CITED
where it would be consumed. GARREFLS, R. M., M IE. THiOMPSON, and R. SIE-

The measurement of carbon dioxide tension int VER, 1961. Control of carb nate solubility by car-
waters is a quick and efficient way of measuring what boate complexes. .In. J. Sci., ?•9:24-45.
biological activity has actually occurred in the water. KANWISHER. J., 1963 On the exchange of gases he-
It avoids the problems encountered by enclosing water tMeen the t'niosplwre and the sa. Detp-Sca Rej., 1o.

in bttles or assuming a constant relationship between 195-207.
pigmen:, light, and photosynthesis: and it often yields RYTHER, J. If.. and C. S. YENTSCI[, 1957. The
the added dividend of information on the circulation estimation of ilhytplanktor prxiuction in the ocean

and distribution of organisms in the water being front c0oropphyll and light data. Limnol. Oceran,,..

studied. 2:1-2tf6.
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Microbiological Assays of Sea Water Using Radioisotopes-
An Assay for Vitamin B, 2 Measured by Ct 4 Assimilation

K iE.NN ETI ; GOLI)
in.amont Geological Observatory, Cvlolumbia Univcrsity, Poli.•id's, .\X't- ',rk"

(Our knowledge of the distribution and amnounts of N iCRO1ilOl1();I. I. .\.SSA Y " U.S N;
*organic 4otistjtuelits of sea water is sparse. It is RA I)I()lS( )'T()OII'S
widely be!lieved, however, that these suhbstatnces play
* an hn111,rt~at role in regulating species distribution;. Microbiological assays using a(liadi siotoles are t
succe,-io, and blooims of phytollankton. Since the new concept ir. niicrodetermninations of seawater con-

ctmil'ouuuls in volved exert their influence at extreme'ly stituents. It is hopefullv believed that a number '"
low c'oicetitrations, often I.ubmicrograini anounts, hi- isotopes will be useful for stih analyses. This paper,
,leorist have had to rely upon microbiological deter- however, will be confined to a tiioassay using carbon-

uniruathii4 for their detection. Such assays have been 14.

mautle l ailah!e for nriost of the compounds which Microbiologica! determinations using radioisotopes
stiuiul.tt, the growth of laboratory cultures. 1;ave been reported in allied fields. Levin et al. (1957)

niI inrIlle bioassayv technology' the greatest ciu- used a basal mediunm with C14-1abeled substrates in an
pha-is lkas btlen placed upon methods of detecting vita- analysis of water for coliform organisms. H{eim el al.
iuin lB,. It has ntot yet been shown whether or not (1%60) determined antibacterial activity of four anti-
the 'it:alkiti is a limiting factor in estuaries, where 11,2 hotics to four species of bacteria by a radioisotope
coniceuitratoitn is usually high as a result of its terrig- method. Some other unusual applications of these
etomis ,,rigiti or of bacterial activity. H[owever, the methods are in the detection of extraterrestrial n.icro-
fact that it is an absolute requirement of so many biological activity, in petroleum geology (Levin, 1963)
phvtolulanktons in culture has resulted in considerable and in the detection of biological activity in jet fuel
speculation about its role in triggering blooms. As a filters (Becker and V"alvelli, 19(0).
result there are-alintst a dozen organisms which can The criterion of respo~nse in seawater assays is the
now be used for ;t.saving the vitamin in sea water. incorporation of a radioisotope through a metabolic
Belser , 1963) listed six freshwater atud marine spe- process as a measure of the stimulatory effects of a
cies. Tie lowest limits of sensitivity were betweei 0.t growth factor. The process need not be the incorpora-
and 1 0 p•g.'nl. Assays emploving photosynthetic or- tion of the labeled growth factor itself, but this pos-
ganismns usually take from 4 to 21 days for completion, sibility is not ruled out (e.g., isotope dilution). In
whereas heterotrophic assays are considerably faster the assay presented here, C 14 incorporation through
(20-36 hr). Rvthier and Guillard (1962) reported an photosyntflhesis by a sensitive marine diatom is the cri-
assay using the rapidly growing sensitive marine di- terion of response to B 12 . This indirect approach is
atom Cvcloiclla nana, and demonstrated that it re- useful for a number of reasons. Sinre the common
sponded linearly to I12 from 0 to 2 ppg/ml in four physiological denominator is the rate of photosyn-
days. thesis, the physiological condition of every cell in the

The responses to varying concentrations of 132 are population is considered. Live and moribund cells are
measured directly in one of several ways. The most immediately differentiated, and size variation among
usual is to compare cell density or optical density after cells becomes less important. This factor may be of
incubation. Less frequently extr.ncted pigments are considerable importance under extreme conditions of
used as the criterion of response to B 1 2. depletion and enrichment, and no attempt has been

Standards are pr.,ared with known amounts of B 12  made in the&past to account for it. Optical density
added to a B1 2 -free mndium (external standard), or measurements, and to some extent pigment analyses,
with B12 added to sea water which is being assayed partially overcome these difficulties.
(internal standard). Growth in seawater samples, We know that considerable amounts of extracellular
suitably diluted or full strength, is then compared materials may be produced by photosynthetic protists
with the standards. (McLaughlin el al., 1960). When they are labeled

with C14, these exudates can help to increase the sen-
sitivity and speed of microbiological assays. Insolu-

Prewcnt address: OsMrn T.aboratories of Marine Sclences, New ble C14.labeled organic compounds are easily collected
York Zuologlcal Society, Ilrrmklyn, New York.
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by filtration along with labeled cells. It is not yet riched) was 9:1, and there were intermediate re-
known to what extent soluble compounds add to the sponses for concentrations of iron.
sensitivity of assays, and under what conditions they Intensive exp -imentation with (;nodinium halli
appear in the supernatants of culture media, followed (Gold. 1964a). It was depleted in B1, by

Rapid assays offer additional advantages: (1) Cul- serial transfer. in 1112-free medium. Aliq-,ots ,ece
tures have less time to accumulate auto-inhibitory enriched with varying amounts of B12 and incuhated
products. These depend on the species, of course, but for 24 hr. Rates of photosynthesis were meas,;red by
organisms which may have been unsatisfactory for C"4 assimilation (C14 as C'40). Linear dose-re-
assays becviuse of self-poisoning may now be usfeful. sponse curves were obtained at low B12 concentra-
(2) Nutrients, other than the experimental growth- tions. A comparison with cell counts after 48 hr
factor, will not become limiting before the end of the showed that the number of cells had tripled at the
assay. This possibility always exists when nutrients highest Bl.- concentration, whereas the C14 assimila-
for a week or more must be present at the beginning tion was approximately ten times greater than in the
of an assay. A careful balarce must exist between unenriciied control. The increased sensitivity was
what is required during the growth period, and con- more striking in cultures where it was impossible to
centrations which inhibit growth at the outset. This detect cell differences between B., concentrations, but
limitation is unlikely in short-term assays. (3) A there were differences in C"' assimilation.
final advantage is that a small number of cells is re- The results with Xit:schia closterium gave essen-
quired and only one or two divisions occur. Shading tially the same picture for responses to phosphorus
"of cells within the tubes or flasks is therefore mini- using C". The number of cells doubled where phos-
mized. phorus was high. However. C" assimilation with high

Ryther and Guillard (1959) found that when Sar- phosphate was eight times greater than in the un-

gasso Sea water was enriched with a trace element enriched control.
mixture, one or more of its components stimulated ASSAYING SEA WATER BY
C14 assimilation. Menzel and Ryther (1961) deter- S AYIN SAWAO B
mined by the enrichment-C14 method that the active RADIOCARBON

member of the mixture was iron. Their experiments A complete procedure and a discussion of the phlvsi-

represented a considerable saving of time over the ological implications of this assay have been reported

usual methods which relied on changes in cell density. elsewherL (Gold. 19641,).

Goldman (1960, 1961) used similar enrichment meth- This assay requires a sensitive test organism which

ods in fresh water. He founrd that production was is wvell depleted in the growth factor, B12. CVclo-
limited by molybdenum in a California lake, and by
magnesium in a lake in Alaska. lie also found that
when Scenedcsmus quadricauda was depleted in nitro-
gen and subsequently enriched with nitrate. C14 as-
similation increased within minutes. Assimilation in

the nuenriched control remained at a low and constantlevel. o-o.
lt el s not unreasonable to believe, therefore, that

if a depleted culture responded to an enrichment by *
a several-fold increase in C' 4 assimilation, it might
respond proportionately to varying amounts of theo
nutrient. Furthermore, it should be possible to meas- 0(A/
tire threshold levels of the enrichment. The lowest U

concentrati,ni to elicit a re~ponse would be the "limit- 0

ing concentration" for that population. The threshold
resp)onses would he a function of the number 'nd 0

physiological condition of the cells, and the degree of
their depletion of the growth substance.

Experiments were performed to test these hypothe-
ses. It was not possible to predict whether the in- -
creased C14 assimilation would result from a new and 0 ....... . . ..
la-ger stationary population, or from populations with 0

nmetabolic rates which varied due to differing concen- 1 10 10(7

trations of en.ichment.
In the initial experiments Skclctoncna costatuin /o SEAAWATER CONTAINING B 12

w,;as grown in an iron-deficient, enriched-seawater me- Fig. 1. A typical B,, assay showing external standard
dium. Aliquots of depleted culture responded to addi- (closed circles), internal standard (triangles), and assayed
tions of iron within a 24-hr period. The ratio between sea water (open circles). The external standard contained
C"4 assimilated (heavily enriched) and C14 (unen- 30AIsg B,,!ml at 100 percent (Gold, 1964b).

.,,-••' • . - - . ._
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tella nana was used, which was generously supplied 9 ~9
by Drs. J. H. Ri-ther and R. R. L. Guilla'rd of the
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. It was 6e- 8 *8

pleted by two successive transfers in B112-free ruediunil. 0 72HRW 7 Wi
WVhen the Second transfer wa:, 34- days old. the cells 0i
were viable, hut growth was limited 'by the absence 4
of B12- One-nil aliqluots of inoculuni were added to /
9-mil portions of as~say medium, which resulted in ex- 5 5

tremely Hw initial cell densities and little, if any, B1,2
carried over. Z4 4

The assay solutions were pr~eparetl in a new way 33
tube is added separateivy tliv, cm inig ali- 2 w.2
(luots of solutions cont.-ining varying amounts of B2,. [U
-An alinuot of nutrient solution, and ar. aliquot of sea 1 1 24HR
water or artificial ima(iutr1 without P,,2 T-.stead. B,,3* 0

free (;o-tivated cliarcfal-treAted) sea %v ýer was en- 0 10 20 10 20
ri ihed and divided into two aliquots. One aliquoi was
fur'ller enrichedl with a knoA n aniount of B12 ( 10.1 20. CONCENTRATKO' B12 Wjijg/ML)
.30 jq.g ~nih and was dispensed into tubes in var-Ning

~nonso .01 . . l h ouews Fig. 2. A comparison between a 24-hr C'-assimilation
thlen brought to Q ni~l. viiere~er p~ossihle, wvith the Bi~- curve (left) and curves based on cell density after 24 and
'ree adiq;'.t. \% hen otie mil of B,..-free inoculuni wa 72 hr (right) (Gold, 19&4b).

~hddto each tulbe, the (dilutions represented 1-90
percent of the laaitial B,ý concentration.

. ls~a i-Enriched sea water which was not chat-coal
tre~ated was diluted with charcoal -treated (enriched)
sea water ;n the samie proportions as the external
staudard.

Internal .Standard-This solution was the same as 1
Assav, above. wiith the exception that prior to dis-
pensing- the sea water a known amount of B12 (usU-
.div 15 ppg nil) wvas added, fLy comparing the three
curves, it was possible to calculate the amount of B3,2
an the sea wvater and determine whether itny othert
growth stimulants or inhibitors were present./*

picubation-Tlie tubes were placed in a tenipera-//
ture-controlled roomi (21*C.) at 600 ft-c light inten- /
sity. IThe cultures were incubated overnight. Approxi-
matchv 20 hr after inoculation each culture received
anl aliquot of a C14-containing solution (CH4 as
Na2 C"0 3 ). Incubation was then continued for an- oI
other 2- to 4-ir pieriod during which the radioactiveU
carbon was tixed.

Harvesting the tells and Plotting the Data-In all.
approximately 24 hr elapsed between the time oft
inoculation of the assay and the end of the C14 in-
corporation period. Th~en the cells were filtered off I
under vacuunm onto menibrane filters. The filters were
dried and the radioactivity which had been incorpo-
rated into cellular material was measured in an auto-
inatic gas-flowv counter. The data were plotted on 2
logarithmic graph paper. The lowest limit's of sensi- 10
tivitv vary soniewhat among the (different ligumres as5 105 10
a result of the degree of B12 deplet'lon of the inoculumn.

The results of representative assays are ilustrated oSE W TR C N AN G B 2
graphically in Figures 1-5. The lowest limits oi re- 1
5ponse in the external standards were not always deC- Fig. 3. Responses of Cyclotella nano it) different con-47
termined. It appeared from the data in Figure I that centrafions of B,, added 'to enriched B,,-free sea water.
there was still a greater useful range of linearity be- The amiount of B,3 (in #Wg/ml) added to each sample

lw0.3 pusg/nal. since. by comparison, the B, 2-free before dilution appears along each C' response curve.
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control showed very low activity. Sensitive responses pqwg/ml have been included in ligure 4, but were not
have been obtained from 0.1 .ag/ml, and since the included in Figure 3 because they were somewhat
threshold level of response is a function of the degree erratic. Five ujpg/ml is not recommended, *herefore,
of depletion, it is believed that the lowest limits can as in iniJal concentration. These figures also demon-
be extended :-till further without sacrificing speed of strate th:.t total depletion is not essential for linear
the assay. responses, but sensitivity is sacrificed when depletion

In the same sample there were differences in B1 2  is inadequate.
concentration which depended upon the seawater dilu- Figure 5 represents the first assay of an unknown
tion chosen for comparison with the standards. The field sample using this new technique. The arrows
differences were not appreciable and are probably indicate the range of B1 2 concentrations of diluted
attributable to the use of a seawater diluent which was (1: 10) samples of Long Island Sound water. There
made B, 2-free by activated charcoal treatment. The is agreement between B12 measured this way and the
sea water was slightly improied as a result of this value obtained by Visniac and Riley (1959). In
treatlment, based on 24-hr C14 tests. The cells adapted September, 1958, they detected 8.8 ppg/ml. The range
to the differences, however, since the total tell yield corresponding to the arrows in Figure 5 is 8 4-9.4
after six days' growth was the same in treated and p,•giml (September, 1963).
untreated water.

It was stated earlier that it was impossihle to pre A.,ihor's Note: The Long Island Sound samples were
diet at the outset whether the increased rates oi p. oto- collected aboard the Shang Wheeler, U. S. Bureau ot

synthesis were the results of denser cultures "- a new
stationary phase of growth, or oi varying metaboli5 __

rates. It is clear now that both factors influence CL - 0 F-
C" fixation, and the re~ative .mpo,,ance of cach must
now be determined.

The experiment in Figures 3 and 4 was to deter-
mine whether parallel responses would be obtained
when the initial concentration of B1 2 varied in the
range 5-30 plig at IG0 percent. Tie revolts at 5 0

04 0"

10

Q: 1 0

1.*b
A•" 10€

•10 1211
;• ~~B12 Q( JtgI/M L)

S04 1 10 Fig. 5. A 24-ar assay for B,, in sea water using ('yclo-
tella nana and the new C".-assimilation method. The
closed circles represent the mean of three separate tubes.
The opeii circles represent the individual tubes. The ar-

S12 ( j.pg / M L ) rows indicate toe rLige of B,, which was found in four
samples of Long Island So'nd water which had been

12diluted to 10 percent of its original value with Birfree
Fig. 4. The C"-assimilation data from lFigure 3 along medium. (The samples we-re obtained September, 1963.)

with additional values from the same experiment were The coneent-ation of Bi, in the original sample was,
pletted with respect to Bi, concentration. tCeretort., 8.4-9.4 "&g/ml.

I.".. -
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Integration of Field and Laboratory Experiments in Productivity Studies

CHARLES R, GOLDMAN

Institute of Ecology, University of California, Davis, California

Aquatic environments, both marine and freshwater, under Antarctic field conditions, numnerous expert-
provide unusual opportunities for combining field ments involving interactions of light and temperature
and laboratory experiments. Optimum results can be were accomplished with natural phytoplankton popu-
achieved only through the careful integration of in lations. Some examples of the experimental work
situ and in vitro studies. There are certain advantages done in both the Antarctic and California illustrate
to conducting experiments in situ, where organisms this point. In these studies, the isotope C14 bioassay
are maintaintJ in their physico-chenucal environment method developed in 1957 for investigations of lakes
under the most natural conditions possible. If field on the Alaska Peninsula was used (Goldman, 1900).
conditions of light and temperature alone are desired The methods generally employed in fresh waters are
in an experiment, we are painfully aware of the diffi- reviewed by Goldman (1963a). and results are re-
culty or impossibility of reproducing them precisely ported here in counts per second (cps) where count-
in the laboratory. The intensity, spectrum, angle, and ing geometry and sample thickness are tle same
polarization of incident light change during the day, throughout an experiment. Where carbon fixation
with small concomitant changes in temperatures. Fur- rates are given, isotope counting is based on the
ther, the organisms may show varying responses in absolute disintegrations as determined by gas phase
accordance with their light history. The difficulty counting.
with light simulation has been clearly shown when LIGHT AND TEMPERA'URF IN
attempting to convert shipboard incubation of pri- PHOTOSYNTEIESIS
mary productivity samples to in situ measurements.
One of the most successful of these was that of So- Work on light and temperature was done in some
rokin (1960), who made several comparisons of ship- freshwater lakes of Antarctica. Phytoplankton physi-
board and in situ measurements in the Sea of Japan. ologists have traditionally devoted most of their ef-
The proble.n has been further investigated in two fete:; to algal populations in the laboratory, and con-
lakes by Saunders et aL. (1962). siderable progress has been made in understanding

the relationship of temperature to light (Steemann-
FIELD AND LABORATORY Nielsen, 1962). Our work has been mainly with nat-

EXPERIMENTATION ural populations in the field with light intensities

Although pure cultures of organisms may be useful, which frequently inhibit photosynthesis (Goldman ct
it is often more meanirgful to use the n.-turally al., 1903). Most of a series of complementary experi-
occurring organisms at their normal ccncentration. ments involving recovery from light injury were car-
This helps the investigator to determine how the ried out in the laboratory with the sar.n natural phyto-
whole community of organisms reacts to the experi- plankton populations.
mental variables. These advantages are balanced, in D;el studies of photosynthesis in shallow lakes along
part, by certain inherent disadvantages in almost any the Antarctic coast showed that maximum rates of
field experimentation that make execution and inter- phiotosynthesis occurred (luring the evening when light
pretation more 'lifficult. The environmentstd variables intensity was at its lowest (Fig. I j. Ily using plastic
are so numerous that field experiments are often diffi- screening of different thicknesses, we were able to get
cult to control adequately, and experimental error is neutral density light filtration finr in situ incubation
apt to be higher than would he the case if similar of samples at different depths and in water baths at
experiments were conducted in vit'o The choice of various temperatures along the shore. The photo-
an experiniental site is certainly important, because inhibition curves of these natural phytoplanKton propu.
in situ experiments are usually conducted more easily lations could t1-n be itvestigated under natural anl
in small lakes and estuaries than they are in large altered environmental light And tenivcrature condi-
lakes or at sea. tiors. Rther ( 1•5)•), working prima! ily with pure

With good design, interesting field observations cultures of marine phytoplankton. foiind an almost
nsav be better understood by running comnplementary linear relatinmship between light int-nsity and photo-
exp-'iwinints in the laborat-ory. The general avail- synthesis in the inhibitory range: how'eer. caution
ability of i .tope.labelti compounds makes it possihle should be exercised to avoid oversimplification in in-
to conduct a sariety of experiments in the field which terpreting any" aspect of the ensironuiental comtrol of

might otherwise be confined to the laboratory. Even photos;nthesis (Strickland. 1960). We have previ-
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The simplest expslanation for these results would
T t -4ý 1 -- to involve an increase of photosynthesis to sonme opti-

to442 mum light intensity, followed by exponential inhibi-
*1 tion. The initial phase of photosynthetic depression1 corrtsponds to the "inhibition" phases measured by

* other means. At this point the plankton apparently
is not protected against the harmful effects of the

-4 full sunlight, and the depression of photosynthesis isr immediate and short-lived. As light increases, a spar-
ing mechanism reduces the harmful effect of the high

-2 light in a phase which may correspond to "injury".

10-j -0 Presumably such plankton 'are physiologically altered
UGTto compensate for the bright light, and this change1- 1uGH? -n ~ requires some time for recovery.

-s The apparent linearity of these two phases of the
/ inhibition curve is also noteworthy. The deleterious

of- effects of radiation are usually considered to be loga-

rithtnicallv related to the dosa'ge. Here, however, we

LBS TOP SXIS BOTTOM are apparently dealing not only with a two-fold de-
4 - 4 pressional system, but also with the effect upon photo-

'Nssu \S i OP synthesis of the increase in usable energy.
022 By altering the temperatures of cultures in water

-- .... GASBOTTOM baths on the lakeshore, the effect of varied tempera-

Fig. 1. Light inhibition of photosynthesis in Slcua and
Alga Lak~s during periods of high light intensity. Carbon
tixation on January 15-16, 1962. expressed as mig carbon ALGA LAKE
fixed per langley of incident photosynthetic light during
the incubation time (4 hr oach), is plotted against time.
The diel course of total incident light is also shown 1--6
(Goldman ef at., 1963).

ously presented evidence (Goldman et al., 1963) of
the two-told nature of the effects of high light inten-
s*ties on natural photosynthesis, applying the terms
"inhibition" to an immediately reversible depression ?

effect and "injury" to a long-lasting effect apparentlyf
involving a significant alteration of cellular machin-
ery. Recovery time fot the phytoplankton and pe-
rilphyton which ha',ve been light "injured" was ineas-
ured by removing the population to lower light and .4-

constant temperature. This could be achieved in thle
field, but is accomplished best under the more constant
conditions of a laboratory incubator.

An experiment on pilankton~ fromt Alga Lake, a
clear. sheltered, relatively' plankton-lNosr potid on Cape
E~van%. indicated that tile qluantitative relation of high
light intensities ta) r.hotosynthesis may involve two
%tagrs. Ini Figure 2 we sfe thz-, as the light rose
beyond the optimium, the photosynthesis fell at a rate
Whichs would bring it to almost zero at ambient sun-
light intensitie% (I IV (langley) imi). However, at i io u
abouit 0.5 IV niln, thle effect of increased sunlight was longleys/m~nuts
rrsluced, and .inhibitim became less marked. In full Fi,. ho*ylvtcnibinofAglkept-

i-d aiiilt hou*r )4 ti-e natua pofpiulatimum raotes. Ave- plankton exivnedit) direct %unlight under neutral den-tity.ife at.11out4ý trr~en ofitsmaxmumrat. Aove filters, Light intensities over 1.0 langleys minute were
t).5 IVmil 1io'~isvtheis doppd lneah a a ate actuseved by ad~ding reflectors. \'alues of f are equal to 4

of 3-1 percent of maxinmum per langley. per minute, phlotesynthetic carbon a%%irnilati'm at a given light inten- ~
whiteh would bring it to zero net plux~osynmissis at sity7 divided by the maximumw photosynthesis thast wasa .
,.lIXghtl osef 2.3 IN.Inin. achieved by the phytoplanklon in the experiment.

- 71t
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L19i MOLYBDENUM/ LITER

a Fig. 5. Distribution of molybdenum and temperature in
U ~ 4 1 ~Castle Lake, California, after an experimental addition of
A sodiwnl molybdate on July 23, 1963.

L4 lar to blue-green and red algae (0 hF~ocha, 1962),

L and some species have been shown to excrete an ex-
.3 tracellular carbohydrate (Guillard and Wangersky.

loi 1958). It would be interesting to learn through in1
vitro studies how the pigment composition affects sen-

0 sitivity to light inhibition and injury, and if the pro-
- ( 12 Is duction of extracellular products of photosynthcsis is

C related in any way to the sparing mechanism sug-

Fig. 3. Alga Lake phytoplankton cultured in tlie light gested above. The Antarctic experiments revealed> 1and dark at various temperatures. Light bottles were ex- thlat at -. light level of one ly/min a metabolic opti-
posed to inhibiting incident light. The depressing effect of
high light was removed by shielding a culture with four mumn was found at about 7* C. with minima at both
neutral density filters, as indicated in the figure by 4 sh, higher and lower temperatures (F'ig. 3'). By shield-
to 14 percent of incide.4 light. Response was measured ing two cultures to give 14 p~ercent of incident light,
in counts/second of assimilated C"4. Geometry and sam- it was possible to remove the depressing effect of high
pie thickness were the same for all samples counted. temperature Pt the inhibiting light level. The depres-

sion of carbon assimilation at high temperatures in

tures on carbon assimilation by the phytoplankton of the dark as well as in the light in these psychrophilic
Alga Lake was investigated under the prevailing in- aslgae is of interest. High temperatures are thought
hibitory light conditions. Dark controls were mrti- to increase dark uptake of C14 (Saunders et al., 1962),
tamned in these experiments as a measure of wi~n- but these workers deak with organisms adapted to

phtoynthetic carbon uptake and adsorption. The th,.rmal regimes of temperate regions rather than of
Alga Lake phytoplankton at this time consisted largvey veyclon.
of Rliodcmonas sp., a cryptophycean unicell. Menr- These conclusions were confirmed by later experi-
hers ofi this division contain phycobilin pigments simi- ments in Alga Lake (Fig. 4), which indicated that

-I-- It~6

0ee ,too. 4

fUC) 0

~~~~~I I sWLN IPL'rSE-I SO*uCASTLE

to1 %AMBIEE4T LIGHT too VI vI, ViM t'X~~

Fig. 4. Variation in photosynthesis (solid lines) and rM
j Q. (dashed lines) as measured by C" assimilation by Fig. 6. Response by cultures of natural phytoplanktoii

phytorlankton 5n Alga and Skua Lakes at 2.4 and 11.61C, populations in Castle and Heart L~akes to molyb'lenumn all.* iad vsrkmu light intensities. Reduced light was obtained ditions before and after a minolybdenumr addition to Castle
with neutral density filters. Lake on July 23, 11960.
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I- - - nitrogen and phosphorus deficiency in the lake after
I the moly"l ,ui, deficiency was alleviated (Fig. 8).* 1When dealing with nutrient factors, it is obvious

" ", that one muqt he alert to the intricate interrelation-
I ,.., ships ot the nutrient requirements of phytoplankton.r

Not only does the level of one factor affect the avail-
ability of others (Goldman. 1960), but also the sea-
sonally changing phytoplankton populations have dif-
ferent nutrient requirements. An effecL.ve treat,•eot

I• of this problem strains to the limit the integration of

field and laboratory experimentation. The best solu-
tion is an experimental design which will allow a

JuNt JULY ,AUSUST S be multiple analysis of interrelated variables which can
Fig. 7. Primary productivity as measured by the C" be handled under field conditions, and this approach

method in Castle Lake, California, during the summer of now appears to be feasible. The use of response sur-
1963. A molybdenum addition of 7.5 parts per billion was faces is described by Box (1954) as a means of at-
made on July 23, 1963, to the lake's epilimnion. taining optimum conditions in industrial experiments.

Although developed for purely chemical experiments,
low temperature has a sparing effect on photosynthe- the general approach has been used in other research
sis in inhibiting light. This was not found to be the areas, and appears promising for determining opti-
case in the more turbid and somewhat warmer Skua mum nutrient concentrations in both field and labora-
Lake, which may indicate that the species present in tory expcrimen:u. Box stressed the point that the
Skua Lake were not so adapted to cold as those experimenter must decide what space is to be ex-
found in Alga Lake. plored; the statistician can only indicate the best way

it can be explored.
NUTRIENT LIMITING FACTORS AND The first of a series of these four-dimensional in

INTERACTION situ experiments on limiting factors was conducted

Since the discovery that molybdenum, potassium, during March, 1964, at Castle Lake, California. In
and sulfur are nutrient factors limiting productivity the study at Castle Lake, productivity, as measured
in Castle Lake, California (Goldman, 1960), the lake by C"4 assimilation, is a function of the three nutrient
has been under continuous study. The addition of variables-the molybdenum, potassium, and st,! -
K 2 SO, was more stimulating than the addition of concentrations. A graph of this function would sh%. .V
either potassium or sulfate sep,'rately. After develop- each point on the surface with four coordinates--three
ing a method sufficiently sensitive to detect molyb- for the three elements, and one for the change in the
denum to 0.5 g/I (Bachmann and Goldman, 1964), an productivity value (Fig. 9). The productivity value
addition calculated to give 7.5 g/I in the epilimnion is derived from the slope X 10-3 of each response o."
was made to the surface waters of the entire lake. An curve as measured by C"4 assimilation. If a mathe-
analysis, made immediately after the addition of mo- matical expression for the function were known, 'ie'
lybdenum, indicated that the wind had thoroughly location of the relative maximum or mininmum point
mixed the molybde.im into the water to the depth of or points on the surface could easily be found. be-
the thermal discontinuity. The extreme stability of
the thermocline and the conservative behavior of the
element is shown in Figure 5.

The culture experiments which paralleled the addi- 3.

tion of molybdenum to the lake showed continued
stimulatiot: with the addition of molvbdenum to con- -4

trol cultures from Heart Like, but th•ere was an im-
mediate end of response in Castle Lake after fertiliza- 20 0 ,

tion (Fig. 6). The use of a control lake enabled us " •, .
to be certain that the end of the molybdenum respon. e ' Wt , t o,
in the lake was not caused by some population change ! - -
within the lake. Figure 7 indicates the annual pri- , * -

mary productivity before a(.l after the Mo addition.
The initial inhibition that immediately follows the mo-,,t
lybdenum addition is ch;racteristic of response to
trace element addition. The fertilizing effect is less a at -o •,o•0 a
apparent because the molybdenum was confined to tht fl#pi
epilininion and producti'.ity of the whole water col. Fig. 8. Culture response of phyioplankmt in Castle
unin is shown in the Figure. The initiation of greater Lake, Calijosia, after the molybdenaun wk-ition ol July
in sitls culture resonse to potassium and sulfur addi- 23, 1963. to the lake. Nitrate and phospate were added
tions was interesting. as well a,% the first evidence of as sodium salts. Bionsays were made with C".

T.-
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Fig. 11. Extinction of incident light in Lake Tahoe.
California-Nevada, on August 27, 1960. Measurements
were made with a submarine photometer (Weston 856
RR Photocell) without filte.7s.

40 fit a first degree polynomnial, and then mnake further
investigations in the direction of maximum increase

K of this polynomial. Despite some five years of prac-
tice with Mo. K, and S additions. it is obvious that
the area oi the maximum wab missed in this first
experiment. Once the maximumn has been approxi-
mately located, however, it can be surrounded b%
several experimental points in order to fit a pol . no-
nmi;,1 -,i high enough degee to be a good approxima~-
tion of the actual function. The more variable the re-
sponse surface the higher tI'e degree required. B%

Mo setting the partial deris-atis-er of this high degrree
Mo polynomial equal to zero, the maximum can lie located

Fig. 9. The 3-dimensiontal factor space of a March. with precision. The arrow is therefore a vector.
1964, culture experiment at Castle Lake, California. Thar pointing in the direction of highest response with the
response, which is measured by rate of C" uptake, is in- numbers defining its direction.
dicated beside each experimental point. The arrow indi-
cates the calculated direction of maximium increase il
*Chasm UIF"IA Coca?/S iItCOISO*respon~se. 0 1 kj

Cause they %ssmld he thle points where all palrtial de- J *

rivatives of tile function would equ~al zero. AlthoughI

a mahemaicalexprssion for the function is o

known, it can 1w apiproximlated in the rel~il": Of seV-
pohnosiial expression In the nicthfxt oi least square%. I
An easy wa - to findile th roimte .ocatior of h
maxiimua: ii dtofeirinote a ieA exiorrintental points.

/ 40

Fi U 40 Wh AM -lr *4#e 4k* n0t4X

FiV1 h ~jw 1Y4fLk awt al-n alc1au CTffsrdrX0i Lake Tallow
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STUDIES OF LAKE' TAIIOF i- tLAXE TA*U ii. 1"* 0 3.%U

As a last example of field and laborAtory experi-
ments, consider Lake Tahoe, California-Nevada
which has received considerable attention since the
threat of cultural eutrophication Aroused great public 60,

concern. Trhis remarkable lake, with a nmaximium
depth of 301 m and a surface area of 499 kin2, has 50
been the s.ubject of produictivity stucliei since 1959
(G;oldmian, 1901); Go4ldma~n and Carter. 1965. Lake 40 -
Tahoe was formed in a block-faulted basin, and con-
tains 156 km3 of water with a mean depth of 313 m. 3
ILi. J~(14I.~ctcri.(-1! In. 0tep sides and a flat bottom
IFig. 10). The great' transparency oi we idter, vvitli

an extinction coefficient for unfiltered light of only
0.05 m- 1, is one of the major esthetic attractions of
this extremely olligotrophic lake (Fig. 11). The pho-
tosynthietic zore in the lake extends to approxinmately C 4.

106) m in th'e summertime, and Secchi depths of .36 ni
have been recorded by the author. In sitio productivity 2

V r 20 IS 50 n V 5

Fig. 14. Stimulation of plxot-ynthesis in cultuires of
Lake Tahoe su-fce water by the a&Iitxxt oA scondary

*-treatznent plant effluent at 0. 1 and I pereeant by voulme

VI (upper graph).- Similar addtivas of the suma plant erun-Ipnt after retentkiw in a shallow pond arm shown in the
LAKE 1lower graph- Assay was by relative photosynthetic uptake
L A K Eof C" (Goldmnan and Carter. 1965).

measurements with C14 fromt 19.59 through 1962 give
an avei-agr priliuctiuti of 992 mg C. m2:day. on the
h~sil o a (A ni pirofile. this arnomits to only 1.65 ing
C nin ila%. The ilegree of reprioahicibulity is indicated
ini Fiugni. 12, whe-re the rrsults of treplicated light and
dark beittle sarnple- incubatio~ns are gieni. The stand-
at('. tiriatirni of the integral cartatm fixation anuraits

0 ~to 17percent oi the ci-' wh1en %in&?- light andl
U dairk laittle, Arc used at each vif the iephs saml4ed,
- ~ ~ l son buas.as ue iunheatod niicrortutrimt de-

&rncu-, in tlW rilturaul ph t,,fiankltin population of
C it-*% nurixarues. and zinc * tiiuipsa. 1*~-,.

The var~.talti in prtxclwivit% within ii large lakle
i4 wetl dcuinente-l1 i0nrtliut. 1959. l'han. 19W).
To datermine the degree %A karta~l-%11 in lake Tahoe.

so~r Bo SI(P~r two 1 'i cruises wefre mawkderihrng the susnxmr 4s
it A0 V 4629E IW% 01 Vbne all an-i two large Ixits aem 0t11i18"!_Iq vC /.-1/f, onoltniutii the lake in %ant*le r (urSatinon

_____-. j e-arh_ Thw im sawu nwaturn-nlrn 4t -ach outaMawer %t

las 13 Va-aatao an .a.tusm fiLstwm so aLAt Talve ronieri-tn to a ca , 's pihicotwinthesis .. , comparivm 1
a% -oatrwutis Ivy C" oofilli 4wn li %qv r with the continuous 4K4- stvtdi at an index stataiw.
A )sly 166 1%2 TaWa uoa~r fa~adtrm eqnkA' 7,c70 Tle dtel stmiri vai neves'sAry t0 es"ierrt (or any ch-

tanoeoh-s day t erwaesan wwu Canr.ý lm*5s 1 rnall pirrindwity in phateysethesis si wsvl as the

4-

I_
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changes in light that occurred during the tinic tile BOCX, (G. K. P., 1954. The exploration and exploitatinit
two large boats were putting cout and retrieving their of reslocnse surfaces: somne general coaisiderati(Ati andi

exml-Heoindric, 111: 16-W0.four stations. The rather high degree of variation GODAN. C. K, 1960 Plrimary productivity anm]
at the different stations on July 16. 1962, is indicated limiting factors in three lakes of the Alaska penintula.

* in Figure 13. In -iew of the land use around thle IiCol. Alnoywra hi, 30-207-230
shoreline and the (Iistril-ution of tributaries cutitribut- GOLDM!SAN, C. R.. 1963a. The measurement (of primiary

liruducti-,ity andl limiting factors in fresh %ater with
ing nutrients to an unusually olig'itrophic lake, these carboni-14. fit I'ocredisigs of h SC onle7rexer vi /r
differences, although they are cause for concern. are mary IPr'-ducftnst M.l!.dtkremeitN MatIvreu a~d IFrcei
nut too surpirising. To cimiplete the study, in vitro Wiater, edlited by If. S. D~oty; pit W-103-. Tll)-76J1t
binassays were made in the labotratory with tributary U. S. Attomic Eniergy C,urnmIrs,Pi'I, Wj..hingtoqi. I). C.

water& ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~'o~i~. an ihswg fletat;I~imodAv GLM N, C. R., 1963b. Pritmar% tcr-dtolonity inva..-
warnrsandisih seap fficntafte boh sconary Urements in Lake labore. In ( .'mtrehehsuen Yludy onu

treaunemt and a month's retention in a holdling pond P'rotect"i of Lakr l'ain. 8am.; Appendlix 1. pp. 15.4-
(Fig. 14). The high stimulation to photosynthesis 163. Engitinering -Sciences, Inc.
from the addition of treated sewage to Like Tahioe GOI.A)MAN, C. Rt., 1964. Primary prtwitictivity anti

wate isclealy ndicted an proide strng vi- micro-nuirtnt limiting factors in to-me North Ameri-
watr i clarl inicaedandproide stongC11 can andt New Zeraalan tales. i'rrhaildt. Isterus. l'er.

denrce for it.. dangerous eutrophicating pootcrntial. Liumaoso., 13 3653374.
GOLD)MAN, C. R, andl R,. C AR1TER. 1965. An in-

CO'NCLUSION vestigatmwn by rapidl cartsmo-14 twvassay o~f Is t-ort affect-
ing tile cultural cutr-ophicati-in of Wae rahvc. Califor-

In conclusion, it should be noted that rsluarte... nia -\evadta J. It ajt. I'(o .ostrý bed.. 37:11,94-1059.
like lakes, provide environnients well suited to a corn- G()LIt)MAN. C. R. 1). T. MA.SON, andf B. J. B,
bittation of field and laboratorl, expoetrimentatiom. The% WW) 196.. L~ight Injury And inhlibiti'on it, Antarctic
have the advantages of shallowness. accessibilit%, an 1 r~'~e t3itPlfk1m .- n'.(ia'. 133
the opportunity 01 using natural gr '-nts of tcrtipwra- Gl.'I.LLAHf R. R. I, . an1 1'. J. WA'.N(;FSKY. 195A
ture, salinity, and othe!r environnw1 variables- Fur. The prcxfuctvor of exs .ACrlular carb hydrate..b lv ..ne
ther, tidal hlushing provides a uniqtue opitotunirstv I (or 0marine flargelajc... loniMnt. (,ea,wq 3 449 45-4ý

itmm j~EOCI X L. IW , 92lhso,bilin.. In Pht.L-ii amid
short-termn lferilization expertiments. rhicre are gsl I..',eiwmtri of./a- litel by RA. LA, iin, Ipp. 421-
rea.-iorls for con hictiixlz tieki experiments, where nat. 443. Acade-mic l'rcs., Netoo N'ork.
'iratl conditions of hliht. lteslticraiture. and luoita jwrs.;tt. RYTIIEH, . IfI.. 19-56. 1'bot-mynthr..j in the ocrat a'
to determine what fuirther experiiens.t hiould bic con a funrctioni of light intensity. I,.' U'a.q I 61-7io.

S.AUNI)EHS, G;. W., F 11 TRAMA and R \V
ducted in the laborator%. BACHMAt 'NN. Mt6 Etltiatiov if a mw~oifwIel C,

Is. ulluii'r f.,r OtIil~bm'r-l "t.mtnsisi of 14 ,. oit~. in
'slthtv's Xote: The author wi..hes to atknoulrdge large Lake% I,or-it j.altei Dr.-. jht sibt. .5.5 apod 7'I atimal Sciwncr Fougidatiois ganti (;-Z~6 normtbemn U~Of:.. .l1~,h A_ Po/ N.,q 6:A.

California lake sttah.-st ando 6-13W IL'. S.. Antarctic S5 )Ct KIN. Y.I, 195. l45), rtcr-minatio-n 4~ the plu.tis.
Res5earch Pr-grarril. Vneinerring.Sciencc'. Inc. and the %viitheth tnc -f~t pif y ;'ht4)lank t- in -Aater rIting
Californiia l)epartmcit o-f Fs.h and (jamer hots pVanoct C" Hi~l. Ratt... 6125 W13

-,pateil in ther synoiptic cruise%. Sjev;.al thankq for hep %% Ilh St ROK IN. Y, I , Z'JtA). ( hi the methodi .,f fletrcs.li~ning
the Tahove -tiust, are dute A ~ RoLn . 4H. ai e rel nl prtiniar) pr-Itkl-I... 4~ the seA hw-r meAns .f C". 7'r,
R. WX. Bachusarn t~ 1 r. Mas-'i roidr naluabIr is. I *iII' Idd~.. Ikl" I 4~..h h.' ita. J. Alad. Nalk S.'Sk. I'0
srstance in the .1ritarctic. and IV NU Ktciber awlI A C :-: _5-4
F--rcelt.. 'Alth tile ('4tlC LAke ..tuhtw-s sT14: JM IN-NIEL~SuN. E. 196. lnactivatioia of the

1.ITERAlHIV II II I., i-Rec~t toe ceills Againt i-if4 high light interisitimrs
I'Iin'I I'IINJR V161 171

BACHMfAN\,. R. W, a-l C R GOLDMAN~!. 196.. 1~tCI Ni ) 11. 1ltd) Measuring the prs.-hic
The -k-terrrnssatien ;4 n.wr'gramn ttuantit"e -if nsJib- ti-ti of marine phtoLmnAktinu Hatt. tfitrh.'ri ki.l

.kwsin nfatural ~siorr. 1com. I 0-sot---. 9 143 I1Vs 1j.n~ .m.(.. 1 J'!.'7
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Fatty Acids in Certain Planton Organisms

ALBRIRT COLLIER
I leti~rfol"111 ,f 14ll'ogical .('1411TSin-. ,I , 11I Fariduj .ttzl. I Mniverwit 7. Idaluahis(, Hfrbida

lThe re.sezice of ext race.,ilar orga ni: m ateriab, Iit c mdliiim awl tilt e In iphic relatvitsl.ilp Ili the na~tu ral
itatliral sea water is now generally recoignizedl. The envirtinnient %%(,re in' stigated andi (1ficsttsetd( by :Ack-
precise rokos that thesecominpomunifls may play lin the mat~n el tit. 1- 194.The organic cornitonds pre-s-
bhotlhnaruics Of [lhe sea will he thle Subject of investi- ent as uli.'oled or suspendled materials in sea water
gatlloin for i-eArs to coline. Wer know thatt thle%. itia) fie originate as metabolites of living Organisms or resi-
in ls~th dissolved and suspended slat"s andi that tll;ý. dues 4i 'limsittegratirig organisitti. %%'here. large Motiosi
nta). pMoses" biolo.gical activity ( Collier ct al., I'?;( ol . unfiicellular ;'Igat'- tccur, it is ilittisosible tito diteren-
More recently it has been xhowin that the'e matteriatls tiate thle origini if the ext racelhilar coi;m-i tnds. A
may firoi l.itlatdk- a1ggreCgateS i hich l11ar be imporr- tirst step in this dliret~io is thC 4itmlsi, )it the whole
tant as. piarticulate Ifiood for smnall irga-ni~mis lia balr cell, loll-miwitg this, a sepiarat:i. ni (if the cells front
arnd Stitcli ffe, 1963; kiley, 11963 .. A prci~a'oI iftern- th aijfleuiis ttld;Uilm with separate analyses. of both ks

1t1tIIIt betweenT tihe t rulV d~si ml ied ma~terials andm cml- Itelptel. It is thle pu rpoise of this pa per titi present the
loidl h.t lsliers 0 ills ha., ni mt %et been ti mid, a Itlhugh I m re'tll. o f lIt vest igat ii ns concerning the procuioiii n of

has bee-n um.cd as% an a rlib a ry I.mu r Iiniii it IIa r- itt. tat tv ac iiitk I i~ it -atory cultures.

Imr c t .ga t ii ns of thc bil ii gical roldes oif these lma-

tcriOs have ben-t largely devoted i. iIItmutrzti'it oi IThe mtass cultures of the tlinotlagellates Indl diatonis
the uniti ri m la r marine hi. it ( I ri va, di, TW i Simi e ii rqe jirNi Icedl In I0- antd 610 liter P u krex bottles fittied

cwip.rimratttvelv recent wvork has teen dhine oin thle as- with jsdy~ethyicne caps mol4ded in thle 1.aboratuirv.
,11ttilit lil oi iisioli cl subst.titcc bn, nitay,oa i Secair- Tbi'e, %ietc hlledi wiith 10 liter, of a 'h-lined meiumiti
li.t and Quillier, 10;0) . Collier l5'!)9 htas niadle dcielmijiril by W. B. Wilson as a genrrail-purpri~os me-
",[:,e Atudie tin lix relationship iif th-sk",I num- thiumifor thle growth Of dintl~fag47llteS. The 11edium11

tc7 itis it, the respiratlim of the o% ster. w%.as ittoculatted %%till 10 rid seed cultures dthrile front
110c e-mrtirattion 4 the chrmitcal mature oii these est l~l:Ilsel stic'iks oim km4.ited tirgattisttts.

0- iitipmitinmls has kten hartdihcappedt by 'liffic-lilties III- 'Fhe very smiall diatorns were isolated by a etwii.:~i
lie~~~~~ rei i1. n hn fiiltera ~ -Lge nar iwn o f 91iillipoiire filtrat ii n toil serial diuiht io n 'I -e

rtla''es mit seat water intiolvet. .Althbitgh pr ;,r,-t in la'tter taiku-. ailsantage iif thle high rate oif cell Iti% iimon

tlti, irea ha% hoit licett as rapid! a% ii iiuld lic ddes:red. iif the-e I!. 6toits- The formula of the culture initetium

there has Iteen Sufficient pnrmgress ti ~tiniulate intcrest, mtis.1 ir the'r tirganisfms us as as f- Illoii s:
The iii irk of t.mil ier .ý1 al. .1 1'5.; irhtzi it -t i-il thor Amoujnt per
jircs(-tcor if ; ariable quiantilttsif dit ' th-J erd rarttm- I.0 tlo
hviirate-like mittatrials and their but, igical1 actimii. it00til.i

Waniger~lY 0;2) isulatl" mrid imlentitirsl .s ilmtiitiwitwater
actid and rharttimoi-sid. Shvierv a* al). f96I'M%)c

tr~ted anmt -kiltifis ml fatty acids4 fri iii 'Irrep 'V-% saltipies N., t 2~4 0
takern in the i tili ot Fei u'ltrthcr %%, mr o hjmus K( 0.0
iit.tcran %uAters %%a, s mIirw hIt v dirrs e t i. i 1 M2 )Nigo, 45 r~t

len) is the produtction of nwitablulites byi %porieic or- C.d 10 0 g

cant s gr-ann untler comntroiled cIditn Iie (I,1 10 Me
I 15,tt I repmtrmm-ir the jirudtettoik~ oi ajipretalije ijuanti- l:lh 100 firig

itirs of cartxihidrate nlateriAlt by- the amwkiorchdnio- Nm A.S')l ,() 10 meg
Itge~teI'.r.~rium.and w~ancerski- andl iatullard K N,) 100 mC

IW41 swut-111 aI l.rii nmv.4re muoiriglt oirgantebic !)ts Il$iltri um cit kne tIt .snIaW
pr.xtuce-" in culture-a *. the ltn'.-tiage!ie .-fmilo tsfiru~crilae 100 nig

Ra'u-nirtm~ alt 149611 pnr-.?A-ri dtla -n the diohri anler,- ýrtmAne phi-s. 0-4 g
cal -tionptoittion of ce-rtam plntoj.!anhotiw foirms. Korns ian It,: 0 0 C
11%.3) Aoiqztlifd 51 iattr arid.t itsaorxte froým tu eud Thianrin. hI10 100 mnW
grat sits. The *tady 4 actxb protimrA un&-r laboratory 11"m~ 05S Pg
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Amount per RESULTS
1.000sniledAF^Trv AciDs IN DINOPFLAGELLATES
distilled

Component water The dinoflagellates studied were Gymnodiniumr
breve, Gymnodinium splendens, Gkcnodiniurn sp., and

Fe 0.25 mg Prorocentrum sp. All of these are associated with the
B 0.25 mg estu;, in-. environment, with the possible exception of
Cr 0.001 mg G breve, which more characteristically inhabits the
Mn 0.05 mg littoral area of the Gulf of Mexico.
Si 0.1 mg As compared with the other dinoflagellates, the
Er 0.025 mg fatty acid spectrum of Glenodinium was by far the
Ti 0.25 mg highest in saturated acids, the total being 73.6 percent.
V 0.01 mg Next was G. splendens with a total of 61.5 percent.

This medium is sterilized by autoclaving at 15 psi G. breve and Prorocentrum were considerably lowe'.
for I minute and then dispensed in amounts of 10 ml 43.6 perceit and 42.1 percent, iespectively. The indi-
into pre-treated culture tubes. vidual acids :ire shown in Table 1. \Vhen this table

For comparative studios other organisms were in- is examined v% see that Glenodinium and G. splendens
vestigated. These were collected from the waters of were also characterized by high relative concentra-
the Gulf of Mexico and were used whole without any tions of palmitic a.cid, 42.6 percent and 44.6 percent,
type of preservation in the field. respectively. Por,•centrum and G. breve yielded less

The extraction procedures wctre adapted for .he spe- than half of thes, amounts. 12.7 percent and 15.4 per-
cific materials being studied, and included filtration, cent, respectivl*v. There are other points of differ-
centrifugation, homogenization, and solvent extraction ence between these species within the saturated group.
with appropriate solvent systems, i:-ophilization, and which, though of relatively minor quantities, are defti-
flash evaporation. Materials in their final stages were i-itely char:.cteristic. These differences, upon exami-
stored at 10*F. No attempt was made to assay the
actual quantity of fatty acids per unit of raw material. Table 1. Fatty acids in dinoflagellates, percent
All concentrations are given as relative percentages mnthvl esters. Unidentified materials are not included.
of totI acids. See text concerning identification of organisms. T -

P paration of materials for submission to gas- trace.
liquid chromatography was by methylation with the
boron trifluoride-methanol reagent (Metcalfe and Proro-
Schmitz, 1961). Acid centrurn G. G. Glenodiniurn

The columns used in the Research Associate's gas- type sp. splendens breve sp.
liquid chromatograph were comnosed of 20 percent Saturated

Z.4 diethylene glycol succinate on Chromosorb W and 20 C, 0.3 0.7 1.4 0
percent Apiezon M on Chromosorb W, 6080 mesh. CM 0.4 0.1 1.2 0.3
Control runs of known mixtures of fatty-acid esters C,1 15.0 5.2 11.0 0.8
were made, with each of the columns packed to insure C,. 2.5 5.2 4.9 11.4
proper interpretatioit of retention times and peaks for C, 12.7 44.6 15.4 42.6

rC, 11.2 4.3 7.7 7.8
the unknown samples. Helium was the carrier gas, C. 0 1.4 2.0 10.7
and the flow rate was 35 to 55 ml/min, depending
upon the column used. Column temperatures were

likewise from 188' to 2250 C., and current on the Unsaturated (1=)
detector was 300 ma. C& 2.7 10 0.6 T

The submission of a sample to the gas-liquid col- C,. 5.7 1.0 6.6 8.9C,, 8.0 13.9 22.6 3.2
unin resulted in the separation of many minor corn- C. 0 0.6 0 0
ponents which were indicated on 1he recording as Cn 0 0 0 0.1
small peaks between those produced by the known 16.4 26.5 29.8 12.2
,id(1 major components. Without an expenditure of
time and funds beyond the scope of this project, it Unsaturated (2=)tone 0. 1.6 1.4 1.6

would have been impossible to identify all of these C1.4 0.6 1.6 3.5

minor conmponents. Cw 0 A.2 0.1 0.4
In Tables 6. 7, and 8, these components are indi- CV 0 0 0 0.2

cated in quantity in their proper position according to C24 0 0 0 1.0
their relative retention time, but without designation 1!5 2.4 3.1 6.7
of identity. Unsaturated (3=)

In some of the first experiments it was not pssible C,, 0 0.5 0.9 3.8
to resolve arachidic froni linoleic acids, and behenic C.• 0 0 0 2.4
hfrov, arachidonic acids. Where these ambiguities oc "0 0.5 0.9 6.2

cur in the tables they are shown.

t
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tiatif~n of Table 1. will he found to involve lauric FATTY AciDs IN BLuE-GREEN ALGAE
Cumyristic (Cl 1 ).and stearic (C,,ý acids. At the same timc as the ultradiatoms were being

When the distribution of unsaturated acids is con- isolated ai.d obtained in pure culture, sonic blue-green
sýidered, it is seen (Tthble 1) that G, breve is charac-alewreotid.Tomphogcly isnt
terized by 22.6 percen.t oleic acid. In fact, this charac- tygaes were obta inthssuded. Two aorpolgfcerrydistinc
teristic in combinaition with the 11 percent lauric acid tysweeudinhsetuiadarrfredo
in the saturated group differentiates G. brevo, not only ais Alga 2 and Alga 4. The sp~ectra for two different

from the other dinoflagellates but also from all other clue r ie o la2 naltreo hs
orgaism use inthisstuy. I th mor hihly cases only 9 percent, or less, of the components of theorgnims se inths sud. I te mrehigly spectra are unidentified. The ambiguitiesinoig

unlsaturatedl groalps. (;ltnodiniium~ is the only dino-

tlagellate with :tppreciable amounts, and these are 3.5 arachidic andl behenic ac'ds art- stiil present in the
percenit for linoicic and 3.8 percent fur linolenic acids. pcrufoAla4btntinhtfrAga2

used in this study tend to have fatty acid spectra Tbe2 at cd ndaos ecn.mty
charcteizedby ow alue fo th mor hihly esters. Unidentified materials are omlitted from the

unsatracteied abds to ausfrth oehgl abulation. See text concerning identification of or-
unsauratd acds.ganisnis. T =trace.

FATTY ACIDS IN DIATOMS "Holo-

The two dii'toms for which data are presented here Chaeioceros galvestotirnsis taermia"
are in a group of very small organisms which we have Acid type Culture I Culture 2 Culture I
designated as ultradiatoms. One of these, Cliaeloccros ------- -

gal rest one oiis, has been described only recently (Col- Saturated
lier and Murphy, 1962), and the other has iiot been C.0 0 0

C,0 0 0.5
(lescribed. The latter is designated provisionally as CS0 0 0
"Holotherniia" because of its tolerance of a broad C. 0 0 0.1
range of temperatures in the laboratory. CIO 0 0 0.5

Two cultures of C. galvestonensis were used. An C11  2.1 T 0.6cis 1.2 0.7 1.6
inispection of Table 2 %%il reveal substantial differences C,. 5.6 14.6 11.7
between the fatty acid spectra for these two cultures C.5  2.5 2,5 2.7
of the same organismns. These differences may be due C11 7.3 9.1 26.0
to different growth stages of the cultures at time of CIS 4.2 4.1 .3
harvest. Except for myristic acid, the differences in Co 10.')y - 0
thle saturated group are not great: the major d-v'i- C., 12.7' 5.9 1.9
ations are in the unsaturated groups. The miewa total 7. 37.8 54.8
s;_turated acids for the two cultures was 39 percent, Ustrtd(=
and for the un--. .urated acids the mean total was 36 UnauaeN1) . 131.
p~ercent. This le~aves a remainder of 26 percent for Cs7.5 5.0 2.8
the unidentified acids (actually peaks on the chro- CO 0 0 0.6
niatograms). This amount is' spread over a large 100 6. 2.
range of retention times on thle columns used in thle
chroinatograph. Various odd-numnbered chains and Ustttd(=CIS 8.7 3.5 2.7isomers are probably reprcsented in this group of C . .
compounds. C2, - -. 1.4

"Holotherniia" is dlistinguishedl from C. gal7'cs- -

toflelsis by its large relative amiounts of pablmitic acid 1. . .
(26 percent) and palmnitoleic acidl (17 percent). It Is iurtt ( I)0 .
ti~o possible to make valid interpretations of those CIO 0 0 0.4
Acids which are involved in the ambiguities mentioned C=1  3.6 0 0
in the description of the analytical methods. Because -

of this, a comparison of the total saturated and~ the Unsaturated (4=)3.050
total unsaturated compounds is not possible. It is CI 12.' 59.
reasonable to assume, however, that the amounts in- 1759 .
dicatedl by the footnotes are dlividled between the minii- Unsatu rated (5=)
hers of the ambiguous pairs. In this case "11011). CIO 6.2 10.5 0
therinia" would showv a gi Later fraction of saturated Cat 0 -3.9 . 0
acidls than C. qalt'csioncissis and a correspondingly 6.2 14.4 0

lesse. amiount of unsaturated acids. Beyond this ( . o st urtal3 . 42 71A
yalvcsfononsisv does yield a significantly greater lpro- -.

Il,,r,-,,dved behenic or ararhidloric acid,.those with tive double bonds, than does "I lolotbertina". 'oal dr~~oes not include 1 and 1,

woo-iS4'

.T1. Z~ ~ 1211-'--7V.
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In the group of saturated acids, Alga 2 is quickly Table 4. Fatty acids in Sargassum natans and Sar-
differentiated from Alga 4 (Table 3) by the amount gassum fluitans (mixed), percent methyl esters. All
of myristic acid. Further, its spectrum is completely acids showing on the chromatographic trace are
dominated by five acids: myristic, palmitic, palmito- included.
leic, oleic, and cluponodonic, whereas the spectrum . . .. .
for Alga 4 is scattered over a large number of acids Acid type Sample I Sample 2
and the inclusion of a C22 form with six double bonds
(docosahexaenoic acid). Assuming that the ambigu- Saturated

ous items (I and 2 in the tables) are arachidic and C. 0.26 016C. 0.07 0.06
behenlc acids and belong in the corresponding un- C, 0.07 0.39

saturated listing, it can be said that this group of Cu 0.02 0.02
organisms produces dominantly an unsaturated spec- Ca 0.30 0.21
trum. The presence of timnodonic acid (C2 0:s) (eico- CIA 2.66 2.53

Ci 0.45 0.51
sapentaenoic) in the blue-greens, as well as in the Ci. 26.73 33.18
diatoms, is pointed out. Cis 1.90 1.74

Sargassurn weed is common in the Gulf of Mexico C2. 1.18 0.99
and is often driven onto the beaches in extensive wind- Ca 0.73 0

rows. The samples used in these analyses (Table 4) 34.59 39.79
were from rafts of living plants and are mixtures of Unsaturated (1=)
S. natans and S. fluitans. Cis 8.15 6.20

Cis 12.93 11.44
Table 3. Fatty acid distribution in blue-green al- 21.08 17.64

gae, percent methyl esters. T = trace. Unsaturated (2=)
CIO 0.74 1.05

Alga 2 Alga 4 Cis 6.95 6.01

Acid type Culture 1 Culture 2 Unsaturated (3=) 7.69 7.06

Saturated Ci. 7.70 6.83
C, 0 0 T Unsaturated (4=)
CIO 1.0 0 0.3 CI, 6.84 6.42
Cu 1.1 0 2.0 C0 13.34 13.22
Cs T T 0
C,. 9.5 14.9 1.3 20.18 19.64
Cm 0 0 3.5 Unsaturated (5=)
CI. 18.8 23.5 14.3 Cm 7.41 6.83
C,, 0 0 3.9
Cis 1.9 2.8 6.0SCIO 0 0 5.11 The unidentified materials in this spectrum amounted
C1 0 0 5.42 to approximately 1 percent and the two independent

32.3 41.2 41.8 analyses are in good agreement.
Unsaturated (1=) The most outstanding characteristic of these spectra

Cis 22.2 26.2 0.1 is the dominance of unsaturated acids. Palmitic acid
C,., 12.4 6.9 14.3 is the only saturated component present in significant
Cn 0 0 0.4

......... amounts. In contrast to the other algae, niristic acid
34,6 33.1 14.8 is not very abundant.

Unsaturdted (2=) The unsaturated acids which stand out are oleic
C,.• 0 0 7.3 and arachidonic. When this spectrum is compared to

1.1 0 0 6.5 that of the other organisms it is intereF'tmg to note
13.8 that timnodonic (C20:5 ) is presert. It should also be

Unsaturated (3=) mentioned that in addition to the acids 3hown in the
C,. 0 0 5.1' table there were some odd-numbered chains in the
G s. 0 0 15.7 spectra for Sargassum. All were prese!nt at relative

20.8 concentrations ot less than 1 percent.
Unsaturated (4=) CTENOPHORES

CO. 0 0 5.4'
Unsaturated (5-) Two genera of ctenophores as representatives of

C.0 34 3.2 6.5 the zoopllankton were included in this investigation
CO 21.3 14.7 0 ('fable 5). The two genera, Mnemiopsis and Berije,

- 6 yielded somewhat different fatty acid spectra, the
Unsaturated (6)17.9 6.5 principal difference being in the relative percentage

C, 0 0 6.8 of oleic and arachidonic acids. Although the odd-
... ... numbered acids are not present in high conc-ntrations

SUtireoolved arachidic of lInt 4ic acids. in the case of the ctenophores, they certainly
0 Unrcolvcd 1Rb.eei or arachidonic acids. -in the oc

,. \4. '
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Table 5. Fatty acids in ctenophores, percent methyl sented an opportunity to investigate this aspect of the
esters. Unidentified components are omitted from the problem.
tabulation. The experimental method was as follows: (1) the

surface materials were collected from a 10-liter cul-
Acid type Mneniipsis sp. Beroe sp. ture (16-liter Pyrex wide-mouth bottle) by means of

.. . . .. . . . a special collecting device; (2) the whole culture was
Saturated processed with a continuous-flow centrifuge; and (3)

C10  0 0.84 samples drawn from the centrifugate were collectedC,, 4.28 0.97C,1 0.92 0.09 and analyzed. Tables 6, 7, and 8 summarize the re-
C,. 3.35 1.87 suits from 8 independent cultures involving 2 blue-
C,I 2.49 0.59 green algae and I diatom. Unfortunately, in these
CIO 16.53 12.84 preliminary experiments, it was not possible to ana-
C17  3.99 2.32
C,i 13.47 11.80 lyze organism, film, and supernatant from each cu!-
CV0 0.93 4.56 ture. Complete comparative data are .available for only
C22 1.99 0.49 one culture--culture 4 of Chaetoceros goavestomensij.

47.95 36.37 An examination of the tables reveals that: (1) the
Unsaturated (1=) relative quantities of the fatty acids in the films show

C,. 6.49 3.27 no apparent relationship to those present in the cells;
Cis 6.56 12.26 (2) the spectrum displayed by the aqueous phase in
C20 0.21 0 all cases is dominated by the 20:4/22:0 grouping. It

13.26 15.53 is quite likely that the variations within each of the
Unsaturated (2=) organisms and film groups, as well as between or-

C,, 2.49 0.90 ganism and film, are subject to the age of the culture,
C.. 1.2 3.30 The characteristic distribution of acids in the aqueous

3.69 4.20 phase seems to hold in all three organisms.
Unsaturated (3=) Evidently there is a partitioning effect which may

CIS 2.83 4.49 be of considerable interest in its ecological implica-
C.2  6.27 3.50 tions. These observations should be confirmed and

9.10 7.99
Unsaturated (4=) Table 6. Fatty acid composition of the cells, sur-

C2o 7.34 10.32 face film, and supernatant of Chaetoceros yalvestotten-
.. . . . . ... sis from a unialgal culture. Culture numbers in paren-

theses. T =trace.
present in noticeable amounts, and provide some in- thss T=re_"_
teresting points for differentiating the spectra for Cells Film Aqueous

Alnentiopsis and Ber6e. For instance, A!,nemiopsis Carbons (4) (7) (4) (9) phase

gave 4.28 percent of undecanoic (C11) acid as com- double per- per- per- per- (4) t '
pared to 0.97 percent for Berije. In the case of penta- bonds cent cent cent cent percent

decanoic (C, 7.) the concentrations were 2.49 percent 10:0 0.7 9.8
for .1fnemiopsis and 0.59 percent for Beric. Hepta- 11:0 2.1 T 0.6 31.0
decanoic acid (C1,), or margaric acid, was present in 0.9 T 5.1 T T

12:0 1.2 0.7 2.0concentration of 3.99 percent for Mnemiopsis and 1 T 1.9
2.32 percent for Berne. 1.4 0.5 0.6

The principal contrast between the ctenophore spec- 14:0 5.6 14.6 15.6 2.9 0.9
tra and all the others is the presence of stearic acid: 15:0 2.3 2.5 5.3 2.4 2.8
the only exception in this respect is that for the 16:0 7.3 9.1 27.4 89 5.92'6'1 2.5 11.3 17.0 2.3

armored dinoflagellate Proroctidtrupm. 0.9

Fin-dll. a (' 2 4 :2 acid (tetracosadienoic) was found 17:0 42 4.1 T 1.9 Z.
in bth of these organisms and it did not appear in 18:0 1.5 0.9 4.5 5.6
any of the other spectra. 18:1 7.5 5.0 26.5 2.1

0.4 1.6
18:2 8.7 3.5 2.1

)ISTRIBuTIoN OP FATTY ACIDS IN C'I.TtRE M[EDIA 218:3 or 20:0 10.0 T 82.7
The foregoing pages have described and compared 1.7

the spectra of fatty acids contained in a group of 20:2 97 19.2 2.7

planktonic organisms. The presence of chemical com- 1.6
pounds in organisms neither precludes nor assures 20:4 or 22:0 12.7 5.9 3.7
their presence in the fluids in which the organisms 20:5 62 10.5 20.5

10.4 6.8
are suspended. It is desirable to know something of 22:3 3.6
the kinds of organic materials which may escape into 22:5 3.9
the media and their behavior after escape. The ex- T 1.
perimental materials available for this study pre- Toa____I__-_____ __0_

S-. . . ..... ..- ,:.
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extended to other organisms and a variety of experi- Table 8. Fatty acid composition of the cells, surface
mental conditions, films, and supernatant of Alga 4. Culture numbers in

parentheses. T = trace.
DISCUSSION ____-_-_________

The data presented in this paper may be of interest Carbons Aqueous
" double Cells (6) Film (3) phase

to those concerned with inter-taxa relationships. In- bonds percent percent percent
terpretations about these relationships are necessarily .......... ......... . ....

limited by the conditions under which the data were 8:0 0.2
collected. The values for the fatty acids of the di- 9:0 T T0.4
atoms, dinoflagellates, and blue-green algae came from 10:0 0.3 0.3

laboratory cultures, while those for the ctenophores, 2.7 4.6
Sarg•sma, and fish came from samples collected in 11:0 2.0 1.1
the field, It has already been mentioned that vari- 1.7
ations in the relative concentrations of the individual 1.4 0.8

a ids can be expected when there are variations in 12:00.9 T

culture conditions, especially the age of the culture 0.9 1.6 0.6
at time of harvest. This point has been illustrated 14:0 1.3 2.3 0.7

2.1by Ackman et at. (1964). 15:0 3.5 3.4 0.6
However, when the variation between samples for T 0.9

materials brought directly from the field is considered, 16:0 4.3 7.8 5.0
that shown by laboratory-grown materials cannot be 0.116:1 0.1 3.6

17:0 3.9 5.518:0 6.0 12.9 3.1

Table 7. Fatty acid composition of the cells, surface 18:1 14.3 2.2

film, and supernatant of Alga 2. Culture rarnbers in 18:2 7.3 9.2
parentheses. T = trace. 18:3 or 20:0 5.1 6.0 82.5

... ...... _ =3.5
20:2 6.5 22.4 2.0

Cells Film Aqueous 20:4 or 22:0 5.4 11.1
Carbons (5) (8) (2) (8) phase 22:1 0.4
double per- per- per- per- (5) 20:5 6.5
bonds cent cent cent cent percent 6.1

22:3 15.7

9:0 0.4 22:6 6.8
0.8

10:0 1.0 2.2 T Totals 101.5 100.1 100.1
2.80:

1.3 3.8 T
11:0 1.1 1.8 T considered as unexpected. For instance, the analyses

3.7
T T 310 0.2 for the two samples of freshly collected Sargassum

12:0 2.7 T show good qualitative agreement, but with a signifi-
0.8 0.7 0.8 1.0 cant difference in the amounts of Cl 6 (Table 9). The

j T T 4.3 1.1
14:0 9.5 14.9 3.3 4.1 1.5 picture in this case is somewhat analogous to the re-
15:0 5.8 6.4 2.5 suits from two independent cultures of Alga 2. Reiser

1.1 1.9 4.7 et al. (!963) in tabulating the spectra for whole car-
T T 1.5 casses of mullet (direct from nature) indicated a simi-

16:0 222 26.2 T 1.8 lar situation except for greater differences in some

17:0 7.8 10.8 cases: for example, 24.0 percent and 13.3 percent of
3.3 T (' acid found in two indepentdent .amples.

1.3 3.2 3.8 2.0
18:0 P') 2.8 7.2 14.0 5.8 It seems that some acids might he subject to greater

3.9 6.1 variation than others. and until more is known alimt
18:1 12.4 6.) 4.6 the metablsic situations controlling the %.aria'iom,
18:2 7.2 12.4 inter-taxa interpretations will be very difticilt to,

1.4 T oake.
18:3 or 20:0 0.7 75.3 In looking at Table - wre can draw a few gencraliza-
20:1 3A T

"0.8 T tions which may he of general intertest. The diio-
1.2 flagellates and the blue-green groups semn In he low

20:2 67 9.4 in long.chain polhtins:turatcs. while for all groups
)".0: 40 o. 2:0 1.8 4,5"
20:5 3.4 3.2 38 4A and ('( I acids are dominant. The very small

2.3 dmatoms show comparatively large concentrations of
22:5 213 14.7 ItdV1un11aturates. suRgesting that as primary prolucers

... ..... . hee organisms may play a significant role in supply-
Total 100.0 100.0 943 99.1 100.0 ing thme marine food chain with such fatty aids.

~~~~~~ .' .. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ..I .... ..
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Excretion of Organic Compounds by
Cultured and Natural Populations of Marine Phytoplankton

J. A. HELLEBUST

Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts'

Scientists concerned with the measurement of pri- C14 by the algae, no self-absorption correction was
mary production and with algal physiology have re- made for counts obtained in this way. The specific
cently become increasingly aware of the importance activity of the bicarbonate in the algal media, which
ot gaining more knowledge about the quantity and was kept in tightly glass-stoppered bottles, was the
quality. of algal excretion products. Antia et at. same throughout any one experiment. The radioac-
(1963) showed indirectly that phytoplankton growing tivity counts of the filtered phytoplankton is, there-
in a large plastic sphere excreted as much as 35-40 fore, strictly proportional to the absolute amount of
percent of the photoassimilated carbon. Otheir in- bicarbonate assimilated. The composition of the ex-
direct estimates of excretion, however, have varied creted material was studied by direct chromatography
from negligible amounts to as much as 80 percent of of the filtered medium with known substances; by
the assimilated carbon (Gaarder and Gran, 1927; Gill- solvent extraction and coprecipitation with albumin;
bricht, 1952: Marshall and Orr, 1930). Some of and by removing the salts by electrodialysis followed
these estimates were rather crude, and did not give by cochromatography with known substances or by
any information about the composition of the ex- removing them by acid hydrolysis followed by cochro-
creted substances. A few studies on specific kinds matography and autoradiography. Details of the ex-
of materials excreted by marine phytoplankton in cul- perimental procedure have been published elsewhere
ture have recently been published; for instance, carbo- (Hellebust, 1965).
hydrates by several marine flagellates (Guillard and The amount of organic material excreted by the
WVangersky, 1958), an organic base by a marine algae was expressed as a percentage of the photo-
dinoflagellhte (Wangersky and Guillard, 1960). and assimilated carbon. The latter quantity was consid-
amino acids and peptides by blue-green algae (Stew- ered to be equal to the C14 taken up by the algae
art. 1963). plus the organic C14 excreted. The photoassimilated

This paper concerns the quantity and composition carbon respired during the experiment was neglected.
of substances excreted by culturcl and natural phyto- (This will be discussed later.)
plankton populations. The details of these studies have
been published elsewhere (Hellebust, 1965). The cul- RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
tared bacteria-free algae were kindly supplied by Dr. The effect of light intensity on excretion by repre-
R. R. L. Guillard of the Woods Hol4 Oceanographic sentatives of the five major classes of marine phyto-
Institution. The natural marine phytoplankton sam- plankton was studied by growing the algae under 300
pies were from Vineyard Sound, Massachusetts, and and L.OW0 f:-c. It is evident that while many of the
from the Gulf of Maine (Atlantis II, Cruise II, April species show only small differences in the relative
8-18, 1963). Practically all the work with cultures of amounts of photoassimilated carbon excreted at the
single species was done when the algae were in log- two light intensities, some of the algae (e.g., Cocco-
phase growth, in order to make the results strictly lithAs hurleyi, Gyymnodinium nelsoni, Chwcoocevos
compTarablet prdagicvs, and Skeletonuea costamum) excreted con-

The excreted organic carbon was measured by tak- siderably more at the lower than at the higher light
ing portions of membrane-filtered media from algal intensity (Table I). In a separate experiment in
cultures which had been allowed to photoassimilate which the phvtoplankton were exposed to full sunlight
C140. for a given period of time. The remaining in- (10.,00-12.00L0 ft-c). very high excretion rates re-
organic C1403 was removed front the filtered por- suited (8.5-52 percent of the photoassimilated car-
tions. which were then plated, dr'ic, and counted for bon), probably due to pitoo-oxidative damage to the
C14 activities. All the counts. werc corrected for self- cells (Itellebu't. 1965).
aborption, which was due almost entirely to the s'alt. There were cmnsiderable variations in the relative
for background. anti for variation in counting erE- magnitudes of organic carbon excreted even among
cien-y. Since only 0.1 nil portitms of the cultures scce belonging to the same class of algae (Table
were fhltered in order to determine the assimilation of i). It should be noted that two diatoms. C0aawlahsos

pdagicu• and (Chaocros simpke. consistently ex-
Srrc.,e addeee Th. R.O&,U9(SI ZAblrmmUtlltrd l'ave. creted very large fractions (17-25 percent) of their

dhy. Caem r. Uaa.bm3a6a.

• q• •-, ,• • ,• ; ' " -. •. •.
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Table 1. Excretion of photoassimilated carbon by algae at high and low light intensities during two days
of alternate 12-hour light and dark periods.

W1)0 ft-c 300 ft-c

Carbon Excreted Carbon Excreted carbon
excreted carbon as excreted
of total glycolic of total Glycolic

assimilate acid assimilate acid Protein Lipid

CHRYSOPHYCEAE
Coccolilku khlfr's (BT-6) 1.3 2.7 4.4 2.4 1.0 4.5M..sochr.=.s• 1.M •Mono) 4.5 1.7 3.6 3.6 1.6 4.6Olatlkodicuc sp. (Olith) 9.8 4.0 10.0 93 5.0 5.3

Exotiella sp. (Extv) 3.3 <1.0 2.5 < 1.0 2.2 5.8Am-Phidiuim car"e (Amphi) 9.3 3.3 100 3.7 0.8 3.2Gyamodmiium setonii(?) (GSBL) 5.7 2.3 7.8 2.0 2.8 3.8
BACILLARIOPHYCEA E

Chaeloceroi pelagicus (Ch 4) 17.0 16.0 25.0 15.0 0., 7.4Cyclotella mama (13-1) 4.0 5.6 4.6 1.3 1.1 6.0Cyciotella we. (314) 4.2 3.1 6.7 1.9 1.3 4.0Skekloisem. coisatum (Skel) 4.6 38.5 9.0 35.0 0.4 4.3T. mordeukiojdii (T-Nord) 4.1 1.5 - - -
CHLOROPHYCEAE

Cblieila sip (580) 1.6 0.8 2.4 L.0 0.8 4.5DuaoJiella terhokictla (Dun) 4.4 3.1 3.9 2.2 02 5.0Py0a,6im,8o11as sp. ( Pyr 1) 5.1 1 .0 9.1 42 0.7 4.2
CYANOPHYCEAE

Coccachlo•,i sp. (Syn) 5.4 2.0 2.7 3.0 09 10.3

photoassimilated carbon durin: log-phase growth ration and quantitative determination of glycolic acid(Hellebust, 1965). It is possible that under ideal in marine algal culture filtrates. Although smallgrowth conditions, nutritional and otherwise, these amounts or traces of glycolic acid were detected in
algae would excrete a smaller proportion of their all the algal media, only a few algae excreted thisphotoassimilated carbon. organic acid in considerable quantities. SkdeilosemaIt was mentioned earlier that the amount of ex- costalum excreted the largest fraction, about 35 per-creted carbon was calculated as a percentage of C" cent of the total excretioa, while Charloceros pdagi-taken up by the cells tnet photosynthesis), plus the cws and olistkodiscifs sp. excreted 9-15 percent. A(.'i excreted. not taking ito account the respiratory marine (eorococcum sp_. not included in this table.
loss of photoassimilated carbon during the experi- produced about 12 percent of its excreted material as
mental period. It is possible that the organic carb.mo glycolic acid.excreted by healthy cells represents a relatively fixed The effect of light intensity on glycolic acid excre-proportion of the total photoassimilated carbon rather tion was investigated. using cultures of Skderionewa
than the net photoassimilated carbon for each indi- costalum adapted to high and low intensities (Fig I .vidual species. This would explain, at least in part. The relative anmunts exc-eted increased strikinglywhy higher excretinm values may be obtained at low with decreasing light intensity below about 1.50 ft-clight intensities than at intensities approaching light Only 1.2-41.3 percent of the photnassimilated carbonsaturation IFogg. 195-8. lW&). '%as excreted as giscriic acid at 6,5.0 ft-. but at 1A)

Following the di',overv of glycolic acid excretion ftlc the excreted gliholi acid accounted for about 6
by hlJobrlal pyrroido' (Tolbeti aM Zill. 1957 . a percent of the photnassimilated carbon. Very little
great deal of attention has been paid to the possible gl.col ic acid ( less than one percent in a riediun Aon.excretion of this substance by other algae. Nalewaiko taming 3 mg glinlic acid per Iter1 ) was taken upre d. 1103) derntumtratle that a pLanktonsc fresh- during 12 hours in the dark by a relatively dens-water isolate of ý.',ordIa pyr.modom excreted con- culture of .Skdeitiosim. This findin dos not agree.iidrrable amont% of gh)colic acid. Fang 1 96.3bh with the *uggestion that leycnlic acid is rapitiv ex-prnposed that this acid may he excreted by- both fresh- cretrd and re-absmred Ih- the algal crelh (Fogg,
water and marine ph.ttoplankton during ptos-.ntit, l %.b)sit. and may reprsw.nt a resroir %hich can he used .Nettvh~ne ,•,:'stittes of protein arre excreed tn-
for heterotrophic gromth by algae and other mlcro- the algal histed in Table 1. excre faor O(lthandsA-saorranimns. sp. in %hich about 5 percent of the total excreted

'rTable I •v-s th- reuths nf chromatgeal, hsc -rpa. material was pr-Aein. It may. therefore. he r•neral

1Ak
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rin sustaceswee ainoacissugar aoos n
,.peptides, (detected as amino acids appearing after
Shydrolysis of the neutral fraction). Some of the algaefexcreted manyasnl usac.CrcojpkAera

(Syrascosphaera) carterae, Isochrysis gu borna, and
-~ U .llouochrysis lutheri ( Table 2, and Ilellebust, 1965)

* excreted mainly the unknown U,. It may he noted
-J 1 that this particular unknown substance was excreted

~only by the Chrysophycese and the Dinophyceae. and
- a not bv the other classes of algae 01ijohodiscv2 sp.

4.'- I excreted almost exclusively mannitoll. and Durnigla
lerliokcsa mainly glycerol. The marine Chioreila sp..A, excreted mainly proline. The two clones of CyLoterla4

FM~ h W" VW mml~ V nizno, ihich were isolated from verv different envi.
rmmnents 113.-1 from the Sargasso Sea, and 3Ff from

Fig. 1. l'u.,tsyntltsis andt excrelkn. of glycolic acidl ar estu~ry ), showed distinct differences in the- kinds
fby SkeIrhnema o-stuluam at various light intensitirs. of compounds they excreted. These findings agree

well with other physiological differences observed by
ized that healthy, rapidly grrowing marine phytojtlaAi- i;uillard and Rytheir ( 1927J.
1(n excrete little or -it protein. In the c..ae oi sta- Free sugars were found in the media of Only a few
tionary -phase cultures~ of Skeleoouwma costaa~w and algae ( 'Table 2 t. Furthermore, following acid hy-
0lisi/rodi~icits sp.. how~ever, whetn sonme of the cells. drolysis of the excreted material, identifiable sugars
were obviously in lmx~)r condition, relatively large appeared in smnall amounts only in the case of three
amiounts of protein (almos.t 10 percent of the photo- oi lthe algae investigated. indicating that few or no
assimilated carbon i appeared in the medini,. Chloro- poly saccharides were excreted by these algae during
iofli-.4ltible conilxvunds Mind column in Table 1) logarithmnic growth. Si."e relatively drastic condi-
consiUL:'ed 4-2-10.3 percent of the excreted material. tions were used for the hydrolysis of the excreted sub-
These coml-r--nds prohnibly consist partly of various stances (41N 1110 At 100' C. for 6 hrt, however. pen-
glycerol dens a*6.c!-. because this compound appeared toses and ketoses would probably be largely destroyed.
in the hydrolyzed neut~al fraction of the excreted Therefore, pcslysaccharides consisting mainly of such
material of many of thi Agar. sugar residues wnuld not be detected in d_ l-vhdroly-

N14-e detailed information about ,%xne of the con- sate. On the other hand. (;uiltard and Wangerily
stituents of the neutral fractions of the excreted ma- i195S) found littk polysaccharide excretion by ma-
terial appear-. in Table 1 The most &f'ojuently -wcur- rine flagellates -is long as the cells remained in log-

Table 2- ()rgunic coni,-tpunds excreted by algae during log-phase growth. .

C'XItNpUwi6 AA~erveri prmuw Caowncsds obseve aft"r
to hrr~.ltrn ~hydraiysRs

t'.' 411himi knXie, I i T-6 w mananitol, U, aqwticaciml,..1 arahinome L. gltwcme
tl ,aohisiwvji hoth.-rs (Miuwlo ---5O' U,. mannittil wrry unall amowit, of sunknians
(fl',IA,'4fiurms%' sp li~thi .'9O'. mamutl, L', %r-ry- unall amommitb t4 wiknowra

DIXONfl'YCEAF.
I-FtWl A..w , F'p. 1xu 30' UV.. U.. glutaftnme adI very .nall afsosrts '4 wun.,ami
. ~I m~dmvL4arl- , 4I.f An~t,1 ' 50ý I.. xr;buvse Ut. *Ahwt unkimmusn
t. Imqoijwo 1W Isoar.na I (B. ~-5O. U. tX. glularnuc acid arsiMmw. V-slw, krwirw

RACILLARII )l'lYCE NE
&dI.W -efý t,.Jjqddhi NJ i 4 u f ~ Y' 4, Wn ufrtrufl. glam-fme. Arab"%nur &S.uItys gtataamc. lyauiew. glymr4u

1, lela ome1131 ý , ln'rij mnnU .. glutauw. aqwijei.e. -.t. vlu

I ofir-mgdu I Arlm) "" U.Mauid. alutanl& acid V. tm..a.t. aiutmanw.

Cill 'i)IIIYUET~r.A
thi-'rfld4 WiM -. j41&We- pq lm. 0eirr-l 1. 12 &"ai 4m Vim-. 617vem~

14muaheila it.,4imJ't0 Ilhm I :-W- jlfit" U..1 latWmu arlb.: atow.vr
Plr I 71' )iil glycrol. Z, 1. ' r.' 'el. alutm~am

v W&.Vi . iSs-b ' U.. I t4l'wrr" gt wr~tfl. a~sprtar. 4110taamv,
a -,rum

aw<
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Table 3. E -rinby phy1oplankt~rt samples taken from the surface water of Viney ard Sound during the
lWe winter and s, ing of 1963.

Carbon ex-
cretel (of total

Sarulno Water Sample Incuiationr a"Similatedt
=In temp 1C. comlposition conditions,

Fe&. 17 -12 Mainly Theaiesju4'sira and £ hlietreos spp. 414 hr at PC., 500 ft-c 6.7
Apr. 29 12 Mlainly Lqqlocuindnui dexin1.a 3 hr vs situ,

8.(K) Il.'00 ft-c 8.1

May 6 10 Wfinly Leptiocylindrdnis dawitioz, many empty 6 hr iso situ (
7

A s-1 P11),

frustules prejernt 10.00(1 ft-c at n.Aifl 22
ditto ditto Ii 1 1`1-7 I'M) 3

May 15 12 Mamnly fal agella"e anoI dinollagellatell 9) hr imositu, (6) Ami-3 psi 0.
5.000 ft-c at 11-M,11i I2

phase growth. This agrees with the present data pearing in sevecral oliatoins. chlry-woph~tc,. andl dint-
which show little or no polysa~ccharide prodluction by flagellate-s after phtsllhýi in C1 M u - ere 1n1t
lng-phase cultures ;f marine phytoplankton. identified, but %ere found 1w cochrornatography to he

The ide~ifiscati-jn of excreted subs-tances was based idenitical to excreted compoxunds of tile %arne algae.
on cmihrwuatography with comtirnunds that commionly QUuatiltatise estimates of the excretion of Organic
occur in plnt cells, such As sugars, sugai derivatives. coniplounils by natural ph~t,.opanktnn populations wsere
organic acids, and arn.no acids. Compoutnds excreted riakirne(4 %aflhjles- of water irosil Vineyard Soundll and
by marine algae woulid presumably be identical with the Gu11 of Mait-e sluritig the late winter and spring
corrmnOnly ncurring ructatolhtts in the-se org-tilmms. of 1W6. Three of the samples studied fromt Vineyard
However, so little is known about the nature of smdw Tralle 3. Febl. 17, Apr. 29, and May B') conl-
mnetabolites in imarine Algae that the numberK of ex. s)ýictl lot bealthy. rapidly photos~otlicsi ring algae.
creteil metaholiles that could be identified hy the T~hese ph~tioplanktion -.amples excreted sinall amounts
above procedurc was quite limited- In order too oh- of orgaiiic stbstances (07 an4 8.1 lertriit of the
tamn more inforniation about the identity of algal pho~tcoa~s-vidated carbon for the two (liatoin -xqula-
metabolites of low mnolecula-r weight. alcoful-solublle tions and 12 p'erce-nt for the population consisting

~~it c-mipounds were extracted ir~mi sevseral speci-". and mainly of flKIgelltes '. I lowry or, the sanmple of Lefto-
same of the extracted substance, were teintatis clv iylindsrui &uwus int s Mestigated on May 5 at the enil

iariotisW ý Asp t ccl-roin~traph n o using of a 1lisoi and conitaining abxout -21) percent of entryv

RrIAtasely la rge .onimmnts of ghsre-rol and nmannitol bledl carbort.

we-re found in sresrail dir%-vsph'~te and diatomns-c The Tb-h.toplankton l poulatioms studied in the I;uhi
F - ciVA. And large tliLintitie' of pretins- were dectected in of Maine- all ciwnisitrol of appoarently healhthy and

A ns-Artnr ( Iiiorella s1. ( kill%. Nft.l! :.in-umnts (of free rapidlY growing algzae %ith ' isrtirs ajs;.romcbing tis u

%ugar- sss--i I-oe-e 11lns , I ,efd ,4 Il')52 Manv "nizion eN ccls s- lits-r. in1.lic.iting bloomin ctorditln'n%
-of the ntittst ras-thimctitars. i s'.uPlr-o? ri-are-s ap - Fr~orn -1 t It- pwers-t '.4 tle- ;.htoa-imitlaed csr -

asl-4 Fx.-rettoos-i j 1.h~tophsskt'W1 sale roin tire Guslf (Vi Mains- duhis-cn A Job. tis'¾nikhou bliss-an ti
April. 1961

Calrtim V I

Art 19 14 au-.ti hass-n- and ~ rri O~f--pp hr ik 11 %u6 us). S4.'
S-oiarr "ai-rs,~-d~~s1

Zsi 5~~-1

h) s-ionit <
ar-f J hri 2 P-4i.

10 m Qz~i4  s

I.' fr ý6s-sam rim,,(

list -m.A~ poresent. siufae WAL"- I. -w., 'spq 14'. 5*W
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Table 5. L.oss of radioactivity from Cý4-labeled hours in light after transfer to a non-radioactive mie-
Th~alasiojira flut-iatfii after transfer to non-radioa- dhum (lRythe'r, 1950P.
active medium. -- Significant amounts of organic matter may be ex-

creted by non-growing natural phytoplankton popu-

cell C" in Or ins lations (Table 3), or by cultures in the stationary
num- cells mediumn Organic- Total phase (Cuillard and WAangersky, 1958). The studies
ber vouKmt/ count C"4 C' lost described in this reptort have dealt only with logarith-

'rime x 10'! min. msae. excreted by cell mically growing algal cultures. To supplement these
dlays ml X10O4 X i* observations, the excretion of organically bound car-

0 1.2 56.0±0.8 b- - on by Thaltuuaoitra flut-ialilis was followed through
2 6.1 51.1 0.A 1.0=02 1.9=0.4 5.4±t1.4 the log phase of culture into the stationary phase
3 6.6 512 ± U.8 1.4±0.2 2.7±C.4 8.6±t1.4 brought about by nutrient deficiency. Cells were

-- --- --... transferred at time zero (Fig. 2) fromt a log-phase
boni was excreted by- these phytolplanlcton populations01`1 culture with excess nu~trients to a mediumt containing

-rabke 4 , It appears front these studies that abiout no phlosphlorus and nitrogen. The amount of excretion
11) iercent of the photoassintilated carbon of natural as a percentage of the photoassimilated carbon re-
laol Dulatit sits of healthy, growing iphytoplankton front inained at about 5 percent while the cells were still
Voine 'ard Sound and the Gulf of NMAine Is gene-rally dividing, then rapidly increased to over 20 percent as
rxcreted. Consideraldi% higher levels of excretion nuty the culture wen into stationary phase growth. hlow-
lee exp-cted at the end (if a ph) toplankton bloomi if ever, theil~e amount excreted per unit time (the
the algae rematin in a stationary growth phase, or 4)lie of the curve miarked "C1

4 in medium" in Fig. 2)
disinte-rate by autolysis and bacterial degradation did not increase significantly, because of the sharp
Instead of laciniz removed thriyungl grazing by zo- fall in rate of photosynthesis. It may therefore be

u~d~i~ton.concluded that, although a stationary population of
0ii0 , v ien attemlpt %as made to identify the corn- ldi~tolplankton will excrete a large peroportion of its

jpounds excreted by the natural pliytojplanktori, because phDAtaIstinitlated carbon, the absolute rate of exere-
!0lrs- occurred in such low coniceuuati~ms as to make tion by %uch a pojmulation may not be any higher than
isoialiom extreticly litheult. IDirý"ct chrornatography that o~f a rapidly growing population with a Smaller
o4 ecx-retnd compinaurli by a very dense population relative erizretion rate.
con-.oting niamly of Iqeot-y1aitdrys datocus (Table Asn tatinuite of the annual contribution of dissolved
3) rrscale the presence of smiall airon'-ts of glycolic carbon by the excretion of healthy phytoplankton may
acid. be made by niak~ng certain assump'tions: ( II the

T'he cultured and natural poh-toiplankton popyulations iUa-ptl of the unifornily mixed surface layer is 100 m.
were alcwelto ;ebotuas-.imiate C"M) f!)r var~ying 12) the annual primary productivity is 100 g carbon
lenigths of timei beiore excretion estimates were made. m2~. and (3) the excretion of organic carbon is 10
vberrfiare. it vts oim-ritant to es.~ablash if ih e x- percersi of the primtary productivity value. Then the
crt-rl mairrial c-am,,sised nuiinlv of oceslv assiminlated annual contribution of excreted substances to the
t-arli,'. or 1i rerlativelY .14 kr cellular conistiturnts also reservoir of di,,solvedI organic cowpounds of this
corntriluted to) ther excreted material. If onil y% recently w~ater may., would bq 0.1 itig carbon I. which is ap-
aksoitilttaedl carboin is excreted, duratiin iii tre cxper .i- ;,roxiniatcl.% oti-critenl of the dissolved e rhon in the
iowitt Juottid natt intlucence the naiagnituake of excretion .,;wi. ocean Ilhturs~nia, 1963: Menzel. IW4 ). If the
expterr'Mee As a per-centager of the )~h.,toa!.ianolated1 car- depth of the mxe~xd surface layer is less and the ex-
sani. lin order it) ketcrni.iai whethr rre~tiielY old cretion rate higher than thAt a"ssnted above, the
cellulair Cesiatittient' are excreted to a 5igroihcAnt ex- Asnnual c'minibutiori 11. of course, be correspond-
tent. utinhiatornel% L4ibele I h~d~jrsa,'ni *ur kildu (An ii 16y higher. scr~c tinc concentration of dissoved
esutumi!e dtatomi %.cu-A%~a tralksferred to a ril- trganic carbonm does not change .m a yearly b'-sis
Iihum. Cootaminag no (. ' I.ih t. i actixatt' of the fIDuursnta. 11% 1. the wame amount of dissolred or-
c--lsin att-elani,"Iut sre ds-erianed after tiso and gamec carbon will have to he coeonrted to 0'e trior-
three ila% s in the light t~I M t -c ), It can be meen
frcnti Table 5 that oily ID0 prrcciat of the acti% iti in .1-- -'-
the ceills Apmeared inl the riellium As. organic carlsmm-
.sfter tuo .tA's in the light, during whiach ltnw the ~a
algAl 1*ooutlation kid incirreawA almost five times -r' .

iNowe thre ckrretion of that Mwvices is kne'&n to be /~U *

461tm~t l-wirint under i umtar oerijomnms ailvle-lebust1. ~I
the -,rgan-c rartaim[I be. -it, in the cilt before the

Ir; --%ter e.Wii' hA~cCir rrtralt~utr to the total Amnountl of

orgrut.!r (cirj~vuwld5 Cfexrfiv t dumng thit otarried This e .-

agc-e-% %%sdl wimth stlhirrs olnersatirin that CIt .1ltw14e' Fi-g 2 I~owtu .e)dmss~wa. aesi ewuret~m hII
I ruma!,,-5i !-- &.~I.. almatost no adoiiist during _'4 nutirv-t-.'-ArEierwt?.Ju-

i .
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ganic phase (per year) by T-hemical or bacterial BID)WELL, R. G. S., G. KROTKOV, and G. B. REED.
processes, and possibly also by algal respiration within 1952. Paper chromnatography of sugars in plants. Cats.

the ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~J uppery mie ae nwic h usacs r '0~~ ?:29l-,t'J5.the ppe mied ayerin ~hih te sustacesare CLARKE, G. L., 1939. The relation between diatoms and
produced (Menzel, 1964). copepods as a factor in ihe productivity of the sea.

Another source of dissolved organic substances in Quart. Rev'. Biol.. 14:60-464.
the sea is the loss of soluble substances front algae I)U.URSMNA. E. K.. 1961. D~issolved organic carboni.
when they are being grazed by zooplankton. An ex- nirgnadpohruintebc.NhJSaRs,
periment with Calanus hyperboreus, feeding on C14- DUURSMA, E. K.. V¶.63. The piroduction of dissolved
labeled Thai assiosira ,fluviatil is, showed that about 15 crganic matter in tl-. sca, as related to the primary
percent of the carbon of the grazed algae appeared gross tiroductioii of orgsniei matter. Ncth. J. Sea Res.,

2:85-94,
in the medium as dissolved substances after 24 hr. FOGG, G. E., 1958. Extracellular produjcts of phyto..
If most of the marine phytoplanktoii is grazed by plankton and the estitnation of primary production
zooplankton rather than dying a natural ieath (Har- Raipp. Cons. E.-rplor. Mfer., 141:56-M0.
vey et a/., 1935: Clarke., 1939; Menzel and Ryther, FOGG, G. F., 196.1a. Extracellulai products. In Phvsi-

1961, te toal mout ofdisolve orani sub o(1093 andi Biarlictnistr. (if Aliyae, edited by R. A.1961, te ttalaniont f dssoved rgaic ub- Lecwin; pp. 475-489. Aca'demnic Press, New York.
sacsresulting (I ) from excretion by healthy FO)GG G. E.. 1963b. The role of ;.,gae in organic pro-

phytoplankton (about 10 percent of the primary pro- duction in anuatic environments. British Phyrol. Bull..
ductivity), and (2) from grazing by zooplankton 2(4):195-.205.

GA\ \RDEF.R T.. and H. H. GRAN, 1927. Investigat rns(about 15 percent of the primary productivity), wvill of the production of plankton in the Oisloflord. Cons.
equal about 25 percent of the primary production of 1'rrm. Il)rr'i. E. t'l'r. ierr.. Rapp. !'roc.-f cr1. 4F:1-49.
organic carbon. If these estimates are correct, the GII.LBRICHT, M., 1952. Uotersuichungen rur Produk-
peak of dissolved carbon resulting from excretionl tnsbiologie des Planktons in der Kieler Bucht 11:

DeProduktion,.grosse. Kitel. .11c,'retforsch., Board S.-
and from grazing of a phvtoplankton bloomn ought to 51-61.
occur later than that of the standing stock of phyto- GUILLAM), R. R. I.. and J. H. RX'THFR. 1962.
plankton. This was found by Duursma ( 1961 ) to be Studies of marine planktonic diatoms. 1. Cyclotella moam
the case in the North Sea. buuirsmna. however, con- Hustedt. and Detonidla confer7 accac I Ceve) Gran.

(on 1. JMitrobiol.. 8:229-23(),
tended that the time lag indicated tha-t nmost o-f the GUILLARD, R. R L., and P. J. WANGERSKY, 1958.
dissolved carbon resulted fromn the decay of algae The production of cxtracellnlar carbo~hvrrates by some

'Iafter tile peak of the phytoplankton bloom. His ex- marine flagellates. 1.oo"p-l. ()ceonoo.. 449)-A;4.

planation would be correct only if (1) little primary HARVEY, H. W., L. H. N. COOPER, M. V. LE-
prouctvit tok pacebeteenthepea ofthephyo- OUR. and F. S. RU'SSEALL, 1935. Plankton nrodtic-

ace a of he pyto- tion and its control. I. Marine, Biol. .4.s;oe. r7.K., 20:
plankton bloom and the peak of tile d-issolvod organic 407-441.

r carbon, and (2) the phlytoplankton bloom was not HFELLEBERST, J. A., 1965. Excretion of some organic
chiefly controlled by grazing. This cannot he verified ovudbymrnphtpakn.ipol cag.

because Duuirsmia did not supply data on primary 10.-HX.I1 (P20 . r.adKPOR,13.Asdyo
productivity or ou grazing rates or standing zooplank- the spring dliatonm increase in L.ocli Striven. J. 3larinec
ton stocks. Harvey et al. ( 1933). Clarke ( 1939), and R /?' 4. lsspw. U. K., 16:85.3-879.
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Dissolved Organic Material as a Nutritional Source for
Marine and Estuarine Invertebrates

GROVER C. STEPHENS
Department of Organisnic Biology, University of California, Irvine, California

Marine invertebrates, like any other heterotrophs, that this might be available to filter-feeding animals
diepend on reduced carbon compounds as an energy as a nutritive supplement.
source. Such compounds derive from photosynthesis, Cheesman (1956) reported on the ability of snails
with a few exceptions. The usual picture of the to feed on material denatured at the air-water inter-
trophic structure of marine communities is derived face, using their foot as a "Langmuir funnel". More
from analyses of terrestrial ecosystems where herbi- recently, Baylor and Sutcliffe (1963) raised Artemia
"Vores are nourished by the primary producers and. on particulate organic material produced by bubbling
in turn, provide sustenance for a complex pyramid air through filtered sea water, and Riley (1963) re-
or web of carnivores. This, is somewhat complicated ported flakes of particulate material which may be
by saprotrophs and omnivores, but the basic structure derived in a fashion compa:able to a natural con-
remains pyramidal. stituent of the waters of Long Island Sound.

In this conceptual scheme a great deal of organic It may be noted that these studies, with the possible
material, beyond that represented by the biomass of exception of the work of Collier el al., deal with path-
the various trophic levels of the community, is pres- ways for using organic material after it has been con-
ent in the environment. In an inshore marine corn- centrated by adsorption or some other physical process

unnity, this material would include particulate detri- in the environment. Clearly, these pathways may con-
tus, nmaterial of colloidal dimensions, and organic tribute in a quantitative way to the normal nutrition
material in solution in sea water. The question is of some aquatic animals, although whether they do
whether this organic material requires us to modify remains to be established. Can aquatic animals re-
our concept of the trophic structure of marine and move organic material directly from solution? This
estuarine communities. This paper summarizes some paper attempts to explore this question.
recent evidence concerning a possible nutritive role
of organic material in true solution. UPTAKE OF ORGANIC MATERIAL

The idea that dissolved organic material may con- FROM SOLUTION
tribute to the nutrition of aquatic animals is not new. Several points in the possibly significant nutritional
The hypothesis is isuallv associated with Piitter role of organic material obtained from true solution
,g1909), and it received a great deal of attention in should be established. Dissolved organic carbon in
the first three dýcades of this century, but Krooh sea water typically does not exceed a few milligrams
(1931) concluded lhat there was no substantial evi- per liter (Hood, 1963). It is clear, therefore, that a
dence for l'iitter's idea. prior condition for a serious discussion of the direct

Collier et al. (1953), howev er. reported the pres- nutritive role of this material is the demonstration
ence of an unidentified carbohydrate material in high of a physiological mechanism for supplying signifi-
concentrations which was removed from sea water by cant amounts of at least some organic conipourds to
ovsters. The extremely high concentration.s reported the animal from extremely dilute solutions.
(about 100 mg!] ). apparently represented a local situ- Stephens and Schinske (1961) presented qualita-
ation, since other investigators (Lewis and Rakestraw, tive evidence of the ability to remove amino acids
1955) have been unable to find carbohydrate in com- from solution among marine invertebrates. Of 35
parahle amounts. Collier's work, which appaiently genera in 11 phyla which were examined, only six
has not been extended and pursued, stands as the iso- arthropods failed to remove amino acids supplied in
lated demonstration of the removal of a naturally dilute solution. However, much of this work was at
occurring organic material from solution by a meta- concentrations of I to 2 nimItl, or about two orders
Wlan. of magnitude higher than any likely natural concen-

Fox and his co-workers (1952, 1953) su,, ested tration. However, it was demonstrated that at least
that leptopel is a potential source of organic material some of these organisms could remove glycine at con-
for filter-feeding organismns. Leptopel consists of mi- centrations of 2 X 10-5 MiI-a mnuch more reason-
celles of organic material adsorbed on inorganic par- able figure. Later, a series of papers appeared (Ste-
tides of colloidal dimensions. These authors presented phens, 196,0. 1962, 1963, 1964; Virkar, 1963) in which
evidence that much of the "dissolved" organic ma- Cl 4-1abeled compounds were used in studying the
teri was actually present in this form and suggested ability of marine and estuarine forms to take up
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Table I. Some species studied using C 14 to show the ability of marine and estuarine forms to take up several
small organic compounds.

Amount of compound
Organism and equivalent to Qo2

compoutd V... (moles/g/hr) K. (roles/I) Qo, (ml/g/hr) (moles/g/hr)

Fungia
glucose 2 X 10-' 1 X 10-1 0.005 3.3 X 10-'

0.01 6.7 X 10-'
Clymenella

glycine I X 10V 2 X 10-' 0.090 12 X 10-'F henylalanine 3.7 X 104 5 X 10-1 5.5 X 10-'
sine 3.6 x 10 1.2 X 10-1 6.0 X 10-

valine 4.4 x 10 2.7 X 10' 7.7 x 10-1
Nereis sucinea

glycine 1.6 X 104 1.1 X 10" (0.026)* 3.5 X 10-,
Nereis limuicolaglycine 1.3 X 10-1 3.7 X 10-1
Golfi1gia

Sglycine 1.0 X 10-7 1.0 X 10-'

Value for N. , irew from Bosworth et at. (1936).

several small organic compounds. Table 1 lists some 4. What fraction of the total energy budget of the
species for which published information is available. organism is provided by reduced carbon supplied in
In addition, several other genera have provided ma- this fashion ?
terial for casual examination and detailed study in 5. What is the evidence for significant participa-
our laboratory. A partial list includes the Ihmelli- tion of material acquired in this fashion in the me-
branchs, Mercenaria (=Venus) nwcrcenaria, Mytilus tabolism of the organismn?
edulis, and Solemya velum; the echinoderris, Asterias Answers to such a series of questions depend on the
forbesi, Thyrone briarcus, and Leptosynapta inhae- initial designation of an experimental organism and
rens; and several annelid and cnidarian genera. A the designation of a particular compound or class of
similar extension of the list of compounds used is compounds. When these questions are answered they
justified, since most forms examined were tested with may provide some evidence for attaching nutritional
glucose and several amino acids. It is fair to state significance to certain dlissolved organic materials.
that any soft-bodied marine invertebrate examined, A broader ecological significance would rest on the
regardless of its apparent primary mode of feeding, demonstration of the need of a number of different
has exhibited some ability to remove glucose and forms for a fraction of the total requirement of re-
amlino acids from solutions of a concentration of duced carbon sUpplied in this way.
about 10-` to 10-6 At/. It is possible to approximate the answers to all

The conclusion is justified that at least some or- these questions in one animal, the maldanid worm.
ganic compounds are available to a wide variety of (lymneclla torquata, and to provide answers to some
soft-bodied marine invertebrates from solutions of of the questions in a few other cases.
very modest concentration. It is reasonable, there-
fore, to discuss whether or not such an uptake of dis- (JAACTER OF TIlE EPTAKE PROCFSS
solved organic material may be a significant source of The evidence for interpreting the uptake of glucose
reduced carbon for these organisms under natural and amino acids as a process occurring directly across
conditions. This problem may be outlined in a series the body wall is presented in detail elsewhere, but
of questions: perhalps the most cogent evidence rests on procedures

1. What is the evidence that the uptake of small which occlude the digestive tract. When this is done
organic molecules occurs from solution rather than in Fungia (Stephens, 1962), Clymentlla (Stephens.
by adsorption on particulate matter? Is the uptake 1963), ,V'rcis succinea, and N. lininicola (Stephens.
initially by bacteria or by passage of the medium 1964), no decrease in the rate of disapp'arance of
through the digestive tract? such compounds from the ambient medium is observed.

2. What is the relationship between ambient con- In most of the studies, antibiotics have been used
centration of organic compounds and the rate at in control procedures. Rates of uptake are not modi-
which they are removed from solution ? fled. Wherever sufficient data are available for analy-

3. What is the expected concentration ol such com- sis, the rate of uptake is an exponential function of
pounds in the normal environment of the animals? the animal's weight. This suggests in another way
When this concentration is determined, how nmuch that the uptake process is related to the surface of the
material can be supplied to the organism by this organism.
method ? In those cases where data are available (vlyine-
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ieilla, N. succinea, and N. limnicola), the uptake of concentration detectable were about 10-s u/I. He
amino acids represents an accumulation of these corn- reported arginine, glycine, histidine, isoleucine, methi-
pounds in the free amino acid pool of the organism. onine, threonine, and tryptophan as occurring at these
Chromatography has shown that the radioactive alco- levels in at least some samples of Seitz-filtered sea
hol-soluble material extracted from these worms after water. He wa5 not able to detect cystine, leucine,
exposure to C14-labeled amino acids remains in the and proline-th, remaining amino acids for which
same chemical form. It is interesting to note that the mutants were available. He also reported (perstnal
exchange of amino acids from the organism to the communication) finding arginine, glycine, histidine,
environment is negligible. If an organism such as isolcucine, and threonine in some inshore setliment
Clymenella is permitted to accumulate C"4-labeled samples.
glycine or phenylalanine, and then is placed in sea Stephens (1963) reported the presence of twelve
water containing these compounds unlabeled and at neutral and acidic amino acids in interstitial sea water
concentrations of 10-5 or 10-4 m/l, no significant of a mud flat at concentrations ranging from 2.5 X
amounts of labeled amino acids appear in the medium. 10-5 u/I to trace amounts. Total concentrations of
Hence, for practical purposes, this is a one-way ac- free amino acids reported for several samples range
cumulation system. from 6 X 10-5 to 10-4 M/I.

Tatsumoto et al. (1961) and Park et al. (1962)
RELATION OF UPTAKE TO AMBIENT CONCENTRATION have reported the presence of free amino acids in

Five organisms have been examined and a general saiface sea water and at depth3 as great as 3,500
account may be given for all of them. At low am- meters. Ferric hydroxide coprecipitation was used

bient concentrations, uptake is linearly related to con- to concentrate the material for analysis. Since this

centration. As the concentration of the material con- technique would not be expected to give quantitative

cerned is increased, a point is reached where further recovery, these reports should probably be interpreted

increase no longer modifies the rate at which the as further qualitative evidence for the presence of

material is removed from solution. This suggests free amino acids in sea water.

that some rate-limiting step is involved which is ad- It is reasonable to assume that free amino acids
sorptive in its formal character (i.e., adsorption on a may be present in total concentrations ranging be-

surface, saturation of a rate-limiting carrier, etc.). tween m0-c and 10-m t/I in inshore waters. But
This suggestion is also supported by the relation be- how much organic material can be supplied to meta-
tween concentration and uptake which Yollows the zoan invertebrates at such concentrations? Stephens

prediction for kinetics of an enzyme-catalyzed reac- (1963) calculated that the mixture of amino acids

tion: that a plot of the reciprocal of the velocity observed in the habitat of Clymenelia could provide

against the reciprocal of concentration should give a approximately 135 micrograms of amino acid per

straight line if the enzyme concentration is fixed. gram wet weight per hour at the rates of accumulation

This, of course, does not mean that the uptake is measured in the laboratory.
necessarily enzymatic, but is merely a further con- It is clear that calculation of the amount of ma-"qncessfrily enyaic, terial available to animals in the environment must
sequence of so surface-limited step. number of assumptions, some of which can

As a result of this relationship between concentra- be dir
tion and rate, it is possible to estimate the maximum be directlv checked. It can be shown, for exar.,ple,
velocity of uptake (V., f pathat amino ac;ds are removed from both raw and

veloityof ptae ('m_) for a particular compoundl
and a particular animal. It is also possible to estimate filtered samples of interstitial sea water at the same

the concentration at which the velocity is half-maxi- rate as from artificial sea water (Stephens, unpub-
real (K,,,). These values are listed in Table I. This lished), This indicates that there are no significant

straightforward relationship between uptake velocity naturally occurring inhibitors in the environment, and

and ambient concentration makes it possible to calcu- it also indicates that interactions between amino acids

late expected uptake at any predicted concentration. are not a major factor. Other necessary assumptions
remain unsupported. For example, one must assume

AVAILABILITY OF MATERIAL IN ENVIRONMENT that the solution is exchanged at the surface of the
animals at a rate sufficient to supply new material.

It is necessary to confine our attention to estimates One can calculate that this rate is comparatively mod-
of free amino acids in sea water. Although a number est. No direct information is available, however.
of investigators have estimated total carbohydrate
(Hlood, 1963), it has been shown that carbohydrates COMPARISON WITit TOTAL NENFRG;y BUDGET
other than glucose are not available to Fungia (Ste-
phens, 1962) and 3lercenaria (Stephens, unpublished) Oxygen consumption is often used as a measure of A
from solution. Hence, these estimates are not useful ,n organism's energy budget. It is consequently in-
in the present context. teresting to col 1,.are the amount of organic material

Belser (1959. 1963) studied the free amino acids which can be obtained from solution with the amount
of seawater samples using a bioassay procedure which of material necessary to support the oxygei. consump-
deplended on the growth of amino acid-requiring tion of the animal concerned. Such a calculation does
mutants of Serratia marinorubra. Lower limits of not imply that the material obtained in this way is,
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in fact, the substrate for oxidation. An aerobic ani- PARTICIPATION OF AccLCuI.Arii MATERIAL

mal may require, however, about three times the IN METAHOLISM

amount of reduced carbon necessary to support its A
oxygen consumption in order to allow for growth and t eeast some of the com iund takent from solu-
reproduction (Jorgensen, 1955). Hence, any material tin enter oxication pathways. Significant amounts
available directly from solution may spare the total of C14-labeled carbon dioxide are produced by Fungia,
requirement, even though it does not all directly enter U'1.acnella, and Golfingia after exposure to labeled

oxidation pathways. glucose and amino acids. These observations are

Thit comparison may be made by calculating the qualitative in character and do not permit calculation

concentration necessary to provide an amount of ma- of the fraction of oxidative metabolism dependent on

terial sufficient to support the observed oxygen con- these compounds. It is also the case that C'4 -Iabeled

sumption. Thus, Stephens (1960, 1962) estimated material is found in alcohol-insoluble form in all of

that solutions of glucose of a few mg/I would suffice the organismis studied, even after brief exposures to

to support the oxygen consumption of Fungia. Of labeled amino acids. The fraction of alcohol-insoluble

more interest i3 a comparison based on amounts avail- radioactivity has been shown to increase with time

able in the normal environment. Stephens (1963) in Clyincnclla. There seems to be no reason to sus-

reported that Clymenclla may obtain amino acids pect that, generally, material accumulated from solu-

equivalent to 150 percent of its observed oxygen con- tion in the surromnding medium may not be fully

sumption. This figure is based on estimates of free available to the organism and enter any of the rele-
vnoxidlative or synthectic pathways.amino acids present in the environment. This is the wm e oxitnsmue ofsthetpotential

only organism for which such an estimate is avail-
able, but, if this is approximately correct, dissolved significance of material which has been obtained front

organic material represents a major supplemiental solution is merely a device. There is no implication

source of food for these worms. that all the anmino acid obtained in this way is ulti-

Examination of Table I permits some further mately lurned. However, if the material which can
speculation concerning the potential significance of ibe obtained directly front solution is roughly equal to

this process. rhe last column of the table presents the reduced carbon necessary to support the oxygen
the amount of the organic compound equivalent to osumption of the organism, it is probably significant

the oxygen consumption reported for the animal. as a nutritive supilenent.
When this is compared with the Vmax for these comn- UPTAKE OF ORGANIC MATERIAL IN
pounds, it is apparent that the maximum rates of BRACKI'SH-WATER ENVIRONMEFNTS

Suptake measured exceed the respiratory requireinents
of Fungia, Clymenldla, and Nercis succinra (accept- Numerous attempts have been made to demonstrate
ing oxygen consumption for N. virens as an approxi- uptake of amino acids and glucose by soft-bodied
mation). The Km's listed indicate that reasonable freshwater invertebrates in our laboratory. The ex-
amounts of material can be supplied at modest con- periments do not permit the conclusion that no ma-
centrations. Hence, dissolved compounds might pos- terial can be obtained by such organisnis from solu-

sibly contribute effectively to the supp!v of reduced tion. However, the rate at which such uptake may
carbon in these three cases. On the other hand. the proceed :s very much lower than that observed for
figures for N. linnicola and Golfingia irdicate a V.,., marine organisms. Of twelve genera in six phyla
which is low compared with probable en.ergy require- (Stephens, 1904), none is capable of removing more
mnents, suggesting a inore modest contribution of dis- than a few percent of added labeled glucose or amino
solved material to the energy budget. acids over a p'rimxl of 24 hours. Where labeled ma-

Perhaps the most serious criticism of this specula- terial does disappear front solution, the addition of
tion is in the use of oxygen consumption as an index antibiotics markedly reduces the observed rate. Al-
of food requirements. This assumes that the organ- though it cannot be claimed that any of the fresh-
ism concerned is aerobic in its metabolism, but this water forms emiployed is closely related to the marine
may be only partly true. To the extent that an ani- forms studied, these uniformly extremely low rates
mrna derives energy by anaerobic pathways with a loss stand in sharp contrast to the apparent widespread
of partially oxidized material, its requirement for re- ability of marine forns to remove such compounds
duced carbon will increase. This implies a corre- front solution rapidly.
sponding decrease in the calculated percentage con- The relationship between salinity and rate of up-
tribution made to its nutrition by a measured level take in forms which can tolerate considerable changes
of uptake of organic material front solution. No in- in the osmotic concentration of the environment is
formation is available in the forms studied which interesting. Two species of brackish-water nereids
would p-rnit an estimate of the extent of anaerobic have been studied (Stephens. 1964) with respect to

metabolism under nonnal conditions. Both ('lyme- their ability to accumulate glycine at different salini-
owlia andi N. t'irens survive exposure to deoxygenated ties. Both ,'reis succinea and N. limovicola are ca-
water for periods of 24 hours or more. It is interest- pable of accumulating this compound at permissive
ing that their capacity to accumulate amino acids is chlorosities of the medium. When this capacity is
not impaired by the absence of oxygen. exhibited, it follows the pattern which has been de-
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regulates extremely well at very low salt concmtra-
tions and may be found in true freshwater environ-
ments as well as in brackish water. The osmoregula-

6- tory ability of N. succinea declines at low salinities
and the organism is found in mixopolyhaline or
mixomesohaline habitats. The two species seem not

5' to overlap in distribution where both are present in
an estuarine system, N. succinea replacing N. limni-
cola in brackish waters of higher salinity (Felice,

4- 1958). These data support the assumption that osmo-
regulation and accumulation of amino acids are not
compatible. They also suggest the speculation that

3T the ability to accumulate amino acids may confer an
V I adaptive advantage on organisms which inhabit ma-

"�" 4 1rine or more saline brackish-water habitats. (Since
2a 4 I this manuscript was submitted, studies have been car-1 jried out to relate amino acid uptake to the process

of "isosmotic regulation" which characterizes many
0 1 marine and brackish-water invertebrates. The large

free amino acid pool in such animals is reduced in
response to lowered salinity. This spares changes in

O o o0 critical inorganic constituents and is consequently in-
terpreted as a regulatory response by several authors.
Stephens and Virkar (1966) have studied the rate of

0 00 200 300 400 500 600 uptake and the rate of assimilation of amino acids by
the brittle star, Ophiactis areosa, as it is related to

CHLOROSITY (neq/L) the modification of the free amino acid pool at various
Fig. 1. Rate of uptake of glycine by NVereis iimnicola salinities. These authors also give a balance sheet for

as a function of the chlorosity of the ambient medium. uptake, assimilation, and oxidation of glycine by these
Glycine concentration ranges from 1-2.5 X 0I moles/ organisms. Additional references can be found in
liter. Uptake is expressed in arbitrary units, bars repre- their paper.)
s,,nt standard deviations.

CONCLUSIONS
scribed above. However, when the chlorosity of the The uptake of organic compounds of low molecular 4 '
medium falls below permissive levels, accumulation weight appears to be a significant supplemental source
stops. Figure 1 exhibits this relationship for N. lir- of reduced carbon for several marine animals. Com-
nicola; the behavior of N. succinca is closely compa- parison of the material available to the animals at
rable. concentrations characteristic of their environment,

If one examines previous data concerning the regu- and the amount of material necessary to account for
lation of osmotic concentration of chloride in these oxidative metabolism supports this position. Finally,
animals (Smith, 1959), both organisms merely adapt there is qualitative evidence that such material can
to declining salinity by a decrease in chloride and in enter oxidative and synthetic pathways in the animals
osmotic concentration of the coelomic fluid at chlo- studied.
rosities greater than about 225 meq 0.-AI. In more This is a general position, but some additional
dilute media, osmoregulation and regulation of cho- remarks should be made:
ride concentration appear. There is a striking corre- First, it is clear that the calculations which permit
lation between the onset of these regulatory phe- the assessment of the potential significance of this
nomena and the decline of the ability to accumulate process can offer nothing more than order-of-magni-
glycine from the medium. tude estimates. Our data concerning naturally occur-

It -nay be that the processes that underlie osmotic ring concentrations of specific organic compounds in
regulation are incompatible with the rapid accumula- -ea water are limited. Even in the most carefully
tion of amino acids from the ambient medium, and studied animal. the bamboo worm, Clyneoila, we
essentially all marine invertebrates examined (with cannot provide a complete description of the rates -
the excep~tion of arthropods) exhibit such accumula- at which all amino acids are accumulated. Finally.
tion; none of the freshwater metazoans examined work should be done, not with one class of com-
show this ability. pounds but with many. Recognizing the limitations

At permissive salinities. the rate of glycine accumu- of our information, we have made every effort to
lation by N. niccinta exceeds that shown by N. liam- avoid overestimating the asmount of organic material
micola (Table I). The two species may be compared available by this pathway. It is fair to describe this
with respect to their distribution and their ability to work as pseudo-quantitative in the sense that calcu-
regulate at extremely low salinities N. limnicola lations are based on incomplete infornmation. Never-
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theless, one arrives at the conclusion that significant material is lost is that slime-producing animals must
amounts of material are involved in terms of the certainly be less than 100 percent efficient in the re-
overall budget of the organism. A more intensive covery of mucus and other material secreted at the

Sstudy of this possibility is needed-particularly be- body surface. This represents a loss of reduced car-
* cause the work which has been undertaken strongly bon which is not reflected in oxygen consumption or

suggests the potential importance of dissolved organic in biomass measurements, but which must be replaced
material in ecosystem dynamics. by synthesis from organic precursor materials. The

Second. it should be emphasized that in defending quantitative significance of such losses of reduced
the potential significance of dissolved organic ma- carbon has yet to be assessed.
terial, there is no intent to deny the significance of The complex of questions which may be raised
other means by which marine invertebrates obtain about the role of organic material in aquatic environ-
organic material. There is not the slightest doubt ments cannot be approached meaningfully by such
that Clymenella is indeed a detritus feeder and passes techniques as measurements of total organic carbon.
material through the gut. There is no reason to doubt It is likely that sonei materials are available to or-
that this contributes to its nutrition. Similarly, Fun- ganisms and may function as nutritive supplements.
gia functions as a carnivore. It may also derive or- Other organic materials may represent losses of one
ganic compounds of nutritive significance from sym- sort or another injected into the medium, perhaps to
biotic algae. What is being proposed is that uptake the ultimate benefit of other members of that com-
of organic material from solution may supplement munity or some downstream association. Study of
other pathways. If this is the case, it may serve the the exchanges of organic material between animals
animals in several ways: organic material derived and an aquatic environment can be pursued with in-
from this process of uptake from solution may quan- creased profit when we know more about qualitative
titatively spare other feeding mechanisms; it may and quantitative organic analysis. Additional studies
provide a qualitative supplement to food derived from will produce systems of great interest to the general
other sources by providing compounds not normally and comparative physiologist. They may also lead
present in the diet; it ntay increase survival time to information which will amplify and clarify ecologi-
during periods of scarcity of other food material. If cal analysis of aquatic communities.
dissolved organic material is indeed significant in Author's Note: Portions of this work were supported

A elone or more of these ways, this has implications of by U. S. Public Health Service Grant 06378 and by the
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Tbe Organic Dentta Pwobkn

REZNEAT M. DARNELL

Department of Biology, Marquette Uxrzersaiy. Ailt&aukee,, Ifiscollsil

This volume represents a major effort to sum- began after tile advent of the micros.Cope. and tilt,
marize and synthesize our present knowledge in the problem has really achieved prominence only during
various disciplines of estuarine science so that it may the past century, beginning with the observation 1)'
form a true point of departure for future research. Moimbius (1871 ) of Germany that oysters may con-
In a very real sense these considerations apply to the sunte detritus particles. Later Rauschenplot (1901)
role of organic detritus in estuaries. Literature deal- and Lohmann ( 19014, 1909, 1911 ) pointed out that
ing with the organic detritus problem is diffuse. other *lplankton feeders" also conisUme quantities of
widely scattered, and written in a variety of languages this miaterial. Petersen and Jensen ( 1911) put forth
so that it is difficult for the individual worker to gain convincing evidence to support their hypothesis that
an overall insight into the complexities of the sub- in thle shallow D~anish wadden area the basic soure-
ject. Much of thle important detritus work has not oi nutritioin of !he animual poipulatinms, especialhi the
been carried out in estuaries. It is, therefore. neces- benthic invertebrates, is the organic detritus derived
sary to transpose and translate this knowledge into chiefly front the decay of sht.bw~hw-oateri rooted %ege.
the estuarine context. In addition, the actual critical tation (especially Zouicra marina). ltlegvad (1915)
work on the problem: appears to be very small, and gave further evidence in support of this hypothesis.
one is forced to deal with voluminous reports in and Jensen ( 1015) concludrd that, whereas the com:-
which the significance of organic detritus is inferred :nunities of open marine %aiters niight be 5upported
front several types of circumstantial ci, idence. chicfly byv jihyoplankton. as suggesteod by ilensen

__Traditionally organic dletritus has been thought of 18817 and others of the "Kiel schocl", the corninuni-
as including only the particulate decomposing organic tisothmrencodcotawtringeal
material. It is quite clear, however, that biological are laigerls dependent upon particulate organic detri-
degradation basically involves reduction of the formed tus derived principally front the decay of rooted vegir
bodies through a continuous spectrum of particle sizes tation. Otherr early workers who strorssed the signifi-
down to the level of small molecules. In adtdition. cer- cance of particulate organic detritus include Nauimarnn
tamn secondary piocesses are ti, known which result 14191$, 1921. 1923.i in Europe. and Baker ( 1916) And
in an increase in p~article size. In either case no sharp MacGinitie 119M,. 1935) in thle United Statts.
dividing lines exist. Therefore, it sceets appropiriate A\nother asl't" of the organic dletritus prulitilv 1
ito redefine orgamor tetrituis As all I ' pes of blovtleuic the sign~ficance ol the subparticulAtc matter. Ilis-

material in vzrjioui 51fizq#- of mierobial decomnposition toricall%- study oi this may be said ito have originiated
'tn ish rer-treset pr'Icntial energy bources for con- at the turn oi thle century with the work of Kn-orrich
sume-r spieies. BY: this definition organic dletritus in- 1 (M whKto istmulated that Ihzphotiizs Ia)~Je to) derive
clut's all itead organismrs as snell as the secretions. nourishinerit fromn dissolved nutri-nts. Tit'% notion
rrerurtation%,s excretitnm. ans'l egestitnis of living tioas groratly expandnd bs P'utter i K1011. lP~a, 1i )
organiisli%. together -Aith all subsetjuent products ot %%tiho theorized that vital%% aquatic animAls tintwluling

(kcuniijoiitioni which %till represent jNot~rrtial stiurces fi7,h ican utilize disudIted organic material pror-sent in
of enorg%ý. cordingt to this dehfnitiousi protein%, the surrounding water Tbis Itompc loecame the cer-iter

amino acids. and methanie gais, for example %iotild o i: hr'.% dcbate ituriur the ensuing )irars but upl to
still for considered ais organic lt~ritu... whereas car- the prorsent dec~ade, at least. Vl'utorrs bsAsic I pot Whi s
loon dioxitle. stater. etc wotuld not. For con~venience rrntatitoril nerither lproben nor c-iaclussvrly ti 5l~s;rorn
wer Inia "distin1gulish btsitoecn l"Irticulate torganic Jr- It is not j ssibl~c t, dvtert isin: ito the dtkails of thle
tritus Ithat m~ate~rial retained by filte'r w ith apertures (eletate hereo. I 1listrical Sumrnnarte, nsal bevorn inUK i
of one inicroon dliamerter 4 and stiloolrticulator organic the paltrs o w. krlhi 1 1431 i. ondW 1 :9_1 i. .Aker .s;-.J
doetritus itaterial % hrh passes through 9such tille-%Is Frank t !'W i. arid Flmdruindu ; l'J57 _
Man% iorms oti rncrohiota are intimatels a~six iatedl thiring thve tast timo decades-t a onidueri oi mgnifi-
with the (lectortij-'ing substrata. cant paporrs hase appoaurod dealing %is th the tpopcs

Ther histor% of human tb.umicht regrarding organic of hittlk-rical deeotipot Pittit.n cinuvssu1Jtem of paritiru-
ins. raced back it, antitluiti . ManY gof the Wae delotriltus. mroestioni anod utilization of speorflc or-

ancient peopoles beltriortes that the mush andl dimeos gtAnw csiipouvnt1% bis,.rlirm".rs vitanisnit. aos-in acmis.
repregwentett taith the fAnrcr and sustenance oi aqu;atioc sugcart. g..ses. etc i. xksi uell as the enviroanwnxetJ i C
life. Major rearorse inirieirete re-garding the mattler cortratiuwit of these mnaterialt WdYt !!br adi.-ni of
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Organic Detritus in Relation to the Estuarine Ecosystem

REZNEAT M. DARNELL

Department of Biology, Marquette University, Milwaukee, It'isconsin

Our aim is to examine the state of knowledge of Subparticulate organic detritus includes the colloi-
the estuarine detritus problem in order to place the da( micelles as well as the chemically reduced organic
various aspects in perspective a3 an orientation for molecules. Colloids, which often remain in suspension
future research. To accomplish this, we shall first almost indefinitely, may include molecular aggregates
explore the processes of biological decomposition, then or large molecules, such as proteins, carbohydrates,
examine the non-nutritive as well as the nutritive lipids, etc. Smaller molecules may exist as dissolved
roles, and finally reach some tentative conclusions liquids (biochromes. vitamins, amino acids, sugars.
regarding the general role -"f organic detritus in urea, nitrates, nitrites, etc.) or as dissolved gases
estuaries. Since estuaries are variable and many gaps (niethane, ammonia, hydrogen sulfide, etc.). All of
exist in our present knowledge, it will sometimes be the above materials represent potential energy sources
necessary to deal in generalities. for sonic consumer species, and, therefore, they are

referred to here in the broader context of organic
NATURE OF ESTUARINE DETRITUS ldetritus. The full' oxidized end-molecules (carbon

'We have defined organic detritus as all types of dioxide, water, etc.) can neither supply energy to any
biogenic material in various stages of microbial de- known consumer species nor enter into any calcula-
composition which represent potential energy sources tions of the Lindenmanian energy scheme. I lence,
Lor consumer species, and, for convenience, we have they are excluded from our definition of organic
recognized two states: the particulate and subpar- detritus.
ticulate (Jorgensen, 1952). Many forms of micro- Although organic decomposition basically involves
biota are intimately associated with the decomposing a reduction in uarticle size, a number of factors in
substrata. aquatic envirowiments increase the size of particles.

In marine environments, at least, colloidal organic
BIOLOGItCAL DErO~mPOSITION micelles tend to adhere to exposed surfaces by the

A generalized scheme of biological decomposition processes of adsorption, agglomeration, and coacerva-
based upon particle size is presented in Figure 1. tion, thus forming larger dispersed particles (lep-
Organic material entering this scheme represents the topel), oozes and slimes on surfaces of small objects
total gross primary and secondary production of the and particles (pelogloea), and thin organic -ludges
community, exclusive of that material which is tern- on the muddy ocean floor (sapropel) (Fox et al.,
porarily tied up in the protoplasm of producer, con- 1952; Fox ct al., 1953). In addition, particles may 6e
sumer, and decomposer species, and that material formed in marine waters by denaturation of dissolved
which has been oxidized to the low-energy state urganic molecules on surface films such as the air-
through respiration. Organic matter may enter the water interfaces of bubbles (Baylor et al., 1962: Ram-
scheme either as large particles: carcasses, feces, sey, 1962; Riley, 1963; Sutcliffe et al., 1963). The
shed exoskeletons, leaves, etc.; as smaller particles: operation of these phenomena in estuaries has yet to
fragments of organisms, regurgitations, smaller fecal be studied in detail. Many aquatic consumirers are
particles, etc.; or as colloids or smaller molecules: known to produce fecal pellets which are larger than
secretions, excretions, etc. Regardless of the form the individual particles ingested (Moore, 1931a, b)-
in which it enters the decomposition scheme, if it is a factor which clearly operates in estuaries as else-
not lost to the sediments it will subsequently be broken where.
down to smaller size until it reaches the end-molecule Biological 'decomposition involves both mechanical
low-energy state. and chemical simplification. Mechanical breakdown

For convenience, we think of the particulate or- must occur primarily through the repeated shaking
ganic detritus as being composed of large and small and rolling action of waves and water currents which
particles. The source of large particles is generally affect materials that have been structurally weakened
recognizable, and the particles tend to precipitate through chemical action. The tearing and grinding
rapidly. Smaller particles generally cannot be identi- processes of many consumer species must likewise
fled with a specific source, and they usually precipi- play a significant role in the reduction of particle
tate more slowly (the relatively larger surface area size.
of small particles results in sufficient friction with the Chemical simplification of organic detritus must be
surrounding water molecules to offset much of the brought about primarily through the processes of hy-
gravitational force). drolysis and oxidation. Three agents are likely to he
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L ra n I such as chitinous structures, teeth, bones, scales, eye
lenses. etc. These chemically resistant materia1*,

Low which tend to remain after loss of the softer matter,
[Particulate L have been collectively referred to as "humus" (Odum,

(_>p) {1959).
Organic Detritus It has been pointed out that some nutrients be-

-- , come immediately available for consumer use and(Potential energy(otrensa energy ,\\ others persist longer. It is also clear that subparticu-
sues . late material is more readily transported by water

r "A currents to other areas than is particulate material.Subporticulot L Male~ulesJ• Therefore, organic detritus may be an importantKIS0 0 source of stored energy and building materials, part
I u of which may be used locally and immediately, and
Spart of which is available elsewhere later. The long-

persisting structural elements may eventually prove
SMole~ules to be among the chief energy sources of productive

Fig. 1. Biological decomposition and organic detritus areas (luring off-seasons, and of nonproductive areas
f,,rmation. Priniary processes of particle size reduction (such as the sea b-)ttom) during all seasons (Krey,
are indicated by unbroken arrows. Secondary processes 1961).
which increase the size of the particles are shown by
broken arrows. COMPOSITION AND SOURCES OF ORGANIC DETRITUS

Since primary production far exceeds secondary
ivohlved: autolvsis-the breakdown of tissues by their production in most environments, it is not surprising
own enzymes; chemical effects of passage through the to find that the great bulk of organic detritus in estu-
guts of consumers; and the chemical activities of the aries is derived from vegetation. The original sources
saprophytic bacteria and fungi. Autolysis may be of of such material have been descri'ed as:
some initial importance, especially in destruction of 1. Autochthonous sources
the cell membranes (Golterman, 1964). It is probable a. Phytoplankton (including algae and auto-
that enzymes of consumer species continue to hydro- trophic bacteria).
lize fecal components after passage from the gut, b. Marginal submerged vegetation.
but little work seems to have been carried out on this c. Mud-flat diatoms and filamentou; algae (es-
matter (Anderson et al., 1958). Undoubtedly, the pecially blue-greens).
bacterial and fungal decomposers account for the d. Periphyton growing on stems of emergent
greatest share of the chemical breakdown of organic plants and other surfaces.
material in most natural aquatic systems. The first 2. Allochthonous sources
visible evidence of such a breakdown is a rupture of a. Marginal marsh vegetation.
the cell membrane with a subsequent release of cell b. Marginal swamp vegetation.
components into the environment. Peripheral cells c. River-borne phytoplankton and organic de-
undoubtedly are attacked first. In plant cells, the tritus.
cellulose walls may trap some of the larger proto- d. Beach and shore material washed in during
plasmic constituents, and microorganisms which in- storms or other times of high water.
vade tile cell wall structures must decompose this e. Windblown material, especially leaves and
material in situ. Some workers have postulated that pdllen grains.
lparticulate organic detritus must be composed pri-
niarily of the structural components of vegetation,
and. as such, must represent primarily a carbohydrate organc substrate
rather than a nitrogen source (Darnell, 1964). This
,uay l• true of smaller particles in later stages of 0
breakdown. but. initially at least, the large particles odsorbed organic
must contain much nitrogenous matter in the form material
of trapped protoplasmic structures and invading mi-
croorganisms. Surface adsorption phenomena un- l
doul)tedly increase the nitrogen content of particles
of all sizes (Krev. 1961), but they may play an es-
pecially proti~lent role in the enrichment of smaller "

particles which tend to have a higher surface to
volume ratio (Fig 2). Plant detritus, which appears 0
ito persist longest, includes structural materials com-
posed largely of cellulose and lignins as well as cer- 0
tailn other large molecules, such as the biopigments. Fig. 2. Organic detritus particle showing living and
Persisting animal detritus includes certain hard parts. non-living components (schematic).
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f. Phytoplankton and other material originat- ESTUARINE DETRITUS IN REl-LATION 1()
ing in the adjacent marine environments. TURBIDITY AND SEDIMF.NTATI()N

A comparable list of sources showing materials of
aninmal origin might be drawn up, but the only notable Tt'aIoITv
addition would be a category for organic sewage de- The turbidity of estuaries is variable, but on the
rived from hunian settlements, upstream or adjacent average, far higher than in neighboring marine en-
tu hle estuary. vironments (Day, 1952). This is due in some incas-

Quantitative data on the significance of each source ure to suspended silt and other inorganic materials.
of estuarine detritus have seldom been given, but esti- but it is also due in no small measure to the anmount
mates of relative importance clearly indicate that the of particulate organic detritus present. Iniportant
sources differ in alundance from one estuary t an- estuarine processes are erosion, transpelrt, and deposi-
other, and within a given estuary they vary in rela- tion. These phenomena are reversible and depend
tion to the season and to the position in the salinity largely upon the strength of the currents (Day, 1952).
gradient. Sources of estnarine detritus have been High turbidity, in turn, limits the growth of au-
discussed by many workers, including MacGinitie toclithonous vegetation, both the phytoplankton (Dar-
(19%2, 1935) and Fox (1950) in California: Darnell nell, 1961 ; Day, 1952; Rees, 1940) and the rooted
(1961, 19(4) in Louisiana; Burkholder (1956), Burk- vegetation (Cooper and Milne, 1938; Milne, 1938).
holder and Burkholder (1956), Burkholder and Born- Darnell (1961) noted that among the most successful
side( (1957), Starr (1956), and others in Georgia; phytoplankton species of the very turbid L.ake Pont-
Darnell (1964) in North Carolina: Rees (1940) in chartrain community were the surface-floating blue-
"England; Petersen and Jensen (1911) in Denmark; green algae (Anabacna spp., Microcystis spp., etc.).
Day (1952), Day at al. (1952). Macnae (1956, 1957), To sonme extent the reduction in photosynthesis and
and Scott et al. (1952) in YF uth Africa. dispersal of bacteria-laden detritus particles reduce

Rivers entering most estuaries carry a load of the oxygen tension of tile estuarv. Because of waves
negatively charged organic particles which are pre- and water movement, however, low oxygen conditions
cipitated by the positively charged metallic ions of are rare in estuaries, except where the flow rate is

, the salt water. As noted by Day (1952) and others, low. This sometimes occurs near the bottom, especi-
4however, positively charged organic particles may not ally at low tide and at night (Day, 1952). ligh

"be precipitated in this fashion. but may persist for turbidity may also affect the animal populations ad-
some time suspended c.'zn in the salt water. Materials versely (presumably through gill clogging), but it
swept into the estuary by saltwater currents from the may also conceal certain benthic species from attack
adjacent marine environments are also precipitated by predators (Darnell, 0958, 1961).
within the estuary. Among autochthovnous phytoplank- SEDLIMENTATION

ton populations, surface-floating blue-greens such as
Anabacna (Darnell, 1061) and various species of Day (1952) has pointed out that if sedimentation
diatoms have bcn mernioned by some workers. The is too slow the mud-fauna is restricted, whereas too
dominant vegetatiot of marginal marshes often pro- rapid sedimentation may smother certain plants and
gresses from species inhabiting relatively fresh water animals. Whether through the action of turbidity,
( Typha, Scirpus, Phragdites, etc.) near the head of sedimentation, or other associated factors, the fauna
the estuary to more salt-tolerant species (Spartina, and flora of muddy, high-organic environments tend
Salicornia. Iuncids, and the mangroves, Rhicaphora to be different from the biota of other areas. Many
and Aviccnnia) nearer the ocean. Zostcra and Rup- morphological adaptations have been .oted among tile
pia, aniong the submerged vascular lplants, an(i En- inhabitants of such areas (MacGinitie, 1932), and
teromorpha and lol ys;Pihonia, a:iong the filamentous certain groups are known to be especially successful
algae, have also been suiggested as iuiportaait sources. here (sciaenid fislhes, penaeid shrimp, certl;n anne-
Little attention seems to have been given to the po- lids, etc.), whereas others are reduced or absenit.
tentiallv important matter of periplhyton which, al-
though small, is often tiliquitous in marsh areas. The NUTRITIVE ASPIE'CTS OF EST'T.\RINIE
rates of production. destruction, and transport of this DETRITUS
nmaterial are likely to be high in certain environments. FOR DEMONSTRATING TlE
It is clear that organic detritus froni one source or NLTRITIE ROLE OF ORo;A-ic DETRI-US
another is abundant in most estuaries, but, before tile
study of the estuarine detr;'us problem call make much A large share of the literature concerning the ac-
headway, it will be necessary to define the sources on tual role oi organic detritus in the nutrition of aquatic
a quantitative basis. Such figures will have to take animals has involved speculation based upon incomn-
into account seasonal aspects of availability as well plete knowledge. To date, most of our conclusions
as the importance of the various sources in each re- are really opinions based upon personal experience
gioal of the estuary. A good beginning in this dIrec- with one environment or another. Therefore, before
tion has been made by the workers in the Georgia initiating the discussion of the state of present knowl-
salt marshes (Odum and de Ia Cruz, elsewhere in edge, it seems wise to put forth a statement of the
this volume). types of information required for a rigorous demon-
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stration of the nutritive role. These include the fol- gested in fairly high quantities by most estuarine con-
lowing four criteria: sumers, whether they are vertebrate or invertebrate,

A. Availability of organic detritus in the natural large or small, suprabenthic or benthic.
envirormnent of the orga iism. The actual nutritive roles of the particulate organic

2. Ability of the organism to procure and handle substrata have yet to be clearly demonstrated. A num-
the material (i.e., demonstration of appropriate mor- ber of ireshwater species are known to consume par-
ph(ological, physiological, and behavioral adaptations). ticulate detritus regularly (IPoddubnaya, 1961 ; Stair-

3. Actual utilization of the detritus under field con- nov, 1958. 1959a, h, 1962), and laboratory feeding
ditions (i.e., in relation to the physical environment experiments indicate growth and reproduction of cla-
and in competition with other species of the comn- docerans maintained on detritus particles (Richman,
munitv ). This is especially important. The work of 1958; Sniirnov, 1962). Most estuarine consumers and
Stephens 1964) has pointed out that certain estu- most estuarine workers unfortunately have not dis-
arine species may take in dissolved organic matter tinguished between the decomposing substrata and
only if the salinity is sufficiently high. the associated microbiota. Several workers on the

4. Nutritive value of the consumed detritus for the Georgia salt marshes have noted the availability of
consuming species. Ingestion alone does not demon- major categorýes of organic matter from degradation
strate a nutritive role. Tests of survival and growth of the annual Spartina crop, and some have suggested
on detritus diets help, but the convincing evidence the nutritive importance of this material for the vari-
must come from the utilization of C14-labeled organic ous consumer species. The actual pathways of con-
detritus and the demonstration of its incorporation sumer utilization have yet to be established.
into the co:.sumer 1 rotoplasnm. Ideally, these tests In our own studies on the Lake Pontchartrain com-
should be run und( germfree conditions. munity, we have been able to demonstrate that par-

ticulate organic detritus is everywhere abundantly
NUTRITIVE ROLE OF PARTICULATE ORGANIC DETRITUS available, that it is ingested in quantity by zooplank-

ton, fishes, and benthic invertebrates, and that areas
As indicated earlier, particulate organic detritus of of zooplankton abundance are corrclated with centers

one sort or another is an almost universally abundant of detritus abundance rather than with phytoplankton
commodity in the estuaries of the world. If it plays abundance. Such results lead one to suspect that nu-
a nutritive role anywhere, it must do so here. Un- trition is derived therefrom, but whether the relation
fortunately, few investigators have actually reported is direct or indirect is not yet known.
particle sizes of this material, but all visible organic Edmondson (1957) pointed out specific cautions in
detritus, of course, falls within this category. Ed- the interpretation of such circumstantial evidence
mondson (!957) has noted that, although many fresh- which might well be reviewed here:
water zooplankton species show particle size selectiv- 1. The presence of unrecognizable organic ma-
its', practically all particulate matter suspended in the terial in the guts of zooplankters does not neces-
water is subject to ingestion by one species or an- sarily indicate that they have been feeding on
other. This is undoubtedly true for the benthic feed- organic detritus because many phytoplankters,
ers as well. Actually much of the matter which passes and especially small flagellates, break down
through the guts of the consumers is reingested and rapidly.
may be recycled over and over again, perhaps allow- 2. Low phvtoplankton-zooplankton ratios do not
ing microbial decomposition and surface adsorption necessarily mean much because the more rapidly
to take place between passages. reproducing phytoplankters may be kept at rela-

Morphological and behavioral adaptations for de- tively low levels by the grazing activities of the
tritus procurenient are obvious, and it would be a zooplankters.
renmarkable feat of selection for most estuarine spe- 3. Much detritus in the water may only represent
cies to avoid ingesting this material in quantity. Even the fecal matter of the zooplankton which is
the most carnivorous species of the estuarine corn- well fed from the phytoplankton, or it may rep-
nmunitv often take in a certain amount of organic resent fecal nmatter forced from the zooplankton
detritus (l)arnell, 1958, 1961), and, while they prob- during the process of sample preservation.
ably deriv'" little caloric value from the small amounts 4. Plaikton is self-renewing, whert.as detritus is
consumed, the significance of this material as a source not. Ilence the real production rate of each is
of vitamins and othcr micionutrients remains a dis- not revealed in "standing crop" estimates.
tinct possibility. From the nutritional standpoint it Some of these same general cautions may be applied
makes little difference whether the consumers ingest to the benthic species as well.
such material through choice or not. Jorgensen Taking these considerations into account, there can
(1952) has demonstrated that the rate of filtration of still be little doubt that in most estuaries particulate
certain marine filter feeders is probably great enough organic detritus is abundant and is consumed in great
to provide the animals with sufficient amounts of par- quantities. In some cases, at least, the substrata of
ticulate food for maintenance, and the same is true the particles appear to contain readily utilizable forms
for their estuarine counterparts. Research supports of organic matter, but the critical feeding experiments
the conclusion that particulate organic detritus is in- have not yet been carried out.

,q7.. t.muJSs. .,.• . 4I~ .~.
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NUTRITIVE ROLE OF COLLOIDAL ORGANIC MATERIAL (i.e., proteins), but are still rich in carbo-
From the abundance of particulate detritus in the hydrates such as cellulose. If these fecal

estuary, it may be inferred that the level of colloidal pellets are kept for some days in filtered sea
matter is also high, but, again, the literature is in- water the nitrogen content rises quickly.
complete. One may assume that such material is sev- This is because marine bacteria develop Ol
eral orders of magnitude higher than in the ocean the organic material and produce bacteria]
where some measurements have been made. Many protein utilizing atmospheric nitrogen dis-
invertebrate species of diverse feeding mechanisms solved in the sea water. When such pellets
(cilia, setae, mucus, etc.) are known to be able to dre reingested by ltydrobia, the snail readily
concentrate colloidal materials in the digestive tract digests the bacterial bodies, and the subse-
(Fox et al., 1953), and evidence suggests that fishes quent fecal pellets are again free of nitrogen,

may do likewise (Allee and Frank, 1948, 1949). In- but still contain a fair quantity of carbohy-
creased survival and growth on colloidal diets have drates. This process may be repeated several
been reported for invertebrates as well as vertebrates times. Apparently Hydrobia and other de-
in the laboratory, but most field studies have not posit feeders can readily digest proteins from
eliminated the possibility of microbial intervention. the bodies of microorganisms, but cannotthemselves digest such carbohydrates as cel-

NUTRITIVE ROLE OF DISSOLVED ORGANIC MATERIAL lulose. Bacteria, on the other hand, are ca-
pable of utilizing the carbohydrates and dis-

Little can be added to the presentation of Stcphens solved atmospheric nitrogen in the produc-
(elsewhere in this volume). I might reemphasize, tion of bacterial protein (Newell, 1964).)
however, the importance of defining quantitatively the
vertical, horizontal, and seasonal distribution of each A wealth of evidence points to the fact that most
molecular species within the estuarine waters and in invertebrate groups and some fishes are capable of
the sediment interstices. Our new knowledge of physi- growth and long-term survival when fed diets of
ological uptake mechanisms, although quite exciting, pure bacteria (Allee and Frank. 1949; Banta et al,,
is still preliminary. Other species and other environ- 1939; Burbanck, 1942; Rodina. 1950: Stuart et al.,
mental comnlexes must be analyzed before broad gen- 1931 ; ZoBell and Feltham, 1938). Most such experi-
eralizatiuns are justified, nients have been based upon diets of the bacterium

I E. coli, and they should be repeated with other
N I O E Lnaturally occurring strains of bacteria.

Many authors have suggested that aquatic organ- An interesting series of experiments carried out by
isms may be nourished wholly or in part by bacteria. Soviet workers has recently been cited by Sorokin
ZoBell and Feltham (1942) reported that enormous (1964). By bubbling C14-labeled methane gas through
numbers of bacteria are present on marine mud flats. an aqueous bacterial suspension, these investigators
Although high bacterial populations have been re- were able to obtain labeled bacteria. These were
ported for some estuarine environments, this has not then fed to cladocera, which, in turn, picked up theV been unifornilv the case. Bacteria tend to be associ- labeled carbon, thus demonstrating a food chain in-
ated with sediments, exposed surfaces of leaves. etc., volving dissolved gas, bacteria, and crustaceans. It
and with suspended particles (Jannasch, 1954). They is not clear from this series of experiments, however,
may themselves be nourished by the substratum of that the methane-oxidizing bacteria themselves were
the detritus particle or by dissolved organic matter of the food source of the cladocera. The methane-oxi-
the medium. In some cases they may act as com- dizers may have released identified CO, into the en-
petitors with the larger consumers, but it is equally vironment, where it could have been picked up by
true that they nmy serve an important function in another species of bacterium which was subsequentlv
converting organic matter from a relatively unavail- ingested by the crustaceans.
able to a relatively available form. It must be assumed, therefore, that the usually

aLbundlant estuarine bacteria probably afford a consid-
..\ comnmilent hy D)r. 1'. Korringa, after one erable food source for manyv consumer species. It

of the lectures of this symposium, is perti- seellis unjnstified to assume that they are the primary
nent: A Iecture was presented in the "Sym- or only food source for detritus feeders. Curiously,
posiuln Onl Living Molluscs", organized by fungi which are also sometimes abundant appear not
the Zoological Society of London on March to have been investigated in relation to consumer
4-5, 19(A, by Dr. R. C. Newell from W\est- nutrition.
field College, Hampstead. London, on thei
topic. "The role of detritus in the nutrition NUTRITIVE ROLE OF N[ICROFAUNA

of llydrobia ulvae and other delposit feed- When one examinicI particulate organic detritus
ers." In his lecture, D)r. Newell explained fresh from the estuary, lie is impressed by the fact

A that the snail ltydrobia feeds on detritus it that such particles are often inhabited by myriads of
hfinds on the mud flat. The fecal pellets of small invertebrates (protozoa, nematodes, rotifers,
Ilydrobia are virtually devoid of nitrogen etc.). Detritus feeders cannot avoid ingesting them

-\ ..
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along with the particles. Many are probably nutri- Author's Note: This paper is Contribution No. 10 fromn
tious, but specific feeding experiments appear to be the Laboratory of Hydrobiology, Department of Biology,

Marquette University, Milwaukee, Wisconsin. The re-lacking. search was supported in part by grants from the National
Science Foundation (G-22561 and GB-813).
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Particulate Organic Detritus in a Georgia Salt Marsh-Estuarine Ecosystem

EUGENE P. ODUM AN) ARMAND)O A. DE LA CRUZ

Departnent of Zoology, University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia
and

Marine Institute, University of Georgia, Sapelo Island, Georgia

In Georgia estuaries which are dominated by Spar- 1962, 1963; Odum and de ]a Cruz, 1963; Teal, 1962).
tina alterniflora marshes, organic detritus is the chief Seven aspects of detritus are being studied in the
link between primary and secondary productivity, be- extensive salt marshes and estuaries that lie between
cause only a small portion of the net production of Sapelo Island and the ",ainland of Georgia: (1) the
the marsh grass is grazed while it is alive. The seasonal picture of the standing crop of detritus in
major energy flow between autotrophic and hetero- the water of tidal creeks: (2) the distribution of size
trophic levels is by way of the "detritus food chain", and the composition of detritus particles; (3) the
rather than through the "grazing food chain" (Odum, tidal transport of detritus in and out of a ten hectare

XQ

Fig. I. Aerial photograph of the study area showing the creek at the center of the picture and the Sprtios,
marshes it drains. Small lateral tributaries of the creek intercfmnect with branches of other creeks at right and top.
Light areas along the edges of the creek outline the tall and mediwn Sportsna marshes while the dark areas between
the larger creeks are the short Sportisa high marsh. At the left of the picture is the Duplin River, a large tidal
channel running parallel to Sapelo Island, a small portion of which may be seen at the top right corner.
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net, "fine fraction", and particles collected by the
membrane filter, the "nanno fraction". Dry weight
and ash-free dry weight (loss on ignition at 550" C.

! ~after one hour) were determined for each fraction.
:The number of particles (counted in a 45 x 45 x 10I mm chamber with 5 mm2 grids) was also determined

for the net fractions. The metabolic rate of detritus
samples was determined in the laboratory as follows:
net fractions were resuspended in millipore-filtered
water while the filtrate was saved for the nanno frac-
tion. All three fractions were collected on millipore
filters which were then placed in filtered water in 300
ml bottles. After shaking to redisperse particles, the
bottles were incubated in the dark at 29.5, 19.5, and
9.5' C. (representing the range of seasonal tempera-
ture of the study area) for 6, 12, and 18 hours re-
spectively. Dissolved oxygen consumption was de-
termined by the Winkler method.

To obtain an estimate of the exchange of detritus
between the marsh and the tidal creek (Figs. 1 and
2), water samples were collected at the mouth of the
creek every hour for 12 hours starting at either high
or low slack water. It was estimated that the creek
drains ten hectares of marsh at neap tidal levels and
24 hectares at spring tidal levels. Current velocity
measurements and cross-sectional area of the creek
were estimated as a basis for calculating exchange of
detritus between the marsh and the estuarine creek
system.

The decomposition rate of four species of marsh
Fig. 2. Mouth of the tidal creek study area, showing plants was determined by enclosing plant samples in

tall Spartina grass at high (A) and low (B) tide levels litter bags of nylon net (2.5 mm mesh) which were
during a neap tide. During spring tides, the creek is placed at various tide levels in the marsh.
almost dry at low water and the tall grass is practically The successive decomposition stages of Spartina
submerged at high water. The temporary weir seen across grass collected in the field for nutritive analyses were:
the creek was used to trap dead floating Spartina stalks
to determine net transport of large floating organic detri- living Spartina, dead standing, floating dead, decom-

4 tus. The main sampling station is located in the immediate posed samples in litter bags. and coarse, fine, and
" foreground. nanno fractions of suspended detritus. The analyses

were carried out by Law and Company, Atlanta.

marsh area which is drained by a single small crcak; Georgia.

(4) the origin of the particles; (5) the decomposition
of marsh grass in nylon "litter bags" placed at dif- Table 1. Suspended particulate detritus in mg dry
ferent tide levels in the field; (6) the nutritive values weight per liter at mid-tidal levels at the mouth of a
of 6ifferent age and size coml)onents; and (7) the small tidal creek (training a Spartina salt marsh at
metabolism of detrittus particles. The principal study Sapelo Island. Georgia. Each is based on two sam-
area is shown in the acrial photograph of Figure 1. pies taken on different days.
The mouth of the main creek under study, the tall
Spartina grass, and the high and low tide levels tunder Spring Neap
neap tidal conditions are shown in Figure 2. The Spring Neap
chief sanpling station was located just outside the Tide Ash- Ash-
temporary weir shown in the foreground of Figure 2. Season levels Total free Total free

METHIODS Summer Mid-flood 35.44 6.59 21.28 5.12
Mid-ebb 112.41 20.75 32.47 6.59

Suspended particles were separated into size classes Fall Mid-flossl 41.72 7.36 24.80 6.72
in this way: knowvl• volumes of water were strained Mid-ebb 110.32 16.50 57.92 13.54
succe:.sively through a No. 6 plankton net (74 meshes' Winter Mid-flwol 29.82 5.68 10.68 1.99
inch; 0,239 miun alprture), a No. 25 net (2") mneshes Mid-tbb 71.77 10.10 36.91 3.90

minch; 0.064 mm aperture), and a IIA inillipore filter. - ... ....... .
Particles retained by the No. 6 net were labeled Mean Mid-flood 35.66 6.54 18.92 4.61
"coarse fraction", particles strained by the No. 25 Mid-ebb 98.17 15,78 42.43 8.01

i
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RESULTS

STANDIfNG CROP AND SizF. DISTRIBUTION OF DETRITUS

Table I compares the standing crop of suspended
l)articulatk matter at mid-flood and mid-ebL tidal
levels. The greater amount at the mid-ebb level at
all seasons is indicative of the net export of detrital
material from the marsh, especially since the vwlocity
of the water is greater at the mid-ebb than the mid-
flood level.

The standing crop of 2-20 mg ash-free dry organic
matter per liter is much greater than that reported
for open sea water, or such fertile locations as Plym-
outh Bay and Long Island Sound, where particulate
organic matter is approximately 1-3 mg/I (Arm-
strang and Atkins, 1950; Riley, 1959; Corner, 1961 ;
Cowey and Corner, 1963).

We do not yet have sufficient data to determine the -. -

extent of seasonal differences. We can say, however,
that organic detritus is being produced and exported
at all seasons.

The percentage of organic matter content of the
various fractions photographed (Fig. 3) revealed that
coarse, fine, and nanno fractions made up 1, 4, and
95 percent respectively. It appeared then that the
highly decomposed, unrecognizable na:.no fraction
might be of the greatest importance.

COMPOSITION AND ORIGIN
Microscopic analysis of net seston composition re-

vealed a high percentage of detritus particles. The
mean values (Table 2) showed that about 90 percent
of total seston was net detritus and only about 10
percent net plankton. More organic detritus was
present during the mid-ebb flow which, again, strongly
suggested a net export of organic material to the
estuarine system. Plankton density was also greater
at mid-ebb than mid-flood even though the percentage
composition was lower (Table 2), indicating that the
marsh was exporting plankton, but not as much as
detritus. Much of the phytoplankton coming out of
the marsh may be of benthic origin (\Villiams, 1962).
The ratio of zooplankton to phlvtoplankton (in terms
of numbers) was approximately 1:3 at mid-ebb and
1 :4 at mid-flood.

Even though the total seston is much lower in most
coastal seas, and especially in the ocean, than in
Sapelo estuaries, detritus seenis to make up a large
percentage of seston in marine waters in general

SKrey, 1901;: Rileyv, 196:3; Strickland, 1903).

Table 3 gives three estimates of the percentage of
net detritus originating from Spartina, algae, and ani-
mals. Almost 95 percent of these larger suspended
particles originated from decaying Spartina grass Fig. 3. )hotmkicrographs (if dctritus particles collected
Algal detritus consisted mostly of broken pieces of fromn the salt marsh tital crrrik. A-Coarwe I•etritus'"
large diatom shells and dinoflagellate cases. Animal collected with a coarse itt (74 meshes inch; 0.239 mni
detritus included fragments of crustacean integument, aperturr). approximately OWx. D-"iine l)etritus" ctA-
pieces of chitinous appendages, fragments of mollus- lected with ani extra fihe int (200 nmshs inch; 0.064mm aiperture),approxinmately 70X. C--"Nanno D)etritus".
can shell. scal :s of fish, fecal pellets, shells of ostra- aggregates of highly ('ccmpn x•vl perticles simenteil
cods and foraminiferans, pieces of insect wings, bits frtwn Aater previou.ly strained thrtmgh the extra fine net,
of mammalian hair, bird feathers, etc. approximately 1t)X.

./
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Table 2. Numerical Comiposition of net seston in estuarine waters collected at the mouth of a smiall tidal
creek at mid-tidal levels.

Total number
seston par- Detritus l'hytoplanktan Zio~plankton

Tidal ticles per -

Dates level liter No. 1I No. I % ~
6/20/63 Mid-flood 3,148 2,984 94.8 104 3.3 60 1.')

Mid-ebb 28.653 28.452 99.3 115 0.4 86 0.3
7/3/63 Mid-flood 1,625 1.378 84.8 219 13.5 2tN 1.7

Mid-ebb 5,411 5,065 93.6 271 5.0 76 1.4
7/29/63 Mid-flood 1.805 1,518 84.1 218 12.1 69 3.8

Mid-ebb 7242 6,952 96.0 207 3.0 73 1.0
9126163 Mid-flood 1.169 960 82.1 134 11.5 75 6.4

Mift-ebb 2.928 2,293 78.3 477 16.3 158 5.4
10/1/63 Mid-flood 18.128 16,170 89.2 1,722 9.5 236 1-3

Mid-ebb 71,196 69,914 98.2 1.068 1.5 214 03
1112/Z26. Mid-flood 5.258 4,950 94.5 267 5.1 21 0.4

Mid-ebb 32264 3.,554 97.8 387 1.2 3213 1.0

Mean Mid-flood 5,185 4,660 89.9 444 8,5 81 L()~
Mid-ebb 20,15 24,0138 97.7 42.e 1.7 155 0.6

TIDAL TRAN4SPORT N't.IIIIVE VAI.I F OF DFTR17VS

Smoothed curves (Fig. 4) zre typical of a number The percenttage of protein, fat, crude fiber, and
of measurements of tidal transport for both spring nitrogen-frer extract of !Sparlina grass andi detritus
and neap tides. As would be expected, spring tide are compared in Figure 0, as a preliminary analy..i'
transport of water, total particulate matter, and ash- Liased on single large poo~led samtples of each Item.
free organic matter greatly exceeded that of neap tide. A-lthough the smiall suspended particles were 70-S0
The nmaximnum rate of discharge from the marsh oc- percent ash, the organic matter in them proved to be
curred at the mid-ebb level, which was about 2-3 rich in protein, up to 24 percent on an ash-free basis

hour aftr th hig slak waeras comliared with 10 percent an living grass and
A preliminary calculation, base,] on data in Figure 0 percent in dead gra:.s. as it enters the water. A

4, resulted in an estimated net export of about 1440 kg bujildlup of microbial populations is pirsunied to ac-
and 25 kg of organic matter for spring and neap tides, count for thfe enrichment of decomiposing Spizrtana.
respectively, front the 10-25 hectare marsh area in Titdetritu% rich In bacteria may be a better food
one tidal cycle, source ior aninmals than the grass tissue that forms,

the base for most of the lmirticulate matter.

DiEcomrOSITION OF MARSH PLANTS

Figure 5 traces the rate of decomposition of four ytnt1 O 41ts
species of mtarsh plants and, for conilharison. decont- [lie re~ults of ox5 'gen consunimliion rueasurentent.
position of antimal bioniass ( Fiddler crAbs, .t Cr ra- oif the three size fraction., of dletritus at three tern-
max i. The curves are based on the mean weight loss ;ieraturet. are minitnartitr in Figur? 7. The Q.; to
of two litter bags fur IPistichlis. Junsrmz, andl Salt- N'.5' C,. range apprfoximates the seasonal rangec ot

cormtia, nine bags for Spavelia. and three bags for tem1peraturcs in SApelo waters. Milliliter, of t..hr
Uris. The littur hags were stakced dowAn in the ntarsh "sere calculated in ternim of fresh %~eighit 4f (,ktrtu.

at the sanie tidlal %el. here each sljvies oc'eurreil and ash-free tlr% %%seghit i .e. actual orgatic limatter
naturally. After .349) day,. residues expressed as the .\iia' is fiR . arianc inlicate.s tLAt both size andl
Percentage of initial dry plant tissue were: Pt~iaci- trtinperature hLate a highly significant effert an the
Wa - 47 percent. Juanefis - u; percent. Sahicrerma- srgitseii ox~grn co-nsumption. The rate of
6, percent. and Stwirtita - 42' percent. 1'ed deront-t:.%%j n coinsumpltion of ntanno detritus proved to be

-posed conipletcl,s aiter aboput 1Wl) daisf in the field. iC ito six times. greater thIan that Of coarw et ridetri
It nta% bc lpiintet! out that "dead stainding" plant tus. A rate of nirtahsulion of II0 ml G. In i a o re

maiterial was placedl in the hags% ito iniulate the %tare drY aeight is eswnplaraitle to the repirAtion rate of
when the tietritus lotination hegins in nature. The Itmnilankton- The results of the metabolism mneamurer
(Ilecoiposit ~tion curves indic-ate the rate of release into menits provide further c~i idnce of4 the mimarctance of

the wsater of soluble material and particles ?.mail iticrobial aclisit% in determining the Imnportant role
enough to pa!ss thtroiugh the 21.5 mmr mesh nyono litter played by- detritus in the evology of estuarte%. The
baps. suspended parti~cles are hi. no meansf "dead" or "inert-

tN
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bodies, and the detritus particles and the attendant only a small portion of the net production of the
microorganism., make up a highly active heterotrophic maish grass is grazed while it is living. Seven as-
omicro-ecosysteln. pects of detritus are being studied at the University

SUMMARY f Georgia. Marine Institute at Sapelo Island: (I) the
SUMM.A~Yseasonal picture of the standing crop of detritus in

Estuaries in Georgia dominated b) Sparlissa alterxi- water; (2) size distribution and composition of detri-e
#fora nlar%hes have organic detritus as the chief link tu-i particles: 03 tidal transport of detritus in and
lietween primnary and secondary productivity, since out of ;, ten-hectare marsh aren drained by a single

smuall creek: ;4 )origin of the particles; (.10) decont-
Tfable 3. Percentage of detritus particles originat- position of marsh grass in nylon litter bags: (6)

~iig fronm three major sources as determined by micro- nutritive values of differenit a.ge and size components;
scopic examination of three samples of the net frac- and (7) metabolism of detritus particles.
tions strained frotti tidal creek water. In creek% dtraining Sapelo marshes, organic detritus

ranges from 2 mg I at mid-flood tide to 20 mg 'I at
Sprarind'm mid-ebb tide, and makes up ahout 90-99 percent of the
aJferrn- total sestom. The snull suspended particles are 70-80

floaro Alace-Anml percent ash, but the organic portion is rich in protein.
pTydil p IJyti) tZew-vi upt to 24 percent on an ash-free basis, as compared

WICa level '~ ~~ with 10 percent in living grass and Only 6 percent in
- - - ----- - ---- dead grass as it enters the o~at"t. Oxygen conswnp-

6 .20 Q~ Midl-AeXM 97-7 2.0 0.3 tiom 1 13..1. per gram is morec than five times as
7 363 Mid-ebb 90.5 7.6 1.6

726 63 Mid-ebb 93.4 4.5 2.1
100

93.9 48 1.3
Juncus

TIDAL TRANSPORT
w5Icb".IHS

50.

1000- to I4OL/51EC)

"20

- t-

hiB- - DECOMPOSI TIONe

IN THE~ MARSiq

MON Tot .3

<Y~l( after high Viatet I IM-)b -. afti after L.-M %awlr n-isw I Inti'.I d-I, murght .4 ,an,*.h .4 drakx V~%fMl4J*iI.Wi TI'M -Tooal partaua~ta mailrt. ?'W'M 'A I-A .gWVW 4 ..alt usarth plamtS 'Ij~ltkk;U. IbauJ
Partwuctlai 'Wtarw matter Si..r~ tS.tsatqr~ f4
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COARSE, FINE MANNO1i29.5 C 0.61 2.13 3,13't 13
SPARTINA -. OETRITUS (2) (10.01 117.2)

\~ z19.5 C 0.44 1.13 1.27 lo

,.9.5 C 0.24 0.48 0.67 50* (2) 41
10 0 c9(1 4

10 20 30

3ý Fg. . Oxgenconumpton f te thee izefractions

W 40 RD IBE.ns n the laboratory. Means for each size-temperature
Ug category (10 replications) arc shown in the table and

temperature-respiration rate (in terms 0:/gm asli-frce)
x30. curves are shown ill the graph. F values fur analysis of

variance arc shown belowv the table. Both temperature
and si-c affect 0, consumpition to a highly significant

,20-(legrec at thle 99 percent level.
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Detritus in the Ocean and Adjacent Sea

JOHANNES KREY

Ihstitute for .llarine Science, University of Kid, Kid, Germany

Since the classical work of Lohmann (1908) tile detritus is then calculated by finding the difference.
question of the role of detritus as food for filter-feed- This last group of analyses has been enhanced by
ing organisms of the sea has arisen repeatedly. Corn- photomicrographic method, in which the content of
prehensive literature has now been published on the phyto-, zooplankton, and detritus can be determined
detritus of both fresh water and the sea. A consider- by means of a particle-size analyzer. Until recently,
able part of it is included in recent reviews (Krev. microscopic and microscopic-chemical detcrmination
1961 : l'arson._ 1963). New observations on the quan- of detritus have not permitted evaluation of the popu-
tity of detritus in the ocean are presented in this lation of bacteria on detritus, though the group is of
paper. The question of the role of detritus in me- nrimary importance in all questions concerning the
tabolism is deferred, because a clarification of the mietabolisni in the sea.
nutritive value of detritus is not available. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION'

.METHODS OF ANALYSIS During our work in IGY 1958, supported by the

The methods for determining detritus are varied I)eutsche Forschungsgemeitnsclaft, we were able to
and include methods relying exclusively on micro- collect and examine 1,600 water samples from the
scopic observations and countings as well as purely northern North Atlantic for detritus content (Fig. I '.
chemical and combined microscopic-chemical methods. These samples were taken largely in the surface layer
The pure microscop)ic observations have the disad- from 0-200 m, although deeper water layers were
vantage of being too slow; an experienced observer also sampled (530, 1,530, and 4,000-5,000 ill). The
can count and measure no more than two samples a chemical method was employed in the analyses.
diay. All three dimensions of a single detritus particle The results are summarized in Figure 2, based on
should be measured, because calculations of volume observations made during late winter and late sum-
based on the two-dimensional form of the detritus mer. The mean values indicate that an extraordi-
particle are subject to error. The pure chemical narily high percentage of. total particulate matter is
metliods have the advantage of permitting an analysis found as detritus in late winter, as well as in late
of a large numnber of samples per day with a coni- sumnmer. A high percentage of total particulate mat-
paratively small amount of equipment. Chemical ter was found at depths, as expected, but also at the
methodis are based on two different processes. In surface and in the surface layer. It appears that at
one. the dry weight of the total pa. ticulate matter most 20-30 percent of the total particulate matter is
collected omi a filter is determined. From this par- found as living substance, although it is generally
ticulate substance the content of chlorophyll can be less. These diagrams suggest the important role of
determined (lParsons, 1963), and the proportion of detritus in the metabolism of the ocean, especially if
living matter calculated (assuming that the zooplank- one accepts the theory that detritus acts as an ad-
ton and bacteria amount to only a small share). The sorber of dissolved organic matter, found in this area
fquatntity of detritus is obtained as the difference be- in the quantity of 0.2-2 mg C/I (Duursma, 1900).
tween the total (Iryv weight and the (Iry live weight. The mean values have been further divided into
hii the other process the aniount of living matter can separate areas (Taible I), which appear to be of
be determined by the biuret method (Krey et al., special interest for productivity. We have differenti-
1957) by means of variable conversion factors, rang- ated calm areas, where only a small oceanic upwelling
ing between 2.5, for pure dinoflagellates and zooplank- must be taken into consideration, from oceanic areas
ton, and 5.0 for pure diatoniaceous plankton. One where there is an increased upwelling of deep water
can also calculate the content of detritus by finding and, consequently, an increase in primary production
the difference. These two methods are uncertain be- can be expected. The core areas situated within the
cause only average conversion factors are used. Gulf Stream, in which there is only a small direct

A third group of methods combines the micro- exchange of water front the depths, are also differ-
scopic atnd chemical processes by determining the entiated. In Table I examples are given of the mean
total weight of_ the particulate substance and ascer- values of the concentration of living substance and
tamning the living proportion of the particulate mat- detritus for different delpths. In the core area the
ter lby microscopic examination of the nunmber and proportion of living material in the tipper 50 ni is
size of phyto- and zooplankton. The quantity of found to be more than 50 percent of the total particles,
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r -following the spring bloom of phytoplankton. The
... ; -• surface waters contained a mean weight of seston,

ranging between 0.4-2.0 mg/i; about 0.2-1.8 mg rep-
,/ / .--- resented detritus. Hagmeier observed that the pro-

". i portion of detritus increased considerably in deeper
-.- • ( , "-water layers, although its absolute quantity remained

SI[ " . the same or even decreased.
In a study on the content of seston and plankton in

the Indian Ocean, Hagmeier (1964) reported similar
"", I > " fhigh values for the areas west and northwest of Aus-

"I ' tralia, where certainly no coastal influences are to be
" expected. He employed the pure chemical method in

evaluating the different components and his results
"were similar to those already reported for the North

-b - I,-k-AV 66-, M.-,U,9, 4.-- Atlantic Ocean. Figure 4 summarizes his observa-
tions to a depth of 500 m. Here it is again evident

Fig. 2. Average depth distribution of detritus in late that detritus in the surface layer, with only a few
winer and in late summer in the northern North Atlantic. exceptions, constitutes more than 50 percent of the

total particulate matter. The absolute values are con-
indicating a lower content of detritus. The absolute siderably lower than those found in the northern
value for living substances varies considerably in all North Atlantic. Hag-meier's detritus values range be-
areas. These examples of single groups of stations tween 44 and 96 pg/I, with a maximum of 105 pg/I
are presented to suggest the very heterogeneous dis- living substance. This comparatively low value can
tribution of detritus, but are also applicable to the be explained by the trophic condition of the area dur-
vertical distribution of detritus. ing the time the observations were made. It might be

In June, 1960. Korte (1962, unpublished manu- expected that this value would be considerabhl higher,
script) investigated the vertical distribution of detri- ahd perhaps even lower. during other seasons.
tius in the area between the Faroe Islands and Iceland Only portions of the detritus distribution have beeni

SFable 2) using a pure microscol)ic-phIotograp)hic studied closely, but it is without doubt that annual
method. Hie found a relatively high concentration of detritus cycles can be expected in most parts of the
detritus. The mean particle volume increased from ocean and adjacent seas. We do have some knowl-
go p.3 at the surface to 159 p.3 at 394 ni and diminished edge of such cycles in the adjacent seas, but in the
tv 134 IL

3 in 476 m. The weight of detritus (deter- oceanic environment only a few data are available
mined chemically) is in relatively good agreement on annual cycles of specific biological components and
with that counted and measured microscopically as-, environmental factors, largely from the basic investi-
suming a specific weight of 1.00. gations of primary production near Bermuda (Men-

Earlier Hagameier (1960') determined the content zel and Rvther, 1960). Recently, seasonal observa-
of detritus in the area around Iceland, based on a tions on biological and environmental parameters over
combined microscopic-chemical method. In the ex- a distance of 24" were carried out in the Indian Ocea
ample chosen here (Fig. 3) a very high percentage by a team of Australian scientists during cruises
of the total particulate matter for surface samples, aboard the Australian vessel. "Diamantina". These
mostly more than 60 percent, was found to be detritus, studies also indicate considerable seasonal differences.
A considerable part originated from offshore areas As far as I know no previous measurements on the

Table 1. Mean values for detritus and living substance (as dry material) in l#g'l (IGY 1958).

Cain areas Bordering areas (west side) Core areas

Stations Stations Stations
147- 157 210,211 212 - 215

Living Living Living
l)epth sub- Depth sub- Depth sub-

m No. stance Detritus In No. stance Detritus II No. stance Detritus

10 7 200 1: 10 1 80 40 10 1 100 40
20 4 135 20o 30 1 90 80 20 2 65 65
30 1 80 110 35 1 215 75 30 1 90 40
40 1 80 50 100 2 32 28 40 2 35 50

530 2 15 55 100 4 100 0
100 9 105 5 1,530 1 20 40 530 4 24 9 1
520:7--+ 45 Q6 1,530 2 23 2

1,520:5- 40 7t

# MINN"
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392 ESTUARIES: NUTRIENTS AND BIOLOGICAL P'ROIDUCTION

Table 2. Mean vertical distribution of detritus in in contrast to the distribution of microbiomass (Fig.
the area between Faroe Islands and Iceland in June, 5a) and to chlorophyll content. While these latter
1960 (From Kbrte, 1962). two elements show a four- and three-peaked curve,
S .... .... _the mean content of detritus follows a two-peaked

Mean Weight of curve with maximum values in April and November.
Mean Volume volume detritus This distribution closely parallels the mean seasonal
values of of (dry

of depth No. of detritus particle material) distribution of seston (Fig. 5b). It is apparent that
.n samples mm'/l A" mg/I the detritus distribution is influenced, in part, by bot-

tom materials. According to Zeitzschel (1964) who

0 50 0.78 88 110 also worked in this area, the annual quantity of seston
4 21 0.77 78 deposited to the sediments amounted to 500 g dry

49 12 0.63 91 1.10 weight per M2 . Only 75 g of the 500 g was organic
107 8 0.83 104 material and, of that, 15 g was living substance. Ac-
180 20 0.57 100 0.76
296 6 0.43 130 cordingly, the amount of organic detritus was only
394 9 0.38 159 0.68 60 g dry substance; that of inorganic detritus, 425
476 11 0.32 134 0.55 g/m 2. Unfortunately no further information is avail-

able on the organic detritus. One must consider that
a part of the substance included as organic detritus

annual cycle of the content of detritus are available. was present in the form of dissolved or colloidal and
During a six-year period (1958-1963) the cycle was adsorbed materials associated with fine inorganic par-
followed in Kiel Bay at two 'ifferent stations (Krey, ticles such as clay.
1964). For a water depth of 28 m (Fig. 5c) the The distribution of size of the detritus particles in
average result,, obtained by the pure chemical method, the different water layers for one station of the Kiel
are summarized for this period of observation. The Bight has been reported recently (Krey, 1961). The
conversion factors used provided minimum and maxi- curves of distribution indicate that the mean particle
mum values, but there is comparatively little devi- size of the detritus particles increased from the sur-
ation. There is a considerable shift in the maxima, face to the bottom. This factor can be explained by

"" • 0 0000 0
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i ~~Fig. 3.Average surface distribution of detritus (mag (Iry weight/I) aro)und Iceland in early summer 1953 (From
SI-Hagmeier, 1960).
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5so too n 0 #91 clearly recognized at the beginning of April with a
m- - -' ~ subsequent increase in detritus.

Table 4 gives the monthly and annual mean values_ / of seston, living substance, and detritus for the years
1958-1963. Again, the minimum and maximum values

o-____ •/ for detritus were calculated. The minimum mean
too-.. value of detritus was found in May, ranging between .7

_____ 340 lig (F = 5) and 550 pg (F = 2.5). Immediately
before, in April, the highest annual value of detritus

__..... .. was found, estimated to range between 3,310 ag and
3,630 jg. The annual mean value of detritus, calcu-I_____lated to be between 1,290 and 1,540 jg, seems to be
astonishingly high. The high value can be accounted
for by a considerable addition of bottom material.t.S. DETRIrUS The portion of organic detritus in the total particu-
late matter amounted to 12 percent.

The foregoing is a contribution to our knowledge
00• ..... _ --=. of the quantity of detritus in the sea, with particular

reference to the annual cycle in the adjacent seas. We
must investigate the nutritional role of detritus, as
we now know it occurs in marine waters in extremely
large quantities. In future work, we must also dis-

£00- tinguish between young detritus of high nutritive
value and old detritus, reduced by bacteria, which
has small nutritional value for filter-feeding animals.

= Techniques of the bacteriologist will assist us, es-
pecially in direct observations of bacteria attached

=_ to the detritus. The solution of the question of the
500 = nutritive value of detritus will provide a key to the

I.S. SE$ TON

p t [ II 7 l T IV V I V II VIII IIx X 1 III I
+ISO

Fig. 4. Average depth distribution of detritus (dry
weight) W and NW of Australia in summer, 1961 (From .
Hagmeier, 1964). 5a

tile considerable quantity of detritus mixed from the 10/

In Table 3, mean values for one year of observation so . .....
1963) are summarized for the total water column roll

and include detritus, seston, protein, and living sub- , - ssto, .
stance calculated from protein values using conver-
sion factors of F = 5 and F = 2.5. Using two dif- 5,
ferent conversion factors for calculating the minimum 2,0
and maximum value of detritus, very large propor.
tions are found, ranging between 30-90 percent of the Ig/
seston. Only in May, 1963, was a relatively small . 1.0
quantity of detritus observed (2 percent).

The vertical distribution of detritus is shown in D e nr,IS .- /I)ithe isopleth diagram of Figure 6. The water was Icomparatively low in detritus from April to Decem- //
her in different water layers, but during other periods 5c . i
the detritus values increased beyond 50 percent. The s ,./•*•
absolute values of detritus demonstrated a seasonal
distribution. During the months between April and 4D)ecember values were generally 500 ug and less, V V _ ._ II -with a minimum in May. The low values in May I n I, IV ill v ia ,1 1 t AM
were associated wvith comparatiely little water turbu- Fig. 5. Seasonal changes of mean concentration of
lence and the end of the spring bloom of the phyto- microbiomass, total particulate material (=4eston), and
plankton. In contrast, the early spring bloom can be detritus in Kiel Bay, 1958-1963.

)



Table 3. Mean values of sCston, protein, living substance, and detritus in ,ugil Kiel Bay, 1963.

Living Substance

% of seston -72 80 2 62 48 30 45 - 54 39
Liviri: Sub~t~tnce
(F'=2.5) -220 388 230 140 193 278 345 - 190 255

Detritus (max.) - - 1,360 3,400 240 590 540 510 900 - 640 570
%of seston - - 86 90 S1 81 74 65 72 - 77 69

Table 4. Mean values of seston, protein, living substance and dletritus in Fgl 1958-1963.

Yearly
average

Month Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sep. Oct. Nov. Dec. values

Seston 2,750 2,960 3,000 3,960 760 1,100 1,120 1,230 1,290 1,130 1,620 1,480 1,790
-Living substance
(max.) 290 350 620 650 420 490 360 550 600 770 330 400 500

-Detritus 2,460 2,610 2,380 3,310 340 610 760 680 690 360 1,290 1,080 1,290=727c
(min.) 9 89 88 79 84 45 55 68 55 53 32 80 73

-Living substance
tkmin.) 150 180 310 330 210 250 180 280 300 390 170 200 250

-Detritus 2,600 2,780 2,690 3,630 550 850 940 9350 900 740 1,450 1,280 1,540=867o
(max.) 96 95 94 90 92 72 77 84 77 70 65 90 86

understanding of life of filter- feed ing organisms in A-uthor's Noec: This work has been supported by
the deep sea. WVe can expect with some optimism to Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft.
resolve many of the questions regardi~ng the nietabo- LTRTR IE
lism in the sea by complrehensive investigations of the LTRTR IE
detritus. Our work should be stinmulated by the agri- DUURSMA, I-. K., 1960. Dissolved organic carbon,
Lultural sciences, especially in their study, of the soil. nitrogen and phosphorus in the sea. NetA. I. Marine
It can be expectedl that (detritus plays a role in thle Res., 1:1-148.

ocen smilr t tht o huus n or aahl sols nd HAGMEIER, E., 1960. Untersuchungen jiber die Menge
ocea siila totha ofhunus n or aabl sols ncl undl die Zusainnensetzurig von Seston und Plankton in

those in uncultivated areas of tropical regions. \Aasserproben von Reisen in (lie Nordsee und nach
Islandl. IDiss. Kiel, pp. 168-355.

1 11 11 r 1 HAGMETER, E., 1964. Zum Gehalt an Seston und
PN X! NO Plankton im Indischcn Ozean zwischen Australien und

V- Indonesien. Kiel. Meeresforsch., 20:12-17.
a.. . 0ý 04 e. KORTE, FR., 1962. Plankton- und Detritus untersuchun-

10~ gen zwischen Island und den Fiirter im Juni 1960.
'~ .$'Kiel. 3Me~rsforsch, 22:4-30.
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I Ccntseil Perm. Intern. Exploration Mer., 24:263-280.

em e e 20 KREY. J., 1964. Die mittlere Tiefenverteilung von Ses-
ton, Mikrobiomasse und Detritus im nordlichen Nord-

42 *m an 63 *) 0~,q ci a3- atlaatik. Kiel. Mccersforsch., 20: 18-29.
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des ollsiindgen ehales Is Meeres inPan ktn
W so t 'o 8 a i '? Ws. Meerejuntersuch., Ab.KeN.F., 10:129-370.
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The Biology of Knysna Estuary, South Africa

J. H. DAY

Departmient of Zoology, University of Cape Tmon, ('ape Town, South Africa

The currents, the salinity, the temperature of the As evaporation proceeds, sea water is drawn up the
water, and the nature of the bottom sediments each estuary and it gradually becomes more and more
has its own effect on estuarine fauna. But in a natural saline until the headwaters of the cstuary are more ,
habitat environmental factors do not act independently saline than tile sea. It is not surprising that St. Lucia
as a laboratory physiologist would wish them to do. has a much poorer fatma than Knysna.
An estuary is a single, unified ecosystem with all the
environmental factors interacting to determine the EROSn oF lIE I)aln..G BAStN

Ature and distribution of the fauna. The banks of Knysna are well wooded and there is
Knvsna is an ordinary estuary with a normal sa- little or no erosion. The river water is clear, though

linity regime and a rich fauna. This will provide a peat-stained, and the estuary itself is sufficiently clear
basis for comparison with other estuaries : it is hoped for a Secchi disc to be visible at a depth of six feet
that the interaction of the various environmental fac- in the mixing basin. There is vigorous plant growth
tors will become apparent. at this deptlh and, as a result, the fauna is rich.

The contra';t may be seen in many South Africrn
THE FACTORS WHICH DETERMINE THE rivers where bad farming and overgrazing to the

RICHNESS OF AN ESTUARINE FAUNA water's edge have removed the plant cover. The

The ecology of Knvsna Estuary was described by Umzinivubu, which ilows through the Transkei and
D)ay et al. (1952), and full details of topography, en- enters the sea at Port St. Johns, is a pitiful example.
vironmental conditions, and a list of tie fauna were This once-beautiful estuary with a mouth sufficienvly
given. Since then. we have studied several other es- deep to provide a port for steam coasters is now a
tuaries along the coasts of southern Africa and have morass ot porridgey mud. Each rain brings down
learned more about the distribution and biology of enormous masses of chocolate-brown silt so that a
the typical estuarine animals. We have revisited Secchi disc disappears three inches below the surface.
Knysna very recently and can now see much more There is no vegetation below the mid-tide mark and
clearly why Knysna has such a rich fauna and why the fauna is reduced to the barest minimum. During
many of the other estuaries are impoverished, tile dry season, when the water clears, some benthic

species re-establish themselves, but ihe next floods
Tnt. SIGNIFICANCE Os CLIMATE cover them with a blanket of fine silt. This is merely

Knysna is situated on the southern coast of Africa one example among many and one can appreciate why
roughly half way between Port Elizabeth and Mossel the fauna of Knysnta Estuary is one of the richest
Bay. The climate is temperate throughout tile year in South Africa.
and frosts are unknown. The rnysna River arises in
the Outeniqua Mountains and the drainage basin re-
ceives an average rainfall of 36.3 inches per year Knysna has an interesting geological history. Ap-
spread evenly over the seasons. Thus the maximum parently the coastal plain across which the river runs
of 11.03 inches which falls during the three spring has undergone many changes in level relative to the
months (September, October, and November) is not sea. During the P'leistocene it was submerged anl
very different from the minimum of 7.03 inches which the sea lapipe at the Outeniqua Mountains which are
falls in the winter months of Juae, Jufly, and August. now twenty miles inland. l)uring the subNejuert
As a result there is a steady flow of river water into period of elevation the young rivers cut deeply into
the estuary throughout the year: the salinity remains the coastal plain so that the latter is now transected
fairly stable and the mouth remains permanently open. by a whole series of deep gorges ( Fig. I ). Elevation

Tile importance of this even rainfall is shown by must have continued until the coastal plain was much
coniparison with the St. Lucia Estuary de~crihed by higher ttan it is at present, for the bedrock below
Dav t al,. (1954). 1 lere the annual rainfall is much Knysna Estuary is alout l(K) teet below sea level.
the sante (.4.4 inches) but 16.(4 inches, or almost A lpriod of subsidence followed and the drowned
half the rain, falls in the three summer months, and vallev which now forins Knysna Estt" Iry startedi to
during the whole of the winter there is only 1.82 fill with sedimnens. The present height of the coastal
inches. As a result there are floods and low %alinities p'lain is albout 20)t feet. Its seaward edge is a steep
In %imluinrr while in the winter the rivers stop flowing, cliff, and %%hen one eiters Knvsr.a Fstuary front the

is u
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Sbecomtes static as soon as the bar closes. Hermanus

Estuary, described by Scott et al. (1952), is a good
example, for it maintains a normal salinity gradient.
and the changes which occur when the bar closes in
spring cannot be ascribed to this factor. Yet many
species die and others are stunted. The shore fauna
becomes restricted to a narrow band at the air-water
interface. Burrowing forms, in particular, disappear.
with the notable exception of Callianassa kraussii, the
sand prawn. When one digs into the sandy mud at
the water's edge, the black deoxidized layer is found
just below the surface and deeper digging often pro-
(duces a smell of Hl2S. This suggests that the rise and
fall of the tides is one of the main methods whereby

Fig. 1. Knysna Estuary (Photo: South African oxygen is carried to subsurface levels (Brafield, 1964).
Railways). WVhen the bar closes and the water level is stabilized.

many burrowing forms cannot survive. Callianaisa

sea one passes through a narrow channel between maintains very vigorous respiratory currents, and the
two impressive rocky headlands. Then the estuary sandy' walls of its burrow are never black and de-
suddenly widens into a broad lagoon with low-lying oxidized. Work on the oxygen tolerance of this spe-
banks of sandy nmud. Farther up, the banks become cies is now in progress.
steeper, but the tidal flats become more and more The tidal range has another important effect. As
muddy with the main channel winding through them. the water of a falling tide seeps into the porous sand.
Twelve miles from the mouth is the head of the estu- any plankton or suspended organic matter it con-
ary at the Old Drift wh 're there is a series of rapids tains must be caught on the surface like a precipitate
and sandy pools. Triereafter the banks close in and (in a filter paper. The wet sand banks at low tide must.
the river runs througi. a deep rocky gorge. therefore, be covered by a layer of foodl, and they

As this description suggests, there is a wide range provide a rich feeding ground for detritus feedcr.-
of substratum types along the estuary: rocky banks which form the bulk of an estuarine fauna.
and clean sand at the mouth, sandy mud in the lagoon, SEA TEtI'ERATURES
soft mud in the upper reaches, and coarse sand and
rock at the head of the estuary. Also, rocky road enm- Stephenson (1944) and Ekman (1953) have dis-
bankments and piers abut the channel in many places. cussed the distribution of marine fauna along the
Each substratum type has its own characteristic coasts of southern Africa on tile basis of sea temn-
fauna. About one-third of tile Knvsna fauna is as- peratu'-e. The figures used by Ekman are too high.
sociated with rocks, and in pa,' icuLir with the rocks because they are based on the temperature of the
at the mouth which are not covered by a layer of silt. Agulhas Current which runs along the edge of the
Most of the other species prefer sandy mud,. but sonie continental shell. The neritic water which bathes the
are confined to soft mnud o," clean ;aid. W\hen one coasts and enters the estuaries is somewhat cooler.
comlpares the variety of the Kn snm, !wuna with the Thus. tile surface water of the Mozambique Current
restricted number of species in estuaries which lack is about 26" C. off 1.ourenco Marques, while the in-
rocks at the inouth or mudldy sandbanks faither up. shore temnperatures fall to _V C. As Macnae all'

tile inmportance of a bro.ad range of substratum types Kalk (19L8) have shown. this is tile southern limit
beconmes very obvious, of coral reefs and nmany other species from tile tropical

Indian Ocean.
"rLE SIm.NIFICANCE oF TIlE 0I'EN MOUTH Temperatures along the coasts of Natal and Tran-

Knssna has a deep t,.outh which is permnanently skei vary between 18' and 25" C. and the fauna is sub-
open thnr,ughoot the *car. This has two important tropical, with individual corals on the %hore and a
effvcts s the first concerns wave action and the second few mangroves in tile estuaries. Kn.•_sna Lstuar%
the tidal range. opens onto tile south coast of tile (ape Province

Waves w ith all amplitude up to two feet penetrate where the sea temperature varies i•etwecn I.5" and
the mouth and there is a continual surge on the rocky .1)" C.. and tile marine fauna has beer. termed warmn
shores lretsttcen the headlinds. This is sutfficicnt to temperate bit both Stephenson and Eknman. To c( il
prtent the dclio~itton of silt, and there is a fairly plete tile picture, it may be mentioned that the whole

giuiil algal grrqwth on tile rocks and a %ariety of of tile %west coast floinl Cape "'oint :n1 tile south to
Sha|iph. tic ;nliiislp-rns on the mud bank. Mlanyv Cape Frio in the north is bathed by tile cold Benguela
weashore anitnals, also extetnl into tile mouth of the Current. with coastal temperatures between 12" and

ir'tuarv and then ds.,ppear Ahere the laguon widens 15" c. The narine fauna is cold tenmperate.
and the strength of thIN iii !is,ipilersced. As usual, the diivr; -,tty of tle marine fatna is r-

The effect of the tidal range is, not appreciated lated to the sea temiperature. There is a wealth of
tlntil rine Vlilit a h1ind etuairY. 'where the water level spe't'le along the tropical shores and relativel% fem
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oni the cold shores. Temperatures in estuaries vary S. The sea temperature. which dectermnines the vari-
mofre %%idtle t hai they do on tilhe openc shore, but tilc ety of mia .0W sp ecijes which mayI i i cooinze thle estua ry.

miiuiier ofi species inl estuaries seems to vary in the TI k(NA DDSRB TO
saffle Was aS d10 thle Mharn e onies. It di betildt to oh-
taml rel iable figures for coillarison. for the ricline-ss i P U

of :it sturinefatna ieped oii man factors of her The fautia o tii a est,,,.irv is deri prlfonth
thail tell i~ iratuire. atilte nun~w ofie species recoirdedi river and pacrt ly from the sea, and it is commnon prac-
I-peiius tinl tile in ten si t% of col lect ing which is seldoml t ice to se iarate thle different fatuni st ic coin; 'onents by

the samie inl differenit e~stuaries. Fon this reason. onill\ thier salinilty tolerance. In ant earlier paper, Day
,trik-itg dififenences are worth 'lisetssioli. W~ith these (1931 ) reco.,lliieil five comp~onenlts:
reservat i (ins thle figures from three similar estuaries 1. The fre.shwater complionent comprising as few
miay lie cimp~ared. 'rhc firn.t is Miirrunilwne Estuary s~ilt-tolerant species dlerived from the riser. These
onl thle tropiical coast of Moizamiqijue :470 species have arc found in waters of low salinity.
been reciorcb-d. i ischidii 1 ).d pob chmietes, (7 crabs. all' 2. Thie stctioliaiinc mlarine comptonent, restricted to
115 fish i's. The secondl is Kn sii~a E.stuary onl the water of high Nallinlit near thle mlouth of thle rstuarŽ.
va rtit tempei irate ciM tatOf Sild inAi\fr ica :3'-0 species 3. The eiur~hal iie ma rinle component. exttending

;iaiv lieni recorded, including 69~ piohychietes. 12 from tile sca throughout the estuarv.
c rabis. and 40) fishes. The third is thle 01 if liat s lstu - 4. Tile esm lar ne coiimipo nent ss iiich has evolved fromt
ary onf the cold temperate coast of South A frica: 53 marine fiormis hut is now% restricted to estuaries and i%
,10ieC is ii: ye been recorded, includ inrg It) po lsliactes. iie% er Ii. ouud in the nea.
3 crabs;. andi 9 fishes. i. The oligratori conmponenlt, which irchliilcs a varl-

Thle finst pioinlt of interest is that thle conmposition ety ofi active fiiriis stuch as birds, fish, prawns, and
fiv tax-moiii ii groups changes miarkedly. There are ccjihalo~ioils \s iichi "Iioe in and out (if thle estuary
ipropiort io nately far niore crabs and ti sues in the t ropii- onf ft.eeding and d spamni iig mnigrat ionis.

cal estuary' than inl the colder ones. It is suspected Thiew five coniponenits stress tile great importance
that there are similar differences between the othler of sal nit ' . adli tilere is a tendeiiy amlong resrarcrhers

taxonomiic grouips. but further collections are neces- to rtigard ,ailinity a.s thit only implortant factor in dhe-
sans biefore lthe fig-ures miay ble regarded as reliabile. ternlinitig the origin iif ;iil estuarine fa~una. But this

Itue secondl~ point is the very great difiference ble- is certainly not the case. Work in D~urban by D a'.
tween the total faunia of Olifants Estuary on the cold ani MIorranis ( 19 -56 showed !hat in this landlocked
Atlantic coast and the wvarm or tropical estuaries on1 hay where there is no reduction in salinatv front the
the southI andl east cotists. There is no dloubt at all normal seawater range, there are many sllcr s which
that these differencees are valid, because the Olifants are characteristic of estuaries. These findings were
s the richest of all thle estuaries on thle cold Atlantic coilfirined hv\ lbs (19Q59) workiing onl Langebaan
coast. It wvas suspected that there would Ile a neduc- Lagoon. another sheltered htay with no reduction fin
tion in the nlumbier of species here in conformity witii salinit~y. It has become evident that niany so-called
the reduction of seashore species, hout it was not ex- estuarine species are really calm-water species, and
;itcted that the reduction wiiuld lbe so niark-ei. Brown that thle abilits. to survive in sheltered waters is just

119 ,59) has discussed possible reasons for the virtual as ihiiliortant as tolerance to reduced salinit ' in deter-
absence ill any estuarine fauna in the estuary of tile mhining ant estuarinle iiRiiulatiofl. Bearing these points
O)range River iwcrtiier north onf tile Atlanltic coast, Il iimind. we macy flowv examiine thle compoxsition anti

but noiie of his explanadtionfs Ctiver all of tilese estu- ilist riiut ion of tile KiiYsna fauna to see how the two
aries. The (only enivironllental factor tile\- all share factors interact.
ls tiiat the rivers are all warni and tile%. all often intio ]In work of this sort it is mnost convenient to deal
;I C0lil sea. hutf it is ihardi to believe that this is -li w-ith thle benthil fauina %%hic. easily surveyed and
iiill factor at work. ztsigned to, defintite localities, but there is everv indi-

The foregoing is Ill attemplt to evaluate what fac- caution that thle findings derived fronm tile iwftithic funla

tiors are responsible for the ricihness orIn)et (4 tit i11.re alipliiC.hle lcMioti to fishes and other nekton anti to
estuarine fauna. Taking Kn~ isna as ani examplle of tin the plankton uhiicil is nom heitlg investigatedl.
Average estuary' it is suggested that thle follomii~ng alre Since 19;2, %%hien Ktlis'na was first surveyed, we

the controlling factors hasve returnled it) this rstuarv nmvn timles Acnd have
i. Trile eiinite, particularly the rainfall, and its. greatls increa'CAN~ our LniiA ledge Of tile faunla. Not

'.eai..tilla chi~tges, %s iicli deternlllin the salinity regimie imliv hlale we found lllall moilre sifeciei anil gaicltll
2. Tile alnitimit cif erosion in tile ilnainage hasin. a better kilols lege ilf their dib~tributioti within tlw

m.iiIlc iletermllns tile Ilitchollit oif silting and hence tile estuar% . but ss e ha'- e alm.i deterlinedl their disrhiu-
ofae~ , thle aituatic Vegetation. flili fil other e'.ttiaries. ifli '. oifin shotreA. mid( tillt

Ti. theogslo~ oft tile emtuary% basin and tile sari. dredgring'.. %e c ase~ culled 'tile m' little' Soitth Africanl

Vtv ii Slh sui 11'toaai thle rstuarm. literactirr fir rorik,'% ind10 til till, Aa% v15e are able
.4. The width and llernianence (if theý estuary mouth. to a!.%ign A i.kUll'MIC Cakeg-r% I Ao I e.h spwies. It Is

litch Afleets thle tida: range anti the strength of WI1 % tile .115.15 s of flthse t.11iinistic Catego~ri"' that pro- 5
ictioin fil thle estuary. % I-s tile h.l'.'c thata met out tin Table i
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Table I. D)istribution of faunistic components along Knysna Estvary.

11outh L~ag~um Mtiddle reaches lead Total sliecies

Salinity range 34.5 - 35.n,, 29).1 - 34.8%.. 1&9 - 26.5%. 1.1 -14.0%.

Fresh water 0 0 0 7 1 &7%~ 7 =-.%
Estuarine Only 3= 1.7% 20= 10.0% 12 =1&7%,Y 12 36.4% 27 =8.6%~
Euryhalme and marine 80 = 44.6% 1014 = 54-2% 46 = 71.91/' 14 =42.4%, 137 = 44.1 %
Stelolualine Marine 96=53.7% 71= 33.8% 6 =9.417c 0 139 =45.0%
Total species 179 199 64 33 310

The last rows of Tabtle I showss the number of spe- The stentlaalin. maioroot tmiiophauit inicludes tho-m
cies recorded in each section of thle estuar ;. The speccies which are kniowsn fromi thle sr;, lout have never
mouth and lagoon htave rich and diverse fatiinab %%title been recorded fin any other estuarv except Knysna.
the upper reaches. have less and lthe head oi the estu- Knssna records have been excluded front considerau-
ary has a poonr arid restricted aWiia. Thiis patternl is tion wihen deciding whether a species should be in
coninuon to A1 normal estuaries. chudel fin either tive erN haline miarine or the stem'

The last column shows a total of 31t0 species re- hlml~e marine category, since this estuari is thle subt
corded from the whole estuary and tile relakti'.c veigm. feet jii the analN isi. l'robabh' sonie oi thle "stenlohual fit-
provided by each faunistic complonent. The distribu- na~rinic' sl~xtes will 1titer be found fin -other estuaries
tion of each compornent nia1 nowm he discussed. Iui the wiltenb raserd ote cr hli

The Jresh:.uwr comprro'ent is very niall. cotnhpris. fluorile" Cun'IKPInent. but ill th" nleantiine it Is ite
ing only sev~en species or 2.3 prrcent oif tile total ito leave lthe tigures as tile%. stand.
fauna. It include% six insects and line smiall gastro-- TUhe Nt. nobaline mirine coniplionvi as defined hier(-
pod, and it will he noted that all of then, are r,- includes 139 species or 4; percent o'f the total fauna.
stricted to the head of lthe estuary %% here tile salinity It i,; thle most inimmirtait ciirilioineit at thle nmouth of
seldont rises ahuovc 5'.. and is tisu.111% less, thle estuary. but is reluc-I'i ulistreamt and is comnpletel%

The estuarjciineipospoent, thosr ,.liecies sIhich oc tIlent front thle head ofi thle estuary..
cur in estuaries hut have nceser iten fituind in thle '111F IMPORTAhCE )Hl'-th VIs.IAN lTY AND)
sea, includes 27 species or 8.6 percen~t oit tile total
fauna. It shows %%ihlt a smal. rlito fa WAtV- ~\ ACT ION
arnie faunia is truly estuarine. M~ost uof the animals It Is not easy to determniie lthe indejIKndlent effects
are smfall crustaceans ;.fil there are very- feso annelids of s-aliiiit% and, shelter onl the distribution of an es-
or nio~luscs. While this componient extends along the tuarmue fauna.i A.t lthe mouth there Is a high salinity
full length (if lthe estuary it will be noted that it be- and strong %s ave actiton toiside the estuary there is 'a
conies progressivel.% miore iniportais hi~ghier up the reduced salimn!v anid at) ssasc actioni. andi tile observed

Vestuarv andi forms .1k)4 pecl oif the sinal! fiuiia at di ffert-,iccs Ill 'thle faunia IIIa% lic ascribrid to either
-tile head of thle estuars - tact r.

The ,'muvJkahimi mari n, COM'In"ouPit inlcludfes to''sC I )iieJ isll way ofi isiiii linthe e~feCtS or

stwcis wich ha-hiliir twert reeovt-led irom iithe s-a and' thrse tis o ens in,' tuientail factor'. is by e~oigipring the
iri) 4,'t her esttio r ics besidne' Kit.%stia. There IS A dii t rii ht un %%:thrin an eti~ rvur of thoseC ilr'c"'. ihich

ttota! if 137 sprvzr-. niakig upl 44.1 pcrrvvt wif lthe kure rrstticted to, tiri-brateyi shers si ithi tlihs-. ishich

t''t~~ii jhu-la It ss-'il !ims nl'irtant timiu the , cur ill sheterr" kiss. Tatble 2 is an1 Alarili s' of thc
nsatroilie Clii tM 11mlcr t at tlite ?mli bu illhu alonf: i thli rex t t4 etir hi.,lie n.or nrre ci otl"KneIrit anld lTle4 3 i, a s-rtilltar
Il- c-stuj r it is t lie iii. it mil sirtal,t i t r 1 s 'net t (Ii thle ýina, ist (o t hr irt -ki.h.llic zirarmre otiMm eixn ti
iaunmi tt s%:!I Ie %cmn th~a iotil~ 21 S 1wsrcrir t . the curs

Tabile 2 T"witllct .ne'4 cii mr~halme :ic trm Ar i'. *nupo lahle 3 Ti.!eanacr ofi strnoluhtin marine eor-"
un~it tI isA.se aiction eit" t''I~ A5srctiiim

Rrstrhswtr I., l'rrsenri 'm ksyve. ' lr'n

h'tesiK-te' i''rr !rtu its!r Ow0,-i T~~

'-'tours riarl
1.1 h I 12 9 21'ý 3 - 16t1¶ S- *, 34 24 5q t .11 71.'; '

S . l*c soristng t: strn'lmg

rhtal3%'19 1 -16") Ot 114 A32 ston :Y -4 l44' 4$ 34 hi, V, 4
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halmne component is restricted to surf shores, as corn- VERTICAL ZONATION AND
paired with 78.2 percent which is not restricted and ESTUARINE SHORES
extends into calnm bays; 83.2 percent of the euryhialineComponent extends into the calni pbrcetof tsle euary. The vertical zonation of the impoverished fauna ofcoIpiionent exte bnto the a rvpisof iale estuare. the rocky shores of Knysna Estuary does not call forIt is evident that thle bulk of thle eury'haline species are

also caln-water species. comment. It is basical!v similar to that on open sea-

Ai analysis of Table 3 dfoes not show any very shores, and further details will be found in Day et a!.

strong contrasts. In general the stenohaline species (1952). Zonation on soft substrata, however, is much
which are characteristic of surf-beaten shores show more complex and the picture changes along the

a greater tendency to be limited to the mouth of the length of ts e estuary. This is illustrated by four

estuary (24.5 vs 14.4 percent). while those which TheKnsn
extend into calm bays are more liable to extend up The Knysna River issues from a steep gorge at
the estuary (26.6 vs 34.5 percent). A comparison of Charle~ford Farm..At each high tide, the water at
Table wthat point becomes saline, so that it represents theTbe3 with TaTile 2 shows that the two components head of the estuary. As the tide falls, the bed of the

differ in their tolerance of wave action or the lack of rer is rele a s a herie fandy pol led
it. In particular, only 16.8 percent of the euryhaline river is revealed as a series of sandy pools linked
marine component is restricted to the mouth of the yI, stony runs and rapids, the last of which is known
estuary s compared whsteno- as the Old Drift. Figure 2 is a surveyed transecthalin marine with 51 percent of the immediately below this point.

Wlhen one examines the distribution of individual The outflowing current has cut so deeply into the
species further interesting points appear. Like all soft alluvium of the flood plain that the banks of the
estuaries. Knysna is mainly populated by mud dwell- estuary are almost vertical down to the low tide mark.
ers. for the few rocky banks within the estuary have Here the contours flatten out and the bed of the estu-
a very poor fauna. The banks of sandy nmud are rich. ary is a flat bank of coarse sand. The steep banks are
anld one might presume that tile component species covered with salt marsh vegetation which keeps the
have beeni derived from the sandy shores along the surface moist. Marsh crabs (Sesaruma) and talitrid
coast. But this is not the case. Exposed sandy amphipods (Parorchestia), both capable of aerial
beaches have a very poor fauna, and hardly any of respiration, are fairly common, but do not extend out
the species found there penetrate farther than the onto the open sands. The coarse sands are very por-
mouth of the estuary. Typical species like Bullia ous and at low tide the water table falls eight or ten

rhodostoma and D, a.r scrra are absent and in their inches below the surface. As a result, the surface is

place are Bullia anmnuata, Bullia latc-issipna, Tivela dry and barren, and the burrows of the sand prawn,
compressa, andl Mactra adansoni, which are character- Callianassa kraussii, extend down well below the per-
istic of dredgings in the open sea. As has been shown. manent water level.
the fauna found on the sandbanks of calm landlocked In the, e upper reaches the flow of the river is re-
bays form the bulk of an estuarine population, with duced, and the tidal currents are weak except during
burrowing forms such as Callianassa kraussii, Upoge- the middle of the ebb. Soft silt is deposited during
bia africsna, Are, icola lovco,. and Marphysa saps- the slack period of high tide. This has formed ex-
quinca, and surface forms such as Cleistosioma ed- tensive flats which are now overgrown with halo-
weardsii, Ifyincnosomia orbiculare, and Nassa kraus- phytic plants, particularly the sedge, Jupcus kraussii,
siana. The rocky shores at the mouth of the estuary whose roots consolidate the soil. The fine-grained
have a fauna similar in composition to that of an compacted mud is not very porous and drainage is
exposed reef. but poorer in species. Barnacles such over the surface. I A network of minor seepage chan-
as Ocioneris angulosa, which depend oin tile %aves to ,,els meanders thiough' the muddy salt marsh to the
produce a feeding current, disappear early, and so do main estuary channel, where the ebb current has cut
a variety of herbivorous gastropods such as linpets a vertical step at the lower edge of Juncus to form a
(Patdlla spp.) and periwinkles (Oxysicle and Turbo) salting cliff. This is continually eroding. Towards
as soon as their encrusting algal food is smothered the low tide mark the currents are slower, and in con-
in silt. It would appear that the importance of wave sequence the shore flattens out. A typical transect
action to an animal is that it provides a food current through these upper reaches is reproduced in Figure 3.
for lazy filter feedm, or keeps rocks clean for the The salt marsh near the high tide mark has a
growth of algal foo6. It is suggested that oxygena- scanty epifauna similar to that at the head of the
tion effects are indirect. It has been noticed that on estuary. The same marsh crab (Sesarma) makes
wave-washed rocky shores the lower surfaces of most of its burrows in the eroding salting cliff. Dur-
stones are clean -and free from encrusting silt. Stones ing thc day it feeds in the shelter of the Juncus near
sufficiently heavy to remain stable carry a rich cryptic high tide, but at night it feeds at low tide levels.
fauna. On very caln shores similar stones are ena- spooning up the Surface silt with its chelae, sucking
bedded in black and obviously deoxygenated silt. Such out the detritus, and discarding the silt as pseudo-
stones have a limited fauna of worms such as Cir- fecal pellets. In 'tropical estuaries Uca and Dolilla
riformia lentaculata anti Capitella capitata which tol- have similar habits.
erates low oxygen concentrations. The rest of the fauna is found near the low tide
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mark, where the water table is always at the surface In comparison with the transect at Ashford it will
due to seepage from higher levels. The substratum is he noted that the /auna is much richer and more
mud with a thin covering of Zostera. The fauna is evenly spread over twe width of the shore. Among
rather more diverse than that at the head of the estu- surface forms the crabs, amphipods, and periwinkles
ary, and includes surface forms such as the crab, capable of aerial respiration extend farther up so that
Cleistostoma eiwardsii, the whelk, Nassa kraussiana, there is no mid-tide gap such as was seen at Ashford.
and a fair number of burrowing types-the mud Among burrowing forms many now extend well up
prawn, Upogiebia africana, bivalves such as Solen towards mid-tide and there is not the sharp cutoff
capensis, Do.inia hepatica, and Macoma litoralis, and that was seen seven inches above the low tide mark
a few polychaete worms (Ceratonereis erythraeensis). at Ashford. Vertical distribution is far more varied, f
The most notable feature in this vertical zonation is with each species increasing in abundance at its opti-
the gap or bare zone at mid-tide levels between the mum level. There are no obvious changes in sub-
air-breathing epifauna of the high tidal flats and the stratum type or plant cover, and it is presumed that
aquatic-breathing fauna at low tide. the main factor which controls vertical distribution

Below Ashford the estuary widens out into a la- is the tidal level.
goon; along the edges of the main channel the salting Towards the mouth the tidal currents increase in
cliff gradually disappears and the shore becomes the main channel and the swells coming from the
wider and more evenly sloping. The substratum is open sea are now appreciable. The intertidal banks
rather more sandy and the whole shore is covered are very broad and distinctly more sandy than up-
with vegetation from above the high tide mark to stream. There is still an abundance of mud and a
below the low tide. At the highest levels there are luxuriant salt marsh vegetation in the backwaters
only a few tufts of Juncus but Arthrocnemum, Cheno- around Leisure Isle, but the shore along the main
lea, and the sea thrift, Limonium, form a fairly dense channel is mainly bare sand with scattered patches of
carpet. Farther down this is replaced by the rice Arthrocuenurn or Puccine~la.
grass, Puccinella, and from mid-tide this is replaced An offshore sandbank separates Leisure Isle from
by Zostera, which is at first scanty but later becomes the main channel, and between the two there is a
more luxuriant and mixed with patches of Halophila. waterlogged area of sandy mud which is just un-
The surface is always moist under cover of the vege- covered at low tide. It is known as the "false chan-
tation and from mid-tide down the free water table nel". The transect illustrated in Figure 5 runs from
is within half an inch of the surface. A transect the point of Leisure Isle across the false channel and
across the shore near the rail bridge which shows over the offshore sandbank to the main channel. It
these conditions is reproduced in Figure 4. is an extremely wide transect of 1,450 feet across two
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different types of substrata, muddy sand from Leisure fauna is restricted to the levels where the water table
Isle to the false channel and clean unconsolidated reaches the surface, except Upogebia, which makes
sand from there to the main channel. Each has its deep harrows, and Ceratonereis, the depth of whose
own distinctive fauna. Only the vertical ?,"ra.on burrows is unknown. It is surprising to find it so
across the muddy sand is shown. It will be evident high up the shore both here and at Ashford.
that the upper level of the shore is relatively steep The upper limit at which an animal can live on the
and sandy, and in th, section the free water table shore is mainly determined by an animal's ability to
is well below the surface at the time of low tide. Thus resist desiccation. On a smoothly sloping rocky shore
it is over 24 inches at take A, 15.5 inches at stake B where the rocks dry out at low tide, the animals live
and eight inches at stake C. From there on, seepage in well-defined belts related to tidal levels, though the
from the porous sand at higher levels maintains the bands tend to he tilted upward in shaded areas or in
water table at or just below the surface, and from situations where dense algal growth reduces evapora-
stake E (30 inches above low water springs, or tion. On a sandy or muddy shore there are many
.WS') every depression has a permanent pool of complicating factors. The animal may live on the

water. The vegetation on the upper shore is scanty. surface or in a burrow; parts of the shore may be
There is lawn grass (Sporobolus t irginicus) at and k moist hy d
above high water springs, but below this there are ept ense vegetation; or the substratum

mere patches of salt marsh. The transect was pur- may be porous so that the water sinks as the tide
posely laid across a patch of Puccindlla, since this falls to seep out at a lower level, particularly where

provided support of Littorina knysnacusis and shelter there is a sudden drop in the contour. For an animn;l

for Cyclograpsus punctalus (not shown in Fig. 5). living on the shore the most important feature is the

Zostera appeared at stake E and continued down to depth of the water table, however this may be deter-

LWS at stake L. mined. Only when the whole shore is uniform from

The interesting features shown by this transect in- the high tide mark to the low tide mark will the upper

clude the restriction of talitrid amphipods (I'aror- limits of distribution be related directly to tidal levels.

chestia) to the decaying vegetation at the high tide This has been illustrated during a description of four

drift line and the absence of any except air-breathing transects, and the variability of vertical distribution
surface forms from the upper levels. Almost all in- is summarized in, Table 4.
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Table 4. Heights in inches above low water springs DE~kITUS 1FEEDEFRS

(if he lipe liits f cmmo memersof te eii- The decomposition products of the plants plus the
fauna and the infauna on three transects across muddy dead or stramnded plankton forni the basic sourco! of
sand. food in thec.,tuary. It may be ingested while driiting

or lying on the surface or extracted from the sedi-
Leisure Rail met. eosit fedrinle oyhtssuha

Species I sle B ridge Ashfordl mns eesicud oyhee uha
______ - - -_____Tlic pus plagiostopiuz, amphipods such as Parorcll'i-

EPIFA N A tt4 rectipalma and Metla, zeylateica, shrimp (Pat"e-
Cli. stostfma edwsardsii 50 53 22 mon pacificus ). prawns (Upogebia africana), crabs
llypnenusosma (,rbicular,' 40 33 7 (('C istostoina edu'ardsii and Sesarma calenawa), bi-
Nassa kraidssiana 30 23 7 valves (Dosipiia lhepatica), and the fish Mlugil spp.

lNFAUi: A Mud swallowers iiiclude such polychaetes as Orbittia
Upgeqbia a! ricapia 43 43 22 angrapcqwtnsis, Noto~tastus fauvelji, and Arenicola
(eratonerejs erythracensis 40 33 23 loveni; and sand sifters include the prawn, Cal janassalh(sipsia he patica 23 33 7 kraussii, as well as numerous minute animals.

TROPHIC RELATIONS BETWEEN THE IF.NTilic CARNIVeRES

COMMNON SPECIES IN KNYSNA ESTUARY A number of predaceous polychaetes such as Glyc-
'li. AN KTON cra con- oliata, and the giant nemertine, Gorgoviorhyns-

% clus sp., feed on ('pogebia af ricana and Mlarpliysa
Unpublished work by. John Grindley shows that "apguinea. There are also numerous whelks such as

the mouth of Knysna Estuary is iniabited by neritic Thiais dubia which feeds on Litiorina knyssaesis and
plainkton and that farther up there are a number of barnacles on rocky shores, and Natica genuano on
small estuarine species. Among the copepiods, genera various bivalves on sandy shores. Possibly the ubiqui-
such as I'.rudodiaiptomus, Acartia, and Paracalanus tous Nassa kraussiana belongs to this group, but it
are dominant, but no densc plankton swarms have must feed on very minute animals for it occurs in
been found and it is suggested that plankton is not enormous numbers crawling over the fronds of
at niajor source oi food in the c'tuary. By the same 7ost era.
token, there are relatively few plankton feeders. The
mussel, Perna prnsa, the barnacle, Tetradita serrata, PREDACFO~s FISHES
and the oyster, ('rassostrea margoritacea, are the main The fishes usually form the last link in the food
ones at the mouth and the mud mussel, Lartya ca pen- can n xmnto fsoahcnet hw
sis, is the dominant p~lankton feeder in the upper mud can n xmnto fsoahcnet hw

channels; it is suspected that all of these depend on that their p~referred food changes with age. Merely
detritu to~. sue etn.L Amon fik.e tipohe only corn- the main outlines can be given here. RIaiddosargsis

detitu tosum exent Amng ishs te oly bicp or %hte stumnpnose, is one of the common-
..aai... 'qk r .... ... .bat ,4hrrabncsi est breami-like fisl,,, found along --- ,;~asts t, '
t..hese.ar nctý abundant.biAhrn bci u Cape Province. A study by Talbot (1955) and the

records in the Zoology Department of the University
ATTA'CHED PLANTS nf Cape Town are the sources of the present summary.

In the adult stage R. globiceps is about 25 cm long
Knysna ha,; a luxuriant aquatic vegetation from and weigh's about 3 lb. It lives in the sea and feeds

high water of spring tide down to low water springs on mussels, small crustaceans such as amphipods, andi
and below. Moit of the plants are angiosperms, but a variety of other foods fromn submerged reefs. This
there is a faiir amount of Eiitromorpka and Viva part of its life cycle requires further study. It breeds
between title marks and loose Zonaria below, in November and D~ecember and juveniles about 20

Relatively few aninmals feed directly on the macro- mum long shelter in rock pools along the coast or enter
scopbic vegetation, but periwinkles (GibbuIa sp.) do estuaries. Up to this stage it feeds on plankton.
and certain crabs and fishes crop living plants when When it is 5 cm long it starts feeding on the epifauna
hungry. Thus the crab, Sesanma ratemata, has been of the benthos including amphipods and isopsxls (Ale-
observed to feed at times on living Arthrocunnewu lito zeylamica and Exrosphaerowsa hylecortes). As its
and the ;tomachs of juveniles nf the fish, Rhabdosar- molariforni teeth develop it is able to take shelled
gus ginbicq's, are occasionally packed with Zostera. molluscs (Assnminea and Xassanuas kroussiuial~ awl
Probably imore species feed on minute filamnentous at time% its stomach is filled with algae. particularly
algae or the film of attached unicellular forms which Exteraorwpha. It grows rapidly and at 10 cmi length
discolors stable %and Rlats. Littorusa kitypuueevj, it takes larger crustaceans such as Flymenosoma and4
Oxysteic ?szriegata, and Siphonana spp. feed in this Upogebiea and small mussels (Lam7. capetvsis). By
way on rocky shores and .4suimipwo &pp. and Bu~rsa- the end of a year it has reached a length of about 15
tela Le"Aihi find similar food on the surface of sand cm, and its gonads are beginning to develop. It now
banks. leaves the estuary and does not return. It is an ex '-

iL
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Fig. 6. Trophic relations within Knysna Estuary.

ample of one of the many fishes which breed in the crustaceans, including mysids, shrimp, Irawns (Upo-
sea, but shelter in estuaries as jtvenmles. gcbia), and crabs (Hymerosioma), but there is no

Lithognathus lithognathIis, the white steenlras. evidence that they are adapted to feed on the infauna
reaches a weight of about 30 lb and a length of about of muddy bottoms. Larger specimens of 30 cm or
three feet. It, biology has never been %tudied in de- more become predaceous and, in addition to the larger
tail, though it is a common game fish all around the crustaceans, they feed on cuttlefish (Sq4;) , ,Calm Province and is of somc imnportance to commer- (Muoid and Liza spp.). Adult kob extend the whole

cial fishermen as well. It breeds in the sea anti the length of the estuary and are often taken in the uilper
juveniles enter estuaries at a kingth of 4 cm. At this reaches.
siage they are still feeding on planktonic crustaceans, Jlypacanthus amia, the leervis or garrick, extends

, , h Uup ; copqupui., siecc dhe) frai Nta, to "a.,e Bay both in the sea and in estu-
are not atanted for filter ieeding. They shelter from arieý. It reaches a weight of about 40 lb and is highly
predaceous fish in sandy shallows; the elongated snout esteemed as a game 6A'. Its biology has not been
anti thickened lips aie adapted to grubbing in the sand studied in detail. Fish -',(ithj ripe roes are not found in
for polychaetes (Orbinia and Nephthys sp.) and small estuaries, so it presumably breeds in the ;ea, but small
crustaceans, particularly Ponlogclides and Urothoe. juveniles only 4 cm long (to occur in estuaries. Even
As they grow they takei larger food organisms and at this stage they are vicious predators and feed on
develop the capacity of blowing holes in the sand to shoals of postlarval mullet in the shallows. They ex-
fee I on I'pogeb'a and Arcnicolai. Adilt Lithogpiathus tend into the upper reaches o' the estuary and as
are one of the maiii angling fishes in Cape estuaries adults they feed on all types of small fish, particu-
but the roes are n:ver ripe. For this reason it is ;arly inullet, ha:fbeaks (Hlyporhawohus). and juvenile
presumed that they spawn in the sea andl return to Lithognathus and Rhabdosargus. 7 hey arc swift
estuarine waters ii the sumnmer to feed predators and form the final link in the foodl web).

Iohmnin. hooii'pidotu., the kabeljaaiw or kob. Figure 6 summarizes the trophic relationships be-
reaclV's a weight of 1.50 lb and a length of six feet. tween the main elen'ents of the Knvsna biota. It is
Its biology has not been studied, though it is an ira- suggested that phytoplankton, zuonplankton, and plank-
portant game fish and connmonly taken by trawlers, ton feeders are of minor importance in the economy
Fingerlir'gs are never found in estuaries or along the of the estuary. Macroscopic vegetation such as Zos-
shore and it is concluded that spawning takes place in Iera, m:nteromor 1,ha, ani 71 va provides food, while
the sea in fairly deep water. A ripe femnale measuring alive, for a few herbivores such as periwinkles and.81.5 cm was trv.wled off Cale Infanta Ma 40 fathoms. sonic fish. The main source )f basic food in the estu-

Young kob appear in the estuaries when they are ary is organic detritus, which feeds most of the ben-
about 15 cm long. They feed oil 4 variety of small thic fauna and a few important swimming forms such

-- 71
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as mullet. A variety of benthic carnivores feed on AhAY, J. H., N. A. H. MILLARD, and A. D. HARRI-
these in turn, but the ultimate consumers are preda. SON, 1952. The ecology of South African estuaries.

Part III: Knysna, a clear open estuary. Trans. Ray.tory fish. Some of these are adapted to prey on bur- Soc. S. Africa, 33:367-413.
rowing invertebrates, some feed on the epifauna, and DAY, J. H., N. A. H. MILLARD, and G. J. BROE-
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in the sea. estuaries. Part IV: The St. Lucia system. Trans. Ray.
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Ecoloical Aspects of the Laguna Madre, A Hypersaline Estuary

JOEL W. HEDGPETH

Pacific Marine Station, U niv'ersity of the Pacific, D~illon Beach, California'

The Laguna Madre of Texas is a series of coastal dicated by the climiatoiugical data. No streams of
lagoons, consisting of a long narrow outer lagoon consequence flow into thle Laguna Madre, and, until
separated from the Gulf of Mexico by Padre Island, recently, tile Laguna was closed off from the sea
and divided into northern and southern parts by ex- excep~t across a sill at Corpus Chiristi Bay in the north
tensive, barren flats, and an inner tributary, Baffin and through Brazos Santiago I-ass in the south. Sa-
Bay, extending westward like at'. elbow from the! linities in excess of 8(Y;, were frequent, and in some
lower part of the main Lagtima (Fig. 1). Baffin Bay years they exceeded 100%. Extremtely high salinities
has a large branch, Ala~zan Bay, extending north- occurring during high summer water temperatures
ward and somewhat parallel to the axisi of the main were associated with fish mortalities. Cloudbursts in
Laguna. The main part of the Laguna Madre beginis the area would bring about abrupt reductions of sur-
near the city of Corpus Christi at the southern p~art face salinity to as low as 2;,. In very cold winters
of Corpus Christi Bay and ends just south of Port there have been spectacular mass mortalities of fish
T-abc!, This iis a di~t.-c of ab=tt !29 !rnt -- 1.'tween !nl various parts of the Laguna Madre when low tenil-
latitudes 27*45' N and 26" N. The total area of this peratures coincided with circumstances of wind and

systemn of bays is slightly more than 600) square miles. tide that made it impossible for fish to escape into the
The maximum depth in Baffin Bay is about 12 feet, Gulf ofI Mexico. In spite of these environmental ex-
but most of the Laguna is very shallow (Table 1). tremies, the Laguna Madre has been anl important

The flats which divide the Laguna Madre inio two source of fishi--contributinig as much as 50 percent
parts extend from a few miles south of the confluence of tile total catch from l'exas coastal waters in sonme

of Baffin Bay to just south of Mesquite Rincon (fronm years.
about 27' 10* N to 26*49' N). It is thought that this Onl the basis of extensive sediment studies, Rusnak
filling in has occurred within the last century. but this (196(A) estimates that the Laguna Madre was form(-d
segmentation of a long narrow lagoon may' be an, equi- about ;.(XX) years ago, .and that h) persalitie condlitiowis
libriumi phenomenon inherent in the ishape, so that thle haebelreantfrphpsX)yas.Iow
lagoon tends to segment at the -- 1-- 4 oscillation, ever, it is obvious that Baffn Bay is the remnanit of

'J.1 %.ks liprelitit - ~l~t. - n A forinei .,tivai-i k~raflage. afm At PlA.sence ýf old
this area during thle 1919 hurricane. At the present oyster shells, possibly fromt India-n middens, stiggestN
time this area is covered by i few inchies of water at less saline conditions in this pa~rt of thle L~aguna
times of high tidles and strorng wind.i: since the con- Madre sy.stems at sorneictime in tile past (Breuer.
s-truction of thle Intracoastal VX aterwtav in 1949 the 1957) Recent prehinir'.a soor tuiso h
two pairts of the Lagunia have been connected by the area itslicate a I lei~stocene channel lin Blafin Bay' per-
chiannel. Thiis does not appear to have nintih effect onl haps (A) ito W) feet below presenit sea itcycl ( Btehrens.
the salinsitit exchange except dlurinig wvinter ve len 1963). Conditions were apparently less saline in thle
highlY saline Water is nioved into the southern L-aguna not too remuote past in the Mexican Lagutna Madlre;
by thle action of northers. Hiildchrand ( 1958) notes thle pr~etiee of oyster shell

Another lagoon ss ithi similar characteristics and deptosits there ss hidi hie suggests may have bween ac-
alsiut tile %;title stie lies south of thle Rio Grande in cumiulated at a time when thle Rio G rande carried
the Mexican state oif Taimaulipas. The l~aguna Madre mlore water and entered tile Gulf of Mecxico in Ta-

4 de Tamiaulipas extends fronm altotit -2534Y0 N to 23'34)' inauliptas istaloi T.eas.
N and has ait area of aboiut I ,XX) square kilomneters; lii the more recenst paist various alterations of the
II Hildeberand. 19W8. p~hysical condit ionms lin tile L-aguna Nl akre have hwrn
The L~agiuna \ladre lies its a region characterizedi licroghit al~iut by thle activities of man. There is a

as semiiarid, Wilikth ).-inLl rainfall altout -27 inches a long history of deleiberate attemipts to alleviate sa-linity
year anid evap~oraticni about 21 inches, however, thle condttions% lIv digging artiticial chasinelo. acros.s Vadre
rainf.all average it; skewed by the occasional heavy Island. Ffftorts to construct an artificial pass have
cloudburstts that nui contriblut e as much a% six inches% been conducted byv the Texas G;ame and 1:i4h Corn-
of rain lit a comparatively small area in a ifew hours. mission at the instigattion of fishermen. primarily at
"*Averrage- conditionsi are usnually. morr arid than in- the lower end of the northern part of the Laguna

tmirs~m, ~ '?t~s~ipass. known as Yarberough Pass. has been dredgedl
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57*50the drought years of the late 1940's and early 1950's
salinities increased and fishermien continued to agitate

- ATRABANW for an artificial pass; Y'arborough Pass was reopened
again in February, 1952. It remained open for about

CORPUS CHRISTI .three weeks (Breuer, 1957).
CAUSEWAY The changes in the salinity regime of the northern

part of the Laguna Madre, as a result of the construe-
ALAZAN SAYtion of the waterway and the causeway, have been4

discussed by Simmons ( 1957). He noted that, in
0spite of the Intracoastal ",Vaerway. salinities have at

I, ~times been higher than they were before dredging just
below the causeway because of the reduced exchange

yhRUONQH~A5S'with Corpus Christi Bay. Sinmmons also observed
a that a "block" oi high-salinity water tends to shift

back and forth in the Laguna in the region of Baffin

2r Bay during the summers according to wind direction
* U .i - -~ without being completely exchanged with less saline

waters to the north. As a result of thle various im-
MIESOLIlB1 WcON provements by man and the prolonged drought, it

appeared that the upper eight miles of the L~aguna
$ ~could become dry land in a compasratively short time

(Simmonrs, 11957).
The dry winter of 1963-1964 has resulted in salini-

PORT MANSFIELD 1 tics in excess of 40%. and "red water" conditions in
the upper Laguna Madre in the spring of 1964, and
agitation for passes into the Gulf of Mexico has
sprung up anew. A group of consolting engineers
has proý)osed a plan which provides for two passes
across Padre Island in tne upper Lagana area, some
channel dredging, and thle renlosal of somne of the

- ~spoil banks. The two passes andl the channel would

PO RT iS~ABE. and would restove several square~ miles of habitat for
WOO ti- hes. It would provide not only for the circulation

of ssater. but for tb('-ý '...*:,. . . ma.... and of fisher-

* ~ k m en in their boats. the total co~t of this project is
estimated at $7 15 million. W' the cost of main-
tenance niaý be i.i unknown. hut the hustorv of the

Fig. 1. The Laguna Madre of Texas. (Intracoastal P ort Manlsfi~eld Pass suggests substarntial aniiwal costs.
Water~ay not to scale.) If the L..aguna, Madre is itich a vAluable recreational

resource, it would prohahlY bie considerably less ex-
out ,wveral times. hut has never materially reduced pensive top dig up the present spo~il banks and convert
thle s~aliniity within the Laiguna Madre. The pass was the causeway separating the Iaguna, from Corpus
opened in 1941. 1942. and 1944. but quickly filled in Christi BaY tu Ali olen trestle bridg.%structure.
aigain becaiuse there is no natural flow of water from Warnings. o1 thle Isitential effect oi a solid fill cause-
thle niainl.ind to miaintain it, In 194'9 tt.!' lntracoa'tal way were clearly ' aoicedl before it Awas built (HIedg
%%i terwAs.% a channel tlout 125 feet wide and I ! eet Ipeth. 1947). but. since navigati'm wou'nld not be inter-
ileep. was ctrnilletril alonp the entire length of thle fereil w:-h. thle poriect %sas approi ~il by the Corps

aglrana Mad're. This ship canal has alleviAted %alini- of Enigineers,. It tys obviou% that rsemedi~al measure--.
ties "Irnie%%hat, but this action has Ween offset to the if indleesl the% could remedy thw situation, will coot
nortb ýiv the construction oif a causeway "rom Corpus
Christi to Padre Islandi. White the salinity exchange Table 1. Dimrensior's. 1--guna, MadJre ifrojm Rusj-
with Corpus Christi Bay ha~s therefore been lIniited. nak. I WO i
the waterway has provicled an escape ehan~iel for flih~ -

during higth snai-ner temperature" and salinities and Ilaffi
iluring winter cold periods and miass mortalitie% have Northeril fu' Suthern Tota
app~arently been ;:reat*,v reduced, The cold spell of ra.qm. 14 . 0
196-2, holievitr, caused as muchil loss to trout (yuoi. Area fia atrr eily) 120 270 475
4 Naiou hisJous) as that1 of 19)51, although onely about lxnyth 4 a.i I 3V 15 5 120
a tenth as destructive to detain (Poogeiaa" crpgmt4 "Avg %W111 tmiA 2.3 30 S.0

F. G. Simmnitins. petiernal corresilondence). During Avrg.drt~h Iftl I $ S i
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more than the projects whiCh have exacerbated the lenils IIf srdilitv lull %siolcigy Jall1 110) oneW Seet.( tip IIIIC
original conditions. marde a deta iled aiialvsrs (of the conituHs itio(11 of tile

Modifications by tile activity of mian have also oc- water itself. Yet the Laguna Madre is a Uiuiiite en1-
a curred in the southern part of the L.agunia Mu~adre. A vironnment it) inallv ways, not tile least being it:. Coln-

large, permiane'ntly jettied and protected puass has been parative accessibility. No other such extremei ens'i-
eut across Padre Island to enable ships to enter Port ronmient except tile %ralterns, of San~ Francisco Ila '
Mansfield. This pass was completed] in 1902 after a or Great Salt Lake is %(o tiar ai Iirge ciiv and ai
prelimlinary one failed to remain open. It is a smaller research statifill.
opening than the B~razos Santiago P~ass opposite PortFLR AN FUA
Isabel, and, except during strong north winds, thelA)\AI AN
water flows northward front Port Isabel aind out into The IgLailla Madi re lies lwtetiucen tile unct>. iii Padiire
the Gulf of Mexico through this pass. Salinities in Island and the barren illainlancI flats. Isolated clullipN
the southern Laguna Madre are now "stabilized" of ..klt cedar grow on thle nirtinlaild shore, bit tile
nearer Gulf of Mexico values and the faunal assewn- oakl-covered ridges oif the northern bay shlores are
Wlage is being altered by the invasion of species from absent. Tile bottom of the Lag-una is sand or iniiied
the Gulf. sand and silt for tile mlost part, grading into clay tin

As a result of these changes, older data for tentl- i1.ifhfi Ila,. 1( tile' northlerni and southern piart.; o4
perature, salinity, and commuinity assemiblages are no tile [igtuila there are extenslve patches oi IPifhipi-
longer indicative. Unfortunately, data are somewhait thel,'ii a'ultind illerillos of TIhalassia grit adiptu us
sporadically offered. Evidently the tenlperaiture-salin-
ity characteristics of Laguna Madre waters have
changed somewhat. primarily by. tile reduction of sa-
linities in the lower Laguna and the increase oi i- 1 0

linities in the upper Laguna by obstruction-; to sýriterr.;
exchange. Baffin Bay does not seetn toi have been 25.-
altered much by the recent changes. but the data pre L
sented h% llreu'er ( 19~57) are summllarized in) ternm% of
stations rather than mlonths and( cannoot be compairred of

with other dtLta-the original data are not as tilabulec
Various temperature and salinity conditions el i i
Laguna Madire are summarized in Figure 2.

tActive studies of biohu~gical proeiikls in the Laguna o
k ~Madre have be"s carried out by various investigators

since the 1Q445. Thle irlital reconnaissace ire ,uI
miarized liv tGunter ( 1943a. b). The basic liidro----------------------------------------- 144

graphbic da .ta were obtained during 19*1-4-l47 11-ledg- 153

peth, 1947: Collier and lledgpieth. 1954)i. andi have 40 45 so 5 W a

bee added to br oither%, rotabiy Simmilons O SAL1011YY

Since about IQ.; there hase been several differenti
type% of studies imid ro Il 'riouiafl parts. of tile la-guna ' -
ilatire. Ifioogiots for tile *rexas. (;aine ;nd Fish *

Conimission huie conducted sur- % t of the bIota ill
VSarioxzs regaioln oif the LaIguna Mad~re. g-.-olourhst hate 4
studiedl the sediwents anid tile I~tNYIT11.i(d o'il sflI
Waite,, and ets tliit hair mleastlred phoitoNin-
thi-41o'. In all. mowre than -1) tmifers mith -Aienor I. f

flat-tli abiout the I-isgiinA Madre bAse ee ltrxI~~ii.144wu
in thle I-ast twent iclars Inl afi~litioti. %tildir% has
been nudle of the Ioiil.ir I ajunA Madre ae Tamruilt1' 1
pu~ in Mexico. i((4111 of thle kit, famule ideon.

11e eArlier hlIIOhugSs 'AhM were eos*74lcrl"d 'Aith- :t. .

Owe Lagurta Madre %eir interested in dirterrilningr the 41

i(kntflty and. to twmme exitent, the abundance of qwei..
anti elaieri thiis infwrniatuio ito ens irinmnental k it I g. trITmraurami 'stt~.i
abies. but molve recen~t ins estairatoirs, has<e Ven C'ai IuSx1 l. MA 3ratr Daua ft I'46.- If-*" fm i.owr

cc..r I sl th Mitch matters as Chl&,r 4bOhil. rhotos'n- arid Ileogigjtt ,l i..r' 1954' 19tt frow, N'iunnm
t9*7i. ( &Ir'w Trtvwwratuit-sA~guty <cawtitws, in flat.1 tbe-5 , and net restiraitcu %%hile this in~forrimnatisw fin pAy, I tata Ifw (.4IVT alnd itr0tWt. MM50 6,-0 0*

u14'fsl. mnanr questions of lweizliar interest for "ur 1,mj" l'panu UrA&Vr Data f-* 1%47-190* iro (l4irT
tindeirtanding of the Lalunta Miadre atmhl rernain ito arw Ilvi.rrrb uiQy fow 19---V4 i9 1 a-nhftit fenp".rm
be investmgaatd. This is especiall true for the proh- tuu' dat' trou t, %it f I %
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occur in the southernnio-! part (Sou!bh Mtv) of the is Aransas and Corpus Christi but not the Laguna
Laguna. Rupia muritima is common along tthe Intra- Madre. Ferguson %\'odxl calls attention to the fre-
coa.stal Vaterway. In Blafin Bay. however, rooted quent occurrence of species of IRhopahodia in Baffin
sp]rinatolhvtc:i vxere not observed in the 1950's al- Bay, which also occur in fresh water. These species
though J)iplanlheria zrightii is sparsely present at are found in all of the three environmental categories
this time (1904): algae are also apparently sparse tabulated. Species of Amph'ra are ,'-undant and fre-
there and the principal plant life is microscopic. The quently domhiant in the upper Lagutia Maore, Aran-
flats in many par's of the Laguna Madre, especially sas Blay, and Redfish Bay.
ahlng the Padle Island side, are covered with algal There is a n abundant and varied fish fauna in the
mat communities consisting mostly of the blue-green various parts of the Laguna, .nd our best faunal in.
Lynybya confervoides (Sorensoni and Conover. 1962). formation concerns fishes. This is primarily due to
A community of this type also occurs in parts of the the work of Gunter (1945 and later papers), and
Laguna Madre de Tamaulipas (Ifildebrand, 1958). more recent studies by biologists uf the Texas Game
\N'hen such algal mats occur on fine calcareous sedi- and Fish Commission (now the Parks and Wildlife
ments in hypersaline environments, stromatalite struc- Department):. 'L Among the resident species in the
tures may be formed, as in Shark Bay, WVestern Aus- Laguna Madre are the tenpounder or skipjack (Elops
tralia (Logan, 1961). This combination of conditions saunas), anchovies (Anchoa spp.), three species of
has not been observed in Texas. cyprinodontids (Fundulus similis, F. grandis, and Cy-

In the southern part of the Laguna Gracilaria prinodon variegalus), the silversides (Menidia beryl-
bNodgetti is the most conspicuous macroscopic alga; lika peninswae), mullet (Mugil cephalus), the spotted
there are also extensive stands of P'enicillus capitatus sea trout (Cynoscion ntcbulosus), and the black drum
in the Port Isabel area when temperatures and salini- (Pogonias cronis). These species are known to
tie .-re sufficiently high (Sorensen, 1963). Acetabu- spawn in the Laguna, and most of them (except the
blria crcnulata occurs in scattered patches throughout anchovies and possibly the cyprinodontids) are winter
the lower Laguna (Breuer, 1962). Enteromorpha and or early spring spawners. WVhile complete data are
Cladophora occur sporadically, lacking, it appears that most of these species do not

The plant life of the Laguna is highly seasonal, dy- spawn in concentrations of salini,-y in excess of 45%v.
ing dlown during the high sunu.,er temperatures in Some of them, however, probably spawn in higher
August and September, and remaining dormant until salinities; anýatherinid (Atherinops affinis aflnis) can
spring. The macroscopic algae begin to appear in spawn in concentrations of 72%, but the young die
February and the grasses start to grow in March. within four 'months (Carpelan, 1955). Many other
The algae are restricted to the southern part of the species of fish spend considerable time in the Laguna,
Laguna. but do not spawn there and usually leave in summer

The diatom flora of Texas bays, as represented in during temperature and salinity rises. Other fish are
fresh sediment samples, has been. studied by Ferguson occasional visitors. Simmons (1957) listed more than
WVood (1963). A preliminary tabulation of his list 70 species of fishes occurring in the upper Laguna
indicates 183 species in the bays adjacent to the Madre. Two of the most important species in terms
Laguna Madre (principally in Aransas and Corpus of species mass and representation in both sports and
Christi Bays). Since the listings for the Laguna commercial fisheries are the redfish, Sciacnops ocel-
Madre do not always specify which part of the La- Iota, and the black drum, Pogonias cronis. The life
guna, all such records were combined, producing a histories of these species in the Laguna have been re-
total of 129 species. In Baffin Bay, however, only viewed by Simmons and Breuer (1962). The redfish
33 species were recorded, of which 22 were found is not a permanent resident. and does not spawn in
in all the bays of the area. In addition, seven species the Laguna,i while the black drum does. The black
were recorded from Baffin Bay and from such bays drum also seems to withstand higher temperatures

and salinities, although older fish tend to become de-
formed and -blind in the highest salinities. Both of

% so ARANSAS BAY these specieslare'sciaenids; another fish of this family,
the sea trout, Cynoscion nebulosus, is also an impor-

0tant game fish in these waters. Simmons (1957) has
pointed out the occurrence of larger sizes in the saltier

LAGUNAMADRE waters of the Laguna Madre (Fig. 3), indicating
that the larger fish remain in the Laguna longer or
that they grow larger in higher salinities, or perhaps
"simply that they tolerate the higher salinities. Gunter
(1961a, b) has summarized some of the aspects of

.0.00 "0 relations of'organisms to salinity, including the re-

LENGTH. MM lationships I6etween size and the environmental salin-

Fig. 3. Size dlstrlbutlons of spotted sa trout, Cy- ity grndient i- He is of the opinion that in some cases
noscion Nebuloswt, in upper Laguna Madre (Simmons, there may be a direct relation between salinity and
1957). size,with the larger individuals at higher salinities.
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The living invertebrates of the Laguna have not mals (compare Figures 25a and b in Parker, 1959).
been so thoroughly studied as the fishes. Crustaceans The lower Laguna is characterized by Parker as
of several species are abundant, and make up a sig- "open hypersaline lagoon" although it is abundantly
nificant part of the food for several species of fishes, populated by tmo species (Anomalocardia cuneimeris
especially the redfish. Young blue crab, Callinectes and Tdlina tampaensis) indicated on his Figures
sapidus, and the small mud crab, Neopanope texana, 27 a and b as "characteristic of enclosed hypersaline
are the important crabs. Young penaeids, especially environment", and the environment is indicated as
Penaeus aztecus, and the small resident grass shrimp, more or less continuous with the northern Laguna
Palaemonetes intermedius, are the most important Madre, but also exclusive of extensive areas in the
shrimp. The copepod, Acartia tonisa, is apparentlv the southern Laguna from which living specimens have
most abundant plankton organism in many parts of been taken. These species may well be characteristic
the Laguna, including Baffin Bay, where it occurs of the environments suggested, but they are evidently
in salinities as high as 80&. Simmons (1957) re- also characteristic of slightly different conditions, or
ported a concentration of 7 million to a liter on one perhaps, the subdivisions suggested are not as well
occasion. (In view of the difficulty that some work- defined ecologically as geographically. Examination
ers have in identifying copepods, it can be pointed of lists of "characteristic" species (Table 2) suggests
out that the identification of Acartia tonsa has been that the differences indicated by these characteristic
confirmed by Bowman (1961). No other species of species may be subjective, if these lists have been com-
this genus has been identified from Laguna waters. piled from essentially the same data.
The occurrence of A. tonsa in high salinities in Texas It is unfortunate that more detailed studies of liv-
is interesting in the light of its distribution as a bay ing communities could not have been made before the
and coastal water species as far north as Cape Cod.) recent changes in the Laguna Madre, as it is now
A. tonsa is apparently the dominant copepod of the difficult to assess the significance of the somewhat
Laguna waters, and feeds on some "reddish submicro- divergent results set fcrth in the papers of Parker
scopic plankters". It is important as a food item for (1959. 1960), Breuer (1957, 1962), and Simmons
small fish. Another copepod, Metis japonica, is com- (1957) (Table 3). While it is probable that these
nmon. but not so abundant (although one samlple con- various authors were studying the same place, it is
tained about I million per liter, according to Sim- obvious that different types of collecting and different
mons). It does not seem to be as important as a food. interests can produce results which are not comple-

Several small bivalves are common in various parts mentary. Part of the difficulty is, of course, the re-
of the Laguna, and constitute a major clement in the liance upon dead or "freshly dead" material that may
diet of the black drum. The commonest species are be carried to other areas by winds and currents, or
Anomalocardia cuneiincris and Muiinia lateralis; evi- possibly by fish. Ernest G. Simmons (personal corre-
dently these occur in extensive beds although there spondence) write-: "I am highly suspicious of 'dead'
is no clear information on the locations of these beds shells as I have seen too many small shells pass un-

or the density of mnolluscs per unit area. Other spe- disturbed through the digestive tract -f large drum."
"cies mostly associated with the grassy areas of the
Laguna are Brachidontes exustus, A4equipecten irra- BAFFIN BAY

dians amplicostatus, Lacicardium mortoni, and, es- In both persistence of higher salinities and in sedi-
pecialhy in the Port Isabel area, Chione cancellata. ment characteristics, Baffin Bay is somewhat apart
Little attention seems to have been paid to gastropods, from the two main parts of the Laguna Madre. It is
and even tess to worms and other invertebrates. It is in this part of the Laguna Madre system that organ-
obvious that a thorough quantitative study of thle isms mneet the greate't environmental stress: while
benthic organisms in the Laguna would be of con- the flora and fauna are reduced in numbers, the abun-
siderable value, especially in view of costly proposals dances ot some of the species present are very high.
to rehabilitate certain areas ,s nursery and feeding Observations were made by Breuer (1957) in the
grounds for desirable species of fishes. Baffin Bay-Alazan Bay area during 1951-1953 as

Parker (1959, 1960) has described molluscan as- part of the Texas Game and Fish Commission's en-
semblages for various regions of the Laguna Madre vironmental studies of the Laguna Madre complex.
as potential indicator groups for certain ecological Salinities during that period ranged from a low of
conditions. Since these sw'idies were carried out pri- 1.40 to a high of 75.05%,; the mean during the period
marily for the benefit of paleontologists, those organ- of the study was 51.68%,. The extremes were for the
isms most likely to contribute to the fossil record, es- same station at the head of Alazan Bay. Breuer con-
pecially the molluscs, were studied. The distribution sidered the following organisms to be "normal resi-
of several species is indicated as characteristic of cer- dents of the area":
taim environments in both these papers. No reasor, is
given for extending the environment of Amygdalum Diatoms Pisces
papyria some twenty-five miles be)ond the indicated Navicula sp. Ariidae
records for living specimens, while at the same time Amphiprora apaludosa Galcichthys It/is
the distribution of Laevicardium mortoni is at least Dinoflagellates Cyprinodontidae
ten miles short of the posted occurrence of living ani- Ceratium hirundinella Cyprinodon variegatus

La
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Coelenterata Atherinidae mrpha, has been observed on pilings at various parts
Phortis sp. Menidia beryllina of the Laguna; Breuer mentions the occurrence of

Ctenophora peiinsulae "Enteromorpha and Cladophora", but does not con-
Berne ovata Mugilida, sider them part of the "normal residents" as he states

Mollusca Mugil ccphalus they "are kept down by radical changes in salinity."
Alulinia lateralis Spariidae As noted above, at least 33 species of diatoms occur

Copepoda Lagodon rhomboides in Baffin Bay. sorne of them abundantly. On a map
Acartia tonsa Sciaenidae published in Odu-n and Hoskin (1958), but without

Cirripedia Cynos:ion nebulosus further explanation in the text, Baftin Bay is labeled
Balanis eburneus Sciaenops oc'llatia a "nannoplankton-clay" ecosystem. Nannoplankton

Amphipoda Micropogon uiddatlus as such, however, does not appear to have been
Gammarus mucrmtalts Pogonias cron.is studied.

Decapods Bothidae A most interesting puzzle is the frequent occurrence
Pepteus astecus Paralichthys of considerable numbers of the Leptomedusan "Phor-

Callinectes ýapidus lethosuigma lis" or Eirewa. This mnedusa has a hydroii stage, but
I hydroids have been observed in the adjacent

Most of these species are known to occur in szF.a- . guna Madre or Baffin Bay. It could be a small
ties in excess of 60%e, although Simmons (1957) hydroid epizoic on other hydroids or some substrate.
stated of the redfish, Sciaenops oceltlaa, tmat "popu- Wh,.t can this medusa be feeding on? It is also
lations were severely limited by salinity of 50% or worthn -f comment that Nentopsis bachei has been
above." Breuer found few living Mlulintii ladcralis found 'a the Laguna up to salinities of 75-8-M; the
and apparently no living .1 ,inoalocardi4 cuneimeris hyvroid of this medusa is a Bougainvillea. Hydroids
during his study. Breuer (1 957) suggested that the of this genus are common in Texas coastal waters,
absence of living mollurcs during the period oi his and B. triobe (det. by C. Cutress) was collected in the
survey was due to p-Ilution from a lar'ge celanese upper Laguna in 1958 and 1959 (fide E. G. Simmons).
plant whose effluent drained into Baffir Bay. The absence of Artemia from Baffin Bay has been

According to earlier obsecvat~ons (Hedgpeth, 1953), attributed by Hedgpeth (1957) to possible predation
at least two species oi polvchaetes, N,'cis pelagica by fishes, since salinities would seem favorable for
occidentaiis and IPolydora ligni, occurred in Baffin this organism. It seems more likely, however, that
Bay, as well as two species of amphipods, Podoceras the dietary needs of the brine shrimp are not met in
brasilienxis and Granlidierella bonnieroides, not men- Baflin Bay. Brine shrimp were also absent from the
tioned by Breuer. A green alga, possibly Chaeto- Laguna Madre de Tamaulipas, according to Hilde-

Table 2. Species considered characteristic of environments of the Laguna Madre. JNLý

Inlet-influenced, hypersaline lagoon Open hypersaline lagoon it

(a) (b) (c) (d)'
Parker, 1959 Parker, 1960 Parker, 1959 Parker, !960

GASTROPODA GASTROPODA
Anachis avara semiplicata Bittium varium Bittium varium Caecam utI hellim'
.4nomia simplex at-•eum pulchellum" Itaminoea succirea' Ceritidea plicudsa'
Bulla striata Cerithidca pliculosa' Mitrella lunata Cerithium variabile'

[=accidentalisJ' ttaminoe, succinea' Truncalella tuichella"' Haminoca surcinea'
Crepitdia glauca convexa Modulus modulun? Mod uus modul/us
Littorina nebulosa Tegula fasciata Ver"micularia forgo,'
Nassarius vibex Vermicularia far~qoi
Neritina virginea
T7irbonilla interrupta

PELECYPODA PELECYPODA
Abra aequalis Amygdalum papyria' Amyodalum papyria Amygdalum tapyria
Aequipecten i. amplicoslatus ,4nomalocardia cuneimeris' Braciidontes cstrinus Anomalocardia cunesoeris
Anadara transversa Laeticardium mortoni Laevicardium mortoni Laeticardium mortoni
A.rina semiptuda" Phacoides pectinatus Macoma brevilrons Phacoides pectimnats
Chinne cancel'ata Pseudocyrene floridana' Mactra fragilis Pseadocyrene floridauw.
Cyriopleura costata Tagel/u di'is•? Telina tampae"sss
Mlacoma tenpto Tellina tampaensis
N.iculana acuta
Ostrea equef'tris

I This column has been developed from ihe caption for Plate 3, Figure I i. arker, 1960, because there is.n tet for this uaroemetL
Parker (1960, p. 316) stated that some of the characteriltic species listed for (b) are illustrated on this plate. This leaves anly two
specdes in (d) not listed in (b).

'Not listed a found in this environment by Parker (1959 Table IIt pp. 2164,2166).
* Listed only as dead shells in Parker's Table 1I (above) for the environment stated.
'A maritime or halophilic, but not aquatic, species (Clench and Turner, 1948).

'A
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Table 3. Conmmon or "characteristic" molluscs of the Laguna Madre.

"Open hypersaline" species listed as "characteristic" by
Parker (1939) ; found in "lower Laguna" (north of Listed for "enclosed hypersaline" by Parker (1959);

Three Islatuds) by Breuer (1962) "upper Laguna" by Simmons (1957)

Parker Breuer Parker Simmons

Bittiftm :turium Hiltifinm varium
(fide Parker)'

Cerithsuon varia bile
Ilasnirteo succimea'

Odusltinia bisuturalis (C'"
Truscotella pkdcella'3

A-y gdalufls tpuyria
[Aomemlocardia

cuusmnteisJ5  Anonsalocardia cur~eimscris Anomtalocardia cuncimt'ris .1,goinalocardia cuneimeris
Birahido,,tes citrinu~s

Ensss mi"ofl.
Loevicardium rnortonsi Laevkcardium mortoni
Macama bvevif rons Macoma bretifrons

(fide Parker)'
M-ctra fragilus

[Mrdirnia 1 ~rls' Misinia laterali.z .11tlinic lcterahi. Mulinia lateralis
Pseudocyrene floridano Pot ymejoda florsdana Pirctdecyrene flori'tana
Tagetus divisuw
Trtlina tamsparnsis Telhtwa tam paensis Tettino tarn paen~sis

Fotes, on Wait of lis~ting ii. Parker (1959, 1 abie if, pages 2164-2166).
I Listed only as dead sheila.
2 This is not a marine mollusc: it lives on land near shore.
0 These species not includ,-d in Parker's list, p. 2144. as "characteristic" of this environmet t, but given equal abundance rating in

Table HI for both cegio as. lvn rd- o ih* Not recorded by Parkeasivnorddfreth ervirc -urent.
6Potymesoda is a synonym of Psead~ocyrnse.

brand (1958). but they have since made their iipnear- 6sh popu!at.3ins. Possibly, as suggested by Vorobieff
ance. Concerning changes in tht: Mexican Laguna, ( 1940), the annual production of tbis 'mollusc bi-
Hildebrand informet: inc (in .ledter :*at~ed June 11, ucoenosis in the Sivash is consumned by fish.
1964): "Conditions are far different than during my 7T!;c Faupiv Gradient Related to Salinity
earlier work reported in 1958. Li the ial! of 1)60.
Eighth Pass closed and it has remained closed except In t),e Tguna Madre there are at least 25 species
for a brief period after Carla [the hurricane of 1961]. of animials that persist or withstand concentrations of
The Laguna nowý produces nri commnercial fishes --id 75-90%c. Soi.je of these also occur in salinities as low
on 1m1 last trip on January 9, 1964, it contained a as 15%, (e.g. Nemtopsis bachei, Acartia tonsa, Ba-
number of brine shritap. Fam.,hcw, CyP,-inrdoi, vlift - lanici ebursrcus, and most of the 's..Above 80%.
ga.1is and tile silverside, Menidia beryttina, have been there is a small hardy group of organisms that may
able to maintain a population around Punta Piedras withstand even higher salinities. The environmental
despite salinities ranging above 1(00 parts per thousand salinity ranges of those species commonly occurring
for more than tN% o y'ý rs." It :s paossible t' it suit -tle aix -e 45%, arc indicated in Table 4. The lower dis-
algae for Astentia are not usuaily present in these tribution limits are those actually recorded for south
coastal hypersaline lagoons; Carpelan (1964) has 'i'exas waters from San Antonio Bay southward: a
pointed out the interrelationships between salinity and number of the sp~ecies ate known to occur in lower
other factors in limiting Nlg,1 dist-ihu~ior,. ThLbr~ne saiinities than stated. hut with the exception of the
fly. Epitydra, has not been reported from Baffin Bay. fish (Glinter, 1945a, b; S;-mons, 1957), field salini-

mnost taline part of the Laguna Madre de Tamaulipas. are prohably mcre species with such field tolerances;

A.-; previously noted (Hedgpeth, 1953, 1959) the what is p'.trticularly interesting i the broad range in
Lagruym Madlre has several similarities to the Sivash which the species have bc mn observed in nlature. With
or P'utrid Sea lying to the southwest cf the Sea of the possible eXLptiOn of the as yet urleirtified me-
Azov (Zenkevitch, 1963). In the more saline regions dusa, Eirene, no endlemic specieý restricted to bi~her
of the Sivash the macroscopic biota is reduced to satlinities have been fourmd in thle Laguna Madire.
.4rteinia, (lrironvonius. and ('tadop/tora. The Sivash. Trhe fieldl data also indicate that xithihi the range

however. adjoins a body of water whose average of 50-70 % more species are found in I.wer tempera-
salinity is abo~ut one-third that of sea water. Less tures (F!ig. 4). Ho-e-er, this is probably nior-
saline piarts of the Sivash, like Baffin Bay, may have an indication of migration out of the hyper.,aline
dense stands of small molluscs, which support large aruts (luring high summer temperatures tha~i o-* a

A#- ~
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physiological relationship between temperature and there are organisms that may occur in nearly satu-

salinity tolerance. As Carpelan (1964) has empha- rated brine (Hedgpeth, 1959). A few of these may

sized, organisms in a natural salinity gradient may run the g-.mut from fresh water to saturation, as was

distribute themselves according to salinity optima, andl originally suggested by Remane in 1934 in the "halo-

further, salinity pcr se is not the only-or possibly euryhaline" patrt of his diagram. This diagram has
even pritlcilpal-factor in many distributions in nature, often been quoted without the solid black bar for

In salterns and landlocked inland saline waters "lioloeuryhaline species" across the bottom (Reniane

Table 4. Recorded occurrence in salinities of 45%v, and above, of certain metazoa in bays and lagoons of
the northwestern Gulf of Mexico.

COELENTERATA ____

Aiureizo aurila
Stomolophus ineleagris
Gottion4,,nus murbachi
Neno psis bachei
Eirene (as Phort is) sp.

CTENOF HORA
Beroc otwaa
Mnerniopsis mccradyi

ANNELIDA - POLYCHAETA
Nereis pedagica occidcntalis
Polydora ligni -

ARTHROPODA - COPEPODA
Acartia tonsa--
metis japonnica

ARTHROPODA - CIRRIPEDIA
Balanus eburnsens

ARTHROPODA -AMPHIPODA ______

Gumns urnatu
Podocerus brauilwnuisi--
Graisdidicrclla bopmeroides I______

ARTHROPODA - DECAPODA
Penacus .0'iferies
Penaeris az-tecujs_________________________
Penacus duoranim
Palaeonottetes intermedinst
Neopanope texapta texana---
CaIliptectcs japidiss
Callineacts dana.,

MOLLUSCA - PELECYPODA
Midinia lateralis ___________________

Anomnalocardia c,,nesincris
CHORDATA - ELASMOBRANCHII

RhipsoItera bonastis
CHORDATA - TELEOSTEI

Gaokichthys felis
Flops .r2irus
Brt'oortia gunIters
Brea'oortia Patronmis
Anchoa hepsetus
,Fundiltis sirnilis
Cyprinodoon tvrigatnsL
Aleftidia beryllina pestinstelae _______________ 142
Mugi! cephalus
Caraitx hippos
Orthopristes chrysoptesi~s
Lagodon rhomboides
Cytiosciono Pebutosuis-
!'ogonias ehrouwit 77A
M;-ropogon undulatus
Leiottooisn xanthitrus ________________________

I'oalih~thyt lethosrtigrta I
Paralichtk'.s albigisse *

Cit harichthys spilopterms-N

!-A Sim
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i0o and ponds, including the upper Laguna Madre and
Baffin Bay (Odum and Hoskin, 1958; Odum et al.,

"% • 1958; Park et al., 1958; Wilson, 1961; Odum and
go 200 CWilson, 19%2; Odum, Cuzon et al., 1963). An at-

20 C tempt to correlate such measurements with biomass
data, especially of the fish, was made by Hellier

so. (1962), and small-scale e, jerimental systems were
set up as analogues (Odum. Slier et al., 1963).

This work has consisted principally of various kinds

70 of measurements at various seasons and conditions of
I •weather. These have usually been rnis for a period

of time, perhaps 24 hours, to indicate diurnal vari-
I • ations. While the individual sets of observations maySaS0

60. !cover an entire day, it appea-s that there are few
periods of sustained observation. In the Baffin Bay

50 data, for example, there are two eight-month gaps
in data for a four-year period, and a total of 18 sets
of observations ior the entire four years. The upper

30C Laguna Madre is represented by thirty such sets of
Z 40 observations from late 1956 to the end of 1960. These

... \dati. are sunmnarized in terms of photosynthesis and

30. re..piration.
The ILguna Madre is characterized as a "thin grass

"system": the data summarized are those for the upper
Laguna Madre. The biological system of this area

20 is described by Oduni and Wilson (1962) as follows:
"The upper Laguna Madrz in the study area

is carpeted with a firm bottom and fine grass in
10 4 " 6 ' water about one meter in depth. In the dry

:30 40 50 60 70 80 0/00 years with the salinity above 40 %. this grass
SALINITY was almost exclusively composed of Diplanthcra

Fig. 4. Species abundance in various temperatures and wrightii, but during the relatively wet year of

salinities (Simmons. 1957). 1959 considerable Ruppia maritima developed.
diminishing again in 19VJ.

and Schlieper, 1958). Such species do exist, although "Only in summer l1(.o were dense mats of dead

there are probably very few that occur from 0 to grass observed accumulating. In general, con-

310(%; many of these are flagellates and other small sumption and production were closely correlated.

organisms and it is difficult to be certain of their There was an immense difference between the

precise identity in every case. These holoeuryhatine winter and the summer. Whereas 96,0(0 foot

species may, however, be absent front sea Water, and candle-hours were rveeived on a representative

therefore represent a different group than the "ultra- summer day July 25, 19t.0, only 4500 foot candle-

haline" species in such places as the laguna Madre hours were received on a cloudy winter day

and the Sivash, which range from fairly low salinities l)ec. 8, 1900, and 19,5X00 foot candle-hours on a

through oceanic concentrations (and, in many caws clear day in winter, Dec. 28, 1961. The low

in the ocean) to the hypersaline bay s and lagoons.
Some of these species are in turn distinct front the
"brackish water" species, primarily endemics of the
Baltic and sinmilar areas. Thus it appears that Re-
mane's diagram should be modified, or amended, some-
what in the manner suggested in Figure 5. (For -

another modificati on of this diagram, for the Caspianbasin fauna, se Fig. 10, p. 1(6 in Mordukhai-Bohtov-• -- ura~~

skoi. 1964.)

l.'(oSYSTEMATICS|

For the rast several y'ears (1956 through 1962) rH,,.i.--.

the ecosystem approach to problem1s of estuarine eCol-
ogy has been enplihasized by Odum and his students .,
at the Institute of Marine Science at Port Aransas.
Measurements of light, oxygen, p11, chlorophyll, and Fig. . Sunetroed extrapolation of Renane's curie
similar variables have been made in various bays through the entire salinity spectrun.

7.I
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winter photosynthetic productivities thus were
correlate~d with winter cloudiness and short days. .13

Unlike Florida at a similar latitude, the cloudi- ~~I
ness in Texas was maximal in winter. There was 1141111*
thus a tremendous annual pulse in the energy ,

entering the' biological system. The observed /,~

lphotosyfltlesi., reflects this cloudiness. The close *to-o-
correspondence of respiration with photosynthesis
without lag suggesits that the life cycles of the ~~'
organi~iii are sufficiently adjusted to provide al-
most simnultaneotiý increase and decrease of con-
sumer populations to maintain equivalence of BIOWMASS--

P 1 Photosynthesis] and R ( Respiration). The
migration of mullet, shrimp, crabs and other con-
sumers fromt the Laguna (Ifellier, 19L2) is a
part of this system which diminishes winter me- TEM~PERATURE - *

tabolism as the photosynthesis drops. There is
relatively titlde lag. .'.

"The temperature sequence parallel phtsn-2>0'.
thesis only in part. Productivities fall rapidly 30 SALINITY- Or.

after July whereas temperature does not di- 2

minish appreciably until November. Although L ,hI

the decrease in satlinity produced some differ- M A N4J A 1 N 0*,~ PEAM.J

ences in plant type, gross photosynthesis was 19 5 a 1 9 5 9

little affected." Fig. 7. Biomnass and production, upper Laguna Madre
Although Oiduni and Hoskin (1958) labd'ed the (Hellier, 1962).

* laffin Bay area as a "naninoplankton-clay" system.
this terminology is not referred to in the later paper According to these authors th,-'re is also a recycling

by Odum and Wilson (19621). The situation in Baffin of nutrients in highly saline bays with limited circula-

Bay is in a very arid area and was observed with an Hellier's (1962) study is a comparison of data on
excess of respiration over photosynthesis for extended fish catches and metabolic measurements at moicnthly
p~eriodls. The bay was continuously turbid suiggesting standard stations in the upper Laguna Madre. The

a runoff of organic matter after cloudbursts over the fishes were caught by a large drop net which pro-
arid lands of the surrounding King Ranch, little- vided somei data per unit area, although smiall fish.4 Y
covered with vegetation. Whereas the rains coming young shrimp, and jellyfish were not included in the
in flood, were not frequent enough to equal evapora- catches. No effort was made to sample the infauna.
tion, runoff was apparently adequate to supply the The basic informiation from this study is presented in
hay with enough particulate and other organic matter Figure 7.

to maintain consumption ;:. ý.,cess of photosynthesis" Concerning these curves, Hellier states:
(Odumn and Wilson. 1962)~. High concentrations of "The curves show a comparison of fish biomnass

organic matter in Ilaffin Bay are accompanied by this to gross plant production. A correlation between
excess of respiration over 'photosynthesis. The oh- the biomnass of fishes present and gross plant pro-
Served data are summarized in Figure 6. duction is illustrated by these curves. In exam-

ing the curves, one can see a tendency for the
T C71 biomass of fishes to ftllow the curve of photo-:7 , svithesis without much lag during the spring

;iwamths. This tendency was primarily due toa

rapid influx of young of the year fishes. Thus

REPIA -O the extreme decline in biomass after the spring
ESP'NTIO* - pak may at least in part be a function of the

;availability of food as expressed by the rate of
photosyn&heis. The biomass is Also correlated

with th temperature and -alinity curves There-
for itis ossbletha ieveral factors interact to

PWOTOSVNTHESIS cotolfs biomass and production. In other

lralthough salinity -egimnes were very different

Fig. 6. Photosayntlwimss. mepiratiiim. and salinity in Baf- (WOrn and Wilson, 196Q).
fin Bay. btamed on a meries of 18 mets of obiiervatiam~ "Gross Artrival photosyltioti~tc productionl in the
4Odoun and Wilson. 1 %2). Laguna Madre. taken its the area under the crye

-
4
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U of plhtosynthesis was 4177 g/m2/yr wet weight the ideal measure of die practical. Certainly an eco-
or 3.1 g/m 2/yr dry weight. The calculated effi- system in whiLh nothing much more besides photo-
ciency of conversion of gross plant production synthesis and plant respiration is going on is not the
into fish production on a dry weight basis would most interesting system ecologically, whether it pro-
"then be 0.074 percent." ceeds at the optimum efficiency for maximum output
The most obvious thing about these ecosystem data or not. (Odum and Pinkerton (1955) have elabo-

is that the values of the various variables rise and rated on this idea.) Furthermorm; it would not appeal
fall with the progression of the seasons. Thus it can- to public interest to spend $7,150,000 to "improve"
not be stated whether temperature or salinity per se such an ecosystem by increasing output of plant ma-

Shave any control over the system; indications are that terial at the expense of ecological diversity.
the systems are not directly dependent upon tempera- None of this is intended to imply that this work is
ture, and they also seem independent of salinity. Al- not valuable or that it should not be done. It is part
though there are many gaps in the data which must of what should be done, but it needs to be done more
be filled before we have a picture of the whole sea- consistently for longer consecutive periods of time,
sonal process in the ecosystem, Odum and his col- in conjunction with biomass studies of both plankton
leagues are obviously of the opinion that the best and benthos and with quantitative studies of the nek-
index of the ecosystem is gross photosynthesis. Un- tonic elements of the system. This is a large order,
doubtedly it tells us something about what is going but until it is done we cannot say that one index num-
on, but it is doubtful that it is the entire story. Cer- ber is more valid than the other for characterizing a

* tainly the old-fashioned naturalist would like t , have complex natural system. The Laguna Madre has cer-
a more complete range of infk rmation, no matter how tain simple features in spite of, or because of, its
much he may agree that "spreading over the earth salinity; it is an ideal place for such a complex and
in vast variety are endless ecosystems m,,king eco- detailed pilot study.
logical magic from sunbeams." After all, as another
poet so eloquently put it, other things are going on in SUMMARY
the ocean, that, Since this paper is a summary of work done in and

"unfathom'd waste of agony, around the Laguna Madre in the last two decades, it
Where millions live their horrid lives by making seems in order to emphasize what still remains to be

other millions die."' done.
On the assumption that photosynthesis is indeed the 1. While the works of man have made it possible

measure of an ecosystem and that increasing photo- for fish and motile invertebrates to escape extremely
synthesis will improve the ecosystem for our an- high salinities, these high salinities still occur, and in
thropocentric pur. ses, Odum and Wilson (1962) some cases have been increased as a result of other
suggest: "To produce maximum total photosynthesis works of man.
in all of the waters of Texas, measures for manage- 2. Further works of man are proposed to improve
ment should include: reducing turbidity, eliminating salinity exchange and habitats in the upper Laguna
irregular flushing of flood waters, developing grass Madre. There appears to be no adequate field study
bottoms, retaining wind driven circulation, and ad- that would demonstrate that these proposals ate based
justing water ,-4"nths of shallow and deep areas to- on sound biological criteria. It may be better to undo
wards an averag- -ý'-!h of 0.5 in." what has been done than to add further complications.

fell 41963). who states: "Interpreted realistically this benthos of any part of the Laguna in terms of fre-
means removing the most important cog from the quency, mass per unit area, or seasonal fluctuation.
estuarine-continental shelf complex and substituting 4. With the exception of recent work on diatoms.
therefor a polluted basin of green slime. The best the phytoplankton and smaller heterotrophic nanno-
current example of such a basin is the upper Laguna plankton are unstudied.
Madre, with a salinity higher than the oceans, vast 5. A number of intriguing life cycles have not
schools of unfished slime-eating mullet and schools of been worked out, and many others are inadequately
black drum (Pogosiatr cromis) that the state must known.
contract to have removed (Simmons and Breuer. 6. No laboratory studies have been made of the
1962). About every four or five years a cold 'noither' salinity tolerances and osmoregulatory abilities of the
kills most of the fish in this shallow 'ideal' fish pond." species from the Laguna Madre although the fitld

Perhaps we are taking these recommendations more data suggest many interesting problems.
seriously than they were intended to be taken, for 7. These gaps in our information have led to con-
there are inevitable gaps between theory and practice clusions concerning the manipulation of the ecosvs-
in most lines of hunman endeavor. In this case the gap te's of the Laguna Madre which are of questionable
"between the ideal and the practical is also accom- validity,.
panied by a large gap in our knowledge. So large, 8. The estimated costs for engineering improve-
in fact, that we cannot concede that photosynthesis is ments to enhance the value of the present ecological

system for recreational and commercial fishing in-
Odom. HcCma. aW Abbon, , ., , terests are about $7 million. Since architect's fees ior
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designing an(l superintending a large building may LOGAN, B. W., 1961. Cryptozoon and associate Stro-
run around ten percent, it would seem advisable, by matolites from the Recent, Shark Bay, Western Aus-

tralia. J. Geol., 69 (5):517-533.
analogy, to consider a ten percent investment in re- MORDUKHAI - BOLTOVSKOI, F. D., 1964. Cas-
search and supervision by biologists of the proposed pian fauna beyond the Caspian Sea. Intern. Rev. Ges.
project if it is improved. While money is not the Hydrobiol., 49(1):139-176.
entire answer, the magnitude of work and talent ODUM, H. T., and C. M. HOSKIN, 1958. Comparative

studies on the metabolism of marine waters. Publ. Inst.
needed that is represented by a sum of $700,000 is Marine Sci., Texas, 5:16-46. "4
real and sonic approximation of this investment in ODUM, H. T., and R. C. PINKERTON, 1955. Time's
time and personnel is imperative if the $7 million is speed regulator: the optimum efficiency for maximum
not to be wasted. power output in physical and biological systems. Am.

Scientist, 43(2) :331-343.
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An Ecological Study of a Hawaniian Mangrove Swamp

GERALD E. WVALSH

Department of Zoology, U niversity of Hawvaii, Honolulu, Hawaii

In 1902 the American Sugar Company introduced channels that the tide has access to the Swamp. In-
sneedlings of the red mangrove, Rhi. ophora mangle, undation occurs each high tide, leaving a thin layet
from Florida into Hawaii. The seedlings were planted of brown sediment on the swamp floor.
on the mudflats of the southwest portion of the islandMEHD
of Molokai to prevent erosion of the area. A second ~EHD
introduction of mangrove occurred in 1922 when the Six sampling stations were established along the
Insular Bureau of Forest-.y of the Philippine Islands watercourses of lleeia Swamp. Station I was a pool
shipped seedlings of Rhicophora mucronsata, Bnugui- at the inland edge where the water depth ranged be-
era sexangula, and Sonneratia caseolaris to Hawaii. tween 10 and 15 cm. The water originated as over-

At the present time, the mangroves R. mangle and flow fromt I leeia Streamn, entered the station fromt lthe
B. sexangulo are extending their ranges on the vari- t :sh, and flowed slowly into the subsidiary channel.
ous islands of the Hawaiian group by invading shel- ', le substratum was composed of loose, fine-grained.
tered bays and estuaries now occupied by Hibiscus black miud.
hiliaceus. One such invasion has resulted in a small Station 2 was located 56 rn downstream front Sta-
intertidal swamp forest in the Heeia District on the tion 1. I lere. lthe wvidth of lthe subsidiary channel
island of Oahu. The forest is dominated by R. rnwn- was 2.5 iii and water depth ranged between 15 and
gle, but B. seraugula is also present. Except for a (00 cmn. The substratum was loose, fine-grained, black
few d~ing specnimens of H. tiliaccus, these- are the mlud.

C only tree species present. Station 3, 70 in downstream from Station 2, was a
An exte-.-ve literature exists on the ecology of poo~l forniet by the jun~ction of Heeia Stream and the

rtaagroves 3lowman, 1917; Chapman, 1940; Davis, subsidiary channel. It was 5.0 in long and 2.5 rn
1940, 1942; Egler, 1948; Golley et al., !962; Guppy, wide. Water dlepthl ranged between nine and 94 cm.
1906: Mf-icnae and Kalk, 1962; Orr and Moorebiouse, The substratum was pebbles, shells, and pieces of
P,33: W.irming and Vahl. 1925). None of the re- coral.
ports inclecle compre!hensive diurnal, monthly, or sea- Station 4 was located 96 m downstrtani from" Sta-
sona, dlat-t on physical and chemical factors, nor do tion 3. The width of the channel was 5 m, and the
they cc'rtider the physiological adlaptations or foodl water depth ranged between 15 and 105 cm. The
:nteý,--*.itionships of the fauna- These parameters pro- substratumn in the center of the channel was similar to
vird the basis for the present study, an ecological that of Station 3. but also contained a small amount
analysis and integration of the physical. chemical, and of black mnud of line grain. The banks wcre formed of
biological aspects of the Heeia Mangrove Swamp. black mud which accumulated around mangrove roots.

At Station 5. S2 m downstream froni Station 4, lthe
DESCRIPTION OF THEF STUD)Y AREA width of the channel was 7 mi. Water depth rangedl

Heeia Mangrove Swamp occupies about 35 acres betwe en 60 wnd 121) cm. and the substratum was com-
where lleria Stre...n, one of the main drainage ar- posed of well-packed mud overlain by About _V0 cos of

teries of the Koolau Mfountain IRan~t. enters the extremely line-Igrained floeculent sediment.
ocean (Fig. I ). The swamp is bordered on its east- Station 6. 80 m downstream from Station 5, was a
ern edge by a pondl which cuintiunicites with the pond measuring 40 mn in length with an ave-Age
ocean through A channel at its northern border. The uidth of 2?5 m. W~Ater depth varied between 30 And

pocnd is bounded to the west by mangrove and to the 130 cmt, The -ubsratum in the center was comiposed
east by the Atone wall of fleea Fish Pond. Inland, of pebbles. shels, and pite of coral, while that of
the swamp Adjoins a freshwater. grassy marsh. As it both edges was a similar material overlain by 10 cm
enters the marsh. le&- '"--.w. overflows and covers of black mud.
the muddy %ubstr. . hout ten centimeters of Water samples W-r taken at mid-depth iii all sta.
water which pass, Aano the swamp. Water tions each nmonh at the time of higherst and km'tst
Nlow throug't the sntpnutco~s by two main drain- tide. over A 16-month period. fromn Auguo. 1961. to
aW arteries. namely. ileeja Stream AMd a subs~idiarv Noevenber. 1962'. The water was Anal,. Wd for total
channel forned h; water from the marsh. In th~e salinity. dissoilved oxtygen phl. and temperature. Air
ceiter of the swamp these two arteries merge to farms temperature was also taken. In addition, from Octo-
the main drainage channel. It is mainly by these her. 1961. to the end of the testing period. mnt~hh%
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tervals oif tim~e. Light intensity is expressed as the
* aver:1 ge number of foot candies of light impinging

I / upou the area over a three-hour period.
.@fob Substratum -tampling and pH and Eh measure-

i ~ments were performed by the methodIs suggested by
So ack~som (1958). Etch sample was com-,osed of 15

lubsantples taken at regular distances front each other.
~f) rg~anic matter content of the substratum was de-

me@ 91 termigneil by dry ing at I 10*C. for 24 hours and ash-
*:~ ::.ing at (dNPC. for six hours. % alues obtained were re-

:~ .~?un ite, and allophane, which are components of the
* 4. ' ~ substratum, retain that aumont of water up to 120*C.

/ Nloberl%, personal communication).
Water content of tl'e substratum was determined by

P ~drying at I 10"C. ' r 24 hours- Values obtained were
Jadjusted upward by 15 percent to compensate for

Fig. 1. Map illustrating the topographical relationship retentioim of water by the clays.
lirtivn Ile~a Swami). lieema PonA, Kaneohe Bay, an] Particle size analysis was performed by the' ,s of a
rerf. grated ,.eries of geological sieves.

Upitake ot dissolved nitrate and phosphate by sub-
nieanurement,. were made of Eh of the water and of stratumi derposits was determined by the metho of
humidity. fit the last three montlis of tuie testing Mfacplieruon el a/. (1958). Twenty-five- grams of
perxiol. asstys were perforniedl for (1%%411vew nitrate driedI !tzhstratuna were mixed with 150 ml of phos-
andl phospihate. phate or nitrate solutions of 42 pig-at I and 72 pig/

In addition to the monthly sampling. five studies respectively. After continuous shaking for one hour
were made ov-er a .24-hotir periodl at various tidlal the supernattant fluids were filteiEd through Whatman

cycle% antilt sn~ Water sampiles were taken at Sta- 01 filter paper and analyzed as descrited above for .
tionis. 1, 3. andt 6 at two-hour intervals fromt noon Ott dissolved nitrd#' and phosphate.
the first day to noo~n on the second day. Analyses were Qualitative faunal and stomach-content analyses
similar ito those performed on a monthly basis. The Were miade ateach station for determination of food
data fromt one typical diurnal study are presented in web-..
this paper. D~etermination of the number of primary producer

Tidil fluctuation was ntimsured hi- tide staffs per- organisms was nude by adding M5 ad of .38 percent
manently fixed at each station. Readings of water iornuldlehyde to each of two one-gallon sampioes of
level were made to the nevarest centimeter. water fonm each station. The samples were allowed

Salinity was measured by titration with silver ni- it- settle for 24 hours. after which the water was7
trate: dissolved oxyge by. the Winkler technique; siphoned off. kaving 15-40 mat of water containing the
divvilved phosphate' by the melitho of Robinuon and settled mater'al. Fair alinquot samples were tztken
Thiwup~so (114$): and disuilved nitrate by the from each plankton suspension and the primary pMo
melsixl of Mullin and R~ate%- 14'551. Measureneient ducers couinted at 430X uitng a Spencer Bright-Line
of pit and l-h were madl- in the fielld with a Heckman henacvtonste.
Mo~de G; prtable pill meter us~ng glass and caloinet Three prhinar- productivity studies wese made by
or platintum and cilomel electrodes. Kh reading% the lighr1 and dark battle method at high sid law tide
werer corrected to p11 7 ,as suggested hy Strotimter reweirtI1d at all swamp stations, Light and doar
1 1941, bottles otcre incu~bated for three hours at & deph of

I fumoldty was determinnl by-the rt both temporra- abou 30em in mis. warns, at the site of collection.
tiare dereisu'w method. Stabiles werm mnade a( certain animal spocies to

Intensityi of light was mneassared at each station iti learnit then ctould survise at sa~tios -here they t ere
xsasriatmon ult lb rodutb~liity studies at a depth of not itwind. Thew e are carriedt aw by placing animnalst
ahoutv .0 car by the method of Friewl i 1%1 ). This in nban-taxic. galvaniaed wire cares (45 cmt Hu and
nietbo uses the principle that papewr coatri with a I I cm square) at each siatin at a tune of sprin*g tide
light-sesisitite diuao compound is bleached uponmex. and oborrving the degree of survival or deatk
pusure to lIght UgCH Penetratiorn thrafth a stack of The role of salinity as a Itntakng factos was dewe.
dtAzo paper fol~low' Lainheris Law olf Alownyotion- -invid ('if sevral tuicos hy maiintainin antimals in
P'aper unit uas Otalid 040ZT. Underwater lIhte the lahoratery in waters rangingf in salinit4t from(esh
me-asurenents weremad hrv a modrification of the waiter collected from hlietia Stream to Wul st-enirb
nirhoil usingr & watertht 1lAWIn jAr 61tt0d w"t A Wa WatWr Before kreueimn wsbe . dw ali
clear plasti cap and ocaled toith waterproof tape. A maho were kept on the laboratory for at lenad 24 haters
calibratiron curve was obtained hiv expassair the metw in aerate mater fIu tohO *tatin at whicb 1bth we
to A light wUrre Of known mntensitir kue s-ria in. capturvot
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.2 Table 1. Average concentration of dissolved nitrate
and phosphate at six stations in Ileeia Swamp at high

0 - and lovs tide, September-Naweniher, 1902.

* Ntrate pg I Phosphate pg-at I
a Sta-

so, tion High tie ow 6id High tide L~osi tide

Is 1.45 1.43 0.70 0.68

4U 0.732 1.47 0.92 1.69
is. 5 0.46 0.74 0.56 0.79
1 6 0.38 1.36 0.57 1.36

N Z.

Is
0 water of lieeja Streanm gave the sam salinity read-

0ings., the water of S~tationt I may be regarded as f resh.
Oxygen content of the water was that of a dystro-

phic body, averaging 0.67 nil, I throughout the sam-
-~ -- -piing period. Th'e highest figure. 1.69 ml 1, was re-

4 ~corded in April. 1%~2. No oxygen was detected in
October. 1962. Likewise. p11 and Kh values were low

40 ad no Sujectto lrgediurnal or monthly variation.
Concentration of dis.oilved phosphate at the stations

is given in Table 1. At Station I no significant dif-
- ference was found between 0-. times of high and low

o _______________________ tide on the same Sampling dav, but monthly variation
(li ocur.Tabe 2shos tatsubstratum front Sta-

A 3 1 0J FM A VJ J A SO0 tion I removed over 90 percent of the phlos phate from
101011TH Aoution.

F-ig. Z. Monthly phiysical and chemuical data obtained at As did phosphate, the concentration of dissolved
high and low tide at Station 1; August. I96l-\osorember. nitrate fluctuated monthly., but the ciwicentration was
196-P Contwinusas line designates high tide; dotted ha lwadsbsrtmdpsisfo ttinIrnne

desinate lo tiove5r IN percenit of the nitrate from% solution.

L~ow t(ixvge partial pressure was characteristic of TAbl 3 gives data obtainedi by analyses of the Sub-
.trattuo of the six stations. At St.,tion I black mud

iswamlp water at low tide. 1'xpetirnents Avei per- extenderd ito a dcepth (,f 7.4 cmt and was underlain by
formed to dertermine the pArtial p-restire of oxygen at coresn.pbie-adshii h ufc ~
which welectedl %wamp species beg asn to show %\ ml.- mormed b sed ientar% derposits and detrilus of manl-
tone tof oxye nim l erlack d is r in rollinil of siter . grove ori .gin and waas .of Such an extremely loose nsa-
an t fivem gass-vtpwered p~laed n O vor tif was serein ture that nio Animals wereo suppiorted by i it. Itenthic
100 trl light mineral oI and the bottl stollsered. care animials were found only akic-g the firmer banks
being taken that no air bubbles remained in the oil. Terslso tuvl~fnidfo on
At the onset %if -s'.ptimi% of am-sen Lisck. water was ruary 3. to nooin. February 4. M19. ar, given inFo-

caerull siiioesl ron th exerimnta ~ nd re 3. In this perriod occurred the highest tide re-
the oxgen nea~uriI iurted during the sampling monthi. Tide staff read.
the.oxý Crn" fAsuf"Iungs throughout the jurviwl were ct..n'tani at 2) cmi

RILS V. V.S except it 40) is si l:igbllo tid ccurorril at Ih-.t timse
>1 s-oxI ud thor tideo -taff reAdting rose it, 1 cut. The evunes.

JIMd;1804 ( h-_1111 -d I- t-1i'lr revit tidtal etlfvt uaijn Station 1 is illustratled tAs t1e

Ph'. -iCAI andl hrlwno.iAl data cIlleetesI at1 Stations I TAWl 2. Uptake IIf ihis~phate andi nitrate !rom
are prewented in FL-ugtr it This stat.-.m wkas loturusC"e"is ater h%. srslrnsentarx deosits, in leima Swanip
li, tid~al Actuin in .u~uagu And Septrtnlwr. P161. andl___- ~ ___

*Feboruair-. 062, ,wrall ntsontihl variatwis in water Fhi Mirnphate \1ii2tor
Iersl were ame to 111jrtumnst,o in r.4milalt. wilth lreat. Stall-n ptal sitts IVtalicuia to 1 tak" up'
eml &"bt after per"dc~has ot 64As Tt. ram-a

%4lmutit at stat*wi I ias low due to the Infulu of I 4I 0otý.* D
fresh * 'it trim. the marsh The btghr.- aini! 3 S .9 ( (74 1 Z7 At
0 1s 11. was rwxtsksl Mn --t-wArT. VA6. the timwt o 4 ý90 007 WI 16 &
Isigiw%4 tide. A all other times S'Alintv of Ilse "Ater 5 4 _V7 Onbi 1000 " 7
1,ue X lwA6tuw' 0 a1nmd 0 12 .. Rerausne fritsh 6 49 O~aS 39 " 79-7
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"Tabl'e 3. LohllNitton and phyisvical meas,,urenlelts of .,uelrficial sediments in teiia Swamp.

Percent retained in sieve' ;
a' porc size in mm

Eli Organic Water .
Station Comrposition pl; volts matter content 3.33 1.91 0,70 045 023

I Black mudI 6.80 -0.116 16.25 77.6 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
2 Bl'jk mud 6.85 -026n 28.52 78.1 0.0 0.0 0 .0 0.0 0.0
3 Pebbles. coral,

gravel. shells 7.53 +0.088 0.48 J9.4 52.1 14.0 2.5 19.6 4.9
4 Pebbles, gravel.

black mud 7.32 +0.077 5.81 45.2 39.4 12.5 4.6 34.2 C. -

5 Black mud 7.01 -0.135 9.43 92.9 0.0 O.G 0.0 0.0 0.0
6-C. enter Pcbbles. coral.

gravel, black mud 7.64 +0.113 4.14 48&1 746 1.4 0.7 5.4 2.5
6- E:dge Black mud 6.95 -0235 14.12 69.6 0.0 01 0.0 02 1.1

urn~'r ot the staff reading to 29 tni at 6,.Nt ..S.. ant The dissolhed phospjhatr and nitrate content of the

by the transient rise in salinity :at high tidte. water 4 Table I ). highest at low tide. was low. Simi-
lar results were ohtaincel at all other stations affected

Biod,,i.:I hwt'r,,� by the tide. Table 2 shot)s that at Station 2 8.8

Average values of three light -,ni dark bottle ex- percent of the phosphate and 53.2 lpercent of the ni-
perinments perfornneI ulxn the wati-r of Station I be-
tweenM June and Novzrnter. 1962. are given in Tabie 4.
No prrimry prodluet- itl was found and no priniary _• •.
proilucer organisms were e'er olservedl. : 0

The aninials found ti the water of Stati I I were: •

I isces
1I Elcotiru iind-wicensu r
2 L•sb.tes rictuidAIs 6 5
31 Xiphthorowu hlle ri 3 )0f

I ) .Pdt,'mba i-d-'lu:a

,\ r ehdzikaes as larvae 40
3k1 .Mmliuto larvae

'Ihe %ample fitxa welt at Statiost I is Ohown in Fig- W _
ure 4. %al the eleotridl E. sa1J*L-kuhiS as the top 30
carnti' re a ptstlti it 144ds at all stations. .

ihyss,.al and ( hei-icji Fa,'•vs

l1111 stcrl and clenite.sl dta~t~ colJketrs at Station2 e
.&re cw virn on Figure ; Memn high tide mark A.&% 44 A
C111 .iosq OteAn lIMtlis I stt A., :;Cm. lb.- ditlerener~ Of
1ai cbe tltorm nw.aii hitgh tWie andl ie.tl lost ie, a!o% t ........ .... J \.-- --

410 tut btwueen highett andl lomet tater, illustrate the 4,
rfrtet-r influrntir of the tide uixam Station 2 than upon
matjtoiw I This !ndurrict further nnphaatavrl by

11iotuciattims t-1 the phii~s.al andl cheosa..t Mratia-erI _____.

U 1th tid.l flux -shint' rangl4 frum 0 I ' at k,,,
inlebe.lVlt 75 .anSeptmber.

.. %ein.m 111. and Fhtoerte ominlar to thoac • 2 w 2 4 4 t A 1
of Station tad wtfee grmiAl.i high" at high tiwie o"
At at 4lU %Utatror. a seasorwal %artatoon in dswimlsrl Fi 3 thi c~pe C .pya w ha t
n r iern was noted, with bighei4 h mts in the "irm s .. " at statum I fra amo. k t'tarq* w 1. i nA wk Feb-

and Ltae 'all, r 4. ~1%,

AidA

,J +, . .
"+-+<;+ • • &
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Table 4. Average of quantities of carbon assimi- Detrltus Tendlpos Mosquito

lated during th, -e light and dark bottle exreriments tar as larvae
performed at high and low tide respectively in the /
water at six stations in Heeia Swamp between April R.tarkl M.lndeflnto X. tlri L.retlculatuS
and November, 1962. K ..l l L..1

Carton Average light
assimilated intensity, foot E. sandwlcensis

Station Tide g/l/hr candies
Statin Tid g/hr candles Fig. 4. Food web at Station 1. The first trophic level is

I High 0.00 398 shown at the top.

Low 0.00 388

2 High 0.01 200 ity, which ranged from 0.i4 %. at low tide in June,
Low 0.01 289 1962, to 37.83 %, at high tide in September, 1961.

3 High 0.03 355 Similarly, dissolved oxygen, pH, Eh, and water tem-
Low 0.00 141 peratur fluctuated widely with tidal penetration. Dis-

4 High 0.07 310 solved phosphate and nitrate content of the water.
Low 0.00 207 lowest at high tide, was low (Table 1).

5 High 0.21 1,180 Results of sediment analyses are given in Table 3.
Low 0.11 678 A substratum of shells, coral, and pebbles predomi-

6 High 0.25 1,000 nated. Station 3 differed from the others by the ab-

Low 022 5,835 sence of mangrove roots around which sediment ac-
cumulates. Due to this and tidal flushing, the sub-

stratumn was similar to that underlying the sedimen-

trate were removed from solution by mud. This could tary deposits at the other stations.

partly account for the low concentrations found. The Figure 7 illustrates the results of a diurnal study

diminution of the amount of phosphate at high tide performed at Station 3 from noon, September 15, to

was most likely due to dilution by tidal water. It noon, September 16, 1962, a period in which two high

is also possible, however, that ,-hanges of a physical tides of almost equal amplitude occurred. Salinity

and chemical nature with ebb Ad flow could affect the
equliibrium constant of phosphate and mud. The ex-
periments of Mortimer (1941), Macpherson et al. w
(1958). and Helpher (1958) lend credence to this -o-

possibility. s
Dý.ta obtained from analyses of the substratum are.

given in Table 3. These are similar to those of Sta- 6

tion I except that the Eli was lower and the percent- o0
;•age of organic niatter higher. Mud extended to a a 1W,

depth of 97 cm and was underlain by substratum simi- is

lar to that underlying the mud of Station 1.oal 30

Biological Factors 2

Three light and(l ark bottle experiments were per- •
fornied at high and at low tide between June and .

November, 1962. Average results of these tests are o

given in Table 4, where it is shown that no appreci- o

able prinmary productivity occurred at Station 2. In 30

addition to this, although many searches were made. "
no prinmary producer organimnis were found in the J a
water.

With the exception of the bivalve, t'isidium, the o
fauna and food web at Station 2 were identical to 100

those of Station 1.
v)E50 N .'~

"STATION 3 -- . .... . .....

P'hysical and (heticmao Factors o . . .0..

Figvre 6 illustrates the physical and chemical data MONTH

obtaind at Station 3. Mean high tide level was 74 cli Fig. 5. Monthly physical and chemical data obtained at
and the mean low tide reading was 19 cm. Associated high and how tide at Station 2; August, 1961-November,

Swith this tidal fluctuation was great variation in salin- 1962.

A .-.
_ i _
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.2 Arthropods
1) Mrlopograpsis messor

0 2) Copepods
9 3) Mosquito larvae
---------~-.-- ----- Several species not found at Station 2 were added

a to the list. These are the common estuarine forms,
d ~ Kulilia samdvicesuis, Neritussa tahituissss, and Mfeto-

q e pograpsi., uwssor. Also added to the list was the
30.- freshwater goby, Chonophorous geniz'ittatus. Missing

S ~ ... were Mdlania ixdefixita, which disappeared a short
X ~distance upstream from Station 3, Procaubtsni

s darkii, and Tendipes lextens larvae.
The food web at Station 3 is given in Figure 8.

SIATiom 4

50 N---* Physical and chemical dataor tane at this station
are given in Figure 9. Mean high tide reading was

~25 81 cm and mean low reading was 22 cm, a C~AW am-
J 0-Ib~ plitude 4 cmn greater than at Station 3.

--------------- -- -- ngeneral, alfactors measured were slightly higher
100 than at the previous station because of greater tidal

influence.
C E50

------------------ wS10-

MONTH7.I
Fig. 6. Monthly physical and chemical data obtained at C,

high and low tide at Station 3; August, 1961-Novernber,
1962. Continuous line designates high tide; dotted line6.
designates low tide. W~ 30

fluctuated with the degree of tidal penetration. In 20-
general, fluctuation of oxygen content and pH of the 30-
water paralleled that of the tidie. An exception was bi u
found at 10.00 P.m. and midnight when oxygen and X 2

pH rose slightly. Heavy rains began to fall at 8:00 4-
P.m. Increasing dissolved oxygen and pH after a
heavy rain were often noted. Higher oxygen values Wj
at 2:00 A.m. and 4:00 A.M. resultci from the effect of E 2
high tide and rain. 0

0-
Biological Factors 20

Table 4 gives average values for three light and >_
dark bottle experiments performed at high and at low to
tide at Station 3. No measurable primary produc- :j
tivity occurred at low tide, but a very small evolution V)
of oxygen was found at high tide. Microscopic analy'- 0
sis of the water revealed only an occasional diatom. too0

The number of animal species collected at Station 3 I

was small:V)95

Pisces
I ) Eleotris sandwicensis P 04
2) Lebistes ret iculatus 0
3) Xiphop/wrous hellcri N 2 4 6 60M 2 4 6S 0 N
4) Cisonoplsorous genivitt atus PM TIME AM
5) Kuhlia sandviccnsis Fig. 7, Diurnal changes in physical and chemical cundi-

Mollusca tions at Station 3 from noon, September 15, to noon. Sep-I 1) Neritina ta/siticPnsis tember 16, 1962.
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Dot 14 110"tilPisces

1) Eleotris sandwicensis
2) Lebistes reticuldaig
3) Kuhlia sandvicensis

.€ • _.,u,, K,,••, •,,, L,,,•,•, 4) Tilpia mossembica
5) Conger marginatus

Arthropoda

E_ _____,__,1) Scylla serrata
Fig. & Food web at Station 3. The first trophic level 2) Copepods

• is shown at the top). A striking aspect of Station 4 is that very few indi-viduals of each species were collected and each was

os a motile type which could move easily into or outSubstratum data (Table 3) were similar to those of the area, Stomach analyses indicated that the fauna
of Station 3 except for black flocculent mud which wastcomposedSofatranse s and no e ne for

was reset alng te baks.was composed of transient forms and no evidence for
was present along the banks, a permanent local food web was found.

Biological Factors STAT•oN 5

Tables 5 and 6 show that no primary producers Physical and Chemical Factors
were found at Station 4 at low tide, but that a small Figure 10 illustrates physical and chemical data
Snumber were present at high tide, obtained at Station 5. Mean high tide was 77 cm and

Average results of three light and dark bottle ex- mean low tide was 8 cm, a tidal variation of 10 cm
periments performed at high and low tide are given greater than that at Station 4. Dissolved oxygen, pH,
in Table 4. These indicate that at low tide, no pri- Eh, and temperature were higher here at comparablemary productivity was found, while at high tide a stages of the tide than at the previous stations.
small amount of carbon was assimilated. Dissolved phosphate and nitrate concentrations were
* Species of animals found at Station 4 are shown in lower than elsewhere (Table 1). It is showa in Table
the following list: 2 that 100 percent of the phosphate and 94.7 percent

of the nitrate were removed from solution by the sub-

Table 5. Changes in abundanen of phytoplankton
o- with tide at three stations in Heeia Swamp in 1962.

.. ... .. . .- - --.... . . ... . P hytoplankters per liter6 (Station)30_
(9 ZjU Month Tide 4 5 6

20 .. . .50 September Hith 3,128 162,170 180,020
Low 0 76,028 86,122

)1 - October High I 185,100 175,332
Low 0 103,414 93,542

November High 31,872 191,856 197,7584 Low 0 81,007 102,722

0so Table 6. Relative abundance of primary produier
/ organisms found at high tide at Stations 4-6 in Ilecia

z 25 ,Swamp in November, 1962.

0 Station
to0- Percent of total

Organism 4 5 6

¶E50-S. ". Nazoicula 12.0 23.1 25.2
0 o" " .cetocros 70.0 33.9 43.7S.. . .... . . .. Nitzschia 10,0 23.3 17.7A S o N 0 1 r M A M J i A So N Surrireila 8.0 7.7 S.0

MONTH. Plesirostigma 0.0 4.6 1.7
Fig. 9. Monthly physical and chemical data obtained at Gyrostigma 0.0 1.5 1.7Grammahl/thora 0.0 OX 0.9high and low tide at Station 4; August, 1961-November, Ulnt1hri, 0.0 3,1 2.5•1962. Continuous line designates high tide; dotted line Chlamydomikas 0.0 3.1 1.7

des~ignttles low tide.

11 "! I.• 1 11 1 1. .Jill .11 ,il 1
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.2 Arthropoda
- -. - -~ ~ - - -1) Charybdis orientlais

0- 2) Metopograpsis messor
__________-________ 3) Pa~aemonetes sp.

C -- - - - 4) Macrobrachium sp.
6- 5) Copepods

30
W Mollusca

Q 0 1) Littorina scabra
20. Nematocia

S-s-- ---- --- 1) Unidentified nematode
15 Although a greater number of animal species was
S- found at Station 5 than at the previous four stations,

z ~ their numbers were small, and no food web could be

Station 5 may have resulted from the flocculent nature

0. of the substratum in the center. It is significant that
50. no animals were captured when traps were placed in
25t * the center of the station, although many attempts

Zý 25f Idawere made. The banks of the channel were firm, how-
L. lid$.. ever, and it was there that all animals were .aken.

100. STATION; 6
4 ~ Physical and Chemical Factors
in 50Data for this station are given Jn Figure 11. Mean

----- high tide reading was 80 cm and'm=ca low tide read-
04 ,-- ing was 8 cm, with adifference of 95 cm between

A S 0 N D J F M A M J J1 A S 0 N maximum and minimum tides. This is slightly less
MONTH *

Fig. 10. Monthly physical and chemical data obtained .2-
at high and low tide at Station 5: August, 1961-Novem- 2 2 .,r -
her, 1962. Contin'ious line designates high tide; dotted o.
line designates low tide. 9.

-------------- ---------------.

6-
stratum. This could account for the low concentra- 30
tions of these substances there. ,--. -5,.

The substratum (Table 3) was composed of black 20
mud overlain by about 20 cm of suspended matter of 30
very fine grain. Tbe5a nme ..

20

Dtprsented in Table 6 5 di otatom copi a 93.aprentme of

ofperimants perfodcrm xsed at bt high and low td r ie I- - -

50
setdin Table 4. Admasurablemprimary3. prodcetivt oc-

cerrmnspefred at bt high and low tide. The gretevcrbn

encTbe of A lareasnumablero priaypoducrirgaismy g -

The animals found at Station 5 were:

Pisces A S -0N,1FVAWJ A30fti
1) E1l'vtris sandu'icensrisMOTil
2) Kuhlij sandticessis Fig. 11. Monthly physical and hemical data obtained at
3), Tilapia mossambica high and low tide at Station 6; August, 1961-November.
4) Oxyurichth yes loncholus 1962. Continuous line designstes high tide-, dotted lire
5) Mugil cephal us designittes low tide.

7-r-
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d fluctuated with the tide, but there was a decrease in
J -dissolved oxygen in the water before each high tide.

Z• This decrease was greater during the early morning
Stide, indicating that the oxygen content of the water

at Station 6 was regulated by factors in addition to
those associated with the tide. Absence of an oxidized
microzone in the substratum and the greater loss of

ILI 30, oxygen at night suggest the loss was due to uptake
by organisms.

20. Biological Factors

owl 30- Table 5 shows that a large number of primary pro-

20 ducer organisms existed in the water at Statiuo. 6.20 Results of differential counts of these organisms taken
Zat high tide in November, 1962, are given in Tablc 6;

W.J diatoms comprised 95.8 percent of the total popu-
-.- E lation.

0 Table 4 gives the average results of three light and
d.rk bottle experiments performed at high and low

30. tide at this station. A measurable quantity of primary
)-_0 -- production occurred at both high and low tides. At
t o / •high tide this was considerably greater than at any
zo 20 other station, and at low tide was equal to that at

Station 5.

10 .Station 6 supported a larger fauna than did any
1o0.. other station:

Pisces
1 ) Eleotris sandwicensis

W 2) Kuhlia sandticensis
3) Oxyurichthyes lonchotus

0 , 4) Jfugil ccphalus
N 2 4 6 8 10 M 2 4 6 8 I0 N 5) Congermarginatus

PM AM 6) Tilapia mossambica
TIME 7) Chonoph,,rous genivittalts

Fig. 12. Diurnal changes in physical and chemical con- 8) Lebistes rcticulatui
ditions at Station 6 from noon, September 15, to noon, 9) Xiphophorous heileri
September 16, 1962. Arthropoda
than that found in Kaneohe Bay, where a difference 1) Scyll scr7a3a

of 101 cm between maximum and minimum tides was 2) Charybdix orientalis
found during the 16-month sampling period. Because 3) Metopograpsis inssor
of its proximity to Kaneohe Bay, physical and cherni- 4) Podophs(almus ,igil
cal conditions at Station 6 at high tide approached 5) Portnis sang,•ieClenV4
those of the bay, where salinity fluctuated between 6) Macrobrachiui sp.
34.38 and 35.88 ',. and oxygen between 4.02 and 7) Palaemomeles sp.
6.07 mll1. 8) Alphews fabriciau mairayii

Table 3 gives data from analyses of the substratum. 9) Limxoria lignorum
On the east and west sides of Statior 6 the substratum 10) Copepods
was composed of black mud, while the central portion 1I) Unidentified shrimp of tribe Carida
was shells, coral, and pebbles. The data show that the 12) Ostracods
center and edges were considerably different environ- Mollusca
ments. This was caused by rapid tidal movement of I) L.Uoria scabra
water over the central portion and at low tide by 2) Mdamp,,s partlus
slightli brackish channel water. 3, Scissulima dispar

Figure 12 illustrates the results of a 24-hour study l'olychaeta
* performed at Station 6 from noon, September 15, to I) Scoiletpus sp.
j noon, September 16, 19(2. At this time two high tides Coelenterata

of alnmst cI wl amplitude occurred in the afternoon o tata
and early niming. The tide staff reading during the 1).wioau occlaia
first high tide was 70 cm at 4-'00 P.m. At 4.'00 A.M. Nematoda

the staff reading was 65 cm. Salinity and pH values I) Unidentified nematode

" : .r ..
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A diagram of the food web at Station 6 is given in a ii 0$.

Figure 13. Of the permanent residents, Elkotris j ..

sandwicejis and Scylla serrata are the top carni-
vores. Most of the animals of Station 6 are typical
estuarine forms. Of those which are not, Conger
marginatus is an occasional visitor at high tide, while /
Chonophorons genivittatus, Lebisres reticldatus, and L scelt i 0 tol.-gW C*E O W

Xiphophoronu hdelri orcur there after having been
swept downstream. A

Table 7 gives the results of the experiment designed
to test the capacity of several animal species to live ato/
all of the six stations. Eleotris satidwiceuis, the only / ->
species found at all stations, was also the only one to
survive for seven days at all stations. The crayfish, " "
P. clarkii, survived at all stations for five days, buI be- Fig. 13. Food web at Station 6, with primary producers .
came cannibalistic after that time and prematurely at the top and leading downward to termina. carnivos.
terminated the experiment. Other animals collected at
Station 6 failed to survive at Stations 1-4. The goby, shrimp, Palaemonctes and Macrobrachism, both of
0. lopicholus, and the portunid crab, C. orientalis, which are highly tolerant to salinity chan.,e, lived
succumbed within one day at Stations 1-4. The longer, but failed to survive one week.

Table 7. Survival time in days of animals in wire baskets at six stations in Heeia Swamp. Figures show
the number of animals surviving. 4

E. zandwicenjis 0. lcmchotiu Palaemonetes Macrobrachium P. clarkii C. orintualis S. serrata
(10 tested) (10 tested) (10 tested) (10 tested) (8 tested) (3 tested) (3 tested)

Station I
Day 1 10 0 0 0 8 0 0

2 10 0 0 0 8 0 0 4u
3 10 0 0 0 - 0 0
5 10 0 0 0 6 0 0
7 10 0 0 0 - 0 0

Station 2
Day 1 10 0 0 3 8 0 0

2 10 0 0 0 7 0 0
3 10 0 0 0 - 0 0
5 10 0 0 0 6 0 0
7 10 0 0 0 - 0 0

Station 3
DayI 10 0 7 0 0

2 10 0 1 4 7 0 0
3 10 0 0 3 - 0 0
5 10 0 0 0 7 0 0
7 10 0 0 0 - 0 0

Statwim 4
Day I 10 0 S 6 7 0 I

2 10 0 2 6 7 0 1
3 10 0 0 6 - 0 1
S 10 0 0 3 6 0 0
7 10 0 0 0 - 0 0

.1'1atinA 5 k •

Day 1 10 t0 10 10 a 3 3
2 10 10 10 10 6 3 3
3 t1 10 10 10 - 3 .3
5 10 9 10 10 4 3 3
7 tO 9 10 10 - 3 3

:v1isli.' 6
D~ay 10 10 10o1 8 3 .3

1 10 10 10 10 3 3 3
3 10 10 10 10 - 3 .3
S t0 10 10 10 a.3 3
7 10 9 10 10 -3 3

--- 4-
. , .. ".
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Table 8.Salinity tolerance of several animal ape- and the fauna contained elements similar to those re-
o0:ces from Heem Swamp. ported for mangrove stands at Low Isles (Stevenson

ef at., 1931), Puerto Rico (Golley et at., 1962), Mo-
RarW of salinity zambique (Macnac and Kalk, 1962), and Venezuela

Anlimal tolerance%o (Rodriguez, 1963). These included portunid and

Eketft i~usilwcensais 0-5 grapsoid crabs, littorine snails, polychaetes, Nerilina,
ozy", dAStr i~whow. 0.5-.sM ~ and gobies. Absent, however, were oysters, barnacles,
P~I~auixoisa 1945.1 holothurians, tunicates, sponges, amphipods. and iso-
Jhcrobrischimilit 015-35.1 pods. The zooplanlcton of Station 6 was composed of
Chwybds eVrutist 9.2-35.1 adult and larval copepods and the larvae of fish,
Chylem~ke No, s~au to-935.1 shrimp, crabs, and barnacles, but was extremely im-

Scyl. ~ - - -- poverished compared to that of the brackish-water
mangrove areas of southern Florida (Davis and Wil-

LAMOATORY hiams, 1950). However, the plankton was similar to

Table 8 sho v's that all animals tested tolerated wide thtrptebyMto (14)frhemnovswamps of Puerto Rico, where phi toplankters pre-
ranges of salinity and E. samdWicensis and C. genre':!- dominated and zooplankters were relatively scarce.
IaWs were capable of surviving in both fresh and fuill- Stevenson et al. (1931). in a study of the mangrove

Extrimenth upo ate etlrnc.lwoxgnpr forest at Low Isles, reported that the roots of Rhiso-
Exprimntsupo th toernceto ow xygn pr- plwra maicronata support a large epifauna in sonme

tial pressure in the water showed that E. satidwscenjuis areas, while elsewhere in the same stand they are
could survive for two hours in water in which no clean and bare, but no data were presented to explain
oxygen could be detected. However, 0. loxchoins, this. Rodriguez ( 1963) stated that mangroves of

P2.esouesand acrbrahiu shoed ign ofmesohaline and oligohaline waters commonly support
distress at oxygen concentrations of 1.31, 1.33, and fewer species on the roots than do those of enhtaline
1.02 ml oxygen/I respectively, waters, and that the fauna of the mud is also relatively

DISCSSIN AN COCLUSONS impoverished. In Heeia Swamp all species testedl
were tolerant to large changes in salinity, and as

Heeia Swamp was found to be an estuarine environ- would he expected, freshwater species lived at the in-
ment with sharp gradients in hydrographic conditions land edge and brackish and euhaline forms lived
associated with tidal penetration. At the landward nearer the bay. Conspicuously absent were oysters,
edge, where tidal effect was slight and evanescent, and it is ptrobiable that low saline conditions in Heeia
hydrographic conditions fluctuated little, both diur- Swamp would inhibit their early development. It is
nally and seasonally. Proceeding oceanward, the de- possible that the same is true for barnacles, and that
gree of tidal amplitude increased. Because of the the adults of hitlothurians, tunicates, and sponges
sharp drop in contour of the land toward the sea, the could nlot survive in the reduced salinities at low tide
water in the channels at lowv tide was almost wholly It is significant that another, more euhialine. Hawaiian
fresh from Ilecia Stream: at high tide water front mangrove swamp iocated in Pearl Harbor supported
Kaneohe Bay dominated hydrograpliic conditions. The large oyster and barnacle populations.
role of the large marsh behind the swamp wvas sig- Field studies described in this paper show that the
nificant, especially at low tide. Water front Hecia animals tested %ere incapable of living for extended
Stream as it entered the marsh contained large periods outside the areas where they were normally
anviunts of dissolved oxygen. nitrate, and phosphate. found. Iabo~ratory data presented %how that these
As it emterged fromt the marsh and entered the swamp, species were intotlerant to low salinities present at low
these substances alnmot disappeared. Thus, except at tidle at inner station.% wherr they %ere not found and
the landward edge, the swamp was subjected to large indicate that salinity was a1 main factor limiting dis-
tidal changes of salinity, dimmilved oxi gen. phi, and triluitiirn. In addition to this. studies upont oxygen re-
temperature. In addition, the area was one of deposi- quirenients, of several swanip species showed that the
tioit and decay. Sedimentary and organic detritus ac. amouunt (of li~sublvcd oxygcn lre'rtit in the water at
cumnulated aro~unid the prop 'roots of the trees, produc- low title at the iniland stationis was incapable of sup-
ing a fine-grained suintratumi with considerable or- porting theni. If placed in water froom the inland sta-
ganic matter. alkaline illi. low Eli. a-md containing by- tiomi when salinity %at nit too low, animial% front
dropit sulfide. U~nder such circumstances it is not Statio' 6 -lhewcd almiost immediate sunit toms of oxi.
surprising that the mn" striking aspect of Heeia gemn lack ie.g.. surfacing). 1If air was. hubbled through
Swamp was its paucity of animal specviet. particvlarly the wiater. hotirver. such syntitjittti disappeared. Con.
at Stations 1-3 Of great iniptrtancr was the lack of eresely. E. sandn-u-causis the twnly antimal found at all
an appreciable primary productivity at Stations l-A stations. couki survise in the absenice of dertectable
This was probably due to the combined effects of os gem for periinwle of ltime X4 l4mg A5 two holurs. It i!.
hydrogen sulfde and low concentratit-rs of nitrate and possible that low salinity and treducred oxygen acted
pbosphate. At the seaward edge t Station 6) hyidro- together a.- limiting factors illI Ieeta Swamp.
graphic and substratumt conditions were les extreme The nature of the subs~tratum was also an important
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limiting factor. At Stations 1, 2, 4, and 5, it consisted CHAPMAN, V. J., 1940. The botany of the Jasmaica
Of a loose, flocculent sediment, incapable of support- shoreline. Grograpls. 1., 96:312-=2.

ingbenhicanialsexcpt lon th baks.At ta. DAVIS, C. C., and R. H. WILLIAMS, 1950. Brackishing entic nimas ecep alog te bnks.At ta- water plankton of mangrove areas in southern Florida.
tion 6 the substratum was firm enough to support a Ecology, 31: 519-531.
relatively large benthic fauna, and substratum prefer. L.\VIS, 3. H., Js.. 1940. The geologic role of mnrw
ence at this station was evident from the fact that no in Florida. Papers from the Tortugas Lab., 32:30-412.

Carnegie Inst., Washington, D. C.animals lived on the stony portion, all animals pre- DAVIS, .J. H., IL, 1942. The ecology of the vegetation
ferring the adjacent muddy sections. and topography of the sand keys of Florida. Pape"s

It would seem that, as sediment accumulates along from the Tortugas Lab., 33:113-195. Carnegie Inst.,
the ocean edge and mangrove trees migrate bayward, Washington, D. C.

hydrgrahicconitins illstailie ad nw eha: EGLER, F. F., 1948. The dispersal and establislninent ofhydrgrahicconitins illstailie ad nw eha- the red mangrove, Rlsiophora, in Florida. Caribbean
line species will move in while others are lost. A Fore ster,' 9:299-19.
long-term study of this and other similar areas would FRIEND, D. T. C., 1961. A simple method of tmasurhn
contribute greatly to our knowledge of the mangrove integrated light values in the fiekld Ecology, :5-5.
habitat and its evolution. GOLLEY, F., H. T. ODUM, and R. F. WILSON, 1962

The structure and metabolism of a Puerto Rican red
SUMMARYmangrove forest in May. Ecology, 43:9-19.
SUMMARYGUPPY, H. B., 1906 Observations of a naturalist in the

Ecological conditions in Heeia Swamp, an inter' Pacific between 1896 and 1899. Plans Dispersial; vol. 2Z
tida mai~rve oret o theislnd f OhuHawii, Macmillan, London.tidl mngrve orst n te ilan o Oau, awaiHELPHER,, B., 1958 On the dynam.V of phosphoru

are described. Mangrove species present were Rhi- added to fish ponds in Israel. aiusl. Ocenuog., 3:
zoplhora mangle and Bnsguiera se~raug~ula. Six hydro- 844100,
graphic stations were established along watercourses JACKSON, M. L, 1958 Soil chemical analysis. Pren-

tice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey.
extending fror., the seaward to the landward edges MACNAE, W., and Mf. KALK, 1962. The ecolog of
of the swamp. At the landward edge salinity varied the mangrove swamps at Inhtaca Island, Moz=iu.
between 0.10 and 0.19 %. and oxygen from an unde- J. Ecology, 30: 194.
tectable amount to 1.69 m~ll. The conditions of pH MACPH ERSON, L B., N. R. SINCLAIR, and F. R.

HAu~YES, 1958. Lake water and sediment. 111. Theand Eh of both water and substratum were those of a effect of pH on the partition of inorganic phosphate be-
dystrophic body of water, and no primary productivity tween water and oxidized mud or its ash Liimmol

was found. The fauna at the inland edge was comn- Oceanoo., 3:31&-32&.
posed of eight freshwater species. At the ocean edgre NIATTOX, N. T., 1949. Studies on the likloinp of the
of the swamp hydrographic conditions were influenced Rico. Ecol. Monographs, 19:341-33&.
greatly by tidal flux, with salinity ran~ging from 1.00 MORTIMER, C. H., 1941. The exchang of dissiolved
to 43.30 %. and oxygen from 0.92 to 6.53 mill. substances between mud and water in laks. J. Ecology.
Twenty-seven animal species :ived at the ocean edge. V:290N,32. Bad3 .RIE.15.Teseto

anda lrgepriaryprouctvit wa fond.photometric determination of nitrate in natural wasers
The types of animals present and their distribution with particular reference to sea water. Anial. Chius

in the swamp were regulated by gradients in salinity Acta, 12:464-480.
and oxygen and by the flocculent nature of the sub- ORR. A. P'., and F. W. MOOREHOUSE. 1933 Physical

Ar and chemical conditions in mangrove swamps. Great%tatumn in sonme sections. Barrier Reef Expedition. 1929-1929. Sci. Re.H.. 2:

Agighorf Note: This paper is Contribution No. 203, Ha- ROBINSON, R. .J.. and T. G. THOMPSON, 194t. The
waii Institute of Marine Biology. It ib a portion of a determination of phosphate in a" wastr. J. Manse Rca.,
thesis submitted in partial fulfillmewnt of the requirement 7 :341
for the degree of Doctor of Philosophy in Zoology. RODRIGUF.7. G.. 1963 The iontrda estuariie com-
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Zonation Wkhin Mhiangrow AssocaWe wkh Bstuaris in North Queesanmd

WILLIAM MACNAE

DvjWINueus Of Zeo0ogY, UsiewrsitY of the Wiwwtuevuvand, Joheuuesboorg, South Ainco

This paper is concerned with the mangrove swamps Titz MAKcatov FLORA
near Townsville, Australia. and compares them with On the landward side of the flats, at the level of
others along the Hinchinbrooke Channel, Innisfail,exrmhihtds poba vgncu(L)K t.and Cairns, to explain the sucession and distribution eteehg ieSoocusvruiu L)Knh
of both plants and animals. The study is concerned, (an almost cosmopcilitan grass in warm temperate
primarily, with the estuaries in Queensland, Australia, and tropical regions) is dominant, and around high-
between Townsville at 19* S and Mossinan at 17- S. water mark it becomes mixed with Seswviumu Portu-
around Gladstone at 24* S, and in the vicinity of l"aiatrum L.. .4rhrocuemuum leioslawhyum (Benth. a
Brisbane ax 26* S. I'stulsen, and .A. halccuemoides Nees var. ter qranada-

The ord angrve hs in obcureorign; t . im J. M4. Black, which gradually displace the grass
a combination of the Portuguese 'mangue" and the and extend to the flats below. iThe Australian spe-
English "grove". It describes an association of trees cere tof Arhe ra jaiec and ain edofreviaman. becorsd-
which grow in the sea or it maty describe the indi-erdtbesbjdi adnnedorvso.Acr-
vidua] species which make tip the association. In this Iflj to Maoss (19-4). the Australian A. Irioilachyum
paper the word will be used in either sese is A. indicasm (Willd.) MacI.. a spaecies whics extends

from Natal, in South Africa. to Timor.) They do
DESCRIPTION OF MANGROVE AREAS not go much lower than the level of ordinary spring

IMMEDIATELY TO THE SOUTHI OF tide-s. Locally, bushes of Suaocd are common.
TOWNSVILLE In many places along the upper beach a "salting

Townsville lies on the banks of Ross Creek, a dis- cliff" is fa'und. it is about -20 cm high High waters
tributary of the Ross River. North and south of the of ordlinary spring tides lap the base of the littlk cliff
city, along the shores of Cleveland Bay. are several an extienie high tides pass just above it. Below the
square miles of low-lying terrain. much of wxhich is cliff is a bare flat of fine, sandy mud. wh~ich is slim%
only some 10 mn above sea level. These flats are when wet, and criss-cross cracked and salt-enicrusted
deltaic deposits laid down in embayrnents during whena dry. This fiat is covered by only 117 tides
Pleistocene interglacial periods when th e evel . mu:ly(i.4.rnigirn sfwa ora
was higher thana it is today 4 Jardine. 192Y'i. Aerial \Nl.e% and] June to 21 lla March. (kcashmiat higher
photographs indicate that the old courses of the Rty-ss 'sa in the flats !,ulpori the flora mnwitaiome
Riser once crossed the region over a wide area north
of Townsville. The present river umouh seemns to be fIn the absence of a %alting cliff the upper heach
a southern extensiona of the series, The moveenwrt of slopes gently, a-d the sward of Sesutauaug and Ar-
the river channel may not ve have ceases. Meander- thoiru maay be invaded by qJUite W idely spaced
ang across the flat lands to the siolzt are several itres o1 ftikd wwvin I Foist.) Vieth. to forno
creeks. some of which are, at tamfes of bravy stiates in an Atiefsi parkiand oc a landtikarsI .- ;Atuicen
the river and at extremne flood tkkes, "ronected t, the traigr. occasionlal spraitling shrubs of ,-egoaatfis on-
main stream. of the raiver. miil R. hr. %nd bushe oif Lx.r.wcerha aa~da~ocka 1.IiThe estuarine porticiss of these creeks andl the tuain also ac-cur here. Thits parkland n-entuAll~ gs-ries %a%
river channel are lined with mangroves I Fagcs 1. 2) to thickets oi L-7crpiers 1*9 PeIrO C. It. Rob, beiLond
Xmot of the mangroves have been cekared from R4-,,% which %eettaiaeely hare air-ats le.
Creek in Townsv-ille. 'S4',eseaid Of towar1d the crrek%, onw jeasisv- front the

The intertidal portion of these l~n-w-isrg flats is, bare areas into ( ciieti~ thickets Where thewe hArv
extensive, as might be expoete an a region sehirr the Rlats rxtend to the high seatier Ovin. crAh.% are firs
tida range is up toI .5 m. encseunter's near the pur-iphter-i a44 the thicket% Normi

The snnual rainfall an the Touniville distract it of the bushes of ( ertep. are tilt i V5' t-, 3 ni) nrt-
around ]ADDK mun (40 inches), tier bulk of which Tows-vislke.j falls between 0,ecensber and March ( Fig. 3ia The The ( 0 P erol e's .iaT to A maimd COSSaUnTi1+ 49"1
soils are viell drained. hence, the cegetatiom of the nAsted by BI~teuurd Vyntmuovhid (I- LAM t'o"

flatst cimimaslts 4of rught-rcumsant giatslmnel andi sparse ';cuas asscusar include ft r-erui~l-a Ding llama
thorn trees A'-WtvI~aorp gromadlim Knama r and saccascmnal tree-s
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liiI~~~~~ I a fte mnCw ot fT,~nil ti~idh o~ httemv w r m-mdathat ~ ~ c Ccn ar tniebr ra o wtTelwAf sti u ftwtaF A
~~~~~'i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ C w~p~~ %~4~& trf n .fi 5ma~ru . esoa* te' f 4,per tos n h tos~ w~~dciimnt~r~iedstot e . jagno h ayo rgar r~raogteCipu rmt

Fijmei I ap eofm tVh~r trop-e h-iraeets tot 4T=c It heomil be nthw that a* ma. ngow thm shre'o h-en aid
thtnhner Aore of e t bar a ric ew &ill m Th2 t Iang e A i thme harwiy of thamin Figw.n 3A. tht rngsm

,i hcrxq-o ir~tyrl om (ti.rodand .4-aeoeruan. wwrimA. cumxitv trm ofet Rah~iu. thom ' O uMM the tagwesandý itimM ni-uni Itya~wi i clarr- tomatadra'd ilr f the awi fthhav fRovecws hawe thre C on the pTrawl

Alme h the -Ahurf oir the liayrn p% ot "ueu land Itt ita and ewnimb tl thw~at raddes Twtitho eyi toosse.wm" r itutut "7hemnm and muixtvr r.e exteds t the crsru tTi thed Area-p Ala"th she O tairhe bas
inwr %rntw of ta dupe.ar Cicher &.. 1.ma~ nerme fe teradcy nofrthi qw" Ttaahavew wailte owl' vanrtet
Forwh"t. vt tnd A~iviýe Slslt E(Cverrl) d (=ees. slye n~ %ear Wihme.vdswsto 0Irm

~R Burt of thedurn. (dami ')ea tri ad taismit .. L srtraed "A$ftod the ot au4uwpa d suc'aat ofurwi hwass ad

e'atnte to a1 lead jast b,4io the higrh wSatr of thC Ihe cuMVnnc..u. _f hki& r~.~ nzawai:eap tadcks .4rua sn lornn the seaward fring. OJr. r~anfsK.
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Tat FAuxA of differences in elevation. It is comprised of species
Around the high-water mark the hooded burrows which are intolerant of bright sunlight or very dry

of Sew.. saiwii de Man and S. ssithi H. M. air. Faunal changes, as one passes downslope through
Edw. were found; these crabs extend downward aIl- the mangrove forests, nmy be related to changes in
miest to the leed of the lowest mangrove trees the drainage pattern of the soil, to the degree of soil

Aniatg the parmatophores of AtWc'nia in the consolidation, or to the considerable soil turnover re-
Aw~kmm. prkmand, large numbers of .lolossm suiting from the activities of the strangw thalassini-

I" RatMm were common to abundant, and speci- dean mud prawn, Tislass/me sumfals (Herbst). The
meas of three species of small robber crabs. Sew.. burrows of this prawn have one entrance surmounted
(Chirommmus) spp. 4 one closely resembling S. $e- by a mound of soil which is often three feet high.
prid &W me, S. giiate were common. Sheltering The following animals were encountered within the
under the samphires in the more open ares, eg., shade of the Ceriops thickets and domaslope to the
along the edges of m--made paths, were a few spc- edge of the steep creek bank. In the list below a =
means oi Uc.lectee (de Haan). The nail, Ce&ritre. abundant; c = common; p = present: and I = locally:
mucipwa Iredale. occurred on the trre%. Cmstmea

The bare Rats %ere only sparsely inhabited near
their periphery by Uca befalsor (White) (= U. sig- Alp~aU sp. or spp. c-a
amuo (Hess)), which was also common in areas Ctristostoma itWdi Rathbun la
shaded by the outermost bushes of Cmriops. It would Eu$dr tridtu4a (H. M. Fdw.) c
appear that this crab is tolerant of low humidities. E ryrarcinUis igrilrous de Man p
exposure to bright am. and highly saline soil water. Hlidice hast'eridanat i \hVieliegg c

The fauna of the densely shaded portions of the He'l'e IKi I Iness C
mangrove is more or left umiform throughout, in spite /lypNlax demiala WVard c

MIriopograpsu, groaipes de Man c-4
Mleopograpsus pwdjtas Dana c

sarmw'imm cres.um !)-,aa Dn
Ssarma (UChremosnt.s) sp.

cf. sempvi) c-a
Sesarm t (Chiromaxles) sp.

I Of. gulam) C-a
Seuia ia ("kiromann11) sp. C-a
S rmi a weiewrti &e Man c-a
Sejerma smilki IL M. FMw. p-c
"k. jsi-.a• awmal t hIlerht ) c
"ca bellator Vh \stc, p

. 'U:~ca dais% wico ds , 1 XI. & M _ i:•I //, l,. i I :le m.• l Iai . p
mollusca

t(t didila --gali I ra Pet.i a
C. asmn ula rwvja: Mt-itkc C

erok4,•a" )iN. widei 1'. & M

F1,4a dA wm mrr| fidr, C I,. l••I IkGeKhId:u t1ý* sdiaf Gftl - La

-tc , oc xnwx.hc the h,'wr rvvl_& of o•+tinwra Irm. InOw vrfth momta. ord tmirai s fgmms wh

,4 %- iorme are rari•1 bwarel durini th- harat o4

S• m ,,m t the dan ie duitng the aftswxm.
To, at ,-dze _ c ,mwm S- dw q ,4 Vlq I ,r-a The xr m Lirl ar m t -l vna riog nuaizi r pe ttu r ri ..

"~ o wiltd'% Town tOr," 4 e r"~Ps and PUreypof,'mmov Affecl' - I.•atlml Of
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ZONATION WITHIN MANGROYES, NORTH QUIESN5IANI3 ESTUAfIF 435

the mtangroves.. This has been commented on by This s';tcies ranges widely and has frequently keen
Watstm (1928). The SMi.ller ses2rmas often feed coriluseri with M. .wessor of op~en sea beaches.
ujxmn leaves or dead animals. .Ilaopograpstu pma- Fiddler crahs are not normally seen deep within
celipes is a carnivore which usually feeds an smaller tie mangrove forest%, but at Townsville, where the
crabs or. occasionally, carcasses of other animals. forests are not extensive, they way be observed

1110 'IsQUEENSLAND
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4A

.48

B 2

-1
N um b et ol ttc u shov e th e n lev el,

Fig. 4. Transects across mangrove areas. 4A (above), south of Townsville; 4B (below), on Magnetic Island.
The divisions in the scale at left represent 1W2 m; the trees are drawn to scale. The numbers of tides above certain
levels are indicated.

throughout. Uca dussumieri is a large species and always appear to be separable, taxononmically, on eco-
almost always occurs in the shelter of the mangroves logical grounds. U. dussuinieri was never seen on
which line the creeks. Uca bellator and Uca lactea steeply sloping basiks. U. coarctata was rarely ob-
frequent the margins of the mangrove forests. served on level ground, and then only in the absence

Thalassina anomala makes huge burrows. Heaps of the other species.
of mud often up to 75 cm high alternate with sub- The large crab, Macrophthalmuis latreillei H. M.
conical pools of water. The animals have been seen Edw., was abundant on the creek banks at the low tide
pushing MTud out at the top of the volcano-like mound. water level. It is also characteristic of the muddy
Whether the burrow is simple, with one entrance as flats, around mean sea level, of sheltered bays. Off
Verwey (1930) describes, or a U-shaped structure the esplanade at Cairns they were found to be more
like that of most thalassinideans is uncertain, but or less evenly distributed at intervals of 50 cm. The
both types may occur. As a result of this animal's smaller Al. pacificus was also found on the upper
presence, there is a great turnover of the mud on the portion of these banks.
forest floor. Occasionally the ground level in an ire- Scuttling round the prop roots of Rhizophora were
lated clump of Ceriops may be about 25-30 cm above many large, blue Metopograpsus latifrons (White).
the general level of the bare area around it, because This species was never observed on the floor of the
of the burrowing activities of Thalassina anomala. mangrove forests nor was it seen together with M.

The molluscs mentioned may all be seen crawling gracilipes. Oysters (almost certainly a form of Cras-
over the 3urface of the mud. They are less common sostraca cucullata (Born.)) grew on the roots of
where Thalassina is abundant and more abundant in Rhi.-ophora. Barnacles were uncommon.
its absence. The two species of Tercbralia seem to Where the floor of the creeks was exposed many
prefer muddy substrata and are most common in and specimens of Telescopium telescopium L. crawled
around shallow-water pools on the forest floor. Cas- over the mud. They moved tip among the pneumato-
sidula spp. crawl among the decaying vegetation. phores of the lowermost mangroves and into the
Cerithidea spp. climb up the tree trunks and rest just forests, provided the surface mud was semifluid and
above high-water level. Onchidium tends to bury it- the creek banks were not steep, meeting with the
self in the mud and is seen only just after the ebb species of Terebralia.
tide. Geloina coaxans is a large subspherical bivalve Two mudskippers were common. One, Perioph-
which may be found on the surface, but more prob- thalinus kalolo Lesson, wai abundant and ranged in
ably, normally lives some 10-15 cm below the surface, size tip to 10 cm: the other, Periophthalnodon aus-

Steep creek hanKs form the characteristic habitat tralis Castelnou, ranged tip to 25 cm iv length.
or I.ca coarctata (H. M. Edw.). This species has These species were identified by G. P. Whitley.
conspicuous white meropodites on the last pair of legs Where Avicennia grows near the water's edge, form-
and is %ery similar in size to Uca dussumieri. Both ing a "seaward fringe", there are holes among the
species belong to the same subgroup of the genus but pncumratophores made by the siphons of Glauconome

"I.--,-' - - " ' . . - - - " , . . ". ..J• -
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The map (Fig. 5) and the transect (Fig. 4) indi-
cate that the mangroves are more continuous laterally,
with restricted bare areas, and are quite distinctly
zoned.The mountainside is clothed by a forest of euca-
lypts; the swampy flat between this forest and the
sea is dominated by species of Melaieuca, the paper-
bark tea tree.

Quite abruptly, one then enters the mangrove area
where the following zones are clearly defined:

The Landward Fringe-Within this fringe of man-
groves ,4vicennia marina is the most conspicuous tree,
but with it occur Aegialitis annidata, a sprawling
shrub; Aegiceras corniculatum (L.) Blanco, Bru-
guiera gymnorhiza, Excoecaria agallocha, Hibiscus.

B , tiliaceus L., Lumnitzera littorea (Jack) Voigt, L.
racemosa, Osbornia octodonta, Rhizophora stylosa,
and Xylocarpus granatum, with the lianas Cynanchum
carnosum and Derris trifoliala. Occasional clumps

' ~.of the samphire, Tecticornia cinerea (F. Muell.)
F. M. Bail, occur on drier ground. During my visit

"_________ _ •in February, the whole of this area was covered by
Fig. 5. Map of mangroves on the western shore of about 2 cm of water.

Magnetic Island. Notice the distinctly zoned mangrove Ceriops Thickets-The landward fringe thins out
area and the presence of a bare area within the thickets as bushes of Ceriops ta gal become common and even-
of Ceriops. The landward fringe is so narrow that it tually take over as an almost pure stand with only
does not show on this scale. The heavy line lower right occasional trees of Avicennia, Bruguiera gymnorhiza,
is the line of transect A-B in Fig. 4B. and B. exaristata. The height of the bushes decreases

until finally a bare area is encountered; on the oppo-
,,ircrs (L.). Shells of G. virens lie among the mass site side the Ceriops bushes increase in height until,
of Avicennia roots some 5-10 cm below the surface., as trees of some 7-8 m, they merge with the Bru-

Where the bank below the mangrove area contains guiera forest.
spits of sand, Uca vocans (Latr.) (= U. marionis Bruguiera Forest-The dominant tree is Bruguiera
(Desm.)) and an undescribed species with a tuft of gymnorhiza with Xylocarpus australasicum Ridl. (? -f
hair at the base of the finger and thumb commonly = X. molluccensis (Lam.) M. Roem.) con'mon. The
occur. At a slightly lower level, but extending up ground is firm and muddy.
into the most seaward mangroves if the bank is sandy Rhizophora Forest-mRhi~ophora stylosa gradually

or of sandy mud, armies of Myctyris longicarpus displaces Bruguiera on extremely soft ground.
Latr. mill around. Seaward Avicennia Fringe-This is a fringe of

Worms were scarce and were rarely found by Avicennia marina rarely more than one tree deep.
casual digging. The few specimens I collected were The ground is muddy but the mat of nutritive roots
identified by Mrs. P. Mather, University of Queens- lying some 20-30 cm below the surface gives support
land, as Marphysa sanguinea (Alontagu). On onelccasiond, numerouseggmassesofa Marpya gie n a O oe to a walker. This fringe is just below the level of
occasion numerous egg masses of a Mar paysa were ordinary neap high waters.
found scattered, about a foot apart, among the pneu- The animals listed above showed the same type of
nmatophores of Avicennia in the seaward fringe, distribution within the mangroves on Magnetic Island.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER MANGROVE HINCHINBROOKE CHANNEL 4
AREAS IN NORTH QUEENSLAND This stretch of coast, beginning some 150 km north

MAGNETIC ISLAND of Townsville, was by far the largest mangrove area
I have stated above that the mangroves around visited. The mangroves stretch along some 40 km of

Townsville are impoverished, albeit extensive. In the continental shore and are up to 6 km deep. The
some ways they are remarkably like those of Inhaca Hinchinbrooke Channel is a rift valley with steep
Island off Lourenco Marques at 26" S, described by sides and a narrow coastal plain along the continental
Macnae and Kalk (1962a). To look at a more typical shore. It is a drowned valley and represents the old
tropical mangrove one does not have to travel far lower course of the Tully River.
from Townsville. Some 6 km across the bay lies The zones recognized on Magnetic Island were I;
Magnetic Island, which rises steeply from the sea to again visible (Fig. 6). A slight variation is p'esent
a maximum height of about 500 in. There are no at the landward edge of the Ceriops thickets, for these
records of rainfall for the island, but it is probably are invaded locally by Scyphiphora hydrophyllacea
close to double that of Townsville. Gaertn. Bare areas are rare. A road (Fig. 6) hasII
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The fauna comprises the same animals as have been
listed above.

INNISFAIL TO CAIRNS

Innisfail lies within one of the wettest districts of
Queensland and has a rainfall of approximately 2,480
mm (137 inches). Furthermore, there is an appreci-
able fall in the drier winter months.

The rain fnrpqt comes down to the sea level and
merge! with the n;.mgruves. These conditions also
apply at Cairns and Mossman, whe., rainfall ir,
around 2,000 mm (80 inches).

The landward fringe of the mangrove, in addition
to scattered specimens of each tree species character-
istic of a mangrove swamp, also contains several of
the epiphytes from the neighboring forests: ferns,
orchids, ant-plants, and others. All the trees are tall,
reaching what is probably their maximum size.

Forests of Bruguiera parviflora dominate in the
middle stretch and reach heights of more than 30 m,
but the trunks remain slender with a diameter of
about 25-35 cm. The Ceriops thickets are often
absent.

A zone of Sonneratia alba J. Sm. may be found
outside of the seaward Avicennia zone, which is still
present. Such a Sonncratia zone is only locally de-
veloped, and it is difficult to adduce a reason for either

Fig. 6. Aerial photograph of the southern end of the its presence or absence.
Hinchinbrooke Channel at Lucinda. Note the encroach- On most beaches throughout the world, there is a
ment of sugar cultivation and that bare areas are uncom- strong seepage of fresh water at a level close to, or
mon. One distributary of the Herbert River crosses the somewhat above, mean sea level. Where this occurs
picture. (Crown copyright reserved; reproduced by per- in front of a mangrove, e.g., just north of Cairns and
mission of the Honorable Minister of Lands, Queens- near Port Douglas, a strong growth of saplings of
land.) Avicennia marina and Aegiceras corniculatum de-

been cut through from tlalifax to a sugar loading velops. (Aegiceras corniculatum is a species of man-
station at Lucinda, and along the roadside there have grove which favors areas with reduced salinity.
developed ad hoc communities consisting mainly of Hence, it is the one which penetrates farthest up-
FAegiceras corniculatum, indicating strong freshwater stream on the permanent banks of rivers. In Aus-
influence, Ceriops tagal, Luinnitzera littorea and L. tralia it occupies the position taken up by Barring-

Sracentosa, and Ceriops decandra (Griff.) Ding Hou, Ionia racemosa Roxb. in East African mangroves.)
which was seen nowhere else.

The disturbed areas are colonized by thick, almost DISCUSSION
impenetrable, masses of the fern Acrostichum .speci- ZO•ATION •VITnlN TiE UPPER INTERTIDAL REGION
osum Willd. and the spiny-leaved Acanthus ilicifolius
L. These two plants are always opportunists. They The zonation of plants and animals within the up-
normally occur in the landward fringe, but take ad- per intertidal region is associated with rising ground
vat'tage of any clearing. On occasion they may grow level and the consequent drop in frequency of tidal
so thickly as to inhibit regeneration by preventing the flooding. Assuming a hypothetical sheltered shore
seedlings of the mangrove trees from reaching the which slopes gradually downwards, five zones would
soil. In the Ilinchinbrooke stretch these two form be recognizable. But such gentle slopes are rare;
part of the field layer in the Bruguiera forests. there is a tendency on any shore for the beach to

In the wetter parts of the area the Ceriops thickets flatten out at one level or another, and then the zone
become overgrown and straggly and are replaced by characteristic of that level is the most conspicuous
forests of Bruguiera parvijlora (Roxb.) Arn., a tall one (Macnae and Kalk, 1962b). Modifications will
slender tree with abundant regeneration and several also follow from the entry of a creek, and will result
age groups. from the interference of rainfall, evaporation, and

Rhizophora apiculata Blume b-comes associated salinity. No zone is exempt from interference.
with R. stylosa in the Rhisopher,, forests, occurring The Landward Fringe
about I in 50 near Lucinda at the southern end of the
channel; it increases northwards and is present in I It has been shown that this fringe assumes either
in 5 at the northern Cardwell end. of two forms: (1) If the landward vegetation is

VA
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wooded this zone will contain any tree which one east African Uca univcrsa (Hoffman), but unlike
may expect to find in a mangrove. If the terrain has this species it penetrates into the shade of the trees.
water close to the surface Aegiceras cornicidalum or As elsewhere in the Indo-West Pacific, Ceriops
3ruguiera gymnorhiza will predominate. Where there tagal is a favorite nestir.; tree of the weaver ant.
are only scattered bushes or "wallum" (Coaldrake, Occophydla sp.
1961), this fringe will tend to be Avicennia marina
or Lumnitzera spp. (2) If the landward vegetation Bruguiera Forests
is grassland, then a sward of species of Arthrocne-
mum, Susuvium portsulacastrum, and Sporobolus vir- These have their greatest extent and development
ginicuj will occur, and this may or may not be shaded in the "ever-wet". With decreasing rainfall and in-
by an Avicennia parkland. creased evaporation the Bruguiera forests become

The landward fringe is colonized by few animals; narrowed and trees less tall. Bruguiera parviflora
Sesarma meinerli and S. smi•'hi will burrow in shaded is the tallest mangrove known to me. It forms dense
areas. Uca lactea and U. bellator will occur in more stands and the trees are close together; there is also
open sunny places. considerable regeneration and several age groups of

Pools left by the tide are occupied by mosquito lar- saplings occur. B. gymnorhiza, usually associated
vae Five species are common at Mackay, some 300 with Xylocarpus australasicum, forms a more open
km south (Marks, 1947), and these species are com- forest. Bruguiera forests tend to be most extensive
mon along the Queensland coast. Aedes vigilax and grow best in areas where there is abundant fresh
( Skuse) lays its eggs in pools left by high tides: they water. This is in agreement with their Malayan
hatch, and larvae and pupae develop through their distribution (Watson, 1928l. An occasional, very tall,
life cycle before the next high tide. The pools chosen aged tree of Sowneratia alba may be encountered.
for oviposition and in which larvae have been found There are more crabs and snails on the floor of
are almost always in full sunlight. Aedes alternans these forests than anywhere else in the mangrove.
(Westwood) is a large mosquito exceedir.g one cm Laige colonies of a black ant are common on low
long which breeds in both salt- and freshwater pools. mounds on the forest floor; the ants seal the en-
Aedes scutellaris (Walker) breeds in rot holes in trances from within as the tide rises.
Avicennia trees. Culex sitiens Wiedemann breeds in Creeks are the home of Scylla serrata (Forskal),
tidal pools, both in the open and in the deep shade of Cre ar the home of alledilerralarae
the landward fringe of mangroves. Anopheles faranti burrowsof the best o-4°f allediblen crabs.owTheYlive in large
Laveran breeds in shaded pools among the roots of width of about 14 cm.
the mangroves and in more open areas. Anopheles
amictus Edwards subsp. hilli Woodhill and Lee breeds
in open sunny pools on the mud flats. Rhizophora Forests

I have mentioned two species of Rhisophora, R.
"ers Thickets stylosa and R. apicuLc•a, though R. macronata is the

In mn.ny mangrove areas this is the zone of great- common Rhi.-ophora o: the bulk of the Indo-West
est extent; in others it is absent; and again, it may Pacific region. In Malaya R. apiculata tends to occur
he interrupted by extensive bare areas. in water of lower salinity; R. mucronata is dominant

Where rainfall is high and well distributed over in water approaching normal salinity; R. stylosa is
the year, thickets of Ceriops tagal are not found; the rarer and occurs only in the shelter of coral reels and
landward fringe and the Bruguiera forest meet and on stony ground. I found no R. mucromata in Aus-
occupy the area wherc Ceriops would be expected. tralia, and all previous records seem to apply to R.
As rainfall decreases and rate of evaporation rises, stylosa. Only R. stylosa was seen on a visit 'o Low
the moisture-loving species of Bruguiera become re- Isles, and this was recorded as R. rnicronata.
stricted and Ceriops increases its distribution. As the In the Australian swamps, R. apiculwao occurred
rainfall decreases further, the trees become stunted abundantly only in places with a high rainfall and
into bushes and bare areas develop. These bare areas consequent high level of ground water, probably of
increase in extent with decreasing rainfall and in- reduced salinity. R. stylojo occurred i4i1 Z ituations
creasing evaporation rate. As a corollary, the salinity where one would expect to find a Rhiaophora. Whereas
of the soil increases. Few other trees grow with in southeast Asia it appears to have ecological pref-
(eriops in these thickets. erences, it shows no peculiarities of habitat nor pref-

The animal population varies with the degree of erences in Australia
cover. Thala.ssina axomala may range from common The fauna depends on the degree of fluidity of the
unler cover to absent where there is none. Burrow- mud. If the terrain is firm. it is occupied by the ani-
ing crabs are always present; non-burrowers are less mals characteristic of the upper mangrove sons. If
frequent. In open spaces the filddler crab Uca belalor the terrain is soft, the zone is dominated by species
may be very abundant. This species seems to be the of Alpheus, and few crabs run on the surface. They
most tolerant of all fiddlers. It appears to be able to are confined, like Metopograpsis la.lfrf w, to running 4"
withstand hot. ury areas as effiriently as the south- over and around the prop roots.

4(
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TAW Seauwad Fringes INFLUIENCE OF SALINITY AN.D DESICCATION

The uxtensioni of a mangrove area out to sea and Studies at Manly, just south of Brisbane, by Miss
tkr- colonization of recently formed banks of sand, Judy Badhamn (unpub1lshed), and at Inhaca Island off
muid, gravel, or a mixture of them depends, a~s far as Lourenco, Marques by myself and others indicate that
obseration suggests, on either Sonneratia, albs or salinities of the soil waters in the bare areas may
Aw'icennia marina. Sonnierauia develops into well- reach levels of over 100 %.. Avicenntia marina grows
formed trees at a level only a little above mean sea in soils of over 90%. but then it forms copses rarely
level. Seedlings of both trees are freqi-ently far out more than waist high. Such copses are common at
on the Rlats, but they die within their first year. Inhanmbane in south central Meiarnbique, but were
Death is partly the result of being chewed, partly the not seen in Queensland. Ceriops to gal at Inhaca
resuilt of shaing by encrustation with mud. grows well in soils of salinity around 70%. but not

The fringe normally consists of only a f"v rows above this. Uca Lotsgidigit am (Kingsley) (perhaps
of mature trees fronted by a dense growth of saplings, a southern form of U. brIlator) occurs on these hyper-
Obiserations at Richards Bay in Natal, South Africa saline Rlats near Brisbane and U. inversa at Inhaca.
(Macnat, 1963), indicate that Aviceunxia cannot grow It is equally clear that U. bedlator is capable of living
in dense shade. Its roots run horizontally at a depth under conditions of similar high salinity, since it
of about 5075 cm; from them rise pneumatophores occurs commonly on salt-encrusted flats.
which give off numerous nutritive roots. Hence, a INFLUENCE OF SOIL FERTILITY
dense mat of thread-like roots is formed some 25-30
cm below the surface. Sonneratia has a similar root The regions of best development of mangroves senti
system (Backer and Van Steenis, 1951). These two were Lucinda-, Innisfail, Cairns, and Mossman. The
species are capable of holding the surface soil firn rivers responsible for the deposits along the estuaries.
and protecting thc seedlings of Rhizophora which ger-. and alongshore in these regions, drain areas of ba-
minmate in their shade. These, in t'irn, will grow to saltic rocks of comparatively recent lavas. Such soils.
shade out the Avicennia fringe trees, and the advance are known to possess a high fertility, and when this
goes on steadily out to sea is comblined with an amnple. rainfc.il, conditions would

Unlike Avicennia, some trees of Sonncrotia persist appear to be right for nmaximum development of
when surrounded by Rhisophora and Enegoiera, and ma~ngroves.
an occasional stag-headed tree may overtop the forests Along the foot of the Cardwell ranges the soils are
of B. gyinnorhiza. Saplings of Aegicera cornicula- quartzitic and poor. In spite of a good rainfall the
towun occur with the saplings of Avicenivia and Sonne- development is mediocre.
ratia only along the line of seepage. Along the shores of Cleveland Bay on the &chtic

Animals are rare in the soft mud at this level, ex- deposits associated with the Ross River, development
cept for colonies of Glauconoine virens and crabs, of mangroves is marginal--the result of poor soils
Macro phtaitim nus pacificus. Littorina (Atelara pha) derived from quartzites and an inadequate rainfall
scabra is abundant on the leaves of the trees at CAUSATION OF ANIMAL DISTRIBU'TION
tis level, and becomes scarcer towards the landward
fringe. The mangroves of Natal and Pondoland in south-

eastern Africa indicate t. Macnae. 1963) that the fauna
MODIFICATIONi DuE: TO AN associated with mangroves is one characteristic of

ETAYENTERING THE SEA sheltered shores on which grow some shade-giving
The fringe species are first visibly affected as the plants, either mangTo~es or grasses s-3ch as Sportiua

shore turns front the sea into the estuary mouth. andl an ample cover of santphires I Artkrocn.wum
There is a tendency for the seaward frin~ge to 4is- %pp.). This is confirmed by the No~ic similarity be-
appear and for the Rkizophora forest to border the tween the kLunas of the mangrov~es described here.
stream bank. If the riverrniuth is wide the fringe But hiogeo~grapduc factors interfere and the fauna de-
of At'ii-.'nia or Sousncrosia will go upstremn ior somec scribed here is restricted to Queensland. Mangroves
way, but sooner or later it will dlrop out. There is ocxvur in cetitral New South Wales. nes.r Melbourne.

ten~rdentcv for one bank of an estuary to he an erosion and] in the southern Australian (;ulis: their fauna is
itnk and the other, a bank of depiosition. The latter that ty'ical of sheltered shores in these regions,

-por.but more usually by one of the first two, the eastrrn ci- sts of Airica. we find no lizrallel to,
Tohe vetatino.h rsonbn ildpn on the the Afifcan Sirsrma eunhm:n and S. twimdnr wic

tye f orstbeing inae.Siheoinbanks are are rmricrted to the supralittoral fringe, just aroundl
cooie yUcecar~aa ltpges gruedipipe, th ihwtrmr fordinary spring titles. The

and M.4dlon;the banks of deposition. by Ma"- other sesarnias occur on firm ground. When the
rophthalmius pacificas and Alau-rophthalmmis latrediki. ground becomes sof.pphws. anod Alarvophtiae-

Xyitwevpws gruawtum, Avicravia marina, ;nd par- was spp. dominate. Thewe two statements refer to any
ticularly Aegacn'as comukolatum rEvend farthest up- intertidal level within the mangrove sume. Most nther
stream into that part of the estuary which is under animals listed show little or no predilection for a par.

peoiatyfreshwater influensce. tincuar level.
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I ~Ecology of Eutuarine Bendhic Invertebrtat: A Perspective

MELBOURNE It. CARRIKER

Sy::rmasics-Ecology Program, Marine Hiological L.aboratory, If 'ods 11 oh'. Alussoclaumsel

It is a singular fact, in view of man's proximity to cations of the physical features of estuaries. The ge-
coastal resources and his dependence on them, that ological origin of the estuary is important as it de-
intensive investigation of the biological aspects of terinines the character of the water and sediment
estuaries did not commence until early in the present (Ferguson Wood, 1962), the degree of exposure.
century (Hedgpeth. 1957a). Since then, however, and other physical factors ( Day, 1964).
the number, breadth, and depth of such researches Attempts to define the term "estuary" have provoked
has increased at an accelerating rate (Day, 1951, spirited discussions, primarily because of the physi-
1964; GIislin, 1930; Gorsline, 1962; Hedgpeth. 1957e; ographic and hydrodynamic variability of estuarine
Hesse et 01., 1951 ; Moore, 1958; Pearse, 1950; Red- Systems. Some (e.g., Ketchum, 1951) would include
eke. 1933: Reid, 1961; Remane, 1934, 1958; Rochford, the entire Spectrum of measurably diluted sea waters
1951 ; Yonge, 1949a). ranging fromt drowned river mouths, sounds, lagoons.

This perspective is an attempt to provide an over- straits, and broadly open embhayments, to open coastal
view of major trends and advances in the field of waters, or any region in which sea water is measur-
estuarine ecology as it applies primarily to estuarine ably diluted by land water drainage; while others
benthic invertebrates, and to point out sonic neglected i Day, 1951, 1964, 1ritchard. 1960%; Roch ford, 1951
aspects which Suggest avenues for further research. emiploy Pritchard's (1955) miore linmiting definition as
The beuithos will be considered in the categories of "a semi-enclosed coastal body of water having a free
infauna, sessile epifauna, slowly moving epifauna connection with the open sea and within which the
(Petersen, 1913). and mega-, meio-, and microben- sea water is measuraLdy diluted with fresh water run-
thos (Mare. 1942). The prefix mega. (meaning off". Pritchard's definition excludes the zone of very
large, great) is preferred to macro- (meaning long, slightly diluted sea water along many open coasts
large) and is employed in this perspective. andl threby excludes many physical problems which

The largest volumes of fresh water meeting the are not found within semi-enclosed coastal embay-
sea enter the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans which re- nient.. "is dlefinition iniplies an estuarine circulation
ceive all the European, and the most important Afri- pattern resulting front vertical and horizonta! ilis-
can. North American, and South American rivers tribution of density, a range of reversing tidal cur-
(Hessc it al., 1951) These estuaries range in form rents and tidIal amplitudes and other tidal effects, and
from broad, open. relatively shoal, dendritic inden- pairtial protection from winds andi oceanic waves by-

tures like the Mfiramnichi Estuary (Bousfihld, 1955a), semii-enclosure. D..av (1951 ) omiits reference to tidal
D~elaware Bay (Shuster, 1959). Chesapeake Bay effects and so includes blind estuaries, which are
(P'ritchard, 195-1b'. Crouch and Roach Estuaries commnon in South Africa. Because of the uniqueness
lWaugh. 1957 t. Baltic Sea fSegerstraale. 1957, andi profound biological significance of physical con-
1964). Knysna Estuary (DIay et al.. 1952), Austral- ditions within partially enclosed estuaries. iPritbzird's
ian estuaries ( Rochford, 1951), and Niangoku-tUra dletinition is adopted in this lwrsl~ctie. Main cm-
Inlet ( lmuai ct al.. 1951 ). to series of shallow anasto- phasis will he placed on positive or true z-stuaries in

mosng ouns nd agonsbuffered from the ocean which freshwater flow exceeds evaporationi (l'ritchi-

by narrow barrier bars (if sand breached intermit- ;ird IWA)a. W. Neutral estuaries, in which neither
tenthy by inlet% like the eastern New JerseY estuaries evalioration nor freshwvater inflow dominates itar-
(Carriker. 190la0. North Carolina estuaries ( Roelofs riker. lilb) inver-.e estuaries (hylpersaline lapionii.

andi ltutupu%, 1954 1. Louisiana estuaries (Mackin and D~ay, 19(4: Jledgpieth. 1957c; P'arker. 1959) in which

liet. 150) toenta 'vnintswit dee bainsand tuaics(Da. 1(A)periodically blocked front the
!eqshrsliethe fjrs fSadnva re-sa-r ie esattention. The wordI "tidal" in the

land, and New Y7ealand 0;aarder andI Sp~irrk, 1933: phrase "tidal estuary" is redundant, as tidal effects.
I-lrsmng. 195o: Thmorson, 19.U: (;iNl. 1930), Un- albeit rather negligible at tinws. are imiplicit in the
der certain circurnstances, the mouths of estuaries msay definition of a true estuary.
cltre to forms blind cinmbatmcents (Day. 1964: Scott As a consequence of the great variety of Size and
et al.. 1052.) Day (1951. 1964). Emtery and Steven- fornm of estuaries, it is dlifficult to provide a precise

son ( 1957a). P'ritchard ( 1952a. 1955. 1960a. b). and clasi,-ihcation of the physical divisions of a generalized
Rachford 1931) include reviews of general classifi- estuary. Table I is. however, a general classification
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Table 1. Classification of approximate geographic divisions, salinity ranges, types, and distribution of
organisms in estuaries (Adapted from Day, 1951, 1964; and Venice System. Symposium on the Classification
of Brackish Waters, 1959).

Venice system Ecological classification

D)ivisions Salinity Types of organisms and approximate range of
of ranges distribution in estuary, relative to divisions

estuary Zones and salinities

River 0.5 limnetic limnetic

Head 0.5 - 5 oligobaline oligohaline

Upper Reaches 5 - 18 mesohaline mixohaline

Middle Reaches 18 - 2S polyhaline estuarine

Lower Reaches 25 - 30 polyhaline I
Mouth 30 - 40 euhaline stenohaline euryhaline migrants

marine marine

with only roughly approximate divisional limits, pat- Mouth or inlet of estuary--clean sand, gravel, or
terned after Day's geographic divisions in an ideal rock bottonm, very rapid flow of water, with salinities
estuary (1951, 1964). It includes most of Day's eco- above 30 %. and depending on the salinity of neritic
logical classification, and is based on the Venice Sys- waters outside.
tern of approximate ranges of salinities in coastal Dimensions of the divisions are generally in pro-
waters (Symposium on the Classification of Brackish portion to the size of the estuary, both in length and
Waters, 1959). Because of the spectrum of genotypic width (Stroup and Lynn, 1963; Barlow, 1955; Car-
variation and variable rates of speciation, modern riker, 1959; Day, 1951; Hedgpeth, 1957e). The sides
estuarine biotas fall into broad ecological categories of an estuary are designated as "left" and "right" as
with diffuse and sometimes overlapping boundaries, viewed from the head of the estuary toward the inlet
as can be seen in the ecological classification in Table I Pritchard, 1951 ).
I. The phrase "oligohaline organisms" is substituted The biotic categories in the ecological classification
for Day's "freshwater organisms" at the head of the of Table 1 are further characterized as:
estuary, and "limnetic" replaces "freshwater organ- Oligolialine organiisms--The majority of animals
isms" in rivers. Day (1951) divided the basin of living in rivers probably do not tolerate variations in
the ideal estuary into four major divisions based on salinity greater than 0.1 %. and disappear at the head
three common biotically important physical charac- of the estuary; but there are some of these, the
teristics. namely salinity, water movement, and aub- oligohaline species, which persist until salinities riae
strate. In Table I these have been extended to five to 5 %,. and a few have been recorded as high as
divisions to accommodate the broader lower (fre- 19 -,.
quently lagoonal)' reach often present in larger estu- True estuarine organisms-A few broadly eurytopic
aries. Because of the diversity of types of estuarine spiecies are restricted to estuaries and do not nccur
basins and the range of fluctuations of these factors in the sea or in fresh water; they are best represented
in them, these divi -ions are only roughly proportion- in low dalinities in the upper and middle reaches of
ate and are not intended to have precise boundaries, estuaries. They have marine affinities. but have be-
Central regions of these physical divisions are de- comle a;dapted to the greater range of ecological ampli-
scribed behm : tuwes fotnd in central regions of the estuary rather

Head of cstuary-where fresh water enters the es- than ini marine or fluviatile environments, and are said
tuary from streams, and salinity (luring high spring not to be able to comliete with marine animals in the
tides may reach a maximum of 5 5i,. Currents and sea nor to tolerate conditions there. These are the
substrate vary broadly. and are dependent on the true estuarine species whose distribution, form, and
physiography of the region, variation in European estuaries have been reviewed

I Pper reaches of estuary-muddy bottoms, sins- by Remane (19.H), Robertson (1964), Sehlieper
movement of uater. and %alinities roughly in a range ('1958) anl Segerstraale (1957). The term "true 4
of 5 to 18'1-, estuarine" is reserved for species in this category,

Mliddle reaches of rstuary--sandy mud bottoms, to avoid confusion with the more general term "eutu-
fairly fast movement of water, with salinities from arine" which is used to refer to all species dwelling
M to 25 %. in or migrating into estuaries withomt regard to

L.ou-e reaches of estmary-sandy mud to clean sand geographical or ecological location in the estuary.
or gravel bottoms, fast movenwot of water, and salini- liedgpeth 11957e) suggests that true estuarine ape-
tie" front 25 to 30 %. cies are conservative forms with a long history and
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tndy faveo ef the oeaint tinue remotchies, onf htadWrsrcua tuis(ah~yadRbrs
ahrye seem tolerave rdtin ino saliinit chftein ahe lo61) to giain6¾ an udesadn of sutceth duration on dy
atcs givi, ndg fiewen to 5hm DeplTe aclation afoesch teund-iht atd yar-roendlsaof torganaion The aninf
sofk soemeo tohese to lowollowarine srnteplhascement preulthen beomes e957ntinglly 19n2 isnterdisciplinar
defribe by sihijepe r(95 1957) onrein msin 195e aegpricrable metodloie of

Eriespeines cornsiue the ajoity-ofe toteliesturex-cladceia cecs hsbnlngfo at

ten fomwthe mearintote upperureaThese livte on tu- nermirs o thw.i Fofrnvstiaosado icpie

eashores. and at th een mothsof 5".Testu liariio. Thd-igh dod yerrudsaet an-cn
nof poenetratee nto estuarestubelow salinities ofs abeut reseltsmtet o957 instruent for; recaording atn..i

25rin theces lowsiuer r the. herrit of thea aestcentonetaafcortneh o

Migrants - Certain euryhaline marine migrants yet perfected, has far surpassed that of biological
spend only a part of their lives in estuaries. Sonme sampling devices, and in some cases. a considerable
depend to; a limited degree on the bottonm. and many degree of electronic sophistication has been achieved
are predators subsisting on resident estuarine henthic (Johnston. 19&4¾, permitting continuous recording
populations (Gunter. 1961 ; Hartley, 1940. 1947. XWiI- of several factors simultaneously in the field and tele-
lianis, 1955). These species, for instance blue crabs mietering the infornmation to the laboratory. WVeak-
(Callincccer) and flatfish (Pkcuronectes). may move ne"s of these instrumnirts are the relatively short life
up the estuary through the entire mnixohaline range of opecration before failure, the in~capacity to function
of salinities before returning to the sea. reliably and accurately in sea water at thermial range"

Other class ificat ions of v ~tuarine hiota havie hemn as loss .As -2 C., and their ituchianical inability to
proposed (Blousfield. 1935b: lledgpeth. 1957e; Kinne. mtonitor microhahitats on and in the bottoni. A con-
1963a, 1964; Renune. 1958; Segerstraale, 1957). tinuous census of factors im situ is now limited to the
Kinne classified crustaceans into four groups on the more obvious ones like tenmprature, turbidity, light
basis of their capacity to osnioregulate: oligosteno- penetration, current velocity. salinity, water level.
haline, euryhialine, polystenohialine. and holeurvhalmne. oxygen. p11. and Eh. Equally important ecologically.
These correspond more or lI" as follows, respec- if a"t more critical, are many of the less obvious fac-
tively. to the estuarine faunail groups given in Table tors such as the niicronutrients. external metaholites.

I:Oligohaline. true estuarine-euryh.-dine miarine, Mtenuo- anid other dissolved substances i tuzzati-Traver-4o.
haline marine, and nuixohiline. Remane (1934) pre- 1958; Rae. 1938). Instruments for continwous rco~rdi-

etsaschematic diagramt repre enting the conipara-inofteenoolynamet tuic itrit

tive distribution of the limnetic. true estuarine. andi in interstitial fluids of sediments, have not yet ap-
eurviialine matrine specie-s in the htay of Kie, reared. A useful mianual IStrickland and 1'ar~on,.

IWO I on standardized Laboratory seawater analyises
%Eii- ot)s ix Es~rLU.%RiXE, lIEN TIIC is available.

ECI( 1)4 .Y The physical nature of sedimtents. especiakllv amiong
thle diversity ot tspes characteristic of estuaries. ha,%

t~Aiiiiii. ~'been more difficult to analyse ecologically i Dracli.
An irclusive study oi estuarine heiathic ecoilimn 1958; l~ighurst. 19m:; Moore. 1931a.; Moargais.

should involse conuiparative intestigatiuns of desaiti 19f:lar~suns. 19W.: Sandlers. 19%,. 19581 and bian
and distribution of the Iarutho'.: ecological life 11s yet to he done re-alistically standaird nicehanical-
torie%: siveies interaction% anid intraspecies popula- chronic~al analyst3 of seditment', for exaniple. requires
tsrn', andl beotic couauaunity structure. function. ott- (danruptise rrakaal oi samslde% iroinm the field ito tOw
Kin, and tev elopnic"t-all in relation to the estuarane laboratorv and destruss the very aggregations which
erw 'vstenl and to ecoss *sterns in adjoining fresh water constitute th aasn rmet of iniasuna There it
amnd sea%- OverAll e-tiphvasi% shouki Ile ont the inter- eriouas iwev I in the neAr iutvure thwrett-re. for a nuui.c
play amnwug living organsmns and the total inter- rapid. l"s taborhius method for determination in thr
related enims iirnment examined both in the field IRedi. lah~aatorv of such serhawntarY. chAracterislics as in.

field. 1Q58) and in the laboratory (Simpson. 1963)_ ortanic particle soize. poroast'i. contikacsnest. and or

Maximurn advancemnent in %uch studie can be ex- ganic content. E'srnlually a kind of sediment mapper
ported I.*% 1rinv~ing trisadly trained biologists the niav he dryrhiprd Ahich c.An he uased dirrtl,. in the
opportuuhmt to attack thi-s pruAlcms in a basic fashimi fieldi ftar at least gross anal'sas of *dirnerits without
w iih nww14'r tonis. taking their studies to whateser disturbing the subsratum and its rr~saent two"a. A

reasonable experrimenttal and descritptive levevl is re- -rmns is also necessary for nmeasuring quartitAtively

quirt-ed. even to molftular I Vallentyrie. 10-4. 195;1 in the laherwatory. and whimatela in the Wild the range

w4.
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of size and nature of organic and organic-inorganic for sampling bard surfaces which will supplement, or,
sediment aggregates. in difficult habitats, substitute for SCUBA divers;

(4) quantitative laboratory methods for extraction,The Benvthos without dis~upting, the mejobenthos and small mega-
Excisive sampling of the bottom (Petersen, 1913) benthos fromi sediments (Anderson, 1959; If edgpeth,

is stil! at the heart of most benthic research, and un- 1957c; Jorasson, 1955; Longhurst. 19&#; MacFady-en,
tii the advent of underwater diving, represenited an 1962, Rcrish, 1959); current methods are time con-
indirect or "blind" approachu (1.)ach, 1958; Long- suming. inexact, and destructive especially to soft-
hurst. 19(A; Riedl. 1958). The primitive level of de- bodied forms; (5) a universal standard for pore sizes
velopment of modern sampling gear IlDrach. 1958) of scrteens for sieving and sorting benthic orgarnsints
and its ineffieciency (Ilirkett, 1958; Holme, 1964; of various sizesi-though scone workers prefer to em-
Longhurst, 1964). is in a strut a measure of the slow ploy lore sizes which most efficiently segregate organ.
progress in this field (Rieda, 1958). Recent papers ismns from the range of sizes of sedimentary grains
reviewing present benthic sampling instruments and present in the samples without reference to a univee-
methods express concern over their inad-4uacies, and sal standard; and (6) standards which will provide
point out the serious need of innovations (Birkett. xcutrate data on density anid distribution for repre-
1958; Cummins, 1962; Drach, 1958; liedgpeth, 1957c; sentativc volume and number of samples per unit area
Holme, 1964; T. Hopkins, 1964: Longhurst, 1964; of bottoni, for various sines of organtisms, and accept-
McIntyre. 1956). Longhurst ( 1964) urges that, be. able factors for extrapolation of densities thus ob-
fore better samplers are devised, mnore be done on tained to the common denominator of square and.ssessment and standardization of current gear, re- cubcmerLngus.16)
lating kinds and density of fauna caught in the gear These requirements direct attention to the need for
to those actually present in the bottom (I Parard and uniform sampling and processing methods which will.
Jones. 19(A); Birketi. 1958; Drach. 1958; McIntyre, Hi !urm, permit universal conmparison of resulting data
1956; and R. Wood, 1903). Iluzzati-Traverso (1958) (Longhurst, 1964; Sanders. 1956; Thorson, 1957.
reeinph~asizes the need for quantification. -Special 1958). It should be stressed, however, that standard-
*'roblenis are the sampling of hard surfaces ([Doty, izationi should not be so inflexible as to pirevent use
1957; [)rach, 1958: l'cquegnat, 1964), Large scatt(. ed ot variations in investigating different basic ques-
infauna, and sparse widely ranging motile epifauna lions. The troublesome problems of sampling design(Van (leave and Ting, 19021i. Unquestionably the and of treatment of census data persist (Riernard and
most promising innovation in the study of the bcnthi.. )one&. 1960; Glover. 1961; Lcnighuert, 1964; Mac-
has been the adaptation of underwater diving (nrach. Fadyen, 1962 Thorson, 1957, 1958; Williams and
1948 1958; Forster, 1953. 1954; Gislen. 19:;0; Hai&. Lambert, 1960); they appear to have no simple so
1948; Morgans. 1959; Pequegnat, 19t-4, Turner etaW., lutivins- and they should be reevaluated in a sound
1%3;: R. Wood. 1903). Excessively turbid conditions biostatistical framework before application in future
in many estua.-ies. however, somewhat reduce its p-estuarine benithic work. Whether units oi biomass or
tential valu~e there. Under-water photography~ and un- numbers of indivithuals is the more meaningfu! way
derwater telc ision 4Barnes. 1958. 1963: Owevn, 1951 ; of handling biiotic data likewise is still debated 4 lius.
V'cevers. 195-1) are coeciing into common use in clear zati-Traverso, 19514; Langhurst. 19641; McNuhtv etil.,
waters, but turbidity limit% their use in "suaries 19(l.. S-anderrs. 19A8 1960. and until the comce"t of
flamres ( 1963) reports that placement of a cone of hicemass is better definett it may be expedient to use
fresh water held in a rigid container in iront of the both uniti in estuarine benth-c studies.
lens overicmes the difficuilt% to some extent, It is ".t difficult to set that current excasive "am-

In the Pursuit of quantitative e-stuarine breithic pling of bottom sediments IS grost~lY ineffiCien~t and
studies we are still left with scm.w unsatisfied critical inadequate. hfopefully more ecoolgieally realistic
needs . I i c-1lvtors to excise quantitative units of inethcad, wiill be dev-ised which will PC. .it studty of
bottoni 4 cmqinharable volumae and &rpth for all :'pe% the bernt" osu nra weith minimum disturbance. Can.
of sedinrirt. in a range of %ize% and tvpa-S Cered" to tinucess benthic sampling in one art-a by present nieth-
the grAihi-ni of nborthologicAl size. fratilst%. and den- nd%. c4-veulli with large, frequently Colkqied Sam.
sit! of Organismis. man including larxe. mrwae sprsl piesOf. sixw alters r-autrapssu cally the r"sAm- hwu,~
distributeit animals liv ing deeply an the sedimn~t; It anid its ens rronmrwi. . makinig rervahs dubiom, at birst
is evident that snmultaimtves sampling of all groups Aftal eus. integration. and interpretation of the di-
wilth the V~samite and ty-pe of gear is imrneactical ve-sty n ma nginstuder of 'ariablrs acrumniated in

MacFAulen. 196.11. and that the r~equred! number modlem bhentheic pap~atations and cumunegeiti invresti-
4d sample% depends on the dvemands of the uintestigaL-- gaiu can seildn he dwne aceierahele by sinspetion
tot (or prircison and the anhima .. ariabilitv of the alone, krece applietacin of rilerteisic eoinspgfr tech-
ptipulatk~i being samn4M aI), W. Havite. perisoal nwqw- in storing. retrieval. wed anah'ss I of dafta an
c-rniunancatume 4:a21 rshabl meterred trawl-like crel. oe~swr hoals4ui .cranatisI Plamker. 1%64a. b. Mac-
leetns w ahvd weill operate in the conimfsmea arcas oil Fads'. l91%.' Willamine .1u lambert. 9W) hao
wrialla- esituaries,. for vew-mrst~s acruratelr Large. mcGre straits the userfulnees of the m eto for rfe'uae b-is l--f midelr ranging rpdauna: (3) quantitativ%~ izuahods ihic catiienmwnt' studies. prmouwd it s4 CUMAo Pei a-
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mianly to facilitate manipulation of the data; but final of such nxidels a reasonable Possibility. The ex~cel-
analysis and interpretation is still a function of the lent -,unv-,ia.t- of seal~vater systemns fo; exp.erimental
investigator. aquatriai h ("lark ind[ Clark 196W4 pis an admirable

suirce of ideas anti ilaiiý. Experien~tAtion with
MuOLES( iP LSW.%53lru organic ,ubhtancc!. will require wor-king -A ith artili

Large-scale model estuaries have been used for cial beA water, now available conum~rcially. To aioid
many years to facilitate analysis of hydrographic 1abe- accumultation 4o concentratioiss ol metabulesi anti
nomena and Solution of probems relating top Pollutioni iicrOQrganiSbns.- whlich ifte'itahly result wikit inirials
and to securing and maintaining navigational facili- are held in closed syt¶-nis-usually with unpredictable
ties in tidal waterways (Barnes es at., 1957; l'ritch- conseqluences-ui is nvee..ary thdit running irather
ard, 1954; Simmons, 19610). The Delaware River .And than~i cloisedlj water %%steinib be employed. Sniali
Bay ntodel, for example, is coAtructed of concrete models make this practica:. L.Aboratory tuotklels are
an a horizontal scale of 1: 1,000 and a vertical seal-! especially useful in the study of ,he behavior and
of 1.100 (Pritchard, 1954). Consiierable accuracy ecological tolerances Of Pelagic, settling, and juvenile
has bein attained in the quiantitative reproduction 01 betithic invertebrates o laskin, lV 4).
amplitudes and phases of the tides, mean cross-sec- ROI E OF SYSTEMNIArics IN% FSTUARINE
tional velocities of tidal currents, density, and fresh-BNICEOLG
water force which affect the dispiersion, dilution, ai1BNTuCECLG
"flsing of wastes. The unqen of ecology is its emiphasis on living

These prototypes provide the estuarine ecologist organismus in relation to each other and to the physical
with ;t ready-mad.e. estuarine ino&e for controlled e,ývaronnient, and their responses and adaptationx to
ccollogical rese..reh on a large 5ca'c i ae. 19W8 the environmental labyrinth. It follows, thcrtfore.
Ingle. 19W)? . Maodels should be located an coastal that rigorous i'entifieation a"d classificatiom of thc',e
areas sheltered frorn stirrms. ant! in close proxami-,v biotic unints if fundamnental to ecologit..d research.
to clean high-salinity 5-a water andi clean iresh water Thus ecologists should have some facility in the use
(pieferably frcgm springs). With the use of ;.uto- of taxonomiic keys anti manuals and fantailiaritv with

matic continuously monitcring electroiaic: instrumsents nomenclature and classification. Iledgpieth (19531,.
and appropriate feedbacks. a number o- the promt. in fact, would go as far as to suggest that the first
nessi environmental factors could be effectively con- pirocedure in ecological research is -xercise in sv.5-
trolled in such a nsxle. Technically eass anaitses of tematics-anvd it is not hard to agree with hins. Be-
a wide variety of substances hv means of spectroplio- c-tuse of !hc signiticaklce of the con~'ezvt of the nicive
tomtetrtc techniques should facilitate per iodic "Mnitor_ in ecul;Vy as a basic functional unit of the biotic

igof salts and organic -ubstances in the resulting cornimunity 4, llutchan'4wi. 1953), it is imnperativv that
gradmient oi estuarine mater. Non-toxic substances ..rgar.'.an ber prolperhy identifietl to species, and in
,&vol, Auve to be eliminated fromt all Parts of the utipr ca-c-s to '-ubslpecies and race t lltizzati-Trarici O.
nva&:, Ther pr~4i4ntjae would Permit carefully con. 116-8. ;lncr. 1961 -Kaflat'. 19(.4: Kithn. 1958: Kohn
trolled expeinimenta on a b~rge scale for tvsting the andl O rians, 19t%2-aoant. 1458; Loo*saanoff and
relative imipozrtac ~4;i-ical arid chtesi 1esrt-m~wko 9 'osr 95a With research in
miental fActors f Rae. 1950t). and the espier~niental use ecol-gy ry.)pondtng rajaadlv on a worlidwidle halk"
oi an nr-a-.~nK numbier ef vpec"ie Raes marine there is .seritpus qua-aticm %hrtlicr thet presenpt limited

%taaet l ~sar guticna p~g- to ex- ttumbIet of taoruxiiaats wtill be in a ptiiticwa to hell.
Plowr tsorw i-a th- -intasrd la r ahi.c rittan- isa etu- tvaul'gists excr~t wAith, the roost difficult sysitemiati
arine heoth4 tvtilagt. Mars t'xA -4 estuarirse inst.- pri,1,nnyi, anti the burale'n m the nawlienclatural a

tebraes arl *.ira~&utarIo organajspits are noAW bring JCIte. tyj reia.,Wý Vi ýýl ';Illiters'l mheckit

cultuted under C-4ttirlet-. 116nzorit~ clat.nAlmn I Cost- Not .min fo r these in~vsant FreAU30. bat more ur
ksW And Is..u: P158 959. 191;A Kinne. :*A4: crntils wxri therei i, U-. osuk %is it) ;-e lne ini

F Lw-vzl.A~ O al ,itI V-4a3, I'rotiaili 95 lQS8 ss.l 1LSSIC "se~tc sa whle ltakwelk-r. Pk%
AiA i'inerw. 199: Wia. l'J5N. Wa~irw. l9.Sti and lfk,4i- there i, ifiiiuii nera for nular yaaamg bnsl4.
cold IV Irasis~eti -n large asurnlwrt iir such inacsin- gras it- mite ss ytnaa- F-sisoa L -arnard.I gal iti. 1'9sŽ' BtArnard arid1 Jon.w-a ,*fl. ItuzzsataTrair-wa

Thr-ar ilso Ah nedc" tor mllt rator--i n-colrh of ltI58. llek~rdgpr !9"3. lW~l.l Rvifrtbld, 193S1 Thbe
i~lesicris sand un-%s w.%We to the pantotilar r"-t1rsjmrrn!,p~ lise iii adi anet in !.rxo~n-vw kno ledge is held by a
alofprsiAc lahmriaoa% obsrtaltons wWi exiperimen~ti- zwtrrakus thian itir-Ae of aoVaa41sts 1 Relt~l. 19511,1
tp-vs Thewe rtuld 11r feirsterl at sfw<ial rtiemn I like Theter 's alitaftsr impfressas necessity flot a rentral
-1wierms-is in marine- labortairpie* lerv isar cteasý rwa~t rs.ceral nantoa or Intertu sisLwal
hsI~ttlrbahnifye wA ater- and provide :ndtepeaSrnA i.a ntAlaut-inw whrne hawe s9 sa% oaauics. whir" ra-411%ri
irI 4... V.0-- sAriltides as, t IemTAtUrT 14IM4N. PH1 (.*nV4A-Sr csii h %616Asa arAid nlekeiar'jerA
.,xiptn current %eirvit% tiirtmidee, wr.la draftz, amd 4i vlA-itirtied rgnions will he 31isilil In. Fysla0t,
Iiiist Tise cnaamvr;!Ws Avaslalabxoft 4iranspri-or. ior 4v4at and cow-porisum uith their squienus. - a htre

,,ucu. 4dr'11e4 AM cw'ausrv#awa -sfloa% plastic curfrent st'rntfl names nf uareaniass and their %is
aets, it k riasla tsabin. sat wvll &% an xswgonrtfqi of mivimws U1all hie Areesabl or a cravwnpterivoil Sit1ern

Pons I-sac puami-S aWI ssallu. nuke the fconstructimi 6K hac W;91l knit uap tW dat %nd will pern. .!rapid

L.. ____ - - -.-ý7!_
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retrieval of generic and specific names; and where (Day, 1964; Fischer, 1961 liunter, 1964; Nicol,
a complete library on the systeni-tics of the world will 1935; Panikkar, 1-950; Parker, 19(Aa, b; Thorson,
be housed and its cor~teiits indexed by computerized 1957); and that of these, species with pelagic larvAe
means for rapid use. A mnijor bottleneck in syste- increase fromt a few ito at-out Sa- pprc,"t fronm the
niatics and ecologi'-al research is the scattered litera- poles to the tropics~ Tlorson. 1',61 ). HJov, mch,
ture on !i'oupz, uf most organisms, and the present if any, of the global biotic gradient is effeuted byi
3,ttpendotisness of the task of bringing together a geographic position alone relative to t"# poles re-
catalog of major taxa, especially oi invertebrates, riains to lie invebtigated. Whether ldtituthr..al po~si-

Adults of species of megascopic estuarine benthic tiom. per se. of an organismi on the globie. -xclu-iric
;nvertetwates are re~ativelv well known suysteinaticall. ein the -ý-fects of temperature, day length, and Nio-
except in littlie-populated geographical areas, but not topic instability t. Fischer, 1961 ; Brongersma.-Saialers.
much has been done to study themi comparatively on 1957.). can be cantidered an ecological factor i. tru-
a broad scale in estuaries of the world. This study certain.
could be extended with profit, in time, to investiga- Most tatitudinal studies have compared anaii-w ac-
tion-s based on laboratory -reared organisms and field tmtit with particular reference to temperature, and
analyses of comparative morphological, physiological. show that within a species rates of metabolism in
anid behavioral var~ations within and among popula- marine poikilotherms are about the same in indi-
tiosis of representative species and subspo. ies (Kinne, vidu~Als from northern and southern seas at their own
1964; S-hleper. 1958). native temperatures: and that at any given tempera-

Early stages in the life history of e~tuartne benthic ture metabolic activity is greater in individuals from
invertebrates are generally lc-~s well known than the colder waters (Bullock, 1955; Dehniel, 1955 ; Thlorson,
adult, and thus provide an unusually fertile field for 1950,.
s~teinati' resecarches. Investigations wouild be en- lExcinsiiii of al', eytironmienul effects, if possible.

hanced by inclusion of a-s many repr'-sentalive stages wili lhe necessary to determitne whether a specific latin-
in ontogenies as feasihlf. In most cases this would tudbnal influemx: exists. l'rostrue estuarine spe-
reqjuire raising these populations in the laboratory, cies with their broad eur'ytopic pr-xchi~ities, and ex-
because working backwards. step by step in the field. tensive tlttintudinnal ranges sitay offer gooud c),perimental
frow identified juveninles to larval stages is n" always subjects In a provocative study of growth as a
a reliable method of idlentifying early stages (Car- fhubctiort of latitude in populations ef shallow-water
riker, 1961b). -uhalinc gastropcds oi the sasti spezci separated

Least known, ~vsteinaticallh. in estuaries are the latitudinally iii. approximately 1.900 miles, Debrief
miicro--. meio. And smiall i-egaben~thos. and these (9Sheld t'eniperature AnM other obvious factors
groups therefore pose insurmountaiAe tsixonomic bar- consaraJ He coTwlixJM that rates of growth of en-
riers, to most ecologists. For some of thesev taxa there cawv~tilAtrdewl i.nir' andI lar'ae from northern jxWo-
.sre no living symetrnatic specilsitws. and all the heathic latIV41 were to to rait imenes greame than fot
ecologist can do ts to a'narbktrars codes to poten- seostlvt ,tain at a C.-en comnparab~le temper-

zial species until such tinic as they tuvc been :nvea,- turr- No4Inz was said alx-1 a i.Lvatcoog'kcl-
ttgated 3%1stematlcaltt%' This, prottlcm is especially i-,!tuilinal etlertt pe !w:- he s~j-culated that tienles
slt~ma.ting now that brnibtc mcAogists recognize roofe quAlt. of 'iclk amd growth pr'Wns.~rr* in the rwrthern
clrdrl 'v the profound n s.g-l '.ignhacwe of Itit Vt Aler iishase rv1 4Aon'dt 1!-C ditereTire.
Smnaller henthic organisn's f atrkr-, 1956; Wiieser. 1
I IN) f

Lassil. ihere ts A con icuixii lack kZ cbeck~t~ti 'Fir %4mattkii (4 sm-r. etintiats- kimviogy. iti t-~-,
illus'tratr% ke ýs. hanitttw" at%-e' a-At nkWX4grplh t~iut"ii ~t h~ ofs~ 'Un mtjo'-.o3nL Stilw-
for t-stuakrie of gal rsnms of tOe world. The 'Aia .~e rtc, ~~ts~ rm-n.ote "Wrtir fa'-t(*T-S to

MI. " th-i 'sultki icn o rr~V'ts as Appirnit. that t s'smethe wA <6rtseoical rigture
Althcxgh siune ci the rrceirtit Nnm~x Ioat-4 , tircs uarier, 'mr t'ls att-1 r4ritsrie use disminlbtitson

Ttaserut andi U-hniizrr< 11);-i Vkl. lŽo K.-k wt oe e ~ os tlws ..r (ridqU~nfiy ;,f
sirt d, 19541. c.%tihogscai ButC11. IWOi: Sdigi. AlFCA111 nut-r And. llvisng orXA1tnmvn thschmrgrl In*,,

19541' am..! numerical 'Mrhnr.lJt: Rogers. the fk-asia (A ~r.ý. Anid, OWe I~~ý'. Abur%&i-
196-11 approaches 'miss enhAnce the 0-MMMIensAt orf thI" ;e'ss
Miturtmir ne ntli-t:c imanivn%_ti er ib i; in tomuch to be Fres-h Asat--T ist-nu3 -. d htiwOk-r, 111-3 - 1

5
'rs.v.

done first at fundsmnentzi l nw iolk-4gqai and Initge- I'4O;ý Rviutz. M.'~ 8s &iu* nr.to esitsarfft PriMar as
owraphic kvres thiat thewt ctoter all-trsas hes an A Large drazitw. ireazis frvtr. ai~rt r e!s WyA mds tsA
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448 ESTUAUIES: ECOLOGY AND POPULATIONS

Nelson, 1959, 1962); (4) aigaric colloids and clay- remove organic compounds from solution (Erdman
organic complexes (Bader, 1962, Carrite and Good- et al., 1956; Stevens, 1963) and fix carbon dioxide
gal, 1954); (5) detritus (Fox, 1957; Hjulstr6m, (Hammen, 1964); dissolved organic matter can be
1955; Nevin, 1946; Parsons, 1963); (6) debris; formed into particulate food (Bernal, 1961 ; Riley,
(7) microscopic and larger drift organisms (Dendy, 1963; Sutcliffe et ai., 1963) which can be utilized

1944) - and (8) heat in summer in non-tropic latitudes by certain invertebrates (Baylor and Sutcliffe,

(Nelson, 1947). The degree of survival of freshwater 1963; MacGinitie, 1945).

organisms as they drift into increasingly saline waters 2. Determine the source pathways and rates of

is poorly known. movement under varying seasonal conditions of

Despite the purity of rainwater, its pH may range selected inorganic molecules and clays from given
from 3.0 to 7.2, its Eh from 300 to 800 mi, and sites in the watershed into the estuary (Carritt and
fromu3.0 csto 72,its Obfo 300=, to, C0 my, aNd3- Goodgal, 1954; Carritt and Harley, 1957; Hevesy,
soluble constitdents of S o4 t, Cl-, HCO3 -, NOe -, 1956; Nelson, 1962) by means of radioactivc tracers
Na+, Ca++, and NH 4+ may often exceed one r ivlli- (Mauchline and Templeton, 1964; Pearson, 1960b).
equivalent per liter. Water originating in rivers and 3. Study the possible role of free metabolites de-
lakes has a pH1 range of 4.8 to 9.5 and Eh of -100 rived from the watershed as ectocrines in estuarine
to 600 my, in peat bogs a pH of 2.8 to 8.0 and Eh benthic communities (Lucas, 1961). Loosanoff et
below 500 my, in limestone caves a pH of 5.9 to 9.0 al. (1951), for example, in laboratory culture of bi-
and Eh of 100 to 455 ni, and in mineral soils a ph valve larvae in water taken during the winter and
of 2.8 to over 10 and Eh of -350 to 750 my (Baas spring from the Milford Estuary obtained incon-
Becking et a!., 1957, 1960). Thus at one physi- sistencies in growth possibly attributable to un-
ographic extreme a sandy pine barrens with its acid known trace substances in this water (to and Ina,
bogs and swamps drains an acid water low in min- 1955; Provasoli et al., 1959).
erals and high in stains (Carriker, 1961b). At an- 4. Consider the role of naturally occurring clays
other, a limey densely vegetated upland contributes and silts in adsorption and transport of naturally
clear alkaline water (Brust and Newcombe, 1940; occurring organic substances from the watershed
:Day, 1964). At still a third, a grossly deforested de- into the estuary (Carritt and Goodgal, 1954; Bader.
generating terrain loses excessive quantities of sedi- 1962; Nelson, 1962), and the use of these com-
ment which become deposited primarily in the head plexes by benthic filter and deposit feeders (Mac-
of the estuary (Emery and Stevenson, 1957b), ac- Ginitie, 1945).
celeated by electrolytic flocculation (Day, 1951; 5. Examine the capacity of estuarine benthic or-

Rochford, 1951), suffocating fixed benthic organisms, ganisrns to withstand the range of concentration of
reducing photosynthetic activity, and rapidly filling suspended sediments usually encountered i i e.-tu-
"the basin (Day, 1951, 1964; Hunter, 1912; New- aries. Inter- and intraspecific variations in toler-
combe, 1952; Shepard, 1953). Man, at an advaacing ance and adaptations to these are relatively un-
rate conmmensurate with the explosive growth of the known (Carriker. 1963; Day, 1951, 1964; Loosa-
human population, pipes domestic and industrial pol- noff and Davis, 1963; Yonge, 1953).
lution into estuaries (Pearson, 1960a) ; releases aerial
pollutants which wash into them; and ditches, dredges,
and fills them (Allen, 1964; Pourn and Cottam, 1950; ES-ARINE BASIN, INLET, AND OFFSHORE AREA

Thomas, 1956). A 'ru,- estuary tan exist oiy in Sea water (Hood, 1963; Lyman and Fleming,
climates with sonic rainfall, and inverse estuaries 1940; Sverdrup et al., 1942; ZoBell, 1963) transports
result in dlry regions i fedgpetl, 1957c1). a rich admixture of dissolved gases, minerals, organic

lhe characteristics and movements of factors con- molecules (Hood, 1963; Parsons, 1963), clays, silts,
tributed by watersheds to estuaries have been inade- sands (Van Straaten and Kuenen, 1958), organic
quately studied aod offer mnany profitable avenues for aggregates, debris, and microscopic and macroscopic
investigation. \ few of these are suggested in the organisms (including predators) into estuaries. Al-
foilowint, outlinc. though generally freer of organic fractions and sus-

1. Examlne the origin, nature, and telmporal dis- pended sediments than fresh drainage water, sea

tribution of dlissolved (Collier, 1953), and colloidal water carries a heavier load of dissolved minerals and
organic materials such as biocolloids and leptopel organisms ; zs a consequence of its conservative ther-
(Fox, 1957) originating in watersheds of various nial properties (Sverdrup et al., 1942), it provides
substrate and vegetational types: correlate the kind, a buffer against extreme fluctuations of temperature
q(lantity, and temporal and spatial distribution of (Clarke, 1954). I)enser than fresh water, sea water
these organic fractions with the seasonal decay moves into partially and con'pletely stratified estuaries
c dcls of vegetation in forested and swampy water- as a more or less distinct wedge along the bottom.
shed area';, contrasting freezing and warm c :ndi- In these circumstances its impact on henthos, espe-
tions; and investigate the potential of these frac- cially in the lower reaches of these estuaries, is more

tions as nutrients and as stimulants foi spaawning immediately significant than that of the overlying
an.d setting of estuarine benthic invertebrates. These fresh water whose mixing bottomward is delayed to
organic substances assume increased significance the degree that the estuary is stratified vertically along
no%% th;,t it has been indicated that invertebrates its course Blowden, 1964; Pritchard, l0a). Ex-
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ECOLOGY OF ESTUARINE BENTHIC INVERTEBRATES 449

ploration of the nature, seasonal distribution, and role tides (Emery and Stevenson, 1957b). High shores
of organic fractions of marine origin as nutrients, afford protection from wind and thus from wave ac-
growth m:,terials, and behavior-stimulating substances tion, and contribute to quiet estuarine habitats. Ex-
for the benthos (Lucas, 1961 ; Provasoli et al., 1959), tremely high fjord shores may provide considerable
and the extent to which live marine plankters are shade to the disadvantage of photosynthesizing or-
killed on contact with less saline estuarine water and ganisms.
added to the load of dead benthic organic matter, Prevailing loneshore coastal currents are important
provides a basis for an extended series of important not only in transporting coastadly eroded suspended 7

investigations. The biological implications of chemi- sediments, organic detritus, and debris (Zeigler,
cal and biological interactions occurring in the estu- 1964), but probably also pelagic larvae of benthos
ary between organic and inorganic substances derived (Bousfield, 1955b; Thorson, 1961) over long dis-
from the watershed and the ocean, especially in view tances from one estuary to the next. During the ebb-
of the fact that dissolved organic matter may be ag- ing tide the mass of water in lower reaches of the
gregated (Riley, 1963), are worth investigating, and estuary flows out of the inlet, carrying plankters with
may lend credence to the suggestion (Bernal, 1961) it (Ayers, 1956; Barlow, 1955; Carriker, 1959,
that polymerization of organic substances leading to 1961b), and portions of this water fail to return to
the origin of life may have taken place primarily on the same estuary, being transferred along the shore
estuarine muds. eventually to enter a neighboring estuary on a subse-

In addition to the physical variability provided by quent flood tide. In this manner it is likely there is
vo'ume and .-wiftness of flow of fresh water and rate substantial mixing among estuaries along many coasts
of terrigenous erosion relative to the shape and ca- of betthic biota equipped with dispersal stages. In-
pacity of the principal basin, the diversity of estuaries formation on this interesting biogeographic problem
is further augmented by the shape and minimal cross- could result from tracing the movement of large num-
sectional area of the inlet (Bruun and Gerritsen, bers of laboratory-reared pelagic larvae of benthic
1958; Day, 1951), tidal amplitude and type of tides invertebrates (Loosanoff and Davis, 1963) tagged
(Marnier, 1926; Rossiter, 1963), height of shores, with radioisotopes (Mauchline and Templeton, 1964),
stability of bottoms and shore lines, longshore circu- in a manner analogous to that being used to measure
lation, and degree of exposure to the ocean (Kuenen, the transport of sediments with radioactive and flu-
1950). In the Mediterranean, where the sea is rela- orescent tracers (Zeigler, 1964).
tively calm and tidal range is negligible, estuaries In time, the estuary is shortened spatially by sedi-
gradually broaden towards their mouths, and deltas mentary deposition at the head and by wave erosion
are common. In England, where tidal action is con- at the mouth, and filled by sediments. Rate and de-
siderable and wave action moderate, many estuaries gree of fill corresponds principally with the rate of
broaden and tidal mudbanks appear, but main chan- erosion of the watershed and inlet areas and ampli-
nels are kept open by the outflow of the river assisted tude oi eustatic movements of the coastline (Emery
by tidal currents. In South Africa, where wave ac- and Stevenson, 1957a; Kuenen, 1950; Russell, 1957).
tion is usually extreme and tidal range seldom more Estuarine benthos are generally unaffected by im-
than five feet, a sand bar is rapidly built up at the perceptible geological coastal movements induced by
mouth and behind this the estuary spreads out as a fluctuations of the shore relative to mean sea level.
wide shallow lagoon (Day, 1951). Estuaries are Furthermore, motile infauna and epifauna accommo-
characteristically muddy coastal regions, exaggerat- date rapidly to gradual short-range vertical physi-
edly so on coastal plains (Day, 1951, 19(4: Emery ographic alterations imposed by removal or deposition
and Stevenson, 1957b) which are typical of the east- of sediments (Carriker, 1961b). But the capacity and
ern coast and Culf Coast of the United States. The behavior of less motile estuarine benthos in adjust-
estuarine basin constitutes a reservoir for concentra- ment to relatively rapid fluctuations of the bottom
ti( n of sediment from both land and ocean (Van level are little known. Fixed epifauna, like oysters
Straaten and Kuenen, 1958). Volume of water in and barnacles, perish when covered by sediment, ad-
the estuary, which is related to capacity of the basin. justment occurring only indirectly through later re-
tidal amplitude, and volume of freshwater inflow, in- population of the area from elsewhere.
fluences the size and depth of the inlet and other
channels on sedimentary coasts. Unconsolidated sedi- ESTUARINE CIRCULATION

ments of barrier bars of bar-built estuaries are readily
shifted by severe storms (Hite, 1924; Raymont, 1949), Estuaries range from vertically more or less strati-
and inlets may be temporarily closed in the caze fled two-layered systems with opposing tet (residual)
of estuaries with minimal freshwater inflows (Day, non-tidal flows (drifts) of sea and fresh water to
1964), or shifted along the barrier beach in those more or less well-mixed vertically homogeneous sys-
receiving more fresh water (Carriker, 1959: Shepard, terns with unidirectional seaward flow. They grade.
1952). This is in contrast to rocky shores which from the idealized condition of the former to the homo-
support relatively stable inlets. Oceanic shorelines of geneous extreme of the latter as river flow decreases, .,
ioose sediment are likewise readily worn by wave tidal current velocities increase, width increases, and
action and contribute suspended sediment which is depth decreases (Pousfield, 1955a; Pritchard, 1955).
transported into neighboring estuaries on flooding No theoretical model y.t takes into consideration the
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possible effects of imperfect mixing of the fresh and Nelson, 1928), and in guiding rheotactically oriented
sea water (Rossiter, 1963). Tidal currents shift the mobile benthic organisms. The consequences of stag-
density stratification pattern up and down the estuary nation in the absence of estuarine circulation are seen
and contribute to vertical mixing. Winds may impose in the bottom stratum of deep estuaries with sills
further mixing patterns (Bowden, 1964), especially (Gaarder and Spirck, 1933) and in periodically
in shallow estuaries (Barlow, 1956; Roelofs and blocked, relatively shallow estuaries (Day, 1964).
Bumpus, 1954). Comparatively little mixing occurs One of the most obvious differences between an
between the fresh and salt layers of stratified systems estuary and the open sea, and greatly modified by
(Pritchard, 1960a), so that dissolved and inert buoy- the width of the inlet, is the decrease in strength of
ant particulate substances entering in the salt wedge wave action brought about by terrestrial semi-en-
probably move very slowly up the estuary over the closure (Day, 1951, 1959, 1964). The impact of this
benthos in the landward drift, mix upward slowly on sediments and distribution of estuarine biota will
across the level of no net motion and the halocline be discussed later.
(Nelson apd Perkins, 1931) into the surface fresh- ESTUARINE SALINITY AND TEMPERATURE

water stratum, anO are transported fairly rapidly sea-
ward in the surface drift. Thus substances entering Because of the relative ease of measurement of
in land drainage may never co-ne directly in contact these factors, their vertical and horizontal distribution
with estuarine benthos. In homogeneous estuaries in estuaries is well known (Bassindale, 1943b; Bous-
distribution is uniform from surface to bottom, and field, 1955a; Carriker, 1951b, 1959, 1961b; Day, 1951,
the benthos probably are affected directly by the 1964; Gunter, 1961; Hopkins, 1957; Kinne, 1964;
products of both watershed runoff and sea water. Milne, 1938; Pearcy, 1962; Rochford, 1951; Seger-
Although no statistics are available on this point, straale, 1957; Stroup and Lynn, 1963; Wells, 1961).
probably the majority of open estuaries of the world Superimposed upon the broad salinity gradient from
are of the partially mixed types. Pelagic larvae of mouth to head is a series of salinity oscillations of
benthic parents in stratified estuaries tend to be varying -duration and amplitude at any point along
blocked from swimming into the freshwater stratum the estuary (Yonge, 1949a) corresponding with daily
by the chemical ceiling imposed by the halocline and lunar tidal cycles, seasons, rainfall, and melting
(Nelson and Perkins, 1931; Bousfield, 1955a. b), a snow and ice. Land drainage during periods of heavy
little-understood behavioral mechanism which appears precipitation forces salt water down the estuary, and
to provide protection from osmotic stress. spring tides move high-salinity water farther up the

Although duration of the complete tidal cycle in an estuary than do neap tides. Although salinity is gen-
estuary is the same as that in the ocean, duration of erally credited with setting the upper limit of pene-
ebb is greater than that of flood tide, and time of low tration of estuarine species (Fischer-Piette, 1931), it
and high tide at the head of an estuary is later than is a complex interaction of many factors, any one or
that at the mouth. In estuaries with relatively small combination of which, exclusive of osmoregulatory
inlets the volume of water entering during flooding problems (Prosser, 1955), could act as sources of
spring tides does not lea~e before the next flood tide, this barrier. For the majority of benthic estuarine
and consequently neap tides expose more of estuarine species the minimum survival salinity imposes a re-
bottoms than spring tides. The effect of these phe- straint which oscillates up and down the estuary with
nonena on the benthos is unknown, changes in freshwater inflow (Bousfield, 1955b; Car-

A major biological significance of the net circula- riker, 1955a; Gunter, 1961; Hopkins, 1957, 1962:
tion pattern in partially to completely stratified estu- Milne, 1940a; Segerstraale, 1957; Wells, 1961). At
aries is the vehicle it provides for potential retention summer temperatures in temperate latitudes mortality
of pelagic larvae, and for mixing and concentrating rates of some molluscs increase as salinities fall, but
inorganic and organic nutrients and other biotically this rate is reduced at lower temperatures so that in
important substances. Tidal currents and estuarine winter they may withstand low salinities for pro-
drifts also aid in mingling and dispersing gametes, tracted periods (Amemliya, 1928; Carriker, 1955a).
spores, larvae, and minute older stages: in removal In the case of certain transient shrimp and crabs sur-
of metabolic products from, and bringing food and vival at low salinities is greater at higher tempera-
oxygen to, fixed benthos; and in flushing from the tures (Kinne, 1964; Pearse and Gunter, 1957). Kinne
sediment metabolic products of benthic microbiologi- (1964) reviews the effect of low limiting salinities
cal activity (Ferguson Wood, 1962). It is significant on reproduction in estuarine invertebrates. Benthos

) that current velocity is reduced to negligible rates which can retreat into burrows or exclude exchange
immnediately above many bottoms, because of resist- of water by closure of exoskeletal parts aic thought
ance, and is difficult to measure accurately there with to be more resistant to low salinities than exposed
available current meters. Estuarine currents, further- "naked" species (Kinne, 1964; Moore, 1958). Thus
more, may aid predators in locating prey by means of the concentration, magnitude, and rate of change of
chemical clues (Blake, 1960: Carriker, 1955a, 1957), salinity, and duration of exposure to these, are all
in distributing benthos floated off the substratum and ecologically significant (Bassindale. 1943b, Day, 1951;
intertidal invertebrates crawling under the surface Smith, 1959), Furthermore, as dilution of estuarine

, film of water on the incoming tide (Carriker, 1957; water varies with fluctuations of freshwater inflow,
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the proportion of salts in estuarine waters, generally changes in water, and it is postulated that these
slightly different from that of sea water to begin with changes influence the behavior and activity of biologi-
(Carpenter, 1957; Kinne, 1964; Pearse and Gunter, cal s! tems. Thus optimal conditions for growth
1957), and a function of the mineral composition of occur somewhere near the middle of the interval be-
the hinterland (Day, 1951), may oscillate still further. tween two consecutive kinks, or approximately at
On the whole there is a higher ratio of carbonate and 7-8, 22-23, and 37-38" C. where the liquid is struc-
sulfate to chloride and of calcium to sodium in estu- turally most stable to thermal changes and conse-
arine waters than in sea water (Emery and Steven- quently where the most stable conditions for biologi-
son. 1957a; ZoBell. 1963). The effect of these ionic cal activity are present. This further suggested to
fluctuations on the behavior and distribution of es- Oppenheimer and Drost-Hansen (1960) the possibil-
tuarine Ienthos has not been rel)orted in any detail ity that an organism may have more than one optimal
(Kinne, 1964; Segerstraale, 1964). Day (1951) notes temperature in nature, that this may account for
that the concentration of salt in sea water may be increase in activity at certain periods of the annual
higher than essential so marine animals will tolerate cycle corresponding to the predicted optimal tern-
passively a limited and slow reduction of salts, re- perature, and that microorganisms which are opti-
maining isotonic throughout the change; possibly the mally active in arctic environments may also be active
same is true of changing proportions of minerals, in tropical environments at temperatures between the

In vertically well-mixed estuaries the higher por- kinks. The implications of these aspects of molecular
tions of the intertidal zone will be inundated only by and quantum biology (P. Person, personal communi-
the high salinity of high tide, and in the lower por- cation) are worth examining in terms of ciliary, lo-
tions greater salinity fluctuations may occur as fresher comotory, growth, spawning, predatory, feeding, and
water from the upper estuary flows seaward each other activities of estuarine benthos with reference
ebb tide, whereas in stratified estuaries the intertidal to the seasons, location along the estuarine gradient,
zone may be subject to extremes of dilution. These and in estuaries located along the latitudinal range.
variations undoubtedly influence the intertidal dis- For example, is it possible that there is a null point
tribution of benthos (Day, 1951). in the vicinity of 15" C. at which minimal activity in

Thermal oscillations accompany those of salinity terms of spawning, feeding, and locomotion may be
in estuaries, though not necessarily correlated with expected on a seasonal and latitudinal scale?
them, and result from the seasonal warming and cool- In upper latitudes benthic intertidal organisms may
ing of the land and similar, more conservative, cycli- freeze and ice may scour and gouge them away
cal thermal changes in surface oceanic waters. Thus (Bousfield, 1955b; Madsen, 1936). Kanwisher's pi-
temperature conditions at the mouth are more stable oneer studies on the effect of freezing on intertidal
than those higher up the estuary (Day, 1951). Within organisms (1955, 1957, 1959) should stimulate fur-
normal limits of subtidal distribution in a given estu- ther work along these productive lines. Amplification
ary, heat is not normally lethal to benthos because of of this approach with reference to the estuarine sa-
their relative independence of temperature (Bousfield, linity gradient and the capacity of organisms physi-
1955b; Bullock, 1955; Kinne, 1963b; Prosser and ologically to adjust or regulate (Prosser, 1955) also
Brown, 1961). As the density of the water varies bears consideration. Also worth pursuing are similar
with temperature, thermal differences in the two- investigations in the estuary on the effect of heat in
layered estuarine circulation system can enhance its warmer seasons and regions of the globe. Little has
stratification and rate of residual circulation. This oc- been done on the seasonal vertical migrations of
curs in the late spring and early summer in temperate motile benthos within sediments and the correlation
latitudes, when freshwater runoff is warmer and of this with temperature (Carriker, 1955b). It is not
lighter than the colder, heavier sea water irrespective surprising that year-round studies of estuarine ben-
of salinity differences: the converse obtains in the fall. thos in higher latitudes have received much less at-
No one has attempted to relate these phenomena to tention than summer investigations: reports on long-
the fact that most spawning of benthos occurs in the range studies which have appeared (Sanders, 1960:
late spring and early summer in temperate and boreal Thorson, 1946a, b) attest the substantial productive-
regions. The migration of animals, including preda- ness of the over-winter approach.
tors of estuarine benthos, in and out of estuaries in Heat distribution in sediments can be determined
relation to temperature is not completely understood readily by means of thermal probes. Changes in the
(Day, 1951 ), though migrations of invertebrates and sediment reflect those of the overlying water, but the
fishes into warmer water in winter have been reported rate is more conservative and is dependent on the
(Kinne, 1963b). thermal buffering capacity of the sediment (Johnson.

Drost-Hansen (1956: Oppenheimer and Drost- 1965: Linke, 1939: MacGinitie, 1935). Because of
Hansen, 1960) has suggested that a number of more the cooling effect of evaporation, an exposed bottom
or less abrupt changes in the properties of water and is cooler than a submerged one at a similar constant .
aqueous solutions occur when the temperature is in- air and water temperature.
creased irom 0' to (0' C., these changes or "kinks" Distribution of interstitial salinity is considerably
occurring at approximately 15, 30, 45, and 60" C. more difficult to study and consequently is less well
The kinks are believed to be caused by structural understood (Alexander et a/., 1932: Emery and Ste-
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venson, 1957a, b; Jansson, 1962; Johnston, 1964; can migrate vertically at least a centimeter in the

Nelson, 1962; Smith, 1956). Jansson (1962) and mud with rise and fall of the tide (Ferguson Wood.
Cox (1963) strongly recommend study of the salts 1962). Motile benthos are generally negatively photo-
of interstitial estuarine water by means of electrical tactic to strong illumination (Carriker, 1957), and
conductivity, which is directly proportional to total thus may benefit from the shaded estuarine conditions.
salinity, though the ionic composition may vary from coming out into more exposed areas in da)light dur-
that of sea water of the same salinity. Jansson (1962) ing periods of heavy turbidity. Conversely, infaunal
has demonstrated in the laboratory that certain oli- invertebrates with light-sensitive organs at the sedi-
guchaetes will choose a preferred interstitial salinity ment-water interface (Light, 1930) may be at a dis-
over another, advantage in the dimmer estuarine environment %hen

Kinne (1963b) emphasizes the combined ecological relying on shadows cast by passing predators to es-
and physiological importance of temperature and sa- cape by withdrawal. This interesting possibility has
linity, and thus the need to consider the effects of not been investigated. A number of investigators sug-
these factors jointly. Temperature can modify the gest that light plays an important role in the behavior
effects of salinity and change the salinity range of and distribution of pelagic larvae of benthic organ-
an organisni, and salinity can correspondingly modify isms (Carriker, 1961b; Haskin, 1964: Nelson, 1916:
the effects of temperature. Nelson, 1926; Thorson, 1957). Except for Haskin's

Hydroclimagraphs (Hedgpeth, 1951) may present significant discovery that in the laboratory oyster lar-
a useful means of comparing salinity-ten .erature vae do not respond to changing salinities except un-
conditions in varying estuarine sediments. *tauber's der light passing through a yellow-grain filter .vith
(1943) haligraph, which combines a map and graph maximum transmission at 575 s, little is recorded on
on which are plotted the geographic points at which the specific effects of light and which frequencies of
salinities are determined, the value of these salinities, the spectrum are etlective. Much has been written
and the total range of salinity as it varies with tide on photoperiodicity, but little is recorded on the effect
and depth of water, might be a uscful way of record- of light periods (exclusive of temperature effects)
ing the salinity dynamics of estuarine sediments. on, for example, gonadal development and hibernation

Although no one appears to have suggested the in estuarine benthos at different latitudes. Finally.
possibility, it is reasonable to suppose that warni Friedrich (1961) summarized information that sug-
cooling water from atomic energy plants along estu- gests that penetration of marine organisms into estu-
aries could be released at the surface and in the arine waters depends not only on temperature and
vicinity of sewage outfalls in order to accelerate the oxygen content of the water, but also on light, pene-
flushing of this pollution out to sea in the surface tration being facilitated by the absence of light. This
drift. bears further study in terms of a possible higher rate

of penetration of marine predators into estuaries dur-
LInHt EnsRiy o p i ESTUAR e yrS ing periods of high estuarine turbidity.

Intensity penetration energyAN
reduced by absorption and scattering, while stains Susr'..IXENTO nIuEDTS A.ES
and suspended particles further attenuate its intensity

and modify the degree of penetration of each part of The characteristically turbid nature of estuarine
the spectrum (Clarke, 1954; Clarke and James, waters is a product of the interplay of: (I) the par-
1939; Clarke and Oster, 1934; Cooper and Milne. ticulate matter horn the watershed, off-inlet shores
1938). Because of the seasonal discharge of muddy and bottoms, reworking and scouring of eqtuarine
streams and rivers, variations in plankton bloonis. bottoms by tidal currents and waves, loosening of
an4 seasonal changes of light intensity, the quantity bottom sediments by burrowing animals, and deconm-
of Kolar energy reaching the benthos is highly vari- position of pelagic and benthic estuarine organi~ms:
able. Suspended matter absorbs the blue and green (2) the net two-layered opposling estuarine circula-
wave lengths of light, and, because of the lower sm- tion pattern; (3) the mixing of fresh and sea water
linity, less of the infrared and visible red is absorbed and consequent flocculation of finer particles; and
by dissolved salts (Cooper and Milne, 1938). The (4) the presence of relatively quiet sedimentation
predominantly turbid nature of most estuarine waters areas provided by semi-enlosures and widening oi
makes their bottoms considerably more shaded than the eotuarine basin. The original bulk of sediment in
those of clear sea water. These conditions dircctl 'y most estuaries is derive(] from the watershed, in wmnw

Saffect p~hotosynthetic microorganisms dwelling on or from• the sea. and in some probably from both, it

near the surface of the sediments. The marked con- is this which makes determination of origin difficult.
trast in primary prodiuctivity between suicida, Wo. Int all estuaries the quantity of sediment is generally

ton1s and intertidal flats has been i nvest igated by greater thati d." ccumulating on the watershed and

Sanders (19M, 1960) and Sanders Ct 01. (1962). off-inlet areas lassindale. 194.1a; Burt. 1955: Cooper
Little information is available on penetration of light and Milne. 1938; •mery and Stevenson. 1957a, b:
into different types of estuarine sediments: depth at Guilcher. 1958: Kuencn, 1950; Salomon. 06€2).
which photosynthesis ceases is unknown, though pho- Suspended estuarine sediments consist of particles
tosynthetic cells may be found as deep as 12 cm and and aggregations of particles floitting in a comnplex
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solution, and, though having affinities with terrige- (D)ay, 1951). Flocculated particles, organic and in- .
nous and marine sediments, they retain their own organic and mixtures of these, caught in vertical tur-
unique character and complexity (Nelson, 1962). In bulence, will be held in suspension for a long time or
open surface waters the organic component of sus- until transported out into neritic waters, where they
iended sediments consists of zooplankton 3 percent are dispersed and sedimented as turbulence decreases.
or more, phytoplankton seasonally up to 50-60 per- Sonic may he returned to the estuary later in the
cent, and organic detritus up to 90 percent (Hayes, bottom drift. Nelson (1959) reported that freshwater
1964). Similar data are not available for estuaries, streams discharge into estuaries both dispersed sedi-
The original structure and texture of terrestrial soils mentary particles and floccular aggregates originat-
are broken up and the components transported into ing in weathering horizons of the watershed. The
the estuary by forces of water flow. Sediments may dispersed particles are carried in relatively permanent
there be transformed by ion exchange reactions, re- suspension, while floccular aggregates are transported
crystallization, assumption of new bulk properties, by saltation and temporary suspension, later settling
and changes in associated microbiota. Drifts and in quieter areas. Concentration of dispersed sus-
tidal currents distribute the gradient of particle sizes, pended sediment in low salinities at the head of the
and tidal currents and wave action locally redistribute estuary exceeds that in the freshwater discharge. He
and rework these particles and sort them into well- attributed this increase to deflocculation of floccular
differentiated, more or less homogeneous sediment aggregates in the lowest salinity zone. Concentration
types (Innian. 1949; Sanders, 1958). It is thus that of dispersed suspended sediment decreases down the
the textural variations typical of estuarine substrates, estuary as a result of progressive dilution of fresh
of such significance to benthic ecology, are formed water by neritic water, and not significantly by floc-

Nelson, 1962). ctaltion and subsequent settling out.
Coarsest particles drop out at, and immediately It appears, then, that what fractions do settle out

beyond, the mouths of streams and in the vicinity of are deposited mainly in quiet areas relatively free of
inlets. The proportion of sand decreases front the waves where the water is at rest for a sufficient
head and itlet toward the upper region of the estuary, length of time at each turn of the tide for settling to
finer .in(ls settling out roughly as water motion de- take place (Hantzschel, 1955; Nelson, 1959; Roch-
creases l)ay. 1951 : Inian, 1949) In strong chan- ford. 1951) ; field observations confirm this. It is
nel currents abrasive forces of waterborne sands probable that more sedimen-ation occurs during the
may be sufficiently harsh to remove even oyster larvae ebb than during the flood, as current velocities are
which may have settled there on exposed rock sur- lower and duration of flow is greater during the ebb;
faces (Shelbourne, 1957). Larger silt particles also and more during neap than spring tides, because of
probably sink directly from suspension; successively lower tidal amplitudes and correspondingly lower
finer particles accumulate in the deeper, quieter areas current velocities during neap tides.
and toward the high water linc in areas where wave The literature stresses the role of physical and
turbulence and current velocity are minimal. leading chemical factors in sedimentation of colloids and
to the formation of flats, tidal marshes, and mangrove larger particles, but it is the writer's untested obser-
swamps I Day. 1951 ; Emery and Stevenson, 1937b: vation that biotic activity may be more important in
Guilcher, 1958: Kuenen, 19.5: Kurz and Wagner, this regard than has been suggested to date (Kuenen.
1957; Rochford. 1951). 1950). Estuarine bottoms are paved by a wide vari-

The problemn of deposition of colloidal particles in ety of in- and epifaunal filter feeders (Barker Jorgen-
estuaries is complicated and not entirely resolved sen, 1955. 1962; Marshall, 1960), a number of which
iKuenen, 1950: Sverdrup el al., 1942). According are ,clll knunT, as sediment consolidators (Lund.
to Ruchford ( 1951M) electrolytic flocculation of col- 1957; Maas G(esteranus. 1942; Verwey, 1952). Fur-
Ioidal clay-silt fractions takes place at a fairly low therniore, the epidermis of external soft parts in the
ch•,winity figure, and the rate w, sedimentation is mantle cavity and other gill chambers of many in-
halanced between gravity and vertical turbuh-tce de- vertebrates consists of mats of mucous and ciliated
velopoed by water movenent. Thus niaxinnnt deposi- cells that function in trapping and removing the
tio. occurs in quiet sheltered areas where water is settling particles ((arriker, 1963). The volume of
nearly motionless, Coa.ser materials larger than 15 p estuarine water front at least the lower vertical stra-
lilay not he flocculated and will settle aplproximately turn which is pumped through these organismic filter-
at the cinliuted vilocity ; but finer flocculated ma- ing devices, or moves over these ciliated cleansing
terials s-ttle with a velocity equivalent to that of surfaces, must be substantial (Barker Jorgensen.
iluarty tpheres ,Itween 5 and 15 * in diameter, or 190) and accumulation of botton sediments by defe-
I to -t0 in lI-r day I Sserdrup el al.. 1942)). Coloring cation and ciliary concentration could account for a
matter fronm decomposition of vegetable matter in the major percentage of the sedimentation process. Jr. a
waterlhed is a ipsitive-charged colloid and is de- more passive way rooted estuarine plants (tidal marsh V
lposite'd in the Iprc-sne of c~lholal silt which is ne'ga- s.egetation, mangroves. Zoitem, Ruppia, and similar
tively charged: but it is not coagulated by metallic formsi accelerate sedimentation hy providing quiet
ions (if sea water. In siome Smuth Africar estuaries tones for settlement (Ferguson Wood. 1962).
the brown color persists even in salinities of 30 X Bader (1962) demonstrated experimentally in the
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laboratory that naturally occurring dissolved organic of estuarine water and may be carried for a long time
molecules are absorbed from aqueous solution by in suspension before they settle or come close enough
naturally occurring clay minerals to form clay-organic to filter-feeding organisms to be taken in by them.
complexes, controlled primarily by the crystallographic Once deposited on the bottom, detritus adheres there,
structure of the mineral and the molecular weight, bound by organic matter in various stages of decom-
functional group, and structure of the organic com- position. It is these mucoid binding materials that
pound. There is a preferential order of association of give fine estuarine deposits (Kuenen, 1950: Macnae.
both minerals and organic compounds. The clay 1956) their specific properties and are the main cause
montmorillonite removed the most organic molecules of the mixing of finer and coarser fractions in the
from solution, then illite, kaolinite, and quartz, in that same deposit (exclusive of rhythmic stratification
order; alanine was most readily and consistently re- imposed by fluctuations in water motion). Only rela-
moved by all the minerals, then sucrose, fructose, tively strong water action or activities of animals can
succinic acid, and oxalic acid, in this order. Ex- then dislodge the surface layers (Kucnen, 1950).
pressed on a relative scale based on 100 for quantity Parsons (1963) reviews a number of recent methods,
of soluble organic matter in the sea (average of I some of which when further developed may facilitate
mg/I), Parsons (1963) gave the following propor- the study of suspended detritus. These methods in-
tions of total organic materials: soluble organic mat- volve photography, particle size analyzers, distinction
ter, 100; particulate organic matter (minimum size of phytoplankton and othu- particles by means of red
1 ), 10; phytoplankton, 2; zooplankton, 0.2; and fish, fluorescence of chlorophyll, and estimating the total
0.002 (R. Wood, 1963). For coastal offshore waters living portion of particulate matter. As d-tritus is
Barker Jorgensen (1955, 1962) reported concentra- readily fragmented when removed from it, natural
tions ranging from 2 to 5 mg/I; and for coastal environment, it is best studied in situ; the viewing
bodies of water in the U.S.S.R.. Skopintsev (1959) devices of Nishizawa ct al. (1954', and the television
recorded a range of 3 to 13 nig'l. Negligible infor- microscope (Barnes, 1958) may be helpful. For the
mation on the concentration of dissolved organic mat- study of distribution and patch;ness of suspended
ter in estuaries is available but because of biological detritus, Tonolli's (1958) apparatus raight be con-

o activity there and the amounts brought down in sidered.
stream water (Hood. 1963), it should be higher than Guilcher (1958) suggested that certain mudbanks
in the it" Dissolved organic substances identified in seem to have reached a state of equilibrium in spite
sea water are listed by Hood (1963). The potential of the presence of suspended sediment over them.
significance of sorption to clays in making the sub- This is of ecological significance to benthic cum-
stantial reserve of dissolved organic matter available munity stabilization, and is worth further study. Such
to benthic filter and deposit feeders is clear (Fox an investigation would be difficult inasmuch as deter-
et al., 1952), and in this sense it is a favorable cir- mination of the rate of accumulation of sediment in
cumstance for estuarine benthos that both dissolved the sea presents formidable difficulties (Kuenen,
organic matter and suspended clays are especially 1950).
abundant in estuaries. Fox (1957) called these finely Owing to the unconsolidated nature of estuarine
particulate fractions leptopel, and found that concen- sediments, the subtidal and intertidal banks of chan-
tration of organic (protein, lipid, polysaccharide) and nels (including those of marshes, but less so through
inorganic (silicates, insoluble carbonates, phosphates, mangrove swamps), are continuously eroded along
hydrous oxides i portions and proportions between the outer bank of a ctrve by waves and currents, and
the two classes were highly variable even in temperate simultaneously buih up) on the opposite bank; mean-
waters in nature 4Hooid, 19(3). Their disposition ders are cut off: abandoned channels are filled; and
depends upon depth, temperature, light, relative den- other physiographic alterations are very slowly but
sities, water movements. seasons, and proximity to constantly occurring (Kuenen, 1950: ltagotzkie et al..
land. In surface neritic watt the concentration may 1959 1. Fecal and pseudofecal pellets formed b. ben-
aplproch several mg I and increase tenfold or more thos i Moore, 1955) and sedlimentary particles re-
i immediately beneath surface slicks. The amounts of leased by animals burrowing for shelter or food are
organic matter may rise by a hundred thousand times further added to the load of suspended materials. This
their values when adsorbed to fine inorganic particles resuspens~on of sediment takes place most actively
or lbottom muds. during the flooxd of spring tides. As a consequence

(oarser to macroscopic organic-inorganic conm- of estuarine tidal mixing, sedimentation, and rework-
plexes have been known tor sonic time as detritus. inx processes, turbidity of the water is higher at a
In suspension they occur mainly in the form of loosely given point in the estuary at low than at high tide.
aggregated, flaky, sometimes frothy mixtures of or- This is particularly evident in the lower re.,ches of
ganic molecules, including vitamins. organic col- the estuary t Cooper and Milne, 1938), where water
hids. and organic fragients intermixed with %arious is clearest and most .aline during high spring tides
prolxmirtioms of clay. ilt, fine s.'nd, and living micro- 4 Carriker, 1959 1.
Iiota (Parsons. 190.3; Starr. 1956: Zhukova. 1963: Although it is known that the presence of signifi-
Zhuknva and Fedosov, 1963). Many of these detrital cant amounts of fine suspend,-d particles decreases
aggregates have a specific gravity approaching that perceptibly the rate of fall of large particles (Hjul-
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str6m, 1955), there is a scarcity of information on ( Bader, 1962; Burkholder, 1963: Hayes, 1964; Kan-
the mechanical effect of these particles on pelagic wisher, 19%2; Kohlmeyer, 1963: Nelson, 1962; Op-
larvae of benthic parents. Studies performed on estu- penheimer, 1963; Sanders, 1960; Sears, 1959; Wieser,
arine bivalves suggest that their larvae display a con- 1960; Ferguson Wood, 1962; Zhukova and Fedosov,
siderable tolerance to suspended sediments. Loosanoff 1963). The field is far from exhausted, but results
and Davis (1963) found that oyster larvae (Crasso- so far indicate that this has been a rewarding trend.
strea virginica) may live as long as 14 days in con- The most characteristic and best known estuarine
centrations of 2 giI of silt and up to 4 g/I of substrate consists of clays and silts and organic mat-
either kaolin or Fuller's earth under laboratory con- ter, and is found principally in the upper reaches and
ditions, demonstrating the ability of the larvae to quiet lateral areas of estuaries. This substrate as-
withstand the highly turbid conditions of its natural sumes a distinctive profile to a depth of a decimeter
estuarine environment. Clam larvae (Mercenaria or so, and, being an integrated spectrum of all the
mercenaria) apparently do not utilize detritus for physical, chemical, and biological factors there, serves
food and, as they are capable of selective feeding and to distinguish many of the microenvironments in
cotntrolling the volume of intake up to a certain level quieter areas of estuaries (Nelson, 1962). Ecologi-
of concentration of available food cells, sedimentary cally, the upper la.ser very roughly 5 to 10 cm deep,
particles may be selectively eliminated from the diet. which is inhabited by burrowing invertebrates and re-
Loosanoff's further observation, that growth of worked by them, grades into the bottom or "histori-
straight-hinged larvae of oysters and clams was often cal" unworked zone; below the burrowing line there
considerably more rapid than that of controls when is a decline with depth in the number of bacteria
small quantities of sediment were ;ntroduced to the (Haves, 1964).
cultures, suggested to him that these particles. ad- There is no fundamental textural differentiation
sorbed toxic substances present in the cultures. The among horizons of the clay-silt-organic sediment pro-
heavy loads of clays and silts which enter estu-aries file. It is primarily a chemical and biological adjust-
may conceivably adsorb the increasing quantities of ment between the oxygenated mobile overlying water
toxic pollutants flowing into these emhayments, and and the de-oxygenated and immobile sediment at
may account for survival of these and other similar depth in which diffusion and exchange proceed up-
larval species of invertelbrates, who do not ingest ward toward the free water and vary seasonally, at
inert particles, in the face of increasing pollution. least, in non-tropic regions. At the sediment-water
The greater the degree of selective elimination from interface (Haves, 1964) there is a thin layer of semi-
the diet of inert particles by filter-feeding adult ben- fluid brown oxidized sediment which is swept tem-
thos, the greater the chance of escape from these ad- porarily into suspension by the stronger currents.
sorbed poisons; correspondingly, non-selective de- Below this is a thin layer of olive gray sediment
posit and suspension feeders would be most vulnerable and then one of very dark gray or black mud. Where
to poisoning. Loosanoff's experiments provide the water movements above the bottom are sluggish and
basis for many more studies on the role cf sedimen- there is minimum diffusion of molecules from the
tary particles in the lives of pelagic larval stages of water to the sediment, these zones may compress
estuarine benthos. Furthermore, there is much more close to the surface. Nutrients and trace elements
to be known of the capacity ef different larval species diffuse across the second an, third la-ers from the
to ingest and utilize the available spectrum of sus- sediment into the overlying water. Be!ow them all
pended organic particles, the concentrating mecha- is a layer, typically medium to light gray in color,
nisms by means of which this is (lone, and whether which represents sedinmmt that has passvd beyond
finest mineral particles may not themselves be in- maximum microbial decomposition and chemical ac-
gested to satisfy physiological mineral requirements. tivity. The depths of the various horizons below the

sediment-water interface are a function of ventilation
ESTUARINE BOTTOM SIIMPIENTs in the overlying water, and their positions shift with

These differ importantly front terrestrial soils as changes in these conditions. V'arying degrees of water
a result of physical alteration and redistribution and movement will erode the surface of the profile or may
chemical adjustments in the estuary: they are unique adi:i; f..m sand, and in shallow water the mud may
assemblages of matter retaining their own character be swept away, leaving a sand which does not exhibit
anid complexity (Nelson, 1962). They constitute a the typical estuarine sedimert profile (Nelson, 1962).
massive ecological complex of factors ,)f significance Moore (1930), in a mud profile in Bristol Channel,
to benthic organisms; as Longhurst (1964) points distinguished an upper dark layer containing a high
out, the nature of sediments should receive almost as organic content, an intermediate reduced stratum with
much attention as th - fauna in them. Until a decade less organic matter, and an anaerobic layer with very
or so ago emphasis in the ecological stuo.L of marine little organic matter. Sanders (1960), in the high
sediments was placed on gross texture and total or- salinity silty-clay sediment of Buzzards Bay. noted a 'i,.
ganic carbon (Barnes. 1959). In recent years stress top 2-3 cm brown unconsolidated flocculent la er.
has shifted to a closer examination and interpreta- and a loier gray consolidated zone. The anount of
tion of the dynamics of benthic phenomena at ionic, organic matter present in the two layers was about
molecular, micro-, and smaller megabenthic levels equal, but detvctable quantities of free sugars were
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present only in the surface zone. Although in general needs to be done on the characterizatik n, started by
no basic textural distinctions in particulate matter Moore (1931Ia), of the natural size range and nature
among horizons at the macro- and microscopic levels of particles and aggregates, and porosity in urdis-
of the profile have been recognized, these may exist turbed sediments, To be examined are such ph) sical
at the low ultrastructural level. In view of the rela- properties of sediments as thixotropy (quicks-and)
tionship of microorganisms which dwelt on and among anti dilatancy, as they affect the speed of burrowing
sedimentary particles and aggregates, it may be useful and probably other activities of burrowers, especially
to ex~amine these particles with the electron micro- intertidally (Chapman, 1949). The ecological sig-
scope (Hathaway and Robertgon, 1961 ). nificance of these structures and their properties to

Although days, silts, and organic matter cmnsti- micro- and mciohenthos, especially, mu'st be profound.
tute the distinctive and predominant sediments in es- as it is these which constitute thei'ri biotope.
tuaries, admnixtures of sands and coarser particles Only a rudimentary knowledje exists of the chemn-
occur in the direction of inle.ts and wave-exposed istry of interstitial water. Nelson (1959, 1962), work-
shallow and intertidal zones; bottoms under strong ing on sedimrents within a salinity gratcient of 0-20) %,
currents and wave action may be predorninantly sand in a long estuarine distributary of Chesapeake Bay.
(Day, 1951). Particularly in small shallow exposed contributed significant information on water content.
estuaries the proportion of sandy bottom may be sub. ion exchange, pH-, chlorinity. major ion composition,
stantial (Carriker, 1959; Parker, 1960). Hedgpeth's alkalinity, Nil 3, II12S, and CO2. Water content of the
detailed review of sandy beaches (1957d) suggests pr',file was a!Iout 1W Percent by weight at the surface,
what may be looked for in estuarine sandy beaches and then decreased regularly to about 30 percent at a
and clean sand Hlats (IPearse *I al., 1942; Stephen, depth of somne three feet. Calcium was the dominant
1953; Yonge, 1990), though such extrapolation should exchange ion in fresh water; in brackish water so-
be pursued cautiously until further work is done on dium began to occupy the exchange sites and as salin-
estuarine ifitertidal areas. ity increased, sodium repl-tced calcium. In brackish

Rocky substrates, oyster reefs, shell deposits, and water the concentration of magnesium and potassium
other hard surfaces (except at water-scoured inlets apparently was toxo low to have any effect on the
and wave-exposed inteitidal zones) seldom exist as exchange complex, but with increasing salinity dlown
clean surfaces in estuaries because of sedimentation the estuary they became about equivalent to exchange-
(Day, 1959; Percival, 1929). Colonizing organisms able calcium, while sodlium remained the 4omninant
are thus presented with a mat of sediment of varying ion. The change in chemaical character 0! estuarine
thickness overlying hard surfaces (Carriker, 19ii1h: sediments along the salinity gradient was n~ost gen-
Korringa, 1951; Percival, 1929). The character of erally reflected by a change in sediment pH. Fresh-
such sediments, in most respects, is probably similar water sediments were slightly acidic in reaction: as
to that of deeper sediments in the bottom, but the clay materials were moved progressively into more
effect of the presence of the underlying shallow solid saline water, their pill rose until it becamec moderatel~r
floor and thus minimal anaerobic conditions is not '%! alkaline as a result of saturation of the negative
known (Chapman and Newell, 1Q49; (llvnne-1%il- surface charges with basic cations. Vertically, pit
liams and Hobart, 19521. Most studies of coloniza- within an estuarine sediment profile. determine'd first
tion of rocky surfaces have been conducted on rela- by cation exchange adthe hy gaseous equilibria.
tively clean expiosed non-estuarine hard surfaces generally increased slightly with) depth to a maximum.
(Doty, 1957). Worth pursuing is the effect of salin- -hen decreased 5 1r slghl.
ity and sedimentation on settling and excavation by The chlorinity of Interstitial water increased down
organisms boring into mollusc shell and calcareou% thle estuary ctmaniwnsurate with that in overl'ing
rocks (Goreau and Hiartmian. I196: Hotpkins, 195.8. water. Normally, chlorinity of pore-water at the sedi-
1962: Yonge. 1963) and the degree to which up- ment suriace -%lightly exceeded that of the adjacent
estuary pienetration occurs. O~ed 'yirig water, through this feature may vary with

As Nelson ( 1%2 1 Ixailit% mut, it is apparent that tihe t * pe of rstuary'.V In the upper reaches of the
comiplexities4 oi estuarine sediments dletermine m~any ritiar~y chl)rinilt% was uniform with profile depth.
of the subtleties of ecological relationships amotng the huit in the lower, more saline reaches interstitial chlo.
bmithos; andl that the major effect of the sedlimnwtary r .in Iit' tincreased Ailigtly wsith deph t Nelson. 19w2i
substrate is its role in maintaining unique chemical I aevattu ando 1-etning ( 1939 1foiund that replakrementIconditinrs in the liottomn and immiediately overlying of fr~h, interstitial water with salt water in an estu,
water. The chemical comiplex conmist o'f the inter- arv ~aas rapliil. but reflaemetnc:, of salt interstitial
dependxent factors of texture and structure. organic water by oserI' %ong fresh water was a mucrh %lowser
content, pore-water chemis~try. urn-exchange equi- process. This coimfirnis the eirlier otvservatioins of
libiria. gas equilibria, and niacrobiological activity-. Alesnitler el al. 192i tlut water retaioned in the

Tises tet fameorkrithnanidhctextulrndh -oflneesdnrotrirt ix tsrittsf tesh aae-h itvctre ad txtue o sedmen issf aensb- itu, frevoratf a ewuartiteow ideinimor

olic processs operate. 1k-termination of partwele tire sance fermi the isa, aduthos of Reid 1 1.12"). tikt
distribution of disaggregated sediment;f has been ac. sand likew Ise tends to retain hither interttitial smi

coenplitled routinely for somer time: Nit much more ties Thi% cnnd~tton nus- be of consideraWt ecologicalJ
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Import, as it permits infauna to penetrate a greater general anaerobicity in the bottom reits from thedistance Up the estuary than epifauna of similar os- irn nsil demand for oxygen exceeding that supplied bymotic tolerances (see also Muilne, 194 0a: MIoore, 1958.; diffusion from the overlying water, and from the factKinne, 1964). presumiably' providing a more stable that there is little vertical movement of the interstitialsaline environment than theý ambient water for bur- water and of dissolved gases, except from burrowingrowing organisms and roots of plants (Emery and animals (Brafield. 1964). In the absence of oxygenkfStevenson, 1957b). The quantitative relationship be- the most general chemical factor of the sediment istwcen Salinity in the substratum and the variable sa- the sýt of oxidation reduction, which seems usefullinity of the overlying water is still not completely only as a general guide in estimating the types ofunderstood; bottom dwellers, by irrigation of their organismsi to be expected (Haas Becking, et at., 1957,burrows, may profoundly influence the speed of ad- 1960; Hayes, 1964). F~h decreases with depth, meas-jlistnment of interstitial sainities to variations in the taremnwub of -. 200 my being comamon in organicallyoverlying ambient salinities (Smith, 1956 . rich sediments. Much of anaerrobic respiration involvesOccasionally groundwater flows into estuaries by sulfur reduction, because nitrogen is present only inwal of springs eith'er in the salt miarsh or subtidally, small amounats and sulfur is abundant; this accountscreating unique ecological conditions in sediments in for the conspicuous quantities of H2S in anaerobicthe close vicinity of the freshwater inflow i lBur, sediments. Formation of 112S by bacteria is a ubiqi-banck et at., 1956). The details of this interesting Itpus and commnon microbiological process (Gunkelecological phenomenon have not been reported, and Oppenheimer, 1963; Moore, 1931a) and seems toNelson (1962) rtnports that one of the most useful exert a marked influence on the biology of sedimentspotential ecological factors for detecting significant (Ferguson Wood, 1962: ZoBell, 1946b). Methanechanges in the sediiments is the titration alkalinity of is also common as carbon-reducing bacteria are alsointerstitial water. At the sediment surface this gener- abundant. As respiratio~n usually predominates owerally increased from freih to saline water just as did poosynhesus. oxygen passes into the sedimens. fromthe alkalinity of the estuarine water itself. but whereas the overlying water, and CO21 emerges. Insolublethat of sea water seldom exceeds 2 meq, 1, pore-water compounds such as elemental sulfur and FeS wiln bealkalinities commonly reached 5 or even 10 meq 1. hlacd at the level where formed, As H2 S diffuisesa up-increasing froni well-ventilated to poorly ventilated ward it rcachc35 the oxygenated layer, whern it eithersediments. A pronouncedJ increase occurred with depth Oxidizes spointaneatusly or is utilized by bacteria; Somein all sediment profiles, but apparently independently also passes freely into the wate. All biological andof chlorinity. 
chemical activity involving sulfur ocacurs in the upperfIn a stimaulating report on gas exchange in shallow I or 2 cmn of the profile. IPhotosy-nthetic oxidation ismnarine serdimients, Kanw.isher (1962) records that limited to the depth of light penetration bunt somne 4gas c,-cliange ancaurarnients of a bottom provide an~ diatzons are also hecteroatrophic (LAwin, 1963; Fergu-indirect nicns of determining the overjll biologic~j son Wood. 196.) and thus may move deeper into therate in the enithic community, atad indicate that shal- sediments. Kanwisher calculates that a little over 10lowi marine sculivitents constitute essentially an anae- percent of the productivitv of the overlyving watersl isrohic biotoape. In this regard, Hlairs t 1964) caution. co~nsumae. by the btxtoiin conlamunit~ and notes thatthat there- arc difficulties in using oxygeai consunip- in %pite of lack of oxygenm in the bottonm and greatertion as a useful ziid sensitive measumre of the biachmil prixiurtma of CO, than 01 consunivmion. there is anCal activity ol sediments, as each mud, by reason of extcusise iiifauna which mus live temporanly or per-the hikstorical activity )f anaseobitc organisms, forms manrntl' without this gas IW wsr and Kanwisher.reduiced compounds which oxidize spontaneously when 1961 a. T1he reduced products produiced by this -anm-acrobic conditions art prov idedl, at the same, time rot-ios are oxidiaed in the thin aerated surface layeraerob-C boactria, iiscrri-w in nutbratrs to reach a sterad% of the sealimeaist. 1Zansisher dxl not relate his cheerr%1tWt' And in nature, oxs ygs utake is a surface ph:-. vatbons. to specific ty-pes of sardimnt or a strata in thelumixnon iand. dependttng c o the season, the cirmala- substrate profile, so it is dilicalt to relate his frenskstion, and the tdemand, the iardinaut~water inaterface sjinti~il, to thoseW of NeiisianOW-tos be mare or less depraved of oxre~n lie c"n, (pehvimeranre wand Ward 1%s3) intestigating anterscluts" that *turhv of the bioloy of' marinar sedimtents tida mud Aths of TexL aseuaries where rapid airdi.as~ ~ ~ ~~I lagl rbe tMcrobst.Ig In abtaining maristatui.-n rcurrraf, IOWA an annual cscle o( rvdasaenergs -srough respirmtmn under aewumbac cursdltbo.n " enIa), in which the oxygen, trainsatnma s 0CWAS at%Irrganiims use Moecmular Os' gvn as the hadrogn ac- the suface of the wsnnest durin te "nssnerit with"crpor, Undler anaervbic c-nditions. ntragea-. xulfur, high bacterial activity and axismv ctonn"asnnp bxigitnd carrinu. in this apcending order of r~efiwinc%. are a few enitersin withih sedsmins a& theu iutarrawed. atd then printarily uniy bIn actettA which are when backTrial activities declined Io conrailt piteap~a~ IIf mach IhasV '.atv Ik-6w a than surfacr went throwlh a daiurnal changer IrIm a4-pnssaxnste4l%IA rT III a Cenimetear~r or sm. lamcmi~ sediments :#r 6.5 to &0. during, rspsraliin, and placsosshes-k re-j use, and NH II lfsý and ('11f accut in the snimnei rna in "i~ sedainusenti, and to 1.-5 cmin MSand&sdii nitrogrn. sulfur, and caitrb are availahle The *newt). Under circuaugnsancars 4f bqhig xrtr
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deep sluggish witter, and a highly reducang bottom. be in a unique position fi.r the abiotic forniatior. of
free oxygen may disappear fronm the sone of water organ~ic nuimlctks%. in Ot'n they provide a rich miflieu
immediately ov-er the bottom (Carpenter and Cargo, of charged clay winierals and psotential elemniltal car-
1957: Nuo, 1947) with letha consequences to epi- lisn. laydrogeo., nitrogen, and 'rxygen. The 1proce~s
faunail and aerobic minauma. mar ticcur contaauotualy. accelerated by the fluctuatiag

In his studies of estuari -e sediments. Nelson ( 1962) mtixing gradients of fresh and saa water in relativ ci'
hfand Ca, NHs. and HIS the most abunadantr and shallow ha.ains.
reactive gases. The relaisre proportion of total NHs. Suitable m~ethod~s for determination o.f total orgaw~c
HIS. and COS was 1: 10: 10D. All showedt maximum carbon in sedimnents have beern in use for some time
concentration at awie horisn a few inches below the (Blarnies. 19W9 Trask, 19.55). but only in the la-vt
sediment surface; in addition MIS showed a gradual few years has research on the cornpositioin of this
increase with depth. HIS iemained essentialy con- organic muatter been unadeutaken. With thi currently
stant and CO 2 decreased with depth. Shishkina available an~alocaal techniques, the presence of fly-
(1959). from a study of the comuposation of salts int drocitrbuns. cedlulose, Itenticellulose, humnus. zarbohy-

uitetititial water in deep. quiet. undisturbed marine drates. rhanattosides. simple sugar*, proteins. amino
seauiuents, suggests tint in some regions this pore- acids. fatty acids, -"~'nic acids, wax. lignin. lipids.
water may remain unchanged for hundreds of thou- chaloropihy ls. vitamins, and nuany other org-nicoa
sands of years; studies of the age of inte-rstitial water pounds hiAve be"n termmstrited in sediments (Bader,
in estuarine sediments have not been reported, buat 1956. 19Q:; flood, 196L3. llunkett. 1957. Valientynie,

bemusse of the geologica instability of thes-e proflln, 1957; Z-hurkova and Feclosov. 1963. It lihis been
it as unlikely that they are ever r-in old. potuL-trd that diswoived enino acids and protein,

Because of their significance as plant nultt.t;i -he oray formn carbiaminso carboxylic acid comptllexes witls
distribution and cycling of phosphorus a"i nitrogen nuAdcular COI. therch' v increasing the %olubility of
in estuaries has reces'.eti cvnsiderable attention Mlar- cakciuni carbonat, and l jhiin sea isater f imid.
vey. 1955; Jeffries. 1962; jitts, 1959: Rnch('ird. 19W63,.
1951). Jeffries i19W2) notes that the summer in- it, ,hallow coastal %eas, organic substances pro'-
cirtase in phosphate phosphorus found in estuarine ducesc by ph. toplanaiton are unstable and deeonmpise
waters contiasts with a decrease an the sea during ra iadlb for exanmple. one day after dleath of cell,.
this per-Ma coincident with a sharp drop in tne -.'0 percent -4 their phosphorus and 30 percent of their
N%0 P10, ratio, and that this seems to be character- nitrogen is release and dec inipsatition is compllete'
istic of estuaries along the northeast coast of khn. in fise days. 1)ead plankters sank slowaly to the taut-
United States. Jatts (1959)a showed that fine sus- t-un. beginniaar, tro (kVI~ilioie in the water e'll?ýI
peniled estuarine sediments can trap AI) to W) percent Thus in the sedimients is fosusd, in additairn týŽ lie
oi the large ansitmM of IP04 present during periods of labile oc",na mole n~cules produceal there by ietathac
high runoff, and later release it as conditions become, orgnianm.,. nsainl% organic miatter that is slitlicult to
more stable. thereb% contributing to the high level diecomipose- Hem!aaa cllulose decnaosa os rapid!
of pirndactaosa charactea-tIsc of the estuary. Jeffries in the s.MinwerA, the lignin-huniui ctivnpk-x robt

if%!) adds that metanolismi of benthic organisms &L. Ay. 0i the total quantity of carlidni in the sedl
i see also tidal nmairshs, R.2_Azktrki et df., 1959 1may Ment, Is it) "I'l percent ý4of soluble co~ilpamrsi-i les

Al0 conftribute to thrýe nutrient%. primaanctn higher sugArs andl crtlidro. .5-It0 percent as. of sugars and
initial regeneratWI'Al" rtsOf VI 1, Anl -No,. henaaeellua..'e. 5-14 percent of cellult'sr. and- 47-t-3

()rg.nic n'Atter in the sediments as derived pri -percent of lignin-launs-s t 114%mg 196A: Zhuioo.A And
ma"rtdi frtwn dmiospn~itssirn of drad otganismL. ther lF'It,Y 19L3 1. Lii,fbthkigt IW o9 reo.rtrtd a - t~
feral nsattzr. and a-ia and nmnoil frtsnt the laknd %Arsiattmi an rattoa s as wel as ab*-~utr atnvtint' sit the
i Foxa. 1950; l1ce4 . IWI i Rooted aquatics sucha as loCAl conscentratý(vi of proeis., carba'h%-lrtc.A1' am!
iusmitv, and Sparuwnau v mabe the chad prourlsce-s an vther exttrActable lipids ^% thin datfrlrtt mnairine~
shalky ate a4 1 Asicit. 414.laa. 1964). Mthi neiets .,i opefs "s.1-it" In -unse areas, he 1"'nd A"
mattecr sea"-t as in rn-rgs sumrec . a beoad VrA- interesting trswid iaa the decrease ni ptotern artil caal',
diewal o lui ~rrutrhac bateia sinAI o !. ge" of. hi drAtc. and an iwcreAse of lipid. -with a"pth Sanders
lieattlue orgraisuaas da-enalent on at for imet a, a i lt~tit. m preaitnitAry ni,&urs wnens. ltctA-rtr%1 trer

ano,*liticr of Minorgaiic cheriscal reactaims thr(ugh esma. 'aaaýAl rl.uiii Vulrart an the upt-er _' cm "t the "edimet
pkrxi ormatron arid chelat~ir pherwinsena. and as A Stat'lia'. i l'*91 iokthd Viz Stfongr!V redCIN1Cng ta

reatin sstnnitstelf tliceid. 1963 . Neluwi. 1%962 r~n sedmentsI thaIt he orraauc cotnr attlrn.
k1r.guso Wooad, 1962 Reters rrsrarches indricatr of 0 ce to I p rr(-rnt. and. a sarLatson in the ý_r-a,rtc
that auaiau3c acl "may Also be eanisett shoac-waty t tfgr Isgi 4. .!5 mi ihsrk . 10 TO I.' : m I I of the rh-l-

VtAnsaspi. as% jsu-toss-nteszs from saaon~lrie s itia ater nrarea-As' -rm he susarre dnrwn%@Aid~
1na-osITMg the (-%tws-a of mtrogwn m tht presence of contraf-s comltwisismi were c4mserarsl in os-Airpd ",cd
the catakat ciafloall rdmstukruur, osada IRAhadur m=c visrAw-herrv .i'ronox and ILarAMAN' k'. 449

e1 .06- 1Q$8). aMW then paaeiaa ;tskCji has been Rnc~gtn eernt seatraswns in t1w ur-stei Iter-nI PAIWsIIRians v a cta,# hete with ititravia"e light to s.ex fvind that ..rziega r.2 artawi cmsra.tic irreAsd with
pewhwx. w is zlcu a NT".-rs 1 Aituative ins. A 41W!"bse M the avelsgrr CAnsarte rosstnr-

ow
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p.~vticlt-.,, and amounted to 0.32 percent for sa.nds¶ of in estuarine sediments ai~d must play a miost important
it%-ragc ivras~n size, 0.51 percent for fine sands-, and role in shaping the ovt-rall sedimentary environment
0.;2 percent for coarse silt. A maximum concentra- of larger 6i ?thic organisms. Exploration of their
ti-ri oas teund in silty clay mnuds, 1.40 percent; brne effert on ti chienistry and biology of the henthic
m~ly muds, LW~ percent; and in clay miuds. 0.92 per- biotolmw !i a recent undertaking, but rapid arnd en
cent. They noted that sediments include humus ichar- tcouraging prog.ress is teing made in thinte stud~ie,
acterized b4 a low carboni anid a high hydrogen and t Oppenheimer. IWO~, 19)(3; Ferguson W'ood, 196:2,
i-trogen content. see also Skopititses, i959) which tWA: Zrukova -td Fedosov, 1963; &Ilell. 1q4a, It

is prio1rtiornal ito the organic carbon concent ration. lFerigv-n Wiotd ha% portivided excellent r~s
Humus is thouigh' to arii&' autoclithomically- Whether Il'hotu'snthetic benthuic mici-corganismis include di
dlispiosition of organic matter in sediments of true a'onis. flagrlates. tilatientouts green, brown, and red
r~tuaries as similar is not knov n. In th.- shailow abOaC, and btiie-tgreen algar. antd in reduc~ing sedimenti.
etuarics of Texas o (.)ppenh-cinier and Ward. 1903), photoisutoitrophic pomrple aimo greeni sulfur bacteria

where ssatt is highly turbid and scidimenttation rates !Hoits nth~et ic piroce-sses twt 111 of the inter
are relatively high ( up ito 19 cni per lIW %ear% P. inter- slitial ant rue;.r hastiorn -%atr; by r-n'ioitig CO1). froni
tidail sedl:iients nia% contain a miaximumi of .5 percent bitcarbonate. ;ia raise U1. hylithe Jrrukluc~iln ol ti ree
organic muatter ant thse summer. andl a wAinter low of 0.. Almost all the unicroorganisnis r.-p~evrnttNl at the
11.1i percent. surface are a'itotrophs whicih do 'not reqluire otiaraic

Dth suggested ava;4labilit% of a large concentration substancens for devvlopment: but they constitute only
andl variety of dis%'olsed organic molecules in estu- a small piercentage of the total number of rticras'rg~-
tiralc intersjitial water assumei imiportance not only ki-vs in seiaet.which is 4oo,i'nateu1 hA the hctero-
tit ha-terotrophic niicrioorgainisms, but to higher fturniS trtqphs.. I leterotrophic I phatgotroltihic h enthic micro-
of aimerteh'-ate life whlich may be able ito utilize them organisms include the colorless i and utrnie of the
directl% MacGinitie. 1945, Stesens. 1963 ). Whether colored ialgae (iaatainns i, flagellAtes. bacteria, fungi.
dissolved organic matter can be aggregated in inter- %easts. cthiates. rlii~nopaal-. and sorre othicir protorfoa
stitC.J e~iuarine water by adsorption to the -surface or Many of the diatomns found tin sccdimen's are f-aculta
by other merans, as has been dirn.costraled in open sea live heterotrulabs 'and tiatra-llates are firiptently bocth
wsater I Ba'lor And Sutcliffe. 196.: Rleyk, 190.; Sul- autotrottihc and heterotrophac. Anaerobiosis in the
chlcet a il.. 1963,. has. not been shown. It is none- sediment errults front the consintmption of availabiv
thek-'s an important area for research. in view of the 0. during thy- decomtposition of Organic mattier ),
ease of utilization of non-living particulate organic bacterta and the release of nuicrobiall , prrwl'ced rc--
matter b-, suspension and depiosit benthic feeders. ducin; submtances; aerobiosis vccurs in the pres-esice
%%hetticr organic aggregates or bound to mineral of dissolved 01 aru.! oxidized substAices., these result-
particles a Carriker. 1959; Fox, WQ571 Fox el al., ing targehv frout rniis-olal activities :uch as photo
11452; Wieser, IMA):k Vilsun l5,. It would be use- synthecsas. o' I,,oa of sultiA-s ito s.ulfate and armn-omia
fui to have further antairniation oti ,he series of frac- t t. ziutrat or i,'trate. Co-. is -mlucedl b.% the energ,
lions, !e'tzlng ironi degradation o* dead bodxies of of o~nhssvr bY photore~ucton~ ai the absence'
plarits and aniuiiiak: the coniposition of particu:Ltti or- of free 0 ... Inorganic mteLtrial as cianiscrit-d :oa orcanic
Kaz.1k irsakt~it-s anid oraontnrlcttq 4 rs-sx and mautter b % plants and reconvnerta-d b~i the haactce-- , `'
the raifruinto piarticulate organic moattes ir-mia ungi the ;orniaer is mostx ct'miisetc Wider anaerobic
conii-AHM6d in solution. through sorption it) cla'. . :silts. cooditioti% ; naeric ctniver,!oml liraoeet it) -41ch iiiter

.And Larger surt .aces. through ahtitAc che-iicai actirin. merdtiat .r'r:tiwa produc-t, as lactic 'ýr pi~ru'.ac 4t'il5
and thir-Wh' tibcorpuratiott into thex prctouaami of NitrAter is reduvcxd ito anuuotAv~i b~ % vi -. I~ut th-ughi

micr~rgnishs hukova. 1WJ). a cto~oically such $041W realuire Aliatinifta or anon"u acidv a ilearoirolhi..

kTW11ledge- a,ý fUn4t.?nwwal. nolt onl % breau!-- .-ý the itend it, resdn-c nittrates. tOsa'gh tOwr ;irr *-adithitti
nwtrattas %air. oi v~wh oFCan ic raction, Nos twcaus 1"ct-rfia MAnt bacteria antid stmr oi the A-.Ra' s..An
oi *Nat the- tf'ýg*l contritesvic otv integration oý Iint- l'.s ch-shrdittrogen rrni aiv atirioetisacAl ctSNU

.hicrK rAstmuutc -Aluicts om anattass acvuv. t Saan't: iormi oif phosphoo-
The e'-.a r t inerT swdziTnetaes frZac1t~iou tit "-su- ru% ., r- ron'.ri-rrti intol insrgsa11W hrn- " heieras-

arit"a- jý-frrwtA Nark nI %4srk F!.% , Thes stgn4~ f,.6- a sasvttr a. anti Are :f~ii-rsytak ptrvtcp:tat--. .t

canes- thq -- k tKit to wm'tho4 is Utis-..~a". ~ t! 0Te WA, Znt >.It sa cCfukawi~f ta~ric phospha1tr 1: Xce-t
V trld iW intirese'mat- to lleatn '. srhrera the ornbir Mt - *sts.r~ thr x~rgaria 4resi-ntii irt', high, the ushole
ttu -1no true rg'.aU41`0e &pcs.-, ~tZSa unas-rrIAD- It snkf~xrm wuiasr c%0r sc- ,w-~. to c-m'tfot the bvolocgs .i the sglti

Ck, karar*-', A lsth t 16.4 mar the 'WWr-%tV Coe",ivmraso 4o njst l-cr-g-us %%o V.-A,g 1962., this, occur% birvzite

fýfnZ-I%0 tapiCRb W44s-1"f "auAr-uzvvrlnvn pi s~ AMLh zre or avs In the uittit.l ?4 lthe stutt
%-,h lr-f tat estsuasrine lwxutdzs 01 the fl'.tt% Of ! b tuct-sss i a-. 11N- IIatas ar-m

ube-rr troe PV4:aments. Are fedi ciGutkhe. I9qitA mSeIM rf .i 1 l9'37 lus-'r'mt a "xA~dt 15-ý ell, !aa the
ar4An it-sna to ase-taatin the man.5le- CliesmAl CVVir*.tff v thr ned-OkVKAý es-aKtWCA VIthil 3al

fstw-rl The lout-i Vh- lmvits i-ý 'he .s-;seromaa r~-xr

pt~onsiG~ Otel mt" "In ulahria beu- il ;' tlaa'-%ouAd
Pheu xi~c eiftraocdhuarr~ ii 4n ar.') sr-% avl-'," *Wthvdru . sthe Aahm!-sr 'Imi ..t tie'tnthe-,' uIs
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by equilibria betweer C0 2 , bicarbonate, and carbo, often be regulated by selective inhibitory action of
nate; the acid limit is controlled by sulfur bisulfate. microurganismically produced antibiotic substances.
In the acid range the upper limit of redox potent'al Furthermore, the metabolites of some of these micro-
is probably due to equilibria between ferrous and organisms are utiliztd in sequence by others, and
ferric suliate. These limits are considerably outside simultaneous exchanges of metabolites can occur
those of the estuarine environment, except for Eh -imong these microorganisms. The impact of these
and carbonate-bicarbonate. ,teractioiis at the microorganismic level on larger

IFrom detailed inicrobiologizal studies of the upper benthos in the estuarine gradient can only be guessed
sediment layers o! shallow coastal seas, Zhukoia at now, but lecves the impression that if this degree
(1963) and Zhukova and Fedosov (1963) conclude of interdependence exists at this levd,.1 of i.otic or-

that heterotrophic bacteria constitute the major per- ganization, it may not be far-fetched to speculate
centage of bacteria in sediments there, functioning about it between this and higher levels.
in the decomposition and regeneration of organic Benthic viruses (Spencer, 1963), yeasts (Fell and
matter. The uppermost silt layer of 1 to 1.5 cm at the van Uden, 1963), fungi (Kohlmeyer, 1963; Johnson
sediment-water interface is the most active bacteri- and Snarrow, 1961), ciliates (Faure-Fremiet, 1951a,
ologically, nd consumes from 1.5 to 3 times more 02 b), a..i other microinmcrtebrates are being studied
than lower strata. Accumulation of bacteria*at the intensively (Ferguson Wiood, 1963), but little can be
Earlace is so great that it often forms a dense bac- said at present of the ecological relationships of these
terial film, bacterial biomass ranging from 2 to 57 to higher estuarine benthic organisms.
g/mn1,cm layer. This mass under natural conditions It has often been stressed that the composition of
is increased five- to six-fold in 24 hours. The fact the sediievi is important in determining the distribu-
that this concentration maintains a rather constant tion of benthic organisms (Baas Becking and Wood,
level indicates active consumption of bacteria by 1955; Bearland, 1940; Day, 1951 ; Holme, 194S,; Mor-
hiaer organ'snis. These heterotrophs are actively gans, 1956; Parker, 1956, 1960; Pratt, 1953; Roch-
involved it. production of organic detritus and are a ford, 1951; Sanders, 1959; Thorson, 1958; Wieser,
part of it, one gram of detritus containing up to five 1959: Zhukova and Fedosov, 1963,. This relation-
billion cells. The number of bacteria decreases no- ship will probably be explained fundamentally at the
ticeably with depth to one meter. In the formation ionic. miolecular, particulate, aggregative, and micro-
of i's cell a bacterium expends three times its own biological levels, and the research reviewed here es-
weight in organic matter. The biomass of hetero- tablishes a pattern for continued productive investi-
trophic microorganisms in the sediment fluctuates gations of the physical, chemical, and biological en-
primarily with the presence of organic matter and vironment of estuarine benthic invertebrates.

* thus with the seasons. Diurnal production of micro-
organisms at surface of the sediment varies from Effect of ML'io- and Megabenthos on the Sediment

1.2 to 6.2 1 Percentage of dividing cells in- Estuarine sediments are also modified to a con-
creases fro:n 4.7 in the spring to 8 in the summer. spicuous macroscopic degree by nieio- and mega-
It is estimated that quantity of ,-i.c matter in the benthos (Moore and Scruton, 1957). Estuarine i.-
surface sediments nearly meets ,. requirements cf vertebrates, more or less adapted to living in a turbid
microorganisms in summer conditions. The high environment, are often highly specialized, not onl-:
rate at which demineralization of organic matter can to feed on sediments (Sanders et al., 1962; \Vells,
occur has also been described by Gunnerson (1963). 1945; Yonge, 1949h), but to entangle in mucus the
Thus across the sediment-water interface is a micro- particles settling on their internal and external free
organismically controlled exchan,ýe of organic mate- surfaces and to remove these by 6iliary currents and
rials, stimulated by added substrate, such as plankton muscular movements (Graham, 1957). These loose
fallout, and by oxygen (Hayes, 1964). The effect of aggregates then accumulate on the surface or in the
the estuarine gradient on the taxonom'ic and physi- sediment near the consolidators. The oyster (Lund,
ologicrl composition and activities of heterotroplhic 1957: Galts.off, 1964) and the mussel (Verwey, 1952)
microorganisms has not been given in any detail, but are especially well known in this regard; ciliated
in view of the findings of Zhukova and Fedosov in meir'- and microbenthos may function similarly and
marine environments, there should be substantial mi- just as efficiently, but have not been investigated w~ith
croorgaLnismic activity at least it. the lower reaches this in mind. Heterotrophic microorganisms probably
of estuarieWs. soon decompose the mucus and liberate the particles,

Burkholder (1963), discussing co-actions among thoutgh there are no supporting reports on this prob-
microautt(trophic and heterotrophic plants of shallow Ikmi.
water sediments, reports that important growth-regu- More conspicuous and perhaps of greater ecoleg;zal
lating and antibiotic substances are synthesized, ex- signif..-ance is the capacity of animals with completk
creted, and used by them in different ways. Among alimentary canals to consolidate undigested residues
auxotrophic algae and bacteria, requirements for hi- into more or less compact, resistant, sometimes or-
otin, thianunne, cobalanrine, and nicotinic acid are corn- nately sculptured, o&ten long-lived fecal pellets of
Smon. These and other metabolites are formed by pri- characteristic form (Edge, 1934; Moore, 1955) and
mary microproducers, but their direct availability may of systematic value (Moore, 1931b, c). The pei.

- g o
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lets are molded in the ciliated intestine by mixing and the nutrition of benthic deposit and suspension

inorganic particles and undigestible organic residues feeders.
with mucus and coating the resulting pellets with Should fecal residues be voided into the environ-

further nmucus as they are voided. Sculptured pellets nient in the finely particulate form resulting from di-

result from corresponding ridges and grooves in the gestion, and often from mechanical trituration in the

walls of the intestine, mid-gut, it is certain that estuaries would be con-

These fecal pellets are characteristic of wngst de- siderably more turbid than they are and that filter

posits in quiet estuaries. Depending upon the degree feeders might recycle fecal particles ad infinitum. Ac-

of circulation of the water over the bottom, sediments cordingly, the almost universal habit of compacting

may consist of 30 to 50 percent, and in very quiet :and cementing excrement of animals possessing com-

deep bottoms close to 100 percent pellets (Moore, plete alimentary canals helps at least to reduce the

1931a, 1955; Carriker, 1959). Moore (1931a) noted load of finely suspended sediment about them. This

that with increasing depth within the bottom the may explain the survival and elaborate development

friable pellets of planktonic organisms break up and of the mechanism in the course of organic evolution.

are no longer recognizable, whereas those formed by Infaunal burrows in estuarine bottoms range from

the mud dwellers are extremely firm and may last temporary spaces pressed out as animals move about

for a hundred years or more. On the average, carni- in the sediments to elaborately lined, more or less ;

vorous animals tend to produce feces of loose con- stable tubes, in which they live permanently with

sistency, vegetable eaters firmer ones, and deposit little movement (Yonge, 1953). In heavily populated
feeders the most resistant of all. Exceptions to the bottoms (Fox, 1950), certain active infaunal inhabit-
latter are sand-swallowing forms whose feces may ants undoubtedly assume a dominant role in vertical

be insufficiently bound withi mucus to survive the ac- mixing of the sediments (Emery and Stevenson,
tion of water. In some species pellets form as homo- 1957a, b; Hayes, 1964; Moore and Scruton, 1957;

geneous rods; in others, as heterogeneous structures Rhoads, 1963). and in contributing to the vertical
with definite sorting oi coarser from finer material homogeneity of the physical aspects of the profile

into specific tracts in the pellet (Moore, 1955). Fox described by Nelson (1962). The rate of biological
ct al. (1952) report that leptopelic organic matter reworking, the species involved, and the relationship
is present in rich concentration in the fecal pellets of of these to the rate of sedimentation and erosion bear
filter-feeding invertebrates, suggestir.g that this ma- further quantitative investigation. The fact that sedi-
terial passes through the digestive tract with only ments vary so widely in horizontal composition (Salo-
minor modification or that it accumulates in the pellets mon, 1962) suggests that much of the mixing is a

after voiding, vertical process where organisms work sediments pri-
In some interesting studies, Zhukova (1963) found marily in a vertical or oblique direction. Pumping of

that bacteria ingested as nutriment by invertebrates water over gills and food-gathering ciliated structures
may either be digested with other components of food accounts for a substantial movenment of estuarine.i4:f
or passed through the intestine unchanged. In the water through the sediments, but this matter has not
polychaete, Nereis, and the amphipod, Portoganz- received the quantitative attention it deserves. The
marus, it was noted that the number of microbial cells rapidity of teworking of most estuarine bottoms with
sharply decreased as the food passed from the mouth their often high degree of colonization suggests that
to the mid-gut, but in passage to the anus the number microbenthos are concomitantly shifted freely about,
increased slightly, there being no active enzymes there and that vertical microbiological and chemical re-
and thus an opportunity for undigested cells to mul- adjustment occurs continuously to provide the rather
tiply. In the mollusc, M onodacna, a different intestinal clear-cut gross vertical stratification described by

phys:klog, brought about a continuing decrease in microbiologists. Finally, it is doubtful that estuarine
the microbiota throughout the intestine. Fecal pellets, sediments, to the depth commonly inhabited by estu-
then, depending on the species, will contain varying arine infauna, are very old and thus that the chemis-
concentrations oG microorganisms at the time of re- try of their interstitial waters has been altered by any

lease; but there is no information on the ecological mechanism requiring long periods of time for their
succession, if any, of microorganisms or physical and operation.
chemical changes occurring within the pellets after Counteracting the biological and physical forces of
voidance. Such phentomena will undoubtedly vary horizontal shifting and vertical mixing and erosion

with the species of pellets and the substances con- of gediments are the stabilizing effects of estuarine
tributed by the guts of the invertebrates. In a study plants (Fasset, 1928) like blue-green algae (Con-

of the nature of the food of deposit feeders, R. C. over, 1962), Spartina (Miller and Egler, 1950), Zos-

Newell measured the carbon and nitrogen removed tcra (Ostenfeld, 1908), Diplanthera, Thalassia, Rup-

by the snail, ltydrobia, from tes: foods, and concluded pia, and others (Aleem, 1955; Day, 1951 ; Ferguson

that microorganisms are much more important as food Wood, 1962), which further greatly modify the as-

thvn the organic debris of fine sediments (Kohn, pect of the community by imposition of root systems

1964). These problems are worth studying further in the sediment and of circulation-reducing conditions

in view of the abundance of fecal pellets in estuaries, over the bottom. According to Ferguson Wood (1962),

and because of their role in the recycling uf matter macroscopic algae do not often have extensive growtbh s
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of epiphytes, possibly because of the production of to investigate them primarily as outdoor pollution
antibiotics (Allen and Dawson, 1960). whereas the laboratories.
sea grasses are usually covered with diatoms, blue-
green algae and associated bacteria, ciliates, and fla- RECAPITULATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

gellates. The effect of these ecological differences, Up to this point this perspective clarifies the exist-
if any, on underlying sediment and fauna are un- ence in estuarine waters and sediments of certain
known. Little has been reported on the biochemical physical, chemical, and microbiological structures, ac-
effect of the root systems of flowering sea grasses tions, and interdependencies which collectively con-
on the sedimentary biotope, and the ecological rela- stitute a unique, true estuarine environment, and de-
tionship particularly of micro- and meiobenthos to scribes something of the impact of larger organisms
these subterranean plant sysiems and their possible on the sediments. The hypothesis also emerges that
gaseous and fluid secretions. Root hairs and more inherent in the nature of true estuaries certain factor
tender rootlets may be utilized for food by mandibu- complexes, or common ecological denominators, occur
late burrowers; and certainly the greater availability which are similar in true estuaries around the world.
of decaying organic matter in the vicinity of these They are: (1) presence of well-aerated, constantl
plants should serve to catalyze the multiplication of moving, relatively shallow water, mostly free from
microorganisms and concomitantly that of deposit wave action and excessively rapid currents; (2) a
feeders. The most densely populated portions of the salinity gradient, and accompanying chemical gra-
estuary are the bottoms of muddy sand overgrown dients, of near zero to about 32 %,; (3) a range of
by Zostera. These provide shelter for small benthic sedimentary particle sizes from colloids to sands and
organisms, sufficient silts to allow construction of per- detritus, resulting from terrigenous weathering, water
manent burrows, and ample detritus for food (Day. transport, impact of the estuarine gradient, and other
1951). estuarine processes; and (4) complex molecular in-

teractions in both water and sediments in an abun-
A VANISHING ESTUARINE HOMEOSTASIS dance of dissolved and particulate organic matt'r.

microorganisms, and fine sedimentary particles.

Although variation of environmental factors in

estuaries is a permanent feature of the estuarine com- DISTRIBUTION OF BENTHIC
plex (Hedgpeth, 1957e), maximal biological and INVERTEBRATES IN ESTUARIES
physical constancy will prevail in those geologically
stable estuaries where the watershed is blanketed by ESTUARINE. FAUNAL REGIONS

climax vegetation, the inlet is fixed structurally and The most favorable environment for life, which
"its level is relatively constant with that of the sea, arose in the ocean, is provided by many littoral areas
and there is freedom from destructive storms. Under of tropical seas where salinity is subject to little vari-
such idyllic circumstances, approached bv Knvsna ation, temperature is nearly constant at about 25* C..
Estuary in South Africa (Day et al., 1952), the and an abundant supply of nutrients and particulate
Samplitude of seasonal flows of fresh water from the food comes in from the land. As a result, the fauna
watershed will be small, gross erosion and catas- there represents all the phyla and is more diverse than
tiophic salinity fluctuations will be nonexistent, maxi- elsewhere. Unfavorable conditions requiring special
mum opportunity for adaltation of marine organisms adaptations are relatively few, and rank growth with
to the estuarine environment should prevail, and an a high tendency to variation, combined with the
optimal setting for evolution of the estuarine life severe struggle for existence, has produced maximum
should be available. Even though estuaries are con- differentiation. Wherever environmental conditions
sidered to be geologically ephemeral structures, they deviate from such an optimum a rcluction occurs in
may be comparatively permanent (Iledgpeth, 1957e; the diversity of the fauna, as "under the stress of
Hunter, 19(4) in the sense that "the aggregate rate of conditions that urgently demand adaptation, the num-
change in the estuarine environment may actually be ber of species diminishes" (Hesse ct al., 1951).

7 less than in the geographical province in which it Patrick's (1949) studies in streams where pollutants
occurs over the same period of time" (Hedgpeth, decrease the number of species and the remaining
1957e). species occur in great abundance confirm this.

Unfortunately, undisturbed mature estuaries are be- This concept explains in broad terms the smaller
-'oming increasingly rare as man mutilates and scars number of benthic species within estuaries than in
coastal areas and dumps a potpourri of ions and par- equivalent depths in the adjacent shallow sea (Gun-
ticles into their basins. It may be suggested tl.at pro- ter, 1961 ; Hedgpeth, 1957e: Segerstraale. 1964; Thor-
toplasm, with its basic property to respond (Bullock, son, 1957), the lesser diversity in estuaries of higher
1958), may regulate and continue to exist even in the latitudes than those of the tropics (Fischer, 1961
harsh man-altered estuarine milieu: but even if this Hunter, 1964), and deeper marine faunal invasion of
is true, many of the more stenotolfiC estuarine species estuaries in the tropics than in temperate regions
would be eliminated. There is consequently an ur- (Annandale, 1922; Burbanck ct al., 1956). The fact
gency to study estuaries before unenlightened deface- that the number of individuals in estuaries is often
ment obliterates them and Ibefore it becomes exlpdient great (Hedgpeth. 1957c) is explained at least in part
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by the reduction in number of total species and thus Hedgpeth. 1957e; Odum, 1954; Remane, 1958; Seger-
a diminution of the number of taxa competing for the straale, 1957). There also appears to be minimal
food supply (Hesse et al., 1951), and exemplifies the density of individuals (Hedgpeth, 1957e) and of pro-
capacity of some organisms to adapt to extremes of ductivity (Caspers, 1948, 1954; Lundbeck, 1926) in
environmental stresses (Brown, 1957). the estuarine transitional zone between marine and

Repopulation of benthic taxa in most estuaries oc- fresh water. A number of benthic species with wide
curs from season to season primarily by reinforce- tolerances for estuarine gradients, and consequently
ment from the sea, to a lesser extent from parents in widely distributed up the long axis of the estuary,
the estuary itself, and least from fresh water (Day, has been studied in some detail: hydroids (Kinne,
1951; Gunter, 1950, 1961; Hedgpeth, 1957e; Nicol, 1956, 1958), green crab (Broekhuysen, 1936), gam-

1935, 1960; Pearcy, 1962; Pearse, 1950; Pearse and marids (Bassindale, 1942; Spooner, 1947), boring
Gunter, 1957; Percival, 1929; Remane, 1958; Wells, sponge (Hopkins, 1962), mud crabs (McDermott 4
1961 ; Yonge, 1949a). The details of how recruit- and Flower, 1952), neritid snails (Russell, 1941), and
ment occurs at the level of most individual species nereid worms (Smith, 1955, 1956, 1964). Inter-
remain to be studied (McDougall, 1943; Wells, tidally, more species occur at the lower than at the
1961). Many studies show that the number of ma- upper level (Spooner and Moore, 1940); and on the
rine species is most abundant at the mouth of the whole, infauna are more abundant up the estuary
estuary and decreases and finally disappears in the than epifauna (Alexander et al., 1932). Nonetheless,
upper reaches of the estuary, while the number of estuaries are productive regions: Spirck (1935) re-
freshwater species disappear as the estuary is de- ported that maximum densities of benthic organisms
scended (Alexander et aW. 1935; Annandale, 1922; per square meter of bottom are found in rather shal-
Bassindale, 1938; Day, 1951; Hedgpeth, 1957e; low water with ample water renewal and surrounded
Kinne, 1963a; Milne, 1940a, b; Nicol, 1935; Parker, by a region of high precipitation (Thorson, 1957).
1955; Percival, 1929; Remane, 1934. 1958: Seger- In the course of geological time, marine animals
s :aale, 1964; Stopford, 1951). Animals reach maxi- have repeatedly invaded fresh water and land through
mum size in the sea, and species widely distributed in estuaries and other routes, and then reinvaded estu-
the estuary generally decrease in size up the estuary aries and the sea; colonization probably began in the I
(Kinne, 1964; Milne, 1940b; Remane, 1958; Seger- Devonian period, and may still continue under suit-
straale, 1957), their complete elimination up the en- able circumstances (Nicol, 1935, 1960; Pearse, 1950).
vironmental gradient frequently being preceded by the The resulting distribution of organisms within the
production of stunted individuals at the upper extreme estuary in time and space i., a product of the physical,
(Hesse ct al., 1951). Some genera in estuaries are chemical, and biological gradients of the estuary and
represented by two or more species geographically the limits imposed by these gradients on the geno-
distributed in different regions of the estuarine gra- typic physiological tolerance and behavior of the total
dient (Hedgpeth, 1957c), while a few individual spe- available number of species from all sources (Day,
cies may be found along the greater part of the gra- 1951; Hedgpeth, 1957e; Nicol, 1960; Potts, 1954;
dient (Kinne, 1964). For example, the amphipod, Prosser, 1955; Robertson, 1964; Schlieper, 1958;
Ganimarus locusta, inhabits the region from the inlet Smith, 1959). Distribution cannot be based on a
to upper reaches, and Gammarus pulex the head of single factor, as such prominent estuarine factors as
the estuary; the carid, Palaemonetes varians, the salinity variation, current strength, and degree of
middle and upper reaches, and Palaemonetes anten- turbidity, when adverse in the field, may collectively
narius the head; the gastropod, Neritina virgitea, the impose more stringent limits to distribution than
mouth and middle reaches, and Neritina reclivata the would the individual factors alone in laboratory ex-
middle reaches and head; and the bivalve. Rangia periments (Bassindale, 1943b). Conversely, an ani-
flextuosa, the mouth to upper reaches, ar'. Ragtgia mal's tolerance of a few factors may be extended
cuomata the upper reaches and head. As lledgpeth where most of the factors are optimum (Day, 1951).
points out, these may be environmental variations During the past decade, Day and his associates
(ecotypes) rather than genotypes; and it will require have investigated the origin and distribution of estu-
the approach employed by Kinne (1964) to deter- arine benthic animals in South African estuaries and
mine which is the case. provide new information with broad applications for

This distribution results in minimum diversity of estuaries in other regions of the world (Day, 1964).
species in the zone of steepest gradient between the Using Knysna Estuary (Day et al., 1952) as a base
marine and freshwater regions, a moderate increase of reference, they examined benthic fauna in several
of taxa into fresh water, and maximal increase into other types of estuaries and compared these with the
sea water (Reniane, 1958; Segerstraale, 1964). Ma- fauna of the open coasts in the region. Knysna Estu- ý"•

rine organisms occur much farther up the estuary, ary rec-ives a continuous flow of clear fresh water
:rod conversely, freshwater organisms much nearer from a well-wooded watershed with minimal erosion,
the sea, in estuaries where tidal amplitude is small low evaporation rate, and sufficient inflow of fresh
and the up-estuarine gradient is relatively stable, than water to maintain a normal salinity gradient and keep
in estuaries with large tidal ranges and rapidly chanir- the mouth open and deep throughout the year. The
ing gradients (Alexander el al., 1935; Day, 1961; result is a clear estuary which supports a rich and
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varied fauna and in which Zostera and other plants estuaries, but a very abrupt one, and true marine
extend one to two meters below low tide mark. species were very poorly represented in the lower

As the investigations progressed, it was recognized estuary. In heavily silted, extremely turbid embay-
more clearly that estuaries differ from the open shores ments, as in the Umkomaas Estuary, the whole estu-
not only in salinity but in strength of wave action ary is foreshortened biologically; stenohaline marine
and type of substratum. This was tested in two em- forms were entirely absent, euryhaline marine forms
bayments (Day and Morgans, 1956; Day, 1959, 1964) were rare, and even true estuarine species were not
which have effectively the same salinity as the sea abundant. In blind estuaries like the Hermanus Es-
and contain many species common to neighboring tuary, the fauna inside the mouth and lagoon was
estuaries but not to the open sea. Some 26 percent poor and the main species were the same as those in
of the fauna of sheltered sand flats and 13 percent of the middle and upper reaches and headwaters of the
that of sheltered rocks had never been recorded out- Knysna system. In larger, more saline, blocked estu-
side estuaries before. The effects of wave action ap- aries euryhaline marine species were better repre-
peared to be indirect: silt-covered rocks in the quiet sented.
lagoon lacked half of the common species living on The observations of Day, his associates, and many
clean exposed reefs outside the bay, and the stable others define in a general way the role of such fac-
flats of fine sandy mud in the lagoon had 20 times tors as salinity, turbidity, sediments, and water move-
as rich a fauna as the coarse shifting sands of surf ments in the distribution of estuarine organisms, and
beaches outside. It was concluded that distribution provide a fundamental basis for further observations
of these faunas was determined, not by salinity, but and experimentation on the specific causal roles of
by the strength of wave action. these and other factors. Expression of these factors.

Analysis of distribution of the benthos on rocky, particularly wave action (Zeigler, 1964), in q'=ntita-
sandy, and muddy shores, and at stations in bottom tive units will be required before their impact can be
sediments in the inlet, lagoon, upp-r reach, and head examined precisely. Many other possible factors have
of Knysna Estuary revealed that: been listed in the literature (Milne, 1940b), but pre-

1. Animals extending from the open sea into the cise information on their function in limiting distribu-
estuary were abundant only in the lower parts of the tion of estuarine species is scarce. Their effects %'.,ill
estuary; those adapted to life at intertidal levels were have to be examined experimentally, as distribution
much more numerous than those restricted to the records do not fix the cauw.l relationship between the
bottom, though infauna penetrated farther up the es- factor and the organism (Wells, 1961). Not only will
tuary than epifauna, possibly as a result of less vari- factors in estuaries have to be explored in depth.
ability of salinity within the sediments. but also the physiological limits of tolerance of estu-

2. Species colonizing sandy shores of the estuary arine benthic species to single and multiple factors
were not derived from fauna of open surf beaches, In the case of motile benthos, the sensory receptors
but from sandy pools and crevices among the rocks. and behavior patterns affected by these factors will
This may be more marked in South Africa where also bear detailed investigation.
open shores are more battered by surf than the quiet
shores of the Mediterranean. RoL.E OF SALINITY AND SEDIMENTS IN )ISTRIBUTION

3. True estuarine fauna, whether species from
rocky, sandy, or muddy shores or subtidal sediments,
were never important at the mouth of the estuary, This is one of the most studied environmental fac-
but formed a larger and larger percentage of the tors in the estuary, and is cited as a major factor in
benthos farther up the estuary until they dominated limiting distribution of estuarine organisms (Gunter.
th- fauna in waters of low and variable salinity in 1961). As sea water becomes more dilute up the
the upper reaches, estuary species drop out in part. apparently in the

4. Stenohaline marine species domninated the fauna order of decreasing ability to regulate hyperosnioti-
of rocky shores and were important at the entrance cally. Which mechanisms fail, or what processes are
where the mouth is wide and wave action fairly modified as dilutions become more extreme are littlh
:• strong. known (Schlieper, 1958), and vary in differtit spe

5. Those euryhaline marine species which can cies. hut are significant in determining dist'ibution
tolerate calm water and reductions in s.ainity formed IlHunter. 1%4; Kinne, 19(4; Nicol, 19O P'rosser and
the most important element within the estuary, and Brown. 1961; Robhrtson. 1964). As Milne ( 1940a i
many of them never occurred on exposed seashores. eniphaires, there are differences in up-estuary l-ene-
being found conimnonly in sheltered areas or below tration even among species belonging to the same
tide mark. gemns. and the problem of distribution v, ith reference

Day (1964) found further that whereas Kn.sna to salinity must be approached at the species level
Estuary has a deep mouth into which waves pene- f Kinne. 1964). Elimination of taxa with decrease in
trate. in almost all the other estuaries the mouth is salinity ilp the estuary is ipresented graphically for

shallow and sandy, ar.d wave action is eliminated. As Randkrs Fjord. Fir:h of Ta'. lamar F.ltuary. anal
a result there was no gradual change fromn an open "l'er% Estuary by Alexander el al. 1 1935) ; and ]ledg
shore fauna to an estuarmne lagooial fauna in most petIh 195 7e lists the distribution of geminate w,11ir'
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of species relative to salinity distribution in various Sound in sediments containing 13 to 25 percent silt
estuaries of the world, and clay; percentage deviation upward and downward

Wells (1961), in a comprehensive study of the gave lower values of biomass. Whereas detritus tends
distribution of the epifauna of oysters in the Newport to accumulate on muddy sediment and provides a
River, found that the 303 species investigated de- further source of food, large concentrations of organic
clined up the estuary in direct relationship to reduc- matter may reduce the oxygen content within the
tion of salinity. Twenty of these species were tested sediments and eventually limit the profile for feeders
in the laboratory for tolerances to low salinities, and not tolerating anaerobic conditions. Bader (1954)
a ranking of their death points with their distribution found that up to a concentration of 3 percent organic
in the estuary disclosed that only two species deviated matter in sediments, infaunal bivalves increased in
widely from the predicted distribution (see also density, but beyond this level products of bacterial
Fischer-I'iette, 1931; Gunter, 1961; Kinne, 1964). decompositioii and decline in available oxygen be-
Ionic composition of estuarine water is not neces- came limiting and population density declined. San-
sarily proportionate to that of sea water and may ders concluded (1958) that distribution of filter feed-
vary measurably from estuary to estuary (Baas Beck- ers in fine sandy sediments was controlled by the
ing ci al., 1957, 1960; Kinne. 1964) and from season hydrodynamic processes which determine the charac-
to season, so influence of estuarine salinities on biotic ter of the sediment, rather than directly by the nature
distribution may be more than an osmotic effect. The of the sediment. Densest populations were found
effect of estuarine waters (not dilutions of sea water) where sediments were relatively well-sorted with a
and their chemical constituents on estuarine benthos median grain size of fine sand ranging fron 0.15 to
bears intensive investigation. 0.26 mm and an optimal size of 0.18 mm. He noted

that these fine particles are most easily moved by
.Sediments currents, thus their presence in large concentrations

Considerable attention has also been given to the is indicative of a feeble, relatively constant current
role of constituents of sediments in the distribution over the bottom, little active sediment transport, and
of infaunal invertebrates in coastal level bottoms a stable environment; and that currents of this inten-
(Beanland, 1940; Brett. 1963; Davis. 1925; Holme, sit3' must be adequate to •upport the large popula-
1949; McNulty et al., 1962; Parker, 1956, 1959, 1960; tions of filter feeders founA in such sediments. Coin-
Pratt, 1953, 1956; Remane, 1933; Sanders, 1956, 1958, ponents of benthic species in Buzzards Bay (Sanders,
1959, 1960; Swan, 1952; Thorson 1957. 1958; Wieser, 1960) constituted a continuum varying with the
1959, 1960; WVilliams, 1958). The significance of sedi- gradual change in sediment composition, but at a
ments as a complex of limiting values determining given point in the sediment spectrum the species
distribution of benthic fauna is fully recognized structure of the association was similar even when j
(Brett, 1963; Sanders. 1959: Thorson, 1957, 1958). the sampling was done at various times of the year.
Unfortunately, few comparative studies relating the Further studies by Sanders et al. (1962), in Barn-
nature of bottom sediments to distribution of benthos stable Harbor, demonstrated that intertidally the de-
along the gradient of the estuary have been under- posit feeder may be the dominant feeding type in both
taken (Parker, 19(g)). Detailed investigations of ani- mud and stable sand sediments, in contrast to findings
meal-sediment relationships by several recent workers in the subtidal regime in Long Island Sound and Buz-
(Brett. 1963; McNulty el al., 1962; Sanders, 1956, zards Bay. Despite the fact that sediments at stations
1958, 19M); Sanders et al.. 1962) in what would cor- in Barnstable Harbor consisted almost entirely of fine
respond roughly to bottoms in the seaward end of sand wý ,h very little organic matter, most of the
cstuaries form an important base for future cornpara- bioroass (78 percent) consisted of animals that were
tive estuarine .tudies. primarily deposit feeders. The presence or absence of

Sanders (1956. 1958) showed, in subtidal bottoms large populations of deposit feeders in sandy sedi-
in central Long Island Sound and Buzzards Bay, that ments was correlated with the stability of the sedi-
small deposit feeders (individuals weighing 0.2 g dry 'nt surface. In stable sediments where ripple marks
weight or less and retained on a 0.2 mm poire screen) .ere absent, deise concentrations of benthic diatoms
numerically dominated in mud, and uilter feeders (Faure-Freniaet, 1951a) and dinoflagellates were

ohminated in sand sediments. In Buzzards Bay. pri- found which proivided the niajor food source for the
iiary cnitmner% (herhivorrs and detritus feeders) large bi-nuas% of deposit feeders. Chlorophyll values

coiprised ff) to 99 percent by number of the benthic obtained front sedinents to a depth of I cm ranged
iuna. lie suggsted that clav is the most valid sedi- from 147 to 770 mK in2. Sanders concluded that the
mient correlate for the distribution of deposit-feeding ,edinment Ahould be considered an indicator of fod.
urgan•ilsms living on organic matter in or (n fine- and not a factor dmectly determining the distributmon
grained sediments (muds ). as clays are nuch smaller of feeling type.s.
than silt particles and therefore have a relativelh In an examinati,,m of .omw relationships between #

ti:wh larger surface area to bind organic matter the it-fauna (f subtidal level boltomns and sediments
%%hich is prolbaby a primary source of food for de- in 1tisca.vre a'.. south Florida. McNulty ¢r al. ")

i)St feeders ( Kailer. 1962: Grim. 19.3). The largest (192). compared populations in terms of their dry
pointlatios of benthos were found in Long Island tissue weight (.retained on A 1.0 mm pore screen).
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and classified the infauna as deposit, detritus (at sedi- and Buzzards Bay sediments are noncarbonate, while

ment surface), and filter feeders. They found detritus those of Biscayne Bay are carbonate. This, in addi-
feeders most abundant in the finest sediments, and tion to adaptations occurring in the evolution of these
suggested that in such bottoms little detritus may be organisms in different ranges and proportions of
expected from outside and that infauna may subsist grain sizes, may explain the variations in relation of
on the rich algal surface film present. Deposit and infauna to particle size observed by Brett, McNulty,
filter feeders predominated in intermediate sedimen- and Sanders; and stresses the need for more compara-
tary grades, the latter being most abundant in sedi- tive studies of this nature.
ments with a median grain size of 0.3 to 0.4 mm, Comparison of results of investigations in Buzzards
whether calculated on a dry weight or numbers basis. Bay, Biscayne Bay, and Bogue Sound emphasizes the
They found no apparent differences in sorting coeffi- existence of a rather close relationship between in-
cient preference among the feeding types. Deposit faunal feeding habits and gross organic content and
feeders were most abundant at a median grain size of the mechanical nature of sediments; and these par-
about 0.25 mm, and the fine fraction of the sediment tially mirror the degree of movement of the overlying
did not seem to play a role in the distribution of de- water. More significantly though, they suggest the
posit feeders, probably because clays constituted such important role of the sediment as a source of food.
a small percentage of the fine grains there. Compari- This relationship underscores the necessity of compa-
son of a number of selected bottom communities dem- rability of methods for studying not only the charac-
onstrated a close correlation between body size of teristics of the sediments but the associated organisms
deposit feeders (but not detritus and filter feeders) themselves, at least as to size range, number, weight,
and particle size, regardless of the type of animal behavior, and feeding types. Because those benthic
concerned, there being an almost linear increase in animals (generally of small size) which are restricted
size of animal with increasing particle size. Very in their movements may most lucidly reflect the physi-
coarse sediments did not support a large population cal and chemical attributes of their environment, ben-
of any feeding type. thic researchers can profit materially by investigating

In an investigation of the relationships between the smallest organisms practical to handle. For ex-
distribution of megabenthos and sediment types in ample, the minimum size of benthos retained in the
Bogue Sound, North Carolina, Brett (1963) charac- Bogue Sound studies was 15 times larger than that
terized sediments by means of phi mean diameter, in Buzzards Bay and three times larger than that in
sorting coefficient, percentage of clay-size particles Biscayne Bay. One wonders what differences in in-
and readily oxidizable organic matter. He related terpretation may hay, -esulted had the smallest size
these to densities of dry weights of animals retained fraction of animals been retained in all areas. These
on a 3 mm pore screen. With an increase in current studies provide a stimulating beginning for similar
velocity there was a generally corresponding in- ones along the estuarine gradient. They should in-
crease in mean grain size and decrease in organic clude the effect of the chemical properties of the
matter clay, and coefficient of sorting. As current aqueous gradient and accompanying microbiologicalvelocity increased there was a loss of fine sediments activities on the distribution and abundance of estu-

from the environment, and with fewer sediment grades arine megabenthos relative to the mechanical qualities
the sorting coefficient became smaller. As was also of the sediments.
shown by Sanders and McNulty, Brett found that The observations of Brett, McNulty, and Sanders
feeding habits of animals were related to prevailing explain in general terms tie nature of the faunally
hvdrodvnamic characteristics of the environment and rich "muddy sand" frequently mentioned in the litera-
the resulting sc lintent types : (I) detritus feeders ture (Beanland, 1940: Day, 1951 ; Holne, 1949; Mac-
predominated in areas of slow currents with sedi- Ginitie. 1935; l'ercival, 1929: Sanders c al., 1962;

p ments having a meanl diameter less than 0.09 mm; Stopford, 1951: Yonge, 1953"). In estuaries, these
(2) filter feeders exceeded detritus feeders in all appear to be more or less "optimum" mixtures of
"areas where the mean grain size exceeded 0.09 nnm, clays, silts, fine sands, and organir matter which
the largest populations being supported in sediments supl)port greater densities of megahenthic populations
of mean diameters ranging from 0.12 to 0.14 mam, not than either clean c(xorse unstable sands and gravels
necessarilv well sorted : and (3) the largest standing at the mouth or soft slurry muds in the quiet sheltered
crop of predators occurred in high-energy environ- reaches of estuaries.
-ments where the mean sediment size surpassed 0.15 '[ile role of s.edinments in the dlistrihution of minei-
nun ind and contents of clay and organic matter were ofaunal benthos ( foraminiferans, nematodes, kino-
generally low-and here also the density of filter rhvnchs, ostracods, copelwods, turbellarians, oligochae-
feeders was low as compared to bottoms where den- tes. halacarids, gastrotrichs cephalocarideans. andsity of predlators was minimal. Thus the sediments others %ery roughly in the size range of tO to SW p)

of I1ogue Sound which supported the largest lopula- has i,.'eived nmch less examination than of the mega-tions of filter feeders had mean diameters of 0.12 faunal henthos, and most of the research has been
to 0.14 mi. somewhat less than the 0.18 mm of Biuz- directed to marine interstitial metazoans (.\'are, 1942;
zardls Bay and considerably less than the 0.4 mm of Wigley and McIntyre. 1904). The recent valuable
Biscayne Bay. Brett noted that the Bogue Sound paper by Wicser i 19M1) reviews earlier studies and
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reports on investigations primarily of nematodes and by marine benthos has been taking place for long
kinorhynchs in sediments at three stations in Buz- periods of geological time, and still continues pri- I

zards Bay, an environment grossly similar to that of marily in the tropics (Hesse et at., 1951; Hun- 4
the lower reaches of an open esti,%ry. These two ter, 1964; Pearse, 1950; Segerstraale, 1964). Kinne
groups comprised 89 to 99 percent of the total meio- (1964) writes that non-genetic adaptations to salinity
fauna ; dry weight of the total miofauna ranged from are acquired during very early ontogeny, tend to be
100 to 60 mg/m2 of bottom, and wet weight from more stable and more complete than those acquired
0.4 to 2.5 g/m2. In general, sediments rich in silts in older individuals, and may even be irreversible.
and clays supported a larger number of meiofaunal He also discusses physiological and behavioral dif-
animals than those poorer in fine sediments, a rela- ferences which are likely to represent genetic adapta-
tionship displayed by the deposit-feeding component tions to life in lower salinities. Hedgpeth (1957e)
of the macrofauna. Three ecological meiofaunal suggests that typically estuarine benthos may repre-
groups were found: (1) species with affinity for sent a considerably earlier invasion of estuaries than
sand, (2) species with affinity for fine deposits, and that by euryhaline marine forms. The wide tolerance
(3) more eurytopic species. Thus the meiofauna at of estuarine organisms undoubtedly helps to explain
any point in the bay is determined by the degree of their capacity to establish themselves in estuaries
mixing of sediment types, to which it is quite sensi- over the world, at least in similar latitudes (Parker,
tive, and consists of a subtle graded series of faunal 1964a). As they may not be able to cumpete with
assemblages. Most representatives of the meiofauna marine organisms in the sea (Korringa, 1957), the
feed on the epigrowth of sand grains or on the fine advent of rapid means of oceanic transportation has
deposits, which further affects their distribution, facilitated their dispersal, both accidental and de-
Whether nieiofaunal sediment relationships change liberate, to new estuaries (Elton, 1958; Hedgpeth,
up the long axis of the estuary is nor. known, but the 1957e; Hesse et al., 1951). Another factor which ap-
matter provides a stimulating area for research pro- pears to contribute indirectly to the universal uni-
vided the associations are elated to organisms identi- formity of appearance of estuarine benthos is their
fled to species, as has been done by Wieser (1960). suggested origin from similar stocks of widely dis-
A major drawback in the investigation of causes of tributed organisms in the sea which may have been
distribution in situ lies in the difficulty of controlling characterized by physiological euryhalinity to begin
environmental factors and the impossibility of singling with (Hedgpeth, 1957e).
out the specific effect of single and multiple factors. Carter (1961) speculates that in littoral regions
Because of their small size, inordinate abundance, and where environments are locally highly variable, the
apparent hardiness, nematodes might lend themselves rate of evolution should be rapid, since changing con-
admirably to studies in the laboratory. Investigations ditions lead to rapid adaptation if organisms can
could include uni- and multifactorial variation of such survive physiological alteration. After organisms have
factors as inert artificial particles in a range of sizes developed wide environmental tolerances, they would
and angularities, synthetic dissolved and particulate tend to continue unchanged (Hedgpeth, 1957e).
organic material, salinity, and temperature. Various theoretical aspects of speciation relating to

coastal areas are considered by Buzzati-Traverso '

EVORLDWIDE DISTRIBUTION AND SPECIATION OF (1958), Bullock (1955), Hutchinson (1953). Kohn
ESTU',ARINE BENTIIclNvERTEBRATE.S (1958). Nicol (1935, 1960), Prosser, (1955), and

A striking feature of estuarine faunas is that they Smith (1959). Now that difficulties of rearing ma-
resemble each other in estuaries in various parts of rine larvae in the laboratory are being overcome
the world (I urbanck t al., 1956), although estu- (Costlow and Bookhout, 9ol; Losanoff and Davis,
aries may have little more in common than simil- 1963; Ray, 1958). useful marine animals for genetic
ranges of environmental variability (Hedgpeth, 1953). studies are becoming available (Ray, 1958), and sug-
Species and genera having widely cosmopolitan repre- gestions of methods for elucidating some of the
sentatives are listed by Redeke (1933). Uedgpeth processes of speciation and for distinguishing between
(1953, 1957e). and Burbanck ct al. (1956). These genotypic and phenotypic variations have been offered
lists will probably grow longer as the systenmatics of (Buzzati-Traverso, 1958; Kohn, 1958: Prosser, 1955).
estuari,•e taxa is developed on a worldwide basis. experimental verification of the modern occurrence of
On the basis of Day's classification, the characteristic speciation and invasion of estuaries by marine ben-
estuari•e benthic fauna probably represent primarily thos from the shallow seas is a distinct possibility.
euryhaline marine and true estuarine taxa, both of ORIGIN OF ESTUARINE BENTIIC
which are broadly eurytopic. flesse et al. (1951) note INVERTEBRATE POPULATIONS
that the common characteristics of animals living un-IV T R E O L O

der similar conditions, which are the more striking Repopulation of henthic invrtebrate animals in es-
the more closely the environmental conditions ap- tuaries takes place by means of free-swimming pelagic
proach limiting factors, arise from the requirement larvae arising sexually; non-pelagic larvae arising
for definite adaptations. These act "upon the fauna sexually and developing in brood pouches. capsules, 0,1

like a sieve of definite mesh. allowing only more or and gelatincius masses: and asexual reproduction. The
less similar forms to pass". C0ilonization of estuaries percentage ,,f invertebrate species in open level bot-
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tor communities having pelagic larvae is approxi- stimuli, independently of da~y length, tidal rhythm,
mately 67 percent in temperate seas, and about 90 precipitation, kinds oi plankton, and other factors
in the tropics (Thorson, 1957, 1958). Similar statis- present in the late spring and early summer when
tics for faunas of estuaries grading from temperate gametogenesis normally occurs. The kind and quan-
to tropical regions and of faunas along the longitudi- tity of food appearing in plankton blooms, and tile
nal axes of theste estuaries are not available, but resulting release of ectocrines, may also be imnoor-
would be instructive. With the exception of an un- tant in stimulating spawning (Lucas, 1961 ; Thorson,
known number of species of non-pelagic young which 1950).
have special means of relatively long-distance dis- The time of discharge of planktonic sperm, ova, and
persal (Carriker, 1957; Shuster, 1951), non-sessile larvae into the water relative to the phase of rhythmic
benthic juveniles tend to remain in the area of their environmental factors is a first consideration in terms
origin, although how much tidal currents may trans- of larval retention in the estuary. It is thought that
port them passively back and forth over the bottom a few males spawn first, releasing a cloud of sperm
is unknown. As in true stratified estuaries vvhcre which tidal currents pass over other males and fe.
flood tidal currents are stronger near the bottom than males, stimulating thenm to spawn (Galtsoff, 1964).
those of ebb tide, there is a distinct possibility that thus better insuring mass fertilization of the ova
sonme net up-estuary conveyance of benthic juveniles (Thorson, 1950). Recent studies suggest that, at
may occur unless counteracted behaviorally by use least in some cases, time of spawning may coincide
of such structures as byssi and tubes and by bu~rrow- with the particular periods of the tides and seasons,
ing (Carriker, 1961b). The possibility is important which tend to reduce dispersal of larvae seaward
and needs examination because juveniles might be (Carriker, 1961b). In an investigation of the veliger
carried into regions of lethal salinities. larvae of .tercceaaria me,nexrania in a neutral ho-

Planktonic larvae originating in the estuary, on inogenously mixed estuary, this author noted that
the other hand, are probably rcattered widely over maximum density of swarms of early larvae predomi-
the estuary and, especially in short shallow estuaries, nated during neap tidles. indicating that spassning
may be flushed out to sea before metamorphosis and! occurred primarily during neap tides rather than dur-
settlement, primarily because of the Kw'erwhelming ing spring tides. The cause for this may have becen.
impact of estuarine water movements on them. Study :he higher temperatures prevailing during neap tides.
of the unique means by which larval plankters are periods of lesser tidal amplitude and exchange with
able to settle in certain estuaries has been in progress the cooler oceanic waters, or possibly periods of
for the last half century, and information on a few denser populations of food organisms, because of
species is accumulating (MyG: Ayers, 19546; Mer- higher temperatures and less dilution of the plankton
cenaria: Carriker, 1961b; Cra~ssostrea: fHaskin, 1964: and nutrients with sea water. The observations also
Ostrera: Korringa, 1941; Balanius, Rhait/aropapsoPcus: suggested that spawning was triggered principally at
Bousfield, 1955b). The mechanism of retention, not or just after low tide, coinciding with periods of

I ti.~tirely excolained, provides a remiarkable example maximum temperatures occurring as a result of heat
$of the cap~acity of organisms to adapt to and utilize brought down the estuary lby the ebbing tide. Spawn-

every habitable biotope on earth. ing at this phase of the tidle is advantageous to the
larvae, ams thes Would be transported up the estuary

SPAWlNG OF ENTTIC NVETEBRTESfror*. the spawning area rather than down the estuvar'.
wiTrH PEi.AGic LARVAE toward the mouth resulting in possible loss at sea'.

A~s Roustield (1955b: see also Carriker, 19011) Whether these responses also occur in stratified estim-
points out, the degree of settlement of larvae in al ,it ies is nlot known. A. further interesting coincidence
estuary is a fuiiction of the initial abundance, rate of is that in tenmperate hi~titules. at least, much of the
mortality. and dutration of planktor~ic existenco of tile spawning in estuaries wocctis in the sunnioer (luring
larvae. circuiation piattern of water at the depths at peit'r~s of redoced flushing because of minimial rain-
Which larvae Wsill, and overall siye andli Ptyp of fall andl river diliwarge. The survival value of thiso
estuary. Thus niv i roi niental tihenlomiena asso ci a te to all1 planktirrs both in st r. i-tied and I', iiii gentuIftIi
Witli release oif gametels and iarvite by benthic sl~i(is miixed estuarie.s is clear; though it should IX! pointed
are impilortant in larval retentioni. out that, upl to a point, inrerased% river (discharge will

AIlthough Iiiost of tile factors that stimulate s iio- accelerate the movement oi thle up-estuary liottoni)
ing under nattii.11 con'llition% in the field are still oh,- drift andl priagic larvae remaining below thek halo-
scure. thiermial st;nivilation is a major factor in tem- lineir tlevel oi no net motion) W sill be trainspoirted
perate latituis Warriker. llk hý K inne. ")(0 l~An- imo~re rapijdlv 'upil the estuarY, as is tile case with
der-;. 1951: Looeaanoff and D~avis. 1963: Thorson, Htlanunr creitalm inl Miramichi Estuary. Cotiversp%

lbb.Both rising and falling t~ntilerattures ;laa surface larvae wvill move more quickly ouit to sea1
a lJirt after a certaii teiiijieraiart level is reatched. is in the case of J?,lanus hauaai~de'i Ilousfiebl.
%\hether this is also true in the t.opics is not clear. 195.510. Study of these pihenonmena in a series of
fIn thle lab,,ratuorvs. I.Ammincif and D~avis ( 1963) have estuaries geographaically distributed between the arctic
beeni able to induce spass ning in a number oit coatstal anid thc tropics couild ' veld much valuable information.
sper-ics of bivalves toy thermal and chemical (sjprmi It wotildI le Ip1rtiCtl1Arl% instructive to know %h ether
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thre bulk of spawning in tropical estuaries occurs dur- stimulate the larvae to rise in the water collumn
ing the dry or the rainy season, and, in the absence of (Carriker, 1951b, 1961b; Nelson and Perkins, 1931 ).
seasonal thermal fluctuations, what stimulus induces Carriker ( 1961b) observed that, even during hours
spawning. of darkness when veligers of Mercirsaris msevcexaria

MOVEENTANDDISTINUIONOilassumed a broader vertical distribution. there was a
MOVEEYTANODiS~tIHT~o OFscarcity of these larvae near the bottomn. The same
ESTURINEPLAETONC LAVAEwas oloserved for veligers of Craiuostrea virpinica,

The activities of planktonic larvae of estuarine except ior an occasional dens.- concentration of ma-
benthic invertebrates have been studied by many in- lure and eyed larvae near the bottom (Carriker.
vestigators, and reviews of this work have been pro- 1951b) during daylight hours. Whether this icarcity
vided by Bouslield (l19551) 1 Carriker ( 1951b, 1959, of younger stages near the bottom reflects the resultsI
1961b), Haskin (1964). and Thorson (1946b). Nel- of filter-feeding predation by bottomn-dwelling or-
son (1912) was the first to suggest that estuarine Ranisms, or whether the larvae have evolved be-
larvae (American oyster) may control their horizon- havioral response that tends to keep tnem swimming
tal distribution hby regulating their bath',metric dis- away i~romn the bottom, or both, is not known. The7
tribution relative to direction of tidal currents. In significance in terms of survival is clear: enemies
his thorough report on the distribution and move- are generally mnore abundant in the bottom than in
ments of larvae of barnacles and other benthic in- the water column. Most maturing pelagic larvae of
vertebrates in Miramnichi Estuary relative to the hy- estuarine benthic parents probably become photo-
drogra;ihy of this water mass, Ilousfield (1955b) negative, geopositive, and positively thigmotisctic as
theorizes that tre mechanism by which thre larvae are they appiroach metamorphosis. Aside from the work
retained in the estu~ary consists of three mauin features: of Nelson and P'erkins ( 1931 ) and Ifaskin ( 1964).

iI)a changing vertical distribution of successive very little has been done to exami.ne experimentally
planktonic stages of larvae; (2) a non-tidal dIrift sea- the many potential causes for, and behavior invollved
wards at the surface, and another landwards along the in, the vertical distribution of pelagic larvae in estu-
bottom, superimposed on tidal oscillation; and (3) a aries; this is a serious gap in our knowledge of thesw
counter-clockwise circulation of the larvae completed embayniteits.
within the planklunic duration in the outer estuary. Elucidation of the physical hydrography of estu-
With minor modifications, this theory applies to all aries by Pritchard and associateb was a major con-
estuarine species so far investigated, among which tribution to the study of estuarine plankton, and soon
the American oyster, Crassrostrea vivginica, has been made clear that inherent in the circulation of strati-
most thoroughly examined, fied estuaries is the two-la'-ered drift transport sys-

Studies by Nelson (1917), Nelson and Perkins temn which in itself can account for automatic trants-
193A i, Carriker ( 1951b), Manning and V.haley port up the estuary of larvae remaining Meow~ the
1955), an]. Haskin ( 1964) on the larval biology of level of no net motion. In Chesapeake Bay, for ex-

C. virgineica, primarily an estuarine form, show clearly ample ( Pritchard, 1951 ), the net up-estuary bottom
that early stages tend -i,-~ remain more or less uni:- drift (0.? to 0.4 knot) could transport larvae 130
formly distribu'c-, vertically in the water column. miles up the estuary fronm the mouth in 2N) days. and
and that as lat -.ie mature they seek lower levels of Boustield ( 1955b) describes a similar drift of 0.128
the jn l.wit, an increasedi proportion of older knot in Mfiramichi Estuary. Contrary to tive sugges-
stages on thre flood over that on the ebb tide. In sonmc tions of Pritchard i. 1953).* however. ti at these larvae
cases vCarrii-er. 1951b), large concrntrations of older can be considered theoretically the same as dissolved
stages of these larvae %%ere found on the bottom material, and nif Emerv and Stevenson (19 57a) that
during~ ebb tidle. This observation support3; the hy- vertical migrations are not necessary to account for
po~thesis iNrl~oit and Perkins. 1931 )that older stages their horizontal movements, it has been demonstrated
(Irill on or close to the bottom during the falling beyondl a doubt by inany inves-tigators that these iatr-
salinities of ebb tide and are stimulated to rise by the var are active svvimmrers, and although they d& not
increasing salinity of early flood tide, thus movl~g make appreciable progrtss horizontally, their vertical
uip the tstuary by successive mtares, in sonice instances acti'% ity is conspicuous. It is reasonable to hypothesize
far he~ond tL~e parents, klos.7 recently. tHaskin f19(4). that in the course of the evolution of t~v estuarine in-
in conltrolled lalwiraitir - ex~periment%. dnninsrrated a vertebrate form with planktonic larvae, behavioral
very close correlation between salinity change and mechaniiiss hAve evolved which maike use of the es-
sWimnhing activity of inature and eyed oyste larvae. tuarine circulatory %.%stemn for retention within the
Therefore salhnitv variations miay pla'- an intwirtant emituary. Accumulating inforniatiun ivuggests that thie.
role, in the vertical movemnents of thev larvAc ,Iis `60.
nature. rven in the absence of *t prominent h.1lorline NotA all -%peci"eif. lairvar (if I'enthic invertebrate-s
Other information %uggests that in nature lighit tends beehave ueininelarly under estuarine bidrographic c-iwi
to ilelrets vertical distribution durnig dahirb lihr-uriv ditionis Fheir behavior undioubtedlly refletets Ceno-

Itoustield. 1955b; C-'rriker. 1961b: liaskin. 1ON4 tpic 'litirremce" and linmits ouf tolerance, and thi5
Nelurn. 1916: Rnger,. 1940), Yasuda. 1952 1, and that affects the rewuling distribtmiin of the adults In

turbvulence from tidal currents and wave action nsay NIiramichi lVstrar'.% for example i ousfield. 1955h).
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aaiht Balieais bulauoidcs and B. ceveawa are found distribured. andl -sp-estuary migration is left to the
in the outer estuary, and B. improwisma is mainly mature stages in the bottom stratumn. On the basis of
within the estuary. The surface residual drift trans- 1,Ps experiments. Ha.~in (l194) suggested th"- con-
ports early larval stages of B. impiovmsw, found near tintuous up-estuary transport of mature sta,' , of C
the surface, to the mouth of the estfuary, and as the virgiuica in the landward drift to the upper end of
larvae develop they move below the level of no net the estuary, wbere progressively diluted sea water
moclon and are carried up the estuary t i and be)oand crosses upward through the discontinuity laver to lie
the original spawning sites by the landward drift, entrained in the surface seaward drilt,' res'ults in a
This species differs in this behavior, then. frarni the "larvai trap". Larvae arc carried passively to this
American oyster only in the distribution of the early point. but are blocked front further transport b, minim-
stages, but the effect of up-estuary conveyance is tne mal salinity limits. fie notes that heavy splafalhb
sarne. On the other hand, by means of the same two- around the mouths oJf tributaries of estuaries, may be
layered opposisng drifts the later deep-swimming lar- partly due to such entrapinent. loustield%. disicoverr
val stages of X. crvvqi are carried into the estuary of similar concenttrations of cypiad larvae contribute-s
from the one-n water to the limit of their low salinity further iupport for the idea.
tolerance; but those of B. bVlanoides, all stages being To what degree all planktonic tars ac oi es~tu~iirine
near-surface swimmers, tend to be carried out of the benthic in~ertebrates respond to the non-tidal drift
estuary especially during periods of warut river flood. circulation of estuaries is not known, though limited
How the latter -et in the estuary is not v et known, available informiation suggests that the responise may
tout Thorsont ( 1957) not"s that tars-ae of 'Species like be wide, read #Smith, 1964). and even cxends t,',
this which settle near the intertidal zone remain posi- entirely pelagic estuarine species 4 1fulburt. 19571
tively phootactic and in the surface stratum of wate- Unfortunately studies of the larvae o-iJf trviexrian
The seaward trans-port of !he three species of bar- uiercerfira i'Carriker, 1961b' And 31b'a aruoaria
nacle larvae in Nliramichi Estuary is strongest on the (Avers, 1956) were conducted in estuarieb lacking
right side, and the up-estuary movement strongest noticeable non-tidal drifts, so that inforniation ojn the
on the left side of the estuary as a result of Coriolis response oi these species to vertical stratificatioin is
force. A similar horizontal drift circulation pattern not available, but distributionr of Adults Indisate.i at
exists in Delaware Bay (Nelson. 1947). resulting in least somic response. Much more information :
heavier sets of oysters on the left than on the right 7 o the respoese of the larvae of freshwater.
side of the estuary, true estuarine, eurylhahine marine, and marine species

Bousfield i19515b) suggests that active avoidanicc of estuaries, not onIv to vertical salinity stratitication.
of low salinities by estuarii'e and eurihalinr marine but to that of turblti-vce, light. turbidity.pr~ur
planktionic larvae probably takers place only mear lethal (Thorson, 1957; lla.-Ain, l%-4P. and le-Aser knomn
limits of salinity, lie describes concentrations of factors. in the entire rangc of types of estuariess. Such
cs-pridl larvae oi Balamus tivir'rmn-tss found near the studies could Asell be cconducted %kith prolit in the
head of the estuary- iitliin lthe lasndwari drift anti laboratory AMd field nkidxels i4 estuaries. As Itus-
tinder the fresh it) brackish srawardl drift. son:r 40) field i 105ti) ha, discovered for three specrie wO
miles frirom the imouth of the Miraniichi Fstuar % dur- barnacles. it may be that larvae of other Ix-tihiic
ing an exceptionally dr) summeor And oniv 31) miles species along the gradienit oi the estuary' mLA r' % es
ahos r it during a ramný sunimer. Nelson in-1 !'ert-:ns differernt bechav ioral ri .xlines in keep-ing hsith their
11931 1 observed in Itarne-gat Ila,. that, in lthe pres- Isi-stlirs relati'ciet) the- krad.rtit, And that these re-

ecrx of moire or les.s sharp haliplin-s. lthe maximium slitises Layv alw~ differ tin estuaries ,Aarits. the
numiber of innitature lars.ae of gastrolxsts. and the trip-cs. F,¾r example. ltriAc of oligiihahmr pevtw~es_
pelecipis t.rasiiu r&iita. .Iyvs. ,If.r.esrNir . .1 yth-riha. roninimwlY in the brfackish surface drift. nught cast',.
And 7ers-d,. ltended to ctioceiitrate in the cI.% se sci;illt liecticte entraineds there Andi killed I, % itwreastiit sg
of the 4lisconlintii:: laer istbile us stcr Ian se gen- linities enctmrntei'ed rL'ssi the estuar ni. unicess they
crAll % rmained Abo% e it, ( Arriker i 1951h later oih- Could muse% dosiiisard Into Aod tok~rAtc the higher
ibctiv*d as simiilar resonse on the part ol ts ster tar- sahljiciie pust tmwtuis the rsieof t4 m net motitm and
Var in the %.Anire sstuari NcrtuN4 further relvorted that rs~,rtig r il bark up the estuaf % In morme or l-ess

LAtuir l.Ansac vi VIsw mxtirreq furhis the hAhichlnr e mgrruil mixed! estuaries the.% mut be fbushet!
"an near lthe 1-rt-n-, . this sugge-,t. that like ihe ma- into lethal salinitiri-
ture Stiges 9if the tZACs~o ti(. -.lrgirn..i. thus-sc oi JI'v-i Ittl,~4rgsti, inse-stigatung the ahundAwce oi pelagic
Oi,,.a~aw rn-as At4, yen am~ in the landuaril Aiyit andA laniA hr~,.wls in ctas-tai Asatrf%, hair be-ri. imnprssed
lie transported up the estuars - Vl~tAritysuin of Adult hst the is de-rae ii: 11Wiar arid as.r-1ii 4f W.UMs1l
.thyg in esituaries suppots this tilts The cro-sdig neoripuant r-n-t un %ear to %ear =An fromn nne-eri
&Ai 11iniature Liia as in the %icinit.% of the sharp dis- nw~it tit atutlwr 4t (Arniht. 1961b, Om.w 19;1". lLIW4AA-
cuuo1ti uttik lAser btwmeen the sturface and4 hi-rtoew d. ,ts nUS" C# 4' LN55,- Thnnsir 1957 Wu&sori ly.5J'
suggvets iitninimal net up- or doun estuari mos enwnt. W~hetlier this resuilt, initialla fr*om %aiiatgqvi :n5 ;is al
at-o nsa% aiil their tretntinn ii' the esituarv I n the atslit% (" vsirstAunel gamnetes. fluctuations in th
presence- of ruire gradual sertiala gradient% oi salinity. quantipi of srsAnuntg at derte-mne-imb-i en m:rs.;insr;iA!

Immniature Vtage" ot ( -irgiwii-o are nutre uniformly factors, -sts iii larvae to PrelAtr-~S it arriker. 'Mlli.l
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Thorson- 1946h), failure to encounter appropriate weeks. Balanus improvisus (Bousfield, 1955h) and
substrate for metamorphosis and settlement (Wilson, B. amphitrite (Costlow and Bookhout, 1958) which
1952), or loss to the sea is not known. All of these also inhabit estuaries, began to settle after about one
are undoubtedly important at one time or another, to two and a half weeks (Thorson, 1957). On thie
and may differ from embayment to embayment. Ac- other hand, the typically marine outer beach sand
cumulating information, however, indicates that ex- crab, Emerita, is said to take four to five months
clusive of the rates of non-tidal residual drifts and (Johnson, 1939). It would be interesting to know the
thus of stream discharge, variations in the rate of duration of the pelagic phase of its close neighbor, the
tidal exchange alone may. in certain cases, be more beach clam, Donax. In the case of the widely ranging
critical than all other factors in relation to retention motile epibenthic forms like the crab, Callinectes,
(Ketchum, 1954). In Barnstable Harbor, for ex- which moves actively about as an adult, remaining
ample, where exchange in each tidal excursion may within the estuary is not difficult and its long pelagic
amount to 90 percent and residual drifts are negli- phases of five to six weeks (Costlow and Bookhout.
gible, Mya arenaria is unable to maintain itself with- 1959) may have added dispersal value. This discus-
out larval recruitment from Cape Cod Bay (Ketchum, sion raises the question of whether there may not
1954: Avers, 1956) ; and similarly in Home Pond, a exist ecological races of estuarine benthic species with
small shallow estuary with an exchange rate varying a longer pelagic phase in long stable estuaries like the
from 22 to 73 percent, recruitment of Crassostrea Miramichi (Bousfield, 1955a) than in shorter less
virginpica and Mercenaria merecnaria is obtained al- stable ones like Great Bay (Carriker, 1951b); and
most entirely from Gardiners Bay (Carriker, 1959). whether larvae of tropic, temperate, and arctic estu-
In Little Egg Harbor. where the exchange rate varies arine species have planktonic periods of similar or
from 20 to 47 percent, a curious eddy circulation and dissimilar duration (Thorson, 1957).
the spawning behavior of Mercenaria inercenaria It is a fair assumption that larvae originating from
insure a high retention rate when veligers coincide true benthic parents in middle and upper reaches of
with periods of little or no rainfall and medium to the estuary are retained to settle in greater numbers
low tidal amplitudes (Carriker, 1961b). At these than those spawned from euryhaline marine stocks
tines, survival rates of veligers from the straight- farther down the estuary. Thus a natural selection for
hinged to the setting stage approximated 2.6 percent. behavioral patterns which promote retention may be
During periods of heavy rainfall and high spring tidal taking place among the euryhaline marine species, and
exchanges, however, the occasional large swarms of probably 4gave rise in the beginning to true estuarine
young larvae disappear from the water before settle- species with planktonic larvae. It is further possible
ment. An exchange rate of'15 percent in Miramichi to conjecture that the larvae of true estuarine species
Estuary (Bousfield, 1955b) in addition to the residual have retained a widely euryhaline (or better, eury-
drifts, is apparently adequate to insure settlement of topic) tolerance to the extremes of the estuarine en-
barnacles there. Very low exchange rates, such as the vironmental gradients, perhaps more so than adults,
4 percent of the Oosterschelde (Korringa, 1941, 1952) and thus can tolerate transport into neritic waters
greatly minimize losses of larvae of Ostrca edulis by and up and down the coast to adjacent estuaries. If
exchange. Rate of dispersal of larval plankters at true, this' would help explain the similarity of true
sea by exchange is difficult to calculate because of estuarine species in different estuaries. The studies
variable mixing of water moving out of the inlet on of Loosanoff and Davis (1963), Bousfield (1955b),
the ebb tide with longshore or offshore currents. Costlow and Bookhout (1961), and Carriker (1951b)
Ayers (1956) calculated for Barnstable Harbor the indicate, a wide euryhalinity of the larvae of certain
theoretical size of larval populations of Mya arenaria estuarine species. Kinne (1964) reports that salinity
which would survive and remain in the estuary under tolerance in mz.ny species is narrowest during very
various flushing and mortality rates. early ontogeny, then increases in young stages, and

As short duration of the pelagic phase of the life finally decreases again in the senile adult. On the
cycle appears to have value in retaining more or less other hand, larvae of at least some species from dif-
immobile estuarine benthic species within the estuary, ferent salinity regimens, like Nereis diversicolor
it would be desirable to discover whether these spe- (Smith, 1964), bear an apparently adaptive r.lation-
cies have shorter planktonic stages than littoral ma- ship to the prevailing salinity of the habitat. Thorson
rine species. A limited survey of the duration of (1946b) writes that most species of planktonic lar-
pelagic stages suggests this, but a broader study must vae in coastal waters are restricted to specific hori-
be made before conclusions can be reached. Of the zontal strata. This suggests that true estuarine spe-
19 species of larvae of benthic bivalves reared in cies may have been derived primarily from those
the laboratory by Loosanoff and Davis (1963), for open-wate"r marine species whose larvae are charac-
example, 16 species which are primarily truje estuarine teristic of the surface rather than the deep layers of
or euryhaliie marine have larval stages ranging in continental shelf waters.
duration minimally from one to two weeks (see lso
Carriker, 1961b), whereas the remaining three genera
which are more typically marine (Spisula, Arca, Planktonic larvae of many species of benthic coastal
Teredo) begin to metamorphose after about three invertebrates explore the bottom to which they are
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exposed when ready to metamorphose. If they find it ready settled (Knight-Jones and Stephenson, 1950:
attractive they will settle there; if not, metamorphosis Knight-Jones and Moyse, 1961 ), is still to be deter-
is delayed for an extended time and the alternation of mined. Little is known of the capacity of widely scat-
bottom searching and swimming continues, probably tered juvenile bottom states of true estoarine benthic
greatly enhancing the possibility that a suitable sub- species to migrate and aggregate in the area populated
stratum is encountered (de Blok et al. 1959; Lynch, by adults, as is done by such euryhaline marine spe-
1959; Scheltema, 1961; Thorson, 1957. 1958; Wilson, cies as Mytilus edulis (Newell, 1964). Finally, it is
1952, 1958). To what extent the observed behavior possible that stimuli other than chemical signals mnay
of alternation of crawling and swimming is an indi- cue ready-to-set pelagic larvae to accumulate in spe-
cation of searching has not been tested experimentally, cific bottom areas. Carriker (1961b), for e-,ample, ob-
though circumstantial information suggests that this served that pediveligers ("swinuning-crawling stage")
is so. In estuaries where ready-to-set larvae may be of Mcrcenaria mcrcenaria seem to be stimulated to
transported by both tidal currents -uid landward drifts, set below water masses exlibiting steep gradient or
the opportunity for settling in appropriate substrates turbulence (Bowden, 1964) ; and Turner (1953) sug-
should be considerable, the nature of each estuary and gested that distribution of certain species of juvenile
its tidal and drift circulation dictating the magnitude. bivalves may be influenced by the same hydrographic
In spite of tile number of estuarine pelagic larvae features that affect the zonation and sorting of the
wh'ch have been reared in the laboratory, there is particles of the substratum.
little information on how long metamorphosis may be These facts imply, as Thorson (1957) has noted
postponed, and the range of duration of larval life for level bottom communities, that recruitment for
given in the literature (Loosanoff and Davis, 1963) estuarine benthic ce."rmr,1ties is som,.thing of a
for each species may in part reflect a variation in selective process--just how much, only further study
delay of metamorlphosis under the conditions of cul- can tell us.
ture. The chemical nature of estuarine waters (Lynch, Thorson (1957) discusses in detail the balance be-
1959), exclusive of attractive properties from the tween predators and newly settled benthic young in
sediments or benthos, may also exert a delaving or level bottom communities of the shelf and how species
-an accelerating effect on metamorphosis. The point of new recruits are able to survive in the face of
is worth pursuing. As Wilson (1952) points out, it interspecific and intraspecific competition. Insofar ,s

4 has been easier to establish the facts that metamor- benthic predators, similar to those on the sheli, are
phosis can be delayed and that larvae can choose their involved in the high-salinity regions of the inlets of
substratum than to determine the actual qualities of estuaries (sea stars, brittle stars, gastropods, crabs.
the substratum to which they react. In general, par- and fish " Thorson's observations may well apply
ticle size of the sediment, quality (and possibly quan- there, too. As the composition of the benthic fauna
"tity) of organic nmatter, and species anti activity of changes up the estuary with decreasing salinity, how-
microorganisms may all he important factors in at- ever, certain predators are eliminated (IHutchinson.
tracting or repelling, and different species may meta- 1953). It was this which led Korringa (1957) to
morphose in response to different factors or combina- state that it is not the low salinities of the estuary
tions of factors. It has been suggested that searching as such which bring advantages to estuarine fauna.
larvae discover suitable substrata only by actual con- hut the biological richness of estuarine waters and
tact (Thorson. 1957). This may be true for some the escape from many parasites and predators. In this
species, but Scheltema (1961) demonstrated experi- regard, Asterios forbesi (Loosanoff, 1945: Loosanoff
mentally that metamorphosis-inducing properties of et al., 1955) and Urosalpin.r cincrea (Carriker, 1955a,
the substratum for Xiassarius obsoletus are probably 1957), both serious predators especially of molluscs,
water soluble and may be transferred to the adjacent and highly predacious as early juvenileq. are not able
water. Consequently, sensitive chemo-reception n,.av to migrate up the estuary much beyond an approxi-
he involved, and, because this snail is primarily a mate salinity zone of 15 %,. This mav account, in
deposit feeder, selection of a favorable substratum part, for the extraordinary densities of (rassostrea
would have survival value. To what extent a distance virginica and Mya arenaria occurring in the upper
response to propertie, of sedimentary substrates oc- reaches of Chesapeake Bay. On the other hand, other
curs aniong pelagic larvae of most estuarine deposit predators, highly tolerant of low salinities (for ex-
feeders remains to be investigated, but it may he ample: Jlehuronectcs, tHartley, 1947; xanthid mnud
more widespread than Thorson (1957) believes, es- crahs and (allinectes, Carriker, 1959, 19611); ('ar-
pecially in estuaries where organic matter is such a cinides, ,roekhuysen, 1936; and Limpiulus, Slinster,
conspicuous (,niponent of sediments and where micro- 1950), even as early ju eniles begin preying on very
biological activity and release of organic suhotances young benthic fauna. Though a reduced number of
is correspondingly high. Whether estuarine infatna species of predators may exist in estuaries, the num-
emit intraspecific ectocrines which mediate preferen- ber of individuals may be astionomic (as is Callinec-
tial settlement of larvae of the same species in the tes in Chesapeake Bay where it supports a major
close vicinity of adults, much as gregarious settle- crab fishery; antI the major oyster pest, Urosalpiux,
nient of certain epifaunal invertebrates is induced by on oyster beds). Thus, mechanisms must exist, per-
a substance secreted into the water by individuals al- haps similar to those Thorson (1957) speaks of,
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which permit estuarine prey populations to survive, ganisms in hiocenoses may be mediated in part by ex-
often in large densities. A partial explanation may ternal metabolites. There is a crippling shortage of
he the fact that settling infauna soon burrow into the comprehensive monographs on the biology of indi-
sedinment (Carriker, 19611h) and thus achieve protec- vidual species, such as the excellent Liverpool Marine
tion. This does not explain, though, the vulnerability Biology Committee Memoirs (see Dakin, 1909, on
of newly settled fornis which temporarily rest siper- lPecten, for example), which unfortunately were dis-
ficially in the sediment, where they are subject tu continued many years ago; and Galtsoff's (1964) fine
the depredations not only of wandering juvenile treatment of the American oyster. The benthic
predators but of detritus-feeding grazers like Nas- biocenose will be better understood only as its con-
sarius obsolelus, which probably inadvertently ingest stituent taxa become better known.
thcmii with detritus (Scheltema, 1961). Epifaunal It has already been indicated in this perspective
forms like oysters achieve a measure of protection as that the estuarine biotope is not just a simple over-
their valves increase in thickness, but newly set popu- lapping of factors extending from the sea and the
lations of spat may be decimated by dense populations land, but is characterized by a unique set of its own
of newly emerged crawl-away stages of oyster drills factors arising within the estuary from the materials
and newly metamorphosed crabs which appear more and forces contributed by its bour'ding environments.
or less concurrently. The presence of alternative prey This has made possible the evolution of a benthic
species may provide something of a buffer, but little biota which included the unique true estuarine, and
is known of this in the invertebrates. An apparent peripherally the euryhaline marine and freshwater
difficulty in oyster culture is that shellfishernien culti- components. Thus the potential does appear to exist
vate essentially a unispecies bivalve crop, quite un- for a distinct estuarine biocenose in the middle reaches
buffered from predators by other prey species. Fi- of at least larger gradient-type estuaries. Where the
nally, Buzzati-Traverso's (1958) point that substances landward and seaward boundaries of this biocenose
having antibiotic activity (as for example, in macro- might occur and the extent of their diffuseness are
scopic algae which lack extensive gro'vth of epiphytes not known, but are probably functional rharacte-istics
duc perhaps to production of antibiotics, Ferguson of different estuaries. These boundaries in themselves
Wood, 1962) may be responsible for survival of very could constitute ecotones between the estuarine bi-
delicate early stages is worth keeping in mind. There ocenose and the freshwater and marine biocenoses.
is unquestionably a dearth of information in this area Dominant macroscopic benthic estuarine organisms
of estuarine biology, and the important contributions such as Spartina alterniflora, Zostera marina, Ruppia
of Thorson and his colleagues in this field suggest inariiptin, Cymodocea manatorium, Rhizophora man-
avenues for further research. gle, Avicennia nitida, Nereis diversicolor, Balanus

improvisus, xanthid mud crabs, Uca pugnax, Calli-

THE ESTUARINE BENTHIC BIOCENOSE niccls sapidus, Mya arenaria, Mytilus edulis, Modi-
olus dernissus, ard Crassostrea virginica are well

REALITY OF TiHE ESTUARINE BENTHiC BIOCENOSE known, as is their heterogeneous distribution in es-
tuaries (Dexter, 1947). Tidal marshes (Chapman,

Estuaries, although enduring biotopes, are regions 1961 ). Mangrove swamps (Dansereau, 1947, 1957).
of distinct ecotonal gradients, and the question logi- eel grass mats, oyster reefs (Grave, 1905), mytilid
cally arises whether, in the transitional environment beds (White, 1937), and soft clam-clam worm flats
of the estuary, and in the absence of catastrophic en- (Dexter, 1947) exemplify the dominancy of these
vironmental changes, there does indeed exist an over- species and their patterned distribution. As con-
all estuarine benthic biocenose, a discrete functional spicuous as are these macroscopic organisms as indi-
aggregation of interdependent, regularly recurring, cators of estuarine conditions, it is certain, as shown
reproducing dominant, benthic population strongly by Sanders (1956, 19t0) and by Wieser (1960), that
represented numerically. The concept of the benthic nieiobenthos and small megalxnthos will provide a
biocenose is broadly accepted, though whether as a more workable correlation of numbers of individuals
biotic reality or as a useful statistical unit, and to and species and biomass to the estuarine environment.
what degree intrinsically regulated, is still widely de- Furthermore, the structure of invertebrates makes
hated (Barnard and Jones, 1960; Bodenheimer, 1958; possible deduction front the animals themselves of
I)exter, 1947: Ehrlich and Holm, 1962; Engelmann. certain characteristics of the sedimentary ceviron-
1901 Gisl-n, 1944. Hairston, 1959; Hedgpeth, 1953, ment which are difficult to assess by means of physi-
1957b; Jones. 1950: Longhurst, 1964; MacFdyen, ographic procedures alone (Wieser, 1958). In estu-
1957; McIntosh, 1963; Muller, 1958; PIres, 196'; 'tries, the uo,cillating gradient of water-borne factors
Thorson, 1957). This is a matter which mnvy i.o. ',.' is superimposed on that of the pattern of the sedi-
resolved until much more is known of the , -olagical ments, and the degree of exchange of ambient water
life histories of constituent populkti ,us and their col- WAll interstitial water varies with the nature of the
lecti-,e nutritional, reproduti.e, con.petitivc, 1id :o- sediment and degree of exposure at low tides. Little
ol)erative interactioas, and there is more iniormatioto :s fnown of the sum of these effects on community
on Lucas's (i961) important snggestion that th. .itp- stiucture, but they do emphasize the ned to consider
npaiaoice of integration of mnterdepend.ncies of or- bl2.thic organisms in the context of the total ecosys-
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tern rather than as an independent benthic hiocenose interrelationships and other community integratioll!ý
(see also ledgpeth, 1957b). (Blake, 19(A); Iluzzati-Traverso, 1958; Carriker.

There is a clear need for broad, intensive, estuary- 1951a, 1957; Crisp and Meadows, 1962; lDales, 1957;
wide investigations to dleternilne more about the Th-ienport, 1955 : Johnston. 1955 ; Kohn, 1961 : Lucas,
higher biological levels of organization iii thle estu;.rv 1947, 1949, 1955, 1901 : Yonge, 1057). Blerrie and
and whether thle estuarine community does, in fact, Visser (1903) demoonstrated1 the pirodluctiventess o~f
exist as a discrete functional biocenose, or is onily a such studies when takeit to the nioleciflar level. T1here
purely statistical coniception ( Bodenheiiner, 1958. is little dloubit that in the final analy' sis wke should

Tematter is imotn)o ol sa clogical look prima rily to clientical rather thtan to phIysical

principile, hut as a theoretical basis for continuing expldanationts for biocenosic unity. The autecological
estuarine studies. t),iibed quantitative pilotting if life history of at least tile (loitialiait faunlas is also
distribution and density of benthic species, including implortantt (Cole, 1954), in that different develop-
small sizes, with reference to gradients of sediments itenital stages express various reqluirements and ex-

and other operationally significant factors, at dlifferent Itibit distinct behaviors. Thus the complexion of
seasons of the year, over a period of years, although biocenosic structure, organization, and functiont will
a herculean undertaking, should provide a fundamen- vary seasontally, giving rise to overall contmunity
tal beginning (see Barnard and Joites. 1960), for ntetlt- lperi(Klicities (Aýlece et al , 1949). E~specially critical
ods in large scale censuses: and MacFadven, 19.57; are early stages which are geinerally the titost itiot Ic,
Fager, 1957, 1903 ; atid Sanders, 190). for nmethtods onl itt contrast to imature ind~ividluals of sonic spec es
statistical analyses of recurretnt specicF groups and suich as thle oyster. whiich becoime fixed in position
faunal similarity). Anothter StiP, though decidedly adtl caitnot mtigrate even in tite face of lethal eityiroit-

mtore (difficult and probably req~uiring sontc itew con- imenital changes ( ( ;ltsot, 1964; Girave, 1905;Vv
ceptual aitd experinmental miethods, would be nmtlti- wey, 1952). Thte followinig are suggested as stine

factorial studies under conttrolledl enviroinmental lalo- fruitful beginnitntg lites of research in the qluest for
ratorv or field mtodel coitditioits. emiployinig a series of informiationt ott integrative condt~itions in tite estuarine
Sinc reasinugly conmplex bioatic organ i Zat i O culmtinoatilng benthIic hiocenlose:
in niodel biocenoses. Because (if the ecotontal charac- I. Explore sources aind mtethiods of use (if repre-
teristics of estuaries, andl the contiidexit% anid nuitber setitative types of nuitrintent, including dissolved
of factors inivolved, dlata collected iii these studies ;iid particulate organtic mtatter anid -whtole organ-
would be more manageable if stored and analyzed isnis .Nby representative onitogenetic stages of both
by nteatis of computers. Especially bothersonme to thte autotrophtic and heterotrophic populations in terms
concepit of the biocettose is the oftent (diffuse ttature of of thle possible contribution of nutrimtent p~rocure-

tits geographlical boundaries: this shoulhd receive site- nietit to the unity of the biocer'ase. There appears
cial attenttion. Research pilanned on this scale and to be little value in determining only total organic
depth mtight well contribute new insightts on inter- carboit avai!Able, as different species and dhifferetli
actions of betithic biota auth ent ironnient. atnd specifi- life history stages mayv consume quite (ditferent 1110-

rallyhvin iui~iiitig effL'cts c-f nnultiple factors at buth Ikcular, aggrý!ga*:-e, an~d urg~ir ';'ini fr-ctiari It
extremtes of the estuarine systent through thle rl~tvt- has beetn induicated that organic coatittgs oit sedi-
otic change of tile seasons. Repetition of the centsuises iiienttarY graints cansuitined biy deposit feeders niaN
in arctic and itt trotpic estuaries would enhatnce their be iimportaitt sources of foodI ( Fox et oil., 1948:
worth. Fox, 1950: Wilsont, 1958). that zoning of burrow-

COHSIVNES AN FU-TININ OFI-1F.ing species may be related to mticroiscopic betithic
CIEs-i't-AR ss .ENMI Fu VN OSEu o~;(I rgatnisnms as well as to their capacity to utilize

Estu.RiNF IIF~ii i BioCNO5Esedittent fractions of surious mtagititudes IMc-

.\sstlui'itg that the estuariune bioceutose is a reality Nulty et al.. 1902: Sanders, 195o; Wilson, 1958:
within iton-cata~trophlc etnviroitmental conditiotts. it ier.1959. 1]OW: Zollell andl Felthaiti. 19421.
is necessary to demnoistrate thle trechanisiiis by w\hich aund that the mnicrobenithos aire a significant po)rtionl

its overall discretentess and integratioit are perpetu- of !he (diet (if itanty bentitic iunvertebrates ( Itelser.
ated. U~nquestioaiialY, intherent tactic antd kinetic be- 1938: Kohin, 1904 : 'Mare. 1142; F'ergusoin Wood.,
havior of estuarine organisms as related to foodI- 19.53; Zollell. 1940a : Zoflell and Fclihatti, 1942:
getting, mtating and reproductiont, spac:e and surtacrs. Zhukova, M13). Aimple. I-ohiably stable, reserves
aitd iii somte case- shecter -seek ing, antd physiological oif dissolved organic ntattei mid detritus are avail-
adlaptationt to. as well as dependence on or repulsion able iii estuaries aitd these -ire nosw thought to formt
by, certain aspects of the ph s icochlen)ical habitat. tiav a flexible tvstenti of reversible reactioit% with platnk-
all be signtificant at one tiltie or aiotoher in the eco- totl, ;41 that a relatively uitifornt source of suste-
logical life history of comtponent species (Fraenkel naitcv may be available to thle benthos tRiley.

Aand (Gunn, 1901 : Khopfer. 196)2). Stome of this lids 1903 , Coitseilurntly. front at least a nutritional
already been indlicated its this perspective. Funda- aspect, estuarine species have had a highly favor-
mental to the aspect of behavior dependent upxon able advantage in evolution towardi establishmient

chemical signals. though mostly unsuthstaittiated. isi of a stea-ly Mtite of t.&xa AAbh to fuzitill the troph~c
the potential role of exocrines in mediating syntbiotic functions of the estuarine biocenose on a continu-
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ing basis D lunbar, 19(4); Rikv., 1963). Incorpo- 1955) a constancy defined by Flton ( 959) as eco-
ration of radioisotopes in nutrients and food or- logical resistance to invaders and to explosions in
ganisins woulId facilitate quantitative tracing of nu- native ppulations. Thus conservation of ecological
tritional relationships an(I interdependencies (see variety insures hiotic stability of the biocenose ( I'l-
for cxanmple, Mauchline and lcnmpicton, 1964; Odum toni. 19.58: Hlutchinson, 1959). Simultaneously, rela-
and Knenzier, 1963). Mlore of this should be done. tive uniiformiity of optimal physical conditions will -

Following lthe nutritional relationships may also he alili;ost a widler ranige of species than environments
fruitful ( Odu:" and Oduni. 1959; Slobodkin, 1902). approaching limiting conditions ( Hesse et ul., 1951 ).I

2. Investigate positive and negati,.e intra- and Fromt these and1 earlier observations in. this per-
ioterspecies interactions of representative stages in spectiVe it follows tnat most estuarine spiecies are
the life cycle of benthic invertebrates with special stablel and efficient: that thle estuarine biocenose is
reference to possible cohesive and dispersive activi- characterized by less diversity than those in the ad-
tive; involved in food-gctting, the sum of which may jacent neritic littoral and sublittoral, resulting in the
contribute to overall cohesion of the biocenos,,. A aperiodic occurrence of unusually heavy sets of estu-
sizeable descriptive literature is accumiulating in anine henthic invertebrates: but that enough ecoiogical
this field (Blake, 1960; IBulloci:, 1953; Carriker, itability appears to exist in the estuarine biocenose,
1957: Crisp and Meadows, 1962; Dales, 1957; in spite of the strosses of the phtysical environment, to
Dmaienport, 1955 ; Johnson, 1952; Kahn, 1961 ; maintain a relatively constant conttinuing complexion.
Thorson, 1957; van Dongen, 1956; Yonge, 1957). of estuarine species. A test oif the substance of these
In addition, however, to ~he important descriptive considerations awaits long-range experimental inves-
investigations, it is critical that such researches be tigations, in controlled estuaries, ;In the field, and in
ap~proached experimentally with a view to elucidat- field models of estuaries.
ing niolecular-beluvioral mechanisms ( Blake, 1960)
Bullock, 1953: Johnson. 1952; van Dongen, 1956) ECOLOICntAL. SUCCESSION IN THEF

which in the sum may be integrative. Very little EbTUARINE BE.1n~iIc Bioc~xosy

has been (lone at the molecular level. Given a relatively constant estuarine l.;UL0pe, L:.aLt
31. Consider the function of populational repro- is, one where factors fluctuate abont an average, and

(lUction and behavior of early larval stages as a exclusive of seasonal changes and alter:.tions iin-
source of organic integrity. In estuaries this is posed by varying catastrophic physiographic condi-
especially important in benthic species with pelagic tions, do' benthlic communities along' the course of the
larvae, and has already been discussed in this per- estuary undergo predictable biotically induced succes-
,pective. Certainly, larvae which tend to seek and Sion as characterized by taxonomic change? Under
to settle on or close to specific types of ancestral such conditions do these communities reach maturity
bottomis (Thorson, 1957), or to specific species (climax) in which taxonomic stability is manifest'?

Knight-Jones and Moyse, 1901 ), or to aggregate These questiorls have no simple answer because of the
after settlement (Verwey, 1952) may be perpetuat- multifactorial intricacy and oscillatory nature of estu-
ing extant biocenosic structure and function. To anine systems and frequent catastrophic interruptions,
what extciit cr~ivl-away juveniles, already within but deserve serioius research in light of the conse-
the bioceviose. bear a part in this can only he con- quences of such principle%, if they operate, on the
jectuved . Shelter-secking and maintenance may structure and function of the total estuarine ben-
also support hiocenosic cohesion, and bears ex- thic biocenose and its possible management by man
ploration, but it may be troublesomie, especially Hllardv, 1958).
among infauna, to deterni ne to what degree this That irreversible biotik chaniges and not simply
aggregative behavior represents response to gray- populat&ona! 2uctuations (Coe, 19.57) occur in coastal
it), contact, particle size, light, and chemical clues epifaunal communities is evident (C,-Ile and Knight-
(of ail kinds ) in tile sediment, and if lthe sumnia- Jones, 1949; 11ewatt. 1935. 1937: Redfield and IDecvy,

tion tof such respomm.es is con~tribution to the dis- 195;2; Huish. 1961;: Zollell and Allen, 1935), suggest-
creteme~ss of lthe e.tu, rulec biocenose. ing short ecological successiomis. The usual excessive
lit theor%, according to Elton (1927 1. ne;!O- all siltation in estuaries, however, complicates and tends

alinimials tenid duiring lthe course of evolution to become tit obscure epifaunal formations except in thle case of
more or less sptecialized for life in a narrow rangi: of such associations as tidal mnarshies, mnangrores, and
environmental conditions, and thierroN r. fficient. mnu%.sel and oyster reefs whert- much longer-range
The more stable, efficient species tend to replace andh %uccessions occur. Although qu.-stioned by Miller and
tot outlast thme less stable ones (MacArthur. 1955). E~gler ( OR)), it scenms that at a constant sea level
As is particularly trute in estuaries, a rather high andi contininng sheltered physiographic conditions,
constant lwrcmitage of genera occur with only one tidal marshes constitute a series of staiges. in the sere
*pocies. there being a strong tendlency for species of leading to a terrestrial climax . \Iangr,)ves (Danse-

Sgenus tot be distributed as ecotypes. in (litfcrmnt reau. 1947) awl oy-ster reefs ((;altsoff. 1964; Grave,
111huiat.; Fi4410l~b An 41cre'1- in lthe numbter of (Ai5: ; Iledgrpeth. 1957e). if primarily hiotic rather
linkst in the foodt webh of a comnrmunity confers aag- than physmographmc changes can continue to operate.

nimtd sabiityto te cmmuitv Macrthu. ae tougt toculinae i lad comuntie. Msse

Sk
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associations, although appearing to pass through short environment for lierith'c invertebrates. Meio- and

seral stagý-s, arc much shorter lived. niegahlenthos in turn modify these properties.
Occurrence of succession it] infaunal associations is The hv 1iothesis is ailvanced 'that true estuarivs are

more debatable. Reish ( 1961 ), hasing his observa- distinguished by certain tcological factor comp~lexes
#tions on a studly of sedimtents in a freshly excavatedl whichi are present and similar inl truo estuaries aro)undl

small boat harbor, re, -rts. that it did not take pcethe world: I )presenice of well-aerated, cotiStaitlsN
thert. Conversely [horsoni 1957) noted that at well- mioving, relatively- shallow water, relatively fivee front
established p~opulation of clanl seod-dwellinlg spisula wave action and excessively re,ý<id currents; (2) a
will increase thle quanti ty of silt onl thle hottomi by sal inity gradient, and accompanylin~viig chemical gradIi-
accumulation of feces and will be attie to tolerate this;: ents, ot .near zero to ahout 32 'ý, (3) a range of
buz searrhing, less tolerant Spisidua pediveligers may sedl;niettary piarticle sizes fromi colloids to sands andl
not settle there. Thus thle bucttonu is riae mnore attrac- detritois, resulting from terrigenous weathering, wvater
tive by tI~e present suspension-feeding residents to transport, effect of estuarine gradient, and other estu-
young oiý deposit, feeders, and a step in the succession anine processes; (4) intricate molecular interaction,;
will have taken place. In view of the remarkable in b-oth sediments and water in an ahundance of ilis-
abundance angl activity of microorganisms, nieiofauna, solved and particulate organic matter, inicroorgani-
and small megaiauna, especially ir the finer- g.ained isins, and fine sedimientary p~articles.
sediments of coastal waters, thle dlegree of vf rtical It is su.;1gested that the estuarine hiotope is thus
workitng and reworking of sediments that takes pilace not at siuiiiti" overlapping of factors extendled from
there, and the poohalble r.'sulting compnlexity of the the bea and the la-,ii, hut at niihlue set of its ow-
molecular sedimentary environment, it is hard to bo- factors airising within the middle reaches, especially of
li-eve that succession nauy not hie found there. large-r groidient estuarieý., front materials and forces

In the ijlthe toroblein cf succession and clIiiLx contribnuted by its hound in g -n vironmoents. Thiis bi -

May be approached hN studinvtg rep~resenltative com]- otope has prov idled the enivirontitient for evolution of
munittes down tie axis- of a relatively sniaI!, carefully the true estuarine, arnd peripherally thle eurvltalimic
-1re hwron' *t-tic irn 7 1,el n'ir-;ttd l 01] r' e at'd oll gohainc.ie hen th ' lpiiota; the poten-tl

,area. surroundled hy high ground, ai,- protected by for a distinct estuavine hiocenlosc appears to cNist in]

s~turdy man-nmade flood gates at both head atl nm outh. tile result ing organ izat ion of henth ic pop ulataions int

In this Pranner excessive fresh flood waters atid high the m]idldle' reaches of at least larger estuaries.

stormn tides could hie cov:trolled and a normial repre- The estuarine hiocenose is characterized by less

'inaieestuarine gratliemlt could he miaintained. Ex- dliversity than those in the neritic littoral arid Sub-
cess fresh water could bypass tie estuary thrcugh at littoral, and this seemis to result in the occurrence of
special lateral conduit. Iii these circumstances sedi- ap)eriodic unusually heavy sets of estuarinie henthic
nmentation would he tniniimial because of the forested invertebrates. Enough ecclogical stability scenms to

estuarine watershed. By conimenc"ing wvith sterile exist in the estuarine lbiocenose. however, and~ it, spite

4 hard surfaces and introdluce(! hlock~s of sediment of stresses of the physical environmtent, to nw:dntain

planted down th.- axis of the estuary, prelinnina~ry a relatively constant continuing overall compllexionl
ohservations on sere formnation could he utidertaket. o1 estuarine species.
Subsequently', by mnitipulation of thme gates thle aque- A test of the substance of these considerations
ous gradlient of time estuary could lie varied experi- awaits long-range (descripltive attil cxperiniental inter-
menttally, and this effect noted oil su-cession. Even- disciplinary' investigations in estuarine miodels anld

tuallv a:; at control, the water in thle whole estuary in thme field. drawing on the mnethodls andl points of
could firit he wade uniformly saline, aind subsequenitly, view of both thle physical and chemical scienices.
uniformily iresh water. and succession follosved. Field .ijihiow's Note: My genuine appreciation is expressed
invest igations should he compleimented by laboratory to the stAf of the Systematics-Ecolog& Program, whose
studies in mo~dels, described earlier in this perspec- helpi, cm iticisms. and suggestions h- e greatly facilitated
tive, inl %s 1ich env ironm ental factors woui ihlie cI osol v preplaration of thle manuscript all -1ded to its coniplett-
midt qluanititat ivsely co ntrolled. P erhaps by thle tin),! rprt a fteprpetv a urir npr
stich in vest igat ion, are tea ýibhle, subsiant i : progress j, ., t1aancial aid fromt the Ford Founidation. tile Na tional

will ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~- haebcmmaei h eeotmn fi ts S e Foundation, anid thle Office 0f Naval Research to

env roiutmental factor- and organisinl-tlmonitoring in the Marnite Biological LAboratory, Systenmatics-licology
sriirt.and therefore ntanN (if the suggestedl ul Progratm. This aid is gratefulfly acknowledgedt.

This imarer is Conitribtition No. 651 of thle System~atics -
vesiig.ttionts could hie facilitatedl 11 thle use of such Exohigy Programn, Marine Biological Laboiato'ry, Wossls
I II st rti'entat ion. M ile, Mfarsachimsett~s.

1.1 v.RATURF cITF2)
SUMMARY AND) CONCLUSIONS

1,l~;M FE . 15. Structure and evolution of thle

Estuarine sediments and waters are characterized sea gril% coilnittilitics l'osidlenia andl Cv yrnd,c,'a in t1--c

by specific and complex physical, chetnical, amnd micro- sotihe;.stt'rt Mediterranean. Iii Lfsamvs' its the natural

hiolgicAproertis. nterct ion, ad inerdpendn- . I ilv. So. Ca~lif. Pre~i. L~os Angeles, California.
cit's whlich cohlectivel)s constitute a tcnique estuarilne AL~EXANDEIR. W. B., B. A. SOU rIIGATF, atnd
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"Biological Zonation Related to Groundwater Discharge Along the Shore of
"* Biscayne Bay, Miami, Florida

F. A. KOHOUT AND M. C. KOLIPINSKI

Ground Water Branch, Geological Survey, U. S. Department of the Interior, Miami, Florida

Generally recognized parameters that contribute to Starting in 1907 and continuing to the present.
biological zonation include turbidity, penetration of drainage canals were constructed westward from the
light, exposure to air, temperature, salinity, and sedi- coast through the Miami area into the Everglades to
ment type. Although not commonly recognized, the reclaim low-lying land for urban and agricultural use
discharge of fresh groundwater through the littoral (Fig. 2). These canals lowered the water table about
bottom sediments of a bay or shallow sea may also six feet in the Everglades. As a result of the reduc-
produce a biological zonation. The overriding func- tion in freshwater head, many springs ceased flowing
tion appears to be that of dilution of the interstitial and these same orifices now serve as avenues by which
water and nearshore sea water. Zonation should exist salt water intrudes into the Biscayne aquifer. Near
along aaiy shoreiiii- where a fresh groundwater reset shore, however, some of the springs still exist, hut
voir is hydraulic.gly coonected to a saltwater bod, their flows are greatly reduced. It is the intent of this
through permeable bottom sediments. The purpose oi paper to present evidence of a biological zonation
this paper is to illustrate the hydrological factors lead- related to the present. remnant conditions of ground-
ing to the zonation and to demonstrate the resulting water discharge.
gradation of flora and fauna at one site near Miami, GEOLOGICAL AND HYDROLOGICAL
Florida. CHARACTERISTICS

The interior of the Florida peninsula from Lake c HARATERistICu
Okeechobee southward to Florida Bay is a vast fresh- The locale of the study is the Cutler area shown

W water swamp comprising the Everglades ("the river in Figure 2. A mangrove swamp occupies a zone

of grass") and Big Cypress Swamp (Fig. 1). The
Atlantic Coastal Ridge (altitude 8 to 20 feet above -

mean sea level) consists of oolitic limestone in the -#
1% -iii area. Numerous broad sloughs (altitude 5 to I*

, , 8 teet, cut through the coastal ridge. Prior to the
construction of drainage canals, the water level in the .

I>€ ",'• Everglades was high enough to cause discharge R(.

"through these overflow channels to Biscayne Bay by
poorly channelized sheet flow. In 1890 Alexander
Agassiz commented, "To the damming up of the
waters in the Everglades, and to the sudden outbursts
of gigantic masses of water charged with organic
matter and lime, we may trace the immense destruc-
tion of fishes which so frequently occurs on the shores o
of the Florida keys [sic I and the waters ý!irrounding
them." I Shaler. 1890). uL

freshwater springs occurred along the shore of Bis- C1ocayne Bay tParker et at., 1955). Small sp~rings, Orecognized by the birefringent nmixing action of the t

,: ~waters, aie reltorted by local residents to have existed ..
S~~as far as three-quarters of a mifle seaward front tlie••
Sshoreline in the Cutler area. Near shore, freshtwater -. o,4 00 (

'2•.•"•springs welled up through the bottoni of lBiscayne A 40 0•

" •of tile studv" site is marked Iby the %%-ord s "fresh water" 0 so .to so
til C(N 'o.t and 6;oiletic Survey, Navigation C'hart 11",ils ago 1

., ,.•t,•No. i(66. published it) 184M). The early m~ariners and

, •'•" ~~~~~~~~~~sitngerrs customarily hiwered kegs to tile spring ori- Fgl a f$tt~t ~~iaSN•iI )t'lqr|ht

rice lit obtain freshi drinking water. ,ivimuns.
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isolate the aquiier trom deeper circulation of ground-
water. Rainfall infiltrates into the aquifer so rapidly
that direct runoff is practically unknown except dur-
ing flood times when the water table rises above land

, -- surface in low areas.

THE ZONE OF DIFFUSION

I A cross section of the zone of diffusion in the Cut-
ler area is shown in Figure 4. The chloride content
in the zone of diffusion grades from 16 ppm (parts
per million) (fresh water) to about 19,000 ppm (sea

AM1 C water). The isochlors are based on water samples

from individual fully cased wells whose termini are
represented by the black dots in the cross section.

0 The blunt-nosed shape of the zone of diffusion is
characteristic in the Miami area and results from the

o boundary requirement that no movement of salt can
42 take place across the impermeable base of the aquifer;

CUTLER the salt moves horizontally landward from points of
high concentration to points of low concentration and
the individual isochiors approach the base of the
aquifer perpendicularly.

Under low-head conditions, the sea water flows in
A. a cycle, inland from the floor of the sea into the deep

part of the aquifer, becoming progressively diluted
if with fresh water. thence upward across a line along

Co which there is no horizontal component of flow, and
"seaward again as diluted salt water through the up-
per part of the aquifer (Kohout, 1960a). This cyclic
flow pattern is shown in Figure 5 (Kohout, 1960bt
and is similar in certain respects to the circulation of
water in the Chesapeake Bay Estuary as demonstrated I
by Pritchard (1951).

A, DISCHARGE OF FRESH WATER

A comparison of Figures 4 and 5 shows that as
I the fresh groundwater in the upper part of the aquifer

moves seaward, it gradually becomes more salty, i.e.,E .4 ,LO the isochlor lines of less than 1.000 ppm swing up-
t ward and cross the flow lines. This is a consequence

Fig. 2. Map of eastern Dade County showing location of the integration of salt into tile seaward-flowing
of the Cutler area. fresh water by dispersion and cyclic flow of salt

water. The groundwater discharge at the shoreline.
about -00 feet wide between the pine- and deciduous- thus, is not completely fresh, but contains 1,000 to
covered limestone of the coastal ridg-, to the west and 2.000 ppm chloride.
the high tide mark to the east. I)istance measure- Visual evidence of the discharge of groundwater
ments are referred to the high tide mark, which ap- through the bottom of the bay is provided by the
proximately coincides with mean high-water altitude. photographs of a flowing well installed offshore in
At low tide, the tidal flat is uncovered 200 to 300 feet the Cutler area i see location of well G 9.U in Figures
seaward from the high tide mark (Fig. 3). The hay II and 12). The photograph of Figure 6 was taken
bottorn slopes gently to a depth of -,bout ten feet be- just after the casing which had beeni driven through
low nisl (mean sea level) at a distance of three miles the floor of the bay had been remoled along with Its
from shore. conta,;ed rwk core. At that time the well was dt-.

velopirng itself by natural flow. causing the little stain
"I'lmE l.tmscvE AQLR mumit the ba% water, In Figure 7. the casing has heel,

"The Biscayne aquifer consists of highly permeable reinserted in the open hole and ltAitioned just above
solhtmon.riddled limestone and calcareous sandstone. the water surface of the bay. The picture shoS'hs that
It is a water-table aquifer and extends from land sur- groundwater in the zone of diffusion, ten feet below
face to an average depth of 100 feet below mean sea sea level. is under sufficient head to rise above hay
level ahere it is underlain by marl and clay. The level and therefore to flow through the aquifer and
marl and clay are of low permeability and effectively discharge through the bottom :edimrnents of the bay.

-_ +(
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Fig. I. Photograph showing groundwater seepage through the bay bottomi of the Cutter area at litw tuh,.

The chloride conteaat of the well water at thle time plants andl aninials %%ill zone themselves in reslxpnse
of the photograph was 10,70)i ppmn. Subsequent ob- to the salinity aif tile upward jaircolating groundsAnter.
servations in 19M8 showved that the chloride content Frtequently the presence of discharging ground.
of water in well Gi 9.34 ranged as low a; 3.$(X) ppmn water call be recognized by visual inspection of the

47the same chloride content was obatained in a sample exjsased baottomi at loA tade. For ex~amaple. thle patches
collected in Fehfruary. I% a Fig. 12 1. of wawtr on the sloping beracla in Figure 3 are not

.7 ~~~The uppeirmias: flow tubes oif Figure 4 contain rela. nornial -tidal pools". Rather. tile ' are fornied hby tile
tkisly fresh water which discharges near the shore- upsmard l ercolation ofi grotand%%;at,-r %%fhilch occuri% as
line; the lower and nmost seaward flow tubes a above a low ~eirlige throtighainit the e'clhsed part of thle
thc zero-horizt~ntal gradient line) contain the saltirst sav ' %, taitinn anid extentds intto that pa.rt of the bottoom
water which dischbarges. farther f~ om tile 4hore. The still co~erred h.% Nt.% %atrr In ;.laces. tile discharge
itilixartance (if thi s t- a bio lo gical ta It that cerria i

OISTA%C[ FROW SHORELIN4E INFE

DI' A%Ct FR' %0 'I-CQEL NE ;I fETt 16, -A 4h 4x lk*4 iý
Av ey %A -wI `A8 &I '

rv-t of N*

a EtC'd~0

on-

v/ x
Alp o,~-,I

- .. -*- ,~.~-I~"-'--/ / '40
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Fig. 7. Photograph of flowing v' IG 934 with the
Fig. 6. Photograpa of well G 934 dlevelop~ing itself by casing tiositioned just above the waivi %ul face of Biscayne

breaks out in sufficient stretngth to lie classified as a on the oceanward' strand, indicate that a freshwater
real spring. Thus, the suheircular ponds in Figure 3 lens underlies this simall island. Clearly, the circuni-
are formed by the restricted growth of sea, grass near stances of groundwater discharge along the shore of
smal~l brackish-water springs in the Cutler area. Bliscayne Bay ctsnnot be considered unique.

'rlie di.charge of groundwsater is not unique to the
lim'stt~me shore of Btiscayne Bay. but may be recog- SALINITY OF IltiMAVNE BAY

nized in a slightl% different form on sandly beaches Teefc fgon~trd-).'~ nteslnt
Fig. Mt i. This photograph was taken at Jekyll Island. Teefc fgonsae icag nteslnt

(;eorga. the site of the Conference on Fstuaries. Hsan a ssgiiat iue9sosta
looking southward from the Wanderer Mot-l owr the chloride content of water samples collected at the

bottom of the has at Stations I and 2 is occasionallythe .\iuararia. The Atlantic Ocean level at low tide lctosFs.1an
can her seen at the extreme left. the high tide mark lestn O pi(taonocinsFg.1ad
is at the right. The strip of water extending parallel 11 1. Station I is located in the intertidal zone, and
to the shore is formed by groundwater Seepage in. at 1,w tide the chloride content represents the admix-
trough or runnel iihich -lies landward froia a small ture of residual bay water and groundwater discharge

at one of the suhcircular depressions shown in the4,.wave-constructed sano bar. The accuniulated groiund- ~ o
watr s ishagedsewa~lthoug asmllriult breoui oiFiure 3. The w~ater at Statuins, 2 and

thate eiems dischrie thear tlopingh bac sto thevocean 3 is abtout 0.5 and L.; feet deep at the lowest tidle
thatexclrd otentssu oth sloinrg weatcr ato Ithe oc level. At high tide the bav water c(,vers all stations

lectil t Jkyl Isandat ~5 r Apil . lf4.are antl there ma% be a slight reversal of head so that

.As follow%: near shore, the ha% water may intrude slight~y into
the aquifer Ivifore [iwing flushed out during the falling

Chloride tide *Ilwi chlorlide rWitr"t,. of Fil¶r-C 0 are "lw
I .imat~on on --tst 'diore iii content
Ie~ I'Iland., G eorgia in plpni

N111ileerMoel-inland cdge .ht Vater strip
slu05551 in Figure K atxut 5
feet alitne oceall l~vcl 5.1400

WalrrMotrlIftihle In lw.101. about _N) iret
ink ii! frtwu the ocr-sn ank!
I foot ahose oteait k-s I l2."ID

'11%Anotrrrr Xlotri.-.- lican % atrr. coilrrted 4 io-t
'm-Ait.rd oi ocran-leief hne.
%ater' about 0.3 fool dicill I fi

Aqur~saa ColecedIn hok, I iok't
derp,~ Jabo 6 feet abovie
ocraknle " 0

Ir-wl Il I aw is aliuit wvere miles king and mne F hig ItF~h fdl aim. is gSmawueisw &dowrg
irnkl a idr anl is 'tudded with large oakc itree [he thw espusrif auaso at the rasiiemua*~ of JrkrtI Islafu

mktr-Aogw*hthe chleirinity gradmbeast n% atr .eiwgip. war tI.t .%rq,1 .3, 1%4

A, *VV
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1963 1964 stationi troni October, 1%63. through February, 1964.

nw OCT Nov. DEC j"i Fla. Because the salinity fluctuations should decrease with
1 distance from the shore, the infrequent sampling at

the more sc.award stations probably does not produce
wpm. 54 - serious aberration of the average salinity curve.

U Though the data are sparse and obviously 'seasonal,

IL~ : the average ,values give an indication of the condi-
-~ 1 ~ tions under vhich the flora and fauna exist in the

25L BIOLOGICAL ZONATION
.~>. Under the definition that an estuary is a region of

*ARM steep and variable gradients in environmental condi-

to : tions, Biscayne Ray has been classified as a positive.
ii shallow, tidail, bar-built estuary; the term positive

in
DA indlicates that the salinity is less than that of the

z
0 W connected seawater body (liela at al., 1957). The

-15 4 sealonal ternperature range of the bay water is 19*
l o 12*C. with little vertical stratifica'tion (McNulty

o ~~ rt 4'., l'J62t. Fine v-aleareoqi, sediments are brought

into suspension by heavy wave action;: trans.parenc.y
z j '10 -fth ater is reduced,. but generally the turbidity is

Q I not great enough to prevent penetration of light to thle
.4 bihallow bottomn.I .O jf GMS 0aý Ma ximum salinity fluctuatosocrOpst h

mouths ofcanals, and the biological distribution in
the i icinity of the outlet of tile Miami Canal has [well
studied intensively in connection with the decrease ofr

4 0 sewage effluent after construction of the City of

tAwater samples collected at the bottomn of Biscayne Bay 195;; McNulty, 1901 ). Front a hydrological view-

in elaionto ime bu itmaybe ssued hatthe intrcaal re-s.Thorson's 1Q157 ' concept of level-

lowr vlue rt~reenttheconitins t lw tde. br~om ~smuniiesdoes not apply to the narross

noth4i -atioms 4 anti 5 iIns.ert inap. Fig. 10t). is --- ---

givn ly Wootnuiiae s 11).:$, ior the year %8
The aliityduring I~iat hurr~cane i-.ar ranged front

lwof I5 t' tparts poer thtusand) in October tIn -

A high of 35 '& in March. The data of Figure 1) a5
roughly indicate the salinity condlitions antecedlent to atA
the present zimaatitin study represented by spei. Sol. -i

assernblagef oi Febru.ary. 1964.if
The chimloYtnt data of Figure 9 are Plotted against ire. ~ m

distance in Figure It) The envelope between the 'z I
maxima mnionan lint-, indicates the 5,evere range-% ui
Wainitv fluctuation that iaunrs and fiiAorifner the u-

shoreline mrust %ithtAnd IDr%:ccalion does not ap )
pear to be a strong factor in the bitologcal £vwsation j

because the upward sew-page of grnundwater mainII

tisa sioping dwism of water os-e the eupo"e beach 4 . )'
iFig 3 1 Animilis capable of slight movement a J

L glIM,4-peris-ided thri- can Adlusl or rrculste osntdi
cAt.s tw withstand the fluictuating limtniwa. . ~ i .J

T1e averagir chlomrsdr-c-itnht ine represents the I't 10 '-oapis ufvaivi botwwrVA chloirinty Profik in
arithiri-tic as-srate of uwater %amples t-illectrd At each tirwas-osr Bat. tIkt,Awl. 1(*a3. t., FeUrviis'. 1%4

4e,

4~Il "W a -

-Alii -
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T E1r-. AN.ATiON

WIcA? C"ANNIEL 
Aot

IG934

ig. 11, 1aW tt the Cutler area shiowing ib~er~ati~in t..mimi

.\nt inconiplete search of the literature has vielde-1 the htiota reprt sent the mnoral %eav Ater salinity range.
itn% references to the -nfluence of ground%%ater dis- The coucept of zonation has not been applied to the
charge on the biological distribution in an estuar%. Fi.oriola mainland shore where lthe effect of ground-
Hi.,iane And Schulz 3 934) clearly relate lthe pre.,ence water discharge could piciduce significant difference.%
o~f turbellarians iOlopj~axa zone) to brackish Krovunld tin the diktrihuliua of the urganislis.
wsater underlhing the ,trand o)! the Kkel district of
I erniatN . Ftiner y and Coix l915' 1 mention that mul - S(UPF. lE111' T1 I t11111,01A, %1. Slut)

Iet and tither I-rack ish- water fish are cultivated in
airtificial ;so1ids irol by artr~can -iprinr% along the Seinii-quant:t~ttive samiples of the aquatic animals
,hoit of o,&i I la~sac. .Abhott t 1947 tindicates were collected 1)v draK9ging - two-nan trAwl a dis.
1tat lthe tih4 po~nd, are fed bY -\ulirrranean ivells- tARce 0i 100) feet liar. liel to the shore at the nine

311d correlates tOw Algae growing in eachi of the ponds locAtions shown in Figure 11. The trawl had a metal-
,vitti the chliracicristic chiorinity itc.- that ;xtrws. In framte opening 4 feet wtide by 2 feet high with A
,hiscutstng the c-%tlutitinar) adptatiosns ini the brack- nyltit %windowm-screen collecting hag 4 feet loing. Ramni
Ath inland wAate! M lthe Flonda lw-ncitsula. Oi )dun pies tit the iiudil%-liand)jJ sediment were shotiesle up
. T1Q3 inotesi that blue crab-i are rarely observ-ed in At %clected inter' al iroin the shore and- were sifledi
tit, mnain hot; of Chas~.ahowistka Springs whic~h has throutgh a quarter-inch mes-h screen to cohlkvt the lting

ichlotritde coinirtetiut ;A) tpm. hut, in contrast, the ttan fauný *The Attached aquatic flora were rmapped
C al4Arc Abundant a few hundlred ieldr isgem by ilirrct ob,.ersti~in Tim atiundame and ihmuttatin

vshetc wiater 4rswti A wtvie odla with A chloranmtv of oftit u- m taici br,* I 1.41 feet ifrm shofr I Table I
,.)ppm mixes with the uaýcr of the tifst bioil This her e-int'lsualtoA aems-supddsr

.1An n'ersc esaniJ4V of ther 1.uh~re of thit 1,Air in who was pulleol to' a iomsigboat along a *.rv
Outht the discharge of A ý.altk tprine it pfoAdng an loin line petsiu-ndicular to lthe %hore. The ,*uds can
'ntiat.-l habtatl fotr A (ounxwin nurine i I..m nsA lor cosusilertsI c!wnipreberisse xi! it wa, intitiated

Sýtcprp~ n ssm las Stephenson 1 115011 and VXja5 and and oirriente to estiahlish the effect of geriundwaier c
1l19551 fowind btil,%wgie sona~asms along the diliharfe on the bitita in that Parl of the hbarbtwatoum

dss~r"i-sf the Hlorid-s Kess In CesrnAl, the ofidshore whetre tOw effects. %%*old he moso prswaicunc& l'ri
kr%4 ,rr ti- sma~ll vs JA-sr-lop a ircuhvater lens auvcl mars- attenition waA gses"i t) the fasm3 3Mo 114ora ni the

11
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Table 1. Comparative list of the fauna and flora collected at the Cutler Site. l'-presetit: C-cornmmo:
A--abundant.

Distance from shoreline in feet
50' 1001 150' 200' 2W0 380' P~O' 700' 1.300'1.800 3,000 4,000) 7,000

ALGAE
Jhatophora oerstedi A A C P P,
EnteromorPha 3p. P
Digenia jimpl'x P C C C C C C C C C
Laurencia sp. C C C C A C C C A A
Acetabularia crenulata P 11 A I' C C I'
Viv'a Sp. P P P P

1flalimeda opuntia P P C C C C C
Penicillus capilatus P, 1' P1 C C C P C
TUlotea conguiutiata P C P1 C C C P C A
J:aulerpa sp. P
Sargassuim sp.A

SEA GRASSES
Diplanthera wrig/itii A A A C 1)
Thalassia testudinion P C A A A A A C A A A

PORIFERA
Spiecospongia ,sparitz l1) C C C A A
J1aischmna sp p'
ircinia camt ýa 1' P C
7'edanaia ignis P P

CNIDARIA
Siderasirea siderea (Coral) P C A C P P
Solenastrea hvades (Coral) r' p

-~ A utillogorgia acerosa
(Sea fcather) A

ANNELIDA
Nereid Worms C C C C C C C C

ECHINODERMIATA
Jic/i,,aster s,'ntus I 1 I

MOLLUSCA

Mei.ngenia cilrona 1 I
Ne'ritjiua vi ,rg jfpic 39' 4 2
I1a,,i 101'(1 t-Icyalls 33 23 2 1
Ccrithiu. tn vqz-iabilt 144 6 3 4 1

ltailtarja miptima 722 156 538 127 138 8 2
LCrjthjki; nuscarurn 54 28 35 71 57 60 54 35 3
Bulla occidepitalis 14 7 7 10 6 1 5 1
I'rU,,It" a14i"asUPP 9 5 2 9 8 6 4 3
Nassaris viihex 2 5 4 11 8 1 23 13 1
Thsais hau',,iast 'ma Jflorid,,uia I
M~odulus 11modlghs 3 2 17 37 31 97 73 7 P1
bascialaria fuli~to 1 1 2
Crep-dula co'nve.rd 3 21 16 16 12

( olum,ellla riesticoides 1 16 is i8
Ierrpniuarij raa~firatti 2 2
fisml'5)dh Sp. 1,

.- nmsc wardia cuDorimeris 3
Ilraehi,,dimt4 sp. 3 5 5 7 52 5
Iaeticardium wrmtni 1 2 5 7 3 7 5
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Table I (continued)

Distance from shoreline in feet
50W 100 150' 200' 280' 380' 500M' 700' 1.300' 1,800 3.000 4,000 7,000

MOLLUSC, (Continued)
Pelecypods (Continued)

'hione cancellata 2 6 2
L.ima pellucida 1 2 1 1
Aequipcten gibbus nucleus 1 1 2
Tellina tersicolor I
A, si:ia simplex I

ARTHROPODA
l'alaemonid Shrimps

l'ata,,.o,,etes intermedius 121 137 100 13
l'enaeid Shrimps

I'enaeus diorarun(!?)
(juverile) 8 91 26 26 14 2 2 7

Hilpolytid Shrimps
Tozeuma carolineisis 1 10
!qtpolyte sp. 1 90 200 550 680 620 96
Thor floridanus 2 135 1,220 3,000 1,220 1,040 272
ltippolyte sp. 30 240 340 128

Mvsids
"Taphromynsis bvwmani 2 91 4 70 50 1 20

Hermit Crabs
Clibanarius vittatus C C P
l'agurus annulipes, Provenzano 23 36 104 25 105 92 11 P

Cancroid Crabs
C(allinectcs sapidus 12

FISHES
('yprinodon sp. 3
Lobotes surinattiensis 1
Spheroides testudineus 2 1 1
Lucania paroa 262 356 150 94 24 40 10 3

Gobiosoma robustum 1 1 2 13 7 4 5 5 3
Syngnathus sp. 1 4 2 3 1
Hlippocampus zost'rae 2 3 2 2
Lagodon rhomboides 1 14 18 26
(hasmodes saburrae 1

'Trawls I through 9 are arranged in increasing distance from the shre. Each trawl was 100 feet long and the number in table repre-ýents the total count of specimens in the respective trawl. A biank in the column space indicates "not observed", but in the nearshore
area, where observations were quite detailed, the blank indicates probable comp!ete absence of the species. The table is arranged taxo-
nomcally and the species under each group are arratig'd to infer a zonation by the tapering pattern of numerical count or symbols.

wetted bottom extending to a distance of about 1,SOO was more closely related to salinity than to other en-
feet from shore. vironmental factors. The vertical scale gives numbers
Iottrott T vi' of animals collected in each trawl and, as the fitst

trawl was 50 feet from shore, the graph begins
The nearshore bay bottom at Cutler may be classi- abruptly at that distance.

tied as muddy, but it is more aptly described as cot- The strictly brackish gastropod, Neritlina virginea,
sisting of sand and shell fragments with a matrix was most abundant near shore, especially around the
of organic mud. The substratum consists of consoli- springs, where the mean salinity was 19 j.e but where
tlated limestone pitted with vertical solution holes up a low of 5 %, was observed. The first trawl contained
to four feet deep which are frequently tilled with the 39 indmviduals, with the number decreasing rapidly to
sandy mud. Near shore, the bottom is extrenmel. soft zero in the fourth trawl at 200 feet from shore. The
and wading is difficult, especially at low title tO hen only other recorded occurrence of this species in Bis-
upward percolation of groundwater tends to make the cayne Bay was at the mouth of the Miami River
sediments, quick. (AMcNultv, 1961). Russell (1941) describes the sa-

linity range of this gastropod as follows: "'Ncrititta
ZONATION virginea is a species of the mangrove swamps and is

l'ie of the 42 species that were captured in the strictly a brackish water form. It appears to be most
trawls are graphed in relation to the underlying hy- abundant around the mouths of creeks and rivers
drological factors in iFigure 12. Published information though it will not advance beyond the area of brack-
indicated that the distribution of these five animals ish waters."

----
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Lucania parva, the rainwater killifish, is typical of ranging from approximately 0.1 to 37.2 %o, but the
swamps and brackish waters along the Atlantic coast larvae and post larvae have been found only in the
from Cape Cod southward to Mexico (Eddy, 1957). relatively high saliaities of the open sea (Caldwell.
It occurs at Cutler in hundreds per trawl near shore 1957). Only juveniles were collected at Cutler (the
where the groundwater discharge is especially fresh. body lengths ranged from 11 to 28 mm), and their
Although this species appears to prefer brackish distribution suggests that they have not developed
waters, it tolerates hypersaline conditions. For ex- sufficient tolerance to withstand the low salinities in
ample, Harrington and Harrington (1961) found the region of groundwater discharge.
Lucania parva to be abundant during the fall of 1956 Apparently, the salinity tolerance of Columbella
in a subtropical marsh along the Indian River shore- ruslicoides is unreported, but Tabb and Manning
line of Florida where the salinity in some of the (1961) found C. rusticoides common on Thalassia
smaller ponds rose to a maximum of 39 %,. However, flats of Florida Bay in high salinities. Also, Robert
Tabb and Manning (1961), from work in the northern C. Work (personal communication), who has col-
part of Florida Bay, describe Lucania parta as occur- lected extensively along the coasts of Florida, finds
ring most abundantly in low salinities. Though this that this gastropod is absent from areas of low
species may be truly euryhaline, the distribution and salinity.
the manner in which it congregates in spring ponds Seventeen other animals were present in sufficient
of the Cutler area suggests that this killifish has a numbers to be plotted and their distributions are
definite preference for the brackish water of this shown in Figure 13. The spatial arrangement of
nearshore region. these forms shows a zonal effect but, because of their

The recently described mysid, Taphromysis bozv- recognized intertidal occurrence or notoriously broad
Pmani Bacescu, was concentrated in the low salinities osmoregulatory abilities, these species may zone them-
near shore, but a few individuals were collected as selves in response to environmental factors other than
far out as 700 feet from shore where the mean salinity salinity.
was 26 %,. Bacescu (1961), based on known habitats The most noticeable zonation in the Cutler area is
in Louisiana and Florida, described 7". bowmani as reflected in the attached plants and sessile animals.
characteristic of brackish water, but with occurrence For example, the transition between Diplanthera and
in fresh water also. Thalassia grass is plainly visible at the point of the

The two marine forms (Fig. 12). the juveniles of arrow in Figure 14.
the pinfish, Lagodon rhomboides, and the gastropod, The dark zone at a distance of less than 200 feet
Columbella rusticoides, extend shoreward into salini- from shore is almost a solid mat of Diplanthera
ties of 22 %,: the increasing numbers of these two wrightii grass along with a significant amount of the
forms seaward indicates their preference for higher green alga, Batophora oerstedi. The light zone ex-
salinity. tending seaward from the transition line consists

L. rhornboides has been recorded from waters along primarily of the marine turtle grass, Thalassia testudi-
the east coast of the United States with salinities num, and several marine algal species (Table 1).
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Fig. 13. 1 rapl2 shiowing dlistribution of common animals related to distance from shore in the Cutler area.

Bi. o)crstedi is foundi throughout the %Vest Indies probably not distinguishable in Figure 15, examina-
and occur:; in quite fresh water or in water of normal tion of the original color transparency under a low-
miarine salinity but prospers in brackish water (Tay- power microscope showed that specimens of Neritina
lor. 1960). Talbb and Manning ( 1961 ) rep~ort that virginea were present both in the dark central region

alophc'Iora is unconmmon in the hi'gh-salinity regions and on the live grass surrounding the pool.
of Florida Ilay, but is comonni in the brackish to Exclusiv clv marine forms such as echinoderms and
fresh areas of the Everglades bay system, corals were absent from the areas of low salinity near

iDiplauithuera grass occurs commonly in normal sea shore. Only one echinoderm, the starfish, Echimasin'
water. hut the solcl' mat of thuis grass near shore sug- .remius, was encountered in the trawls. Its nearest
gests that !)iplant/icra is more tolerant to the low alpproacti tv %,:a.. is in a Thalassia bed at a dis-
salinity of the upward percolating ground water than tance of 2A~) feet where the mean salinity was about
Tiujiassia grass. Hlowever, [lipIzlaxlera also has a 21 5.,. Lowell 1'. Thomas ([wrsonal communication)
lower salinity limit. Figure 15 is a closeup view of a found the brittlestar. Opiaiophragmus filogrannu., to
spring pool about five feet in diameter located about be common in the vicinity of the groundwater dis-
50) feet seaward from the shoreline in the Cutler area. charge in the soft bottom and Diplauvihera roots about
The limestone detritus marks the points of two spring the year 1959. This brittlestar tolerates lojw Salinities
orifices. Live Diplantimera grass surrounds the spring and wscollected in the peripBheral bays of the Ever-
lxx)l. btmt is absent from the central part where the glades where the bottom salinities ranged from 7.7
lowest salinities p~revail. The dark material inside the to 14 .0. '1 (Thomas. 1961 *. The apparent absence
pool1 Is composed primarily of dead Diplanthera blades of 0. ,#ilogramews during the present study may indi-
with a few washed-in Tholassria blades. In some of cate year-to-year and seasonal fluctuations in the
the other springs Ratopluora grows abundantly as an biota.
inner core surrounded by the outer ring of Dittax. IIADITAl-
tiacra.

Several animals that were common in the near- The animals in the nearnhore region live in a pre-
shore trawls seek the low Salinities of the spring carious envi-omn'ent, The mud underlying the grass
155215. Until frightened into the surrounding grass, reeks of hydrogen sulfide and in general is not habit- I
the killifsh i Luanaia Part-a) Hlit about the pools and able. A% the tide floods over the imarshore region.

tend t) congregate near the spring orifice%. Although the salinity of the water increase" rapidly. Thus, the

In -.
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Fig. 15. Phot~raph of two spring orifices surroundcd
by live Diplanthera grass at the edge of a tidal pool.

layers of grass, but above the bottom. The observa-
tion may be of little mnerit but it seems reasonable
that the best protection against the high salinity above
and the hydrogen sulfide below would occur in this

Fig. 14. Aerial photograph of the Cutler area showing thin intermediate laver of grass.
the transition between Diplaitlhera (dark) and rhalassia ape fwtrdshrgn rmasrn rfc

grass~~~~~~~~ (lgh) (hogahbRihrA.Wd.Fig. 15) and fromt the edge of the pool were ana-
brackish-water species probably cannot go downward lyzed for hydrogen- sul fide content. The former con-
into the sediments and presumably do not prefer the tained 0.3 ppm and the latter 0.7 lppm, ±50O percent.
high salinity of the flooding tide. By feeling into the These low concentrations are consistent with the ob-
grass during the flood tide, the impression is obtained servations of Ostlund and Alexander (1963) that by.
that the shelled animals are stratified under the upper drogen sulfide is oxidized very rapidly as it (liffuses
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Saturation of Estuarine Zooplankton by Congeneric Associates

H. PERRY JEFFRIES

Graduate School of Oceanography, Univ'ersity of Rhode Island, Kingston, Rhode Island

Zoopl;nkton can be divided into two major cate- RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE POSITIONS
gories, the holoplankton and the meroplankton, sepa- OF CON(;ENERIC ASSOCIATES
rated according to characteristics in the life cycle. Seasonal abundances of tie larval benthos and holo-
All stages in the development of a holoplanktonic ani- planktonic copepods are shown in Figure IA for
mal live in the water above the substrate; meroplank- Raritan Bay, New Jersey. In three estuaries, cope-
tees spend only part of their lives in the water as free- pods usually comprise over 60 percent of the total
swimming larval stages. A third group, the tycho- zooplankton from spring through fall (Fig. IB). Pe-
plankton, is usually of minor importance and consists lagic larval stages of Iwithic invertebrates make rela-
primarily of organisms accidentally swept from the
bottom__'I I I I

Estuarine holoplankton is a monotonous assortment A
of calaioid copepods. The meroplankton has numer- .0.61o.lfl --- p., okion
ous classes representing several phyla. Diversity, both 200 - •oaoIok
from a specific and a phylogenetic point of view, is M , ston , £ stat..n

consequently much higher in the meroplankton than so stato,. 6 staton 6

in the holoplankton, probably because marine sedi- 2

ments offer several different kinds of habitats which 2 , 0
buffer physical variations in the water. Various niches • "...
are available within sediments to support a diverse 0
benthic fauna. The only major groups that have been 0 o
able to cope with the vicissitudes of brackih water 0 •o o
throughout the life cycle are the Copepoda and Cla-
docera. Calanoid copepolds are clearly the dominant 4 o0

-: members, constituting all but a traction of the total i
except for brief perioxs in confined areas where a cy- o0

clopoid copep(M and a cladoceran sporadicall' bloom |. -
From Virginia through southern New England. the - -
area covered in this review, the estuarine copepods of z -0 B0
real consequence belong to the genera Acartia. Eury- .
rinora. and Oithona. Because of their significance, so .
the biology of the three genera or their counterparts • ,
along other coasts must be understood before the o0
econonmv of an estuary can be worked out. They have W -"
received little attentitn. i.robably because of a com. -c m,

hination of practical di fculties encountered in the o , _ .,. ,,, i,,
sttttjy of ecology.

i+tFor each of these three genera, two species are - '__" "__ '
generally represented in abundance. I attempt here s A I I ' I • A I a
ito: I document the importance of congeneric as- Fig. 1. S"asonal abunlance of the m•aalankton in Fast

* sociates in estuarine plankton and nearshore neritic Coast estuaries. A. Raritan Bay. New Jersey. Average
* waters: 12) relate their interactions to the high levels comeentratiarns ma at Statioms I and 6 shown for the hoio-

of pro•ulctivity characteristically ,naint;.ined in estu- planktomic covej•ols (mslid line) and nieroplanktun (broken
aries: (3) spec-ulate oan their evtluihanary s i- line). Statioms I and 6 repre.ent the low andi high Wlin-aicatse: 43) cite exanples where sieioltor pbrnsii ity extrmnes of the hay. B. Density of hWthtlanktmmc

co#talxtls relative to total xopllanktau hnlaoplankton.
exist in the loentho4: and 15) examite the biocheni, roankton, tychotlankltm: excluding fish and c-npelAI

* cal anld lh%.yiolItical bases for relationships lbleween eggs. foranis atn nernatiacrs t. Narraganset Bay. Rhamie
interacting populations that meet in various ways Island. Raritan Bay. New Jics' ,ave-•ps for Sataims
within the lattice of spire and time. I and 61. and the York River. Virginia. 1959.

'Al
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tively large contributions in the York Rý. or, Vir- when water is cooler, reflecting its inore northern

ginia (a tributary of Chesapeake Bay), but in general limfit and center of distribution (Fig. 3). Within the
the numerically imlportant gr-oup) is obviously the area studlied., this relationship does not hold for Cen-
holoplankton. tropages, although Jmomaties is less affected by reduced

InTable I the major species aeclassified accord- Salinity ta yiuadnihrseisi slaie
ing to their abilities to reprodluce and maintain popu- From the totals in each category, note that all but
lations in brackish water. Thie categories are based three of the 23 species are paired. In .4cartia and
on salinities which permit population growth, not iso- liar yleiora there are three species, but the most
lated instances where a certain species occuirredl at an halophilic mnembers (A. danae and E. herdmani) are
exceptional salinity. The categories are represented very scarce. The exceptions. genera represented by
diagralmmratically in Figure 2. showing the influence
of the net circulation patttern. .Note in Table I that Table I (continued)
there are usually two major species jier genus. The
species in each pair bietter able to withstand diluted

sea water is listed first in the table. For lnryvtcmora, True arine Eury- Steno-
A cartiu, andl Oilliota, at least. the more euryhalinv estu- and haline haline
member is also mnore southern in overall distribution Seceane mremrie ain
andl thus the niort thermnophilic species in the genus. Copepodl congeneric

1ýOccurs during or fIllowinlg vernal warming. wh,-reas associates
the secondl listed member of the pair usually augmients liurvfcenora

afigntis X
lirnericdhia X

Tabile 1. Ecological classification of the major FEn- (Jicrdtnioni)' X

tollmost raca species in estuarine plankton. Classifica- A-cartia

tions don not necessarily htold outside the region of ftilist X

study froin southern New England to Virginia. (danut) X

%'ithin each g~enus the inienilr of the pair oif Spe-
cies listed first is often more therniophilic and tolerant ilnu

breiicE'rnis
of freshened water than the other. D~istributions and sml X _

intragetieric relationships derived fromt Fish ( 1925).
lDeevev ( 1948. 1952a. b). 1956. 1904) ). Lance 1902. set'tuaudawu X
1903),. and Jeffries (1 902a. 1). c)I. discaudatus X

- laratcalanus
Category lDefinition-.Characteritics' crassiosrtis~ X

True estuarine Propiagate only in brackish water: toler-
ance for reproduction under natural con- (tlfT*X7
ditions of interplay between members of 10;nqsncrnms X1 0
the community is approximately 5-30'..
Foundl in the npen ocean as strays fromn (Cntr'iptayes
less saline waters. lij flatus X

Estuarine andl Propagate throughourtt a major portioin ofX
marine anl e~tuary's length, usually spanning the Impoirtanti siiiFle

gradient zone; rproductioni not limited species
exclusively to the mnarine rone: Ixspulatiom Ll.,Wodesra aetl~iva X
ilevelopmeiit usuzlly limited by salinities l'seo,iw..uauui wneiuNSs X
less than 10Y., estuarine poplulati-mis main- (aia"M5u jsmorchineis X
tained by intsligrnous recruitment. not dr- Cladocera

petttton influxes from offshore to main- Ito
tain critical poipulationl densitie%. (N-ean p..ivpAh-mosdet X
pi4)Ulation-i generally most abundant near int."r~ndius X
thle coast.

Euryhialimi All stagesq in life history of the spieciet u.'rd~w~asi X
marine msually found throughout the marine itwue. imjedX

but thewe are adventitious migrants fiomn-
the ocran carried landward by "Il ac- Total wm,5 8 5
tirn: eggs, nauplii. and copettodites have-
anl incomnplete developtment, probably in- emrsof
cluding moitlts: maintenance of the popu- corngenericavcias tra 5 5 6 4
latioms is. however. dependent on continu- -- -__ - -- --- -- I
tow %uplny from the ocra- *Iri M.i&4 froml D~ay~t st1 t 1 . -rmet and W aart g~si (19p.

stenollaline Adults awd other late colselodites occur btlsa4 _maa. trtweqi

marine infrequently near the muuth 4f the estu- *Ib~v co ml i rcsa a .I art ,No. Xc. )w-e"
ary. occausionally straying through tlie ma- a Pruudd.P..MOM. wowu.Eaa. a alsamed bih e is
rine zone; nauplii and copeprilite %tawe Cho"t b.rqw hessa .1 *s a 0AON -- Is-h 1tegbh Ad&MI

1- 111 ab sent o r v try scarce . C h a rac te nri e l b r.A w a oi . 1 & 1 ik~ at t - sw f glaet tilitt . s & r iW,,

tilin neiti watrs.Plafin j
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1'. ~~~~~ ~ ~ :: tos oIjLYO 41.S ~.,s., salinit). Between the Chesapeake and Cape Cod, Iim-
rysemora populations do not have a species linking
their distributions with propagation in the sea. [it

N ~ ' the Arctic. iuerdmani occurs several miles offshore
iWilson. personal communication t. The three liury-

lemora species in northea.stern estuaries, h.'rdmami,
j -. . americama, and affixis, probably have consecutively

lower salt tolerances. This has'not yet been provedl
excperimentally. but is apparent from distribution.%
along salt gradients in several estuaries. An uninter-
rupted chain extending from salt to fresh water could

be the result of intrageiwric comipetition. Mayr (19603)
called this kind of species relationship a powerful

,..... 1......... centrifugal iorce in pronmAing adqative radiation: it
- ~ favors speciation. driving a genus into new are.-s and

-oo niches where one meniber can escape froni the other.
I hus. a~ chain of related 5pecies, portrays ascent tif the
estuary: the pattern 1.s ato always complete as we see
it tto-ii because adaptive speei.4li'ation can lead tf,

Fig. 2 'StylizedI distributiims of four categories of holo- extinction when animtals overspecialize in a changingc
planktonic -oloepotis (Table 1) in a hypothetical estuary environmient. Exchanges of congeneric species front
Darkened arrows indicate the drift of animfals produced one estuarv to another could account for the fact that
in areas shown by diagonal lines: the lines are closelycian arcoisewofltret%-
spaced in the centers of propagation. Relative develop.- lrs't(i
ment of each comnponent in an estuary is a function of geniera-
salinity distribuition and net circulation- Remenoirring that the origin and maintenance of

intersjiecific relationships are inseparable because "tlie
only a single species. are not estuarine: they (1o not ecological history of the species is to sonic extent
propagate in brackishi water. Consequently. they are
usually in significant except in the marine zone of alln___________
estuary. In the tower portion of Narragansett Bay ' .- - - ~ i1
and m-ar the mouth of Raritan thyv, the marine co-
pepod. IPsemdoalanu~s minutiss, is a, frequent visitor -oom

during late winter and spbring 4Jeffries.. l%2a .
Throughout a major portion of the s-e.ir congeneric-1
associates account fior 85 to 100 percent of the holo--
plankton. Although relatise proportions change along ~j ~ __

the c-stuatry's axis in relation to spatial distributtions DAY:?.-
of salinity i jetfries. l'x2b i and flushing ch;%raclerls- -{ ---- - -
tics I Btarlow. 1955), dionuinance of boloptanktonic ct.-
pmepxxs by thenit asstwiated species generalls becoie'i"-
miore pronounced upitrenti. The two miajor Acartia~
species. tlaii and lon-w. are not titniber, oit the sailti'
%uhgen,iut Farrati, l(W4 i. This sugge-ts that direct .

genetic relatiotishil, a, lackiing in mmw *crlogical ~' ' j --

sp i-spars.In order Ito .4%,11d ctonitu~ll'dAi th strict --

taxonomor usatge of the tenui *'species-1pair ".l.Si ~
Wilmim plersontal c,.mninunicator, tiggvte that 1 7a -- Z7

use ~cimigriiric associates to sktiolet-tological ass.:- rn.
ciation oi twto spcies belonlging tII the sanirc geus

istli the pnsheexcepition tit Iiuryehssrm. these
coouhinatitoui tot stoecies mta% reflect sestige of esolu A
tiorary pattern. that radiiated fromi %armi water% to -
col~mire tempe-rate mmmtuaie, tbart of a general tend-
ency exhib~tes hv sany nmarine faunas, Ekmn. -

3'9531 A noriherts origin is indicated fo hol~jhwr I ip -r .-'T 'r T
pro l% it te diverser AtUenibage -If smuec" in \laskan

~.st-rsi Wlso andTait. ~Mdt Itap~jrs~1
Lt ~ anti 1'wmS.ýaemaw mmtata shouts a'I pevremt too the &.4al

"ea penetratedl ~s"wnegulatorv laarrwets inlependentlorl. ohs'sv poad& Narnantorti Rlay. Raritan Say
6i~rmnsin a chain uif s~vcellwi ath oser~ipping ditrhumh- (igrnSttm S eand 6 at the rasshl ~4 tOw W.I. &Md the

6, tiun'. along the salt 4gradient. l'Ach memberoo it the N-sak Rimrt. Virginia S --mn wjsal P"n arrsiml its- tins-r
chain p~rohabl had a miter abilitk too tolerate l4ouer a.s: fo-r Tmsal ef"Phatia li5*
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pareserved by the evolutionary process" ( Slobodkin, half nionths at two stations in~ Narragansett Bay sepa-
l62), it ib approrpriate to consider the bitilogical rated 'ay only ten miles. In the middle reaches of thle
parocesses sustaining competitive struggles for sur- bay, cditri was eliminated in July, but near the mouth
vival. ltnteractions often result when closely related successiorn (lid not start until September. Absolute
sqecies populations (tevehiii -n the samir place at the temperature-salinity values for the interaction period
same time, differed between cStua-iies.1 but in all cases the higher4

the salinity, the greuter the temperature necessary for
INTRAGENERIC REL.ATIONSHIPIS hiutd to replace dlauui.

ClASSiCal Competition theory- the Vol terra -(ause - E~volutionary iniplicatiorsvi can be drawit fronm these
Lotxka model-applies to the succe-ssion ofi Acarsto ecological distrihutionA ijeifries. 1962c), but the ac-
populatiamns during spring and early summner. At this ttial basis of the interact ion-whtat the two species are
time .4. dlausi, the winter-spring fornt, and A, touiua. Conietiting for-is not unrderstooid. A clear-cut rela-
its summner replacenient, reproduce at Ore sante rate. tionship with the ph tolilankton in Raritan Bay was
These spiecies are adapted for the specialized circuri'- not Apptarcrit. A nutrititnial basis would he especially
btaitces imposed by the estuarine cmvironiment. ýxst *ifltul~t to dI(*11 because lpytoplankton and zooplankl-
thev have dlifferenit sensitivities to low salinitv. A. 'a populatitti- dliffer greAtly in generation timesA.
toxni, the less affected hy low salinity ( .- ce. 1964. A vert subide interaction within a gerus of cope-
1903,, eliminates claus,, its northern counterpart, pod6 wis shown lby ttt i species of fEurytemara. In
front the niche when temperature is still low enoughj Raritum Ila%, specific differences in distribution in-
for clausi to reproducce Jeiffries, 1962c ). Because of dicateil slightf clisintilaritir.s tit fuiilamnental niches
the susceptibility of clouw to low salinity Ill. ), but.,r: again, out.. numerical relationships were1

succession starts well within an estuary- when tcrn- seen. not the underlying bioilogical nciechni-na which
rierature becomtes 13-17' C. Succession spreads sea- brought ahou!tlwi elimination oif mte species front a
w~ardP into more saline water where itsmo~regula.torv portion oi the biotope where the niches intersected.
burds-its are less. Thus, changeover occur, lpr(.Zre,5 Two ilpecies appyeared in the Raritan duiring IDecn-m
,.ively late;, moving to-yardi the ocean. llevinut the bet. E_. awiernoad and Ei. afxtr. The latter was iden-~
headlands. lousu 'ocs not haie an advantagc until tified as hirundmades b% Jeffnies I 96s2b) front C. B.
tenttlierature heconies Al ?22 C. 5.. -e the ocean warms Wilsmit's 1 1932,1 account of the g-nus. This is wrong
tiore slowly than an estuary dhiring spring and sum- according to M. S. Wilson I permtrial commnunication),
mer. the tag between the two areas in species change- w~ho kindly- identified ajimuu in sasnples from twro

over can he considlerahle. It amouinted to two and a Rhode, Isand eslaaries. Other records i-r hirmasoides
on the Fast Cocust of North America should probiably

affinis be redlesignted o#*&u. as .uggested by N11. S. Wilson
.... offinisi );9. leasing aincrat 830 and herduuani as the only-

31 Station 6 -7amenicano other ritwaeesentstives of the genus in this region-'
. Struc-turall, the Rhode Wsand material sent to M. S.

r - ~Wilson resentled 1jperimens trout both t6%ackisiu and
fivsh water, in saristu la'" 1"f the United States.K>. firsm recorded occurvrence in the G reat L-ake-' and their

closelh c-innccte waters
enM though th iu tut tages col w edi*.

3 10 Sttion 5tinguished. distrilution of Eua ' l-mfore aduhs ini Rari-
-itan Ra-4i shwe-. that *xem.r-i'- iowanunshefrit earni

aduring the first augmnwntati. sshteh exictded through
10 L / . Febeiar) As iiatrr tempierature dropped ito the annuial

11ni-nirnuni (FMg. 4 s. E. .*ulin thern began to proler-
- ~ate in g"et numbr-s. overshadvowing the pfirimms

amewn-emi fTgr~ewws Thir d~nis papulation in the
4, sttiotn I -moutah of the IksFitAn Riser 1Staio I to Fig 4i

10 -J- hireme dlenser thAn tit the ninore Waline xrrasS-

Ittmrns 5 anud 6fi Cownwsesntly- competsit's* within the
z 10 genus was mrvMa inke.sw in low- .aahnity % ater. ljain-

I mu the abwtce af a sectird onwirw-w gent T5*.

10? 2 . .. Donhsv z' StAtion 5. on 0w~ ctittrst (A ith net gc"
I- ~current directed At-.- tl'-. waxsherni abte 4 )rfirts

'92.4UI.a .  
o4 ttt -a saboulane stILdid in the lie-d the- ha% ind 4nkrww prsvtv~d

D-J V A kj j ngvr. deerrlapin . ~ m ; i*-turi~o Lg wratw-. In an

F-ig 4 %rea.ua dinttaautus .4 Ji.&rsf*ns.-* ~a wev erma aucewals 04 - *U1 th 1i.W V4

J, S9~m a Mit inartian no). \CMu Je w'Y 4aaw Mn ~rn W 'n xv -'-maum oewair at it.r
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-Table 21. Aspects of Zurwytemora populations in May 10. Local factors. such as regional differences
Raritan Bay, New Jersey. Mean bottom temperature in currents, flushing, and stratification. apparently
(*C.) and bottom salinity (~)1958. Critical ratios. work with vernal warming antl thve spattial (listrihu-
for the relative abundances of effloir and apmericana tiun of %alinity to influence the rate at which thle criti-
are indicated in hol-Iface. cal ratio is attained. However. tile hasic mechanism

- is not understotod.
Station A schematic re;presentatiom (if this succession of

Property 1 5 6 events is shown in Figure S. The four diagrams inmdi-
-. 4.cate prgress.ive stages: iI i thle initial uwitrcrana

E.. awna-mow--order piopulatiort develops in the head of the estuary and
of lat orcurreece 1st 44 10 2nd (4.24) 3rd 1S l0 P spreads ocea!nioard: 12 afflest then appears in the

Buton= t elflfeftutff value general area and coihpetes. with americana;
(nabove dae 7.0 12.2 10.1 13) amrcn is elmnae froiii low-,aalinitv waters.
sprui k3.4 1.4 11. and ,aateractiomn enter% a final j'iase in the mo~re saline

spril-C 13. 12.4 11.6 area near the mouth of thle evuhayment: and (4 1scUeaa sainity, spring 165 108 201.7 ce%!.ii i-, coialalete. leavinag aflhixi throughout the
mJIxiILUwf poptulatjion enabsi mea. 'rix stages take place from Iheumihet

c~olepoittsawtthrough Junie. In late' spring. following stage 14 P.
nauptji m, 205 59s6 117.j(0i a8.960 thle affixii lisollation retreat-, towardI the inner endl

kl~ativt ahindances of thle rstuar%. %ilacre salinities. of front 5 to 15 '.,
affixis eme'n. auw are ojatinial ifor EMrytcNmora i Jeffries. When1J
adulut %uninter beg~ins. continuous warmning, coupled ii ith

March 11 0 1 3.13 0 changeN, in thle phy-toplankcton foiuin a predominrantly
*March235 0?1 0.13 0 1

April 10 1.67 9_14 0.43 flatonai comninunity to a chlorni.hyte -flage'llate as'"ct-
dApril Z4 1 0 1.86 L.0U atiom. p~robably cause tile rapid drath Nhumn i in3May 10 1 0 10 3.3 Figure 4.

1 MAy 3D t 1 0 0 1) Thuis piatteral hM, ma1AM poits in coninsili Withi thle
4tartia nteractitia. F. .jm.ru-amna .and .4. dlausa 'scur

ther reducedl. Here, boh sapecie'. prorhscedl *lrimlar during Wsinter. As teriliperatuie'. rise, thle seciwuil
numbers in the seCCOnd generation. "wn~ber o4 rach pair. E:. affinis andl .4. towausa aug.

Table 2 mnether den insr~at,-s the pattern t~ %uc nirnt% ne~ar the iunner em1 of an cstuar-. Coniipetitioio

cession. It started in the head of RAritAn Ray (Sta- ror.uhit roin tile iuivultatietms lire iag'altion .41 (441-
tion I I int early Apr-il. %.eek% later, when amuir~can getteric ,Ki_ 'rhe -itinecr- N1,ecies in each genii'
finally dij.iappearcd at the more saline (lsnTsav gta. is claoUmnatei becau-se tile successors are better .uai~llte!
tions 5 and 6, the wae hjol aarnicod coinsuderahl'.. to liaw salinit%. IDownhay. in more saline waters. this%
( iwisequently. succession took place at highew tern- adat~agr IN c.'iacelleul. causling a ub-' 1%until high
peratures near the naouib oi the hav than us thin it% tetllpjrfatires. bring alviut 'uc-so i,.iis meim-
inner reaches. Relative abundtance ofs the ltas sjwric, 111sf) instirr, that pr-mloctitim rema~in-, high at thr
immnediately Weore the dihapixenrance 4.1 aiern-anid xectiwUir.% Ic'.ri iin p(ite 4i drastic lluctuatomsi in the
Suggested An interaction with the rapidly deieliojing htoak.n
ajfitsus poipulatiun. Aft~-,i the effixt-ai.,'ri.ana rati..
imucrrased it- 1.4-37, a criltIca tigure itadlicairl In i'''''

641iiC II In rj'W '0. Omerj,41u~ iWW%%ns fl44 loner
seen. Thi.. ratio was attained cm April 1(1 in ihe hs-.,4 Its
of the lua andi .wesmcrlvi'e later in it- jr.r~ssl
More saltne J-VeAli S4lin1ti llherebý &tAnq-1 the 4liffeV..
entsia effect oi rising truinqerature tin the laut. sp"Orles - - *

Thle .ptt-dt oil seasnal vsawe%%t,*i ir.ni tOe licaljj.iiiliF
kit the 1%3% tiniAri the cmean did nwit alilm-ar rv4%qlatedO'~-'
ph'.twaahAi'ktm, u'.::,iiitaztiaa nrw ilti'ni..e- Skdeto ........... -

meo toadImn. the IAanat late-wititcr dfital. ui ni
kartanu Its'7 i l's'ten. W% a. via% estrinet.% .ahu~siant L - .

during the interz-wact jarritut Sainiarl%. at the nwaid . -- ---- h. . ..

of1 the I'M%- jriassasace o eme.',..ow in the fu.'tl-r' _a.
tvctor i !atalicv I. 1 .Ater it had diim- rdtaron the -

.uaahern &vecthr c ttm taiu tut be riptained17
tOe tipe mor .swinnnt of plavtc4p-tankun that ornufrt CItslip

.A
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COMPIETITION BtETWEEN CLOSELY tiren, applied to the iihytoplankton of Raritan Bay,
REL.ATED) SPE'CIES RESUL~TING IN the physical space of a biotope, p, is subdivided into

EFFICIEN'r UTILIZATION O1: separate octions called "realized niches" by the eco-4
THE. flIOTOl'E logical requirements of the species it supports. The

A Uccessfu! comnpetitor extracts raw materials and livperspace occupied by an individual of a species so is
energy front the envir'mmnent with greater overall led. the specific biotope: thus, the total %pace occupied
effectiveness (but not necessarily xiiciter efficiency b% a population with of individuals is u4 .lji. The "fun-
in a rPietabolic sense) that, the loser. rThe mechanism knoenrital niche" enclose% a multidimensional pihase
used it) exploit an environment and maintain a lirisi- ,pace in whiich every poiint represents sonw need the
oct in a cimiporitivor situation is boutndled hi two ex- organitsti places Upon the hiotope for its continued
treme,., appl%-ing fin pritnciple to a manut .acturing cor. existenice. The realized niche can he smaller than the
Iloratilt III a free ec(noitoy a% well ais to a population fundamental niche when: (I ithe biotope is marginal, 7
in naiture. At one extreme, the systemi conserves raw or #2 1 the intersection subset of points common to s,
material and processes it with maximum etficiency. and t2 is sizable. Competition for this portion of the
At the opposite extreme,. the -iystem devours basic hiotope terminates in the elimination of one species.
substances with no regard for stipply, extracting small Populations shift back and forth in space and abun-
aitioulnts fromt large quantities. .onimewhere between dance as seasons change and long-period cycles exert
thrse extremes. cent of supply and efficiency of utili- their influeticc. Throughout these changing conidi-
zation strike a balance. Hfere, the successful system tionss maximum licwer output front the ecosystern will
achieves miaximunm effectiveniess or optimum effi- he attained when the specific hiotcopes add up to the
ciency. For example. when food is scarce for a cope- volume of the entire biotope. that is,, there are no
1551 or iron tire is expensive for a steel mill, efficiency interstices or void spaces going to waste between the
,Iiuuld be increased to obtain the optimum balance: specific biotopes. The most convenient way to mini-
when raw materials are aboundant, it is cheaper to mize the chance of gaps along a biotOPe gradating
run the machinerv at a lower lfliciencv with more raw from marine to fresh water and front nionimer to win-
materials. In a mt'anner analogouts to a successful cor- ter is achi-ved when two species compete for a niche.
laciratiom. a natural population achieves the balance by For example, when a seasonal change ine temoperature
a *llecisilin-making proicess" which evulutionzry ex- slows the reproductive rate of one nmember of the pair.
jurenc unde-r coniplex conditions has proved reward- diminishing its utilization of the bixotope and theretty
inK. Front the stratification of phytoplankcton, IPatten decreasing 't-- overall power efliciency, the other spe-
I %Wa. h I deduced a "profit mootive" related to maxi- cies in the genus respondts to conditions that have now

muniu energy gain: plankton communities exhibit goal- becomne favorable for it to proliferate. A high level
seeking. "the goal being biornas.- maximization". of production is thereby mAintained in the richly

Thus, a bal&~eic betwseen the cost of acquisition and endowed Yet very dtemandingr estuarine env ironmnent.
the cost of utilizar~n result, in nmaximumu poower out- The biotope achieves equilibrium when all the us-
lput friorni the niche. Accorditng it) Oduns and Pinker- able site-. are occupied I P'atten. 1962.i. The hitope~
too 1 19 , ; i. "ntatural %%Istens tend ito operate at that universe is then "perfectly partitioned into non-over-
etheictifcs wlItch pr0lucV% mtaximumVI power Output". laping srstS ley the M sjIwcie% presenit." Andi thus:
A %' s tem producing a lot for its size will gain thle
.164tntage iii cotiiicititilin. Congeneric pair% of spte-
cii' d, te ractl% this. the%~ extract the raw material-.*
-wt life rirti thocir environment wsith mininium waste.
Ilic 1-pti11i11 Vf'.9C§Wi Vc ifo poerf outpust in a rich l'eriect eq1uilibriumnt av represent thk limit a natural

ruls irnvement !% probali1" quite lois. Vonsequorntl%. si stemcnt CaIIttain in Dom.l~ionanice
,U4Iro-c o1i supi.l% must he ctinstAnt as well ait abun. byý congeneric a%-Aiciates. is the monat przcti' .1 and
*uist Vat then ire ovitber qualitattCis fo or quatL~i. etticient wA;X to schirr e" njainiunu power JoUtput. from
t.1t1%V11 C-11"Lant IIan .sO ettar% Cot. ivi ric assail- the aspect of %uppiJ ing rati mnaterials to living 'S-L*

absciiiies for tbas. homeser. h % covnipotimn for terns'. It i' sagnifitant thAltneriftic andl e,-uarinr io-
.iiimrrsýaircc, at times .I the %ear whien the oplankItms ihow th prooettosh m rs'idgr.

1-~totope i%. least st.hie. wasting a minime tnsiIn ACquit jiti the segment 4f the htutope Asaitaleh t~i filter.
tile the nusiinmun A Loisul methwxl o1f Acquisition %Aip- i-irling toilrnpltnion. the reneeg site% are saturated
pl4e" mriluelic nwahrnero. operating at a retativel 's with orgAnisnis in spite oit constant envirtonmwental
hm' efforienes Mith %utuhricrnt raw materials to develop chwinge
trruiirCselott.. .I'Arf io~tplt 4. ongene-ric aesoctatit% have Sm-roess Andti rr-e'r-atua if iii (5gnei'1i aistoirato's
hr-rn jirrosef iCA thrvough rsoelutrin lWcAuISe Wnjggles ;%re ultins-410 the ers's of MA'ICtu~r prr-eture
fir a comntim" re,,vt-uor help it, meet Ithe derundis (f tin gcwlic nieclunismat %% been a tingle geneic 01111 -
-4.i rs~iticti% tut highi adaeted meahlir lunationcam ess not peioiodor suttwwt sariation fcor

Ilut"'hinst-res , VAS' I APIAc.atione n set Ohere F% to Miock c-1sir ~"splostatfiori.n fof the ens ironent and Itil;

t-c 'siche c-rocicr$ turther ilustrat"' the &3,k in maontamn a -%viten' e&(.rirt enough to C-11or Mith eIA"s
cres-tic assaClatert mrrs saximumn benfIt mith mni-on 1ituios. aaklitiomal tIjur adapted to %eg"sw'nts of the

isitist te ir. or-sisitifin In la1jrn's l'Ws2 no.A r.,nge esolsed A. chain of relate- seie qwv" tus

A;
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'I 11 T II T j d ensit ies dlocumient the phenomtenon, b~ut these nuni-
U V ABSORPTION bers are abstractions-gross reflections of individuai~l

S PE CTRA properties. Subtle differences can collectively culmi -
nate to make one species perform better than its coml-

1.21 llpetitor in a particular situation. Slohodkin (19021I
2 states : "What is not yet clear is the degree of ecologi-

cal difference required to piermlit coexistence, and we
V.0 C irroratus C borealis I~ are not even sure how this difference should bie

nie:Lsured."
-i Measuring these dlifferences in marine copepiods is

Ihard. Maintenance of a holoplanktonic copepcdl spei-

~.j

begrown and p~resentedl in living condition, a further
difficulty comiplicating plractical investigation. A terni-

0.2- porary epdntthat may tell soniethin about the

Several comparisons were made with Canicer crabs

S front Narragansett Bay'. Morphological, physioh igi -
iFITrrr. TIF ' I T I- I- I T - cal. and biochemical 'characteristics allow the tw-o

250 300 250 300 species to partition the environment spatially; they co-
WAELENGTH-mp exist onl distinctly different bottomis in the samie gen-

Fig. 6. Ultraviolet absorption spectra of sera from eral area. C. borealis, the slow-moving, heavy-clawed
Capicer irroratiss and C. borealis; 1/100 dilutions of clear member of thle pair. occurs in rocky areas where it
supernatant from centrifuged samples, 1 cmi light path; leads a reclusive life hiding between stones. III this
maximum absorbance at 278 mis- Typical spectra; crabs habitat it is admirably suited1 to fight a defensive
obtained during summer, 1962. role with its powerful claws. On sandy sediments,

a flat. exposed tract requires that an epib~enthic form

resulted, one mnember interconnecting with another possess5 a high degree of mobility to scurry in, out.
alon th axi ofthe radent.Greter ppo tuiit amid around the bottomn to seek food and escape preda-

for continued success was achieved when at species tors. C. irroralmus can exptloit this hiabitat: it hasý
was abile to (diversify genetically throuighoult a ILw'-ro- ( F) ant ability to walk for prolonged periodls: (2)
geneous environment andl utilize additional piortions r .elatively light but effci nt clawxs suitable for tearing
of the total biospace. Genetic varialuilitY can, there- tissues. but not sufficientlx hecavy to cause a1 burdenl
fore, increase the( specifit biotope andl power'~ ouitput xvhien tile crabl is fleeing: andl (3) high concentrations
Of ani estuarine species to a marked extent. Ani eco- of serumi phosphate. possibly supporting high lev-els
logical mlosaic, discussedI by A avr 1 1063), is formned of mu~tsculair activity.
by the spread of separate genotypes into new habitats. The sera of both species are q~ualitatively very sinol-.
Accordinig to Ludwig's ( 195,0) theoremi, a nelyc% l ar. Figure 6 shows ultraviolet absorption spectra of
formned ecoloigical vamri ety fa res better in a1 newly. in - I 1 M d ilut flon , inl distilled water. IBothi specc.ies ha. ve
v'adCel port ion i4 the hioti pe than it would in the a peak ait 278 mnip, probabhl cauised by aronilat e amino
fundaimental niiche of tlie parenlt sleiceiis: tha~t is. inl acid umiet ies ( Sizer aiid] IPeacock, 1947 ) . Sec oin fro m
thit- original habi tat the niew% gemioty ie wi iuld lie re- both spnc ies wais I np diiized, cast if) KIt r Ipellets, and
pressedl, but ill the absence of Comipet it ion in amnother ex amitinedl for in fra red aliSi WIt ii i. Freshly cauight
port io n oif the en viro inment. it would prospier. P ene- sl ii'' iilit'i5 oif both specCies had identical spitctra ( Fig.
trmt ion oi in land Lakes by Ei iirytemoira jifilism~ uinight 7A , C I, but a crab ioibta ined du r ing winter aiid held
represent rad i~ition of tlis Iso irt. Eveni though noirlilo- in ;t Ii e-ca r f Jr a mon ithi piroduced aii atvpical piaa ern
1 gcloIt ni irlietarne5i mnsfiii il ( Fig. 7B1 . Tbhis crabi also had very low sermu'i niitro-

I slandl, fresh water popII ulatioins may ha ve a dIifferent gen and ani abm normial tilt raviolet Sp ect runi, showinug
genot% pe. .,rcae~mr abscrhit ion at 27)) nip than ait 284) my~.

Locomiotor abilities of the twii species were cnim-
MEKASUHI{S 0V' IKCOI.o(ICAL I)IFlFl.:HNCE. p ared 1li'v forimW' i them t i walk for prolonged p er iod.s

It is alppropilriate tim coi isidler thle structural. chemini- iii riotat inmg j .igs. MIoti r -driven riol lers titirynei a 12-
cal. andl beha viioral diftferenice,; that ptri-mit coex isten ce ga1llon jug iii a water bath at 2.731 rpnii. equal tio
under various environimental conditiions. Si uations ;I linear dlistanice of .3.45 ni,'niimn. L~ocomotoir ablmiit\
in nature where inte'ractiomns regulate distribumtio~n and was determiined biY the percenitage (if aI 5-nun obser-
abundance are comimon. R{eadily mleasured rates andi vatiimn pieriod (hiiring which the crab actively walked.
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Overall performances for 96-hr trials were compared I
by calculating integral mean activities. C. irroratus, C. borealis
the siecies restricted to an exposed habitat, had in-
tegral mean activities from 5 to more than 1,000 j 20

times greater than borealis ( Fig. 8). C. irroralus a ' 1
walked best at 14" C. while borealis probably had a WII .iS

lower optimum near 6" C. The difference agrees with 0 -

distributions in nature. Although latitudinal ranges 0 .. irrorotus

of the two species are the same, extending from New- I
ioundland to Florida (Rathbun. 1930), irroratus ap- s 8

pears to congregate in warmer waters than borealis. -
In keeping with the generally recognized fact that -> 60
warm temp)eratures favor osmoregulation in decapods 4 60
(Williams, 1960; Panikkar, 1940), irroratus is also o
the more estuarine member of the pair, especially in < -
the southern portion of its range where it penetrates it 4 "
lower Chesapeake Bay, while borealis is limited to the HH
cooler offshore watet 7. < 20 -

In Narragaasett Bay, irroralus rarely strays off a w
sand substrate. If borealis and perhaps the lobster, • l i
another heavy-clawed recluse, could be removed from _-_-

the bay, irroralus would extend its range from sandy -

sediments into rough bottom. The opposite situation, 6 14 22" 2 R

remn~ving irroratus from the bay, might not extend TEMPERATURE IN *C
the range of borealis into sandy areas unless ipredatory Fig. 8. Relative abilities of Cancer irrortus and C.
fish were also taken away. ,orcaliv to walk for prolonged periods at various tempera-

Seasonal change and major event, in the life cycle tures. Integral means summarize individual activity de-
modify this relationship. One example occurs in win- terminations during a 96-hr period; throughout the course
ter after the major portions of tl,e two populations of a., experiment, activity was measured as the percent of
have moved offshore, leaving behind weak individuals a 5-min observation period during which the crab actively

with low serum nitrogen concentrations and one or walked.

more appendages missing. In this condition, borealis
moves to sardy sediments and digs in, emerging oc- tion. During early spring, molting and reproduction
casionallv to feed. With the exception of these brief by borealis occur. The few irroratus overwintering in
perioxls of activity, low winter temperatures keep popu- the bay either die before spring or do not molt. By
lations in a dormant condition, eliminating interac- the time the first wave of ;rroratus returns from the

ocean, borealis, which spent the winter dug into the

________ - ,--.,---,--- -,- ,-- sand, has molted and nmoved back to rockv substrates
-... '. where it will be joined by migrants front the ocean.

0 ..... Perhaps this is an "escape in time" (Slobodkin, 1962)

40 ' A during the winter, but more important, the two spe-
cies partition the fundamental Cancer niche into sepa-

2" rate realized niches during the important phases of

-- ~ thteir life cycles. Low temperature may favor borealis
So /in winter, but sluggish metabolism at this time pre-

*o \'0. cludes any tendency for a tentperature-induced in-
0o- stability to become established between species.

'..... Thie (opplosite holds for the Acartia populations as
*o[ they alternate between summer and winter cycles of

abundance. In an actively mixed wate- colunin, escape

in space is not possible, and since 3-- generations of
,o ]..4. tonstj are produced from late spring through fall

Go ,/ (jeffries. 19 62 c, the perio(,icity of environmental
.0J'•',-. fluctuation is considerably longer tham the generation

"titne. As a result, competition leads to an escape of
S.4. clausi in tii;ie until early winter, when .4. fonsa

St a , a ' becomes verv scarce and templlecrature' once again

,,v l,' ",,.. favors the northern nte, nl.r ot' thle genuls.
Fig. 7. Inftared absorption spectra of lyophilized pti -

,tr wera. Crab B, the middle giaph, had an atypical ul- lutirs .V This investigation was ouported by
traviolet specctium showing greater absorption at 270I mp Public Health Service (rants RG-5278. R(;-7003, and
thai at 280 mm. W 1'-00W)23.
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Mathematical Models for the Interpretation of Inshore Plankton Communities

R. MORRISON CASSIE.

Department of Zoology, IUniversity o .Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand

The general concepts discussed in this paper are the analysis. However, it does raise the difficulty that
aplplicable to almost any ecological situation, and not a species which is numeric-aly rare may be relatively
merely to estuarine plankton. The data I have avail- large and, therefore, abundant in its contribution to
able, however, are mostly concerned with inshore or the biomass.
estuarine plankton, since most of my experimental Diversity and affinity analyses are not necessarily
work has been carried out in that sphere of study. The incompatible methods for handling the same set of
basic mathematical models are not new; they have data. Margalef (1962) and I (Cassie, 1961a) have
been used for many years in other fields, notably both analyzed some plankton data collected by Vittorio
psychology and taxonomy, but only very recently in Tonolli for Lake Maggiore, and I hope we have made
ecology, useful and complementary contributions to its inter-

\\`hen an old model is applied to a new situation, pretation.
it is almost inevitable that some adjustments will have MATH EMATICAL MODELS
to be made, and the application of multivariate analy-
sis in ecology is very much in its infancy. Suitable The response of organiems to ambient variations
exploratory data are not always easy to collect, and in the physicochemical properties of their environment
theory and speculation are often ahead of information. usually seems to follow on exponential relationship,

For manyv ears, quantitative ecologists have sought F = a exp (#x) + E, where Y is the number of
means of (ligesting complex ecological data so thi•• it organisms per unit space, r is a physicochemical prop-
can be interpreted in terms of communities or other erty of the environment, a and B are constants, and
ecological units, rather than as individual species. , is an error term. This is a reasonable sort of re-
Broadly speaking, diversity and affinity are the two lationship which has analogies with the physical laws.
approaches to this problem. The diversity approach Thus, for example, a warmth-loving animal will in-
has been used in terrestrial ecology by nmany workers, crease its reproductive rate in a warmer location, or
notably in the famous mathematical model of Fisher increase its rate of immigration to a warmer location,
et al. (1943). though Margalef (1961) seems to be and hence increase its numbers by a fixed proportion 4.
among the few who have successfully applied diversity rather than by a fixed number for any given increase
indices to plankton populations. My own experience in temperature. This relationship cannot be extrapo-
is that diversity is rather difficult to interpret in lated indefinitely because few. if any, organisms
plankton ecology, because the index is very sensitive can live in boiling water, but, within the normal anm-
to the influence of those dense nuonospecific blooms bient range of the temperature equation above, it is
which conic and go rapidly. Thus a diversity index probably true more often than not.
is not a "conservative property" of a population as it Eknvironments are seldom, if ever, strictly homno-
has appeared to be in some terrestrial work ( Villiams, geneous, so that what passes for a uniform xi~v of
1944 ). water is actually a mosaic of physical properties, all

The second approach. based on affinity. seems to be of which vary continuously and randomly, both in
more compatible with the community concept in ecol- space and time. The pattern, though random, will not
ogy. Fager and Mc( owan ( 1963) have used a non- be wholly indetermiinat. but, if measuring techniques
parametric methuod to distinguish "concurrent groups": were available, it could be dcscribed by fixed parame-
that is, groups of species which are found together in ters. For examiple. Liebernmann ( P81 ) has showv
the s.nme sample more often than not. This method that the temperature of ocean water varies continu-
is particularly useful for large-scale geographic in- ouslv with a mean amplitude of the order of 0.4"C.
vestigation, since it is relatively insensitive to vari- and a correlogramn which decays to Fec in about (A)
ations in the quantitative accuracy of samples, so that cm. Taking the whole gamut of physical properties
(dta from different sources can be synthesized. My and compounding the effect of their ambient fluctu- 4W

own preference has been for quantitative records in ations on the physioloh., and behaviar of plaiiktun.
which the actua! numbers per unit space of each spe- we have what might be describ, as a "dispersion
cies or form are used in the analysis. I also prefer to factor". Generalizing the temperature equatiot alk e.
use relatively small sample%, and to count the entire we can make x represent this factur. Since there is tmit
sample. This is theoretically satisfactorv if one as- absolute scale for .r, it is convenient to treat it as a
sumes that rare species are relatively unimportant to standa-rdized deviate, that is. to make the mean zero,
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"and the standard deviation unity. The spatial scale Standardization implies that the significance of a
presents another problem, particularly in estuarine given change ip population density is inversely pro-
waters, where the correlogram may not present the portioned to the overall variability of the species. The
same simple exponential decay curve as in the o;en first of these two concepts is fairly easy to accept ; the
ocean. For the time being we will make the simplest second a little less so, particularly when the relative
assumption-that .r, being composed of a large num- allocation of random and determinate components is
her of small random factors, will be normally dis- in doubt. There might he some argument for using
tributed. non-standardized logarithms, or sofie form of weight-

If the dispersion factor influences the plankton in ing factors, hut only experience will tell which is
the manner of the above equation. it may be shown most effective.
that the actual dispersion &f organisms will have the Since the mlost powerful and coniprehensive branch
negatively skewed distribution commonly described as of statistical theory deals with normal distributions,
"log-normal", because a logarithmic transformation it is appropriate to think in terms of the transformed
is necessary to convert it to normal. The actual dis- rather than the raw data. Having derived the dis-
persion will not be exactly log-normal, because of the tribution of an individual species, we must now look
error component, (. If the environment is the only for a mearts of representing a "community". Whether
causal factor influencing dispersion, , will be a Pois- the mathematically defined community will correspond
son variate. Both the log-normal and Poisson coni- exactly to the terrestrial or benthic ecologist's concept
ponents arise from random causes, and it would 1K remains to be seen. tHit we will retain this as an
reasonable to describe both of them as random dis- objective.
tributions. In dealing with small samples, the super- Figure 1 shows the dispersion factors, .r1 and .2
imposition of these two patterns produces considerable estimated in practice by log Y,. log y.,) of two spe-
statistical difficulties (Cassie, 1961b), but provided cies. Mathematically it is almost as easy to consider
we can think in terms of relatively large numbers three or more species, but we are confinetl to two di-
of individuals, the Poisson effect can be ignored. mensions for graphic representation. The normal dis-
and I will do so for the remainder of my discussion. tribution still exists. not only along the x axes, but
The term "random variation" will then apply to the along any linear section through the scatter diagram.
log-normal distribution induced by the dispersion fac- The elliptical envelope enclosing the points is the 99
tor, while "determinate variation" will refer to vari- percent probability level. WVe could, if necessary, draw
ation induced by non-random changes in the environ- a whole series of concentric probability contours at
ment, taking the form of gradients. discontinuities, or other levels. If the two species were distributed inde-
a combination of both. pendently, that is, if they- belonged to two separate

If log y is the standardized form of log V. we tiiid communities, the envelope would be circular. As it is.
that: log y-x, that is, the standardized log trans- the species are positively correlated, so that the ellipse
form of the sample count :s an estimate of the disper- has its major axis tiied upward to the right. We
sion factor. The log transform implies that a given thus have soine grounds for saying that the two slp-
geometric change in population density has the same cies form a single community, and we could repre-
significance regardless of absolute iaopulation detisitv. sent fluctuations in the density of this community by

measurements along the longer axis of the ellipse. It
is not clear what wr should smy if the correlation was
negative, hut so far I hale found so few cases of nega-
tive correlatitm that the prolhlen scarcely exists. If
we have is species in the ecologic:." complex, these can
.be represented by an imnaginary diagram in Po dimen-

fins, or by an ii X n correlatiton iatrix, liB princilml

new, set ofat axes. in such a wav that aXiS I is theca""napaanenit analh'sis I Kendall. I 957 1 we call defi ne a

' l'o""""igest 1atssible, axis 2 the next longest, and so on.
VE . .ach ctnltnhiunit% is retpresented h% an axis. We cotald.

taf couarse. have Of com1nlinitme,,,s. but this would not

simnplify our data at all. In practice simwie of the
Sma"ller axes contain st! little useful information that

we Call ignore them. There is no real statistical cri-
terion ,,f how ntany axes to rrje-t, hut a lecision ran
iusutlly vie nmade oan tihe basis tif lh<a much meaningful
bi oi logical informatioan is etomtaincil. Trhe nmatheiiiatical

SFig. 1. Scatter elialtrani of thlwiorllutiol (ifl ltw-01f tl-dl r lritiaof an axis is shuntoa below by a' "latent

t rt'rlated thisorrsioa factoa., X,. X, rrtre-rentiaug the ahistrihu- root" ;afi a "late t+t vedtor":

tits) taf two ipe•t-ir•if iplanktan, aitl sloning ti twt nre 13,01 1.40 .4,) 30 32 .02 .131
axes r, f, rckirvm by principal raanloaiwnt analvyis ( -r1 ..
C.'axie. Iql%3i. 'lire ra•wt. 3.0. ameasurrs the variance; its scllare root

,, ., a ] . .. • ,+ i ~•. ., .
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is piroportioned to the length of the axis between given mouth of the estuary and contiihcd in approximately
probability levels. The original x axes all have a a straight line towards the headwaters. The results
variance of 1, so that this particular axis represents of tile two principal component analyses appear in
three times as much information as would be given by Tab!e 1.
any single species. The vector elements are scaled , We will refer to "forms" rather than species, be-
that the sum of their squares is 1. and their maemi- cause in some cases the different life stages of the
tudes with respect to each other give the relative mi- same spe.ies are listed separately. Method 1 shows
portance of the various species members of the com- several features in onmmon between the two examples.
munity. The decision as to which of the species can 1q both examples, all forms can be represented by
be considered dominant members of the community three vectors, and (coincidentally) the roots of these
is partly subjective, but in practice I have found this three vectors represent 83 percent of the total vari-
decision fairly easy. For example, it is evident that ance. The first vector shows the dominants (in bold
species I to 4 are dominants, wl,ile 5 zind 6 can be type) to be about two-thirds of the total number of
ignored. There is no reason why any ,pecies should fornls, and the root is about half of the total variance.
not be dominant in more than one community, but it It is also the only vector showing a strong negative
would usually seem unnecess .ry to use more dimen- co:-relation with salinity: -0.92 for Port Nicholson
sions than are required to ensure th-it no species re- and -0.82 for Pelorus Sound. The second and third
mains unassigned to at least one c( .nmunitv. If the vectors represent two single-form communities for
physical structure of the environment is ki•own in Port Nicholson, and two two-form communities for
sufficient detail, it is p. sible to establish a second Pelorus Sound. The single-form communities in Port
significant category by correlating communities with Nicholson are interesting in that both of thenm are al-
physical factors. \Villiamson (1961) found that in a most entirely independent of all other species, as well
23-species complex of plankton, four components, or as of salinity. This is quite consistent with their hi-
communities, accour.•ed for 83 percent of the total ological nature, as one is a polvchaete larva, the other
variance, and that three of these four components a shorter-lived phytoplankton bloom: both of them are
were highly correlated with known hydrological fea- relatively ephemeral members of the plankton and they
tures of the North Sea. have not had time to be exposed to the s.ane factors

controlling the dispersal of the permanent species.
APPLICATION TO ESTUARIES The first two-fonn community in l'elorus Sound is a

How does the foregoing apply to an estuarine popu- fairly obvious association of the adult and juvenile
lation? Going back to the original model, we find that stages of the Same species. The second is less pre-
we have postulated a random dispersion factor. The dictable, since it contains two entirely differeit tax-
most significant physical feature of an estuary is the onomic groups, a polychaete, and a cirripede: the only
determinate gradient of properties between river and common feature is that both are larvae of sedentary
sea. fi some cases there may also be abrupt discon- species.
tinuities in this gradient produced by the interaction In the second method, the determinate effects are
of tides and topographical features. Such discontinu- removed by converting the zero-order correlation ma-
ities produce sampling problems because they are dy- trix to a partial correlation matrix, independent of
namic and move with the tidal cycle. Non-random salinity for Port Nicholson. and independent of malin-
features such as these cannot be thrown indiscrimi- ity and temperature for Pelorus Sound. Of "he latent
nately into a random miodel. At this Ioinit we are vectors, only the first seems meaningful for our pres-
faced with some of the difficulties of procedure which ent discussion. In both cases the latent root has been
I have previously mentioned. I hlive used two ap- substantially reduced, but the same elenments are still
proaches: recognizable. For Port Nicholson we find exactly the

1. To pool all data and proceed directly with same four-form community as befor,. indicating that.
the principal component analysis, leaving the ex- although salinity I ,eference is one factor uniting these
traction (if determinate efiects to a later stage. forms, there are (ther comnon factors even when the
This is a risk:, procedure, but sometimes it works. salinity effects are removed. We cannot decide what

2. To extract, as far as possible, the determni- these factors are without further information-they
nate effects from the raw data and then to pro- may be environmental or they may be a direct bi-
cee with principal counlipent analysis. At pres- ologicAo association between the forms. For Pelorus
ent this separation is (lone after the data have Sound the situation is a little different. The first vec-
been collected, but it appears that special %am- tor now combines the nine forms which were pre-
fding programs may be necessary to achieve the viously divided between the first two vectors. The
best results. t'Ao formts, previously appearing as dominants in the
To illustrate the two methods. I will give the ex- ,econd vector, are adults and copepodites of Perace.

a•|ples of Iort Nicholson \Wellinglon H larbor) (Fig. lanus /nervys. All but two of the seven forms from the
21 Ahere there is an abrupt transition front oceanic original first axis are copel*A adults and larvae. I
to harbor water, and Plelons Soui:d ( Fig. 3) where have found in previous in'estigations that Par -6a-
the gradient of salinity and related properties is more t ah s ueually is onst abundant in higher-salinity
gradual. In both case% sanmpling conimenced at the water. in contrast to the other speci"s which a"e usu-
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will inevitably form a distinct comminunity, at least iii
the erm of ur athemnatical definition. The affinity

00 with other copepods remains, hut is masked by thle
/ predominant salinity' effect.

~ WARD IIt is often a useful expedient when interp~reting
to form. In a multivariate distribution it is not possible

to present all the information in a single two-diiien-
sional grap~h. However, in the two examiples (using

0 the first method) two-thirds of the information is
contained in the first two vectors, and this information

y \ may be plotted as a scatter diagram (IRao, 1952).
WDRSE SAY Owing to the influence of non-random factors, the

50 t scatter of points cannot be contained within any single
elliptical envelope (Figs. 4 and 5). There is, however,

~\~j\ ~K a clustering of points into distinct groups of approxi-/ ~ N~ ~ mately elliptical shape. For Port Nicholson (Fig. 4)
Pf,'OR there are three such clusters, corresponding respec-

D20/ Of TRINA. su tiely to samples 1-34, 35-45, and 40-6). Cluster 2 is
)\ attributable to a discontinuity along the second (6t)

* - WINSO FAUPAV.0a axis and can be traced to a swarm of Polydora 1lar~ae
iOMV MAP ebacing these samples. Along the first (Ci) axis.

0 clusters 2 and 3 overlap considerably and can he
~PcmS~t. treated as a single cluster which is entirely separate

to \ fromt cluster 1. The discontinuity between samples 34

and 35 can be traced to the boundary between oceanic
ikl andl harbor waters.

t o. In Pelorus Sound there are no such natural bound-
STRAIT

Fig. 2. Locality mail showing the position of samples in I '. CMETWODE
Port Nicholson. Dots indicate the beginning and end of SAD

samples, and the lines joining them represent the course ACWRALTY -

of the ship. Circled (lots are radar fixes (Froin Cassie. &AY ' "

a',lly located inshore and ire associated with lowered PELRU SOUND
salinities. This has recently been confirined in a plw'- zo~ ou

sonal comimunication Iby Jillett of the Zoology D)e-I.~

water,,. it is relatively common in these two estuaries. ISN1AW

mainly because both open almost dnirectly into thle dIteepl
ocean 'ic %aters of Cookc Stuait, with little iiitervening SAY~

continental shelf. Though IPardcaIanits and tie oti er # '_1

collepods have different reactions to salinit. it reeills / IGA

that. perhapis because of tlieir taxoiI inia relationship. ,~a Af all hitve simiilar reactions to other factorý.
Which is the correct answer-the fir-.t or the see- W

oind nmethodh? I h ci that neither is comipetel% right .
or -A rong and that both give useful aind compilhemtent.ar%
inioriiiatioti. This emipiiamizes that a commilunlity% canl- WVCS SLC

notItreialydetiveal without reference to thle nature -- I*-

and extent of the rilvirolwnlent Withill a hAXlv of
'.siater either of uniform s-alinity~ or of suchl sgiiialh OT

dlinir'ilonN thult s--allniti' change, are ,light. I1'areaa- I W1O Ls *A

Id~f.(migt le itui~tinguishamble fro h gnra Fig. 3. I..tA~litV Inap S61-ing OWc Ikn..ltlti 14 .ampksIt
*~~~~~~~~~~~ '? orlael~ cotumunity. H owever. whens the %ur%-e% area in P'lrsSull h nicr ereethr. a(ia

contains both tweanic ansI harbor watrs, of s-ufficienitl' % sivry tentih --amgal The iqvonmg oft Vloc~rws Sond ita

contrasting ar~tqwrtirs tile %emsil-occanic IurecaaImtoiEA mijasm-ni III arroA.
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Tfable 1. Latent roots andl vectors fromn a principial - ____________________

comiponent analysis of correlation matrices of log
transformned p~lankton counts front samples in P ort2
Nicholson andI I elorus Sound, New Zealand. In 2

Method 1, roots andl vectors are computed fronm zero- 7 -, el

order matrices; in Method 2. front partial correlation *1

matrices indlependent of salinity and~ of temlperatture'
for I elortis Sound ) u..

Port .\ichn/son ~.4.'W
LAT.XTr RoorS: M ethod I N1ethodl 2

LATENT VECTORS 3.0 10 1.0 1.8

1. Paracaltrnus tarvus .40 -. 10 -. 04 .57 4
2. Elminius modestus nauplii .49 .01 -. 12 .32 Fig. 5. Scatter diagram showing the sampling .Iistribu-
3. Oithona uimilis .56 -. 02 -. 04 .39 tions, r,. and ý', for the first two latent vectoirs-Pelorus
4. L'oscinodiscus teaflesii .52 .01 -. 04 .43 Sound. The points fall into five clusters: 1-S.
5. I'olydora polybrapihiata

.laeosrvaegaua .02 " .13 -. 01 distribution which are not reflected by any obvious
6. Aeoiagauaa.3 .3 .8-1 hydrological discontinuities. The salinity pattern, for

r.lu -.9und example, though irregular, follows the same general

LATNTRorI: ethod I M Sound 2 trend throughout. Whether this "stepped" condition
I.ATNT wi': Mtho 1 ethd 2of the plankton population is attributable to somec un-

LATE.NT VMroSs 6.3 1.7 1.1 4.6 known environmental factor, perhaps to somec past hy-
1. I'aracalaiius parruws adult .18 .64 .02 .38 drological condition which has since vanished. must
2. I'arucalonius par'rus renmain a nmatter for speculation.

copettodites .17 .61 -. 16 .34
3. 7'emoro turbimszla adults .36 .04 -. 03 .38 CONCLUSION
4. Temos'o furbi,,ata

copepodites .36 -. 20 -. 08 .23 1 have shown only one nmethod of eliminating deter-
5. Temora turbinata nauplii .34 -26 -. 17 .24 inmnate factors fromt the distribution-by partial cor-

7. Iutepi~i actifons 38 .07 .17 .30 relation on known environmental factors. But some-
8. Coscitiodiscus tiailesji .33 .08 -. 14 .35 times this method fails because the environment is not
9. Mtyiliss canaliculus larvae .34 -. 02 -. 11 .00 sufficiently well mapped and other expedients must be

10. I'olydora polybranchiuta .- .0 05 adopted. The fitting of artificial trend lines may be
larvae .6-2 3 0

11. I.:"ininiu~s mod ut us nauplii .16 .16 .77 .3 aptpropriate in somec cases, but the application is
limited because many non-randlom trendls are so corn-

r.-.2 .39-.17pkex that they cannot be fitted except by unrealistically

arie. dhnedby lte aliity r ~high-order polynomials. Here serial correlation meth-

but there is. nevertheless, a clustering of points in the ti ed noarte strcfedo t-tsiswt
diagramn I Fig. 5 i. Only in clusters 2 anid 3 do two fs eaturs inoalmosthe idn ticl ith tie-eiedo ttsis anlyis.

Ioscitv clusterss oaerlap andntca wit herese there isconscutve lusersovelap an evn hre her iswhicht often baffles even the professional niathentlati-
.o dfiut ndsnguishing the two. Thus there in

apliftcuto iefornaditina onare nan lako
;tllier t befor nturl bundris i th i~ankon Although conmplex saniphing programis at sea pre-

senit considerable technical dlifficulties. it mtay still be
bietter to develop these speci.lzdporm.Ihv

4 is 41: recently experimtented with a plait b% which each u-stm-

2 %ple'i repilicated ten t itie'.., and thuis a cor relat ion ma-
2 ~~tri x cant be c()titllted for each 4ri of 1t0 'ulmtniplirs.

-,-* ------ Thie ntatrice% for all %amipleN are tietl ilSNled antd sub-

a,~ jected to principakl coinpoment analhsis% If rrpitcation
* 0 ~is adetiuate. lthe % ectors., m derivedl isill 1wc intdependlent
*47. 1 0 000 ofdetermittate trends%. Ini heir origins will vairy from
0 0 -0

- .. '. ' tr Tdu. litiste piattern o1 ech. rr of one ort more
\ @7coitmunittes ca-i lie cliarteil. ci en if it cannot Ile ac-

-- counittil for h1Y anY sjomilc nsatbenlatical 11tilMIe.

I L 1 1"" ' ' I .Aithow's Noe I ant not the first to use mull~variate
owhm ~revological pur;lsomr Otherr workst. not men-

iimrn i the test. Ahich have helped it) ispire the present
"Fill 4. Scatter dliagram shoaing lthe sampiling distribu- conitribution inclusle ("idall t1954) 1 plant ecoiligy). iRey-

till"%. ~ for the first two latent sectors.- P'ort Nichsoloni. ment i I3) qwkexreoltqY4. and Williams and lAinbertTiriwlntfal ino treedimnctcluter: 1 2 nll1 (9.5) 4plat "lig - ingnot-Paameric"Wihot1%
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Laboratory Analogues of Estuarine Plankton Systems

RAMON MARGALEF

Institute of Fishery Research, Barcelona, Spain

The ipurpose of Ilahratory analogues is not to du)li- THE CHEMOSTAT
cate or imitate nature, but to have simple situations A chemostat is a culture vessel where conditions
that make it easy to identify operational mechanisms, remain constant, traversed by a continuous flow of a
first in the experimene and later in nature. Useful medium. The principle and theory of the chernostat
data on the ecology of estuarine populations can be have been discussed by several authors. The follow-
gathered through the customary flask culture, in which ing are a few especially useful references: Bulder,
selected organisms are grown under different condi- 1960; Herbert, 1961; Monod, 1950; Novick, 1959;
tions of water quality, water turbulence, temperature, Novick and Szilard, 1950: Pfennig and Jannasch.
and light; the experimenter records the rates of 1962; Watts and Harvey, 1963.
growth and tries to find correlations with nutritional In a chemostat the population is suspended in a
:111 other factors. constant environment that canl be selected or changed

But the experinuital approach must vary with the at will. The density of the population is controlled
focus of interest. We may be more interested in by a density-dependent factor. The culture vessel re-
clouds thani in the behavior of definite molecules of ceives a constant input of fresh medium of definite
water or t f atnospheric gases; we may be more in- composition, and the same amount of the well-mixed
terested iii plankton patches than in tie destiny of contents of the vessel is taken away. Losses of the
particular algal cells. In this paper we are more population are proportional both to the flow and to
interested in the estuary as a phenomenon in space the density of the population. The rate of growth de-
than in thre Ij~fe and behavior of its individual in- creases with increasing density; in consequence, their
habitants. combined effects are density-dependent and effective

The design of the experiments reported here started in regulation.
from the consideration of estuaries as self-regulatory Let N be the density of the population, r the rate of
svystems. A promising approach was the substitution growth, and F the flow, that is, the fraction of the
of ordinary flask cultures by flow cultures, where sta- total volume of the culture that is exchanged in unit
tionary populations are the expression oftime. In stationary state we should have
in (ldnatmic processes that are made more or less in-

dependent of time. The vessels in a system of flow N = N er - F N
cultures are like a franie of geographic coordinates,
that is, a rigid reference for the study of populations. r = log. (i + F)
The polulations themselves are transient or stationary The regulation of the population density is very
states, and express the processes of cell Multiplication, noticeable in a simple chemostat with a unialgal cul-

diffusion, and flow. ture. When flow (= exploitation, = exchange) is
"The immediate purpose of these experiments was to increased, the ratio of production to bioniass must

tnderstand the particular quantitative values found in become higher, since
estuaries, or in analogous situations, of certain charac- produetion/hionass = er - I = F.
teristics pertaining to the structure and function of
ecosystemls. The selection of parameters to be used This is a relation of fundamental importance in gen-
in the study of mixed populations or communities is eral ecology and, of course. in the ecology of estuaries.
dependent on the purpose of the worker; an assess- If we have a chemostat in a steady state, and the
inent of resources calls for estimates of biomnass and light or nutrient input is reduced or the rate of flow is
projects of exploitation need an estimate of produc- increased, the value of r in a unispecific culture, or
tion. In any consideration of the ecosystem as a cy- of any of the species in a mixed culture, can become
bernetic system, one has to overvalue certain syn- insufficient to cope with exploitation. If such a situ-
thetic and dynamic properties that include some ref- ation develops. biomass will decrease until a new
erence to time. as time rates (primary production per stationary level is reached, or until the population
unit of total bioniass), or as structures resulting from vanishes, and the ratio of production to biomass al-
historical developments (biotic diversity of popula- ways goes up until the last moment. If the species be-
titins : or plant pigmient diversity, expressed in prac- conies extinct, it can be said, because of the conditions
tice by the ratio 1)4:,,!I),1=, of the absorbancies. at the of the experiment, that its potent;al turnover was too

stated wavelengths, and of aceto.eextracts). low to allow the passage of a certain energy flow.
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Conditions of competition in a chemostat vessel may control of the flow of liquid L.!tween the separate cul-
be practically reduced to differences in the rates of ture chamn)ers could be attained by using tubes of

increase in definite conditions. Since it is highly im- elastic material. Such tubes would act as elements of

probable that two organisms will have exactly the peristaltic pumps. The adequately programmed pumps

same rates of increase, a chemostat inoculated with a could forward the liquid in either direction and by

mixed culture usually leads to a unispecific population, this mechanism the effects of turhuleut mixing Could
demonstrating Gause's law. The situation is more be simulated by pumping fluid from one vessel to an-

complex if the issue of competition is not decided by other, stirring, pumping the same volume hack again
prolificness alone. to the first, and.so on. One can recognize the i!terest

The merits of the chemostat, for the simulation of of a big system of about 10 X 10 X 10 vessels, every

situations found in estuaries increase when several one with appropriate conditions of light and tempera-
chemostats are connected in a row, so that the out- ture. It would be possible to lead into a given vessel.
flow of the first chemostat is the inflow of the second, representing a point in a tridimensional system, a
and so oT,. We can describe such a device as a coin- continuous flow representing a local upwelling or a
pound chemostat. Malek (1952) and others have de- spot source of nutrients. It would also be possible to

scribed such devices. The writer has been using corn- program the exchanges between the different vessels

pound chemostats for several years, with very stimu- according to selected conditions of flow and turbu-

lating results, of which only a short account of a lence, and wait for a steady state. \Ve could gain a

particular experiment has been published (Margalef dynamic insight on how spatial patterns develop.

and Ryther, 1960). Such an approach is contemplated, but enthusiasm has

Like a single chemo.t:at vessel, under constant en- been somewhat dampened for reasons explained later.

viromnental conditions a system of many vessels ap- The presence of walls soon becomes a nuisance.

proaches a stationary state. The basic expression for
equilibrium resembles the one for the simple chemo- THE CHEMOSTAT UNIT
stat, except that the loss of cells due to the flow is After considerable trial and error, the unit now in

not dependent on the density attained in the particular use is satisfactory for many purposes (Fig. 1).
vessel under consideration (NI), but of the difference The compound chemostat is assembled from stand-

between this density and the density in the preceding ard units. The elementary flasks are conical and 500)
container (NV. 1), to 600 ml in capacity. The fluted sides increase turbu-

N4 = N4 er - F (N, - Ni.)• lence when the contents are stirred. At a level con-
taining a volume of 300 to 400 ml. there are one or

The composition of mezlium remains constant in time, two simple inlets, with ground-glass receiving joints.

changing in a progressive and directional way in An outlet that starts above the bottom as a tube ends

space. Going from one flask to the next, the concen- with a tapering male glass joint. High above, an-

tration of nutrients decreases and metabolites accumu- other opening equilibrates the atmospheric pressure.

late. The contents of every vessel can be stirred magneti-

The theoretical limit in the construction of a linear cally, using iron bars covered with Teflon.
compound chemostat would be the substitution of a Two tipes of ground-glass stoppers have been used:

series of flasks by a simple tube of uniform diameter, simple or with conduction. The stoppers of the last

the ideal analogue of a river or of a layer in an estu-
ary. The writer has experimented with plastic tubes
up to 40 in long, but it has been found that such a
device is less convenient than a multichambered chem- GLS

ostat. First, a flow system divided into chambers ___

separately stirred and interconnected by rather nar- ,ERFrL O
row tubes is more appropriate for sampling purposes. N •COrON

Second, under conditions of laminar flow, any sus-

pended Ipopulation is washed away. The turbulence COTTON RJSHER

in the model made up by a row of chambers, sepa- 'L SMALL I

rately stirred and with exchange in one direction, is VSSE

more easily understood and managed by the biologist
not familiar with hydrodynamics. RM PECEENT

Any system of chemostats affords an ideal way for VESSEL

mapping time series into space; going down the row RESEiYOR

of flasks is equivalent to progressing along an eco- ROTATING STIRRER OFFH

logical succession.
We may speculate about how to construct an ideal

chenmostat for the study of plankton populations. It
might consist of any high number of culture vessels, Fig. 1. The glass vessel used as a unit in the assembly
to be interconnected in topological relations proper of compound chemostats. It is represented with the hol-

for formlng a tridimensional lattice. An appropriate low conducting stopper connected to the feeding system.
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type are tollow, have ain inflow,. n interior vertical

outlet tialýe of sniahlllx)re tule (ahout 0.7-0.9 nun
diattmeter ) and ain emergency overflow that serves to
equtilibrate atmiosl4ieric pressure and to allow the ac-
cumulated liquid to escape, in case the small-bore
twite shiou( Id Ccomlle stopped up. Theli * hahtnilber in tile

hollow -,tilyer provides ;a better equiliibration of tile
telt perattire oI the ntedium. when necessary. Thie
S.n:itll-bore tuble inure.., aI ,low incorporatoioi of the
tre.h med(liumii to the conitents of the culture vessel.
The Ii• scmtht il no s feedilg tnecl.inmisit fills tile stopler
from| timte to timte, but the passage of the liquid from
the interior of the stoppler to the culture vessel ap-
proaches or attains continuity. The end of the small-
bore tube lies high above tile level of the .ulture

ntediun to prcvetit any ascending contamination.
The culture vessels can be sterilized separately after Fig. 2. PhotogAphof one' assembled compound chemo-

closing the lateral openings with stoppers or by using stat. The culture Yvessels are held in position in a frame
connecting segments with taps. The units can be that also supportsý the light sources and the other equip-
assembled in rows or. in more complex patterns that ment. In the lower left corner are two reservoirs of
include convergences. there is a provision for flasks fresh medium and, above them, the feeding mechanism.

with two inlets and one outlet. In these exper;ments Above, right, is the motor of the stirring system. The

tile flasks have always been placed at the same level, chemostats are kept in a constant temperature room.
and are connected by the simple glass joints. A cer-
tain amnount of diffusion :and contamination "ui)streani" weeks. Aln electrical timer controls the electroniag-
has been permitted, as in natural systems. But no netic pusher and further regulates the flow.
elatlorate eqnuiplent is required for making the ex- In the course of experiments, it has been found
change between successive flasks rigorously unitii- convenient to have a flow of about 10(0 ml/day.
rectional ; it suffices to insert special connecting pieces The electromagnetic pusher was activated every 20
and )lace the flasks at different levels. minutes, and the amount of fluid introduced by every

Tile special hollow stoppers used as inlets of fresh stroke was around 1.5 ml. Stirring was discontinuous,
niedlium are inserted at the head of the rows, or in acting about half the time, and was linked to the same
-in Intermedxiate position, iftie effect of -a dilution or tinier that controls the input of fresh medinum. Stir-

aI spciatl addition in definite stages of the develop- ring started before the injection of fresh medium and
lt Of" -aI i)opulationl is to be investigated. The other stopped after the chamber in the stopper eniptied

flasks receive simple stoppers. completely.
"The feeding mechanisms give considerable trouble, The final outflow of the whole system, through the

because they must resist sterilization. A discontinu- outlet of the last culture flask, was led to a measur-
outs Mechanisnm is niuch simpler to construct and is ing cylinder. This reservoir was prepared with a few
more reliable than a continuous feeding system. Sole- drops of a fixative (saturated solution of iodine in
noid-operated valves in connection with automatic saturated solution of potassiutn iodide in water, plts
measuring burettes have been tried and rejected. 20 percent of sodium acetate). Every day, or more
Long segmnents of capillary tubes also have been frequently if convenient, the amount of fluid collected
tested as flow regulators, but without satisfaction. in this reservoir was measured and the cell concentra-
Slow peristaltic punips seemed promising, but they tion counted-a good check of the regularity of flow.
are expensive. Finally. a very sturdy., sure. and cheap general behavior of the system. and a test for stability.
device was adopted. Two glass valves, each one con- In a few days, after the initial changes, the density of
sisting of a ground tapered plug iii its casing, are organismns in the discharge approached. a stationary
connected by a piece of elastic tubing. The whole is state. Only then has the system reached equilibrium.
made sterile easily. together w;tl the reservoirs of At this point the vessels should be disconnected i.nd
fresh niediuni. Aln electromagnet itally activated pusher an analysis may be made of the partial populations
conmpresses the elastic tube and the whole acts as a enclosed in the different flasks. The system is illus-
punmp. Selecting the diameter and the length of the trated in Figure 2.
compressible segment makes it possible to determine
approxinmately the aniount of fluid displaced at each OPERATION OF COMPOUND
stroke, but it is a difficult trick to make it coincide CHEMOSTATS
with a prefixed--.1mount. The best thing to do is to LiNEAR COMPOUND CnEMOSTArS
measure a posteriori the amount of liquid actually L OMON SPECOS
flowing, and introduce the value found in the compu-
tations. Fortunately, the device is very stable- the In a compound chemostat madte up of a single row
delivered fluid, in ml/day, remains constant over of culture vessels, with unidirectional flow, uniform
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conditions of temperature and light, and populated by analogues of plankton systems. Species that are used
one true planktonic. non-sticking species of alga, we often as models of planktonic algae, as Nit.:schia
observe in the wteady state (going in the direction of closterium, and even some small species of Chado-
flow): (I) all increase of the biomass, (2) a de- ccros, are found attached in some way. P'ropensity
crease of the ratio primary production/biomass, and to attachment seems to be different according to con-
(3) an increase of the ratio D4:./D 6 ,,1 of plant pig- ditions of nutrition, to accompanying bacterial flora,
ments. The steady state is maintained during long and to the time elapsed from the start of the experi-
periods and the sy3tem attains an almost total inde- ment. The role of possille mutants cannot be ex-
pendence from time. eluded. Stirring does not check attachment of algae

It should have a single inlet of fresh nedium in the to the walls. The design of a reliable chemostat for
first vessel. If its inflow is increased, the entire pat- experimenting with complex planktonic populations
tern moves downstream; if the inflow decreases, the awaits the improbable discovery of a bottle without
pattern is displaced upstream. walls. Ice walls do not help.

If, in a compound linear chemostat, inflow of fresh Several runs have been miade in compound linear
medium is not l;mited to the first vessel, or if many. chemostats with Te'raselmnis (attaching easily) as-
or all, aasks receive an input of fluid, the flow and sociated with Nitzschia and/or Skeletonema The re-
diffusion are accelerated along the system, as in an suIts are almost opposite to those found in the case of
estuary with a wide month, and the population reacts a mixed population of non-adhcring species. The bio-
by maintaining a high ratio of productica to the bio- mass becomes abnormally higher in tihe first vessels
mass. One caln speak of an "expansion" of the popu- and the usual iegularity in the distribution of the
lationi in a Noid medium, and that expansion is associ- ratio of production to biomass is distorted. The ratio
ated with immaturity. D4:q 1Dc.t, of plant pigments behaves in an interesting

Another possible, but untested, variant of this sort way. Its value is between 2 and 4 in healthy and nor-
of experiment would be to use several inflows of water malls. growing cultures of Tctrasemis, and between:'•of different salinities, increasing the salinity down the 3 and 0 inl comparable cultures of Skeletonriow. In

system. This model would duplicate situations often an experiment with a mixed culture of both species,
found in estuaries. Tetrasliis dominates in the first vessels, not by a

COM D higher rate of increase (it has not), but by a strong
adherence to the glass. But Skeletonerna makes tip a

WVITII SEVERAL. PANKTONIC SPECIES higher proportion of the population in the flasks
If we have a single row of flasks, with an input placed downwards in the flow. Thus, the customary

in the firs. vessel of frch medium containing several pattern of increasing values of the ratio D, 30/DD66o. is
phytop!ankton species, experiments demonstrate the soon reduced with the flow. But one or two weeks
simplification of structure ( = drop of biotic diversity) later, populations of Tetraselmis. which have accumu-
of the mixed population when flow (=: exploitation) lated in the vessels at the head of the series, profit
is sust,.ned or increased, from the flow of the medium (the so-called "eutrophic

But flasks placed dossnward can acconmn(xlate more effect of running water"), but, nevertheless, their
species, so thit it can be said that going from the first relative rate of increase declines as cells accumul.Ae,
to the last culture vsisel there is an increase in spe- and tihe ratio I)4:3./I)6W• increases as in old and senes-
cies diversity. I)istributio:ns of hiomass, of iatio pri- cent populations. The populations of Skeletonlenut, on
nmary productionibioniass, and the index I) 430!D11&., the contrary, are r(-atively more abundant in the yes-
give the saame patterni as that in the case of unialgal sels towards the tail of the systemn being free or un-
populations. attached. they are subjected to a strong exploitation

that maintains a high ratio of production to biomass.
LINEAR COMPOULND D Ii EMioSTiS, Usii; and a relatively lowv ratio I) 43!D,in. In consequence,
SI'Ecii"S \ViicliCl STIC.'K 10 TIiiE \VAI.LS Iat a certain stvge of the experiment the distrilbtion

When experintents are lirfortnredl with a wide as- of the ratio i)41,,n D,,, is reversed for the mixed popt-
setiiblage of species taken froin natural piopilat ions, lations in the succe~sive ve.,sels, and this is prol ,bly
the systeilis develop a flaw-a fortunate flaw, because alist) true of the ratio of prinmary production to bio-
it throws light on the dynamics of populations in estu- Inass; in fact, the ratio decreases from the first to the
aries and in other natural environments. Species able last flask. For instance, in an experiment with Tetra-
to attach themselves to the walls of the culture vessels s.Imis, Skldeonenma, antd some bacteria, after 15 days
becomne niore successful in conipetitioi,. The same fact of a flow of 130 ml 'lay, the ratios D43 1/Dfl,6 in the
was observed ly bacteriologists working with flow nmixed populations of fotur consecutive vessels were,
cultures. G raziosi ( 19.59 states that in continuous respectivel]v, 17.5, 13.9, 7.2, and 5.5.
cultures there is a positive selection for mutants which In exlteriments with one species, described above.
grmw on the wall of the vessel. The increased prob- a similar decrease was observed, but here decrease of
ability of remaining in the vessel is a selective ad- the value of the ratio is not related to an exaggerated
Svanitage that can be expresseid quantitativelyv. diluion of the polmlation downwards, but to an ex-

lThe adherence of organisms to the walls is a nmrost aggerated concentration or contraction of the popula-
serious inconvenieince in the use of chemostats as tion upwards.

A:.... 
.
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Table I. Distrihution ot enviru.miental and population parameters in different vessels of a comtpound
chenlostat .,

Fresh medium
inflow Ug phos- tug chloro- Ag C fixed/ Probability l)4"/

(2) (1) phate-l' ) pH Flow Cells ml phyll aims m5/hour of escape D)O

(a) 47.0 7.67 0.304 107,800 39.22 11.55 0.046 4.2

i (b) 19.8 8.05 0.253 31,600 30.93 13.58 0.380 3.9
tel / 262 7.68 0.288 138,300 71.46 25.52 0.084 3.5

(d) / 9.7 8.35 0.271 50,070 27.54 11.41 0.340 4.3

(e) 4.8 8.58 0.444 J7,700 15.66 15.36 0.280 3.6

(f) 9.1 8.68 0.575 13,450 11.00 13.01 0.935 3.3
(outflow) 2,920

Inflow of fresh medium at inlet (I) was 103 mil/day; at inlet (2), 88 mi/day. Inorganic P and pH were measured in the flasks
at the end of the experiment. Flow, expressed as volume per day, is dependent upon the useful capacity of the vessels. Density of cells
was measuretd after suspensin of the attached cells. The experiment %a, terminated when cell concentration in the outflow remained
s'ationary for 5 days. The biotic diversity was between 0.91 and 1.12 hits per cell at the end of the experiment, without significant
difference between vessels.

'oonditions of the experiment were as follows: Duration: 3-17 August, 1963; Tf.tuperature: 15.5-16.5 C.; Illumination: continuous
at aplroximately 5,000 lux; Medium: sea water diluted with distilled water to 30 %U , and enriched with 1 mg nitrate.N and 0.2 n.g
phosphate-P/I, plus a few drops 4f a solution of silicate and trace metals. Organisms: Tetraselmis, Stichococcus, A.mthora, Stauroneis
and Nitzschia.

The attached species progressively invade all the CtN.VERGENT COMP'OUND CInMOSTATS USING

flasks as time advances. The concentration of organic SPECIES WH Ii CHt STICK TO THE WALLS

matter c'i the walls and the absorption of light are new Ih other experimtents with complex populations,
f;ctors and the whole pattern becomes blurred. The the flasks have been assemlled in two rows converg-
elegant simplicity of the experiments with free-float- ig in a single final row, as an analogue of two water
ing algae is lost. The brutal competition for dota- niasses that nmeet and mix in a boundary. The same

nance based oil the rates of increase has given way problems as in the previous experiment have been
to more subtle and interminable processes and the resent. in the lpled jus in hav e bee

chemsta isprevnte frm atainng staionry resenlt. InI the vessel placed just in convergence (e)
cheniostat is prevented froth attaining a stationary in the experiment of Table 1, input is twofold and
state. The situation is interesting as an example of flow higher than in preceding vessels. It leads to a
development of tote organization than the expert- sharp increase of the ratio of production to biomass if

Aneatter pt di s attachlment of organisms to the walls is not excessive.
An attenmpt has been made to ileasure the degree \\bnth w cnegigfow osito wtro

\When the two converging flows consist of water of
of adherence of cells by counting cells in suspension, different composition, the success of attached species
then detaching, suspending. and cointing the cells in front of suspended ones seems to be less decisive
which settled otn the walls, and checking the data ob- than in other circumstances.
tainetl with mleasuretments of the production, the flow,
anid the final outptt of tile systen. CORRELATIONS IN CIIEMOSTAT

Tl;e results caltot he accurate and are expressed as POPULATIONS
an average probahility (I') for an average cell to Selected quantitative characters of polulations
move with the water going through the flasks. 1 1 grown ii' clenostats show interesting correlationsingow til truesat plaktni anerstn pasivealglationstahe
itn the trtue planktonic and passie algae, non-att;ched that are maintained over a wide range of condi-
and runling with the tnediumn: P = 0 if all the cells tions of flow, temperature, and species compo;sition
are solidly attached. Sonie examlples of values found (Table 2).
catl be seen in Table 1. Mobile organisms pose special Expected positive correlations were found between
problems, but no special experiments have been per- the nulmber of cells counted in a sedimentation chant-
forned with them. her. the number of particles counted with an elec-

The introduction of 1' in an t xpression describing tronic dimensional particle counter, and the chloro-
a steady' state would be phyll content.

N, = N, ,c - F (Nil', - N 4.1P.1 ) There is a significant positive correlation between
thle ratio of production to biomass and the average

Since no true stationary state is reached, this ex- probability of being carried away by the flow. The
pression is given with reluctance. Although the out- probability of being washed away is unrelated to the
put of the final outlet of the system may remain ap- intensity of flow. Production was measured by fixa-
proximlately constant for days, there are rearrange- tion withl C14 at the end of the experiment, after inter-
iments going on in tlle populations of the separate rupting the flow and disconnecting the flasks. Both
flasks. the ratio of production to biomass and P are nega-

'1 %',.,•..• T.• r "".-. . . •. . . ... . T I... . . ..
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Table 2. Simple statistical correlations between In ptopulations organized under such constraints
untransformed values of some parameters of popula- there is usually a dominance of one or a few species
tions in compound chemostats. 1  and a high ratio of primary producers to animals.

Compound chetnostats illustrate how the rate of ex-
(B) (C) (D) (H) (F) change limits the increase of organization in conm-

______________________________- munities, because low diversity is rtlated to a high
4A) +0.6081 +0.960- -0.063 -0.132 -0.407 turnover of populations. Seve'ral authors have re-
(B) +0.693' +0.079 +0.054 -0.473
(C) +0,006 -0.052 -0.454 ma...rked that estuarine plankton p~opulationls have a low
(D) +0,85v -0.5n, biotic div'ersity whe coprdwtcaslan
ýE) -C-514 oweallic populations, and~ concrete evidence has been

'The popuain 17 d~a in-heseiartevesel a furnished ( Hulburt. 1963; Margalef. 1958: Patten,
of2ios (7 ere *ampldi h eaaevsesa

die end oftree experiments. Codtin of flow, temperature, nu- 1962). Low diversity may be associated with a high
trition. and organisms present were different. The position of each
vessel in the chain of chemostats was not taken into consideration, density of lpolpulations. It is an indicator of ptoor

2 organization tindler the influence of flow and of chang-
(A) Number of cells/mI, direct counts. ncodtns
(B) Number of particles/mI, electronic dimensional particle gcodtns~o~uIter. f ,When exchange is reduced, floating torganisnis with

C) Cocnraino chlorophyll atg/l mg/in3. hyte a relatively lower rate of increase can maintain themi-
(E) Probability ofthe average cell being carried away byte selves, the ratio of p~roduction to hiomiass drops and

average flow (;Z I).
(F) Ratio Dow/Iessa in extracts of pigments. the lplanktonit. commtunity attains a higher organiza-

tion. Mobility of organisnis is an asset, and in condli-
tively correlated with the ratio D43411t" D06 in plant tions of, reduced flow bloomis of dinoflagellates may be
pigments. There were hopes of finding in a general ap~parent.
way, ais in some exlperinlents with several planktonic This applies especially to suspended and drifting
species in linear compound chemiostats. a positive cor- population,;, but, as we have seen ;n our mnodels. popu-
relation between ratio 134311/D,5 15 and species diversity. lations are controlled by the c. )acity of keeping a
But biotic species diversity behaved rathecr (lisa;)- ptositiotn and not only by thle rate of increase. In
pointingly, since no significant differences were found natural estuarine ecosystemis, the benthic miode of life
in most runs between different vessels: it is true that reduces the probability of losing position. Fixed
assortment of species was artificially linmited and 1htc- ptlants are dominant in some situations, if the time
teria were not considlered in making dliversity ctin'- necessarv' for development is not interrupted by dras-
putations. tic changes in the environment, and if light is sufficient.

Correlations are lacking or poor between tile quan- Another resource leading to a decrease of the Isrob-
titati\, instantaneous measure of bNomass, in number ability of being carried away is a special formn of be-
of cells or in chlorophyll. and thle seconld group of havior. as in euryhlaline animials that migrate verti-
p~roperties correlated between them. The properties call,. and are alternatively found in layers flowing in
included in this second group (ratio production'bio- otpposite directions ( Cronin e't al., 1962'). Suchi popu-
mass, ratio D4 3t,. Djw,sa. perhaps div,,rsity) are those lations compete with advantage or exploit with success
considlered especially relevant whei -li ecosystem ts the less stable. truly p~lanktonic otr passively dlrifting
equatedl to a cybernetic system with regulation. ptoputlations.

INTERPRETAATION OF ESTUARIE'S Tile mnore or less fixed communities gather and

Estuarine ecosystems exhibit regulatory feedbacks ptreserve organization ( infortitatioti ) better than pas-
sively vagranit communities. Their higher organiza-

watdfereinthlevhead. ofi ancrease auotf the ifooffresh tion .is linked with higher homeostasis and with lower
wae n h ed fnestuary niNagettl w energy flow ( ptrimary p~roductionl per unit of total

of denser sea water over thle btttorn in tile ojpjtttite b~iont ass ). Ani increasedl water exchange or another
dirctin Ay itesifed xchnge b tilesor ttler form tof heavy exploitation leadts to a restrtucturing

Causes, mleans a hiea vy Itoss of suspetndetd trgall'n . ;st ....and simpl ification tof thle system, andI the new struc-
but in certain situations new nutrients are intr.oedtictl rs ihu oso i fr ysml raiain
into the systent: selection is theni active in favtr tofttr.wihult5tfnarelvstteognzto,can be subjected to further changes.
plankton ic spec ies endowetd with a hiigh rate of in- 'h tnlonlcetsa i bet ~eettiat
crease antd capable of susta in ing impotrtant losses. cls nn iutosta elc h eea clg
'tr of fixed organismts. t su

An ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~o esuresrltaubattiela nal loel .. ries. Operation o~f chemlostats is an extremnely
inistruct ive exlerinitent and shouI~ld be included insystern il: ntst of the tintte it receives materials fromt

fresh water and exports ptrodluctiton to neighboring ectology ctourses. But prtoball th. sfleso h
systelns. co~ntrib~uting tto their maintenance with algae. applroach dtoes not stopl here. Compound chemostats
detritus. and food. These etnitributions are more int- facilitate the quantitative knowledge of correlated
portant when the flow of en~ergy I pritnar% produc- structures tof ecosystems. their functioni or mtetabolismt.
ti on) per unit of biotnass is Itigh-a condition obv i andt the itdenti fication of regulattry feedback circuits

ously fulfilled if flow antd water exchange remiain ait work. Carefully conductetd experimtents can answer

A.strong. tquestitons regardling nutrition, competition, andi thle

r(
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Physiology of Estuarine Organisms with Special Reference to
Salinity and Temperature: General Aspects

OTTO KINNE

Biological Institute of lHdgoland, Hleadquarters, llanburg-Altona, Germanyio•

Estuaries are areas of transition between the more numerous factors counteracting, supporting, and modi-
stable conditions of the neighboring sea and fresh fying each other's physiological efftcts. At the pres-
waters, which exhibit increased gradients and fluctu- ent time it is not possible to measure all environ-
ations of abiotic and biotic factors. Being in essence mental components properly. If suitable techniques
the mouth of a river, an estuary harbors bodies of become available, thle complexity of an estuary's
water in which the seawater component is diluted physico-cheinical conditions can probably be fully ap-
and mldified in various degrees by river water. The preciated only by nionographing or tabulating sinmu!-
most important entities determining the physico- taneously the numerous factor intensities relative to
chemikal conditions and their fluctuations are the space and time. In view of this. and our limited
tile, the volume and contents of the river water dis- knowledge of physiology of estuarine organisms. I
charged, and the morphology of tile estuarine area. shall restrict myself here to the consideration of

Though there are a number of different types of changes in salinity and tempera!ture. Together with
estuaries, these basic physical characteristics apply water movement, turbidity, light, dissolved gases, sub-
to the majority of them, and characterize an estuary strate. and nutrients, these two factors are of particu-
physiologically as a stress habitat, strongly challeng- lar physico-ecological imlportance
ing its nhahit and any potential immigrants from Several recent papers and reviews have been con-
sea or river. Ecologically, most estuaries represent cerned with life in estuaries. The majority deal with
zones of reduced competition, areas in which physical ecological or physiographical aspects (Caspers, 1948,
factors, rather than biotic ones, determine population 1955, 1958, 1959; Day, 1951; Emery et al., 1957:
dynamics. Many estuarine organisms appear to have Garms, 1961 Kothe, 1961 ; Kotter, 1961 ; Reid, 1961
been forced out of physically more suitable conditions Schulz, 1961 Schumacher, 1961 ; Smith, 1956).
in sea or fresh water; for them, the estuary repre- SALINITY AND TEMPERATURE lN
sents a refuge with suboptimal or even subnormal ESTUARIES
physico-chemical conditions, which protects them from
predators, competitors, or parasites. The number of The salinity of estuaries often undergoes consider-
different forms of life or of species per space unit is able fluctuation. It is usually lower than that of sea
usually much smaller in estuaries than in the neigh- water, but in regions with high evaporation and little
boring marine or freshwater habitats. Ilowever, the rain. estuarine bottom-level salinities may exceed
number of individnual may be quite large, especially 100 '-,. The ion composition and the relative propor-
if the estuary is eutrophic, which is oftet, the case. tions of other solutes may be subject to significant
Consequently, intraspecific competition is frequently nmolifications. In general, there is a highur ratio of
more pronounced than interspecific comlpeition. Es- carbonate and sulfate to chloride and of calcium to
tuaries may have tremendlous rates of primary produc- sodium than in sea water; extreme evaporation, how-
tion, eslpecially in subtropical and tropical regions, ever. causes these ratios to be lower (Clarke, 1924).
and thus be important feeding and nursery grounds Local modifications may be due to the type of soil
for eurylialine marine organisms. of the river, its vegetation anld fauna, and industrial

IPhysiologically. few organisms seem to find opti- or other protlucts discharged into the river water. As
mum conditions in estuaries during their life cycles, a result of the tendency of the inward-flowing sea
To exist under estuarine conditions, an organism must water and the outward-flowing fresh water to be dis.
be eurvyl'•,ic. that is. it must be able to endure ex- pilaced to their respective right sides. salinities are
tremne ranges and intensity fluctuations of environ- usually\' higher on the left side of larger estuaries in
mental factors. The availability of mechanisms for the northern hemisphere. Thus Pritchard ( 1952)
protection and increase of tolerance, as well as for found the salinity on the left side o' the James Riser
regulation and acclimation, is therefore a necessary to be an average of 1 I,, higher than on the right
prerequisite for a successful establishment in estu- side. Such differences may, in some cases, be inipr-
.irine waters, tant for physiological reactions as well as for distribu-

It is usually not a single environwental factor tion of estjarine organisms.

which governs the phlsiological responses and pipu- Water temperatures in estuaries usually exhibit
lation dvnuianics in an estuary, but a combination of greater annual and diurnal fluctuations than in the
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sea, especially if the estuary is shallow and if the brates and fishes. In addition to the direct escape
water comes into contact with previously exposed mentioned above, therefore, indirect escape may he
areas of substrate. At the entrance of the estuary the available as a means of compensation for the ill effects
temperature is nearly the same as in the open sea: of a given environmental entity. Thus, for example,

* upstream, however, the difference usually increases if salinity reaches extreme values, and more favor-
rapidly (Sumner et al., 1914). In addition to hori- able salinities are not available at the time, the ill
zontal temperature variations, considerable vertical effects of that extreme salinity could be reduced if
variation may be produced, for example, by warm a suitable temperature or light condition were se-
or cold river water flowing out over the more dense lected. No clear-cut case of indirect escape has come
brackish or sea water. to the reviewer's attention, but the mounting evidence

While pronounced environmental variation is a on factor interactions strongly suggests such a pos-
basic characteristic of an estuary, the variability is sibility.
also a rather constant feature in terms of phylogenetic REDUCTION OF CONTACT WITH THE ENVIRONMENT

considerations. Such a "concept of permanency of
estuarine variation" carries with it the idea that the Reduction of direct contact with an adverse en-
few species which have succeeded in inhabiting estu- vironment is a temporary rather than a permanent
aries are phylogenetically rather conservative forms measure. It may occur in response to sudden pro-
with a long history. The euryplasticity of estuarine nounced changes as well as to temporarily maintained
organisms is probably a genetic trait "not easily Loome extreme conditions of salinity or temperature.
by and, once attained, is very conservative" (Emery Adverse conditions of salinity may cause a variety
et al., 1957). Estuaries often contain ar accumulation of responses: (1) Production of slime, mucus, or
of genotypes exhibiting similar physiological charac- other protective substances covering sensitive body
teristics. It is the purpose of this contribution to surfaces: such reactions are known for various types
consider the present-day aspects of these physiological of organisms, especially annelids, molluscs, and fishes.
characteristics. t2ý Retreat into holes or burrows, which may some-

times be plugged, e.g., polychaetes and crabs. (3)
PHY'SIOLOGI(CAL COMPENSATIONS FOR Muscle contractions leading to a reduction in surface

CHANGES IN SALINITY AND to volume ratios of sensitive organs or the whole body,
TEMPERATURE e.g., hydroids, annelids, and molluscs. (4) With-

Like other animals or plants which must encounter drawal of sensitive body parts. (5) Closure of shell,
rigid and greatly varying environmental conditions, or comparable structures: certain clams or barnacle
estuarine organisms possess a number of physiological may, for example, live indefinitely in extreme low o
mechanisms which assist them in compensating for high average salinities, which per se would be lethal
the ill effects of their environment. Some of the stud- if the length of the active periods allowed by salinity
"ies devoted to these mechanisms will be considered fluctuations is sufficient for feeding and defecating.
here under four subheadings: escape. reduction of fi6) Actual changes in body form and other struc-
"contact, regulation, and acclimation. tural properties may occur if a given stress is main-
ESCAP tained for longer periods of time. Examples are colo-
ESCA IE nial hydroids, such as Cordylophora caspia, Pcrigoni-

Escape iri,, more ,uitabie conditions of salinity or mnus Ppcgas, ,.nd Laomedca hleni-n, which respond to
temperature is restricted to vagile organisms and to maintained extreme salinities by reducing their by-
s:tuations in which such conditions are available and dranth size, e.g., reduction in length and number of
accessile. Both vertical and horizontal migration tentacles and in surface to volume ratio of the hy-

may he of assistance to some estuarine organisms in dranth bodly. Other examples can be found among
aoi critical factor intensities. Salinit fluctu- protozoans. sponges, and certain crustaceans. (71

ations are usually less pronounced in the substrate Transitions into resting stages are known to occur, for
than in the free water allove, and average salinity example. in bacteria, fungi, protozoans, sponges, by-
intensities may be different. This is particularly true drozoans, bryozoans, rotifers, nematodes, tardigrades.
for the zone in which the relative proportions of sea and crustaceans. They lead eventually to the forma-
water and river water change rhythmically as a fune- tion of spores. cysts, or menonts, which often separate
tion of the tides. The substrate, therefore, may repre- the organism to a considerable degree froni its en
sent an imnportant refuge for various estuarine forms. vironnient. Spore, cyst. or menont formation is usu-
Permanent hottoni dwellers frequently enjoy more ally accompanied by an increase in environmental re-
stabie conditions than their pelagic counterparts and sistance and by a reduction in activity and mnetalil ic
may show quite differen, distribution patterns, rate. The organismns involved may thus endure more

, arious environmental factors of a given estuarine extrenme factor intensities than in the state of full
ldxlv of water may counteract, support, or modify activity and immediate contacts with tile surrounding
each other's physiological effects. Jorgensen I . . environment. After improvement of the adverse con -
Lewin and 6'uillard i M.1). MCo(imbie I 9IW). ditions tile resting stages may re-transform into tIei
others have shown this for plants: Kinne I I , u) active condition.
has reviewed tile pi-rtinent informiation for inverte- Adverse con(ditions of tenm;Krature may cause slllt-
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lar responses. The most frequent and apparently of ions. Adjustment occurs within 24 hours (Kesse-
mnost efficient reduction-of-contact responses to ex- ler. 1959). In most algae from Naples and Helgoland
treme temperature intensities are transformation into so far tested, K is the main intracellular cation. Only
resting stages (luring the cold season. Organisms in the Siphonales is Na present in a concentration
incapahle of forming resting stages often enter the exceeding that of sea water, while Cl dominates
substratum (luring the most severe winter months. among the intracellular anions (Kesseler, verbal com-

niunicatim), An exceptional case has been reported
REGUL•.ATION for some species of the genus Desmarestia; they ac-

'[he regulatory devices for counteracting detrimen- cumulate sulfuric acid in their vacuoles, the sulfate
tal effects of salinity may be considered under three ion acting as the main intracellular anion and electro-
aspects: ion regulation, volume regulation, and osmo- neutrality being curiously established by hydrogen
regulation. Recent pertinent reviews have been puh- ions (Eppley and Bovell, 1958).
lished by Beadle (1957), Brown and Danielli (1955), In a number of algae Na is involved in "ion pump"
Kinne (19631), 1904a, h, c), Lockwool (1962). Pros- systems lEpley. 1962: Eppley and Cyrus, 1960;
ser and Brown (1961). Remane and Schlieper (1958), Hope and Walker, 1960). For recent reviews on the
and Robertson (1957, 1960a, b). phIsiology and biochemistry of algae, consult Lewin

Ion regulation presumably has a longer evolution- (1962).
ary history than volume or osmoregulation. All A series of papers demonstrates the importance of
aquatic organisms appear to possess some capacity the ionic composition of the surrounding water for
for regulating the ionic composition of their Ixly, growth and reprduction of algae, and has been re-
tissue, and cell fluids. viewed by Guillard (1962), Lewin and Guillard

Ion regulation has been shown or suggested to (1963), and Provasoli (1958). In recent years,
exist in a number of aquatic plants (Bergquist. growth rates have been determined, for example, by
1958a, h; Biebl, 1956; Blinks. 1951; Eppley, 1958a, b, Dro)p (1958). Guillard and Ryther (1962), Prova-
1962; Eppley and Cyrus, 19641: Guillard, 1962: Hope soli et al. (1954), Schmitz (1959). and Williams
and Walker, 1960: MacRobbie and Dainty, 1958a, b; (1962). Vollenweider (1950) studied the require-
Scott and Hayward, 1953, 1954. 1955). There is little ments for Ca and Mg in three diatoms. He found
information available, however, on ion regulation in (1) needs for high Ca concentrations. (2) limited
algae during osmotic stress. In Porphyra perforala, interchangeabilities between Ca and Mg. and (3) that
survival in diluted and concentrated sea water is a certain balance between the two ions may be re-
affected by the amount of Ca present. Ca seems es- quired; addition of higher concentrations of Mg is
pecially important in maintaini ng membrane selectivity necessary with high concentrations of Ca. Provasoli
toward K and Na. Over a wide range of salinities ct al. (1954) tested a series of algae flagellates in
(about 3.5 to 70 "") cells of 1'. perforata accumulate order to find out how closely the mineral require- I
K and partially exclude Na. Rain is potentially a ments of marine and freshwater forms reflect the• 1-
more serious threat to survival, due in part to break- composition of their natural environment. The ex-
down of ion transport, than are high salinities. By periments were so designed as to vary the salinity.
washing away the seawater filin normally present be- the monovalent-divalent ratios (M/D), and the Ca/
tween and around the blades even during emergence, Mg ratios, permitting an evaluation of the relative or
heavy rain would "almost certainly abolish mem- absolute importance of these factors for growth. As
brane selectivity. decrease respiration, induce loss of is well known, aside from total solid concentration.
cellular cations, and result in high mortality if the Mg Ca ratios represent the most obvious differences
blades were exposed long enough" (Eppley and between sea and fresh water. It may be expected
Cyrus. 1960). therefore that matine organisms would prefer a Cal

The same holds true for ('haetomorpha linum, an MK ratio close to that in sea water (1:3) and fresh-
intertidal green alga, which often thrives in great water organisms. the 6:1 ratio characteristic for that
numbers along the (;ermian coast. C. lirnum is well medium. While this may hold at salinities and MiD
adapted to osmotic stress. It compensates for changes ratios similar to habitat conditions, it was shown that
in the osmotic potential of the surrounding mnediumn for each of the tested phytoflagellates. at a specific
by regulating its turgor pressure (Kesseler, IQ59). total salt concentration aud MWD ratio. Ca and Mg
IThis regulation is achieved mainly by active accumu- are widely interchangeable and that deviations from
lation or extrusion of KCl. Accumulation of KCI this particular conditiun may still allow maximum
against strong diffusion gradients requires energy, growth but only at restricted Ca Mg ratios. In gen-
which is, according to Kesseler f 19(21. obtained by eral, the !relint inary anta N44i-en. by Provasoli and
respiration. In isoosmotic artificial sea water withi his collabo)rators indicate a great ionic plasticity.
Ca. the c,'ll% rapidly become permeable to accumu- In 1958, Tr•op established that the Ca Mir ratios
latetl KU? .!nd lose turgidity ( Kesseler. 1%4). In yielding best growth in the extremely euryhaline
distilled water containing small aniounts of CaCI2 and chrysonionad. Mosiowohrysis lutheri, the cryptomonad.
NalICO3 (estaldishing a pH of about 81. however, lI.miselmis r'irescous. and the chlorophycean. Nan-
the cells-after having adjusted to the new condition xochioris oculala. are more similar to the CaiMg
----can survive for many days without a significant loss ratio found in sea water than the ratio preferred hy

T(
T-'
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Table 1. Proportions of major ions in the body the ionic complosition of their eggs 1Rothschild and
flid of the starfish, Asterias rubens, exposed to sea B~arnes, 1953t. (nidarians. annelidis. and nitiluscs are
water of 31 %, salinity (After Cole. 1940) and to soniewliat better regulators. Most estruarine crusta-
brackish water of about 16 ýý (After Remiane and ceanis exhibit a significant capacity for ionic regula-
Schlieper. 1958 and Seek, 1958). All concentrations tion ( Rohertson, 19.57, 19N0a ), andr %1) do0 thle fishers.
are given in mit u!I. In fact, estuarine teleosts ,;how less variation in ionlic

_ _ ratios of their blood if exposse(I to salinity variations
Medium Na* K' Cal- Nig* CV- SO.-- than (1o nmost invertebrate%.

Ion regulation in aquatic animals occurs. esseni-
31 % S 17 910 .41 ~ iall between external niediunt and blooed and he-

Body Fluid 412 9.56 9.31 50.0 488 30.1 -

16%. S 215 4.98f 5.36 24.05 252.8 13.08 ttwe'n ))toI and tissur%, Most of the estuarinte spe-
Boldy Fluid 216 5.40 5.60 24.22) 255 13.05 cirs tested shtow significant differences betweeftn the

-ioinic conililiosition of their hiodv fluids and that of
their cell fluids. The cell fluids appear fto be quite iso-

the less eurybaline niarine diatom, Skeletone',n coita- osnilotic to coelorniic and circulatory fluids; their total
tunt. The tolerances of the species testeui by Irroop osiiimicoiiceitraitioii, however, is the result of ho~tl in-
cover nearly all the C'a MgI ratios that are charac- organiic and organic sublstancees. In conitrast. total
teristic of bloth sea and fresh water. S. ci)stijtidpi. oisilioconcentratioin of coelomnic ;and circulatory fluids
however, differs front the miore euryhiahine species in ret.ilts largel%, froni iitorg~anic loons onyvsporciall%
having a narrower range of Na tolerance. I)ruxiop front sodituni anl chloride. fit G, naprarits diawbeni. foir
points to informiation obtained onl sotnte neritic dino. exanpir. tissue chloride amouulit it) only a fraction

-flagellates by hlraarud 11951 , ;and hlraaruid and [Papt- oi blood chloride over aI slinit% range t .roni sra %Watcr
pas 1 1951 ), indicating that marine neritic species ito fresh s%ater I Beadle and Cragg. 1944kat. 1)i. and in
might be expectedf to Ntave a lower Na limnit of about .11*ltilau cd-dies tissue chloride ifoo~t tissue 'I amtoutii
3.,0W nig I. whereas the linuiting concentration for ito le~ss thtan half thatt of the bhswlot. boothi in sea and14
sulpralittoral species nmay be as low as 3(K) nig I brackish water ( Tahle 2.
fthere is also indication in l'rovasoli et al. ( 1954 'i If ight capacities for ion regulation, tiss.ue tolerance

that oceanic Rlodomouamu lens has aI lower Na limit to) fluctuations in ionic ratios. and, po~ssibly, osmtotic
of not less than 400m~ aug I ). Na tolerance ruta% there- stabilization by niejos of dissolved organic substanices
fore be an intp()rtant limiiting factor for grnwth in represent inilortant jihtsitiliogiCal prere~luisitirs for
water of reduced saLnities or mnodified ict,;- comn- succe-ssful establis-hment* under equturine coynditiimN..
position. In Thalatssiosira "iaooviatdiis a variation oi the The rmolecular ritechainisins involved in active ion
sulfate to chloride ratio causes miaxnuuni grotith rates transpo~rt are nopt yet %ell understotod. It has be-en
to occur at different total salt concentration.,s Sc hmitz, demniastratedl. how-ever. that active transport deplend..
1959). The inforniation at hand indicates that sig- ultiniatel) oin mietaoli,4c energv I Ackerman, 196k2).

1~~~ n~~ific.n chn.es in the ionic conitiosition of the sur- Vlai euaini nw oocri ait
L rounding water nta.-t miodify lethal liiniit! and] salinit. of estuarine orgatti..ni-, lIt fakCt, the ability fto regulate

preferences as well as capiacities for grossth. repirciluc- tIssI voluitne apipears to, lie an inmportantt characteris-
tion. and ctrimipetition ;Ind. hey'cce. nia.% affect the abun- tic ofi iiiit orstuarino Ntecir'.~i tlw'It a suddien change
dancer aitd distributional range oft estuarine species. it -.aliiity. voturine regulatoirs tot otik losr or gain

Ion regulation isi aqluat ic an intals lut: recci, ti idntucht wakter but .iit h -ic or ga in .klt,. A chaitge iii %olutiri

.attentiont. The titot recent revite -s have beelt write Indiiicati ve of a distowrtieiit in the stratdy tate blaitacor
byKint..r I 110b3h * P94a. 1) .1 geiteral. sailtwater oftecntnosinlwa td utl()% (of waer andt

an imaals tend ito accunmulator hiigher proowsrt ini on f lx)- 'alit. II uniive regulatsi-r,. 'uc-h d sti irt iti ininit*.ates a
tassitiiti aid I' hydrogen iottls in their hOl fluid, and whole series iii respiiorse aindal .-oh,usWItin' leadlilg fit
tissues thain are resert i unidiluted auae :I chautge% t cit iriteailit.% and Cettssncer.ao
the -.inie ltime they tendL to kewp thle intlernal sodlium~
and chloride ltrc elsosser and fto exclude itagreiiunt Table 2. Chloridle levels In lIliunl and niusele tis04,
and %ultdtatr. sshich are Noth absmndaitt in 'es %.tter. I ot I Of thr lilirae I .!vtduc ediits. f )litInih
If expoi.sed lto diluted sea v.Ater. inany estuaritne i- v uluals kept tin ntornial seA water ' 2) 24 houirs aftery
ver' -1'raters are captablor. ito sonicr extent. ito maintain- tr.tiisfr intito icltd sera s ater . t 3)4$ hou~rs aftert
Ing 11Ceir ojrigirtal ionic %%tuflon.itlte their nsa- tm~ran r i11n 41to imltd sea msater Ul .mct t~ain art-
rene couitttmrr.ir. us~ualli exhibit cinidrW mporer gisesi IIn nasa kr lil~t) ki ter K r.glt. 19.tfl
capat ties fort itan regulatilin. Thtu% in echinr"ernis-

* su~~~~~~hicli are sloarw4l~ rqi-re-Aintn in estuaries-huis swiiaoa htru
fului- rtieltorni Z-liisers tot ionic ratins in the external t-isuuilm HlWoot NJ1 MU%<r (, I twftil911

niediwt.m tioth in sea isater am]i in bra-kishs iaterr. A n .l~~je Ift I 52Aro
exan'hile a'. the -startisha. . Ijicriaj ruad-iin i Table I I t2a tsititst Wja %ater
llotnieter. irttract'lular aima ration tot echinimletin after 14 6ia' -tott X1 oi Z
fcells o~f Wloual., tmuclws. anl Imidt %sall i are different 1 3 Dtalutrd wa mauarr

afteor 4S 6a.,ur' 224 55 2'
front thuose ot it- surrovuitnlinr sea istter and i, is

4(
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S"x Fig. 3. Sc•hematic cross sections through the turbel-

larian, t'r,,,crodej olive. ( I ) Conmdition (luringl exposure
€ ~~to uniiluted .,,a w-ater ,f appro)ximately 35 %.,. (2) .Atfew iours after transfer into 3.5 ,V.; water has entered

IFig. 1. \,.lumm regulation in larvae of the JN.Iychlete. throqgh the ectslerm and caused considerable !velling
.Mlarrhyss graveli.y. Srmotheff curves show percentage tif (A pareiwhymna gut cells begin to collect the water in the

tiKreass o4 volumn in water, -f lowered salinity (After lti-m o intracellular vacuoloe. (3) About 12 hour% after
Kri~hlmanimqrthi. 1931. transfer; gut cells have removed nost of the water and

thus d.ecreawed in lIrly volumeni After Feadle, 1934).

hoall% to a new steady state balance between the
organi.sm|| and its external nmedium. The adjustments .\,reds virens I Topping and l:uller. 1942-, .tarphysa

involhed tuay take minutes, hour,, or even days. Somrne qravdly, I Fig. I i i Krivi-,anioorthi, 19M 1, 'hysco-
euryihalhe protiFozoans exhibit volume regulation Ahen omla jarodicum i Koller. 1939•. Iroccrodes matre
exposed to changing salinities. Their major reguta- B1"-adle. 1934: Pantin, 1931b; Weil and Pantin.
tory mechanism appears to be the contractile vacuole 1931 P, Carce i maea. I Bethe el at, 1935; Nagel,

I Kitching. 193S. 1948. 1951. 1952, 1954; Mfiljt.. 1934). (asterosteu kciaslrs (;ueylard. 1)23). I"1uro-
19.10; Oberthlir. 1937). On the other hand. some M.'Cc' plats.ta i I lenschel, 19.30 1. Two examplrs may

protozoan spuecics are capable of regulating their he preented in more detail. The triclad turhellarian.
volume in the absence of a contractile vacuole. The I'roeerodcs iforni-rlt Gonda a mitue, lives in Devon-
apparent osnotic volume in the red alga, Porpkyra shire estuaries, which are characterited by consider-

perf orala, is nearly constant between about 17 and able diurnal salinity fluctuations. Prs•erodcs is n.rst
35 '... This volmme regulation is assrned to he due abwdant about halfway betu•e'n high and low tide

to differential shrinking and %wel!;ng of stuctura! leel. ".'It' •wice daily has to "L.,.•a. At ecrea-.s, i1

polysaccharides and not to active water smr-ion salinity. If these worns are exposed to distilled water I
El*ppley and Cyrus, 1960),. Further examples of 4r Soft 'limoutth tap water. they rapidly increase in

volianue regulators are ,Vev~es div'ersicdor (Beadle, volunu mrid finally burst. I expoNed to natural, hard 440.

1931. 1Q37; Ellis, 1937. 1Q39; Schlieper. 1929a, b). stream water, the volume increases about 70 percent
an.d atter a while begins to decrease i Fig. 21. Under

I_ T these conditions survival is possible ior several days

nisins involmed include changes in membrane perimn-

a r w" s O.p,- ,.i-r,•w ability. %hch are related to the state of atcliatnamon
aas well as the cakiuni content of the turraunding

/ -..- - -----. • . jwater. Another aspert of the regulaturv imechanisns

/ is the reamoval oi excess water hi the gut epithelium
"i Fig. 3 1. Part of this, Awater seems to be stored in

/ o Cut crlh; during the low salinity phase IPantin.

/1 1931a, b The su-m e p4ythateeX evr~ri na'r
4-tio,, uses4 a coinbanattu~n of defermnt retl~tory rwih-

oia. .itr exposure to reduced ainites. budy vol-
urnr incfeases tempnraraly. but urine Fow fr("WI the
nepbritha is sishsurntly augsnuhnt, and as a resulh

inek .ibr, bod volunr derhlins again i Ilea lle, 1917 : at theiarnc time. rehuction m s.alinity raws salt lo*%. which
i% torti',nsattl for hi an increase in actire salt up-

take 4 FrMtr. 1955'. Jmrgesswn and Dales%. 1057 . In0
%"%r loss salinities N dwrer•tt.ilm manu le alMe to re-

atshi woiw salts in tts nrphrodsal tubtu• and thab

-€ ic,•, l,,armshmelr a urine hrpcx " lots tohe Ourmommunding water

I i 2 VOlh\nir rrsiulau-in in the trilad hmlit u ina. P tts and Parr%. IW3 1.
ir~. hw.& mi. inLap smot mntual strimm wateft ~lftr Cklosel areltd to change" in bodyh voltanse are

lanrtim 1931b: it-o,, Prarw mid (mntrrm 19M7b changr• in bmi ,r-ight Inrresw in volunse due to

-- I)-I--q/
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i, - pendeitce of salinity variat ions. High osnioregula-
tive capacities, howc~er, core not a necessary pre-

I,, requisite for a succei~idul existence under estuarine
- --- --- --- -- conditions. Etrlaint - also be baseid on high

ii -tissue toler~ance to reduced or increased salt comcen-
I /trations or may%% sinplyl inidolve low pertneali~lity.
III With res*pect to their regulatory calkicities, osmlo-
I ~regulators can he sultilirided into eurihaline. holeury.

I ,haline, &and oligohialitie regjulators. Eurohaline osmno-
regulators can regulate suffiiently in waters of fluc-

a. '~ tuating. reduiced. (or increasedI sAlinitiei., but oe
J ~longer periodls reiquire motre salt than is avaibzble in

Il"-------- pure fres.,h water. Examples art the pol'ichaetes.

Fin 4. hamge, in bodly weight in the frorkliater living Veci dkversh4ir iSchieiper. 19-91a. b. 193;S th
fish. (ob,of $wvialdolu. after transfer intoj brackish water 1955a. la, c, 19)50 a *Vreii limmictia i fornierly Iu/ighIi
ut .1 = 0.63" C. ami at the euryhialine fish. ;calsr.',weu i Smith, 1957. 1951) 1 thme crustaceans, Giam,,ar"u /it-

letuamu. after transfer in:.' sea water tif A = 2.92' C. owftia, G,. oblujasatws 11cadfle mnil Cragg. 194(ha 1. G,.
4After tiueylardi 1925). die.-hent i raille and (ragg. 1190a a Kinne, 1952), (.ý

iiYdi-caicus, AICMariminj.InimJTM )itanricirjh(N Warrintz.

osmnotic uAter uptake is, of course. al,^ayi ctoimbined in 1'rursscr Aand Bruron, 1961 o, Carcimu~s maenJ 1)Du-
with increase in bot weight; haossever. voirght tin- val, 192-5: Namrl, 19.4: Schiliciter. 19.Na, 1hi, Rhiiliro-
crease is not Always paralleledl h% %olunwe increase. pauopcums iorringIi Kinne andl Rotthazuwe. 19.52)t.
Hard-shloled estuarine a mials. for exampii miay rx. I'. .Iii'ii tos :aransar Ilaemoo.'u .SSrralmit, I'aljcinto

hibit osmotic water uptake and %eight increar %e n filtt quillia. I'maiaemi iiiifiut, 1. (.irimiaIIN, .Ilareapcuma
eiposei to) hlpooSnkAoc wsater. but their haid fmiter dohu.'n i l'anikkar. 19.19, 1941), 1941, 19501,Mtl
stcriame resitrict inlunac changes. An ex(amp~le oii p. ma.-us indmoceir's l'Panikkar And Vis%%armthin.

weight changes in tishes is preserntedl in Figore 4. lit 19481, (ia cremodalat Jojnr. I4' , Cvangyrn crax-
t~w freshwater-liring tish. tiobiu, jflariatidag. transfer yon litriwkena, 1941 : Flugorl. 1954), .-Irtemia sal na

into hperosmoptic brackish water !oeads to lot, oi (k'roghan. 195Ma. hi. I'achqvuafitaoi trdsints i Jones.%

w and am weight %winch isirreversible Aand stxon he- 1941o : the tishes. ;,ist,*rofnj.- oi 4;ueylard. 1924: Koch
1' con"e lethal. The curshaline fi-.* (;dS*TrovI.U 1,-i. andl Ilcuts. 19421. Aimqadhý s'llanianand. 1943) vari

urwf. am the -other handi. is captable (ii conmquensAting ou~s cyprinotlons: And nia'is othaers I Black. 1957;
for the initial water loss -mnd, thus, of surv.iving a Krogh, 19.1"J: NicolI. lMoi); l'ears.v and tunter, 1957;
suddeilan increase in .alinity a (e%! artl. 19.3; . P'rosser andl Brown. 1961 1oFig,. Sm.

)snitaregulation is a capacity fiynimd in the ma- litlour-un .line -rn4orrgulaktor* 'are able to regulate

jiorit' of "-tuarine organisms. Slot. of the ;aquatic sufficiently in niedni raitring front pure fresh water
it ~algae iviis-rtigatedl tendl to maintain An internal o-snmo- tit fuill-st-rength sea si aten or higherr. FXamples are

conocentration stunac-what highf-r than that of the *ur- the crab. Erischeir sixe-utis Koch, 1954;1 Koch Andi

- rouinding water. Their abistY ito witstband osmoic Esans. l1014a. b.: Scliletwn. 193;: Scholls-s. 1933;
'1tr'"S ,leTends ultinate' ici the resistance toi their k,-u.1933,o the fihls. ( typi'M4drn .uJuldariuS
protitoplasmi tok Ater. 14,11,6 in SAlt cimir-entrAt?4*in it;zltl andI Fuudamalu.1 ar'It and pwr-sunablir manY tur.
lard. lckx2o Martinr algae %ar. cioqis:.lraml in their twlhninrrs. iý.ttirn.. aINd t4igimchartcr 4 Kinne. 11)(1to

I:-.wrirrto.~ Aitie are han-li' turgid, others t )llohalinrt mni-.iirrgualatrs cat, regulate itiais
maintain Saltie' alniost tmis cr this.e of sc-a water. meshO %:ater. hut c-4lapsr tin sa'lnittic-s ex-mre linga

ltrark:sh water frmts usualA: arc- quite It pertutziittc. parts *r- !,tz~uao-l. 1heir boilsd* luitis are h'.peIr-

mAid reshwater Algae often hA'.e ter high osmotic tsnuitt.c to the sItir"Un-ling m. ate!. Tit this gn.*ip tir-

inte- aof out 3 atmn Itlink,. 1951 t he c..?acitv tcing min!t iii the tt ;cal ir"-sImater animnals For fi.
tot tiaintain turgt~r. eli-n in almornorAili. hinh .alim~it"e. Xortcati the riishes the eau.&nnhsando the t-sin.,

naai, be ssirpnisiistCl.geat H. 1 has4itl. fw' cxsamp-Ie. .ihrle hsgtfishes are Ulliurq in baig14,riol wh~ich is

maintained turgoir In st-a mAter conterntrated t,. the atwut i-uartimtutc witth sea 'Aater 1.1 elaIMo1branchs

;sirbn tt o -ilt c,%. 'iallirathat t Bunning. 19-44 In the actual --att Ckmitrut of the '4uptil. horsirr is uU
(&~e.-a."'mriq itnum turptr rentained alnin~wt cnat- A arlsc-issiorpahltl Itortn- that tOi sea water and is not

stjant At 1-4. Ptot Ih. 5 Atm 0%ser a &aliiitiV range a -sI stry diffirrenti Ironr that "f the Is'mutcMarine

AWCAe Artificial st-a WatfItram iro resh water to .15 %4. ,eios .- tasn.,rAtwht niakc up the doit~renc 6-

I kar-iselef. 1lSw' The ph%!Colqtgi 3Mi f".ochtlimitt' maiintaintng a higb x--ntent cA arra in their Wki4

.4i alglie and their oruoar-guslmtt , % net-hani sis h~ate V lwin m-erling zat C'tuars. cru OtAunt-e csmotftW mi-~ls,
haw"n r"-si-ede it Iltlans 1 19;1 ) and AAI OWN:a 1,j 1-oser the ot-ra r.ontent .sf their 14,"w andr thus rrkhxf--

In ailuaticr insereblates andl hihes the mos-ai effi theitr internal *.~oenrt'nqua-Lit and i-fin

orc f ostmitubulats iflf salinitv rantges of up to _Vt Ttsk- naca rin mplostr in OuwstWegubm"c htair

tv 'i... reulting, m an$ appe'nrtAuiV friaLt.remi trireol much attrntiat., Narticularly thr-cir Coi crsttA

I'r
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-. als with differentt environmental ex perience.%. The net
result of acclimation is compensation for adverse as-
pects of environmental circumstances, often leading
to an increase in stability and in homeristasis and
hence, in organismic independence (Kinne 1963b.
1904a, 1). c i. This definition separate% "acclination"

..... from the more general terni "response", which refers
to anv reaction to an envirotnmental stimulus, whether

-~ ~.-it be adaptive or not. A major diflerence betweeni
-- - -acclimation and regulation is that regulation is a

rather fast prces resulting lpriniarily from routine
activities of specific. pre-existing regulatory organ-;.
while acclimation results in actuial changes in the re-
srr~nnc nmechanisins, require' time to develop, and inia
involve all levels of organisinic functions and struc-
tures. In organisins under stress, regulation and ac*

- -- cliniation may both occur simultaneously and may not
he cunipletcly separable in all cams. Nevertheless, it

/ appears neces-sary f or the ph% siologist to differentiate
betwee~en these tNo tlx'K% il. coolpensators means iii

£~ ~ order to iinake a loro~te analysis. For further details
concerning recent consideraitimiir on the concept of

FIX Ex~arni4es oft 4nntic rr~pcrnses lcharige. iii iiii-Imirgnic avlaptlltatEn consult Ad~~olph I 9b4J K tine
b)txtij .csmintc-ogws-tratsm I in iu)iti soeuaar 1964a.qb. Kc ), l'rcht 1 194 1. and Pros~er lIb4 ,4
exposedr I-, variation, inI salinity firesh %%atcr to about In estuarine organisms acclimation to crnvironnien-
14) .. ). G. dweberts andl it. kharrijii Iridexfafus are hyvper- tal variations ap~pears to hoe of greaktvr impocirtance
-12mptic rrgulat.,rs. bring hyjwr-Psnuoti in) diluted Sra than acciniatioms to Ixree Iorhihnts-

%atler bot roncite o less iustasmotic in higher salinitw. 1'. cxrne s r ihmtna
, revmohitu, C. cramiqoa. awd .4. salina are hypenonmotir anx ties. M ost tif the explerimiental %%ork on phy sitologacal
hy]EEinmrooti regulators., being hysprrunsintw in dilutedi sea aspects of non-genetic adaptation. however. has tx-en
%itater andl hyltoxstruttic in higher salituitirs (After sari- carried out hy exposing the test organism to constant
A"u authorw% frin IK inne. 196& is. low, norinal, or high factor intensities; infit-matiton

oni acclimtation to fluctuating conditions is lacking.
ce-Aiis and fisbes. III these tssO groupIs the nitchanis::. - :irthenivore, mos)t of the work has been done 1:%
atre complex, often involve scieeral organs or org-an
, .tenls, and nay be itmJer endocrine and nervous
control. For extensive recen t reviews and discussions N

,on tsitiaregulatory capacities. and nuechani~ms in
ktrustacra. consult Kinne lh IWO), .4b'i. IAockssontl

%2.N icol i IWt) . P'rosser arxi lVrovn 1 1961. SiLOOO D..

l(obertson 419;7. lA~aia, and Shaw (~ 190'. The
111.1111 oslOirrtgtallor% organs. ;-re gills ioften res:xj.tt
siNe for salt halaise i. gu i often rrs"Itios-ible for
,A.itcr tIlaIncemP. anteitsal gland.., in s.,nwc crustace-
.ol, .twrphridial c.AnAls, andI laXb suriaces

Lsaiu~riir sinsetebrite- AMd fishes lack- effective
iievsiisis i. tepewraitire rerulittimt atnd ire, tin US-
c¶ec.therminoconiorniers. Tenipe~rature fluctuAitons. a~

dthus. AtfrCl theIr 6AsIC life pro`tCeSse sltrtOctli .n 41* t-h

sons,takrabk onipa-t. unless eseapr h% hsevinottmn or Pt

trm.tvis~itati.Eti antt, testing stagers ts aAilAlde

irietc adlaptatninw o t s sIudjTSrr twir As An xtKk

pcnoX-nsMW, cualiptirtmg A-l'ustnsenti tv s.-fgani'ss to a 'CWi k
AiiieAttists sn the atntisitut I--terns 0! %ar~t~k rin
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vat vuig one factor only, it situation which hardly salinity or temperature, on the parameter measured.
ocCurs tin estuaries. There is urgent need for new adn~ on other simultancousil' effective environmental
?-tiidies on nion-genetic adaptation in estuarine organ- f;ý.ctors. P'ossibly the period of stabiilization is shorter
ismis, performed under conditions simulating nature. tin oorganistrs nornmally exposed to pronounced long-
Such studies are likely to add significantly to our in- termu etivironnsertal fluctuations. In microorgani-sms.
complete knowledge concerning the imnp'-,sance of stabilization m~ay last only ntinutes or hours. It-. tile
acclimation as a nicars. of physiological compensation stickleback. Casterostems 1.loirus, transferred front
for estuarine conditions, fresh water into blood-hyperosuinotic brackish water.

The literature on non-genetic adaptation to salinity acclimation appe~ars to be largely accomplished witbin
variations is scanty. Next to nothing is known about a few hours (Gtieylard. 1925). The crayfish, Astacus
acclimation to alterations in solute conmposition. al- astaccus, if transferred fromt its nortuai freshwvater
though several investigatioas on ionic req~uirements miedium into blood-isoosniotic brackish water of 15 5',..
hav,! been carried out, for example, on aquatic plants re;aches a new steady level of blood osmoconcentra-
(Blinks, 1951 ;Guillard. 1962; Lewin and Guiflard. tion after 12 days: simiultaneously. 0.. consumption
1963; FPcovasoli. 1958); crustaceans, a fish, and other. decreases and rcaches a new steady level at 60 per-
animals (Berger, 1919.) ;and the enidarians, Cordv- cent of the origiur-' v"ues after 2N1 to 30 days (Hlerr-
lophora cuspia (Fulton, 1960, 1962: Roch. 1924) and mann., 1931 : Schwabe, 1933). Ini the mnud crab.,
Hyvdra lilloralis (Lenhoff and Bova~rd. 1960: Loomnis. Hetnigrapsus oregopiensis, measurable acclimiation to
19541). Acclimations to saibnitv app.-ar to involvt: pri- approximiateiy 51 /,. required miore than five days.
marit) functional and structural adjustments concern- strong acclimuation, 22 dlays (Gross, 1963). The mils-
ing water and salt balances. The simplest and pre- hel, Mvýtilzts edulis, exhibits a higher metabolic rate
sumahly most ancient type of non-genetic adaptation in the Baltic Sea at I1 ',' than in the North Sea
t~o salinity is overall tissue acclim~ation in osmocon- at 30 i,,: if North Sea indlividluals are transferred
formers la7cking specific organs for effective regula- into water froni the Baltic, tissue 0., consumption
tioli. Osmoregulators emp~loy specialized regulatory increases 20 percent wvithin a few hours; further in-
.jrgans such as gills, gut, or excretory glands, which crease is slow so that the steady state consmpio

"then lprestimaoly- te-nd to represent the primar% sites of of Baltic Sea muts.sels is reached only after four to
acclimation, seven wveeks (Schiliepcr. 1955).

The literatur ,on acclimation to temperature in Ini crayfish exposed to a change in temperature
euryhaline invertebrates and fishes comprises several from 4V to 23' C., acclimaation to the higher teml-
hundred papers. The present status of our knowledge lieratures is apparently completed in less than 24
with respect to life in estuaries will therefore be hours ("poor, 19.55). The crabs. H1c'uigrapsus nudits
documented here only by referring to a few examples anid 1I. orcgoaewisis, can regain tbei- tolerance to
and previous reviews. high tellperICatu.'cs after a low tenperature history

In the time course of non-genetic adlaptation to within less than one week (Todd and Dehonel. 1960).
changed conditions of salinity or temp~erature, three In the shore crab, Pachyqrapsits crassipcs, reslora-
phases may be distinguished: (1) immnediate re- tory acclimation to a temperature change of 7,5* C.
sponsesý, such as shock-type reactions or over- and was found to require a hialf-timie of about 6 days
undlershoots of pecrformance: they begin secon'is or (Roberts, 1957). In various fishes metabolic accli-
minutes after a significant environmental c~iange and miation to a different temiperaturf! level takes four to
often have a positive surv-ivpl valu( : they may not five days (1'recht. 1949). The marine fish, Girella
const~lute. however, anl integral part of the sub~sc- nigriculns, gains about 50 percent of the total resulting
quetit acclimation p~ro-Kess per se in al! cases: (2) the change of cold tolerance in two days; complete accli-
process of stabilization. wvhirli begins wvith decreasing niation (constant cold tolerance) is achieved in about
fluctuations in performance and end~s with the attainl- 20 (lays (DIoudoroff, 1942). It, A\merican lobsters.
nient of thle new steady state; and (3) thle niew% stead% Ilomnartis afliericflflus, previousl1% kept at 14.50* C. andl
state of lierf( rmntrce. then transferred into ani acclimation tL-nl).~ratiire of

Ili estuarine organisms, the duration oif the stalili- 23.0' C. for periods r-inging from I to 31 days. sur-
zatioti per io(l, or the timie between a substantial long- vival timle was ile~ennined at 30' C. These expert-
lasting change in salinity or temperature conditions ntents denionst rated that thermial acclimation began
and thle completion of the respective aicclimation 1111 . aýftcr a Ilatent period of sonic tenl days and was
processes, see: is of special interest. In the or'ganlisms conmplete after about 22 daiys ( Mclcecse, 195(0). In-
tested so far the process ot stabiliza1tion lasts any'- tertidal niollunses. Aemcita linmotida, when transplanted
where from several hours to seycra. weeks. More front low-level to high-level localities, exhibit a sub-
than 50 percent of the total ite,uilting arumoutit of accli- sequent decrease in) heart pumping tate. within 29
imat ion is often achieved within the fi rst portion of the days the heart beat becomes finally cequal w. that of
stabili izat~ion perTioid, immed iately following latency : tile hiigh-level indliv idual s. when mieasu red at .i givsen
towairds its end, the gain in accl imatuion dec-rea ses pro- tempei(ratutre ( Segal, 1956).
gres' 'cly. The duration of the stabil:7.atioii period Obviously, quick adjtustments to new salinity or
tends to decrease with increaising metabolic rate. It temperature intensities are advantageous to estuarine
ievlemicds onl tile anmount and dlynam ics of the change in organii smis. floiweve r, too fast aidj ustmecnts maY hbe
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detrinental. They may gear the organism into a fast, salinity values than it does in individuals collected
endless series of "on-off responses" without ever in full-strength sea water; after acclimation of crabs
reaching a new ,teady level tat %%hich. energy re- front dilute sea water to full-strength sea water, how-
qutiremnents may be considered most economical under ever, the breakpoint shifts towarls higher salinities
the circumstances). Anderson and P'rosser, 1953). Individuals of Hemi-

grapsus orey'nepisis, which had been exposed for
Til: NF-w STEADY STFATE.T A more than 20 days to about 51 %, salinity (150 per-
tJI..N;E Ix .SA.INITY cent sea water), exhibited a greater capacity for os-

The new steady state following a change from one moregulation in high salinities than individuals that
salinity level to another has been studied with em- were previousl]. exposed to approximately 34 %€ (100
phasis on lethal salinity limits, rates of metabolism percent sea water). This acclimation occurred both
and activity, and osmoregulative capacity. In gen- after a sudden or a gradual salinity increase (Gross,
eral. acclimation to subnormal salinities tends to shift 1963 ý.
the lower lethal limit downward, and acclimation to Salinity changes may affect not only the rate but
supranormal salinities tends to shift the upper lethal also the efficiency of metabolic processes. !n the fish.
limit upward. Although there are many examples ('yprinodon maculdarius, for example, a given amount
available from literature to illustrate this relationship, of food is converted into different amounts of body
the mention of McLeese's work ( 1956) on the lobster, substance, depending on the salinity history of the
!,owrus americanus, may suftice here. in'lividuals ( Kinne. 1960, 1963c). Osmoregulation in

The new steady level of inetabolismn may be (1) sub- or supranornial salinities might be expected to
higher in subnormal salinities and or lower in supra- use extra energy (Croghan, 1961 ). Acclimatious
normal salinities, (2) higher both in subnormal and leading to an increase in efficiency of reg'ilation
supranormal salinities, (3) lower both in sub- and would decrease the energy requirement for mainte-
supranormal salinities, or (4) essentially unaffected. nance (reduction of food requirements) and, hence,
Most species tested belong to type (1); the poly- afford a significant competitive advantage.
chaete, Nereis diversicolor (Schlieper. 1929a, b) ; the In addition to the functional acclimation to salinity
crustaceans, Carcinus tmenas, Eriphia spinifrons tnentiotied above, there is some evidence of structural
(Schlieper. 1929a. b: Schwabe, 1933), Gamnarus acclimation. Thus, in the hvdroid. Cordylophora cas-
locusta (Schlieper, 1929a, b), Potainon edulis (Raffy. pia, prolonged exposure (days to weeks) to different
1934), Ganmiarus duebeni (Kinne, 1952), Uca spp. constant salinities results in a number of structural
(Gross. 1957), and Hemigrapsus oregonensis (Deh- adjustments involving the shape of whole colonies,
nel. 1960) ; the mollusc, Alderia modesta (Friedrich, the number, length, and diameter of tentacles, size and
1937): unfertilized eggs of the starfish, Asterias gla- shape of hydranth bcdies. number of cells per hy-
cialis (Borei, 1936) ; and the fish, Petroinyzon marl- dranth. shape of individual cells (depth and width),
nus (Fontaine and Raffy, 1935). Examples for type as well as the size of nuclei and nenmatocysts. At a
(2) are the crustaceans, Ocypode quadrata (syno- given normal temperature. transfer into a new salin-
nym: 0. albicans) (Flemister and Flemister, 1951). ity level will be followed by a gradual reorganization
Palaenonetes varianr (Lofts. 1956), and Metapenaeus of structures until certain conditions are attained;
,nonoccros (Rao. 1958). E'xamples for type (3) are the this structural status will be modified again after a
anthozoan, Metridiint inargmnatum (Schoup, 1932) ; further change in salinity (Kinne. 1956. 1958a, b).
the unollusc, Alytilus edulis (Bouxin. 1931; Beliaev Such continuous adjustments have been produced
and Tschugunova, 1952: see, however, the criticism experimentally even in specimens with identical geno-
by Remane and Schlieper, 1958) ; and various species types. Their most obvious net results are changes in
of starfish. Asterias ( Maloeuf. 1938: Meyer, 1935; surface area and in surface to volume ratios in hy-
Schlieper, 1929a. b). Examples for type (4) are the dranths and single cells, implying quantitative altera-
wool-handed crab, Eriocheir sinensis (Schwabe, 1933; tions in metabolic performance. In the euryplastic
Krogh, 1939) ; and the fishes, Sargus and Scorpaena Pacific pink salmon. Oncorhynchus gorbuscha, indi-
(Raffy, 1932a, 1), Fundulus heteroclitus (Maloeuf, viduals raised in sea water have somewhat fewer kid-
1938'. and Anguilla anguilla (Raffy, 1933). ney glomeruli than individuals raised in fresh water

In Metapnacus uonoceros, increase of 02 con- (Ford. 1958). If exposed to diluted sea water, the
sumption due to transfer into sub- or supranormal Indian euryhaline fish. Etroplus tiaculatus, decreases
salinities is, after prolonged exposure to the new the diameter of its glomeruli and shows structural
salinity, followed by a gradual lowering of respira- changes in its kidney tubule. With acclimation to
tory rate towards the original level (Rao, 1958). higher salinities, E. noctdatus increases the thickness
Complete acclimation of the freshwater living cray- of the tunica propria of its gut wail and the number
fish, A.tacus astacus, to increas-d saliaity results in of goblet cells in the lining gut epithelium (Virabhad-
a reduction of the osmnotic gradient and fall in urine rachari, 1961 ). In the herring, Clupoa harenmgs,
output by half in 8 9,, and to negligible amounts in hatching length and sonic meristic characters vary
15 to 20 • (Ilerrmann. 1031 : Schw:dbe. 1933). The as a function of the salinity conditions effective dur-
breakpoint of the blood-inediunn curve in (allintic'es ing incubation (Blaxter and Hempel, 1961 ; Holliday
sapidus collected ill d111nte sea \ ;ter occurs at lower and Illaxter. 19(0), and in the pupfish, (yprinodou
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macularias, incubation salinity has been shown to ties such as primary protein structures, rather than of
affect the body form of newly hatched individuals more subtle quantitative divergencies.
(Kinne and Sweet, 1964; Sweet and Kinne, 1964). Non-genetic adaptation of metabolic rate to new
Similar structural consequences of salinity have been levels of temperature has received much attention. All
reported in a number of other fish species, particularly possible quantitative differences between the original
with respett to alterations in numbers of vertebrae level of performance and the new steady state that
and fin rays, gill structure, and surface area. They may follow a defined change in temperature have been
may be of adaptive value and significantly modify the considered and classified by Precht (1949, 1958),
performance of an individual. Precht et al. (1955), and later in a modified version

by Prosser (1958b). Precht distinguishes five types:
TCH NEW STEADY STATE AFTER A (1) overcompensation; (2) perfect or "ideal" corn-
CHANGE IN TEMPERATURE pensation, resulting in constant rate functions after

There is much information concerning the new complete acclimation to different experimental tern-
steady state of performance (relative to the original peratures; (3) partial compensation, the most fre-
one) after a defined change in constant temperature. quent case; (4) no compensation; and (5) inverse
Many of the pertinent contributions have been re- compensation. Prosser distinguishes four basic pat-
viewed by Bullock (1955), Fry (1947), Kinne terns: (1) little or no compensation, indicated by
( 196 3a, b, 1964a, b, c), Precht (1958, 1961), Precht little or no change in the position of rate temperature
et a. (1955), Prosser (1955, 1958a. b), and Prosser curves (log rate plotted against temperature) ; (2)
and Brown (1961). A few examples will be presented shift in position (translation) of rate curves without
below, first at the functional level, with special refer- change in Q10 ; (3) change in Qto (rotation) of rate

- ence to lethal temperature and metabolic rate, then at curves without shift in position ; (4) translation com-
the structural level. bined with rotation. Little is known about what these

Functional acclimation to extreme cold and heat different types and patterns imply in terms of the
is well documented. Acclimation to subnormal tern- underlying physiological mechanisms. According to
peratures generally tends to shift the lower lethal Prosser and Brown (1961), translation implies a
limit downward, and acclimation to supranormal tern- change in activity (in the thermodynamic sense) of
peratures tends to shift the upper limit upward. Ex- some enzyme system, and rotation implies a change
amples are the crustaceans, Homarus (McLeese. in Qla and hence in activation energy. Factors most
1956). Streptocephalus (Moore, 1055) and Artemia likely to cause translation are alterations in enzyme
"(Grainger, 1958) ; the green fish, Girella nigricans, concentration, in relations among enzymes (in series
had a lower lethal temperature of 13* C. after accli- or parallel), and in external factors other than tem-
mation to 28" C. and of 4.50 C. after acclimation perature (salinity, pH, etc.). Factors most likely to
to 12* C. (Doudoroff, 1942); for further exam- cause rotation are alterations in enzymatic protein, in
pies consult Brett (1946, 1952), Christophersen and enzymatic pathways and some cofactor.
Precht (1952a, b. 1953, 1956), Doudoroff (1942, Acclimation to changes in temperature expresses
1945), Fry et al. (1942, 1946). Hart (1947), Hatha- itself not only in alterations and shifts of lethal limits
way (1927). Kriiger (1962). Loeb and Wasteneys and metabolic rate, but it may also affect the tern-
"(1912), and Precht 11963, 1964). Non-genetic re- perature preferendurn (Pitt et a!., 1956; Zahn, 1962).
sistance adaptation to cold or heat seems to be corre- ýntra- and interspecific competition, behavior, orienta-
lated to changes in intermolecular forces leading to tion, and bi""cgical rhythms and quantitative changes
different degrees of stabilization of protoplasmic comn- in biologically important substances. In wool-handed
ponents. In many cases a gain in cold or heat resist- crabs, Erioclicir .rinensis, kept in fresh water, ex-
ance appears to be paralleled not only by increased posure to low temperatures of 1* to 3* C. results
protoplasmic stability, but also by a relative decrease in a marked decrease of free proline concentration in
in biochemical activity. Unspecific increase in general the intracellular pool of amino acids in muscles, coin-
resistance to environmental stress as a by-product of pared with individuals kept at 150 C. (Duchateau
acclimation to a given single factor has been reported and Florkin, 1955). In Daphnia supranormal tem-
in several cases. Thus. acclimation to extreme tem- peratures-at constant 02 pressure-augment the
peratures may result in concomitant increase in re- aniount of hemoglobin ( Florkin, 1960). In the fishes,
gistance to low oxygen concentration, radiation, and Platypoecilus and Xiphophorus, temperature decrease
chemical poisor.ing. The upper lethal temperature is from 28* to 22° C. causes a significant rise in the
a useful tool in assessing intra- and interspecific level of amino acids (Anders ct al., 1962,.
(genetic) differences in thermostability (Brett, 1956; Structural acclimation to temperatwre is docu-
Fry, 1947, 1957; Fry et al., 1942: Fry ct al., 1946: mented by relatively few reports. In various crusta-
McLeese, 1956; Todd and )ehinel, 1960). It can ceans, changes in temperature have been shown to
also be used to assess the aniount and speed of non- cause morphological color changes involving differ-
genetic adaptation. ExperimentJi heat death-parti- ences either in the aniount of pigment per pignient
cularly when measured as protein denaturation at ex- cell or in number of chromatophores per unit area.
treme high teniperatures-appears, however, to be or both (Brown. 1934). In poeciliid fishes, tempera-
indicative of qualitative differences in basiiL proper- ture decrease may accelerate and intensify the forma-
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tion of pigment cells. Thus, a decrease from 28" be most important. With respect to temperature, ac-
to 22" C. resulted within eight days in an increase climation represents the essential means for compen-
in the number of scale melanophores 50 times that of sation: winter conditions are also met by escape into
the controls (Anders ct al., 1962). Changes in body deeper water or the substrate, and by transformation
size and shape, number, length, and diameter of ten- into resting stages. The information on hand indi-
tacles, cell dimensions, cell number per hydranth, and cates that compensatory means for adverse salinity
size of nuclei and nemnatocysts due to acclimation to conditions are more immediately available and better
different constant temperatures have been demon- developed than those for temperature. Adverse tem-
strated in the hydroid, Cordylophora caspia (Kinne lieratures are tolerated rathtr than compensated for
1956, 1958a, b). Structural adjustments of body size and, thus, greatly affect activity, metabolic rate, re-
and shape are furthermore documented by the phe- production, and other functions, as well as structural
nomenon of cyclomorphosis in Cladocera (Brooks, aspects.
1946, 1947, 1957: Lieder, 1951 ; Ostwald, 1904; In future studies on the physiology of estuarine
Wesenberg-Lund, 1900: Woltereck, 1913) and Cope- organisms, more attention should be paid to the ef-
poda (Margalef, 1955). Daphnia cucullata and D. fects of environmental fluctuations (factor amplitude
retrocurna exhibit the most spectacular changes of rate of change, and duration of extreme intensities)
helnet, head crest, and spines, particularly if the and to polyfactorial analyses. Monofactorial ap-
parthenogenetic young developed at high tempera- proaches based on experiments employing different
tures of at least 180 C. to 200 C. Such structural ad- constant intensities of a single environmental factor
justments, however, may not have an adaptive value. are insufficient. There is a great need for long-term
They may largely represent incidental expressions of experiments using fully acclimated, healthy individu-
a functional acclimation to the overall seasonal condi- als and measuring ecologically important end points,
tions, especially to high temperature and increased such as growth, food conversion efficiency, and rate
water turbulence. These two factors appear to affect of reproduction.
relative growth of the different body parts through
an increase in metabolic rate (Brooks, 1957; Hrbacek, LITERATURE CITED
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Osmotic and Ionic Regulation in Estuarine Crabs
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The decapod Crustacea have- developed a wide vari- salinity ( I I,,. or 35 percent sea water). Winter ani-
ctv of regulatory procesties to maintain osmotic and mals (D~ecember through March) were collected dur-
ionic stability, and these processes permit consider- ing an extended period of low temperature (5*C.)
able lability in physiological response. Most marine and high salinity i24!ý, or 75 percent sea water). All
Crustacea are osmotic conformers; the blood is iso- experimental salinities were based on a standard sea
osmotic with the medium. Estuarine and coastal water (100 petcent). 31.&R%. salinity, 17.65%o chlo-
('rustacea maintain hvperosmotic blood in dilute me- rinity. Concentrations of the five major electrolytes
dia. but isoosmnotic in concentrated media. Terrestrial in 100 percent sea water weye determined: sodium,
andl semii-terrestrial animals respond to variations in 439 meq, I potassium, 10.7 meq/l; calcium, 24.9
salinity by regulating their blood concentration to meq,'I; magnesium, 1(M meq I ; chloride, 497 meq. I.
bhytcrosntotic in dilute nieslia and hypoosmotic in con- Experimental temperatures wer? 5*, 15*, and 25* C..
ceiitratetl Ilnedia. and experimental salinities were 6, 12, 25, 75. 100.

Tlhe processes resptonsib~le for the maintenance of 125, 1.54, and 175 percent sea water. Ionic fluxes for
an osmotic or ionic imbalance between the blood and summner and winter animals were determined at all
the external media relate to permeability of the exo- combinations for the experimental temperatures and
skeleton, regulation of water volume. active uptake or salinities.
extrusion .of ions, reabsorption of water andl ions by OSMOTIC REGULATrION
the k ilne%. and regulation of osmotic and ionic con-
centrations at the cellular leve! Osmotic regulation, as expressed by total osinotic

For blood to be regulated with regard to an ex- pressure of blood and urine, showed that blood and
ternal salinity, a rather delicate balance niust be estab- urine concentrations fall in dlilute, and rise in conicen-
lislied ietween the blood and renal and extra-renal trated. intdia at rates directly related to the gradients
:outes of excretion. These latter routes not only con- between media And equilibrated body fluid concentra-
cern the removal of water and ions from the blood. tions. and are influenced h% the seasonal adaptation
but involve active processes against concentration of the animals and the experimental temperature.
gradients w~hich reduce loss of water and ions. Blood Major changes in body fluids occurred within 48
which is livperositiotic tendls to lose salts from the hours. 1 lvperosniotic regulation in sunmmtier -adapted
lxv~lv and gaini water. I lypoosmotic blood tends to animals resulted in isoosniotic biood and urine, sug-
lo~e %%ater and gain salts. Production of hvlswtsmotic gesting extra-renal niechanisins. The p~roduction of
urine 1w Itrstoi anials, and bvlterosmnotic hyjio.xj lotic urine in wintter -adapted animals IrII-
uirine by hvp00SI1iitC"kIIanimals tenids toiwardl salt and c.Ated the INIrtiCilptiOii of the antennary glands. Suini
watur balance. Recent rev-iews i Lockwood. 1962; titer and w-inter adaptation tended to favor stronger
Potts and P arr%, 1964 1give further details on these hypecrosinotic regulation at the sea~iýnal temiperatures
a.pet of osminoregitllation. tihan at tempeiratures fo~reign to the seasons. Seasonal

The rera rcb repoirtedl in tlhis palter ci ticeriis the adlaptat ion of osiiioregulatr iry iiiehain isins in Hems-
ph i, %sioltigical responseN (if aii estuariine shore crab. !/rLatss is shown to alter the balancc of active process.
HOWINIrqnzi-ui ritedus, to reasonal s aniati. ins tin the en - es., so that for a gisen range of expeniiiental condi

r. in tinent. andI to aI stcr u of 1cm ilirattu re and sal i t ' tioins u rinoei Is os er tin %%inter t han sin s.ummer. bot h
combit inatimins dii ring a gi cii sea st Tn he rt"es nii sev it, abslu~ te concitent rat io Aand relative to the blil u
coiiccrni clevtirtil % tic inibalance!s of the bloodti urine, And I1 Delitirl, 1002: DItioel and Stone. 1964).
imiiucle with respect toI external miedia coiicentrations CV O CHF1I.TO~t.o
and water niovemtent Is-tNeera tissue. 'Ilie r~ertrnoCTO I EJILH N 110 1

1ýIc t' tudl,dA irc oelitnt, 1%)tassitimi, calcium. niag- Ioin concentration Ins blotsI of sumnimer anid Atinterr

iiirimii. :oit I Ilt r tile. 11. tindus as% A fitwt it -ii -if m 'a %i it s sho wo tit Figure Ir
Thle Arto.o tinIt ibch t lwsr cralit were collectedl is 4s I otbunit and lkts 't stit u) And Figure 21 calciaumo Awl

Siitticst toI o-t.iisitcrabll seasnd"l1 fluctuation in teriln m1.1gno-samtln i. Thesew Scamqurnl values arc prenented at
iier; 0rc aiid sa ni~ S11iiin~r ;oi iiasl I Juac thri high es ; 'r amiri tal tuinperatures I 15 C. And 5 * C~.!Al
.\tu~tIt Io %%rr coiloicslr (iuring aI periodt nf rclatis c prosinXII.1tii'K tiell Ic-niperaturrs ini s-urimer Ant mt itoer
terillwri-mre And %ahmtntt stability. ushidi 1s chatrac- 17* mi.nd -ti. I n waitnitics. of ir..ii 12 IlK) pe-r
terifell byv a high temiperature OY I~V avid a low 51cent %% Ater. 511-fitor and4 potaoiom1iti lie naintarined

"O541i
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HIM11011AP~l Wuu 0 Statistical compa'risons of seasonal blood ion con-

s00t No NI~~sSNOS0 centrations indicate that over the entire salinity ran .ge
~o for sodium and over most of the salinity range for
* potassium, there Is no significant seasonal difference

700 -' (i.1.I alinities from IM1(X 50 percent sea water.
summer potassium levels are signific-iltlv higher thlan

a./ winter levels. For calcium, however, winter crabs
600.have a significantly higher blood concentration over

------- he etiresalinity ranige than sumnmer crabs ( Fig. 2).
-500This winter calcium level. in dlilulte salinities iii which

the blood is hypertonic, is equivalent to seawater con-
40 .- BLO centrations of 125-145 percent. Comparable summer

~ 400 ~ 0 LOCOcalcium values are 95-115 percent. Magnesium con-

- SURINER centrations in blood are maintained at ahlmost the same
30 ... WINTER (5* C) level regardless of the season (Fig. 2). Statistically

significant seasonal differences in the dilute salinitie s
z reflect thle lack of variation in the regulation of this

K ion, for the absolute mnagnitudle of difference is small.
Such slight differences are probably not meaningful

14.0- frm a biological standpoint.
. The effect of temp~erature (3', 15% and 25TC.) on

blood( ion concentrations of summer and winter HI.

In ids ve arageof salinities shows thati dlt

calcium are maintained hypertonic to the media, ap-
parently indlependent of experimental temlperature or

Sol- ------------ season. III concentratedl salinities. limited hvpotonic

6 12 25 50 75 100 125 .50 179 00NMGA~i UU

MEDIUM CONCENTRATION M% SEA WATER)600 EIRPUNOS

Fi.1. ScKlitnl and potassium ionl concentrations inl tle Co
b)-xlv 1luidls of wvinter (5* C.) and summner (I5* C.) 50.0-
Ik~lem!Irapstfs trudits as a function of salinitv. Hach po(int
repre.~ents the mecan value of ten measurements after ex- -*.- o -

poor for 24 hours to each expe'rimental salinity. Z40.0..
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ..-.

-it relatively constant blood levels, hypertonic to the 3. ' ------------

nIedia. In salinities atlx)%v andl below this range, regnu- 0.~

lation lhecomne, less effective and1 concentrations apl- ;70C

proacli those r'f thle nwidia. InI conlcentraltedslinte V ~20.0 O.-~

(ahl me I(X) percenlt sea water ) . sodlilnl concentrations z
in IIIISNI of summuer animals are isotonic with the U mg *BLOOD .

media. WVinter mininals ill concentrated salinities, 20-SMER15c
however. exlhibit a I lmited hvpotonic regulation of 200WITR(*
S5d(1mml. SiIlIilaLr'%., po(tassiulm concentrations ill blood
0f slimmner ind winter animals in salinities above 100 150-
pwerent sea water are maintainedl lipotonic to the
medi a. Th is hy~poton1ic regullat ioni how,~ever. can be
of little aflaptive imnportance to these animials since foo00
field salinities greater than 75 p~ercent sea water aire 0,
rarely' enlcoiffteredl in this area. The constancy of ------ 0'

hivp..tcinic cmilcitimi regulation in dlilute salin ities is .....

demonstrated hv aifli~als in both seasons (Fig. 2).
Conisiderable llvpotonicity is maintained for magile- 6 A2 25 5 -54 0 2 S 7

s4itIm oiver niost of the salinity ra'nge: tile vallieS inl- MEDIUM CONCENTRATION (% SEA WATER)
crease from only 19 to 52 meq/l after exposure to a F~ig. 2. Calcium and mlagnesium ion conccntrations inl
ellallge in externial mlagn~esiumfl concentration from 0 the b ~xly fluidls of winter (5* C.) and sumlmer (15" C.)
to 1 76 meq,/l1. In muediau above 25 plercent water, blood( !Iemiqraipsiis IIudiss as a function of salinity.. Each pomint
mlagnlesium is regulated at about one-thlirdl the inedinim represents tile mecan value of tell nlcaslurenlimts after ex-
concenitrat ion. - postire for 24 hlours to each experimental salinity.
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regulation is effective in) maintaining tile cuncentra- are equal to the bkxxl in most of tile experimental
tiosi (if these ions slightly below tile media concentra- muedia F -ig. 2 1. In winter animals, however, there
tions at almost all Comb~inatioins of temnperature and is at least sonie piarticipation of tile kidneys in hypt r-
seasonl. P otassium alone shows a consistent seasonal tonic calcium regulation in salinities of i00-150, per.
difference at the three temperatures. winter values Cent sea water, ior tile urine is. hlipertonic to the lWood.
tending to be lower thant sunmmer %-aloes in media Thus. extra-renal absorption iif calcium in dilute me-
above 25 percent sea water. Since no consistent effect ilia al-licars to be gradually replaced in these comcen-
ofl templerature onl seasonal animials could be dkinon- Irated saltinities by~ calcium excretory activity of thle
%trateil. It appears that the ~iieehani,.ms imnilirtant in k'.lney,. Winter urine calciuim levels are significantly
ma~intaining irn hytiertonicitv in a dlilute environment higher than summner levels over thle entire saliniti.
-ire reniarkabl% tolerant to widle temperature variation. range.

T[his is not altogether true for the response of mar- Whi'eruas regulation of the other ions appears to be
nemuiu to temperature at each season. The range of target., a result of extra-renal processes, the liypo.
rnagnesiun. concentrations in the blooid (measured in tonic regulation oif blood magnesium is effected al-
ii and 175 Imercent sea water I increases with increas- most entirely by antennary gland activity. D~ata pre-
ing tempeorature in both season%. In 1175 percent sea senited in Figure 2 indicate that urine* magneslium
water the total variation in magnesium concentration concentrations are significantly higher in both winiter
for all combiniations of temperature and season is and summer crabs in salinities above 25 percent sea
onl' frons 49 to 618 ne.1 I. water than comiparaible bloodI magnesium values. Thus.

Urine Ion concen trations of suninter andl winter IL. regulation of inagnesitim in these salinities is by ex-
Poidmi in relatio)n to salinity are depicted in Figure 1 cretion in thle ut irm. In salinities below ý51 piercent

NIsoliuln and jiotassiunil and Figure 2 (calcium and sea water, blood rnugnc--.iuiCn cinentrit ions are hyper-
magnesium ). Winter urine sodium concentrations are tonic to the niesit..n. Although urine-Hlood isotonieitt
Significantly higher than summwer values in most of imininiilies fliaglesnino lozs tin these dilute s~alinities, it
the salinities 125-.-!50 percent sea water). AXlso, in IS pos-.ible th.1t absorptive processes also contribute
media above 12 percent sea water, wvinter urine s'- to thle nm..~ntenance of h~pertanicity. In silinities
dium concentrations are h~ pertonic to winiter bloodl ahos e 23 percent s,-a water, summer urine magnesium
,odiumi concentrations. This sugges.ts that thle anten- is mnark-etlv hvlpotontic to the mnedia, becomimng is-otonic
nary glands acti vely rid the bloodi of sodlium, con- in 175 percent sea %vAter, and %%tiutter urine maignesiumn
tributing to a winter blood sodium condition tbat is is slightly hylpotonic. becomiing hypertonic betve~en
hivpotonic to the mecdium ;T1 tive concentrated salini- 125-I 50 percent sea water.
tit,3. This is presumnably advantageous in that ex- %%inter urine magnesium concentratioos are 4;ig-
ceý.s:ve concentration of the blood in high salinities i, niticantly greter than svUinirer values over miost of
lessened. InI dilute media. however, soidiumn excretion the salinity range, even though the seasonal blood
byv kidne's tend..; to increase sodiunt loss by supple- levels are almost identical. Possibly ivinter crabs, be-
inenting the passi -e outward diffusioin of this ion (in cause of their seasonal acclimatization to higher en-
salinities of 25-100t percetit sea water, the blood so- virotinental nugnesturn levels, are more effective in
ilium Concentration is 4AU-454J meqr 1, eqjuivalent to excreting miagn"esini xhetscx..A to an excess- in
sea water of )85-P(M) j1erccitt) Thus%. srlrctise extra- the expertiti.-ta: tmeda. .ýutnner animials. howsever,
rvi-al !.odiumi uptake ftrom a dilute n ironriKnI in becauser they are Accustormed to lower ens iriininental
order to maintain bltisl 1it ' ertonicity i'. opposed by level, of niarnesiuim. must rely on accessory oirgans

a saluni l.., due to tnarN gland acti% It). Sum- oi Cexcrtion. Thus. sumnller u~rine les coNSCenraed
ziirr irine s.aidiuni concenitrationsi sliovs no sigatficant Tes-smluieaus rsdium. ita3%iMjI*

differeince front 'uniner bl.'ad conVCentratio~ns. irilieitt- and cAlctuni are compaijrable in magnitude and sari-
:~i tht hpetonc sdim rgultiii n te loo i~ ation totoepresented for bloodu. No consistent Ct -

this ss-as~r !.i b% extra renial nwichan-nim The ariten- fee't oft temperature on ur'-w ionm c.4rns-nratiopo -. uhll
narý glandsl are ineffective tin hvpertontc rsIas!siun1 I-edmosrae
rregulati4n il uninWIe AniMAlN. liecisus the urine ctn. Sc-asonal sariwato -th temtperAture in uriwne irh
critrati.'ni arc essenti.lts ist-f-mc % ith the bloodt nesiuni cirtitrat1filon show that. In media atX)%e _'"

c~mentatins In -Ainter r.Ab-. hossesr. niainte- jwrtrent sea wsater, the urine is conistently hvpenonicn
nince of a b"loo I4,sssIum~ c~qcentrati'wm hli'.er-.troc to the hlotal. Although ant effect of temnperature on
to- the niesiia Is. assilted byV the. Producetion Mf a dilute thi% iton is is'4 densxintr.4teml. the tArtabilitv in uinein

uirie Il poto1nie potassium regulation. in media above mnagnesium CoaiuCenir11tio At the thrife temperatures
list twrcent sa aiatrf i% accomsplidseNl in tNcth ~wssi is tw. cic that of the bloixI at a alien Irsesni. Vgilues

extrari-nils.fr ltie su'ine is rs.%4-ti14l1 imtatojc with for the other ),*Is +.3 not- .-vhbthl!Isu diffierince tin
the tjtol, Urine ptsi C-on1CMrntiotnw is uigniti sAriAhilits bIuevav ihe t1%o NOf.lh

estl bg~'in t suntimmer than -:i %ile .tafzt nuf A of [Me urtine t4siol wc-r ravi.. -,% in.4Itatise of the .ssetir
the sim rAngehC prai ru-gV'eAtion of WlXid -I kudnu- st, s a itsi in the regulation of a bbaisl I.-A
cakt-urr. ti itci-r-mtish"I suiith 1w eN--e nwrhA- ITlul. itthe U It ratio f-fe in HMn (%Iuis kr rNos-k
wttns in the swimmrtn- lwautc the urine c. nrtos r_.te41r"~ there Can hw' rinsmn of the J.i't.
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In collcnt)trated( media by urinary excretion in winter
NEMIRAPSS NIOUScrabs is suggested by the presence of ratios greater

4.0- SUME (CON a than unity'. Ilypertonic p)otassiumi regulation by win-
C0 ter crabs in dilute salinities is aidled by prodluction of

s ~ uin less concentrated than the blood, indlicatedl by
3.0- Ut 13 ratios less than unity'. fin summer, hypertonic

/ regulation of p~otassium n id calcium is only by the

2.0 Akidney. llvpotonlic calciumi regulation by winter crabs
£ in concentrated media is assisted by calcium excretion

A, ~ in the urine I Dehine] and (>irefoot. 1965.

I-0 CHLORIDE REGULATION-BLOOD
0

0 ~Blood and urine response curves for 1, 3, and 7
dlays ' summer) aiid 3 (lays (%-inter) at a series of

A salinities and at 10* C. shows that major changes in
S4.0 -WINTER (* C) A bl1ood chloride concentrat ions result during the first 24

hours. Following this, blood is regulated at levels
A ~which are signiificantly hypertonic froni the lowest

3.0 salinities to 100 percont sea water, and then summer
A 1)blood becomes hiypotonic. 'Winter blood is isotonic

21.0 I between 1001 and 125 percent sea water, and subse-/ ~ quently becomes hypotonic (Fig. 4). The seasonal
I rdifference in the chllride concentration of the blood

- ~is evidlent at tlhe lower explerinmental media. At 75
percent sea water and above win~ter and summer

__________ __________ blood are isotonic, exceplt at 125 percent. There is_.
612 25 50 75 100 125 150 175 however, a tendlencv for winter blood to have a higher

MEDUM ONCNTRTIO tSEAWATR) concentration throughout the rang e of exp~erinmental

f~ig. 3. Relationship of urine-blood (U; B) ion ratios nmedia. The slopes of the hyetonc ure for sumi-
of summer and winter Ilemigrapsits nudiss to a range of iner and wvinter blood concentration~s show that blood(
salinities. Each point represents a ratio of the meians
of tell measurements for blood and urine after exposure 10
for 24 hour, to each experimental salinity. C

neys. for the urine and blood are isotonuic. Ratios ~00
greater th~an unity, however, indicate urinary excre-
tiort ratio,- markedly less than uInitN suggest ren~al
absorption.90

The U 13 ion ratios ior sumimer aind wvinter 11.
midus are7 shivwn iii Figure 3. As explected, U TI 6' 000 1
magnesium) ratios (deviate mnarkedly frim unity' in both
seasons. The higher winter ratio for magnesium, as, -0 URINE-0
noted[ pre-iously. may' reflect a greater p~otential for _1-

nIagiesiun) excretion in- the win~ter population-a ne- x
c~essitv becaus;e the field coiicentr~ation of manibiesiunm w 600 )SuMMER /~SUMMER
inl th17issan is twic- that of the souninier. If the 'S WINTER NT weR -

absolute quantity of miagnesiuim ion diffusing into 0z50
summiter ai)( wxinter crabs w~hen imminersed in aI conipa -
rable salinit-, (above 25 percent sea wa.ter) is equiva- 0' ~ K
lent, then the (difference in the amiount of magnesium 1 400 ~-
excreted lby sum~mer crabs miust he eliminated extra- 0

reinallN. sincete( boo onsiai concentration is 30
identical in) the two seasolns. ,0

T[he maintenance by winter crabs of a constant 0

hI'ypertonic blood sodiuim level in (dilute salinities (Fig. 6 12 25 50 5 100 125 15 7
1 is accompldished even thi~ugh the urine has a sig- MEDIUM CONCENTRATION 1/% SEA WATER)

niticantlv high concentration of this ion, rep~resented i.4 hoie o ocnrto i h oyfud
here [I, ' 17 I sodium ratios greater than un~ity. fly- oIf winter and sumnmer HI-Pi'DI/o.oratsu Pitduhi as a finctioii
liertllnic sodlium regulation in summer aninials is of salinity. Each point represents thve mean value (of
effected by extra-renal mechanismiis, 'ilice U!B ratios twenty m)easuriiements after expo~sure for 72 hours to each
are near unint.%- A limited bh potonic ~odiuni regulation exprwrimental salinity.

7I
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200 nicity, whereas the blood conceit jrat ioil l)(cotnes hypo-
tonic at the higher SaLliiaitiCS. Further, winter urine

No cot ,icentration is hypertonic to) sumimer urine.
If winter U! 1B ratios are comipared at three selected ..-

salinities, 25, 75. and 125 percent sea water, there is
150 considlerable agreemniit. Ratios range bietween 1.33

* and 1 .401. Situ ilar coniIpan ion for summier values
W "a gives a range from 1.31 to 1.46. Summer values tend

~i25 SUMMERt- to haive the greater range, based on the fact that
W sunnoner blood( concentrations are more hvpotonic at
X ~highier salinities. Trhe significant consideration of

-100
1 -- 0/ , ~ these ratios is that they detronstrate renal excretion

-P - -WINrER of chloride. But the mnagnitude oi deviation fromt
E

75 -Unity would suggest that there is anl extra-renal roate
2 (Dehinel, 190061

0 so CATION IC REG(U LATrI(N--.NIUSC'LE

Sodium, potassiuni, and calcium ionri cntain
25 in uscle are hypotonic to medium concentrations of

the respective ions except at 6 percent sea water.

S25 . Muscle miagnesinnm is hypertonic at the lower salini-
0125- ties, hut then maintains a hypotonic concentration as

!I' thle exernial medium concentration increases. Conceit-
0100 trations of sodium and calcium are higher in summner,

~ -- - ~~~SuMER but are significantly different only at salinities above
sum-- 10 percent sea water. Concentrations of potassium

6512. =25: 50' 7 iadmgnsu r higher in winter, and are signifi-
ME1iU COCETATO 50E WAER 00 15 50 15 Cant t),roughout thle range of salinities (Figs. 5Sand 6).

MEDIM COCENTATIN MSA WAER)Coniparison of the concentrations of the cations of
Fig. 5. Sodium and potassium ion concentrations im thle blood and muscle show that blood sodium is about

muscle of winter anti summer Hemigrapsois nudus as a five timies greater than that of mnuscle, whereas mnuscle
function of sa!inity. Each point represents the mean value ptsimi prxmtl ih iisgetrta
of twenty measurements after exposure for 72 hours .o ptsu sapoiae egttmsgetrta

salinitythe blood. Muscle plotassiumi tends to be slightly
eachexeimetalhigl'er than inuscle sodiumu, except at higher salinities.

where the sodium concentration rises sharply. B'lood
chloride coocentrations are relatively dependent uponi calcium conceuntration is three timies higher th-n fl-t
die ctoiiccialakiwiut of ti ý C."2 1) i1 nIPl11 tilelf~ - u. 1 1 v, t iw ant. Iii UbL C- oIidgiic.kUIIA i.ý b' 1, i
though sizabile gradlients exist when toie actual con. higher than the, blood aIt lowA salinities; it becomies
centration of the Wood is compared with the line of lowor in concentration as salinity increa,.es ( Dehinel,
isot~onicitv. For instance, at 25 percent sea water. 1967 1
summ ner h~lood! maintains a gradient of 160 mieq I1, and cno w' i(u,'IN M SL
wvinter blood, 250 inieq!l. At 125 piercent sea wvater, l OI) E;LTO -U C-
winter blood is isotonic and summer blood maintains Mutscle chloride conicentraLtion (Fig. 7) is hypotonlic
;Ii nilntis 501 mneq I gradient. to the exp~erimoental ined ia concentrations, excepit at

'Urine chloride concentration changes show a siniii- the lowest salhinities, where it is isotonic. Over thle
lar time response ito that of thle Wlood, except for the range 6 to ItM percent sea water, muscle chloride
higher sal init ies I 125-15(1 percent sea water I . MIaj or m a inta ins a concentration~ of apin Xiinlately I (H) 1110 1.
changes are effected during the first 24 hours. At the Abo~e IWM plerce'nt sea %vater there is a steady in-
higher saliniities. even after 7 daN s, chaiiges occuir at crease. tuntil at 175 percenit sea water thle concentra-
125 percent sea water. After 24 hours, urine chloride tioti is dhoubleid. BloodI chloride concentration is ap-
Concentrationi is Sig-nificanitly hv* pertotiic to the experi- proximately four to five times greater than that oif
mleittal niedi:i as well ais to the blood. This hyper- thle muscle. Tlhere is a general trenid for chloride to
toniicity oif the trine exýists for hoth seasons. Compari- be higher in the sintinier than ii the winitcr (DIehitiel,
son of winiter and sunmmer or ine shows that winiter 1907.
urine is significant]%. higher than its summer counter- M USCLIE ANI) II1l.00)1)) WAT ER
part at uil to 1(N) percenit sea water. -

(. omlparisoti of the chloride gradhienits between urine Reiference to Figure 9 shows that the water content j
andl blood generally 'Iw that wi titer gradients are of thle l)ilood ranges approx in iat-el ;omn MI to 9,30
significantly higher than sumliter ones. This results ing kg wet weight. Fui thet. it should be noted that
front the fact that urine chloride concentration is wat.'r co;.tent of sumirer blood tends to be higher. A
hyllertotiie to blood and parallels the line ot isoto- regressioni line ftmlt bY the method of least squares,

'N'
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Fig. 6. Calcium and magnesium ioi, concentrations in tweny measurements after CXl4)sure for 72 hours to each

""Fmuscle of winter anti summer Iletskyrapsus redus as a experimental salinity.

function of salinity. Each1 point represents the tnean value
S(if twenty measurements after exit)sure foir 72 hours to
S~each experimental salinity.

but not indicated on tile figure, describes the dajta as 00
a straight line at 920 nig kg %%et weight tissue. These
data show that as niedium conicentrattion increase--;00
water content of 'tice bloodI is COnstal". 0 /--_.•_.__•o.__s~

Water content of muscle tissue ranges fro 690 to--

it 0

800 n-g'kg wet weight. As with t1e hlol, water con- 900 • --,-...-...o- WiNTE -

tent of slummer nmuscle tends to be higher. The re- w Lt

gression linle, again not shown, denmonstrates that, -is Wf
salinity increases, water content of Muscle decreases
15 to 20 uug kg wet %%eight for each 25 percent ill- uct
crewe~e in s.'linitv I IDeliel, 1•R)7 . I, goo .WU.CoI

SUMMAkRY AND CO(NCLUISIONS

~30

In ho~w salinities (,0-45 percent sea water), soiiuln, 0 ,•-_.
liotassiunm, and calciuml ion concew~rmtions in the hhbloo WINTER .
of I Iremig rapsus %% ere sho %% i to be con s i der;, IIy It %lper" ?'00"-

tonic to the media. fit high salinities, ion regul ation W,

becanme less eff'ective and concentrations applroachedl
isotonicity, 13id• concentration of mlagnesiunm was

found to be regulated ait a precise hypotonic level., ooa2proximately one-third that of the medium /oncen- 612 2 so 75 100 125 so 1175

tration. Seasonal differences iM ability to regulate EDIUM CONCENTRATION (% SEA WATER)

sodi0m and potassium were not consistent, whereas Fig. 7. Coater content rf mucle and b loodl of %inter
calcium ion concentrat2ions in the blood in 1o, dini ao In tr and,'mmer Ifi'minratpsus nudu.a as a functIn (i %aliotn

ties are higher in winter, and this suggests thWA t aIn- it Each t prnt rs ttle mean vallu of twenty na tur,-
ter animals are more eflectve regtlators of this ion. wents aftar expomuts for 7f hourg to 72 h exourisental
Concentrations of magnesium in the the e alueost lity

L t m at o f Ir 72 hurs to
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identical, seasonally. Ilvypertonic regulation of ~o- cations are hypotonic to medium concentrati~oi., v ..
di urn. poita ssium, andi calciumn ions was shown to be ininor excep~tions~.
priniarily effected by extra-renal processes. The prin Muscle chi' ride is maintained at a relatively con-
Cilial Site m1ay reside in the lamellar epitheliuni oi the stant level, hvi.otonic to the blood as well as to the
gills. The major function oIf die aiioennary glandls is experiniental saliniities.
the miainteiiance (If blodl nmagnesiunm, and there is Changes in muscle water with reslpect to experi-
hi nited hypotonic regulation of sodi~uni and calcium mental salinity changes suggest a movement o~f water
ions5 iii high-salinity media by excretion of these ions between blendx and muscle, but the maintenance of a
in the urine. In (diluite .4alinities. there is active re- constant blood( water content would indicate changes
ab sorpl t ion (If p otassi um iw(11 in the kidney tubules in in filItrat ion rate of the antennary gland.
lie %kiniter. cointribhut ing to the mla inteniance of pots-

sium hypertonicitv to the rneda. It is suggested that LITE'RATURE CITED)
the hypotonic regulation of blood magnesium ion con- I)EIINEL, P1. A., 1962. Aspects of osmoregulation in
centration is necessar 'y to facilitate neuromiuscular im- two species of intertidal crabs. Biol. Bull., 1?2:208-227.
plulse trainsmission. and appears to lie a characteristic DEHNEL, P. A., 1966. Chloride reglilation in the crab,
feature of ion regulation in active (lecapod Crustacea. Hemigrapsus nudus. Pliysiol. Zool., 39:259-265.

DEHNEL, P. A., 1967. Ion regulation in the muscle ofMlood chloride regulation is a predominant feature an estuarine crab. lfem'ý(7ratsus nudus. (Manuscript)
of ionic regulation in these estuarine crabs, but the DEHN'EL, P1. A.. and T. H. CAREFOOT, 1965. Ion

dlegree toi whlich chloride is regulated is not so great regulation in two species of intertidal crabs. Comp5.

regulation curves, ait ltK percent sea water and below, DEt-INEL, P. A., and D. STONE, 1964. Osnioregula-
tory role of tk, antennary gland in two slpecces of

are nlot ais flat as tliwse for sodium. estuarine crabs. Biol. Bull., 120:354-371!
Major gradlienits are miaintained between -..uscle LOCKWOOD. A. P. M.. 1%62. The osi~ioregulation of

cationis an(] the blood. Blood sodium and calciun are Cruftacea. biol. Rev., 37:257-305.
higer hantha oftheniucle an muclePOTTS;, W. T. W., and G. PARRY, 1964. Osmotii and

higer hanIlit o te nu~ce, nd iuslepotassium itnic requlatst," in animals. Pergarnon Press, Oxford,
:tnd mlagnesium iare hiigher than the 1)1(1(1. All muscle England.
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Physiological Response of Estuarine Animals from Different Latitudes

EARL SEGAL

D~epartment of Biology, ,San Fermnando Valley .State C ollege, Xorfllidqcg. C alifornia

Studies concerned with latitudinal physiological In the present paper I shiall survey the feN per-
variation in marine animal populations of the same tinient studies compiaring various physiological re-
or closely related species have been numerous and S)otilses of brackish-water anid estuarine pupuhdtions
instructive. Discourse, both original and review, is froni differenit latitudes. Then I shiall comment upon
available in Scholander et al. ( 1953), P'rosser (1955). the initerpretations of these data relative to the geno-
Bullock ( 1955. 1958), Segal (,1961 ). Vernherg (1902), typic or phenotypic basis for thle observed dlifferenlces.
Kinne (1963), l trecht et al. (1955), and Precht Lastly, I shall attemplt to relate these data to the cur-
(1958). rcit tljcorics concerning the penetration of brackisli

If we now move out of the strictly marine realm waters by marine species and the plenetrationl of fresh
andl search for stil(ies concerned with latitudinal waters by brackish-water species.
physiological variation in brackish-water or estuarine LATITUD)INAL. VARIA\TION
popuiations of the same or closely related species, we
find that little work has been carried out in this area. As I have previously indicated, a signiticant bod.N
Smith ( 1959) and Kinne ( 1964) summarize the avail- of work conmes fromt the laboratory of Carl Schlieper
qWP~ ?itorniation m&thin reviews more generally conl- at Kiel ( Schlieper, 1957). Selilieper and his co-
cerned with thle physiology of brackish-water animals, workers have heen studying the North Sea (30 %
In original and comprehensive programs onl the subl- and western Baltic Sea (15 ¶)formis of tile mutssel.
ject. one namne stands out-that of Carl Schlieper Mytilzss M'ul is, and the startcishi, Astcrias riibens. FlThe
(see Remiane andI Schlieper, 1958, for a complete western Baltic, or low-salinity, forms of Aslcria~s
bibliography oif thle earlier wvork from Schlieper's rubens are smaller, have a softer, moore weakly sclero-
laboratory). It is Seblieper's contention that the sub- tized integument, more Slowix' developing gonlads, at
ject imatter of the piresenlt paper is the miain piroblem higher rate of tissue metabolism. and a longer latent
to Ile anialyzed in the field of brackish-water physi- perioid and longer turning-over timie when displaced
ology. It is froni the study of brackishi-water ai'( fromi their niornial position . Jlvtilus edulis. which is
es~tuarine p~opulationis that we' will gain insights into more euryvhalint! than Asicrias rubt'ns, siniilarly shiows
tlie quest ion of the miiigrat ion tif spiecies froii niar ine '.arion,~ Iphysiollogical differenccs iii thle low - and hiighi-
to brackish wateL s and from birackishi to fresh watters. sailine populatioins. TIhe western Baltic formis have
NWhether oine agi ees wvith Schlieper or not, it is ain a higher gill respiration. regartdless (if the temipera-
area (if stiifl y whichi hla I'-en t:idllv pt'Melct't. ture anld condition of the gonads. slowver heart heat,

\%hy% has it 1been neglected ? D~istance is readlily reduced ciliary activity, and at lowered resistance to
reco gniiized ais a fiortiiidabile deter rent. I111t dista~nce heat.
is eqiualhv foirmidable if one is stutdying strictly ma- Wh'len North Sea .M 3filius edulis were transferred
r i e popilul at iotis, and stich studieis art' certa inly iot at from 30 ~,, to 151~, , thile ox\Kell conSutil~l t ionl of thle
a loss for cointribiutors. Th'le answer mutst lie- ill the gill tissuec rose qtuickly anld reached thle level of the
ainal * ysis tine tmust utndertake iii ai attempl t to inter- B al tic fo rnis it] foiur toi seyt ii weeks. When thle 1Bal tic
p ret tile resposn se i f estua ritne orgati i sins in terms of ani iiial s wet.re transfer retd iro I.;11 %, to 30 s,,,there
thicir cmit iri n tent. The nit'il t fund amtental difference was at reducttion in gill respiration. Schl iepeir has
I K't " cul li ith Iit inIC anti IO W laiti tude seas is tem - conc'ludetd t hat thle lh\iv loi gcal diff~erences shown lb\
I irait ur'. .\, K ilui ( 1903) has co ntl uded. manl% of tile two I iol iilat it ns at nemiither hiered ita ry nor di1:
lie Ipetrt inent repos rt s conmpa ring tile 1physiology of rectly dependttentOit tilte lowCe Oi tiii L C Cto li t~oht iou
mi ar ine popu ilat io ns fronlit di f~eretit laititudles stress that of thle an inial s in thle Balt ic Sea. Ile bel ie es there
ternlivrattire apipiars to ble actitng as atl ecological has be'eni a leiigthiy prcs of adaptation to tile lower
ttaste'r factor. htrat'kish-watcr and iii particular es- salinity of the Baltic. F'urthter tests are under wvay to
tua rinte popiula tionits. till the oither hand, are li viiig ill determini te whet her t he Notrth Sea antI Bailtic Sea
a 1 c ing temiliciat ore-salinity e'vi ironmtlent so coin - popI iulattionts dii. iii fact, replresenit phyicsioilogical races
I dcx that taitan v f the expei(rt s in dile tield tof estuar inte (St-hIi eper personal coimimun icat ion )..- steriims ru -
resea rch cannio t ciolmit to Clninii itail~greemenctt as til benis, .Ivi siiis i'didis, anth a thi ird species. the anettitme.
what ail estuary is and %%hfat an estuary is not. It is .ilcrolum, s'itiii' are undter inve'stigatioin ill terims ot
not Aondtter that thle ecolo gical I Yiio tlo gi st has -,)tied thlidr cellular respionses tto heat, cold, va ry ing sal ini -
away fromi this area of study, ties, antd varying piressures. Iii atddition, t~hese work-
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TFable 1. Comtparisont of blood concentration (as percent W.ea Wvter) of (yailhura polila from Pocasset

River, la~ssachutsetts, and Silver GlIen Springs, Florida.

I'oasset River, \lass. Silver Glen Springs. Fla. *

[hoodBlood

Medliumt tration IletFl'un trationP
iercentt percent Standard (perceiit ja'rcent Standard

water) water) ationl No. water) wsater) attoit No.

DsiedH0 59.4 3.90 9Distilled H,0 29.1 2.78 4 W0
1.51 .59.2 4.53 9 - - - -

1L5 64.0 3.97 10 - - 27
- - -. - 30 5. 27s 3 -

3.5 64.8 3.59 11 3. 5' 57.6 1.92 6 .01
24.0 67.0) 2.76 10 25.5 62.8 5.10 4 N.S.
o7,0 72.8 1.90 10 530 71.4 1.59 6 N. S.
73.0 72.0 0.77 10 75.5 82.1 4.44 5 .01

104.0 104.0 1.73 10 96.5 100.8 3.75 5 IN. S.
!30.0 128.11) 4.03 8 123.5 123.7 4.63 5 N.S.
15.5.0 1.53.6 3.02 11 --- - - -

Experimeuntal temperature -Rs 22* C.; blood samples taken after 48 hours at the various ýalinities; 100 percent sea water =32.00 o/-
aRiver water.
bSpring wator.

P' = significai 'e of difference hetw-ns means.
NS. -- no signif -cc.

er are subjecting the pop~ulatiotns of each of these two subspecies. However, shte is well aware that
sp~ecies to dlifferent stresses, and recording the time breeding tests are very m.ucht needed.
nteedled for a coimplete adaptation or readaptation. Segal and Burbanck ( 1963) carried out a series of

III anl earlier study Beliaev and Ihirstein ( 1944). studies onf ("yathura polita, a ubiquitous amphipod
comptlaredl the osmocottcentration of the body fluids of inhabiting estuaries and tidal marshes from Maine to
tlte atuldihilod. LDikcrogainpwrits Itaemoobaphecs, front Louisiana. The range of tenmperature and salinity
the Volga River and the Caspian Sea at at commnon condlitions under which C. polita can live (.0.5
temtperature. T1he Volgra population showed a higher to 17 % salinity with a temperature variation of
level of regulatiton ir. dilute miedia and a shift in the about 2* to .23* C. in the Pocasset River on Cape
poitit of isotonicitY. These authors have concluded Cod, Nl'SassChtISettS, to a virtual thermo- and chenio- --

thtat their populations belong to dlifferent phlysiological stat of approximately I ýý salinity aIndl 21-23* C. in
races, allthow:it a test of this nypothesis has never Silver (;left Sprinigs, Florida) nivans that the osmo-
been carried out, regulatory clentands placed upon each population are

Landers and IToner ( 1962) studied the righting quite different.
reflexes, at various temperatures and salinities, of a When individuals fromn both populations are tested
loptlatiibtiti of the lol ' vlat, Styvohit~s elliptiicis, living over a series of salinities at at temperature conills'.a
in MIilford H aven. Connecticut. Earlier", 1'earse and to both at thle ltime of collection, it is clear that each
W\harton k1938) had carriedl ott a similar study onl population regulates at a different level, particularly
aI popuilatitna of thle santle Species living at Apalachi- at 50 ptercentt sea water and below ( Table I and Fig.
cola Bay. Floridai. Comtparing the results of tile two I it. Further, although there is no significant differ-
popollattit~s revealedl thtat, ait the sante temtperatures. enice in tlte level Of osntfoegUlilt ion in these poltulat-
locomiotiont rates of C.onnecticut wormns were consist- titmns inl thteir natural miedia ( lPocasset anintals if]
ently faster thant tltose of l'loritlt woritus. Landers river wyater at low- tidle, 1.5 percent sea water: Silver
aind ']oiter suggest thtat eacht group was working with (;left Springs anintals in 3.5 percent sea water), there
a dlifferent physiological race. Their conclutsions. in is aI striking difference in salinities below 3.5 percent
11tty opinion, are not w~trraitted ott the nieager data sea water. The osmioregulatorv ability of Silver Glen
available. Springs antimtals breaks down below 3.5 percent sea

FThe ttxvgen contsumplltioni of I ca pugilator front water, whtile lPocasset anintals c..;a regulate for at
Wootds IHole, Massachttsetts. and Florida was studlied least a week in distilled water. Thle populations also
by v 1)6'itus~ v 19l57). Tile Woods Hole animals (liffer in their osntoregulatorY behavior at low tent- k
sin wed obv iotusly faster 0,), coitsutpt i o at I .4 * C. petratttre antI tltis will be dealt with in more dletail
but: not at 15' C. The ditferetices between the popti. shotrtly. At itntermtediate attd hight salini~ic-I and at A
latituis wvere ittt ablsished after eight weeks ait a1 coot- interimediate temtperatures C . polita from both Iocali-
mion teittperature. The populationis also differ inl ties behave as typical braekislt-wvater anintals-hvper-
color. I himetisy believe, these dhifferences between osmtotic in diflue media and essentially isoosnuotic in
the populatiuohm iight warrant thteir septaration into itore contcetttrated media.

____ ~ .. . .

.
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16-and Balt ic Sear hear this out. Reciprocal t ran sjilanta -
tion of mussels between tile two areas eliminates the
dirfferenices iii oxygen conlsumtittont between the two
poplatiitons. In oither words. a pihenotyp ic acclima -
tion wvas responsible for the initial dlifferenice. since

120 the physiological acti vity w'as revenrmiblc with trans-
/plantaton. It seenils, then, that unless we can show

.10FLRD that a phlysiologicail difference is not phenotypic we
0 - sho uld lie cantious in inviok inrg phys iological races.
z Ipart icularly when nort in formiat ion is pu rely desc rip-

U so- MAS t i e a!tlou gh of a r divsiological nature.

'722- C, 46 HOURS PENETRATION
~ 6O~.-~Related to the prolileni of physiological variation in

LL latitudinally sepiarated p~opulations of species is the
- 4o( uestioin of w~hether p~enetration of brackish wvaters by

o m ~ 'narine species and penetration of fresh water by
20 brackish-wtater species is nmore likely or would be

easier wh-enl thle teinilrature is high than wh'len it is
low-thuts ait the lAer as conipared with the higher

5 25 50 75 im 125 150 latitudes. Whether onl experinmental or on purely

MEDUM % S W)philosophical grounds, numierous authors have agreed
Fig. 1. Ikelation between bloodt concentration and con- with the dicruni of %-on Martens (1858) that migra-

Crrfw f 11lJCf1A -1 A' ill P 0t)ita from tiont front the sea occurred in tropical regions where
massachusetts and Floridra(S-ega! and Burbanick, 1963). the tenmperature of rivers and seas is necarly unli-

foin i and generally warm. The conmparative richiniess
In all the studies cited, the latitudinally sepiarated of the fauna of tropical arid suhi~ropicaletarea

populations differ in one or more physiological activi- comipared with teimperate and northern estuaries, sug-
ties. Except for Scblieper's studies in the western gests that the invasion of estuaries is easier in warin

Baltic arid North Sea where the obvious nmain differ- waters.
ence in the environment is salinity. there is no single Sege rst rs-.i le ( 1949, 19,50, lists a nuniber of sp~ecies
comminon deiiorniniator operating as aI function of thle "shtich are iot found in fresh wvater in the Baltic re-
difference in latitude. Although tenmperature, over gion. althinughi these species has e freshwater "races"
short or long terni, is a primie suspect because of its farther south. Nlife 11940i. comparing the penletra-
impact onl physiological v'ariai~tion inl marine formns, it titin (if the saime species viltoria Iitttorea(, Patefllai

is niiost dloubtful that pvi Iz- varimitkn between Vid/l/iuai. Jiahtiois: balampi'd.'j; ;v'i various estuari"' in

.~ur:, r lo~ml 1, t~ 1,ovul-0 ti,ý . .ISC(l f)i'v Fran)Ce and FEngland Ii Lat. 43 ~-,7*N ). fournd a
a single environnmental parameter. Thle estuarine or greater penetration of. poprrLni. ., of thle sante splecies,
brackish-water environmient is too Comiplex and thle iii French estuaries . Thlis uigg .,!>s a tetriltrature ei-

present stage of our knowledge tilon meager to permit feet, hut since iio salinity data art given, tile situation
agenct-alization. ow-r its furrt her stud y. I'dunimka r 1 19.51 )accepts the

(tn the has is oftione or muore pihiysiological dIiffer- thles is t hat petiet rat io in s tnore Ii kcls itt the %4a nier
ences in latitudinally separated lirloulat ionls, nranv on parts tif the ran,!(- oii a spvecies or in a spe-cies living

the workers cited have concluded that tile populations in w~arnier wateri and suggests tha~t it nias hue corr'-

the%- dealt wvith were 'phy siolt gical race.%" of eachI lated withi iinirera-ed o~ninort-grlator.% altil i t at higher

splt' ics. Poi stulation it(tif pihiysiob tgieal races assumtes a tenleriIu atu rvs.
genietic dif ferenice bet ceni Ipt i ulat it is. AlIthloutgh it Stuit (lie, iii si Iicl thle o rgani isnis la e beeni a skedl a
is trite that phrvsitiltigeal raceS Canl(1 on )[ly oi aiXmurt specificC Jur!,ti.n rini the I~lx~iitirat, ry have led to ton -

th ro ughi thle iplerat io tot if en vi ro rniental f actor s. it iit i rig rt'stlt s. i Do * %tint tsrii iregirlate at aI higher

tdoeKs riot autoiutiaical l% follItow that estua rinre ir brack- I esel t ir at Itmsser s.ml iiit ies %%[lient thle teliiitratu re is

isit-water populat inns, which are piroduct s of di scon - hiighi tir %,,lien it il i Il%%
nt inus arid vvidelv d iviergent ecoilogical coniditio n,., Smitorha 1 19;1)S i iiieasurred tile chloitlarie -regulatirig

are nmecessarily genetically uliffererit-at least riot with- a(itof tie pioliciiarte.t'cres drvrsi-oo fromt %ix
iut soitile aidequate rc ~ts. Smiith 1i 19)59 1 has iii cnt 1.%ei I'MIlan t~ner Itua lit ic'. 'I lie an rnuals, regitlated over a1

thisi problem at length. hie feel% that one mrust not range iof al in itic it ri nt anw itt 6 '.. tot I '., C I f 1 - 4

insh ask tire righit q~uest itons of ,rganiimsis but rule Sea %%atrcr ). Ner.is frim mi nir e- di tinn rate habhi tats

tilt acclimoatio nol iheriliniieia liv. thle priper tests anit di id tin fresh ";;teIr ss lii I annrntals fri in water if lowA

Carry tont breedinrg exiiernuten1% oiver at least two d~lnmt lid not tile in irc~h %%a;ter rcgar less% of tile

genierationirs lb'ftire t ine carl clamt t hat lie is deal inrg L~ititi re. I' tnt fr all I m ii tulrtio is tile plateau of C.Iwith recietic~aliy distinct pltv.I% ijlogical races. Schhe- regulatitiri%%.is %cry miuchi at thec sanie level regardless
Iwr's situdies on .ltvhidsi eduis Irirom tile Niorth Sea (of thre torigini ill 1;ic wivinilm. A% Sitith suggests. lie
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may;I not have asked lis animials thle right question.
I however, X. dwersitolor does drop out at 'igher
sal inities in tihe ( ;u1 f of Finiand where tie temipera- - 4
ture is lower than it does tin Panish ;:and British
rivers where the temperature is higher. This is not
to say that D ani~sl and British rivers are tropicail or 620
subitropiical hut ii irely that t hey aire at the up;per end 0'

.%pf thle tem perature gradlienit for the populations that .0-C AS

were studiedl. It is interesting that aI related estuarine
spec~ies, A'. jlininiolai, contains aI lupulation inhabiting 0
the fresh water of Lake Merced in San Francisco(L) 9

(Smith, 19.59), Although Smnith did not study the a
effects of low temperature on chloride regulation in 560
A'. diversicolor fromt thle different parts of its range. - 5- C , 48 HOURSU.
hie (lid ask the questiol, of 'N. Iippipljcoia fromt central 40 4

California estuaries. X. linn ncola was unable to regu-
late volumne or maintain its chloride level at tempera- Q.
tures near zero, It is clear that the question was not
a fair one since the stress was obvious]%. too great.

]In another study. llroekemia ( 1941 ) worked with
the shrimip. Craaqoin crmnflon, oiff the D~utch coast. 5 2 0 ~ :
These animials mligrate into higi, salinity' waters in MEDIUM M% S.W.
wvinter andl brackish waters in summier. In the lahora- Fig. 2. RelAtion between bloot concentrationi and con-
tort, it sceemed that the osntoregulatory capacity was centration of niediuni at Si C. in Coilhuta polita from-
g reater at higher temperatures ( 21 *C. I than at lower Massachusetts and Florida I Segal and Burbanck, 1963).
templeratures 0"C.) in low salinities. More recent
wvork hvy Fljigel (1959). us* a more refined tech- low ? Northern animals front the Pocasset River in
niqjue onl the samne species, (lid not clearly show the Massachusett., shawe& no regulatory impairment over
samne relationship reported b% Broerkenta. a 27" C. range in temperature, although there was a

There is also evidence to suggest that higher tern- temporary interferencte with the regulatory mecia-
peratures could not assist at least somec brackish-water nisns at high temperatures (32' C.) and low salinity
species to move towardls fresh water. This is proh- ) 1.5 and 50) percent sea water). When one compares
ably the case with Gammrtarues duirbeni which in nature the response at low temperature ;5" C.) with that at
has anl (ptinial salinity hetween .5-1.; it, and osmuo- the higher temperaturesm 122" and 32' Ci.) it is clear
regulates at a higher level at lower (7' C.) as corn- that the northern animals show a highter level of
pared with higher (2V C, ) temperatures (Kinne. hvperosmiotic regu!.. . ;9 Si r -ot sea water, the
1952) I 11,mr--'t. 1Lock--iv 'r1931) repo~rt, +hat a ;)roxiolate salin.a 1kvel during high tide in the
in 6.. dievi , :it tenmperature coefficient (if loss and estuary. rhis respionse is sini t.,ar to that obtained by
liptake of sodliumt bears an inverse relationship to Kinne 0 (;ait Gamau. and Riiithropaxopeu~s. In a way.
those found in the freshwater *-lsrllus aqUazici. .S.. .%hfat was more surprising was the respotnse of Pocas.
4aquatieus canl witntain the ph~ysiololgicailly necessary set animials at 5" C. and 125 percent sea water. The
(onctcetratiotis of Na andl CI in fresh water more animals were hypt".sniotic in hypersaline media, thus
readlil v if the temperature is high than if it is low. flattening the curve along its entire length. The

Also, tile brackish waterr crab. Rhaitiropanorsews liar- titeaning andi significance (if hvpoornismtic regulationi is
risti.' lthicli is usuiallyv found tin salinities as low as not Slila ent. W~hether the ntiore effective regulatioll
I ',- ,.shows thle %amne resjrnnse, to teniterature a. at lowi tempilerature antI high salinity can properly lw

(I. dwebeiii. thmt is. %tronger hvpemosmtotic relrulatiint conisideredI a %lead% Atate oitr erelY reflects a transi-
at 7* C. tha't :it ._V C. i Kitine and Rolthauiwo. 1952), tuft peTriol is not kosn

\Utat is ditficult to equate frolnt the data ((ft (". To rrturn to tile point at K-4nd. Pi'igijr 2shw
dweb,-xi is the fact that titt nature this siwme. actu AllY tha-t h'ocasset aillo Silver G;len Springs Cyash.,.a do
is. found itt le's saline waters in thle more southern not respoind in the same wa * to low temperature.
part,. of its r-inge I marine in the Biarents Sea, brack- Silver I ;flln Springs aninals maintain the same level
ishtti inl th Baltic. and fresh water tin Ireland and IFng- of minernsal oi-motic c('ncetitr;tiott at 5' C. as at 20 C~.
land i. T1here is the pois~ibilit%, as sugges!ted by Segr- The differetices betwseen the iwo populations are sta-
straAle. that the freshwvater li;oulations of this species tistiralli significant. Further, the Silver Glen Springs
represent dlistinct lifhys,,iological razes. If so, it makes ainimals were not abtle to regrulate wstoperly at either
thle analsi o Sý(f thle dAt.1 it% Cost 'rnpie. low or high %alunities Averl uhjevted to high temt.

"Vuth thle foregoing coni'liting results in mnind. I pierattttC I32* C'.
asked -T(ashira polufa from 'Ma-machusetts and florida ThuiL. w.e hwa-r I-vo prtnalations of a species front
the %Ante question: Is regulation stronger or weaker radically diverse ecoltigical habitats. One ii frnm the

whenthetemeraureI% lw ad te slinty i alo hghe laitudemi inan stury hat as ntoeneic~y t

11111111 OW --- -
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evt'l adapted to a daily Cyclic s;Llinity regi ine (L.5-50 BtUL.I()CK, T. I1., 1955. Cipiiepi-ation for temperature
percent sea water i ti(l an n at ittytl temett'ratunre change itn tIe me tabolism anid activity of Ioikilothernis. Iifol.

o'Rev,.. 30.311-342.fr r. he other popula- ULLOCK. T. If., 1958. 1 thneostatic mechanisnms in
tion. from the lower latitudes, i, adapted to the rela- marine organisms. lni P'rspectivs in Marine liol,,!yyt-I%-l conlstant sa!initv 03.5 lpercent sea water) and edited by A. A. Buzzati-Tlraverst,: pp1. 199-210. Ui'i,.

teniperature ( C1Y-23 (. )of a natural springs. The Calif. Press, Berkeley. Califi'rnia.
northern population tolerat,' s a wider range of salinityt I )MEUSY. N., 1957. Respiratory ,nctabolismn of tite

fiddler crab Uca piogilat.,r front two different latitudinaland tempt.rature, but osti iiregulates toire efficiently Impulations. Biol. Bull., 113:245-253.
in tire cold, at least in ttirher;ttev diluted and hyper- F:C6EI. II., 1959. Zuni problem der ostnoregulation im
.. l ine media. tropischen brackwasser. Natura'issnschajl,'n, 46"213.

It is clear that -he populations of C. po!ita a;itwered IFRANKENBERG, I)., and V. I). BURBANCK, 1963.
the question asked of thenm. But, as is so often true, A comparison of the physiology and ecology of the

estuarine isopod Cyathura polita in Massachusetts andthe inadeqnjUc of the question is revealed b\ the in- Georgia. Biol. Bull., 12S:81-95.
swer. The differential response of the t'•o popula- KINNE, 0., 1952. Zur biologic und physiologic von
tions must be a reflection of the thermal and salinity Gapprpiarus duebe-ni Lilj. V. Untersuchungen liber
histo.ies of the popllations. It is clear that at least Blutkonzentration, Herzfrequenz and Atmung. Kiel.
the Silver Glen Springs Cyathura could not survive Meeresforsch., 9:134-150.
i fresh water and it is unlikely that peneKINNE. 0., 1963. The effects of temperature and salii-

penetration ity on marine and brackish water animals. I. 'rempera-
woutl occur here. Although they live at almost con- ture. In Oceaitoq. Marine Biol. Ann. Rev., edited by
stantt 3.5 percent sea water, they were unable to osmo- H. Barnes; vol. 1, pp. 301-340. George Allen and Un-
regulate properly at 3 percent sea water, and died win l1d., London.
quickly in distilled water at their own temperature KINNE, 0., 196. The effects of temperature and salit-- ity on marine and britckish water animalF.. II. Salinity(22" C.). The Pocasset River Cyathura, on the basis and temperature-salinity combinations. In Occanog.
of these short-term experiments, might survive in Marine Biol. Ann. Rev., edited by K. Barnes; vol. 2,
fresh water, or at least be on the way to penetration pp. 281-339. George Allen and Unwin Ltd., London.
of fresh water. Those animals (lid maintain the nor- KINNE, 0., and H. W. ROTTHAUWE, 1952. Bi-
ttal gradlient beteen inside and1 out in 1.5 percent ologische beobachtungen Uber (lie Blutkonzentration anrealgradent et\•en isid andout n 1. perent lltrrotanope trindentatus (Maitland) (Ickap.). Kiel.
sea water and in distilled water for at least 48 hours. Meereslorsch., 8:212-217.
It is of interest that Frankenberg and Burbautck LANDERS, W. S., and R. C. TONER, 1962. Survival
(1963) report a population of C. polita in South, and movements of the flatworm, Stylochits ellipticus,
River. Marshfield, Massachusetts. extending as far in different salinities atid temperatures. Biol. Bull., 123:146-153.
as eight miles front the mouth of the river and sub- LOCKWOOD, A. P. M., 1961. Tile urine of Ganottaru.x
jected t, a salinity cycle froin a low of 0.1 percent duebcni and G.' pule.r. J. Exp. Biol., 38:647-658.
(fresh water) to a high of 28.9 percent (close to MARTE.NS, E. voN, 1858. On the occurrence of marine
sea water). Although the authors attach no signifi- animal forms in fresh water. Anri. arid Matq. Nat. Illst.,

1:50-63.cance to it. the South River population shows a MILNE, A., 1940. Sonic ecological aspects of the inler-
higher level of internal osmotic concentration at tidal area of tile estuary of the Aberdeenshire Dee.
lower temperature ( 15-17" C.) than at higher tent- Roy. Soc. Edinburgh, Trans 40:107-139.
perature (27" C.). In addition, a population from PANNIKAR, N. K., 1951. Physiological aspects of adap-

l etation to estuarine conditions. Proc. lido-Pacific Fish-Sapelo Island, Geo rgia, collected in December shows cries Council, 2 (Sees. II and III), Bangkok, Thailand.
a more rapid fall in internal osmotic concentration at PEARSE, A. S., and G. W. WHARTON, 1938. The
lower temperature (1.9" C.) and very low salinities oyster "leech" Styloehius iorinticus P',lombi, associated
(about 1 'C") than did the ,Massachusetts population with oysters on the Coast of Florida. Ecol. Mono-

graphs. 8:605-655.
collected it'iApril. PRECHT, H., 1958. Concepts of the temperature adap-Obvionsly. the entire matter of latitudinal phys\- tation of unchanging reaction systems of cold blooded
ilogical ,,,riation in brackish-water and estuarine animals. In Physiological Adaptation, edited by C. L.
populations needs extended attention. The available P'rosser; pp. 50-78. Am. Physiol. Soc., Washington,

1). C.information, in its meagerness, gives ts little insight IRECHT, H., J. CHRISTOI'HERSEN, and H. HEN-
into the questions that have been posed. It is an area SEL, 1955. "eup,'ratiar und Leben. Springer-Verlag,
of study which would benefit greatly from cooperation Berlin.
of scientists at high- and low-latitude coastal labora- PROSSER, C. L., 1955. Physiological variation in ani-

teof animals mals. Biol. Rev., 30:229-262.tories. e particularly need investigations oREMANE., A., and C. SCHLIEPER, 1958. Die Bi-front tropical and arctic estuaries. ologic des Brackwassers. E. Schweizerbartschc Verlags-
buchhandlung, Stuttgart, Germany.
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Some Future Problems in the Physiological Ecology of Estuarine Animals

F. JOHN VERNBERG

Duke University Marine Laboratory, Beaujort, North Carolina

Studies on the physiology and ecology of estuarine cal organization, such as metabolism of the whole
animals have encompassed a number of different ap- organism or cell. the prime objective is to keep) in
proaches involving various disciplines of biology. A sight the adaptive nature of the response to the suc-
first investigation may be classified as descriptive and cess of the whole organkin.
qualitative; this type of investigation need not be re- 3. A study of all stages of the life cycle to under-
stricted to compiling a checklist of organisms withl stand the influence of the environment.
accompanying ecological or natural histoiy notes, nur 4. The correlati-n of laboratory results with eco-
need it be limited to a description of the physical logical observations. The ph.%sio)ogical capabilities
and chemical characteristics of an estuary, but it may of an aninal under controlled laboratory conditions
include studies on certain physiological parameters might not retlect the ecological distribution of an
of estuarine animals. In addition to descriptive quahi- aninial.
tative studies, a second approach has tbeen quantitative This paper will deal with only a few of the prob-
in nature where an attempt is nmade to estinmate the lems in the physiological ecology of estuarine animals.
amount of a specific ecological factor or to determinie Few environments can equal an estuary in terms of
the rate of a specific physiological function which is the great number of physiological and ecological prob-
associated with the estuarine environment. A third lems that an organism must solve. By its very nature
approach deals with the problem of describing inecha- an estuary is a region of marked change, not only
nismns involved in biological phenomena in estuaries in salinity but iii nmny other biotic and abiotic en-
and formulating conceptual schemes. The need for vironimental factor., such as temperature, moisture,
additional studies using this third method is obvious, food, competition, pollutants, etc. Changes occur
as evidenced by the limited number ot published rapidly over a regular tidai time sequence as well as
studies. The verification of conceptual schemes, how- on an irregular basis, i. e., extraordinary rainfall.
ever, must be based on careful qualitative and quanti- Long-ternm fluctuations ol" environmental factors re-
tative investigations. There is a need, therefore, for suit iront marked seasonal changes. All these changes
all three research methods. profoundly influence the organisms living in an

As problems become more complex a greater need estuary.
for interdisciplinary studies haq resulted in investi- When confronted with marked changes in the en-
gations involving two or more fields. One such by- vironnment, various responses have been shown by
bridization has taken place between ecology and aninmals:
physiology. 1. Some can migrate to a more favorable environ-

The field of physiological ecology is not new; it nient. This migration might be in a vertical direction
dates back to the early work of V. E. Shelford who into the bottonm or toward the surface of the estuary.
first taught a course in Physiological Ecology in the or it might be a horizontal movement out to the ocean
early 1920's. Before t5is date, numerous studies em- or toward fresh water.
phasized thic biological viewpoint, and Davenport 2. Some become inactive. If this is the case. the

1897) summarized many of the pertinent nublished organism might enter a resistant stage, such as a
papers. Since Shelford's early efforts, this field has spore, or withdraw its soft parts, or the animal might
expanded until it is now taught in over 20 schools: become immobilized without any apparent special
the Fcological Society of America recently estab- modifications.
lished a Committee on Physiological Ecology which 3. Some remair• active. To remain active in an
has a nmailing list of over 200 investigators, estuary, organisms may be e;.pected to possess sonie

Studies in physiological ecology of estuarine ani- means of compensating for the stress brought on by
irals involve a number of unstereotyped approaches, the variable environment in an attempt to return to
it is suggested that future studies might include sonie sonme physiological norm.
of the foilowNing points: One of the basic problems in the physiological

1. An ecological survey of species under study to ecolog.' of estuarine animals is to understand the
include both abiotic and biotic factors. mechanisms by which organisms compensate for al-

2. Physiological studies to assess the role of the terations in their environment. This is not a new
environmental complex on the organism. Although problem, nor one restricted to estuarine animals, but
investigations night involve various levels of biologi- rather a persistent one of general biological signifi-
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cance as emphasized earlier by Bullock 1955). Pros- Table I. Resistance adaptation of Plgarnu loxgi-
se, (1955). Precht ( 1958). Vernberg (1962)), and carpus. Each value listed is based on a median taken
others. front all animals under experiment (From Schneider

TI'e influence of a changing environmcnt ýin an and Vernberg. unpublished observation).
organism may be discussed under two general types - - .. .. 4
of adaptations according to the terminology of Precht Survival alter tern-
(1958;: resistance adaptation and capacity adapta- Acclimation perature change
tion. Resistance adaptation is concerned with adap- Tempera- Tempera- Duration
tive changes to extreme conditions, while capacity lure Duratiom ture (in
adaptation refers to adaptive responses to the normal Group %in iC.) (in days) (in 'C.) minutes)
range of an environmental factor.

Before discussing these two types of adaptations it 1 10 82 32 41
would be well to distinguish between phenotypic and 3 20 73 34 641

genotypic variation. It is extremely important to dif- 4 Is - 34 16
ierentiate between a response which is the result of
environmental conditioning and is labile, and a re-
sponse which is genetically fixed. similar -elationship in an estuarine hermit crab

When a given function of an organism is measured, (Tallc
the response is most frequently the result of a com- £he ab ,'.v to shift survival limits with changing

plex polygenic system which reflects the adaptive environment?' temperatures would have great adap-
state of the organism to a given set of conditions. tive value to a" organism, but information on the
This response may be called a phenotypic exprcssion rate of change .;, survival limits with fluctuating en-
Under slightly different experimental conditions the vironniental temiperatures is needed. The speed with
same organism may give a differeiit response-a sec- which an oiganisn; car compensate for rapid tem-
ond phenotypic expression--and in this manner a perature changes would have as much biological sig-
number of different responses way be obtained. There nificance as the long-term (seasonal) shift in survival
are limits, however, beyond which the resp(ase of limits. This is not an easy problem to study as the
the organism does not change appreci:,bly with ex- rate of change in limits would depend on which por-
perimental manipulation. These upper and lower tion of the thermal gradient is being studied and the
limits delineate the genotypic boandaries of expres- amount of temperature change to which the organism
sion while between them various phenotypic ecpres- is being subjected. Preliminary work by Schneider
sions are possible. This distinction must be consid- and Vernberg (unpublished observation) on Pagurn
ered especially when making intra or mnterspecific longicarpus has demonstrated that shifts in thermal
comparisons. Dissimilarities might be various pheno- limits take place within three hours. A greater dif-
typic expressions of overlapping genotypic limits, and ference in response occurs in animals originally ac-
hence, observed differences would not reflect basic climated to 15" C. than forms acclimated to 5" C.
diiierences, when the environmental temperature was raised 5" C.,

It is not simple to determine experimentally the 10* C., or 15* C. above the origin•al acclimation tern-
degree of phenotypic and genotypic variation. Two perature. High lethal temperature limits did not ap-
methods are used: (1) acclimating animals to various pear to be Jianged appreciably in animals acclimated
environmental conditions; and (2) rearing animals to temperatures lower than 15" C. Comparativ- - ud-
undler controlled conditions. ies of these problems insolving animals from different

For a more detailed discussion of these points con- estuarine habitats undoubtedly would help explain
suit Precht (1958), Prosser (1955), and Waddington animal distribution in an estuary.
(1957). other variables influencing thermal limits which

have received attention are discussed below.
RESISTANCE ADAPTATION

STARVATION
The lethal effect of an environmental factor is ex-

lressed in terms of the duration of exposure and of Specimens of the intertidal zone isopod, Ligia
inensity. The actual lethal point of an organism is exotica, which had been fed, survived high tempera-
subject to a number oi variables and must be de- tures longer than animals starved for two days. Both
scribed in terms of the experimental conditions. The of these groups survived longer than animals starved
lethal effect of temperature has been studied in some for seven days (Vernberg, Segal, and Schneider, in
.tail ( Fry, 1957, 1958). Working on freshwater preparation).

fish. F-ry 1957) hias clearly shown that one impsor-
SIZE A~ND SFXtant exl)erimental variable is the thermal history of

an organism. Animals that were maintained at higher Larger Ligia exotica survived low temperatures
temperatures survived elevated temperatures better longer than medium-sized or small individuals. This
than animals acclimated to lower temperatures. Data trend is reversed when considering the response of
from recent studies on Pagurus longicarpus (Schnei- newly hatched young who are very resistant to ex-
der and Vernberg. unpublished observation) show a treme high temperatures. Interestingly, the grpviti
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female is more thermal-resistant than either non. from different latitudes. In one genus, Uca (fiddler
gravid females or males (Vernberg, Segal, and crabs), differernt patterns of acclimation have been
Schneider, unpublished observations), reported for ;'dult and larval stages of tropical and

temperate zone specis. Not only does the pattern
PARASITISM vary throughout the life cycle of a species, but dif-

Estuarine intertidal zone snails, Vassarius obsoleta, ferent patterns are observed in the five tissues studied
parasitized wtit larval trematodes were less resistant ( Vernberg and Vernberg, 19(W).
to high temperatures than non-parasitized individuals Some studies on the whole organism have demon-
(Vernberg and Vernberg, 1963). strated marked capabilities of organisms to compen-

sate for environmental stress. Investigations are
LATIIUDINALLY SEPARATED POPUCLATZONS needed to elucidate the intra-organismic mechanisms

Population samples of Ligia exotica from Galves- responsible for adaptation.
ton, Texas, treated in the same manner as animals of Finally, the -ate of acclimation to various environ-
the same species from Beaufort, North Carolina, sur- mental factors needs to be accurately described for
vived high temperatures better (Vernberg, Segal. and estuarine species. Do intertidal species acclimate at
Schneider, in preparation). the saine rate or to the same degree as do deepwater

There is a great need for detailed studies of the forms? What role does rate of acclimation have in
influence of eivironmental factors on the physiologi- interspecific competition ? These are only a few ques-
cal ecology of estuarine forms. As indicated for tern- tions which need to be explored.
perature, mary variables must be considered to assess MULTIPLE 'ACTORS

the role of any factor in limiting an animal's distribu-
tion. The methodology for comprehensive studies is Another problem related to the physiological ecol-

now availabe, and it is hoped that the studies v'ili ogy of estuarine animals which needs further study

be undertaken soon. is the interaction of multiple environmental factors.

Another problem in the field of physiological ecol- A considerable amount of lit -ature is accumulating

ogy which warrants additional study deals with the concerning the influe'-ce of a single factor on an or-
investigation of the relationfhip of J.- response of ganism: it is obvious that ir nature a complex of

the whol- organism and the response of its component factors is operative on an organism. A second vari-

tissues. The analysis of surviving tissue pieces can able may markedly influence the response observed
be of great value as the levels of resistance to su-h when ý. single factor is studied (McLeese, 1956).
environmental factors as temperature and salinity of The second factor iav increase or decrease the sur-
an animal may he largely based on the local qualities viial of an organism, or it may have no apparent

in the cells. This approach is illustrated by studier effect. Two factors may interact to produce an effect

on the response of isolated pieces of gill tissue of which is not -qual to the sum of either factor acting

molluscs from oceanic and estuarint wate-s. rhe ctlia independently. The complexities of experimental de-

of gill tissue from intertidal zone species. Crasrostrea sign and cf ;nt-rpretation of data are greatly in-

virginica and Modioltis aemissus, coitinued active at creased when three or wore factors are to be studied;
higher temperatures and lower salinity th,-i the •-ib- *he t ichnica;. adlances in instrumentation and com-

littoral species, Acquipecten irradians. These results puter analyses are beginning to make this approach
correlated well with the response of the whole orgar:- feasUle, but expensive. It should be emphasized that

ism. Interestingly, the response of the intertidal zone these studies nced to obherve the influence of both ex-

forms, but not that of the sca!lop., cotld be shiite; posure tI- a given constant complex of factors and,

markedly by acclimation (Vernberg et al., 1963). perhaps of more importance, exposure to regulated

Schlieper ct al. (1960) found that gill tissue of deep b hut fluctuating factors. There is some evidence that

(100 m) water species were less tolerant of tempera- the response of animals under fluctuating conditions

lure and salinity chang- than _.pe, es I-muil ;n th. is much diffeient froi response under exposure to

intertidal zone or to a depth of one meter. constant conditions (Heath, 1963). Fluctuation of en-

vironmental factors is a characteristic of the estuarine
A- CAPACITY ADAPTATION habitat and the speed with which an organism can

lMany excellent examples of capaci:v ad•ptalions adjust to its total environmevt is importa .t to its

are presented in Dr. Kinne's paper (elsewhere in this survival

volume), and on!y a few additional points need be In addition to these problems, numerous other lines

made. of iiivestigat;hn nted adtive study. A few are listed

Both Pre4ht (1958) atid Prosser (1958) have pro- and briefly described oelow:

posed a rlasification of patterns of acclimation. There CORRELA- .OY Oi THE RESMASES OF

is a need to applfy these methods to studies involvilig OtEANIC AND ESTUARINE POPULATIONS
estuarine organisms in order to determine whether

the types vary in a systematic way with the dis- This problerm Oeals with two groups of animals"

tribution oi animals. Distribution in this case is not those that spend a portion of their life cycle in eitl-er

restricted to organisms found in various parts of one an estuary or the open ocean, and those found almost

distinct estuary, hut includes a comparison of animals exclusively in either an estuary or the oiler wean.

J&
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Some Problems Facing the Ecologist Concerning Races and Subspecies of
Brackish-Water Animals

BENT J. MUUS
Danish Institute for Fisheries and Marine Research, Charlottenlund, IPenr,;ark

Many biologists deal with what Hiedgpeth (1957) placed iln baskets near the entrance, had all disap.
cal!s "the anatomy of ecology". They plerform faunis- peared. As I saw no reason why only cockles froin
tic surveys, study the composition of animal comn- low salinities should be able to crawl out of wire
m'zinities, and make standing crop investigations on baskets, we made sonic adlditional experiments in the
a broad scale. Sooner or later they usually have to laboratory. We 11ow found that cockles from nieso-
rely upon specialists when identifying the often vast haline habitats escaped using bysstis threads while
collections of animals sorted out of the samples. Also, cockles~ froni polvhialine habitats have no byssus gland.
physiologists often depend on other people's identifi- My assistant, Hiipner Petersen, tackled the problem
cations of animals used for experiments. It is rea- and finally demonstrated that (ardium~ edule is not
sonable to apply for help to the taxonomiists-one can- one but two closely related species ( Petersen, 1958)
not cover all fiehis-and, inl Europe, at least, the ( Fig. I
estuarine fauna has been the object of so many conm- Manl% papers have been written abo~ut tile growth.
prehensive investigations (luring the last 80 years or oxygen consumption, filtering abilities, feeding, etc.
so that one feels justified in assuming that at least of thle cockle. Much of the literature on C. edule has
the predominant benthic animals are well defined as now lost a great (deal of its value as it is often inii-

species. possible to tell exactly which of the two species is
I have been working miainly' with thle ecology of the treatedl. All that call he said with certainty is that

Danish brackish-water fauna of quite shallow water. cockles from polvhialine marine habitats are identical
It has been myv experience that, even in northern with C. edide, and that the Baltic seems to hold only
Europe, which is supposedly the most thoroughly in- one splecies, C. laynarcki. But all transitional areas.
vestigated region of the world, one has to be ex- as found in the Danish Belt Sea and the great delta

4; treniely careful when identifying collections, because districts of Holland or thle estuaries of England. are
V the assumption that abundan. animals are well defined lieyto hold both speces.

as species is not always true. Tile hydrobies are another grotip (If aninials exs
In order to convince skeptics that this is not miere tremoely abundant in estuaries ao. lagoons. Looking

talk. I can mention somle examp~les. partly from my through a collection (of hydrobies, ogle is struck imi-
own experience and partly froml recent literature, re- mediatel y th'tie amazing variation of shell form. A
stricting myself to abundant and well-known animals, review of literature reveals that onily Ilvdrobia idv-ac

and 11. ventrosa are recognized in the brackish waters
RECFNT REVXISIONS IN THlE MOL.IU1SCA v qrithetn Furope (Kru~l. 1935: Ankel. 1962). Inl
Tile coninoloi E~uropean cockle, Lardium edule, is spite of thle copious literature oil these two species. I

a wide-spread, shal low -water species along all Euro- recently exiteriencet! great ditficulty identifyigacr
pean coasts, ranging from the Illack Sea andl thle tamn part of nol 'ylvdrebia collections. Finally, I madle
Mediterranean to northern Europe. In D~anish waters anl outline tdrausing of each shell, crus~hed it. investi-
about 2'fX specimens per square nicter are otften found. gated the raduia and genitalia. andI found that all nll

A few years ago I performned someC growth experi- nmaterial fell into three distinct groups, two compris
Inlents, nmarking cockles in various parts (If D~anish ing tile "Old"1 species 11. uh-ae andl 11. veCigrosa. and a
estuaries and placing them inl open wire baskets dug third species apparently undescribed ( Fig. 2). 1 have
down in shallow water. To plrevenit the cockles fronm nanited it HI. ncyQeehi ( Mums. 1963 i--and neglected it
escaping, tile edges of tile baskets sso-re 10 cill above inust have been bly several dozens (If students, as tilte
the sea floor. I lilteilded to dlemlonstrate tile diftferent sipecies is hardly% endlemic to Denmnark, %%here I base
growth co~ndtitons. but dlid not succeed for a peculihar found it at numlerou~s pllaces in numtber% upl to 3,(MI
reason. A niontlht later all the cock les bad escaped ptr square mleter. It has for years. Ito doubt. beeti
front the inner baskets Illacedl at low salinities. Only confusted %%itll both HI. uh'ac and H!. ventroxa, and it
Cve st('w escalMKl from baskets pla~ced near the en- has contr~ibutedl considerabl '% to thle enotrmlous shell

trance oIf tile estuary where the salinity wa-:s approxi- variation lxmstttlated for these sngails. All three spe
niatelv 24 '.._ In control experimenots, cockles which cies have different, though merlappin,ig areas ofI tli
had becen dug up inl the iimter parts ot the estuary and t rilmit im and belh;avior.I 558
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stricted exclusively to mesobaline localities iii the~
inner parts of bays and estuaries at salinities of
4-21 %,. In the polyhalinc zone it is replaced by its
close relatives. N. -virens and N. succinea.

The family Nereidae forms a very uniform group.
Among the important characteristics used for identi-
fication of the species is the denticulation of the pro-
hoscis. On the outstretched, turned proboscis are

6 seen some zones armed with chit;nous denticles .and
"paragn;aths, the number and pattern of which have
taxonomic value (Fig. 3). During the identification
of my large quantitative collections from various
Danish estuaries, I noticed that the paragnath num-
her of the different zones varies a good deal, hut that
this variation remains within different ranges at dif-
ferent localities.

A look at histograms (Fig. 4) showing numerical
variation of paragnaths of animals from different lo-

A e C calities shows the peaks being displaced in relation

Fig. 2. Head, penis, shell, anul central tooth of radula to each other; the bases, however, overlap. One gets
in: the clear understanding that the paragnath pattern in

A-HIfydrobia ula; (Pennant). X. di.'ersicolor is not stable, and that this polvchacte
B-/I. ventro)sa (Montagu). forms local tribes or races. On account of the far
C-4I. feglecta Muus. more stable paragnath pattern known from other

nereids, the variation found in Nereis dihersicolor is
Warwick, in Edinburgh (1952), discovered that the such that a traditional taxonomist would probablv

famous hydrobiid snail Potamopyrgus jenkinsi also not hestitate to rank the two extremes as two species.
occurs in three different strains which probably are The osmoregulation of N. Siversicolor has been the
true species. The amazing variability of this "species" object of several interesting investigations, including
in fresh and brackish waters thus seems to be the sum Smith's research (1956) on the chloride regulation of
of shell variation in three different, though very animals from English, Danish, and Finnish localities.
closely related, parthenogenic species. He did not succeed, however, in demonstrating physi-

I have mentioned only three of many different ex- ological races. The differences he found were small.
amples among the molluscs where an apparently great and Smith explained that the better ability to regulate
shell variation turns out to be imperfect perception of chloride found in specimens from marine-dominated
the species. All the animals I have mentioned have (English) localities might be due to their high mor-
played a title role in many doctoral theses and nu- tality during adaptation to low salinities; probably the
merous other papers dealing with ecological or physi- best regulating specimens survived the experimental
ological problems, w-";le the authors were unaware conditions.
that the animals had -- !een properly identified. The high mortality among specimens from marine-
This can be an annoying fact in studies of estuarine dominated habitats is unclear, because N. diversicolor
zoogeography. Zenkevitch (1947) mentions a Car- from Danish mesohaline localities is considered to be
dirn edule-lydrobia ventrosa community in the Sea an extremely hardy animal, not only against sudden
of Azov, but the identity of both species is now open alterations of salinity, hut also against heavy pollu-
to doubt. Ecologists, in particular, should appreciate tion and great fluctuations of temlerature and oxygen
that this is not a mere dispute regarding names, but a
question of recognizing species occupying different
positions in an ecosystem, or their respective position
in different ecosystems,

DOES NEREIS DIVERSICOLOR FORM
LOCAL RACES?

On the subslpcies level also, much taxonomic and
zoogeographical work should be done as a prerequisite
to experimental work.

A prominent member o; the polychaete group may
be taken as an example because it has been the object
of many physiological investigations. The dominating Fig. 3. I'ro(Ascis of .Vcris. The left figures show the
polychaete in Danish brackish-water habitats is Ne- mation used by taxonomistL. The right figure demon.
"rdsi diversijo.dor, often occurring up to about % g'in'. strates the position of paragnaths om the upler si,k- #f
Though this slpcies i% euryhaline, it is, peculi4rly, re- the probodcis of N. dhversicoior.
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tension. Smith pointed out that though a comparative ganimarids have better ch~.nces of dispersal over long
study of chloride regulation after slow adaptation distances than have many other amphipods, they seem
does not point towards the existence of physiological to form local varieties characterized by quantitative
races, other types of responses to environmental fac- differences in setation. GalMmarlis duebeni has de-
tors still remain to be considered. These may reveal %eloped a freshwater race in Ireland (H-ynes, 1954,.
that the isolated populations actually develop geneti- The genus Corophium resembles the genus Gam-
cally founided physiological adaptations. 'narus in that both genera comp~rise species in brack-

My own investigations have shown clearly that ish as well as fresh waters. The rather uniform ap-
Nereis is found in isolated races or entities. The pearance of the Coroplajurn species and their ability
theoretical possibility exists that the variation of the to adjust themselves to a multitude of different habi-
number of paragnaths is due to environmental in- tats in brackish or fresh waters suggest that this
fluence, but it is not likely, because a clear correlation group is in a state of dlevelopment. and that it might
has not been found between the number of paragnaths be worthwhile to look out for races when dealing
and salinity, though there is a cline towards a (Ie- with one of the spccies. Already Chevais ( 1937) h,#,
creasing number of paragnaths going from the North shown through biomtetric studies that Corophium
Sea to Finnish waters. Rearing and interbreeding volutator forms local, isolated races along the French
experiments might clarify the problem. coast.

The pattern of paragnaths is used in taxonomy,CO LUIN
however, because their position and number have beCenUSON
found to be genetically rather stable. In the case of rhough much fundamental experimental work may
Nereis diver~icolor, the local p)aragnath patterns must be carrie d out successfully without bothering too
be taken as the proof of the existence of local isolated much about the exact identity of the species involved.
populations slowly stabilizing their pattern of para- it is advisable to make a reliable identification. and
gnaths. in tif cases of comnparative pihysiology or ecology.

The mature N. diversicolor does not swarm and it is imnperative. Since very few p~rofessional mor-
has no epitokous phase, the larvae are non-pelagic. phologists are engaged with the commonplace animals
and the species does not easily spread over long dis- of brackish waters, taxonomic revisions are left to the
tances. As already mentioned, the spec~es is eury~ia- ecologist,,. Through their field work they are in a
line. It is also eurvtopic. found in :o kinds of bot- better position than most taxonomists to reach a
tonms except in black, stinking mud. It is omnivorous, balanced perception (if species ant' race. Small :nor-
When foodl is scarce, it swallows sand like the A4reni- phological deviations of preserved specimens may
cola species. It devours all sorts of meiobenthia -.m- easily be thought of as being the effect of individual
mals, young Corophium, other amphipods. and worms, variation, but wshen seen in relation to ecological
and is a passionate carrion- feeder. Thus, there is no peculiarities, they may be clearly- recognized as group
obvii~us reason found in its life habits wlav'it should variations. dlemandling a closer stud%.
not thrive well in polyhaline and euhaline habitats. The examples mentioned seem to indlicate that niany

The :iimited occurrence of X. divt-rsicolor is, no cases of sibling species may be found dlisguised under
doubt. duec to .onmpetition with the much greater and farmiliar names, ant] that we need information con-
stronger V. virews which takes up exactly the saime cerning the subspecific variation in cur hiline animals
ecological nicie in the polylialine and euhtaline habi- The study of sp~eciation tin recent dtcadles has.
tats. I !.,ve planned, but have not yet performned. profited much from nt cnonologý and ornitholog). bu..t
'siquar: ri experiments %hich mamv throw light noon apart froni the racial insestiga&tions of coninercialli
thz witure of this competition. important fish. we dit not h-ave a similar itund of

Thus, N~. diversitcolor lives in inolated populations. knowledige about speciation in iatrine anintals.
inwardilv barred off by fresh water andi coasts, out- A~n under..tanding of the sclective forces %whvch are
wardly by its competition with a more potent relative. suppowsed to act in speciation is obtained by combining

No doubt, this type of selective forces plays a role a, kn mwleedge of inorphologs-. variation, and (Iistribu-
in many other euryvalent species. E.coilogical (mini- tion o)f the species with a knouledre ni biological andi
valence as a passive means of defense tin competition physical ens iromunietal factors. The morphology andl
with close, but more steninalent. relatives is known variatitoi of brackish-isater animals are not too well
front Gammanis duwebo-oti. lhiii species is. euryhialine. knovsn. and.- consequntlY, the distribution is also) in-
eurythernial. omnivorous, And endures lorw oxygen ~mipletely know-n.. Among the biological environ-
tensions to such a degree that it is able to occurp- mental factor,. ciinnpetition pla.%s an insporlant part
habitats where it i% left alone by such strong conipeti- and competition Is probably , why esirihAline specirs
tors as G. -oddac-hi anid G. snlumu. Kinne ( 1953. are restroctetl to habitatst wAhere %tenosalcetitspecier
1954) has shown that ,.n .- - -"t part of the coms- have poor chAncts. 0our coscept of c~wnpruinww. how

petitio1 oin this cawe is c Iterilr mattng. the ever. tit usuillyv based i urntaginat'nn rather than ac.
feniale G. dud'saim %.I, '. onflscatrsl by the tu~al observations.
stronger G. :ýadds-thi ir- p, smou;. mal"s Man ' papeirt ctunsuued but a %Ingle phssicAl ens iron-

.ilthossgh the very jetinc. abundvant. amd hArd' niemit-l factor, for oinstAnce, the cunipositiorm of the sub-
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stratum. At thle samte timie several physical factors IIFI)G;I'ETH, J.W., 1957. Concepts of marine ecology.
exist which do flot enter our descriptioni of the ani- Gel S0C' .Am. Mem., 67(1)i:29-52.

HYNS. f. . W. 154.The ecology of Gamarusinals' surroundings in it satisfactory was', for instance, duYeS.ex and itsW.194 occurrence in fresh water in
tile concept of exposure. G~enerally, thle ecologists weý tern Britain. J. liimal Ecology, 23(l) :"88.
seemn satistied by referring to a habitat as "exposed" KINNE, 0., 1953. Zur Bliolo s und Physiologievo
or "sheltered", lotic or lentic. .No doubt animtals make Garnimtrus du'beni Lillj.V. Produktionsbiologische

Stuliv. I 'droeffcn fl. Ins:. 3Mccrreorich. Bremerrhm'rn., r
nmore elatisirate dhistin)ctions5 between environments, and 2:125-145.
water tinovements greatly influence the local distrihu- KiNNE, 0., 1954. Interspexifische Sterilpearung als
tioll, but we tio not litow how. WVe need, however, a kookurrensz~ologischer Faktor bei Gamiaridlen (Cr'is-
mneanis ot mueatsuring exposure. turbulent water move- tacca, leracaritada N %jagt'urwimcnisM44n, 41:434.

KRULL, If., 1935. Anatomische L'ntersuchungen annients, andi also ai unit ofl mtea~suretltent. e~nlbeimaschen l'rosobranchiern und Beitrape str Phy-
We are still a long way from a reasnmable analysis logenie (!er (,Astropotln. Zool. Jakrb. AbN. Anal., 60:

of thle occturrence and varri~tton of .eur)shaline animals, 3Y-464.
though not so long as w~hen D)arwin wrote (1859): MUL'S, B. J., 1963. Some Danish Hydrobiadae with the

"In dterinig wethe a ori shuld e rnke as description of a new species, Ilydrobuj neglecta. l'roc.
In tlterttinin wheher formshoud he anke as taiol. Soe,. 35:131-139.

it species or a variety, the opinion of thle *'aturalists PET~I('SEN. G. If.. 1958. 'Notes on the growth and
having sound judlgment and wide experience seems biology of the different , rdium species in Danish
thle onlyi guide to follow." bracki~h water areas. Mfedd. Panmuarki, Fiskeri- ogq

I1mwooders. NS.. 2, No. 2-2.
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Evolutionary and Ecological Implications of the Zoogeography, Physiology,
and Morphology of Cyathura (Isopoda)

NV. D. BURBANCK

Department of Biology, Emory University, Altlanta, Georgia

Twelve or more species of Cyathura are described the old days species were dumped into "Anthiurt," or

herein. They range from 3 to 27 mm in length and "Pararithura", and consequently both genera bec.me

burrow into the substratum which may be exposed at jumbles of widely differing forms." The recently es-

low tide, or they may be under water front a few tablished species, C. paolia (Miller and Burbanck.

Centimeters to as much as 60 meters. The salinity 1961), was at one time or another designated as three

of the water in which they live varies. Three species different species of Antthlra. The following discus-

live in fresh water: several species ar- found off- sion of the distribution of species of Cyalhura deals

shore on the ocean bottom; but the most widespread with species generally recognized at this time, but the

species are estuarine, living chiefly in oligohaline and author realizes that new species may be discovered,

mixohaline zones and are capable of existing tinder further study may result in redefining the present

both limnetic and marine conditions. Salinity, there- species, and more intensive investigation may show

fore, does not seemn to be a limiting factor for the the need for a critical study of the generic concepts

geographic distribution of the genus nor of the within the Anthuroidea.

estuarine species. Rather, because of their mode of The genotype species, C. carinata, as delineated by

life, a stable substratum is the critical factor for the Miller and liurbanck (1961) has been reported front:

establishment of a population of Cyathura. As far as type locality in Copenhagen Harbor, Denmark (Kr0-

is known, their whole life cycle is completed in the yer, 1847; Smidt, 1944) ; northward along the Swed-

substratum since there is no free-swimming larval ish coast (L6wegren, 1937; Lundstriim, 1937) of the

stage. The tiny juveniles are shed directly into the Baltic and eastward to the Bay of Danzig (Dahl,

substratum and are truly interstitial animals. Adults 1944; Segerstraale, 1957) :the Netherlands (Burhanck

are able to swim, but are rarely observed doing so. and Burbanck, 19(4) - both the English (Spooner and

Populations tend to maintain a constant density, Moore, 1940) and French (Claret, 1960) sides of the

gradually spreading into adjacent areas. English Channel; the western coast of France (Sal-

The genus Cyathura has a worldwide distribution vat, 1962) ; several locations along the shores of the

in spite of limited methods of dispersal. The species Mediterranean Sea (Monod, 1925; Stammer, 1932;

with the widest distributions are estuarine forms: Larwood, 1940; Amnar, 1951 ; Burbanck and Bur-

C. carinata front Europe, Africa, China, and Asiatic banck, 1964) ; China (Tattersall, 1922) ; and Asiatic

Russia: C. esitlaria (=C. estuarius) which may be Russia (Gurjanova, 1936). Animals reported as C.
synonymous with carinata) front South Africa: and carintta from South Africa (Barnard, 1925; I)av

C. polita from eastern and southern coastal United et al., 1952; Scott ct al., 1952) may be a distinct spe-

States. An analysis of the zoogeography, physiologi- cies, C. esluaria (Miller and Burf,',nck, 1961). Tlhe

cal tolerations, morphological variations, and habitat cyathurans from eastern North America which for.

niches of the estuarine species of Cyathura should merly were included in the species C. carinala have

yield valuable information on the past and present now been put into the reestablished species, C. polita
evolution of species of Cyathura, and the peculiar (Miller and Burbanck, 1961). Since these three es-
conditions which obtain in an estuarine habitat. Eu- tuarine species, C. carinata, C. cstuaria, and C. palita,
ryokous estuarine species, capable of surviving in a are similar in size, physical and chemical habitat char-
characteristically fluctuating environment, are tradi- acteristics, and general morphology, but almost cir-

tionally conservative from an evolutionary standpoint. cumglobal in distribution, it is suggested that they be

flow, then, have cyathurans spread around the world considered a species complex, the C. carinala complex.

and differentiated into so many species? Other than the members of the C. carinata complex.
the widest ranging species of Cyathura is the 3.5-8

Z'OOGEOGRAPHY nim-long C. indica (including C. pusilla Stebbing, ac-
cording to Miller and Burbanck, 1961) which has

No one knows for certain the exact number of valid been reported front British East Africa, southwest
species of Cyathura, a genus of the subtribe Anthuro- India, Ceylon; Singapore, and Siam, front depths

idea in the order Isopoda. The anthurid genera have ranging from I to 14 fathoms (Barnard, 1925). Al-
not always been adequately described-as K. I-I. Bar- most indistinguishable from C. indica morphologi-
nard said ir his revision of the Family in 1925, "In cally, and from a similar depth (4 fathoms), is C.
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4'rris from the \irgin Islands, ;'1est Indies ( lar- to the south along the eastern coast of A frica, alld to
nard. 1925 1. Other marine species with very Iinited the east where the Tethys Sea extended to the present
(list ril)butin are eyeless C. siaoncnsis from Siam ( Bar- Hlimalayan Mount:uin area and interconnected with
nardl. 1925), (. munda from 10-30 fathoms off the waters to the north and south of modern China
stoutherii coast of California (QMenzieN and Barnard, %Moore. 1933: Kununel, 1961). Indications are that
195').5. a' new species from near the mouth of the during this time warm or tenlperate climates pre-
Altamiaha River, Georgia (:Frankenilbrg. 1965). and vailed in the area covered by the Tethys Sea. No
;In 1ulnnanied species found at 3-8 fathoms two miles fossil cyathurans are known, but this is not surprising
off the coast of Accra, (;hina ( ,Buchanan, 1958). In since they disintegrate quickly. Fossils of Litnidus,
addition to estuarine and nmarine spe•)ies, there are which is found with Cyaihura in some modern habi-
two species which live in freshwater springs, C. cu- tats, and of the crustacean, Cyclosphaeronma, whose
rassav'ica front the island of Curaqao, just north of liodern counterparts are found with C3yathura, are
Venezuela ( Stork. 1940). and C. milloti from R6- known from the Jurassic period (Easton, 1960) : so
tnlion I[--land east of Madagascar (Delamare Debout- it is not unreasonable to suppose that cyathurans were
teville, 19(0)), and a new species. C. spccu, reported evolving d!uring the Mesozoic era.
from a freshwater lake in a cave in eastern Cuba To return to the idea of a C. carinaia complex, it
IlBowmni. 1965. ). is possible that a C. carinata-like cyathuran with hani-

Three anthurids from western and northwestern tat reouirenents similar to those of modern C. cari-
.\ rica of uncertain taxonomic status are C. ere- nata evolved in IPermnian or early Triassic times and
mophila, of which onil a few imperfect specimens are populated parts of the Tethys Sea. That segment of
known, and C. robertiana and C. liouiil:,i, the last the population which reached American shores and
two probably belonging to the genus .. nilhelura (Mo- the Gulf of Mexico differentiated into C. polita.
nod. 1925: Miller and lBurbanck, 1961). Also as- Those that migrated down the east coast of Africa to
signed to the genus Anthclura by Barnard (1925) South Africa became C. estuaria. Others may have
and Menzies (1962) is the abyssal fornm front Davis migrated from the eastern limits of the Tethys Sea
Strait, Canada. Cy:itura truncata. north of the South China massif and now are found

The widespread distribution of the genrs Cyathura on the coast of China and at the mnouth of the Aniur
and of the cariiwta complex may be significant when River in Asiatic Russia. A part of the carinata
consilering the evolution of species. It is generally complex may have penetrated southward from the
conceded that an organism having a worldwide dis- eastern limits of the Tethys Sea and differentiated
tribution is ancient, or a descendant of a widely dis- into C. indica and C. siamensis.
persed ancestor ( Willis, 1949). It is possible that the The above concept of a C. carinata compllex as-
C. carinala complex represents an "old species". The sumes that the animals were benthic forms in rela-
less widely distributed species may have arisen in tively shallow waters. Thus, as the waters rose and
either of two ways, by being relict species isolated fell on the wide coastal plain of eastern North Amer-

long ago fron--the main population of Cyalhura but ica in Cenozoic times, the C. polito element of the
lacking the genetic makeup to colonize adjacent areas, complex could have spread northward and souithward
or by slpeciation having taken place in modern times front the Gulf of Mexico (Ray ct al., 1963). C, crucis
and not yet having had time to occupy a large area. and C. curassavica, from shallow sea water and a

Sex eral facts of physical and historical geology are freshwater spring, respectively, in the Caribbeari area,
approlpriate to consihler at this point. According to may represent populations of the euryhaline C. cari-
Snodgrass (1938). Crustacea are at least Cambrian nata complex which became geographically isolated
in origin "being contemporaneous with the oldest during the middle or late Cenozoic era and developcLd
known trilobites". By the Permian period, therefore, morphological characters distinct enough to be given
it is possible that animals very similar to modern species rank today. Although there is no geological
cyatlurans could have evolved. The modern distribu- evidence of a land bridge across the Caribbean Sea
tion of Cyathura shows a marked correlation with front Florida to South America, it is possible that
areas tinder the influence of the Tethys Sea which small land masses were alternately emergent or sub-
played an important role front the Permian period merged and allowed some migration of shallow-water
to the middle of the Cenozoic era. Rudistid pelecy- and terrestrial animals. There are modern estuarine
pods from the late Cretaceous show a horizontal dis- crustaceans in Florida which are closely related to
tribution of fossils from the Gulf of Mexico across South American species, and fossil bones of a flight-
western Europe and the shores of the Mediterranean less bird, armadillo-related animals, and sloths with
Sea to northern India, and finally to the East Indies South American affinities that have been found in
(Kummel, 1961). Geological evidence supports the streams and springs in Florida (Brodkorb, 1963;
hypothesis that transgressions of the Tethys Sea dur- Sparks, 1963).
ing the Triassic, Jurassic, and Cretaceous periods Estuarine forms are traditionally conservative
could have provided pathways for the distribution of (Hedgpeth, 1957), and the C. carinata complex ani-
a cyathuran or cyathuran progenitor front the region mals are typically found in estuaries, but there is
of tie present Mediterranean Sea to the Gulf of some evidence of migration and evolution of species
Mexico, to the Baltic Sea and Denmark and England, in modern times, A wnarming trend in northern lands
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may account for the movement of C. polita up tile Altogether, the present zoogeography of the C.
eastern coaA of the United States and of C. carhiata carinata complex offers various opportunities for con-
into Sweden (Burban'-k, 1959). Not only low tern- tinued evolution of Cyathura. The many estuarine
peratu,-es, bt:t the molar effects of ice moving down- populations of C. polita on Cape Cod (Burbanck.
stream in the spring and its rising and falling with 1962a) are not wilely separated fron eacl. other, and
the tides could make northern habitats unsuitable for there may be occasional i:nterchange between popula-
cyathurans. The finding of a new species, C. bur- tions. According to Dobzhansky (1937), a species in
banckV, Ogi,c and one-half miles east of a population such a situation "is in a most advantageous position
of C. polita on Sapelo Island near the mouth of the for an evolutionary change". Potentially C. polita on
Altan'.ha River, Georgia (Frankenberg, 1965), raises Cape Cod could differentiate into distinguishable, ge-
the possibility of a marine species derived from the ographically separated races, or there could be a Cape
estuarine C. polita. The distribution of cyathuran Cod variant of the species distinct from other popula-
populations in the St. Johns River system in Forida tions of the C. carinata complex.
indici,rcs ho•v freshwater species now found in springs
ma;'y have arisen from estuarine forms in the past and PHYSIOLOGY
may continue to do .o in the future. As long as there Since cyathurans are so widely distributed both
is the possibility of interbreediikg between populations temporally and geographically, it is to be expected
which occur the length of the St. Johns River from that within the C. carinata complex there would be
itL brackish mouth to the springs 120 miles upstream, physiological differences, perhaps even physiological
a single species will be maintained. If the populations races. One of the most striking characteristics which
adjacent to those in the springs, however, were de- (. carinata and C. polita have in conmnion, however,
stroved by predation, physical changes in the environ- is that they are both euryokous. These estuarine
nentI, or disturbance by * an, the aninals living in cyathurans living in creeks, rivers, bays, and marshes
fresh (or almost fresh) water would be isolated from are subjected to stresses of salinity, p1), and tenipera-
other cvathuran populations and in time might dif- ture which change not only with the tides but also
ferentiate into a new species. with seasons, latitude, and local storm conditions.

Although C" polita is present in every state along Among all of the environmental characteristics of
,he Atlantic coast of the United States, it has a dis- estuaries, salinity has received the greatest attention.
junct distribution rather than a continuous one since This is not the Place to review the voluminous litera-
it is an estuarine species. Thus the 'estruction of all ture pertaining to the reactions of estuarine animals
the cyathurans in an estuary woul, * iden the gap be- to salinity, but it is appropriate to cite recent works
t\seen neighboring populations. Hurricanes destroyed on the osmoregulatorv capacities of C. polita which
l'( :,ul-itions oi C. polita ii the Ashepoo River, South are pertinent to our present discussion. As Iledgpeth
Cal olina ( lurbanck. 1961a ), and at Naushon Island, ( 1957 ) suggests, euryhalinity "may be a physiological
one of the Elizaheth Islands between Buzzards Bay characteristic not of a species or a genus alone, but of
and Vinevard Sound, Massachusetts (Burhanck, a phyletic stock", and thus he of evolutionary sig-
196201 l. Man destroys populations by building dams nificance.
wvhich cut off the flow of fresh water, by dredging At the northern end of their range, C. pclita live
estuaries to build boat harbors, by filling lowlands, in habitats .\here the water, according to the Venice
antd by rendering en'iironmments anaerobic by the in- System ( Am. Soc. Liinnol. Oceanog., 1958), is
trniduction of :,ndustrial and fecal contamination (Bur- (Omixo-) polyhaline. About 1,5(XJ miles to the south
banck. 1902a). in Florida, the sanie species lives far up the St. Johns

On the positive side, nman may aid in the distribu- River in (tmixo-) oligolialine springs flowing into
tion of c vathurans and may create habitats for them. Lake George and in a limunetic habitat (0.2 c1) in
C. polita has been successfully transplanted from the the runoff of Weeki Wachee Spring on tie Gulf side
warmer south to the colder north side of Cape Cod, of tile state ( Burbatick, unpublished ). In contrast to
Massachim,,tts f Burhanck. 1962a ). a distance of 10-15 these, C. polita 250 miles farther south near Flamingo
nmiles oveinland lut much farther by coastal waters. at the southern tip oi Fl-orida live. at certain tinmes of
During the days of sailing vessels which used rock the year, under hyperhaline conditions (up to 70 ,Y)
ballast, cyathurans may inadvertently have been car- ( Seg'l and llurb'anck, 1963) which are caused by
ried great distances, and currently they have been in- high radiation and rapid evaporation. Under all of
cluded in shipments of the aquatic plant, I'allisneria, these conditions of salinity, reproducing populations
In the Unit•d States, the depositing of rocks as rail- of C. polita occur. is evidenced by females bearing
road ballast or to support highway bridges, and the embryos or juveniles in their marsupia. Since the
use of sand, gravel, and shell to build launching ramps survival of young is usually considered the critical
for smiall boats have createI stable substrata where stage in the life history of an organism, thorough
cvathurans have been found ( Blurhanck, 1961a; Miller tests should be made of the salinity tolerance of juve-
ald llurbanck. 1901 1. In the Netherlands, C. carinata nile forms of Cvathura. N ikitin and Turpaeva (1959)
is found in estuaries under rocks ( Burbianck. 1962h) have reported a narrow range of tolerance for larvaland altmg the sanudy -mnud margins of newly made land. stages of Black Sea benthic invertebrates and state
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that "the true eur halinitv of species is determined by may be phenotypic differences in the c. athuran popu-
the critical stage of their development which shows lations in Florida spring waters that could result in
the least ecological valency as regards salinity". Jove- physiological races.
nile forms of C. polita shed at a salinity of 32 %, in Temperature has beea shown to play a part in the
a labo.ratory aquarium in Massachusetts, lived and abihity of cyathurans to osmoregulate (Segal and
grew at this salinity in finger-bowl cultures until their llurhanck, 1963), but comparative tolerance tests of
food was exhausted. More laboratory studies of sur- northern and southern cyathurans subjected to ex-
vival of juveniles need to be made. but present evi- treme temperatures have not been made. C. poluia
,lence suggests that C. polita is a truly euryhaline collected in Massachusetts exhibited a wide range of I
species, tolerance when subjected to temperature charges in

Latitudinal studies of osmoregulation of C. polita the laboratory. When exposed for 12 hours (a tidal
have revealed that the salinity characteristics o" the cycle) to the extremes of -8" C. and 45" C., half of
ecosystem may affect the osmoregulatory ability of the aninmals die(. but tLose which survived appeared
geographically separated populations, however. Ani- to recover completely. On the basis of the results of
mals from a tidal creek at Marshfield. Massachusetts, the osmoregulation studies of Cyathura, it might be
and from a beach at Sapelo Island, Georgia. had expected that cyathurans from the more constant tern-
essentially the same osmoregulatory abilities; at lower prrature conditions of Florida spring waters \ i,. I be
salinities the animals were hyperosmotic ar.d above less tolerant of temperature extremes titan th from
87 percent sea water they were isoosn'otic, regardless Massachusetts.
of temperature changes (Frankenberg and Burbanck, To further complete the picture of a euryokous
1963). The results were different when a comparison animal, cyathurans appear to be omnivorous in their
was made of animals from Pocasset. Massachusetts. feeding habits. Diatoms and detritus have been found
and Silver Glen Springs, Florida (Segal and Bur- in their alimentary tracts, but in the laboratory we
banck, 1963), two places about the same distance have seen them attack and eat Gammarus tigrinus,
apart as Marshfield and Sapelo Island. The estuarine injured and young cyathurans, and dead Fundulus
"iocasset animals were hyperusniotic over a salinity (Burbanck, 1961b). Whether or not cannibalism may
range from distilled water to 70 percent sea water, occur in the field is debatable because cyathurans do
isoosmotic at about 70 percent, and regulated to re- not normally leave their burrows in pursuit of prey.
main approximately isoosmotic up to 155 percent. Both C. estuaria (Barnard, 1925) and C. polita do
Differences in temperature did not affect their osmo- possess a setigerous, chitinous stomach which might
regulatory ability. Silver Glkn Springs animals were serve to strain out foreign or indigestible substances
not able to osmoregulate over as wide a salinity if they ingested larger particles of food than the finely
range; experimental animals (at 22* C.) died at sa- divided detritus usually consumed. Whether or not
linities less than those of their natural habitat (3.5 cyathurans are carnivorous, it is probable that they
percent) but were isoosmotic at high concentrations. are boti herbivorous and carnivorous detritus eaters
Their osmoregulatory ability in both high and low (Blegvad, 1914). C. polita have been kept in the
salinities was impaired at tmiperatures of 5' and laboratory in plastic boxes containing a mixture of
27°C sand and mud about 2 cm in depth shallowly covered

The results of these experiments cannot be ex- with brackish water for from 3-8 months. As unfed
plained on the basis of latitudinal difference alone, animals moved through the flocculent surface material
since the two southern populations did not react in composed of detritus and some diatoms, their empty
the same N•av. The physiological difference of the alimentary tracts became filled, as could rea'iilv be
Silver Glen Springs animals may he explained by the seen under a microscope with transmitted light. The
fact that their natural environmental conditions are ability to use such a non-specific food as finely divided
more constant than are those of the other populations detritus enables cyathurans to live under a great vari..
and they may, therefore, have lost sonic ability to ety of conditions and, therefore, raciation with respect
adjust to changes in temperature and salinity. Tidal to food requirements is not probable.
salt water does not penetrate as far up the St. Johns Although C. polita can tolerate a wide range of
River as the runoff of Silver Glen Springs, but the euvironmental factors, there are certain ones which
water is alkaline, and the combination of mild climate must obtain for the species to maintain vigorous, re-
and constant-teniperature spring water (210 C.) keeps producing populations and which appear to limit the
temperature variation at a miniunnn. The two north- extension of the present range of the species or ac-
ern populations have year-round temperature 'ari- count for its absence from certain habitats. These
ations of from 20 to 23' C. and with each tidal change limiting factors fall into the same general categories
the salinity varies from 0.5 %, to 17 ,. The tempera- that Savilov (1959) listed as affecting the bottom
ture range of the water at the Sapelo Island habitat fauna groupings of invertebrates of the North Ok-
is at least 1' C.. and althotigh the salinity remains hotsk Sea:
fairly constant during tidal cycles, there are seasonal "l-Water movement as a factor in the food
variations related to increased or decreased discharge supply of sessile and semi-sessiie Lalmals:
of fresh water by the Altanv.ha River. Thuls there 2-the quantity of plankton and suspended
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detritus in the water itself, as the main food (Burbanck, 1959) that C. polita occurs only where
of marine bottom animals; 3-the rate of there is sufficient water movement to insure proper
deposition accumulation and the nature of aeration.
the distribution of the deposited detritus on In addition to physical environmental factors, there
the bottom; 4-the mechanical composition is an important biotic one which may affect evolution
of the ground as a substance for the support in (yat/u
of animals; and S5--the degree of vertical ura. Predation may act as a limiting factor
mixing and of aeration of the bottom water." in the extension of the range of the species, as an

isolating mechanism by destroying part of a continu-
In the truly estuarine habitats, there is always suffi- ous population, or as a stinmulant for protective adap-

cient water movement to distribute detritus over the tation and selection within the species which might
"serni-sessile" tubiculous cyathurans, but the quantity become fixed genetically and produce local variants.
of the food may be insufficient to support both cyathu- In Europe, eel, sea scorpion (Larsen, 1936), and
r"r.s and associated animals. There are usually small plaice are known to eat Cyathura. In the United
numbers of animals of the species which live with States they are eaten by black duck, brook trout, and
C. polita along the coast of the United States, but at flounder in Massachusetts (lBurbanck, 1962a), hy
both Arcachon, France (Salvat, 1962), and in Maine white perch. striped bass, and spot in Chesapeake IBay
on the east coast of the United States, populations of (Frank I. Schwartz, personal communication), by
Corophium appear to replace Cyathura, perhaps be- large-mouth bass and blue gills in Florida (Mcl.ane,
cause of competition for food. If detritus were to be 1947), and by many fish in Lake P'ontchartrain (l)ar-
deposited at such a high rate that aeration of the nell, 1958; Burbanck, 1963). In conversations and
water above cyathurans was reduced, or at such a correspondence with biologists and fishermen here
low rate that the food supply was insufficient, popu- and abroad, the statements were repeatedly made that
lations might be reduced in size or even eliminated, numbers of cyathurans fell off in the summer because
In general, however, detritus supplies are adequate, of predation by fish. This would seriously reduce the
but not excessive, throughout the range of the C. size of a population if the height of predation took
carinala complex. As has been pointed out already, place during the sea,,on when fenmales weeC carrying
food is not usually a critical factor in the survivai of young, but such a depletion of numbers has not been
cyathurans nor in the prevention of the extension of observed in the large population at I'ocasset, Massa-
their range. chusetts, where I have made year-round studies.

Savilov's fourth point concerning "the mechanical Wading birds may also prey on Cy~thura. We do
composition of the ground" in which benthic aninmals not have any direct evidence for this except the ex-
live is a much more important factor than food in ample of the black (luck, but attached to the alimen-

45 relation to cyathuran populations. C. polita is found tary tract of C. polita from Massachusetts and Sapelo
only where there is a stable substratum. Shifting Island have been seen metacercaria which have been
sandy beaches, estuaries where silting conditions are tentatively identified as a parasite having as its final
extreme, and shores or stream beds where swift cur- host such birds as plovers and gulls ( Purbanck,
rents scour the bottoms cannot support populations of 1962a).
C. polita. Tile texture of the soil nmust be suitable: NVoile prc! in tony cause georgritphic isolation
young cvathurans live interstitially and adults may which might eventually lead to raciation and speci-
live in the tubes of other aninals or mnake tubes of ation ill C'yalhura. reproductive isolation is another
their own. and the soil particles must be of the proper mechanism frequently involve(] in speciation. There
size for such modes of life (1)elaimare l)tlioutteville. are several signiticant gaps in our knowledge of re-
19(0). Not only is the structure of the substratum production o(i Cyathiera, however. Cyathurans have
important, hut it must always be saturated with water, never been reported in a clasping condition nor in
C. polita cannot survive even a little drying. This copila, either by the present author or by other
factor may prevent the colonization of the Texas coast workers with the genus. Observations of C. polita
of the Gulf of Mexico and be one of the reasons why have revealed females carrying young in Florida at
there is not ;a estuarine species of C(yathira on the all seasons of the year: gravid females are found in
coast of California. because in both Places the creeks Massachusetts only in tile summer : sperm have been
and river,, either dry up or are intermittent during found in the vasa deferentia of niade C. polita when-
periods of severe drought. Related to tile composition ever and wherever collected. A series of smear prepa-
of tile substratum is the factor of competition for rations of testes of Massachusetts animals miade dnr-

space. It mlay .be advantagieo us for cyathurans to le ing March., April, May, and Jnone. ho\-ever, and spot
associated with a population of tube-houilding worms, checks at other tinies of year and at other places haV'
but disadvantageous to comnpete with a more closely not given a complete picture of spernatogencsis.
related forili, such as the bentliic C(orophinin. Field obser'vattioins suggest that C'. pulita individuals

As for the invertebrates (if the North Okhotsk Sea. live at least three years, increasing in .ize each \year,
act tiin and mixing if the water may le a limiting but the tinme of sexual maturation if aninials is not
Ifactor f'or (Cyat/hira. wlhich must have an adequate known. Very young aninials are externally undiffer-
supply of di.ssoved ox.%gen. It was recognized early entiated as to sex. hut by tile time they reach miedini.,
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two-year-old ;ize, males can be identified by the brush- logical significance, namely size, the structure of the
like flagellum of the first antenna and th appendix abdomen, the appendix niasculina, and t le dorsalA
masculina on the second pleopod. Yet large animals chromiatophoral pattern. None of these si~ow such
that superficially appear female have been observed striking correlation of structure and adaptation to
to undergo a metamorphosis and acquire external habitat, however, as do the generic modifications of .

makc chalaijctu stics 141C ill life. In Massachusetts. the anthurid telson cited liv Barnard ( 1925).
when gravid females appear in June, large dead or Unless large numbers of cyathuran specimens are
(lyinig males appear above groundl as if they had come available for comparison, size (an obvious charac-
to the surface and died, a phenomenon which suggests teristic )is not at very useful one for separating races
thle comipletion of a sexual cycle. The whole picture and species. After collecting hundreds of C. paulia
is not clear, however, and until more piositive evidlence and scores of C. caritiata, it seems apparent to me
of copulation and fertilization is found, the possibility that the American species is larger than the European
exikts that cyathurans may produce offspring par- and perhaps the African one; however, there is a
thenogenetically. great overlap in the size distribution of the two spe-

Regardless of whether or not there is sexual re- cies and only by using statistical comparisons involv-
production in C. Poult, there is evidence of physi- ing measurement of large numbers of cyathurans
ological variation in the reproductive cycle correlated would any useful information emerge. In such a
with difference in latitude. In the warmer southern study it would be necessary to take into consideration
climate. yotung are piroduced several times during a such seasonal tactors as p~redation of cyathurans and
year. In Massachusetts, young are produced onfly size classes related to age of animial and time of pro-
once a :.ear, %%h]ile at the most northern station for duction of vomig There appears to be no correlation
C. polit a in the Ujnited States. Cheworki Creek. of animial size with geographic distrihution. The
Maine, young may not be produced every year siiice largest C. paula in North America are found from
sometimes there are only large and medlium-sized, Cape Cod northward andI from the mouth of the St.
hut no smiall aitimals piresenlt in raidi-Novembecr. Johns River, Florida, southward, but at the edge of

the Ev~erglades in the often hit,11h' saline waters at
MORPHfOLOGY the southern tip of Florida, cyathiurans are small.

T'o mlany biologists today, a complarative study of Cvathuranis fromt the Hudson Riiver, an interinediate
hloiologous structures in different species of Cyalliura latitude with almost completely fresh water, were un-
or hetween populations of the C. carinota complex is aisually small. Other popiulations, such as those in
neither as exciting as the study of their zoogeography Chesapeake Bay and those of C. carittata in the Baltic
nor as ninotern as a study of physiological differences and Mediterranean Seas, are not characterized by
amiong cyathutrans. It r'ust be pointed out, however. "large" or "small" animials, hut are made up of in-
that although thle former is ii leed absorbing, much of (Iividuads of all sizes. Size, therefore, has only a
the evidence from the geological plast is speculative, limited use in dhistinguishing ecotypes, races, sub-
Also, although imodernity is the fetish of our day, our species, and species of Cy atihura, at !east within the L .6
lack of informiation on; thle physiology of juvenile C. carinata. complex.
c ,vathurans all but nullifies any conclusions drawu Similarly, thle degree of fusion of the pleonites of
from adults alone. For these reasons, morpholofical C. Poulat, earlier suggestedl as a possible specific dif-
evidence of evolutionary change is still of paramount ierenice (Burbanck et al. 1956), is not a good di-
importance, agnostic character to use as a basis for possible

P erhaps one of the most careful and painstaking raciation. In C. Pol ito, the anterior five pleonites are
Studies oif morphological (differences aniong cvathu- fused (dorsally and usuially lateral]%,, but there mayn be
ran s is the conipillrati ye studyv hy Miller (MNIiller and only part;al lateral fusion. Thle number andl extent of
Burbanck, 1961 ) of C. car, ndlaa aii( C. Poulat. This V'isible. lateral Suture lines varies throughout thle
study resulted inot onlyv in thle untangling of a taxo- ranige of C. Poulit and w ithin inany givenl population;
10111ic tn ýn in, bunt also contfinruetd and ex'tended our ".. .... ariants are just as apt to occur iii New F ng-
p rec ise kinowledge of thle compilarativye analonly of land po pulat ioniis as in cyatliuran s in Florida'' I Miller
c afii riains. In liis study, MhI lk'r rei te- ted thie imi- and I furbaneck. 1961) Segmientat ion of tilie I leon is
I o rtanice of the timual dliagno sti~c claracttrs such as im' ii rtaitil, Inowever, ii (listinoguis~hin g aulthor i( gentera
siz~e, the first anteimia, mouth partt, segmniitation of ( arnard. 1925; :Menzies and Itarnir rt. I ý010) .
the pleon, tile shape of the telson, and cited additional It has long been recognized by entomologists ( Ross,
sigmificant structires. IHe dliscovered ia herttofore 1956 that "structural differences iii the copulatory
imirecogiiizedl sex dlimiorphismCn in the gnathiopods (of organs furnish excellenit taxononmic characters in many'
(.care mott, and oniphasi zed for the tirist i time the imi groups oif insect- fý r tihe d(FIc'('ntiat ion oif families,

portamice of the apmpendIix nias-culinia oin the second gentera, or species". MIiller IMiller and llurbanck,
I leopod. Callinig it a 'Vailuable diagnostic character'' 1 9(1 . in Iiis emiphasi s upon thle imiiportance (of the
and oif "'greamt sv ~teiiat ic imiiportanice''. We propose to a pp endi x mascul ina in C I/mllura , accepts this priol-A

t'xaniiiiic hiere certain morpihological characters of ciple, hut lie adds an evolutionary signifirmnce to it
Cval/mtdrt in tile light of their evolutionary anti eco- when lie says, -The taxonimiiiic imiinlmrtanice of iii-
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herently stable genital Structures is generally recog- patterns of at least four other crustacea are genetically
nized since they presumably are not subject to ell- Con' nlled: Sphacroma scrraturnt (Bocquet c'l a).,
vironmefital modification, and, in sonic instanccs, may 1950) :Tisbe relic ualat ( Battaglia, 1958: B'ocquet,
actively determine by their structural conformations 1951 ) ;Jaera opwrina (Bocijuet, 1953) -and Lamberel-
whether or not interbreeding can take place." lu.i shau/f eldtii (Volpe and Penn, 1957).

Barnard ( 1925) noted that the complexity or sim- Following the method published by Clausen and
plicity of the structure of the appendix masculina was Hiesey ( 1958) for studying four levels of variability
character~lstic of some cyathuran species, andl Miller in ecological races of th plant Potentilla glantdulot'a
(Miller and Burbanck, 1961 ) found an easily recog- complex, the available information onl p~opulations of
nized and consistent tiifference between the complex C. jiolita was similarly analyzed bly Ilurbatuck and
appendices of C. po/ita and C. carinala based on the Burbanck ( 1961 ). There seemedl to be close agree-
point of origin of the crowned process which arises ment between the types of variability for the first
from the laterally projecting, subterminal lobe of the three levels as cited by Clausen and 1-liesey, and more
stylet in each species. This difference is always evi- recent information on Cyal/aura sti, plements the ear-
dent, although there are many minor variations in the lier data. To summarize: (1I) There is variation
structure of the appendix niasculina throughout the within local populations. This is true for C. carinata
range of C. paula which appear to fall within the as well as C. po/ita. (2) There are! varying, isolated.
normal range of variability and are in no way corre- local populations within the same climatic range. C.
latesi with habitat. pol ita shows examples of this type of variation in the

Fromt the point of view of evolution and speciation, populations living along the Gulf of Mexico and on
the Structure of the appendix inasculina is of pri- Cape Cod. In Europe this is also true for C. carinola
mary importance, assuming, of course, that it is a in populations living in estuaries and Rtangs along
copulatory organ. The differences that do exist might the Mediterranean and is very likely true for Ispopla-
prevent interspecific breeding if the ranges of the spe- tions living on either side of the English channel. in
cies overlapped, and ii thle present minor variations of the Tamnar River ( between Cornwall and D)evon )
C. paula should prevent intraspecific breeding within and in Brittanyv and Normandy. t 3) E'cotypes wvith
popiulations, the resultait reproductive isolation would phyvsiollogical dlifferences are so)nietimies accompianiedl
encourage raciation. This matter must remain specu- by morphological differences. The latitudinal dliffer-
lative, however, since "presumably these appendices ences in osmuoregulation between Cape Cod and Silver
serve as copulatory organs (as in isopods generally), Glen Springs. Florida, animals and the northern and
but the details of the process and the function of the southern patterns of C. trilita are examples of this.
constituent parts is unknown" (Muiller and Burbanck, Further study may reveal similar correlations with
1961). differences inl the appendix masculina and dlifferences

Superficially, thle dorsal chromlatophoral patterns of inl latitudinal-seasonal variations in the reproductive
C. po/ita. C,. carinata, and C. et'suaria that we have cycle. C. carinala also shows differences in patr
seen resemble each other to a remarkable degree that may he of this level of variability. (4) Concern-

llurhanck and lturhanick, 1901, 19(4; Clt~ret, 190i)). ing tile establishmnent of morphologically and pi i
Smuall variations in the dhistrihution of the chrotnato- ologicall% dtistinct taxonomic sub-specie within thle
ldiores occur in all potpulat ions. but regional dIiffer- C. ciirinuala compnledx. it doe~s not seem to us at all im-
ences canl be detected particularly hetween northern Possible it';'- with more zootgeographilical evidlence. b%
andit southern p t I ul.at ons of C. poit/ta ( Burl';inck and the use of sen ilogicail tests, ai~d %%lilt add it ional work
Burhbinck, 1961l ),. In piopuilat ions near thle Ilimits of Oil cvLtliurain p hi '%ioh igy and mnorpholo gy. the Ainteri
thle range of C . poit/ot in Ma ine, I i is iant.lj aind Mis- can formns l( both brack ishl-%% ater and marininc and ilthe
siýssippi, and in jiopj ulatow iti olOe%%Jhat i si i.,tcd ge - South A frican. Chiinese. and Riissiaai forms in av all
ograph icall* iro in thle spct~ies as a ltthas in, be reco gn ized cv entual ly as snh'sivcieis. t f the 'oi ih
Martha's V ineyartd, Mahissachusett s. and in, \labama.t sp'c ie's. (cizrinatzla tKr raiser. 1847
there %% as a ftusio n o f tarts (if thle P at ttrni th~at tI s- A s Somtiethinilg t f anl ;uil tend ix or ji~tistcr ij t, thle
tingui shed thle anRiils egio nal differences were que'st io n iiiight %% ell tic askei~ I,''hNli has tniot more
evitleii in slieciuimeit oif (C. ciariplatl collectedl ill thle ~een thitne (in thte studitlv rt catlnrani chiroiiiu,tinws
Net lirlantls. tm iwt ai~t it i s iii F rance, and in lIa t' v WI li. inudeed ? Thei' act is that tihe\- are veryv difficeult
f I hirlianck antl fluhirI iatick. I (K4 ), Sutfic ient nuntImers to study*% because if thiei r smiall size. ard there aire
of animals from' South A\frica have not vet been cex- pliivliaritie% in their tuiiittic stages that have tot, as
amined to discover tie degree' of variattioin in that vet, been fathomied. Because oif difficultv inl Ili secting
area. None oif these differences are absolute and there out feniale rerthjiritutive tissue. niciotic stutlies were
is onieii itserlaipmjing (if t~ %lis, Whether or not these iiatlc of s~itriiattmgenesi~s rather than of tmomeiiesi1s.
differences are genetic antd nmay he correlatted%%wilth Tentative clirniniistmie counts, can lie nmade, lbut sonieI ~otlier geimgramliicAi variations such as the nimrth-stiuthi staiges, ajmjiear to be Missing and a1 coherent picture ha,
differeuce in oimioregulatorv abil its' is a ,juestiuii not vet evolved. We have found ti%,uaes with apl-ar-
which cannot be ;tniweredt until breedling exileritlients ently haploid. diploid. and tetraplioid nuclei. The pre's.Ior more transptlantationis arc performed. 'A'he dorsal ent working by'pothecsis is that it 12. Whnthe
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chromosome number for a particular population of as specific characters and suggests that the hermaph-
C. polita has been determined and the details of the roditic species has been derived from a form with
nmale and female meiotic stages discovered., we can sexual reproduction.
make an effcient cyto-taxonomic approach to the There is at least one genus of Tanaid, Ap~seudecs,
pr(.blems of raciation and evolution in (yathura. which is similar to Cyathisra with respert to ge-

ographic distribution, tolerance of a wide range of
CONCLUSIONS salinities, and opportunity for further evndutionary

The picture that we have piresented is that of a development. In connection with a survey of the
truly estuarine, benthic animal, an indicator species, depths at which Apseudes is found, Wolff 11956) lists
which presents unlimited opportunities for further four fresh- or brackish-water species, 12 littoral, 31
evolutionary development. There arc populations of at depths of 10-20.000 m, and six truly abyssal s,, ecies.
Cyathura of e'very size and in many countries around The genus is cosmopolitan with more than hall of the
the world. ii small, geographically isolated popula- species being reported from the Atlantic 0. ean and
tions, phenotypic adaptations may lead to genetic the Mediterranean Sea.
differences and more rapid speciation than in large It is possible that the investigation of evolutionary
populations (Wright, 1940) ; but there is the constant trends in animals associated with Cyothura might re-
danger that small populations may become extinct by veal that they, also, are in the process of differentiat-
a catastrophic event or deleterious inbreeding. In ing into distinct races. Benthic animals which we
larger populations there is opportunity for gene flow and others have frequently found with Cyathura are
and the maintenance of a vigorous species; from an N~erdis, Hypaniola, Macona, Nassarius, Leplochelia,
estuarine habitat, a large cyathuran population may sphaeromids, Corophiurns, and Gammarus uigrintys.
invade adjacent fresh- and saltwater habitats and be- Given a certain set of environmental conditions such
come physiologically, and eventually morphologically, as those of an estuary, there may he a mutaal inter-
differentiated into new species. dependence among the members of the biocoenosis

There are indications that raciation may already be whereby they give similar responses and tend to
taking place in some populations. Now that it has evolve in the same direction. It is significant that it
been p~roved that cvathurans can be labeled with Zn65 has been stated that both Cyathura and Apsreudcs
(Iturbanick et al., 19C4), it may be possible to per- need further taxonomic revision and that Smith

formn transplant experiments to test whether the ob- ( 1958) suggested the physiological process of repro-
served dliffe-ences are truly genetic or nmerely non- duction as a taxonomic chtaracter. The ecological ap-
heritable adaptations to environmental conditions. One proach could be a synthesizing agent to bring together
transp~lant experiment was attempted from Florida to physiology, taxonomy, and genetics to differentiate
an apparently suitable site in Massachusetts where species and atialyze evo!t!-nrary trends in estuarine
there were no cyathurans, but the population survived animals.
only a few weeks (lturbanick, 1902a), apparently due Author's Note: This work was supported by National
to p~redation by Cca pugmox. With labeled aninials. SineFudto rn o -1W
transplants could be made to areas Mhere cvatliurans
were already established, thus avoiding th hazard LITERATURE CITED
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Genetic Aspect of Benthic Ecology in Brackish Witteru

* ~~BRUNO) BATTAGLIA.

Institute of Zotology, Comnparalit-c .4natitiy and Gen.?i~cs. Vniversityf P'aduia, I'adva, Italy

Other papers in this volume have dealt wsith many achievied by the inhabitants of this fluctuating inilieu.
aspects of estuarine benthic ecology, Attention has Although our information on the genetic background
been given to problems concerning the evolutionary of this adaptation is very scanty. some examples are
patterns of estuarine communities, species. and popu- already available. They have been dr;6wn mainly froni
lations, particularly the important question of sub- the results of work carried out in the Lagoon of
specific differentiation in brackish waters and the Venice during the lait few years. This lagoon, as
responsible selective factors. well as the other ones situaterl along the Adriatic

I would like to emphasize the potential contribution coast fromt (rado to Cinnacchiot, has polyhatine
that evolutionary genetics could bring to the solutioni waters and most of its inhabitants are of marinte ori-
of some problemis the marine ecologist may face wshen gin. floweser, the great variability of its conditions
studying such a p)ecusiar milieu as the estuary, andi in timec and "pce does not allow the permanent settle-
the contribution of these environments and their liv.. neit-? of many marine forms. A first selection takces
ing inhabitants :o the bettor knowledge of evolution- place among marine species the moment they enter
ary tuirhanisrs tin the sea. Frosni tL~is viewpoint. the tile lagoon fromr the sea, Few of them are able tot
importance of estuarics lirs in the fact that these survive in tile new environment and, therefore, the
brackish-water environments, as well as other mar- lagoon. compared with thc adjacent sea, is inhabited
ginat areas of imrine habhitat such as intertidal re- by a remnarkably reduced number of species. Crusta-
gions, interrupt the continuity anti the relative stabil- ceratis, toollnu.ci. echinodlernis. fishes. and other organ-
ity of mlarine en'ironnmetits. In estuaries, the fluctu- i~ins providle g-soxl evidence of this situation i)D'Ai.-
atiots,' of ecological conditions themselve-.,ma act. a. cona and Battaglia, 19621. To quote a few e Iamles.
selective factors. Moreover, the discharge into estu. of the 358 sliecies of fish recorded in thle Adlriatic Sea
aries of fresh water of vari ous temperatures lad-n fSoijan. 1948) ooll% t8 arc found in tile Lagoon of
with setliments--a typical feature of the estuarine en- Venicer. and nmot (if th-ni are orcasional or tempilorary
virrniuient-r-crtem piatches of different tempeorat ires inhat'rtants. Of the (17 species of echinodernis found
anid -.tliilltie,. thus f roiniis habitat niches sinurtar lout tin the Adriatic Sea. rinly 15 live tin the 'lagoon (Va-
not c-eimpletely comparable tol the numiber of micro- tloia, 19501 Aniong tile lDecallsda. oeulv six of the
envrtinmmrnts Offered by* a rocky boottown. Thierefore. 331 Vrach-oiraris iouind in the cea are cornniinor in the
the relation betvieen genetic structur"exi eostuarine Lwaxioei.
lsiq.tlations, espe-cially those iliich .mre nidentarv. call A strlong ss-lrutitoi oex-ur5 also) in1iule the a.Rgi,.rn.
he cxr-qrs-.se1 at a rilicrogerograml-hic~al Itele. .otd -% psar- *Iht, apteplics eijs-eally ito ,swes Nee wntari. forms* %shich
tial control of phi sical andt cheicical ctmooditeo' and graohltill ,v dccrre-a.e 64eh tit ininumbr if sreocci' and in-
**f a-1ii11al liolpulatiems ii he II feasible. 41l%1411lu1ls as, the " al-qeroeach the innern parti of thot

AlS our kHowledge it; thr brnihic rstuarivot iatilita tag,uone. that i%. thosekW iarthci-s frotit the :iea- For -x-
increase-. tile owundir of heitteem 5js-s-iCN 'Ultdhlc for antple. the A~driatic fatina inclades 1t spjer-ec of cir
laboiratorv Culiu1re. and thereforte for the exit-utrrr o-t.id rijs-dc- rep~rr,-ntataier 4ýi nine genera. uhlriext tin the
an.rml' i4 eof the .ihoie relation.l. is trconutin incereas la&Nwoo thesre ]liie tosir spesie lowlenging tot two gesn-
inglý greater Oi ther lmsts J~ ther moore- !,:ent ad- rrai v-o of i ti'.m hinsi c% -r. can he grusind only in
%alcrs in the lurid oif joiepulatieun ectolo~p %% i)-oa atssi! those tirras %%loh air ncarrst the W-2 e Rievi. 144.l
be akble, in the near future, to AnAltse the fActor, co-se A~ siouilar situatitoni occrsr veith the r lse lo
trolling the esttaalolshnent of sperical hernthic ficies at lsh~rheta 1. Aft the !-' v-pecies recorted ior the l~agur
all jueisiubt leicls o-f integration, itant.Als front the catt bie aeiisu i-n tile arra, closer ito the sea In thrre
lev-el of Menelelian rNVI~u~tataes up to the Irit-I of civilo- station'- 4,iuto-ted along - line us iith ctw-s frimil the
pilex cim~msintie wAhose nwesbrtiy- are keplt togeither rA~ insard the ernile- margin 1-f the lagovon. their
byv the interaction of envirrinnmefltal fact~srs. rutlwors dnee1. Ill 9. ;_ an-d 0 Wa Cogitte. 1Q51? . In

the Adriatic lage'uns. nt. rorlnsnec specie-a hair he-cit
ISTE-R'SPEIEl-S AN) ISTK ASPEC-&lF .lrinmcree uso Car geno-saull keetus gof the irmuParA
SEI.A( TION IN ltRACKdSIf WATF Ii ls- essn rgi Sterruienet

Mluch isi Ienoeen abmout the neie-geneftee ailsgapt,.w¶ Naturail Uite-Is-s-inen the lavivs uwul Wa1e at a 4We
to the 'eAruabls lrackesh-asater eirnet.in other ci-the as ell at at .2n Mtt:._jleeehlc level Reserarch. for

Iwordis. about the great pki unllvical howrssetfasis thve ;surisss of '"r-tcitrru th!- kSrs Ial In the lagontsrs if
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those genotypes within a species %which possess the the population-involves a shifting of sex ratio in
necessary requiremnents, has recently heen carried out. (a% or of males, It has been shown that at least somen
especially utilizing some benthic copepods showing of the various sex genoetypes have different selective
adLaptive genetic ;rnlyrnorphism. values. Without going into details, it can be recog-

AD)APTIVE l'OLYMOR11HISM IN MARINE fli s'lv how " It a n~~It anii of sxdtria
AND) BRACK ISII-WATER ORGANISMS tioti. combined with natural selection operating on the

different genotypes. may be of great adaptive impor-
Aspecies which proved to be profitable material for aneInohrwords, a mechanism of the kind just

the genetic study of adaptive processes anid of intra- described caic make an environmental choice of the
spiecific dlifferentiationi is the harpacticoid copeCpod fittest sex ratio highly probable. The advantages of
Tiuibe "ficidaia Boccquet. This species exhibits a such a situation are quite clear, especially in a vary-
striking polychromatisin which, for the population Of ing tavironment like that of estuarine brackish waters.
the Lagoon of Venice, is under the control of a series Another case of genetic polymorphism is given by
of multiple alleles. The species occurs also in Roscoff the colonial ascidian Bolryilus sduIlossen (Sabbadin.
(France') and Plymouth (England), but the Atlantic 1959). a species which is abundant and widespread in
populations differ from the Adriatic ones in many re- the Lagoon of Venice. This animal has several types
spects. The main differences are in the frequencies of vacuolar cells containing pigments of various colors
of the genes responsible for polymorphism and in tb- and chemical natures. The different distribution of
ability- to withstand low salinities. Moreover, there is these cells permits the distinguishing of three main
a certain degree of incompatibility to crossing he- discontinuous characters, whose presence or absence
tween the two populations. as revealed by the low sur- is un~der the control of three pairs of independent fac-
visal of the 1:1 hybrids anm] by the upsetting Of the tors. The variety of patterns in nature is due to the

sex ratio among themn. This differentiation is likely various combinations of these factors. Sablxsdin be-
to be the result of the ecological divergencies between lieves that the polYmorphism of Botryiluas is adaptive.
the marine and hracki sit-water biotopes (Battaglia. Actually, it was recently found i Sabbadin. personal
1957). We have also Obtained experimental evidence communication) that the frequencies of certain formns
of the adaptive nature of the polymorphism in Tujbe. vary according te, depth. This case deserves further
fIn fact, the ditferent fornis show different norms of inve~stigation.
reaction when confronted % ith varying salinities and F-TUARINE ENVIRONMENT AN!)
temperature#,. Same components of their fitness ap- G~ENETIC STRUCTURE OF MPOULATIONS
pear to be aff ected, to a varying extent. by differences
in these ecological parameters. For instance, the form Another problem concerning the rcLation between
z-i.Jac,.z is favored by lower %alinities and higher tetn- environment and genetic structure of populations,
peraittire,. and it is. also the formi best able to tolerate wshich might be attacked in estuar-ine benthic habitats.
a witie range oi conditions. Art attempt has been is that of the degree oi pol morphisni. the number of4

iatke recently it) see whether the different abilities to formsi by which a pon Prjuhic sp~ecits may be repre-
stand diluted sea water of the homorigutes 64at-e.j sentrit in these peculiar environments. From many
arid tritaniaata were due to different o-miorcgulatory tAb,crsat i itrs carried out in the brackish saters of the

pti.tcrs It at~Aglia Atul. llr~aii. 19W t. The two grtmo- La..oxi of Venice. %or have iound that the ccovepoi~s,
It* %pr' ct-iip~art'd 11,1% exhibited a signiticantly dif- 7sizh? retiibslj and Ierec .idiomi Am~blriatium. and the

lerent rate of uptake of Na.A'2 K41, and C,7 whitch is& xlt. Sfhaeo.;mal seinralowm arc represented bs fewer
AM,. turdhe e'itdencir to the pliv. IgiJcal imiportance ior-Os than in t'.picas i artne habitats, such at M'yrn-

oi these im-etic difyerence's. outh. W-wollf. or the Ila ' oi Naples. This apparently
OC 0n ot he-na n n~elinuui UXIA1111 '0101 nsa.110ta,s p1iuJV s1ggests that the safte niechanoiatis w hick cliitrcl the

tiiit.plt~iw mi 1, retimIjua ti, the higher %tabdit% of etlih ntof differ ent qxvcies in the tAg~Rm operrate
the Im-irr--i ' gotc cr'qr itt the lu-nus ' %gites. The alul at an intravieritic level. li tlw degree ol poly-
1111*"rtaiwe .4 thre role t-.1 %1 seil beC~t-rss to the iio4WJiusni1 -% a funtwIM oi the %arsets1 oi the ecolciti

nisintritancr 44 thit J.to.r~on ,re,,erl b% the cal niches asailable, the reducrrl tegtre of poli orph.
rCsults A4 r1LJct~nWTnt% C.arlrid out1 with lalusrators% to.n in the lApnon 1ApquLittoms could he asrribed to the
pti-zlatumn, "Itiih p~rnuit t-C %?istgt~w .4All the sun~atkv nunibr-r a'! niche, -ffcrrd by this ensv~rz-ginfit
C..tIFiqu-eis of ote i ~ the sIArIOU11 Cr'isoipe'5 i Bat. as c~xss1.arrd toi marmie r cc ste~tms Such a PEWS+1bilt%

tagls. l t .,i.it %uggested hy th- relatiselh nvm*innisuts ve-geWa
Another intefr'hfl air of hr ubaptltion in T. stwsnttatinn asijiccate -Ath thewe benthic forms. An *

'iug.and in olwer srxxies .4 the samne genus, other irnltflasnt lartor is Psrot""l Ins the eActing
clacerils their pecultiv crnetic oc% clietetnmation. in lsg'sm ns criviwiznet where the chaticss of wr %,.%Al di-.

Urstwaac szx ddrtrni~tutsn is mnitilactarial, am! this peMi priinatily 141 the abltity to tolicrate the inron-
ins uses a remiarkahle -tartAbil~ie of the %ex ratios stanc 44f the inediuns- A rnr.'-aml degree of vlasah~

arc..rdiiig to the kind twi mnatingt M'sorinser. an-i in- uJvlniorphism. hotars-rf. icws not H'esxril'j tInJsl a[I
ccease ot hweins~gns 'trww leIads to an increase of ft- drnop in gnew sec vasriskllitv. Vot their itshabtants of
males. mherea' an 1increae of hnmmxwogs"i~-uhich martne origin. taemms; sMi estwfrs presetw a
in nature could result fronm a devrease in the 3sae of s arsahuity In 12W that "uTo "Wemwhou 1- f'scrv- In
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environments of this sort a reduced polymorphisin @Aasa*--
may in part be replaced by an enforced individual
bomaunuasis. A nonspecific genic variability enabling
the species to confront unpredictable environmiental___________ -

changes (in oxygen. temperature, nutrients. etc.)
could be of great advantage (Battagiia. 19641. We
are therefore investigating if. in Tithe, there are
other possible sources of genotypical plasticity which
can endow the species or the population with poten- u

tial adaptability.

GEOGRAPHIC DIFFERENTIATION IN
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Another aspect concerns the adaptation uf the 07 '
brackish-water organisms of marine origin to vary hol
ing sahinities The cases of hoineostatic adaptation in Fig. 1. Tinies of tc4oos-ry frgn, the .,Ixwk suffered by
the pluvsio-gvp of populations or subspecies known Uinividuals betl'rngins to three georaphicalxpuiulatiins of

to e gnetc ae s fe tht lrose'r .. ed o cu- oh'ib turcas-d, awl by hybrids of the crtiss (sarganto xto b gedicareso ew hatProwr as ed o cn- lIymouth. transferred into diluted sea "cter. The straight
dlude that on the whole -)hysiolngical races are line indicates the field 4A variation; the vertical bar, iuie
scarce and adaptations are eithe~r phicnotypic or their value (if the cm-an; the Iwlid hanld, a st~andard deviatiom
bearers are property seplarable as good species" t.But- ,n each side 4s the mecan; the emipty rectangle. tis r the
lick, 1958)p. In my opinion, this is mecrelly dlue to the stwndard errotr on each "ile o4 the mcanl.
paucity of marine forms which kave so f .ar proved
suitable for genetic investigations- of these differece-s has [well obtained by testing the

For the study of inherited phyi sological di.11cerence. toleraince to dillutio ofth ,nd .ofheco
Tishidae offer excellent material. We have seen ear- l'lniuth X ;argano. The greater tolerance of the
tier that the poipulations of Tish.' reticidata front, Rcs- F, li~brifbi. ceimupas-ed to the parental papulations.
~,(M and irtimi the L~agoon oi Venice differ its their ~lo~ithat they are strongKlv heterotic. In the F..
ability to stand low salinities. The problern has Itern there is an Increase of variance As hich is clearly clue'
attackedt utilizing another benthic copepodl. Tart'. fur- ito %egregation I Fig. I i.
coe, wshich is iar miore suitable tor this kind ''i The threl.= uat~n clrimpared are therefore ge-1trem.eArch. necticatlls differenit :I it) their degree ofi tolerance of

Three geogKraphtical I opulatiions oi 7' Jurcala. onie diluted sra Asater. '!'he miore t,.lerant polpulatitni IN
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Estuarine Nekton

.. L. IcI HU( ;|
Bureau of (ommercial Fisheries, Fish and Wildlife Service, 1. S. Dhepartment of the Interior,

II ashintqtin, IP. C'.

The term "nekton" belongs to a system of classifica- But for actively moving, largely euryhaline animals
tion which characterizes certain aquatic organisms ac- like fishes, such a definition is not particular% useful.
cording to their structure and habits. The definition It is not necessary to cite literature references to call
given iii WVebster's Dictionary is as succinct and ac- attention to the fact that manny estuaries extend their
curate as any definition in the scientific literature: intluence far to sea. It is well known that the Ama-
"The actively swimmning pelagic organisms." This zon, the Mississippi, the Congo, and many other riv-
imparts to the nekton some characteristics unique in ers influence the marine environmuent for many miles
this system of classification of living things, for it offshore. At the surface the horizontal gradients from
describes a group of organisms from which all plants fresh wrater to oceanic salinity usually are fairly grad-
are excluded and which is dominated in numbers and ual, with few sharp permanent boundaries or fronts.
biiomaSS by fishes. Indeed, in most estuaries the boundary between river

The nekton of estuaries is much more difficult to water and ocean water usually is much more sharply
define. Most fishes are migratory and can tolerate defined with depth than along the surface. The sharp-
wide variations in salinity. The commonly accepted est surface salinity fronts often occur in the ocean
definitions of an estuary, although they are not en- well away fronm shore, under the influence of the rota-
tirely in agreement, describe a restricted zone which tion of the earth and the courses of the great pernia-
does not encompass the entire geographic or environ- ,lent ocean currents.
mental range of most nekton found in estuaries. Web- Usuaily there is a surface salinity front within
ster (Second Edition) describes an estuary as: "A many estuaries near the upper limit of the estuarine
passage, as the mouth of a river or lake, where the tide zone. Its position is related to the magnitude of the
meets the river current: more commonly, a narrow river runoff and to the amplitude of the tidal cycle.
arm of the sea at the lower end of a river; a frith." In a large estuarine system like Chesapeake Bay, this
Or in ternis of physical geography (Webster. Second front usually occurs at salinities well below 18 %.
Edition) : "A drowned river mouth, caused by the Massmann ( 1963) has described this as tht: "critical
sinking of the land near the coast." Obviously, the zone" of an estuary, rich in adults, but especially in
popular concept of an estuary has been determined on young, of many fish species. and with abundant plank-
the basis of physical features. Even the biologists ton lopulations. This is a fluctuating boundary, also,
have accepte~d this concept, as illustrated by the deft- with respct to fixed geographic points, for its geo-
nition given in a recent ecological text (Odum, graphical position and its gradient depend on the in-
1959 1 : "An estuary is a river month where tidal ac- teraction of opposing and fluctuating forces.
tion hrings about a mixing of salt and fresh water." It is not surprising that nan. a kind animal, should

Most dlefinitions of an estuary are based on two s!ts view the ocean in the context of a system of land-
of criteria. O)n the basis of mixing of water from based coordinates. The definitions of an estuary cur-
river and sea, an estuary should be delimited ap- rently in vogue were determined largely by geogr:i-
proxinmately by the salinity range 0 to 35 %,. This phers. Yet many leading oceanographers also prefer
definition is narrowed, however, by geographic re- a relativel v re.tricted definition, like that expressed
strictions which are related oiily remotely to the by Cameron and 1'ritchard (1963) : "An estuary is a
processes that create estuarine conditions. This does senmi-enclosed coastal body of water having a free
not necesarily fix a rigid landward boundary, but it connection with the open sea and within which the
does place an arbitrary seaward boundary on the es- se::-water :, measurably diluted with fresh water de-
tuary. represented by a line across a river mouth, like riviig froni land drainage." For many purposes this
the mouth of the Columbia River on the west coast of is a reasonably satisfactory view. To understand the
North America, or across the points of land marking distributimi and migrations of nektonic organisms,
the entrance to a larger estuarine system like Chesa- however, the only logical point of reference is a sys- A
peake Bay on the Atlantic coast. temn of oceanographic coordinates which make allow-

This systeni of classification may Ie suitable for ance for the fact that the estuarine environment is
sessile organisms, for their distribution is determined highly variable with respect to fixed points on land.
hy average, or minimal, environmental conditions. Our present knowledge is quite inadequate to describe
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these coordinates precisely, but our understanding of to the greatest estuarine system in the world. This
the biology of nekton will be imperfect until we can lens of low-salinity water extends across the entire
do so. Bering Sea and North I'acific Ocean to the shores of

Kamchatka and Sakhalin where it is fed by large
THE NEKTONIC ESTUARY Asian rivers. It dips to a point southwest of the en-

It is interesting to consider the estuarine environ- trance of San Francisco Bay on our west coast and
ment of the North American Continent as a zone extends to the subarctic boundary in mid Pacific,
bounded by salinity fronts rather than by land bar- reaching south almost to 40" N. latitude. Under this
riers. On the Atlantic coast the Gulf Stream imniedi- definition the entire North Pacific Ocean. northfiard
ately becomes important as the seaward boundary. A from 40" to 45' N. latitude, is an estuary. This has
roughly triangular area bounded by the coastline, the already been recognized y)" Tul'y' I Barber (1960).
Gulf Stream, and the Arctic seas, extending north- Parts of the Gulf of Mexico also have estuarine
eastward from Cape Hatteras, becomes a part of the characteristics. The great flow of the Mississippi
Northwest Atlantic Estuary (Fig. 1). South of Cape River system, veering to the westward as it leaves the
Hatteras, in the South Atlantic Bight, land drainage delta under the influence of the earth's rotation, cre-
is rather thoroughly mixed with oceanic water before ates a lens of brackish water oer much of the north-
it leaves the landbound estuaries and the extensive western Gulf. The influence of the northwesterly
system of channels between the mainland and the flowing equatorial current, which carries oceanic
coastal chain of islands. Consequently, there is no ex- water of relatively high salinity into the Gulf, restricts
tensive offshore estuarine zone over the continental the offshore estuarine zone in the Gulf to a surpris-
shelf in this region. North of Cape Hatteras the off- ingly narrow band, considering the great flow of the
shore estuarine system must be described in three Mississippi River. It is obvious that Mississippi
dimensiois, because there is a more or less horizontal River water and other land drainage into the Gulf of
front beneath the surface which is even more sharply Mexico must mix rather rapidly with oceanic water
defined. When the third dimension is brought into flowing into the Gulf from the Caribbean Sea and
consideration the Northwest Atlantic Estuary be- leaving again through the Strait of Florida. The
comes a vast lens of brackish water, extending to the relatively small influence that this great river has on
bottom only near the shore, and underlain by a wedge the waters of the Gulf can be understood when the
of water of oceanic characteristics. magnitude of the two flows is considered. The total

Off the Pacific coast of North America an estuarine transport through the Yucatan Channel is about 26 X
system of even more gigantic proportions emerges 106 cubic meters per second (Sverdrup et al., 1942).
under this definition. Many large rivers pour fresh The average runoff into the Gulf of Mexico is about
water into the Bering Sea, Gulf of Alaska, and coastal 877 cubic kilometers per year (Fleming and Elliott,
areas of the Pacific Northwest. The Yukon River; 1956) or about 28 X 103 cubic meters per second, only

4: the river systems draining into Bristol Bay: the many about one-tenth of one percent of the total oceanic
rivers of rainy Central and Southeastern Alaska; the flow through the Gulf. A simple calculation will dem-
Nass, Skeena, Fraser, and many other rivers of onstrate that if ait the freshwater runoff froni the
British Columbia: the Columbia. Sacramento, and North American Continent into the Gulf were niiyed
other rivers of the United States coast all contribute thoroughly with the oceanic water entering the Gulf

I I

Fig. 1. Offshore estuarine zones oi the world ocean bounded by the 3 5 ' i. isohalisi.,
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through thle Yucatan Channel and flowing out through --

the Florida Strait, it would reduce the salinity by less -

than 0.047.'
"Tile roughly triangular tenmerate ofishore estu- ,

arine zone in the western North Atlantic is continuous 'V
with a hod, of subarctic estuarine water off the Lab-
rador coast and in Hludson and Janes Bays. Thus,
there are three major estuarine zones off the coasts of 2
North America, the vast North Pacific zone, an ex-
tensive Northwest Atlantic zone, and a smaller zone # -.- 4
in the northern Gulf of Mexico ( Fig. 1). Contigu
with the North Pacific estuary is an extensive estu- /SO E./ /We /S0 w20 .g0 W.
arine zone that lies in an apparently continuous band Fig. 2. Mean annual excess of evaporation over precipi-
from the Okhotsk Sea along the coasts of Korea, tation in the North Pacific Ocean (After Jacobs, 1951).
China, and Southeastern Asia into the Bay of Bengal. Tile shaded zones, where precipitation exceeds evapora-

In the eastern tropical Pacific, a tongue of relatively tion, correspond closely with the two major offshore estu-
low salinity surface water extends in a very thin layer arine zones in the eastern Pacific (Fig. 1). The diffierence

more than a thousand miles westward from a stretch in the western Pacific from the pattern exhibited in

of coast off Central and South America. The sur- Fig. 1 is related to the distribution of cutrents.

,rising extent of this body of relatively low-salinity
water, in a region that has no major iivers, is ex- bility would have adverse effects upon its estuarine-
plained by the local climate and oceanic circulation. dependent nektohl.
The fresh water that generates this offshore estuary In the northeastern Atlantic the only extensive es-
arises principally from two sources, land drainage tuarine system includes the Baltic Sea, the southeast-
into the sea along at least 1,000 miles of coast from ern part of the North Sea, and a narrow band off tx!e
El Salvador to Ecuador, and tile direct effects of pre- Norwegian coast. In the tropical Atlantic there are
cipitation. The discharge of these rivers closely fol- three offshore estuaries, one off the mouth of the
lows the seasonal cycle of rainfall, with a niinimum in Amazon, a second off the mouth of the Niger and
April or May and a maxinium in October or Novem- Congo Rivers, and a third off the West Coast of
ber. The flow of the Rio Tempisque, Costa Rica, in Africa from Senegal to Liberia. This third offshore
1952 ranged from about 2.500 cubic feet per second in estuary is not fed by any major rivers. It probably is
October to about 300 cubic feet per second in April. generated by a set of circumstances similar to the cli-
The average amount of fresh water contributed to the matic and oceanographic phenomena that give rise to
Gulf of Nicova directly by precipitation is estimated the offshore estuarine zone in the tropical eastern Pa-
at 5,670 cubic feet per second (Peterson, 1960). Thus, cific off Central t,'nerica. Much greater and more
from this small gulf alone, the average contribution of concentrated flows fronm streams like the Magdalena,

fresh water to the sea probably is at least 7,000 cubic Orinoco, Nile, Euphrates, Zambezi, and other major
feet per second. kn even greater body of low salinity world rivers create insign:ficant offshore estuaries
water apparently originates in the Gulf of Panama because prevailing ocean curreats oppose the accumu-
SBennett. 1963). If the entire stretch of coast from lation of fresh water at the surface, or because evap-
El Salvador to Ecuador contributes equivalent amlounts oration and mixing quickly dissipate land drainage.
of fresh water to the sea, the average total runoff in The Southern Hemisphere is remarkably devoid of
this region will anoulnt to about 300,000 cubic feet per offshore estuarine wg"ters. The only exceptions are a
second, about half the flow of the 'Mississippi River. zone stirrounding the southern end of South America,
The prevailing currents in this part of the Pacific extending from the south coast of Chile around Tierra
Ocean are conducive to convergence of this broadly (de Fuego and i,'orth along tile southern coast of Ar-
based runoff and attenuation toward the west i Fig. gentina, and a h and around the Antarctic Continent.
2). P'eterson ( 19Q0) notes that the Gulf of Nico. a is Many other estuaries exist in the world, but appar-

a positive estuary, at least fromn May to lDecenlter, for ently none extends its influence far to sea. Most of
land drainage plus precilpitation exceeds 'vaporation the %%orld's major river systems flow into the regions
during this period. Moreover, at such timtes there is designated as offshore estuaries ( Fig. 1 ), but there
entrainient of water front below as the runoff moves are some notable exceptions. With few exceptions the
seaward. Therefore, in order to maintain the salinity offshore estuarine zones are in regions where pre-

water mtust eiter the Gulf. This is the typical circula- ers which do not contribute to substantial estuariie

tion pattern of an estuary like the subarctic region areas enter the sea in latitudes where evaporation ex-
of the North Pacific lTullv and Barber, 1000). The ceeds precipitation. These rivers include the Nile,

detailed dynamnics )f this Central American offshore Zambezi, and Orange Rivers in Africa; the Indus,

estuary is not well understoxx. It is likely that it Euphrates, Tigris, and Nartada Rivers in Asia: the
varies considlerably itt extent in response to variations D)arling and Murray Rivers in Aust!,fia; and the

in precipitation (Bennett, 19•0). Such a lack of sta- Colorado River in North America. On the nther

(
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han~d, at least 35 of the 50 major world rivers flow plants or other surfaces projecting above the bottom.
into the zones marked as offshore estuarine zones in Plankton are usually small animials and pilants which,
Figure ).. although they may ble able to swim to some extent,

Many of the major rivers of the world empty into and can maintain or change their position between
the Arctic Ocean. Southward flow of this water into surface and bottomn, essentially drift passively with thle
the North Pacific and North Atlantic must contribute currents. Neuston includes those organisms which
substantial quantities of fresh water to the twt. major rest or .4wim onl the surface. In the marine environ-
offshore estuaries. nient a simplified classification often i. used: benthic

Any attempt to describe the distribution and inter- life includes the benthos and periphyton; pela gic
mingling of land drainage in the ocean is quickly fornis include the nekton, plankton, and relativelv un-
handicapped by a lack of information. The runoff imiportanit miarinte neuston.
from even the Anmazon, the world's greatest drainage To these living organisms might be added a sixth
system, is poorly known, Studies in 1963 by scientists category, tripton, composed of detritus of biological
of the United States Geological Survey, in coopera- origin andl inorganlic piarticulate miatter. Thle role of
tion with the Government of Brazil, have improved this tion-living suispenision in thle aquatic enlvironmlent
our knowledge (W. B. Langbein, personal communi- is not well understoodl ( Krey, 1961 ). It certainly
cation), but these observations were made hundreds plays anl important role inl marine ecology, especially
of miles upstream, and did not include the flow of in the inshore estuarine environment, and its impiort-
three major and many lesser tributaries. The flow of ,nice to estuarine nekton deserves greater attention.
many important world rivers has never been gauged. 'rthe pirincipal adaptations for truly nektonic exist-

The general distribution of surface salinity in the ence are thle possession of swimminizg organs, a suitooth
world ocean is influenced primarily by precipitation. streamlfined blwl., and a spiecific gravity reasonably
evapioration, and the effects of th~e major currents. close to that of the surroundling mnediumn M\ost fishes
Fromt north to south, and averaged for the entire have achieved these objectives successfully by dlevel-
world ocean (Defant, 1MI), surface salinity rises oping smtooth, terete, flexible bodies covered with
fromt a minimum in the Arctic regions (32.66 cl, be- inuctis. 'rthe bodies of mnost tisnes canl be flexed later-
tween 550 and 60' N. latitude) to a maximium of ally hut not vertically. This provides piropiulsive power
35.76 %, between 250 and 30* N. latitude, falls to a which allows the relatively large and flexible caudal
minimum in the tropics (34.43 %ý between 5* and 100 finl to move the fish forward. Manyt) pelagic fishes are
N. latitude), rises to a maximum between 20* and able to adjust their specifiz gravity by controlling the
25i S. latitude, andl falls again toward Antarctica amiount of gas in the swim bladder and can maintain
(33.96 between 50* and 55* S. latitude). This dis- and alter their equilibrium and direction b-appro-

tribution correrponds very closely to the distribution priate miovemients of the inedian and p.6red fi-;. .An-
6 of t&e niean suni of evaporation and precipitation, other important requiremient for truly nektonic exist-

which shows excess pirecipitatiorn in the A\rctic, tile ence is the ability' to extract oixygen at a relatively
tropics, andI the Antarctic, and excess evaporation in rapid rate fromt thle surrounding water. The gills of
inid-latitudes ait ablout 2O0-2S 0 N. lat i tude and -)0*- fishies are well adapI ted ti thtis n aide of life. whliich
250 S. latitude. The offshore estuarinie zo ne-s illus- Ipetrmiits acti %e and iil.'t a ii ,ed tnit()%enent.
trated in Figure I fall alna st entirely in the arctic or F'i shes als art %%ell adlapted toi w i thstanid the rigors
subarctic, and tropl ical regio ns, characterized by rela- of th le tstua rinie eiivi rioniiiieit. 'ThIei r lk-in scales, and
ti ~elv low Inieai Ocean saLl init iCs and an excess of pre- coat if iintCUS Mil lillM itoze 1n t iC Chiatige assoc'iated
ciliitat ion over evap oration. %ith Ii n~eiiis ~i salinit .. Thei r cajiacit , for active

Seasoiiil and aninial variation, inl land draiiiage are infivemnitit albiws theni toi avoid thle tillfavuorabile ef-
treniendous, and we kiiow that these %a riat ions have fec t o f sn r i atii i ini ~ahnit ty, teimp eratu re, dIisso l ved
iin ii irtant effects onl estuar inie lift'. We Can only * V iX' N9i1. st'il ieiided siIt. and ()tiher eii~i r iiiieittal vari-
sl iet'clate oii tile bioi logical effects of such variaitioins ahile,. NeverthIel'ess. thet t il in v ioung iif wninnymiarine
ill thle ipeii sea. hint dliey Ii ist have~t a great infIluence sp ecies.. iti % IiichI thIese Ipinotect ive ilitechiani Ills atJp;La-

oli thle Ioovenients, and abundanice of nektoin. esps'ciallv% emttlv% am e not %%ell ile~eloiieil. mimgraute ii large uiniiiirl'r
ti slit'. O u r umiderstaiinling ( if ttiose relat io nsh ips will ti water of cr ' I% iw% sal iinit inl c:,tliai re~, %s Iere the.%
requiii re impirolveid km iwlcige of the (deailIs of the' th ri \ It iý iemierall 'v avrreei that thle w inl f i shes
earth's water liuiget atid of tile li'ilavior of estuarine origimticil inii resh s ater i Ronier. 1945). and it is
ficktoin. und erstanidab le that tilt vi \itng are niore tolierant of

Io%% salimiit). .\It these early stages, like voting salnion.
A l) I 'AT~ )NSF( ) N KTONIi' ~X STFNI'2 these fishim's have niut drvopdiiii salt-secreting cellsý.

The terin "nemkton idi'i entitf ies oinit group of organ - un.1te anid Chiaiimberlini ( 9.581 co ncluded that yo ung
isims ill all ecologiical Iv orientedl -;vstein of classi fiea- mnhe laidenm Bri'-z-oirtilt :Vrimnus ) must undergo theiri
tion iif au luatic life based oil fuorm or habits The en rI devehluihnient in awatrs ofi lIw)% salinity. Trheir ex-
henthos is ctimposedl of plants anid anminI s- attached to. I wr iltoot t shoi wed that ni' rtal itY was. high and (level-
or restilng int. the ho ttoimi. or miore iir less huried in i ijiniit alum rinal iii sea water.
the bottomn. l'criphvton or anuiwuclis includes organ- Mouut invertebirates lack this prei~t~'r combiniation of
itnms tha;t are attached or cling to steni. anid leaves of aul.'ptatiomts for nektiinic li fe. 'rthe uquids. are the only
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invertebrates that rival tile fishes in this respect. ground, have been shown to migrate at least 120 miles J
Most squids have firm, terete, smooth, •nd relatively front Florida Bay to the fis-ng grounds north of the
inflexible bodies. They swim by quite a different proc- Dry Tortugas (Costello and Allern, 1961). During
ess, however, by a form of jet propulsion so adapted this migration, and at oi.her times, ;hey are primarily
that they can move backwards as well as forwards nektonic.
with great speed. Squids cannot adjust to reduced All vertebrate members of thc nekton other than
salinities, however. They are important members of fishes are limited in their capacity to become truly , I
the oceanic nekton and enter the offshore estuary in nektonic by the need to come to the surface periodi-
abundance at certain places and times, but they are cally to breathe air. Whales and porpoises have been
not typical estuarine animals, the most successfu! it adapting to aquatic life. They

Another molluscan group that enters the nekton never leave the w,.ter and -can remain submerged for
occasionally is the scallop family. Normally members surprisingly long periods, but they, also, must return
of the benthos, scallops are able to swim short dis- periodically to the surface to obtain oxygen. Pinni- A
tances by convulsive movements of the two valves of pedes also 'have become well adapted to life in the
the shell. Like most of the more poweeful inverte- water. They de need, however, to return to land to
brates, however, they are prevented front adopting an breed and ý;o.t spend considerable periods resting on
exclusively nektonic existence by the presence of a land. Sonte Uirds have developed remarkable capa-
heavy exoskeleton, which is necessary for attachment cities to dive beneath tne surface and swim under-
of the musculature, water. The rhythmic, organized mass-feeding move-

The Crustacea are divided into two subclasses, Rep- ments of co-morants are particularly interesting (Bar-
tantia, the creeping forms, and Natantia, the swim- tholomew, 1942). Turtles and certain snakes also can
ners. Some members of the Reptantia, although they swi, beneath the surface for various periods. But
do not possess true swimming organs, are able to birds, turtles, and snakes, like all air breathers, are
propel themselves through the water out of contact not permanent members of the nekton.
with the bottom for limited periods. The swnmming Man is a special case. His capacity for learning to
crabs, exemplified by the commercially important blue swim allows hinm to become a temporary memrber of
crabs of :he Atlantic and Gulf coasts of the UJnited '.he nekton. His ability to think, and to design, build,
States, have developed this capacity to a remarkable and operate artificial devices for catching aquatic ani-
degree. This has been achieved by a modifitation of mals makes him an important member of the nektonic
the fifth pair of thoracic legs to form paddle-like community. By reason of these same abilities he pos-
swimming organs, with powerful muscles. The legs sesses a tremendous capacity to modify the nektonic
and carapace are relatively smooth, slender, and light environment. Since he is a land-based animal, who
in weight, and are free of bulky spines and protuber- lives mainly near rivers, lakes, and the seacoast, his
ances. By reason of these modifications, these crabs ii.fluence on the estuarine environment is particularly
are capable of swimming off the bottom for extended important. Moreover, as already pointed out, his
pe. iods and they perfornm extensive seasonal migra- rapidly increasing numbers and evolving technology t
tions. are causing him to exert an ever-increasing influ-

Other Reptantia capable of swimming are the lob- ence on the physical and chemical ettvirmnment and on
sters, characterized by the American I, %ster (lloma- the nekton as a whole.
rus aincricanus) of New England and the spiny lob-
sters (l'anulirus spp.) of Florida and California. THE ESTUARINE ENVIRONMENT
These crustaceans (do not have true swimming organs, fI the enclosed or land-bound portion of the estu-
but can propel themselves with surprising agility by ary, estuarine water usually can be considered as ex-
convulsive movements of the powerful abdomen. How- tending to the bottom. This is especially true in estu-
ever, the bulky c-irapaces and heavy spines of Panu- aries where strong tidal mixing usually prevents the
lirus and the large cht-lipeds of Itowarus are not formnation of a ýýharp vertical salinity gradient. In
conlucive to extended nmovements off the bottom, and some estuaries like Chesapeake Bay. however, a pro-
these occasional swimmers can hardly be termed nounctid salinity front exists between the surface and
nektonic. the bottomn. anti the environments above and below

Many members of the subclass Natantia are very this boundary may differ sharply. The zone of sharp
active swimmers. although they also may crawl on. tranimtn(M is k-nown as the level of no net motion
or even bury in. the substrate. Important members of ( Pritchard. 1951. 1Q52a). Above this level the water
this group are the shrimps, some of which, like the is relatively low in salinity and has a net transport
penaeid shrimps of the Smuth Atlantic coast of the toward the sea. Below this level the water is denser
United States and the Gulf of Mexico. are of great and saltier, with a net transport up the estuary. This •
commercial importance. These shrimps spawn in the deeper water also is diluted to -Amne extent by fresh
ocean, but the tiny young soon congregate in the in- water from the land, and its salinity is reduced gradu-
shtore estu;.rine areas, where they spend several ally as it moves up the estv~ar-.
nionths of their first year of life. The pink shrimp of In the offslhore estuary the salinity of the deeper
southern Florida fl','ncias duorarm'•, which use the water usually is the same as. or not much Is titan.
estuarine envir,)nfent of the ,verglades as a nursery the salinity of the surface water of the open orean
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of Cape Hatteras ( Joseph et al., 1960). Apparently,
thle Gulf Streanm interposes a barrier at this point, and
little if any of the low-salinity surface water passes
farther south. Instead, it turns to the northward and
follows the inshore edge of the Gulf Stream.

The effect of the earth's rotation is shown in thle
surface salinity patterns of the inshore estuaries also.

I In Chesapeake Bay, for example, the northerly flow-I ing water from the sea is diverted toward the eastern
Aww~e ~ Vside of the Bay and the southerly flowing river runoff

holds to the western sidle. This produces a pro-
nouncedl surface salinity gradlient across the Bay,
especially in its lower p~art (Fig. 3). Measurabile
average salinity gradients exist across the major trib-

/0 utaries also, with thle higher salinity on the left sidle of
tile estuary looking dlownstreanm. Even the depth of
the level of no net motion is affected. Careful meas-
urements have shown that this boundary is deeper on
the right side of thle tributaries of the Chesapeake# ~(Pritchard, 19)521b . These general princip~les will
apply to the structure and circulation of estuaries in
other parts of the world ocean also. It should be re-
nmembered, of course, that the rotation of the earth
causes thle flow to veer to the right in the Northern
Hemisphere and to the left south of the Equator. On
the west coasts of the continents in the Northern
IlF emisphere, this throws river runoff to the north.

In the North Pacific the details of the structure and
circulation of the offshore estuary are better under-

=stoodl (Dodimead et al., 1963). 'Dodimead (1961),
using the salinity structure to define major oceano-
graphic regions in the North Pacific, described sub-

20arctic water on the basis of the presence of a well-
Y, developed halochine ( Fig. 4). The boundary between

44 ~sub~arctic and subtropic waters is idlentified by an al-
most vertical 34 '1, isohialine extending from the sur-

0 face to dlephtls of (X)0 to 4MX ineters. This boundary.
ait the surface. corre-spondls rather closely with tile

(northern edge of the North Pacific D~rift. fIn the sub-
V ~arctic region a permnenwrt halocline exists at a depth

29fb etween 1(M and 2()meters and at a salinity of about

r~~~~~ '7' * .,~

F-ig. 3. Typical distributioni of %aliiuity at the %urfacr e~1~
III Chesapeake Bay.

beyond tile estuarine ualhnity front. D~etails of thle -

horizontal and vertical circulation are less well under-
stoix]. but evidence is accumulating in the North At- 0,.
lantic that there is ain onshore transport of water near too-
thle bottomt fronm as far out as the edge of thle conti- '

nental shelf, as there is in thle North Pacific ITull% zoo 5

and Itarber. 19(0)) and in the eastern troplical P acific txp
Peterson. IwoA). Trhe outtlowing surface water of

reeluce4 s~alitntv. under the influence of the earth's.I
rotatiorn. is diverted to the right as it leaves the mouth
of thle lisndhound estuarine zone In the Northern Fig. 4. Typaical cross 4ectioni% of the lens of low salinity
flenaa.;ahere. Ilenice, the surface water leas~ing Chesm- water Which forms the vast North Pacific offshore estu-
perake hay flows south along the coast in the direction ary I After lDwslimead et al.. 196).
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33.8 s. As already mentioned, Tully and Barber system (Office of International Scientific Affairs,
(1960) recognized in this salinity structure the fea- 1964). Flow measurements of the Amazon proper
tures of a simple estuarine system. also were made far upstream. When the contributions

The great abundance and widespread distribution of tributaries like the Tocantins, Tapajos, and Xingu *

of anadromous fishes in the Northern Hemisphere, Rivers, which enter the Amazon lower down, are
particularly in temperate and subarctic waters of the added, there is little doubt that the volume of dis-
North 1'acitic and northwestern Atlantic, probably charge into the Atlantic Ocean under flood conditions
are related to this extensive development of oceanic will be at least 8 million cubic feet per second, more
estuaries. The long migrations of Pacific salmons be- than four times the flow of the entire Mississippi
come somewhat less of a mystery if it is conceded that system at flooA stage. The low-water measurenent of
they never entirely leave the influence of their home the flow of the Amazon, also made well upriver, above
streams. Their great abundance undoubtedly can be its confluence with several important tributaries, was
attributed at least p)artially to the vast extent and high about 2.5 million cubic feet per second. Variations in
biological productivity of their offshore estuarine precipitation and runoff tend to be seasonal, but there
feeding grounds. Shad (Alosa sapidissima), intro- are often sudden great changes. The passage of a
duced on the Pacific coast three-quarters of a century major storm over the watershed can have catastrophic
ago, are still increasing in abundance. There is good delayed effects on marine life in the estuary when the
reason to believe that already this species is more maximum effect of runoff from the heavy rains is felt.
abundant in the Pacific than in the Atlantic. If its
oceanic feeding grounds are more extensive in the TEti'ER.TCiF
P'acific, as Figure 1 suggests, this superiority in num- Salinity gradients are not the only important fea-
bers is not surprising. Striped bass (Roccits saxa- tures of the estuarine environment, although it can be
tilis) probably are prevented by temperature barriers said that intermediate salinities are the most charac-
from utilizing much of the offshore estuary in the teristic feature. Temnperature also is an important
North Pacific. Figure 1 also suggests that it would characteristic. The level of temperature is important
be folly to expect successful establishment of Pacific biologically, because respiration and osinoregulation
salhons or other wide-ranging anadromous species in of animals ( Pearse, 1950: Pearse and Gunter, 1957)
the Southern Hemisphere in any great abundance, are more difficult in waters of reduced salinity, and
except perhaps along the southern coasts of Chile and these processes also are functions of temperature. The
Argentina. effects of low salinity on respiration and osmoregula-
S.ALINTV tion are less adverse at high temperatures. This has

been accepted as the reason why southern estuaries
At any fixed point in the inshore estuary great have richer faunas than northern estuaries. The dif-

changes in salinity occur. These changes have a ference in variety of fish faunas between northern and
greater influence on sessile or slowly moving organ- southern estuaries is certainly striking. Such tern-
isms than they do on nekton, but the nekton some- perature effects also could explain the migration of
times is affected, too. Rapid salinity changes, of many fishes out of estuaries in fall and winter.
course, are caused primarily by variations in rainfall The relatively great range of temperature in most
or in the rate of melting of snow. The direct effects estuaries also has important biological effects. The
of precipitation are perhaps of little importance to diurnal temperature range in a shallow estuary is
nekton, hut the indirect effects can be great. The relatively great (Gunter, 1945: Beaven, 1960), for
major estuaries of the world receive runoff from vast such waters are quite sensitive to changes in air tern-
areas of land. The drainage basin of the Mississippi perature. In the lower York River, at Gloucester
River system, for example, covers an area of almost Point. Virginia. for example, at a point where the
1.25 million square miles. This is about 13 percent of water is about 5 feet deep, the bottom water tempera-
the total area of the North American Continent. The ture can vary as much as 8" F. (4.4' C.) in 24 hours
mean flow of the Mississippi and its tributaries is (Mcllugh, 19 59a). Relatively large vertical tempera-
about 620,000 cubic feet per second (Langbein and ture differences also occur. In summer the surface
llarbeck, 1949) and the recorded maximum of about water usually is much warmer than the deeper layers,
1.9 million cubic feet was more than 30 times the a coninon characteristic of all natural bodies of water.
minimum. The Amazon River system, the greatest In winter the deeper waters usually are warmer, but.
drainage basin in the world, covers an area of about more important for nektonic organisms, the tempera-
2.7 million squiore miles. about 40 percent of the en- ture is relatively stable in the deeper portions of the
tire area of South America. The flow of this mighty estuary. There are important lateral gradients in
river still has not been adequately measured, but sonme estuarine water temperature also. In summer the
concept of its size may be gained fronm the fact that temperature typlically decreases from the upper estu-
one of its major tributaries, the Rio Negro. has a vol- ary to the sea. In winter the gradient is reverd... A

ume of nearly 2.4 million cubic feet per second where The gradients and changes in water temperature.
it enters the main river. Thus, this tributary, which rather than the general level of tenmperature, have the
enters the Amazon 1.000 miles upstream from the sea. greatest influence on estuarine nekton. Consequently.
contributes more water than the entire Mississipi sudden cold waves will immobilize or kill fishes in

-- NOW'-
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shallow waters at temperatures that would not be this toitne the (li~s-evtd oixygen content at 20 feet below
lethal if the fishes were properly acclimnated]. the surface was less than 8t percent (if the saturation

value. and zero at .314 feet. Typical profile,, of die-
sovd xgeln content in the Raptaanok ie

In southern estuaries, especially, large variations andl Chesapeake Ba% in late sumniter are illustrated inl
in dissolved oxygen content of the water occur. These Figure 5.
changes can have grtcat effects on distribution and Similar conditions undoubtedly prevail iii other es-
abundance of nekton. In Chetapeake Bay large vol- tuaries aloing the United States coast. Tihe "jubilees"
tunecs of water beneath the halocline b~comne coin- oif the GFulf of Mexico are caused by simjilar phernoni-
pletely devoid of dissolved oxygen in late swummer. ena. llrotigersina-Sanders ( 19.57) (lescribedl similar
This phenomnenon affects a large area in the middle conditions which caused mass fish mortalities in Wal-
portion (if the Ilay and extends at times for miles up vis Bay ont the soulthwest coast of Africa. Shte also
the l'iankatank, Rappahannock, Potomac. and Patuxent cited conditions in the Sea of Azov that are similar ito
Rivets. Its occurrence is related to the salinity struc- the plienoneieon ini (iesapecake Hay. Reliable quanti-
ture of the water mass and the prevailing high sumt- tative estimates of fish nmortalities caused by such
titer temperatures. The abundant flora and fauna of natural oxy gen deficiencies aire not available. Mlore
the water beneath the layer of no net miotion have a informnationi abofut tile quantitative biological effects
high oxygen demiand which the natural rate of oxygen of these phenonmena is nieeded.
replacement is not sufficient to balance. In tile absen1ce
of strong winds this deep water, once it V esthle Orivi it F.murtms

surface outside the mouth of the [lay,, can receive Man othter factors, undoubtedly influence the (lis-
oxygent unly by thle very slow process of diffusion or tributtion. abundance, and migrations of nekton in es-
advection front above. As the dissolved oxygen con- tuaries. \[ian% autltoirs have po~inted out that nutrient-
tent of these waters approaches zero, the animals must rich waters front the river,, support abundant stocks
die or move out. The only organisms that can sur- of food norganismns. Others htave said that these re-
vive are those that (10 not require oxygen, like an- stricted. shallow wa.tier, afford a con.isiderable degree
aerobic bacteria. At such times these wa;tier-% contain of shelter front enernie'.. Hut it is difficult to escape

Ihydrogen sulfide. Extensive mortalities of blue crabs the cionclusion that we really know very little aboutit
in fishermen's pots are reported when these condi- the environntent in which estuarine anintals live, Ilt
tions prevail, but it is not known whether serious plannin,-- ..ill ironinrintal- studies,% we hta% e made little
natural mortalities of crabs or oither neloton occur. pr#ogre~ss 'ince oceanograpnhic researelt began. Meas-
Mass fisht kills occur in these areas at these andi other utrentelis dif temnperature. salinitit v. diss.olved oxge, I,
timnes but the causes are dlifficult ito trace. There is andi one or tss o otlt-r variabhles, usually are miore or
no doubt, however, that these conditions drive nek- less standa~rd practice. Wde mteasure -'traitsia reltc v
tonic forms out of thle affected areas andi effectively anal'z fe -r~ phos.phate, aitd measure chloropl.%i. bie-
block reentry and that orntetintes fishes itt.y be cause thtese aire k:noks i to reflect certai aspcso
trappied it restricted areas. Thuts. subs~tantial paurts of laiiological proittctiv itv., P rimtluctiv ity niclasurelments
Chtesapeake Ila% and %(mitte tif its tributaries are rrn- by\ tlte light andi(lark ls-ttle otethitod. andI more reeetntlv%
ulered uninhabitable foir tisies in late summner. The by carliot. 14 technitques. are frei 1uentlY a p~art iif ci
zone most s.'rioiuslv affected lies bebi,% the haloclitte vmroinitm:ail" studies.
or level oft no net hu'rizimital water intivesniet. but sub- Odunt 1 11); and rtai.% other rectl-'~tt i ust av
stantial oxygen dleficietwies stomoetintes em~end to tile
"urface. Dwi~ unifiutbtetrV affects tile distributiown andti *1 ~-,.4
abundioance in the Ila% ' f ilnellyh 'chotolitig. active 7 4? -V 4P 4P WU 10 P OP.

fislies like mnheiaden. I*.P
rTiww eondlitiobn% ber-irnte espeeizall% acute after hur- it j

rican.-s deposit lueav.% r.-uns over the area. lleavy ruit- a .

matter into thle %a~ter. thle large %olumes% of fresh waf -''

water increase tile %tabhilt% of thle %ater cillutitit. Attd I"& j
the high suntituer teniperatures spretd up bioilogical ac - w, ýk '7' I
tivity. lit August. 1955. two hurricane* passed i05cr - i..

the Chesapeake Itay area % ithin a work tof rach tither.
with totial pirecipitattion fit %Nout 11 lnrhes On Sep-
tenmiber 1. 1955. abouitt ten days after the "vcndl hur-
ricane, at a station" 24 mitle ilwv~e the nuouth of the * -

katipahannusck Rtuer. the salittity grradient frewut stir -
face tit a tkepth of J`0 fet" was more than 7 '., The e
boundlary between wh ~k~ ater mla%%%via was hap Fo 1.%*-al %ror~ticl ditolmmf(d~
that the siahnity at this *tation rowe front atxnt 10 it '.. lo the Rarppaham.'cvk Rn-vv mid C0u-saprAke I'ay in lair
at .4 deplth of 12.5 feet to ahot-l 15 3 at 15 feet. At sturnimi
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stressed the inmportance of the ecological "niche" as which -4inetimies affect the future success of fishing.
comiparedl to tlie itiore general termi "habitat". Gen~- ltrongersina- Sanders (1957) has reviewed the litera-
cral ineasurtiicits of environmental characteristics, ture on roass mortalities of nekton in estuaries caused
like those described above, are only of limited value by sudden changes in salinity, in temperature, in dis-
in dlescribming the pilace where the biological commu- solved oxy gen con, tit., and by other natural phenoni-
utity resides. llv theniselves these measurements (10 ena. These catastrophic single-factor effects occur
little to tell us why a variety of species can coexis.t in because the organism reaches the limit of its tolerance
certain waters yet mnaintain their specific differences, for that particular factor. But in its ordinary rela-
dor why abundance and distribution vary so greatly. tions with its environment, it is virtually certain that
We have done very little in fishery investigations to the atnimal usually is integrating the effects of a rela-
uiinderstand the mnicrnclimate in which each species tivelly large number of environmental pressures. prob-
lives. Yet we know from the work of Hlasler ( 1958) ably reacting to each in different ways according to
and imiany oathers that fis~h" s ave acute vision, hear- the strengths of the other stimuli. The spectacular de-
ing, and olfactory senses boy which they can orient cline in abundance of tilefish ;Lorhoa~ilui chamaed-
themselves. F'or ex~ample, tishes Apparently are able eoxtieeus) in the northwestern North Atlantic in 18&2
tam discriminate extremely low concentrations of cer- probably was an example of a catastrophic single-
tamn dissolved substances in the water, factor effect i igelow and Welsh, 1925). Momt nat-

D~espite the fact that all biologists must have at ural fluctuations in abundance of fishes cannot be ex-
least an elementary knowledge of the principles of pected to have a simple cause. Thus, it would he naive
ecology, a clear concept of the difference between to assunme that variations in survival of fishes to comn-
habitat and niche has not been demonstrated in miany inercial sizes could be explained adequately in terms
field studies of fish distribution and abundance. The of variations in only one, or even -several, of the many
temiptation is strong, w~hen large quantities of biologi- varia-Nt-e,- in the surroundinag mnedium, even if we knew
cal observations have been made in the field, acconi- what sairiablles are important and how they operate.
p~anied by measurements of temperature, salinity, and This question deserves much niore careful attention
perhaps other characteristics of the surrounding wa- than it has received in the past. Field studies must be
ter. to search for correlations betweeni physical and accornpar~iei!. and often preceded. by controlled lab-
biological variables; or. if concurrent measuremtents orator%. experiments.
cif ph%,ical and biotlogical phenomena are not avail- l)SRBTO ADAUDAC

alphysical dlata, from the same general area, co- OF ESTUARINE. NEKTON
lected for other purposes, have been used. Since ap-
parent correlations often can be found b.- successive Our knowledge of the distribution and abundance of
trials using various combinations of biolog~ical and estuarine nekton comes almost entirely from two
physical data, air even with random numbers, it is not sources: faunal surveys and fisheny investigations,
surprising that rtrong and apparently statisti'-ally The literature is extensive and it would not be prac-
significant correlatiot- can be derived by trial ard tical to attempt a thorough review here. Many coin-
error from series of field observations. Now that elec- prehensive studies of the fish fauna of North Amenr-
tronic data processing facilities are so readily Avail, can cnastal areas have been published. Most Crf these.
able, it can be expected that the search for correta- l ike j ordan and vermtann a "810a-lO 19 k Clemens and
tion-. uitay incrra-se. The fallacious reasoning that un- Wilby 1~ 116 . Btarnhart 11'436), and Bligelow and
-lefties %uch attetipts to find relationships bet'seeii Welsh 1 1425 1. describe the entire marine fish fauna
variables arises front a mnisunderstanding of the nsa- ot An area And not estuarine species specifically.
ture of %tientific It, pothress and how they should be Others, like Smith t l'N)7 ), H~ildebrand and Schroeder
tested. For examople, it often is argued that such stud- i19241,. And tGunter ( 1941. 1945) deal with the fishes
IC`% are useful in dletermining which observations of largei estuarine 3systems_ Many of the major works
smsuld be ccontinued andl which should he dropprme. -are cited At .Appropriate places in the text, and thewe.
rhis ignores the fact that miechanical searching for tc.gether with their literature citations, provide an ex-
co'rrelati~m! can necither tientumstrate nor i~sprovc tensise. although by no means comuplete. bibliography.
Caiuse andl effect lhere Is a need for more careful Many of the niAlor faunal surveys include abundance
.attention to research planning before field work be. est1imates. t'ut the best estimates, of abitolutt abun~xnce
CIn% have been dlerived from the fisheries or front scienitific

We mtill dot, ot kit. % precisely what we mean by fishery inrvt1cmtgtions- Even these are not entirely
the "entitirunnsent" of a nehattonic individual or species. satisfactory. for, byv their revy nature. ne+t-notic or-
flt-re is abundaant evidence that the resictioins of an canasis Are dtiscul to 'am*l quafftitatively. Sawt

1-rgaPnIm to its onuirartment and the in~hmme of the of the be-%t estivnsates. alth sigh they mseasure only the,
cmlironnint 47n the oWrgasisin or speies are highly m"ature "gement of a pouluation, have wnme front a
cxntmwle%- (in the -*her hand, at certain tim1s amnmts- knowmlede a( ifeemdty and ewmits of egg an the
ta~ahle .cridece o ithe direct mid prolvaund efir'cts of spawnisng grvunds.
single faictitrs is brought fwr~ibly to attentwm. (;=iter %corewing in Odurn i 19.Wt, althougth the mimhaad. 5
l'M51 has n-viewed manystitch wccurrences akuag ttal range AI nehitn may be great. the gerogralphic I

the Vias band Texcas crasts a( the Gulf of Miexaco. range of a opwmo a "yhe -ss thanthuttof isany in.
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vertebrstes. Nevertheless. somte estuarine nektonic estuary can lie cited. Stickney 1959) listed lthe itiore
species have extensive geographical ranges. The Pla- implortant nektonic organisms Ili tile shelcesciit Estu-
cific herring Lh~upea paislasii), for example, is dis- An. in Maine. lie (lid not give the numbers of fish
triliated more or less continuously front the Bering caught, but it is clear that lierritg-hike tisie, and cods.
Sea to San Diego flay, a range of about %~ degrees of %sere intiportant. Fewer species were re-presented in
lattude and some 43 degrees af longitude. In a his collection:, thtan in collections front lthe Chesapeake
straight line between northern and southern limits, or the Gaulf, and two Pt'oable differences %ere evident.
this is more than 2,000 miles. The Atlantic herring Firstly, thc Salinonidair, which are absent farther
(Chupwa hareugvs) also has a wide range, from the south, were implortant membiers of lthe estuarine nek-

Arctic to temperate waters, and fronm one side of the ton in northern New E'ngland. Two species were
Atlantic to the other. Within these ranges, however, represented, the Atlantic salmon (Salmo Moar) and
both species are divided into subpopulatitins with more the American smnelt kVsmcnus mordiaxr . Secondly.
restricted ranges I lcincke. 18'lt; lRounsefell. 1930; tile croaker family, an implortant groupi in southern
Tester. 1937. l'W6: Mc~fugh. 1954). Atlantic and (gulf coast estuaries, was apparently, rare

Other nektonic estuarine fishes with -wide ranges or absenit along lthe New l'.ngland coast.
are sontic of the P'acific salmons, such as the red sal- Few estuaries of lthe tipges so cornmon along the
man (Uuocarhynchni xerka i. Alaskan, red salmon .Atlantic and (;olj coasts of the United States are
fromn stream s flowing into Bristol Bay in the Bering foutnd on the Pacific coast of North America. The

,00Sea have been caught on the high seas at least as far risers of southeastern A~laska atil! Biritish Columibia
west as 167' F. longitude, not far front the east coast enipty into deep) fj' ords or pro~tectedl inshore siaters
of Kwzuhatka, and chinook ando steelbead salmon have created by a barrier of islands and peninsutlas that
been showsn to travel even farther, front upper reache, extend alnimot conitinuously froni P'uget Stound ito
of the Columbia River, far inland, to the vicinity of Skagway, A~laska. Tid-11 Aiiplitudes are so great in
the Aleutian Islands, a distance of 4.500 miles iI larit. this region that lthe inshore waters mix rather quickly.
1960). Atlantic mernhaden i Hreroortma tyvaxiomi) oc- and the estuarine nekton is quite different fromn that
cur front the Nova Scotia coast to the east coast of oi lthe Atlantic. In other loans of Alas-ka the mtajor
Florida, a range of at least 16 degrees latitude and 1; rivers flow into fjords or directly into tl~e sea. The
degree-s hmrgituder i Gunter and Christmas, 1900). Columbia River and Other strealnis of thle coas.ts Of
Within this range there are applwrently at least two Wa~shingtem. Oregon. and Caliiornila have very smiall
subpoopulations of hnt-oortia fyraunlo (Sutherland. inshore estuaries or flow 'lirrctly into the sea. Sant
1193 i. hut their rang"s os-erila considerably. Francisco flay is the only really large Inshore estu-

Other widespread nektonic estuarine sremies of thle arine boody of water on the entire west coast of North
Atlantic coast oi North America extend their range A'merica. andi it is 3analt in cottiparissin uis h IDelasare

_C7into the (alf of Mexico and perhaps even farther and Che-aleake flays, the North Carolina sound.
south., Probably the most abundant of all Atlantic and lthe cot,stal lagoons oi Trexas..
fishes is the bay anchovy I .-Iuhoa otchii~lli ý.ihich The ti pical native c'stuip-m fishes of thve Pacific
ranges fromi the Massachusitim coast to the Gulf. This colait are anailrornoui. Thex include the P'acific sal-
is thle nitnst abundant species tin Chesapeake Bay. ac- nisnts I oncork ypochw, Solmti, and Sal:-dosams l. cer-
cording ito Masirniamn ins% And perrsonal coin~nunica- La IIn melts ofi lthe fantity t )sneritlAe. lakn~pres s I Pet-
tlon 1. AMNlthlgh this is, a sn"Ill ancho% v, which in lthe rirni%.:oittidae i. AIM Sturrgeill. .\'PTIpensidae t. The
adult stage can eatily slip through the mieshes ofi thle tiltrodicedl shad 4.-ll.rd sez-141sssmW) and s~tril~ew hass%
trawil used hIn Nassnitann, onlY one fisb species wa- !R,.t-icts axadtsi are wetll estabishesl. And b[th
caught in gri-Ater numbhers in anuri bait's made at all sprevis. espoctallY shad, ,tsav nttor iv wowre altxtand.t at
seasonts. I ountler Il'M- I also t*14nnd that this anchovr the l'atific timn they are in their nati'.e Altantit
Is Present in greater bomias~s than siir other oltvcies in siatirsi Shail Are [iceing %:a-ught in increasing nurnbe-%
the estuafsi saw ~ers of tne northern part ofi the 4Gulf to% salmnuai gill-net fisheriwn in the Fraser R~ivet
t4 Mexico Next in abunance are the nmtehaticns, uiertwens And Wilbi. 1961 l, and the nuntbers aswwlmo
Bret-gou',ti I 'yaniow, a the Atlanitic coast and K1 pal- Ing the fihvkiay At lIonnevitlk D)am rm the Colurbiaa
roam n d AtI t gummkg In *!e Gtll. Cert-A.n abtundAnt Riser now Ame chose to half a millson 6i-h A %car 1 1.
nwtnbrrs of thc Lirti'dv Sciaenitiac have a similar dis- E'. Vert y. personal ctgimtlunicatimwt The extensis s
tributtmn The Atlantiot ciroaker .t~wr~l-pgoqtmoa mdo- ofttshoir estuary in the \,with Pacific is a vast and
lassu And tlhe spot I s., mi ealihooms i are 1iwh freding groundt which obviouslyv ccrntributv-s it-
perhaps ~hr its-wa a.xvicdant mebrtiws oi this iamily ther greAt abundance of the Pacific stainglmr of the
amrong tht esu-za.iror nelitnnac esummiungit of the At- ormits Omuwkrorksmums and it. perhAps. adso eauld usan
tantie a-nd u11it corxsts of Northl .5 mierica. Theys range rormr largr" pulaqtatttis osal.
from ai ahset to Tcxas and sxappwwt imnportant In rstssaiiet like 'San Francisco l14y. clupetrud
euwrnnrwrcial and rver-ratiotal fishetrie fromn New Jer- fishes antl %hrimp. are miportAnt mermbers of the nek
se's south -ounter 11)41 I1 fauund that the mullet vans .An "interesting niethad of clovlnetn nekton sin
IMmaps .qhihmsi sia§ the third m~ost abwsdAM pcs San Franc:sro and San Tht-go hiss% is to dlip fishes
in Toritas. adl the reists ingt screens that pro~t ct erwsh-tg v ate

Forv crwwv p-sarsn. the fish fatora of a \es% E-ngtanoi intAke ri the owwer a=d light crsm'panters Sucoh r4l
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le~tioits have showni that juveniles of sieveral niarine exp~osci on the beaches and rocks at low title, attract
,pueie enter tlit"- enclosed %%aters at tontes, as they large nuinlitrs of gulls iand other birds. They are not

do o the Atlantic coast (Herald an(1 Simpson, 1955). ptrotec-ted frorn hird predation evini when covered by
l'lw most abundant fis.hes, in dec-reasiing order of tot"? the tioe. for the% are still vulnerable to ducks and
numblers caught in 2484 collections front the intake in other (living birds. Tfhe young remaina in the bavs and
!tan Francisco Basy, were: surfperches (Enthiotoci- chaninels between the islands for most of their first
dae, 10i species), mni~n thousands; sculpins 4Cottidae. year of life. Several flatfish species iorder Ilet-ro-
4 %species), about IONM); rockfishes (Scorpaenidae. 6 somata) perform seasonal migrations front deep to
,sgtiris), 951 :herrintgs and anchovies ((upeidae, shallow water. Others spend their entire lives in rdla-
Faigraulidair, 3 species,), $12; silversides (Atherini- tively shallow waters. Alversoi el al. (1964) have
dac, 2 species). 387; tonicod (Microgadau proximumr), miad; the interesting observation that a species of
354; lingcod (Otjihdox edougasj), 322; miidshipmtan sniall-niouth flounder, which feedts on snmall benthic
fIPorichilays NOW11111, J4O; sharks and rays (.Squal;- molluscs, crustacea, and echinoderms, always dotni-

fonites, Pajifornucs, 8 species i.Several .snadruntous nates, the flounder popumlation en the inner continental
species were caughlt: striped bass iRo~cau saxaldi i). shelf; whereas large-mouth flounders, whtich feed oPet
h169; sinelts Wintecridac.e 2 anaulrointuus, I -narine). zrioplankton and fishes, usually predominate ont the

110; lamnprey ( Extotphexiius Irideniiait)u, 7; andl king outer conttiutental shelf and slope. C0ither important
s'almnon IOxcorluyiaclus uI.~kneyisch 1, 2. Other groups, menthiers of the fish fauna near shore on the Pacific
contnurnly found also in Atlantic coast estuaries, its- coast of Canada are the seaperche'.( Eznbiotocid~ae i.
cludtid flounders 14 species i. white croaker, stickle- scullpius ttottid.-iei, gobles (Gobiidae), and kelpt-
hatcks. pilieftsh, goh%, and cusk-ecl. fishes Clinidac. At inmportant ctxmm-rcial fish of

There is no countterpart ori tlte Pacific coast of the the inshore zonc is the lingeod I tpkiodow eltingatius i.
11135ss intshore mtovemtent of larvae and yourmg of off- Thle P'acific cod (;Gadtii Putacricephalus) mtakes a sea-
shore-spiawning nektonic species into brackish nursery sonal mtigration front deep to shallosswater in spring.
grounds that is such a striking feature of the ecology Mlarinte naianaals ate abundant inienbths oif the off-
oif nto-t Atllntic: ctkast and G ulf of Mexico estuaries, shore estuarine comnmunity in the Pacific. They feed
In British Columtbia coastal watcrs, for examtple. on iniaht smaller formts of estuarine nekton, intiluding
( leniitns and W~ilbv 1l101l listed 272 species of fish. somie of comnmercial impiortance. Seals aztd sea lions

)il~ 21 ! of these spt -ies were described as entering suote-tinies are destructive to fishermen's nets and alvso
the rivers, and 1S of these 21 wsere antadrontous. The (L-u11 -,c fi:.h in their catches. For thesw rerasons it is
thtree mnarine species were the Pacific hake (Meriue- conimnwtrlyblieved that these animsals should bec de-
coijt roidualuj which was dlescribied as, a nuisance to stro ' %l or that commercial uses shoud lIse developied
salitiom gilloeit fishermern at the mouth of the Fraser to hold their numibers in check. Baleen whales are
River, the %tairry flounder Ihi Patichys .ti.-llatu~s. the cuotnion in the BerTingc Sea and North Pacilic flecait

oýtung of swhiich treijuently mnove into streamts, and the at certain seasons, and some species comec clo~e to the4.
cockscunib pric~ktciack i .-Iof'Iarch% f apureuu'eexi), c'iast Sightings of "sklert whales i Suhorder M %-ista-
Ai riteniler of the janith Nticharidae. a commonww blewiy cocrti 1i sesel of the United States Navy# I Fleet
vthtici has bei"i t at the rn1U1ti1 of the Fraser Intelligence (.enter, P'acific. 1961l give mirnie idlea of
R!% -r. thve distributioni of the-st nektottiZ aniVIals in thle off-

W&o front the anadrontios spvecie, which -ire shore e'.titar ol the North P'acific i Fig. 6 1- ost of
itultw ritore .wttniiuavt And imixortant nitietberr oif the these hilankltom feirser .io noit consumne other ttekctonic

rstuarimte eco"Inuniiiv ont the Pacifiqc coast thfsn in the orranisons directlv. although thes may take tin eggs
A~tlanitic. the ts.%pcal estuarirte nektoint of the Pacific andl niall lArtac, andl some spWcies do ..ionsune fish
vqa'.t i'. nixic ll opf the iiul '%tFWTpeies tiLi? inhabit the Thecir gigAntitt foul re~ugurenints, bosses cr, nA~ * blnitt
rnck % tintrtidl zrone, the fpirths and ch.iumels betsseen the fixitd sups-I vf tithcler nkton at certain times% 3An
the co?4stvl sland.t ntud the nainland.l an.? the offshore g~laces Thse CrAy V h 10111 kkaihJl1usarCksC J10i114111L'
"-tuar ion the hirgh seas Imoportant AmngM these are migrates south in uinier tot calking ground, in shal1-
the 'lurks. -. %kt", ;and1 ra%%. eipsxrilhI~ the A'cmi l"Kag~n a~ the lta Ia C'alifornija CILast Whales
d4-Cgmi~h (Squavjtocki ikvp This *nall, abund~ant hias-ir. ino herent needI to ias sit brackishs over saline
,hark is a grea3t nuins.Atw to shewrnwen. 4damagung their waters. althoutgh the miosenwut of grab vtha"e and
twits an% gyratit incrreasin theirt costs -if oiperation hunItipack a Kates .tf.:dakeriu R.4-s Is into coattal
Mfan ' ciwusmrciar AMi sprat fishermetn elicitse that .%aters 'it the caht sg seasin may bir lacause it it tie-
,itgihu~h areksrsxus oll herring. %Almson. andi nther %ir-it-e tor the itwsng to he born. in dialum water
tperies ialtsable to nuan- For these reAsons. it has 4 SuL~upe. I~l~*2a Thiru, pt'esnsee in esnsri'ne %aters

Iiay* lrn vs- that A governmsental Iwinta wroul nii-c he principkaiH ' a trquanvse to the piresence of
encotirags' hs-hrcr.w to &strom thewr priti. ahsmdawnt for!uw The tuaoithrii i, tic%. amd .-specalls I

The 1%woiw erfring fwIYu.? i~ica s an intiwir- porlawwes. na% cmsnsmnw lairs ittuttities ni fiahes
t.Ant nmennIse ',t the Pacific "tuarine nr~an. .. dists I-stirrnds insts-slung trauvin4 usce 4turns of turk
-pvan in the iteritidal rxine. uw~.re their aduflev.as tin tercur in umot "suairies In far misrtheri waters

marLine %vgststnw ntitil IiafrhinC The masses% of eggs of life in minite to 2.,%t an increr&tul ab1unance of

Po_ tahdt cgasaZuuu' n te f"ti~.a il mag rn l~s rs~t bec
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Fig. 6. Distribution of baleen whales in the Pacific Ocean, as indicated by sightings from U.S. Nav:d vessels.

nektonic life in spring and summer, as illustrated They occurred bv the hundreds at Kitoi and dove
vividly by the following excerpt from a personal corn- and swam extensively for food, an occasional land
munication received in 19(4 from Dr. William A. otter would swmni across the bay and dive for food.
Smoker, Assistant Dirc.tor of the Bureau of Corn- and even blooms of large jellyfish, which could be
mercial Fizheiies Biological Laboratory, Alke Bay. seen when tile tide was slack, swimming with ap-
Alitska. lie was referring to Kitoi Bay on Afognak parent purpose. With the decrease of daylight in
Island. late fall and winter, all of these forms disappear

"In April the estuary was still in the grip of a from the estuary and hay and again the water i,
severe winter. The bay would freeze over between cold, clear, and virtually devoid of nekton. On
snowstorms and then break up and clear with rain calm nights the skin of fresh water from the land
and tidal action. Temperatures were quite low, the runoff forms a layer of ice over the estuary which
water clear, and nothih,1; was observed swimniing frequently breaks up in the tide and wind."
in the water. Then very rapidly as the hours of In temperate waters the variation in total biomass
daylight increased, temperatures rose, plankton is less pronounced, but marked seasonal changes in
blooms occurred, herring moved in from the ocean, species composition or size and age coi'position are
salmon fry and fingerlings moved in from the common. For example, in Chesapeake Bay the small-
streams. barnacle exuviac floated all over, hexa- est numbers of species are found in winter when the
grammids were apparent, swarms of small cottids inshore estuarine community has been impoverished
and flounders moved around in the litto•'al areas, by migration of adults and most juveniles to the sea.
seals moved in and first chased the herring schools These faunas are augmented througl, spring and sum-
around and then by midsummer chased the adult nier by voting fishes migrating downrtreanm fromn nur-
salmon right up the creek mouths. A vast school of sery grounds in brackish waier, and, by adult fishes
pink salmon moved in and out of a creck mouth for moving in from the ocean. The greatest diversity of
weeks with the tides. One could stand on the (lock species is reached late in the year (Fig. 7). Some
at 10 o'clock at night and see all sorts of nekton ac- northern forms, or deepwater species of the offshore
tivity as it broke the surface of the estuary. Such zone, move into the Bay in winter, and sonic rela-
animals as puffins also might be called 'nekton'. tively non-migratory species concentrate in the chan-
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FISHIERIES OF THiE GU'LF OF MEXICO (2.

Table 2. The major fisher) products of the U. S. spotted weakfish. Cynosciop nebdosu.s; and 1.2 mil-
Gulf of Mexico ports for 1901 and 1962 in millions lion pounds of whiting, Menticirrhus spp. Of the
of pounds. as given by the U. S. Bureau of Coin- high-salinity fishes there were 6.8 million pounds of
niercial Fisheries. groupers of several species; 1.7 million pounds of

king mackerel, Scoinberomorus cavalla and S. re-
1961 1962 galis: 11.9 million pounds of red snapper, lautja.us

blacl-fordi: and 4.0 milluin pounds of Spanish mack-
Menhadeni 1,0*0.4 1,056.6 erel, Scomberomorus inaculajus.
Shrimp' 133.8 141.7 The chief fisheries of the Gulf coast are based oni
Industrial Fishes

(75% croakers) 78.0 96.0 one or two species of menhaden, one species of mullet.
Mullet 34.8 35.3 two species of croakers, three species of shrimp, one
Crabs 36.3 26.8 crab, and the oyster: or five fishes, four crustaceans.
Oysters 18.2 18.8 and one mollusc.

'Shrimp weights are in a heads-ff basis and should be mul- In 1961 the order of Tank of the species was: men-
t;plied by 1.68 tu give the total ouUnds. haden, one billion pounds: brown shrimp, 39 million

pounds: croakers, 39 million pounds: blue crabs, 35
and Texas waters in that order. but a few are taken million pounds; striped mullet, 33 million pounds:
in Ala tmua and Florida. pink shrimp. 24 million pounds: flat croakers, 18.5

The shrinip catch is made up of four ;pecies: the million pounds: oysters. 18.2 million pounds; ,,d
brown shrimp. I'ciaeus aztccus: the white shrimp. white shrimp, 14 million pounds. It should be noted
P1,aaeus flumiatilis: the pink shrimp, !'etacus du- that all shrinp weights are given on the heads-off
orarun;, and the seabob, Xiphopeneus kroyeri. The basis and they should be multiplied by 1.68 to give the
pink shrimp is taken mostly in south Florida waters total figure of the catch.
and the ýeabob amounts only to about one percent of During 1961 the fishery production of the Gulf
the northern Gulf catch. During 1961-1962 Texas States amounted to 1.377 billion pounds, of which 9.3
was the leading shrimp-producing state, but in 1963 million pounds came from fresh water. Table 3 com-
a very fine crop of white shrimp brought Louisiana pares the catches of saltwater and estuarine species.
to the fore again, using only those species which were taken in amounts

"Industrial" fishes are made up of everything that of one million pounds or more. The catch of those
the trawlers can catch after tht. fishes with hard bony fishes which have little or no connection with estu-
parts are removed. The discarded species consist of aries amounted to 24.4 million pounds, while the catch
the skates and rays, catfish, spiny boxfishes, cowfish of estuarine species amounted to 1.332 billion pounds,
and their relatives, and all crustaceans. Even so. two including oysters and crustaceans. Every fish on the
speries of croakers ma*:e up approximately 75 percent estuarine list has been included on the list of eury-
of the catch. The common croaker, Micropogon un- haline fishes of North America (Gunter. 1956a). be-
dulattus, makes up approximately 50 percent and the cause they have been taken in fresh water when small;
flat croaker or spot, Lciostonuts .ranthurus, makes up the sanme thing is true of the blue crab. The shrimp
25 percent of the catch, also enter water which is almost fresh, that is, 0.4 %,

Tile striped mullet. Mugil cephalus, makes up most salt for Penaeus flnviatilis and 0.8 ,-, for P. aztecus
of the mullet catch, and the silver mullet, Jlugil cis- (Gunter and Shell. 1958). In short, estuarine species
rera', comprises about 1.6 percent. Most of the mullet make up about 97.5 percent of the total commercial
catch comes from Florida waters, fisheries catch of tile Gulf States and saltwater spe-

Over 98 percent of the crab catch reported consists cies comprise about 2.0 percent, the remainder being
of the common blue crab. Callinteces sapidus, the well- freshwater specik .
known species which extenids from the Gulf of St. It should be stated that some of the catch of species
Lawrence to Uruguay. Ilowcver. the stone crab. listed here as estuarine takes place in the open sea
Menippe omerccnaria. which is prodluced commercially in waters of oceanic salinities. This is particularly
mostly in Florida, has also been included in these true of the shrimp and industrial fishes. Neverthe-
figures, although its total contrhbution to the catch is less. these animals are estuarine in the young stages.
only about 1.3 percent annually. The largest fishery, however, that for menhaden.

The oyster catch is made up totally of the common operates in estuarine waters. Christmas et al. ( 19())
Virginia oyster, ('rassosI'i'a :-irgi;i:,a. It is iit, ro~t- showed that menhaden catches in Alabama. Louisiana.
ing that the center of production of this oyster is in
two widely separated areas, the coast of Louisiana and Table 3. Gulf production of commercial fisheries
Chesapeake Bay: their chief common characteristic in millions of pounds for those species taken in
is the estuarine nature of the waters. anmounts of a million pounds and more I Front Fish.

Very few other species are taken in amounts greater ery Statistics of the United States 1961 ).

than a mtilliotn pounds and they are not given in de- ..... ,
tail in the table. Of the estuarine species in 1961 Freshwater species 9.3
there were: 2.1 million black drum, Pogontias cromis: Saltwater species 24.4

2.2 million red drum, Sciacnops ocellata; 4.3 million Fstuarine species 1,332.2

-.- ... .. . .• 7Z
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and Mississippi were made in waters with salinities when the salinity becomes quite high The sudden in-
ranging from 6.2 to 31.6 %,, and 88 percent of the flux of flesh water into Galveston Bay has been men-
catches were between salinities of 15 and 29 %,. The tioned above. Nueces Bay was turned into a frish-
average salinity for catches was 21.4 %, or about 60 water lake in 1935 (Collier and Hedgpeth, 1950). In
percent sea water. the (rier parts of the country, such as the south

All production figures used were taken from various Texas coast, I have se;.n salinities rise to 64 %, in the
publications of the Branch of Statistics of the U. S. upper bays which normally have low salinities, but
Bitreau of Commercial Fisheries. (The 1962 figures this was during the greatest drought (1948-1957)
had not been published at the time of writing. I am recorded on this continent. Wide variations in salin-
indebted to Mr. Hermes Hague, of the above office, ity are fairly common, but less than the extremes of
for securing them for me.) 1948-1957. For this reason American workers have

not found it particularly helpful to use the oligohaline,
THE SPOxTS FISuERv mesohaline, and polyhaline terminology. Neverthe-

Statistics on the sports fishery are scarce. During less, there are some waters to which tt!'Fe terrr
the years 1957-1958 and 1959-1960 Belden Associates might be applied properly. Along parts of the Texas
(1961) made two studies of sports fishing on the coast there is a double system of bays, commonly re-
Texas coast, restricted to red drum, speckled trout ferred to as the front bay and the back bay. In
(squeteague). flounder, and black drum-all estuarine Louisiana such waters as White Lake, Grand Lake,
species and the most commonly taken sport fishes. Lake Maurepas, and Lake Pontchartrain, are sepa-
The total catches for the two periods were 36,586,000 rated from the outside bays by narrow openings. Dur-
and 24,726,000 pounds, respectively. There are no ing the big drought (Gunter and Shell, 1958) the
similar estimates for Louisiana, Mississippi, and Ala- waters of White and Grand Lakes did not rise above
bama. The Florida State Board of Conservation and 4.5 %, salinity, while a great deal of the vegetation
the University of Miami have published several sur- in the surrounding marsh was dying because of dry-
veys on sport fishing effort, the number of anglers, ness. These waters are stable in the oligohaline con-
expenditures, charter boat catches, etc., but there are dition. The same characterization may be applied to
no total estimates by species. However, it may be Lake Maurepas, and there are other small bodies of
surmised from the Texas figures that the annual water along the Gulf coast that may be similarly
sport fishing catch of estuarine fishes of the Gulf characterized. The Bay of Biloxi, which is long and
coast is at least 100 million pounds, and it may be river-like, is always oligohaline in its upper reaches.
considerably greater. Thus. the total catch of estu- Such situations are exceptions, however, and usually
arine species on the United States Gulf coast now the salinity characteristics uf the bay streams of the
amounts to about 1.5 billion pounds. Gulf coast fluctuate to such an extent that oligohaline

water may be completely obliterated except near the
ýTIDAL AND SALINITY CHARACTERISTICS mouths of rivers, or it may extend over the whole bay.

OF GULF ESTUARIES For these reasons American zoologists have been con-
In Mobile Bay. the salty water comes in on the east tent to refer to the precise salinity at given stations

side of the mouth and the fresh or low-salinity water without much reference to the European categories.
apparently flows outward mostly on the west side of In addition to varying with rainfall and drainage,
the opening, due to the Corioli, force, Thus, the east the salinity of the bays varies with the winds and
side of the bay up to about the middle reaches has a tides. The clearest explanation of Gulf tides is given
higher salinity than the west side of the bay. Several in Collier and Hedgpeth (1950). On the Gulf coast
studies have shown that as the fresher waters flow the maximum tidal variation is 26 inches with one
out of the mouth of an estuary at the surface there maximum and one minimum a day. The maximum
is an inflow of saltier waters in tile deeper layers tide occurs only once a month. Every following day
(Bousfield, 1955: Ketchum, 1951 ; Pritchard, 1952; it declines a few inches and finally the variation is
Riley. 1952). only two or three inches a day with the tide standing

American biologists have not paid much attention a little above mean low. It is further complicated by
to the biotic and salinity divisions of brackish waters the fact that it changes over to two tides a day at
which have received considerable attention from the small fluctuation. In the bays these tides are
the Europeans (Symposium on the Classification of damped, and they may conic several hours later than
Brackish Waters, 1959). The reasons for these two they do on the outside beaches. When the winds blow
diverse views are fairly clear. The average bay sys- hard from the south, water piles up on the coast and
tenm on the northern Gulf coast covers about 500 Chew (1964) has shown that the sea-level stand
square miles or less and the same thing might be said varies a foot or two even on the outside beach. de-
of most bay systems of the United States except the pending on the direction of the prevailing winds over
Chesapeake Bay. The bays are comparatively small a period of a few weeks. In the winter when the
iand the total salinity gradient from sea water to fresh winds blow hard from the north, a great many shal-
water covers only a small distance. These bay systems low areas in the bays are exposed and the water level
also are subject to floods which may make them al- drops ctinsiderably. The other extreme 's when the
most completely fresh, or to droughts and dry spells hurricane tides come in at a maximum height of
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FISHERIES OF TIIE GULF OF MEXICO 627

about 16 feet. The highest lunar tides are only 26 crab fIlay, 1905). They found that the fertilized
inches on the outside beaches for a few days every females go to or towards the sea and spawn their
month, and the tides are damped to lower heights in eggs in high-salinity waters (Churchill, 1919). Later
the bays; because of this, experienced boatmen pay Sandoz and Rogers (1944) showed that the eggs and
very little attention to them, On the other hand they larvae would not survive in low-salinity water. The
pay a great deal of attention to the way the wind is young crabs move back into low-salinity water and
blowing and how hard, and how long it is supposed mature there, with the females finally returning to
to last. It is even stated in the official tide tables that sea and completing the cycle. The same type of life
in the bays the periodic tide is negligible and the water history of the crab has been observed on the Gulf
levels depend principally on the wind. It is clear that coast (Darnell, 1959; Gunter, 1950) and apparently
wind conditions have considerable effect upon the it holds true over the whole range of the species.
salinity of the shallow waters of the estuarine areas Darnell's paper gives an excellent summary of studies
of the Gulf. on the blue crab.

Local heavy rains on the coast often raise the water Viosca (1920) noted that post-larval white shrimp,
level of the back bays and the relatively enclosed Penaeus fluviatidis, on the Gulf coast enter the low-
areas as the water drains quickly from the adjacent salinity waters and develop there, to return to sea
land. Tide gauge records have not proved this phe- as they mature, a fact which has been amply cor-
nomenon, but it has been observed so many times by roborated (Gunter, 1950: Lindner and Anderson,
various people that there seems to be no doubt of the 1956; Weymouth et al., 1933).
correctness of the observations. On the Atlantic coast Smith (1907) and Hildebrand

In speaking of Texas bays, Collier and Hedgpeth and Schroeder (1928) noted such things as the fact
(1950) made the following remarks concerning the that ripe mullet and croakers were not to be found
relations of tides to the fisheries: in the bays, and that the very earliest larvae were

"The high levels observed during March and April found offshore. Pearson (1929) first showed specifi-
for the spring months, and during September and cally that important groups of fishes, the Sciaenidae,
October for the autumn, are spoken of as 'spring spawned offshore in high-salinity waters and the lar-
tides' and 'fall tides' respectively by coastal inhabitants. vae entered the bays, sometimes "grimly" bucking the

"From the point of view of the coastal fisheries of outflowing currents of the narrow passes of the Texas
the Gulf of Mexico this phase of tidal study is as im- coast. Later research showed that on both the Louisi-
portant as any. Some of the principal fisheries are ana and Texas coasts this general type of life history
dependent upon the young gaining the protection and applies to nearly all the important motile species,
nourishment offered by the tidal flats during the early especially those upon which the fisheries depend
days of their lives. The degree to which a given year (Gunter 1938b, 1945, 1950).
class is successful might depend upon the extent, both Pearse and Gunter (1957) summarized the situ- 4ti -

spatial and temporal, to which the tidal flats and low ation: "The young of many animals, usually thought
marshlands are flooded. This is variable from year to of as marine, require areas of low salinity for nursery -
year, and, so far as the authors can learn, this factor grounds. The distribution and abundance of the blue
has not been studied in connection with annual fish- crab and of the commercia! shrimp (Penaeus setil-
eries production. It is suggested here that such a erus) on the South Atlantic and Gulf coasts are de-
study might prove fruitful on the Gulf Coast." pendent on the presence of estuarine areas. The

shrimp spawn in oceanic salinities; the early stages
THE MARINE-ESTUARINE LIFE HISTORY apparently require oceanic water, but the older larvae

The general life history of most of the motile estu- must reach bay waters or perish. The young shrimp
arine animals on the Gulf coast follows a similar pat- grow up in the low-salinity bays and return to the
tern and, as was shown above, this includes most of sea. .... roughly this cycle of spawning, growth, and
the commercial species. The eggs are spawned at sea movement in relation to salinity holds true for many
and the larvae somehow make their way into the low- important fishes and invertebrates on the Gulf coast.
salinity waters of the estuaries. The young animals In general marine animals on such estuarine coasts
develop in the estuaries and then return to or towards move offshore as they grow older."
the sea. This is an extremely important phenomenon Additional remarks were made by Gunter (1961):
and constitutes a general law regarding most of the "A number of workers on the Gulf coast have dem-
large motile estuarine organisms of the south Atlantic onstrated that a great many of the important marine
and Gulf coasts of the United States, and probably animals of that area have similar life histories. The
other estuarine coasts as well. Recognition of this adults spawn offshore and the young move back into
phenomenon was so slow that no one deserves full the estuaries where they grow up in low-salinity
credit for it, and appreciation of it came about so waters; after a time they return to the sea and the
gradually that it stands as an example of how impor- larger adults of many species are found only in the [K
tant generalizations are brought to light through the sea.
long 1,,borious field work of a number of workers. "The preponderant macroorganisms, both in numn-

Years ago marine biologists in the Chesapeake Bay bers of species and individuals, are mostly motile spe-
area worked out the general life history of the blue cies which undergo the general type of life history

le
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described above. In southern waters these are the have denmersal eggs and the larvae apparently stay
nmullet, menhaden, croakers, shrimp and crabs. Vast in the water layers below the surface. Groups of
numbers of these animals may be found in estuaries incoming larvae have never been traced satisfactorily
at one time or another and in general the very small- and we do not know whether they touch land. so to
est sizes are found in the lower salinities. Estuaries speak, nearest to where they were spawned or many
are predominantly nursery grounds." miles up or down the coast. If the adults spawn near

There are some important organisms which are their home bays and the larvae are carried far away,
indigenous to bay and estuarine waters and never then there are curious aspects in the life histories of
leave them. This includes a nunmber of copepods and several common Gulf coast aninials. But it would
planktonic species, about which we know very little. seem to be a matter of slim chance for larvae to reach
It also includes several species of molluscs, of which the passes into Texas bays, which comprise less than
the only commercially important one is the common two percent of the total coastline, unless they drift
oyster, and certain gobioid and cyprinidontid fishes up or down the coast for some distance until they
and the palaemonid shrimp of the grass beds and come to a pass.
shallows. Thus, populations of estuarine animals are The high tides, which come once a month, and the
broadly divisible into those that comlplete their life especially high tides of the spring and fall may have
histories in the estuaries and those that use the estu- a great deal to do with the second phase, the move-
aries as rearing grounds. The first groap is generally ment of the young through the passes into the estu-
sessile or small, and weakly nmotile: and the second is aries. as suggested by Collier and Hedgpeth (1950).
generally composed of larger, strongly motile species. It should be mentioned here that contrary to the
It should be noted that the movements and life cv -les idea of the critical stages of life histories during in-
of the second group have a resemblance to tho, t of shore transport, there has never been any indication
the catadromous fishes, of a dearth of larvae coming into the estuaries. On

Striped mullet have even been recorded spawning the other hand, this appa trent fact may be based on our
50 miles offshore from the mouth of the Mississippi ignorance of the true situation.
River (Arnold and Thompson. 1958). This is a The third phase of larval or juvenile movement.
curious matter anti it seems peculiar that the fish distribution within the estuaries after entrance has
would find it necessary at times to go so far, since been made, is probably as important as the first two
the young must develop in estuaries. phases, for the young must have living room and they

fHow the small delicate young of the offshore cannot pile up. so to speak, near the entrances to the
spawners move over the long distances from oceanic bays. Hfere, again, we have little knowledge. The
waters to the low-salinity estuaries, and what leads movement of more saline water into the hays is cer-
them to do so, are unanswered questions-we have tainly important with regard to larval transport within
general ideas only, but little specific information. The the bays. In addition, the young are growing in
inflow of salt water along the bottom of the mouths strength as they enter the bays and sonic of them

k, of the bays indicates one way in which young enter swim quite well. On the Texas coast, young mullet.
the bays. Viosca observed that small shrimp entered Mugil cephalus, after entering the passes in Novenmber
Lake Pontchartrain in the upper layers of water of or Dccemnber. follow the shoreline to the back bays.
the two passes, the Rigolets and Chef Menteur, but It takes them approximately three weeks to cover a
they left the lake sonic months later in the bottom distance of sixty miles.
water layers. Pearson( 1929') saw the larval sciaenid
fishes struggling to enter Texas bays at the surface RELATIONS OF THE SALINITY FACTOR
in the face of the outflowing tide. TO DISTRIBUTIONS OM ESTUARIN|

The stages from the eggs to juveniles. (luring which ORGANISMS
transport from offshore waters to low-salinity areas Tile lower salinity of estuarine waters is the out-
is somehow effected, may be the most critical of all in standing difference between these waters and sea
the life histories of the important fishery animals of wtder, and salinity has an important influence on the
the (;ulf coast. The probleim mnay be broken down life histories and distributions of estuarine organisms.
into three phases: i I ) transport from the offshore )ne of the clearest indications of the salinity influence
waters to the vicinity of the passes or bay motiths: is the relationship of salinity' gradient to numbers of
(2 1 transport through the passes into tile hays, where species. The greatest nunilxlr; of marine species are
cuitrents are often quite strong: and (3) distribution to be found in high-saliniiity waters of the open ocean
within the bays after entrance has been obtained, offshore from the hays and estuaries: as tile salility

"[ibe first pha se of tihe problem is most puzzling. gradient falls through the sounds and hays andl into
'rhe larvae joast travel up to 50i miles in sonic in - fresh water, the numib'rs of species oi. organisms de-
stances and cross strong current s flowing Iw.iralleI to cline. This has been observed iiln teimes on nianiv
time coast, and sonmetinmes two of them going in oppo- coasts: it is ;al examplile of the general phlenonienili
site directions. The matter is further coml licated by that numbers or speci"e decline as the pliysical factors
tile fact that the eggs and larvae of mnullet and sciae- of the environment Vary fronm the optinlum. '"ie opti-

¶ iiaids probably conme in near tile surface ( A-rnoil and iiuii ill ecological imatters is generally defined ais re-
T"homnqpson. 1958; e'carson, I 929., while the shrinip lated in soime nimnner to the maximumt numbers of

-
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organisms, and the maximum numbers are said to invaded the estuaries, as Nelson's theory implies, or
exist at tile optiln , all of which is somewhat circu- originated in the estuaries, as seems to be quite pos-
lar. WVhatever the basic pihilosophy of the situation sible, the benefit derived is the same in either case.
may be, the numbers of species of marine organisms This leads to another concept. namely, that organisms
decline with the salinity gradient or. conversely, in- with a marite-estuarine life history, as outlined above,
increase with it. have the distinct advantage of avoiding most of their

The importance of salinity to the distribution of predators and parasites (luring the early stages of life;
marine organisms may be illustrated by the case of this idea was advanced in connection with the life
the common American oyster, Crassostrea virginica. history of the white shrimp, Penaeus fluviatilis (Gun-
Some workers have noted that this animal will ap- ter, 1956bh. It has been said that this shrimp and the
parently live and reproduce at seawater salinities, but other members of the genus on the northern Gulf coast
it grows, lives, and reproduces best under estuarine are prime prey of all the large animals that live in,
conditions. Amemiya ( 1926) came to the conclusion over, or around the sea. Nevertheless. the younger
that the developmental stages of this oyster took place stages avoid a great many of their enemies by living
best at salinities from 25 to 29 %,. That seems a in the estuaries. Thus, it appears that the strong
little high, although it is lower than the range for the tendency of the young of many coastal organisms to
other two (European) oysters with which Amemiya seek the lower salinity of the estuarine waters is an
worked. In any case, it is well recognized that the adaptation to lead them into a nursery ground where
American oyster, ('rassostrea virginica, is confined there are few enemies, diseases, and parasites.
to estuarine salinities from about 10 to 30 %, which Most estuarine organisms can live in or withstand
extend over a horizontal distance of several miles. ful; seawater salinities, but they are limited by salinity
This oyster has left what are probably the largest and decline (Gunter, 1945, 1950,. This is not always the
most voluminous remains of any species that ever case. however, and salinity tolerance valies with the
existed on the North American continent in the form life history stage of the organism. For instance, June
of buried reefs which are now being dredged up as and Chamberlin (1959) reported that young men-
important sources of calcium carbonate and for other haden larvae. Brevoortia tyrannus, develop normally
purposes. At higher salinities a second species. Ostrea only in very low salinities until past a certain stage of
equestris, is found, and on the Gulf coast a third growth: if they are subjected to high salinities before
species (0. frons) is found at still higher salinities this stage, they develop abnormally.
(Gunter, 1951), usually not in the bays. According The lower salinity limit which an estuarine organ-
to Nelson (1938), the oyster larvae maintain them- ism can tolerate depends a great deal upon the tern-
selves in the bays by falling to the bottom during the perature. In general, the higher the temperature the
falling tide and swimming upward with the rising lower the salinity that can be tolerated, and in con-
tido. Thus, the larvae seem to select the salinities at fornuity with this principle greater numbers of marine
which the oyster will do best. The distribution of the organisms invade fresh water in the warm parts of the
three Gulf coast oysters from the mouths of the bays earth than in the colder parts t Pearse. 19501. It has
to far inland in the estuarine waters is in a sense been reported by Remane and Schlieper ( 1958) that
foreshortentil on oil well platforms in the open Gulf the low point in numbers of organistm. is at about 5 ,
some miles offshore (Gunter and Gever. 1955). The salinity in the vaters of northern Europe. On the
surface waters are of low salinity, and here the comn- other hand, in the more southerly climes of the Gulf
nion oyster, "rassostrea virginoca, grows on the tern- coast we find that the low point is at the lowest part
plates of the platforms. At a lower level Ostrea of the .aiity tradient, and. in fact, marine species
,'questris is found, and overlapping it and extending p)redominate in low-salinity estuaries that are virtu-
down to waters of (oeanic salinity is the tree oyster. ally fresh water (G;unter and Shell. 19581.
0. frons. M'ehius ( 1877) supplied the terms "stenohaline"

The abi)Ve observathinn audI Many others indicate and "euryhaline" for organismis dhat cannot withstand
that the Virginia oyster lives best at t-stuarine salini- and can withstand variations in salinity. They are
ties, and, furthermore, that it selects areas in which gooHd ternis, but it is difficult to apply them precisely
to grow. This might be called a physiological adapta- ibcause there are many degrees of euriha!hity. In
tion or adjustment. In addition, there seems to be the Laguna M'idre rtgion of Texas. I took some sinall
amother adaptation to a lower 'salinity whichl may be fish ( Menidia beryllina) ill hyperhaline water of
called indirect. Nelson (19381 and several previous 71.3- , .•-siit.. After a cloudburst, the salinity
workers have noted that enemies of the oyster are dropped to 2.2 '4, within several hours to a few days,
less abundant at the low salinities of the estuaries than the pre( ise time being unknown. The ,l,'nidia re-
in sea water. This led Nelson to theorize that the mained. and a very few (yprinmodon variegatls Al)s
oyster left the sea and populated the estuaries partly remained in greatly reduced numbers. The change
to avoid parasites an(d predators. A study of the dis- in osmotic pressure of the nedium was front alxmt
tribution of oyster enenhies G(;unter. 1955) seems to 45 to 1.5 atmospheres, There are very few aquatic 1*4

indicate that, both as predattors and parasites, they organisins except the air breathers that caml survive
increase with rising salinities. Whether or not the the abruit change from fresh water t(o pure sea water
oyster genus (rassostrea arose in the sea and later or the rever'e. Such organimns vould be completely.
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euryhaline. However, conditions where such abrupt certainly not the sole limiting factor. For instance,
changes occur naturally are quite rare and it seems the pink shrimp, which is produced commercially in
rather extreme to set such conditions as the measure the smallest numbers of these three species, is the
of complete eurybalinity. Therefore, I have set the only one found continuously all around the coast from
definition of complete euryhalinity on a different base North Carolina to Yucatan. There are three discrete
and call a euryhaline animal one which during its life separated populations of the white shrimp. One ex-
history is found in both fresh water and full sea water tends from North Carolina to the St. Lucie Estuary
(Gunter, 1942a). A list has been compiled of 161 spe- on the east coast of Florida; another from about
cies of fishes from North America that fall in this Apalachee Bay, Florida, to south Texas and north-
category (Gunter, 1950; Gunter and Hall, 1963). ern Mexico; the third is in the lower part of the
Possibly there are several hundred such organisms Bay of Campeche in Mexico. The brown shrimp ex-
in the world, and a complete list may be prepared tends from North Carolina to about Miami and then
some day. picks up again in the northern Gulf at about Apalachi-

The salinity limits at which many organisms have cola Bay and extends from there to Yucatan. Why
been taken have been recorded, and the ranges are the white and brown shrimp are not found in the
broad. Nevertheless, the salinity range at which the estuaries of southwest Florida is unknown. Appar-
organisms are most commonly taken may be smal, ently their absence is not related to salinity.
compared to the total range over which they may be The studies referred to above in Texas waters and
found. There are many examples of the percentages Mobile Bay relate to the distribution of post-larval
of fishes and invertebrates, taken at various salinities shrimp at various salinities within the bay systems.
on the Texas and Florida coasts, which show greater In Mobile Bay it was found that the white shrimp are
abundance at various salinities. Work in the Laguna most abundant at salinities from 1 to 5 %,, and twice
Madre of Texas has shown, for instance, that several as many shrimp are taken at salinities below as above
organisms may be taken in this hypersaline area at 15 %ý. In the same area the greatest abundance of
salinities up to 80 %,. although they are common only brown shrimp was at 25 to 30 ° and practically none4 up to 60 %, and quite rare above that salinity (Sine- were taken at salinities below 5 %,, although the
mons, 1957). shrimp were quite abundant between 5 and 15 %.

The most complete analyses of this situation, to In Texas waters, the greatest abunidance of white
this writer's knowledge, concern the three commer- shrimp was in the salinity range of 5 to 10 %, and
cial penaeid shrimp of the South Atlantic and Gulf below and above 10 %, the average numbers taken per
coasts of the United States. The data were collected haul in trawls were 107 and 20 respectively. The
by me in Texas about twenty years ago, by Dr. brown shrimp were most abundant in a salinity range
Harold Loesch in Mobile Bay some ten years ago, of 10 to 20 %,. Between the ranges of I and 10 •,
and during the past three years in all Texas bays by the average catch per haul was 19.5 and above sa-
the Texas Game and Fish Commission personnel. linities of 10 %', the average catch was 60.9. In the

The known salinity limits of these shrimp on the Texas catches recorded by the Game and Fish Coin-
northern Gulf coast are: mission, 97.5 percent of the pink shrimp catch was

taken at salinities above 18 %•. It appears that the
Pcnuaus fluuriat ilis 0.42-45.0.f, distribution of the young shrimp as they develop in
I'Paeus a:tecus ).8O-(A).() the bays is quite different among the three species

andl follows a pattern of preference of low and high
salinity.

These figures are from various sour-es. The upper Such preference may also be deduced by commer-
limits were derived from Simmons' 1 1957) studies cial l)r(lxluction : in Texas waters the average salinity
in the Laguna Madre. Both Simmons and Breuer at which white shrimp were caught, including the
1 1902) noted that the brown shrimp, 1'. aztecus, en- open Gulf, was 16.00 I', I Gunter, 1950). In the Texas
ters waters of higher salinities than the pink shrimp, bay waters alone, the average salinity was 8.8 8,. In
I'. duorarum, but these are within the hypersaline Mobile Bay waters the average salinity at which white
ranges. The white shrimp, i'.'ae's fluviatilis, seems shrimp were caught was 12.7 7,. In Mobile Bay
to he less salinilihilous than tihe other two species. brown shrimp were taken at an average salinity of
Other informnation shows that the rank of these 16.5 "', : in Texis hays the mean salinity was 18.9 ,.
shrimp in order of their preference for low-salinity In Texas bays the average "linity where pink shrimp
water is tile white shrimp, the brown shrinip, and the were caught was 25.0',, (Table 4).
pink shrimp. The pink shrinlp is taken in greatest The malinities in which these animals are found iin

abundatnce in the l)ry Tortugas area of Florida and the greatest abundance are considerably more limited
the Bay of Campeche. both highly maline areas. The than the total range over which they live. The same

t brown shrinmp is taken in greatest abundance on the thing has been shown many times for the invertebrates
dry Texas coast. anl the wh ce shrimp is pr(xluced and fishes, especially in Caloosahatchee Estuary (Gun-
in greatest numbers ablut the vast estuarine area of ter and Hall, 1963). The sitmation revises Elton's
the Mississippi River i Gunter, 1962), Salinity is a idea (1927) of many years ago that an animal ordi-
limiting factor to distribution of shrimp. bht it is narily does i. )t invade an environment where it can-
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Table 4. The salinity ranges, proportions above and below 15 %, and mean salinity at which three species of
shrimp (Family Penaeidae) were caught in Mobile Bay, Alabama, and in Texas waters; 117,349 whites,
71,100 browns, and 882 pink shrimp were involved. "

Proportions

Known Mobile Bay Texas Mean salinity, all
salinity . .specimens (%)
range; Below Below Above Above Below Below Above Above

54 15%o 18%, 15%e 185% 155-4 184, 155,4 1854 Mobile Bay Texas
White shrimp 0.42-45.0 2 - 1 - 3 - 2 - 12.7 8.8
Brown shrimp 0.80-60.0 4 - 7 2 - 4 - 16.5 18.9

< 1854, >
l'ink shrimp 2.7 -60.( - - - - 1 - 32 - 25.0

not survive well. This revision is contrary to some and cyclical physiological changes within animals pre-
ideas that the wildlife biologists have gained in the pare them to react properly with recurring seasonal
past thirty years or so. They speak quite often of events."
animals living in "submarginal areas", the inference Elton (1927) made the following statement: "The
being that such areas are not the optimum but cer- numbers of very few animals remain constant for any
tain individuals are forced to live there because the great length of time, and our ideas of the workings of
qood environment is already occupied. I believe that an animal community must therefore be adjusted to
the same thing holds true in the distribution of estu- include this fact."
arine organisms in the bays with respect to salinity After a count of the numbers of fishes taken in
and other factors. trawls in Louisiana between October, 1931, and March,

Although the three chief commercial shrimp have 1934 (Gunter, 1938b), it was obvious that the greatest
somewhat different seasons for invading the estuaries, numbers of an animal species occur immediately after
they may all be found there during the warmer the breeding season when the young come into exist-
months, but with different distributions. The same ence. However, the peak seasonal numbers of estu-
thing holds true for various fishes. These animals arine species detected depend on the type of collecting
are not spread evenly over the bays, but are somewhat gear used in making the studies. Elton (1927) made
separated because of salinity and other factors. Thus. some remarks related to succession which are appli-
there are no barren bottoms in the bays. They are all cable here: "It is almost impossible to make even a . .
productive, and that is one reason why the whole superficial study of succession in any large and corn-
estuarine area is fertile. plicated community, owing to the appalling amount

of mere collecting which is required, and the troubleSOME CYCLIC I'HENOMENA IN THE of getting the collected material identified. WVhen one
GULF ESTUARIES has to include seasonal changes throughout the year

Seasonal changes are anmong the first phenomena as well, the work becomes first of all disheartening,
that man noted concerning animal life. Most animals then terrific and finally impossible." This is a rather
have seasonal variations with more or less cyclic or pessimistic philosophy and it is not much comfort to
rhythmical abundance and these are largely corre- the marine ecologist or zoologist who must work in
lated with the breeding cycle, although other factors an area which is never simple.
are involved. The changes in numbers in fishes in a In the face of the impossibility of working out
given locality are brought about by an influx of young these problems (Gunter, 1938b), such phenomena as
hatched and raised in the region, or a migration of seasonal variation in abundance should be studied and
young or ohl individuals front another locality. The as mnay legitimate conclusions drawn from them as
young may be moving fronm or to the nursery grounds. possible. I have stated (Gunter. 19,Ub) : "It seems
'rhe older animals may be moving to or front the very probable that only by such forward inciting
spawning grounds, or on a seasonal migration brought movements will the life histories of fishes and their
about by changes in the environment, interrelationships with their environment he worked

These matters have been discussed and their ia- out." It might now be more accurate to say that a
Isirtance concisely stated by l'earse (1926): "The great deal of information can be gathered by such
annual cycle of nmany species of animals is made up of methods. In any case, some interesting informatimo
a series of stages in a characteristic life history or of was gathered in this initial attempt. It was found that,
a characteristic series of periols of rest and activity for II slecies of common fishes " . . there was a re-
which are closely correlated with seasonal succession. current, sequential phase in the life history or annual A
long established correlations operate in such a way cycle of the fish, when there was a %harp abundance
that seasonal environmental changes serve to stinmu- mode", and these fell at certain timen, of the year.
late animals to appropriate activities or inactivities Other fishes had wider perimls of increased abun- *
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dance. Two species carne and went at certain times go only into) the seaward bay anid many that go into
of the year so that their arrivals and departures could the hack bay are taken there only rarely in) thle 'up)
be predicted with Sonme accuracy. The snialler fishes mer and fall. At the same time several fishes which
were practically always found in bay waters, while (10 not enter the hay appear in the Gulf catches oiil.%
the larger ones were taken in the Gulf, and it was in the summer. Many fishes which migrate largely
quite evident that bay waters act as nursery grounds. into G;ulf waters in the fall an(I are uncommon in the
It was also surmnisedi that most species spawn in the hays (luring the winter return in large numbers in
Gulf and certain exceptions were listed. It was noted the spring. This influx into the hays continues through
that young individuals of many species preferred or the warm nuinths andi sonme species are not found tin
were able to stand low temiperatures andl s-alinities of the bays until late summer or fall. Many fidies beginl
the Louisiana hays (luring the winter better than the to leave thle hays in the early fall and .%inter and sonic
older fishes, and this wI iter (Gunter. 193$8h stated: of these are found in thle G ulf dluring Pieriodls varying

"A verv clear seasonal cycle and seasonal biological front one to three months in midwinter. Smile fishes
succession was observed in this region. There is a disappea~c~r fronm tile hays, entirely. as well as front tile
period of low temiperatures (luring tile winter in the shallow Gulf. With) thle exception of the stingarer.
hay. In the winter and spring the milinities are quite no sharks or rays are caught in tile winter. Sev eral
low. At this time the water at the upper part of the of the beach fishes (limaipiear in the winter, and s1w.
hay is practically fresh. The condition extend~s somle- dies that are taken only a few timies are caught onl.
what to the l'utside. On two consecutive vears in the iii the (;ulf (luring sunimer. Taking all mitgrant spw-

late winter and early spring, Cynoscion NgtbuhJSms waii cies into considleratioii, the general movemient to the
taken in the gulf. The alligator gar was also taken G;ulf start.- in October and continue,% into IDeccniher.
in the gul during these months. At tile same timte Likewise, most fishes return to the bays froini hFbru-
the fresh-water catfish. Icfainrus furcalui. andl the ary to April. It has been noted repeatedly that %%henl
river shrinmp. .Iacrobraceimns slajonus, appeared it the a fish species is present ill both haN. it disappears
hay. The niigration of the latter aninmal into brackish front the back hay first andl reappears there later thtan
water has been recorded before by G;unter o1937 m. itt the front hay. For instance. one tiattish was not
These animtals are probably nore influenced by salin- found tin tile hack bay front Octobier to Ma% Ibut %%a,
ity than temperature. On tile other hand 1'ropluvci absent front the front hay only fromt Januar till March.
floridanus camne froni deep Water to the hay in winter The large general exoilti, of tile fishes from thle
and the only aippc.,rance of Cynoscrion mothes in the hays in the fall is tile miost noticeable aspect ot the
bay was noted in the months oif D~ecembier. January seasonal cy.cle. Tile exodsl includles thle comminercial
andi May. With these two fishes t-ntoerature and not shrimip atnd other Ixitacills. I loiveser. there is a
salinity was probably the governing factor. counter-movemnent of a1 few species Thle iGulf hake

"DIuring the winter sharks. jackfish and many ofi tile appears in thle G ulf and haN tin the .%inter after a
Carangiduc absented themselves fromn the bla% a.s well suthleit dropi itt ti-lillraturt. It reuminivs until tile
as front that pairt of the gulf explored by tile trl prin: %%)hi-ti tluv Ki~ipewraturr rises cno.;ir.~lrahl6. Ill
In thle sunmmer ais 1'rophvc-is Oouridanus, the fresh- miild %% inter, the filh dloes uiot coine intotil te lLIk s at

wtrcatfish. anod tive river shrittip rera othcir all. Siinilarl AlcisIisw rotdr o vtr
respiective abisltes. tlte sharký-. jaick.;. tlireadfiits anid thle ha% , exce-pt dtuimig tile .% inter, and thle toiigurti~li.

others, return to thle shoire staters of the gulf. A, tie .%vpuntarms plai,litiii is folund~ there .mlyil% urng thle
suniner progresses and thle teltillrattire, andi salmil t Nm iemliier- Alrir I ;wriosl. The seamil hrsir p 0 P 14 n C

(if tile has rise s)nie oif thtese fishes Itime Into it and into thle losser has 'i v u"l'%tt tile %itinter. Mature imullet
rentaian there unttil atitumnt and thle return lif low tem.i and rr-lfi~h return tot thle 11.1%, dtcr jka%%lllnK in) G olf

lieraturt's. wlereulion they' move back into tile gilf waters tin rarl.% fall ind tltrý are itlti,lItis ed ntil rool
andl later (leliart for deep water as thle riser h,.mil. 5% Iiterr lI"v hordles -if sluinK mullet. eroaker-.. %ril

fresh-water cat, and I roplivius ffiiritianus return. thus trV011,1i
Comptinitig a C Cle.- Seseral Ifls , fishes, thle eouIni'si 4litirili. aitul

Ini 1A41I and 1942 mitre e.eti tuthes s crr mnade tile blue crab. %imA51 it ii the Iilt ; icar fil te josses%. Thi

oni thle south Texas coasit in er a perioil of eighteen P4iig of mnall" tsl~ies sauts I tei t tile shallosi' .11ii~
niol mtI. Tb is i ncludel it ht Iimins rteirates andl ii she,. isi ouc i111 tohe le ts i i "itler,,n -.11" itig A nil renmoil

.4.,Col let-ted n oot 1 st ololm ieis. bearh %ecities. t ramii el tin the Imi %, lu rvol: the s1-t iuil aitd suinniier \I.Yist of

niets. anid tr Th-. le .;rcet cosereil includedl tso C'..1. thle fit.he-. m,110 hich te thle bo%, %1"le ol rt.. %%clitrr
ItertlinK lia~ s. ne bechindl the oilier, and thle tvleii Iuh biegins are thle Ai1 lod i hith r iv eI'-n tithOil, ntor.r

andI tilie ( uil lohiachi. t. i~isdera hmll iore mijorniat 'ii orrIi dtin tlie ss .Ar ro it Oitus% 11w other iiator c'.11i

wtas cilcvteil 1 i~iti r. 1()~4 , 1. 9i h I allft alt he. ) h ill 1ee ciii eit tile 1a1l sea '5a-Irl -itrl`tjIon l'% the f*41Aisnerf%

mans %s vass thle %raurnm. e~(c %ciriirtbletis Acrc clkritusml. r-moitsg 11W thi oull

becauei Ili thle Increasingr deta.l it Neeconses cext,,.er- "it AppeWArs t114t thW teisipratilte Ids 1 . chili11
Adl miore (iriijeicaltril tot dlesrilmi res" 1wssilar ler the Ills~.,% me erneni-. ladl eithr re

I hiring tile s;oring. mnanm ti'hr, sshieh ir artikeii currentt ciclic airtis itse" t thir toei-. tind-reluris

41111% tin the I 'tilt dhur itig thle %% inter o~r s% hicl Are abf The irl-nitrraure Cirlec I- skitnite %ithrie tile 'enr-al

%ritl eotireIh begant it c~nict, intm the ha's 'S.rnw eif thoeti . calinut% Chngsrc rmot n-Arl% so1 revilir The is to
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ter an(i s~pring in general are the times of greatest were called the relative * peci"~ mass" of ceirtain
rainfall but this is not always the case. A s-alinity fishe%. This nicans that the species which were Imos
gradient front a very high~ to yenv low salinitY is abundant were estimiated as one being more plentiful
niore or less tnaintained at all seasomIs andl a mnigra- than the tither, without any estimtates of the total
tiprv animal could presumably take its choice so far species mass. i The termi *'speciett mass" is more ap-

.1 aliityoftheenvronen isconernd.Such a lpr(priate than "hionlass". which is so commonily
wide saiiygradlient is on lthe other hand not pres- used in ecology for the total mlais of !.ingle Species:
ent at any giveni season in the shallow Gull waters. it seems% that hinmiass would fir more atppropriate to
In a few instance, there are indlications% that either the total living comnpionnt of all species within a
templerature or salinity is cleatrly m lore Operative than given environmient.) The first estimates were based
lthe other factor in influencing the nkivenients or on sinilPe counts of the fishes taken in trawls on the
presence of a species in a given envi. mmnent at a I.Ajuisiaiia coast i (unter. 1936. 1938 1I wa con
given tOne, but mtass movements coincide with the cluded that the rmost abundant fish in the trawl
tenmperature cycle. With of these important physical catches was the commnon croaker, Miturapvoue on-
factors, salinity and temperature, have definite limnit- dulestes. It was further shown that the most ahun-
ing and differential effects, which are difficult to dant farnilies of fishes% consisted of the Sciaenidae
sepatrate mierely by observation. Nevertheless, it ap- (croakers and plrumts, p.ngraulidae (anchovies),
pe-ars that temperature is the chief factor affecting Aniidae Icatthshes . and ulupeidae t chiefly mnen-
and initiating seasonial migrations and other seasumnal haden I. In a later paper f(Gunter. 1941 )thes esti-
cyclic actions (if the fishes of this coast" (;unter. miates %tire refined mostly on the basis of general
1945). observations, and comsideration was gi ven to the fact

Pearson p 1929 p worked on the life histories of that moullet andi menhaden are not often taken in
fish"s &i lthe farniilv Sciaenidae in Texas and gVeC trawsls And that the adchovies Are so small that the%-
sonie lilt . rnuttion tin their cyclic movements. Wey- generally slip through the nmehes .pf the nets. Thus,
iouoth ef al. 1 1933 p did the %anme thing with cool- it %.t% estimated that the order oi greate". species
niercial shrimp in G;ulf and south Atlantic waters. miass of the moist Abundant fishes %as 4 1p the an-
'Fhe earliest observations on the seasonal lphenornterta chovys Axchoamzitpchliaj 121p the nienhaden. 1*,,-
ofi narmine organisms, probably conctern the oyster. On ?-oortiaa patrotwi. 13 the mullet. Iluydgm A-eJalus: and
lthe P uli coast lthe ovste-rs getfat in winter and be- 14 the croaker. .ioropipqwi mnd matiti. The bay
comne %er'. potr in the summner and fall after the% Anchovy is fotrnd mostIly in low-salinitv waters. as
have spawned andl In Octolier the Guff coast oysters It% name indicates, but .4wrhoo bepssetAs is relatively
are in poo~r"s condition i( Gunte. 1942b i. TIhere is a just As% Abundant at higher salinities in the shallow
steatdy iniproirni-ent until spring. This situation ., (;u
quite ditfe-reit froin that in the northern part of the Later. niuch moprr extensilie wtork was (lone in
-) sterrs range. where it quits feedling andl remtains in rexAs hay,% utilizing small mnnroA nets. trawls. traxr,
a qjuiescen~t state iduring mos-t oft the winter, The miel nets, And large haul %eiiws iGunter. 1194561. It
greatesrt fatness 6(1 the i~t 'ver in those %ater% occur, is difficult to comipare the relative abunlance oi the
in lthe spring and fall. It Appears that the fatness of an-cho% y,%. which is, taken in great numbhers oivl in
oi' trr,' c6)rrep-sli. im'to the peak blooin ti plankton fine-inw-s nets such As hobinet cloth. with that of
,irgaiiisiiL %lhiti uccur% during the winter ont the the resltish. St-i-.aups oisflare, which can he caught
t'ul1 colast Aith only one peak a 'year The food of ouil 'Ibn l~arge-nveli ncts Thetreforr, the general cut-
tile o)~ster corni~lt, chrtvfl of small fl~alr 4latrs and we sersattolls oifithe timmrnnictal catch And schc~s of
kiniw little about thenil thea %are VI"irul % mntsi ir hhe% siere taken into considleration.
to co~llect andl handile because i: their minute ire The1 estmniates of relAtise ahuntlanwr were the sanw
-IndI fragl nte.' r-teanedtob(osin A% those rzsen pies ouusIy AM there is little treasn to
till, iheld 44 biasic 1flrsmlCtil. And proi"sabl the best let Ise the estiniats-s I(lurng ther ensuing VeArs. Fur-

~pr.-! uould L~e through Anal ' %scs 44 cltorophll thee. tlWa- Cs~tiunAte Were nLUe kting before- the men-
or oither tilant pgrnaent in the vater Therei i- a hAakn industr% vhi~h linded % .3'e bsillin pciiiads
suggestioon that the pe-ak sea.uin for ithatimts alsi, ic- tronm tiult wateri in 1l4. and lW%2 %a% esablishled.
iiur, in wam-.tei in x.aihern maters ll'SCff d', nvu-ltthels-s the it shallmi pr-lti'st is exceededM in
.4tonts a~re prohbvii- not Inta;ortAnt as. o-rr stir isi! 's4omw nut%' b% the Iis' anchos's A.44 ase irhtpi-kll

F'4ýU \INE11MUL~~sAttent.o J.44141 be, calied to the mac¶ that the three
I~sfU~l~lN: l'o"Ul~ro~s.lop qirwýs~ As givsen Are .2ll feedslt At the hase of

Thins -.thinr .%r ars as" it via* inctacra'sahle that the lonvi chain Thrs ancho' %AnM thm- meuhaden are
uoot &a% we might he abl to aruu'sr it ns-ausunae planktomn feeders and the mulle eats the mud twour.~
esoantes of the total pupulaltios of certain Important tare of the -And andt s-sn %urk. the slams- ffr-m the

mtti- sjss- In twus ,4 the aces-h-rating mncrw'w- sides 4f hniatý. pilings. witc The Crvusuel WVM$ to tin

in tfvhnobsgrcsl tmproseme-uts tht% atAitmnu'ent ma' ai Jl otmilvar-wp hluittou feederU '
he ;~s~i-at Mime ltime in :4e future Nssth~s. An attermt to gt %cme- 0dn goP the re"atsve Ahus-
thoer intereserI in the poopulations, of marine annuinal 4-sue of Juliiw -uater G ulf fihor- was mWad Ins
could do mi. "ette At that teime than to esinute what Ilaskri-t s9ll . who c usrtudid that the- catch Mf ther

JL I,
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trawlers for industrial fshes (those canned for cat tively narrow .4trip oi Rlats next to shore. They dof
food or reduced to meal) landing at M ississippi ports not inhabit deeper waters where the salinity and tent-
consisted of about 50 percent croakers. perature are suitable. A chief requiremnent for these

The environment of the animals considered here animals is amnple cover and protection, which is not
may be classified or divided into several parts. The obtainable in the deep waters. The reactions of hill-
first large division is the Gulf and the bay or estu- ing and seeking cover are cotmmonly observed when
arine region (the inlanid salt waters). Apart front the smiall shore fishe, are disturbed. The rnalaenjonid
differences in salinity there are other differences be- shrimp and the cyprinodontids. with the rare excep-
tween these two areas. The Gu0 lf waters are deeper tion of Funadusu~ similar. are not found on the Gulf
and are not subject to such extreme changes in tern- beach. The silverside. M1. biryilina. is urncoanumon
perature. The nmds of the (Gulf bottomi are firmer there and thesec animials may he said to be typical of
than those of the bays, which in some places are ooze, the bay flats. Certain gobies and pipefi.%hes are oc-
The shallows of the Gulf beach are monotmi.us casionally taken in deep water in the hays, but the%
stretches of Sand without macrosopic plant life or are rarely taken in the Gulf. and they, too. nuty be
cover, while the s"alows in the bays are covered in said to be typical inhabitants of thle hay fiats.
places with grass and algal growts. This does not Nfullet a're largely shore and shallow-water fishes,.
hold true, however, for the waters around the mouth but they are larger than the cyprinodontids andi -.i-
of the Mississippi. and I have never seen an algal versidles and are occasionafli found in deep wmers
bed in Louisiana. The great marshes of that state, although the young prollably dot not nortnalliv leave
on the other hand, cover somne 15 ito 1t thimuand the flats. The young of mnany species of fishes In thle
square miles andi they are partially filooded by lngh hay Waters. as Well As % unng blue crabs. young~
tides. lieiaettd %hr imp. smiallI crixaker%. vi sing nietihad~en. amid

The hay area may be divided into three Iiarts. dleji, the anchovy. .-f mii-i mitcikiil. are found in the flat-
or offshore water-.. ovstcer reefs. And the Ahallows or loits andl outniustber the purely sI illins-sAiter speC~irs

inshore water,.. The offshore water% range froimi 4 Anthou~. Pmizchlli. Lmjgiptou. riiembidc.i5 and llre.-wor-
to 12 feet in depth and are typically nitud hittimi %%t.ilt- Ila /I*1D'Onwi %ere the oril three peistaken tii
out vegetation. The inshore sh.4llnsssA arr coinnionlv about equal alundancm' in both deerp and shmllomi

known as Rlats. These flats line the shores of All ssjitrr. The smaller !'shcs of thve last Itssu spevcie
bays And may exteol froni a few yards tat mier a were taken tin shaflims %%.tter anti the( largerr tidies tin

quarter of a mile in width. They are usuall'v artiund( deepter water.
two feet deep and drop off rather sharply ito deeper l-irge tisht-, andi Crahs LIM) visit the flats it) feed.
water it the outer edge. Since thve tidal exchange And practically all coninmercial WFishKigfor foilx ti~h i,
is smnall in this Area, the flats are rarets uncovered, dlimer here wiith trammiel And Kill ns.trit4Nne,. amd
even in part, but during heava northers tile flats mAy little andI line, I'loundering %sith gigs Is also dimer $Iti
hectmite jiartly dr%. The bottomis of the flat.% are not thle flats.
alike: stmie places are coseredl with Kroutli of algaec The monttoi Area, wd t"'e atrOf the bXas I a;re

and- higher plarits. while others are hare sandl. otize- inhahiteil Its large nundibrs- 44 cr~itaer%, .1lii-rop..qs
like niuwl cosereit with dra.s% log %ertlatiobt. ir ha~rdl undlant!it anchovies, .iAuc'a Waiihdli . Cattish. 6as-
clAY -like mubd pittedl so that tii I~tt~ttm i reseiiible th.at /.-I tk -% ha-tj and sand irsi-tt. I. yui.setn .zrentiaimi
01 pNonds t. aile .1nd tranq~i'l-" 11 I1 estt..Ck 4 ) % ter- .\tu. C silinil ait litlivs Ini tIII$ " ir'mmwwnt aire aj.
shells tin ariim, statc% iii cc -sum is-riii thve Im-tittoýl Ni itima Ui'f.Iiiitii hur,.m Hrv-:-o.'vtsa J'ldic-
In other p'Laers O tir nu-st wi thle this there is imi- I.sl ofropeesi. i),roj,'mii a daiw LwjsLft

all' e'i)sCi *f sdrniklmind~r snalFse n miitcas ii'eih' .xj*~ n.ru~atai, andi Orhtro

Thr mostnwnr~ibus tish"- imtt
i li hAs% flats.su. i ivn'rsa ine of these Wwshe are present ni..rr

h.nlitnnos se.ii catches arc the uiisi-Ars.I I.-midi -r less seAutnall~ N Hiaqj.. inarina au-itW -J v"I~~.:iol

!ter5Eii3. the e~;irIn.M.K~41I'I d I frin.4i"A rieqaeuI s. %to-'ulns are alsent tit the Aiuntcr It is dlear th1at

the Anichos ' % . I.. k- w ati.hU tile mullet .lmwq' the k4 s6,11c,~s f is~ in elerer wsater, alO-! the
ip4u tPJNIandi the'c;rmlitd I nmtljMI ytimidii IlAts ..I the ha s Arc -quite diftterent The jwnaaritl

VA~t nurdi-~rt stt tb-c shri'i1 , iJJ-M.t.t-1'p. are s Pf'l. l.Sieif PtNir.lfidei isa.. i hiin.nt in the
preentrsp'r-ih anosg egeati~i he ftshes. litt.- lrr".er ssiders the i.... rb- Nlaar crab. J11111" 1.'I

".'tolks 'P !11,11116 anWI It quo.41ivi tin the %"-tern 4 ,uli at ui~ s nn..Isi. .- fmmkt
ank i. Methrtx,~i ,2,1raits I "n. ania t r-.a I uujaiang I bwsr~~e %-I,,~m~ Fa -. 'Iiaimw the ant
4.JISju. .tI..p ' ,mr..-m 10gon v'J1' ios.d h. Cho.i-t .1 Nut.IA. ;%'Ii ~s.i A h.-paas. the th1ca.l.hn

* r?--i.' imfi~iuiAMnu t,'iissm t 9'o,- Ayr oo.1 IN_'dia1riius s o a andK st-Iall piwnAPauL. 1 ,,a,&
"WWItn. but tsitw'iles k' e~is Il-i4'hshe- andA fttaf! X-101 *Jow air thle chietfise 'ii the shalloua

arc~..hl~ n-tvw'r aNon-iant than the calite,- 4.wti heathi Si.,ill n"illt andf the v.4sg c ih

indctslea l-w~jusr fthic, I.- e in %ergv~-ltam and. ciak'iv l1.aj'rzi -a.qvin are At-i. Ats- at 1,0ws In
* a-b~~4r s-n- Tb.' C-14f sa,aitne. II. m,.m -a -#10iot-c sati'.the 4ce <hc -- i ,tii w* Arc the ..an.-

ret sm1 take" nv .ahjWpt~ratISCI fin thr !..Vket h-a% Itt.9t t ~i.4'iiioUW m.ýakimi the rr..XLct 1! N*-o-au

The i%%,, ktsev*K. the csrrsdni.b and the dasai, the theradlin. i* M.m-owrna the catftsh i.I 4!Xrin-Wtnl 'brtr.- Are taltert *-%l mn the c~rwnparz fefii. the ni..*i~sh Ve-usowr w(iop-inall the UAr dro'n'

AI
-.4- II A , .,,
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Table S. The order of abundance~ of the fanmilies of fishes taken with variouse collecting gear in the (Gulf
and in the bavs. LreNt

Tr~awpi Ntimiium Seine%
- Gulf pay

Gulf Bays ("Ulf Bays Shallceus Shallows

Scaeelesciaeternae Ftngraulaidar Atlerritmieac Sciarniotae Sciacnitlaot
l'olyncetnedae Enlgratiliolar Cluteritair Cypcrinoteeieites %Iugilidlacý clupesiac
Ariidae Arnibea lolynoineioilat Feigriiufida Carangitlac mJu lidae
likierrestnatz Ciujeredac )lugilidae Muttgilfac Ariuibe
Carangielac l'oly'enlidaeo Carangid~ar Clujeriilao:-

Stfidla I Idnceolatu~s, !V.'o flatfishe'.. S'y~iumi gunteri 19533i. [nit pinantitative information is alniost tietaliy
and Symphuerus $~ageuui. and two seiacnids, Leiouto- lacking.

msxamthlurmi and .lenigicirrhiij apmevicamus. The The .,hundlant animials Iln the G;ulf tishoriesi in thle
%hrenep. I'emaeeuj fleiviatilis. and the crabls, Caliuuctei Order of their ranik ,ire: menhiaiden, lienairid shirimpj.
sapideis and ( dlimectori- damae, are also very couninon- fishes of tile croaker fanintl, mullet. o% itcr,. and

The "niulet, Ilugil cephleedu, the Speckledl trout. crais. Although pirecise Ijuantitative inforiat Iion ont

, mucitpos uarbutjimsu. and thle redfish. .%ciaemonps ocel- the ahounilamici oi theser organ- .ns is not %et ;isailahle.
latg". aire the larger fishe% taken most coniimionly onl general obsc.rs~eteen% maide icar% agoE indicated that
thie tia'. fiats. 'rthe most comninon larger fishors oen thle they are thle organilsies with greatest !jeecies Ilia�.

4tiuli tecach Are thle sliot. Leuu'tomu,,e xaceihures. the ill the ( ;ulf e'zuar les, and the.-t hobservaitioens have
miullet .11. cethalus. andl ther stingarror. Ilauvaitt ibeen subistantiatedl hi the rank of theser Iwecic% in thle
.Sdblnd Table 5 I coeninercial tisheries (if recent %cears.

The tishe% andl crustaceaen. and other anmiieals It% E EA vT R R. .v i OT
mig on the o~sser reef' have not heen studied closely FETLT O ;I: S AR S
tin this country. The fishes t~pical of oyster reefs are
not actise 5w .inimers andt are cequippied for living in Basic fertility of thle ;Ulf estuarine water% i%
andi under os str ,helli. They attach their eggs to limtited hI-% the nutrients entering them and. geresuin-
os ster shells SA. the developeing eggs do) not drift away ably, these conte largely irom the land. Very few
froni thle reef. The chief oyster reef fisitsh. are Op- ncasureenents have been meade of thle nutrient, in the
sinums beta. Gtobiorst'x striumestom, andl several blrnnies. I ulf or in the risers eintliting into it. Feft. -two

'rthe coitmunui o 'ster. (rauseestrea :vigsin-ic, prob- anal%.ses of NMissisleipi Rtver water Iy ther New Or-

awe. hUs the great"eOtna.sa oi An.% niolluse on the leans Sewerragr and XV- Board tit lI)5 and l9tLte
4ulf roaist. lluried retv texa~s are quite rextensese shoosed a nitrate content of 2_5 jepne andi a siic .:c

41l"Aln to) 30 feet. At teeper tkpths the-. bekoenee less CUIltelit Of 11 ppmin f.untcr. 195.3 . Riles- s 1'37)
AVIheun-int, butt they *vAre known to extend dt~tim ito A) indticated that nitrogern Iin All forms excepltther gas
iret. Cartoon (liting ha, shoes n that all1 beds at deorpths %%as present in thle rier at Norm, Orleans tin njeunots
eel About .1k) troet ire approximme.1tl 60)(11 %car% oldl. of 5.75 nir. m3e. Sixteen ne nill sf ihseels ed pluss-
It appe-Ar, that there was a radier rapid rise in seaz phor-u- 1sAS fecuId in) seAters Aroundl thle teoUth of the
lIsrIc about (0111) ' rar% ago) And irouec that tamer eor thle river ated Rite% eetimnatel that 47.4)(10) kilo-i of 4ii-
-)%st'uit hi-gAo to IIlourIsh ( )n thle other lundl. there Iseel pho'phorti5 andl 4,ttl) kilos o cc oiliih'iml I 'ie,-
Arc '.Ast tiovls o; Rammgea ,mn.-eata In Loeuisiana anA alAo pwhor'es flossct eeiroom ther rixer eOtto, thve 1 ;uli euriieg
large burmie tiele-itis 14f this Chai1. :t i% tonne~l In A 04%.u Rile% Also) sihmnVIec that ti-re use' a1 larger

eMAr sAhnlit~ sea4ters 0W) the in , ster Andl It is Ix_- 'Itamletig Crop~ s ph ' %teelanktoli i?- the sA~ter% areseend
selete that. at least in eniIa.it rsCeess the en serf Itic riser Ind tisAt the reject .. I riser [,utflt? eri s ei
on speciies nIa., \1. wnsn es4eritoAtieenA haver eredcatestl tendemicl As iAir east as .~AWtsnls If f~ ter se-ehcarwor
that keemrjea , Uexad an-el J'.4%-M,.-Jis'4 ,I,,'Jiefiesim Are- w Rdrles stui'e-slea hall -t ptoro"re at the timec
thV tee.. zhustalndxant Ottiwl-sleelling necelluses -*I ther the.% %mcrer penlisbeo. the gratcf etrW1Ase in ( .0i fish
( ulf rtves.stmbt Alminist I.e As boren reIpor"ted enreAt efie-s presilswt-ill .ini-c then Anuhld twit hase reenee as
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37-day period. Viosca (1938) mid I observed inde- F ~ ' ___

pendently that following the spillway openings,. which
are, in effect. mLn-miade crevasses. there seemis to ble' a
greater productior ;,I shrinqp. oysters, crabs. and

estuarine fishes in the following years, eveýn if the ¶
floods kill some of the marine organlismsI. As far
back as 1912. Louisi~ana Conserv.atioii Commuission
annual replorts said that cr vasses wvere somletimlesf
a, blessing in disguise" becau-se thle% were followed f

by increased oyster production ( Gunter. 1 9521b 1.

In all likelik.,od the chipf characteri~tic of :inv ~ -

fertile area i~s tlaw continuous supply of nutrients. Tbe
waters of the Mississippi are not so rich ;in nutrient .0

sah's as the upwellitg waters front !he oceans. but
the supply is ccrtain 1v continuous. Oin thle other haind. -~ '~ '''~
it -,light -not Ile safe to gav that sivillow Gulf waters-___________
are more pirodluctive than the offshore waters, at vig. The numbers oi fishes caught in the St. Lucie
least to th'e bottomi of the photic zone. P~erhaips we Estuary during a biological itivestigat-on andi the fresh-
are onlk fishing organismis which are easy to capture. water dlischarge into thle area through tile St- Lucie Canal

rId hs apparent fertility is really bae1 naal)(n;bcWtj~ coilI

ability.

Attempts have been made to studl. fertilit% or basic fa'thlomls was 3.5 tr. while at depths greater than4
production measurements of chlorophyll or nieas- fatthoms the fig-ure was 01.8 g. Ragan ( 1962, found
urements of carbon incorp~oratedl into orgavic mna- that the weight of bottom fish trawled over a three-
tcrial. There aire so,ýie rleficieri~ces in this approach. mile distance averagedl 21l3 p'ounds at t~ athonms.

*however. The chloropdivli system (toes not nlecessarily 151 ;it 15 fathoils, 163 at 25 fathoms, and 87 at 45
produce at the same rate all the time. It hais alkways fathomis.
beeni applied to the uliler-water layers. but it has We are not sure what part satlinity plays i., thle
recently been stated that. by using redl light, there is fertility of the coastal hays. The animials entering
some photosynthesis evei. at a few thousand feet. these waters. however, would probably have fewer
If this idea is correct. the accepitedl limits of the predators dlurinig their earlier life stages than when

*photic zone will have to he changed. Then, too, there they- ret0'rn to the sea. In this connection, Figure 3
are certain colorless fl:"Iiates and bacteria which illus~rates an artificial situation in the St. Lucie FEs-
can utilize chemnicai :or organic syntlie~is in tuary ontees lrd os.Drn etain years
the absence of light, an_ .,,:' do not know- hiow ahun- thle Cor!)s of Fngineers is ruquiredl to lower thle level
dlant these organisms are. The Institute i.' Marine of Lake Okeechobee for thle pirevention of hurricane
Science in Port Aransas TexaN. has carrie'! ivwork damiage. and when this influx of fresh wvater corre-
on productivity, but that region is prohahie not so 51)011(1 with the breeding ;easoii of the anchovies.
fer-tile as the crescent around thle nioutli of the Mi.- mullet. mienhadein. and croakers, thle aotlfldance of thle
sissippi River. w\here there have been only two ((uan- 'oimg &;f these fishes mounts in aI Striking manner.
titati ye studiljes. Daws'son I111 unpuli shed (data )found I robal~lv both the lowered sal iniity andl tile in flux of
that in 3.5 to 20) fathoms oif water the (lrainecd w.eights nutrient salts and o)rganlic nutrients play a consiile.-
of hottonl organ isnms taken with a 1Petersen grab) aver- able part in tltis phlenlomenonl. IIn coilsideri ng dhe
aged only 1.4 gram~s. We thouight this figure was ex- matter of estimirine fertility. I should like to mention
trenielv low\ and that the trawl catches were coni- thle recent renlatk6 of Harvey R. Bullis. who has ex-

lpletcly different, 1However, calcuilations of the weight jilored the northierin -oast of South America. Ile
of fishies and crustaceanis taken in tr;0wls. which may inotedl that tile coastal waters between the Orinoco
be called the ellifkaun, wevre alniost exactly \ the ;ame, and the Ania'!on Rivers are estuarine to aI hundred
Sitarainaiahi1 903 ('estimiated the commonn nutrient miiles otffdi're, aund that they are very shallow. This
miater i,L]S. the oxygen prodi uction pcr cubir nmeter, the miggest s that thle area. wheniever develohped, is going
eblot ophvll conte'It of piietoplankton and attached to ble ill .;trong comipetition in fishery piriducticon with
plants. the dry wei ghts of zoiilihinktoil per liter. and thc northern G ulf of Mevico.
the (hr ' weight of the inek ton :,aken over (4) squnare There are inudi cat ion s that an inial s si ichi as the
m eters. The av~er'age drY %,ei ght takeni was 72.5 g va riouis species Of Iena oi d shrim p develop in different
and thle weight of shr imnp aln \%,,incws 12 8 g. areas ill the esn' i-r ics. These an im al s seem to einter

i mentioned abiove that we aire not sure of tile rela- the !)aI' s at different pieriodls aind aire thus somewhat
tie liroiuct iv itv of th~e miishore and offshoa re waters isi dat~il fri n, one anlot her, thereby avoiding ci inpeti -

ol the Gu;l f, hut there is a little information indicating tion. The baY' bottonms are inl continuotis use. so to
thlat the bottom fatuna is richer inshore. Inl the w\(i k Npeak. It apipears that a high rate of basic jiroducti in
rofer rel to above, IDa wsoin fountdi~ that tilie mleanl %%eighlt cointionues over the w hi hv year and is not Iimiliteil Ixy
oi liv'i ng organ isins in P etersen grabs from 34.5 to 4 1o\%w teil Ier.Untres.

IL
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It has1 biven pointedl out 11w ecologists that anaerob~ic D)ARNELL, R. M., 1959. Studies oif the lift: history of
bacteria could utilize foodl resources not availabl)e to the blue crab, ('allinectes sapidus Rathbun, in Louisi-

ana waters. Trans. Anm. Fisheries Soc., 89:294-304.other organismis. The supply of organic materials Il:A\NW.SON. C. E.. 195. A study of the oyster biology
it thle ttudls of thet (;uif coast is tremendous. Accord- and hydrography of Crystal River, Fiorida. Pub!. lust.
ing to P'riddy el al. (1955 ). th~e upper layer of sedi- Mlaritne Soi.. Univ. ffTexas, 4' 1):279-302.
inents in the Mississippi Sound have an organic con- hEI.)N, C., 1927. Anitnal IEcology. Thle Macmillan Co..

The snte utho±; fund New York.
tent of about 6.8 pecrcetit. T(;ae ttos on UNTER, G., 1936. Studies of thle destruction of ma-
that in five samplles with ain organic content oif 4.3 rine fish fly shrimp trawlers in Louisiana. L~ouisiana
percent. thle combined tn i no. nititrate, and niit rite n i- Con.7E rv. Rev,., 5(4).-18--46.
trogen was 01.118 percent. Analyses of ph~osphates iU NTFR, G.. 1937. Obscrvations on: the river shrimp.

werenot ade, is *are 
t
Iacrobrtac/,iin ohionis (Smith). An. idland Nat-

wee o iad.It isobvious there remillions Oft uralist. 18(6):1038-1042.
tons (if organic materials and nitrogen comp~oundls inl GUNTER, Gi., 1938a. The relative numbers of species
the sediments of Gulf coast estuaries. Thle boring of marine fish on the Louisiana coast. Ans. Naturalist.
anti tunneling action of !he infauna and the scouring 72:77-M.

action ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~( offod nlsom emtti aeilt e UNTER, G., 1938b. Seasonal variations in abundanceactin o fl(-xs ad soris pemitthi maeril t he of certain -estuarine and marine fishes in Louisiana.
reworked and brought to the surface. M~an-made with particular reference to life histories. Ecol. Mnollo.,
canal1s, Channels, and dredge-cuts, as well as the dis- 8:313-346.
turbance caused by boats and trawls. enhance the re- (;UN'rER. G.. 1941. Relative numbers of shallow water

fishes of the northern Gulf of 'Mexico. with sonieworking pr(.cess. But %%-fat percenutage of the sedi- records of rare fishes from the Texas coast. Amt. Mid-
ment is reseorked after burial is not kniow.n, land Naturalist. 261) :i94-200.

"'nowledge of basic fertility on the G;ulf coast is in GUNTER, Gi., 1942a. A list of thle fishes of the main-
a very primiltive state. We l"ave large fishery re- land of North and Middle America recorded from both

fresh water and sea water. Ant. Midland Naturalist.sources. sonme of wvhich are ui .d. We know that large 1812):205-326.
anuunts of organic andl mineral nutrients are brought GUNTER, Gi.. 1942h. Seasonal condlition of Texas oys-
dlown by thle rivers. but we (10 not know how much: ters. J'roc. Transs. Texas Arcad. Sci., 25:89-93.
we know little of seasonal characteristics but sve sus- GU NTER. G,., 1942c. Offatts Bayou, a locality Willi re-

current summer mortality of marine organisms. Arn.
lpect that the shallowvness of the wvaters enhances the Midland NVaturalist, 28(3) :631-633.
activity of photosynthetic organisms. Un fort unatel y. GUNTER, G., 1945. Studies on marine fishes 4f Texas.
qluantitative information onl the most fertile part of IP,,ll. Inst. 3fari,:e Sci., Univ. oif Texas, 1(1) :1-190.
the Gulf coast is p~ractically nil. We suspect that the GUNTER, G,., 1950. Seasonal pospulation changes and

distributions as related to salinity, of certain inverte-organic naterials buried in the sediments act as *a brates of thle Texas coast, including the commercial
reserve food supply for estuarine orgatnisnms. W~e shrimip. Puhl. Inst. Marine Sci., Unit-. oif Texas, 1(2):
believe that wc canl perceive dimly most of thle most 7-5I.
important factors concerned with the richness of the GUNTER, G., 1951. The West Indian tree oyster on thle

(ulfestaris, ht mst f th svrk vhic ~vll ead Louisiana roast, and notes onl growth of the three GulfCulfestaris, ut ostof he orkwhih wll ead coast oysters. Science. 113(2940):516-5I17.
to real understanding of the situation remains to be GUNTER. G., l 952a. The import of catastrophic mor-
(lone. talities for marine fisheries along the Texas coast.
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Estuarine Fisheries of West Africa

T. V. R. PILLAY

Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations, Rome, Italy

The WVest African coast extending from Senegal in hurst, 1962). There was increase in values farther
the west to Cameroun in the east (Fig. 1), approxi- east up to a maximum of 32.5 %/ off Brass and then a
mately between 4" and 150 N and 10° E and 20' W, slow decline to 28.9 %ý off Calabar in the Bight of
is indented by a number of rivers and lagoons. The Biafra. The cruises of the Omnbango in the Bight of
salinity in the Gulf of Guinea is greatly affected by Biafra and to the south of Fernando Po in October.
the effluents from these rivers and lagoons; dilution 1959, recorded salinities of only 20 %,. At Pointe-
is at its maximum during the rainy season of May Noire, salinities between 25 and 26 %, have been
to October, the season being longer in certain areas in observed in March (Collignon, 1955). Watts (1958)
the eastern region of the coast, The greatest dilu- recorded salinities below 20 %, off Cape Sierra Leone
tions occur in the Bight of Biafra where there is very in September.
heavy precipitation, in the Bight of Benin in connec-
tion with the Niger effluents, and off the Liberia- ESTUARIES OF RIVER SYSTEMS

Sierra Leone coast. Though information on salinity The Niger Estuary is the most extensive on the
conditions is incomplete, it is clear that estuarine con- WVest African coast and covers about 3,400 square
ditions exist in the Gulf of Guinea at varying dis- miles, of which about 2.815 square miles consist of
tances from the shore, at least during the rainy season saline mangrove swamps subject to tidal flooding. The
and the periods of flood in the rivers emptying into it. total mean freshwater discharge through the estuary
The effect is detected as far as the continental edge, is estimated to be about 250,000 cubic feet per sec-
even on the Guinea shelf where this is relatively far ond. the maximum quantities flowing through the
offshore (Postel, 1955). Longhurst (1963) gives the tributaries of the Ramos and Nun Rivers (25 and
offshore salinity gradient west of Cape Sierra Leone 24 percent respectively). Forcados and Sengana
as follows: Rivers together convey 30 percent of the Niger dis-

10 miles from shore 24.8 C" charge. The salinity regime in the estuary varies
30 miles from shore 27.5 ý, with the amount of freshwater discharge and the
50 miles from shore 30.2 C, volume of tidal flow. During the months of heavy
75 miles from shore 32.8 •r (at continental floods, the estuarine water has been observed to be

edge) essentially fresh even near the mouths of the distribu-
A transect froni Lagos to Calabar, around the Niger taries of the river. The maximunm salinity recorded

ffrmLgnrouly ti to any part of the estuary is 28 %- very near the river
l)elta, worked by HMNS Nigeria mouth at high tide. Dry and wet seasons account for
20th. 1961. showed that salinities fell rather abruptly the main varations in salinity.
to the west of the ilenin Rive' from about 34.9 %, The Volta Estuary is the other large estuarine
to a niniinnn of 27.1 ý, off the Dodo River (Long- area in the region and is associated with the Keta

Lagoon. The estuary of the Rokel River in Sierra

Leone, known as the Sierra Leone River, is about
.ALITAA MALI 0 square miles in area with a miaximnum depth of

NICER 
INsqaemlsi

98 to 132 feet near the southern shore. The upper
-_ reaches merge into a mnaze of creeks and channels

Ifringed by large areas of mangrove swamps. De-
(39 A 0tailed studies have shown that the salinity in the

I...A NIGERIA - "estuary fluctuates between mean values of about 15 ',t
in August-October and 33 5,, in April-May ( Bain-

ST GHAN b bridge, 1961); Watts, 1958). The vertical salinity gra-
O. " DN dient is correlated with the tidal range as well as the

4-1 -l rate of river discharge. D)uring the wet season, strati-
ATLANTIC OCEAN fication is pronounced at neap tides anld is slight dur-

,in spring tides.

Pig. 1. Map of West Africa show.ing the major estt: Studies have been made of the standing crop of

arine areas. phytoplankton in the Sierra Leone River (Bain-
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Volta Estuary and the Juen Lagoon. The Keta La-
ýOLAý1 , -ODE goon is about 8.5 square miles in area, is relatively

AB sallow, and its area fluctuates considerably in rela'-
tion to the water level in the Volta. To the east of

Sthis is the lagoon system traversing the Dahomey
(TGap-a region where the coastal forest belt is inter-

"rupted by savannah country with few rivers of any
size. The most important of these are Lake Nacoue
, mnId the Porto Novo Lagoon. Tile largest of the la-

_goon systems on the coast extends for about l(A) miles

Fig. 2. The lagoons of the Guinea coast. from Cotonou in Dahonmey to the ývestern edge of the
Niger Delta in Nigeria (Fig. 2). The lagoon borders
the forest belt and a number of fairly large rivers

bridge, 1960. During and immediately after the wet join it. It is in communication with the sea at Coto-
season, from late July to the end of December, there nou and at Lagos. The lagoons in areas where there
was a dearth of phytoplankton within the estuary and are few rivers draining the mainland are generally
the bulk of suspended vegetation consisted of small greatly elongated and narrow, connected with the sea
littoral diatoms. A high standing crop of phytoplank- through shallow and widely separated inlets. Such
ton developed (luring January. as the rate of river lagoons are generally more brackish than those fed
outflow diminished, and persisted until mid-July, after by large rivers. The river-fed lagoons, like those of
the onset of the rains, when it declined considerably. the Ivory Coast and western Nigeria, form wide
Laige diatoms of the genera Actinocyvlus and Cos- sheets of shallow water and extend farther inland.
cmiodiscus contribute the bulk of this standing crop. Water in these lagoons is practically fresh in areas
Assessments of pigment from net-caught phytoplank- beyond major tidal influence, Hill and W\ehh (1958)
ton gave a mean of 19,057 Harvey units11in 3 for the have made observations on the hydrological features
period from January to July compared with a mean of the Lagos Lagoon. The salinity shows both a di-
of 353 units,'in3 from August to December. urnal fluctuation due to tidal effects and much greater

Fluctuations in the quantity and composition of the seasonal changes caused by the influx of fresh water
zooplankton were clearly correlated with seasonal in the rainy months. During the dry season from
changes in the volume of freshwater discharge. The November to March. the salinity in the Lagos Harbor
total numbers of zooplankton per unit volume were is high, and brackish conditions extend up to about
generally low from late Jul% to the end of December. 20 miles inland from Lagos. From April to October,
The copepods. Temora turbinata and Schmackiria ser- which is the rainv season, the salinity falls and almost
"ricaudatus, were the two most common iorms for freshwater conditions prevail.
much of the year. The larvae of benthic and littoral
invertebrates constituted a relatively high proportion FISH AND FISHERIES
of the total zooplankton.

Longhurst ( 1959) has recorded a high production
of henthic bioniass in the Sierra Leone Estuary. As Fishes coimionly caught in \Vest Africar estuaries
an example, lie gives the concentration of the po- are listed in Table 1. As a single species, the bonga
lychaete, IPcctinaria sourei, as 7.(80'1i12 , which is far (\\est African shad ), Ethmalosa dorsalis (Cuvier
greater than that found on the Guinea shelf. Besides and Valenciennes ), probably accounts for the niaxi-
the estuaries mentioned above, there are extensive mum production in the estuarine waters. Bainbridge
estuarine areas in Port Guinea. and the estuaries of 11964) has described the distribution and abundance
the Gambia and Cassamance Rivers are of consider- of the species on the West African coast. It supports
able importance from the point of view of fisheries. an important in shore fishery along the ria coastline
V'ery little is known about hydrobiological conditions with a network of wide shallow estuaries stretching
of these estuaries, from the Saloumn .stuary, southern Senegal. to the

Sherhro River, southern Sierra Leone. It is abun-
LA(;OONS dant at the mnouth of the Senegal River (lPostel.

There are a iumiber of fairl v large lagoons on the 195(0), considerable catches being made from the Sa-

coast of liberia. In t%%o imain regions of the \Vest loum. I )j oiIsoss, an(d Cassamance Estuaries. Hick-

African coast, one the Ivory Coast and the other ex- ling 11951)) has relported it to be an abundant fish
tending from the Volta River to the Niger I)elta. a in the Gambia Estuary and confluent creeks. In
lagoon system exists behind the barrier beach. These Guinea it is caught in the coastal waters as well as
are located at an angle of about 45° to the dominant in estuaries like those of the Duhreka. Konkoure, and
and prevailing southwest wind ( \Vehh, 1958). Ilofa Rivers. In Sierra Leone it is taken in the

The extensive l:goni in the Ivory Coast. with coastal waters off Shenge and in the Scarcies. Sierra
Abidjan at its center, is fed by a number of large Leone, and Sherbro Estuaries I Longhlurst, 19(Aa, b ),
rivers. On the Ghana coast the more important ones The species forms the mainstay( of fishermen along
are the Keta and Angaw L.agoons connected to the the coast and the estuaries of the delta region of

I7
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Nigeria and is intensively fished in the wide estnaries I IDucroz, 1957,. Ilonga fishing is done throughout
Of the Cameroun Republic. E*ven thouph the fish is the year in most areas, except in certain regions like
scarce onl the coastline from the Sierra Leone- the coastal waters of Guinea and Cameroun. Reliable
Liberian b~order to the west of the Niger Deltao. It statistic~s of landings are not available for the whole
p~rov'ides fisheries of importance in areas where there region. Landings are estimated to be about 1,700
are extensive brackish-water lagoon systems such as metric tons from the Joal area and roughly 3,000 tons
those found near Ahidjan onl the Iviory' Coast, Cotonou from the Saloumi-Djoinboss area ( Blanc, 1957; Main-
in Dahomey. andl Lagos in Nigeria. In Camneroun it gUy' andl Doutre, 1958). At the Conakry market in
is fished for mainly in the vicinity of the Sanaga Delta Guinea about 400) tons of the bonga. comprising about

Tfable 1. Fishes commonly caugh~t in WVest African estuaries.

lPRlSTII)AP BELONII)AE
t-rislis perotte'iz 1161ler and Henle. lielope /iouttiyni ( Walbaum)

TRYGONII)AE Stronflvtiura crocodile Le Suer
Srvygoo pastipoci: (Linnaeus) H E.MIRA MIPHID1AF

irygois marg~arita (;unther fi~poramnploos socheyelt Bleeker
ELOPII)AL YRND TIA

.1eaops ala pi ~,Vlncits Cuies l( alnine Epiplatvs sexfit~fcit' it ls Gill
hilo~s ticeta alenini.s plocloeilicht/oys spile~tauchenta (Iurniril)

Iaops seeylep/Ieisis Regan - lploc/wiliclithys Ptiacrurits (Boulenger)

LPci/AnoE voUr(iite FNTROPOM IDA E
JEthmalosa dorsalis ( Cuvic.; andl Valenciennes) Iae oo~ostTines
(v-oothrjsse, apsorvii ( Boulenger) S PHYRAEN IDA E

I/is/u, *friccflzd (Bloch) Sph -yracna sphyraepia (Linnaeus)
Sardjp, 11(t/auoorilu Cuvier and Valenciennes Spit racsia rgatchanch o Cuvier and Valcnciennes
Sardine//u eba Cuvier and Valenciennes NNTH)A
Epty!raio/js encrasicohis Linnaeus Dorc/N/vssmth Ii BoAngr

0STEOGLOSSIDAE Drct~ mti Buegr
Ileterotis nil oticits Ehrenbaum MUGILI DAE

C ~Mugil hoe~flcri SteindachnerroAsRALC)AF Mltegil ja/cipinnis Cuvier and Valenciennes
lie psetus odoe (Bloch) Muqil grandisquatnis Valenciennes
II d-r~ocyon brevis Gfinther Mfugil cepha/us Linnaeus
.Vestes nturse Rioppell Murgil capito Cuvier

CIT HA RIN IIAF IMiqlil aitratois Risso
Cit/oari,,us citharus (icoifroy Muogil brasiliensis Agassiz
C it/larinius laitts M fller and Troschel PL' MIA
IDistic/:odus rostra tus Giinther PaL'tFMIDedcAdatE sIBoh

CYPRINII)AF Polyptnconus quoadrifilis (Cuvier and Valenciennes)
Labco seneya/ensis Cuvier and Valenciennes I'enotane,,,us quiniquarius Linnaeus

SI LURIDAF BT IA
Tacysirit ganbrsisBowichCitlharichth~s stapinpflii (Steindachner)

Tachsuistors /,ende/ati Cuvier and ValenciennesSO I)A
iuc/,snru latscuttus Gunher)So/ca triopIhthalma ( Bleeker)

BAGrvic/txsA urt S~viaptura lusitansica Capello
C hr -vsic/,th: s wa/keni ;inither CYNOG LOSSIDIAE
( /rysic/t,t/vs Pto rodieiliatis I Lac~ptle) (vnay/ogossuis suaepe/~ensisi I Kaup)

SC HI LBFEl )A S ERRANT lA E
Schi/ber ,nstits (Linnaeus) C'p/:a/ap/ia/is tuensiops o Cuvier -an(l Valenciennes)
IEutro''ius niloticuss Roippell Iipinupsephc/s au'nu'ns (koff roy Saint-Hilaire
liutroPius ,n,',talis Boulenger Epindpephi/s yf'ruensss Cuvicr and V'alenciennes
Eittrapins "oic',opoyaa Trewavas I pin.ph ..Is (iqs Giinther
Phi ' sa//ia pc/lucid,, Boulenger Rytticuts saponacrus ISchneider)

CLARII)AE CA R A N(GII)DA\
C/arias /a--cra Cuivier aoid Valenciennes (arapoir hi'ppos t Linnacus)-
Helctrobranc/nos lanotiliis Cuvier and Valenciennes (',ranxr crysos ( Mitche~ll

MOd-fOCIDlAE. (aranxr senrqa//us Cuvier and Valenciennes

spi, don tis sc/ia/i B loch and Schneider ,(IH4omr sct,,pipsiis M itchell)
Lidchia gloauca L innaeus

I aramylrus phonbuibis (Co1w LJ'i. hia upitis ILinnaeus4
0 PI'll CHT H II DA E Trach/,iotu los g (wIm Linnlaeus)I

Op/aie/t/ous settnicinitus ( Richardson) Tra. Joinotus ja/c,,tis.; Linnaeus)
Leeculo, cep/sa/ope/tis ( Bleeker ) Trachinottus noreetisis Cuvier and \'alenciennces

I Continued onl next page)
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Table 1. (Continued)

LUTJANIDAE CICHLIDAE
Luijanus agennei Bleeker Ilemichromrir lascialus Peters
Lutianids st ctui~ Bleeker Ilemichromis bimaculants Gill
Lutjanus goreensis (Valenciennes) I'elmatochromispgu'ntheri Sauvage
Lut janus gumneensis Bleeker Ti/a pia mnclatiwpliura IDumniil
Lutrjapius dentatus Dumi'ril Tilapiaz heudeloti (Dumeril)

POMADASYIDAE Tilapia zdlii, ((jervais)
Pomadasy's jubelini (Cuvier) TRICHIJRI DAE.
Pomadasys peroteli (Cuvier and Valenciennes) TIrichittrus lepturu.s Linnaeus
Psesidopri~stipoma macrole psi (Boulenger) SCOM BR IDA K
Brachydeuterusj curitus (Cuvier and Valenciennes) Scomberi,,aurus maculatus tM itdiill)

LOBOTI DAE Cybium trilor Cuvier and V'alenciennes
Lobotes surinamenjis (Bloch) ELEOTRIDAE

!i!cotris lebretomn' Steindachner
GERRIDAE Eleotris sepiegatensis Steindachner

Gerres melanoplerus Bleeker E/cotins dayapiensis Steindachner
Gerres niqni Guinther IEleo iris 7ittata 1)umiril
Gerres ociatis Bleeker f/an,: aic/ hths africania Steindachner

SCIAENIDAE (;OBI DA K
Cynoscion senegal/a (Cuvier and Valenciennes) q cetryoqbitis sc/ileqe/i (Gaenienhes)
Cynoscion m~acrognathus (Bleeker) Acepitrogobi/os cchden tais (Boulngher)
Sciaena epipercus (Bleeker) Oyrcty cieiai Buegr
Sejoenia ti~qriia (Cuvier and Valenciennes) (,i~bioides ansorgii Boulenger
Umbrina cirroso (Linnaeus) G,0/iis casamacuIs Rochebrune
Larimus clopigatus (Bowdich) Gobiopielins lepturits ( Pfaff)
I'seudotoliihus brachygathugs (Bleeker) PEFRIOPlHT HA LMI DAli
I'scudotoili/aiis .ýcticgali'nsris (Valenciennes) I'iriopith/alin its kocireuicri ( Pallas)

NANDIDAE BATRACHOIDI) IA
Po/vcen tropsis abbreziaia Boulenger Ilatrachi~ides /iberiensis ( Steindachner)

MONODACYLIDAKTFTROI)ONTII)AE
PsetusseAeCuLiDer ii'inidim~ pusinlatiss Murray

Psetts seae CvierLagocephalus laevigatus Linnaeus

4. EPHIPPII)AE POLY PTERII)AE
(hai'todipterits lip pei Steindachner Pl.Otepii'rs ei'dlcc/:,ri Heckel

65 percent of the total landings by canoe fishermen. marine origin predominate in the catches throughout
are landed (Moal. 1957; Sahrhiage, 1961 ;Bainbridge, the year. The snapplers iLutjapi~us spp.), the barrai-
19(4,). The annual production in Camieroun is esti- cuda I ,Sp/avraeiaa sp1. ), the grunters (IPopinadasys
matedl to he about 3.0X) tons of dlriedi bonga. slip. ). tile catfishes ( Tar/a v surits slpp.. croakers

Next in importance to thle bonga in many areas are (01)olitlaus andl .S~iaCa silp. ), threadfins (;alcoid1's
prawns and shrimps. Tbt extensive miudhanks of the and J'ctancmnns spp. )an11d grey- Mullets ;.1/n qil Slpj.)
B1ight of llia fra support a rich prawn population ain(l are piredlomi nant in thle catchles almiiost th ro ighi mt the
Cameroun derives its name from the important in- year. Longliurst reports (unpublished ) tha, trawliniz
iligenous praw~n fisheries of its coast and estuaries, in the L;agos Lagoon shoiwedl that in thle &lvsex
I'cniacts dlnorar i in I urken road is thle most comminon thle delliiersal faunia is doib natedl by Ad ' ol iniu s quad-
andl important prw of the estuaLrine Waters. In the ri/i/is. E-'ipiepheliis tiemneis, Elops lacerta, SP/i' vori'na
Niger D elta ialpprec iable quantities tflthis prawn are spi., P oinadasYs jn b111,i ii and large numbers oif fresh i-
caught in various traps, especially (luring the (Iy water catfish, (iirvsichi/ivs niqrodyilitains. l'rawhing
months. Ainouther p ra wn of iniportance in the estu- in the sanie area during the heighit of the rain. ýCau-
aries is I arapenuau'dipsis allt/taz BI C al ss. Sinai I sh rin ip, so n. wI eii the water wa;s vi rtually fresh, showed thc
if thle genus .1/inrobraclium i are a I o landed in large sanie catch conmpo sIitio %ii i di the add it ion of thlit fresh -

(Ijualtitie~s. %watrr species, Sc/ilbi' m slits. In the estuat mne water',
MIilIler (19`)5 Noa; recorded the occurrence of large i f ( ;Iiaiia, also, dile iia rinie sp ecies IpredmIi iinate iii t In

schools of Sardinella and other fishes ill thle lagoi ins fish faunam. '[he horse miackerel (C(aranex haippos

and r iver on outli in L iberi a, fro mi Noveuiber tim jano- Nul ilu in a fi sher * (it sonme impl ortance in the Volmtai

arv. C rails are found in ahundane' thiroughout the estu E~stua r and it migrates intom the freshwater areas of
arm le area, especiall. ll ~ tile swaniii s. [lie calling crahi, the river. [lie grey iiitil lets that mnigrate froim andI

(;ddasijmus sli qi Iand thme haiylagoown c rabi (.Sisar~na ti the sea affoi rd lutc rat ive fi shi ng iii the l\eta Lagiooni
spI il),,are inoit general ly eaten,'hut the blue-legged ILt- ii ( iana.

* ~~~~goown sw iiinimnig crab). C all incclms /atiinnmuls Rathhbun. TIi/opito sppm., aloing with omt her c icli ds t hat calli
is caught iii large niumbers fur ciinsumplt mmii. tiolerate var iatmiiins iii sal iniit, a re' cautght fromn the

E'ven thou ngh tile Sal iniity oif thle Waters in tile Niger estua ries and surround inig sa~liiie s wanips throughout

Estuary is very- low% for imost of the year. species of the year all over the Wemst Africain coaistaml zone.

-- ON & -A -Af a - -4& 4 .Wb d ý
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miles. hi recent years the fishermen have changed to
synthetic fihers to make their nets, and this is re-
ported to havw resulted in an increase of their catches.
In the Camneroun. cast nets, set gill nets, and encir-
cling nets are used in the honga fishery. N

In the Niger Delta, cast nets are used for catching
honga. grey mullets, and other clupeid fishes; set gill
nets and long lines are also operated throughout the
year ( Figs. 3 and 4). The long lines are operated
from canoes and usually do not have more than 100
hooks. but many prized fishes like the barracuda, I I
snapper, croaker, and grunter are caught in them.
Traps of different design and size are operated in
the Niger and other estuaries throughout the year.
Large traps are mkade of walls of bamboo or raffia
stalk slats set in a circle (the ends are involuted to

Fig. 3. Fishing with cast net in the Niger Estuary. form a V inside to permit fish to enter, but to prevent
their escape) : the% have two diverging wing walls

Many freshwater species of fishes like the tiger fish of fencing made of closely arranged long twigs stuck
J lydrocyon brevisn, and catfishes ( Chrysichthys spp. in the river bottom to serve as guide lines for fish.

andI itropius spp. ). occur in the catches from the and usually can be seen in the eastern zone of the
estuaries of the Niger and Volta. but not in signifi- Niger Delta. In some, two or more trapping devices
cant quantities. may he found I Fig. 5). When the trap is set near

Two groups ot shellfishes contribut, significamly to the river hank there may be only one guide wall:
fooxl production in the estuarine areas of \Vest Africa. this is set at right angles to the bank with a wall of
especially in the Niger Delta and coastal areas of raffia slats set at right angles to it and trapping de-
Liberia. In the mangrove swanils. the mangrove vices at either end of the latter wall. Prawns. shrimps,
oyster I Ostre'a tulipa Lamarck) grows in great pro- and miscellaneous fishes are canght in these trails and
fusion attached to the aerial roots of mangroves and the catches are removed at low title. Another very
other substrata. Miller (1957) has reported the oc- common method of fishing in the Niger Delta is to
currence of large "deep water oysters" in Liberian
estuaries. These oysters are regularly collected for
consumption by the local inhahitants. Similarly, at
hlw tiides innumoeralle nunrihers of periwinkles. TyVr- ,,e..
Paniotoollms fulscatits LIinnaeus anld 7 - mpanoloni$ D US-"f-s-

£'al1$ v-al'. radlda Linntlaeus, cait lbe found exposed ofn
the mud flats mid lmangrove S%%ahnlSs ill the estuaries.
The collection of these and removal of the flesh from
the s•Iell provide employment and an income to nmany
woIlneu and chihlren. The cockle. .-Ara sctilis Lin-
nacus, occurs in fairly large lunmbwrs in soft mnuddy
areas where they are collected after locating then Iy
iceling with the feet. The flesh is Iiighlv relished .
eating and tile s•lelI aire osed ili certa ill areas as
weights for gill nets. No0 estimailItes of the olurIhction
If the shelliishes are av'a ilabIle. but judged hy the

heapls (f elmpty shells that one Comes atcross il ev'enr
village ill tile area. the quanltities collected atmmlyl
Illllst lhe c•lm.sidel, Lill'.

lISII NI NG METIIOIS

Estuarine tishing in W\est .\Africa is mostly dorc
fron) indigeliliis duogout cai l hoes. Inga fishing ill
the Sierra Leone lstuary utilizes cast nets and drift
nets. (;Ill nlet"., longK linles, anld ,;ritrhN t '%les. (if trap,•

are lperated ill estuarine areas of I.heria. Iin the
lagxmis of I)ahotney. shIoIals If Ixliga are surr rum ded
IIh . lalhIlllier Iof canlle's. from each of \\hieh ci Cat ne(s

are oplerated. Ill \\estern Nigeria. set nets. drift lnets. I
(e(circling net,. anod cast nets :are use4 ill the estuaries

.111d illI iorcshre areas up to :1 dist.ace of almnlit lile Fig 4. I.-uig-lmw fishing in the Niger Estuary.
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fishermnei or women wadling ;.on Ili~teI~ shallow mar-
ginal areas of the river. It is rais~ed at r~gular inter-

- vais and~ th~e catches tilted into tile cai nw. .it D ahionie v
lagoons prawns art' caught in traps using light as a
lure.

Tldapia slip. are mostly c~aught in smaller trails of
di fferent shapes and mnade of raffia splits or chicken
wire. lin the Niger D~elta cassava flour mixed wah
pal in oil is generally used as thait for t ilajlia. The
niudskipper is caught in l.arge numibers front the(
Niger D elta- s%%ainps antd estuarine margins hi- means

- " of smnall traps. I iras ( 1958 1(describes thle "Akadja"
method of fi shinog lin P orto Nov L)OIagoon in Dahonie%
to catc~i Tilapia spp.. ratfish. grey mullet. etc. L~argv
circular or rectangular areas ( as much as 2Y2 acresI
are enclosed by dIriving long twigs or tree branches

Fig. 5. The common fenice traip in the Niger Estuary. into the lagoo bmled. Fishes take shelter amiolg t 1e
foliage and in the enclosed area, feeding onl the algal
growth that (developls. After aI lerimnl of ahout four

fence off plortions of the marginal swamps or shallo%% to six mioniths the Akadja is enclosed by nets and thle
mudi flats with walls (of closely set raffia slats IFig. 6). brush removedl. Remnarkably large qupant iti es of fi sh
At high tide, portions of the fencing are removed to are caught in this manner.
allow the entry of fish with the tidal water. As the Crabs are geilerailv~ Caught with the hand or ii ith
tide begins to turn, tile fenice is closed to prevent the smiall circuilar (lip nets. Crah fishing is generally (lone
escape of fish, and the stranded fl-h are pickedl till at byi women or ciihidren who locate the crab Ilill es at
low tide. Large catfish. along with other large fishies, low% tide and~ thlen. using a piece (If rag for lprltectioli.

are commonly caught front such traps. A sinmilzar inlsert the band initol tile holie and ipull oulit the c rali-
method of wei r trap fi sh ing is pract iced I ii 'tileCes~to- InI tile' lagoons OIf ;illalm the swimmliling c rail is oIften
arine areas (If Liberia. Set nets aIre usedl in tilt caught usinlg smlall fish tied to a long pi eC of thread

-jCameroun for prawn tishing ilut most of tile 1urawnis as bait. As a crab takes the bait, it is (trawl) slowly
and shrimpi~s landled in tile N ger D~elta are caught ;it to lane' w %%-hre it is catigilt ill a smai.ll hand net.
different types of traps. In thle western Zone of thle
Niger Delta, series of stakec can be found stuck at Ti'mIZATiION ((F CAlCIIES

the river mouth. Fromt each such ,Aake a conical trail Except for the limnitedl use (If fresh Iii-h for conrl-
Fig. 7 1of about 3 ta 4 feet in lenThJ11 andl 1. 5 tol 2 uniplition iii tiit imm~iedliate nleigh~borhoodl~ of the fish -

feet in dlianieter at the mnouth is opierated against the itig areas. tilere al%,~ears to bie ilo olrganiized( fresh fishi
tidal flow inainly at night, to catch plrawns'. Ili tlit tradle Ili tile c~tuariiie area,. Thie catcelle are etithler
eastern zone of tile Niger D~elta, larger conical traips dlried (or smoked. Illt tile co)astal zones (If Camlerou~n
are operated fromt stakes at river mlouthls. Thle trapq andi Ni geri a, wNl(re thle rain fall is llta,. y andI tile ra ini
ilý madle of a %%ebbinig woven with the long andi slender Sls~jll e.xtendedt'(. fishl ;Lri' gcieraii'lo'v prseý- i ll Vll i.l1

stelli of a locally availabile creel ler andi sllalle'l intol a 51111k jg. llThe% are iplaced ol racks ma(de hcb fa stenin ig
ctne of about 20 feet tin length and 17 ft-et in d tan etrr sup1 t 'inig sticks tvi fo umr tiandol ~Oill es which are
at lthe illo~tht The codI end is miade oif closelyv set
batnlixnl slats of atNxut 1t) to 14 feet ill length. The
general design (If tile net is similar tol the bag nets
usm I ii tile estularine~ waters in Inid~ia I Pilha y an-
Gholsh. 11)(4 1. Thbe trapl is oi lrated against the t idlld
flow andl !hei catches aire reillnuvetd at tilt turn (If the
tide. I rami~s. alonlig withl small tishes. forin the minll
catclivts (If thetse trails. At theIt' (0 o Rter mlouthl. rat'a

(If lthe ma in N iger D elta. ColiiCal ra;flia bag nets withi
circular fralllcs are opleratedl front ilong woodeln stake-,
driveii into Itile r erli' I. Thle tilet are .ltiolt ' feet Ill

diatii. -tr ait Ilo' mouth and abiout F; feet long aind

device used i I I catchin g pra %:ill 1 lilg the niigilt.

and siiiail greý mullllet durinllg the (Liv iN tilt' "Ongur

%%ic ieI (((5St*II rrctaiigul .kr liere( oIf cii 'se s(t rani it

%talk 51.115 ( 8 to !0i ft. x (iIn1( 7 ft) miounted onl the
gun wale If a cain( c. O ne side of tlit ii'gmoil is II w irt'l I
ilt)l III it m'r and4 (lr.t(gged som di~ ~ ta (1cC li. 1%,i FIX k i-'iwr i(Siliil1 il lilt 11W I~~ 1 (S11ro %%%.1111

or
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poirt. andt niarketing of snioked fish in the delta pro~v-
ince oif the nnilwestern region of Nigeria have clearly
s.howntitlet liosiSbtlitt% of organizitng the ind~ustry' On
cooperative line:. with great advantage. The govern-
nment could al so estabhit h and ma inta in tish-curing

tard an siiiikiig kiln, a-t ap~propriate centers and
at reasonable cha~rges for tile use of fishernien.

'rhe fishing gear used Iin the estuarine areas mlay
bie capiable of impirovemnent. For examiple, the large
comnical fisxh tras made of creeper stemis. if made with

nlin or citton wehibing inl the fortut of hag nets may
catch nmore fish and last much longer. The number of

hok i long lines could hle greatly increased, and
larger and more effective traps could possibly be
intriKduceil. For the use of larger nets and other
fishing gear and for extending the area of fishing.

Fig 7. Contical prawn trapls oteratedilli Bravs area' if lairgver and ibetter boats would ble required. Mechani-
the Nigur l~stuaiy. zation of at least fish transpoirt boats is inecessary for

bietter organization oif the fish trade.
dr i-n ito li grundan bylasingslas aros t~ Irel iniinary trawlting experiments in the inshore

suppoiirts to hold the fish. Four to) five layers of fish areas of the flight of Btiafra op .losite the Niger E'.-
s.eparatedi by lavers of sticksr pet nterc tuary have give-n %cry encouraging results, and dinc-

lcai og abo~ut a half-inch space for smtoke to circulate. cate that it Ina~ ble xiussihle to olwrate IMowered boiats
Sominet inmes i ndivsidual lis'h a re roiied and strung onl for fi'h tug Iin the hay. The presence of sandbars
sticks for sniokinig. 1:%erv ,tniok-ing hlut hals orme smal~ll across the mouths of rivers Kreath) handicaps tile
and one big smoking rack. Trhe small onte is used for umlicratiiim of such Imiats. Foir land~ing of catches. and
cooking fish on the first day :thle large otie is for for day -to-dlay maintenance, it is necessai % for thle
siioke-drving thle fis'h. which begins oil the second Isiat- to enter the estuaries and the sandb~ar, nilaki
([a of thle piroces.tng. Fires of nmangrove wooid are it tlithctilt and dangerous in many areai..
lighted below to produce smoke. Smoking is done for CULTU it F FisitkittIs
varying pieriods of. time. fromt three to 14 dlays. de- The prioductioni of fish in most ot the W'est African
pendling onl the type of fish and the type of piroduct nreismcblo thlcarqueetsnirequired for miarketing locally or in dsatpce.counre snuhblwtelclriurnet n

- tistnt ilaes. every tmeans of incr.'asing production should Ile ex-
Ini thle western region of the coast where the rainy pdorcd. Del~ecoliient of culture tisheries in estuarine
season is shorter. sun-drying of catchecs is often done

- ~areas appeiars to hold great liossibilities. In the deltaicwithout salting or after soaking the fish in sea water, regions and along thle margins of hagixais. there are
Transpotrt anid marketing arrangenments arc not m xesv agoesap hc r nutverv well organized. Smoked fish are genteraklly Stored 46r xesv mnrv wmswhc r nut

illt'e ishrmn' ltit iusal~ Ii hesmoin ht- able for agriculture. %%here an adequate tidad rangeI
inr thme t~sliriien'se thute uuly ine "thatred soing hutoc is available, brackish-water fis.h xionls. can~ be con-
fordIl sonme casbfoetes are raiocii'.jto disrte in cailx's tructeil ft,r the culture of fi,he, like thle greý niullet.

ters. D~uring storage mnd distributiton considerable tilalii.. prami s. etc. A rectait suriy Iin the Niger
I )rita has slimi n that over 1 .795.34M) acres of thleloss and letmri rat ion takes p-lace. Re- mnok ing is se-

dim doin. Ili aI recent study i Piatek. I XJj it ts*;i '" an ~iii, are suiitable for ci nsersion into fi shi 1KifIls1.

fouand that thle Iii.' during a'miolithi (if st .aein the It is ikel v hat mo i st of 'i anmp i arond it tilte Keta
fi lii ig %iiilakes amonlmtedi ti i 3 to ~I; prcrvetit rhic Iio- I ago-i K iaii~ al so le xu it.Awle foir reclamation.i The

lu ri ig t rans i mrt has1 wermi 'st ilmi It(., ti 1w S to 1 I wit ' minatu re iof thle sod iis a handircapi. btin t mr iiiici
tal sttui i c -N i 0 1ICteIl 1) % tilie aut l t h a 111% shIM I 111.1 h t.

ller~mif iteve-ar N prcautili'ii are taken, isatertiglit dlike,
r )SSl II ThES M., M)FVEI.01N )l\CanI be ciiIMc'rutel %kith thle miIamigr-ise soil. aiid tidal

E-STL \RI NU E sIS FRIF'S %sil ani lc ticce-itill~ ii% oerateil eCiiiicn-rcial
hiratcki 5h %a .trr 1141 iiilx if pri ltrl.% designed. call

%II sii i !"isujkI~s:~ Im' C.in'!tici', t .1 Coxt of altiut t-Iw) per acre: if
In, thte ilt-%vilpmirmit tif Cstuarint capture fii'hr-rs -,ti aI hir.kliitiimi iti .il-it 4111Iit~iA ;iii~ of tixh hxr tcre

the \\ ext Airicaimi coiast. the highest jirlonits shlittcan Ci' ihirotantil ii ald nI1.%rketqI l tinlte fresh ,tate. theC
gii t.i iilirii imig the niethiull iif prowessin. tratislmirt. Caiital iiise'tnielit %%ll Iw'1d piIL ck In .IH"'It fouir
-miil ii.iktiii 4f tile catches l'iatek ( 11Oi3 i hts %rars' tiiii. I, oi~iisilriiig the untmit-irniu alea ofi n'iil-

icleitimirmstr-trd tha~t bulk sii~imomy of thr ltitinga caii INC Igrise %%awp .in iio thr \\c et Aitrican cm4is. tile co.iii6
ri-m~il-cs-Is (itlome hIt% fo~l1 usI g iii ýq in is-i-10 ollr ~KI i t r ilint imil t hit rul tm i11c iser ii' cmi minake to tinert-axed
sii ii ing Li lti s hichiitl canl Ix- cnirtiiitrctt-l Ii watt a -t ti .hi pirKlnctin ini thle area is re-man.ir 4 * % hi gh. min it
reas-iinable costs. Vlocit experimlents iii stsoragi-. trans if it ix ,4ui~xcrl to reclaim iwd% a frACtox1i of thr
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swaiimjs. The reclamiation of the swamips is not likely HI CKLI NG, C. F., 1950. Report of the Fisheries Ad-
to affect the commercial fisheries in an%' appreciable ziser opt His Visit to the Gamibit,. S. 11. No. 9/51.
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Estuarine Fisheries of the Indian Ocean Coastal Zone

T. V. R. PILLAY

Food and Ayriculture Organization of the Utilted'Nations. Rome, Italy

The coastal zone of the Indian Ocean includes a with the salinity of the water consequently becoming
number of bays and gulfs into which large and small very high.
rivers empty, creating estuarine conditions in the A general trend of increase in salinity has been
inshore areas. The extent of the estuarine zone in observed in the river in recent years and the mi-
the sea varies according to the size of the river and gration of several marine species of bottom fish
the volume of its freshwater discharge, the steepness (Hora, 1943, 1953) and even pelagic fish (Pillay,
of the gradient, and the tidal range. The Bay of 1953) which did not occur earlier have been noticed.
Bengal recLives the large river systems of the Ganges, There is a marked abundance of phytoplankton during
Brahimalutra. and Irrawaddy, and has estuarine con- the winter season with the peak period in about Janu-
ditions extending many miles from the shore. Waters ary. Growth of plankton is minimal during the rainy
of low salinity and high turbidity can be found far months, when the turbidity of the water is high. Both
out in the sea during the rainy season. In the inshore phytoplankton and zooplankton show a bimnodal cycle.
water,, the salinitv is considerably lower due to the with one peak during June to August and the other
influx of frc,h water, and reaches its minimum in during November to January (February in the case
about November. Studies of plankton have indicated of zooplankton). Zooplankton are generally at their
two periods of maximum production: the primary one lowest level during the latter part of the monsoon
in spring. and the other in autumn. In Sumatra season. Among the zooplankton. copepods form the
and Java the color of estuarine water may he tea- dominant group. Though satisfactory quantitative
brown or blackish, due to outflow front enormous data on productivity are not available, the Hooghly,
peat forests-(Ilardenberg, 1950). The pH of this like the rest of the Sunderbans, is highly fertile.
water is reported to be as low as 5 or less. There is The Irrawaddy Delta in Burma is also very exten-
a marked increase in the number of planktonic organ- sive and supports important fisheries. On the Indian
isms as a result of increase in nutrient salts. Copepods coasi there are a number of smaller rivers like the
diminish to be replaced by an increased amount of Mahanadi and the Krishna that have wide estuaries.
diatoms and A'octilihca. Marine species are replaced Mahanadi Estuary on the east coast (in Orissa State)
by coastal forms. is particularly important as a source of fish produc-

tion. The Indus in West Pakistan, emptying into the
F~STU'AR1FS O MAJOR RIVER SYSTEMS Arabian Sea, and the Euphrates and the Tigris, join.
The largest estuarine area of the Indian Ocean ing the Persian Gulf, have estuaries of fair size. On

coastal zone is the Ganges-Brahinaputra Delta. gen- the ca, coast of Africa bordering the Indian Ocean
erally referred to as the Sunderbans. The Sunderbans coastal zone, the largest estuarine area is that of the
has an extensive and complicated system of inter- Zambesi, even though there are many other rivers
connected distributaries. The delta area in NVest emptying into the Indian Ocean. The ecology of a
Bengal alone is about 3,100 square miles. Estuarine number of smaller estuaries along the South African
conditions extend about 100 miles upstream. Coun- coast has been investigated. Some of these, like the
siderable fluctuation is observed in the salinity in estuary of the Klein River, are closed to the sea for
most areas, between almost freshwater and marine most of the dry season. The water remains brackish
conditions. I lydrobiological studies made in Hooghly throughout thie year. though there is wide fluctuation
River, one of the main distributaries of the Ganges. in salinity depending on the season and tidal conidition.
have shown that salinity zonations into marine, tidal, One feature common to all estuaries of the Indian
gradient, and freshwater zones are not clearly evident. Oceaa coastal zone is the formation of sand bars at
Oag ( 1939) has recognized three distinct seasons in the river mouths. These bars generally are horseshoe-
the tidal regime of the estuary: (I) the southwest shaped: the open side facing the river is steep and
monsoon season when the effect of flood tides is coun- that facing the sea has a very gentle slope. In spite of
tered and nullified by freshets and when there is a heavy tidal action, these bars maintain their shape and
strong predominance of ebb titles. (2) from November size. The bars and the heavy siltation in some of the
to February when the strength of the flood title over estuaries often render them unnavigable. When navi-
the ebb title is minimum. and (3) the hot and diy gational facilities are maintained, as in the }Iooghly
months (May to June) when the effect of flood tides of the Sunderbans. constant and expensive dredging
is considerably stronger than that of the ebb tides, operations are'required.
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LAGOONS acres. Salinity increase% rap~idly in shallow and iso-

ngthelated areas of tie lag s and their connected soltAlon th InianOcen castl zne re umeousmarshes (luring the (Irv tonihs, often resulting in
lagoons, or brackish-water lakes as they are some-
times called. They are generally connected with the hypersaline conditions or even actual (eiositiol of

sea during periods of flood, but may get cut off dur-
ing drought. These lagoons may be connected to FISH FAUNA OF TIIE FISTUARIESriver systems, but the connection with tile sea is often The estuaries of the Indian Ocean coastal zone sup-
limited to a number of narrow channmels, iport It varied fish fauna. hut for a tropical region it

Chilka Lake and ltnlicat Lake on the east coast is rather poor in species iTable I . The fish fauna
of India have received considerable attention because consists of species that spend all or a major part of
of their importance in fish production. Chilka Lake their life in the estuaries, and marine or freshwater
is roughly pear-shaped with a length of 40 miles species which migrate seasonally into or through the(north-south ) and width of 12.5 miles (east-west), estuaries. IIn the present state of our knowledge, al
covering an area of about 350 square miles in the dry proper classification of the species based on their

.ason and about 450 square miles (luring the flood period of life in the estuaries is difcult.
season. It le lake has an outer channel 14 miles long In the Sunderbans area over 120 species are com-
with ; sandy bottom. The lake proper is very shal- nionly caught by commercial fishermen. From Chilka
low: tile average depth in the dry season rarely ex- Lake some 138 species have been recorded-many are
ceeds eight feet over a large stretch of the northern only migrants or stray visitors. In tile estuary of the
sector, increasing during the flood season by five or Rokan River in Sumatra, Hardenberg (1950) has
six feet. During February-April. when the floods reported the occurrence of some 175 species, including
subside, ingress of sea water into the lagoon increases occasional nigrant•. The numnier of individuals is.
and the southern end of the lake is more saline. In however, high.
May and June, the hottest months, the ingress of sea The fish of nmuddv estuaries show affinities to
water increases, resulting in higher salinity. in Sep- deep-sea fauna in some of their features. Some gen-
tember, during tile monsoon floods. salinity is greatly era of clupeids an(d polyneynids have prolonged fin-
reduced. The floodwaters of the Mahanadi River eil- rays, and others have smal:l diminutive eves. Harden-ter the lake at its northeast end and it becomes almost berg (1950) has recorded even a siecies of blind sole

fresh in tihe course of time. Plankton studies made from the Rokan Estuary. The Bombay (luck, ttarpo-
in the lake indicate high productivity. Zcoplankters, don nehercus, is a species that has its nearest elatives
predominantly copepods. constitute the bulk of plank- in the deep sea and its appearance is very much like
ton throughout the year. Copepods form 42 to 70 per- that of a deep-sea form. Breguiceras inacclellandi
cent of the total plankton and have two seasons of cannot be distinguished from specimens from the deep
abundance, coinciding with the periods of higher sa- sea.
linitv. Diatoms form 41 to 50 percent of the total In the Indian subcontinent the single species that
phytoplankton. constitutes a fishery of great importance is the hilsa.

Pulicat Lake. near Madras. has an area of about ttilsa ilisha. Though it was generally considered an
178 square miles and is shallow, being only about six anadronious fish, recent. investigations have shown
feet deep in most are,-s. Tile lake receives fresh water that some of the main stocks of this species are purely
from a large catchment area during the rains and the estuarine. It occurs from the Persian Gulf, along
water becomes almost fresh. A narrow channel con- the coasts of \Vest Pakistan, India. and East Pakistan
nects the lake with the sea through which tidal water to Burma, ascending the main river systems. 'I le
and large numbers of marine fish and prawns enter major fisheries are ill Chilka Lake, and Irrawaddy.
the lake. Sunderbans, (;odavari, Narbada, and Indus Estuaries.

The chain of lagoons ( or backwaters as they are The Bombay (luck is a major constituent of the catches
locally called ) along the coast of Kerala on the west in the Sunderhans Estuary in India. Grey mullet
coast of India. of which the largest is Venmanad .lliugil spp. i. cock-up ( Lares cahcarift'r), milk fish
Lake. is of considerable fishery importance. The la- (('hanos chanos), threadfin ( Polyneinids ), and pearl
goons are connected to the sea only at a few places spot ( Etro plus surat'nsis ) are the prime fishes caught
-ian( the salinity, which has been observed to range from estuarine areas of the Indian subcontinent. Cat-
between 33.25 %,, and 1.2 !,, is always higher near fishes of the genera Tach-ysurus, Osteogeneosus, Pan-
the openinf" to the sea and progressively diminishes gasius, and Mystus contribute very considerable catch-
in areas away from the sea. Zooplankton. predomi- es. Sciaenids and smaller clupeids are abundant and
nated by copepods, forms the bulk of plankton in the landed in appreciable -uantities, though their market
backwaters. Fluctuations in the volume of plankton value is considerably less than that of otlher species.
have been found to be positively correlated with Sharks, rays, and skates, though occasionally "au,"t
salinity changes. in the estuaries, are not abundant in any of tile areas.

Lagoons on the coast of Ceylon vary in extent from Juveniles and young of several marine and coastal
1(M t" 70.000 acres and tile total estimated area of fishes may le found in tile estuaries (luring certain
such brackish waters iii the country is about 350,t00 seasons. III some of the lagoons of Ceylon, the cichlid
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i iapi'a miossamnbica wa,,s introduced with a1 view to J4PenJCIIS ifldictis 1If. M. F~dw.
increasing fisli piroduction. It is reported that the Pi'naeus scitisiolcatus de fixtri
species has establishied itself and multiplied rapidly. Aletapeptacus brcl'icorn~s (H1. M. Edw.
The indigen'ous faunia is believed to have been V ~rv A.capenacus fni ( Hf. MI. Ed w.
adlverscl affected lby 7ila/lia, especially the prawns .11tapenactis dobsopti ( Miers)
and srinp.Prlnepsssupii Heiler)

In the estuarine fauina, the crustaceans, which I'arapenot-opsis sI ylif era H 1. M. Edw.
iinclude several species of commercially imlportanlt AMacrobrachiunm ,njrabjle ( Kemip
shrimps aind crabs, have a piredlominant lposition. Maucrobrachioit ,,,lcolinsonoi ( l. NI. Edw.
rue more impiortant sh rimni,; caught by conmmerc ial
fishermen are the following: ( Continued, u. 6,52)

Table I. List (J comimon estuarine fishes of the Indian Ocean coastal zone.

S C YI1OR HI N IIDAE S4'tifiinuI pIaso ( H-amil ton)
(hiloscyllitnn jndicion ( Ginther ) Setipiniia taty I Cuvier and Valenciennes)I

CA RCH ARI NIDIA F .Stipinniiiriel4'liciOlir I Blecker)
Carclotripius gqam~Clicus I Midler and Henle ) Setipiniiz4 breviceps (Cantor)
(arclwriinus ,neIattoplerus (Quoy andl Gairnard) Coilia bor,,eensis Blecker
I'h.sod4'n ,nnlleri ( Miller and Herile) Coiliai dussumieri ( Cuvier and Valenciennes)

PRISTII)AE Cc'ilia raiitcaraltii ( Hamilton)
Prisis ectiatts LahamCoiliu, revimaldi ( Cuvier and[ Valenciennes)
i'risss pctanans LthamCHAN IIA E.

RH INOBATIDIA F Chaimos charms C Forskaal)
Rhy'nchobalms djidde'nsis ( Forskaal C IOET DA

TRYGO IDAEC hirocepntrns dorab, IForskaal)I)s,-,stis (Amip/rotistiiis) irnblricat4, (Schneider) Chiroccnrinrs hypselosopira ( Bleeker)
li),svalis t Iljimantura) narnak I Forskaal)
IAls.v11tjs (IPastinachus) se/'Ihem ( Forskaal ) SYNOI)ONTIDAE
Tr *!/-on lkvi~fI4 Mitdlcr Ilarpodoitn ueleresis ( Ham'ilton )

M YIOBA T 11)A H NOTOI'TFRII)AE
.letobatis naritnari I huphiasin ) 'otaptrrus notoplerus W allas )
Aictolf Ivctaes liciiofii ( Bloch and Schneider) SIROR IDIAE

ELOPIDIlAE Ifaiarins bagarins I Hamilton)
Eltops .oanrns Linnacus (.I'lPtostrmnum techilita ( Hamilton)

,*E( I A)NLPII).\ agathz cetnia (Hamilton)
.'Ieg!o(bps cyprinoides ( Brou~sanet ) (,agata viridesicens ( Hamilton)

CLUPEIDAEC PINIDA.
(it i/ii, chapra ( Hamiltoni) CatlR INt I Hamilton

I, ilis/i. ( [Hamil ton ) C hel, ..,chius I Hamil ton)4-"Iii ato/i ( Cuvier and VTalenciennes ) C tic/i /.,/,oa Hamilton
hfi/sa ko-aqnarta ( Bleeker) Crossochic ius hatitis ( Hamilton)
I/i/s., iia.-rnra (Illcker ) L~abe r./itita ( Hamilton)
Corica solborn, ( 1-lamiltoni) ()sti-obranta viyorsii t Sykes)

I/isha e,'ly4t~it (Bennett) ().rvasler /'41 4itia Hamil toin)
h/ishai.,udita iIS wainwisoi li's~omit 4/api rica thecrmoicos (V~alenciennes)
His/i. onothiis I Hamilton) I'ioi tins dors4I/is I Jerdon)
.Sardiigc//a Jirnbriala ( Valenc ien les ) I',oitius soph/ore Hamil ton
Jc//opiia ditce/ic/ I Cuvier and Valenciennes) Jnnt ins ticto Hamilton
()pistho.ptcrus tardoimT. (Cuivier) J'nilius vittntius Day
1/acopida riiss4'jiliIa (Gray' I',odius javanicus ( Bleeker)
Kou.'n/n covala ICuvier I Rasl ...ra daii ic on iris ( Ham ilton)

.4 odn .4. t.ii~chai.4iiidu ( Hamilton)TACIYSRII)
.V,'ninta/i..san asuts ( Bloch) ~ )TACHYcniSns piDiAri Inau
DInssi,,nieria /iasse/ti Bleeker 101eilis lins Pninsi I-anis i ton I

S TO 1,EP1O10R I I )A E Tichi'ysuniE (4c/4ituis \raleiicieniies)
Siolehorusba~ape~tss Marenber Ta fasuru ind- rs IRichardson)

;i/,h riste/b, 4l5itesuainii I Gilchrist and Thomponin4,) I 434 /Ivurnrs IC//n ( I ;dy
ENRAUA DE Tchai-surits mit4i'111 (I Ianil ton I
ENGR)..'LI lAE Ichyigrur~s mitpuriaiims (Chaudhuri

.qchoi./,t'lla indu it (van lHasselt I Tachysurits 5441itt ( Hiamilton)i
AotchJie41i.'//i (r Bleeker) Iuchivstiriis !.'Jic.ps I Valenicienines)
T),rissocle/s 4,nimranieli (Clitidhuri ) r.ch,clsiorns marot o~4D4tI4pt litf it (Bleeker)
ijiriss.cies hionil~t4Jpiii (G(ray) I.,4Ii-surus ,ibo/r.strulins ( V'alenciennes)I
Thriss,.41.5 kcenpi I Chaudhuri I
ilirissoc/es invsltx ISchneider)lI()'(S A

Thriss.oc4les /inralva Hamiiilton ) h/,'tsids C..eims Hamiiltoni

ihiri.4.r.c/4' kappia,,ishr hulmr np~ 4~lc/i iII ciii34/' 4,~nsis I hilecker) S 51..'RI I:AF i-'
Th~riss.c/4'5 nia/alar'cns ( Bloch)II /1414allar a1tth i 9l~ocli and Schneider)

(C ii es on next page)
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Table 1. (Continued)

BAGRIDAE POULNEFMl[AE
Rita rita (Hamilton) Iileuthero,,eta lteradactylum (Shaw)
Mystus aoi' (Hamilton) I'olydacl~ylus indicus (Shaw)
Mystus cat~uiu (Hamilton) P'olynemus paradiscias (Linnaeus)
Mystus gulio (Hamilton) OPHICEPHALI PAR
Mysu *1, itatsts (Bloch) Ophirephalus punctataus Bloch
Mytus seenghala (Sykes) Ophicephalus strustus Bloch
MYS11qs ten gara (Hamilton)CETO MI1)

Mys..s anawtuAsdDay) it. narna (Hamilton)
SCHILBEIDAR Amsbassis ranga (Hamilton)

Futropiichthys vacha (Hamilton) Amnbassis amnbaisis (Iacipide)
Pangasius pan gasims (Hamilton) Ambassis gymnocephalus (1acCi~de)
I'angasius polywranodon (Bleeker) Antbasis rolte.nits Bleeker)
Pangoui us nasusus (Bleecker) Lates calcarifer (Blech)
Clupisomsa garva (HamnIlton.)SER I)A
Ailia coila (Hamilton) inp 'ii lkeiValntndBcu
Pseudatrapius atherinoides (Bloch) Epinephelues diacanthu (Vailencienndesou )
Silossia stiloidia (Hamilton) IEpinephteluas diaanthua (Vsaleninns

HE'rEROPNEUSiI I)AE Epinep/ucligs sex! ascialus (Cuvier and Valenciennes)
Ilcteropneustes fossilis (Bloch) rH ERA PON IDIAE

ANGUILLIDAE Iherapon jarbuta (Forskaal)
Anguilla australis Richardson Therapo,, Putts Cuvier
Anguilla bengalenuis Graý A 0o(;N I PAE

MURAENIDAE Apqof gqyn qvmfocephalus (Lacepcde)
Rhabdura macrura (Bleeker) , jIoyon "ijiripinnis Cuvier and Valenciennes

MURAENOSOCIDAF. SI LLA(11N ITAE
Muroenesox cinareui ( Forskaal) Sillayqo sihamja ( Forskal)

OPHICHTHYII)AE Sillago pan ijius (Hamilton)
Ophichthys boro (Hamilton) CA RA N(IDA K

Ophihthy micocepaluiDay(aranx (Caranyipades) preustus Beninet
p'ioodhk ehih s m hicoephals Dhaydr (airanx (Caratux) corangui (Bloch)

Pisoodonophis chiikensi CHamilhuni Caan (Saar) "jute C',vier and Valenciennes
OPisooohhijuri laren (Hamilton) .. I ro pui atro pus (Bloch and Schneider)I

Ophuurusserpns (innaus) l1eyalarpis cord via (Linnaeus)
BELONII)AE Caranx (Caranx) sanston ( Porskaal)

Tylosurus strong yiurus (van Hasselt) Chorjnemsis tala Cuvier
* HE IRHA PHIIAE horinernus to!l Cuvier

Ifemirhamsphus limbhatus (Cuvier and Valenciennes) (horineanus sane Ii Petri Cuvier and Vakri~ciennes
Ifemsirhamphus gaintardi (Valenciennes) 11*ihpactanthns amnii ILinnaeus)
llemirhanuphus georgii ( Valenciennes' fruchinolus hlochiui Lacipkde)

BREGMACEROTI PAR JO-'MATOM IDIAE
Bregmaceros macclellandi (Thompson) JIaamatopnu.A salfalor ( innaeus)

SYNGNATHID)AE I. INIA
flipara~puDunkcrLulianus johni (Bloch)

Ichihyocam pus carce (Hamilton) uiniaretmclusFokai
Syngnathus acus Linnaeus It BOT I A

CY PR INODONTI PA L 'obotes st'rmna,,,ensis (Bloch)
,.lplorheilui panc-hax ( Hamilton) o ,ims quadrifasciatus ('sevastianof
I'a~chax lineatus dayi tSteindlachner) I.E IO( AT HIDI)AE
Ory.-ias melastiagma, IMcClelland) Leioqinathus bretiurstris (Valencietmncs)

SPHYRANII)AELewi'.,athus bte,thii ((tivier and V~alenien~tiws)ChawlhuriA l.,L.-iN(11hI4 equislos ( ForskaalISph ,vraema pa ghtna Icamhui a tuua s fasciatus (I. ipjide)
IMU(!LIDIAK .4 LeIoatahus ruMC41061s (Iamilton)a

Rhinonsswil coriula Hamfilton I Sea-u for roptm ,riu Hamiilton)
Muogil macrole pis (A. Smith) Sec ulor insicidator (Bloch)
Mfugil cephau5 (Linnaeus) (,a~:.a mimiula (Bloch)
.thuqi) ckumnsims Valetwiennes (.ERR ID!A
Afugil belanmsk Bleeker
Mugil bonrueensiu Bleeker (er'5 obliostus Cuvier
Mupil fra'scheli Bleeker (;erres ovema ( Furskaal)

a(erees Punre afto Cuvicr.4lugul sekwli I Forskaal) (;.rres jetilr (Hamiltoni)
Alugil parsina (Hamilton)(.rrmopasfr Hmlt)
M futtil lade (Forskaal) Gerrhaonsr sefileulosa (Curser

MAneil jerdionu. IDay rrc iaeta CvrI
Mupil suin irdiu \alenciennes. I'OMtAPA SY IIAE
Mug.!i wavaqyauisis tUixvy and Gaimiard) 1Pnslap-mir hasta (Bloch)
I.iLa rameadd (Riism) f'res~tepnsa operrmlare Mlayfair
l'alajmuyil caermleomsaeulatui ( acei)Mk) J'v~ipons'a qu.raka ( Kswse)I

4 (Cantinued mn next pane)
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Table 1. (Continued)

SCIAENII)AE ELEOTRI DAE
Pseudosciua'na cipitor (Hamilton) Butis butis (Hamilton)

Scwaena rus~etli (Cuvierl Er1otrii fusca (Bloch and Schneider)I
Scia.ena holotepidata Lacipidle Oxyleotris marmorawt (Bleeker)
Sciaena aihida (Cuvier and Valenciennes) GOBIIDAE
.S~ciaca belanqcri (Cuvier and Valenciennes) Gobius jadanunudo (Hamilton)Sciacna glauca Day Gobigs nudiceps Cuvier
Sciaetu, vog qi~ (Bleeker) Cry jlocenlrus gymnocrpholu (Bleeker)
Johnius diacantlhui (Lacipide) Psanmmogobius knysmnainis Smith
Iohpwintt o~sseu (Day) .4centrogobius 3lobiceps (Hora)
Johnius sina (Cuvier) Bothygobiujf...u (Rfippel)
Joninus dussfun,ieri (Cuvier) Brachygobius nunus (Hamilton)
Johlniiis cipilyor (Hamilton) Glossogobi~is biocellatus (Valenciennes)
Johnius exillaris (Cuvier) r;Iossogobius giurisr (Hamilton)
Iohrnus caulta.IU loch Gloisogobius mas Hora
Scjaeoioides l'iauritus (Cantor) t~obiopterus chuno (Hamilton)
P:,iIuma pain (Hmlatuonue) Oligolepis cylsmdriceps (Hora)

G'.'.ithusmacultui Cuvie) .Male," uculipennis (Valenciennes)
A trae Ioscbno acquidepss (Cuvier) Ox-vurichthvi r..icrolepij (Bleeker)

I.ETHRINIDAE O.s *vurichthys tentacularis kValenciennes)
Jethriptis reticulalus Valenciennes Plarafi-ahiopsis ostreicola (Chaudhuri)

1.0hinu nebloss (Frskal)Parapocryples rictuosus (Valenciennes)
Lcthjuusneblosu (Frskal .pocri'pls bato (Hamilton)

PSETTIDlAF. Pseudapocr~vptes lanccolatus (Bloch and Schneider)
*4f opoductylus argen ~eIs (Linnaeus) Boleophthalmnus boddai rti (Pallas)

Stigmata gobius jaiwiticus (Eleeker)
DREiPANlDAE Stigmalogobius minima (Hora)

lirepane punctata (Linnaeus) TAEVIOIDIDAE.
'ASCATOPHAGIDAE Gob joides caeculus (Bloch and Schneider)

Scatojphagus argus (Bloch) i6obioides anguillaris (Linnaeus)

CICHUi lAE Odontomblyopus rubicundus (Hamilton)
litro plus suratensis (Bloch) Taenioides chilkensis Chaudhuri
Etrop'Ius maculatus (Bloch) Tr~vrauchcn vagina (Bloch and Schn~eider)
Tilap j mossambica Peters PERIOPHTHALMIDAE

NANDIDAEPeriophthalmrj koetreuteri (Pallas)
Nandits "andus (Hamilton) CLIKIDAE

C1w us superciijosus (Linnaeus)
BLEYN IIDA E PLATYCEPHALIDAF

I'ctroscirtes 1'hastacluar ae Chaudhuri Thysanophryvs indicus (Lirnaeus)
Sl(;A\ IDAE I'latycephalus insdiagor (Forskaal)

Siganus toramim (Bloch and Schneider) Pa'cpau ucau Cve n aecens
Siwnus gut lotus IBloch) ltcpau ucas CveanVlnine)

Sitianus vermiculatus (Cuvier andl Valenciennes) BOTHIDAE
i'cuthis sulfor Ginther PirudothoUmbui arsims (Hamilton)

Typhlazchinus cag-cui Hardenberg 4
ANABANTII)AE SRrIAcgu;rEntls(lc nAJ1,1,4C tea.4neus(Blch)Brachirus pan (Hamilton)

Kurtiss indictes Bloch Solta bleekeri Boulenger
TRICHIURII)AE kreostrscapensis Kaup

Trichiurns hatimela ( Forskaal) CYNOGLO-SSIDAE
TrichA urus muticus Gray Cynoylossus breti~s Guinther
Trrchiurus satrzala Cuvier CynoyJijSus CynuogloSitIS (Hamilton)

Trihiuus~~twdenBlekerC 'vn'glosmu lingua (Hanilton)
irichuras glssodonBleeke (vnnlossus monopiu. (Bleeker)

SPARIDAE Cnagloiswu pbmntieps (Richardsow)
.4 ciaoth-patirus berda (Forslcaal) ('
Rhahdostarg~u globireps (Cuvier) MASTACEMBELI!) A.E
Rhabdorsargus fricuspidens Smith AIGcrognoth a~kaus (coeWIBloch I
Di)piod'ss sargus Linnaeus Afastacembelou armalsis (Latipkd)
lPipiodwi trijascialtus (Rafineesqut) TRIACANTHIDAE
Lit hgnat hus Iishognathaws (Cuvier) Triacan thus bretiroitrus (Temminck and Schlegel)

SCOMRER()MORIDAE TETRODONTIDAF
Indipyb~uis quitatum (Bloch andi Schneider) (Adonodo.. pa310( (Hamilton)

* i'eum coummetsotum (Lackpikle) *Tngqiiiqene. obongue (Blochk)
(ybium kuhiii Cuvicr and Valenciennes Chelonodon flrviatilmi (Hamilton)

STROMATFIDAE Arolhr-m rvd aicjl~i (Blochs)
I'araiztronmtews sitr(lok Mow otretai cutcutio (Harnilton)
Pam pus argfew tevs ( Fuphraaen) BATRACHOIDIDAE
Pampas rhimensix (Euphrmsn) Bat vAask grvmmvus (L~innaeus)

(Continued on next page)
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j652 rSTiARIFS: PIS Ifiusl:

heavv w 1(14len anvIko rs are used inisteadi o f %%o 14 evi
piosts or liaiiboo pofles. In very (feel) waters, bag nets
are olieratedl iii pairs froii, anj~oredl boads, one oct
being set oti either side of the boait or tricim wire ropes

laid Lcross thle estnarv. Tidal water is allowed to flow
th rough the net anl a Var jet v of soial I-si zedl fish a re

fitth Sudeban Fstua~rv'. various types ofgill
nets, dIrift nets. Cast nets. encircling, an~d dIrag nets
aire used for hljsa fishing. lII the Suiiderbans, as
well as in thle Mlahanadi Estuary, narrow creeks are
often fenced off at hiigh tide with walis of bat, Iu.o
slats or with netting. At low tide, if tile creek ;s
d ra inedl dry. the fish are caught byi hiand~ : if iiot, the
stranded fish are caught with cast nets or smaller
seines. III tile NMahlaladi Estuary. even wider creeks

Fig. 1. Fishing wi~h a fixed bag net inl the Ganges Miay lie fenced Off ;1nd thle fish are driven towardls the
Estuary. fence bY beating the water with poles and caught with

the lielp of a seine dlraggedI tow ardls tlie fence.
(Continued fron p. 649) In the Chilka Lake, coimmercial fishing is generall%

(lone with nets for fish andl trapls for prawnis ain(l
MAcrobracigium rude (Heller) crabs. (till nets aiild (Iag nets ire usedl for catching
Alacrobrachiumn scabriculitm (Heller) hilsa, cock-up, andI grey mullets. Special types of
Paiaemon carrinus ( Li.miaeus) drag >ýets are usoi for catching smlaller fishi. The
Pal aention lavnarrei H. M. Edw. most conimion lpra~vil trapl is miadle of bi~miboo slats.
Palaemon styliferus H. M. Mdw. and consists of a biamboo scrfeni mleasuring abo4ut 40
Palaernon lenuipes ( Henderson )by 4 feet which serves as a1 guide for directing the
Paamp fluminicola Kemnp prwn iinto the prism-shaped trap lso ASOade oi haml-
Caridina graci~rostris de Mfan boo stripls. Crabs are auLght in cage traps. Barni-
A-cetev indir!rs 11. M. Edj, cades of bamboo screens pirovidedl with op~enings aIre

r blgigt meetused for fsigin a owyigarea about a nmile longCrb eogn odfeetgenera tndl spercies arefsin lo-yg
abunantalog te etuaine hors al~lswapsbut andl a few Nar(Is widle. D~uring rail's the enclosed area

those ef economic importance affording minor fish- oeis ngld s high asckd thus lwterallperitg anl wthen thle
eries are the swimming crabs blelonlginmg to the genera oeig r lcetu rpig~hwti h,Scylsa~ 'iiiu..claert osal V enclosure. Fishing takes place frntii the end of Oc-

juliS pcagics Linacs iand eptinustoher to February. when the water level fal.Thetunu peagics Lnnaes j andNepunis atrquino-
lentus (Herbst Iare the mlost conmmon forms. Tile catclies consist largely of iminature fi~sh.
oyster, 0strea 7'iryiniona, occurs in hlk .kead InI the estuaries~ of K rishina anld Godxav-ari. thle miost

Os! rm'a madrasensisk and ()tc iilt i aon ol io h..liiiig g(:in is the' Rangoon net, a floatinig

and minio- estuories ijn thle Madras coast. 1!'refriX gill net in whliich large fis5h become enitanlgled after
sp-p. are found abundantlY ill the channel area of gil11iimg . The bulk oi the catches of hilsa fromt these
(.hifl',a Laki. .ind extensive clam heuds oiccur inthe estuar:es is~ landed with this net, iincidlental catches
backwaters of Kcral~i, ý!e11s of these are collecteud being the tlireadfin and the cock-up.

in large quantities for inanufactum e of little. Ill Yam- In I ulicat Lake dIrag nlets or beach seines are coml-

blegaiii 1igoon0Il ii Ceylioni tile wvindowpane oiyster iionly used. The ( onda V ahai is a peculiar fishiniig

I'laciupi' fiacenta )is found in fishable numibers aind impeetaot0 etln:adol bu 4ice

froni the shalliw w aters oIf mnany' bays and lagoons s'ý deep i. tilte foriii oif a Shallow bag, thle mouth oif which
cucumbers I llohitjurjq sppi.) *are collected for thle is kept opien biy mleanis of Short sticks along its length.

pirepiaration (If becie-0e-mner. 1! is operated like a shore seinle o~r set in a semicircle
and~ fish driven iiito ýt with the help (of a scare line.

C.APlTURHE 1-1SI I RI ES OF TUHE Stake nets, set nlets. gill nets, cast nets. and~ torches
MAJOR ESTUA RIEl5 iii conijunctionl with fish baskets, are alsoI used ex-

F, ~ ii Ni; MFT ii~iiA \Very famiia dr landmiarks alon~g the back waters oIf
Time commiionest nietbiwl of fisl~ing in the estuaries tile Tr;avanc-(I-5.ocliit area in Kerala are tile Chinese

of rivers in the Indian subem mi lent is liv imeans of diii nets instal led all along the banks ( Fig. 24. Thle
ffixed bamg nets IFig. I H.lag nets of dicierent sizes ilet is hunlg frontl a wcxxlen framework and is dlippjed

a are set against tile cumrrsimt ill shallow areas fly fasten- aiid raisedl with thle help oi a lever atrrangemient. At
lug thet wings to woodenk'i (I~ots or halixiii4 pomles driven night lanterns are tied to tile net fraime to serve a!
inito thle bo ttomi. theV Ii outlis of the nots being kept i ore andl apphrec iabhle catches are ohitined; th~e mna in
openl by nit'ars oif bamiilpoo piles. In deeper waters adlVa-tAgV o~f the tiet is that it canl be opierated at anm
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from Novenlber to January when the average catch
jper net was 175.2 kg. P rawns constitute between 16.6
and 28.9 percent and lonmbay duck 19.5 to 38.8 per-
cent. .Miscellaneous fishes f small clupeids. catfish, sci-
aenids, scad. and g'obies) form 18 to 22 percent of
the catches. I'amna pama. Trichiurus spp., Setipinna
spp., Sillago panijiuw, Ostengeneosus militaris, Po-'wyncous paradisenus, Coilia spp.. and ilisha spp. are

the other important species.
'The production (if fish from Chilka Lake has been

estimated on the basis of export figures and the quan-
tities of fish dried locally added to a rough estimate of
local consumption ý Jones and Sujansinghani, 1954).
For 1948 the estimated total production was about
3,900 metric toivs. The average production may be
taken as about 3.30) metric tons, which is abont 30.15

Fig. 2. The Chinese dip net commonly use(l in the kg per hectare(lha ). Mullet, clupeids, catfish, sci-
hacksater. of Kerala. aenids, perch, threadfin, beloniformes, and prawnsform the main constituents of the catches. Marked

fluctuations in production have been observed and ittime under any weather conditions and ensures some is suspected that the lake is being over-exploited.
catch every day. Cast nets are extensively used in the Tihe Mahanadi Estuary, till recent years, has beenbackwaters and catch a good part of the prawns and cut off from the main consuming centers and. prob-
shrimpns landed fronm these areas. A striking sight in ably because of this, fishing effort in the estuary has
the backwaters is the enormous number of commercial not been as intensive as in most other estuaries ofrod-and-line fishermen. From a very small dugout the Indian subcontinent. It has not vet been possible
canoe manned by a single fisherman, three or four to obtain a reliable estimate of the landings froni thisrods may be operated and apprecable quantities of ,,,ar bul 4i composition of catch" L ruugh;b tLequ.111y fish are thus caught. Tire right to operate e+,rM!'ecmoiino acu •ral'+t~

'ju~~y isharethu caght Th riht o oerae sme as in Chilka Like. I roduction figures for thefixed bag nets, generally called stake nets because of whoe of ica Lake. re odutiavaigabe, but ln gth ei be n g i ed t o tak s d i v e i n o t e b tt o at w h o le o f P u lica t L a k e a re n o t a v a ila b le , b u t la n d in g s
their tfrom three important fishing centers in one year
1ifferent spots in the backwaters, is leased out by the frountee porant fishi cte e a ramnounted to about 2,562 tons (Chacko et a!., 1953),government and the catches, consisting mostly of

mullets and prawns constituting the major part of thesmall fish, aire sun-dried. Besides these, a variety of catches. Statistics of landings from other estuariesgill nets with scare lines, encircling nets, etc., are in India are not available. The production of prawns
also operated in the backwaters. from the Travancore-Cochin backwaters, however,

In Lake Negumbo, and other lagoons in Ceylon. has been roughly estimated at 10.000 tons per year.
a variety of fishing implements such as rod and line, In Ceylon, the landings from Lake Negumbo are re-
hand lines, cast nets, barrier nets, prawn traps, crab ported to he a)out 65 pounds per acre. Other lagoonsnets. an(! hrush pile traps ire emlployedl for fishing. ~A loretob ou65pndprac.Ohrlgosin the country are estimated to have similar produc-very effective fishing device, though considered very tivitv,
destructive to fish stocks, is the use of fish kraals or t
weirs built across tidal rivers and shallow estuaries. UTILIZATION OF CArCHES
LANIDINGS In the Indian subcontinent as a whole the prefer-

ence of consumers is for large fish, except for fishes
Owing to the scattered nature of the fisheries and like I'olyneomus paradiseas, which are considered a

the lack of specified landing places, the collection of delicacy though attaining only a small size. In the
fish landing statistics from most of the estuarine Sunderhans Estuary the main fishing season is in the
areas in the Indian Ocean coastal zone is diffieult. winter; quality fish purchased from the fishermen by
only in the Hooghlyv-Mat.da estuarine system of fish traders are preserved in ice on carrier boats and
Snmnderhans in West Benga' has an attempt been transported to landing centers up the estuary where
made to collect statistics of catch and effort (lWillav, they are rep.eked and transported to markets. The
1900; i'illay and Ghosh, 19(4) by a stratified sarn- smaller fish are (fried ,n specially constructed plat-
p*ing survey. The total annual production from this ýotms, or. as in the case of Bombay duck, ribbon
area is estimated to average around 3,500 metric tons. fish, etc., are hung on ropes ( Fig. 3). Very small
The bag-net fishery nornmally accounts for about 70 sciaenids and similar fish which have no market as
percent of the catch :and plroduction was estimated food are (fried on the beach for use as manure.to be 1.980 metric tons in 1958 and 2.471 in 1959. At Chilka Lake. fish preserved in crushed ice are
The c:%tch per net (of WX) to 1.(KX) meshes along the brought to landing centers in boats. }Iere all fish
peripher,) per tide varies with the distatce of the meant for export-the majority of the catches are
fishing spot from the sea. The maxinmunm catches are exported to Calcutta-are repacked in ice in bamboo
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4tricted to the winter season, when the estuary is cami~
and the local boats can operate safeby The use of
miech~anized boats suitable for operation durinig rough

wather may help to extend the fishing season and
thereby the production. Trawling experiments were
recently conducted from a specially designed trawler.
While the total landings by the trawler were not par-
ticularly low, very few quality fish were caught and
the experiments diid not indicate the p)ossibilities of
commercial trawling in the estuaries. Long lines.

9K gill nets, and drift nets genterally catch quality fish
and the operation of such nets fromt safer mechanized

/ decked boats may be feasible under conditions in
Chilka U!.e and other es~uaries.

In Trav-ancore-Cochin b~ackwsaters. operation of
small shrimp trawls has also given encouraging re-

Fig. 3. Bombay duck being sun-dried in the Sunderbans. mtilts and it may be possible to establish a small trawl
fishery there, at least for shrimps.

baskets and transported by train. During the main Prelimninary trawling experimients in the estuarine
fishing season in the winter monthb, railways operate areas of Kenya with a shrimip trawl have given en-
'-fish specials" for the transport of Chilka fish. In couraging results (Wilkinson. piersonal commnunica-
recent years the railways have introduced refrigerated tion). The catches averaged about 91 kg per half
rail vans. The less important varieties of fish. like en- hour.
graulids ai,.d small clupeids as well as small shrimps. As mentioned earlier, considerable fishing in the
are dried with or without salting. The dried fish are estuaries is dlone with fixed bag nets or stake nets.
transported to inlan~d areas, mainly in the State of aind a large percentage of the catches consists of
Orissa, for local consumption. ýý)uag and ;timm.-ature fish, the market value of which

The ~a!; o th .aehef-EO t '~ i ~is very low. Many workers have advocated regulation
is dried. A small fresh fish tradc has developed i~n of this type of fishing to rediuce the capture ~f ;nimn-
recent years as a result of the installation Of an ice ture fish. E'xneriniental fishing with cover nets has
plant. Fresh fish is now sent to Cuttack and, during shown that very few juvenile-s are able to escape from
the main fishing season, sonmc quantities are trari.> the codl endls of fixed bag nets when they are in opera-
ported by rail to Calcutta. The catches from Krishna, tior.. If nets of larger mlesh could bring in catches of
Godavari, and Cauvery Estuaries, especially the hilsa, eqiuivalent value, if not of eqluivalent weight. there
are transported on cycles or horse-carriages to the m~aY not he much difficult%. in enforcing regulation of

nearest markets, Other fish are also sold fresh, but miesh size. There is a general belief that the Sunder-
when catches are larger than can be marketed locally. banxs Estuary. Chilka Lake. and Travancore-Cochmn
they are dried. especially the small-sized fish. Catches Nickwaters are being uiverfished. As yet, there is not

from' the l'ulicat Lake are marketed fresh, mostly in evi(icnc to pirove thi~s. but investigations ire no(1%
Madras. The catches fromt the backwaters of Travan- undler w;%y. In Chilka Lake. however, the silting Of
core-Cochin iKerala iare also mostly sold fresh. ex- the channel that connects it with the sea has been
cept for very sniall shrimps and miscellaneous catches recognized as the one miain cause for reduction (if
ot stake nets. The bigger prawns aire sold to freezing catches. The silt accumulation restricts the migration
and canning companies in Cochin for processing and (if juitveniles and other young fish into the lake front
export. the sea, and hinders nioverient oif adult fish. Regular

dlredging cf thz! clrar' I hbt heen o'ig~..vel
TitEsnDs 1N THRE DIVoIuRLO -rN OF Except in restrictedi areas in the ?%ackwaters of
CAPTvRE FisitERIs Travancore-Cochin. no effect of Ikllutimn on estuarint-

The existing world market for prawns and shrimps fisheries has, been noticed. But large-scale reclamiationl
has encouraged intensive fishing. The establishment projects in estuarine area,%, as those in progress mi
of large-scale freezing andi canning industries in Co- parts of Sundierhans and in Travancore-Cuuchin back
chin is partly to utilize the catches front the estuarine viaters, are bound tot affect the tishieries P'roper at'-
areas, includ~ing the rice fields. Establishment of such praisal of the soeio-economnic aspect,& of such project..
processing plants in other estuarine areas is either in relation to the lisl~tin industry has not 1Kein madle.
under way or planned. The trendl is to utilize as much and one cannot overemphasize the need for it.
of the catch as 1possibe fresh, iced, or frozen and as UTR FSI;F N
a consequirce the dry fish trade is dwindling. ThereE IIIRESI

'5 ~are certain fishes. however, like the Bombay duck ESTU.ARINE' ARE:AS
which are not relished fresh anti must bie dried for lA-i) RECAMASATION A551) FINisi (Ui~TIAN

marketing. V~ery extensive saline siwanip% simislar tit tliows w
-4 In the Sunderhan* sur intensive fi~hirng is re- the deltaic regions of rivers in the Indian Ocean
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jture has tieeloped on a very large scale in Indonesia
S(particularly the islands of Java and Madura., About

200,MX) acres of ponds, locally called "tanibaks", have
been constructed in the mangrove swamps and nearly
33 million pounds of fish are produced fronm these
4 Schuster, 1952). In Indonesia, as in some of the
neighboring Asian count.;es, this industry is largely
based on the milk fish, Chwnmis changos, which is highly
relished. As the fish does not breed in capitivity, post-
larvae and juveniles are collected from the inshore
Ar eas fromt September to December and April to May

~' and t:-,nsported to the fish pond areas in special con-
tainers ('flat, watertight bamboo baskets). Tfhe col-
lection. transport, and sale of fish seed constitute
an industry of sonie magnitude. The annual require-
menits for the tambaks of Java and Madura are esti-

Fig. 4. A view of a brackish-water fish farm on th mated to be about 190 to 200 million fry. The fry
iicst coast of India. often pass through several hands before they reach

the farmers. I'unuii.r jas'anicuir and Tio pin mosses.-
bica are also stocked in some of the brackish-water

coastal zone, as well as shallow mud flats, are also ponds in Indonesia. In india selective stocking of
fouind along the margins of lagoons. ba s. a~nd cree-ks. brackish-wazer fish ponds is done only in goverrn, ent-

A sstei a cuturng ishas phse n te rclaa- owned fish farms. Grey mullet, pearl spot, prawns.
tioii of such swampis for agriculture has developed in or muilk fish fry are collected with close-meshed seines
this area front ancient times iSchuster, 1952; IPillay. front nearby areas and transported directly to the
1958). The swamps are banked with dikes to take in farms. Different types of lawrnts are adopted for
water at high tide, and the suspended silt settles on the brackish-water fish f.i-nms. In Java the improved

(s~tm. lowy risig is leel.It ay akesevralporong type of farm is considered the most -- tisfac-
ty;ars tor the land to be raised sufficiently for cultur- tory. On tlie average, they are about 7.5 ha in extent
ing paddy. D~uriing this period the area can be used and consist of 3 to 10 irregularly shaped scin
for growing fish. rhe tidal %aittc.r hrings in the fry connected by, secondary sluice g-Ates. the whole being
of commercially important fishes, including prawns, controlled by 3 main gate which is located in a deep
And by the pirovision of suitable sluice gates and by. portion having at chvin-1 in the middle. Fach porong-
taking in tidlal water regularly during the periods oftpeofanihsryods u.cr ns)fabt
Abundance of fry. the area-; can be stocked with ade- 90j to O00 square me'ters. and rearing pondis of 9Tt *tv
ilualtc quantities of seed for rearing. Screens are pro- 4,.WN square mneters. The growing period range-s front
vided in the sluice gates to ptrevent the escape of fish (, to 10 nionths, when the milk fish attains a weight ~
, r the ingress of extraneous fish. Commercial brack- of About 350 g. Prawns, mullet, catfish, and snapper
ish-water fish culture in the Indian Ocean coastal gain access to the ponds and contribute to the pro-
zone originated ia this, manner and original practice duction.
is still followe-d without miuch modification in muany The production of adequate quantities of benthic

;ire~. n Idia l~ilay.195) ad Paistn. hen algae of the desired type. is the most important cul-
the land level is sufficiently raised, intake of tidal tural technique. Nursery ponds are drained and dried
water is th-icontinued anti rain water is collected to t rdct rdtr n edfse n ohse
lechd the s.lt fromt the soil. This may he done for decortipition oi organic matter. A depth of only 3
t%%o or three %eammis. after which the paddy may he to 5 cm of tidal water is tak-n in and allowed to
1mla:ntet]. The plot will, however, have the c,-nal sv stand. Within A to 7 'lays a brownish, greenisht or
kltl insidle the dlike I (lug for obtaining earth to t:11 yellowish laver (if nmicroorganism,* tpredominantly
struct the dItke) and these canals are used for ciiitur- bacteria, unicellular and filamentous Myxjphycese,
fng braackish-water fis~hes. Manv farmers. who have epcal silvoica.faiet fflretrt
foundl 6ib culture to be nwre remunerative than epcal )elaoicafamnso iaetu

gt-i~in pad~. tmlie te cnbancedgreen algae, andi dio; ama. as well as prototonns, cope-
kor finh culture, andiz th jhne raetrl os ostracod. free-oivinir ý.t woe ins. round %orms.

ior~~ ~~ fihclue n h 1 deiio~it is regulariv anid larval foirvn c! n alsc and larter crustaceans I
ref novel onait ufcin et fwtr dev.-ops on the pondi bottom. A good growth is es-

ltRAiCKIiS-W.%Tvit Fisi' l'm 16esniid for the surViYal Of ft-. Fertle WseA. CXPO&Ure
(if pond bed tri intense light, lo~w level of stagnant

rhe incidenrtal use of %wampy land for raising 6irh clear wAtert of salinity ranging frrom 10 to 40 U _1
terewioted a sitstern of intensive fish culture. Fnis reru'-Ar renewsal of the pond water. and abstence oi
pxinid-. of ditleret design and %hape bergan to be can. browsing atilnalk in the pand are believed to be the
36tructcA tor the silt purpose of culturing fish an a masin factors in inducing the growth of sach an IC
comm~nerciAl scale Fig. 4 1. Itrack ish- witer fish cul- rsrniplctX dhabnal el L. 1951 '. lipermiental on*es
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I andi observations in In(Iia have indlicatedl that differ-
ent algae hay" differenlt ecological requirements for
their growth ( Pillav ct al., 1902). Higher templera-
lure and salinity seem to be generally conducive to
greater p~roduction of benthic algae, anld the soil nlu-
trients appear to bie of greater significance in the pro-
dIuction of henthic algae than nutrients in the water
pha.,e.

Ciwnos fry are plantted in nurseries at the rate of
30 te 55 fry per square meter and are reared for a t

period of ab~out 30) days when they attain am length of -

5to 7 cm. The ave'rage survival rate is about 50 ~
percent. but experienced culturists may obtain a sur-
vival rate pf (A) to 80 percent. In rearing, as wvell ais
stocking ponds. lpr(lUCtion of befithic algae is of great
importance. While fry of milk fish or mullets are not
-able to consunie tough fi!anientous algae, !arger fish Fig. 5. paddy field inl the Suinderhans. where fish art
are able to forage on tiecaving or (lecavedl algae. also cultured.
Highier levels of water in pond(s encourage more pro-
fuse growth of Chlorophvceae. Limited green manuir- paddy tieldl is seinitall foIern i r ae
ing with grass or mangrove leaves is p~racticedl in in ihtetdl ae uigte-r ots h

do0nesia, and copra slinme. at the late of 4.5( to (XX) water level inl thle canals isn, itieda bu
kg ler ha has ;flso been uised for the lbtirlwoe. Growth ':n1 beClow the level of the paddy land un1til thle oa1set
anti production of fish in the pionds depend oni the of the southwvest monsoons inl June. The fields -are-

grovth(ifafrc. t i esinitedtha th coverion then prep~ared by manuiring and seedlings are planted,
ratiov of wet algae to fish is apiproximiately 25 to 30: 1. By August the water level in the canals hIla., increased

Artificiai feeding is not practiced except in brackish- aprcalfomtccuuainofrnwtenI
water nursery ponds where rice bran may ble used as thsaityote verslw.Tehidaonte
a1 t(mXl. canals are then cut and the fish are able to miigrate

As brackish-water ponds can generally ble drained iinto(i te paddy plots .and feed onf the growth of algav
ait low tidle, capture of fish fromt the ponsdeno and other microscopic organisms. B efore harvestingl~reentan~ gret tiflcult. Te t ndenc doftes sh of tile paddy, the water level falls amnd the fish retuirn
to swimi against the current is utilized for partial to the ranals wvhere they are easily captuiredl ( Fig. 5 )
fishing. When tidal water is let into the pondl. the Grey mullet (A! ugil Parsia, 11. hide, and ill. cor-
fish swimi against the current and can then be led sd).tecc-p(ac acrfrctih(Ayt~
into a catching pond or similar area for capture. TIn t i .at ials('heocrgur harbu
the 1,heris" of India. special traps are installed near citium rude, iletapenaeus mnonocerns, .11. brmvicorni.
the sluice gates to trap thme fish. Cast nets and seiv-, and I'epinaus semnisrdcatus) are the major species
are also Often used in the ponds. The productionl of cultured. Thme yield of fish is betweeii IMX and 2W(
fish varies considerably according to the fertility of kg of fish per ha (about 90) to 180 lbs. per acre)
the soil, size of pond1(s, and other factors. The produc- Of paddy field, without in any way affecting the yield
tion of tanibaks is estimated to vary between 50 and of the padd'.'.
4.50 kg per hia. The total annual fish pirodluction fromnt ad ild ntebcwtr ra fTaai
taniaks in Java and Madlura is estim~ated to ble core-C chiin produce considerable quantities of prawnls.
8.962.5(M kg (19.7.59,0001 lbs.') of nmilk fish. 2.940.3WX h'anikkar (1937) and Gopinath ( 1955 )have described
kg 46,482.3(X) lbs. ) of peniacid pramwns and 1 .496,8(W thle methods adopted. Thme paddy fields are single-
kg (3,3(X),(XX) lbs. 1 of other fish. Thme mortality of crop lands and the interval between harvesting and thle
fry (hiiring growth to conimercial size mnax be fromt 00 next planting is utilized for growing prawns. In Oc-
to R) percent. In well-managed h'rackisli-water pondls tober a fter tlic harvest, the enmbankmenns are strength-
in Indlia. a higher p~rodluction of 1.0() kg per ha (9001 c'ited andI sluice gates installed. Water is- let into the
lbs. per acre) has been obtained. In the less inten- fields ait high tide after allowing thme water level in)
sively cultivated blieris the production is generally thle feeder canal to rise to the maximum, so that the
imetw'cn I (1 and 25(0 kg per ha (between 130 andI water flow will carry in large nmumbers of voting
-2-0 lbs. ver acre Lprawns. A Large part of the water is drained at low

tide andI again at 'next high tidle thme process is re-
BRAL isi-w~ii msn tZITL'E* I I~iii) l ImatetI. Generailly a lamip is hung above thle sluice

The practice (of culturing brackish-water fishes iii gate ait night to attract prawnls. The sluices are fi-
saline swamp% after reclamiation for paddy culture is nally closed and tile prawns are allowed to grow for
generally prevalent in parts ot india. IPillay andI BIose pieriods up to three months, after which they are

r19.57 have le-c ribed the practice in the deltaic areas captured. At nieap tides, the water fromi the field
of WVest Bengal, where the canial systenm around thme is filtered through a conical hag net having a rec-
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Estuarine Fisheries in Eurape as Affected by Man's Multiple Activities

P. KORRINGA

Netherlands lssituule for Fisheries Investigations, I'mn uden. Netherlands

In this paper some typical examples of the variety not come out of a tin, or was on display, smoked, in
of patterns which affect the potentiality of estuaries a fishmonger's shop. The salmon d;sappeared from
for fishery resources will be discussed with particular the Rhine River in the first half of this cei.tury
reference to the biological effects of man's activities in (Deelder and Van Drimmeleu, 1959). Several hydrc-
estuarine environments, electric dams were built in the Rhine tributaries and

An estuary in the classical sense of the word is the the fish passes that were constructed were not always
more or less broadening seaward section of a river, adequate. Even where they were, thz fish that tray-
through which the fresh water flows towards the szt, ersed them found the formerly swift-running upriver
swiftly on the ebb tide, slowly, sometimes even in the sections changed into a series of nearly stagnant pools.
reversed direction, during the flood. Here the intri- and the gravel beds where eggs were deposited turned
cate interaction of the river and the tides can be into muddy bottoms. Meanwhile industrial and do-
clearly observed. Where the estuary is deep enough, mestic sewage has poured into the river in such great
a salt wedge creeps landwards under the fresher river quantities that the Rhine is now called Europe's open
water; the wedge pulsates with the tides and tapers sewer. In the downriver section, especially, the water
off as the distance from the sea increascs, but it al- often has a very bad smell, and its oxygen supply is
ways shows a sharp halocline where it meets the fresh low to very low.
river water above it. Thus man's rapid~y increasing population and ex-

In such an estuary bNological conditions are more panding industrial activities in this part of Europe
or less inimical to fishes and invertebrates. Salinity have brought about profound ecological changes in
changes abruptly and markedly in sections of the es- the rivers which hurt the fishery resource. This does
tuary, both vertically and horizontalyv. These changes not mean, however, that the salmon is extinct in
can be observed from hour to hour, depending on the Europe, even though it has disappeared from the
tides; but in addition, longer-term fluctuations also Rhine where it was once most plentiful. In other
occur. These are caused by variations in the runoff countries, such as Ireland, Iceland, Scotland, Norway,
of the river, by the sequence of springs and neaps, and and Sweden, there remain rivers where ecological
by the influence of prevailing strong winds. It is clear conditions have hardly changed, and salmon run there
that few fish sp~ecies can endure these ever-changing in considerable numbers.
conditions. And even if food were plentiful, such The shad, too, is an anadromous fish, but it does
areas would not make good spawning grounds for not make its way upriver as far as the salmon. Of
fishes. Fish eggs and larvae attached t. some type of the two species once teeming in the Rhine River.
substratum would not be able to stand the frequent Alosa alosa (L.) and Alosa failax (Lac.), only the
and sharp changes in salinity, and pelagic fish eggs latter remains. The former, which is the larger vari-
and larvae would be carried down to the sea by the ety, and used to be enjoyed as a smoked product, was
residual current long before the larvae could develop formerly caught by the millions in the Rhine Estuary.
into iiuoeni.;s strong enough tý, swim to suitable It has disappeared from the Rhine as a result of over-
habitats, fishing and pollution. A. fal/ax Liall occurs there, somen

Even so, fishing can be good in such estuaries, for years in fair numbers, but it is a fish of little :npor-
fishes may pass here in incredible numbers on their tance commercially because of its poor table qualities.
way from the sea to their spawning grounds in the The third anadromous fish in European waters is
fresher water. These are the anadromous fishes, of sturgeon, of which there are several species, those
which the more important in the European waters are from southeastern Europe being renowned for caviar.
salmon, shad, sturgeon. and smelt. Acipenser sturio ascends the rivers of the Atlantic

The word salmon has an almost magical sound to coast of Europe, although only in small numbers. T"
both professional and sport fishermen. The river the Netherlands' estuaries, where this species I
Rhine, in season, used to tuem with salmon making once common, it has become a rarity. Recent excav.a-
their way to their spawning grounds in Germany, tions uncovered a prehistoric village in the vicinity of
France, anu Switzerland. Old paintings in art gal- Rotterdam. The numerous remains of sturgeon scales
leries reveal that salmon was on the tables of the that were found indicate that sturgeon fishing must
poorest people in the Netherlands. In the Netherlands have been a major occupation of the pcaple living
today, few people have ever seen a salmon which did there.
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The fourth anadromons fish is the smelt Os-merus abundant, since the prod-ictivity in this shallcw body
eperlanus (L.), a small salimonoid fish. It lives chiefly of water was continuously promoted by the nutrients
in brackish water, often in estuaries, and moves some- brought in by the IJssel River, and by the mineraliza-
what farther upriver to spawn in early spring. Its tion of domestic sewage brought into the Zuider Zee

economic importance is limited, by the :ity of Arnsterdari and a number of smaller
Taking the meaning of the word estuary in a cities and villages fringing the coastline. Plankton

broader sense, we find a number of instaQces where was abundant, but it was comprised of few species, for
fish and invertebrates occur in tremendous numbers only those adapted to mesohaline conditions could sur-
and have supported great fisheries, often since time vive. Among the phytoplankters the diatom Cosciflo-
immemorial. In pounds of yield per surface area these discus bicoxicus predominated; among the zooplank-
estuaries are much richer than the open sea in food ters copepods such as Eurylemnora and Acarlia were
resources. Several ecological factors may contribute numerous. The bottom fauna in, uded a variety of
to their productiveness, as illustrated in examples crustaceans, annelids, and molluscs. Redeke et al.

described below. (1922, 1936) gave a clear picture of the rich flora and
fauna in this interesting estuary.

ZUItIER ZEE Among the Zuid(r Zee fishes, herring ranked first
Some estuaries are characterized l huge body in economic importance. Spring spawners, with an

of brackish water, with a fairly wde op.noing to the average vertebrae number of 55.5, migrated into the
sea. In these, reduced sal;h`y, higher sunv-aer tern- Zuider Zee in March and April. Spawning took place
peratures as compared with the open sea, and abun- from April to July, chiefly in the southwestern sec-
dance of food support large populations of fish b ,ies. tion of the bag-shaped widening, on the sandy bot-

The old Zuider Zee wa, a good example _i such tom rich in molluscan shells and hydroids. Heiring
an estuary until completion of its enclosure and sepa- larvae were numerous in May and June in water of
ration frorm the Wadden Zee in 1932. Iv; main corn- 5 to 10 -linity. They grew rapidly, mostly on a
munication with the North Sea was the wide and diet of copepods, and left the Zuider Zee in the au-
deep Mars Diep, situated between the island of Texel tumn at a length of 8 to 9 cm. Two or three years
and the mainland of the province of North Holland. later they returned to the Zuider Zee to spawn (Red-
The Mars Diep leads into the Wadden Zee behind the eke, 1907).
Frisian Islands; but to tCe south it was formerly con- The catches fluctuated around 13,500,000 kg per
tinuous with the Zuider Zee. The funnel-shaped year. The Zuider Zee herring was excellent fresh

northern secticon of the Zuider Zee was some eight and for smoking, but w,-s unsuitable for the tradi-
to nine meters deep. and had predominately a sandy tional salt-curing.
bottom. It was an are- of about 1,000 square kilo- The enclosure of the Zuider Zee made it impossible
meters. South of the narrowing between the old cities for herring to enter the mesohaline Zuider Zee, and
of Enkhuizen and Staveren began the bag-shaped the salinity of the Wadden Zee was too high for the
wide:ning of the Zuider Zee, which was about three development of its larvae. In the first years after
,o four meters deep, with a predoninantly muddy bot- completion of the enclosure in 1932, the Zuider Zee
tom, and here and there some sand banks and sections herring still tried to reach the old spawning area. As
with a subsoil of peat. This area measured about the average age increased, the number of fish de-
2,700 square kilometers. The river IJssel, a branch creased, and within a few years this herring tribe,
of the Rhine, poured its water into the Zuider Zee which once brought prosperity to the local fishing
at ti-e eastern coastline, not far from the city of population, became virtually extinct.
Kampen. Ranking second in importance was the anchovy

In the funne!-shaped northern section tidal cur- Engraidis encrasicholus (L.). When pickled in brine,
rents contriLcjted to its farrowed sandy bottom. The this little clupeoid fish develops an excellent flavor
salinity in the Wadden Zee fluctuated between 20 and which it retains even with long storage. Formerly.
30 %,: and the funnel-shaped northern section of the eastern Europe was the main market for this product.
Zuider Zee had saLnities roughly between 15 and 20 %•,. Although the abundance of the anchovy fluctuated
In the bag-shaped widening, salinities were lower, considerably, the anchovy nierchant:; could store it
from 10 to 15 %, in the northern portions, slightly successfully against periods of scarcity.
under 10 %, farther south, with minimum values in The anchovy entered the Zuider Zee as soon as the
the vicinity of the river IJssel. Tides had a very water temperature became higher there than in the
modest range here, and wind vNas the important fac- open North Sea, usually during May. June was the
tor in bringing about water lisplacements. The bot- best month for fishing. The anchovy spawned its large
tom was predominantly mi.ddy, leading to resuspen- ellipsoid pelagic eggs in the funnel-shaped northern
sion of sediments during strong winds, hence the section of the Zuider Zee in water with a salinity of
greyish-green color of the water. In summer, water over 15 ,. The larvae migrated into the bag-shaped
temperatures in the old Zuider Zee were several de- widening of the Zuider Zee and developed there on
grees higher than in the adjacent section of the North the rich p:.nkton in water of a salinity of about 10 % -

Sea; in winter they were several degrees lower, often After a period of rapid growth, they migrated in
leading to ice formation. Plankton was tremendously autumn to the open North Sea, to return the next year

11L
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to spawn in the Zuider Zee. Most of the spawning being from 20 to 100 mg per m8. This could be as-
anchovies were only one year old. The anchovy cribed to a stperabundance of small flagellates, from
catches in the northern section of the Zuider Zee 100,000 to 500,000 per cms. Evidently this estuary is
fluctuated around 1,500,000 kg a year. Unlike the biologically much richer than the water of the Vol-
herring, the anchovy was not attracted by the lower turno River itself, or of the Mediterranean Sea into
salinities in the Zuider Zee, but by the higher water which the lake discharges. Nutrients, including con-
temperatures; for here it is at the northern fringe of siderable qua-itities of phosphate, enter the lake from
its range, and the water in the open sea is usually too thc volcanic subsoil. Mesohaline conditions and the
cold for its reproduction. The enormous year-to-year rich supply 1-f plankton support large stocks of a few
fluctuations of the catch were clearly associated with species of fish.
favorable or unfavorable weather conditions during Other lakes communicate with the sea northwest of
June, the principal month of spawning. In the Ooster- Naples, including the well-known Lake Fusaro and
schelde, in the southwestern section of the Nether- Lake Lucrine. Since less fresh water enters these two
lands where salinity is much higher (averaging 28 lakes than Lake Patria, and since the communication
%v{), the anchovy successfully reproduces because of with the Mediterranean Sea is larger and deeper,
the high water temperatures prevailing when the salinities are considerally higher, leading to polyhaline
weather is favorable, conditions.

The enclosure of the Zuider Zee made it impossible Man has learned to take advantage of this situation
for the anchovy to reach its old spawning area. It by growing mussels in hanging cultures in these !akes.
could still reproduce in the saltier Wadden Zee, how- The soft muddy subsoil makes mussel farming on the
ever, though temperatures were somewhat lower there bottom impossible, but in hanging cultures the mussels
than in the Zuider Zee. With the loss of the Zuider grow and fatten rapidly. Consequently, these lakes are
Zee anchovy, the catch fell to 13 percent of its oI, highly productive. Biological and chemical analyses
level. The Oosterschelde catch was not affecte,' by revealed that the rich phytoplankton in these estuarine
the enclosure of the Zuider Zee, which indicates that ?',kes makes large-scale mussel production feasible, and
this kind of anchovy always returns to its home promotes a better growth of mussels than the sheltered
grounds for spawning (Ko.'ringa, 19 6,d). sites in nearby coastal water. Here, too, nutrients,

The enclosure of the Zuider Zee crippled the tradi- especially phosphates brought in by subterranean wells
tional fishing in this estuary, but after the change of from the fertile volcanic subsoil, account for the in-
the blocked-off section into a freshwater '-ke, eels creased productivity (Korringa and Postma, 1957).
became so abundant there that a new type of fishing Man has exerted a positive influence in these poly-
industry developed. haline estuaries by developing a system of mussel

farming in mid-water and permitting this potential
LAK PATRIA fisheries resource to be exploited in a rational way.

Jn Ttaly, Lake Pa:'ia, i.arth of Naples, resembles OOSTERSCHELDE
the former Zuider Zee in some respects. Here, too,
the Volturno River Iischargi.s into a lake-like estu- The Oosterschelde, situated in the southwestern see-
ary. This river discharges only moderane quantities of tion of the Netherlands in the province of Zealand,
water, however, ana the communication of the estiarv is an estuary with a very different pattern. The
with the sea consists of a narrow ard ver3 shaliow Oosterschelde is an embayrnent penetrating far into
watercourse. Moreover, in the Mediterranean Sea, the the land, but receiving little influx from the surrcmnd-

f tidal r-nge, and herce the effec, of the tides in the ing fertile arable land. Its salinity is rather h',gh
"estuary, ;s considerabiy less important than on the (28 %o on an average) comparable with the coastal
Atlartic coast of Europe. Still, the influence of the water of the North Sea with which it is continuous.
tides is strong enough to create mesohaline conditiois, Still, there is every reason to regard the Oosterschelde
w;th i salinity of about R5 %,. is an estuary, for here, too, river water and sea water

Lake Patriz teems with fish, predominantly mul- meet under the influence of tides. The Rhine, and to
let and eel. The intense green color of the water, a lesser degree the Meuse and Scheldt Rivers, dis-
observed by the author during a visit in April, 1954, charge fresh water rich in nutrients and organic mat-
indicated a higl: de're- of p-odt:ctivity (Korringa and ter into the North Sea. Tides and winds bring about
Postma, 1957). Analysis revealed that at that time a thor,'-igh mixing, and microorganisms mineralize
free phosphate was virtually absent, and few phyto- t : remains of freshwater organisms and other or-
i)lankton could be caught with a fine-meshed net. The ganic material. It is this mixed coastal water which
bottom fauna, among which Chirtnomid larvae and pours into tP- Oosterschelde with the tides. The
the brackish water polychaete Atercericlia predomi- greatcr tre discharge of fresh water by the Rhine. the
nated, appeared to be v:ery rich. Free plhosphate wa. lower the salinity oý the Oosterschelde. It could be
found in great quantities in one of the wells dis- demonstrated that there is aa inverse relationship,
charging into the lake, and the quantity of organic witl, a lag of about one month, between the ievel of
phosphorus in the lake itself was very high. Though the Rhine where it e.iters the Netherlands and the
diatoms and larger green algae were virtually absent, salinity of the bag- hap'd widening of the Ooster-
the chlorophyll content of the water was very high. schelde Korringa, 1940).
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The high and rather constant salinity, together with sion that in a continuous siream of water, growth andt
the discharge of nutrients conducive to a rich plank- fattening were best at current velocities of only a few 4

ton development, makes good oyster water. Moreover, cm per second. On the other hand, too slow a current
oysters reqluire a stable bottom; they cannot live on does not supply sufficient food.
soft mud or shifting sand. Therefore most of the Recent annual production of marketable oysters has
sandy bottom of the coastal waters of the Netherlands been around 30 million a year. Since most of these
is not suitable for oysters. In the bag-shaped eastern oysters are four to five years old, the total population
section of the Oosterschelde, part of which was in- of adult oysters is estimated at about 150 million. The
habited land only 400 years ago, large areas have a entire bag-shaped widening of the Oosterschelde con- I
subsoil of peat, which makes good oyster bottom. It tains about 600 million m3 of water at high tide, about
is here that natural oyster beds were found. From 250 million ms at low tide. Thus at high tide there
those beds as many as one million oysters a year were are about four cubic meters of water for each adult
harvested by the Zealand oyster fishermen. oyster. Prac'ical experience over many years has

The discovery and general adoption in the 1860's shown that one cannot increase the population of
of culture techniques in France led to withdrawal of oysters to a significantly higher level. When, for ex-
natural beds from the free fishery. The present ample, the volume of water at high tide per adult
French oyster industry was established, with a mul- oyster is reduced to two cubic meters, the effects of
tiple increase in yield. This development was observed crowding become evident. Each oyster must share
with much interest in the Netherlands, and in 1870 the available food with other filter feeders. The con-
cultivation of oysters was started in the Oosterschelde sequences are poor growth, poor fattening, and an
(Korringa, 1953). In due course some 30 million increased mortality rate (Korringa, 1956a).
marketable oysters were !,roduced annually. This suc- The Oosterschelde is a clear-cut case of an estuary
cess demonstrates that nature left to itself does not in which man has exerted a beneficial effect. A ra-
always lead to the highest possible production. tional exploitation of a natural resource by applying

The sparsity of oyster production was caused, evi- adequate techniques of cultivation has resulted in a
dently, by the lack of suitable substrate on which lar- 30-fold increase of production over what nature for-
vae could settle. Recent investigations have revealed merly yielded. Un er natural conditions the oyster
that favorable water temperature and a high degree of population was limited by a lack of cultch and also by
larval retention, both attributable to the shape of this failure of the oyster larvae to settle on beds where
estuary and the oscillating movement of the tide, pro- growth and fattening would be optimal.
vide excellent conditions for a relatively high degree Unfortunately, the Delta project threatens to cut
of larval survival (Korringa, 1940). the Oosterschelde off from the sea late in the 70's.

Not only has there been an increase in the number
of oysters through providing suitable substrate, but BAYS OF GALICIA

growth and fattening have been stimulated by trans- A most interesting situation is evident in the bays
ferring the young from the beds where they have of Galicia in Spaim;. These bays, especially the es-
settled profusely to areas where feeding conditions tuary of the Vigo, the Pontevedra, and the Arosa are f
are considerably better. Here, too, nature left to itself wide and deep, penetrate far into the land, and are
(toes not necessarily lead to the best results. The set- well sheltered by ranges of hills. Salinity in these
ting pattern reveals that numerous larvae settle only waters is high, for the amount of river water dis-
where cufrent velocities are low for many hours in charging into them is very limited. The bay water
succession. Such a situation is found near the head is rich in plankton and detritus because upwelling at
of the estuary, and here and there in eddies. By trial the Galician coast brings to the surface nutrients
and error, oystermen found these favorable places to which support an abundance of phytoplankton from
put out their collectors (Korringa, 1951, 1955). March till November. The temperature ranges from

Poor fattening occurs in the easternmost section of a sunmmer maximum of about 18" C. to a winter
the Oosterschelde; the marketable oysters are found minimum of about 10° C. Such temperature condi-
on plots which receive the flood current directly from tions, combined with stable and high salinity and great
the west. The condition index of the oysters fans out quantities of phytoplankton and detritus, are excellent
and tapers off over the beds farther east (Drink- for mussels, Mytilur edfdis. Wild mussels are found
waard, 1959,1960, 1961 ; Korringa, 1956b, 1957, 1958). on the rocks in the intertidal zone. Here wave action

Water analysis reveals that phytoplankton, total and the intense light are inimical to their growth and
phosphorus, and total organic matter are consistently fattening. In the early 1950's, experiments were car-
higher in the western section of the Oosterschelde. ried out to take advantage of the favorable conditions
It is the true estuarine water of the coastal area which in these estuaries by growing Imssels in hanging cul-
brings fertility to the oyster area on the firm bottom ture, following experience gained in the Mediterra-
tarther east. Efforts to fatten oysters in hanging cul- nean Sea. Instead of racks, which are unsuitable 4b.
ture in the rich waters of the western section of the where the tidal range is great, rafts were used. At
Oosterschelde were unsuccessful. Here the oysters first these were old boats equipped with outriggers.
starved in the midst of plenty because of too strong The success was tremendous; and now about 1,500
a current. Laboratory experiments led to the conclu- installations, consisting mainly of specially constructed
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rafts, are in use in the bays of the Galician coast. Less readily digestible material is deposited in fecal
Each raft carries about 800 ropes; each rope is about pellets and pseudofeces where it is utilized by micro-
six meters long and carries about 50 to 60 kg of organisms. Waves and currents may resuspend such
marketable mussels. It takes about eight months to worked-over fecal pellets and the filter feeders and
rear a mussel seed to marketable size, that is. with deposit feeders can digest the countless microorgan-
a shell length of seven cm or over. The total annual isms intracellularly. Thus, part of the material of
production exceeds 80 million kg (Andreu, 1958). the phytoplankton and its debris becomes recomposed

The Galician bays are examples of estuaries in in the benthic organisms; and, of course, part of it is
which shelter is a more important factor than dis- used to furnish energy during this process. The tre-
charge of nutrient-rich fresh water, since the sea menc.jus number of benthic organisms per unit of sur-
water is sufficiently rich through the phenomenon of face area can survive only through the continuous
upwtlling. Here, too, adoption of adequate cultiva- accumulation of organic material brought in from the
tion methods has led to a rational exploitation of a North Sea by the flood tides. The figures for animal
potential natural resource, another example of a bene.. protein per square meter rank among the highest to
ficial effect exerted by man. be found in the world. Here and there entire sections

may be completely paved with cockles (over 1,000
WADDEN ZEE per m2) and, where mussel plots are well stocked and

Another type of estuary is the western section of extensive natural mussel beds occur, hardly any space
the Dutch Wadden Zee, behind the Frisian Islands of is free for other organisms of similar size.
Texel, Vlieland, and Terschelling. Its estuarine char- One of the most valuable food resources in the
acter may seem somewhat doubtful since no river dis- Wadden Zee is the mussel. Before 1950 only seed
charges into .t directly. Though the salinity is rela- mussels were harvested, to be transplanted to the Zea-
tively high, approaching that of the coastal water of land plots. But since cultivation started in 1950, pro-
the North Sea nearby, it fluctuates to some extent in duction of market-sized mussels has increased rapidly
respor,tp to the sluicing out of fresh water from the to over 75 million kg per year. Fishing for brown
IJsselmeer, the body of water into which the River shrimp is also a remunerative business, even though
IJssel discharges. This demonstrates that this section more money could be made per acre by mussel culti-
of the Wadden Zee has an estuarine character. vation than by shrimp fishing. A clash between these

The Wadden Zee, with its extensive tidal flats and two industries seems unavoidable, but, since there is a
its ramifying channels of varying depth through which tendency to build bigger shrimp-fishing vessels which
tidal currents run, is tremendously productive. The can work in the open North Sea, more ground may
number of mussels, Mytilms edulis, and cockles, Car- eventually become available for mussel farming. A
dium edule, to be found here reach astronomic figures. negative side of shrimp fishing is that it unavoidably
Brown shrimp, Crangon crangon, and Ij)lychaete destroys many young flatfish: consequently it has a
worms of various species occur in countless numbers; deleterious effect on the quantities of marketable sole
young flatfishes such as plaice and sole use this area and plaice to be caught in the North Sea. sometimes
as nursing grounds. Birds, especiall. wading birds by th,, same fishermen who fish for the shrimp.
and various kinds of ducks, find a wealth of food here. NORTH SEA
Man fishes for shrimp and cultivates mussels on a
great number of plots, all of which are under the low- Though the statement may seem rather bold, one
water line. The production of marketable mussels may consider the whole southern North Sea as a type
occasionally surpasses 75 million kg a year. of estuary. Geologically speaking, it was recently part

Verwey (1952) estimates the number of cockles of of the land; at that time the Thames was a tributary
two :ears and older living in this area at about 6 of the Rhine. When the icecaps melted, the North
billion, lie rightly states that the fauna of the Wad- Sea was gradually flooded, turning the Dogger Bank
den Zee could not be that rich if it were an enclosed from a low hill into a shallow nrea of the sea.
saltwater lake. Though the fresh water sluiced out The North Sea is rich in plankton, and this sup-
from the ljsselmeer may bring in some nutrients, it ports an abundance of fish and bottom invertebrates.
is clear that the productivity of the WVadden Zee does Rivers discharging into the North Sea may contribute
not conic from thlat source. The mechanism involved to its fertility, but it seems almost certain that a more
is an accumulation of rich nutrient material against a important source is the supply of ocean water around
gradient. comhbired with an intensive carbon dioxide the Shetland Islands. This water may be somewhat
assimilation in this shallow water. The accumulation poorer than the true North Sea water, but just as
is partly mechanical. Postma demonstrat-d how sus- has hten discussed above for the Wadden Zee. an ac-
pended matter is carried into the Wadden Zce by the cumulation takes place against a g-.sdient. The North
flood tide. and only part of this material is carried Sea ia cf'nparatively shallow. ar:.d evidently few valu-
back by the ebb ('ostma, 1957). A variety of filter able materials become lost by sinking into the dark
feeders, chiefly cockles and mussels. ilters off enor- abyss. Various filter feeders live there ini eno-mous
mous volumes of water brought in on the flood from numbers and consolidate organic matter contained in
the North Sea. Thus, easily digestible matter of the plankton and detritus. Thus, vast quantities of protein
plankton is readily transformed into molluscan flesh. and other organic material accumulate in the bodies of
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The Role of Man in Eatuarine Prccesses

L. EUGENE CRONIN

Chesapcake Biological Laboratory, Natural Resources Institute, University of Maryland, Solomons, Maryland

Vulnerability to human influence is a charac- centrated sulfuric acid is released daily ihun; a bigic
tistic of estuaries. They lie in proximity to man's ter- large industrial operation (Stroup et al., 1961).
reptrial habitat, produce large quantities of his food 3. The city of Washington, D. C., uses the upper
supply, and are doorways between the oceans and the Potomac Estuary as the final stage in its sewage U
land m~sses. Each receives the impact of many hu- treatment process (Auld, 1964). Brehmer (1964)
man activities throughout an entire watershed, and has pointed out that this is a present average daily
many are subjected to the most intensive levels of addition of 22,700 pounds of phosphorous and 68,100
use applied to any marine water areas. It is, there- pounds of nitrogen. This annual release of eight
fore, appropriate to identify and consider the past million pounds of phosphorous and 25 million pounds
effects of man on the fundamental processes in estu- of nitrogen will nearly double by the year 2000, as
aries and to contemplate future beneficial and detri- treatment plant effluent increases from 200 million
mental influences on the~e fascinating, complex, and gallons a day to 360 million gallons a day. Brehmer
important waters. further emphasizes that present knowledge of the

Man's historical development has been closely linked effects of this polluti:a is insufficient to predict the
with the estuaries. Humans have always exhibited a effects on the estuary or even to establish rational
natural affinity for water and these bays and river limits.
mouths often present unique advantages. They are 4. Of the ten largest metropolitan areas in the
semi-enclosed and therefore provide natural harbors; world, seven border estuarine areas (New York,
they are effective nutrient traps and therefore are Tokyo, London, Shanghai, Buenos Aires, Osaka, and
rich in food; ,they connect the oceans and the inland Los Angeles). They contain over 55 million people
rivers so that they are natural trantportation centers: and enormous industrial activity. One-third of the I
and their often high rates of flux and flush permit population of the United States lives and works close

disposal of great quantities of waste. The history of to estuaries.
exploration, colonization, and settlement of the coasts 5. Bulkheading, dredging :ind filling to create
of the North American continent illustrates the use of waterfront real estate have already permanently
estuaries in the development of new populations and changed the nature of some estuaries. The Branch
cultures. of River Basin Studies of the U. S. Department of

The effect of human activity on these estuaries was the Interior reviews and comments on federal projects
probably unimportant prior to about 1850, and was which would affect fish and wildlife resources. They
limited to the effects of silt erosion from agricultural have reported on 426 different projects in five years
areas and the disposal of human wastes. The enor- which would affect coastal areas. They expect to
mous expansion during the last century in industrial start 100 more projects this).ear, 15 for flood control,
activity, production and use of power, diversity of 20 for navigation, 20 for beach erosion or hurricane
inanufactured materials, transportation, fishing inten- protection projects, and 50 for private proposals.
sitv, and human population have all placed diverse and 6. Without waiting for inexpensive nuclear en-
increasing pressures on these waters. They all affect ergy, man has begun to engineer vast estuarine
the processes of the estuaries and their capacity for changes. The 2.700 km2 Zuider Zee has been en-
future use. closed for 32 years. essentially fresh for 27 years,

The uses of estuariks are lescribed by others in and largely converted to sub-sea-level agricultural
this volume, but additional examples can be added: land. Holland has also begun to transform salt and

I. The Rhine River. according to Bolorney brackish waters into lakes in the great Delta Project
(1Q59), is heavily polluted by the 40 million people of southwest Holland (Vaas, 1963).
who live along its course, as well as by the great 7. More twan a billion pounds of biocidal chemi-
indtstrial centers like the Ruhr -nd the Saar. The cals have been used in the United States, and Butler
need to eliminate this pollution is so great that an et al. (1962) point out that many of these substances
international commission has been established. The and their oxidation products reach the coastal waters
estuarine areas near Rotterdam receive the net and the estuaries. Cottam (1960) reported that 35
product. million pounds of arsenical svilts. 45 million pounds

2. In Baltimore Harbor, near the head of Chesa- of copper sulfate, six million pounds of organic phoa.
peake Bay, the equivalent or about 400 tons of con- phates, and 130 million pounds of chlorinated inecti-
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cides and fungicides were used in one year. Six thou- helpful and stimulating. They include the series of re-
sand brand-name biocidal materials are now available ports on estuarine hydrography by Pritchard t1951,
and almost unrestricted in use. Rachel Carson (1962) 1952, 195S, 1959a, b, 1960); on flushing and biologi-
has cited specific and vivid examples of the results of cal effects by Ketchum (1950, 1951a, b, c, 1954 ); on
application of control chemicals in the areas of the the grand-scale effects of enclosing the Zuider Zee
Miramichi in Canada, in the Indian River of Florida. (Havinga, 1Q35, 1936, '941 ); on the biology of plslu-

*in New Jersey, and at other sites. tion by Hfynes (1960)?: on biological aspects of estu-
These brief examples of the effect of human activi- aries by Hedgpeth 11957?: on physical and chemical

tives are further evidenced by experience in various aspects by Emery and Stevenson (1957) ; Mansueti
parts of the world. They serve as reminders, not as ( 1901 ) on the nature of man's effects; Nelson ( 1947?
an adequate review, on enrichment; H. T. Odium and his students (1958.

The future will bring very rapid increase in all the 1962) on estuarine processes; Rounsefell (1963) on
present u"~ of estuaries, and entirely new pressures the choices of management objectives; Sykes (1965)
and tuodificathwh are already taking au.ic: (1) Ca!; on niultipbr !?snc; and F. P.~~t (1961h) oil
fornia is studying alternate plans for damming, divert- imnaginative and constructive approaches to nes% po-
ing, filling, and vastly modifying large areas in the tentials. Blaughman's valuable bibliography (19481
Sacramento-San Joaquin region and elsewhere (]ones contains many pertinent annotations. Sverdrup et al.
el al., 1963). (2) There is a well-advanced plan to ( 1942) continues te serve as a splendid general
div~ert the waters of the Sabine River. the Neches, reference.
the Trinity, the Brazos, the Colorado, and the Nueces The topics presented here ar~e numerous and di-
from east Texas to west Texas. No water would es- verse, ranging from upland erosion to invertebra-.e
cape to the coastal estuaries (Thompson, 1961 ). toxicity and estuarine hydrography. The pertinent

The development of inexpensive - )urces of power literature is, therefore, represented by illustrative ex-
in unprecedented quantities may maixe these seem like amples rather than by exh-i,~tive inclusion.
mere practice sessions. In this compilation to assem- Certain processes have been chosen for emphasis
ble and abies our knowledge, constructive perspective here because they meet t,.,o criteria: (I) each is sig-
can be gained by reviewing the effect-s of man on nificant in many or most estuaries, at least of the

estuaries, coastal plain type-, (2) each is now subjected to sub-
This review is poisented ~o single out the most stantial (i.e., beyond normnal range) modification by

significant estuarine processes which man affects, to man.
offer summary and p-i'ial assessment of the location The physical attributes which will receive emphasis
and nature of human effects, to suggest the present are salinity, temperature, river flow, and basin shape.
benefits and losses fronm these effects, and to consider Chemical modifications which will be discussed in-
the future role of main in the estuaries. clude the addition of biocides, nutrient chemicals. pulp

No aittempt will be made here to stress their im- mill wastes, and certain exotics.
portance in human welfare, or the economic and Geologically, only silt and siltation are considered.
social values which the ' provide. Trhe enormous di- Among the highlv varied modifications of biologi-
versity of systems, which results in highly significant cal prcs" human predation (more commonly
individuiality,. is aý%sunied. So. too, is the inherent called fi~hing!) and the introduction of new specie's
dynamism of most estuaries. We nmust consider gen- have been chosen as illustrations.
eralized effects by specific exanmples, and the net The lists could be very long, but thewe may serve
effects superimposed on vigorous rhythmic systenis. lo sunintarize present knowledge and provid-- guide-

There are no lphysiIval. chenuical. or biological lines ior the future.
processs unique to the estuary, but many are typical ACITESN 1hW TR ID
of this complex and dlistinctive mixture of sea and ATVTE NTl AESIF
river. In the cases and discusisions which follow. pri- Since the estuary is, the recipient of effuxt% fronm
ruary attention vi ill be given to these questions: clungrsi throughout the watershed, a review of the

1. What phym-ical. chemical, and biological proc- pertinent hum-an activities Alnne the contributory'
esses arc unusually %igstificant in ti.e estuary and may watterwa-.s cans be hepful. The) vary and are impor-
be modified by man? tant in the estuarine procesmes.

2. H~ow have human activities affected these MlODIIrCATION Of R1VrV EmOW
pirocesses beyond the normal range of v-aria~tion pm.s
ent in the virgin estuary? Many humar, activities affect the quantity of snflo'a

3. What are the possibilities for future mvanage- c-4 fresh water, its teniporal distribution. and its co-n-
- '-f rsuarine prticesses for optimal achievement tents. Rise-r Hlow can be reductd, especially by diver-
- an values f ront estuaries? twin of rive water for humnan cosiarnsptian \elsoin.

itteraturc of estuaries ctintains mnany rese.Arch IWO; Jones el a.1. 1963; Ktirrhum, unpublished ins..
.-niorv%. administrative surmniaries, and discuassions Thonipseiti. 1961 ). for the vast increases in artificial
dc~aling with %pecific probkrris and mnany of these irrigation of agricultural land (Mansueti, 1961). and
"wIl be cited later. No previous general review was by the intentimiai or accident~al amof spillways or
located. but several cuntrihutwwn have been especially bmks in levers (Gunter. 19U2, 1956). Conversely.
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flow can be significantly increased in the basins re- ing to diversion of Delaware River water to New
ceivmng the diversion. More frequently, increase in York City in the Hudson River basin, cited many
the total annual output is the result of deruding the estimates of the e'ological and biological effects. As
watershed by removing vegetation and by other ac- an example, he predicted an up-bay movement of
tivities that decrease the insoak and subý,urface reten- oyster drills, Lroialpixx dinerea, to invade several
tion. This is especially vivid in tne paved urban areas excellent oyster seed beds previously protected by
(Resin, 1956) and along highways *here as much as low salinities. In niort general terms, salinity isI 30 acres per mile is paved or carefully sloped co maxi- known to limit the distribution of oysters and many
inize runoff. These also increase the flashiness of other estuarine species (Gunter, 195i; Galtsoff, 1960';
rivers, with greater flooding in high-flow periods and Korringa, 1952). Davis ( 1958) and others have
drought in low-flow seasons. Counteracting forces demonstrated from laboratory experiments that the
do exist, however, in the increasing number of small eggs and larvae of clams, Mer'cuaria (Venus) met-
and large dams, many of which are specifically de- cnsarie, and oysters (Crassostrea virgissica) have
t;.ned for moderation of the river flow and long- optimal salinity requirements f-- develinpment and
ter~r release, and in improved genera. conservation growth, and the optimal salinity for the eggs of the
practices, oyster may be governed by the degree of salinity at

6rots jectsWhich the parent oysters develop gonads.
(iD'~f Eff~tsAdditional biological effects of flow change are

The gross estwirine effects of changed river flow known. Diversion may disturb the migratory patterns
are rather well understood, although more subtle of fish. Gaussle and Kellev-( 1963) found that flow
effects have infinite local variation. The inost per- reversal in the San Joaquin River, because of ex-
vasive effect is on the general hydrographic struc- portation of water through a power pl~ant, has appar-
ture and behavior of the estuary. River flow is a ently affecied salmon runs, presumably because "home
prime factor in the deterniination of sallinity distribu- stream" water was not present to stimulate ascent and
tion in the estuary (Ketchum, 1951a, c) and of the spawtning. The degree of dilution affects the decrease
vertical and horizontal V,'Ijpical structure of the estu- of bacteria in polluted estuaries, although Kedi
ary (Pritchard, 1955). Pritchard has shown that et al. (19.52) found this to be a much smaller factor
increased river flow converts a homogeneous-type than the bacte.ricidal effect of sea water. Ketchum
estuary through moiderate stratification to strong and (1954) also showed that the vigor of estuarine circu-
persistent stratification. Cronin et al. (1962) showed lation, which is greatly affected by river flow, de-
that this conversion occurs in the Delaware, follow- termines the reproductive rate neccessary for main-
ing runoff variation. Pritchard (personal commnuni- tenance of plankton populations. Pritchard ( 1951 )
cation) has provided additional evidenice of the power suggested that the upstream moveme: t of deep water.
of flow. During most summers, t~'ie deeper waters of also affected by river flow. may transport y-oung
the central Chesapeake are severely depleted of oxv- croaker, Mirroptogo usidshowa, from the spawning
gmn as they are transported up-estuary Stratification ground (off Chesapeake Bay) upstream at .2-.4 knots.L .
oi cooler, 'saltier, denser deep water'under warmer, or 130 miles in less than 2) days. Our later experi-
fresher, lighter surface water may be very strong. ence in the Bay suggests that this is a primary and
and an increase in river flow during this period en- essential method of dispersion for the young of weak-
hances stratification, enlarges the area of depleted fish ~(ysouscion rrgalis), spot (Lriptomas rsenhss-
oxigen. and may do extensive damage to estuarine rut), blue crab (CaUinerts jamp~duss, and other spe-
organisms (Carpenter and Cargo. 1957). cies. Praitchard has also shown (1952) that similar

Miore specific eituarine effects of change in river moi ements may providke oyster larvae for the irrsaest
flow have bee- shoiiii by Braven ý 1946). Gtmier and seed oyster area of the world mn James River of
Ilall %19). Nelson (i960). and by others Binuven Virginia. ouast6eld (11953 vividly related such flw-
documented the contr" by the Susueana River dominated circulation to the distribution of barnacles
over salinity in the upper Che.;apeake May, and pro- in the )Ifraznichi Estuary. Odom and Wilson A 1962)
vided excellent evidenicr that all major oyste mor- expressed the possibility that boys with litnk fluishing
talitirs recorded for the upper Bay harn 1907 to may develop higher peoduicivity and mo effective
1946 wmr assocated with and proliably the direct regeneration of nutrients. Low riveir flow woulld o&-
remult of periods of high runoff of the river. viously favor these effects,

Hidogteui Ejects (henid Emirt

The interiittent controlled rvle-as of fresh *ater Flow modifcstion also affects the chemscal content
frtx lAke Okechobee to the St. Lucie Estuary in of walmr entering the estuarine system. Carpenater

ikwda has pruAmbly enhanced the 6'%ene. by no- 4 1957) found that the callesm cames of the S.wou.

(Imit supl. Wmaw berwfit croaker. mullet, ans- hamsis wbrady. bt inqre wv~ relatd to aw.

a%* 193. A Witte pati L of release could be of ins- dis'tribution of ABS (a"k bessacuw odfsate). primt-
creased benefi to the fisheries. ctpoI sogre&hn of the mon-bioakgradahl dtuer utt

Nelson (1931). in reajiem-in the arganuts rellat- observed the effective redhatiom caused by diusam.

IIJ
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L.aundry outfall, showed levels up to 140 ppm ABS. and changed in other ways (Whaley, 1960 . The
which was reduced by dilution. absorption, blow-off common practice of drawing relatively deep water
of foam, and degradation (about 5 percent per week) thrt gh turbines can release undesirable conditions
to .2-.3 ppm in rivers and estuaries. Agricultural or into the upper estuary. An aged fisherman pointed
silvicultural pesticides would be similarly affected. out other modifications it the upper Chesapeake. Be-

fore damns, the upper Bay was subject to annual ice
503lio scour alternating with heavy siltation. Dams prevent

Siltation in estuarie* is caused by both natural and the ice movement. trap the silt, and produce much
human factors. Deforestation, flashing runoff, and reater stability of the. bottom. Heavy vegetation
poor agricultural practices contribute. Burt (1955) grows where it once tould not
showed that river discharge affects the distribu.ion of SLCE AE
the inorgaic suspended load in the Chesapeake, as SLC~ AK
many others have iee from other estuaries. Wc~lman To illustrate the range and magnitude of watershed
et al. (1957) '-aleulated that &W million cubic feet effects on estuaries, four vivid ex~amples, past and
of sift per year are deposited in the estuasr- -' *% future, will be briefly described. They are the levee-
Potomac River netar W&asington. Mansueti (1961) ing of the lower Mississippi River, operation of the
estimated that half of the former tipper estuary spawn- Bonnet Carre Spillway, plans for water management
mng areas for fish and shellfish beds for oysters have of the Potomac River, and diversion from the Dela-
been destroyed or shifted downstream by sediments ware River to the Hudson River.
in the Chesapeake. He also pointed out the progres- Ler-ees----unter (1932, 1953, 1956, 19i7a) de-
sive filling of deeper chanwiid by such silt. Gunter scribes the development of levees in the lower portion
(1956) summarized the soil transport of the Missis- of the 1.257,000 square mile Mississippi basin (Fig.
sippi River as 730 million tons of soil per year into I ). First construction was in 1717, and a broader
the Gulf of Slexico--38 thousand acres, three feet program was inaugurated in 1735 by private in-
deep. He deplores the narrow canalization of this terests, The State of Louisiana assumed responsihil-
transport, which formerly overflowed the basin. ity in 1K828 the Mississippi Valley Commission in

Human countermeasures are again available, but 1lV9. And the U. S. Army Corpsof Engineers in
not well utilized, in this country at least. Soii! con- 1928. Levees are now up to 33 feet high. Among
seration is progessing. Small watershed dams and the mnany results, runoff is faster and peakier: velocity
larger reservoirs also retain silt effectively, increase transports more silt; alluviation, seditrenta-

lion. and flooding of the swamps, marshes, and estu-
ENRICHMEINT aries have virtually ceased: and enormous quantities

Organic enrichment of tributaries is an ancient of silt are directly deposited in the Gulf of Mexico.

prob~lemn. In direct relation to estuaries. Jeffries Th:se have brought serious, and usually detrimiental.
tlI2x? has described the nutritional contribution to changes to the estuari-e areas of Lojuisiana. D~rainage

Raritan JBay of nitrate-nitrogen and phosphate from of nutrients from land' is reduced: salinity is increased

sewage in the Raritan River and the resultant dense and stabilized, island erosion is increased; and bay,
phytoplankton blooms. Renn 11930 cites human or- mnay niove inlandl. Species appear it) be resp muling to
ganic loading as being .4 lb pierson day. The quAn- there changes andsionmi ossier reefs a.-e &sappea-iim.
titift re-ching the estuary will obviously var% greatly Rouua &dVarei Stilltuvy-ln the sam system, a great

with distance, river flow. loading, anid mnany other spillway. 7.71.) feet visde, was ciompleted in 19M2
factors, %a that generalizations liere are inapprop~riate. iFig. I ). It was qles~gned to protect New Or)~leans

isi~n Missisippi River fluo&d, ands can carry 29i1
lUSa %%D BAsmiktas thoiand cubic feet per' secoInd I cfs). It dinerts water

l'hs steal harriers in tr~trutar% sireAnis create terb into Lake Pontchartrain. thenxe throuigh Lake Ilo~rriw

spsecial and important effects. llines a IWO)aagd wl i Masusspl SM1114l. A114 esentuAlII to the (;11 ,i

Mansurti a IWOl poantesl out thait dlams ahvluteli Mexico. t -untcr t 1953 a tlrscrihei the rr--ulits of oprri-
block anadrrinvous 6hit migrAtoti.n And nsa, climinatr inick in 1937, 1%4-, And 19.4). S~ince All oft the ate.
iinspoetant runs unless fishwa~s are provided. A s-is iiigreisstan.thefcsaro ntrest
of damns on the Stnsquehanria has cut off migrations here. In Lake P'ontchartrain, motile org-anoiss are
of the white shad .l 11 a et~ss A/mp~n i and reslurms diiien out. ancd many non-motile forms Are kille b%
the spaonmge area tit the striped bams ksetu s . aya- l.* silihaties A small Are-a is covered h% modt. XMost

4. tdsjir Others hair blocked herring% and othet spe or All .,t the t, 'tcrs in certain bedis Are testroird.
cars. Whitney ( 161 pointe out that, in addition to uith louer lmtosster sI .1dcr area, although aister
phs~cal hk~ieka. damns cre~ate ree %or hich dig"e ,w-0 and prrdators Are kildW nut. Nutrient is added

coalimereuiation. tei.:pevraturr. asd cutrrents from ito the area, eatimate in 19.%) at 40 thaou~asnd tons..
the wilrin-l stream, so that anadrrwno~ura fish mnav not Foallowingi return to norm-Al %alnintic. unusuAll ' grrat
he s=ccessful i-en it they pass the Sall Filvas prrxlucttrwt of s~hirarp ,%nd other tarine Wie is oh
all" introduce an artificial but effective (actor for sirvied In tGunter's rip-maon. the t-- Al benefri.21 '
genetc wcetivan- In addition. reervoivr wate can nritinic effecrt nut-vweihs the partial o-otri nxirtalitues
bmriwne depiaftAs of ox's gi. umrwliod rtemperature.. nth orcur in sOnec 'isear

%- .~
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Figý L Lowmer ).fissisump-pt River Basin. showing relation of Bonnet Carre Spiliway to tile estuarine areas bordering
the Gjulf of Mlico.t

Ith i, *,;'ts(mac-,rbe Voutoimus: is -s vr flsh river. sumptive uses. If the plan is effected. nuimimal flow
With an A~er"Age fins ait 'Washingtrun. 1). C., of would be about 4.71X) cis. wshich is 42 percent of the
10MIXN cis, it has an ol~scrved range fro-n "1 cis to annual aver:,ge. Spuecific projection of all the effects
5.4u)XN) c*is. D~roughts. floouds, ;sea% N iltation. niassive of this change on the thlanaic., populations, and
-rimchniemt. and increasing needs for sustairned water character of the Potomac Fstuary offers challenging
ijl~lty All present prtislenis in it, ctwitrol and tise. probienis. It has not even been attempted. It i, at-

NMaii partial or ctmiipk'te anivers have bemn proposed ready c~t-ar. h'-wever. that the upper estuar%. at least.
W~i~ini et al ~. 1957 P. but the most recent suggestio'. would tw significantly and p-;,-manently diferent. es-

IS A dratmatic exampble 01 efforts it) manajue a river ~~yduring siunner movnths. Physical circulation.
andl contrisl it% ellects on an estuary nutrient a'sailabihtity and biotic cmuinun .itirs would

The U. S. Army Corps% oi Fnginerm has Jr- Al] be.%trgnahcamit) v nxmodihed.
lopedw~ four alternate plans, %tmth priniari interest in 7Ak- Itdarmyr~ dnrtevis'-Ne-a York City, oin the

t141.5 contrl,,I recreation. wiater -uplq4 y and water Ilulud'. ki'ser. has long sought it, obtain water irlaml
qualit1% cluxtril it'. S, Arm~ F I1nginver 1)istrict, Italti. the lDelAW.Are River vsmAteeshe. Ie11w-are Rlay, prin.
mritIe. N. Adt. D~IV.. lIsJ). The one moriranmended ctlmll% throtigh the State oi \ew )eres-v. fought surk
wouild intludr irsabluilimisrt of 418 headuawtr Priall &lmersion in l'-9 and 1951-19.4. primsritY an
rese-rvoirs. 16 nmjor rs%-,,r'oirt, 3 *njall "lix control the groundls that emitvAtine prodisr VitY would be ale-
propects, and a ge-ne-erat program of lard manAge-inent crrasal. Nelmin chanipomeal this p-sitaion and hAs
mnd cut rvation, Thse cost is estinuted at $49M surrin-risrd the eshmiarine &rgument (low.O I. lip'mit
n~llon. andl it costski be coompleited atmvut -VI0: the ve'sadm-nc %shich uas nmor p-ecise than usual. the
i4an is nsvn% being mretArus Supstrose (*ourt allowe A di's ersion of 1240 cts01)

lEmtutirmn $emt's have liven m1%l parit~lls estimatett. mgd s. Part of this is Atread's io effect, PAS1 of the
Augmnentation of low isumimer and fall flowm is the lattern pieo's idAl U1 ilgamrantfv minimal Rlow% at
otis~mous. anda re--iuetwn of sprint riiasirmnis minevitable. TrnstA during h-s -Born petisa& Nelwon argued that
Vnermttolle low-tlw averages about 1.100 CfS, and the nitnimtal flows aoudi be ineffectiae in combating
mould mnotatlly be expestied to decline in 50 ivast to osyster drills. that drils uould persetrAte tarilser onn
WO) Cfs because o( upatmam imptngn amid other con- to prombictive seed tamis msitb higher av-e-age sakimi

4%
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ties, and that the nutrient loss would be esrecidlly flux and the presence of a different community of
damaging. animal and plant species introduce complicating fac-

Ketchum was asked to predict the effects, and pro- tors. Pannell et al. (1962) reported observations
vided estimates of channel salinities under normal which illustrate the difficulties of predicting effects,
flows and under diversion with controlled summer and the types of effects which may occur. Specific
minima. The near future will test his precision, but predwtions were used in designing the release of 26
his predictions provide an excellent example of the million gallons per hour with a rise from intake to
nature of the effects of intentional flow modification outfall of 12' F. The prediction was that warmed
on estuarine conditions (Ketchum, unpublished), water wo,:d spread thinly on the surface. It was

The river in 1952 aad a mean flow of 11,700 cf-. observed, however, that an area 1.000 feet in radius
with usual lows near 2,000 cfs and highs near 29,000 is warmed at least 5', but most of it is between .) and
cfs. With stipulated augmentation of flow at Tren- 9 feet below the surface, and the plume swings with
ton, and diversion of 1,240 cfs, Ketchum predicts that tidal action.
mean flow will be reduced from 11,700 to 10,530 cfs, It %%,is predicted that little heat would be absorbed
low flow increased from 2,157 to 2,893 cfs, and high by tihe main body of the estuary, and observed that
flow reduced from 28,900 to 21,950 cfs. Salinity will virtually all heat dispersion is by mixing. The most
,:z.rease at mean flow a maximum of .85 %,,, decrease interesting ob•,rvation was that most warmed water
at low flow a maximum of 1.08 ',, and increase at remained below cooler but fresh water and above
high flow a maxinmum of 3.2 5,. Range would thus cooler salt water. The interplay of salinity and tent-
be reduced, with a maximum at the center of the perature produced this unexpected vertical series, with
estuary, where annuai range ot 16.46 % would be- salinity dominant.
come 12.85 7,, a difference of 4.61 %e. Isohalines Biologically, the heat appears to have extended the
would be moved upstream, except dluring augmented local breeding season of the boring gribble. Limnoria,
flow. Biologically, the important conditions which ard increased the incidence of the shipworm, Teredo.

limit the viability or su,,cess of popu. itions are gen- These sessiie forms were affected but no significant
erally tile extreme conditons to which the popula- change in zooplankton was detected. Other effects
tions are exposed. The proposed diversions should, rtrain to be evaluated.
therefore, be beneficial to the populations within the It; the United States. a valuable experiment may
"estua, . be provided by the construction of a 670 MWV steam

-S the hearings, other biologists expressed broad generating plant on the Patuxent Estuary, a tribu-
concern abont the detrimental effects, but were unable tar), of the Chesapeake. The pllant is now under con-
"to make and substantiate specific predictions of those struction and will warm 500,000 gallons per minute
effects. by 1.5" F. in warmn months and half that quantity

It is interesting to compare these projections with by 23* F. in winter. This volume is about 50 percent
tthe report of Segerstraale (1951 that average changes more than the average freshwater input of tile water-
of .5-.75 ',, produced significant changes in the effec- shed above this point, so that the estuary will be used
tive (listribution of estuarine species. as a tidal cooling laglon. Fortunately, intensive stud-

Apparently, no one has made an elfort to predict ics are preceding and following the construction of
the effects of tile addition of 1,240 cf.s of water to the the plant. The Chesapeake Biological Laboratory has
Iludson Estuary. perhaps because no one objects to established a research team and developed cooperation
the additioi. or because the lower Hludson at New front about 40 scientists in a dozen institutions and
York City seems to be beyond reclamation. agencies for pre- and lost-operative studies of circu-

lation, salinity, oxygen and thermal distribution, phi.-
.\CTIVITI ES IN TIl E FSTUARY toplankton abundance and productivity, zooplankton

distribution, bacterial density, fouling rates and spe-
lI'SIz CA.iL 1'RO:ssEs cies. benthic community composition, fish egg and

With increasing frequency and intensity, human larval distribution, adult fish distribution and mnigra-
activities are changing tile physical conditions and tion, cralb abundance, and other aspects of the area.
processes in estuaries. P'erhaps this will permit improved prediction and

rational regulation of such activities. Present pro-
Therimal Addition jections of the need for electric power call for de-

O)ne dramnatic and growing group of effects arises mand to increase in this country front 60 billion ga"-
front the adllition of heat on a continuous basis. The Ions per day (bgd) in 1955, to 131 bgd in 1975, to
most important sources have been generating plants 2Q() bgd in the 1980's Il'icton, 1956). Against these
for electricity, using great qcvantities of waer to figures, consider the estimates of total dependable
cool condensers. Research on thermnal etfects in fresh surface runoff, 385 bgd at present increased to 630
water has been extensive, permitting sunminary by In- bgd by 1975 or 198). I'ower demand in this country
gram and Towne (1959), Ilynes ( 1900), and others and many others grows even more- rapidly than poplu-
for the fluvial situation, where physical effects and lations, and increasing pressure to use estuaries for

th,. biological sequence produced are reasonably pre- cooling is inevitable.
dlictable. This is not so for estuaries, where tidal Otto Kinne at Hlelgoland has recently provided

t
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preventzd from entering (Fig. 3). Stability was at-
4MV taited about 1937, and subsequent salt intrusion is

limited to the water near two locks in the dike. The
~ mere-estuarine species which had provided a large

/J/ fishery (herrings, anchovy, and shrimp) and various
~' non-commercial species were quickly and vastly re-

duced. Herring were seen in great numbers at the
dike, but were unable to reach the low-salinity water.

w.4/0.J, Anchovy sought a OiTerent estuarine condition, rela-/7/ t~jy ively high temperatu~re. and were equally irustrated.
// Stetiohaline marine and polyhaline organisms were

0 / kitled, and !ventually their predators starved. With
varying periods of endurance, the edible mussel, My-
t ilus edulis; the soft-shel' clam, Mya aremaria; the

* /ggreen crab, Carcirus moenas; and other forms (Car-
dium eduke, Telli'w balthica, Corop;ium sp., Hetero-

/4 - ~ tpnope tridentala, Goa minulusr, and others) died
/ out. Eventually, the predators dependent on intolerant

forms also disaplp-ared.
MSTEOAIAMost of the euryhaline forms passed out of exist-

/ +4b///"'~ /7'!'ence more slowly in the IJsselmeer, but some sur-/ ~vived. NeontiVris vudgaris was highly successful in the
new environment, and provi ýs much of the food for

,larger species. Lininetic species si,.,2.ad slowly but
effectively; the niot~le forms achieved wide dispersion.

Fig. 2. The uld Zuider Zee, cut off by an enclosure dike As a result, the older fishe~w has been entirely re-
or Afsluit iijk" to convert aii estuary to a lake and dry placed by freshwater production of pikeperch, bream,
land. roach, and others. A striking _.iirviver is the eel,

Anguilla vulgaris, which C~ r~ves as the principal comn-
an excellent aind valuatble review~ of the effects of mercial species. It is .ided by nighttime locking of
temperature on marine and brackish .tater animals young elvers into the lake when thcy appear ahking the
(1963) as part one of a survcy of the effects of both dike.
temincrature and salinity. The biological effects of Havinga points out that the result is faunistic
thermial change, affecting all chemical arid biological poverty, marked by adaptations and intruzions, al-
rates and processes. are profound. Kinne devotes por- though total human values have been greatly en-
tions of his review to temperature tolerance and lethai hanced. Fish productioT, of 16 million kilograms, per
limits, effects on metabolism and activity, reproductive year was replaced by 1959 with 7 million kg of fish
success, distribution, organs szneistic charac- pl)us 70 miillion kg equivalent of pork on the reclaie
ters and shape, and biotic adaptation to temperature. land. This may treble when all the potential polder

Comprehension of these effects will be invaluable reclamation is completed.
in efforts to prevent estuariine damage or to utilize The Netherlands his embarked on a second great
heat to obtain op~timal benefits, program for modi fying brackish-water areas (Fig. 4).

ChangdSalnity riiiiarily for the control of highly destructive floods,

H uman activities in the estuary' occasionally affect
salinity. Fxaniples are providedl by punipage of large
volumes of fresh water into the estuary (W'olinan
ca al., 1957 1or by engitvi-eriiig changes affecting the
fundamental piatterni of circulation, such as miajor
miodiftications of channel depth.

The great Dutch conversion of an estuarine area
of the Zuider Zee to a freshwater lake was corn
pleted in 1932, when an enclosure dike was corn- -

pleted (Fig. 2). cutting off 2700 km12 of rich, warm, 4

shoal water with a salinity of 10-I5 %c in the inner '..:

portion and 15-25 %,. in the outer portion. There
sults. dlescribied uind dliscuissed 1w Havinga (1935. 5I 93~ Q4 J.97w98I
1936, 1941. 1949, 1959). show a vivid example of Fig. 3. Chlorinity in the Ijsselmeer following enclosure.
nianl's iimplact. The broken line indicates the calciulated chlorinity level.

Salinity dlecreased as the flow of the Ijssel River The solid line shows the observed level (After Havinga,
continued while ocean water was almost completely 1941)

tV
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X/ DLAORIVERS wRK.t FAW/' MUSE

S~Fig. 4. The "Delta Plan" for modifying estuaries in southwest Netherlands (After Havinga, 1959, modified to show
works completed by mid-1964).

F they have begun the "Delta Plan" at the mouths of sacrificed. Korringa (1958) described the threat to

ltheyi 19a8. Three arsothe seltla"at wilhe outh men havrfied beenboght to a98 highriand ithensivea leel
the Rhine, Meuse, and Scheldt Rivers, to be corn- these industries, in which cultivation and manage-Spleted in 1978. Three arms of the sea will be cut ment have been brought to a high and intensive level.

off and a series of additional dams will modify flow He pointed out that it might theoretically be possible
and convert salt and brackish areas to fresh water. to determine the allowable range of salinity, silt con-
SThorough hydrographic study before, during, and tent, sand transport, current velocity, plankton, and
after construction is being accompanied by intensive other requirements and seek new oyster areas, but he
and extensive biological surveys (Hartog, 1963; Vaas, was not optimistic. Artificial culture of seed would
1963). Present predictions of the effects are stimu- be required, and this is still a difficult technique, with-
lating and instructive, in view of Dutch experience out demonstrated economic justification on a large
in other locations. Tidal action will cease for most scale.
of the region, and be reduced throughout the area.
Salinity will decrease rapidly, modified by leaching Modifications of Basins
of salt from polders, and is not expected to fall below The shape of the basin of an estuLry has many
.3 ;,. Stenohaline marine organisms will perish, al- effects on hydrographic dynamics and. as a result, on
though euryhaline species will persist for a long other processes. l'ritchard has expressed the effect
period and a brackish-water population will develop, of modification (1955) by pointing out that conver-
then be succeeded by linietic species. sion from marked stratification to vertical homo-

1Hartog has defined the euhalinicum, polyhalinicum, geneity is favored by increasing the width and op-
mesohalinicum, oligohalinicum, and freshwater condi- posed by increasing the depth. Shore erosion, silta-
tions under the present regime, and published on some tion, channel dredging and spoil deposition would all
of the Amphipoda. Other studies are covering Hirun- have local effects. Skyes (1965) has noted that the
dinea, Isopoda, Gastropoda, Gammariuae, turbellar- establishment of cities on the shore is usually fol-
ians. fish, plankton, and vegetation. lowed by an expanding pattern of reclamation, fills.

Human safety will be gained, but it is most re- causeways, and bridges, permanently altering the en-
grettable that part of Holland's important mussel in- tire area. The premium which is placed on water-

4 dustry and all of her Zeeland oyster industry may be front residences creates dramatic changes in basins

~ 1.,w -,
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hy a pattern of dredging and filling for housing and fundamental effect. They destroy life. Advantages
for industry. Thompson (1961) summarized the usual and disadvantages from their use are both very great.
estuarine effects as reduction in the water area; denu- These, and toxic substances never intended for use
dation of the bottom as fill is removed; modification in control work, are present in estuaries in increasing
of currents and tidal _xchange; alteration in salinity, amounts.
tenmper.ture, and 1,jrhaps oxygen content; and sedi- The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service has been espe-
ment dispersion. cially concerned with biocidal effects, and very valuable

Boca Ciega Bay, on the west coast of Florida, is a work has been done on two broad problems. What
clear example of the present and future magnitude of are the effects of these materials on estuarine species
these changes (Fig. 5). Hutton a al. (1956) felt other than the original target? Can biocides be used
that the combined effects of sedimentation and basin constructively in the management of estuarine organ-
change in Boca Ciega Bay might be to reduce isms? This research provides valuable guidance. It
or eliminate fishingr destroy breeding and nursery is, however, most regrettable that there has as yet
grounds, and create low oxygen areas. Woodburn been little support for research on the fundamental
has provided a guide (1963) for reviewing proposals physiological mechanism of biocides, and on the ef-
to change shorelines, and suggests principles to be fects of known toxins on the broad spectrum of non-
followed, commercial species.

Comprehencion of t'Vie relationships between the Davis investigated the effects of 31 pesticides on
shape of the basin and various processes can be put the eggs and larvae of the oyster and clam (1961).
to highly constructive ,ises. Scale models have been He reported great variation in toxicity within each
used in many parts of the world to study physical group of chemicals, ranging from 90 percent mor-
patterns of circulation and to test new possibilities. tality of oysters in .05 ppm DDT to improved growth
Simmons (1959) is enthusiastic about the potentials of clams in 5 ppm of lindane. Several apparently
of using models in estuacine research. By using such beneficial materials may have reduced bacterial ac-
techniques as single slug and continuous release, tion. Reduction in growth rate was identified as a
methylene blue chloride and other dyes, and artificial useful indicator of toxicity. Davis felt that it will
roughening, he is confidew that models can produce eventually be possible to select materials for high'ly
accurate integration of the tidal, density, and fresh- specific control.
water forces that affect dispersion, dilution, and flush- The effect of toxins on growth was more fully de-
ing of introduced materials. However, present estu- veloped by Butler et al. (1962). They observed that
arine models usually cannot scale non-conservative, change in growth rate provides a sensitive bioassay
or interacting, or time-related materials and processes. technique, allowing detection of differences in one
l'ritchard (1960) has called attention to possible or two days. Chlordane, heptachlor, and rotenone
limitations in model studies of processes involving- were observed to be inhibitory within 24 hours in
diffusion phenomena. Present estuarine models "In- concentrations as low as .01 ppm. All of the com-
elude the Delaware Estuary, San Francisco Bay, Puget mon agricultural pesticides tested were toxic, but
Sound, Thames Estuary, New York Harbor, Mata- there was some indication that they are released
gordo Bay, Galveston Bay, Narragansett Bay, and from internal storage in organisms when environ-
others. Additional models are planned. mental concentration drops.

Man has created a rather special change in the In efforts to utilize biocides constructively, Loosa-
"shape" of estuaries by renmoving a portion of the noff (1960) and his associates have screened hun-
land mass between them. In this country an inter- dreds of compounds in a search for effective meth-
coastal waterway allows waier, aquatic organisms, ods for controlling green crabs (Carcinus mamas)
and people to move freely between bays along the and other arthropod predators on molluscan shellfish.
entire East Coast and mt:ch of the Gulf Cuast. The They identified a large number of effective corn-
great canal systems of Europe and other areas pro- pounds, which can also kill shrimp, prawns. copepods.
vide similar interchanges. The greatest effects will and other crustaceans. Perhaps it is suggestive of the
probably involve biological exchanges and extensions, complexity and difficulties of this field to note that

my own professional interest in the blue crab (Calli-
CHEMICAL METHODS ,wctec sapidtds) ivnd the copepods of the estuaries

makes me regard this new knowledge with conflicting
Biocidcs feelings. Loosanoff also reported that rwany of the

Many chemical compounds inhibit vital biological materials tested adversely affect molluscs. 1.0 ppm
processes Most compounds do so in excessive con- of DDT caused the death of oyster larvae, and .025
centrations. 'n recent ye.,rs. grtat industrial eiTori pl,,i interfered with growth. lie suggested combina-
has gone into the developlwnt of compounds which tions which might be effective chemical barriers to .- "*
could he used in small quantities to interfere with minimize the invasion of shellfish beds by arthropods,
life processes in specific target species. The results and urged thorough evaluation of every such pos-are variously called wtvdicides, herbicides, bacteri- sibdityh prior to use.!
cides, fungicides, and pesticides. Miss Carson has Additional efforts in the control of undesired spe-

correctly termed the group "biocides" because of their cies have been reported recently. Hanks (1963)

X"4"ý
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Fig. is5. Prgrsk~edv'lopent of larkd by dredging arul filling in Elocat Ciega Bay near St Petersburg. Floridla

(Courftsy M4r. James Sykes and the U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife).
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learned that haitfish ccold be soaked in lindane solu- species and non-toxic to all others is cited as the
tion to reduce green crab populations and reduce most promising future avenue of effort.
crab immigration. Lindsay (1963) tested several ma- During March, 1964, the British Government or-
terials for the control of ghost shrimp, Calliamaia dered withdrawal of the chlorinated hydrocarbons, al-
sp., and Japanese drills, Ocinebra japonica, in Puget drin and dieldr"n, from use. Action was apparently
Sound. Shrimp could be controlled and drills could hased on evidence of accumulative contamination, and
be prevented from entering experimental plots, but also on some uncertainty of the physiological human
Lindsay urged that the methods be avoided until iong- effects. Ak. in March, 1964, the U. S. Public Health
term effects and public health problems could be fully Service and the State of Louisiana established endrin
understood. The use of DDT on oyster cultch to con- used foi cane Hrers as the probable cause of the
trol barnacles (Elminius) was tested for the effects killing J 10 miilion fish in the Mississippi River ha-
on oysters (Waugh and Ansell, 1956). This cor:.ol sin, including brackish waters of the Gulf of Mexico.
technique had been discovered by Loosanoff and As compared with envi-onmental concentrations, fish
tested by others. The set of oysters doubled, initial blood showed a thousandfold increase, and fatty tissue
growth was somewhat inhibited but followed by ex- a ten-thousandfold accumulation.
celletit growth, to reach 40 percent greater size than In the estuarine studies which have been criaducted,
controls in 2½ months. these chlorinated hydrocarbons are all dangerou. to

With reference to plants, estuarine research on important estuarine species, but so are many others. V
biocides is extremely limited. 2,4-D was effective in Revelations of damage and restrictions on use are not
killing Eurasian milfoil in the upper Chesapeake Bay yet ended.
(Rawls, 1964), and Beaven et al. (1962) showed Intensified attention to pesticides should not obscure
that the effective concentration had no acute effects the ever-present possibilities of other toxic elements
on crabs, oysters, clams, and fish. A secondary mor- and compounds. The paucity of such research in estu-
tality occurred, however. when the dense mat of aries is impressive in view of the great industrial
killed plants decayed on the bottom, producing an- growth of recent years and the consequent threat to
aerobic and toxic conditions. inshore waters. Alexander et aý. (1936) illustrated

An excellent summary of the results of research on one type of effect in that low levels of cyanide showed
liesticides has been prepared by Butler and Springer linear increase in toxicity with te.mperature, but nearly
(1963). It brings together the present knowledge logarithmic increase in toxicity with decrease in oxy-
pertinent to coastal waters, including a number of gen concentration. Olson et aL. (1941) and Davis
individual reports which must be omitted in the pres- (1948) explained the effects of flocculent copperas
ent general discussion. Pesticides have been devel- pollution on diatoms, and learned that precipitating
oped on a significant scale only since World War II, particles carry some diatoms from the water. This
and research on effects still lags far behind the rapid would decrease productivity, although Davis found
growth of this economically valuable field of products. no evidence of substantial loss. Galtsoff (1960) ob-
The review includes the results of laboratory and field served that the precipitate can be dealt with by oys-
studies on phvtoplankton, crustaceans, molluscs. fish ters, but suspects that it may be harmful to larvae.
reptiles. birds, and mammals. It is abundantly clear He also notes the absorption and storage of copper,
that there is significant variation between species, be- mercury, lead, and arsenic by oysters and other
tween chemical families of compounds, and between bivalves.
individual compounds. Irregularity in the results of Ideally. research on the effects of chemical addi-
field tests suggests the reasonable probability that tions to the estuary should precede or parallel indus-
actual toxicity might be affected by temperature, silt, trial development, new brand production, and chemi.
flushing rates, salinity, and other environmental cal process modification. Regrettably, this is not the
factors, present practice. Therefore. new damage and danger

"iThes authors also continent constructively on the renmain as continuous and growing threats in coastal
special problems related to pesticide application. w
Chronic toxicity may he more subtle than acute toxic- Xe.'trienl Chemicals
ity. but as devastating. Acquired resistance has been Human wastes, or their degradation products, are
demonstrated for some vertebrates. The specific ca- wniversally placed in the river, the estuary, or the
placities oi organisms to concentrate pesticides are sea (see Koch. 1959, for a comprehensive European
ixoorly known, but may he extremely important b-. summary), and provide a continuous source of nitro-
cause o.sters concentrated 96 percent of available gen and phosphorous in various combinations, plus
D)DT within two days and retained much of this for a variable and imperfectly understood mixture of
substantial periods. The possibilities of recycling and many substances. The great human preference for
build-up were noted, citing freshwater experience in concentrating near estuaries makes the impact even
which original applications of .014-.02 ppm of TDE greater at that site. Nitrogen and phosphorous are
(I)DD) eventually produced concentration of 2.500 essential for photosynthetic elaboration, and avail-
ppm in fish and 1.600 ppm in fish-eating birds. The ability sometimes limits production, so that they must
eventual use of chemicals which are specific for target receive principal discussion.
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678 18TUAhIE5: HUMAN iNnLUKNCZSt Before examining some of the effects of human usually be predominantly along the right side of the
waste, it is of interest to note that other potential estuary; and (d) entrapment by lateral indentures
mixtures of waste are added to estuaries in signifi- can provide important reservoirs. He predicted that
cant quantities. Ryther (1954) and others of the computation may eventually be feasible for predicting
staff of the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution the distribution of conservative contaminants, but
(Ryther et at., 1958a; Guillard et at., 1960) have that non-conservative materials will be much more
studied the remarkable growth of algae in Great difficult. I would add that biological processes and
South Bay and Moriches Bay, on Long Island, New sequences in estuaries rarely permit such broad-scale
York. Broad study of hydrography, chemistry, and projections with useful accuracy as yet, although they
biology has demonstrated that heavy pollution from nerit continued effort.
surrounding duck farms, with high organic nitrogen Artificial enrichment has been essayed, but it is
but unusually low N :P ratio, combines with the to- expensive because of the cost of fertilizers and of ac-
pography and hydrography of these bays to yield a companying research. Pratt (1949) found that the
very dense population of small algae, dominated by addition of superphosphate could elevate phosphate
Nannochloris atomms and a species of Stichococcur. levels in a salt pond, although not by calculated
These have seriously reduced the oyster-producing amounts. Repeated addition held levels well above
capacity of these estuaries by unbalanced overenrich- pre-treatment concentrations. Nitrate additions, on
mert. the other hand, produced short spurts to predicted

Effects of nutrient addition, rather than tables of levels, but these could not be held. A net increase in
the prevailing quantities, are of interest here. Hynes the standing crop was obtained, and it lasted for
(1960) has provided a valuable condensation of a significant period. Earlier large-scale study of
knowledge of the fluvial and lacustrine effects of or- changes in a fertilized sea-loch by Raymont (1949)
ganic pollution, and demonstrates that processes are and others showed that plankton production increased,
rather well established (see also Ingram and Towne, bottom fauna was enhanced, and fish production even-
1959). Of about 45 pages on the biological effects tually responded favorably. Use of sewage for en-
of organic matter, Hynes was able to devote only two richment of freshwater ponds is an ancient technique.
to estuaries because "there is little detailed informa- Development of practical methods for profitable
tion on the biological consequences of estuarine pollu- management of the enormous quantities of fertilizing
tion". He cites tidal activity and rapid environmental materials available to estuaries offers a challenging
changes as complicating factors. However, the gen- field for further research and for contribution to

t eral pattern of dense algal blooms, often accompanied human welfare. At present, these vast quantities are
by esthetically undesirable appearance and odor is released in undirected patterns, without using their
very familiar (Bartsch, 1961). great potential for profitable selected improvement.

Rational attempts must be made to understand The specific effects at sewage outfalls into estuaries
these effects, in view of the certain growth of coastal also need further study. Through the tidal cycle, the
populations. E. P. Odum (1961a) provides a con- release plume will swing upstream and downstream,
structive point of departure when he recognizes that and cover a central area twice or continuously. Ef-
the addition of large amounts of organic waste into fects on planktonic and nektonic species may be
natural waters creates a new ecosystem, and that an ephemeral, and the best record of effect is often made
effective response to it is most likely to be found in on the benthic community. The affected zones are
studying the fundamental principles and processes in- oval, circular, or semicircular, in contrast with the
volved. He includes a helpful analysis of the energy more linear fluvial effects noted by Gaufin and Tarz-
flow involved and the nutrient cycling which occurs, well (1956), ilynes (1960), and Ingram and Towne
and suggests avenues of attack when the results are (1959 1. Estuarine patterns have been observed by
inconsistent with human wishes. Krause (1961) and Hlegvad (i1932). Fraser (1932), Filice (1954a, b),
others have outlined the fundaimentals of algal physi- Reiih 4 1959a. h,. and MeNultv (1961). Successive
ology, and ha% e urgel a basic approach to these highly zones away from the outfall may include an area of
practical problenis. sludgt or soft muck with no macroinvertebrates; a

The distinctive probleims and potentials of estuarine iornr zone which may have characteristic species pres-
enrichment have already received attention. Mansueti ent. -omietinies dwarfed: a relatively rich zone with

1961 ) stresses the widespread estuarifle tendency to heavy piopulations of molluscs, worms, diatoms, and
act as a nutrient trap, with tidal cycles and slow other s•-ecies: and normal communities. Effects of
flushing to enhance the availability of nutrients for local circulation. substrate, salinity, and other vari-
chtnical or biological use. Pritchard (1959b) re- ables would produce almost infinite variations. In
viewed the ph. sical mechanisms affecting the distribu- broader terms. McNulty saw a small damaged area
tion of conservative materials introduced. and showed surrounded by a much larger enriched area. and
that : (a) oscillatory tidal motion prl,duces longitudinal could distingkunh indicator organisms and conmmuni-
spread; ibi non-tidal dispers,,n will respond to the ties for both. (ahtsoff (19.5). however, reported
density of the material and the pattern of net motion that sludge froin domestic sewers has almost comn-

* in the estuary 4 vertically homogeneos, two-layer, pletely smothered the formerly productive shellfish
three-layer. etc.); i c net flushing will occur, and beds in the vicinity ot large cities, including New
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York, Boston, and Norfolk. Hynes cited the reports biota; (3) physical dispersion and dilution are im-
of Pentelow (1955) that sewage causes severe de- portant aids in disposal; (4) interim regulations
oxygenation in sonic estuaries like the Thames to should be established; and (5) research is essential
promote a condition which blocks the upstream and to study the effects of the liquor and method of
dounstream migration of sea trout and salmon so that rendering it non-destructive.
these runs have become extinct. There is need for Exotic Chemical Effects
additional research on the effect., of sewage-and
much room for improvement in handling it. Wherever large quantities of chemicals are placed

in estuaries, they cause change. Each case is local
Radioactive liastes and specific. Some special instances are, however,

Radioactive wastes are entertig coastal waters in potentially instructive and important.
increasing quantities from such activities as research, Stroup et aL. (1961) commented on the effects of
munitions, industry, and medicine. The estuaries are adding large quantities of acid to the carbonate-
likely to receive, and retain, greater concentrations buffered waters of Baltimore Harbor. They found
than the oceans. These are of concern because they that pH is decreased, and the partial pressure of CO0
may cycle and recycle until they enter human food is increased. This increase in CO2 tension may be Z
supplies in significant quantities, and they may also significantly favorable to photosynthesis but unfavnr-
affect the genetic structure of aquatic organisms, able to the launa.

Chipman (1958, 1960) has cited the complexity Galtsoff (1960) emphasized the capacity of many
of obtaining complete answers, since the fate of radio- organisms to concentrate elements and compounds
nuclides is dependent on many physical, chemical, from the environment. Bivalve molluscs, for example.
and biological processes. Pritchard (1960) stated absorb copper, mercury, lead, and arsenic near in-
that the principal factors involved will usually be the dustrial areas. Oysters, clams, and scallops can con-
form of the contaminant, dilution, advective trans- tain concentrations of zinc over 100 thousand times
port, turbulent diffusion, uptake on sediments, and that of surrounding waters (Chipman et al., 1958).
extraction by the biota from solution or from the Oil, motor exhaust fumes, ship bilge, unusual in-
sediments. Chipman and his associates (Chipman dustrial wastes, garbage dumping, and a limitlcss vari-
et al., 1958) reported on a series of experiments de- ety of special chemical additions exist, and require
signed to establish uptake rate of various probable comprehension and control where they are important.
radionuclides by common species and to track these Pollution-control efforts are universal, but extremely
materials through major food chains. Of all the sug- variable. It is improbable, however, that understand-
gested fates, Donaldson (1960) found biological activ- ing and effectively controlling chemical pollution will
ity to be the most important factor in the distribution ever catch up in the race against new products and
and localization of radioactive products at Eniwetok. processes. In most cases, regulations are created after
He found no evidence of biological effects of these damage occurs rather than with intelligent foresight.
products, probably because competition quickly elimi- GEOLOICAL PROCESSES
nates injured individuals. The applicability of these
generalizations to estuaries has not been tested. Ex- Man has directly influenced geological processes,
treme local situations may be dangerous and impor- principally by changing silt production and distribu-
tant, but apparently the total effect is not yet great, tion. Within the estuary, this is usually the result

of shoreline construction (Sykes, 19653, dynamiting
Pulp WJ'astes (Gunter, 1957b), cutting of waterways and canals,

The wastes from plants that process wood into oa certain specialized fishing operations such as hy-
cellulose products by various pirocesses are released draulic dredging for soft shell clams (Manning.
into many estuarine areas. A great deal has been 1957). Manning described the Maryland gear, de-
written which contains many conflicting observations veloped since 1950; it jets a trench in the botton
and opinions. As an example, in 1947 (;altsoff et al. about 30 inches wide and up to 18 inches deep. Heavy
were satisfied that pulp-mill waste was the princiral materials drop rapidly, but clams and other coarse
cause of decline of the proluctivity of oyster bars materials are conveyed by belt to the surface: the
in the York River of Virginia. In a very different fine silts and clays are dispersed. usually to no more
area. Waldichuk (19591 described a variety of re- than 50 feet on either side of the cut. Most material
leases in British Columbia, and noted that chemical returns to the trench.
anid biological degradation may or may not be present. Effects of silt handling are usually relatively local.
depjending largely on the mnechanics of release. The although Hellier and Kornicker reported in 1962 that
report offered by Gunter and McKee to the Washing- hydraulic canal dredging deposited silt as deep as
ton Pollution Control Commnission in 1960 appears 27 cm. and as far as .5 miles from the dredge. Many
to contain a rational summary: (I) sulfite waste is factors affect dispersion. RartiKi t 1960) has identi-
exceedingly complex, varying with species of wood, fied the sources and remults (of silt in frcsh water.
treatment, and digestion chemicals; (2) effects have Turbidity obviously interferes with light transmission
been erratic and mixed, with investigational results and photosynthesis, and usually increases oxygen de-
including both stimulation and depression of the mad (Odum and Wilson. 12). Aftr heavier ma-

r;
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terials settle quickly, turbidities rarely exceed the oyster catch is about 10 percent of carlier levels, de-1'nab"ra levels caused by wind. Galtsoff (1960) in- spite gear improvement and high price. Many irild
chude sedimentation as one of the negative factors in beds are barren, without oysters or their usual asso-
the environment of the oyster, since even the capacity ciates.) The size and age composition of prey !.pe-
of this remarkably silt-tolerant species can be over- cies can be modified, which appears to have occurred
come by smothering loads. Although severe special in striped bass, where human predation is he.,viest
cases exist, Gunter's cormment seems to have general on yorisg fish. A fourth possibility is that growth
application--deleteriou effects are real but loc~lied, rates, distribution, and spawning success might he
and nutrient relesse may offset the damage done. enhanced. (Soft shell clams may he growing more

rapidly and densely on worked b"d than on undis-
BIOwLOGCAL ROCISSES3 turbed areas.)

All the modifying activities considered in earlier The transient will species like shad, herrings, etc.,
sections affect biological processes. They operate which move into or through the estuary to breed
through effects on photosynthetic production, nutrient or to feedI, are exposed to intensive inshore predation
cycling, changed food supply, altered activity patterns, for only part of their lives, but it may be under highly
direct maimingr or killing, and many other pathways vulnerable circumstances. A principle of fishery bi-
in thc ;,c-syrrtr. None of these effects of man are ology was e"pressed by an experienced fisherman
understood fully for estuarine areas. Our b"-ic know!- when he told ate that "Fish are fairly safe front over.
edge of effect on biological processes is limited and fishing unless we can get at them in a bottleneck that
most of our information is clustered around the eco- they must pass throug". Then, we can really murder
nomically important species. Two areas of human them." Although increased f;sbing efficiency also
activity offer dramatic evidence that -e are as power- contributes to the decreases, the bottlericirat like mi-
ful in influencing these effects as are in causing gration to limited spawning ar-as, offer the greatest
physical and chemical changes. Fishing and the trans- opportunities for the deplction of stocks by overfish-
planting of species into new aquatic communities are ing and for a significant genetic selection. Bhe stur-
stimulating examples for review. gemn appears to be depleted, for example, but critical

studies are lacking; it is rare in this area, and ex-Humaen Predatioun (Fishing) tirpation is imaginable. Significant genetic selection
In the Chesapeake Bay and the immediate coastal can he effected by size limits, ne-t-mesh regulations,

waters, about 500 million pounds of aquatic organ- and controlled sea"ons if the entire stockc is regularly
isms are stripped annually front the total estuary- exposed to selective predlation. Fishwa~s interpos^d
dependent biota by human predation. Sykes (1904) on essential spawning migrations may select to favor
reports 1,104,000,000 pounds in 1960 for th~e north por- strains which can pass ladders.
tion of the Gulf of Mexico. This is & very specialized The cultured and serni-cultured species are particu-
predation, which is highly selective by species andl larly vulnerable to change. Comiplete culture. invuijy-
by size; it is seasonal in its effects, and does not ing prodruction of %4,ung or seerd frimi seleced ptare-os
return the captured nutrients directly into the systeni. andI 'uervisior until harverving. apaparently is not
Not all the effects on the biological proccs..ecs ate yet now possible for any estuarine species on a coot11-
known, but many can be citedl or s'uggestrid. inercial scale. (raissjsltre vi .ripaq d . )~c .dd

The species preyed upon by humans in tire estuarie-, Alytlvi dus iiis, Chaim,' cIuaxti. and Irwj.1,4ul leffleffil
of the Middle Atlantic coast of North America can be are -.l l artiallv cultured, trial the'.e AndI others, will
grouped into three categories: wilt] res-ident species. lirnhabl.% he ftilli cotitrilletl in the future. Several
wiid transient species, and cultured species. Man'.% important steps can hie takent in, halui o4 thase sgwe-
predation has different effects on each of these grioujts. cies. including htrovisuto iii effective substrate for
but there are several general effects hinch aapply to all. lariae o4 4o% %ter% and cLsiu.i. tran.~siOttAtuivi andl Cams-

The waild resident species. iihichl speandl virtually all crittrAtia'n ta ia'oirahll crtmiwio arrat. iurt"a or
their life histotry in the arstuart, . werea. Awvitxusly. lres- citta,0irie~;rilirteetmo inim tither ptredlator%. irediug. Andi
ent in the estuary prior to m~at's intenvive use. Con antesiis% trald thhtr~iugh hariiistinc. .\It.'ý these~ Are
'uder the IK41~ et cotintunitir%, %(oit shell clams1, And %1ACIt 111411thtikatitm,ifsi the i~t tiral batit'Kwil- ;tr~m
strtped ha1 (if the Chersagweake: early bar%" c tit as es-rs iii the arltuara. anud mau. rrsult 1.1 t"'oiprosd

a ~ lih~t. with ineff-tmntt ge-ar' power binats, nylon net%. gkrovath rate. %tirsisal And ctantdutitql sit the e-.-'- A.
better thredges. naiigatittoAl Aid%, inc-reas*e experi. alarriev (stis" .o pantra cultch. itr c-xansple. when

kence. And more eiffictent prcilatory techriiques have transplantedi its Vital Cirowing arrA-. %there 41EX it
placed increased presure on these and othr ryvil niare plenstuul anda -atural pretditoars Absent, sharwa
dents. Ftiur known and possible changes could he inipriised sues.-A hAriad graiwth (;TIW WutsleCtion mla,
mark. First. the structures of the ciwimusit% can be Alsia result. as in the case of an-ICter AhICS nMAY have
sublifttntiallv aitsredal for example. all utilized as stem bren unw-lmihaes h% rulture and ltt, ses widte scale
bedrs cotuld be changed in spircie cowuuituon, wsie. trainvi-ar~ting alonig the entire Atlantic ciust ----he 1mwa-
talsributamn for omiters. and phit stal structure. Sec. tentsals, in this held will he inrmsusus.1s enhancedi
mmdly. the total abtsmtlance and ihstrihuttan cot the prey ahen aztsuciAl Wreeding hrranwies pvAdctua&We. Stilt
specis can be substaitialli changriL Maci lAnG's anoher tvesult mav tor rurrvatied parasitic and n-.tural

A*
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predator damage; planted oyster beds can be wiped Urosal pinx has also been taken to the ruget Sound
out b) cow-nose rays, oyster drills decimate seed area, where it joined another immigrant, Tv~tileual
beds, and the intensive populations in planted beds japoxica, an oriental species which is considere to
may be more severely parasitized by microparasites. he the most destructive drill of the area (Korringa,

The capture and permanent removal of large quan- 1952). The extensive transplantations of oyster stocks
tities of any of these species is in itself a radical in- among waters of the Atlantic and Gulf eCoasts have
terruptioti of biological processes. Under undisturbed been suggested as suspected mechanisms for introduc-
conditions, each animal would compete, die, be con- ing to new area.,% the fungus, Drrmnoyslidiu. Maeri-
sumed and digested, pass into the nutrient sequence, mum, the microparasite called MSX, and other parl-
and continue as recycled elements and compounds. sites. Oyster competitors have been observed to create
The only net losses to the system would come from serious problems in new waters. A mtsdworm, PMYl7
Rlushing and sedimen tation. W~hen we extract large doris cisaia. was introduced into Austialia about 1870
chunks of organized organic materials, it seems likely (Nelson. 1946). It changed the industry, forcing
that the tota production of the prey species is prob- oyster cualture off the bottoms and onto stakes or

ably increased because the removal of some organ- stone slabs. A small slipper limpet. Crepidui. Ion.-
Isms1 pirovidecs space anti food for their competitors; cola, was taken to l~urope from Ani,-rica. It grow'
a substantial quantity of organic material leaves the to giant size there .And has spread over many areas,
estuz.y, at least temporarily, although much may re- especially in Holland and England (Korringa, 1952).
turn as sewage and ind~u-trial waste; species com- It incre.&se so vigorously that it actually threatened
li(ting with the prey species are favored: and a broad to replace the Dutch oyster. lKorringa believes that
spectrum of nixlific'at ions affects the unused species, it is a space competitor, harbors a serious shel dis-
Including those tslat fered the species directly captured, ease as it decays, and destroys great numbers of
its parasites, natural predators, and the rest of the oyster larvae.
ecosystem. The barnacle, Elusiaiu* muisodsn, accidentally

Far too little attention has been directed to research brought from the Southern Hemispttere to Lngl-ind
on these effects of human activity in the estuary. (Korringa, 1952.), competes vigorously with oyster
Mmany of the posiibilities have not been tested. The lArsvsc for setting spac" and probably destroy., lar-
Speculative coniments here are only indication.v of the vae. As reported earlier, DDT applications appear
atatons and reactions, that are modfied, and suggest to be useful in its control. The shell of an oyster
soin? ch.:'ttenging avenues for future inve.,tigation. provides a habitat for a remarkabl variety of pro-
ArtificialInrdkino tce tozoans. algae, sponges, worms, coelenterates, brig-

Iuirdssti'r ofSpeces oans, usails, and the eggs and spores of other species.
Each specirs attains a di-tribution which balances It is possible that the transplantation of oysters, oys-

its nveed anl its environr--nt. Distributions normally ter shells, and seed has modified the distribution of
change slowly. accompanied by constmat adjustments more aquatic species than any other human activity.
in that balance. Man. however, has often violently The drama and problems associated with artificial
di*rup~t-d this leiNurely pattern by tranisplanting sg'e- introduc-ions in estuaries are -ot. however. limited
cieN to new areas. This ;ias someires been donpe in- *- Invertebrates. Like the starting and the English
teunw-nally in estuaries to increase or improve yields sparrow on land, carp. goldfish (Ceressin aas'elus).

of food, and it has often been done inadvertentli, the walle-i or yellow pike perch (Stimsfediou via-
carr% Ing species along with transplants, on ship hwlls, remim, cattish, atA others have entered the Middfle
or bs carele'sixnesi Atlantic area andi othe-. waters i Manaseti, 19611.

týster fishery oti the west coast of North America goldfith are rrgart"les.th serious cow-w~m
depends primaarily tin seed transplanted each year W~ater chestnut. 7'rdfps mains, was imported into
I.roin' )Apan. Four hundred thirly-five striped bass the United States as a hatmiumic ornamental plant.
I KN-ttl Iand 15 thousand white %had frv (1101) Accidetitl release near Washungtorit. D. C. produred.
acre carried lAhorittusll fromn the East Co Ast to the within ten years beds covering 10,01`1 arms (Raw#&.

G"i.i~. I.lah arc & I -My estAblished. u~th sub. 1964). It bklmcked navigation, provided a bireedling
slantiAl benefits ;kndt no krnown .tarnAg to the rrrriv- sate for rm.squitars. and produced devilish -IAltrops-
Ing %.Atrrs. or hard-sptined wded cawses Expensive movwtog, hand-

()n the other sIde ol the reconomic balance are- the pecking assIl chrnic.&d trratiment have rruhee it to a
pa~rasites pedaxtors. and comspetitors of species which icc-trolkdi threat.
have- food value The Portagrtse ossler, Gryf Airs Esratian watermilfod, i~wulkyhsims spiconsm, is

*i ('riaz-at as I *axalg,.. was intths odu to ti-- coast witieli d.-rtbutid in Fiopra. Asa, MAn Africa, whbere
of France. where it gradually drove owt *omw of the it Is a awxmid member of the flra In ChewaptaL,
super" io sftre rdou iz (altmof. 19461 '11w vorti. Day. bouers-. it has erec nl lwewra a action am as-c
CiouS wrew bairer, I r'iudpeas carred. one of the v-i many mit-rest, blorlimengaarvgatl,s preteAltwi

uStltw the as sire drills. was accidriftal1 carried boatisng and siunnitig. mierlering wisth wafew, bar-

ma.-. lM1hIAhs wa~ters with Ameri-can mirn %t.s and is a vestig, rincreasing uklatmi.n and rtmrsiiragmg sin

* u-seviu ;kndt r~trn..is- predator * Korringa. lO.5Qg~ uijutan It thrixv,*es irt a %"'Ar salinity rang- frointC
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0 Xs to I S Xe, And can tolerate 20 Xe, reproduces great inflow of oceanic water with tidal currents.
elfectivetly by firagmentation, and survive* in all depths Ketchum, in an unpublished paper, reviewed pertinent
les than about 9 feet At least 100 thousand acres are data for one area, the mouth of Delaware Bay. He
infested, and new tributaries are invaded each year. concluded that discharge would be undesirable at any
Control has been effective on an expensive local site within five miles of the coast. but showed the
basis, applying 2,4-D in clay pellets. This, in turn, great variation in waste-receiving capacity at differ-
GPM&S serious questions about the dangers of the con- ent locations. Further, he stressed the necessity for
trol method. Deaven el d1. (1962) showed that specific cm-site studies prior to selection of waste
standard applications have no acute effects on clams, sites. Pritchard (1960) effectively outlined the steps
crabs, oysters, or some fish, but the possibilities of necessary in evaluating sites for disposing of radio-
chronic effects, residues, accumulation, and human active wastes. He also stressed that this inshore
intakie are no yet resolved. Perhaps all this un- environment comes into more intimate contact with
finished story began with the emptying of a fish bowl man than any other marine waters. Therefore, it is
containing this attractive plant. mnost likely to receive wastes and, simultaneously.

These vraied instances of introduction without cornt most in need of protection from excess wagtes. He
Prehension of natural controls and isithout effective discussed many of the factors which influence the
restraint convey their own point. One need only add fate of these wastes. As understanding of estuarine
that each is likely to be an irreversible act. with processes grows, the probabilities of irreparable and
permantenit effects. ntassive damage from ignorance in waste disposal

ACTIVITIES IN THE OCA should decline.

The sea is still beyond man's control. and the ON THE REiSILIENCY OF ESTUARIES
strenuous efforts he makes, to change his terrestrial The reading necessary for the poreparAtion of this
environment: still seem puny in comparison with oce- review has deepened and clarified my personal con-
anic forces, He can. however, successfully block thse cern with the future welfare of estuaries. It is clear
sea fromn its tributary bays, with results that are that many destructive forces are being applied widely,
important to the estolary. that pressures ar.- increasing at a very rapid rate, but

P'ritchard and many others have stressrd the power that intelligent planning and control of estuarine
and importance of tidal currents, which provide the changes are rare. Funclartntal andl practical under-
energy for horizontal translation and for mixing standing vi estuaries is nlow incicasing at an ini-
throughout the estuary. He showed in 1955. for in. pressive vate. but this growth appears to be danger-
stance. !!at increased tidal velocity tends to convert ously slrow in comnparison vlLith the increase in dsump-
a stratified estuary to vertical homogeneity. When tion of estuarine st stemns.

*ocean barriers are constructed or removed, the change Several of the characteristic ph% sical. chemical, andi
will have far greater importance than merely reduc- biological features of the estuary provide an interest-
ing or encouraging the intrusion of salt and of marine ing and valuable resistance to change. Scars often
species. Rvther et al. ( 95ltý, in considering tile algal h'.al quickly. The factors aLding resiliency have not
problem in Great South flay and Moriches Bar, at. tet been Adequately investigated, but several illustra-
trilkuted improverrent in the entire are to the re- five and stinvulating examples are known:
opening of M~oriche-s Inlet to restore effective ex- L The vigor of the rhiithniic and turbulent circuli-
change with the sma. itinm pattern cuntintku:sI% andi endogenuu'.l rem-.,

Hundreds, perhalks thousandls, of coa!;tal inlets xnd the .uiqplv oi water. fwtlo. larvae, and other essential
harbo)rs have been modiblied by engineering efforts to rlettents to) any smiall daznag.-d arma. This aids in re-
stability'. intprove. or protect then) for variou, hurnan covery and] protc-ts long-terni net sta~.lity pmitternt.
endeavors. (;rot.n breakwaters, channel dre 'ging. 21. 'rhe %ubstantial butlering capacity of estuaries.
builiheading, and filling All change the natural pat- tisually uperming th1"roug the carbontate sStei i'$CM1
terns andl iso-*s Fach inlet Is a specific AnM local another elemient %shich resists changt" imposedl on
caw., and the ý.mncrtte that engineering chaniges soul, estuaries It is not W greatt as the butferlig captscity
alwa%% be precederd bv thowrough ctmsideration of alt Owe opent ori-an. but it is greater than most rivers.
the pbh%%AIc,s cbe,-ilcal. and biologial result, t. be anid is en..rnmstis important in the evitlaries is here
efirteese shitlould be em-auxri-ed. This has not been the p'~~lut ion is rrecrisell.
usunal sesuence. and mosit inlet enginceering appears 3. Exoprnout reneisal it almito norma'lv continuous.
to have heen singeir-srposue modificatilon Imipriosesl Leate estuaris -rmtie romtinuosus tinput Iront rives
icvn prehension oi the total roriect, of altering relations And froini the orran. Since the river sumrresi and
hetuesrt mcean Andi esto-ir, it desirable and will he -rean sorxed populattoot Are tzibstantia1 conqutsiments
incireac-ungit ialvabk- -i the estuarine biemass., the arldition of organismss

In4ssvMIt ser problems Appear %hen nearshore frnons thewe sorces is unonurtnt in narrmal estusarine
cx-eAu waters are utedl ior maAst disposal. Wastes can -sspimres and in ritvs crv frunm tansavne or toxic
6r- trariskecasr into- the rstulariesi hIn such nm~iichange
-as-.he regular mirneatwwvi oi anadrronnus 4ish ~-M~ the 4 MJan% spry met have Utciogwal rhafa.-ter-nsaac
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which provide special advantages in estuarine sur- Tim TooLs FOIt MANAIGEMENT

vival, These characteristics usually protect the spe-
cies against the natural violence of estuaries, and they Research

are often helpful in resisting exti-rnal forces, like This review has illuminated the need for basic re-
man. search at every possible levd to identify the signifi-

Additional examples of contributers to estuarine cant estuarine processes, quantify relationships, and
resiliency include the oyster. the blue crab and the resolve many conmplexities to predictable patterns.
striped bass. The oyster, for instance. ha- been cited De'z; ite the visible and valuable increase in attention
by (;altsoff (l10) for great tolerance to temperature to 'he estuaries in recent years, most of the con-
(0" C. to about 35" C.), salinity (about 5 %• to trolling paranmeters are yet incompletely and inade-
35 %,), and for its remarkable ability to hermetically quately comprehended.
seal the valves of its shell to isolate the animal from Among the physical processes, only gross estimates
unfavorable conditions for as long as three weeks. can be provided for the patterns of flushing, circula-
Nel.on 41938) described the oyster's complex and tion, vertical mixing, and diffusion, and for such spe-
effective mechanisms for dealing with the high silt cific factors as light absorption, sedimentation rates,
content o" coa'tal waters. The blue crab u.es the net and location, current direction and velocity, and salt
upstream flow of deep waters in estuaries to provide distribution. The valuable contributions of Ketchum,
annual redistribution of juveniles to all the tributaries Pritchard, and others permit soew of these estimates
and upstream areas of the Chesapeakc Bay. Mansueti to be made under certain highly specific or broadly
1 1961 ) stressed the remarkable resiliency of the generalized conditions, but each new estuary observed
striped bass in surviving the increased pressures and is still likely to require an extensive descriptive sur-
damages in the Chesapeake system. lie suggested vey. trial-and-error fitting of computed relationships,
thlt the specific gravity of the eggs of this species atd a relatively long perioil of correction by well-
may- bp crucially important to survival, since the designer' local observation Wefore useful precise pre-
semi-buoyant eggs released in nearly fresh water are dictions can be made. Field itudies of interesting
buoyed by turbulence as the embr.os develop, and phenonena, increased use and refinement of physical
protected irom silt smothering. WVhen the larvae and mathematical models, and controlled laboratory
emerge, they have been carried downstream by net studies are all urgently needed.
suriace flow to waters of higher salinity, past the Similar urgency exists for growth in chemical and
zone .f ma.'imn.am turbidity, so that the- can feed. A geological comprehensions. The fate of the most
last exanille can L: drawn from the copepod popu- abundant natural terrigenous elements and compounds
lations of estuaries. The mechanisms which permit is partly known but the chemical sequences involving
maintenance of large planktonic populations in these rarer materials are almost untouched. Others have
turbulent and flushed systens are not yet fully under- reviewed, with greater detail and higher competence.
stood but appe-ar to he complex and effective. They the ps.ent state of chemical knowledge of estuaries.
niav include vertical migrations (which could move but it is relevant here to point out that such knowl-
populations downstream at night and upstream by edge appears it) be completely insufficient for under-
ilai i. reservoirs in marginal areas, and other artri- standing and intelligent judgment of many present and
butes or pyatterns of individuil or population behavior prob-ahle human activities with chemical implication%.

tRogers. W40: llousefield. 1955: Harlow. 1955: These include the introduction of va-st qIu-ntities of
*rnlln 41t a•. i . complex industrial chemical mixtur-s, the release of
Thre reilient C¢t-ces, and the other% which cer- stored materials from bottomt sediment-. h-a dredging.

tainlh exist. are wekiriine allies in the efforts to the pouring ot sewage chemicals into the -)'tleni. and
acht-c optimnal balnce betwe a man's effects on .4her violent niodification.. As us~ual, practical reso-
"estuarics and their capacities. lution oi the prAblems invylved will be alnshi-, titallY

T T -Ideedsr-t oW fundamental c prehension.
THElt'*FUTURE ROLE. OFP .MAN The insitttiency of preselr. ! l'+:•'-! kn! ssk'l in

anl's pa .t et-cts on emtuarie bave been pixol- ctuarirs is e•sually esvident. Indreed, it is rather shmick-
nml -tcortit4ti.•h p1l4ral. unimiaginative. andi fre. tig. since the areas base been so heavily utilited for

qurnt' klestroci-e., In simew of the many important food productioni for centuries. 1I he ov.'-. for ex-
iiAes %rried In thse wkaters, knd ihe sl e aia the grow- amnplc, is rninidered to he th1w mot studied of mintere

ing pre-surr% xt themo. it iv islrwratiAs that a rnw brate Animal%, anid %t there are important unAnswerl
mA)or humizn Ioner be utilidl in the future--the quetmions on ni•trltiton. g~cnti. general ph;''oiov.

fuore of intelilgr"I managenie-ni It will require ap- rrprtuthtion. and even ihe morphiolow s of the group
plcatico g0i mann ksinl oi tools and technmmum. rang- S-m:':Ar and great"r ign•anre exaits a&buo all other
mg tism ,rigitnal fundanwntal ocwmsarAphw re+- "turarne %pwiees. Principal atlentitn hlus aluals, bee

r-arvh to regulatorn chang" and pue erthtiwaon, itrmased on the trlatis-elv sniv l nW i uber s of eCAmrueli-

The its can be great ink4 d .Sonr of the ap- cally useful xperws, and there it urgent n,,erl i,,4nure
porbch" nere.%,arl for irtelhigien usAnagrmnmt are Lu•okeigsg of phlst-plankton. o"ntlankt-nn. a widr

nou aifwrent.. an it i* pocrtAp4 tauinelv• tn umi•narme %arwiv of br'thtc orglaitsmt, and the larg array of

them aml ithe aehliwm-nie uhEoh ro•ll Ix rainl %errtebates and invirertr#rate* wh•ch are part of the

v.1

.*. . •
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dynamic estuarine biota, but which are not consumed, time to develop comprehensioa. The rate of increase
sold, or otherwise directly exploited by humans. In- in use is so much grearer than the rate of increase in
terrelationships between and among species must he knowledge that shortcuts are sometimes fully justified.
illuminated, the interplay between organisms and the The alternative appears to be destruction of many
estuarine environment is but vaguely known, and full areas while we await the results of lengthy and coin-
understanding of estuarine biology lies many years plex research.
of research ahead. When a substantial change in an estuary cannot be

Only passing and superficial attention can be given deferred (usually because the opposing argumnents are
here to other research needs which appear to exist excessively weak in data and evidence), it can often
in the field of economics and social and political sci- be turned to constructive use in terms of improved
ence. Intelligent management of est'.jaries will re- understanding. Every possible effort should be made
quire a valid estimation of the economic results of to ':apitalize on these forced but usable opportunities.
various alternate routes of action, and will require Suggestions for research expenditures often face re-
modification of existing patterns of human activity. sistance, especially on a project regarded as a fait
Perhaps research is not the necessary addition which accopipli, but adequate and competent study before
will make this feasible, but there do appear to be and after a change can be valuable. No normal re-
major unanswered problems. Evaluation of recre- search budget can afford the cost of enormous diver-
ational use has been notoriously difficult, especially sion, or pollutant release, or engineering change, or
in the non-consumptive fields like beauty, cleanliness, thermal addition, or wide-scale pesticide application,
and personal refreshment. In social and political which political decisions may require. Thorough pre-
areas, the total effects of modifying the strongly in- and post-treatment stu&y, based on statistically sound
dependent behavior of fishermen, for instance, appear sampling techniques, and paired v hen possible with
to be complex and difficult to comprehend. another untreated estuary, can be of great value. It

Public agencies carry almost all the cost of estu- is essential that these studies meet several crit(ria,
arine research, since the public interestb a.re so large hovwever. The ire--:udy and post-study periods must
and diverse. This is totally appropriate for basic be long enough to distinguish the effects of change
research on the processes and principles of estuarine from normal (and often great) variations. Skilled
phenomena, and equally fitting for uses which directly professional guid,.nce must be provided and not en-
serve public fisheries, waste disposal, recreation, and trusted to inexperienced staffs. Interpretations must
similar interests. There is, however, another poten- be based on objective criteria, free from adverse
tial and proper source for the substantial supportihq political pressures.
funds required. When use of the estuaries for fi- Under such circumstances, valuable knowledge can
nancial profit is desired, the cost of research on the often be obtained.
effect of use should often be placed where tile profit Adinistration
will be realized. Ali industry which proposes to save
the cost of alternative methods of waste disposal by The operating control of the modification of estu-
placing waste into an estuary (or other public hold- aries is dispersed among state and federal legislative
ing) should pay the costs of research necessary for bodies, executive agencies, and the public will. The
evaluation of the proposal. Under many circum- nmechanisms and experience of the groups cannot be
stances, these funds might be supplemented by public discussed hcre, but recent vivid examples are interest-
funls, since the findings will he useful in other prob- ing and may be stimulating.
lems of interest to tile public. Many examples exist In Massachusetts, recent ltate legislation requires
of such research support, withi"ut control, by the review and prior approval of all proposed modifica-
using industries., but the policy of increased assign- tions of marshland, shores, and coastal lands. This
ment of research costs to the piofit maker appears to law overrides the privileges of private ownership, in
lie equitable and to le ilecessa.-y as a source of needed recognition of the effects of such miodi.fications on the
funds, public interest. Other states, towns, and small govern-

i 'rgoti,' E.rpt'riiaepits mental bodies are essaying similar careful manage-

Direct practical experiments in management, in Maryland established a committee of its Board of
which gross and relatively uncomprehending efforts Natural Resources to consider the problem of dis-
are made to achieve identified objectives, appear to posing of the large quantities of sediment removed
offer substantial and valuable assistance toward the in channel creation, improvement, and maintenance.
intelligent management of estuaries. These are usu- The Board has approved and effectuated a change inl
ally far Itss desirable and effective than efforts which policy from simple dumping in deep water to creation
can be properly based upon adequate understanding of useful diked land whenever feasible. Sometimes
of the principles involved, but several special circum- expensive and destructive waste can be converted into
stances argue for serious consideration and use of constructive, and even profitable, real estate.
some pragmatic studies. At the federal level, mention has already been

The pressures on esttuaries are so great now and muade of the legal requirement that the Branch of
the threats are so urgent that there is not always River Basin Studies of the U.S. Department of the
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Interior must review and comment on proposed fed- able manipulation of rivers, bays, marshes, and other
eral projects which would affect fish and wildlife re- coastal areas. Some of these prtiposals are well sup-
sources. This includes estuaries, but review and corn- ported by experiments or field evidence, and others
ment is not a substitute for proper review and con- will require rigorous investigation prior to accep-
trol-which would include study of all the effects of tance and improvement. The following suggestions
such projects. do not by any means exhaust these ideas, but they

Many other governments have initiated similar indicate the directions and vitality of some of the
efforts to control and to manage rationally the violent recognized possibilities.
changes which are occurring. Local conditions are Chemical additions c:uld protect or enrich estu-
as varied as the estuaries themselves, but examples aries, if they were used intelligently to offset un-
of good management do exist, and they merit con- desirable conditions or to supplement limiting ele-
sideration and emulation. ments. Hynes (1960) has pointed out that the most

outstanding problem in disposing of sewage is the
rHE YIELD appalling wastc of nutrients. Brehmer (1964) noted

"The benefits which may be derived from proper that the District of Columbia area spends $2.1 mil-
management of coastal areas are great enough to lion annually in the unmanaged release of $1.2 mil-
merit the costs. The gains appear to include: lion worth of fertilizing materials. Constructive tech-

1. Substantial growth in basic knowledge of many niques are not fully developed, but Foyn (1959), for
significant physical, chemical, geological, and biologi- instance, has learned to remove phosphorous fromn
cal processes as the result of the major research wastes entering the Oslo Fjord by electrolytic precipi-
efforts essential for such management. Paralleling tation. E. P. Odum (1961a) pointed out six ways
this would be an important increase in the training by which phytoplankton blooms might be controlled.
of competent scientists in these fields. No problem here is likely to be beyond the capacity

2. Vast improvement in the ability to predict the of industrial ingenuity, if economic incentives become
effects of important proposed engineering or manage- sufficiently high. An interesting example may be
mient changes. Such predictions could be made in provided in the case of the detergents. Widespread
terms of organic production, dollar value, and other public reaction against visible suds and reported de-
criteria. tergent residues in natural waters produced serious

3. Development of rational and balanced objectives, possibilities of strict prohibitive legislation and regu-
based upon the real capacities and limitations of lations. Pertinent industries have made massive in-
various estuarine systems. The possible alternatives vestment in the discovery and development of "bio-
would be comprehended and choices would be made degradable" and other degradable cleansing com-
bor good reasons. As an interesting example of con- pounds, and now promise that the problem will be
flict, Rounsefell (1963) wishes to make maximum use effectively solved. If the competitive interest of such
of the high potentials of estuaries as nursery areas industrial giants can be focused on other estuarine
for commercially useful fish, and takes rather violent problems, magnificent achievements may result.
exception to suggestions by H. T. Od'tm and Wilson Thermal additions might be constructively used.
(1962) of techniques which would maximize photo- Spawning of all species and photosynthetic produc-
synthetic production in estuaries. In this case and tion are controlled by temperature, and offer tan-
others, there may be genuine conflicts of interest. talizing opportunities for management. Huntsman
However, it seems more pertinent to emphasize that (1950) suggested the use of warmed water in con-
we do not now understand enough about the ultimate trolling the movement of fish to concentrate popula-
results of photosynthetic increase or about how to tions, or for other purposes. The present increase in
single out and achieve the optimal balance in use of attention to research on many thermal effects should
the factors which deterinine fish densit). suggest some desirable possibilities. Imaginative engi-

4. The greatest benefits to he gained lie in achiev- neering and improved biological understanding might
ing positive and ultimate uses of estuaries as replace- be fruitful partrers in achieving useful hot spots.
ment for negative resistance to cl.ange. temporizing Improved races and species can be selected and in-
half-measures, and short-term platchwork in manage- troduced. Galtsoff (1956) has pointed out some of
ment. Balance by informed decision could be reached the variation that exists among races of oysters and
anliong uses of estuaries for food production, waste the possibility oi selection for desirable characteris-
disposal, recreation, navigatior,, esthetic enjoyment, tics under intensive cultivation. Provenance research
and research. Without any assumption of unerring has been so widely successful in forestry and agricul-
wisdom, there is hope for remarkable improvement in ture that its potentials are beyond question. The suc-
long-term use of the.-e areas. cessful introduction of new species presents greater

difficulties and requires very thorough preparation
ON Posii~'?: TiiixKi,,,; and, perhaps, a share of good luck. Korringa (1952)

Much of this review has described the deptr,.c- has, however, pointed out that success might some-
tivc or at least uncomprehende., estuarine changes times be encouraged and accelerated by simultaneous
through man's effort3. However, the cited literature imlortation of natural control mechanisms. The lit-
:dso contains suggestioni, for the positive and profit- crature contains many records of introduction, with
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both successes and failures, available to guide future Author's Note: This paper is Contribution No. 269,
efforts, A peculiar blending of conservative concern Natural Resources Institute of the University of Mary-

land.
and imaginative daring may be necessary in improv- Valuable assistance was received from the following
ing upon present races and species. individuals who sought out and sent me original informa-
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factors determining production by a species-can be James E. Sykes and Seton H. Thompson of the U.S.
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Notes on Estuarine Pollution with Emphasis on the Louisiana Gulf Coast

K. E. BIGLANE 1

Division of Water Supply and Pollution Control, Public Health Service,
U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, Washington, D.C.

AND

ROBERT A. LAFLEUR
Division of Water Pollution Control, Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Commission, Baton Rouge, Louisiana

On March 19, 1964, the U. S. Public Health Service ratories to detect any level of pesticide in dead or
and the State of Louisiana jointly announced that dying fish. Needless to say, endrin was not detected
water pollution involving toxic synthetic organic in dead sugarcane borers (Diatraea saccharaliu).
chemicals appeared to be the cause of massive and Our recommendations for pesticide regulations were
continuing fish kills in the Lower Mississippi drainage based on the judgment that, coincidental with the ap-
basin. plication of endrin, fish were dying in large numbers,

Concentrations of endrin, dieldrin, and two un- and at that time of the year were dying only in or
identified chlorinated hydrocarbons were found in the near the areas of application. The application season
blood of dead and dying fish from the Mississippi and for cane borer control occurs in June, July, and Au-
Atchafalaya Rivers and estuarine waters in Louisiana. gust of each year.
The concentrations of endrin, alone, found in these fish In November, 1960, the Louisiana Division of
represented lethal levels. These findings bear out the Water Pollution Control called on the U. S. Public
earlier contention of the authors that water degrada- Health Service and the U. S. Fish and Wildlife
tion in this part of the nation's largest watershed has Service for assistance in solving mysterious fish die-
been a reality for many years. offs in both the Atchafalaya and Mississippi Rivers

The Louisiana Wild Life and Fisheries Commis- in Louisiana and in the estuarine areas of the Gulf
* sion's Eighth Biennial Report (1958-1959) records influenced by these two rivers.

"that, "Foremost among kills attributable to man-made Because of the extensive levee systems, neither the
causes have been those resulting from use of insecti- Atchafalaya nor the Mississippi watersheds receive
cides, primarily endrin, for control of cane borers, significant drainage from sugarcane-producing areas
and heptachlor for control of fire antj These kills in Louisiana. Especially is this true in the upstream
were caused by direct introduction of insecticides into areas of the two rivers where the die-offs had been
the affected water bodies during careless aerial appli- traced. In the freshwater areas of the Atchafalaya
cation, and by insecticides borne by surface runoff and the Mississippi Rivers, catfish, carp. freshwater
from rains immediately following applications. Hepta- drum, and two species of shad were being killed. In
chlor has caused an occasional kill in the area affected the estuaries, speckled trout and other marine forms
by the fire ant control program, but the major cause were observed to be affected.
of concern has been the widespread use of endrin for The two federal agencies reported negative results
control of cane borers throughout the cane growing in their analyses for diseases, parasites, and pesticides.
area. During the 1958 growing season frequent kills The Louisiana Division had already determined that
caused by endrin were reported. but during the 1959 dissolved oxygen, pit, water temperature, and inor-
growing season these kills reached alarming propor- ganic salts were within ranges known to be normal
tions. with complaints being received by the Division for these areas. The bacteriologist for the Division
of Water Pollution Control on an almost daily basis." prepared cultures utilizing parts of the affected fish

Again in 1961, twenty-five recorded fish kills (U. S. and determined that "these cultures indicated the
Public hlealth Service, 1%61), the severities ranging presence of .4eromonas liquifacicts. the causative or-
fro•n "moderate" to "heavy". were blamed on the care- ganism for abdominal dropsy in fish" (Ninth Bien-
less application of endrin. T'hese kills occurred in the nial Report. 1960-1961 ).
coastal and near-coastal sugarcane areas of Louisiana. The fish kills recurred in 1961 and 1962 in the same

Attempts by the authors in 1959 to obtain passage areas as before, but to a lesser degree. A seasonal
of state regulations controlling the use of pesticides pattern was established when it was observed that in
were thwarted by the inability of the Division's labo- three successive years the phenomenon manifested

.. u....~. litself in the fall and winter months only.
SFormely Cdhic(, Divionmm of Water Po~lam oet'Arok ut)iafta In mid-November, 1963. die-offs of freshwater fishWild Lih sand Fiaberi, es Compoies. Baton JRoov, t.•Uitiiia,
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in the lower Mississippi and Atchafalaya Rivers and ECONOMIC CONSIDERATIONS IN
marine fish in the estuarine areas of the Gulf fed by POLLUTION
the Mississippi River had attained such proportions .

that Lafleur, Division Chief of the Louisiana Wild Economically, our estuaries are vital. Louisiana's
Life and Fisheries Commission, again requested as- 422,400 acres of coastal marshes and attendant estu-
sistance from the Public Health Service and the U. S. aries are abundantly productive as fishery, fur, and
Fish and Wildlife Service. This time, entire schools of recreational areas. St. Amant (1964) of the Louisi-
menhaden, mullet, and other commercial and game ana Wild Life and Fisheries Commission recently
fish species were observed dying in the estuarine areas. stated that these apparent wastelands furnish liveli-

The U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service reported o*n hoods for more than 50 thousand people and yield
the bacterial examination of 20 fishes, both freshwater more than 100 million dollars annually to the state.
and marine, comprising six species taken from the He cites the 1963 shrimp catch, totaling 80 million
Mississippi River and its estuarine area. Their report pounds. Oyster production in this same year was 10
stated, "The only fish which carried a known patho- million pounds; and the catch of menhaden, a fish
gen was that large buffalo collected from the Missis- valuable for fertilizer, pet foods, and oils, was one
sippi River and it harbored a P&,.itdomowaar infection billion pounds. It will be interesting to analyze these
but the organisms were unique to that fish. No single catches with those of previous and future years to find
bacterium showed up consistently from the fish, even out if these animal populations are being affected by
of one species, so I suspect that the disease was defi- synthetic organic chemicals.
nitely not of bacteriological origin. Freshwater fish Through Louisiana, an average of 450 billion gal-
often harbor low-grade infections of Aeroro, nas or Ions of water a day are discharged into the Gulf of 4
Pseudomonar so the occurrence of a pathogen in one Mexico. Streams and tributaries bearing such tongue-
fish is of little significance" (U. S, Fish and Wildlife tripping names as the Sabine, Calcasieu, Mermentau,
Service, 1963). Vermillion, Atchafalaya, Mississippi, Pontchartrain.

In December, 1963, the U. S. Public Health Serv- and Pearl carry water to the Gulf from 31 states and
ice sent to Louisiana a team of scientists, headed by two Canadian provinces. The Missouri, the longest
Donald Mount, Research Fishery Biologist of the river in the United States, and the unpredictable Ohio,
Robert A. Taft Sanitary Engineering Center in Cin- and their vast tributary networks all contribute to
cinnati, Ohio. These men collected water, mud, and Louisiana's estuaries.
fish samples from the affected areas, and returned to Like a bullet through a rifle barrel, waters of the
Cincinnati to begin exhaustive researches on these mighty Mississippi are thrust toward the Gulf be-
materials. Louisiana's Division of Water Pollution tween the confines of the flood control levees. Before
Control continually sent fresh materials to Cincinnati the day oi these man-made structures, these waters
from both the affected and non-affected areas. The fanned out over tremendous reaches of the coast, 4
investigations and researches conducted by the Public intermingling with waters contributed by the Atchafa-
Hlealth Service biologists and chemists in defining the laya and other tributaries to the Gulf. Freshwater
fish-killing agents as organic pesticides are, in our marshes (salinities averaging 4-6 %.ý) were formed
judgment, classic. The story of epochal achievement by deposited silts and vegetative covers of wire grass
through unique bioassay and analytical techniques (Spartina patesis), widgeon grass (Ru ppia mar-
rightfully remains to be told by the workers them- tiosa), three-cornered grass (Scirps oh yi), and
selves, other common marsh grasses held these masses to-

We have related this background in order to bring gether. Wildlife communities were established in the
into sharper focus the needs for continued and in- marshes, and seafoods flourished from the nutrients
creased analytical scrutiny of our estuarine areas. carried by the fresh water into these positive estuaries.
True, man does not have to depend upon these geo- As man erected his flood protection devices, these
graphical niches for his most vital water needs. marshes ceased to form as extensively as before.
Nevertheless, we have just encountered a new dimen- When oil was discovered in the offshore and bay
sion in water pollution which bears ,ignificantly on areas, drilling rigs and barges channeled through
man's every use of the water resource. We have dis- them. The intruding higher-salinity Gulf waters killed
covered this by detecting toxic materials at levels much of the vegetation and these marshes started dis-
down to parts per trillion and relating these concen- solving under the constart buffeting of the tides. Silt
trations of minutiae to animal mortality. Our estu- and decayed grasses soon covered up many oyster-
aries are the receptacles of all those inland rivers and producing areas. Valuable nursery areas for both the
streams which, as separate entities, we are trying at white shrimp (Pumwar stijrfur) and the brown
great cost to protect from the ravages of pollution. shrimp (Preose r-'elrug) were adversely affected by
In our efforts we are prescribing appropriate levels the highly saline coiicentrations which formed when
of treatment for municipal and industrial wastes: fresh waters were channeled away from parts of the
withholding entirely from the stream such wastes as estuaries.
we can; and supplementing stream flows with dilution Oil and other mineral production, shell dredging,.'i,
water where practical. pollutants from inland municipalities and industries.
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channel dredging for navigation, anid insect control delay. At the amem time we must have a strong pro-
ane constantly clanging the water quality and physi- gram to control the discharge of wastes and toxins
cal characte of these areas. One exauvple of draft from all sources, inc!uding industries, municipalitieA.
channeing is the IMississppi River ]vf Outlet Proj. and agricultural asreas. It is equally imnportant that
ect. authorized in 19S6C which provides shipping serv- every possible step be taken to rrevent accidental
ice from the G3ulf to New Orleans. This channel is spills of oils, chemicals, and other pollutants capable
36 feet deep, 5W0 feet wide at the bottom, and about of restricting the maximum use of estuaries and their
76 miles long. When fully completed, Louisian will adjacent land masses, and the profitable harvesting
lose an estimate 10-14 million dollars annually be- of the desira~e biologiczl forms they produce. No
cause of fish and wildlife habitat destroyed where this single ftce of restoration or prevention is outstand.
project cuts across highly productive estuarine and ing-thaey are all equally important links in the chain
marsh areas (Eighth Biennial Report. 1958-959). essential to the preservation of our coastal wealth,
Fringe deficits, such as the inward march of the and merit the undivided attention of all those con-
southeirn oyste drill (Theis) and the oyster parasite ceriaed with its protection.
(Dermacyntidvum menimum), are all related to nun's
rearrangement of Louisiana estuaries. LITERATURE CITED

SUMMARY LOUISIANA WILD LIFE AND FISHERIES COM-
MISSION, 1958-9. Eighth Bien'Sial Repoirt; pp. 39WVe have examined but a few of the problems now and 187. New Orleans Louisiana.

being experienced in only one estuarine complex. We LOUISIANA WILD LIFE AND FISHERIES COlE-
are concerned, howeve, that most estuaries and their MISSION, 1960-61. Ninth Bienniul Report; p. 207.
marshes are being influenced all too constantly by New Orleans. Louisiana.
masn's outpouring of wastes and by his geographical ST. ýMANTI. L ., 1964. Mosquitoes-losecticides-Wild-
alterations. The preservation of these estuarial land ulife. Louuisioa Co r~a~u.16:2-5.

U.S. FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE, 1963. Letter
masses is important, not only to the sports public and Retort ot Not-ember S, 196.3 to Lou.,.... WildJ Lite
the commercial harvester of food and fur, but also to and Fisheries Commission. U. S. Department of In-
those marine life forms requiring nursery groundb terior. Fish Farming Experimiental! Station, Stuttgart.
and suitable bedding habitats. We have techniques Arkansas.
for marsh management which, properly used. can pro- U. S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, I9MI. Polliitjou

ridevitl potecionto ur castineecolgie. ~ cawused fish kdIs in 1961. Publ. No. 847; pi. I6 U. S.widevitl potetionto ur malne eoloies We Departmnent of Health, Education. and Welfare. wAah-
should initiate projects using these methods without ington, D). C.
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A. F. BARTSCH.' R. ). CALLAWAY.' Aso R. A. WAGNER
P'acific Xorthkrveu, DIhsison of lf'ater Supply and Pollwuto Control, Publi If ciiA Sen'ure.
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and

C. K& WOELKE

Sh~igdjlh! Laboratory-I'oiui If hilisey, State of 15 eadiugton Deporluueune of Fisbkerits. Drixivow. ii* ̂ashixiox

l'ullution caused by the discharge of pulp and paper chemical background on which to deitign their studies.
inill wastes into marine waters at Everett, Bellingham, P'lankton, productivity, and larva bioassy sampling
Anacortes, and Port Angeles. Washington, has stimu- stations. for example %ere selecv-d on the basis of
lated fick! investigations which have been undertaken oceanographic field data. Temperature, salinity, dis-
tu sulpport the et.foreement proceedings authorized by solved oxygen (DO), Pearl-Benson Index (1PB!).
the Federal Water Pollution Control Act. The pro- pit, and light penetration by Secehi disk Were rota-
grams include field research and investigations to de- tinelv measured on monthly field trips. E*quipment it;
termsine the effects of such wastes on water quality, now being used which is more refined than the Scechi
water toes, and the marine environment. The total disk.
effort represents cooperative pa-iicipation by the (The l'e~sri-l-Bson Inadex (PBI), as used in this
U. S. Public Hlealth -Service- thr. Washington State pawer is the dilutii" of sulfite waste liquor (SWL)
Water Pollution Control. Fish, and Game Depart- containing 10 percent s"ids expressed as ppr" by
inents: universities': and industries. volume: determined by the Barnes etuat. (1963) modi-

Although the project was initiated in the spring of fication of the Pearl and Benson (1940) 6whnuique.
0962, numnerous technica problems and delays were Although not synonyfions. the terms 1111 and SWL
encounitered in tooling up for the job; it was about will be uwed inwchangeably. The term "spent suffite
th- same as starting with naithing and organizing liquor" (SSL) is nwd~ by smate and is equivalent to
miniature departments of oceanography, engneering, SWIL A model GS Beckman meter was used ior
and biology and equipping them to fuanction. The pit: the Alsterberg (axide) mocdification of the Wink-
initial goal, to have all phases of the field program lev method 4A.P.H.AA. 1960 for dissolved oxygen
begin tog-ether wnd progress simultaneously, u-as on- (DO) was moraL)
attainiable. Therefore, additional sampling was neces- The location and depth of sampling in all three
ýLary along the wa% to provide sufficient supponng, areas wer e governed by the fallowing concepts: V
informtation ftr c-tch phs of stdy . Stations were wkvWla to allow adequate-come-

The program cofsists of several major e.'-ticnt*- :tee of conditions from mazanam sull~te waste liquor
in-plasit surveys, oceanographic studies, %tologicAl OSWLd concentration to those of little or no SWL
studies, and ectiornonc studies. The llnd-,gs it Ever'ett. Statinns were close enough together to allow contou0r-

eltingham. and Port Angeles illustrate several as ing of the data anid dispetwd only enaou to permit
pcs of the ocranographic andl bioogical studkie =.mtine a given asrva in one dlay

I Fir. 1)2. Alhthouh SWL cronaeemratsam and ssuaciaied

NATURE 0' O TIlE OCEEAOGRAPHf C certms at the surface are twortaona to juvwadle Wa.
STDIS MounS. cdMnienrati'E$ in deeper wafter are ahW mi-
STUI)Il-~ poethat., especialy at Evereett kw omter PC* nial an-

The oceanographic studies have three principal oh- flurace can f (a) seade battuna fawa. tb) hai
jeclivrs: (I Idettrminting the dispersion and per- fisheries. sueh as crab llovisr. and oither deanresa
uastenc of pulp mill wastes at the surface and at flabta. and i c i pnkkm.n
depths related to the &Wthmg da.a~rsasof the 3. tn arras ahe-e only suarfaco- dischargers are made.
areas: (2) deirrivining the imtent and thiekiat-as of xvertial maamng and! dtfiwiani will wt-ur "ad mmse-
iJokle beds caused by awdusry, and (3) detwgmining qsentiv. deeper Wartes mim br samples
the effect of surf ac wast cuactutratkins on l~ho 4- Plp aim! papr mills umlly opmate aftomad the
peric raticia. Another animptant objective is to pro. dcim- U2 uwubs a year. Tlhtn are brasoial and! di.
vide r~v ~bolocsuwdbhe nees~ pnco- Z Z ZhktmimTfwair m Zrpetm thotim h

Wow Peusaft C.* AdWMO400% . --a Ofd
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1Ws wastes on significant narine orranisfus and their en-
ir ~vironmnent. Such informuation will help to determine

whether damnages have been caused by pollution anti.
if so, to define the necessary remedial steps. Eight
separate activities are involved in doing this, as shown

=- Other investigators have approached somne of these
a objectives and a sizable literature has developed, es-

pecially relating to salois, and shellfish (L.asater.
It 1954; Tollefion. 1963; Wagner et at.. 1957; Waldi-

chuk, 1960), The toxic effects of SWL on young
salmon have been studied intensely for several years.

t ~ a Mains e~la. ( 1953). and Gunter and McKee (19W)
"640~ thoroughly reviewed and evaluated current informa-

tion on the effects of SWL. on oysters.
- ... a Of the eight biological activities cited above. onlv

4r three will he discussed in this paper: (1.) oyster larva
S bioassays for the BellinghiAm-Saniish and Port An-

/ ~geles areas. (2) adult oyster mortaity, g~rowth, And
*condition index for the Ilellingh~am-Saniish area: and
*(3)i live box hioassays with juvenile salnionids for

* GROSS CHARACTFRISTICS OF Till:
THE j TA

The three major areas under investigation have
.1 little in com-son, except that they are all Ijathled in
.? salt water. Because P'uget Sound'itself i!. an estuary.

Fig. I. Laotian map of Paget Samvtl area. wateirs adjacent to Everett may he considered an
estuary within an estuary. sincr already dilutc sea

Occaogrphi lieraureon ~tgt Sundandad-water at this point is freshened still more by entry- of
Oceaogr~ti.litratre o Puet oundandad- the _Sn&ohniish Rivier Biellingham~ l~ay is similar.

jacent waters is vohiniinous. and no attem'pt is made
toreview it thoroughly here. The University oi because it is ted at its nort.Sernitwst end bv the Nook-

sack River. Port Angeles harbor is not 'a true eato-Washington ( 19.53) has cimdueted "t~g and exten-
sivt studies of %Vashingtv-i marine waters and ha% ary ac'Orin toPichr' 19;;) tk-iitiowý. bt-
published a comnprehensive literature review of the cause no large streartis eter 'It. Indlelm, AIs low-

area.nJ Th-,lmhm-a h Bay sistem. in par- salanist water in the surfiac laver is niostly due to
ticular. has beeni 'ivestigated in regard to Rlushing " w'it-' frmiii riinl~ n urmlsaogtehro

characteristics and SWI. diotrliutfion it'ollsas and ttclota olv-1.cta yterrta
Hiruen 196i)i The Unii.rrsity ni W-Auhinton has Iti Utflr ocaif ~ tsies b'ter'ria
aisa conmpletedi a study of 11clihn~hant Itai' currents Andlaltero l alnit gradient-* lIeciuse salinitY is .
using Richjrdmmn meters suppled by the U. S. P'ublc oiýls, itf anisturihuti~r eet it~oii abut thdes nit run
herAlth Servome The Paicific Oceanograp.hic C~roup in Nitdsrbuonrea mrauu hrip o
Canada. his also (-miductted inumwr'*a5 swtvte' in th ,stuary than any other single tActor. Therefofr,. typi
Strait if Juan dc Fuca and ciustigumnis atefs.. p.ad10ewcnrtts act

Itecause of the informatwis alts-adh available va the pared %ith depth-statio curves are All utel &_ cA-
rltringhim-Sarmith i stem. moot of the present Omean- hibit the Kr-wi characterisiics of each of the thfre

agraphir ftork has. beeni carrmie out in Evrerett And a
Port Angvles- These two areas hare been studied In
ageCiesW of the State of Wai~inotin I UibAtWy rt di. (31151RV.ATltNS IN 111- Bi:IEL.IIN. .11 XM
19W:) Oriob to di. 1051 . Pirrteain arid Gibba. I9.V I AREA
Somne of the pulp Wid Pame Caffspanis Ccincerl"st also th
has-c conduted frield " tudies. bunt the resultingz data ~ sae i
are rjot .wieratv TAsadahir. Stn etd it I~3 %J 5 i ~ cis pof14AtC the "wriiiire sarves,% CfV%%ductrd b the
hitihhd a reipwr sholitfi cmiuuditituti eistine in th, -,vrq o %Ash~ngUcM inte elig-ana
Pon Angeles Am during a twouvireltw ,lkse lst vks~tem. 'he U,. S Ntblic hIf-alth Smrvie acwan.

NATURF. OF TIlE BIOLOGICAl. STUD)IES cardfii" in ac'cinhm-edin-sh RatdFg of` aaS~eA

Tie objecti"a(-so the t6.4ugaal pc~ramn are to de V at1r enters the WV~wW. at deph priniarely bctsiiwv-
trct xad ntiamr the tiftcneum iv pulp and pnwr mnill C~irmirs and launuas IsdAnds. and to abtrAt tuo to lI
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Table I. Type, area, and frequency of biological investigations.

Frequency Initiation
Type Areas of invest date

Vertical and horizontal tow coll-ctions of plankton All Monthly July, 1963
Submerged microslidir for attached organisms Bellingham- Everett 10 days Feb., 1964
Protuctivity ant nutrient supply Bellingham- Everett Monthly March, 1964
Adult oyster mnwtality, growth. and condition

index-Phase 2 Bellingham-Sanush Monthly Marl', 1964
Oyster larva bioassay All Monthly May. 1963
l ive box bioaay, juvenile salmonids Bellingham. Port

Angelet, Everett Sunmer April, 1963
l)mstributioan-mixration, juvenile salmonid Bellingham, Port spring March. 1963

Angeles, Everett and Fall
|,lttom 6iheries, trawling Bellingham-Sasnih.

l'ort Atnlef Monthly Dec, 1963

jJirts pur thou--l #_snd lev sialinue than water in the al! values bh two. Wa:er! throughout the system are
.<trait of Juan de Fuca near Port Angeles. markedly turbid, with Smchi disk readings generally

Figure 2 almo slitm, that the 19)--196l average less than two meters. Low light transmission is caused
%uriace l'lll (Cllias and Barnes. 1962) decreases by SWVi, suspended fibers from the pulp and paper
with distance from the %asic soumce, but extends as mill. plankton blooms, and silt transport from the
a detectable plume into San.vil flay. The percentage Nouksack. Samish. and other smaller e-ivs. Effect
remaining with distance relative to the .i.JO parts per of mill effluents in lowering DO levels is localized to
inillni ippm) contour ca'n •e obtained by divmiing within -. one- to two-mile radius of the oultfall, but

oxygen saturation valutes of 12f-14.0 percent are not
uncommon in the upper 10 rn during planton bloomis.

at two distances from the waste source. Station A.
nearest the outfall, shows that Pill decreases rapidly

G.O with depth and is not found beneath the halocline. Do)
r o and phi are decreased in the upper 2 m- At a greater

"" 5F" / "" distance iro.• the outfall, Pill values hav'e diminished.
ant no effect on p[ and OI) is apparent. Surface

o salinity Ia- also increased from 25.6 to 28.3 ¶.- be-
cause of this station's position relative to the Nook-

Ovster culture %as iornwrhv ore of the water uses
in parts oi lliinghian ilai. but it is now limited to~~~~~h a•• -"... " l~r ia-•-nt waters of Sami, |av. In ,Ia, area.

Vaisi ntei's ii raucofred ngipwi are casitivate

irom s e-i imported from tapani ,r (anad.3.

W

cw-q - S *'* -. . . . .t

- i" "' '
410

via .. . 4v
Pelad-tewr. l"21 Ptz l'R tram t'fitrtrTAY ad Washse- Fro . 41 rallshi Was)"hmsgto '%%-Wm cws'.k ]we
t-0 data (GAlia. and Rhsnwt. ~tI 5 lm
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Because wastes from the Bellingham mill are car- Table 2. Oyster larva bioassay data for Bellingham-
ried southward to the oyster-growing areas, it was Samish area. Summary for period, May 13 to Novern-
necessary to devise a means of sensing the response ber 20, 1963.
of oysters to this factor of their environment. Two
methods were developed: (I) larva bioassays of water Kilo-
samples were collected at key points in the area, and meters Mean
(2; in situ bioassay. were made of one- and two-year- from percent•poilu- Number abnor-
old specimens of q-ed oysters to determine growth, Sta- tlon of uma Mean PBI
survival, and condition index or fatness. tion source cultures larvae PBI range

Each month one surface-water sample is collected
by seaplane at each of II sampling points (Fig. 4). 1&2
The samples are flown dir-ctly to the Point Whitney (comb.) 0.1 & 3 42 95.9 1,087.8 6-3,840

3 5 9 67.8 105.0 1-222laboratory of the State of Washington Department of II 7 15 72.2 702 4-250
Fisheries to be processed. The time lapse from col- 4 8 15 442 26.8 1-91
lection to processing never exceeds three hours. The 5 12 12 27.5 10.1 1-25
technique is described by Loosanoff (1954) and has 10 16 21 19.5 12.3 2-35

6 17 21 17.8 3.7 0-22been modified by Woelke (1961). In brief, Pacific 9 18 21 16.1 14.0 0-28
oysters are stimulated to spawn by raising their tem- 8 19 15 23.3 3.2 1-7
perature to 25"-30°C. for three hours after having 7 20 15 22.9 3.6 0-9
been held for four to six weeks at 20"C. At one and
one-half hours or less after fertilization, about 25,000
larvae are added to each sample. Aft-r a 48-hour ex- minal PBI, and salinity concentration. Chlorophyll a
posure to the test water, a sample containing 100-200 is measured in the raw samples only.
larvae is examined microscopically to determine the Raw, unadjusted bioassay results for the first seven
percent of "abnormal" larvae (those which are not months are shown in Table 2. It is apparent that lar-
fully shelled). Analyses are made for initial and ter- val abnormalities increased with the decreasing dis-

tance from the pollution source, with all stations

.ý .... within 8 km showing abnormalities of 44 percent or
' greater. Similarly, h;,;h PBI and high abnormalities

go together, %hich suggests a toxic influence of SWL
from the Bellingham mill.

Long-term, in situ bioassays with seed stages andSI-Madult oysters are co.ducted at six locations (Fig. 4)
954 to determine mortalities, growth rate, and condition

7;•2 2 11 1index (Westley, 1959). When this program was ini-
702 0-- 2. 0 LARVAE SIOASSAY tiated in June, 1963, the oysters were held in asphal-

SI STAT~o, turn-coated metal mesh baskets supported in 2.4 X 3 m
.3 SITE anchored rafts. Test pepulations consisted of 50

10195 89 ATNo&P CENT IF. pieces of seed cultch, 150 one-year-old and 100 twc-

710 Mt.•AN ' year-old Pacific oysters. It was discovered shortly
4,- 4 0,2that violent tossing of the rafts in the open sweep of

.s -water during stormy weather caused the oysters to
*Oj ,.o• grind together, interrupted their feeding, and raised

, ,, "questions concerning other aspects of the test con-
. , " ditions.

"The limited condition index data available at this
09 61 ,point were sufficiently promising to justify continu-
0 6 ing and improving the program. The first modifica-

ST.tion was to stabilize each raft by attaching two 35-
7 foot-long Douglas fir saw logs in the manner of trail-

6 L2 9 ing rudders. Next, 4,000 test oysters were cemented
3? 5 736with calcium aluminate and Portland cement to Fiber-

glas paneis suspended vertically from the rafts I m
deep at panel midpoint. It is now possible to remove
each panel from the water for periodic examination

.... . : and photographing. Oyster growth can be measured
_...........__" __ ., on the photograph by planimeter, and the growth his-

Fig. 4. Bellingham, Washington. Sampling stations for tory of each specimen can be followed individually.
oyster larva bioassays and sites for in situ bioassays, May- Quarterly, a sample consisting of 25 oysters on a
October, 1963. panel will be taken to the laboratory to determinre the

......................................----

1 l i lIl m•
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I Is Itt¢•oac t:,•| -

ISTA¢ Sr-OM0 IWAIM" ------ S~ |i

aud0Pa for August ,so

, 5 "4<,5 _0 oga assge. ..7

0~ le1.0

"SAN homishý $ounce -50 moino ufc aeso iouh

Pw~s~ff •Fig.f't,.£an. 6. d i ed rnet Wasngton. i sionce 192

/~ig Ever ett, Wyrgashinstaton. Vhtiae secten ocupBie

(ppm). Averaged for May, 1962-May, 1963 (solid lines)

0 aet for s August 3, 1962 (dashed lines), diffuser to Sara-
<i5 togaPassage.

occurs because of precipitation and entry of the Sno-
homish River; net motion of surface waters is south.

... .Sills are present a.here Possession Sound joins Port
/ , r Susan. Their effect on water exchange with Port

F ig.5.on.A srfc P Susan and on oxygen consumption therein has been

a, -y 125.w described by Barnes and Collias (1958). Since 1952,

20, 0 numerous hydrographic stations have been occupied20 inde/. DEEP daa aein Possession Sound and adjacent areas by the Uni-

BS I H versity of Washington, which also operates a hy-
OE GRH 0 Condraulic model of Puget Sound, including the Everett

area (Barnes etial., 1954).
h CFrom May, 1962, hydrographic stations were occu-

pied monthly at about one nautical mile intervals

5. Evereth , Washington. Average surface ~rn radially from the end of the deeper diffuser. Water
Fig. E samples for temperature, salinity, DO, PBI, and pH

were collected by Nansen bottle at 0, 5, 10, 20, 30,

don nx o dat e all e bu .75, 100, 125, and 150 m, depth permitting. Eleven
itiS fon i ex N d areletai al eaep ,cruises were L..upleted from May, 1962, through May,

the program was not revised until March of 1964. 1963. Average surface PBI for this period is shown

atIo n T e t ae in Figure . There is a gradient of PBI directed into
OBSERVATION IN u d E T dn othe inner harbor where surface outfalls are located.

OCEANOGRAPHIC Concentrations of 10 ppm occur throughout the Ever-
ett area and in the entire Port Susan region.l1

The City or Everett, located on Port Gardner at Figure 6 shows a vertical section of PBI from the
the mouth of the Snohonmish River, is the site of two diffuser into Saratoga Passage. Indicated here are the
largt sulfite pulp and paper mills (Fig. 5). Because
mea thin freshwater layer at the top, surface effluents Ia h 2

do not mix downward past the halocline. The bulk of I 'o .o
the S\VL from these mills is released through a deep 00 (.0/41 0 2 4 6 S W0 0 2 . 4 0 .0

pal PPOM1 0 .00 P04 boo 0 to So so

diffuser, reported to he 91 in at its upp~er end and
104 15 at its lower end. This being the case, there is
an initial upward plumne displacement of about 25 mn, SALNIT

since the peak PBI is usually found at 75 m over the - -

diffuser and at distance from it. The polutme depth has I ; \,, P
been found to layer out at diua on occasion. Diurnal
station data for the Everett area are not yet available, 40 ~ .

and~ significant variation in plume depth may occur X 0, Is`
over a tidal cycle. ,

Tides in the arei, under stu.dy are mnixed and the SALINITY .0

mean diurnal range is 3.4 m. The tidal currents are 0

dlescribed bv the U. S. Coast and Geodetic SurveySo

(1952) as "weak and variable", and the net current SAINADFUE TTO .MKLE

direction is northward along the bottom from Posses- Fig. 7. Everett, Washington. Station curves, April 16,
sion Sound. Considerable dilution of surface waters 1963.A

4A

tI
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S0.00

® ~ .... r -•"'o

Fig. 9. Port Angeles, Washington. Average surface
0110t SCAL ,PBI, November, 1962-December, 1963.

WT'•,S tions of up to 50 ppm, pH below 6.5, sulfide concen-

Fig. & Everett, Washington. Zones of toxicity to ju- trations of 0.5 ppm, or DO concentrations approach-
'enile salmon as percentage of mortality in 24 hours. ing zero. Fortunately, new waste-handling facilities

Composite of six tests. now being provided by the mills will help eliminate
these adverse waterfront conditions.

11-cruise average PBI values and a single cruise
(August, 1962) observation showing the 30 and 50 OBSERVATIONS IN THE PORT ANGELES
ppm contours only. This representation is somewhat AREA
analogous to the average and instantaneous configura-
tions found in industrial smokestack meteorological OC.A.OGRAPHIC

studies (Pasquill, 1962). A 14-cruise average of surface PBI for November,
The effect of SWL on DO concentrations and pH 1962, through December, 1963, is shown in Figure 9.

is illustrated in Figure 7. The data shown were ob- Two PBI sources are immediately apparent: a pulp
tamined on April 16, 1963, and are typical of the con- and paper mill at the west end of the harbor, and an-
sistent image effect correlation between SWL, pH, other at the southeast. These are essentially point
and DO. The station over the diffuser shows the sources with fluctuating discharges.
more drastic reduction in DO and pH, as would be On September 8, 1963, the PBI near the outfall of
expected; the Mukilteo Station is 7.2 km distant from Mill A was greater than 3,500 ppm (Fig. 10). A
the pipeline, yet the effect of wastes is still present Secchi disk reading one mile north of Ediz Point was
although at a greater depth than that of the station 13.0 m, the highest obtained in this study. Contours

over the diffuser. of PBI at irregularly spaced concentrations and Sec-
chi disk readings at 3-m contours show consider-

JUVENILE SALMONIDS able agreement. Light penetration, as estimated by

In the vicinity of Everett, the Snohomish River is Secchi disk, has been reduced by 10 m in the im-
used as a spawning stream by four species of salmon mediate vicinity of both mills and by 4 mi over most
(Oncorhynchus tshawytscha, 0. kisulch, 0. keta, 0. of the harbor. This is in contrast with the situation
gorbuscha) and steelhead trout (Salmo gairdnerii). on August 30, 1963 (Fig. 11), when Mill A had been
In addition, the adjacent waters of Port Gardner Bay,
into which the river empties, are used as nursery and

feeding grounds by juvenile salmonids and by bottom
fish and crabs. The salmon, steelhead, and crab '
fishery of this area had an estimated 1962 commercial 0 •o. to . 2.0

and sport harvest worth $979,949. a lr - " -. 9.0
The environmental conditions in the area are alarm-

ing because juvenile sahnonids from the river have .0
been found to invade waterfront areas where water 0

quality conditions are known to be poor. Live box -->• ,.
bioassays with juvenile chum salmon (0. keta) were . = '!-, "
made at 23 stations in this area. They revealed that '-.' / .'. " , - -,o
ernvironmental conditions were at times lethal to the ........ .- ,
test fish populations, as shown in Figure 8. On these A, , ,
occasions, temperature, salinity, and PBI were not
at levels expected to be lethal. When mortalities oc- Fig. 10. Port Angeles, Washington. Surface PBI and
curred, they coincided with free chlorine concentra- Secchi disk depth, September 8, 1963.

9 •""
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Fig. 11. Port Angeles, Washington. Surface PBI and
Secchi disk depth, August 30, 1963. Fig. 13. Port Angeles, Washington. Stations for oyster

larva bioassay samples.
shut down for a period of 11 days and the only PBI
source was Mill B. Although the Secchi disk reading for the Bellingham-Samish area also have been made
in the Strait was 8.0 m, concurrent with a plankton at Port Angeles. Once each month, samples are col-
bloom, the only effect on light penetration was local- lected by seaplane from 12 stations (Fig. 13), de-
ized in the west end of the harbor; sharply reduced livered to the laboratory, and processed in the same
PBI was also noted throughout the harbor, manner as the Bellingham-Samish samples.

Station curves for Port Angeles Harbor (Sta- Preliminary unadjusted results for the first seven
t;on A) and the Strait of Juan de Fuca (Station B, months are shown in Table 3. Here, as at other pulp
one nautical mile due north of Ediz Hook Point) mill sites, larval abnormalities increase as distance to
are shown in Figure 12. PBI values in the Strait of the waste source decreases.
2 ppm and less are background readings; this sta-
tion is completely unaffected by mill wastes. There SUMMARY
is a steady ;ncrease of salinity with depth to a maxi- In situ studies of pulp and paper mill waste pollu-
mum of 32.1 %, at 70 In and a decrease in pH and tion, such as those in progress in Puget Sound and
DO. In the harbor, PBI decreases from 50 ppm at the Strait of Juan de Fuca, require the closely co-
the surface to 2 ppm at the bottom in 20 m of water. ordinated efforts of oceanographers, biologists, en-
Surface salinity in the harbor is about 4 %, less gineers, and others. Studies on the adverse effects of
than in the strait. There is no sharp halocline, as at SWL and other mill wastes, carried out solely in the
Everett and Bellingham, and the PBI versus depth laboratory, do not sufficiently simulate field conditions
curves usually reflect this by decreasing more regu- and, therefore, cannot be projected directly to existing
larly in the top few meters. conditions in the marine environment. Hence, several

OYSTER STUDIES "bioassay" techniques are used. They vary from di-

Oyster larva bioassays similar to those described Table 3. Oyster larva bioassay data for Port An-

SALINITY (%.) 00 31 32 o0 , geles Harbor and the Strait of Juan de Fuca. Sum-
PH ,9 so 9.0 mary for period, May 13 to November 20, 1963.

O0 ( ./1i0* i 4 $ 8 0 2 4 a a

PAl (PPM) 0 20 40 to 60 0 20 40 , so Kilo- Num- Mlean
0+ .-- meters her percent

- 4 4from of abnor-
10 . I Sta- pollution 'ul- mal Mean PBI

o al _ I_ !00 tion source tures larvae PBI range

, SALINY 1 In harbor 21 93.3 892 19-420
30, . 2 In harbor 21 70.7 55.4 5-186

P0i H :o 3 In harbor 21 98.6 1,429.8 23-14,750
, i 4 In harbor 21 97.5 3,520.0 190-7,200

5 4east 6 542 19.0 --37
'0[46 9 east 21 61.8 17.7 10-27: 7 14 east 6 47.6 I1.5 9-14

SALINTYl 8 16 east 6 51.5 13.5 5-22M .

A9 STT I 9 25northeast 6 17.9 1.0 0-1
7. 10 2 north 21 18.5 &1 0-37

TON l T I 7 northwest 18 4.6 1.0
12 18 west 21 14.5* 0.14 0-1

Fig. 12. Port Angeles, Washington. Station curves, 1 percent m o w to low salinity. Elini.
October 29, 1963. tion of this sample pnts mean percent Abnormal larvae at 1.6.
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rect examination of marine populations and the in- LOOSANOFF, V. L., 1954. New advances in the study
fluence of pollutants on them, a id semi-natural in situ of bivalve larvae. Am. Scientist, 42:607-..i4.

MAINS, R. W., W. E. ELDRIDGE, E. M. MAINS,
bioassays with maturing oysters, to laboratory bio- J. E. LASATER, and G. A. HOLLAND, 1953. Toxic
assays with oyster larvae to test water collected at effects of sulfite waste liquor on young salmon. Re-
suspect points, search Bull. No. 1. State of Washington Dept. of

Oceanographic studies have traced the distribution Fisheries, Olympia, Washington.
ORLOB, G. T., . R. PETERSON, and J. R. JONES.

and persistence of mill wastes. They also show that 1951. A reinvestigation of pollution in Port Gardner
the wastes occur at points where oysters and juvenile and the lower Snohomish River. Tech. Bull. No. 11.
salmon are of major concern. Although still incom- Washington Pollution Control Commission, Olympia,
plete, the bioassays with growth stages of salmon and Washington.

PASQUILL, F., 1962. Atmospheric Diffusion; The Dis-
oysters cast doubts on suitability of habitat near the persion of Windborne Material from Industrial and
waste sources. Other Sources; 1st ed. D. Van Nostrand Co., New

York.
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The Estuary--Septic Tank of the Megalopolis

PAUL DE FALCO, JR.

Raritan Bay Project, Division of Water Supply and Pollution Control, Public Health Service,
U. S. Department of Health, Education, and W'elfare, Metuchen, Nerc' Jersey'

This paper poses some questions relative to the to complicate and accentuate what in reality is a sim-
problems that face the sanitary scientist in his attempt ple dilution problem in the usual river system. Of
to meet the growing needs of the vast communities the 110 areas in the United States that are considered
that populate our shorelines. The estuary in the to be standard netropolitan statistical areas, more
United States, and in many other countries, has be- than 40 of these communities are located on estuaries.
come the septic tank of the megalopolis. These communities represent a population total of

As early as 1910, the Metropolitan Sewage Corn- fifty-five and one-half million people, or approxi-
mission of the City of New York gave serious con- mately one-third of the total population of the United 7
sideration to the possibility of installing a complete States.
system of waste drainage by pumping the waste out We have spent many years studying the effects of 4
to sea. Over the years many communities have built water pollution on the river systems of our country,
large trunk sewer systems. In the early 1900's the and only within the last fifteen years has our atten-
Passaic Valley Sewerage Commission built a trunk tion turned to the estuary. What was once a bottom-
sewer system more than 20 miles in length, serving less pit, able to receive all that man could imagine,
more than 25 communities in the Upper Passaic Val- has now become, in many areas, a septic cauldron
ley area. These wastes were conveyed by a submarine of man's wastes. Concentrated studies are underway
outfall to Upper New York Harbor. Other trunk in many estuaries, including those of California,
systems serve large areas of New Jersey, including Washington, Louisiana, Georgia, Maryland, Virginia,
the Elizabeth Joint Meeting and Middlesex County Delaware, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York,
Sewerage Authority. Large trunk systems were in- Connecticut, Rhode Island, and Massachusetts. My
stalled in Westchester County, New York; these sys- remarks will be confined to the estuaries on the con-
tems sent the sewage of a large suburban area of the tinental shelf of the East Coast.
county to the Hudson River and Long Island Sound. The majority of the estuaries on the East Coast
Nassau County, Long Island, diverts approximately are in the highly developed urban area from Boston
one-third of the county's sewage to a large outfall to Washington, D. C.-an area referred to as the
located on the south shore of the Island. Trunk Megalopolis. These estuaries are the recipients of ,
sewer systems have been projected and installed in waste loadings from the upland non-tidal areas repre-
many areas of the country, for example, in Boston, senting the upland development of these river systems.
in the Blackstone Valley of Rhode Island, and ;n the In addition, the communities that straddle the estu-
Brandywine Valley of the Delaware. Disposal of aries themselves place upon these estuaries the bur-
sewage from upland areas to convenient estuaries den of municipal and industrial waste pollution from
where the wastes are discharged in large quantities a population of approximately thirty-five million
after varying degrees of treatment presents many people.
problems to the sanitary scientist in his search for Much is being done by the pollution control agen-
the right combination of the degree of treatment, the cies of the local, state, interstate, and Federal govern-
location of outfall, and the volume of dilution neces- ments to solve the problems associated with these
sary. waste discharges. Much research has been under-

taken, and several large-scale engineering programs
MANY SOURCES I)E;RADE ESTUARIES are underway involving the expenditure of hundreds
Additional problems are the development, in many of milihuns of dollars to abate the pollution of these

of these communities, of large storm-water overflow estuaries. I, the metropolitan area of New York
systems, which drain sanitary sewage in combined City the communities have spent or are planning to
systems and larger quantities of storm-water drain- spend in excess of a billion dollars for waste treatment.
age in separate systems into the estuarine areas dur-
ing timi° of high rainfall. Also, the drainage from POLLUTION LIMITS WATER USE
many suburban areas may contain quantities of fer- Pollution has taken its toll in the last half century.
tiliz~rs and pesticides used by the suburban gardener Many oyster and clam beds have disappeared or have
on his quarter-acre grass farm. All of these wastes been closed because of pollution. Many fishery areas,
enter into the estuary where the tidal currents serve whre the sports fisherman could depend on catching

a variety of fish. have disappeared. Man must goI Since transferred as the Federal Wate'r Pollution C'ontrol Ad.

ministration. to the U. S. Department of the Interi'o. farther and farther afield for his shellfishing, sport
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, fishing, swimming, and boating. Bathing areas have of materials that exists in salt water compounds the
moved farther and farther away from the center of problem even further, so that we have an extremely
the communities on the estuaries. Bathing beaches complex combination which is difficult to characterize.
which were once convenient to the centers of popula- Removal from the system can be effected by sedimen-
tion in New York, Philadelphia, and Boston have tation, possibly including coagulation and flocculation.
been closed, and the populace now must drive consid- It may be removed by diffusion, chemical interaction,
erable distances in order to use the beaches. Corn- or biochemical or biological conversion. Another pos-
mereial fishery prospects have also been dimmed by sibility is that it may remain intact within the estu-
the specter of pollution. The runs of fingerlings have ary. Materials entering the estuary may also act as
been hindered in many estuaries by oxygen blocks, nutrients to the animal or plant life present in the
Spawning areas have become polluted in many cases, estuary and create noxious conditions such as the

The sanitary scientist, in his fight to hold the overgrowth of algae or other plantlike material. The
ground against the incursion of pollution, finds a sedimentation of large quantities of material in the
dearth of information in many areas in which he estuary can create problems of silting-in of existing
works. It is difficult to estimate the flow in an estu- channels, sediment covering shellfish beds, or even
ary. There is no readily available tool to enable the possibly large quantities of organic materials which,
sanitary engineer to calculate easily the dilution fac- as it degrades anaerobically, may in the future create
tors. The sanitary chemist is faced with insufficient a demand on the oxygen resources in the system.
knowledge of the application of standard sanitary Our theoretical knowledge of the estuaries is
chemistry testing procedures in salt water. Many limited by the inadequate data that are available, and
tests cannot be run at all because of high concentra- our empirical knowledge is limited by the difficulties
tions of salts interfering with the test procedures. in sampling and the small number of studies which
Other tests have been modified, but few have been have been conducted.
fully tested. Additionally, the effect of stratification A considerable percentage of the work conducted
of salt water or of thermal gradients may create by oceanographic institutions is in the ocean waters
serious problems in trying to obtain sufficient dilution lying off the continental shelf, but very little work is
of the waste even after treatment. being done in the estuary proper. If we might re-

¶ The sanitary microbiologist is faced with some orient some oceanographers to the problems we have
serious questions about the growth cycles of various here on our own shores, we might make a significant
pollutional bacteria in salt waters. Much has been impression on the problems that face us in this area.
written which indicates the toxicity of salt water to We need active work in the area of tidal hydraulics
many species of poilution organisms, but there are of the estuary so that we may adequately concern our-
also conflicting suggestions which indicate that many selves with the volumes of water that are available
species may exist in salt water for longer periods than for the movement of the waste materials to the sea.
may be expected. We need a comprehensive evaluation of bioassay tech-

The sanitary biologist, in turn, faces the problem niques to determine the effects of the admixture of
that here, in the waters whb re the sea meets the waste within the estuary. \Ve also need an evaluation
land, many freshwater and saltwater species may of what might naturally exist in the estuary prior
exist, and what may appear to be in fresh water a to the defilement of the environment by man-by so
preponderance of an organism due to pollution toler- doing we might be able to estimate the changes that
ance may in reality be a tolerance caused by saline have been brought about by the advent of man and
conditions. The pollution-tolerant marine organisms his waste.
have not been fully annotated or identified.

The use of dyes to measure dispersion in an estu- PROGRESS MADE IN METHODOLOGY

ary is of considerable interest to the sanitary engi- In spite of some lack of interest, we have been mak-
neer, although much needs to be done to enable the ing gains with these problems over the past few years.
sanitar. engineer to interpret the information when We, ;n the Raritan lay P'roject, have been faced
it is collected more accurately. Hydraulic models with the problem of developing scientific data describ-
have been developed to a point where they may dupli- ing the pollution of the Raritan Bay area, an estuary
cate hydrological information for an estuary. The ap- of the Raritan River-Hudson River complex. In the
plicatiun of these raodels might provide valuable in- process of our studies, we have developed and tested
formation if a more realistic method were available some modifications of existing testing procedures. In
for evaluating the diffusirm of the various types of chemistry, a modified COD test as well as a modifi-
esturrine materials, cation for the n itrate-nitrite test is being used. We

have also been exploring the rossible use of ion-
WASTE AND WATER MAKE A exchange resins for the concentration of trace ma-

COMPLEX MIXTURE terials.
It must be remembered that the sanitary scientist is Microbiologically. the use of the menmbrane filter

dealing with a mixture of materials which he com- in sea water has given us the same degree of accuracy
monly refers to as municipal or industriai waste. The previously attained in freshwater work. Biologica!ly,
admixture of this conglomeration with the mixture our biologist has been able to separat! and identify
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some organisms which appear to be pollution-tolerant Other Public Health Service studies currently un-
in marine waters. The species-numbers relationship derway have developed a mathematical model of the
appears to be highly significant in demonstrating dissolved oxygen system for that estuary which ap-
whether polluted conditions exist or not. Studies con- pears to permit forecasting of water quality condi-
ducted of sediments, sediment size, and geological tions with sufficient accuracy so that remedial meas-
makeup have been valuable in determining patterns ures may be taken in time. Studies are under way on
of inflow into the bay system. The use of photo- the Chesapeake Bay and the estuaries of the Southeast
fluorescent dyes and hydraulic models has also as- that will permit comprehensive planning for water
sisted in solutions to the hydraulic problems. pollution abatement in estuaries.
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Ile Sensee of the Meeting'

JOEL W. HFJ)GP'1TH

Parifc .V1 in-e Station, Uernersity ol Ilse Pacif. VdIlon Reach. Calilornia2

'ndnow thy way with brow serene, fear not empirical, assumiption of the Atlantic Ocean as
not thy humble tale to tell: an estuary. We were rem indc,1 that from the fishes'

I'hewhipe~ of he eset-wnd; he inking eye view the estuary may extend as far into the ocean
of he whaser's-obtell srtwn."h indn as a salmon might detect the influence of land. As

of te caels-ell.Mc Hugh pointed out. this could include an extensive
Burton: The Kasidah par of th Not Paii Oca.Inetayms

-The best laid plans o' mice an' men gang aft be tidal, then what is sucha body of water as the Sea
agley". sometimes not so much for the worse as. some- of Azov, the estuary if the Dan, which flows into
what differently from what wa anticipated. So it the essentially tideless Black Sea? Indeed. in all our
was with this conference, which was originally in- good-humored differences about the definition of an
tended to be somew hat less formal and comprehensive estuary little consideration was given to the Sea of
in scopbe, and so understanding, I consented to attempt Azov, whose annual salinity regime is influenced by
an aid hoc summary. However, interest in the meeting the removal of fresh water from the system by free-
increased to such an "xtent during the organizational ing in winter. In any event, we can have esmuarine
period that plans went :nto the exponential phws. conidition-- without an estuary; the groumdwater Bow
Sorne 85 papers were arranged, many in concurrent into parts of Biscayne Bay is an example of such a
sesions, with some sessions lasting late into the eve- situation.
sling. No one person could absorb all this information What is an ideal estuary? Is this somnething like
in a week, and an adequate summary of all this would trying to define "nuormal" climatte? It has been pointed
mean writing a book on the subject, which would be out by someone that th nra" climte is tecli-
superfluous in a book already containing thtse papers, mate Of Your formative years. All other climates are

Sorne people, amonig them perhaps those who would dilereiit and therefore not "nornal'. From this it
inot attend for one reason or another, pr~ofess not to would follow that t1W ile.-l fsta..-y :. 'Jat of.f jua iiU

sce much sense in !arge conferences, but ther was a loal experience. For me this would be that narrow
great deal of sense to, and sense of. this meeting. Onie tidal creek between Alameda and Oakland an the cast
think5 of this in the Quaker idiom, in which the sense side oi San Francisco Bay called the OkL~and Efta-
oi the meeting is conveyed by a spokemnan or perhaps ary. iNihile it does have a sort of estuarine pond.
simply inferred by a bystander who has heard about Lake Merritt. a" Cond*Nsvre and Menmirr& oc-
%hat went on. The sense of this conference on estu- clar in it. it is r'ra% no one's idea Of what an ideal
aries is that of cornmon interest and coriern for the estuary ought-c be- After the first few definmiti-ors
problems of estuaries--this is what brought as all had been offered. wm,: ol us began to wimkfr if we

together. At the sAme time. however, although we hail really conic to the right confernce. The best
devoted a fair amount of time and thought to defining exlwt15ion. hrywmrv. was that of Ma2rg&We. who re-
our terms, therm was no feel'ing of need fot a comi- minded us that estuaries are a opiTean manifestatwon of
rivin ter for a diverse and somewhat amorphous the mixing pritnes. and that tu. study esturies by the
Kroup of people. There is no term for a student of MM%%1C 4 ppfU1Ch is A useful and C A'tia WAY 10
"riuaries or the sciener of studying estuaries, and no bridge the gap betwe ac-strwture and fui wssn. There
*.oe Weiou.4ly proposed any word for it. This certainly are c'iisrary opsniwas and viirwonxn that am in-.
suggests khat we are still in the happy tatje of being iipirfd by the convictwon that suisecologica and ec..
more interested in what we are doing than in trying I~TFetn appro~aches are ton conuplicats for meAningfl
to buildl semantic jwnpire rrsuits As long &s we do not sudesinsad enoall &bo

We did hAve some ds~cuty in agreeing about what the indiv"idua *jncws And factors in MaUMe. Balt as
we war working in. that is. in defining an estuary, far as estuanes are cocmcrvied. it is obvious tha we
Frown a strict ;imiwtion to tidal influence--hot am ntI treat them as c'sxrp" sistems. evpeialy it,
necessarily salt water, as Casperti proposed from, the populate aers %theme they rieceive the greats shock
esample of the 111e-*-w rangird to the imperial (if aloault o'f mn's intreavig popidatui and' Ins.trial-

isation- Thes are ineked the septic tank of the
trn.', se. Thio momw ww prws.ud by W- IKedsn a mnegalopilis.

A*, 35m .1 m U.t im kumtbs. 0 ew bm"rw. We cannot mverestimaite hini piobkw of pollutian
9 Ps" em 'im-Ki*%oe -mw.Nt- So V- to the future. although it may have been true in the
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Past that a little pollution (at least of potentially nlu- Rushing. Thus the system constitutes, as Ketchuni ha%
trient mnaterial) is a good thing for an eatuary. We pointed out. a nutrient trap. It is furthennore a sys-
are adding mew pollutants, same of them of unknown tens in which control by the bottom materials is the
long-ten. effects. at an exponential rate. In this con- dominiant influence. as Ferguson Wood has pointed
Wt we should remind ourselves that anv one who out at th~s eonference and an a number of other circa-
wol have said in 1900 that the automobile_ would be sions. Indeed the most interesting contributions to
a majoir soune of pollution and would make a city our understanding 'estuarine processes made at tllt%
the size of Los Angeles uninhabitable for many people conference are in the fields of detritus and the physi-.
would have been laughed at for his view of alarm. cal processes of accuniiultion asgainst a gradient. A%
We no longer have 60 years to study these problems. elucidated by l'ostma.
[The Thames, for example, has been polluted for the It is in ths context of doinanas influenc~e by sedi
lastI hundred ears, but adequate stud) of the problem mentary processes and the detritus cycle that the im-
was not begua, -Mtil 2949. After 15 years the report portance of benthic mollusics in estuarine tcosystems
was published. "We are now at the point where it is is begt considered- We find indications of the sig-
possible to predict with a fair degree of certinty. nificance of infauna bivalves in such diverve civ~ron-
what the effect would be of making any of a wide mentu as the Sea of Azov (Zenkevitch, 1963 ) and
variety of changes in the impos4ed conditions . . For the I 'immn. Mfadre of T"'cat In other areas, such a%
the first time in the United Kingdom, control of pý: marshiands, mangrove swamps, and the European
tion in an estuary will be based on quantitatie predic- waddens. the most significant. and w~entially govern-
tions of the effects of individual dischargers" (C ame- ing. factor of estuarine productivity (at least from
son. 1960'.J man's viewpint) are such organisms as detritus-

It is obviouis thai we must approach the problems feeding gastropoids like ('erithiids and Baldlaria. and
of estuaries in a reasonably holistic or synthetic way, the Ilydrobtiids a: s %U ý1a such bivalves as oysters
This conferencet-and its published proceedings- anid molluscs. When one rentirniers the anaerobic
should provide us with srnte idea of things we must condition oi bo~ttojni sedimnents, it is easy to see wh%
know and do to undersan estuariet. Of course, we this stwiould be so. and Kanwisher 119(%2) has put it
need more attention to systematics. especially since most concisely. Msolluscs, especially bivalves. are
we often see to be dealing with pairs and comnplexes eq~uipped not only to bring in oxygenated water but
of closr~ly related orgaisums ancl we critically need to close themselves off front the cur lrLitment during

soecaordinated physiological studies of widely dis- periods of unfavorable condittors. Since they are not
tribaUtd species that may or may not hare separate mobile. bivalves serte as bialt cal integ~rators of the

4race* in different estuaries. Of all the specialists in. fluctuating processes of nutrient supply ý.nd -extrera
volved in studying the esituarine system, the sedi- tion in their envirornwrit, and the .iburlance of bi-
.asentologists appear to be more satisfied with their ralves is doubtless a imt nlicatiim of the riagni.
crtreepeam oi the processes theyv are studying than are tude (if the nutrient anh! detritus cvcde" of the estuary.
many otl~er people. This does no~t mean that the-y The signiticaice ot the %cum- wnd dtritus-feething
consider that their work is done-fior sedimtentatiun gastrtpixls is also great, andi *e hid as a emuninentarv
is as continusaw as any other estuarine process. during the detrittus vession the interesting story oi
Ever o wne is looking for a better uintrumenut. like a recent obseri~attivu,i on H)I'c bihf. :-entrota!' which
phikosinher's stonei. As expensile as they may be. can subsist in part ton its ouniwrcal pdllrtv aiter mnicro
however. fancy black box"s are not better ilkm the btal act"' iti has inrfe-A-itl the protein ctmtent of the
watcher of the box. The temptation tto leave it aill up pellets- 'oissibly. Cerutht&&% can alis do this. WVhilr
to the black box can lead into a circular situatioin in -t is twt exactl "%perpeual mvitti-i. it is an mcten-restIn
awhih it is nt4 clear who has the upper hand-the indication uf him the lewdl rs-sou vers of the estuarine
W"~ baox ar the olisictier of -he box who m~iuimi' eniir,,nitwnt may he ripl..'ed tos their maximum, It
hit oscrist,'ms according to the trAdings on th~e s-', ot course. a func-tio ot the cm "pr.Atisdrshlk
1'1a11* In an% n-ent, 1there iweens to he a limit to this. dpt~h ot estuartirs and tidal flats that the majoi' cun
as an ' %iw -ho tries it) kerp mithin tret-h of a speak. trt4 of the s timinte shulAd he that of the mris uli ot
"*#'s msersIpbme on a short coMuxdm~~ realife's. Pe-r- piversu-s oni andi n the 6vtiop ,e-idtinenis,
hap-L fish aMi cupepvdo as well as eins wan molecules Ther are among us in eirr% 6eld of bs.Aigv thoswe
itill be moore reasonable than mert and obligingly pee- who seek to siinplmfh natural processesit I ntnmber.
sent thnnemsives to the sensior of the box inn *culs It w,-ul! he ss'ri u"Itil if me coild has', ew matte
"waistifawl postur's na utc.is and emastwios, it, take the place of all this

What u's are Icukaug fer. whether in "ie'lnnts, cixuptrxit' andi crirfussmý The scarch for : m' tibc.l
isater mnixing. cniueiuds. pht sanoocy. dwatrims. Prhp lte Awri iisiwuhirr wurie neat and prmw sta' to Cate
lions. of hIkuWt 111tural1 histoiry. is a way to wunder. gout a natural situtatin has tw-cup"ed any frerd
-st~and the peoreiu's %% hale no two rstuarie are oder - riot., and os~ssesss ofl stiaries are n-4 imuirIt
tic-al, the ccw~.s slm ran be &fndeEns rougshi as follow-' axiskii tv nric if m' could aer.V on wcmw iu-li nun'
The roitwasa exn. stom is a miting tregio bewtwen ber-st mould cerrainl% tare u in free-, 1those- !ft.e* uith
sea and inland mate of ituch shape wWand eh that the itktWl columns of it'pw iten numbw-s of interest
net re~sidnt tune of wsuswiwled materi~als esceed the ar', to those umibt the msoaiict of bookkevvers, and
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perhaps from listening to earnest young speakers who [There is good evidence for estuarine conditions (lur-
feel compeled to read pages of data to their audience. ing a considerable part of mid-Pennsylvanian time,

However, there are dangers. \Ve have yet to agree for example. Undoubtedly, there have been estu,"ries
upon-or even understand-the meaning of P/R ra- as long as salt water has been brought into lowlands
tios. 0. consumption, pH and Eh- values, and chloro- by transgressions of the sea (Zangerl and Richardson,

phyll and photosynthesis counts, At the present state 1963)4]
of our knowledge, these are all useful as indications, Several of those who have ventured to speculate

and it was clear from the detritus discussion in par- upon the origin of life find the most plausible hy-

ticular that measurements of simple organic content potheses to be those involving "habitats of low but

do not necessarily tell us what is really going on in perhaps variable' salinity" (Hutchinson, 1961), o.

the seditnets-these numbers that we get are by no that surface-active molecules from which life may

means all the story. Yet when these numbers get in have become organized were most likely to be con-

the hands of public officials they may cause difficulties, centrated in a mud, "particularly on estuarine mud"

especially if the recommendations of the scientist are (Bernal, 1961). Whether the estuaries of the present

not too carefully considered. A case in point is the have had much past or have much future is a question,

apparent overcoi"dence in photo-ynthesis as a meas- therefore, of concern to a geologist; it seems obvious

ure of productivity and of potential economic value to biologists, especially those who have studied eury-

in an estuary, which leads to recommendations which haline species and the distributions of inland or fresh-

Rounsefell (1963) considers would constitute "remov- water forms related to predominantly marine groups,

ing the most important cog from the estuarine-conti- that estuaries are not the peculiar phenomenon of our

nental shelf complex and substituting therefor a pol- own epoch.
luted basin of green slime". The greatest danger to our estuaries, as far as we

[ In this context, see Ferguson Wood. 1956: "When are concerned, is not from the inexorable process of

we consider the limitations of our knowledge, it is the earth, but from the activities of our own kind.

obvious that the random fertilization of estuaries and The future of estuaries is indeed bleak if we do not

lagoons to produce fish is likely to prove costly and reform our ways, as Cronin said so eloquently. In

wasteful, so that a thorough fundamental knowledge California we may be producing still another kind of

of the processes involved is essential to economic hus- estuary, by diverting all the streams of consequence

bandry .... It will be a long time before the produc- in northern California to Los Angeles, where the

tivity of estuarine environments will be fully under- water will pour out of the sewer into the ocean, loaded

stood, and, though ad hoc measurements of produc- with undesirable materials. One proposal for the op-

tivity may be made by existing techniques adapted for eration of this scheme would be the by-passing of al-

the purpose, such measurements will not allow us to ready contaminated water into the headwaters of San

predict until we understand the dynamic forces of the Francisco Bay, thus concentrating the pollution of in-

problem." (In the example mentioned by Rounsefell, flowing waters so that only polluted water would en-

the faith in the significance of the numbers seems to ter the bay, which could bring about a hyperpolluted

be associated with ideas of efficiency and maximum system. Things are not much better in Texas, where

power output of the biological system. Such abstract a vast canal system which would divert water from all

ideas are not necessarily related to actual systems, and the coastal bays into the south is being considered. In

the anthropocentric notion that they are is a gratu- this scheme, the relatively clean river water would

itous assumption that we understand the purpose of be replaced by used-and polluted-water from cities

nature.)] and industries that would drain into the bays. These

All our numbers at the present state of the art great canal systems of Texas and California should

must be temlpered with "intuition, imagination, and be visible to the !people on Mars-or did they become

guesswork", and a sense of proportion. When a extinct because -they tampered with their planet in
"simple-minded equation" gives an. answer that is this way? We `are nbt alone in such schemes; the

almost too pat, we should be skeptical of tile answer, Russians are evidently doing things to the Don and

as Riley indeed said of his own results. Volga systems which have already had a noticeable

Nevertheless, we do need numbers, and good ones. effect on the Sea of Azov. Any thoughtful ecologist

Anyone who has had to appear at a public hearing or must view these pretentious plans with horror. Cer-

prepare a report for some commission realizes how tainly their immediate effect will be to hasten the

useful a few concise numbers can be, and it is hoped demise of our estuaries.

that we will continue our search for them, but with Perhaps we do need a national estuary, dedicated

realistic moderation. for naturalists and for research, as Cronin suggested.

Do estuaries have a future? Russell is of the opin- However, which estuary, or which sort of estuary
ion that "neith~r the past nor future of estuaries is could we agree on? This leads us to some concluding

very promising." This may be true from the view- remarks about the ideal estuary.

point of a friend of the Pleistocene, but there must The ideal estuary should not be too small, nor too
have been estuaries in other geological periods beyond large. While a bight, which subtends slightly more
even the moderately long view of those whose concern than 100" and enables a square-rigged ship to leave
is with the transitory phenomena of the Quaternary. on either tack, may have estuarine characteristics, a
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square-rigged ship is not a useful research vessel Author's Note: Some of the above remarks are essen-
these days. The size of the ideal estuary should be tially as given at the Conference, but a few changes havesuch that it can be studied with a vessel under t- been inevitable for one reason or another. Several aiter-s t thoughtLs have been set off by brackets. It will also belength of 64'11 *-since at 65 feet the vessel must have noted that these concluding remarks do not have much
a permanent captain and falls into a different budge- resemblance to the abstrac! 4i the paper (which was pre-
tary category. The size should also Le surh that there pared during a somewhat distracted perk,d), and for this
is sufficient work for a coordinated team of half have no real apoL,.y, asi the paper supporting that ab-stract was never written. It is hoped that this note willdozen research workers (including at least one sys- at least explain to those who have already requested re-
tematisz) and perhaps a dozen students and assistants, prints (by postcards) why i: is impossible for me to

There would ha,'e to be tides, of course, and an send thenm the paper they thought they %, ere asking for.
active irixing of fresh and sea water. All this should
be carried ont in a well-layered exchange system. The LITERATURE CITED
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Aabolling Lo (Denmark) :136 Affinity analyses: 509 ..h,,assis urotacnia: 650
Abidjan (Ivory Coast) : 640, 641 Afognak Island (Alaska): 592 Amino acids: 374, 376; excretion of,
Abra aequalis: 413 Africa: 312, 583, 588 363, 364, 458; free in surface sea
Abstention principle: 613 Afsluitdijk (Netherlands) : 673 water, 369; uptake of, 367, 368, 369
Abundance of organisms 3 S87-590, 591, Age composition of fish: 592, 593, 595, Amino nitrogen: 637

592-595, 596, 597-598, 600, 601, 602. 596, 608 Amnm,,asthita salsa: 283
09-611, 614; natural fluctuations il, .. gglointration: 376 .4mutbaculites c,'wssus: 283, 285, 287

589, 593, 597, 600-02, 614 Aggregation: 472, 475 Ammonia: 376, 4.%, 457, 458
Acanthopagrus berda: 651 Agricultural crops, comparison of yields Ammonia bcccarii: 287
Acanthus ilicijolius: 438 with estuarivs: 600 Amphibole: 149
,,cartia: 323, 324, 405, 500 501, 502, A\ulhas Current (Africa) : 398 Amphidinium: 297

503, 507, 659 Asdia coda: o50 ,-nppihidinium Nipes: 297
,-hartia clausi: 323, 324, 501, 502, 503, Air pollution: 708 Amphidinium carteri.- 35.1, 362, 363

504, 507, 513 "Akadja" fishing method: 644 A..mphidinium crassum: 297
..Icartia danae: 501 Alabama: 96, 570, 625, 626, 635 Amphidinium cucurbita: 297
A Icartia tonsa: 320, 323, 324, 412, 413, Alanine: 363, 454 Amphidinium blebsii: 297

414, 415, 501, 502, 503, 504, 507 Alaska: 342, 346, 582, 590, j12 , 615, .imphidinium operculatum: 297
Acclimation: 531 ; salinity, 532; struc- 616; fjords, 52; Gulf of, 582, 616 . lmphidinium otwm: 297

tural, 534; temperature, 534 Alazan Bay (Texas) : 408, 409, 412 .np/hidinium parz'a: 297
Accra (Ghana) : 565 Albacore: 611 Am phidinium rhyncocephalum: 297
Accretion: 102. 106, 113; waves and Albemarle Sound (North Carolina) : .4mphidinium scissoides: 297

sea-level oscillations, 180-181 5, 316 Amb., idinium scissum: 297
Accumulation: 140, 142; climate-re- Alberni Inlet (British Columbia) 17, .4imphidin.*lo stiqmatum: 297

lated. 182; rate of. 182, 183 21,24,61 A.mphidiniurn sutcai,.-.." 297
• etrogobius .qlobiccps: 651 Albert, Lake (Australia) :124 .-Imphidinsium testudo: 297

Ah entroqobius schlegelii: 642 Aide Estuary (England) :104 Amphidinium zvqrense: 297
Art00al-daria crenulata: 411, 494 Alderia modesta: 533 .lmphidinium 2itreum: 297
.ectes: 657 Aldrin: 677 Amphipoda (amphipods) : 325, 404,
.Icctcs indicus: 652 .. lcstes nurse: 641 413, 415, 430, 601 ; talitrid amphi-
.- chromatium: 291 Aleutian Wands (Alaska) : 590 pods, 401,403
Acids : extracellular organic com- Alewives: 594. 600 Arephiprora apaludosa: 412

pounds, 353-359: waste, 679 Alexandria (Virginia) : 114 Amphisia: 299
Acipenseridac: 590 Alexandrina, Lake (Australia) :124 .-enphisia multiseta: 299
Acipcnser oxyrh.lenchus: 605, (08 Alg : : 290-298, 311-315, 329, 330, 361- Amphiura filiformus: 205
.-Icipcoeser sturio: 6 5 8 366, 377. 37S. 387, 411. 413, 459, 460, Amphora: 411
lcnaca limatula: 532 461, 462, 466. 473. 494, 601, 655; .Apiphorellopfis: 299

.4crepstichum spcciosum: 438 benthic, 291, 459, 655, 656; blooms, .Amphorllopsis aceto: 299
Actinastrum ho,tschii: 293 678; comnmunities, 313, 411 ; fungi .Ahnphiorllopsis tetra, •: :99

4; ,.. on..303: metah'*;tr-, 353- 359, 361- Amsterdam Nether..,...s) : 659
366; physiology, 361, 527; plank- Amur River MU.S .. R.) : 565

,liaopitvchehs itdueatus: 293 tonic. 3l1-323; symbiotic. 3P2 .- migdalum tapyrua: 412, 413, 414
Acton Turville Beds, channel lime- Alga Lake (Antarctica) : 347, 348, 34 .4e) ebaeea: 378

stoenc: 211 Alkalinity: 456, 457 Anabantidac: 651
Adaptation: 378. 379, 462. 403. 466. Alkyl benzene sulfonate (ABS): 669 .-lnabas testudineus: 651

467, 468, 471, 584-585; genetic. 46•. Allcgbony Plateau: 214 .tseachis avara sesipficata. 413
575; physiological, 474 . Illhsch•ria ,,!',ii: 30' Anacortes (Washington) : 693

Adriatic Sea: 196, 574, 575, `70 Afligator gar: 632 ..Iiadara tran.versa: 413
Adsorption, on particulate matter . 3M8. Alluvial fans: 9. 97, 153 Anadromous animals: 8. 587, 590, 591,

376-377, 459 .tllsa a,'stiValis: 593, 609 6(4. 605. 607-609, 610-611, 612-613,
Adur River (England) : .'Issa aloa": 058 614
-le xhs alternapi. 439 .-losa fallaxr: 658 Anaerobic organisms: 203
.-lhdes sutdllaris: 439 .- losa m,-di,,crris 08. 600. Anaerobiosi. (anaerobic conditions) :
* led's vioilax: 439 A.4,a psendoh1c, 11.nus: 543. e0) 303. 455. 4•, 457, 459, 465
* Ihqiliuis annutatu: 432, 437 .41,sa sapidissima: 587, 590. 593, ON, Analogues, lahratory: 515 521
.. ,9,i,,'as C,,re Nlatum: 4JI. 438. 439. 670 ..Inckona: 411

44) .llphens: 434. 439. 440 .4nchoa hepsetss: 415, 608, 609. 633,
Ieh•lyria reesi: 299 .Alpheus fabricoms makayii: 428 634

..hequipcten oibbus nuclems: 495 Altamaha River (Georgia) :5 65, 506 . bituhAa mitchilli.: 5'. 609, 633. 634
•e,'qnipectet; irradiamns: 556 .1lutera sch•pfi: 608 Ancholme Valley (England) : 102
. Ihquipe,''n i. ameplicstat, r: 413 Amazon River: 7, 97. 98; delta. 47, Ancsnirlla conemersobuii: 649
Acre (Denmark): 144 98; drainage. 584, 587; effluent, 329, A4nchmirlla indkia: 649
Aerobiosis: 459 M. 06; sediment transport. 176 .Inck,•i•,lla tri: 649
.ieromonas: 691 .- tmhastis ambassss: W0 Anchovies 411, 590, 600, 601,609, 610,
.h'roma,, as liquiiaci,'ns.": 01w0 A4wasih j pymnoCee qh4 s: 650 614, 615, 616, 633, 634, 636, 659. 660,
fabolhti•s wariari: 640 .4mbosusis usa : 650 573

.h'tomylaeus nichofi. 649 .Ambassis raonpe: 6%: Anderida forest: 105
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Andesitt: 231 Argentina: 583, 587 teristics, 121-128; river flows, 121;
Angaw Lagoon (Ghana) : 640 Arginine: 369; excretion ef, 363 south coast, 120
Anguila: 530 Ariidae: 412, 633, 635 Australis: 433
Anguilla anguilla: 533 Arkosic sands: 230 Aut'jmir flPwering%: 318; chlorophyll,
Anguilla australis: 650 Arosa (Spain) : 661 320
Ansgilla brngam•wis: 650 Arothron reticdehris: 651 .4vicennia: 378, 433, 434, 436, 437, 438.
Anguilla ros6rala: 609 Arh'mia: 367, 413, 414, 534 439, 440

SAnguilla vuigaris: 673 Artemia salina: 530, 531 Avic, •inia marina: 432, 433, 437, 438,
Anguillidae: 650 ,rtemisia maritima: 138 439, 440
Angulus: 204 .lrthrocuemum: 402, 403, 405, 432, 439, Aviceinio .itida: 473
Animal husbandry: 600 440 Avon Estuary (Nova Scotia) : 213
Animal-sediment relationships: 465-467 Arthrocnemum halecneinmides: 432 Avon River (Nova Scotia) : 213
Animal size in relation to salinity gra- Arthrocnemrmn indicurn: 432 Azov, Sea of (U.S.S.R.) : 414, 560,

dient: 463 Arthrocnemurn leiostachyumn: 432 588 599, 707, 708
Anions: 527; adsorption on particles, Arthropoda (arthropods) : 303, 367,

160; membranes, 76 415, 423, 425. 426, 427, 428, 495 Bacillariophyceae (diatoms) : 298, 311-
Anijonema: 294 Artificial pass: 408, 418 314, 321,362
Anisonema emarginata: 294 Arun River (England) : 105 Backwaters (lagoons) : 648
Anisonema grande: 294 Ascomycetes: 303-304 Bacteria: 291. 377, 378, 380, 389, 455-
Anisonema luceni: 294 Ascorbic acid, trom sea water: 353 162, 465, 526, 588; a',aerohir 457,
Anisonema narinum: 294 Asellus aquaticus: 551 037; sulftr, 291
Anisonema ovale: 294 Ashepoo River (South Carolina) : 566 Bacterial degradation: 365
Anisonema pusillum: 294 ,NIhford (South Africa) : 402, 404, 405 Bafa, Lake (Turkey) : 98
Anisonema truncalum: 294 Asia: 582, 583, 600, 613 Baflfn Bay (Texas) : 408, 409, 410,
Ankistrodesmusfalcatus: 293 .-lskenasia jaurei: 299 411, 412, 413, 414, 416, 417; as a
Annapolis River (Nova Scotia) : 213 A- vkenasia voh-,.:: ?9 coastal plain estuary, 95; photosyn-
Annelida (annelids) : 368, 378, 415, Aspartic acid, extretion of: 363 theses, respiration, and salinity, 417

494,526,528,635,659 .ispidisca: 299 Baffn Bay-Alazai: Bay (Texas) : 412-
Anodontostoma cacunda, 649 Aspidisca coslata: 299 413; salinities, 412
Anomalocardia cuneimeris: 412, 413, Aspidisce hexeris: 299 Baiarius bagarius: 649

414, 415, 494 Aspidisca leptaspis, 299 Bagre inarina: 634
Anotnia simplex: 413, 496 .. spidisca lynceus: 299 Bagt idac: 641,650
Anopheles amictus: 439 .Ispidisca polystyla: 299 Bahamas (Atlanti.) 306
Anopheles jaraxti: 439 Aspidis-a pulcherrima : 299 Bairdiella chrysuro: 609, 610
Ay;cpl.7rhus purpurescens: 591 Aspidisca turrita: 299 gBit: 594, 614
Antarctic: 346, 348, 583, 584; ice, 93, Assiminea: 402,403, 405 Baja California: 219, 220, 223, 591,

S98; photosynthesis, 346 A.tacus astacus: 531, 532 614; sedimentary materials, 223
Antennary glands, in ion regulation: Astasia kh'bsii: 294 Balaenoptlra acutorostrata: 611

'J 543, 547 .lstasia tonga: 294 Balanus: 468
Anthelura: 565 ..Isterias: 533 Bahpus amplhitrite: 415, 471
Anthura: 564 Asterias forbesi: 368, 472 Balanus balanoides: 468, 470, 550
Anthuroidea: 564 .4sterias glacialis: 533 Balanius crenatus: 468, 470
Antibiotics: 368, 460, 462, 473 .. sterias rubens: 528, 548 Ballanus cb:urneus: 413, 414, 415

SAntigua: tombolos, 95 Alsterionclla japonica: 321, 504 Balapus improvisss: 470, 471, 473;
Antillogorgia acerosa: 494 Aster :ripolium: 138 cyprid larvae, 470
Antimetabolites: 301 Atdchalaya Pa'in (.ouisiana): 9, Baltic Sea: 3, 95, 129. 239, 273, 416,

, Ant River (England) : 103 07, 117, 118 442, 532, 548, 551, 551, 55Q. 50q 40
Apalachee Bay (Florida) : 630 Atchafalaya, Bayou (Louisiana) : 623 583; recenit sediments, 248
Apalachicola Bay (Florida) : 220, 549, Atcbzfalaya, embayment: 96 Baltimore Harbor ( Maryland) : 18,

630; morphology, 219 Atchafalaya, Lake (Louisiana) : 96. 34, 253, 667, 679
A palachicola River (Florida) : 155: 97, 98 Bamhoo worm: 371

sediment, 155, 222 Atchafalaya River (Louisiana): 97, Banding (color) in sediments: 193-
Apeites qu•aotu,.u: 6"6, 6W7 21, fish kilts, 60n 202, 214, 243, 276
ApLocheilichthys macrurus: 641 .4therita bre. -io ps: 405 Baptiste Collette subdelta (Louisiana)
Aptocheilichthys spilenauchena: 641 Athe'inidae (atherinids) :411,413, 591, 117
Aplocheilus panchax: 650 635 Ba: : 95, 134
Apocryptes bato: 651 .Atheiinops affnis affinis: 411 Barataria Bay (l.ouisiana) : 117
Apogon gymnocephalus: 650 Atlanic: Coast (United States) : 9, 10, Bar-built estuary: 5
Apogon nigripinnis: 650 !1, 183, 219, 239, 624 Bar bypassing: 187
Apogonidaie: 650 Atlautic coastal plain: 181 Bar drift, relative: 189
Apseudes: 571 Atlantic coastal ridge: 488 Barents Sea: 551
Apulia (Italy) : 576 Atlantic Ocea'n: 571, 581, 582. 583, Barnacle: 324, 401. 405, 430, 436, 449,
Aqaba, Gulf of: 94 585, 587, 580-591, 597, 598, 602, 603, 470, 471, 669, 077, 681 ; larvae, 469,
Arabian Sea: 647 (64, 610, 611, 612. 613-615 470
Arabiuose, excretion of: 363 Atomic energy plants: 452, 672 Barnegat Bay (New Jersey) : 470
Arachidic acid: 355, 3,6 . ltractoscion aequuhdns: 651 Barnstahle (Massachusetts) : 108. 113
Arachinlla qlobosa: 299 ..ftrina seminuda: 413 Barnstable Estuary (Massachusetts)
Arachon (France) : 508 Ainrpus atropas: 650 109; reconstruction, 110-111
Aransas Bay (Texas) : 411 Auckland Harbor (New Zealand) :512 Barnstahle Harbor (Massachusetts)
Area: 471 Aufwuchs: 584 465. 471
Area senihls: 643 Augite; 235 Barnstahle marsh: 114; depth of peat,
.Arctic: 471,502. W 84, 590, 611 Aurelia aurita: 415 112; reconstruction, II0-111
A nicola: 198, 201, 4,4036. 4.562 Australia" 94. 95. 90, 121-128. 583; Barracuda: 642
Arenicola lot-rai: 401. 405 aridity, 121 ; coastal lagoons, 124; Barrier beach: 5, 7, 9, 449
Arenicola marina: 107, 198, 201, 208, estuaries, dynamic factors, 121-122: Barrier islands: 11, 95. 181. 219, 220).

209 estuaries, geomorphological charac- 221, 223, 623; chain of, 124
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Barriers: 126. 127, 128, 223, 670 trihution ant speciation, 467, 558- Blenniildae: 651
Barring effect: 139 576; juveni'es, 447, 472, 473, 475; Blind estuaries: 7, 121. 398
Barrinttgonia racemosa: 438 origin of estuarine fauna, 467; re- Blood: cationic regulation, 541; chlo-
Basal lag concentrate: 216 lated to organic detritus, 374, 379; ride regulation, 544, 547; seasonal
Basalt: 231 reworking of sediments, 192; sam- ion concentrations, 542; water con-
Basement strata: 191 pling methods, 444, 445; spawrning tent, 545; water content in Cyathura
Ba.idiomycetes: 303 and repopulation, 451, 467: tempera- polita, 549, 550, 551
Basins: as characterized by source of ture considerations, 321, 450- 452 Blooms: 292, 293, 295, 296, 297, 298,

sediment, 182; estuarine, 54, 443, Bering Sea; 458, 582, 591 , 591 300, 311-312, 318-320, 678
449; marine, 239; morphology as re- Bermuda: 391 Bluefish: 611
lated to homogeneity, 674, 675 Berbe: 356, 357, 359 Bluegill : 568, 605, 606

Bass: large-mouthed, 568; striped, 568 Berle oata: 413, 415 Blue-green algae:,356, 358, 359, 378; 4
Bateman's Bay (Australia) : 127 Betsiboka River (Madagascar): 155 amino acids and peptides excreted
Bath Oolite, chatnel limestone: 211 Bheris: 656 by, 361 ; fatty acids in, 355, 356
Bathygobius juscus: 651 Biafra, Bight of (Africa) : 639, 642, Blue runner: 601
jhhvobius soporator: 642 645 Boca Ciega Bay (Florida) : 675, 676
Batillaria: 708 Bicarbonate, in photosynthesis: 459- Bocana de Virrila (Peru) : 216
Batillaria rminimna: 494, 497 460 Boca Vagre of the Orinoco Delta
Baton Rouge (Louisiana) : 118, 623 Bicoecidea: 298 (Venezuela) : tidal variations of
Batophora: 497 Biesbos Area (Rhine Estuary) :149 water lvel5, 163
Iiatophora oerstedi: 494, 496, 49t; Big Cypress Swamp (Florida) : 488 Bodo: 296
Batrachoids liberiensis: 642 Biloxi, Bay of (Mississippi) : 626 Bodonidea: 298
Batrachoididae: 642, 651 Bioassays: 700, 702; oyster larva, 696, Boekolevia: 295
lhtruathus i/runniens: 651 69'); pollution studies, 694; seed oys- Bofa River (Guinea) : 640
Bay effect: 139 ters in situ, 696 Bogue Sound (North Carolina) : 466
Bay enýia,,,nent (Gulf Coast) : 634 Biochr-)mes: 3/4, 370 Boleophlhalhnu boddaerti: 651
Bayou: 95 Biocides: •68, 675-677 Bombay duck: 648, 653, 654
Bay Ronde (Louisiana) : 117 Biocoenosis (biocenose) : 7, 473-476, Bonga: 640, 642, 643,645
Bays: 3, 63, 612, 622 571 Bonito: 611
Bay systems: 626 Biocolloids: 448 Bonne Anse (France) : 155
Beach: deposits, 192-193, 201-204, 219- Biofacies: 283, 412 Bonnet Carri Spillway (Louisiana)

224; d(unes, 181 ; Cffect, 139; miner- Biological effects of humans: 669, 702 622, 635, 670, 671
alogy of sands, 122; particle round- Biological prodiwtivitv: 587, 588, 596, Bonneville Dam (Oregon-Washing-
ness, 233 599--600, 602 ton) : 590

Beach profile: dominant sedimentary Biological studies of influences of pulp Borgne, Lake (Louisiana) : barriers,
structure, 203; relationships between and paper mill wastes: 694-699 95
waves, tidal currents, and water Biological variables: 588, 589, 601, 604 Boring sporge: 463
depth, 192 Bioma.ss: 313. 416. 445, 460, 473, 505, Boron in marine sediments: 214, 276,

Beaches: 95, 226, 227. 591, 612, 615 515. 590, 592, 595-596. 599, 640 277, 278, 279, 280, 281, 282; in plant
Bedding: coarse rhythmically lami- Biota, ecological classification in es- growth, 281

nated, 196; fine rhythmically land- tuaries: 443-444 Boston (Massachusetts) : 269, 701
nated, 196; flaser, 191, 195; lenticu- Biotin: 460 Bothidae: 413, 641, 651
lar. 191, 195 : megaripple, 194-195 Biotite: 231, 235, 247 Bothnia, Gulf of: 3

Bed load: 9. 149 Biotope: 456, 457, 468, 473, 475, 476, Baotrvllus: 575
Bedrock: 94, 210; Mississippian, 210; 575; utilization as related to compe- Bottyllus schiosseri: 575

Triassic, 210 tition, 505 Bottom scour: 166
Bedrock basins: 94 Bioturbate structures: 192-193, 197- Bottom stress related to depth-mean
Bedrock coasts: tidal flat sedimenta- 198, 200, 201, 202, 203, 204 velocity: 32

tion, 216 "Birdfoot" Mississippi deltaic system: B-Atoms, ancestral, as related to lar-
Bedrock slopes: 126 116, 119 vae settlement: 475
Bed roughness: 186 Birds: related to fisheries, 568, 5S5, Bougainvillea: 413
Btygliatoa •,igantea: 291 591, 592. 611 ; in yeast dispersal, 308 Bougainvilka niobe: 413
Beggiatoales: .91 Birkenhead (England) : 101 Boundary layer theory: 32
Beqgiatoa mirabilis: 291 Biscayne Bay (Florida) : 307, 308, 465, Bounties: 591
Behavior: benthic fauna, 463, 464, 466, 466, 488-499, 707; aquifer, 489; bi- Bourgseuf, Baie de. (France) : 155

467. 468. 469, 470. 471, 474, 475; ological zonation, 492-498; fluctu- Bowling Green, Cape (Australia): 126
nekton- 584, 594, (,07, 609-610, 612: ations of chloride content in fresh- Boxfishes, spiny: 625
need for studies of molecular basis, water discharge, 489-492; salinity, Brachidontes citrinus: 413, 414
475 491 Brachidoates exust u: 412

Belem (Brazil) : 97 Bismuth, 280 Brachiodontert 494, 497
Belgium, ancient tidal flat deposits: 210 Bisulfate in alkaline limit of photosyn- Brachiopods: 212, 214
Belisama (estuary) (Albion) : 101 thesis: 459-460 Brachirui orietitalis: 651
Bellingham (Washington) : 693, 694, Bjttiutn varium: 413, 414 Brachirus pap: 651

695. 696 Biuret method: 389 Brachydeuterus auritus: 642
Belonie houttuyid: 641 Bivalves: 404. 405. 455, 465, 468, 473, Broihygobius nounous: 651
Belonidae: 641.650 708: juveniles. 472; larvae, 471 Brachrurans in Lagoon of Venice: 574
Beloniformes: 653 Blaavands Hluk (Denmark) : 129 Brackish water: penetrat;on by fresh-
Benches. wave-cut: 211ý Black IDeep (England) : 105 water species, 415, 550
Bengal, Bay of: 118, 1 ., 583, 647 Black Sea: 239, 248, 269, 270, 291, 306, Brackish water ,rganisms, geographic
Bengal, West: 653, 656 55, 566 differentiation in physiological char-
Benguela Current (near Africa) : 398 Black sediments in Chesapeake Bay: acteristics: 576
Benin, Bight of (Afiica) : 156. 639 257 Brackish waters, classification: 443
Benin River (Aftia) : 639 Blackstone Valley (Rhode Island): Brahmaputra elita (India) : 118, 647
Benthos: 412, 442-476, 584, 585, 596. 701 Berambe. (England): 105

599, 640. 678: algae. 311, 459, 656; Blackwater Estuary (England) :104 Brandywine Valley (Pennsylvania-
cemlputer analyses, 445, 446-447; dis- Blernies: 591, 609, 635 Delaware): 701

..
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Brass (Nigeria): 639 Cadmium: 280 Cape Cod Bay (Massachusetts) : 108,
Brazil' 58 Caecula cephe.;opcltis: 641 471
Brazos Santiago Pass (Texas): 408, Caecum pulchellum: 413 Cape Cod Canal (Massachusetts) : 80

410 Cairns (Australia) : 432, 436, 438, 440 Cape Frio (S.W. Africa) : 398
Breaker zone: 181, 194 Cairo (Illinois) : 94, 622 Cape Hatteras (North Carolina) : 323
Bream: 673 Calabar (Nigeria) :639 Cape Howe (Australia): 121, 123
Breccias: Lower Eocene, 226 Calangue: 95 Cape Infanta (South Atrica) : 406
Bregmaceros maccleilaudi: 648, 650 C'alanus finmarchicus: 319, 323, 501 Cape leeuwin (Australia) : 121
Bregmacerotidae: 650 Calanus hyperboreus: 366 Capelin: 612
Breton estuaries: 150-1"3 Calcarenite: 122, 123, 124 Cape Point (South Africa) : 398
Brevoortia: 584, 590, 593, 609, 610, Calcasieu Lake (Louisiana) : 95 Cape Frovince (South Africa) : 398,

616, 634 Calcasieu River (Louisiana) : 115 405, 406
Brevoortia gunteri: 415, 590, 624, 634 Calcite: 152 Capitella capitata: 401
Brevoortia patronus: 415, 590, 624, Calcium: 177, 216, 456, 525, 541, 542. Carangidae (carangids) : 607, 632, 635,

633, 634 544, 669 641, 6%
Brevoortia tyrannus: 590, 593, 609, Calcium carbonate: 150, 152, 155, 176, Caranx carangus: 650

610,629 275, 458 ('aranx crysos: 611. 641
Breydon Water (England) : 103 Calcium phosphate: 458, 459 Carap.x hippos: 415. 641, 642
Brine fly: 414 Calcutta (India) : 654 (aran.r latus: 608
Brine shrimp: 413, 414 California: 236, 280. 311, 342, 346, 378, Caranx preushus: 650
Brisbane (Australia) : 432, 433 568, 585, 590, 612, 614, 615, 616, 709 Caranx sanrsum: 650
Brisbane River (Australia) : 128 California basins: 239, 248 Carapix senegallus: 641
Bristol Bay (Alaska) : 582,30, 613 California, Gulf of: 96, 269, 271 ; gra- Carassius auratus: 681
Bristol Channel (England) : 455 ben, 94 Carbamino carboxylic acid: 458
British Columbia: 582, 590, 591, 612, California, southern: 220, 223 Carbohydrates: 376, 377, 380, 458; ex-

614, 679; fjords, 5, 52, 63; inlets, Calkinsia: 294 cretion of. 361
16; salinity in fjords, 59 Calkinsia aureus: 294, 301 Carbon: 457, 458, 459, 598, 600; as

British East Africa: 564 Callianessa: 198, 398, 403, 677 energy source, 367; dissolved or-
British Guiana: 167, 168, 173; sus- Callianassa kraussii: 398, 401, 405 ganic. 365; organic, in sediments.

pwdn$P1 "nmasr niwr emrst, 16R, 171 (nllnnnssa slebbingi: 205 176, 252, 275, 280
Brittany: 150. 152, 156, 213, 570 Callinectes: 444, 471, 472 Carbon (C") assimilation: 341, 342,
Brittlestar: 497 Callinectes danae: 415, 635 343. 344, 361, 368, 369, 370; light and
Broads (England) : 103, 104, 105 Callinectes lalimanus: 642 (lark, 350
Broken Bay (Australia) :126-127 Callinectes sapidus: 412, 413, 415, 473, Carbonates: 211, 454, 460, 525
Brons River (Denmark): 136 495, 533, 595, 604, 625, 634, 635, 669, Carbon dioxide: 374, 376, 448, 456,
Broomfleet (England) : 102 675 457, 458, 459. 460, 662: as a measure
"Brown shrimp: 662, 691 Caloosahatchee Estuary (Florida) :630 of biological production, 336-340;
Bruguh4ra: 432, 433, 434, 437, 439, 440; Calves Pasture Point (Massachusetts) : variation of, in natural water, 337

forests, 437, 438, 439 108, 113 Carclarinidae: 649
Bruguiera exaristata: 432. 437 Calving grounds: 591 ('archarints ylau etictus: 649
Bruguiera gymnorhiza: 432, 437, 439, Cam bcrellus shulfeldtii: 570 (Carcharinus mclano•ph'ris: 649

440 Cambridge (England) : 102 Carcharius milberti: 008
Bruquicra par'i/rota: 438, 439 Cameroun: 639, (41. 642, 643, 644 ("arciid,'s: 472
Bruguiera sexangula: 420, 431 Ciniinada Bay (Louisiana) : 623 'arcinus ,naunas: 529, 530, 533, 673.
Bryozoans: 214, 526 Campeche Banks (off Mexico) : 611 675
lubhhleý in particle formtt;,n . ,iii, -ami,'.tw, -,lf of 4 Mexicc' : 621, 630 (',rdirm ,,i'ed"'' 21 '58, ;;9 673

Buccaneer Archipelago .\ . ,.-AL "., ,l, 613, 614, 615 Cardium lamarcki: 558, 559
124 Canicer: 506: serum analyses, 507 Cardwell (Australia) : 438, 440

Buenos Aires (Argentina) : 100 Cancer borealis: 506, 507 Caribbea,, Sea: 95, 546, 582
Buffalo fish: 601 (ancer irroratus: 506, 507 (aridina !,racilirostris: 652, 657
Buffering capacity of estuaries : 682 Candida: 308 Carnarvoil I A:rt.raii,•, : 122
Bulkheads in modification of estuaries : (andida allpicans. 309 Carniv . .s : benthic. 405. 407, 461 : pri-

667 ('andida caletnulata. 307, 308 mary. 5MA--AX). 602, 016: secondary.
Bulla annulala: 401 (andida g.iilliermodii: 307. 308 59, WO(, (W03, 616
Bulla laetissima: 401 Candida humicola: 308 Carolit,a Pays ( North and South
Rulla occidentalis: 413. 494, 497 (andiaa interrmedia: 307, 308 Carolina) : 182
Bulla rhod,,slotma: 401 Candida krus,'i: 307, 308, 30) Carl): 001, (A1
Bulla striata: 413 Candid,, marina: 308 Carprentaria, Gulf of (.Australia) : 127
Burdekin D)elta (Australia) :126 Candidti mvcdcrmria,: 307, 308 ("arh'ria: 292
Burdekin River (Australia) : 122, 126 ('andida n,,r'eqlentsis: 309 Caspian Sea: .49
Bure River ( England) : 103 ('andidta parapsilosis: 307, 308, 309 Cassamance Estuary ('. Africa) : 640
Burma: 647 (audida pulherrima: 307, 308 Cas.a,nance River ( W. Africa) : 640

Burrill Lake (Australia) :126 Candida le'uis. 39 'assiditla: 4Y 4("assidula anxgmlif,'ra : 434
Burrowers: 473. 474 Candida fropacalis : 307, 308, 309 "assila ru"yala: 434
Burrows: 192. 211. 215. 434. 462, 468: (andida -eylanoides: 307, 308 Castle L.ake itCalifornia) : 348, 349.

in sand flat, 202: with fecal pellets, Cane borrs. control by endrin and 3,5
am plMlutiom: 690 Catadromnous animals: 8,, 604. (07--10Bursaria tramcalclla: 299 Canvey Island .igland) : 100. 106 C'atfish: 595. 5W). (•l. 6•46. 625. 633,

Bursatella leachii: 405 Capacity adaptation: definition, 555 04, 6(42. 643. 644. 648,. 53. 655, 691 :
BRuis butis: 651 patterns ,f acclimation. 556 freshwater. (32. 642; hardhead,. (24
Butterfish: 594, 600, 601, 614 Capacity. as related t) sediment trans- Cations: 527: in ',limentatin. 160;
Butterwick (England) : 102 port: 166) membranei. 7,; sulbstitutio,. 160
Buzzards Bay (Massachusetts): 267. Cae Cod I Massachuetts) : 268, 269. Cal/a calla: 649

336. 338. 339. 455, 463, 466. 467 270. 321. 412. 490. 502, 49, 566M..69. (awterpa 494
Byssus: 468. 558: gland, 558 570. 612 Cauvery Estuary (I ndia1 6.4
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Cells, optical density measuremcents: 675; nutricnts, 668, 677; pulp mill Choctawhatchee Bay (Florida) 221,
341 wastes, 668, 679; radioactive wastes, 222; sedimnwts, 222

Cellulose: 377, 380, 458 679 Choctawhatchee River (Florida): 115
Censuses: 474 Chemical signals (clues) : 472,474,475 Chonophorius geniviftatuA: 425, 428,
Central America: 583 Chemostat: 515-517; correlations in 429,430
Cental Valley ;'California) : 223 populations, 519; population experi- Chorinemus sancti petri: 650
Centrarchus macropa'rus: 606, 607 ments, 517-519 Chorinemus (ala: 650
Centra pages: 501 Chenier: 125, 128, 223 ('ha incmus to1: 650
Ceptropages hamatus: 323, 501 Chenolea: 402, 403, 404 Chromatography: 369
Cetriropa!r!s lypicus: 323, 501 Chert: 231 Chromite, magnetite-ilmenite-chromite:
Centropomidac: 641, 650 Chesapeake Bay: 4, 16, 18, 27, 38, 71, 232, 235
Ceatroprisfes strial.s: 608, 60' 94, 155, 156, 239-259, 283, 285, 292, Chronmium: 276, 277, 278, 279, 281
Cephalocarideans: 466 311, 312, 316. 318, 442, 456, 469. 472, Chromosomes, cyathuran: 570
('ephalophlis taenitips: 641 489, 501, 502, 568, 5-69, 581, 585, 586, ('hromnulia: 295
Cephalopds: 601, 604 588, 590, 593-602, 611, 612, 615, 621, Chrwomonu.;.. 295. 296
Ceralauiina pelaylicus: 321 625, 620, 627, 669, 670, 672, 680, 681, Chrysamoeba: 293
Ceratium: 297 683, 703; chemical parameters of (',r rysarachnion: 295
Ceratium falcatifortne: 297 sediments, 249-256; chemical prop- C'hrvsichthAys: 643
Ceraliumi urca: 2%96, 297 erties of bay water, 239, 241 ; circu- (hrysichthys ttratus: 641
C(ratiun fusus: 297 lation pattern, 239, 241, 489; miner- Chrysichthys mgrodigitatus: 641, 642
(Cratjumn hirundinella: 412 alogy of sediments, 247-248; model ('hrysichthvs i'a.keri: 641
Ccralium ion gipes: 297 of sedimentation, 257; physical pa- Chrysidalis: 29o
Ceralium minutum: 297 rameters of sediments, 243, 246; sa- ('hrysochromulina: "'95, 296
LCralinti tripas: 297 linity (surface) distribution, 58( (0;rysoeoccu•r: 295
( cratenmeres: 402, 403, 404 Chesapeake Bay Institute: 73, 284 Chrysomonads: 293, 298, 301, 527
Ceratonereis rrythraeensis: 404, 405 Chesapeake Biological Laboratory: 594, Chrysophyceae: 292, 295, 296, 3W0, .362
Ceriops: 432, 433, 434, 436, 438, 439; 672 Chrysopyxis: 29.i

thickets, 432, 437, 439 Chester Haven (England): 101 Chrysotile: 153
Ceriops decandra: 438 Chewonki Creek (Aaine) 569 Chytridiomycetes: 303
Ceriops tagal: 432, 433, 437, 438 ,439, Chicken Key (Florida): 492 Cichlidae: 642, 651

440 Chile: 583, 587 Ciliata (ciliates) : 293, 298, 301, 459,
t'erithidea: 436 Chilka Lake (India): utilization of 460. 462; recorded front estuarine
Cerithidea anticipata: 434 catches, 648, 632, 653, 654 situations, 299-300
Cerithidea hluviatilis: 434 ('hilodonella: 299 Cinctochilumn margaritacerum: 299
Cerithidca plienlosa: 413 Chilodonella incinala: 299 Cinetochilum marinum: 299
Cerithiids: 708 Chilodonlopsis caudata: 299 Circulation: 8, 10. 15, 19, 55, 170. 213,
Cerithi:un anuscarnm: 494, 497 Chilomonas: 296 236, 449, 450, 452, 456, 469, 470, 471,
Cerithium v'ariabile: 423, 414, 494, 497 Chilomonas marina: 296 472; effect of fresh water, 4, 15, 16,
Cetacea: 604, 611 Chilomonas paramecium. 296 65; estuarine types, 4, 16-18; long-
Ceylon: 564, 648, 652, 657 Chiloscyllium indicurn: 649 shore, 449; physical factors, 3. 15;
Chaeaaea mino.': 299 China: 564, 583, 615 quantitative treatment, 19-70: simi-
Chatwcros: 311. 426, 518 Chioggia (taly) : 576 larity solutions, 46-51, 55-58; tidal
('haetoceros compressus: 321 Chione cancellata" 412, 413, 495 currents, 15. 223, 236: transport of
(hacloceros curtisethim: 312 Chipping Norton Limestone (channel sediments, 170-174, 236; wind effects
Chaetloceros qalestonensis: 355, 357, limestone) : 211 on. 34. 54

359 Chirocentridae: 649 Ci ." , ., f estuaries (See
(ha,'t,c,'ros 14ap•;,'ns: ?61, 362, 363 Chirocentrus '-"aý.: 64ý, "o related items) : salt wedge. 16,:.'haetm,,Po .* "e-.4 361 Chirocentrus Aypselosoma: 649 213. two-lav r llw with entrain-
Chactodiptrrus ;aber: 606. 607 Chironomid: 660 ment, 17; iao-layer flow with ver-
Ch',)todipterus lippci: 642 (laironomms: 414 twal mixing, 17; vertically homo-
Cha'tomorpha: 413 Chlarnydobarteriales: 301 geneous. 18
('hae•,leorpha linum: 527. 530 ('hlamydodon friquearus: 299 Cirriformia tentaculala: 401
Chanidac: 649 Chlamydon"inas: 292, 426 Cirripedia (barnacles) : 413. 415. 511,
Channel: 177, 591, 592, 593, 607, 612; Chlordane: 675 574

erosion. 134-136. 177. 454; lag con- (hlorella: 292, 362. 363, 364 (itharichtyhs spiivpterms: 415
centrate. 215; meandering, 114, 134- ChlIrola pvrenidosa: .362 Ciltariththys stsmpslii: 641
136: sediments, 234 Chloride: 249, 371, 489, 490, 525, 528, Citharinidae: (4t

('hanos: 605 541 ; regulation, 37!, 527-528, 544- ( itharins cithariai: 641
Chanos ,'hanos: 648. 649, 655, 680 545. S) ('ilharimas latus: (41
Characidae: 641 Chlhrinited insecticides: 6W7-668 Cladoaera: 379. W.. 500. 601
Charles. Cape i Virginia) : 604. 608 Chlorinny: 4, 74. 78. 171, 173. 456 ('ladopAthra: 411. 413, 414
Cl'arlesmon South Carclina) : 38 Chlorite: 152. 161. 176, 177. 247.262 Clams: 2W. 56, 599. 652: larm,. 455.
('har 'd4,i rufientaliS: 427. 428. 429, 430 Chlhroc-uccaes: 292 (169, 675
Chasmiodes fsquvianws 608,609 ('hleroeoca(mm: 362 (J"nars lazera: 641
('"asmod,'s saburroe: 495 .hhlt•r•nasida 28 Claridar': 641
Chastaboh•o 'ka Springs (Florida): Chhtrophyceae: ?92. 329,•36. S7. 656 (lautrim'se mobilu 2.4

4Q3 Chlortphyll: 3iN), 318, 338, 339, 3•9, Clay: 144, 221, 447. 448, 454. 455, 45.A
Chattanuoia ,hales: 258 392. 410. 45.4., 4M. 4 .5 S 660; 4., 450, 45, 4.66. 467. 049
Chef Menteur, las• •I.uisiana) : 628 winter flouwrings. 318-320 Clay Aat,: 210
('Aria ea. hus: 649 Chlorophyll a: 318.42. 331. 317, 3J3. Clay iraciinn 1I12. 155
('Ada laluco: 649 334. J38. 339; cotet,". 319-3.20, (43, Clay tahinrals: 161. 1", 214. 2U. Al 20

A'nlo,,od,. flonatilmi: 651 339: nwasursments. 3C (lay mineral suitws ý .21. 22Z 3
('hrlon,,d,.n Patera: 651 ('CAlheusreoolhrus tier'ars,se,: 641 (lay -4rgak- etimple xe - 44&, 454 r '
Chemical effects. humar, activity: 669. Chlhowsity: 370. 371 Clay-sim-sried uirkl. bortm cmfwtera-

t,7s1, 675.,678. 679 C.lanotAWrliata: 299 timxm aI funcmtion "f abundaf: 31
Chrmi:al m, lification: bmrocsk-,. 66& COwcuttr Day (Texas) :313 (la"'o.ne 1 ZO. 212

I -----"I '' . -' __________ I
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(Ih'istoitima edvardsii: 401, 402, 403, Colorado-Brazoi River (Teas) : 115 (Clwrphiom v',lIat,,r: 197, 20()
404, 405 (Cilpaod in fias: 299 Corpus Christi crexas) : 408, 409, 411,

Cleibosloma uwrdi: 434 ('hlumtbrlla i ot ficu.ides: 494, 496, 498. 621
Cleveland Bay (Australia) : 432, 440 499 Corpus Christi Bay • rexas) '15, 408.
.libanar.is titfalusj: 495 Columbia River: 236, 581, 582, 590, 409. 411, 62l
Climate: 227, 228, 236, 583, 614; role 612, 613 Correlation matrix: 510

in faunal rkhness. 399 Comacchio (Italy) : 574 Correlation of biological and physical
Clinidae (clinids) : 591, 601, 651 Community: 412, 466-467, 473-476, 510, variables: 589
Climuaa uperciliosus: 651 520; estuarine benthic, 472, 474, 476; COscin,,discus: 293, 311, 640
Closed inlet: Hutchinson Island (Flor- fixed vs. vagrant, 520; integrations, (',ascinedl icus hictmicus: 659

ida), 190 474; level "btom, 467, 472; periodic- Cnscsjudis,-us rail,'sii: 513
Cloijeriopsil Iongiisimuvm: 293 ity, 474; plankton, 509, 510; stabil- Cost of fishing: 611, 613. 616
(Cimpea harongigu: 533, 590, 608, 616 ity, 475, 520; structure, 473, 474 Costa Rica: 583
Caupea pallagii: 590, 591, 612, 614 Compaction: 116, 159; sand studies, Cothurnia: 299
C.1 idae (clupeids) : 590, 591, 594, 264; study of variability, 261-267; ('othurnia plecl.ostyla: 299

6Ta 635, 641, 643, 648, 649, 653, 654 testing procedures, 261-262; water Cotoou (i Dahomey) : ,40, 641
Clupisona ganraa: 650 temperature relations, 266 Colula: 402
Cluponodonic acid: 356 Competency, in eediment transport. 166 Cowfish: 625
Clyde River (Australia) : 126, 127 Competition: 472, 516, 597, 600, 602- Cowichan River (British Co!umbia)
Clymenella: 368, 369, 370, 371, 372; 603 273

source of food, 370 Compomy River (Guinea) : 153 ('oxii'lla quadrisulcata: 24)
Clynsne.la torquala: 368 Compression curves, sediment compact- Crab: 198. 39). 403, 404, 405, 406, 417,
Cnidaria (cnidarians) • 368, 494, 528 ness studies: 262, 264-265 432, 434, 436, 430, 472, 473, 521,, 530.
Coacervatiom: 376 Compression values, sediment compact- 532, 585, 588, 594. 595, 597. 598, 59',
Coal Measures, occurrence of estu- ness studies: 203 001. 602. (•(3. 604, 610. 615, 616, 6,24.

arine deposits: 214 Cornputermi: 474 625, 628, 35. (42, 644, 64', 652;
Coarse-grained matter, transport of: Conakry (Guinea) : 641 beach sand. 471; blue. 412, 493. fo.25,

168 Conch: 621 627, 632, 6.34, 6•9,. 675, 1683: blue-
Coarse rhythmic bedding: 196 Condknser cooling: 67T. legged lagoon swimming. 642; bur-
Coastal and estuarine current&: flow CGnluctivity: 4. 72-74. 448; instru- rowing, 43'); calling. (42; cancroil.

method of measurement, 82; meas- ments, 74; measurement, 72 49)5; tfiller 435, 439'; grapsoid. 430:
ured by path, 81-82 (,d,.dlostoma: 300 hairy lagomi, ,A42: hermit, 495; mud.

Coastal plain estuary: 4, 15, 37, 45 C,,ndl.hst.ma patens: 299 412, 532; IPrtunid, 429; rtbher, 434;
Coastal plains: regional characteris- Congeneric associates: 502 serum nitr.ngen (ultraviolet spec-

tics as related to distribution of es- C,,nger marginatu.: 426, 428, 429 trurn), 50*; shore. 532. 541: st..ne
tuaries, 9 (Conger ,,ccanicis: 608 (25 ; swimming. 6,52; wool-handed,

Coastal waters: 603, 614; fertility, 317 COmgo) River (Rep. Congo) : 381, 583 533
Coasts: 467. 471, 476; hard rock, 95; C•nr•'riation: 602 N03, 612. 615, 616- Cranqm#n ,'rise,wp,,: 5304. 531. 551

* shigh- and low-energy, 221 o17 Crass,,stra: 629): larvae. 4701
Cobalamin : 316. 317, 322, 460 Consolidatiom of sediments : 159 C "r,os,jtr,', , t, r-llatl: 430
Cobalt: 276, 277, -778. 279. 281 Comtinental shelf: It-I. W,5. 155. ( rass,,stra .jimi:, w,5
Coccocklori:: 362, 363 180, 204, 219, 317, 472.,1. 5W1, 51l. ( rassstp•,a rn,,rgilta, ac: 401.
Coccolithophorides: 298 til ; profile, 11 ; regional character- Crams,,tra :lrymi,a: 10. 435. 4M.
Cocclithks hxlh'vi: 362. 363 istic,% -;-i0: edliments. 10 469,. 471. 47Ž. 473. ;,,t 5'4)). (.25.29.
Cochin ( India), freezing and canning Comtinental slhoe: 115. 591 635. N1,O. CA): larvae, 471)

industries: 654 Ointr.I chemicals: 668 Cravfi.h : 421), 532
Cocuhl.,dixijnm catcnaolum: 297 COnvection tin fjords) : 63., 4 Creek svstems 113
(C'chh,dixim. puih1ll,*um: 297 Cook Inlet (Alaska) : 80 Crefidula o,,s:c.ra• 49)4. 497
Cockle: 558, 643. 662; ptoyhalhne and Look Strait i New Zealanld) : 512 (rg'pduwa f.,rah'1a: 681

mnwstaline habitats. 558 Copeinhagen Hlarbor I l)enmark) : 564 ('rtpidula qlauca t'a;'.: 413
Cock-'snb prickletack: 54)! 0'p.ri..ula ic.,lielols. : i0), 413. 415. (ricsphara a,,rtr.w .It:
Cock-up : 648, 652. 42 , 428. 4,- l,. 541). 5,1 I, 75. 598. CO). (Cristwra P,'ded" 24P)
('od,,ella: 299 twlljý 6. (.55. 65'; calanoil, 500;: ('ri,.,'•ra m,.,,r": 294)
(.,ld,,oella crateral: 299 cv-',iw.nd ;W:; euryhK.1ire n'ritic" (Critij,tera th,,e'tix: Z's)

Cods: 590. SQl, 6)l 323: IdJtqoaiikt,•tii. 502; in man- t.rist,&litr 27't,
Cuelenterata iccwlenterateO) : 413. 415. grose sanlp,, 425. 42r). 427. 428. Croaker; 5'•).•k'1. 513, 594. 5Q5. 51Y).

42N. CoI nwasurcs ", 4-f c4,gical difference, 01, (41. (l-l, (44, t,14 . Q25. •27, Q8.
(G'.Jim: 633 306:.; %ise in rrlation t1- temperature W32 .3t, (34. f ., '.42 ,43 61,')
C(,ia b.,rm~'¢si, 641) an11 fKOd s... y. 325 Croms-channll pressurr Ig iulent : 52( '., i /s d d u is ~ r m o , ' r ." ,4 9 t ', , 1 -r r : 22 7 c . 2 .7 ,I M .2 " . , 2 8 1 t , s , , ' , , .. i., i . ( ~ ,4 ,

t',ilh radusdr.1li C.49 L. ,qqvrras (;.olluti•m, : 677 tr,,-timl .tabdliy. 114'
(",,ilk rryvu.di -649 0'lto', r sulfate: 'rss-,tr+tifiata, 210. 214
(,.iti q-a ilul ,atui " ,ilkl'snt Oregim : Cnwh F.tttary 1r Enlaml 4 " -42--ins qto•sdrijc ath x,00ral n,: 1.7 C'ruoat ra i cru1atrani + :•20'. JR3. 412.

2t.oal: 3%, 4`17. 4W 434. 52V.. s28. 531,. ,.t. 5.3. W6.. .74.j'ilets .vl'" C ,(.rdiI.,pi4w.s 7'07 W'. 111. dill 14Q, 62•. f,55, 654)('Wet's "it-h~er,.>• 2W1 +dJl,,Ph-,,+'ojt 526.p SM 5JI, 53 Mw• thI h 65

C. . ..urm ".gan s-m -2 r. 341. 3 M j 4- ra 6' t. . p1,..drn , t
C+4h..i!a uarptn maklrial, nulf+•ti+v C',•-, t+i i,wrtr If;. 17. IPt. ly. 2Y.17. 2!14ý

re o3 1107. 3,Y). 43. "4. 45. 52. 479. M81. Wg.. 'rppl.qLsr ',,, 31 2
C-,,llirt*: 160. r7e-. =7..I. 30.1 W 4.Q. ijy,, ft.2 r 4,, 1 atwir l4)

454. 4Q1. 476 ('.rer Inhkit 5.utraha i U? 124 'ristal re i' l.H,.ta, Q21
CWSWe Riser FngltaI••Il 14 _. wrontnA Fl'.sla.ii lA1 C'irnopl,'e, *1 0,1 Ohrs-.) .2'. 3%.,.
Ccianstatotm: 144 436. 40+3. 4W., 467 t1',rniuallhs 141-r IX,, a s'tAza, 2I ' JtIl(. k' 41.t. At-
CaklIad. Pir-r -. IlkW. 50. C .'.,plom. I). !2. Oj',. 571. f'j Co.3 4ý,. fl
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IN lit. X 733

tCubic iron m%¶lide .2W8, 269 V( I.ii) pAewv 'ma 565 I )e f rr% Roe Wrtrn Amootralia
Cbitts ( *.isp ( 2 iossWlanji) :117( (4/a '212

uh1OX Ssieriw: 439 ( 1 hi, I/ 11411,,1 3.41. U.). .143, 3162. 303 Iorlaooarr Bay. 11. 34, 94. 316. 323.

culdture fiseries : possibilities oif ex- C*,lg so hIotm /n saa,: 2(s) 325. 442. 440. 470,. 51A), 071. 675I
paniling. 057; WVest African coun- ' v, oforaithosile ,nhuinere': 299 Dclaiare River : 38. 46; itdivers,aom. 660,9
tries, 64 C%-.rnhopts. nal: 294 O71 ; moderl. 46)

Cuniherland Plain i .' ustralia) 127 yttstid, ..z ea ana,'rtium,. 473 IDcayoare River Fstuary :323
t urat~ao INetherlands Antilles -56305 ns (" itipin-r~ carn'oon -433. 437 D~elta: 12t), 181, 1242. 213. 219); (level-
Current lineation:s 210 C. ) ogi. s%sLle: (41. ().1 opmient by upstream diversion, 1to;
Current measuretw~rt: 8")89 factors vnmrlorsiu: J'rctis: 652 front. DO); growth. %M-W,; surface

limitiung, 247; flow devices (currentit C in'.qIsissn cvliqIss 051 asdvaMlbo. "7
metero , 82-87; flow miethodes, IS (viu.'qlIo..ssa Iuii..j: 651 *DI~eta Plan" ( Netherlands) : 10, 667.
82; path imethods. 15, 81482 ( (1q~ss*nt.~: 51 o,74

Current ripple muarks: :193, 194, 210 CYV"5J"y~lssU psfouilps: 051 I vltaic depoNsits: 2271, 219; delysitimnal
&urrents : 191, 2M2 3784. 581. W8-584, C vnilesissulso len,'!oalcnsu: 642 envirotiment, .2 6

524, 604, 624; bmnphore, 449, 471 ; (vn.m,-sant trcessaroto 634 D)eltaic estuaries. 117: interelt~aic ors-
mewasurenments, 1S, 16. 8D--87; nature Cvptos, so," ,nut ro.nathsijs: 642 tuarics. 117
of, YW0-24; offshore, 471 ; tidal types,(a.oa' Pit-bualoasu: 409, 411, 413, D~eltaic mnorphollogy::Ili, 126
M4 415, 100, 125.6032, Q35 D~eltaic plainl :115; formation oif chan-

Current velocity ( See also Velocity) : Cyis iomtn'hau: 632. 634 neel and knitl patterns, 97
105;: average tidal, lM.) prfie Il Cvs-,, ail: (All, 020.66 IAq eltaic subsidece 16-

Itsio,"aloidt"I eo" somnda: 283 (vesopcii. xuncosalla: 642 Dortmerara clay, erosiolon velocity and1
Vu,k-rels : 592. 595, (ill) (~n.,ghrijssa unjo-iai: 6A1 water contenst: 159

*CuSp andottuimte" bhlre: 125 Cyprinidae : 641. 141) Demerara Hives I(British (iuiana).
Cutler area IFloridla) : 4&"98-'; hi- (iprilloilou: 493 '.hlossinity andl suspirnided matter: 173

uulogical zomation, 492-498; Biscayne ("vpro,ottidn ,nsittilaroiss 5.30, 533, 535 2)emersal species: 5913. 612
Aquifer, 4249; dIischarge of fresh C)prinatonhoiutaor (cvprinoodoititiis) :411, !c-miiieralization of uorganiic matter:
water. 4849, 490; flow pattertn of fr-sh 412. 530, 0f&. 634, 635. 6A1. W5O 41A)
Andl alt uater. 42494'A); zonme of CNPl-iindon-'tu dio('/UiU 411, 412, 414. 1)etuturati.is (if itisslvrd 'r~allic miV4-
dilltsi,o,n .04, 4%0 .t1 5 629, 634 ecules : 370)

Cuttack ( ndlia) : 054 Cypt"roi.,1 *'a'pu: (A); fenmark : 129, lf,5, 378. 55$4, 31155 tidal
C.uttkhsh h: -1101 (YrlIip,,h,,so tnuscio 'a: 299 envirominwnt, 129L-144

Cvanle :77 vtj'curac~s~oz 43 lnsity. of intlivittuals : 4102, 463.3 473
I )aojiht'ca : 32 Cyt firmatmgi 52nisesity-s-linity I See also) Salinity;

vttnnr 2% Cystine : .369Saiiygain reaonnes'l
u.Wgtlora I cy-Ahuraius : 402, 403, 5.51. (Ct,virit~ra: X23 >ariityIr % radient 3 : re4t, 1n51Jt
552. 944-M71; euryokious estuarine re atr3..256
.pcocie... 504i4 freeding. 9 7. 568: mor- lPaIonmr%. ndgj* 143. of4j Dl:~,nit feeders : 454. 455. 4CA), 461,
pihology. 5691; predation as a biotic IDahiinstr Gal? i tahinueyt W 6.8)*ks, 405. 466. 467, 472. 474, 476
iact,ir. 3684 %ubstratuni, Wi; :ioige- li atnari'Ci.tta River I Maitw) 300 Depoo~ition 158, 236. 317; beach en-
iigraphy. 5(4 D am,. f12. (43. (M,4 00.) 674 %sartmcnnt%'. obI-232 ; coasital (tune

kathiiira !,isrhojesski 311O1 )ati~ii. licit Iva.: 5M8e' Irim uinwints, 232: estuary channel
iahsiuro tarsonala 564A 565, 59%. Ross, IDanih salt marsh: -arphijetnetic dc- city r,vitments. 214. 2 -3;tiodal
;M:) physhuilegial ilifleribene .506; veloimers. U.~3. 24.3 0a'. enviroimmncrt, 235-23h: teasoata
'pwc.w% coompile. 54 Danish Strail:It' 12 iucslani-ms 236;: rates 4i. 182-183.

%t Sdtiri cru, u: 363 llanish ti,tal regizit - 4vlopsnent of &k4: vehascity. 1I.%
(~iuuMrals' w:aiiz i rr..ai-'.h. 132; landslcape tyrrs amt! I)rpwosititenal inechanism, as relatell to

Vlor r'rs~ild 9 levels. 143. resbearch iný-stigatbons, Clenery tgiadtnt: 11W)"visoei esosartu:;,%, o7.5( 133 tDep..itiow% realms: 2.30. 2-Vi: fluviatike.
1vathaiya uido, a -'64 2 allijrg t' '11H ,f I Polan'd I 95. 5stl 2-30 231. 236; m~arnw. 230. 23V6

alisoori Iin Wes - sO', I)Porivi 374, 5KU tuAritw-fluvi~atilor. 231).231. 236
ttuihr~a ma//'lti- WoS I hiththis isi., "I//ai -3 Iks'tJ;aa rwitv 07
talZoora noueeida: 36; Ikithni a-in.i: ;31 01171~-Al An~iwnt tida fiat' ZM'It 12

(vfhra~.ifi .4),50.5. 2.Izkijv-t, -a5.15 tj )itiogortn- lactosrs. 19!, 192; citO-

4'%ltrntlo4,50aten.55;Iijhmus f.5 ;17,3115 570; l)aJrhlig Rivet I Australia - Ace, 17h- 177; influrnce of curcula-
.l~'.al'.rnatphoalpatens 50; i,~bmni/) ft.eniont 2094 t,.*l me steriftV. 17'. 177; puuysi-

Kill, nIoEgUlAtuiv rapilciltnsk. 51i6t; IT- /Ijea %ihi deepr'.J'uI togl .. raltiiu cIttsisimeus. 191: lIsnt-tit.b.
pit,.2'.IutIlm N-ig: types o4 variability, I)o.1:,0i. IW'okle M9' '12, tidal channel itIW 1Ag CtXWM--

VO0 J~ill Airv fi~'m. 03:.4M hate'.nlsol 214te

4 shuim, PI ,i~jla 565o~ IP~'~,~iwWa .XI (i,.,, Iifit.-twt. 4.13, 437

f-Kqbi.U l tDtlav length .1-1. At" I * r reinie ý S,. rn
C~~~~~~ Ht*w mir3 IT 6. 0' fir

(,,iJni~u ~ ~iis-~ l:'tter %"t~s~1 104eer I ulnab T~akc &itiiouwa) II 7
4 ; hlmuijn,.ii 'PiI~tti,444.4').4.'1 .,itit; lnes 22 i'4 '(,, %tc-tmu

%. ''~s.wism l4353e 7 ~~sus~q'rio 1
%If teo f-a t j?. r li ktt 4a, uglii is 109 -.10 'I-a.

1rlu, I-Irata ionat. 011 404 1 Ism E.wsvv-'w. IW tIi;ker 1 M.



734 UTUARILS

Detritus: 367, 372, 374-375, 376-381, Dinoph)ceae (See also Dinoflagel- 585, 587. i92, 596; of salt pans, 134;
383. 388, 389-394, 448, 449, 453, 454, lata) : 362, 363 river-borne silt, 317
460, 462, 465, 466, 473, 474, 476, 568, Dinophysis forti: 297 Drake's Island (England) : 294
584, 708; algal, 377, 385, 387; ani- Dinophysis niorvegica: 297 Dredging: 667, 674, 676
real, ,477, 385, 387; annual cycles, Dinophysis ovum: 297 Drepane punctata: 651
391-392; annual mean value, 391; Dinophysis tripos: 297 Orepanidae: 651
marsh-derived, 286, 383-388; metab- Diogenes: 403 Drepanomonas rrvoluta: 299
olism of, 384, 386, 387, 389; methods Diophrys: 299 Drift bottle: 81
of analysis, 384, 389; nutritional Diophrys appendicularia: 299 Drift card: 81
role, 378-380, 389, 393, 406; nutri- Diophrys scutum: 299 Drift, nontidal: 449, 450, 453, 469, 470,
tive values, 386, 388; organic, 374- Diopside: 230, 231, 235, 247 471,472
394, 406; oxygen consumption, 388; Diphanoeca: 300 Drill, Japanese: 671, 677

rticulate organic, 374; size distri- Diplanthera: 461,496, 497 Drogues: 15, 81
tion, 384, 385, 388, 389; subpar- Diplanthera cri~ohtii: 410, 411, 416, Dropsy, in fish: 690

ticulate organic, 374; standing crop, 494. 496, 498 Drowned valley systems: 4, 94
383, 384, 385; vertical distribution, Dip!odus sargus: 651 Drowned valleys: 4, 9, 10. 94, 126, 397
392 Diplodus trifasciatus: 651 Drum: 409, 601, 633; black, 411, 412,

Detritus feeders: 316, 380, 398. 405, Diplopeltopsis minor: 297 418, 625, 626; red, 625, 626
465,473, 568 Diplopsalis lenticula: 297 Dry Tortugas (Florida) : 585. 630

Devonian period, estuarine coloniza- Diplopsalopsis orbicularis: 297 Dubreka River (Guinea) : 640
tion: 463 Discontinuity layer: 470 Danaliclia: 292

Devonshire (England): 529 Discontinuous salt marsh formation: Dualill(a cuchdora: 365
143 Dunaliella tertiolccta: 362. 363Diagenetic environments: 177; Chesa- Dispersal: 467, 468 Dune: landscapes, 129: ridges, lithi-

peake Bay, 248 Displacement current meters : 86 fled, 123; sands, 227, 233, 234
Diatomaceous sediments: 273-282 Dissolved nitrate, uptake by mangrove Dunes, coastal: 223, 227, 232. 233;
Diatom bloom: 275, 311-312, 318-320, mud: 421, 422, 426 heavy mineral content, 232; particle

393; ecological factors, 311-312; sea- Dissolved organic carbon: 365, 366 roundness, 232
sonal flowering, 275, 311-312, 318- Dissolved organic material: 367-372, Duplin River (Georgia): 383
320 374, 379, 380; assimilation by meta- Durban (South Africa) : 399

Diatom community: estuarine phyto- zoans, 353 Dussuntieria hasselti: 649
plankton, 320-323; in polluted area, Dissolved oxygen (DO) : 693, 694, 697, Dutch: estuaries, 149-150, 182; tidal
314; natural, 313; structure, 312-314 698, 699; effect of mill wastes on, flats, 180

Diatom flora, Texas bays: 313, 411 695 "Dwarfed" fauna: 259
Diatom frustules: in detritus, 385; in Dissolved phosphate, uptake by man- Dyes: measure of currents and disper-

S marine sediments, 273, 275-276, 280; grove mud: 421,422, 426 sion, 15, 34, 37, 81,449, 702
marine species in freshwater sedi- Distance-velocity asymmetry of set- Dynamics of ecosystems, importance of
ments, 173: settling velocities, 276 tling lag and scour lag in tidal cur- dissolved organic material. 372SDiatoms: 296, 298, 311-314, 317-320, rents: 165-166 Dynamics of estuarine sedimentation:
320-323, 353, 355, 358, 359, 378, 411, Distance-velocity curves: 167 181
412, 413, 457, 459, 462, 466, 640, 655, Distichlis: 386, 387 Dystcria: 299
659; excreted organic compounds, Distichodus rostratus: 641 Dysteria acuh'ata: 299
361-366; fatty arid constituents, 355 ; Distigma proteus: 294
mode of existence, 298, 311 Distributary abandonment: 118, 119 East Anglia: 103

Diatom zonation: intertidal zone pat- Distribution of organisms: 465-466, East Anglian fenland: 102; compara-
tern, 312 467, 473, 581, 588-590, 593-595, 604, tive chart of deposits (number), 104

Diatraea saccharalis: 690 605-611, 613, 631; dominant infaunal East Bay (Louisiana), potential cre-
Dictyocha: 298 species, 202 vasse site: 117
Didiahini: 3(M) Distribution patterns of bottom sedi- East Frisian Islands (German Bay.
Didinium noasuturn: 299 ments: 175-178 North Sea): 198; tidal flats, 200
Dieldrin: 677, 6%1 Diversion as watershed modification East Indies: V56
Differential pressure current meter: 82 (I)elaware River) : 671 East Sound (Washington): 54; bal-
Differential sedimentation: 176 Diversity analyses: 509 ance of forces, 54; temperature and
Differential sound velocity (Doppler) Diversity pattern: 313-314 velocity profile, 54; wind-driven cir-

curret meters: 83 Diving, SCUBA: 445 culation, 54
Differential tLmperature current me- Djomboss Estuary (West Africa) : Ebb channels: 128. 134-136

ters: 82 640 Ebb creek: 134-136
Differential thermal analysis: 152 Dodo River (West Africa) :639 Ebb current: 133, 134, 136; velocities
Diffusion (See also Eddy diffusivity) : Dogfish: 591 of the Haringvliet, 213-214; vertical

21-34; contaminants, 33-34; oxygen, Dogger Bank (North Sea) :662 profile, 42
22, 583; upstream movement of silt, Dolomite: 211 Ebria: 298
173; 2,one of, freshwater in Biscayne Dolphin. bottlenose: 595 Ebridiens: 298
Bay, 489-490 Don River (U.S.S.R.): 709 Echelidae: 64,

IDiqenia simplex; 494 1),max: 471 Echinaster sentus: 494, 497
IDikerogamptarus haemobaphes: 549 Donax serra: 401 Echinocardiumn: 204, 205
Dikes: 177, 226; Afsluitdijk, 673 Donges (France) : 154, 155 Echinocardium cordatumn: 198, 2t)0
Dilatancy of sediments: 456 Doppler current meters: 83 Echinodermata (echinoderms) : 155,
Dinema grisoleum: 294 Dorichthys sinithii: 641 368, 494, 497, 528, 574, 591
Dinema litorale: 294 I)or,,soina cepedianum: 609, 634 Ecological : climax, 475, 476; data, di-
Dinobryon: 295 Dosinsia: 402, 403 versity, and affinity analyses, 509;
Dinoflagellata (dinoflagellates) : 292, losinia hepatica: 404. 405 dominants, 473, 474; equivalents,

293, 295, 296-298, 322, 323, 353. 354- DitiIla: 401 467; interaction with physiographic
355, 358, 359, 389, 412, 413, 465, 528; Douglas Lake (Michigan) : 306 processes, 106; life historie., 473,
blooms, 296-M97, 319; cases in detri- Downwarping: 124; geosynclinal, 116; 474, 475; races, 471, 558-563; re-
tus, 385; fatty acid constituents, 354; tectonic, 116 sistance to invaders, 475; sere, 475.
holozoic and saprozoic forms, 296 Drainage: land, 4, 581, 582, 583-584, 476

'
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Ecology, ecologists: 397-520, 554-576, Engineering improvements: 418 tion based on physical characteris-
584, 588-589, 594, 596. 597, 598. 602- England: 211, 292. 378, 558. 565; east tics, 4-5; class;fication of geographic
603. 604. 605. 615 coast estuaries, 102; west coast es- divisions and ecelogical considera-

Economnics: 594, 598. 602-603, 612, 615, tuaries. 100 tions, 442-443; coastal plain, 4-5, 6,
616 English Channel: 34, 150. 318. 319, 564 9. 10, 95, 449; definition, 3-4, 6-7,

Ecosystem: 473, 515, 520, 707, 708 Engraulidac (engraulids) : 591, 594, 15, 100, 115, 121. 177, 213. 219, 291,
Ecosystematics: 416 633. 635,649, 654 442, 525, 581, 658, 707; deltaic, 115-
Fcotone: 473, 474 onyrandis enacrasicol-s: 641, 659 120: drowned river valley, 4; en-
Ecotypes: 446, 463. 475 Fnqraidlis m /rdax: 614 richment, 329, 330, 335, 677-679: en-
Ectocrines: 448, 468; intraspecific, 472 Enkhuizen (Netheriands) : 659 vironmental factors, 7, 443, 449-452,
Ecuador: 583 Enrichment: 329. j3(), 6,70. 678 459, 476, 497, 525, 566; features of,
Eddy coefficients: 19, 48, 54, 55, 56, 57, Ensenada de San Simon (Spain): 155 4-5, 7, 316, 397, 476, 525; fishery

58,61,62 Fnpiis minor: 414 resources, 581--663; fjord-type, 4;
Eddy diffusivity: 27, 30, 31, 32, 42, 45, Ersteromorpha: 378, 405, 406, 411, 413, flushing, 19-20, 33, 317, 468, 471;

48, 49. 53, 57 494 geomorphology, 4-5, 6-7, 93-145;
Eddy flux: 27, 42, 44 Euntomtsigmna pridiniodcs: 297 head, 443, 448, 453, 463, 464, 470, -4
Eddy viscosity: 19, 25, 27, 30, 31, 46, Entosiphon: 294 476; ideal, 707. 709, 710; invasion,

54, 55, 56, 57, 58 Fint4 siphon obliqmn: 294 462, 463; inverse (See Negative es-
Eel: 568, 601. 009, 660, 673 Entesijhin sulcatum: 294 tuary) ; models, 16, 23, 33, 446, 470,
Eel grass: 473, 591 Entosphenus tridentatus: 59' 474, 475, 476; moderately stratified,
Eel Pond, Woods Hole (Massachu- Entrainment: 17, 18, 24. 2' 37, 583 17-18, 26-31, 38, 39; modification by

setts) : 294, 301, 337, 338 Environment: factoi , 44-,, 746. 462, human activity, 329, 334, 335, 667-
Eh: 255-257, 269, 430, 448, 457, 459, 464, 467, 468, 470. 473, 474. 475. 476, 686; mouth (inlet), 399, 443, 448,

460 513; factors, uniformity, 475; gra- 449, 462, 463, 464, 466, 468, 469. 470,
Eighth Pass (Texas) : 414 dient, 463, 471: high energy, 4(61; 471, 472, 476; negative (See Nega-
Eighty Miles Beach (Australia) :121 leth-d changes, 474; limiting, 4" " tive estuary), 4, 316, 442, 448; neu-
Eio River (Norway): 65 multiple faciors, 556; sampling in- tral, 4, 442, 468; origin of, 93-99,
Eircue: 413, 414, 415 struments, 444; variability, 467 100, 442; positive (true), 4, 442, 448,
Elachista: 530 "Environmental" iron: 233 459, 462, 468, 476; positive filled,
Elasmobranchii (elasmobranchs) 415, Erymes: 369, 377 182; produced by tectonic processes,

530,607,609 Eolian calcarenite: 123 4. 5, 9; salt wedge, 16, 37, 448, 450;
Elbe Estuary (Germany) : 7, 8 Epeirogenic subsidence: 124, 144 sediment modification, 9, 180, 182,
Elbe River (Germany) . 149, 20a Ephippi¢',e: 642 224, 226; two-layered flow with en-
Electrolytic coagulation: 160 Ephhdru: 414 trainment, 17, 37-38, 449-450, 469;
Electromagnetic induction cu,-rent nme- Lpiclintes ambig)ous: 299 two-la)ered flow with vertical mix-

ters: 83 Epidote: 14', 247 ing, 17. 38-39, 449-450; vertically
Electronic current measkirf ment meth- Epiiauna: 405, 407, 442, 457, 458, 463, homogeneous, laterally homogeneous,

ods: 81 464, 465. 471, 472, 473, 475 18, 39-40, 450, 468, 470; vertically
Eleotridae: 642, 651 Epinefheus aenteas: 641, 642 homogeneous, with lateral variations,
Eleotris dagancnsis: 642 Epinephclu., bleekeri: 650 18, 39, 443, 470
Eleotris fusca: 651 Epinephr/us diacanthus: 650 Estuary-lagoon complex: 7, 123, 124,
Eleotris lebrctoni: 642 Epiaephchs-s gigas: 641 223, 449
Eleotris vandw'iccnsis: 423, 424, 425, Epiv.phel/us goreensis: 641 9tangs: 570

426, 427, 428, 429, 430 Epinscphelus sexfasciatus: 650 Etheostona nigram: 605
Flcotris senegalcnsis: 642 Epinephrlus iausina: 650 Ethmalosa dorsalis: 40, 641
Fleotris vitiata: 642 Epiphyte : 291, 438, 462, 473 Etroplus maculatus: 533, 651
Eh'uthirpnema !ciradactylum: 650 Epiplatys sex!asciatus: 641 Etrophus suratensis: 651
Elizabeth (New Jersey) : 701 Equator: 586, 611 Etropus crossotus: 608
Elk City (Oregon) : 226, 231, 232, 235 Erie, Lake: 503 Etropus mi.rostomus: 608
Ehlobiurn ausrisjudae: 434 Eriocheir sinensis: 530, 531, 533, 534 Etruneus sadina: 608
J-llobium anrismidac: 434 Eriphia spinifrons: 533 Eubacteriales: 301
Eli/hniuis: 677 Erosion: 9, 113, 158, 180, 226, 378, 449, Eugleno: 292, 294, 295
ElI/minius modestus: 513, 681 462, 463. 668; caused by levees, 670; Eu/lenia acuie 294
Elopidae: 641, 649 critical velocity, 158 Euglepma fetmestrata: 294
Elops lacerta: 641, 042 Erosion forms, tidal creeks and chan- Euglena fusca: 294
liops saunus: 411, 415, 649 nels: 134-136 Eu,;lena gracilis: 294, 353

lElops scnegalenisis: 641 Erosion patterns, factors influencing: Fu'glenma limosa: 292
Elphidinm: 287 121 Fuglena pisciformis: 294
Fi/phidium incertum: 283, 285, 287 Erosion velocities: 167 Euglena velata: M
El Salvador: 583 '-'vthropsis: 297 Fuglena vter/iaorais: 292, 294
E.mbayment: 9, 15, 220; barrier islan ijerg (Denmark) : 129, 131, 132, Eu,;lena viridis: 294

and coastal lagoon zone, 220; Mis- 133, 144 Euglenophyceae (euglenids) : 292, 293,
sissippi River subdelta, 118 Fscambia River (Florida) : 115 294, 300, 301

Embiotocidae: 591 Eschcrichia coli: 380 Eulachon: 612
Eencrita: 471 Esotrus dapnrica thermoicos: 649 Euphrates Ri 'er (Iraq) :583, 647
Ems Estuary (Germany) : 22, 149, Essex (England) : 106 Ent piax tridentata: 434

1.50; turbidity maximum, 172 Estuarine: colonization, 463; factors Euploics: 296, 299, 300
i Hts River (Germany) : sediments, 149 controlling richness of biota, 399; Euplotes harpa: 299
! machltItodgim farcius: 299 faunal ecomponents, 399-4W0; gradi- Fuploici vaimmus: 299
F nchel..-odom lasius: 299 ent, 460, 463, 465, 466, 470, 473. 476; Eurvcarcinrus intecgrifrons: 434
Fnchytracids: 402 poverty, 399 Euryhaline marine faunal component:
Endrin: 677, 690 Estuary: age, 11, 115, 219, 224; bar- 399-400
l nerg : 376, 377, 381; budget, 368, built, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9. 10, 11. 449; blind, Euryhaline species: 400, 467, 471, 530,

37z,: flow, energy exchange and con- 442,464; classification based on circu- 531. 562, 567, 630, 674 I
versimon, 368, 38., 520, 596-600, 613; lation, 17-18, 40; classification based Furyiemora: 323, 500, 501, 502, 503,
gradients and sediment flux, 180 on extent of dilution, 4; classifica- 504 659

r
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736 ESTUARIS

Eapytemoru a1Jais: 323, 501, 502, 503, Fin'lla panamcnsis: 299 581-617, 624-628; anadromous, 587.
A04, 506; seasonal distribution, 503 Fecal pellets: 204, 205, 454, 460, 461, 591, 604, (06. 607-W09, 610, 612, 614.

Esi'-ytemora americana: 501, 502, 503, 662; ornately sculptured, 460 658; catadromous, 604, 607, 609, 610 ;
504; seasonal distribution, 503 Feces: 308, 376, 476 commercial, 591, 610, 612, 614, 615,

Eurytemora hrrdmnani: 501, 502, 503 Federal Water Pollution Control Act: 616-617, 624-625, 652, 653; distribu-
Eurytemora hirundoides: 323, 503 693 tion, 587, 594-595; euryhaline, 581,
Eurythermy: 316 Feeding: grounds, 587, 590, 610, 614; 606, 610, 625; fecundity, 589; feed-
Eurytopic: 467, 471 habits of infauna, 466 ing activity, 596-597, 600-602; ge-
Eustatic mnvements: 144. 180 Fehmarn Belt (Denmark) : 144 ographic range, 589-591; growth,
Futerpina acutifrons: 513 Feldspar: 231, 233 234, 243, 247, 248, 593, 596-597, 598, 601, 603, 610, 613:
Euiaymn.j alieleratws: 611 281 habits, 584; larvae, 591, 598, 603,
Eutreptia. 292, 293, 294 Felsite: 231 615; origin, 584; pelagic, 611 ;
Eutreplia latokewi: 294 Fence fishing: 644 schooling, 588, 598, 603, 61; --nses,
Euitrhia viridis: 294 Fence trap: 644 589; sport, 610, 612, 614-615, 616;
Eutreptiella: 292. 293, 294, 2935 Fenholloway Estuary (Florida): 292, young, 581, 591-593, 595, 599, 600,
Eulropiichthys tacha: 650 296, 298, 301 608-609, 610, 612, 613, 662, 693, 698
Eutropius: 643 Fenno-Scandian rising block: 144 Fishing: 581-616, 624-627, 640-646,
Eutropius mentalis: 641 Fernando Po, Island (Off W. African 648-657, 680-681; gear, 593-595, 605-
Eutropius micropogon: 641 coast) : 639 610, 611. 615, 616, 634, 643-644, 652-
Eutropius niuoticus: 641 Ferric-ferrous ratios in sediments: 252- 653, 654, 656, 660; gear selectivity,
Euxinic sediments: 258, 259 254 594; grounds, 599, 602, 611, 616;
Etadae: 501 Ferric phosphate precipitation: 459 methods, 643644, 652-653; of sal-
Evtudne nordmanni: 323, 501 Ferrous sulfide: 252-254, 259, 268-271; mou Ly American Indians, 612
Evadne jpi ijra: 501 nature of hydrotroilite in Recent Fish passage (fishway) : 612, 613; role
Evans, CapL (Antarctica) : 347 sediments, 268--269; transformation in gen,'dc selection. 670
Evaporation: 4, 5, 46a, 583 to pyrite. 269-271 Fitzroy Estuary (West Australia)
Evaporites: 216 "Fertile Fisheries Crescent": 624 12., 125
Everett (Washington) : 693, 694, 697 Fertility of estuarine waters: 317, 329, Fitzroy Rii 'r Estuary (East Aus-
Everglades (Florida): 488, 497, 569, 636 tralia): I

585 Fertilization: 329, 330, 335, 377-379, Fiv Islands (Nova Scotia) : 210; tidal
Evolution: 462, 466, 469, 473, 474, 475, 701 flats, 210

564-576; Cvalhu:'a, 571; rate of. 467 Festoon bedding: 194 Fixed bag net fishing: 652
Excoecaria agallocha: 432. 433, 437 Festuca rubra: 138 Fjord: 4, 5, 0, 15, 17, 24, 25, 26, 52-70,
Excreta, bird: 292 Fetch: 126, 153, 623 94, 96, 219, 273. 316, 450, 590, 591 ;
Exr.etion, by phytopVankton: 361-366, Filtirg for real estate. 667, u74-676 definition, 52, 63; estuary type, 4-5,

374, 376 Filter feeders: 316, 453, 454. 455, 461, 25, 26; hydrographic conditions, 63-
Exocrines: 474 465, 466, 469 65
Exosphaerorna hylhcoctes: 405 Fine-grained deposits: 177, 247; ac- Fjc-.-d circulation: 24-25, 52-62, 65-
External metabolites: 473, 474 cumulation in tidal flat areas, 166, 70; currents associated with surface
Extracellular organic .iaterials: 353, 177; factor- determining Ahy:-ico- layet', 52, 53, 65-66; dynamics of,

473, 474 cnemical characteristics, 177; trans- 24-25, 52-55; "ideal", 52; move-
Exun@rlla: 297, 362, 363 portation velocities, 160 ments in deeper layers, 53-54, 67-
Exuviil-a apora: 321 Finland, Gull of: 3, 551 70; similarity solutions, 55-61
Exuticill dadylus: 297 Fiord (See Fjord) Flage'lates: 292, 296, 300, 379, 416,
Exurnirlia wmr;ha: 297 Firt, of For.') (Sct.dand, : ý00 459,"462,660
Exu•ietla 'aginula: 297 Firth of Tay (Scotland) : 464 Flaiingo (Florida) : 566

F;sh (See al], Pisce:; Telestei) : Flaser bedding: 191, 195-196
Facies: biofacies defined by foraminif- 411, 454, 472, 533, 581-663, 680-681; Flat croakcrs: 625

eral distribution, 283-288; lithologi- biomass in upper Laguna Mat re, Flatfsh: 205, 591, 614, 632, 635
cal types in the Great Oolite series, 417; human conwumption, 616; cul- Flegg (England) : 103
211 ture in brackish waters, 655, 656; Flier: 607

Falmoith (Massachusetts) :113 eggs, 591, 597, 609; genetics, Pacific Flinders River (Australia) : 128
False Bay (South Africa): 406; gra- salmon, 6i3; import products, 616; Flocculation: 158, 159, 160-162, 172,

hen, 94 kills. 690, 691; mortality. 588, 593, 177, 178, 448, 452, 453; physico-
F.;-n0 Island (Denmark): 136, 131, .,95. 612, 611, 690-6'2; movements cnemical processes, 160-161,453

132, 134 (See Migration) ; populations (fish Flood bars: 134
Farming the sea i 597 stocks), 607, 612-613: reduction Flood channels: 128, 134-136
Farmington Oolite, Stonefield Slate (meal and oil), 615, 616 Flood control: 671, 691

(channel limestone) : 211 Fish and Wildlife Sei vice, U.S.: 675 Flood current: 133, 134-136, 165, 168,
Farve Islands: 391, 392 Fisheries: 611-615, 616; commercial, 177; velocities ot the '-aringvliet,
Fasciolaria tulipa: 494 590, 591, 594, 596, 597, 598, 5q9-603, 214; vertital p- file, James River
Fatty a.ids- 353-359, 458; comparative 610, 611-617: foreign, 615-616: laad- Estuary, J

data, 359: composition of cells, 357, ings in United States 1936-1942, Flood del.asits: 197
3;8: distribution in culture media, 624; sport. 590, 59', 594, 596, 599, Flotlplain: 97; Mississippi Rier, 622
357 602-603, (09, 610. 612. 614-615, 616 Florida: 220, 222, 417. 1.-0, 488-499,

Iaultiig: 96. 123; coastal indentures Fishery: dynamics, 615: investigations, 568, 571, 5R5, 5U9, .90, 594, 595 600,
formed by, 5 588-589, 507, laws, 602-603, 6!3, ol5, 607, .2, o14, 621, 625, 630; Gulf

Fauna: components of, 399-400; fac- .516-617: management, 602-603, 612- Coast, 220, 222, 298, 630; mangrove
tors which determine richness, 397; 613, 615, 616-617; production, 599- swamps, 430
of mangroves, 434-437; origin and 600; products, 472, 625, 644-A45 Florida B.y: 209, 220, 488, 496, .97,
distribution, 8, 399; osmoregulation regulation, 602-603, 613, 616-617; 585, 621
and temperature, 8; similarity, 474; science, 597, 613, 614-615; yields, Florida Keys: 488, 493
trophic relations, 405 599-600, 602-603, 6111-612; yields Florida, Straits of: 592, 583, 621

Favella confessa: 299 compared to agriculture, 600; yields, Flotrnt floating marsh 118
Favella Jraoiscanus: 299 variation in, 596, 599-600 Frlounders: 324, 568, 591, 601, 614, 615,
Favella rnarktussy: 299) Fishes: 379, 380, 495, 526, 530, 574, 626

,1



INDEX 737

Flow (See also Circulation): expo- Froulonia leucas: 299 Geest surface: 144
nents in hydraulic geometry oi tidal Fron tan o marina: 299 GEK: 76
estuaries, 113-114; velocity related Fronts, salinity: 581, 582, 585, 612 Gelasimus: 642
to erosi, m, transport, and deposition, Froude number: 16, 24, 26, 212, 217 Geleia jossala: 299
158-1600; velocity related to sediment Fry : 535, 646. 653 Geloina coaxans: 434, 436
transport, 162-104 Fuidulus: 359, 67 Generating (power) plants: 672

Flow culture: 515 Fundulus grandis: 411, 634 Genetic selection: 670, 680
Flowering (See also Bloom) : 318-320 Fundulus heleroclitus: 530, 533 Genetic sex determination, Tisbe re-
Flow measurement: 80-89; comparison Fundulus majalis: 606 liculata: 575

with medical electronics, 80; devices Fundulus similis: 411,415, 634 Genetic studies: 467, 570, 574-576
(current meters), 82-87; methods, Fundy, Bty of: 19, 21, 80, 209, 210, Genotypes: 463,469; variation in, 555
80-82 213, 214, 311, 312, 459; estuarine Geological processes influenced by man:

Flow pattern, of fresh and salt water sediments, 213; tidal flats, 209-210 679
in Biscayne aquifer: 490 Fungi: 301, 303-304, 459, 460, 526; Geology, as a factor in r :hness of es-

Fiuorescein in current studies: 81 lignicolous species, 303, 304; non- tuarine fauna: 399
Fluorescence, of chlorophyll: 454 lignicolous species, 303; physiologi- Geopetal indicators: 196
Fluorescent tracers: 81. 185, 449 cal aspects, 304 George, Lake (Florid,") : 566
Flushing: characteristics, 317, 694; sa- Fungi Imperfecti: 303, 304 Georges Bank (Maine) : 311

lisiity measurements, 71 Fungia: 368, 369, 370, 372 Georgia salt marshes: 378, 379
Flushing time: 19-20; estimation of, 20 Fusaro, Lake (Italy) : 660 Georgia, Strait of (British Columbia-
Fluvial deposition: 149, 153-156, 230, Washington) : 19, 273, 331

235 Gadidae: 594 Geostrophic flow: 81
Fluviatile materials in estuarine de- Gadusia chapra: 649 Geothite: 268 -

posits: 176-178 G(adus macrocephalus: 591 German Bay (North Sea) : 191, 198,
Fluviatile realm of deposition: 230-231 Gag: 611 202
Fluviatile suite, Yaquina Bay (Ore- Gagata cenia: 649 Germany: 165, 209, 374; coast of, 527

gon) : 235 Gagala viridescens: 649 Getmno alalunga: 611
Foam lines: 222 Galeichthys '.its: 412, 415, 624, 634 Gerreomorpha selifer: 650
Food: 465. 466, 468, 474, 475, 588, 591- Galcoides: 642 Geres nmelanopterus: 642

592, 596-599, 600-602, 603, 610, 612, Galenides decadactyllu., 641 Gerres nigri: 642
615, 616 Galicia (Spain) : 661, 602 Gerres oblongus: 650

Food preference: 597, 600, 601 Galician estuaries (Spain) : 155 Gerres octatis: 642
Food value, as related to fisheries: 600, Gallium: 215, 276. 277, 2/8, 279, 281 Gerres oyena: 650

613 Galveston Bay k fexas) : 95, 621, 626, Gerres punctatus: 650
Food web (food chain) : 313, 314, 405, 675 Gerres setifer: 6%0

406, 424, 426, 429, 475, 600-601 Gambia Estuary (Gambia) : 640 Gerridae: 642, 650
Foraminifera (foraminiferans) : 10, Gambia River (Gambia) : 640 Ghana: 642, 644; coast, 640

149, 155, 214, 283-288, 385, 466; bi- Gammarus (gammarids) : 463, 551 Gibbula: 405
ofacies, 283; live-total ratios, 2S6- Gammarns duebeni: 528, 530, 531, 533, Gilchristella aestuarius: 649
287; standing crops, 283, 285 551,562 Gippsland Lakes •Australia): 124;

Forcados River (Nigeria) : 639 Gaminarus fasciatus: 323 salinity, 124
Forge River Dock (New York) : 293 Gammarus 1,custa: 463, 530, 533 Girella nigricans: 532, 534
Fossilextura deforiniliva: 197 Gammarus mucronatus: 413, 415 Glaciation: Riss-Saale, 129; Wiscon-
Fossitextura figuraliva: 197 Gainmmarus obtusatus: 530 sin, 93, 112, 115; Wiirm, 93, 123,
Foulness Island (England) : 100 Gammarus oceanicus: 530 129,130
Fragilaria: 311 Gammorus pulex: 463, 531 Glacio-eustacy: 93-94, 124, 144, 180;
Fragilidium heterolobum: 297 Gamnmarus salinus: 562 fall in sea level, 180; oscillations,
France: 150-152, 153-155, 156, 213, Gainmarus tigrinus: 567, 571 124; rise of sea level, 144

564, 570 Gammarus zaddachi: 562 Gladstone (Australia) : 432
Fraser Island (Australia) : 121, 122, Ganges-Brahmaputra Delta (India, Glaucoma scintillans: 299, 300

128 Pakistan) : 118, 119, 120, 647; tec- Glauconite: 247; minor, 243
Fraser River (British Columbia) : 273, tonic activity, 120 Glauconome virens: 436, 437, 440

275. 582, 590, 591 Ganges Estuary (India, Pakistan) :647 Glenodininm: 354, 355, 359
I. reezing, intertidal : 451 Ganges River (India, Pakistan) : 118, Gienodiniurn gymnodinium: 297
IFronch Guiana, rivers: 156 647 Glenodinium halli: 342
Fr,-shets, as related to temporary sa- Gar: 606 Glenodii.nm lenticsda: 297

lFnity reduction: 606 Garden Island Bay (Louisiana): 97, Glenodinium ocualtum: 297
Fresh water, salt content: 4, 443, 448, 117 Glenodiiiun splendens: 354

451 Gardiners Bay (New York) : 471 (;hlssogobius biocellatus: 651
Freshwater faunal component in estu- Gargano (ltaly) : 576 Gloss,.obius giuris: 614

aries: 39 9-40 Garnt: 149, 232, 235, 247 (;Isstiohius mat: 651
Freshwater fish, in brackish water: Garrick: 406 Gloucestershire (England) : 211

605-606 Glucose, uptake of: 368
Freshwater inflow: 4, 16, 447, 489, Gases (See Oxygen, etc.): 22, 374, Glutamic acid, excretion of: 363

49C, 581; oscillation of tidal cur- 376, 380, 447, 448, 456, 458 Glycera: 402
rents, 4, 7 (;as exchange studies in shallow ma- Glycera convoluIa: 405

Freshwater lens: 491 rine sediments: 457 Glyceria: 140. 142, 143
Freshwacer transport: 25 Gaspereau River (Nova Scotia) : 213 Glyceria maritima: 142, 143
Freshwater zone: 399-400, 443, 604- (6asterosteus: 530 Glycerol, excretion of: 363, 364

605 (aslersteusaculus: 535 Glycine: 367, 308, 369, 371, 458; up- .
Friday Harhor Laboratory( Washing- Gasterosh'us lejirus: 529, 530, 532 take of, 371

ton) : 331 (;astropcida (gastropods) : 208. 209, Glycolic acid, excretion of: 362, 363
Friesland (Netherlands) : 149 401, 413, 447, 470, 472, 494, 601, 708 Glyvposternum telchilta: 649
Frio, Cape (Africa) : 398 (Gastrotrichs: 466 Gobiesox strnmosms: 606, 607, 635
Frisian Islands (North Sea) :149, 207, Gause's law: 516 Gobiidae (gobies) : 425, 429, 430, 591,

659, 662 (;azza minuta: 650 594, 601, 607, 610, 634, 642, 651, 653 41"
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Gobio fluviatilis: 530; changes in body Great Oolite Series, Middle Jurassic Gymnura micrura: 606, 607
weih•t, 530 (Engtland) : 211 Gypsum: 216

Gobioides anguillaris: 651 Grzat Ouse Estuary (England): 102 Gyrodinium: 297
Gobioides ansorpii: 642 Great Salt Lake (Utah) : 410 Gyrodinium achromaticum: 297
Gobivides cacculus: 651 Great South Bay (New York) : 292- Gyrodinium aureum: 297
Gobioxtilus lepturus: 642 299, 329, 330, 366, 682 Gyrodinium contortum: 297
Gobioplenu chuno: 651 Great Yarmouth (England) :103, 104, Gyrodiniutm corallinum: 297
Gobiosoma bosci: 609, 634 105 G(yrodinium falcatum: 297
Gobiojoma ginsburgi: 606, 607 Green crab: 463, 673, 675 Gyrodiniunm lachryma: 297
Gobiosoma robusfjnm: 495, 497 Green fish, 534 ;yrodinium 'ingue: 297
"Gobius casamancus: 642 Greigite: 268 Gyrostýytna: 426
Gobius minutus: 673 Grey mullet: 642 "Gytje": 144
Gobius nudiceps: 651 Gribble, boring: 672
Gobiuj sadanundio: 651 Groundfish: 616 Habitat: 474, 475, 575, 589
Godavari Estuary (India): 648, 652, Groundwater, Cutler area (Florida): Haddock: 612

654 489, 490 Haffs, lagoons east of Danzig: 95
CGothite: 152, 268, 270 Grouper: 611, 625 Hagfishes: 530
Golden Gate (California), depth and Growth, log phase: 322 Hake: 591, 601, 610

sea-level rise: 94 Gruberia uninucleata: 299 Halacarids: 466
Goldfish: 681 Grunion: 612 Halfbeak: 405, 406
Golfngia. 368, 370 Grunter: 642, 643 Halibut: 612. 616
Gouiodoma: 297 Gryphea angulata: 681 Ilaliclona: 494
Gonionemus murbachi: 415 Guadalupe River (Texas) : 115 Halifax (Australia): 438
Gonyanlax: 297 Guadiana River (Portugal) : 306 Haligraph : 452
Gonyaulax catenata: 297, 298, 300 Guanabara Bay (Brazil) : 95 lalitmeda opuntia: 494
Gonyaulax catenella: 298, 300 Guemes Isiand (Washington),. 694 Halite: 216
Gonyaulax diegenesis: 297 Guianas: 167, 176 Halocline: 17, 25, 450, 468, 469, 470.
Gonyaulax digitalis: 297 Guinea: 153, 640, 641 586, 588, 658
Gonyaulax polycdra: 297 Guinea, Gulf of: 639 Halophila: 402, 403, 404
Gonyaulax polygramana: 297 Guinea shelf (Africa) : 639 tlahosphaeria Ynediosetigera: 304
Gunyaulax scrippsae: 297 Gulf Coast (Florida) : 2-0 Halteria: 300
Gonyaulax tamarensis: 297 Gulf Coast (United States) : 9, 10, l1alteria grandinclla: 299
Gonyaulax triacantha: 297 183. 207, 219, 223, 239, 621, 627, 630 Htaminoca clegans: 494, 497
Gonyostomum: 298 Gulf Coast bays: 222 Htaninoca suicinca: 413, 414
Good Hope, Cape of: 94 Gulf estuaries: cyclic phenomena re- I-annoichthys africana: 642
Gnrgonorhynchus: 405 lated to fish, 631-633; fertility fac- Hardangerfjord (Norway): 63-70:
Graadyb (Denmark): 130. 131, 134, tors, 627; tidal and salinity charac- circulation, 65-70; salinity distribu-

138 teristics, 626-627 tion, 64: temperature distribution.
Grabens: 94, 96 Gulf fisheries: commercial fisheries 66, 67, 69, 70
Gracilaria blodgetti: 411 production, 624-626; rank of abun- Ilarengula macrepthalma: 634
Gradient: density (See Salinity gra- dance of families, 635 Haringvliet (Netherlands) : 213, 214.

dient); fauna related to salinity, Gulf of Mexico: 323, 329, 353, 354. 215
414; stream concept related to sedi- 356, 408, 409, 410, 565, 568, 570, 582, Haro Strait (Washington-British Co-
mentology, 180 585, 588, 589, 590. 591, 593. 594, 595, lumbia) : 273

"Gradient" zone: 284 596, 603, (M4, 610, 611, 613, 614, 615, Harpodon nchercus: (48, 649
Grado (Italy) : 574 622. 623, 627, 636, 677 Ilastatella radians: 293
Grain size: 163, 174, 178, 243, 246; Gulf Stream: 389. 582, 586, 614 Hatteras, Cape i North Carolina) : 9.

"apparent" and "equivalent", 161; Gull, Western: 308 11. 323, 582, 586, 614
determination of origin of mud, 150; Gunda: 529 Hawaii: 420-431
erosion, transportation, and depoi- Gunnels: 601 Hawkesbury River (Australia): 127
tion velocities, 158-160; selection in (.ymnadinium: 297 "Head". periglacial deposits: 150
accomulation processes, 167 Gyrnnodinium aeruginosum: 297 Head of Passes (Mississippi River)

Grain-size analysis: Keroulle (West- Gymnodinium alba: 297 23, 95
Ser' Brittany), 151;: kurtosis coeffi- Gymnodinium albulum: 297 Heart Lake: 348, 349
cients, 229: La Vail&e, Rance Estu- Gymnodinium aureum. 297 Heart urchin: 198
ary. 151; Le Faou (Western Brit- Gymnodinium. biconicum: 291 Heat: 448. 468, 672. 673; addition and
tany), 152: Minihic. Rance E1tu- Gymnodinium breve: 298, 300, 354, 359 dispersion. 672; distribution in sedi-
ary, 151; Tariec (Northwestern Gymnodinium flavum: 296, 297, 298. ments, 451: effect on intertidal or-
Brittany). 151 301 ganisms, 451

(;rammatophora: 426 Gymnodinium fuscum: 297 Heat budget data in circulation stud-
;rand Banks (Newfoundland) : 614 3Gymnodinium grammaticum: 297 ies: 25.66(;rande : (;ymnodinium helicoides: 297 Heavy minerals: 231, 243, 247; pro-Grande Liard River (Louisiana) : 117 Gymnodinium heirrostriatum: 297 files. Yaquina Bay, 232, 234, 253

Grandidierella bontitroides: 413, 413 Gyenodinium /ebouri: 297 suites. Yaquina Bay, 234-235
(Grand Isle (Louisiana) : 621 Gymnodinium lunrla: 297 Hecia District (Hawaii) : 42D-431
Grand Lake (Louisiana) : 180. 626 Gymnodinium minor: 297 Heeia mangrove swamp: 420, 430, 431;
Grand Ponci (Falmouth, Mauacbu- Gymnodinium miuiuum: 297 dissolved nitrate and phosphate. 422;

setts) : 21 Gymnodinium atlsonii: 361, 362. 363 ecological analysis. 422-431 ; salinity
Grass shrimp: 412 Gymnodinium paradoxum: 297 tolerance of animal species, 429,.
(;razing: 320, 365, 366 Gymnodinium pwniceum: 297 430; sediments analysis. 423: uptake
Great Barrier Reef (Australia): 1 G'WnodiniuU raz'nesceiu: 297 of phosphate and nitrate by sedi-

128 (;ymnodinium simplex: 297 ments. 422
Great Bay (New Jersey) : 471 Gyymnodiaium splsendens: 293, 296, 297 Heeia stream: 420, 421. 430
Great Burbo Bank (England) : 101 Gymnodiniam uberrimum: 297 Hel (Poland) : 95
""Great Estuarine Series, Middle Jam- Gyinuodiniam :ariable: 297 Helqoland (Germany) : 205. 527

sic (Great Britain) : 215416 Gyinura ald •la: 608 He/ice haue/lliamau: 434

- - - -- -------- - - - - -.- - - . .
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Iledice leachi: 434 Hollands Diep (Netherlands) :149 Jlyporhamphrir jochegeli: 641 A
Ilelicostomella edentala: 299 Holocuryhaline species: 415, 416; os-
llelioslamclla kilienuis: 299 moregulators, 530, 531 Ice: 451, 592
Hematite: 231, 235 !olophrya: 299 Ice Ages, glacio-eustacy: 93
Hemicellulose in sediments: 458 Holophrya marina: 299 Iceland, 239, 391, 392
Ilenichrmis bimaculatus: 642 l-loloplankton: 500 lchrhyocampus carcc: 650
liemic/hromnis fasciatus: 642 llotasticha: 299 Ictalurms catus: 605
Ilemicyclidium: 299 lfolosticha discocephalus: 299 hc'alurus jurcatus: 632
liemidinium najutum: 297 llolosticha mullistiliata: 299 Ictalurus nebulosus: 605
Icrmigrapsus: 541, 546 "Holothermia": 335, 359 Ictalurus punctatur: 605
lcmigrasruns nudus: 532, 541-547; ca- Holothurians: 430 4A-lntification of organisms, related to

tionic regulation of blood and mus- Holozoites: 300 'l ological studies: 446, 558
cle, 542-544, 545; chloride regula- liomarus: 534 lIJsselmeer (Netherlands) : 662, 673
tion of blood and muscle. 544-545; tlomarus amncri:xiusis: 532, 533, 585 Ijssel River (Netherlands) :149, 659,
muscle and blood water, 545-546 Homeostasis: 462, 520, 531 673

lIemiarap.s oreyonensis: 532, 533 Home Pond (New York) : 471 I1iophage. 381
Hemiramphidae: 641, 650 Home stream: 587, 613, 614, 669 lisa: 653

iftmirhiampzhus gaiu•,di: 650 Hong Kong: 657 Ilisha africana: 641
liemirhamphus georgii: 650 Hooghly, Sunderbans (India) : 647 Ilisha elongata: 649
leý,- ;rhamphus limbatus: 650 Hooghly-Matlah (India) : 653 fiisha indica: 649

Hfemi scmis virescens: 527 Hooghly River (India) : 647 Ilisha motius: 649
Henry, Cape (Virginia) : 604, 608 Horizontal eddy diffusivity: 21, 27, 30, Illite: 152 153 155 161, 176, 177, 178,
Hens Cliff Oolite (channel limestone): 31, 32, 33, 35, 42, 45, 46, 48, 49 247, 262, 454 ; flocculation at low

211 Horizontal salinity gradient: 18, 38, chlorinity, 161
Flepsotus odoe: 641 39, 45, 49, 50, 52 Ilmenite, magnetite-ilmenite-chromite:
Heptachlor; 675 Hurnblende. 235, 247 232, 235
Heptadecanoic acid: 357 Horseshoe bars: 134 llyoplax dentata: 434
Herbert Delta (Australia) : 126 Houston Ship Channel (Texas): 314 Imo River (Nigeria) : 644
Herbert River (Australia) : 122, 126, 1odson Bay (Canada): 583, 604, 624 India: 313, 564, 647-657

438 Hudson Estuary (New York) : 672 Indian Ocean: 307, 308, 391, 398;
Herbivores: 401,461,465 Hudson River (New York): 94, 331, coastal zone, 647-657; capture fish-
Hermanus Estuary (South Africa) : 332, 671, 701, 702 cries, 652-654; culture fisheries, 654-

398, 4(4 Humber Estuary (England) : 102 657; estuaries, 647; fish fauna, 648-
llermcsinum: 298 Humber River (England) : 103; corn- 652; lagoons, 648; tidal regime, 647
Herring: 533, 535, b90, 591, 601, 614, parative chart of deposits (East An- Indian River (Florida) : 409, 668

615, 616, 659, 673; Atlantic, 590; glian fenlands), 104 Indocybium guttatum: 651
Pacific, 590, 591, 612, 614; river, Humus: 377, 458 Indonesia: 655, 657
593, 600, 601, 608, 609, 612, 614; Hunter River (Australia) : 127 Induction conductivity temperature in-
thread, 601 Hurricanes: 588, 605. 606 dicator (ICTI) : 73

Iletcrobranchus longifilis: 641 Hutchinson Island (Florida) : 190 Inductiw coupling: 73
lleterodinium: 297 ilybognathus nuchalis: 605 Indus Estuary (Pakistan) : 647, 648
ilcteromostus illiformir: 200, 201 Hydra littoralis. 532 Indus, Ri~vir (Pakistan) : 5' 647
lleteronaycteris capensis: 651 llydrobia (hydrobiids, hydrobies) : 198, Infanta, Cape (South Africa) : 406
Ilcteronema: 294 208, 380, 461, 558, 708 Infauna: 403, 404, 405, 442, 457, 463,
Iletcroncma acus: 294 Hydrobia neglecta: 558, 560 464, 465, 466, 472, 475; burrows, 197-
Ihtcrojpanope tridentata: 673 Ilydrobia ulwe: 558, 560 19, 199, 200, 461; colonization, 193
Iltcsropnuustcs lossilis: 650 Ilydrobia wnstrosa: 558, 560, 708 Infilling of estuaries: 126-127, 180
fleteroplneustidae: 650 Hydroclimagraph: 452 Inhaca Island, off Lourenco Marques
licet,'r,,o•mata: 591, 635 Ilvdrocyon bretis: 641, 643 (Mozambique) : 437, 440
Ih'tcrtis niloticus: 641 Hydrogen: 457, 458, 459, 528 Inhambane (Mozambique) : 440
Ilctiotiophlic growth dheterotrophs) : Hydrogen sulfide: 250, 255, 257, 259, Inland Waterway (Florida): 298

362 459, 460 268-271, 274, 291, 330, 376, 398, 430, Inlet engineering: 185, 682
ltexagrammidae: 592 456, 457, 458, 459, 497. 498, 588; re- Inlets: 4, 9, 15, 185-190, 222; bypass-
Ilibiscus tiliaceus: 420. 437 action with goethite, 268-269; rela- ing stability, 186, 187-188; cross-sec-
High marsh: 106-114; peat. distribu- tion to Eh of sediments, 269 tional stability, 186, 189-190; loca-

tion of depth, Barnstable, 109; peat, Hydroids: 463. 526. 533. 659 tion stability, 186-189
relation of age to depth, Barnstable, Hydrolysis: 361, 363, 376, 377 Innisfail (Australia) : 432, 438, 440
113 Hydrotroilite: 248, 254, 255, 259, 268- Insecticides: 675, 677, 690-691

Iligh wave energy coast: 121 272; correlation with sediment color, Insects. in striped bas food relation-
Hill House shoreline (England) :100 254: diagenesis in marine sediments, ships: 601
Iuilsa: 648,652. 654 268-271; nature of. 268; related to Inshore estuary: 585, 586, 587, 590,
Ililsa ilisha: 648, 649 sediment water content, 255, 259 5Q3, 595, 596. 599, 604, 610-607, 606
Ililsa kasiagurta: 649 Hydrozoans: 526 Inshore te, shelf area, sediment profile:
!!ilsa m, wu•i-: 649 lWZ,'nus .u2. 42.. 463, 406 203, 204
Iliisa tol: 649 llrmenosoma cwbiculare: 401, 405 Instruments. n rits monitoring (See
ilinrhinbrooke Channel (Australia): Ilypacauthw o0mi: 406, 650 also Current measurement; Salinity

432, 437, 438 Ilypaiiola: 571 meaturcmint) . 476
Iiipp,-t anipus brarhyrhywchus: 650 Hyperbolic methods, for position sur- Interdeltair basins: 117-119
Ilippfraamnfts errctos: 606, 609 veying : 82 lntergranular pressure in sediment corn.
Ilippocampars :risterae: 495 Ifypersaline water bodies: 4, 408-419, piction: 263
Ilippolyt v: 405. 497 621 nterspecies selection: 574
Ilistidine: 360 Hypersthene: 230. 231, 235, 236 Interstitial water: 456, 457. 458, 459,
Ilierpsted (Denmark) : 144 Hyphochytridiomycttes: 303 473; correlation to sediment color,
Hlo hugS, Bay of (IDenmark) :131 IIhp3onusw trrlin : 612 255: quantity in the sediments, 254
Ii•choker: 601, 610 Ifypn•whamp.iia: 406 Intertidal zone: 463, 591, 612
lI tjer (Denmark) :144 Ilyporhamplsus kiysmsieis: 405 Intracoastal waterway: 40W
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740 ,STUARIES

Intraspecies seledtion: 574 Juvre Dyb Inlet: 130, 131 Lacrymaria uIqr: 299
Invasion in establishing estuarine bi- Juvre Priel (Denmark) : 134, 135 Lacrymaria pupula: 299

Sota: 7-8, 399-.400, 467, 550-552 Juvre tidal channel (Denmark) : 137 LactiL acid: 459
Inverse estuary: 4, 180 Laevicardium mortoni: 412, 413, 414,
Inversions, temperature: 222 Kabeljaauw: 406 494
Ion exchange: 160, 378, 456, 702; Kalamia Creek (Australha) :126 Lafourche-Mississippi Delta: 117

membrane electrodes, 76 Kamchatka (U.S.S.R.): 582, 590 Lag concentrate: 212, 214
Ion regulation: 527-528, 541-547 Kampen (Netherlands) : 659 Lag effect: 163-166
Ircinia campana: 494 Kaneohe Bay (Hawaii): 428, 430 Lagocephalus lae•.gatus: 642
Iron: 176, 252-254, 255, 257, 268-271, Kaolin: 454 Lagodon rhomboides: 413, 415, 495,

276, 277, 278, 279, 280, 281,312,342; Kaolinite: 152, 155, 161, 177, 247, 454; 496,498,634
concentrations in organic fractions, flocculation at low chlorinity, 161 Lagoons: 4, 6, 7, 8. 9, 127, 175, 180.
253; hydroxide, in marsh deposits, Kaolinitic clay: 155, 160, 222 213, 216, 220, 404, 590, 591, 614, 657;
197; sulfide, 254, 255, 258-259, 268- Kapatchez Estuary (Guinea): 153 coastal, 223, 408; coastal, floors, 222;
271,281 Kapatchez River (Guinea) : 153 distribution, 9; estuarine, 121, 126;

Irrawaddy Delta (India) : 647 Kattegat (North Sea) : 12 9 hypersaline, 412, 442; processes in
Irrawaddy Estuary: 648 Kelpfishes: 591 development, 223; West African
Irrawaddy River: 647 Kemble Beds (channel limestone) : 211 coast, 640
Irrigation diversions (See Diversions) : Kent (England) : 106 Lagos (Nigeria) : 639, 640, 641

612, 613 Kenttrophoros fasciolata: 299 Lagos Harbor (Nigeria) : 640
Islands, intertidal: 113, 143, 144 Kephyrion: 295 Lagos Lagoon (Nigeria): 640, 642
Isochrysis: 295 Kerala (India) : 648, 652, 653, 654, 657 Lag pavement: 207
Isochrysis gaibana: 363 Keronopsis flat-icons: 299 Laguna Madre (Texas) : 95, 182, 408-.
Isoleucine: 369 Keroulle (France): 150 419, 621, 624, 629, 630; age, 408;
Isopoda (isopods) : 430, 564, 575, 601 Kerry, County (Ireland) : 153 biomass and production, 417; dimen-
Isostatic movements: 10, 105 Keta Lagoon (Ghana) : 639, 640, 642, sions, 409; fish fauna, 411-412; im-
Isotope C" bioassay method: 341, 346 645 provements, 409, 410; molluscs, 412,
Italy: 570 Kiel (Germany) : 493,548 413, 414; plant life, 410-411; salin-
Ivory Coast: 640, 641 Kiel Bay (Germany): 287, 392, 393, ity regime, 409. 410: tempera t ure-

444 salinity conditions, 410; thin grass
Jackfish: 632 Kiel Bight (Germany): 392 system, 416
Jacks: 611, 614 Killifish: 496, 497, 595, 601, 607 Laguna Madre de Tamaulipas (Mex-
Jade Bay (North Sea) : 191-201 Kimberley (Australia) :124 ico) : 408-419
Jacra marina: 570 King Lake (Australia) :124 Lagvynumus pumilio: 299
James Bay (Canada) : 583, 604 King Souned (Australia) : 124, 125 Lampreys : 590, 591,605, 608
James River (Virginia): 4, 1&, 27, 29, Kinorhynchs: 466 Lamya: 402

31, 33, 34, 40, 46, 49, 601,602, 669 Kinso River (Norway) : discharge and Lamya capensis: 405
James River Estuary: 39, 40, 46, 47, surface salinity, 65 Lancashire (England) : 100, 101

-. 49, 50, 285; salinity distribution, 41, Kitoi Bay (Alaska): 592 Landbound estuary: 582, 585, 604
50; salinity profile, 31, 41, 48; veloc- Klamath-Siskyou Mountain (Oregon- Landpriel (offshore channel) :141, 143
ity profile, 31, 48 California) : 236 Land reclamation, based on estuarine

Japan: 239, 613, 615, 616 Klein River (South Africa) : 647 research: 143
Japan, Sea of: 346, 599 Kloeckera apiculata: 307 Langebaan Lagoon (South Africa)Java : 647, 655, 656 Knight Inlet ( British Columbia) : 35 399

Jekyll Island (Georgia) : 491 Knudedyb (Denmark) : 134 Laice co,,nchihega: 201. 204
Joal (Senegal) : 641 Knudedyb inlet (Denmark) : 130, 131 Laomedea loveni: 526
Johnins carutta: 651 Knudsen's equations: 65 Larimus clongatus: 642
Johnius coibor: 651 Knysna Estuary (South Africa) : 397- Larimus fosciatus: 608
Johnins diacanthui: 651 407, 442, 462 463, 464; b;otic zona- Larus argentatus: 309
Johnins dussumieri: 651 tion, 401-404; factors determining Laras fescus: 309
Johnius exillaris: 651 faunal richness, 397-399: faunistic l.aris flenei: 309
Johnius holoh'pidotus: 406 components and their distribution, Laris occidentalis: 308
Johnius osseus: 651 399-401 ; trophic relations, 405-407 Laoes ridibundus: 309
Johnins siua: 651 Knysna River (South Africa) : 397 Larvae: 324, 511, 603, 615 ; aminocoete.
Jordan Valley-Dead Sea. graben: 94 Koh: 406 of lamprey, 608; barnacle, 469-471 ;
Juan de Fuca Strait (British Colum- Kola Peninsula (U.S.S.R.) : 05 estuarine retention. 468, 469, 470,

bia-Washington) : 19, 53, 330. 331, Konda Valai, fishing gear: 652 471 ; nonpelagic, 468; planktonic, be-
694, 695, 698; density and velocity Konkoure River (Guinea) : 153, 156, havior, 472, 475; planktonic, disper-
structure, 28; net circulation, 53 640 sal and distribution, 469L-471 ; plank.

Juan de Fuca-Strait of Georgia sys- Koolau Mountain Range (Hawaii) : tonic, estuarine, 470, 471, 472; plank-
tern, temperature salinity diagram: 420 tonic, euryhaline marine, 470; plank-
53. 330, 331 Korea: 583 tonic, euryhalinity of, 471 ; plank-

Jnb*Iee • .588, 624 Kinvola comal: 649 tonic, life cycle stapes, 469, 471, 472:
uJen Lagoon (Ghana) : 640 Kraals, fish: 653 planktonic, pelagic, 447, 450, 452,

Jump, rbe (Mississippi Delta) : 117; Krimpen (Netherlands) : 149 455, 467, 468. 469, 470: planktonic,
=suhdeltm near height of depositional Krishna ( lnlia) : 647, 652, 654 settlement, 472: planktonic, trans-

activity. 18; subdelta showing sub- Kkhlia sandticensis: 425, 426, 427, 428 port, 449, 468, 469, 472; rearing, 467,
sidence effects during Present process Kurtidae; 651 472
of abandonment, 119 K'ertus indieus: 651 Larval br(oods (swarms) : 470, 471

jun'us: 378. 386, 387, 402, 403, 404 Kyanite: 230, 231, 235 l.arval populations: 471
Jametcs kraussii: 401 Larval trap: 470
Jutland (Denmark) : 129, 130, 132, Labeo rohita: 649 Late Cenozoic uplift, Oregoi Coast

135, 140: southwestern, geomorpho- Labeo sree.alceesis: 641 Range : 226
lotgcal map. 132 Labidocera arstiva: 323, 501 L.atc Pleistocene. sedimentation rates:

Juvre Dyb (Denmark) :131, 133, 135, Laboea: 299 180
136 Labrador: 543 Lairs calcariler : 648, 650, 656
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Lat.s niloticus: 641 Limestone, oolitic: 211-212, 488 Louisiana: 96, 378, 570, 622, 623, 626,
Latitude: 447, 462, 467, 548-552, 556 Limited entry, in fisheries manage- 633, 635
Latitudinal distribution of species: 447, ment: 602 Lourenco Marques (Mozambique)

548-552, 556 l.imnetic species: 443, 673, 674 398, 437, 440
Latmian Gulf (Turkey) : 98, 99 Limnetic zone: 443 Lower Amazon, deltaic stream pattern:
Laurencia: 494, 498 Lirnnoria: 672 98
lauric acid: 355 Limnoria lignorum: 428 Lower Clarion Coals, marine and near-
Lauwers Zee (Netherlands), distribu- Limonite: 231, 235, 268 shore fossils: 214

tion of fine-grained matter: 175 Litnonium: 403, 404 Lower Devonian estuarine sedimen-
La Vall& Creek (France) : 150 Limpets: 401 tary rock: 211, 215
Lead: 276, 277, 279, 280, 281 Limulus: 472, 565 Lower Kittanning Coals, marine and
Lebistes reticulatus: 423, 425, 426, 428, Lincoln (England): 102 nearshore fossils: 214

429 Lincolnshire (England): 102; Upper Lower Mississippi River, fish kills:
Leervis (garrick) : 406 Estuarine Series, 215 690
Le Faou (France) 150, 152 Lindane: 677 Lower Pennsylvania Coal Measures,
Leiognathidae: 650 Lingcod: 591 estuarine deposits: 214Leiavnathus blochii: 650 Linoleic acid: 355 Lower iRags (channel limebtone) : 211
Leiognzathus bretirostris: 650 Lionotus: 299 Low Isles (Australia), mangrove
Leiognathus cquulus: 650 Lionotus cygnus: 299 swamp fauna: 430
Leiognathus fasciatus: 650 Lionotus fasciolata: 299 Low-runoff circulation (Silver Bay, I
Leiognathus ruconius: 650 Lipids: 376, 454, 458; excretion of, Alaska): 54
Lciostomus xanthurus: 415, 590, 593, 362, 363 Low stand: pre-Recent, 97; (See Sea

609, 610, 625, 634, 635, 669 Listerdyb (Denmark) : 134, 135, 138 level)
Leisure Isle (South Africa) : 403, 404, Listerdyb Inlet (Denmark) : 130, 131 Low wave energy coast: 121, 128 4

405 Lithognathus: 406 Loxophyllum undulatum : 299
Lek River (Netherlands) : 149 Lithognathu$ lithognathus: 406, 651 Losophyllum uninucleatum: 299
Lcnbadion bullinum: 299 Litter bags, use in detritus studies: 384, Loza River (Madagascar) : 156
1.xmbus injusionum : 299 386, 387 Luciaiia parta: 495, 496, 497, 498, 634
Leinbus pusillus: 299 Little Egg Harbor (New Jersey) : 471 Lucinda (Australia) : 438, 440
Lemon Bay (Florida) : 298 Little Lake (Louisiana) : 117 Lucrine, Lake (Italy) : 660
Lenticular bedding: 196-197 Littoral drift: 185-190, 228, 236; by- Lummi Island (Washington) : 694
Lepidochelys olivacea: 611 passing, 187; direction, 229; field Lumnitzera: 439
Lepisosteus osseus: 605 tests, 185; load, 189; rate of, 185, Lumnitiera littorea: 437, 438
Lepocinclis ovum: 294 187 Lumnit-cera racemosa: 433, 437, 438
Le Pointeau (France) : 154, 155 Littoral zone: 467, 593; yeast popula- Lutianidac: 650
Lepomis macrochirus: 605 ton densities, 306 Lutianus argeniimnaculatus: 6A0
Leptochelia: 571 Littorina: 403 Lutianus iohni: 650
Leptocylindrus danicus: 321, 364, 365, Littorina irrorata: 635 Lutjanidac: 642

504 Littorina knysnacniss: 404, 405 Lutjanus: 642
Leptopel: 367, 376, 448, 454, 461 Littorina littorea: 550 Lutjonus agennes: 642
Leptosynapta inhacrens: 368 Littorina nebulosa: 413 Lutjanus blackfordi: 625
Lethrinidae: 651 Littorina scabre.: 427, 428, 440 Lutjanus dentatus: 642
Lethrinus nebulosus: 651 Liverpool (England) : 101 Latljanus eutactus: 642
Lethrinus reticulatus: 651 Liverpool Bay (England) : 3G Luojanus goreensis: 642
Leucine: 369; excretion of, 363 Liverpool Marine Biology- Committee Lut!janus guineensis: 642
Leucoxene: 232, 235 Memoirs: 473 Lyngbya conofernoides: 411
Levee: 95, 136, 622, 670; flank depres- Liza: 406 Lynn (Massachusetts) : 108

sions, 117 Liza ramada: 650 Lynn Deeps (E'ngland) : 102
Level bottoms: 465 Lobate deltas: 116 1Lysefjord (Norwa,) : 65
Level of no net motion: 18, 25, 27, 469, Lobotes surinamiensis: 495, 642, 650 Lysine, excretion of: 363

470, 585, 586, 588 Lobotidae: 642, 650 Lytham (England) : 100
Lianas: 433 Lobster: 507, 532, 533, 585, 601
Liberia: 583, 640, 641,642, 643, 644 Loch Striven: 319 Macapi (Brasil) : 97
Lichia amis: 641 Loire Estuary (France) : 154, 155; Mackerel: 611; horse, 642; king, 625;
Lichia glauca: 641 suspended sediments during ebb and Spanish, 625
Life history stages: 627-628; transport flood tides, 154 Mackinawite (tetragonal FeS) ; 268

and distribution, 452, 469-473, 628 Loire River (France) : 155, 156 Macoma: 402, 403, 571
Light: 449, 452, 469, 470, 475; effect London (England) : 105 AMacoma bretilrons: 413, 414

on excretion of algae, 361, 362, 363; London Basin (England) : historical Macoma litiwalii: 404
inhibition, 348, 349; injury, 346, 347, de',elopment, 105 Macoma tenta: 413
348; intensity, measurement using London Bridge: 29, 105 Macr,,brachium: 427. 428, 429. 430, 642
diazo paper, 421; simulation, 346 Long Island (New York): 329, 330 Alecrobrachiuim waicolmsonii: 649

Light penetration: 457, 693, 698, 699; Long Island Sound: 19. 311, 316, 317, Macrobrachimm ,irabile: 649
factors determining extent of, 319, 318, 320, 321, 322, =3, 324, 325, 344, Macrobrachium ohionis: 632
452,695 367. 385, 465, 598, 599, 600, 701; Macrobruchiam retd: 652.656. 657

Liqia exotica: 555, 556 seasonal occurrence of phytoplank- Macrobrwachium icabriculrnn: 652
Lignicolous fungi: 303-304 ton, 321 Macrofauna (See also Megabenthos;
Lignin: 377. 458 Longitudinal oblique bedding, from Mcgafauna) : 467, 627
Lima pellucida: 495 misch flat showing tension shear: Afacrogpnthus d•rstnh.,: 651
Limestone: 211-212. 448. 488. 489 201,202 Macr,,pthalmmmu: 440
Limestone, channel: 211; vertical pro- l.ug-line fishing: 643 MAerophthalmus latreilfri: 436. 440 -

file, 211-212 lmgshore currents: 185 lacr,,phithaei• pacifcu: 436. 440
Limestone. Cretaceous, in Denmark: Longshore drift: 229 Alactra: 403

129 Lookdown: 607 Mactre adus,nui: 401
Limestone, Late Tertiary, in Florida Lopholatilus chmnatlraieeps: S89 Mextrai JWil: 413. 414

Gulf bays: 7M2 Los Angeles (California) 706, 709 Madagascar: 156, 213
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Madras (India): 648,652,654 Marine forelands (Denmark): 140 Meiofauna: 466, 476
Madura (India) : 655, 656 Marine realm of deposition: 230-231 Melaleuca: 437
Maeader Delta (Turkey): 98 Marine sedimentation, environmental Melampus parvuluj: 428
Maeander River (Menderes) (Tur- areas: 180, 181; continental shelf, Melania indefinita: 423, 425

key) :98 180, 181; marginal marine bays and Melbour-ae (Australia) : 440
Magdlalena River (Colomnbia): 58 lao s, 180, 181-182 AMelila zeylanica: 405
Maggiore, Lake (Italy-Switzerland) : Manne species: penetration of brack- Melnikovite: 248, 269

509 ish water, 550; population estimates, Alelongena corna: 494
Maneuiu:n 177, ?16, 342, 456, 528, 633 Melosira granulata: 513

54 543 Marine terrace: 10; Pleistocene, 227 Melosira sulcale: N93
Magnetic Island (Australia): 437; Marinogammarus fijsmarchicus: 530 Membrane potential, generation of: 75

mangroves, 436, 437 Mark-and-recapture technique: 594 Memnbras 2-agrans: 634
magnetite magnetite-ilmenite-chro- Marphysa: 403, 437 Menhaden: 584, 588, 590, 593, 594, 595,

nuts:2.•2 235 Marphysa gravelyi: 529 597-601, 603, 610, 611, 613-614, 615,
landi Estuary (India) : 647, 652, Marphy a sanguisea: 401, 405, 437 616, 624, 628, 629, 633, 634, 636

653; utilization of catches, 634 Mars Diep (Netherlands) : 659 Menhaden fisheries: 613-614, 615
Mahanadi River (India) : 647, 648 Marsh (See also Salt marsh): 108- Mcnidia: 629
Maine: 207, 210, 568, 570, 590, 608 114; ancient, 108; floating, "flotant", Menidia beryllina: 414, 608, 629. 634
Maine, Gnlf of: 9, 311, 312, 318, 322, 118; high, 108-114; intertidal, 108- Menidia beryllina peninsulae: 411, 413,

337,361,364,365 111,113 415
Ma'unga (Madagascar): 16 Marsh crab: 401 Menidia menidia: 609. 610
Madid worm: 368 Marshfield (Massachusetts) : 567 Menippe merccnaria: 625
Mallomosaa: 295 Marsh grass (Spartina) : 108, 112, Menont formation: 526
Mallow catrrvarius: 612 383-388; decomposition of, 386, 387 Menticirrhus: 625
Mammals: 591 Marsh Island (Louisiana) : Recent Menticirrhus americanus: 609, 635
Management of estuaries: 683-686 Mississippi River delta, 115 .Menticirrhus saxatilis: 608
Manchester Ship Canal (England): Marsh microfauna: 284 Merced, Lake (San Francisco, Cali-

101 Marsh sedinmets: 219, 222, 223 fornia) : 551
Mando Island (Denmark): 130, 133, Marsh vegetation: rate of ,composi- l,.rc,'naria: 309

134, 140, 142 ticn, 36), 387; source of *rganic de- .1fArccnaria mercgnaria: 368, 455, 468.
Manganese: 276, 277, 278, 279, 281 tritus. 377, 378 469, 471, 669; larvae, 470; peliveli-
Mangoku-Ura Inlet (Japan) : 442 Martha's Vineyard (Massachusetts) : gers, 472
Mangrove, definition : 432 570 .h'rcirclla: 060, 707
Mangrove coummunities: 122, 432, 437- Maryland: 596, 602, 603, 608, 611, 615, ter,'trix: 652

438 06 .Iherluccius bilin'ars: 608
Mangrove fauna: 434-437, 439, 440; M.,.saiauetts: 114, 261, 568, 571, 590, .lh'rlucci t productus: 591

modifications due to estuary entering 602, 607, 616 Meroplankton: 500
the v-a, 44') Alassartia: 207 ,lerotrihia: 2998

Mangrove flor,: 432-433, A37-440; Malssartia jw , ,duaa: 297 Merritt, Lake (California): 707
modifications due to estuary enter- Masiartia glanca: 297 Mersey Estuary (England): 29, 30.
ing the sea. 440 Massartia-Kaodjiunim rolundala: 295 32, 40. 46. 48. 49, 100, 101

Mar&.-ove-frir ged estuaries: resulting M1assartia rotundata: 29, 297, 301 Mersey Narrows: 46, 48; horizontal
frnsh changing distributary patterns, Mass cuxitinuity, equation: 45 eddy diffusivity. 3)
126 Massif Central: 153 Merwy River (England) : 33. 41, 103

dMangrewe, red: 420 Mass mortality: 5W8, 595,624 .lh's,.diniaum acarnas: 29s
Marigromri: 1'2, 124, 223, 378, 398, Mastacembelidae: 6;1 M.esodiium cinctum:. 209

420-421 430 431, 432-440; influence .tastacmbclus armalus: 651 .l¢sodimnium pulx: 209
Sof ean;-,maýstal factors. 440 1astitgias ocellata: 428 .tcsodinium ruerum: 299, 300

Mangrove swmnps: 127, 420-431. 453, Matagordo Bay (Texas) : 675 Mesohaline: 605. 6W6
S454. 473. 475. 488, 639; diurnal Maurepas. Lake (l.ouisiana) : 626 Mesquite Rincon (Texas) : 408

chap-," in physical anl chemical McLean Point (Oregon): 226. 233, .Metaboic rate: in latitudinal studies.
pruerties of water, 423. 425. 428: 234. 235. 236 447; nwn-genetic adaptatitm. 534
fish culture pi;tential, 645. 655, 657; Meander: 134. 169: pattern, 113 Metabolism: 3W: anaerobic. 370: co.
physical and chemical properties oif Mean high-water level, rate of rise: balamin prtoluctiom by bentlhs. 317;
water. 420, 428. 430-431 ; primir, 112 oxidative, 370. 371
uroducers, 421. 423, 424, 425. 426, Mean salinity: influence of wind stress. Metatkilite: 292. 36. 448. 4W, 51t,:
427, 428. 429. prinmary productivity 47-48. 51 extracrilular. 310; nitrivenon. 2%.
"evsu ".t, 421. 424. 425, 426. 427. Mean velh'ity: functKm of depth. 29; eoranic. 316i. 353; .t1
428 influence of wind stress. 47--lt Metacerearia. in ("vtghira: 3•3

Manly (Australia) : 440 Measurenient o4 currents: NO-" .Me to,,,ts ah Orwned to 299
Mannitul. excretion of: 363. ..64 Medical electronirs. flow measure- Metallo-owranics ý 254
Man's relationship to estuaries: M8l, mits: X7 Metamnrphuxhw : 46K. 464. 471. 472

;55, 591. 597. 602-603. 610, 614. 615- Meiliterraisan Sea. 176. 449, 464. 55 .tIe 2, 4
616: human p .lation.. 9, 667; 56.4. (65. e..70.571.O Mt l:294

mtnan's role. 667-6ft Megarntlthos: 442. 445. 447. 460, 466. .Uejaph-are, a#m4: 64
Maracaibo. Lake f Venrieueia 1 239 473 Jerapefrulas brn'u "* t.. 656
Marrasite: Megafawia: 476 .At ia pIW, dobsmei: 5.M. t49
Marpric acid: 357 .telgd/dq f pi C h." 650 .1bP61.,:s moc.-r,.z : .30. 533e.a. 656
Marine b hai r at A '. 239 Megal-pidap :i 49 M6smmirtaiw. 231
Marine binasaay *ech'. .. - Megl1ohi46 701 Metazi. t'tas li ins: 466: askimila.

trophic assays. 341. 1;: ter Mtoi..ps .t0ieliAt: 641 tion of dihssoved stustance by. 353:
assay. 341 .1rqaips ,vpvtsa'is: (49 ,c c ' ualir of 4a i1. Uin

Marine fRiagellas. carb-*.yý.raw, ex.. .4lCOp~ter nodo.," 591 ha)3 and Lagmn. Nan•hurskn Gulf
C.'9ud by: 361 Negaripples: ^, 210. 214. damn for- ni MexiCm 415

Marine-Ouviat•l: realm fd dre,"ition, mation. 21. 214 Meiha,: -.J74. 376.3R•D. 457
L20-23, ;sediments. 235 Mesintho 442. 445. 447. 40. 473 Methinonm 30

40 .*4 "N. ..
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Mets japonica: 412, 415 Milford Estuary: 448 Molluscan assemblages, Laguna Ma- -Metopograpsus gracihpes: 434, 435, Milford Haven (Connecticut): 349 dre: 412-414436, 440 Milk fish: 648, 655, 656 Mol'*ai (Hawaii) : 420, 493Melopograpsus latifrons: 436. 439, 440 Milliammuina usca: 283, 285 Molybdenum: 276, 277, 278, 279, 20,Mctopgrapsus messor: 425, 427, 428. Mineral particles, related to bound or- 281, 342, 348, 349; concentration in435 pnic aggregates: 459 surface sediments as a functior. ofMetopograpsus pacific.s: 434 Minerals, drisolved - 447, 448 reducing capacity, 280; colloidal sii-Melopus es: 299 Minihic Estuary (France) : 150 fide sol, 280; co-precipitation by ironMetschnikowia krizsii: 308 Miniscula bipes: 297 sulfides, 280-281 ; distribution in Cas-Metichnikowia sobellii: 308 Minnows: 595, 601 tie Lake (California). 348Meuse Estuary (Netherlands) : 213 Miocene: 105, 243 Molybdenum oxide: 458Meuse River (Netherlands) : 213, 660, Miramichi Estuary (Canada): 442, Momentum current meters: 86
674 468, 469, 470, 471. 668, 669 Momaj: 295, 296, 301Mexican Laguna Madre (Mexico): Miramichi River (Canada): 38, 668 Mtmochrysi,: 295408, 410, 413, 414 Misch flat: 193, 195, 196, 197, 199, Mfetchryuis lulhdrj: 322, 362, 363, 527Mexico: 9, 496, 621, 630 201 ; bedding, 201 Mt;aodacua: 461Mexico, Gulf of: 9, 94. 96, 97, 115, Mission Pay (California): 223, 292, Monodactylidae: 642
155. 175, 183, 220, 221, 292, 308, 323, 296. 297. 29, 301 Mosod"Iyumi agenbuj: 651408, 409, 410, 670; barriers, 95; sedi- Mississippi : 570, 626 Monodiaium balbitini: 2635299mentary materials of bays compared, Mississippi clay, in Tampa Bay sedi- Mfonotlrtu cnkultia: 651
223 mnLts: 222 Monsoons: 122, 124Miami (Florida): 488, 489,630 Mississippi Delta: 119, 120, 175, 182, Mont St. Michel (France): 3Miami Canal (Florida) : 492 219, 222, 243. 287; "birdfoot", 116; Montmorilloite: 155, 161, 176. 177,Miami River (Florida) : 306, 308, 495 rate of depoiition, 183; vertical dis- 247. 24Z, 454; flocculation of. withMica: 235 tribution of suspended matter of the increasing chiorinity, 161Michigan Basin: 216 deli,. 174; West Bay. 117 Montmorilon;te clay: 178. 222Micractinium pusillus: 293 Mississippi Estuary: 23 Mounhsh: 634Microbenthos: 442, 447, 456, 461, 474 Mississippi Lower Delta: 95 Mu(rton Bay (Australia) : 128Microbiological assays, microdetermi- Mississippi River: 16, 24 40, 96, 97, Moreton Island (Australia): 128nation on seawater constituents: 341 115. 118, 155. 182, 329. 581, 582, 583. Moriches Bay 'New York): 330, 682Microbiology: 341-332, 457. 460, 466, 587, 621. 622. 623, u30, 635. 636, 670, Morro Bay (Califtrnia): 223
472,702 671. 677; harriers. 95; deltas. 115- Morrumnbev Estuary (.South Africa):Microbinnass: 390 392, 393 116; North Pass, cutrent velocity and 399Micrubiota: &90-394, 291-301, 374. 379, chlorinity profile, 171; salt wr'pe, Mortality (. nekton: 584. 588. 594,381; microclimatic factors, 294; re- 23. 24. .A; sediment transport, Z!2; 595, 597. 598•.602. 612, 613.615lation to chemical composition of the Southevst Pas.s, 24. 95; South Paz,, Mortality rates: 471water, 301 95: volume of fl w. 687 Moruya Estuary (Autralia) : 126Microconmnunity, benthic: 459 MLssissippi Souit : 287, 288, 623. 637; Motuya River (Australia): 127Microemvironment: 455 harriers, 95; color distribniws in Mossel Bay (South Afrk1a). 397Microfauna: biofacies in Rappalan. Recent seliments, 248; micramaul Mossman I Austalia) : 432, 4A 440nock Estuary. 285. collective influ- patterns 287 Ma.Ilnllouia kt'wpidom: 605ence of water types, 284, distribu- Mississil-i Valley alluvritsm 93, 94 Msambique: 156. 399. 430; mngrowtbont atteris in various estuaries. Mississippi V'alley system. p1.siog- swamp fauna of. 430286-287; nutritive role of. 380-31 raphy:.115 Mozambique Current: 3M9M. Mflora: nutritive role of, 380 14tchrll Estuary (Australia) : 128 MSX i nmti-me 'eate sphere X) : 681Mlicrog.sami psoximus: 591 Mitchell River (Australia): 124 Mucn: 39D. 454,460, 46hMi, rgad,,s la'iod: 60W .lit"l1a lImit.: 413, 414 Mud: 176. 201. 454. 457, 459. 461. 464..tVicr,,944wsthailasii4 a 606.607 Mixing; : 3. 4. 5. 16, 17. 19-3. 583, 55, 465 .466 studies of rigign (Brit-.•qicrgromia:293 590, 614: bAsK primripes of. 19: tany). 150Micronutrients: 379 hal-life. 44D, trvrall aralysit. 19-22; Mud crab: 412. 46,3Microrganisms. 4.'*, 459. 460. 461. quantitative treatment, 22-33 Mtd delpoits. 197: determination of

M62,472476 Mixtn process: disperstion curve meth- pbysico-chemica chewacteritics. 177.31ico,,pzq.i. g•idilatnj.: 413. 415. M9a. 22 23; idal d•rs-m and iegme ta- Muddy us alnd, faut richisst of: 4:2
593. 60W9, 61-, 625, 6.3, 634. 669 itom nethod%. 20 466Mocrogpherf-. fraaspbrrlal: 270 aeww.osn, : 356. J57. 139 Mud-hasers: 196./ieirov,, tuxasillftt: 29 M.maie.ptts mweradri " 415 Mud flats (Wlkhes): I1O, 454* 457;Mikroth,was jrlciajo 2) Mobile t ALhama ): q6 beddinM 1V7

Mid-<hamnel shral (middle grwn): Mil.h•e ay I Alstan : 6, 221. 222, Mud gmama- 405
W7 NN1. 623. 4•.. 6(a. 630, 631; ciassic Mud Prawn: 404Midens: 4* tstpry. 219; ,'eha-*udace adv, e, Malt-ad tnshl) dlat: 201Mi,-dle Juraisic: FSnta-n,. tidal itat 97 Mud a -isi 46. 644
s-dl1,Vts. 216; Great Britain, an- Mobile River (.Ats..). 115. 153, Muaksuw• (hegotn Comm Range, Z*.
clei en t i Wm seduments. 214: WT. 621 236
,aming, salt deprivs. 116 Mochorida . 641 M.11,- 405. 4W W 642. 66Middle Kittainwng (suh. marine ad MUinms: estuarne. 16. 46. 44k 474. iAwd -. 641
n'arshor faasils: 214 675. 6W - iatheutical. UL W0. 48): M*Ol htw1d: 650MU hiTwan 591 pla"itn Cmmnimty. So93-513 Mood Iswvuru -k"0Miratin 01.. 470. 47Z 474. SM4. 81I. ,f.d .4i, d4ausej- 473, 1 ,5 Mataf•r u - 6415 10.W. W 3. 5". -Ma9 W. 57 . M39, a•t.-i.a.s -413. #4K0 Mood evim*: 641W04. ON. 610-611. 612--14 6W9. fix. Mgirr. 4 4 '•Ilrands)- 141 II gs erp• •. 411. 411 41S. 41. k -"-raped-la ralo. 4We-b and rivers. )Uh#,qip t urrame ts, rnmark) : 144 .. 0. t01 60. 625. U•6A 6K 4,3.X5.
W. 214; verts-al. 451. 4M Mofhosra (ain, ldb ) 412, 413, 415. 641.,630Uiatu'ry caw*Lw*, etanriati k 441. 40 43k4 k 43%. 47 0&4% modOM 63%.mte,•

J90.W. $ Ak 5]& 5 SAn 574. Wq. Mq. Move ,•saio 61W
dmiktu Tarimy) Q665. fil 135. W..9 7". inw.iial JMngd ai-rwi-m G&. ,634f-lftl. Fmmaa: 6"7. 681 tr .W oimed "I 6II
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Maoil gfrodiiquesensj: 641 Auannockhlrris oc ulala: 527 Nerilina r.cIhtw~a: 463
Mugl khowv .n 641 Nannoplankton: 311. 413, 598, 600 Neritina tahiliesois: 425
Muhiidme: 413, 635. 641, 650 'Nannoplankton-clay" ecosystem: 413, ?s'aritina twargiosa: 413, 463, 494, 495.
Moogi n'oowm: 650 417 496. 497. J1. 490~
Mug wmwcro/rpis: 650 Nantes Harlor (France) : 154 Netherlands. 149. 130, 165, 5'-8, 56.,.
Mg parsia: 650,656 Nantucket Island (Massachusetts) : 338 570. 673
Mugl arkli: 650 Nantucket Somit' (Massachusetts) 339 Netherlands-Belgium ummndary: 14')
Mool sbksirdi.: 6%0 Naples (Italy): 127,060 Net respiration: 410
Moogi fade: 650, 656 Naples, Bay of i Italy): 375 Nets: 591. 594. 603. 613. 616. 6A4, 643.
Muwql tr•c•li: 650 Narhadla Fstuary I India): 648 (44. 45., 652. 653, 654, 656,. ••57:
Maui! ntwi'a•rasiu; 650 Narbaua River I India) : %3 beach seine, 594, 6M9; cast, 594, 643,
Muu Lauition California) : 223 Narragansett Bay ( Rhtile Island) : 652. 633; Chinese dip, 653; dip, ;(A:
Molimi.: 635 20. 267, 316. 317, 319, 321. 50. 502, fixel hag. 602; fykc, 594: gill, 5ll .
M 6aimrare/is: 412, •13. 414. 415 503. 50M, 07. 675; West Passage. 591, 612; haul wine, 594. fill' ni.-
Mullet: 406. 407, 411, 417, 493, Sw. 2d now seine, 594; plankton, 594; pound,

601. 607. 614, 625, 627, 628, 632, 633, Narragansett Marine laborato•r. Uni- 593. 594. 600, 601. 605. 606, 607;
634, 635. 636. 633. 656, 660. 669; versity of Rhode Island: 292 purw imn. 603W, 61, 615, 616; push,
grey, 64. 643, 644. 645. 648, 652, Narragansett i'erwti-noeter: 261 594; trammel, 594; trap. 616; tralI,
655; slver, 6US; stripec. 607,625 Narrawallce Creek (Australia) : 126 593. 5W4-59•, WO10. 604, A54i-l., 615:

Multifactorial studies: 4'4 Natrawallee Inlet (Australia) : 12 types used in Intdian Ocean coastal
Multifactorial variatiom: 467. 475 Narrom s of the Mersey 4 Egland) : zone, 65••.•3
Multivariate analysis 509 30, 40. 48-49; nean salinity profiles, Nmustom: 5l4
Municipal and ,nd-itrial waste, re- 48-49 mean velocity profiles. 48-49 Neutral estuary: 4. 442. 468

mnoal by various processes: 702 Nas.s: 403 New Albany shales: 25$
M.ur-¢wox rrnrrms: 650 a.'uma Prayuian: 401. 404, 405 New Brunswick coast: 311
Muracnide : 650 Na.sai•mi: 571 New England: 321. .5. 501, 569, 595.
Muraenusocidal: 650 Vasjaroiu ,obiIsleu: 472. 473. 556 590, 61(,; coastal %aters, 318: salt
Murray ,stuary I Australia) : 123 Nas.sar,.i 6ihes: 413. 494. 497 marsh, 109
Murray River (Australia) : IZ3, 124, Nassau Cnmty (New York), weaage New England Banks: 39'

503 diversiom: 701 New jersesy 34M), t02: ciast. 331, 332
Muscle: catknoic regulation. 545; chlo. Nas, Rivei RBritish Colom.bia) _W2 New Marsh Frlahl4: 1 0M

ride regulation. .545; electrolyte in- Xaisnda aur.ea: 299 New Orleans i L~ouisiana) : 6227,670
balance in studies of physioilogical Natal ISouth Afrca) : 398. 406, 432M. \ e1.Vrl i(Orrefon: 226. 227, 221. 229.
reosxue of estuarine shore crab, 440 230). 233. 236. 237

. . 4 water content,.r4-546 Natantia: 3415 Newport Blay i California) : 1!53
Muscovite: 231. 23i Natchez 1Missis~pl. :118 NeCwprt River I North Carolin• : 41.;
Mussel California): 298 .Natwe .e'x.maxa: 405 New .uuth Wales f Australia): 125.
Mussel. mud : 403 Natural s••ectiom: 471. 574 12h. I12. 129, 440
Mussel assorwtions t 319. 475 Naushon Islanl I Massmachusetts) 4: t) Ne York: 9
Mudse hating : 660. 61 X ,tic : 293. 412. " New York Bight: 35. 331-334
M3sw s: .Ik0. 405. 460, 53-' 550. 661. Nearshore deposits : 175-176 Neu York City: 671

6Q2; Ig ig €•ultures. 6W. .ibl: in Needlefish -(6 New York llarhw 15.4*).f75. 701
hays 4f (abal. 6b].; in Holland. Negative tinverw) estuary: 4. 316. Nichr. 446. 575: htndanintal. 14);
C4 ,674 442. 448 reaIstel. 505

Mrs: 4 Negro., Rio i Brauil 4: ) Nickel: 2'A.. 277. 27. 279. 1iI
Mvi/artuer.n: 197. 200. 201. 471. 472. Negsumha lakr iCeylyhni :653 N-icotinic acid| 4?1

f 473. 673 larr,. 470. 171 Nektan: 3P. 381-14,17 Nmica. ;.ulif o4 ',Cta Rica) . !A3
Mvaiora 3: X304 .etola,,.h'i nai.1 -. 9 Norunior Maas Netherlarnl .) 149
.I/yc.troprr m..r-.kp. 611l Nematl,-a i- ematodls; roundvoiwwsn) : Niger lDelta Nigeria4 63W9, 640. M4I.

MwvuIacov~s437 3M). 427. 4.N,. 4(A., 4t,7. 52h. &5' r,.&2 (43., 44. (45
My&4kestiru fre.mazillt -•l Ji. \lncrto. giant: 40.t Niger F, tuary N ilgrorta , t'. l 64,
Myl4uioae : irIq .\,m-psti u.4e¢ 413. 414. 41. 643ý. 6.4.5
)lyrt'iopidlam ips.*#*m Qt1 Niem Estuary tF~nlandbl : 1(42 NiseVu 640.643.664 .45
Myrutr aridl 355. 336 A ,.u.vsu - aI..dsu &73 Niger Ri•er I igerr•a : _• W.". &43
Mytihs 41. 4-t . 60l -\ '"tap" lusmm -r" 41.1 Niaparltm i Nethrrlautb lo. M r sy ta c wo r t ol . 91 . N e ,/ m,t w i w " t r xn l ~ h ' r um w " 4 1 5• .N: i e R l, 9 4 3

Mrt &tNe.testonoiin 123. 1.4 Nwleraysi N.
MAl'tm eois" 6.0 .ptuus 6. 317. 32. J2..I129. 34. 3460 37s7.m4I•.

Mifisroos W.."ooj 4 !i 0 \e.too""I ~IvsjkfU at. 4;7. 4;At. &U7. ic47. 677i. QV.as~~.

fi~rsfmh jvrsNao" iSO .%rtr.tmo 4%,3al4 .. 9k 3I , %V-,. 313. 331. JAI Xhk 4.1. 422.
Mi-tus . 650 A ' i•V. V o41. 5,.0. 5;1 pr.ils .1. S te. . 4. 4. 43D. 459. eX. 670.
.vl6._ .itr l .. '3tt.. reLted 4, 0uY) Jw, .MIsi3
%Inm. l.•.mru oulms , ars-se I )3 56.? I ti-e1sssto, of ,--'-l 1. 4a1t. 1 9s1. lnt* . 291. 29. *.

.- '1481,f*wi ES .3P) 7 AiM -4r. lo-. # . 5V0-5. . Varoatisa o4f Jat. i.46, upt.kr h4 q.rWM .'. 4&1. 42
5.12 53. SM"0.65 A~. 73.~ gnths561401. 424. 4-P 43. nitrilo 4ý 637

""U. W1 A.Lk&M w.itsu .130. f4i. 'otI.%

\amtaht ~~ý30 5442 VJ51 k" mý 1,jr-ar A0 309. 370 Is E .,.hm.

Non.''u2V \esitic - 4ttilion 311. 312. water. .19. X.u,.tsdal "s. 449 voriwants . 41.41A\ c.0-v4-<liu pe"eM 4 71 %-orrietnry o Fs:.It Frisialn Islanav.
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~%Nixký.ick River (Washintgon) 694, O)bion, I'..rio;hoides: 18Ophichthiidae: 641

('93 Oceanic: ditattoms, 311 ; u-tuary, 587: Ophichshu.; s1'Mhicioloij. 641
Nomr.fjord (Norway) :64, (A. 69; la. popiulatiirns, correlation of responses Otphichth)'.dae: 6.30

uinity iml-lethi. 07, 68; %ariation 4f with estuiarinle groupso, 556 ()phickshys buori: 650
,ox~ygen, 684; variatiirn of tempera- Oceansographic: coordinate., 581, 606, Ophishtliys microco'phaliss: 650
lure, ~.ilinity, and oxygen, fig 01l; istudies, relatedi to evaluatinm of ()hicdoni elonyatsiu: 591

Norf ilk (Englandl) : IT2 pollutamr by pull) and paper moill Ophi.'phraymas filoaramrsiu: 497
N..r,;aaH'y I Fraoce) :570 uastrs it) Wahn'dtgtoni, 6934M0 Othisuvus IerteiU: 6k%
Niorth Amnerica 9A 5i46. WS$,5RW. On. sw%,ell: 129; refraction rclated ophrydosin: 2W0

;Kl 587, 51)(1 597, ed4. ol, #,toll.. 0.3, top estuarisoi -outlets, 122 /opuilo.Recta herunequ v: 299
0 .4; Puaslie 020 lohr~istoas: 21915 Opirikfh.plerms ftrdspiore: 6

49

Vortlaaniitionshirc i nglawad I Uplcr ( I- sowlra sq.;.wwo: 677 (Iplanus bra: 035
L~st1LrineL Series. 215 0 )a,,,rou .rn'iuI..,, 401 OP0 ;1t rpj tall MY)'

N.Irth A~tlantic Ocraia. 3W), 301, "4t3, t y/.Jp.d aihio.arts 533 Olit ical-orinitison spect rosc4 oy : 276
5114 0.y- vdi' qnsodraia: 533 Orange River (South Afrwa) : 399,

North Cariolina: 371t, 630: ýuiunds, 590 0d~iiuomb1~vopus rubauNoisdmi: 651 W8
N~irtheast P'acific. iK-curreuwe #it yeasts Od,.jb,mua bisulooouak, 414 orI'aiai. 40(-4

3Mk Oirc,iph -Ivla: 4Q9 O¶rloina aN8yrappiquiis1tS 405
Niirth Okh,,t~k Sea: 567. 9.81 ()fatts Hayou t Texas) ;621 Orchids: 438
Noprth P'acuifi Drift: W8 Offshoror bar%: 11, 15 Oregiin: 230. M,8 229, 236, 590 -estis-
Xiirth P'acific Ocean; 226i, W8 583. Offshuire estuary: WK-W84 58.5-W87 Aries, 22

W. WI, 11-.87, 540), 591. 610, 612, 613. 590, 5111, 592, 5%, 6 1-4411, 612, 614 Oreg)on Ctwt Range: 226, 233, 236
to14 Ohio: 215. 216) Orregio-Wa~hingtiom coas~t: Z&

N-irtli .Sea: 102. 103, 1IN. 134. 141. 149, Owg,,unmnsar: 295. 296, 214t Organic acids. 364. 4M8
130. it6. 174. 17.5. 19)1. 1497, 199, 2M(. (liathon.: 1500) 50)1 Organic argregatirs ISee also. Organic
204. 207. 366, 532, 54, 530. W83 509, OitwI,.',w "rcl.,,rniu: %1 dirtriftijs i 4M,. 459
(.5t), fors-)inn swgu:451, 513 Organtic carb;-in: 230, 251. 273. 280,

N--rtli Territ-t.ry co,ait (Australia) :Okeechiilier Lake (Florida) : 488. 636. 455. 438. 450 474; in sediments, 254)-
124 252-,;; rerlate.! to sedliment coltir, 251-

No,rthozqs ra. ific, .iccurrci-e 4f Okho-tl. Sea W.S.S.R.) 306 583, 232
sc014t ,li.( D rift iSiouth Africa) 399, 401. Organic cuatings, toss -edimentary

N-WsAegiAll Ciast: 5W1; chooibu'istioin of 402 grains: 474
fjurils. Wi; fj-ir-1. Is.J-79. 2.'J Old1 Red S~anilsoine I Devanian) : 153 Organic 4Ietrittn (S-re also D)etriutw

\..rsscg~sn SCA 239 01-1 River iMis~issippi : 118 374. 37.5. 376. 377 378. 379, 380, 381,
N-i %such I Fitplanul) :103 O0kw acid: 355 383-398); ctomnpustiaon andl sources Mf.
.tN,1111101u01 Jul. 40 Olfants% Estuary i South Africa) : 399 377: nutritive rfole soi. 3781; role of

\ I.njfuafiuwrea 40; Ooligochaetes 4.52, 4". W3 in estuaries. 376, 381, 38L3. 387:
\,t-ipstorri~ae 1 (44 ligi'halmne: 60-5, 606;, osmwregulators. transuixot in tidal creeks. 383. 306

@A.I.prs fte p6rw~s 649 530. 531 387
L ?~iu ,)1 295 (igeokpi actuipe'unu: 65i O~rganic elements, in sealmun"s: 149

Xa.sku w p. riupoa: 294 tfgolus*lfu Cvlloondcepi: 651 Organic matter -447. 44&. 449. 454,
\.,s4Ns,orlicuisr.is: N94 (fl~ih..uiuso: 295. W6. 263 455, 458. 4W.~ W:18 actsorted an .de-

"X.Prorls hui, 1as 05 ()/ujl/u,.jsu Infests- -N"5 trittus .389;tortrminathm; of, in soordi-
V 'uiosjvrinst: h05 Oitsodlumn 313 mis~ts. 421; dlisuilvvd. 379, 3149; dis.

N'.lsitri iunspsif (405 Osot..k NP'o,-u~jiots, M49 Nl,A...., nutritive role to', 3A7-372,
VIVA Scotia: 514) tOuchad~ium -436 .5111); xtsretiýo tef. 341. 36&-366, 374,
Nona Sc~otia Rlanks: ',i191 s)o t hu,.dUM dowels: 434 371,: IsArticulate. 3M5. JIM~. 387, 3M.
Noishiotaa .aesfit: 413 ;),.krai o 9 4-4. 45') 4W7 9s.Aulel, 30. 434. 454,
Nuwces Itay (Texas) : Q.2 ()u..vA:h -g. kise. wrhvsi.sa -533L fM~ &.7. 4174
Xurvir% River ( re.sa%) 115 ).riht hri. 6 Orgait: I.vrtaiorl. (harped 3111
Nullarb..-r Plain l.~usttralia 121 0a., "FA %-o. s kuMicA -' owOrgaiiinris loeting, 4%.; burrowing,
Xtus Rover ,Nigeriat 3) : N,,.vhouu xeka. 543o 452. 45.4, 451, 4.%. 457; devissity of
Ný-!- kiier ft uinra) : 153 ý5,,4ibsIkn-I~ 91. 614. hrn~hit sliecirt 474; u.strsbottism of.
Nursery crotruwid: W8. 591. 5-93 't7, 462.' 403. *4 41-j5. ". 467. 470.

fo04 600. fill 0.4 Otioatta l%*ntrt i Orregusni 231-236 47'2, 473. 4174. drift. 449 * ewsturi
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Osak Bay (Japan): 312 600, 603, 616, 621, 622, 625, 628, 633. Paracalanus parvus: 501, 511. 513;
Osbornia: 433 635. 646, 661; American, 469, 470, copepodites, 513
Osbornia ortodonla: 433, 417 473, 629; distribution, 629; enemies, Paragnaths, variation in Nerris diver-
Osciialw.ia: 293 distribution of, 629; food, 633; lar- sicolor: 560, 561
Oscillatoriaceat 655 vae, 452, 453, 455, 469, 470; man- Paragobiopsis ostreicola: 651
Oslo Fjord: 63 291, 292 298, 685 grove, 643; Pacific, 695; respiration, Paralia suicata: 321, 322
Osme, dae: 590, 591, 611 353; spat, 473; tolerance of high silt Paralichthys aibigutta: 415
Osmerus eperlanss: 659 content, 683, Virginia, 625, 629; Paralichthys dentatus: 609
Osieru. ror.,,x: 590 windowpane, 652 Paralichthys lethostigma: 413, 415
Osmoregulatiom. 451, 527,530-531,541, Oyster beds: 472, 680 Paramecium: 299

549, 560, 587; r.mechanisms, 530-531; Oyster borer: 621 Paramecium trichium: 293
tempeý-ature, 550, 5%7: temperature, Oyster culture: 473, 661, 646, 674 Paramyrus plumbens: 641
seasonal, 541 Oyster drill: 472, 473, 669, 671, 677, Paranthura: 564

Osmortgulators, types ok; 530, 531 681; Southern, 692 Parapenaropsis atlantica: 642
Osteobrama vigorsni: 649 Oyster grounds: 609 Parapenaeopsis scuiptiliss: 649
Osteogeneoses: 6.4 Oyster industry: 292; Zeeland (Neth- Parapcnaeopsis stylifera: 649
Osteogeneosvt militaris. 649, 653 erlands), 661, 674 Paraphysomonas vestita: 296
Oste'glossi&de: 641 Oyster re-fs: 221, 456, 473, 475, 621, Parapocryptes rictuosus: 651
03ter Dyb (DLennmark): 136 623, 634, 635 Parasites: 472, 690
OstrarAnda (ostracods): 149, 283, 284, Oyster studies: 227; Port Angeles Parastromateus niger: 651

385, 428, 466, 655 (Washington), 693-700 Paria, Gulf of (Venezuela) : 154
Ostrea: 468 Parkgate (England): 101
Cstrea cucullata: 652 Pachygrapsus crassip's: 530, 532 Parorchestia: 401, 404
Ostrea edulis, 680, 681 ; larvae, 471 Pazific, eastern tropical: 583, 586, 611 Parorchestia rectipalma: 405
Ostrea equessris: 413,629 Pacific Coast: 9, 11, 219, 223, 292; Particle size: analysis, 229-230, 421;
Osirea Iros: 629 decline in fishery production, 624; analyzers, 389, 454; distribution, 456;
Ostrea madrisensis: 652 wave action, 223 equivalent, 161
0strea tulipa: 643, 646 Pacific Northwest: 582, 612-613, 614 Particles: artificial, 467; retention re-
Ostroa trginiana: 652 Pacific Ocean: 331, 582, 583, 586, 587, lated to size and local conditions,
Otolithus: 642 590-592, 610, 611,612-613, 614, 615 178; suspended (See also Detritus),
Otodithus maculatus: 651 Packing curve: 178 384, 386, 387
Otopb-na zone: 493 Paddy culture, brackish-nater fishes: Particulate matter (See also Detritus;
Ouse Rivea (England) : 102 656 Organic detritus) : 597; flocculation
Outeniqua Mountains (South Africa) : Padre Island (Texas) : 408, 409, 410, by sea water, 173; nutritive role of.

397 411 379, 389, 393-394; organic, 330, 367,
Outer Banks (North Carolina) : 95 Pagurus annulipes: 495, 497 374, 376-381; transport in shore re-
Overrishing: 600, 602-603, 612, 613, P" jurus longicarpus, resistance adap- gions, 158

616 tation: 555 Pascagoula (Mississippi) : 624
O',erflow Eystems, storm-water and Pajdyb (Denmark) 135 Pascagoula River (Mississippi) : 96,

sinitary sewer drainage: 701 Pajsand (Denmark) :139 115
Oxa acid: 454 Pakistan: 655, 657 Passaic Valley (New Jersey) : 701
Oxfordshire, Middle Jurassic Great Pakistan, East: 648 Pass a Loutre (Louisiana): 97

Oolite Series: 211 Pakistan, West : 647, 648 Passamaquoddy Bay (Maine-New
Oxidation: 3"2, 376, 380, 459 Palaemon carcinus: 652, 656 Brunswick) : 16, 21
Oxidation reduction: 457 Palaemon fluminicola: 652 Patella: 401
Oxidizing environment, Chesapeake Palaemon lamarrei: 652 Patella v'ulgata: 550

Bay: 248 Paluemon pacificus: 405 Path methods, measurement of coastal
Oxvgaster bacaila: 649 Palacmon serratus: 530 and estuarine currents: 81-82
Oxygen: 298, 455, 457, 458, 588; con- Palaemon squilla: 530 l'atria. Lake (Italy) : 660

sumption, as a measure of energy Palaemon styl ferus: 652, 657 P'atuxent Estuary (Maryland) : 672
budget, 369; consumption, in studies Palaemon tenuipcs: 652 Patuxent River (Maryland) : 247, 588.
of biochemical activity of sediments, Palaernonctes: 427, 428, 429, 4.30, 634 601,602, 607, 608
457; deman(, 588; depletion, 669, J'alaeuoneles antennarius: 463 pCO2: distribution of, 337-338; meas-
670, 675; dissolved, 22, 430, 584, 585, Palaemonctcs intermedius: 412, 415, urements, 336; production calculated
588. 589; dissolved, Chesapeake Bay, 495, 497 from, 338-340; reactions with water,
140--241 Palaemncles varians: 463, 530, 533 336-337; variation with chlorophyll

Oxyl.'otris marmoratui: 651 Palaemonid shrimp: 495, 628, 634 a, 338
Oxvrrrbis marina: 297 Palmitic acid: 355, 356 Pearl-Benson Indtx: 693, 694, 695.
( xystele: 401 Palmitoleic acid: 355, 356 696, 697, 698, 699
(0Lyst,'-?" variegata: 405 Pama pama: 651, 653 l'earl Harbor (Hawaii) : 430
(:•t'Ix•i,,n: 297 Pamlico Sound (North Carolina) .3, Peat: 108-114, 144, 214; blanket, 115;
Oxyvoxum beihicae: 297 316; bar-built estuary, 5 bogs, 448; freshwater, 109; high
()xryoxum tribrosum: 297 Pampus argcnteus: 651 marsh, 108, 109; horizons, Severn
Oxy.rvxum depressum: 297 Pampus chinen.iis: 651 River cores, 213; intertidal, 109;
Oxt,,oxum gracile: 297 Pamunkey River (Virginia) : 604-610 lumps, Ilaringvliet sediments, 214:
Oxyloxum milneri: 297 Panaeus carinatus: 530 radiocarbon dates, 112, 113, 222;
Oxvtricha: 299 Panaeus indicus: 530 saltwater, 113; water content, 112
Oxytricha Jallax: 299 Panama, Gulf of: 583 I'ecten: 473
Oxyvtricha peliouclla: 299 Panchax lineatus dayi: 65') I'Pctinaria qouldii: 267
Oxyurichthyes lhnchotus: 427,428,429, Pangasius: 648 I'cctinaria sourci: 640

430 Pangasius nasutus: 650 l'ectinids, marine and nearshore fos-
O.ryurichthys micriplepis: 651 Pangasius pangasius: 650 sils: 214
O.ryurichthvs occidentalis: 642 f'anyaosius ptmyuranodon: 650 Pedinella: 295
Oxyurichthys tentacularis: 651 Pansdirus: 585 Pediveligers: 472, 476
Oyster: 10, 367, 374, 405, 430, 436, 449, 'a, acalanus: 405, 512 Pelagic fish, Hooghly Estuary: 647

460, 465, 470, 472, 473, 474, 596, 599, Paracalanus crassirost is: 501 Pelagic life: 584, 593
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I'elecypoda (pelecypods): 198, 200, Persian Gulf: 211, 647. 648 347; light and temperature, 311, 318-
243, 266, 413. 415. 494. 495. 601 ; Pertica filansentosa: 650 320, 346, 347, 348, 349, 417; light in-
rudistid, 565 Peru: 615, 624 hibition of, 347, 349; tmasure of an

P'ellets, fecal (See Feral pellets) Peru Current: 599 ecosystem, 418; respiration relation-
I'elona dit,-hcla: 649 Pesticides: 675, 677, 690-692, 701; con- ships, 318-320, 417; stimulation, 351;
I'dll,,nula orax: 641 trol of, 690 variation in, 348, 417; winter, 319,
i'rmatochromis guentheri: 642 Pests, to fishermen: 591, 610 417

'9 I'elogloea: 376 i'etaiomonas: 294 Phototactic larvae: 470
Pelorus Sound (New Zealand): 511, I'ttalonsonas abscissa: 295 Phragmites: 378

5 12 Petalomoanas angusta: 295 "Phycomycetes", distribution of: 303
I',mphis acidula: 433 Petalomonas carinata: 295 Physallia pellucida: 641
l'enaeid shrimp (penaeids): 378, 412, Petaiomonas disomata: 295 Physcosofaa japonicum: 529

495. 630, 632, 636 Petalomonas excavata: 295 Physiological races : 550, 667
I'rnawus ad-tccus: 412, 413, 415, 625, 1'etalomonas medioconellata: 295 I'hysoden mulleri: 649

630, 691 Petalomonas mira: 295 Phytoplankton: 274, 275, 312, 316, 317,
Pesnaeus duorarum: 415, 495, 497, 585, Pctalonuonas pusilla: 295 320. 323, 324, 329, 330, 331, 334, 346,

625, 630, 642 Petalomonas spinifera: 294 347, 348, 349, 351, 364, 365, 374, 377,
Pcnaeus flutiatilis: 621, 625, 627, 629, I'etalomonas stcinii: 295 378, 385, 389, 406, 430, 453, 454, 458,

630.634, 635 !etalomonas stria: 295 5 11,598, 600, 639, 640, 647, 659, 660,
I'cnaeus indicus; 649 l'etalomonas tricarinala: 295 662; benthic origin in marsh areas,
I'cnaeus sernisulcatus: 649 Peterborough (England) -102 385; blooms, 318-320. 341, 364, 365,
Peuaeus setiferus: 415. 627, 630, 691 Petromyvon marinus: 533, 605, 60kR 366, 391, 393, 670, 685; changes in
I'cnicillus cafitatus: 411, 494 Petromyzontidae: 590 abundance, Hecia Swamp, 426;
l'enilia atirostri,: 323 Petroscirtes bhattacharyae: 651 chemical composition, 353-359; cul-
Pensacola (Florida) : 222 Petticodiac River (New Brunswick): tare experiments, 348, 349; excre-
Pensacola Bay (Florida) : 221, 222; 213 tion by, 361-366; Long Island Sound,

setimens, 222 pH: 256, 430. 448, 4%, 457, 459, 693, 321; micronutrient deficiencies, 351;
l'entadecanoic acid: 357 694, 695; distribution in sediments, nutrient requirements, 341, 349;
I'entafionas: 295 255-256 patchiness, 337: photosynthetic in-
Petntamonias spittifer: 295 pH electrode, alkaline error: 75 hibition. 347; respiration, 318-320,
Pentanemrus: 642 Phacoides ptectinatus: 413 417; role of organic zonstituents of
I'cntaneinus quinquarius: 641 Ilhacus hispidula: 294 %ater, 341 ; seasonal cycle, 317-320;
IPeprilus alepidolus: 609 Phacus pleuroicctes: 219 species composition, 312-314, 320-
Peptides, excretion of: 363 Phacus pyrum: 294 323; vertical turbulence, 311, 319
Peptizers, in grain-size analysis: 178 Phacus triquetir: 294 Phytoplankton-zooplankton ratios: 379
Peranema aspernim : 295 PI/aeodact:'lum tricornutum : 330 Piankatank River (Virginia) : 588
I'erancina cu,,eamtu: 295 Phalacroma acutumr: 297 Pikeperch: 673, 681
PI-raaema grranuliferum: 295 Phalacroma mitra: 297 Piafish: 496
IP.ran,:frla in/fle.rum: 295 Phalacroma omum: 297 Pinnipedes: 585, 604
Perapenua trichophorum: 295 Phalacroma rotundatum: 2r7 Pipefish: 591, 634
Peranemnopsis striata: 295 Phenotypic variation: 555 Pisces: 412, 423, 425, 427, 428
Perch: 601, 653, silver, 601, 610; Phenylalanine: 368 Pisidium: 423, 424

white, 568, 600, 601, 607-608 Phoma: 304 Pisoodonaphis chilkensis: 650
PIcrqraldatum: 432 "Phooma pattern": 304 Pisoodonophis hiiala: 650
I'eridiniopsis rotunda: 297 Phortis: 413 Pitaria: 402, 403
I'cridiniutm: 297 Phosphate: 292, 296, 313, 430, 454, 458, Placus luciae: 299
Peridinium cerasus: 297 588, 660; determination of, 421; free, Placus striatus: 299
I'eridinium claudicans: 297 660; inorganic distribution related Plagioclase: 231 4
Peridinium depressum: 297 to phytoplankton, 330; organic, as a Plaice: 568, 062
S Peridipiurm diabolus: 297 pollutant. 667; related to abundance Plankton (See also Phytoplankton;
Peridiiuirn diverqens: 297 of green plants, 291; sources and Zooplankton) : 311, 312, 316-325,
',eridiniu,, .qanii: 297 amounts of availaMe, 291, 292; up- 379, 384, 385, 398, 399, 405, 412, 430,

6 Pcridiniuum macrospinum: 297 take by sediments, 421, 422 449, 458, 461, 468, 474, 509-513, 581,
I'eridiniurm ininusculum: 297 Phosphorus: 275, 312, 322, 329, 330, 584, 591, 592, 597, 598, 600, 609, 647.
Pcridinietm onioiispipiosviti: 297 331. 332. 333. 349, 458, 459, 667, 677, 648, 659. 662; blooms, 468, 695; fall-
I'cridiniutm pellucidum: 297 678, 685; organic. 660; relationship out, 458, 460; related to estuarine
l'cridiniurn pentagqonum: 297 to chlorophyll (New York Bight), circulation, 7. 469
I',ridiuium quadridcns: 297 333; water type characterization Plankton feeders: 374, 405, 406; an-
I',ridiniun subineryne: 297 (New York Bight), 332-333 chovy, 633; menhaden, 633
,"eridiniumn triquetruin: 297 Photic zone: 291, 311, 319 Planktonic species: in chemostats, 517-
I',ridiniun trochoideum: 297, 321. 322, Photoassimilated carbon, excretion of: 520

323 361, 362 I'lantago miaritimua: 138
I'eridintium wisconiensis: 297 Photography, underwater: 445 Plantation Creek (Australia) : 126
Periglacial head: 150 Photomicrographic method, detritus Platirhthvs stellatus: 591
PIeriqonisonus uewqas: 526 analysis : 389 Platycephalidae : 651
l'criophthalniidae: 642, 651 Photonegative larvae: 469 Platycephalus insidiator: 651
'ieriophthahnodon australis: 436 Photo-oxidative damage to cells: 361 PMatyc'phalus punctatus: 651

I'eriophtlhalnus kalhh,: 436 Photoreduction of CO, : 459 PIlatypeeci/us: 534
t'eriophtha/amus koe/reuteri: 642, 651 P'hotosynthesis : 313, 318, 334, 336, 337, Pleistocene: 105, 149, 150, 176, 180,
Pcriphyton : 377, 378, 584 338. 339, 341, 364, 365, 367, 378, 410, 191, 243; coastal plain (Western
l'eritromus californicus: 299 416, 417, 448, 452, 457, 458, 459, 598, Australia), 123; glaciations, .0;
l'eritromus cm mae: 299 637. 685; calculated from light and head, Breton estuaries, 153; sea
Periwinkle: 401, 405, 406, 643 chlorophyll a. 318-319, 338, 339; level, 10, 98; terraces, 97
Permian rocks: salt deposits in Russia, changes in pCO,, 336: environmen- Pleotia: 295

216; salt deposits in V est Texas, 216 tal control, 311, 318-320, 346, 417; /lhotia vitrea: 295
e''-,a perna: 405 gross, 417; high light intensities. Pl/eromanas: 300

A
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Pleurowetes: 444,472 Polydora ligni: 413, 415 lPotential production: 599--600, 615
Plkurouctits platesm: 529 Poiydora polybranchiala, larvae: 513 1Polentilla glanduloia: 570
PIuroasmj crassms: 299 Polyedriopsi, spinulora: 293 Poteriochromonas: 295
Pkeromema maritum: 299 Polyhaline: species, 673; zone (York Potomac Estuary, sewage disposal: 667
Pluroigna lasciola: 293 River), 605 Potomac River (Maryland): 588, 602.
P•oaersligma: 42 Polykrikos labouri: 297 670, 671
Plotoeidae: 649 Polykrikos schvart.zii: 297 Pottsville Group, Lower Pennsylvanian
Plotosis caius: 649 Polymesoda carolinioaa: 635 Coal Measures: 214
Plovers: 568 Polymesoda floridana: 414 Pouchetia maxima. 297
Plym River (England) : 292 Polymorphism: 575-576; adaptive, 575 Pouchetia polyphemus: 297
Plymouth (England): 292, 293, 294, Polynemidae (polynemids): 635, 641, "Poupees": 153

296,299, 529, 575, 576 648,650 Pouquogue Bridge (New York): 293
Plymouth Bay (Massachusetts) ! 385 Polynemus paradiseus: 650, 653 Prawns: 405, 406, 642, 643, 644, 64.5.
Pneumatophores: 434, 436, 437, 440 Polynemus quadrifilis: 641,642 652, 653, 654, 655
Poeasset (Massachusetts): 567, 568 Polypteridae: 642 Precipitation: 4, 447, 463, 468, 471,
Pocasset River (Massachusetts) : 549, Polypterus endlecheri: 642 583-584, 587, 583; correlated with

551,552 Polysaccharides: 364, 454; role in vol- salinity changes, Yaquina Bay, Ore-
Pocasset River Estuary (Massachu- ume regulation, 529 gon, 228

setts): 77; salinity measurements, Polysiphonia: 378 Predation: by introduction of species.
77 Pomadasyidae: 642, 650 681; fish, 405, 591, 597-603, 615; hu-

Podocelms brasilieusi: 413,415 P'omadasys: 642 man, 615, 680-681
Podolampas psalmipec,: 297 Pooadasys jubelcni: 642 Predators: 466, 470, 472, 473; juve-
Podon intermedius: 501 Pomadasys peroteti: 642 nile, 473
Podon polyphemoides: 501 Pomatomidae: 650 Pressure gradient: cross channel, 53:
Podopthalmus vigil: 428 Pomatomus saltator: 650 horizontal, 18, 29, 32, 38, 39, 54, 55
Poeciliid fishes: 5Y. Pomatomus saltatrix: 608, 611 Prey: alternate species, 473; buffers.
Pogonias cromis: 409, 4 1, 413, 415, Pornoxis nigromaculatus: 605 473; populations, 472, 473

418,625 Pompano: 634 Primary consu' ier: 380
Poikilohaline biotopes: 8 Pondoland (South Africa) : 440 Primary sedimentary structure type,
Poikiloi'liuity: 7 Pongo River (Africa) : 153 (North Sea) : 193-198, 204
Point-bar sediments: 208 Pontchartrain Basin (Louisiana), bar- Principal component analysis, plank-
Point, Cape (South Africa): 398 riers: 95 ton communities: 510
Pointe-Noire (Congo Republic) : 639 Pontchartrain, Lake (Louisiana) : 378, Prionotus cerolinus: 609
Pointe Saint Gildas (France) : 155 379, 568, 626, 628, 670 Prionotus evolans: 609
Poisson variate: 510 Pontevedra Bay (Spain) : 661 Pristidae: 641,649
Polder: 673, 674 Pontevedra River (Spain) : 155 Pristipotna guoraka: 650
Polidora: 197 Pontoganimoarus: 461 Pristipoma hasta: 650
Political problems in fishery manage- Pontogeloides: 406 Pristiporna operculare: 650

ment: 615, 616 Pontycil, in current studies: 81 Pristis pectinatis: 649
SPollution: 312, 329, 330, 448, 454, 462, Populaicns : explosion, 475; fluctu- Pristis perotteti: 641

612, 667-680, 690-703, 707, 708; bio- ations, 475 ; genetic structure, 575 ; Private enterprise, to achieve increased
assays, 696, 699; biological studies growth, human, 448; latitudinal sep- marine productivity: 617
of, 694; economic considerations, aration, 548, 556; size estimation, Procambarus clarkii: 423, 425, 429
691-692; Louisiana Gulf Coast, 690- fish, 593-596 Procerodes: 529
692; oceanographic studies of, 329- Porccilidiint fimbriatum: 575 Proccrodes ulvac: 529
330, 693, 694, 697-698; phosphorus Porichthys notatus: 591 Processing plants: 654
as an index, 330 Porifera: 494 Prodelta deposits: Q6

Pollution control: 334, 683-686, 702 Porong-type farm (fish culture) : 655 Production: annual fish, 417, 596, 599--
Pollution effects: fishery areas, 658, Poronotus triacanthus: 008 600; gross plant. 417: primary, 376.

670, 672, 675, 677, 679, 701, 702; Porphyra perforata: 527, 529 377, 381, 599, 600; secondary, 374.
juvenile fish, 672, 698, 702; oyster Porpoises: 585, 591 376, 377
and clam beds, 670. 675, 677, 678, Port Adelaide (Australia) : 127 Productivity: 286. 457, 458, 463, 587,
679, 701 ; oysters, 675, 678, 679, 695- Port Angeles (Washington) : 694, 695 588, 595-596, 599-600, 602, 611, 614.
696; recreation, 672, 701, 702 Port Aransas (Texas) : 636 617; uutrient limiting factors. 349:

Pollution evaluation: 683-686, 693-700 Port Arthur (Texas) : 624 primary, 318-320, 349, 361, 363, 365,
Pollution sources: agriculture and for- Port Douglas (Australia) : 438 387, 599., (0; secondary, 387

estry practices, 670, 678; bulkhead- Port Elizabeth (South Africa) : 397 Projects, improvement in Laguna Ma-
i, filling, and channel dredging, Port Gardner (Washington) : 697 (ire: 409. 418

679, 692: dnmestic wastes, 448, l'ort Guinea (Africa) : 640 l'roline: 369; excretion of, 363, 364
667, 669, 670, 677; insect control and Port Isabel (Texas) : 408, 410, 411, lroptctiluca pelaqlica: 297
biocides, 667, 668, 675-677, 692; min- 412 Property rights, salmon traps: 616
eral production, 691 : municipal and Portland Inlet (British Columbia) : 25 Proroc,'ntruia: 353, 354, 357, 359
industrial waste. 448. 667, 670, 671, Port Mansfield (Texas) : 410 Prorocen Irion gracile: 297
674, 679, 690, 691, 701: oil drilling, Port Mansfield Pass (Texas) . 409 Preprocetrum micans: 297
691 ; pulp and paper mill wastes, 679, Port Nicholson (New Zealand) : 511, J'rorocentrun scutellum: 321
693, 699; shell dredging, 679, 691; 512

thermal additions, 672 Porto Novo Lagoon (West Africa) : l'roracetrum trianyvalatiis: 293, 296.
I'olycentropsis abbretiata: 642 640, 644 297
Polychacta (polychaetes) : 267, 399, Port St. Johns (South Africa) : 397 Pr,,rc,'ntrispri triesti'ium: 321

404, 405, 413, 428, 430, 511, 526, 529, Portunid crab: 430 I'rirodon: 299
630, 533, 560: chloride-regulating Portunis sanguinolentis: 428 I'roriodon mnorgoni: 299
ability, 550; volume regulation, 529 Possession Sound (Washington) : 697 Prosperine River Estuary (Australia)

Polychromatism: 575 Potamon edulis: 531, 533 125
Polydactylus indicus: 650 IPotamopyrgus jenkinsi: 5 i'rotaspis plans: 295
Polydactylus octonernus: 634 Potash-plagioclase: 231, 234 Protein: 374, 376, 380, 393, 454, 458,
Polydora ciliata: 681 Potassium: 216, 349, 456, 528, 541, 542 (03, 615; excretion of, 362, 363

* . r
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Protists, photosynthetic, production of Quartz sand: barriers and dunes on Regulation (See Osmoregulation; Sa-
extracellular materials: 341 coast of New South Wales, 126 linity)

Protocrucia pigerrima: 299 Quartzite soils: 440 Regulation, pesticide control: 690
Protodinium: 297 Quartzose sand: 122, 123, 124 Regurgitations 374, 376
Protodiniut,, balticum: 297 Quaternary Ice Age: 93 Rejsby (Denmark) :133
Protodinium ostianum: 301 Quaternary warping: 124 Rejsby Dike (Denmark) : 136
Protodinimu sionplicius: 296, 297 Queensland (Australia) : 121, 122, 125, Rejsby Stjert (Denmark) : 136
l'rotoplasmic stability: 534 128, 432, 440; rainfall, 435 Remanella brunnea: 299
Protozoa (Irctozcans) : 28, 380, 526, Remanxlla margariaiferu. 299

655 Raciation: 550, 560-562, 571, 574-575, Remanella rugosa: 299
Province, Cape (South Africa): 398, 685 Remane's diagram: 416

405,406 Raconda russelliana: 649 Repopulation of benthic taxa: 463
Provincetown (Massachusetts) : 113 Rade de Brest (France) : 150,153 Reproduction: 467, 474. 475
Prunuin apiiinum: 494, 497 Radioactive tracers (See also Carbon Reproductive biology: 557
Psammites du Condroz (Belgium) (C") assimilation) : 105, 269, 342, 343, Reptantia: 585

(Upper Devonian) : 210, 211 448, 449, 475, 575 Research: fisheries related, 588-589,
Psammogobius knysnainsis: 651 Radioactive wastes: 679 604, 613, 614, 615; management, 615,
Psettidae: 651 Radioisotopic dating: K'--Ar*, 248; 683-686
Psetius sebae: 642 radiocarbon, 10, 93, 112, 113, 115, Reservoirs: 334,671
Psendapocrvptes lanceolatus: 651 116, 180, 222 Resiliency of estuaries: 682-683
Psendatropius atherinoides: 650 Rainfall: 16; Queensland (Australia), Resistance adaptation: 555; Pagarui
Pseudesciaena coitor: 651 435; Yaquina Bay area (Oregon), longicarp us, 555
Pseudocalanus itinutus: 323, 501, 502 228 Respiration: 353, 416, 417, 457 587,
Pscndocvrene floridana: 413, 414 "Rain shadow": 273 598, 600; phytoplankton, 318-=320;
Pseudodiaptomus: 405 Raja eqlanteria: 608 plankton, 339, 417
I'seudodiaptomnus coronatus: 323 Raja erinacca: 608 Reunion Island (near Madagascar)
Pseudofecal pellets: 454, 662 Rajiformes: 591 565
Pseudomonas: 691 Ramos River (Africa) : 639 Reversing falls (St. John River, New
Pseudopedinella: 295 Rance Estuary (France) : 150, 152,153 Brunswick) : 18
Pseudopenuronectes arnericanu.: 608 Randers Fjord (Denmark) : 464 Rhabdosargus: 406
Psevdopristipi~na macrolepis: 642 Rangia cuneata: 463, 635 Rhabdosargus globiceps: 405, 651
Pscnudarhombris arsius: 651 Ran qia flexuosa: 463 Rhabdorsargus tricuspidens: 651
I'seudotolithus brachyagnathus: 642 Rangoon (Burma) : 657 Rhachianectes glaucus: 591
Pseudotolithus seneqalensis: 642 Ra-ngoon net: 652 Rhamnosides: 353. 4•8
I'teridomonas: 301 Ranworth Broads (England) : 104 Rhine Estuary (Netherlands) : 213
Pteridopsonas pulex: 298 Rappahannock Estuary (Virginia) : Rhine-Meuse Delta (Netherlands) : 177
Ptolemy's map of the British Isles: 177, 283-288; changes in mineral Rhine River (Netherlands-Germany)

101 composition, 177; foraminiferal dis- 149, 150, 156, 213, 658, 659, 662, 667
Public opinion, regarding fishing: 603, tribution, 2-5-286; microfaunal fa- Rhinobatidae: 649

615, 616 cies, 285; patterns of microfaunal Rhinomugil corsula: 650Puceinellia: 135, 403, 404 facies, 287 Rhinopteras boxawsu: 415, 608
Puccinelia maritima: 138, 142 Rappahannock River (Virginia) : 247, Rhithropanopeus: 468, 551
Puck (Poland) : 95 248, 588; bottom sediments, 247, 248 Rhithropanopeus harrisii: 530, 531, 551
Puerto Rico: 430; tombolos, 95 Raritan Bay (New Jersey) : 301, 500, Rhizophora: 378, 433, 436, 439,440
Puffins: 592 502. 503, 504, 505, 670 Rhicophora apiculata: 438, 439
Puget Sound (Washington) : 16, 590, Raritan River (New Jersey) : 21, 23, Rhizophora forests: 437, 438, 439

675, 694, 699; hydraulic model of, 331. 702 Rhi.ophora mangle: 420, 431, 473
697 Rasbora daniconius: 649 Rhicophora mucronata: 42D, 430, 439

Pulicat Lake (India) : 648, 652, 653, Rayleigh number: 47, 48, 49, 50, 51 Rhisophora stylova: 433, 437, 438, 439
. 654 Rays: 591. 607, 625, 632, 648 Rhisophydium: 303

Pulp mill waste: 668, 679, 693-700 Re-aeration, by chrysophyceans: 295 Rhizopods: 301, 459
l'unta Piedras (Laguna Madre) : 414 Recent alluvium, Lower Mississippi Rhizosolenia: 311
JI'nhius dorsalis: 649 Valley: 94 Rhiosolenia alata: 312
I'untins iava'icus: 649, 655 Recent Mississippi River Delta, oldest Rhisosolenia delicatula: 321
I'untius sophore: 649 known (Marsh Island, Louisiana) Rhizosolhnia setigera: 321, 504
Punstins ticto: 649 115 Rhodlamine, in current studies: 81
Pauntius villatns: 649 Recent sediments: 127, 180, 26, 248, Rhode Island: 503, 506
l'upfish: 533 Reckertia: 298 Rhodomonas: 295, 296, 348
P'utrid Sea (See Azov) : 414 Recruitment: 463. 471. 472 Rhodomonas lens: 528
Pyramidomonas grossi: 292 Redfish: 411, 412, 413, 612, 632, 633 Rhodotorula gluatinis: 307, 308P•aiooa gos:22Rhod otorula rubra: 307, 308 ;

Pyraminmonas: 362, 363 * "dfish Bay (Texas) : 411 Rhfne Delta (France):153
Pyrite: 248, 254, 26, 270, 271; associ- Red lateritic clay: 156 Rhopalodia: 411

ation with microfloral remains, 258; Red mangrove: 420 Rlapal'dia: 411Rhynch,,batus djiddensis : 649
distribution in sediments, Gulf of Redox potential (See also Eh) : 255, Ria: 124, 126, 219
California, 271 ; transformation from 460 Ria-type coast: 128
FeS, 269-270; vertical distribution Red River (New Mexico-Texas) : 97 Ribble Estuary (England) : 100, 101
in sediments, Chesapeake Bay, 248 Red Sea, graben: 94 Ribbon fish: 653

Pyrodinium bahamicnse: 297 Red tide: 319, 595 Rihe (Dennirk) : 140
Pyroxenes: 230, 235 Reducin5 environment, Chesapeake Ribe Aa (Denmark) : 142 e-T,
Pyrrhotite: 269; stoichiometric. 208 Bay: 248 Rice cultivation: 153, 6.-0657
1'yruvic aci,l: 459 "Red water" : 3Y0, 409 Rice grass: 403, 404
Pythium: 103 Reed swamp encroachment: 122, 124 Richards Ray (South %frica) : 440

Refraction of waves: 126. 128 Rignlets, pass (,.ouisiana) : 628
Quartz: 159, 222, 231, 233, 243, 247, Refractive index, for salinity determi. Riode la Plata (Uraguay-Argentina):

248, 262, 268, 2281, 454 nations: 74-75 100
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Rio Grande River (Mexrico) 408,410 Rouen Harbor (France) : 150 Salmo salar: 590
Rio Grande River (Texas): 115 Ruhr River (Germany): 667 Salmon: 584, 590, 591, 592, 601, 611,
Rio Par& (Br.'q: 96 Runoff (See also River flow): 4, 581, 658, 694; Atlantic, 590, 612; chi.
Rio Tempisque (t0sta Rica) : 583 583, 584, 586, 587, 588, 592, 605, 612, nook, 590, 614-615; chum, 613; coho,
Rip currents: 81 614,670 614; effect of sewage on juvenile,
Ripple bedding: diagram of current Ruppia: 378, 453, 461 693. 698; King. 591, 614; Pacific,

"r les, 194; origin and siz classes, Rvppi maritima: 411, 416,473, 691 587 590, 592, 611, 612, 614: pink,IT19195, 214; Ssuri fldt, 194 Russia, Asiatic: 564,565 533: 592, 613; red, 590, 613; silver,

Ripples - 210, 21Z 314; flow regime Rutiandshire (England): Upper Es- 615; steelhead, 590
and velocity, 195, 214; large-scale tuarine Series, 215 Salnionidae: 5902e1pripples (dunes), 194, 105, 212, Rypticus wuponaceous: 641 Salmon River (New Brunswick) : 213
214; primary structures produced by Salmon tra~wlers: 615
braided drainage and wave action, Saanich Inlet (British Colnmbia): Saloum-Djonaboss (Senegal): 641
210 23-281 ; chemical properties of sedi- Saloum Estuary k Senegal): 6W0

Riple structures: 193-195, 210, 212, ments, 275; distribution of H.S, 274; Salt, continuity of: 19, 20, 21, 27, 45
214 major sediment types, 275; miror Salt, sea-derived: 3, 4

Rissoisa: 494 elements, 276-282; minor elements, Salt balance: 27, 45-51, 53, 55, 56, 62
Ri.sola marginata: 609,610 concentration in laminae, 278; minor Salt boundary (See also Salinity gra-
Riss-Saale glaciation: 129 elements, concentration in surface dient) : 170
Rita rita: 650 sediments, 277; 3ediments, 274-276 Salt-bridge geomaetic electrokineto-
River basin studies: 668-672 Saar River (Germany) : 667 graph (GEK): 76
River diversion: California, 668; Dela- Sabitn Lake (Louisiana), barriers: 95 Sahl-bridge salinometer: 76, 77

ware River, 671 ; Texas, 668 Sabine River (Louisiana) : 115 Salt cedar: 410
River flow: 4, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 22, Saccharornyces ccrensiae: 309 Salt content, of fresh water: 4, 443,

37, 40, 121, 123-124, 468, 668-672; Saccharomyces oleaginosus: 309 448,451
climatic control, 121, 123-124, 228, Sacramento River (California): 582, Salt deposits: lateral variations in
468; effects of modification on, 669- 614, 668 types. 216
670 Sado River (Portugal) : 306 Salt flux: 30, 38, 42, 43, 45, 49, 50,

Riverhead (New York) : 293 St. Andrew's Bay (Florida): 220, 221, 55-57
Rivers: 216, 442. 581, 582, 583, 585, 222 Salt marsh: 108-114, 122, 123, 127,

588. 591, 592, 604-610, 612, 613: en- St. John Harbor (New Brunswick): 133, 134, 140, 198, 208, 210, 216, 383-
richmient, 329; mouths, Quaternary 39 388, 401, 453, 454, 457, 458, 473, 475,
history of, 115; tidal section of, 4, St. John River (New Brunswick): 213 614; bedding, 198, 199; cliff, 143,
7, 170 St. Johns Kiver (Florida) : 95, 566, 198; deposits, 108-114, 137, 141-143,

River valley, drowned (See also Estu- 567, 569 193, 197, 198, 208: development, 108,
ary, coastal plain) : 3, 4, 6 St. joseph Bay (Florida), fine sedi- 133, 137-138, 140-143, 144; deve!op-

River valleys: eituarine (Gulf of Mex- ments: 222 ment, factors determining, 108; or-
ico), 115 St. Lawrence, Gulf: 323,625 Iranic detritus, 383-388; sedimenta-

Roach: 673 St. Lucia Estuary i South Africa) : 397 tion rate, 137-138; tidal creeks and
Roach Estuary (England) • 442 St. Lucie Estuary (Florida): 630, 636, channels, i34-137, 213; vegetation,
Roc:us amnricaaus: 607 669 108, 134-135. 140-143, 383-388
Roccus sazatilis: S87, 590, 591, 601, Saint-Na.z.ire (France' . 154, 155 Salt m tadow: 124

607. 608, 670, 680, 683; .electivity St. Vincent, Gulf (Australia) : 122, 127 Salt pans: 125, 134, 137
of feeding, 601 Sakhalin (U.S.S.R.) : 582 Salt tlerance, yeasts: 307, 308

Rockfishes: 591 Sulicrnia: 134, 135, 138. 140, 14Z, 143, Salt wedge: 16, 149, 15%, 171, 213. 216,
Rock fragments, relationship to "yel- 378, 386, 387. 432 440. 4K0 658: bar formation. 171;

low grains", Oneatta Point (Ore- Salicopnia hcrbaceo: 138,142, 143, 201 flow, theormtical analysis, 231-24; pro-
gon) : 234 Salinity (See also related terms and file. 24; upstream transport of sedi-

Rock pools, microbiota of: 292 place nameies): 4, 7. 15578. 241, 312, ments, 149. 213. 216
Rockport (Texas) : 175. 176 316, 330, 378, 379. 400, 409. 410, 421, Salt wedgv estuar' : 16, 17, 22-24, 38.
Rock substrate. 4%. 464 430. 450-452, 463. 464, 465, 467, 468, 45
Rokan Estuary (Indonesia) : 648 464;, 470, 471, 472, 476, 525-535, 581- Salterns: 410, 415
Rokan River (Indonesia) : 648 5&3, 584,. 58•. --587, 588-589, 598. Salting cliff : 401. 404, 432
Rokel River (Sierra Leone): 639 0A4. 605, 610, 612, 614: effect (n rate Salt-eciclting cells: 584
Romo Dam (Denmark) : 133, 135. 137. of uptake oi organic materials. 370- Salvador, Lake (Louisiana) : 117

139, 140. 141 : quantitative studies of 371; interstitial, 77, 451 : physiologi- Salelinius: 590
s.4limentatiom caused by, 139, 140, cal compensations for changes, 526-- Samish flay (Washington) : 694
141. 142; sedinv'ntation caused by, 535; sedim-ntation relationships, Samish River (Washington): 695
140-141 160-162. 170-173, 177. 178 Samphires: 4,34, 440

Romsi )yb (l)er.mark) :135 Salinity distribution: related to nutri- Sampling: 138, 191. 229. 421. 445-446,
R¢imn Flat ( Denmark ) :136 ent studies. 330, 331-333; theoretical 513
Rom0 Island lDenmark) : 129, 130, considerations, 15-Q Saiiaga Delta (Cameronm) : 641

13.1, 134. 135. 136. 137 Salinity gradient: 4. 5. 222, 285. 415, San Adrras fault zone (California):
Ronm lje (Denmark): 135,136. 139 456,4Z. 463,476,694 94
Roscoff (France) : 575, 576 Salinity measurement: 15. 71-78; San Antonio Bay iTexasl, coastal
Ross Creek (Australia): 432 nethods. 15, 72-77, 421 plaini estuary: 95, 182, 287. 414: mi-
Ross River (Australial : 432, 440 Salinity ranges: faunistic distribution. crofaunal facies pattems. 287
Rotating tide: 167.169 400-401. 416, 443. 631 Sandl: 162. 1W,. 211, 213, 214, 223. 236,
Rotatiim. earth's (See also Coriolis Salinity tolerance, animal species: 411, 447. 448, 453., 4.4, 456, 459. 462. 464,

force): 581. 5 429-430. 465,029 4A, 466. 467, 476; cross-bedhed, 191,
Rotation current meters: 84--86 alinometer: 73 211. 213. "14; laminated. 191, 193,
Rotenone: 595,675 Sall's Bend Tidal Flat (Oregom): 194. 211. 214. 243: marine origin.
Rother River WFAgland): lOS. 231. 235, 236; seliments, 231. 144, 149. 177, M6, 238 p r•rb•al
Rotifers: 380, 5W,530 235 14aces of ieposilon. I1
Rotwrdani (Netherlands) :658, 667 Sal".o 590 Sand harrier-, 95 127

"" Rottnh t Island (Australia) : 96 Salmo gairdaerni: 5%. 614. 66 Sand bars: 95. 449,647
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San Diego (California) 95, 300, 301 Scheldt River (Netherlands): 149,660, Seasonal cy'cle: phytoplankton, qmuati-San Diego Bay (California): 88, 223, 674 tative aspets, 318292, 295, 296, 297, 590, 612 Schiedaw (Netherlands) : 149 Sea stand (See Sea level)Sand dunes: 95, 303 Schilbe myjtus: 641, 642 Sea stars: 472Sand flat: 113, 134, 138, 201, 464; Schilbeidae: 641,650 Sea thrift: 404structure type, 201 Schist: 231 Sea trout: 411 ; gray, 594, 600, 601Sand lances: 601 Schmackiria serricaudatus: 640 Sea trout migration: effect of sewage,Sand prawn: 308, 401 Schorres, tidal marshes: 150 679Sand ridges: 11, 123 Schrodcrella delicatula: 321 Seaward .4vticexni. fringe: 436, 437,Sand spit: 95, 104, 109, 113, 114, 123, Sciaena: 642 438,440
127, 128; positions of inlets, 223 Sciaena albida: 651 Sea water: artificial, 446 cotntercurSandstone: 127, 210, 215, 226. 236. 489; Sciacna belan*geri: 651 rent, estuarri enrical e, 4 nt 330; mi-Berea, 215; Holdgate Lower Devo- Sciaena epipercu: 642 rebiolo ric.al assays for contit3ent; ,nian, 215; Middle Eocene, 226; Mid- Sciaena glauca: 651 341; reactions wit). COs, 336-337,(ie Miocene, 226; Mississippian, 215; Scianea holotepidota: 651 458; systems, laboratory, 446Tertiary, 236 Seiaena nigrita: 642 Sebastian Viscaino Bay (Baja Cali-Sand transport: 186-190; laboratory Scicena russeli: 651 fornia) : 220, 223exp,'riments, 186 Sciaena vogleri: 651 Sebkhas : 211Sandwich (Massachusetts): moraine, Sciaenidae (sciaenids) : 378, 411, 413, Seculor inridiator: 650112 590, 594, 627, 628, 633, 635, 642, 648, Secutor ruconiu•: 650Sandy mud, richness of fauna: 464 651,653Sandy Neck (Massachusetts): 108, 113 Sciaenoides biauritus: 651 Sedge: 401San Francisco (California): 94, 223 Sciaenups ocrilata: 411, 413, 625, 633, Sedment (sediments)3: 1, 115, 127,San Francisco Bay (California): 5, 149-288, 3048,329, 376, 380, 392, 411,410, 5U. 590, 591, 675, 707, 709; Scirpus: 378 444 447, 448, 449, 452-462, 464, 465-clay suites, 223; fault and erosional Scirpus olneyi: 691 c ui, 472, 473, 4 ?4, 475 4768; 70eiac-orign, 4, 94 Sciisulina dispar: 428 cumulatlon rate, 126-127 , 5; ch2i-San Jacinto River (Texas): 115 Scotelepus: 428 cal properties, 249-257, 275-281,San Joaquin River (California) : 223, Scoloplos armiger: 201,202 456; color, 239, 243, 246, 247, 251,668,669 Scomber scmabrus: 608 252, 253, 255, 257, 259, 459; compac-San Juan Channels (Washington) : 331 Scomberomoridae: 651 tion, 116, 138, 178, 261-267; compo-San Pedro Harbor (California), color Scomberomorus catalla: 611, 625 sition related to benthos distribution,handing in Recent sediments, 248 Scomberomorus macalatus: 608, 625, 460. 466, 474; distribution, 10, 11,San Quintin Bay (Baja California) : 642 221. 422, 453, 456, 461, 474; estu-221 Scomberomorus regalis: 625 arine (general), 176-178. 212-214:Santa Barbara (California) : 271 Scombridae: 642 grain size, 177, 243-246, 455, 465-Sapelo Island (Georgia): 383, 384, Scophthalmus aquosus: 608 467, 472, 475, 476; .n size, anal

387, 552, 566, 567, 568 Scorpaena: 533 ses, 150-152, 2 r, 247-M, M4
Sapropel: 376 Scorpaenidae: 591 456. 466; nearshore slope (general),
Saprozoites: 300 Scorpion, sea: 568 175-176; profile (horizons), 455,Saratoga Passage (Washington) 697 Scorton Neck (Massachusetts): . 456. 4J7 45. 461; re-workin of,Sarda sarda: 611 113 193; sources, 119, 149-156, 236, 275;Sardine: 614. 615; Gulf, 634 Scotland: 215 texture, 246 276 455, 456; tidal flat,Sardinella aurita: 641 Scour lag: 165-166, 169, 177, 178, 193; 174175, 20W-212; transformation,Sardipiella cha: 641 distance-velocity asymmetry, 165; ef- 239. 26&-271. 453; transport, 133,Sardinelia finebriata: 649 fects, 165; relation to diameter o 155, 158174, 176, 185-190, 221, 449,Sardinops cacrmlea: 614 particles. 167 465,670
Sargasso Sea: 342 Scrobicularia piano: 200 Sedimentary environments: estuahineSargassuu.: 494 Sculpins: 591, 601 clay flats, 210- high tidal flats, 206-Sar.assum fluitans: 356 Scup: 600. 601, 609 209; low tidal flats, 209; salt marshes,Suarqassum nuh|,s: 356 Scyliorhinidae: 649 208. 210; tidal channels. 209; tidalSargassun weed: 356. 3589 359 Scylla: 6k2 flats, 208-209, 210; wave-cut benches,Saryu)s: 533 Scylla serrata: 426, 428, 429, 430 439, 210Starnalium crassum: 434 652 Sedimentary processes: inorganicSarmatitsu ortwmanii: 440 Scyphiphora hydrophvllacea: 437 processes, 207; organic roc• ses, 21NSatellite Channel (British C(,iumbia): Scyris aleranvirinus: 641 Sedli-.ntary rock: 214 .16. 226, 273;273 Scytomookr: 295 ancient estuarine, 214-216Saturated aci' t s. in certain plankton Scyvomrm as silla: 295 Sedimentary structures: 193-191, 243,organisms : 355 S.a" %• : 601. 60K 245. burrowini activities. 192-193.Saussurite: 149 Seahob: 621 197.258; -egio: distribution (NorthSavannah River Estuary (Georgia) Sea cliffs: 219 Sea). i%-Mw5

38 Sea cucumbers: 652 Sedimentation: 101-120, 121, 122. 124.'cad: 653 Sea ceather: 494 127, 137-144, 1 -M 37S 378, 449,Saet.i,/a sericee: 3 Sea feather 492. 4• 452-455, 456. 459. 4 atsScari','la serice: Sea Crass: 46, 49m4 of transport. 121, 127, 20; bIo2i1Scallops 556. . 12 Seahorsets: 609 factors. 1ZZ 19 30K 43 3 delltai,• allim:2556. 5&S. 612 Sea level: 10. 93. 95, 115. 116. 119, 116-120. 220: estuarine. 121, 110,anium : 276. 277. 278,279. 2,1 ,475; lowatand. 97, 113, 219-22=; ca- 213. 216. 223; lateral. 206; m•"ip-•carci.- Fstuary (Sierra Leone) : 640 cillations. 10. 93. ', 115. I.; reta- l aur distributi"., 23)_- : modelScatopiag ,.ae: 651 timhips of the Po4a0 l rise, 11 (selna2;-Scalopthuws arvas: 651 Se. lions: 591 140 I9L 236, : v2-rtjnaw. 13-Scaw (ihenmark): 129 Seals: 591 ed1nn budget1 Wag.gl n .w. ISre~wd*dmnm :uet W&92 .wea:re :I5SSerneakuswi: 292 Seapercies: 591 -esuisent disalp : 409. •4Sem.ede"Us quadrie*6d4: 293 e salt: electrhoyte mixture. 72 Sediment flux: 118, I0.•'ue-,smxs q.a.direvris: 342 Seasonal activity: fis temperawure re- Sedumen samuler for smapsudd =Scheldt Fhtsmry (Netherlanms): 149 lated,633 terml: 138

/
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Sd Men rp 127, 1i2 Shiogama Harbor (Japan) 311 Si Phoaana: 405
Se Imetwater interface: 455, 460 Ship-set: 81 Sirorlidae: 649Se~im, Bake de la (France): 150 Shipwortn: 672 Sivash Sea (U.S.S.R.): :414,416

Seine Estuary (France): sediments, Shoal, growth of: 97 Size fraction: 166, 173; relationship to
ISO Shoalbaven, Lower (Australia): 127 sediment co!or (Chesapeake flay),

Seine River (France) : 156 Shoalbaven River (Australia) : 127 246
Sel~voxir: 66,60 Shoe (sorelne) 11,449,464595, 596-597, 600,WW
Seneal:583,39,40 Sorecra, elctrlyti imalane sud-Skaerbaek (Denmark) : 133
Seneal Rver(Sengal 640ies 541547Skagway (Alaska): 590
Senp Rier Afria) 39 hrewbur Ruks (ew ersy):Skalling Laboratories: 132

333.334Skallingen Peninsula (Denmark): 130,
erade:641, 650 Shrimp: 308, 405, 406, 417, 430, 450, 133, 134, 137: spreading of vegeta-

Serrtia ariambra 369585 596, 601, 604, 610,613-614, 622, tion on tidal flats, 13558
Seru: M otqpm 405; phspaeS0; 62,2, 6277; gras, 412; 633,p634yt635 Skates:cncot m 312, 321, 322,

Sesarws.: 401, 402, 403 , *r 62brine, 413; brown, 625, 630, 662; Skektsonema: 322, 518

Sesarma gultlsta: 434 630; osmoregulatory capacity, salin- Skerries: 63
Seswma meinerti: 434, 4.39 ity limits of common commercial spe- Skewness coefficient: 229, 231, 262
Stsarina ortmasixi: 440 cies, 630; palaemanid, 495, 628, 634; Skilletfish: 607
Sesaruse ziuperi: 434 penaeid, 378, 412, 495, 630, 632, 636; Skipjack: 411
Sesrwm swuithi: 434, 439 pink, 625, 630; river, 632; seabob, Skua Lake (Antarctica) : 347, 348, 349
Sesarmas: 434, 435, 440 632; white, 621, 625, 627, 629, 630, Slik (slikkes) :143, 150
Seston: 385, 387, 391-394 691 Slime: 376, 418
Sesnutm: 432 Shrimp fishery: 611, 614 Sludges, organic: 376
Se~sutisom j'ortulacaitrum: 432 Siarn: 564, 565 Smelts: 590, 591, 601, 612, 614, 659
Seteia (England) :101 Siderastrea sideria: 494, 498, 499 Smythite: magnetic iron sulfides, 269
Selipjnna: 653 Siderite: 270 Snails: 367, 434, 556, 558; hydrobiid,Sitipinsaa breticep~s: 649 Sierra Leone: 639, 640, 641 500; littorine, 430; surface film feed-
Sets pixna melantochir: 649 Sierra Leone Estuary (Sierra Leone): ing, 367
Setipinna phaia: 649 640, 643 Snapper: 642, 643. 655; red, 625
Selipinna faty: 649 Sierra Leone River (Sierra Leone) :Snohomnish River (Washington) : 694,
Settlement of larvae: 468, 471, 472, 639 697

473, 475, 476; gregarious, 472, 475 Siganidae: 651 Sodlium: 177, 216, 456. 525, 528, 541,
Settling lag: 165-166, 167, 169, 193; Sigausu gutlahis: 651 542, 545; molyhulate, 348

distance-velocity asymmetry, 165; ef- Sioanus oramin: 651 Sodium electrode: 75, /6
feets%. 178; relation to diameter of Sigqanus veriniculatius: 651 Soft clam-clam worm flats: 473
particles, 167 Skqnalipsa mexicana: 634 Soft-shell clam: 673; Chesapeake Bay,

Settling velocities, clay mineral: 161, Silica: 329 680
162 Silicates: 312, 454 Sognefjord (Norway) : 63, 64, 70

Severn Estuary (England) : 32, 100, Silicoflagellides: 298 Sole: 662; blind, 648
106, 213, 214; horizontal eddy dif- Silicon: 329 So'ka bleekeri: 651
fusivity, summer, 30; horizontal eddy Sill (sills) : 5. 52, 53. 63. 04, 273. 274, Volea trio~phthalnua: 641
diffusivity. winter, 30 697: circulation over, 53, 65-67, 274; SolIcidae: 041, 651

Severn River (England): 21, 213 depth, 0.3 S'lcMyat'c,,n 6
Sewage: 378, 667, 678: enrichment of Sillaginidae: 650 S'l,'n; 402

freshwater ponds, 678 Sillayo pans jius: 650, 653 .%4,leot capensi~s: 404
Sewage disposal: 670, 671, 677, 678, Siluago sihama: 6.50) So'lnaitre'a hvtidest: 494

679; Potomac Estuary (Washington, Sillimanite: 230, 231, 235 Stlifluction: 1'50
D.C.), 607 Sul,,nia silondia: 650 Sohymios I(Maryland) : 239, 240, 241.

Sewage outfalls: 678 Silt: 125, 144. 162, 163, 164. 165, 274.' 253. 292, hydrographic conditiuns in
Seymour Creek (Queensland, Aus- 317, 378, 401. 447, 448, 453, 454, 455, Che..alýcake Bay, 240

tralia: 126 459, 462. 464, 466, 407, 584, 679; Smnner~setshire (l'nglandl) : 211
Shad: 587, 590. 593, 594. 600, 601. 609, maximum time lag, 167. 104,8 pro- Sonic current measurement mnethods:

612. 614, 658; gizzard. 6M9: hickory, duction and dintrihution, 679 8
608-09 West African, W40 white. Siltation: 165. 317.,401, 670. 671 .%,ite'rati,*: 440

)_Sowitiratia ulba: 438, 439. 440670 Siltstone: 153, 210, 215; Middle E(- Smteaia rset.lris. 420Shale,: 153. 214; black, 2_59, 273 cene, 226; \fiddle !diocene, 226: Sortion 459Shark Bay tWcstern Australia) 121. Tertiary. 236Sotncefiet:2.Q122. 411 Silurian rocks (Michigan. Ohio, New Sorting coef15cieQt:5229,624Sharks: 591, 632. 648 York) : 216 SounhAfic:. 12.16. 53,8 614.5i57Sheepsent Estuary (Maine) 59D Siluridae: 641. 649 South America: 312.9U8. 587, 63t6Sheet sands, regresstive: 181 Silver Bay (Alaska) : 54,5$5, 61 ; ver- South A~tlanitic Right: 5WShelf -break: 9 tical distribution of properties. 4 ot tlni oat 3
Shell: 212, 243. 456 57. Q2 South Day. Laguiia %adre (Texas):Shellfish: 473, 59k.616. 617 Silver Glen Sprig (n'orida) : 54 411Shelter: 474. 473. 588 551, 5352.W 5670 l Sumiheacli. Yaquina Bay (Oregon):
Shrrnge (Alrica( :640 Silverside: 411. 414. 591. 595, 6011, 601. 23U
Sherbro Estuary f(Sierra Leonne) :640 610. 634; rough. 634 Smuthheach tidlal flat. Yaquina BaySherbro, River (Sierra Leone) : 640 Similarity soluuice: 46-S0, !5-61 1 Oregon) :226, 235, 236: heavy min-Sheiland Islands: @6 Singapore: W6. 657 erals. 235
Shinnercmit Bay (New York): 293. Siphon sampler: 138 Stwth China: W6

3"0 Siphainales: W2 Soupth Doiwns (England) 103. 106

.5NE.



INDEX 753

Southern California, sedimentary ma- Stability fields, iron minerals in anae- Stro:'bidium (strombik':) 299, 300
terials: 223 robic marine sediment: 270 Strombtp.usm cincthiv,: 299

Southern Hemisphere: 583, 587 Stabilization period, estuarine organ- Strombidium largnucopiaa : 299
Southern Ocean (Pacific): 121, 124 isms: 532 Strombidium lageuula: 299
South Pass (Mississippi River) : 26, Stagnant deep water (fjords) : S, 67, Strombidium tolchorm: 299

95, 97a274 Strombidium rulcata: 299
South River (Marshfield, Massachu- Stains: 447, 448, 453 Strongylidium: 299

setts): 552 Standing crop: 283, 596, 598 Strongylura crocodila: 641
South Wales (England): 100 Stands of ocean (See Se% level) Strongylura marima: 605, 606
Southwest Pass (Mississippi River) : Star drum: 634 Stumpoose, white: 405

24, 26, 95, 621 Starfish: 205, 528, 533, 548; portion Sturgeon: 590, 605, 0% 658
Spadefish: 607 of major ions in body fluids, 528 Stylocius ellitticsu: 549
Sparidae: 413, 594, 651 Statice: 138 Suadea maritima: 138
Spartina: 378, 379, 381, 383-388, 440, Statice limonium: 138 Suaeda: 432

458, 461; marshes, 384, 387 Staurolite: 230, 231, 235 Subarctic region: 582, 583; water, 586,
Spartina altcrpsifora: 108, 112, 383, Stavanger (Norway) :65 587

387, 473 Staveren (Netherlands) : 659 Subfacies, microfaunal patterns: 283,
Spartina patens: 691 Steady state: 27, 35, 38, 56 284, 285
Spartina townsendi: 201 Stearic acid: 355, 357 Submarine canyons and channels: 10
Spathidium procerum: 299 "Stechklisten": 191 Subparticulate organic material: 374,
Spawning: 468, 470, 471, 585, 589, 591, Steeitbras, white: 406 376S

601, 604, 608, 609, 610; stimulation, Stellifer lanceolatus: 635 Subpopulations, menhaden: 590
468, 469 Stenocodon: 295 Subsidence: 5, 105, 116-117. 128, 144,

Speciation: 467,.501; selective forces, Stenohaline marine component: 400, 220; coastal indentures formed by,
562 443,444 5, 224; rates, deltaic sediments, 116

Species: distribution, 463, 467, 564-. Stenolaline organisms: 400, 443, 444, Substratum: 398, 421, 423, 459, 472;
566; geminate pairs, 464; indicator, 673, 674 sampling, 421, 445-446
462, 473; interactions, 475; number Stenosemella niz'alis: 299 Subtropic water: 586
of, 462; stable, 475 Stenotherms: 316, 321 Succession: 461, 475-476; seasonal,

Species abundance, in various tempera- Stenotomus chrysops: 608, 609 591-593
tures and salinities (Laguna Ma- Stenotopic: 462 Succinic acid: 454
(Ire) : 416 Stenovalent: 562 Sucrose: 454

Species composition, nekton: 593, 594, Stephanoeca: 300 Sugar (sugars) : 363, 364, 374, 376,
595, 601, 611 Stephanopogon colpoda: 299 455, 458; excretion of, 363-364

Species in one genus: 475 Stephanopogon mnerili: 299 Sugarcane borers: 690
Species mass: 633 Sterna hirunda: 309 Susun Bay (California) : 223
Spencer Gulf (South Australia) : 122, Sterna minuta: 309 Sulfate: 249-250, 259, 459, 525, 528

127 Sterna sandzicensis: 309 Sulfate-chloride relationships, Chesa-
Spent sulfite liquor (SSL) : 693 Sterromonas: 295 peake Bay: 249-250
Sphaeroides maculatmus: 608 Stichatidac: 591 Sulfhydril: 459 r

Sphaeroma serratum: 570, 575 Stichococcus: 678 Sulfide: 254. 268, 270, 281, 459
Sphecosponqia vesparia: 494, 498, 499 Sticklebacks: 532, 535, 591, 601, 607 Sulfite waste liquor (SWL): 693. 696,
Sphenomonas elongata: 295 Stigmatogobius jamnicui: 651 697, 698, 699; effects on dissolved
Sphenomonas quadrangular•s: 295 Stigmatogobius minima: 651 oxygen and pH, 698; effects on oys-
Sphlenomonas teres: 295 Stillstand tSee also Sea level) : 93, 95, ters, 694, 695-6%, 699. 700: effects
Sphcroidcs testudineris: 495 97, 115 on young salmon, 694, 68 700
Spl raena: 642 Stingaree: 63?, 635 Sulfur: 254. 2A 269, 270. 271, 280,
Sphy'raena borealis: 608 Stizostdian titreum: 681 291, 349, 457, 459; distribution in
Sphyraena panehancho: 641 Stolephoridae: 649 sediments, 270, 271
Sphyraeta tmagha•a: 650 Stoe'phorns baganesis : 649 Sulfur bacteria: 291, 301. 459
Sphyraena sphviwaena: 641 Stomach contents: 421, 596. 601 Sumatra (Indonesia) : 647. 648
Sphyraenidae: 641,650 StomIhphus weleagris: 415 Sunderbans (India-Pakistan) : 647,648W
Spirodinium: 297 Storm Bay (Tasmania): 128 652. 654. 656; utilization of catches,
Spisula: 471, 476 Storms: 449, 587 653
Spits (See Sand spit) Stour Estuary (England) : 104 Sunderbans Estuary (India-Pakistan):
Spomge: 155, 430, 526; loggerhead, 499 Stradbroke Island (Australia) : 128 648,652,653,654
Spowes: 275, 303, 304, 526 Strandlines: 93, 115 Sunfishes: 601
Sporobolus: 402, 403 Stratification: 45, 123, 171. 172, 669, Sunk Island (Enigland): 102
Sporoboluas tiryginis: 404, 432, 439 674. 682 Surf zone: 192. 193
Sports fishery: 626 Stratification, vertical: factors control- Surfperches: 591, 601
Spot: S, 590. 593, 594. 599, 600, 601, ling in estuaries. 40 Swriretla: 426

610, 625. 635. 669; pearl, 648. 65S Stream rosette: 167. 168 Survival: 469, 472; of fish"', 589. 601.
Spotted sea trout, size distribution: 411 Streams: 447. 448. 449, 454. 462. 471 603
Spring Creek (Barnstable, Masa•cha. Streptocpalus: 534 Survival mechanisms: 472-473

%etts): 114 Stress (fSee also Turbulence; Wind Suspended nmner: distrbutims,, Den-
Spring tides: 124,166,168 stress): 19. 23. 26, 27,2, 29, 30. 38. erara River (British Guiana). 173;
Springs: 447. 457, 496 46, 54, 55. 56, 57. 58, 62 distributmion. Wadden Zee i Nether-
Spurn Head (England) :103 Striped bass: 587. 590. 591. 594. 596- lands). 164, 169, 170; lag tfecta
Squalifomes : 591 597, 5S9 60l0-02. 603. 60K 610. 612. 16X-166; penetration fresh water,.l -
Squalusaanthias: 606 614, 615, 670. 610, 633; length- 173: tidal variatio, 16?,163; trasm-
Sqsalns suekl.yi: 591 weight relationahip. 606; variation port by tidal currents. 162-170
Squeteague: 623 in catches. 601. W2 Suspension kede s: 455. 459.,461.476
.Squid: M458. 604 Strodb, ium: 299 Susuhanam River ( Pennsylvania-
Stability of inlet: bypassin. 186. 17- Stroulidiru uwnnum: 299 Maryklad): 4.669.670 - 4

188; crot section. 186, 189-190; lo- Stronmteidae: 594. 651 Susex (Fngland): 105
cation. 186. .89 Stramatolite: 411 Susex rivers (Engln): 106 4 1

A,,
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Su PWIm of u bwalui: 439 Tmt Estuary (Englan): 464 Themes River (Englan): 18, 29, 46,Swan Estur (Australia): 121. 124 Tan River (Engliud):1 51.SI 100, 104, 10.4.106, 662, 708; hori.Soa River (Austat): 9 Tenul. twe".I: 413 zontal eddy diffusivity, 30Swde :5M6; coast, M4 Teleostei'(telecsts): 415, 528 Thatch:- 108; -,ine, 108SYinc., Von"v: 635 Tvrksco~iu Seleeopiug: 436 Thairmasoomutis: 298Sydney (Austali): 126 Television: Microscope. 454; wnder- Thecadniauv holoidi: 297
Syld:54 water45 Theftazmebina (thecamoebinids): 23,Sylt Islandf (Genamny): 130 l'illiWe balikka.: 673 AS5Symbiotic filerrelatlonshin-:474 Teliss. Sfwmpmanu: 412, 413,414 Thdep,. plaviostame: 405S'yuphaewx Pkegian 609,'ý; V3, 635 Tflls.. weracolor: 49S Tkerpordae: 65GSya.$Wr 4uAit;sk. 64 Tril.,i.. Jerrvi: 299 Ttrpw nh. 5Synavedtide: 641, 650 Tewm~r too 'ionuir: 323, S01 Thea rpoes Putb: 650
SyngaIwu: 495 Tg'oj itylifevu: 501 Thermal additions: 67, 673, 685S).gsutkus wcme 650 Temora turbixssag: 513,640 Thermal differential analysis: l52 153)FYuMgu Wfks 1w.: 609 Temperate latitude: 4%8 471 Thermal lunits in resistance adapts-Synodoatddme: 649 Temperature (See also related terms tion: SSS-SS6
SFYmdOmXs 1 uelusePfrm~: 641 and! place names) : 22Z,316, 448. 450. Thermocline: 81, 320Synowwd anle.haU: 641 451, 467, 466, 509, 525-53, 548, 555, Thiamine: 317, 460Syusdws Ior~Aw: 606 5114. SV587t~, 592-593, 5S5, 596-S97, Thigmo-taci7lrae 6Syroacoshgwv ctrwAv : 293,296 610, 61Z 614, 672, 673,.615,.693, 697; Thin, prs system: 416
Systematics. 446-417, 706 effect on photosynthesis, 346349 Thiodrudrim macosms.: 291, 301

3ý50; physioloia c* estions for Thiorhoaca: .91Teckyjaw. Pflwfsla.- 299 ciumazne, 536..M3 5 S34535 tm-u Thixotropy: 267, 456:cisrde649 tural Changes in water, 451 Thor fltviddmms: 495, 497. 498Twchysunu: 642, 648 Temperature-salinity correlation: 53. ThONtnsOck3yfrijwun 304
Tachyuntrow wius. 649 M" Threa*Ilin: 632,634,642,648,652,6533Tkcysmnu coektwm: 649 Temperature-salinity diagram (Strait Thi'm-cornered grass: 691
Taehywunru Islerims: 649 of Juan de Funi): 53, 330-331 Three-layered circulation: 54Tcar'yisus Irlicep: 649 Tend~itef tete larve:4 42S, Threinme: 369Twyak ebws 641 Tcnpoumfrr: 411 Thriurle QXRNa d~stri: 649rha kyjarms he%4rdeo'i: 641 Tw'reW'.L: 4.16 TAI'isjodi* hmeljoii: 649Ta4chysmnu jell: 649 Trrrbralia palusfris: 434 Thrisoc5ks kommikisis: 649Taschynarm ioii~seu*,tms: 641 Tercbrali. wicuata: 43 Thriimoclws lewpi: 649
Toehysattvi uuaacoasoacdalsshu: 649 Teredo: 471, 672; larvae. 470 Thitissocdey saldabirui s 649T~hwhynri ueuga: 649 Trminos. Lapmna de Neixico) : 623 Thriinocles tuystax: 649T"acyinrma joIPexas: 649 Tersclielling (Netherlands) -62 Thrixtadle piwrav: 649Tackysmrms sona: 649 Tcrtiary Age: 97.,100, 105, 1 9 ~ ThruisocP. rawbkac: 649
T"Aac'rmas subrozlralus: 649 Tethys'Sea: 565 Tkyromw briarcmz: 368Townioiders chilkrusis: 6.51 Tdraelita stmug,: 40 Tkysamophrys isdinas: 651
Taenioididw 651 Tetracosadienotc acid: 357 7 wfrio hjllS: 299Tadus dWUrisp M1 414 Tergnllr-twm sulf -e Tidal amplitude: M6, 44. 122. 324, 128,
Tagig 594 Trtrakymuesa: 299 226,449, 453, 463. 468. 471Tag it t.y (Prtal 308 Taet'armis: 518 TidPI asymucatry: 1042 163, 166, 167.

T River 'P=rna): .306 Tetrodom pstwulatats: 642 168'. time-welocity asyuniolery. 166,35, ~Lake (Californiia.Nevad) :350, Tetrrdontidae: 642, oSI 16735.studies of, 351-352 Tetiku "14w,.r 631 Tidal bedding: 106Talitrid am ,ip l:401. 404 Texasi: 176,. 417. 568. ;&. 5%, 594, Tidal chamurs: 138-119. 13D. 334-137.
Taniar Estuary (IErgAnd): 464 595, 610, uZ3. 6Z5, 626, ky;, 631. 613. 163. 169L-170. 200. 2D3. 201k 213. etbbTamar Estuary (Tasanania).-122 709 and Roodi rharswl firnat.. IN,Tamiar River f tF-qLand) : 292 570 Texas conwt: 62V. 630; tays. 628; Ia- M3. 169-170; meander. 134. 136,

Tamaulanasorm: 46ic) 40RA35 6-176. DI.02W,3644; rrctling anWTainbaks: 6OS.66% ea tfCat & Prtgradling tbsnk,. 2G0. x-isnetary
Tamblegpm Laon(eyo) 5 Texel (Netherlands) !16'4. M62 enviarmnnwnt. 209.216

Tanibo kiver (Adstralia 1: 14 Theis I#*v2 Tidal croek6s 130.1334-137. 131: trans.
Ta~ mI ti fexico 6a1 TAdzu da~biu: 405 Pont of Organic detrittm 3MJ-.M
TnsRy= a.sedurnent: 222 Thaw in...62 Tidal currents: 7. 16, 17.I, 38. W2 0

Tancarville rnc) 5 ! Thlgtfla 461, 40. 4tj7 Abb. 4e& 469, 47M 476: hydraulic."*Tasasw': 152 TA.Jf1khdnm 1t,44 9,iII~r VFvrag 0 ~
Tearomyigr s lk~wi-49',4 9 Tbidu,.as fethalainak& 410, 404, M id0. rectliearo 16.A 4ID4; r50 .

Tahw.mjub,&mju 4994649 tary. so). 167, 169
Tarpon: 6t Trn~ S hOwessund wwa 434,43439 46k6W69; dharril changet inOri
Tarpnai: 12.18;nulit 2 TheUL..Simww ..rz~wd 321..W2 Cal and chemial OtAntians. )fIeru

Tasani 31. 3; staris. 22 Thail6-swrt: 312. M Stream. 421. effect an watner level
Thaibr swwami top~us in rivens. 4. 7, rariatoion ma e6wnTaxa: 3133, 99, 4 ThO~Amsroio $iitfiu: M,5. 3162 plm.59

Tamsuiany. 44W,447 Tal estuarwa. hytiraulic ntcmw ry:Tay""i Su*isn chauuu4 lineustaie): Thejeuiaores qrwie :d 321. Vl SI41
211ouae~~skd~ 3Z1. 392 Tidal eChang IS4V also FlainTea tree. paperhark: 437 43642

Twru harrier (It.sanus ): :97 Thawifihcsaces: 6'2 Tidal 471 Er jnWde) 30
Teelie. ississippi 4Lxauasnan) :96 Thdaslw 3313 32 13 I 3U. -343 149. 162, 1;4-175.Terficevw mriseos 437 Thaws FstuarY (FJSiwW~): 36, 22. 1"1-Z. =2 4W3 ..3:aawt arsiTectaisic wwr*"r%: 10, 111 127. 120. 43 U~. 33. 67n. ON ". 116; eb -A &=Wl etnsaas&*nwigj estuarne4 5 9. la 130 T'hames (L~owes Raver t(nglau) 1)4-13. 369-10 win"ar in74mwiw *'e 494 106 twwn 169. 374-75; Fw t-"W. BV.,
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2D9-210, 216; eltosisbetween Tolerance: 307-306. 429-430. 463, 464, Trichwrvs: 653
waves, curre.ts, and infauna, and 465. 467, 469, 470, 471 Tt riek g"6omsda 651SS
sediment distribution, 192; sedinen T~wnses Bay (California), grahen 94 Trichiurus hiesswia: 651
aiy structure types, 193-198, M3; Tcm~bolos: 95.128, Z23 Trickasmen Iephlrnus: 608, 642

sediment distribution, 175. 191, 193; Twocod 591 Trickmrus iml~i:a 651
sediments, 139, 140, 141, 142, 191. Tondet (Denmark), 133, 143; saft Tnrihim uSoule651
193, 219; Walden-typ, 207-W9, 210, marsh, 143-145 T ichomnycetes:l XU0
211. 216, wave activity, 1o9, 175 Targilufish - 6.32 Trichopdwlu spdgwime.rus 300

Tidal inlets: 13D, 195-190; tidal flow T h:221-Z23. 614 TrwAimapew toim 300
187-lUi Tar =ni obwuh*u*: 297 oacoe wo 0

Tidl ars ISee Salt marsh) Tovquilgnwsr oblooula 651T' 4Z Q
Tidal mixing (See Turbulence) Torrens F~stuary (Amatralii): 127 Tnweies amuulehu: W9,610

TIda prim: 7 7litsw dujecillI 5* 01 Trinidad: M9
Tialp&snmethod, for water ex- Tortanua Sfisfutiu 501 Trinity River (Texas): 115

change:l T3ripss W Tnptsm: 584
Teary .n466 Toruhtypsis uaala W07,306,309 TrnstouAi ,apu*. 611

Tidal scour I Ste also Scour JAI): 127 7a,.wiopi, l~elj: 307,308 Trirwkiilm pus'ohik: 300
Tides (See also Tidal current: Tidal Tondotpsis gisraola 309 Trorhili inlime: 330

channels) :3, 4. 5.7.39, 80,123,1324, Torulopushnis beduowi: 30W Tromso (Norway):.64
"ý49.46".581,8.SO.590.5391,5M,6W4 Toru*Iepmg mwi: 3*( Trophic iatma(see Food web)
650; ebb, 4. 7. A. 41, 42, 46K 469, Tanoruis Pixgfalmv#: 309 Trolss 46Z 467,468, 471, SM4.611
471 ; flood, 4, 7. 23 41.,42, 469; hi~.Torw]~p " orvesw 309 Tllefdatryphss ocD"OSiAM: nis
3. 77: Norizontal. 170; I(, IT ; Tota INd ae 3Tot:49 g,61 1; brook, S6;
low, 3. 77. 378. 46k 473; imixed sewi- "Tilmrist trot"i 624 saod, 632,634; speckled, 626; spo11e
diuwnal. 22f, map, 166. 468, s Tournualine -23S. 28.1 sa, 411; skelhead, 614
166; storm, 106, 476:- wind. 123. 627, Townsvile Aisaah 124 432, 433, Truia Coast (Arilas 211
6559 413, 437; ilaasig~o. am, -437 Trlowaeaiee fakkdlse 413. 414

Tierra del Forgo (Swamth America): Toxins: 6A 615677,679.691 Tryganidill641. 649
593 Ttroillw e l : 49~ii.5 trpon soogperi 641

Tiger fish: 643 Tracers. flamuv~cnt: 34. 81.183,449 Tvygtas plafmrtils 641
TmsRier 'lt r,,j 5 83,6"I Trchluerereo: 300 Trrgon muslg 6o9
7 , , 642, 644,.649 Trnc&,Iorevine colubev: 33 rphe ua. 5
TiI~a hrwiikotm: 642 1Ttwlaceretd ruftz: 300 Trjvpo=ha: Aitlm 15,1
7ilapie ineleso~rvira: 642 Trh~r h v .300 T lysuve
TiI pmm, mnsmmce: 4)'.j 427 43& 649), Trn~vhe'-moue: 29443

631.6%5 7 whcA-'op"Oua evehlors: 294 Tun. 0~ 1, 616 .

Taiaps -ilI - 64 T;Iseheloourmsu 4vtvsw: 294 Tuni~is. 430
Tileuh 589 74:hduin.- iio :ohwnwim 294 Turbellari.. 466 4U3 5S9 S30; vol-
Time-wrlocity asymninty 166; coeve. TvncAtiotlo*y raiuaws 300 MON regulation, 529

17TrorA ýItls hnslý,uws: 300 Turheity 155. 37S.378 4S;ý 45 4A49
TUimWit vild: 3- 7tarimhiSoa bloc&s: (50 461, 46,41.4, 4M
pmu, 5"ln~~nsa 4v. frvtkivol., remlmnsu: 634 Turbidit nmaxs 35is&171-173; bil
Tin: 214 Trwil jia&4 alm: 641 doodvaimc -6 hS, 172; gebitiow.
Tmimutwdiaum Put si,: 290- Twhimus-ir. pti-wuz f41 slip to salinity. 172
Tinfia~wow prmnsirmum -290 Tia'binoftsuyeerecmu- 641 Turbo: 401
Tinfirnidn.. sem~srimgwu 299 Trwk Aisu ldakuws 6t3 Turbou f-a0Wu' 94%. 49

* u Inss -300.301 Tractivr fivcrs: 159 tebsll iia . I,

Tioinsios'pm 3SW Twicivek-ati I: i1 Tubin sce 5. I -18. 19,3.-.27. A

Tinpisnops~i bevdd 9 Trzrnt time tcwrr wicmeasgrement). 472, 682; ssatroupsci v

7strng.fI b"I~kI I"tar a)tu~ j:ilo 153~hW w~ 3 93,5,532494
Tisatinnoisu omrem 3 Tiransluti (South Afrilca): 397. 398 Turtles 583. 595. &11
Tinfinno~psu ertvva. Y Tmasskri River (Souh Afnical :397 Turtle gral :
Tiih~i filuto 30D Trsaspoe bioia 462. 46-471; geit Two-lay" rxiladage: 17-J1L , A31.3

Tin liiis'w lumri: ,= mil 151173 195-19. a"3 21kl 31-3. Vq- &6 M7

Tuiixotapns minuk: 3003 403, "6; sedparit. iolurm est wAst Tydwlplausktliri 5W
TiWattfaS p4parnjis. $V 153, walv iS-70. 71. 4% *,4 T'4asswam sfruseyiww 650
Tuet sumquiaz $w.mv-ki: S 033, 4b4 *M. 4t,3t i-iSKZ 384 Ty* un I to.wto 643

Tutrlnotsi sicku30.65 300 40464Ts in

7etub? suwf,3 Tha at So61T Il ww
Tub Mre e " N a "" 'W 57U, brilisd *L Tyssuuk- Rie 434li:duril

'rubAI ZMtw,* $70 ii.n 610 &Mes.a 296l &5

lUis ?tial rihsi X0E' T.rim6a, wvtw',auesu 4,5 imin -c 426

TeA.. fill, -s 401 Tr341cs Qk.55 9,59.90 ~ 47 9. $71

Torvwbval SMw i3,:~ 4C cea* ris l A 4 "I

Tubei Tft!a Orgii :133. 237.-* -13 471,i' t ~ I.~ t.* ie'rvaii 4.39

T"Lm ý 2 OL wl Q14 Q

I" w@#IIilor~rli -S lsWlowaii4



756 ESTUARIES

Uca vocani: 437 Variations: genotypie, 467, 555, 575, 211, 212, 214, 659, 660, 662; salinity.
Udotea conglulinata: 494 576; phenotypic, 467, 555, 576 659: sediments, 175; sediments, col-
Ulothrix: 426 Vegetation, influence of erosion on: ored, 248; suspended matter. 164,
"Ultrahaline" species: 416 121, 140 169, 170
Ulva: 405, 406, 494 Veligers : 471 Wakasa Ba (Japan): 239
Umbrina cirrosa: 642 Velocity: related to sedimentation, ero- Wakefield River (Austi-alia) : 127
Umkonaas Estuary (Africa): 464 sion, and transport, 158, 166, 167; Wales, west coast estuaries: 100
Umzimvubu River (South Africa): vertical circulation (fjord), 66: ver- JIallago attu: 649

397 tical profiles, 28, 29, 31, 42, 43,, 54, Walleye: 681
Undecanoic acid: 357 55, 56, 60; vertical profiles, influence "Wallum": 439
Underfishing: 600, 613. 615 of surface wind stress, 35, 47, 48 1 Walvis Bay (South-West Africa):
United States: 374, 588, 600, 611, 612, Velocity change, influence of levees: 588

613-614, 615, 616, 617; Atlantic 670 Warm Mineral Springs (Florida):
Coast, 566, 590, 598, 603; Eastern Velocity shear: 38, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58" 291,298
Coast, 566; Gulf Coast, 590, 596, Vembanad Lake (India) : 648 Ii'arnowia polkphelai, s: 297
603, 604; Northeast Coast, 458; Pa- Venezuela: 176, 313; mangrove Wash, The (England): 102, 103, 106,
cific Coast, 27.3, 582, 590; South At- swamps, 430 207. 208, 209; tidal flats, 209
lantic Coast, 585, 604 Venice (Italy) : 566 Washington. D.C.: 671; sewage dis-

United States fishery nroduction (Gulf Venice, Lagoon of (Italy): 574, 575, posal, 667
of Mexico) : 596, 611, 624 576 Washington State, coast of: -J90

Unsaturated acids: 355 Venice System, salinity classification: Washington, University of (Washing-
Upogebia: 198, 402, 403, 404, 405, 406 443, 566 ton) : 331, 697
Upogebia africana: 401. 404, 405 Vera Cruz area (Mexican coast) : 298 Waste disposal (See also Pollution)
Upogebia litoralis: 205 Vermnicularia jargoi: 413 329, 602, 658, 667, 670, 675, 677, 679,
Upper Clarion Coals (ancient estu- Vermicularia spirata: 494 682, 693, 701

arine sediments) : 214 Vermiculite: 153, 161, 247; chlorite Water chestnut: 681
Upper Estuarine Series (Great Bri- mixture, 155 Water content: sediments, 254-256, 259

tain) : 215. 216 Vermilion Bay (Louisiana) : 623 Water depth: 126, 623; related to ac-
Uptake of dissolved organic matter by Vertically homogeneous estuary: 18, " tivity of fish, 593, 595, 610, 612, 614

invertebrates: 367-372: process,.368: 31-32, 39-40 Water exchange: in sediments, 456-
rate, 368, 369, 370-371: relation of Vertical migration: 469, 683 457
to ambient concentration, 369 Vesen (Denmark) : 139 Water level: effect of local rains, 627;

Upwelling: 614 Victoria Lake (Africa) : 124 tidal effect in rivers. 4, 7
Urceolus cyclostomrus: 295 Vidaa River (Denmark) : 144 Water milfoil: 677, 681
Urceolus pascheri: 295 Vigo Estuary (Spain) : 661 Water quality, forecast by tuathemati-
Urceolus sabulosus: 295 Vigo River (Spain) :155 cal model: 703
Urea: 376 Vineyard Sound (Massachusetts) : 337, Waters, international: 613
Urine ion concentrations (!entigrap- 339, 364, 365 Waters, territorial: 613. 615, 616

sits utudus) : 543 Virginia: 114, 500, 501. 594, 596, 597, Watershed: 377, 447-448, 450, 452, 453,
Uroleptus: 300 599, 602. 603, 615, 616 462, 463, 587, 667-672
Uroleptus piscis: 300 Virginia Institute of Marine Science: Water transport (See Transport)
Uronema filifiýitn: 300 594 Wave! action: 106, 121-122, 127, 181,
Uronema martnurn: 300 Virgin Islands (West Indies) : 565 400-401, 450, 453, 464, 469, 476, 623;
Uronvchia sdlrqera: 300 Viruses: 460 local fetch, 127, 623; related to fau-
Uron•vehia transfugo: 300 Viscosity, eddy (See Eddy viscosity) nal distribution, 400-401, 464
Urophycis chuss: 608 Vitamin Bt: 312, 341-344; assay, 341- Wave base: 10
Urophycis floridanuss: 610, 632 344 Wave energy: 121-122, 185
Urophvci'rergiius: 609 Vitamins: 374, 376, 379, 454, 458 Wave equilibrium profile: 181
Urosalpintx: 681 Vlieland (Netherlands) : 662 Waveney River (England) : 103
Urosalpinx cinerca: 472, 669, 681 Volcanic rock: 226, 231, 273 Wave refraction: 122, 124, 126
Urotstronogylumn candalum: 300 Volga River (U.S.S.R.) ; 549, 709 Waves: 121-122, 185, 191. $78, 623
Urothoe: 406 Volta Estuary (Ghana) : 639, 640, 642, Weakfish: 599, 610, 669; spotted, 625
Urotricha: 300 643 t Weekiwachee Spring (Florida) : 566
Urotricha farcla: 293, 300 Volta River (Ghana) : 640 Weir: 653; trap fishing. 644
Urotricha mnarina: 300 Volturno River (Italy) : 660 Welland Estuary (England) : 102
Uruguay: 625 Volume, continuity of: 19 Wellfleet (Massachusetts) : 113
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers: 671 Volume regulation: 527- 530 Wellington Harbor (New Zealand):
U. S. Geological Survey: 584 Volutin: 295, 296 511
U. S. Navy: 591, 592 Volvocales: 292, 300 Wellington Lake (Australia) : 124

UVoner ietapinnis: 608, 634, 641 Welsh Borderland (England), Lower
U1Voricella: 293, 300 Devonian: 211, 215

1'coa~:Vorticdlarnicrostorna: 300 Weser River (Germany) : 149, 205
9Vortiellids: 300 West Africa: estuaries, 639-640; estu-

Vadehavet (Danish tidal region): 130, arine fishes, 640, 645; fishing meth-
131 Waccasassa Bay (Florida) : 292, 293, ods, 643-644; fisheries potential, 645-

Valamugil caeruleomaculahts: 650 294, 297, 299 646
Valine, excretion of: 363 Waccasassa Estu'.,-y (Florida) : 295, West Bay (Louisiana):117
Vallisneria: 566 296 Westchester County (New York)
Value of nekton: 610, 611, 612-614, Wadfden (waddens) : 130, 133, 134, trunk sewers: 701

615 136, 138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 144, 16., West Crosby (England) : 101
Vanadium: 276, 277, 278, 279, 281 165, 207, 209, 708; Danish, 130-144, West Indies: 497
Vancouver Island (British Columbia) : 374; sediments, 133, 137-143, 175, "Wet cross section" of tidal gullies:

273 207-210, 216; tidal channel forma- 162
Varano, Lake of (Italy) :576 tion, 136 Whales: 585, 591, 592, 604, 611
Varde Aa (Denmark), reed swamp: Wadden Zee (Netherlands): 149, 164. Whelk: 404,405

143 167, 169, 170, 175, 207, 208, 209, 210, Whitebait: 405 -3cC~. ~C-
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White Lake (Louisiana) 626 Yaquina Bay (Oregon): 226-238; cli- Yucatan Channel: 583
VWLiting: 625 matic controls. 228-229. 236-237; Yucatan Peninsula (Mexico) :611

\Widgeon gC ass: 691 deposition, environments of, 231-236; Yukon River (Alaska) : 582
Willemstad (Netherlands) • 149 dposition, fluctuations in, 236, 237;
Wiltshire (FEnglaid) : 211 deposition. realms of, 230-231, 236: Zalerion erstia: 304
Wind: 106, 588. 592 hydrography, 227-229; physiography, Zalerion maritima: 304
Wind-driven circulation: 54 226-227; sediments, 229-238: sedi- Zambesi River (Angola-Northern Rho-
Wind fetch: 127, 623 ments, heavy mineral profile 232. desia) : 583. 647
Wind ,i:-ss: 30, 34-35, 46. 47, 48, 51. 234, 235 : sediment, sources, 236 Zeeland (Netherlands): 149, 660; oys-

54, 56, 58. 60, 61 Yaquina Estuary (Oregon) : 226, 228, ter industry. 674
Wingland (England) : 102 232 Zinc: 276, 277. 279. 280, 281, 679
Wire grass: 691 Yaquina Head (Oregon) : 226, 236 Zircorinm: 276, 277, 278, 279, 281
Wisconsin glaciation: 112. 115 Yaquina River (Oregon) : 226, 235, Zetnaria: 405
Wolf Bay (Mississippi) : 222 236, 237 Zonation: 324, 401, 488, 499
\\'(Ns~s Hole (Massachusetts) : 75. 76, Yarborough Pass (Texas) : 408, 409 Zoofiagellata (zooflagcllates) :298, 300,

292. 312, 336, 337, 338, 339, 343, 549 Yare (England) : 105 .. 301
\\'4mxls Hiole Harbor (Massachusetts) : Yare River (England) : 103 Zo:plankton: 316, 319, 379, 385. 386,

318 Yarmouth (England): 103 389, 406, 430, 453, 454, 500-514, 591,
\\Vcxls Hole Oceanographic Institution Yeast: 301, 306-309, 459, 460; quanti- 598, 600, 640, 647, 648, 659; competi-

(Ma.,sachusetts) : 343 tative distribution in natural waters, tion, 324, 505-506; ecological classi-
Woolwich Reach (England) : 105 306; salt tolerance, 308; species from fication of major Entomostraca spe-
World fishing: 611. 615446 intestinal contents of gulls and terns, cies, 501 ; intrageneric relationships,
World ocean: 582-584. 580, 616 309; species in estuaries, 307: spe- 503, 574; maintenance of a "native"
World War II : 0i03, 613 cies in sewage and estua'ies, 308 population, 324; minor element con-
"Worm rock": 624 Yellow grains: 230, 231, 234 centrations in ash, 279, 280; preda-
WVorms : 208, 209
Wiirm-Weichsel glaciation: 123, 129, Yellow River (China) : 116 tion, 325; seasonal abundance, East

Yield of fish. sustainable: 600, 602- Coast estuaries, 500; seasonal cycle,

\VychiIwood Beds (channel limestone) : 603, 612, 613; per hectare, 596, 599- 323-325; temperature and salinity re-

211 6-- 000, 602 lations, 323-324
Yield of fish and phytoplankton per Zooplankton grazing: source of dis-

Xauthid mud crabs: 473, 477 acre: 595-596, 599-600, 602 soved organic substances, 366

Xingu River (Brazil) : 587 Yields, agricultural, compared to fish: Zoothammiurn: 300
.ithopt'neus kroy,'ri: 625 600 Zostera: 374, 378. 381, 402, 403, 404,
.iphiuphorus: 534 Y'oldia limatfmla: 266 405, 406, 453, 458, 461, 462, 464, 591
Xiplhophorus helleri: 423, 425, 428, 429 York River (Virginia) : 4, 501. 502, Zoslera marina: 201, 374, 473
X-ray analysis of sediments: 150, 152, 593, 595, 604-611, 679; turbidity Zostera nana: 201

268 maximum, 172 Zuider Zee (Netherlands) : 149, 659,
S.\'yh.'crpus australasicum: 437. 439 Yttrium: 276, 277, 278, 279, 281 660, 667, 673
Y.XIocarpns gramatipin: 432. 437. 440 Yucatan (Mexico) : 630 Zygomycetes: 303
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